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GENERAL REPORT.
Agricultural Rooms,

Concord, N. H., December

To His Excellency

1890.

i,

the Governor:

In accordance with the law enacted

by

the Legislature of 1889

the nineteenth annual report of the State Board of Agriculture

from

May

There

1889, to December i, 1890, is herewith submitted.
no marked change to record in the condition of New

i,

is

Hampshn-e

agriculture since our previous report, yet

is

it

ap-

parent that our interests have kept pace with other industries of
the State.

According

to the report of the State

Board of Equal-

there are in the State 67,948 horses,

1890
23,346
oxen, 111,335 cows, 54,928 other cattle, and 130,364 sheep, at a
total value of $9,305,166.
This shows since our previous report
ization

for

an increase of 6,459 horses, 11,824 cows, and 1,582 other cattle,
with a decrease of 1,303 oxen and 23,404 sheep. The decreased
value of the entire live-stock

is

$272,716.

This by no means

indicates any decrease in the agricultural products of the State,
for our

increased local markets

and rapidly growing summer

boarding business have been supplied with various products that
have taken the place of growing beef, mutton, and wool.

No

serious contagious disease has existed

of the State during the year, except

appeared in several
enacted by the

last

with town and city

among

which

A

localities to a considerable extent.

has

law

Legislature placed the authority in such cases
officers,

and, as

far as

we have

action has been promptly and successfully taken.
to believe that this disease

is

learned, their

There

is

yearly increasing in the State,

legislative action necessary for

importance.

the live-stock

tuberculosis,

checking

it

is

reason

and the

a matter of serious
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An

abundant hay crop was secured in

fine condition,

pasturage has been excellent throughout the season.

and the

Other farm

crops have afforded an average yield, with the exception of

which has been extremely

High

light.

fruit,

com-

prices have in part

pensated for the deficiency, and probably, as a whole, the value

of the agricultural products of the State has exceeded that of the
previous year.

Although the summer boarding business of the State cannot be
claimed as a farm industry, yet it is one of the ways

strictly

in

which our

New Hampshire

the best statistics at our

by summer

tourists

farms are being benefited.

command,

From

there have been left in the State

during the year more than ^5,000,000. A
and proper

large portion of this has been left with the farmers,

means should be taken

to

further increase this profitable

still

industry.

Dairying has made great advancement in the State, and we

now

have thirty-nine creameries in operation, seventeen having been

added since our previous report. These creameries have produced
during the year ending September 30, 1890, about 2,250,000
pounds of butter, and have paid the patrons for the milk and cream

The

furnished about

^500,000.

had a tendency

to stimulate a better quality of private dairy

products, and

New Hampshire

success of the creameries has

is

already gaining an enviable

reputation as a dairy State.

Horse breeding

is

rightly receiving

and the intelligence and

before,

producing a

su])erior class

more attention than ever

of our successful breeders are

skill

of horses.

All

agricultural fairs have noticed the rapid

who have attended our

improvement being made

in this direction.

The

yearly increasing

demand

encouraged a greater business in
find

it

The
is

at

a profitable industry on

for

market garden products has

this line

many

of agriculture, and

poultry business should be increased in the State.

an active demand at

good

prices,

all

we

farms.

There

seasons of the year for poultry products

and many abandoned farms could be profitably

utilized for the poultry business alone.

The

institute

work of the Board has been pursued with more

than usual vigor during the past year.

Forty-two sessions have

GENERAL REPORT.
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been held, at which about eighty lectures have been given, with
an average attendance of over one hundred people. The attendThe
ance and interest have far exceeded any previous year.
agricultural college has received an additional appropriation
from the government, which will enable it, with the experiment
station connected, to offer greater aid to the agriculture of the
State than has ever before been possible.

The grange has witnessed

a year of unprecedented growth.

making the
membership of about 9,000. This
doing a grand work for the farmers of New

Sixteen Subordinate Granges have been organized,

number of granges
organization

is

123, with a

Hampshire.

The Granite

State Dairymen's Association, encouraged with a

small appropriation by the Legislature,

has been actively inter-

ested in advancing the dairy interests of the State

in

various

ways.

The agricultural
number and success.

fairs

have continued with about the usual

The work taken up

in

the previous years

enforcement of the oleomargarine law of the State has

in the

Several prosecutions have been made,

been continued.

and

if

any violations of the law have remained unpunished, they are of
little

importance.

The examination of fertilizers

licensed by the State has been

continued, and the goods have been found to equal the manufacturer's guarantee.

might

An

exist in

any

No more

fertilizer

deficiency has been found than

with no intention of fraud.

important matter to come before the next Legislature

is

the

Benjamin Thompson, of Durham, bequeathing,
under certain conditions, about $400,000 for establishing an
agricultural college at Durham.
The State Board of Agriculture
are considering this matter, and will ask to be heard at the proper
will of the late

time.

In our previous report the enactment of a law was urged providing for calling attention to the abandoned farms of the State.

Through the

influence of His Excellency,

such a law was enacted.
limited

means

at

our

and others

The work was pushed

command would

been gratifying in the extreme.

in authority,

as far as the

allow, and the results have
Over three hundred vacant
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summer boarding business
means which have been employed.
commissioner's work will be found in

farms have been reoccupied, and the
largely increased through the

A

detailed report of the

this

We

volume.

desire to call the attention of the Legislature

to the advisability of appropriating a sufficient

amount

to prepare

and issue a publication descriptive and illustrative of the natural
attractions

of

our State in such an edition

the attractions of

New Hampshire, we

believe the

ing business would be greatly increased,

would

find purchasers,

would receive some

we

summer boardfarms

interest of the State

desire to say, after candid review of

New Hampshire

agriculture,

we

believe there

knowledge of improved methods and

intelligent cultivation of the soil, a fuller appreciation of

and a more encouraging feeling in
on the part of the
and zealous work on the part of our various

the advantages of farm

regard to the future.
State,

and

faithful

life,

With

a liberal policy

and opportunities of the
improved as to render
not only the most honorable and useful but also the

agricultural organizations, the condition

New Hampshire
agriculture

most

all

benefit.

exists a greater desire for

more

reach

many abandoned

and every business

In closing this report
the condition of

as will

In calling such widespread attention to

sections of our country.

farmer

may be

so far

influential industry of our State.

N.

J.

BACHELDER,

Secretary State

Board

of Agriculture.

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.

ANNUAL MEETING AT CONCORD.
The
office

State Board of Agriculture

met

in

annual session

at the

of the Board in Concord, Wednesday, August 28, 1889.

Present

Humjjhrey,

Messrs.

:

Wason, McDaniel, and the

made with
election

Philbrick,

secretary.

Lyman, Thompson,

Election of officers was

the following result, each receiving a

unanimous

re-

:

President

— Hon.

Vice-President

Secretary

— N.

Moses Humphrey.

— George

The holding of

J.

S.

Philbrick.

Bachelder.

the winter series of institutes was considered,

was voted to hold a two days' session in each county, the
secretary and county member being authorized to arrange for

and

it

holding the session in one or more towns as might be considered
advisable.

The

subjects to be presented at the institutes

by the members

of the Board were considered, but no definite assignments made.

Various matters in regard to the institute work were discussed.
Further discussion was deferred until the annual
at

field

meeting

Hampton on the 30th.
The Board adjourned.

FOURTH ANNUAL FIELD MEETING.
The fourth annual field meeting was held at Boar's Head,
Hampton, Friday, August 30, 1889. The weather was favorable,
and with the growing interest manifested in this annual meeting
a good attendance was secured.
Besides those who came by rail
people began to arrive by carriages from the country surrounding at an early hour, and at the opening of the afternoon session
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hundred people had assembled, the largest number
There were present as repever in attendance at this meeting.
Humphrey, of Concord,
Moses
Hon.
resentatives of the Board,
Hon. G.
vice-president
Tilton,
of
Philbrick,
G. S.
president
Springfield,
who is
of
McDaniel,
Charles
Nashua
of
A. Wason,
Durham
Thompson,
of
Lucien
Grange
State
the
of
master
also
D. Lyman, of Exeter; S. B. Whittemore, of Colebrook,
Hon.

fully fifteen

;

;

;

;

J.

and the

Among

secretary.

the leading agriculturists present at

the opening of the meeting were Hon. William R. Sessions, of
Boston, Mass., secretary of the Massachusetts State Board of

Agriculture

;

Hon. Joseph

B. Walker, of

Concord

;

and

Prof.

C. H. Pettee, of Hanover, dean of the Agricultural College.
President Humphrey called the meeting to order pronij^tly at
II o'clock in the large canvas pavilion

which had been placed

upon the spacious grounds by Col. S. H. Dumas, proprietor of
The subject announced for discussion
the Boar's Head House.
was "Possibilities of New Hampshire Agriculture." President
Humphrey opened the discussion by saying that the Board of
Agriculture was expected to lead in agricultural thought and discussion,

and

that the question

was a most appropriate one

come

for the

and that
Both organorganization is doing a great deal for its members.
izations are working for the farmers, but while the Grange is
specially in the interest of its members the Board of Agriculture
If New Hampshire does not present opporis working for all.
tunities for the rapid accumulation of great wealth, no other State
could give so great advantages for making life successful in the
The change that would bring the greattrue sense of the word.

meeting.

The Grange

est possibilities

has lately

into existence,

within reach of the farmers to-day

ment and use of

better business ability

is

the develop-

and the practice of habits

of industry.

Charles McDaniel was the

first

farmer

lay along

He adNew Hampshire

speaker introduced.

vocated that the greatest possibilities for the

the line of dairying, sheep husbandry,

breeding superior horses,

if

and

farmers would be guided by practical

and produce articles of real merit and comMarket gardening was advocated
for the vicinity of manufacturing villages and cities, and a good
word said for the extent and value of the berry crop in New
and

sensible notions

mercial instead of fancy value.

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.
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and
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Mr. McDaniel recommended organization among
referred to the educational advantages offered

by

Reference was made in complimentary terms to
the State Fair, Relief and Insurance Associations connected with

the Grange.

the Grange.
Prof. C. H. Pettee was introduced, and spoke at some length
upon matters which bore directly and indirectly upon the subject.
One of those which came very near was the possibilities con-

nected with the increase of summer visitors
that, the subject

;

and incidental

to

of improvement possible in our road construc-

make

more convenient and enjoyable at our
and through our towns generally.
He spoke intelligently of the good and bad use of the road
machines, and the evils resulting from narrow roads, and the
uncomfortable water bars on our hills, which he deemed unnecessary, as a rule.
He spoke of the fine and expensive roads in the
beautiful mountain country of Switzerland, and other European
countries, which were made at government expense.
He also
referred to what our state legislature had done for Hampton and
towns around the White Mountains and considered such appropriations as tending to increase our possibilities in the number of
tion, so as to

travel

mountain and seaside

resorts,

;

visitors.

This was followed by a discussion of the subject of exemption
from taxation of manufacturing enterprises, and the unwisdom of
the overtaxation of farms, which was one of the reasons for their

abandonment. The speaker, on the whole, favored an opposite
course, and gave at length his views on the subject at large.
Mechanics' Band of Hampton was in attendance, and at this
point enlivened the occasion with music, after which adjournuntil 2 o'clock p. m.
Many families and farmhad driven long distances to attend the meeting, bringing
provisions with them, and the sight of a thousand or more people
enjoying the noon hour in picnic style, scattered over all parts
of the ample grounds, was enlivening in the extreme.
Col. Du-

ment was made
ers

mas's famous hotel afforded excellent accommodations for

all

who

desired.

AFTERNOON
The afternoon

SESSION.

was called to order at the appointed
hour, and the president introduced His Excellency Governor
session

NEW HAMPSHIKE AGRICULTURE.
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Goodell, who was greeted with enthusiastic applause.
Governor Goodell spoke in substance as follows

D. H.

:

ADDRESS BY GOVERNOR
Mr.

and

President, Ladies

Gentletnen

GOODELL.

H.

D.

:

have been so busy of late, and my voice has been in so many
places, that I have had little time to prepare an address for this
I therefore ask your indulgence if obliged to make
occasion.
I

some

repetition of what I

may have

said elsewhere.

pleased to announce that the tide of emigration from

I am
New Hampshire

has been

somewhat checked.

inclined to follow the advice of those

Hampshire

is

a

"good
now

State to emigrate from."

it is

Some
said
I

are

still

that

New

am

glad to

good number who are beginning to
At no time have the
a good State to live in.
a

say that there are

think that

who have

prospects been so excellent as at present.

The

report of the secretary of the State Board of Agriculture

shows an increase in the number and value of horses, sheep, and
It is very gratifying to know that we are better off by
cattle.
for so small a State.

and farmers must be

and

a large

sum

These gains evidently show a forward

step,

half a million of dollars in this respect,

satisfied,

as

this

is

that

is

better than ever

have known before.
I formerly supposed there were greater opportunities
West, but have changed

my

mind.

go away from the rock-ribbed

my

in

tages

travels in other States,

and opportunities,

I

State.

we

in the

would not advise any to
After what I have observed

I

and observed other people's advan-

have come to

this conclusion

:

that

more advantages here than an)'where outside of the New England States.
Aside from the additional luxuries which we enjoy, our farmers and wage earners are accumulating more money than those in
the far off States, as is shown by our savings bank deposits, which
have grown twelve-fold since i860. Yes, grown from five millions to sixty millions, and these are not the deposits of wealthy
men, as they choose to invest in other speculative ways. This

we

have, everything considered,

has been a marvelous growth.
Friends,

let

us hear

no more croaking

;

gc»

where you please

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.
and you

will not find farmers prospering

How much
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better than ourselves.

can we expect from our new immigration act

if far-

mers continue to cry down their own interests ?
I believe

the influence of the Board of Agriculture

and the

Grange, with other things has checked the tide of emigration.
We do not so much desire the incoming of foreigners, as to keep

We would have the children stay and
and their neighbors' farms. Better
raise the horses here than go to Kansas to raise them to send
East.
We have already sent away a large number who have
gone to other States. They are a credit to us and we do not expect them to come back
we feel proud of them. We want the
tide now to turn and build up our own towns.
We simply want
what is our own. I ask you to co-operate with this new Immigration Commissioner, and do what you can to lead people to
feel that this is a glorious and noble State.
People come here from all parts of the West, and make their
annual pilgrimages.
Why do they do this if we have not something here which we ought to be able to appreciate ourselves ?
Let us make it a good place to be in all the year round, and
learn to enjoy our own free air and beautiful scenery.
Let us
unite in this and keep our boys here too.
those already acclimated.

take care of their fathers'

;

The

" Value of conHon. William R. Sessions, sec-

subject for the afternoon discussion was

centrated thought and effort."

Board of Agriculture, was the
and highly
interesting manner.
Mr. Sessions commenced by citing illustrations from ancient, mediseval, and modern history, selecting
in our own time Washington, Lincoln, and Grant as examples.
He brought in educational, philanthropic, moral, and religious
reforms, and explained how mechanical work had been affected by
division and concentration of labor.
He focalized his thoughts
near the close upon the agricultural bearing of the question,
urging the importance of striving for marked success by special
effort in one direction, making other thoughts and knowledge
incidental to the main effort.
This he illustrated by instances
of remarkable incomes from small areas in Arlington, Mass.,
and in some locations in Germany, where land was valued at
retary of the Massachusetts State
first

speaker, occupying about an hour in a forcible

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURE.
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$3,000 an acre.
the address in

is

a cause of regret that

give

Walker followed upon the same subject

B.

as

:

ADDRESS OF HON. JOSEPH
Air.

we can not

full.

Hon. Joseph
follows

It

Chairman

WALKER.

B.

:

we have

just

It is clearly

gen-

uine, the product, evidently, of an extended experience

and

The

of Secretary Sessions, to which

address

listened, has the true Massachusetts ring to

much

careful

observation, but

some of

it.

its

sentences were not

very comforting to careless and indolent farmers.

dertake to speak for the rest of you,

"he meant me;" and

thought

but every

Whether

ing.

He

in

won't un-

the only consolation

get at such times was that he was hitting
as well as myself.

I

now and

some of

my

then

I

I

could

neighbors

has given us a pretty close kind of preach-

religion he, like our chairman, believes in

universal salvation, I don't

know.

It

very evident that his

is

He

charity don't extend that far in farming.

is

a stern Calvin-

and believes that the elect only can be saved,
His
those only who think and work are the elect.

in agriculture,

ist

and

that

doctrine

is

truth of

it.

thing about

pretty tough, but the toughest

it is

the

The human race has been variously divided into different
The last physical geography which I have seen divides
classes.
it

into three,

— the

Negro, the Mongolian, and the Caucasian,

the latter being the best looking

Some
the

writers

first

make but two

and the one

classes, viz.

:

to

which we belong.

Sinners and saints,

being a very large majority and the latter a very small
I hope to admit this decorous assem-

minority, but large enough
bly.

Still

others divide

our race into three

classes,

—

saints,

and the Beecher family, the latter being the noisiest of
But if you were to call ujjon me for a division, I
the three.
should separate the race into but two great classes, the first

sinners,

embracing those who think, and the second those who don't.
The first class in this division has a decided advantage over
the second, inasmuch as it leads and the other follows. A canny
old friend of mine,

who had had

a large

experience in public

MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.
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life,

to say that
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committees of the Legislature,

boards of selectmen, and other similar bodies, those

who

could

read and write had a great advantage over their associates, as
when the reports came to be drawn they had things their own

And

way.

who

those

who

in various avocations of

don't,

and

if

furnish brains get

But

there

is

but

I

found ere long that

I

who

think lead

furnish only muscle.

hard work.

and Wall

that the people in State street
ers,

those

profit in a business, those

more than those who

most of us thinking

to

life

any

is

I

street

was mistaken

;

used to suppose

were deep thinkthat they divided

which followed some particular bell-wether, who thought for his clients and helped himOne sees a good many swagbellies down
self to their shekels.
there, who eat two dinners in one day, look very wise, but think
into small flocks, like sheep, each of

very

little.

Dickens somewhere speaks of a man who always

looked very thoughtful, while thinking about nothing

Thomas

B. Laighton,

who

at all.

Old

kept the Appledore House, just across

upon his
abundance of

the water at the Shoals, while ruminating alone one day

verandah, was accosted by a

whose
with

frilled hair

the

lovely."

remark,

The

little

woman,

the

was in inverse proportion to that of her brains,

"Your

island,

Mr.

Laighton,

is

perfectly

old man's eye measured her at a glance, as he re-

sponded by a slight bow. "But, Mr. Laighton, Mr. Laighton,"
again remarked this cheap incarnation of fashionable emptiness,
"what in the world do you find to do in winter? " " Think,
terse reply.
For a moment the butterfly
him in blank amazement, and then fluttered away,
wondering what on earth the strange man meant.
All the great industrial results in modern life have had their
origin in patient thought.
More than forty years ago the elder
Professor Silliman used to show his chemistry classes a little toy
engine, put in motion by electricity. But neither he nor any one
else dreamed that that frightful power, invisible and mysterious
as a spirit, would in time be tamed and set to do service as a
motive power in our shops and mills and upon roads. But patient investigation has done it.
All important achievements
embody thought. Without it the railroads which span the continents, and the ships which plough the seas, and the pyramids
and palaces would not have been. Without it Omnipotence

raadame," was the

stared

at

NEW HAMPSHIRE AGRICULTURE.
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itself

could never have marshaled forth the forces of the creative

work and formed the world.

And

yet, as faith

has told

action

faith,

without works

is

thought without action

us,

is

Without action

to thought.

Thought

dead, so, as Mr. Sessions

What work

vain.

is

to

materializes only in action.

dead, just as faith without works

is

it

is

is

dead.

We may

think ever so closely and argue ever so correctly and

make no

material progress, which

is

begin to

rise until

one stone

is

may

be,

its

upon another.

laid

How-

the great end sought.

ever perfect the design of the building

do not
Old Samuel

walls

who nearly a hundred years ago built his canal around
Amoskeag Falls, may, for aught we know, in his imagination
Blodget,

But the city was not
and the
lumber appeared some thirty years after his death. Indeed, Mr.
Sessions has set before us the two great fundamental principles of
" The tide
industrial success, without which this is impossible.
have built up Manchester upon
visible to

any one

in the affairs of

men which,"

at the flood, leads

on

banks.

the great dramatist

tells us,

" taken

comes along about
think earnestly and to work persistently.

to fortune," generally

the time they begin to

We

its

the stones and the brick

else until

are told that our farming

is

not as prosperous as

it

ought

most towns of the State more or less deserted
that the young people are no longer satisfarms may be found
that the business of farming is
fied with an isolated country life
unpopular that real estate values have declined astonishingly,
to be,

and

that in

;

;

;

and

that if the depopulation

now

in progress continues

longer, large sections, once cultivated

back to

and well peopled,

much

will

go

forests.

There is doubtless more or less of truth in these assertions,
and if we look for the reasons of such a condition of things we
shall discover that the two most potent have been brought to our
attention this afternoon by our friend from Massachusetts.
"

O wad some Pow'r the giftie gie
To see oursels as others see us

us,

!

It

would

frae

monie a blunder
An'

It is

a sad truth that

many

free us,

foolish notion."

of our farmers

who

are continually

complaining that farming "don't pay" are taking the very

MEETINGS OP THE BOARD.
course of

make

others to

all

can recall to mind
their business

men who

once a year

who don't dream and can

it
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unremunerative.

Any

of you

don't have a vigorous thought about

men who do not work half the time,
made to believe that trade and

;

not be

manufacturing pay better than agriculture, because those that

more thoughtful and more industrious
successful surgeons New England
has ever had was wont to say that very little of his success came
from inspiration, but rather from hard study and hard work.
But we have as good farms and as good farmers in this State
now as we ever had. The commonwealth has waked up to a realizing sense of her duty, and instituted measures to encourage
follow these industries are

One of the most

than they are.

immigration to her depopulated
tion

on her

his torpidity

foreigners,
its

It

is

the

move

We

— a very important

ac-

in the right direction,

is

in fact

and

will

pay

are not lapsing to barbarism.

quite evident to those

and

shire,

is

still

and more.

costs

districts,

Although the resurrection of one native from
of as much importance as the importation of two

part.

who

New England

see clearest that

agriculture

is

New Hamp-

at present in a

transition period, and will ere long have passed to a higher life
and a greater prosperity. When these shall have been fully at-

be very evident that the two most powerful elevabeen concentrated thought and concentrated action.
But, Mr. Chairman, I have talked too long and said too little.

tained

it

will

tors have

My
1.

words amount to about

this

:

Concentrated thought and action

lie

at the

bottom of a

successful farming.

Without these, remunerative farming is impossible.
Most of the unsuccessful farming of New Hampshire is due
to stupidity and laziness.
4. Those only who think and work can be winning men
2.

3.

among

their

fellows.

The

efficient

will always lead

and the

stupid will always walk behind.
5. The indolent and the thoughtless can only work at a profit
under a task-master. If a man would be a man he must think
and work.

Mrs. A. G. Marshall of Dunbarton read an original poem,
which was greeted with applause.
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The afternoon was

so

far

spent that there were no more ex-

W, D. Baker

tended addresses.

Quincy was

of

called

upon and

spoke a few well-chosen and encouraging words for the Granite
George S. Philbrick, of Tilton,
State Dairymen's Association.
spoke
Col.

briefly, closing

Dumas and

by introducing a resolution of thanks

the citizens of

Hampton

for

to

the kindly recep-

and interest taken in the meeting, which was adopted.
Mr. Walker introduced the following resolution, followed by

tion

its

adoption

:

Resolved, That the thanks of the
are hereby extended to

New

Hampshire farmers here assembled

Hon. William R.

Sessions, of Massachusetts, for his

very able, practical, and interesting address.

Mr. C. M. Lamprey, of Hampton, expressed the thanks of the
town to the Board of Agriculture and speakers for holding the
meeting in Hampton, and extended an invitation to hold the
annual field meeting of 1890 at the same place.
The invitation was accepted, after which the meeting adjourned.

INSTITUTES.

INSTITUTES.
coos COUNTY.
COLEBROOK.
The
in

the

day's session of the Coos County Institute was held

first

Town

Hall, Colebrook, Wednesday,

being present George

S. Philbrick,

November

20, there

of Tilton, vice-president and

of the Board for Belknap county Lucien Thompson, of
Durham, member of the Board for Strafford county J. L. Ger-

member

;

;

rish,

of Webster, secretary of the Granite State

Dairymen's

M. Tinkham, of Pomfret, Vermont, formerly
Vermont Dairymen's Association, and Secre-

Association; O.
president of the

Mr. John F. Jordan, of Columbia, was also in

tary Bachelder.

attendance, by invitation, and assisted in the exercises.

The forenoon
lection
to

session was occupied

and Breeding of Dairy Stock."

thoroughbred

sires

line of dairying to

great care

of those breeds especially adapted to the

These should be selected with

be followed.

and with due regard

to the records of the ancestors.

Rules for the selection of a dairy
able time

The

spertt

in

explaining

cow were given and consider-

the milk mirror or escutcheon.

idea was advanced that while

defined on

all

by Mr. Gerrish, on "Seadvised breeding only

He

superior cows, no

it

was not always found well
a full milk mirror

cow with

ever proved to be inferior.

The attendance at this session was not large, yet the interest
manifested by those present was quite satisfactory to the speaker
and the members of the Board.

number assembled, and
Thompson, on "Poultry Keeping for

In the afternoon a larger

speaker was Mr.

the

first

Profit."
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It will

be impossible for us to give a

and we can only refer
commenced by saying

full

report of the address,

The speaker

to leading ideas presented.

that

no branch of farming paid

larger re-

turns for the capital invested than did the poultry business

when

Expensive buildings are not necessary,

judiciously managed.

but they should be kept clean and free from vermin.

Vegetables,

oyster shells, and waste, from the table should be fed in connec-

The production of eggs

tion with different varieties of grain.
in the winter

should be sought

and

for,

room and

the summer, and the

The Plymouth Rock

fowls were

purpose earlysold in

attention given to the pullets.

recommended as giving the best
The fertilizer from a
care, and he had made one hun-

results in the

experience of the speaker.

flock of hens

would pay

for the

for this

The hens should be

hatched pullets should be selected.

dred hens pay a net profit of $ioo during the past year, having
kept an accurate account of the income and expense of feed.
Oats were fed in the morning, shorts at noon, and corn at night,

keeping oyster
all

ter

shells, vegetables, salt, water,

and milk by them

The Plymouth Rocks produced more eggs in winthan any equal number of Leghorns, and in warm weather

the time.

the Leghorns produced the most.

Thompson

and imperial egg food
wholesale prices.

in large quantities, getting the benefit of

He

advised the nests to be

part of the hennery, as the fowls

eggs

thus placed.

if

In answer to questions Mr.

stated that he purchased beef scraps, oyster shells,

A

would not be

made

in a dark

so likely to eat the

discussion followed, participated in

members of the Board and other gentlemen present.
The next speaker was John F. Jordan, of Columbia, on
subject of fruit raising.

Mr. Jordan

is

by
the

a practical fruit grower,

and has been very successful in the business. He spoke of the
opposition he had met at the outset in starting his fruit enterprise, also of the heavy losses and mistakes on account of bad
Out of 700 trees thus bought
nursery stock bought of agents.
He now had 1,200 trees of his
hardly 100 were alive to-day.
own growing which were perfectly healthy. At one time he
bought 400 Duchess trees of a Maine dealer, and not one was
true to

name, and in a few years

He now

all

but five or six were dead.

had 1,000 trees in bearing condition, raised from the
seed, which he grafted at the ground by splicing with Russian
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He

varieties.

county,

if

considered apples a safe crop to grow

Co5s

in

the proper varieties were grafted.

Mr. O. M. Tinkham, of Pomfret, Vermont, spoke at some
The extended experilength on the subject of butter making.
ence of the speaker, both as a practical dairyman and in addressing institutes, enabled

him

to

audience in a marked degree.

found elsewhere

both interest and instruct the
will be

Mr. Tinkham's address

in this report.

At the evening

session,

which commenced

at

7

o'clock, the

taken up by the secretary on the subject of aban-

time was

and by Mr. Philbrick on creameries. Both papers
Remarks were made by several
gentlemen present, including Hon. S. R. Merrill, of Colebrook,

doned

farms,

will appear later in this report.

member

of the executive council,

farmer of

fifty

years ago as

to-day.

He

economy

for success

tute

who

depicted the

compared with

life

of the

that of the farmer of

urged the importance of industry, frugality, and

was brought

in

any business or

to a close at 10

successful, considering the

profession.

o'clock,

The

and regarded

insti-

as fairly

inclemency of the weather.

DALTON.
On

the following day the representatives of the Board were

by the arrival of S. B. Whittemore, of Colebrook,
Coos county, and C. E. Swazey, of Bethlehem,
Three sessions were held in the
for Grafton county.
Town Hall at Dalton, and each session was attended by audiences
which manifested a deep interest in the proceedings. Mr. Whittemore presided, and the subjects and speakers were the same as
Mr. Swazey followed Mr. Thompson on the subat Colebrook.
ject of poultry raising, making timely suggestions for profitable
re-inforced

member
member

for

egg production.

Mr. Jordan made the subject of fruit culture
and interesting, by exhibiting specimens of

specially practical
trees

grown by

different

methods of

culture,

with cions different methods of grafting.
Littleton, was present

meeting.

upon

He made

and was invited

illustrating

speak at the close of the

a stirring agricultural talk, dwelling mainly

the benefits accruing from the
2

to

and by

Capt. George Farr, of

Grange organization.

The

NEAV
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institute at

pitable
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Dalton was regarded as one of the

treatment which

best,

and the hos-

the representatives of the

Board

re-

ceived while there will be remembered with pleasure.

CARROLL COUNTY.
NORTH CONWAY.
The

for Carroll

institute

Thursday, December

12, the

county opened at North Conway,
Board being represented by Alonzo

Towle, M. D., of Freedom, member
J.

county; Hon.
Rockingham county

for Carroll

D. Lyman, of Exeter, member

for

Lucien Thompson, of Durham, and the secretary. There were
also present E. J. Burnham, of Manchester, associate editor of
the

"Manchester Union"; Hon. George B. Chandler, of Manchesof the New Hampshire Forestry Commission
and

ter, treasurer

;

W. McKeen,

B.

State

Maine, member of the Maine

of Fryeburg,

Board of Agriculture. The institute was held in Masonic
first session opened at 10 o'clock a, m.. Dr. Towle

Hall, and the
presiding.

After preliminary remarks explaining the objects and purpose

of the

institutes.

Chairman Towle proceeded

The

ject of horse raising for profit.

to discuss the sub-

close attention of the au-

dience was held for an hour, and a paper prepared by the speaker
containing the leading points

made

will

be found in

this report.

upon the ''Advantages of Farmers' Organizations," followed by Mr. McKeen on the same subject.
The afternoon session was opened by Mr. Thompson, on the

The

secretary spoke

subject of poultry raising, which elicited considerable discussion.

Mr.

McKeen

Specialties in

delivered an address upon the

Farming," which

will

"Importance of

be found

in

this report.

Mr. Burnliam followed with an address of nearly an hour upon

" Geology as Related to Agriculture." An appreciative interest
was manifested in this subject as presented by the speaker, and
the address will be found in this report.

The evening

session

was occupied by Mr. Chandler and Mr.

Lyman on

the subject of forestry.

We

regret our inability to

give in

the address of Mr. Chandler.

After referring to the

full
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Germany and other European countries for forand production, the speaker paid a glowing tribute to
the beauty and grandeur of New Hampshire scenery and its intrinsic value to the State in the fast increasing summer-boarding
action taken in
est culture

An

industry.

summer

important matter

in

still

further extending this

business was suggested to be proper pruning and the

and their protection from
was also urged that much might be done by the farmers

clearing of underbrush from our forests
It

fire.

making the

in

more

State

attractive to

summer

tourists

by

clear-

ing up the road sides and the grounds around their dwellings and

Mr. Lyman's address was in the

barns.

of economical

line

and will be found in the report. This closed
North Conway, and the mstitute was considered in

forest production,

the session at

every

way

successful.

CENTER TUFTONBOROUGH.
On

the following day,

Thompson, and

December

13, Messrs.

Towle, Lyman,

the secretary held an institute at Center Tufton-

borough, consisting of an afternoon and evening session.

church building in which the institute was held was
fullest

the

seating capacity.

first

filled

The
to

its

Dr. Towle presided and presented as

speaker Mr. Thompson,

who

discussed the subject of

and was asked numerous questions by
The points made were mainly the same as pre-

profitable poultry raising,

the audience.

viously reported.

The

secretary w-as the next speaker, on " Dairying," the se-

and breeding of dairy stock being the leading points
The discussion which followed was in the line of
economical feeding and continued to the close of the afternoon
lection

considered.

session.

Chairman Towle opened the evening

session

ing for Profit," and was followed by Mr.
ical'

Management of Forests."

Tuftonborough in the
Board.
to

At the

"

Econom-

interest of the farmers

of

exceeded the anticipations of the

close of the institute an invitation was accepted

the meeting of

been organized

institute

The

on " Horse Rais-

Lyman on

Tuftonborough Grange, which had recently

in the town.
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GRAFTON COUNTY.
HANOVER.
A

two days'

under the auspices of the State Board

institute,

of Agriculture and Agricultural Experiment Station, was held at

Hanover, January

i

and

2,

The

1890.

sessions were held in

Culver Hall, as in the previous year, and were well attended
throughout.

A

Danish butter-extractor was in operation at the experiment
and was viewed with interest by the many dairymen present from various sections of New England as well as from
The first session was opened at 2 o'clock p. m.,
our own State.

station building,

by President Humphrey, who delivered the following address

PRESIDENT HUMPHREY'S ADDRESS.
Members of

On

the

opening

Board of Agriculture and others present

this institute I desire to say that

we have assem-

bled in Hanover for the second time to discuss the great ques-

The Board of Agriculture
tions and principles of agriculture.
do not claim to know all there is to be learned, but we have
come here at this time to give you the benefit of such facts as
have been learned both by experience and observation by men
working

in special lines.

may

We

allow.

farmer has

a

is

subjects presented as time

good

many advantages which he

but also that

it is

is

home

business,

and

that the

We

apt to overlook.

is

not only a pleasant and healthy business,

one of the best

children for success in

success.

shall expect those present to assist

believe farming

think that farming

country

We

by discussing the

us in the meeting

life.

which to

raise a family of

pure, moral

influence of the

in

The

has been the true foundation of

many

a man's

In cities they seem to run in the lines of dissipation

which in the country we do not have, and perhaps that

is

our

salvation.
I stated

yesterday, perhaps, what

I

may

applicable almost everywhere, and that

country, and

it is

that industry that

is

:

repeat, as

This

is

I

think

it is

an industrious

makes our men.

If

you

will
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far as New Hampshire is concerned, and also
Maine and Vermont, you will see where your men throughout
the country came from, who control largely our Western States
and our Eastern cities. Look right around here in New HampNote where John C. Pillsbury, governor of Minnesota,
shire.
came from ; and George A. Pillsbury, mayor of Minneapolis
both raised down here in Salisbury. Then take the Washburns
who went from Maine. We have also the governor and other
high officials in Massachusetts, as New Hampshire men, The

look around as

;

New York, T. C. Eastman, was raised down
Croydon and Austin Corbin, the millionaire, raised
down here in Newport close by. I knew them both as boys.
And I could go on in this way and name a long list of prominent
men throughout the country that came from our farms in New
Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont. Well, what made them such

big cattle king of
here in

;

men

as they are?
I say it was the farm, where they were brought
up in habits of industry and frugality under the influence of good
and thrifty fathers and mothers. I think the young man better
stay on the farm while a boy, and get an education there that
will be far more valuable to him through life than that which our
boys who go off the farm at sixteen years of age or younger can
It is these habits of industry
get at these schools and academies.
that make the man.
I have been at Austin Corbin's house
when he was a boy, and he used to do all the chores. His
mother would say: "Austin, have you done this or that? You
must get all your chores done before you sit down to take your
book." And it is from the habits acquired in that way that
he is where he is to-day. And so I say in this matter, if the
boys can stay at home on the farm, let them stay until they get
to be men, for there they learn habits of industry and everything
that goes to make a man.
I could point to more than fifty successful men that have gone from Croydon.
You know that I
used to live down there, and I used to know these men, and
know how they were brought up. There are successful merchants, lawyers, and doctors among them, and I claim it is to

that the farmers

want

to

owe

Therefore

I say

bring their boys up on a farm.

To

their farm training that they

their success.

show the influence of farms even on the young, I would say that
I guarantee that the boys that go from the farms at twelve or
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fourteen years of age to the schools at Concord, go in|\Tith those
Why ? Beboys there and stand at the head of their classes.
cause they were brought up on a farm, and were stimulated to
get an education, and they take their place among the highest.

We

have

New Hampshire men

in Massachusetts like

Governor

Treasurer Marden, who
who
Vernon
and
the
lieutenant
Mont
in
governor, raised
raised
was
These men were taught to work upon the farms,
in Hinsdale.

Bradford

was raised in

Brackett,

;

;

and they did not leave the farm

until

they were men.

I call

your attention to these things, for they are something that

I

have

watched all my life.
I have stated that the farmer is the most independent, and so
he is. In their social enjoyments and pleasures too, they are
those who live in the cities.
You go and call upon
and you are invited in as though they were glad to
see you, they ask you to take off your things and stay to supper,
and they make you right at home. Down in Concord, you go
and ring the bell, and you are invited in. You step in, sit down
about three minutes
and then
in a chair for a little while
you go off. As I have already said, all that there is to be got out

way ahead of
a neighbor,

—

of this world

and

shelter,

is

the food that

—

we

these things can be had as well

our
I

eat, the clothes that

with what pleasures we can get, and
if

we wear,

I say that all

not better, on the farm than in

cities.

now have

the pleasure of introducing to you Charles

Daniel, of Springfield,

member

Mc-

of the Board for Sullivan county

and Master of the State Grange, who
"Sheep Husbandry."

will speak

to

you upon

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
BY CHARLES MCDANIEL.

This subject, upon which I have been called to speak,

what dryer,
culture

;

in

one

sense, than

it is more oily, and in
and country, more remunerative.

but in another sense

tions of our State

is

some-

the subject of dairying or fruit
certain

sec-

The lamb has ever been regarded as an emblem of innocence,
and its skin when properly prepared is an emblem of purity.
Although having had more or less care of sheep from our early
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boyhood, we are willing to confess our inability
fixed rules

upon

new

expect to advance any

ideas, but

give any

to

We

sheep husbandry.

this question of

do not

merely to throw out a few

suggestions upon this branch of stock-raising.

The sheep was probably

We

the

first

animal domesticated by man.

book of Genesis

are told in the

Abel was " a keeper of

that

"of

sheep," and that he brought an offering unto the Lord
firstlings

of his flock and of the

fat

And

thereof."

the

from that

time until the death of Christ lambs continued to be the most
frequent sacrificial offerings, both

among

the patriarchs and the

Jews.

The

felting

and weaving of wool were unquestionably among

the earliest of the

arts.

Wool was probably

at first pulled

from

and even cruel practice which it is said still
subsists in some countries and was not long ago relinquished in
But v\-e read of Judah shearing his sheep,
the Orknev Islands.
and there is abundance of other evidence that the better mode

the skin, a rude

of obtaining the fleece has been in use from remote antiquity.

Sheep were introduced into the American colony of JamesNew York and Massachusetts

town, Virginia, in 1609, and into

WithiB forty years the number

about 1625.

increased to 3,000.

The

total,

had
United

in the colonies

number of sheep

in the

States in 1880 was 40,765.900, valued at 590,230,537, the aver-

The largest number in an)- one State
age price being $2.21.
was 7,646,800 in California. Texas and Ohio came next, and
The highest
the smallest number was 28.200 in Rhode Island.
average price was S4-oi, in

Xew

Jersey,

and the lowest Si-44,

in

Georgia.

By

the latest statistics Texas ranks

ond, California third,

Rhode

Island

still

first

in

numbers, Ohio sec-

Xew Mexico and Oregon come

has the least number, 20,435

J

next, while

average price,

^^^^' Hampshire has 194,772 sheep, at an average price
$3-5 7The highest average price is now S3- 88, in Connectof $2.94.

icut,

New

The

Jersey being next, with an average of 53-82.

total

number of sheep

in the

United States

in

1888 was

estimated at 43,544.755, and in 1889, 42,599,079, a decline in
number; but the average price in 1888 was 52.05, and in 1889,

I2.13 per head.

The advance of

eight cents per head

cient to increase the aggregate value of

a

year ago by

is

suffi-

more than
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The

^1,350,000.

value of this class of stock declined steadily

from 1881 to 1886, when the turning point was reached, and an
advance began which still continues. The falling off in numbers began in 1884, and was probably due to discouragement at

the low price of wool.

It is

gratifying to observe evidences of

reassurance in the future of sheep husbandry, which

an increase of numbers hereafter.
Since the price of wool has been
the present year,

come from some
in

it

as low, or

may

effect

even lower than

seems quite important that the

profit

must

other source beside the wool crop, viz., increase

numbers, or the lambs.
It

appears from statistics that Australia possesses about 80,000,-

000 sheep, the Argentine Republic 68,000,000, Russia 63,000,000,
while the United States comes fourth.
In Australasia the increase in the flocks has been remarkable.

Wool

is

the staple product,

and

constitutes the leading article of

export, but within the last few years Australasian meat competes

with the American in supplying cheap food to the old world's
workers, and to-day Australasian wool competes with ours in our

own home

markets.

In our small State of
estimate,

aware

is

New Hampshire,

according to our

last

we had less than 195,000 sheep, which we are well
a less number than is sometimes owned by a single cap-

ranchman in the West. It is often said that a New Hampshire Yankee will get the most money out of a small quantity
and make a dollar go farther than any other man. Now, if this
italist

be

true, let us

have the breed of sheep that

will,

with our feed

and care, produce the most dollars.
While New Hampshire is an old State, we claim that it is progressive, and contains many types of the breeds of sheep which
are quite numerous.
Only a few of the many will we mention.
The black-faced sheep of the Highlands of Scotland and the
North of England is perhaps as near the original type as any
existing breed.

It is

very hardy, being well adapted to a

tainous country and cold climate.

The wool

is

moun-

long and coarse,

and the weight of the fleece is from three to four pounds. The
mutton is of the finest quality, making this breed preferable to
some others.
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The Dorset is one of
They produce a

breeds.

the best of the old

able for their fecundity.

English

upland

of wool, and are remark-

fine quality

This breed

is

valued for producing a

supply of early lambs for the market.

The Cheviot sheep have
the Cheviot hills
as

;

existed from time

hardy as the black-faced and other

dom

weighs over

immemorial upon

but they require richer pastures, and are not

five

varieties.

The

fleece sel-

pounds.

Since the improvement upon the old Leicester sheep by Mr.
Blakewell, which took years of his best skill and care,
the

new

or

modern

we have

Leicester sheep, that produces a fleece weigh-

ing from seven to eight pounds, and fine mutton.

The Southdowns, the vShropshires, the Cotswolds, and other
now within our borders, either in their purity
or as cross-breeds.
The Cotswold is highly considered, especially so since being modified by crossing with the Leicester.
The
familiar breeds are

Southdowns are preferred

Vermont Atwood,

for their

mutton, but in our State the

Merinos, and their descendants, with va-

or

rious crosses, predominate.

Each of the foregoing breeds,
doubtless very remunerative

in

the hands of specialists,

is

but we must consider their special

;

adaptation to the convenience of the producer, and have the

lamb crop

and thus secure a profit which we can
good care, even upon our cheap lands. In order
to do this we must get away from the curse of the dogs that
altogether too often kill a portion of our flocks, at the same time
frightening and worrying the balance to such an extent as to
to help out,

obtain, with

greatly reduce their value.

of

my

flock of

lambs

this

When
last

a neighbor's dog killed part
summer, upon notifying him of

sympathy was very forcibly expressed by saying,
" The town Avill pay the bill." I, for one, do not believe in raising sheep for any such purpose, and do not propose to exhibit
my contempt any further for those who persist in keeping sheepthe fact, his

killing dogs.

Now, having selected the breed of sheep that is as nearly our
we are able to do, we are to consider the cost of their
keepnig and their produce.
The cost of keeping sheep must of
ideal as

necessity vary very materially.

In our

own

locality the average

sheep costs nearly two dollars per head for keeping, interest,

<
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taxes, etc,

and

several of our farmers give the

income of

their

sheep at ^5 per head.
The type is of a large size, medium fine
quality of wool, averaging six pounds per head, while the lambs
well for the home markets or for keeping for from $2.50 to
$4 per head, according to earliness and size.
The above estimate of keeping is based upon actual weight of

sell

hay and other fodder consumed, including ensilage, which has

been used several seasons with satisfactory
ration during the

We
uable

One

have

in

first

and

last

results,

and a grain

of the winter.

addition to the wool and lamb crop a very val-

fertilizer,

both

for field use

and

for our pastures in

summer.

of our shepherds has been satisfied that the fertilizer ob-

tained during the winter well pays for the care and feeding.

Our

pastures, where sheep are kept, are continually improving,
weeds and many bushes are kept down, and especially I would
mention the ox-eye or white daisy, which sheep eat so readily
as to actually kill or destroy

The

mand

it.

raising of sheep for breeding purposes, to supply the de-

of our Western sheep raisers,

grower in the West recently told

me

still
it

A

continues.

wool-

was impossible to keep

up the quality of wool by raising their own stock. The nature
of their soil and climate was not adapted to the continued production of a good quality of wool and a rugged constitution
in

the in-bred sheep.

or winter,

will,

Close confinement, either

sooner or

later,

summer

in

bring disastrous results to our

flocks.

We

can hardly claim to have an American type of sheep, so

many

crosses have been

ing.

Here

made, and the original importations
have been so much changed by our climate, keeping, and breedin Ne-.v

Hampshire we have hundreds, even thousands

of acres, in a majority of our towns, that can profitably be utilized

by any man who has a liking

for

the business,

study well the sheep best adapted to his location.

and will
do not

We

purpose to advertise any man's goods, but will say that the Melvin type of sheep, smooth-bred, are good propagators of their
kind, that produce wool worth more per pound than the finer
and heavier quality of the Merinos, and lambs that are adapted
to the early market as well as for the future flock.
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sometimes, aye, often, said that our wool

Be

not properly adjusted.

that as

us as farmers to study well this question,
affects

Look

our industry.

well to the

may,

it

tariff

or

becomes

it

and see how the tariff
meaning of the word

" protection," and ascertain whether we or the manufacturer of
our wool gets the profit by the adjustment of the

Our

California brother farmers,

ally,

say "free wool."

Our Ohio

tariff

schedule.

shear their sheep twice annulong-staple wool growers say

But how about our own condition?

"protection."

and other questions
thought and discussion.

the purpose of giving

for

this

tariff

who

If

some inventive genius

We

ask

them more
will secure a

or protection that will prevent the destruction of our flocks

by dogs, the majority of our wool growers

will consider

him one

of their greatest benefactors.

Mr. Gerrish
inch

is

I

:

would

like to ask you,

]\Ir.

McDaniel,

if

an

about as long as they have their staple ?

Mr. McDaniel

:

No,

sir, it is less

ing a fine grade of wool, and

it is

than that.

They

are rais-

about three fourths of an inch

long on an average.

Mr. Gerrish What is the breed of their sheep there }
Mr. McDaniel The Shropshire is the breed generally kept.
Mr. Philbrick What is the amount of wool they obtain per
sheep, the average amount ?
Mr. McDaniel For the two crops, seven pounds — about
:

:

:

:

three and one half pounds at each shearing.

President

:

Why

do they

clip tAvice a year ?

—

Mr. McDaniel: On account of disease
scab and ticks.
They could not raise a long staple on account of that and even
then they are obliged to run them through a sheep dip some two
;

or three times a year.
bolic acid,
at the

is

and carhundred a day, keeping it

a mixture of tobacco
five

proper temperature.

Mr. Gerrish
be sheared
winter

This dip

and they run through

:

Do you

think that ourlong-wooled sheep could

in the fall, if they

were properly managed during the

?

Mr. McDaniel

If they were properly managed, I have no
no reason why our long-wooled sheep, if they
had the proper care and covering, could not be sheared in the fall.

doubt of

it.

I see

:
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Mr. Gerrish I believe you shear in April?
Mr. McDaniel Yes sir, the last of March or the first of April.
President How many sheep do you keep
Mr. McDaniel: About two hundred is all that I have at the
:

:

.-'

:

present time.

President

Are you familiar with the Dorset sheep ?
Not particularly.
President I saw them at the Bay State Fair, and it struck me
that I had never seen that breed before, but I afterwards remembered seeing them in my early days.
Mr. Philbrick What breed should you recommend for mutton and fleece ?
Mr. McDaniel I do not know as I want to recommend any
The Downs are good but the Californian
particular breed.
:

Mr. McDaniel

:

:

:

:

;

thinks the Shropshire sheep are

Shropshire, however,

is

the

best.

a long staple of wool, which they import.
will find that

The wool

of the

so short that they are obliged to purchase

For that reason you

the wool raisers of California are free

traders in

wool.

Prof. Scott: What, in your opinion, would be the advantages
of free trade in wool, or would there be any advantages to the

wool growers of

this section in free trade

?

Mr. McDaniel I suppose I shall have to say to you, as I
have to a great many others, that I do not know enough to an:

swer that question.
question

;

but what

Prof. Scott
tion, or should

:

It
is

too big.

is

Would you be

you be sorry

Mr. McDaniel
no harm but the

:

A

have

all

studied that

glad to see a

move

in that direc-

?

move

stand that

;

We

do not know.

best I

in that direction, perhaps,

we have taken

is,

that if

would do
manufac-

turing products are to be protected, we, as farmers, should insist

on the same protection

for agricultural

we should have equal protection with

products

;

that

is

the manufacturer.

not believe in special legislation in that or anything

to say,
I

do

else.

Mr. Praddox I would like to ask the speaker the style and
make of the sheep he is keeping.
Mr. McDaniel The breed I have is a grade of heavy bodied
wool sheep, and graded from the Merino, but graded up larger.
Mr. Philbrick Graded up how ?
:

the

:

:
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Mr. McDaniel With long-wooled sheep.
Mr. Philbrick Any particular breed ?
Mr. McDaniel Not unless Mr. Gerrish has established one.
You might say that perhaps he had an American type of the
:

:

:

Melvin

strain.

Mr. Praddox

Will you please

:

two dollars a year

to

Mr. McDaniel

:

keep a sheep
I

the cost of their other rationSj

cost

it

have not the figures with me, but

the weight of the hay that I give

I also

how you make

us

tell

?

them

for a certain

and reckon the value of

reckon the interest on the value of the sheep

I

get

time, and
this feed.
at six per

and then reckon the taxes at about what they should be,
would give close to two dollars. I made the figures on a
Having scales in the barn, I would
flock of eighty, I think.
throw the hay upon them, and then from there to the sheep.
Mr. Philbrick Do you feed ensilage to your sheep after they
have dropped their lambs ?
Mr. McDaniel No, sir. Before they lamb I add cornmeal

cent,

and

it

:

:

to the ensilage, but that

was when the ensilage was not as rich

two years I have allowed the corn to
and feed the ears with the stalks. After they lamb I give
them corn, oats, and bran mixed together in equal quantities,

as

it is

now.

For the

last

ear,

feeding perhaps twelve quarts to forty or

fifty

sheep.

Mr. Philbrick Do you mix it by the pound ?
Mr. McDaniel No, sir. I mix it according to
:

:

bulk,

— equal

quantities in bulk.

Mr. Gerrish
I

:

I

want, before you

down,

sit

to bring out

what

consider an important point in regard to feeding ensilage.

I

have been told by those experienced in feeding sheep that they
are never troubled with stretches

you noticed any difference

Mr. McDaniel

:

I

when they

do not

Have

recollect a case of stretches since I

have commenced feeding ensilage.
cases, but they

feed ensilage.

in your experience?

I

may have had one

have been so seldom that

I

or two

don't recollect them.

might say here that although our medium grades are the
here, the West must continually draw upon us for
fine-wooled merinos, and here is a chance for fine-wool breeders.
I

most profitable

President Humphrey
ing to you Professor F.

I now
W. Morse
:

have the pleasure of introduce
of the

New Hampshire

Exper-
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iment Station, who

speak upon the "Relation of Chemistry

will

to Agriculture."

THE RELATION OF CHEMISTRY TO AGRICULTURE.
BY

F.

W. MORSE,

B.

S.

In talking to you this afternoon about the relation between

chemistry and agriculture,

my

standpoint will necessarily be that

of the chemist.

When

say that chemistry plays a part in the whole round of

I

farm work,

I

am

not exaggerating.

of plants, the curing of fodders,

takes part

It

in

the growth

the feeding of stock, and the

This makes a wide

disposal of the products of the farm animals.

range to cover satisfactorily in a short time, and we can do
more than glance at each of the subjects.

little

may be most advantageously grown

in a

In order that a plant

given

soil,

and of the

something must be known of the character of the

The composition of

plant.

soil

the plant can be readily

determined by a chemical analysis, but the soil is not so easily
examined. An analysis may help some, but an acre of ground is
a large surface from which to select an average square foot or

square yard, and one easily sees that a
scarcely to be obtained.

character of a soil

grown upon the

is

an indirect way.

soil will

it

sample of the

way

has been shown

By studying

stances.
soils are

From

soil

the

plants

needs to

the composition

that ten different substances are

taken from the soil by them, but the addition of
creases the proportional

soil is

to get at

The composition of

show very nearly what the

produce the largest possible crop.
of plants,

fair

Therefore, the best

fertilizers in-

amounts of only three of these sub-

these results

it is

safe to

conclude

that, in general,

These three

lacking in three materials for plant food.

materials are phosphoric acid, potash,

and nitrogen.

However,

Difwith these three substances, there is a wide field for study.
ferent plants require different proportions of the three materials,

while some

soils

have an abundance of one or two with the third

substance present in too small an amount to

make

a plant

grow

thriftily.

The farmer can

test

his

own

soils

for

himself.

No

general

rule can be laid down, but the addition of the various materials
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must be made singly or in varying proportions. Analyses of
By means
fertilizers and chemicals are to be had in abundance.
of these analyses the farmer can form a very accurate estimate of

amount of plant food that he is actually applying to his land.
Now, by using materials containing the three needful elements
in different proportions, and by comparing the growth of the
plants on the different fertilizers, a good knowledge of the needs
the

of a

of

soil

may be

obtained.

It

may be found

that potash alone

is

three, phosphoric

benefit to the crop, while a mixture of all

and nitrogen, has no additional effect. Then, of
unnecessary, and indeed wasteful, to add the three.

acid, potash,

course,

it is

In time the land will be brought to a condition where

elements will be required.

As an example, the

all

three

Massa-

soil at the

chusetts Experiment Station Avas found to lack potash, because
the addition of this substance produced a growth far in excess of
either phosphoric acid or nitrogen.

However,

cropping, with the addition of potash alone, the
to require all three substances in order to

after four
soil

produce a

years

was found

maximum

This method of experimenting requires time, but it is the
only sure way, and the time will certainly be repaid in the long
crop.

run.

The sources from which plant food comes are of many sorts.
Some of the materials have been stored up by nature in vast
quantities, in various parts of the earth.

We

get phosphate rock

from South Carolina, potash from Germany, and nitrate of soda
from Chili and Peru.
Many materials once thrown away have
been found to contain one or more of the three important substances.
Bones and Thomas slag contain phosphoric acid wool,
meat, blood, and indeed, all anmial substances, are valuable for
their nitrogen
and potash is found in the ashes of plants.
Of the three substances to be added to the soil, nitrogen is the
most expensive and the most easily lost. Phosphoric acid and
potash are firmly held by the soil, but nitrogen is washed out by
;

;

rains, as has

been proved by analysis of drainage water.

For

this

reason, fertilizers containing nitrogen should not be applied very

long in advance of the crop.
nitrogenous

fertilizers,

On

account of the high cost of

chemists have long been trying to find

out whether plants can not take nitrogen from the
to be found in plenty.

air,

where

it is
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You

are

all

aware that clover

is

a valuable crop for fodder or

The chemist finds it to be rich in nitrogen,
and this is the case even when no nitrogen has been added in
the fertilizer.
This fact has caused chemists to look upon the
air as a possible source from which the clover plant gets some of
its nitrogen.
Experiments have been tried in this country and
for turning under.

in Europ'e, to prove air to

be such a source of supply

for clover

and plants of the same family but, although the results seem to
show it, there are many sources of error, and more work must yet
be done before it can be regarded as proved.
In harvesting crops it is important to know at what period of
growth to gather them in order to receive the greatest benefit
from the food stored up in their tissues. In the first place, water
forms a large part of the growing plant, varying from about 80
per cent in young grass to 50 per cent in the mature grass.
Green corn, clover, rye, and similar fodder-crops have even a
higher amount of water than grass.
Therefore, in harvesting,
one must take into account the amount of water present in the
crop in calculating whether it is best to cut late or early.
There
;

are yet other factors to be taken into account.

Many

different substances are to be

found

the plant after the water has been driven

in the

off.

dry matter of

For our purpose

may be grouped into albuminoids, crude fiber, starch, sugar,
and ash. The crude fiber forms the frame-work of the plant;
the remaining substances assist in building new cells, and are

they
fat,

found

in

varying quantities in different parts of the plant.

these substances, the albuminoids or nitrogenous bodies are

So one point

valuable to the farmer.

to

be decided

is,

at

Of
most
what

period of growth the crop will yield the most albuminoids.

From
plant

is

the time the seed germinates until the growth of the

completed, there

a continual

is

movement of

the albu-

minoids from the older to the newer parts of the plant.

The

youngest parts of the plants are, therefore, usually the richest in
these substances.

As

the seeds form, the albuminoids are

from the leaves and stem

to

drawn

them, there to be stored for the use

of the embryo plants contained within them.

The withdrawal

of the albuminoids from the stem and leaves causes them to be-

come brown and

dry.

By

cutting the plant while young, there

41
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obtained a fodder with a dry substance rich

which are very

But, on account of the large

amount of water

plant, the actual yield of albuminoids per acre

other hand,
ting, there

the plant

if

albuminoids,

is

allowed to ripen

is

the

in

young

On

small.

the

seed before cut-

its

secured a large amount of dry fodder, but the bulk

is

of the albuminoids
oats,

in

easily digested.

is

contained in the seed.

In the case of corn,

wheat, and such crops, whose seeds are used separately from

is the proper time to cut them.
But with grass
and clover there is a loss at this stage of growth, because the
seeds are small, and rattling out of their shells are lost on the

the straw, this

ground

;

or,

failing of

being crushed by the teeth of animals,

their hard outer covering prevents the

the rich material stored within

stomach from acting upon
Experiments thus

them.

far

have shown the best results to be obtained by cutting when the
seeds are just formed or in the milk.

has nearly got

its full

At

period the plant

this

growth, while the albuminoids are yet quite

evenly distributed throughout

Drying, when quickly done,

it.

does not change the composition of the dry matter of plants, nor
is it

made

When

digestible or nutritious.

less

the harvested crops are to be fed to domestic animals

various conditions must be borne in mind.

Different kinds of

animals, or similar animals in different states of work,
lactation,

must have different combinations of food,

in

rest,

or

order to

money invested. The heat of the anbody must be maintained new muscle must be supplied
and during
take the place of that which is destroyed in work

get the best returns for
imal's
to

;

;

must be transformed into milk.
The animal heat is supported by the combustion within the

lactation food

body of the

starch, sugar, crude fibre,

are produced

from

the

albuminoids.

and

fat.

Milk and

The former

flesh

substances,

and the latter material for work.
Both experiment and practice have shown that these different
An animal
states of the animal require widely different foods.

furnish fuel

at rest

needs

kept up,

it is

some work

is

besides fuel,

little

nearly

all

is,

if

the animal heat

done by the animal, but no fodder

out albuminoids.

Therefore, for animals at

ders are in general sufficient.
3

— that

that the animal requires.

rest,

To be
in use

is

is

sure

with-

the poorer fod-
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at work, or giving milk, the conditions are more
Not only must the heat of the body be maintained,
but additional heat must be supplied to do the work of trans-

For animals

complicated.

Therefore, an animal
and fat, as well as albuminoids.
Practice and experiment have shown what kinds of foods are best
adapted to this state of an animal, and by chemical analysis the
proportion which the albuminoids form with the starch is de-

forming food into

or milk, or both.

flesh,

in this state requires

more

starch

termined.

The proportion
part of digestible

best adapted for

albuminoids to

This proportion seems to furnish

making milk or muscle
five

is

one

or six parts of starch.

just the right

amount of

fuel to

turn the albuminoids into milk or flesh and keep up the animal

heat at the same time.

No

single article of food presents the proportion best adapted

to this purpose.

Pasture grass comes the nearest to

it

;

but re-

cent experiments indicate that this can be advantageously sup-

plemented with something poorer in albuminoids.
of the different grasses, grains, and other food

By

analysis

stuffs, their

com-

position and the ratio of albuminoids to starch are accurately

determined.

what

buy

A
it

is

By studying

his fodders are best

in order to

fit

these

analyses one can find out to

adapted, and decide what materials to

his animals' condition.

system of valuation for fodder-articles has been made,, but
not wholly satisfactory.

one season

to another,

and

Market prices vary widely from
composiFor example, the al-

further, foods of different

tion have different rates of digestibility.

buminoids of cottonseed meal are not as digestible as those of
corn meal, therefore, it would not do to base a valuation wholly

on

their respective chemical compositions.

In the treatment of the products of the farm animals, chemistry has

done important service

in

showing that the manure and

milk, together with the products obtained from milk, as cream,

and cheese are very variable in quality.
the manure must depend in the first place
on the (juality of the food consumed by the animals, and, secondly, upon the care with which it is preserved.
There is yet much to be done in the wa)' of more economy in
saving manure. Both the liquid and solid excrement must be
butter,

The composition of
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The digested portion of the food takes the place of the
worn out material in the animal body, and nearly all of this
worn out substance passes out of the body in the urine. This is

saved.

especially the case with the albuminoids.

Therefore unless the

urine be carefully saved the manure pile will be very

when a

riched
gested,

which are

little

according to breed, length of time that

varies widely

animals have been giving milk, and the quality of feed.
variation

Of

en-

easily di-

fed to the animals.

is

Milk

rich fodder, the materials of

is

mostly confined to the amounts of water and

the three causes of variation mentioned,

of food has the least effect on the milk.

I

This
fat.

think that quality

Nevertheless, as the

must be made to do as much
The effect of food seems to be limited principally
as possible.
Continued feeding of
to making milk more or less watery.
food

is

the most easily controlled,

it

green and watery food produces a large flow of thin milk.

On

feeding dry fodder the flow of milk decreases and the quality improves.

The

absolute

except as the animal
site.

But

you

will

is

amount of

fat

does not vary very much,

starved, after being well fed, or the oppo-

doubtless

say that the yield of

butter

is

greater at one time than another; that one kind of grain pro-

duces more butter than another.

That is very probable, because
some fodders exercise an important influence on the ease with
which the butter is separated from the cream, as the analysis of
the butter-milk has shown.
Green fodders exercise an important
influence in this way
experiments showing that the fat is more
easily recovered from the cream when cows are at pasture or fed
on ensilage.
Cottonseed meal has been found to increase the amount of
fat in milk and also to have a peculiar influence on the quality
of the butter.
It has been discovered that cows fed on cotton;

seed meal yield a butter that has a higher melting point than

average butter.

This

may prove

of importance in hot weather.

fat per hundred
would be much fairer to both producer and consumer
to have it sold on the basis of percentage of fat.
The percentage of fat in a sample of milk is readily determined by means of
methods lately devised, and it would therefore be very easy to

Since milk varies widely in the amount of

pounds,

sell

it

milk in that way, particularly

at creameries.

In Pennsyl-
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vania over

fifty

creameries have adopted this system of buying

milk.

In treating this subject of the relation of chemistry to agriculture,

my aim

has been

to

show a few of the points

been benefitted by chemistry.

has

agriculture

in

which

The two

are

closely related.

In advancing the art of agriculture the chemist and the farmer
must work together. Theories are of no value by themselves.
They must have a practical application. Practice alone is a slow
method of progress, and often very crooked but combine prac;

work with scientific reasoning and investigation, and the
clearer and the progress faster.
becomes
way

tical

Mr. Philbrick

Are your conclusions based on actual expe-

:

rience or from what you have learned from books and in the

laboratory

?

Morse

Prof.

my experience in
my conclusions are

must say that of course

I

:

agriculture

practical

limited.

is

Some

of

and periodicals puband a great many of them
are arrived at from experiments I have made.
Mr. Philbrick If I understood you correctly, you said that
if I wished to change the character of an animal, I had got to
feed her for some time, long enough to change her whole conNow, I have a Jersey cow that I wish to improve in
dition.
Everything that I now give her goes directly to milk and
flesh.
Can I add any element to her food so as to improve her
cream.

arrived at as the result of study in books

and

lished both abroad

in this country,

:

condition, physically, without injuring her health?

Morse

Prof.

I

:

don't know.

In that connection there

No cow

another thing to be taken into account.

amount of

a certain

food.

If

is

can digest but

you increased the fodder and the

food she ate was analyzed, and then in turn the manure was analyzed,

it

might be found that the increase in the fodder all
in the manure, ^undigested, and that she was before

passed away

digesting what she was able to,

milk and butter instead of into

and

she digested passed into

all

flesh.

I

should say that

it

could

not be determined without experimenting.

Mr. Philbrick
stations have

Prof.
that

is

:

Is

it

not true that some of the experiment

been working in that line

Morse

:

I

am

this

summer and

fall ?

not certain whether they have or not, but

a good line to take up.
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Mr. Philbrick You have analyzed a good deal of milk
where the cows were fed on ensilage, have you not ?
:

Prof. Morse
The milk comes
name of the cow.
:

Yes.

much

say this

I will

in regard to that

numbered and with the
In our routine work we do not stop to find
out whether the cow has been fed on ensilage or not, and so we
have to get the results of the man who has charge of the stock at
into our

laboratory

the barn, in order to find out just what the character of the milk

Sometimes, in summing up our results,
that we are analyzing.
we find out in that way.
Mr. Philbrick What I wish to get at is this as to whether
the milk that is made from ensilage varies in its consistence
if
is

:

that

is

the

word

hay and corn.

:

— from the

—

I

want

I

understood you to say that where you feed large

to use

quantities of wet or green food, you

milk that

may have

is

on

raised

a larger quantity

of milk, but there will not be a larger quantity of solids in
Is that true

with reference to feeding ensilage

Morse It depends upon the amount of ensilage you
The only thing I can mention to substantiate my state-

Prof.
feed.

ment

it.

.-'

is

year, in

:

an experiment

which

Wisconsin station, conducted

at the

As

larger quantity but a poorer quality of milk.
station, I

relation

last

was shown that the more watery foods gave a

it

have not had

sufficient

to our

own

time to study thoroughly the

which ensilage and other fodders bear to the composition
That experiment at the Wisconsin station is the

of the milk.

only experiment that

As

I

know

of in which ensilage did produce

being caused by keeping the
cows on green grass and other wet fodder, I can only mention

watery

milk.

to thin

milk

During the past summer,

the results of the Boston inspectors.

the average of the milk has run rather low.

Mr. Philbrick:

Is

it

not a fact that

when

say through the latter part of July and the

almost universally the milk
legal standard,

and

is it

in

the weather

month

New Hampshire

falls

hot,

below the

not another fact that the grass

green then as earlier in the season

is

of August,

is

not as

do not have any trouble
with the milk being thirteen per cent solids in the months of
May and June, but I do have trouble through July and August.
Prof. Morse That is a fact I have not heard of, Mr. Philbrick, and I am glad you have mentioned it.
:

?

I
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Mr. Philbrick

Two

Boston.

That

:

is

my

experience in sending milk to

years ago I had milk from

my

herd analyzed dur-

ing the winter, and found only eleven and

one half per cent
began giving the best of the herd a peck of grain a
day, apiece, and I raised the milk to fourteen per cent and a fraction of solids in about two and one half months, I think.
solids.

I

Morse What condition were the cows in ?
Mr. Philbrick I took three cows. One of them had just
this was in November that I began,
dropped her calf,
and
the other two dropped their calves in May, I think.
Mr. Gerrish Would not the result you obtained be due
to the fact that the cows gave less milk in November, and
Prof.

:

:

—

—

:

hence the percentage of the solids would increase ?
Mr. Philbrick That might be true were it not
:

end of the experiment

that at the

quarts of milk than

when

I

my

commenced

for

the fact

cows were giving more
the experiment, so that

explanation can not be given.

Member

:

Was

the increased per cent of solids butter or cheese

Mr. Philbrick
Mr. Curtis Is

?

All the solids contained in the milk.

:

it not possible that when the milk from your
cows was so poor you were feeding too much nitrogenous food
and not enough carbonaceous, and thus the rations were not
:

properly balanced

?

Mr. Philbrick I was feeding them four quarts of cob meal
and four quarts of bran.
Mr. Curtis That was pretty strong food.
Prof. Morse I do not understand that point at all, except,
:

:

:

gentleman has suggested, that you may not have been givbut I cannot tell without figuring it
ing the proper proportions

as the

;

out, as

to

I think, as

that.

a rule, as

the variation in the per cent of the
to

some physical cause

;

rather than to the food.

that

is,

One

to

fat

I said

in

my

paper, that

can more often be traced

some

peculiarity of the

cow

very noticeable variation would

During the sumbe between the night's and morning's milk.
mer the night's milk is poorer in fat than the morning's, and
during the winter

Mr. Gerrish

:

it is

Is

the reverse.

not that caused in summer by the cow's

working during the day in picking her food ?
Mr. Curtis Another thing would come in there
:

;

it

would
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depend somewhat, I think, on the intervals between the milking.
If the interval was long the milk would be poorer than if the
We all know that the strippings are the
interval was short.
richest part of the milk, and there would be a larger proportion
of that in the shorter interval.

Mr. Praddex
tect

:

I

would

like to ask the professor if

he can de-

any difference between milk made from meal and that made

from roots and potatoes

Morse

?

do not know whether there would be a noticeable difference or not.
It would depend somewhat upon the
conditions under which the meal and roots were fed.
Mr. Praddex Why I ask that question is because I have
heard it said that milk from potatoes is not as good as when
the cows are fed on meal.
Prof. Morse That would bear out the statement that watery
food makes a poorer quality of milk.
Mr. Curtis Would not that depend somewhat on the balance of rations ? You might add potatoes sometimes and improve the milk, and at other times the adding of potatoes would
Prof.

I

:

:

:

:

injure

it.

Prof.

Morse

Adjourned

:

Yes.

to 7 p. m.

Evening Session.

The meeting was

called to order at 7 o'clock, when the presiHon. Joseph B. Walker, of Concord, who
delivered an address upon " Twenty years with the New Hampshire Board of Agriculture."

ident introduced

TWENTY YEARS WITH THE NEW HAMPSHIRE BOARD OF
AGRICULTURE.
KY JOSEPH

B.

WALKER.

Times followed one another.
I stood

And

upon

looked before and

full

and

morn

s

Auroi'a Leigh,

2d Book.

Agriculture has nearly rounded

period of twenty years.^

chronicle, briefly

a

after.

— Mrs. Bro'vning'

The New Hampshire Board of
out a

Came

the brink of twenty years,

I

have been requested to

as best I can, the leading

events of those
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Although never a member of the Board, I have, as an
humble layman of the agricultural interest, been conversant with
its work.
It is less, therefore, from a lack of knowledge of its
operations than from a conscious want of ability to recount them
adequately, that I enter upon the duty assigned me.
years.

THE FIRST BOARD.

New Hampshire

The

has had two boards of agriculture.

first

was established by an act of the legislature ap]^roved December
19, 1820. It consisted of the president and one delegate from each
county agricultural society. f
thaniel

Dinsmore,
Brackett,

Keene

;

;

Ipswich; Samuel

Orford

;

;

Kent, Chester

Moses White, Lancaster

and one other from

New

Adino N.
Matthew Harvey, Hopkinton
Samuel

Amos

;

members were Na-

original

Barrett,

Wilcox,

Jeduthun

;

Lancaster

Grant, Walpole
ford

The

Oilman, Exeter; Charles

;

;

Humphrey Moore,

Mil-

William Badger, Gilmanton

Strafford county

whose name

I

have been

unable to obtain.

The Board was organized

Concord on the 19th day of June,
officers, viz.
Hon. William
Badger, president; Hon. Matthew Harvey, secretary; Hon.
Hon. Amos Kent, Rev. Humphrey
Samuel Grant, treasurer
Moore, and Hon. Samuel Grant, committee of publication.
It was made the duty of this Board to annually publish in
at

1821, by the choice of the following

:

;

pamphlet form,

for

State, such reports

free distribution

and returns

to the

among
county

the farmers of the
societies, together

with such agricultural papers and essays favorable to the ad-

vancement of agriculture as the Board deemed advisable.
The ne.xt year, June 27, 1821, the act of incorporation was so
amended as to reduce the membership of the Board from twelve
to six, one of whom should be annually elected by each county

and to require their several secretaries to transmit to the
communications made to them relative to crops upon
which premiums had been awarded.
society,

board

all

*The Board was

organized August 23, 1870.
had been organized before

t Six agricultural societies

this

:

The Rockingham,

chartered

in 1814; the Cheshire, in j8i6; the Strafford, in iSiS; the Hillsborough, in iSi8; the Graf'

ton, in 181S; the Coiis, in iSiy.
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The same

year, the

sum of

eight hundred dollars was appropri-

ated by the legislature for the promotion of "agriculture and

Of this, one hundred
was to be paid to each of the agricultural societies of

domestic manufactures in the State."
dollars

Rockingham,
and

counties,

Hillsborough,

Strafford,
fifty

Cheshire, and

dollars to that of the county of

their affording satisfactory evidence to

Grafton

Coos

;

upon

the state treasurer that

they had severally raised, for the same purpose, sums double these

The balance of

amounts.

fifty dollars,

this appropriation, two hundred and
was to be paid to the Board of Agriculture for the

distribution of agricultural information, as above stated.

This

appropriation was reduced the next year, and not long afterwards

discontinued altogether.

At the meeting of the Board before mentioned, the secretary
was requested

county

to prepare a circular to

societies, "soliciting

relative to

improvements

mittee of

publication,"

be addressed to the several

any information

in their possession

comand a committee was appointed to
propose questions to the several county societies on the general
state of agriculture, stocks, crops, and manner of culture.
Such
information received, in response to this request, as was deemed
important, was to be published in the pamphlet before menMembers of the Board, and others interested in agricultioned.
ture and domestic manufactures, were at the same time invited
to furnish original articles for the same purpose.
Thus was started upon its career our first Board of Agriculture.
It issued its first and only publication in 1822,
a well printed
8vo brochure of one hundred and thirty-five pages, neatly bound
in double paper covers of white within and blue without, backed
in agriculture, for the use of the

—

How many

with white.
appear.
the

It

has already

New Hampshire
The

gether.

No.

copies of

become

it

were circulated does not

a very rare work,

and but

for

Historical Society might have perished alto-

following

is

a transcript of

its title

page

:

The JVew Hampshire Agricultural Repository, PubBoard of Agriculture^ under the patronage of the
Legislature of the State of New Hampshire. Concord : Printed
by Hill and Moore, 1822.
I.

lished by the State
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This tasty pamphlet contains

six well written

papers besides a

preface, copies of the acts of incorporation of the Board,

the record of
I.

//.

its

.......

organization

Preface

page 3
7

....

Acts instituting the Board of Agriculture

Organization of the Board
IV. Introductory Essay on the rise and progress of Agri
culture, a7id its importance to 7nankind

III.

V.

.....
.....
....

Essay on Afamire

97
log

.

X.

An

13

67
S5

On Rotation of Crops
VII On the Culture of Wheat
VIII On the Culture of Itidian Com
IX. On the Culture of English Turnips
VI.

and

:

117

Address delivered before the Hillsborough Society

for the promotion of Agriculture and Domestic
Manufactures, Oct. 17, 1821
By Rev. Humphrey Moore.

—

According
of

whom

and the address were all
by two members only of the Board,

to the preface, these essays

original articles contributed
the Rev.

Humphrey Moore was

other tradition does not

one.

Who

was the

say.-''^

Soon after its publication, this pamphlet was reviewed in Farmer
and Moore's Historical Collections, at considerable length and
with some severity. f The general plan and style of this "repository, " or report, as we should now designate it, were evidently
suggested by similar publications of the Massachusetts AgriculThe general
tural Society, the first of which appeared in 1801.J
scope of the Board itself was also suggested from without.
As before stated, this was the first and only report of our first
Board of Agriculture. Its members seem to have been unable or
unwilling to discharge the duties assigned
*

The

them.

No

report

writer of the preface says, " But two only of the whole consented to take pen and

engage in this undertaking."
tVol. 2, pp. 249-253.
" Papers on Agriculture, consisting of communications made to the Massachusetts AgriX
cultural Society, with extracts from various publications; by the Trustees of the Society.
1801." Two volumes of
Boston: Printed by Young and Minns, Printers to the State.
these " Papers" in my possession afford evidence that they were issued in annual install,
ments to a date as late as :8io. The first was preceded, in 1800, by a long list of " Agricultural Inquiries " upon the principal branches of farming.
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appearing in 1823, and none in 1824, the standing committee
of the House of Representatives on agriculture and manufactures,

who had been

instructed to investigate the affairs of the

Board, made a report that in their opinion "It

is

not for the

interest of agriculture or of the State to longer continue in force

making provision for the establishment of a Board of
and [they] therefore recommend the passage of
accompanying bill repealing the same.
The recommendation of
the committee was adopted, and after a brief career of about
four years the Board ceased to exist.
The question naturally arises, Why was its career so brief.?
The reason is readily apparent to any one conversant with the
social and agricultural condition of the farmers of New Hampshire seventy years ago.
This Board rested upon no raison
(V etre.
It was "born out of due time," and came upon the
the laws

Agriculture,

'

'

arena of action

Let

me

years too soon.

fifty

recall to

It

was not

3'et

wanted.

your recollection some of the conditions sur-

rounding the farmers of that time
I. There was not then much agricultural literature in
country, and very little within the reach of the average
:

this

New

Hampshire farmer. Some of the old Greek and Roman treatises
upon the subject might, perhaps, have been upon the shelves of some
of the town libraries * then flourishing in all parts of the State, such
as Hesiod's "Works and Days," the oldest work on husbandry
now extant if we except those portions of the Holy Scriptures
which make mention of it the (Economics of Zenophon, written
some six hundred years later, in which he discourses of households
and estates; the domestic duties of husband and wife; the qualities
of a good overseer, which we of to-day often most fully appreciate by their absence
the natures of different soils, and the best
methods of their culture of sowing, reaping, threshing, and
winnowing grain the planting of trees and vines the causes of
agricultural failures, and the best management of farm labor.
Also, possibly one could have found there the " De Re Rustica "
of Palladius, which was much read during the middle ages, and
;

;

;

;

;

the agricultural writings of Cato the censor, distinguished as a
*

One hundred and

called,

towns

town or " social " libraries, as they were commonly
Hampshire previous to 1821. Tlie whole number of
time was two hundred and thirty-one.

sixty-one of these

had been chartered
in the State at that

in

New
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general, an

advocate, and a magistrate,

who

retired to a Sabine

farm at the end of the second Punic war, and there lived
Into

simplicity.

in great

some of them might possibly have strayed

some of the works of Varro,* (B. C. ii6), the friend of Cicero,
who wrote upon farming and of Columella, who came upon
and of Pliny, who flourished
the stage more than a century later
later still, and who wrote a treatise on gardening, in verse.
To these names should be added, of course, that of Virgil,
whose " Georgics " written in verse at the command of Augus;

;

tus, to arrest

the decline of

Roman

agriculture, have delighted

hundreds of every generation which has succeeded
Possibly there might have been found in

his

some of

own.
these

town

an occasional copy of quaint old Thomas Tusser's
"Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry," written in doggerel so very mean as to be captivatingly interesting, and whose
libraries

homely diction brings

his sensible precepts within the easy

prehension of the simplest understanding.!

Beside

it,

com-

perhaps,

might have stood Jethro TuU's " Horse- Hoeing Husbandry," in
which he claimed that soil pulverization was a substitute for fer-

and rendered the latter unnecessary. And next to
have stood some of the works of Arthur Young,
who was born the year that TuU died a very voluminous writer,
He was a practical
full of unrest, pushing, and of much merit.
farmer, and like some others of a century later, who talk and
The
write more or less upon agriculture, he farmed at a loss.

tilization,

this

may

also

;

only salvation from bankruptcy to such persons,

is

enthusiasm

and adroitness in the use of figures. Young wrote "Letters to
Farmers," ''The Farmer's Calendar," and the "Annals of English Agriculture,"

extended

finally to forty-five

volumes.

But I

do not think one could have found in New Hampshire, in 1821,
any of Sir John Sinclair's works, some of which were upon agri.
culture and of value in their day.
He had an inordinate desire
for fame, and an acquaintance with hundreds of the famous men
and women of his time. Among his American correspondents
* Two only of his works have come down to us, his " De Re Rustica " and his " De Lingua Latina."
Bet This work was first published in 1557, and acquired a popularity which it long held.
tween the date of its first issue and 1744, a period when the readers of English books were
comparatively few, it was issued in no less than twenty editions. I think it has not been
It gives to its readers an admirable picture
reprinted in this country, and is now a rare book.
of English farm

life in

Tusser's day.
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were Franklin, John Adams, Washington, Jefferson, Monroe,

About the

and Madison.*

first

work on agriwhich embodied the lectures

really scientific

culture written in English, was that

Humphrey Davy on

of Sir

agricultural chemistry, delivered be-

fore the members of the Royal Institution of London, founded
These were
about 1800 by our countryman. Count Rumford.
first

published in

181 2, and stray copies probably found

their

way to this country.
American agricultural literature was at this time very meager,
and consisted largely of crude experiences and dogmatic rules of
Dudley Leavitt's Almanac was in hundreds of farmers'
thumb.
kitchens, generally suspended from a nail by a string through its
upper left hand corner. It taught, both by precept and by those
matchless wood cuts still in use, the methods and seasons of the
From 1801 onward to 181 1, and perhaps
farm's varying work.
later,

the Massachusetts Agricultural Society published annually

a pamphlet of original and selected articles on practical agriculture, of

most value now

as

showing the condition of

land farming at the time of their publication. f

were doubtless read in

The newspapers

of these

New Hampshire.

of the State contained more or

tural articles, but there

New Eng-

Some

less agricul-

was no one devoted exclusively to farm-

Isaac Hill established and edited "The Farmer's
Monthly Visitor," a quarto of sixteen pages, the first number of
which appeared in 1839, and the last in 1849, when it was sold
by Mr. Hill.
Two years afterwards it reappeared in octavo
form, at Manchester, where it was published until December,
1853, under the editorship of Chandler E. Potter.

ing until

All of the works above mentioned, with the exception of that

of Sir
*

An

Humphrey Davy, were simple

records of personal experi-

exceedingly entertaining book for the perusal of a farmer on a rainy day,

respondence of Sir John Sinclair, Bart., published

in

is

the cor-

London by Henry Co'burn and Richard

Bentley, in 1831.

tOn

some of the foremost men of MassaHon. John Lowell, LL.D., president;

the board of officers of this society in 1801, were

chusetts.

The board was

Joseph Russell, Esq.,

constituted as follows:

Aaron Dexter, M. D., second vice-president;
Rev. J. T. Kirkland, corresponding secretary;
Thomas L. Winthrop, Esq., treasurer; Fisher Ames, Esq., Martin Brimmer, Esq., Hon.
George Cabot, Theodore Lyman, Esq., Rev. S. Parker, D. D., and John Warren, trustees.
Four of its honorary members were residents of New Hampshire, viz.: Rev. Samuel McClintock, D. D., of Greenland; Benjamin Sumner, Esq., of Claremont; Benjamin West
Esq., of Charlestown
Dr. Samuel Tenney, of Exeter.
Mass. A^. Society Papers, 1801.

John Avery,

first

vice-president;

Esq., recording secretary;

;

—
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ences, or crude rules of agricultural practice founded

upon

care-

Agricultural science was not' born in 1820,

less observations.

and the same may be

said of

many

of the others upon which

it

has since been based.

Such w-ere the literary advantages of an agricultural character
which the average New Hampshire farmer had access.^ But
This
of these he had little time or disposition to avail himself.
will be apparent upon a cursory glance at his general condition
to

and surroundings.
His general education was

that given

him by the common

inadequately taught.

school of his district,

This the children

number of weeks
each year until they had reached an age when their services were

and youth of both

sexes attended for a limited

of value in the house or

field.

His religious education was largely derived from the sermons
delivered from the pulpits of the standing order, upon God's
sovereignty, man's

fall

with

its

consequences, the doctrine of

election, so comforting to the elect,

and other kindred

topics,

supplemented by periodical drills in the Assembly's Shorter Catechism. f To these were often added the instructions of the

Sunday school recently established, and of the blessed mother at
home, who tempered hers with human sympathy and love.
Upon leaving school, life began with him in earnest. He
either lived and worked at home, in the expectation of eventually succeeding to the family

domain,

or, as

was most frequently

the case, he went to service for a time elsewhere, in the hope of

gaining the means to buy a farm.
ceeded.

In this effort he usually suc-

Afterwards followed, ere long, the support of a family

and parentage and as responsibilities increased and hard labor
began to diminish the elasticity of his muscles, and he saw dis;

tinctly the limitations of his situation, the lines of his face deep-

ened and

it

took on an expression of care.

realized that the

life

of the

New Hampshire

He

sobered, and

farmer must be one

of continuous struggle with a rough climate and a hard

soil, if

he would gain a competency and a respectable position in

life,

*

There should be added

the annual addresses delivered at the county fairs
public speaking but very
t

The

little

relation of church

mentioned in the text, that of listening to
by gentlemen who had some knowledge of

to the literary privileges

of farming.

and

state

was maintained

by the enactment of the " toleration act," so

called,

it

in New Hampshire
was abolished.

until

1S19,

when
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of this period varied in size from

acres.

fifty to five

or six

In the language of the day, they were "suitably

—

tillage, pasture, and woodland,"
a division indicatand truly, a husbandry of mixed character. Upon every farm
there was an orchard, and most of the fruit was converted into
cider every autumn, and stored in the cellar for home consump-

divided into
ing,

tion.*

The ordinary New England farmhouse seventy

years ago was

a plain wooden structure some thirty or forty feet square, sometimes of two, but oftener of but one story high.

A

huge chim-

ney, occupying the center, pierced the ridge of the two-sided

with a short, stubby top whose width and height were of

roof,

This single chimney furnished one
and two good-sized fireplaces to as many rooms of the first
floor, and two or three more to those of the second.
Its windows, glazed with about two dozen panes of "seven by
nine" glass, were uniformly unprotected by outside blinds. It
about equal dimensions.
large

was oftenest unpainted, so that in a few years its walls darkened in
color and mellowed into harmony with the fields about it.
But

when
its

painted, the popular colors were quite often cherry red for

clapboarded sides and snowy white for

boards.

was made to look, by
that

its

casings and corner

Sometimes, in imitation of mahogany,

wood

its

its

front door

unskilled grainer, as entirely unlike

as possible.

Within, the front half was divided into two rooms and an
entry ; the rear half into a long kitchen and an adjoining bed-

The second story was divided in a manner very like the
and was often reached by a staircase, between the front
door and the chimney, of turnings so manifold that it was difficult to ascend it without tumbling down.
The interior finish
was for the most part plain, with some elaboration at times in
some of the front rooms and upon the paneled partition walls.
room.
first,

The

living,

working, eating, social room of this house was the

In 1853, the late Reuben K. Abbot, of Concord, remarked in the hearing of the writer
known his father to put into his cellar, in a single autumn, sixty barrels of cider,

that he had

which disappeared during the next twelve months that, on occasions when the famhad company, he had tapped a fresh barrel in the morning, and had to tap a second barrel
by evening. In fact, cider was made to drink, and it was drunk.

all
ily

of

;
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large kitchen, lighted often

by a

single

window and

flagration generally in progress in the broad fireplace.

the con-

^'~

As might be supposed, all the furnishings of such a house
were uniformly plain, ministering little to pride and less to luxAs the cooking-stove had not yet come, the open fireury.
place and brick oven supplied the heat required in culinary operIf a

ations.

seeming extravagance was noted anywhere,

it

was

found in an occasional carpet of brilliant stripes, vying with the
rainbow in colors, or in an eight-day clock equaling in value
a fair

But the former was of home production,

yoke of oxen.

both as regarded material and manufacture

and the

;

was a

latter

who rose before daylight and could not accunor,
hour when the sun was below the horizon

necessity to those
rately guess the

when

;

the winter climate

is

the feather beds of lofty

remembered, can one call extravagant
heights underlaid by others of straw,

whose positions were reversed as changes
All the bed clothing upon these,
gested.
flax, was the work of the housewife and her
The living of the average farmer was

of

temperature sug-

both of wool and of
fair-armed daughters.
plain

but abundant.

Beef and pork, dried pulse, potatoes and garden vegetables, supplemented by milk and bread, were the fundamentals on the
daily menu.

Pies,

puddings, doughnuts, and cakes, in endless
All were of

variety, furnished the dessert.

In the houses of

all

home

production.

well-to-do farmers, wheels for the spinning

flax were in frequent use, as well as hand looms for
weaving the various cloths required by the family. A considerable portion of the premiums offered by the agricultural societies

of wool and

seventy years ago was for domestic manufactures.
of both sexes was almost
haps,

by a peripatetic

entirely

tailoress or

versed in the styles of the day.

homemade,

The

clothing

fashioned, per-

dressmaker supposed to

The farmer

raised his

own

be

skins,

which were tanned by the village tanner, and made into boots
quite often by a wandering shoemaker, who brought
his kit to the house and shod the family once or twice a year.
The shrill cry of the street gamin, " Shine, sir? " was not heard

and shoes

in 1820,
*

The

and the farmer cared

and

own

boots, softening with

writer has in his possession an old kitchen hearth of granite which has been in

constant use for one hundred and
feet

for his

six inches in width.

fifty-six

years, and measures ten feet in length

and two
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grease the cowhides which he wore on w^eekdays,
to the calfskins,

and imparting
which he wore on Sundays, a modest gloss with

black-ball.

To any

sufficient delineation of the dress of this

consciously

period I

The women's bonnets, gowns,

unequal.

am

pelisses

were of easier comprehension than those of to-day, but a lack
of accurate knowledge and technical language forbids any at-

The

tempt to describe them.

swell male

was more

overcoat

was a single-breasted sack of thick, drab
homespun, reaching from the tips of the wearer's ears to his heels.

easily understood.

It

standing collar, lined with velvet and fastened in front with

Its

hook and

a silver

rings

;

its

immense buttons and

strap behind, to regulate varying corporeal change,

give

it

a jaunty look.

render
for

It

the broad
all

served to

required only a set of graded capes to

a literal exemplification of perfection.

it

—

more than one generation, and, unlike

It

was good

the owner's farm,*

could be entailed to his remotest posterity, for whatever other
qualities

it

may have

enjoyed, the highest of

all

was indestructi-

bility.

The

was one of unremitting toil.
She
some hours after his setting, when
She bore and reared the children. She
her work was done.
boarded a good-sized family, part of which consisted of hardworking men whose appetites Avere voracious. She spun, wove,
and made much of the family clothing. She washed, ironed,
mended, and managed the dairy, besides oftentimes, in whole
One cannot wonder if to her the
or in part, doing the milking.
most attractive heaven was one of "eternal rest." The most
lot of the farmer's wife

rose before the sun

and

retired

remarkable thing about her was thai, notwithstanding

this

un-

upon her mental and physical energies, she was
hardy, generally had good health and attained to longevity.
interrupted draft

She answered most remarkably

woman

who tells us that "she
and worketh willingly with her hands.
while it is yet night and giveth meat to her house-

seeketh wool and

She

riseth also

hold,

to the pattern of the virtuous

given us by Israel's wisest king,
flax,

and a portion

.

to her maidens.

* Entails were early prohibited in

.

.

.

.

She layeth her hands

New

Hampshire.
t Said to me, not long since, an oid farmer who had known well the women of this time
" The women had big arms and were almost as strong as the men. In winter they dressed
in woolen garments.
You could not freeze a woman."
:

4
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and her hands hold the

to the spindle,

of the snow for her household

afraid

distaff.

;

.

.

for all her

.

She

not

is

household are

clothed with scarlet."

The common implements of husbandry in 1S20 were fewer
and simpler than at present. As in the times of Hesiod and
Virgil, these were mostly made upon the farm, and many of them
by

its

They were

owner.*

rude, but they were strong.

They

work and were durable. The plows were almost invariably of wood plated and shod with iron by the blacksmith who
made the ox-chains, the heavy four-tined dungforks, and the
All grass was mown by scythes and gathtwo-tined pitchforks.
ered into windrows by hand-rakes. Drag and horse rakes are inventions of a later date. The rifle was of wood and depended for
its grit upon a coating of sand and tallow frequently applied.
When the farmer had sufificient skill, he often made his own harHe sometimes also made
rows, sleds, drags, and cart-bodies.
but these were more frequently the work of
his cart-wheels
did

fair

;

They were ironed

some neighbor skilled in their construction.
by the village blacksmith.
* In his "

plows

:

Works and Days," Hesiod thus

" Then,

truly,

bearing

it

in

mind,

fell

instructs the

Greek

a timely work,

hew

farmer.«;

how

lo

make

their

a mortar three feet in diame-

and an axle-tree seven feet long, for, look you, it is very ser^'iceyou should cleave it eight feet, you might also cut from it a mallet. And
hew a wheel three spans long for the plow carriage of ten palms' length. Many curved
blocks of seasoned wood are at hand but bring your plow-tail home, when you shall have found
it, after search on mountain or in field, of ilex oak
for this is strongest for steers to plow
whensoever a servant of Minerva, having fastened it to the share-beam, has attached it with
nails, and fitted it to the pole.
But make two plows, toiling with them at home, one with
plow-tail of one piece with the share-beam, the other compacted, for 'tis much better thus,
and
if, look you, you should have broken one, you might place the other upon the oxen
poles are soundest of bay or elm but provide yourself a share-beam of oak, a plow-tail of
ilex oak, and a pair of males, steers nine years old, (for the vigor of such is not weak) having the just mean of age, which are best for working."
Some seven hundred years later, Virgil speaks thus upon the same subject
" But earlier yet, even in the forest, thou
Shalt choose a growing elm, and mightily bend
Till thou have shaped a plow-beam for thy plow
ter

and a

able thus

pestle three cubits,
:

but

if

:

:

:

;

:

:

The eight-foot pole fasten into its end,
The mould-boards twain set firm upon either side,
Where the stout beam the share-head doth divide.
And,

sure, the linden light thou hast long since felled

For the yoke and the lofty beech in its turn laid low
For the handle so that, from behind propelled,
Thy rustic chariot may freely come and go."
Virgins Georgics, Miss PrestotCs translation. Lib. /, 169, 175.
t The felloes, some three inches wide, were ironed by tires applied in sections, as the
blacksmith had then no means of bending and putting them on entire, as is now done.
;

;

—
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up-and-down churn was then in general

or

use.

This developed the muscles and severely tried the wind and
patience of

who had anything to do with it. Butter and
home use and for sale, were made upon every
farm.
The cheese-room, with its darkened win-

all

cheese, both for

considerable

dow, whose
turned

golden

treasures

at stated intervals,

examined

were carefully

and

and, like the kings of old, anointed,

was the pride of the farmer's wife, and a due appreciation of its
contents opened the most direct avenue to her good graces.
It is a mistake to suppose that the hard-working farmer, at
the beginning of this century, was a

man

of no education be-

cause his school privileges had been meager and his
lated one.

life

an

iso-

true that he read but sparingly, yet he carefully

It is

pondered and remembered what he read. The union of church
and state then existing in New Hampshire secured to him each
Sunday the ministrations of an intelligent clergyman and an
His father, quite
opportunity to meet his fellow townsmen.
likely, had been a soldier in the Revolution and had told him
over and over the story of our nation's birth
father,

who had

;

while his grand-

served in the French and Indian war, had re-

hearsed to him the bitter struggles of the French and English for
continental supremacy.
district

He

and a selectman of

was elected highway surveyor of his

his town,

from time to time, and occa-

sionallv represented the latter in the General Court.
to serve

on

parties.

juries

and chosen

He was drawn

as a referee to adjust disputes

Furthermore, from early

manhood

between

to old age he

was

solving a problem as intricate as any proposed by the schools,
that of extracting successfully from a reluctant soil the comfort-

able support of a dependent household.
like

the

inhabitants

of

Lower Canada.

He was not a peasant
Had the American

farmers in 1776 been such, the territory of the United States
would have been a part of the English domain to-day. He was
an American citizen who had mind and who thought.
It won't do to say that all education comes from the schools.
These are important mainly as affording elementary mental discipline and elementary knowledge.
The great life schools, which
make men and women, are life's experiences, whose doors are
opened to them in youth and closed only when they enter the
narrow portals of the world to come.
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This imperfect delineation

of the condition

of

New

the

Hampshire farmer and his surroundings seventy years ago suffices to show in part why our first Board of Agriculture died
after

an existence of only four years.

born

fifty

years too soon.

not ready to receive
offer

him worthy of

it,

It

died because

It

it

was

died partly because the farmer was

and partly because

his acceptance.

agricultural science necessary for

It
its

it

had nothing to

died mostly because the

equipment did not then

exist.

THE SECONn BOARD.

The

present Board of Agriculture was incorporated by an act

of the

vided
1.

approved July 2, 1870, at the
Moses Humphrey and James O. Adams.

legislature,

largely, of

instigation,

This pro-

:

That the Governor, with the advice of the Council, should

appoint "ten practical and intelligent citizens, one from each

county in the

State,

who

shall constitute a

board of agriculture

and hold their offices for three years."
That after proper organization, the Board "shall investi2.
gate such subjects in relation to improvements in agriculture
and kindred arts as they shall think proper shall cause to be
analyzed samples of such commercial fertilizers as may from time
collect and distribute
to time be offered for sale in this State
grain and other seeds
keep full records of their proceedings
and they may take, hold in trust for the State, and exercise control over donations made for promoting agricultural education
and the general interests of husbandry."
3. That they shall solicit returns from the several agricultural
societies of the State, and annually make to the Governor a re;

;

;

;

port concerning such of these as

may be

important, together

with "all their doings" and "such recommendations and suggestions

as

in their

judgment the

interests

of agriculture re-

quire."
4.

That

this report shall

be printed and disposed of as other

state reports.
5.

That while the members of the Board

shall receive

no com-

pensation for their services, they shall be re-imbursed the necessary expenses incident to a discharge of their official duties,

and
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work imposed upon
him by the Board.
The original members of the Board were Moses Humphrey,
of Concord Thomas J. Whipple, of Laconia James O. Adams,
of Manchester; W. H. H. Mason, of Moultonborough
Sampthe secretary shall be compensated for the

;

;

;

W. Buffum,

son

Charles Jones,

of Winchester; Luther B. Hoskins, of
of Milton

Nathan R. Perkins, of
Croydon.

;

Jefferson,

Lyme;

Epping
and Edward H. Brown, of
Lawrence,

Joseph F.

of

These, with the exception of Mr. Whipple, met at the council

chamber, in Concord, on the 23d day of August, 1870, and
of Moses

organized their Board by the election

chairman and James O. Adams

Humphrey

as

as secretary.

members five are now living, but one
member of the Board. Thus far it has had but one
chairman, who is now present, as hearty and hale, apparently, as
when twenty years ago, at the age of nearly sixty-two, he began
It is possible that he may be here again, two
his official career.

Of

only

these original ten

is still

a

decades hence, at the ripe age of one hundred and two,

to

guide the deliberations of the meeting to be holden in 19 10.
Were our chairman not present, I might speak more freely and
tell you that during the four score years and more of life which a
kind Providence has vouchsafed to him, he has discharged honorably and honestly the many public duties which he has under-

taken

;

whether as captain upon the quarter-deck of

his vessel

he

plowed the seas, or as a New Hampshire farmer he plowed his
whether as the manager of a manufacturing industry he
land
sought a respectable competence, or as president of a horse-rail;

road he sought to accommodate his townsmen
ing period he served as

chairman of

this

mayor

Board.

in

During

his

;

adopted

this

whether in a

long period,

character, fixed in youth, has never changed.

try-

city, or later as

It

his

never

native

will.

It

Moses Humphrey to turn scamp. He could
not if he would
he would not if he could.
Mr. James O. Adams, the first and only secretary of this
Board for seventeen successive years, died at his post on the
seventh day of February, 1887.
He was born in Concord, and
graduated at Dartmouth College in 1843.
-^^ ^^'^^ ^^ early citizen of Manchester, and for many years was engaged in editorial
is

too late

now

for
;
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work upon

From time

several of the newspapers of that city.

to

time his fellow citizens called him to the discharge of important
public trusts

;

sometimes

in

connection with their schools, and

sometimes as one of their representatives in the General Court.
He had ever a decided love for farming, and for five years was
the secretary of the

on

New Hampshire

Agricultural Society.

Up-

his election to the office of secretary of this Board, he sur-

rendered to
his farm in

it

his entire time,

and soon afterwards removed

Boscawen, which he occupied until

Mr. Adams brought to the discharge of
sonal qualities of great value.

He

of practical farming, and had a

fair

to

his death.

his official duties per-

possessed a

good knowledge

acquaintance with agricul-

He was

a lucid and ready writer upon husbandry,
and forcible speaker upon this subject. He
was an amiable and even tempered man, patiently bearing and
gradually overcoming the delays and perplexities incident to his
work, particularly that of arranging, year after year, for some
tural science.

as well as a clear

twenty or thirty meetings of the Board, in different sections of
the State
line, at
fill

all

the

way from Connecticut Lake

to Massachusetts

which he was always present and ready,

any vacancy which might

He

arise

if

required, to

from the absence of an ex-

humor and a fund
monotonous winter journeyings of the Board's representatives to and from their meetings, and also served to enliven these assemblies when, as was
pected speaker.

possessed, too, a genial

of apt stories which often enlivened the

often the case, a dull solemnity oppressed them.
is

to a conference meeting,

what the Marseillaise

is

What singing
to a company

of Frenchmen, was one of Adams's pat stories, admirably told,

one of these occasions.

He

was

on

skilled, also, in the preparation

of the annual reports of the Board, of which fact the fifteen volumes which he edited bear ample testimony. His heart was ever
in his work, and he died with his harness on, and almost, like
A sudden stroke, a
the old Scotch laird, standing in his boots.
few words are
and
then
death,
these
hours,
unconscious
few

—

the record of his

Mr.

Nahum

J.

life's close.

Bachelder, the present secretary, succeeded to

the work relinquished by Mr. Adams, in April, 1887.

I

confi-

dently leave to some future chronicler the record of his marked
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have thus

the high satisfaction which his services

given to the Board and to the agricultural public.

far

Almost immediately

after

its

organization

Board came

the

The

together to consider and adopt a program of work.
the former Board

loomed up before them,

ble, if not as frightful, as

Board

this

also

to

be a

— a specter

fate of

as disagreea-

Banquo's ghost; but the question,
failure ?

was

decided

at

Is

once, and

"Fail?" said Cardinal Richelieu, "Fail?
no such word in my vocabulary." Fortunately for the
farmers of New Hampshire, the ten men who had taken in charge
They saw at once
its interests were neither chickens nor cranks.
negative.

the

in

There

is

the possibilities of success and the conditions of

They

relied

intelligent
ized.

upon implicit

common

The Board

natural force

its

is

sense.

faith

its

achievement.

and hard work directed by an

Their anticipations have been

has lived twenty years, and

real-

no abatement of

yet visible.

In the interim between the death of the old and the birth of
the

new Board,

farming

rests

had taken place in the agricultural
Most of the sciences upon which
strides onward, and a knowledge of

great changes

condition of the country.

had made vast
had been widely

their principles

diffused.

Liebig's Agricultural

Chemistry, translated into English, had appeared

in this

country

and was soon after followed by that of James F.
W. Johnston. Ere long, those admirable books of Professor
Johnson cf New Haven, entitled "How Crops Grow" and
as early as 1842,

How Crops Feed," were given to the public, the first in 1868,
and the second in 1870. Many other works of a kindred character had also appeared.
During a part of this period the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture had been annually issuing a volume of its series of valuable
reports, under the direction of its secretary, the late Charles L.
Flint, as had also the Maine Board one of its series, ably edited
by Mr. Samuel L. Goodale, then its secretary. The agricultural
boards of other States outside of New England had been rendering a similar service; while at home the New Hampshire
Agricultural Society, between 1850 and i860, had issued ten
volumes of "Transactions," some of which are unrivaled models
"

of what an agricultural report should not be.

Still, these,

with
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the fairs of the

much

society which they represented, did

awaken an increased

to

interest in the farming of the State.

and magazines had also, during this
done important work in this direction. Among those we
must not forget the " Farmer's Monthly Visitor," established in
this State in 1839 by Gov. Hill, who edited and published it
until 1849, when he sold it, and it was subsequently conducted
But this is no occasion on
for two years by Chandler E. Potter.
which to give in any detail the agricultural bibliography of this
Agricultural newspapers

time,

period of

fifty years.

But along other,

along literary and scientific

as well as

had the farming of

New Hampshire

been

lines,

progressing.

The

native cattle of the State had been improving under an infusion

The mechanics of farming
wooden plow having retired before the
better one of iron and steel, the hand rake having given place to
while
the horse rake, and the scythe to the mowing-machine
of a better blood into their veins.

had also advanced, the

;

better implements of all kinds were gradually displacing their

rude predecessors.
In 1862 the agricultural college was born, and, incredible as

may

it

work until
1868, about two years before this Board entered upon its career.
To the first president of its faculty, Rev. Asa D. Smith, D. D.,
and to its first professor, Ezekiel Webster Dimond, the Board is
indebted for sympathy and important aid at a time when these
To these noble friends
were sorely needed and highly valuable.
seem, at Washington.

now

of the agricultural cause,
ities,

It

was not organized

for

passed to higher than earthly activ-

a debt of lasting gratitude

is

due.*

As a result of these and of many other changes, agricultural
dormancy was diminishing and an unrest which demanded
progress was apparent.

In a word, the condition of

husbandry in 1820
daybreak is to morning.

shire

open

to the

new Board.

confidence, and

What

has

it

it is

A

compared

Upon

Dimond

died July

this

it

New Hamp-

to that of 1870,

was what

now

evidently

glorious career was
set

out with energy

and

not unreasonable, just here and now, to ask,

accomplished during

In answer to this
*Prof.

as

its

(.{uestiun I will
6, 1S76,

twenty years of

go back a

little

life

?

and say that

and President Smith on the i6th of August, 1877.
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by the Board

at its

very start was that

which agriand papers should be presented, and followed
by free discussions by any persons present. Nine such meetings,
most or all of them of several sessions each, were held the first
of meetings, to be held in

all

parts of the State, at

cultural addresses

winter,

This plan of action, with

and generally well attended.

slight modifications,

is

The designation

in use to-day.

of these

gatherings has been changed from that of " meetings " to that of
" institutes ; " a distinction without much difference, but important, nevertheless, as

showing an unwillingness

to travel always in

the ruts of predecessors rather than be at the trouble of cutting

such new grooves as the new

Two

of a

spirit

new age demands.

or three of these have' been held in each county every

autumn or wanter for the last twenty years. At almost all of
them the secretary has been present, as well as more or less of the
members of the Board. In addition to those who were officially
present, there have ever been

State
w'ork,

who have been ready

—

a small

band of

men

in different sections of the

Board in its
laymen who loved husbandry

to co-operate with the

agricultural

and rejoiced in its progress.
As an example of a winter's work, twenty such
held a year ago in different counties of the State,
three

;

in Grafton, two

Merrimack, two

;

in

Carroll,

two
two

in Hillsborough,

;

;

;

in
in

were

institutes
viz.

:

In Coos,

Belknap, two

;

in

two

;

in

Strafford,

Rockingham, two in Sullivan, one in Cheshire, two.
Any one who has been conversant with these meetings must
have noticed a gradual change in their character and in the demands of their audiences. For the first ii:\v years they were not
;

;

only very practical but very elementary.

The acquirements of

the Board and of the hearers both necessitated this feature but
They
they met existing wants, and gave the information sought.
they aroused in the minds of the farmers attending
did more
;

;

the

man

increased interest in their calling, and, often rifting o'er-

hanging clouds of despondency,

Some
solemn.

let in life

and hope.

of the early audiences were tediously
If,

therefore,

some nervous member of

if

not painfully

the Board

now

and then sought relief in a little pleasantry, let us hope that he
has been forgiven.
As an instance of such occasional offences,
I recall an incident at a meeting held upon a very snowy after-
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noon

in the

dancing

An

towns, in 1872.

hall of a tavern, in

benches surrounding the

hall,

which was unlike eternity
long time apparently like
its

one of our northern

audience as sober as the grave occupied the

and

it,

listened patiently to an address,

that

in

it

inasmuch

had a beginning, but for a
as there was no prospect of

The speaker was an honorable

ever having an end.

councilor,

whose party had recently gained political ascendency in the State,
and whose executive, in a too hasty distribution of the offices in
its gift, had appointed a fish commissioner when there was no
vacancy
friends

To

in that board, to the very great

and

to the great

amusement of

annoyance of

its political

its

political

opponents.

secure, as far as possible, this latter quality of endless dura-

tion to the honorable councilor's address, a

member

of the Board

from one of the lower counties suggested to a colleague, and also
to a lay brother who chanced to be present, that it might be well
to

keep

his

honor talking

all

the afternoon.

When,

at length,

the address had apparently reached its end, the originator of this
proposition arose and asked a question relative to the subject
under consideration, which started the speaker anew. As he

reached his second close, the colleague followed his associate's
later, the lay brother just mentioned, with like

example, as did,
results in

both

cases.

Thus

far the

meeting had had no

four respectable speeches from the orator, which

person would have deemed enough to
audience.

inflict

less

than

any reasonable

upon an unoffending

But the original interrogator, flushed with increased

interest in the

important subject before the meeting, arose again,

and begging leave to ask one more question, which should be the
last with which he would trouble the speaker, very naively
inquired, with some concern, " if, before draining the meadow
of which he had been speaking, whose depressions before drainage were filled with water in which shoals of hornpouts sported,
it would not have been wise to have consulted the fish commisThe shout which followed drowned the councilor's
sioners ? "
reply, and awoke Mr. Chairman Humphrey to his responsibility
as guardian of the peace and dignity of the State, and he immediately ordered the discussion closed.

The

great dramatist has said that

—

" There was never yet philosopher
That could endure the toothache patiently."
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must not surprise you, therefore,

will get that

good

dovvn-country fellow by and by.

for nothing,

and there

no use

is

next day

to learn that the

trenchantly remarked, "

the honorable councilor very

The

devil

he don't he

If

is

in having a devil."

In answer to the question previously suggested as to what the

Board has done during this long period of twenty years, I will remark that were the Board a benevolent society, and I its peripatetic agent seeking shekels for its treasury, I might tell you the

number of miles its members have traveled up and down the
number of cubic feet of precious breath they have
expended upon their audiences, the number of pages of valuable
State, the

printed matter they have distributed for the agricultural enlight-

enment of the farmers of New Hampshire, and present to you
other statistics equally comprehensible and important.
But I am not such an agent, and I don't want your money;

many

so I must answer the query in a different way.

The work

of the

New Hampshire Board

ceeded pari passu, and on
agencies,

conjoined
only,
1.

it

and the
efforts.

results attained are

Just

of Agriculture has pro-

lines parallel with other agricultural

how many

would be invidious,

if it

to

some extent those of

of these are due to the Board

were possible, to

say.

But the Board has been instrumental of much good.

having been a member of

has awakened an increased interest in their calling
farmers of the State.

Twenty

Never

can speak freely and say that

I

it,

years ago, thousands of

indifferent to progressive husbandry.

They

among

it

the

them were

lived in a persistent

violation of the laws governing the production of profitable crops,

and were dead in agricultural trespasses and sins. Some of these
have since been awakened, and here and there a mild work of
farming grace has progressed among them.
Some, I doubt not,
who have been saved, owe their salvation in part to these apostles
of the gospel of agriculture.
2.

The seventeen volumes

of reports which the Board has dis-

tributed throughout the State give

information upon subjects of

From

these might be
Hampshire husbandry.

vital

collated

a

much

practical

and

scientific

importance to our farmers.
valuable treatise

upon New

They contain monographs upon

soils,

culture, cereals, roots, grasses, cattle, sheep, horses, dairying

other kindred subjects.

These, of

little

and

cost to the State, are

NEAV
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from the Board a])pointed to serve

a present to its farmers

them.
In part

3.

at

through the

least,

farming of the State has been raised

efforts

of

Board, the

this

to a higher plane than

any

it

In 1870 a yoke of seven-foot oxen was

has ever reached before.

too large to keep, and must be sold.

At

that time there were

hardly any pure-bred animals in the State, and when, as sometimes happened, a few were entered at a state or county

was

to find a

difficult

committee competent

judgment upon them.

who

But

has exhibited such at

grange

it

is

otherwise now, as any person

one of Mr. Secretary Bachelder's

has found to his lasting satisfaction.

fairs

of well-dried shelled corn to the acre

Fifty bushels

no longer an unusual

is

Neither are two tons of well-made hay, or even more,

crop.

on the same

area, unusual.

feeding are becoming

ligent

now

fair, it

to pass intelligent

almost an exact science.

Intelligent

common

fertilization

practices.

and

intel-

Dairying

is

The most economical manipula-

and the use of farm machinery are becoming a general
and progressive farming has become as attractive to senfarmers as has progressive euchre to young ladies and gentle-

tions of soils

study,
sible

men who

have nothing to do.

years of the Board's

the

life

the greatest discovery he has ever

made

farmer has

or ever will,

made

— he has

dis-

somebody; and henceforth, instead of acting
some other man's kite, he proposes to fly one of his

covered that he
as a tail to

Furthermore, in these twenty

New Hampshire

is

own.
4.

The Board

has always been glad to extend the right hand

of good-fellowship to other organizations w^orking on lines parIn its day of small things it was cheered on its
allel to its own.
untried

way by

the kindness.

the Agricultural College,

always will rejoice.
far as

it

could,

and has never forgotten
it always has and

In the success of that institution

it

To

the various agricultural societies, too, so

has lent a helping hand.

of agricultural progress

it

To

the grand

column

has rejoiced to welcome the great band

of the Patrons of Husbandry, and with them to walk shoulder to
To the new organization
shoulder, keeping step to their music.

which has recently hung out its banner in our sky, it extends a
The Board expects great things of it, and if
farmer's welcome.
it don't solve some of the agricultural riddles which have so long
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perplexed

us,

" There

will

before

councilor,

reluctantly say of

mentioned,

of

his

69
it

as

too

did

the

honorable

inquisitive

friend,

no use in having an experiment station."
The tramping ground of the Board extends from Massachusetts
To
line to Indian Stream, and from the Connecticut to the sea.
a person not conversant with its work a recital of some of the
Board's experiences would be entertaining, to say the least.
As has been before intimated, one of the disheartening obstacles sometimes encountered has been the solemnity of an audience,
for, unless he is unusually wicked, no man can preach his best at
The first secretary, Mr. Adams, had an unusual gift
a funeral.
The same was true of a member repat dispelling such gloom.
Both of these gentlemen
resenting one of the southern counties.
is

-i^

had ruddy countenances. Of the latter' s success an instance
It occurred at a meeting
just here comes to my remembrance.
at a town on the Connecticut, at a time while the secretary, Mr.
Adams, was temporarily absent addressing a similar meeting of
Owing

to the season of its work, some of the journeyings of the Board, 'mid cold, and
and snow, and ice, are not altogether tours of pleasure. It was the speaker's fortune
to accompany Mr. Adams, in 1SS7, on the last round of meetings he ever attended in Coos
The Board was represented by him and by the member for that county. The
county.
journey began at Concord, on the fifteenth day of November. After the days' ride, the first
meeting was held in the Methodist church at Groveton, with a fair attendance.
The next morning, after a conference as to whether to proceed on wheels or on runners,
as the snow was thin, the latter was chosen. The second meeting was holden that (Tuesday)
rain,

afternoon

in

the town-house at Stark.

in season for their third

meeting

From

this the party

drove to West Milan, arriving

in the evening, in the schoolhouse.

A

bright

little

meeting

was, whose interest was increased by a display of farm products by an enterprising citizen
Peas, oats, honey, and chickens made a part, at least, of this list. On this
of the town.

it

occasion one of the speakers was saved from hearty ridicule by a coop of chickens, very
much as old Rome is said to have been saved from capture by a flock of geese.

To

illustrate

a point of his subject he had drawn upon the blackboard a kernel of corn.

Just as he had finished it a little gamin whispered to his seat-mate, but so loud as to be gen
To this
erally heard, " That looks more like a balloon than it does like a kernel of corn."

boy the meeting gave assent, and the draughtsman would have been
coop of chickens with instincts superior to the general judgment)
who began to chirrup their mistake of this semblance for the reality.
The objective point of the third day was the Willis schoolhouse, near the east bank of the
Androscoggin, in the southeast part of Dummer. In the morniig the party had just time
enough to accept an invitation of the exhibitor of the evening before to visit him at his
" logging camp," as he termed it. A ride of three miles, partly through woods and beside a
foaming stream, brought thp party to a long, one-story-and-a-half house, surrounded by a
miscellaneous collection of buildings, consisting of barns, sheds, shops, an icehouse, apiary,
and, very likely, others not now recalled. It was a little off the highway, and was approached
by a private avenue. In front of the house was a row of lilacs and beyond these an orchard.

quite true

remark

of the

in lasting disgrace but for a

In the hennery was a fine collection of blooded fowls, and in the barns a herd of Jerseys.
its surroundings reminded one of an old-time plantation establishment in the

The house and
sunny South.
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Vermont board, a few miles away on the ojjposite side of the
The member just alhided to, at the close of an animated
address and with a face as red as crimson, had just taken his
seat when a very sedate man arose and ^aid, mistaking the
speaker for Mr. Adams, "I would like to ask Mr. Adams a
Instantaneously, and anticipating the question, the
question."
member replied, " I cannot consent, sir, to be called Mr. Adams.
Mr. Adams is a red-faced man, and for your mistake you owe me
" I see
I see I have done wrong," slowly rean apology."
the

river.

—

plied the interrogator

but

my

;

"

I

ought and

am

willing to apologize,

apology must be made to Mr. Adams."

This

little

inci-

dent shortened the faces of the audience and awakened the meeting to renewed interest in the matters under consideration.

This very imperfect sketch may, perhaps, convey to your minds
some knowledge of the past work of the New Hampshire Board
It amounts in substance to this
Twenty years
of Agriculture.
:

of pretty active
each, each
The snow

fall

fell

life;

two or three meetings of several sessions

and winter,

fast

when

in every

county of the State

the party arrived, and they were glad to enter the

;

an andoorway

of

" lumberman's camp." An invited guest cannot, of course, parade
But he may, perhaps, with propriety say that
in public the sanctities of a private home.
the blazing open fire, the well-furnished parlor adorned with pictures and bric-a-brac, the
pianoforte and its music, the library and its books, a luxurious breakfast, and, above all,
the hearty welcome and pleasant converse of a cultured family, will never be forgotten.
But the appointment of the evening forced the party into the storm again and to a tedious
ride, first down and then up the Androscoggin on the opposite side, to the place of meeting.
Any person who believes that all the brains of New Hampshire are confined to Dartmouth
College and to the lower towns of the State would have lost that delusion had he attended
this hospitable looking

that

little

The

meeting

in the Willis

schoolhouse.

next morning (Thursday) the party headed early, in a heavy rain, for Errol Bridge, to

meet an appointment for the afternoon. Crossing the Androscoggin on the treacherous ice,
monotonous, somber, lonely. For fourteen miles not a human
it plunged into the woods,
habitation was passed, the river being its only companion and its guide. The meeting of the

—

afternoon was held, as well as another in the evening, four miles away.

A

meeting had been called
Friday morning brought no rain, but indications of snow.
Hollow, thirty-eight miles away, through Dixville and Colebrook. The storm
king, which had faithfully attended upon the party's movements during much of the week,
at Stratford

disputed

its

passage of the notch and brought on a snow storm just as

it

reached the western

entrance, where bare ground soon compelled the relinquishment of their sleigh for a wagon.

human endurance and a blinding
wind and snow. The latter finally won. At the hour of the meeting North
Stratford only had been reached, seven miles short of the place appointed. All thought of
farther progress was abandoned. There the tired travelers found a good supper and good
beds, and one of them a choice room near to the dancing hall, where the shuffling of feet and
the blare of a harsh orchestra rendered night hideous and sleep impossible. At three o'clock
in the afternoon of the following day the train pulled into the Concord Railroad station, and
this week's chapter of the acts of the New Hampshire apostles of agriculture passed from

The

afternoon brought a continuous struggle between

Coos storm

of

action into history.
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nual gathering of their proceedings into a volume for distribution throughout the State

the discharge of such other duties as

;

varying times and localities

may have

suggested.

I

am

not here

any of the Board's methods, but I may
perhaps be allowed on this occasion and at this chief agricultural
to propose alterations in

center, to suggest a consideration of the propriety of gathering

into the reports of the

co-ordinate

Board

fuller

accounts of the work of the

organizations which have in view the same great

end, and of publishing

semi-annually

these

or

quarterly.

It

has been the effort of this Board to furnish to the cultivators

of the

could, specific information

soil, as far as it

important in

the successful prosecution of their business, and to

creased interest in

Land, mere land,

awaken

h per

se of

The Indian

no

value.

It is

valuable only as

sold a township for a

it is

productive.

and

these were a fair measure of

its

value to him.

(e.\w

Its

trinkets,

purchas-

and enterprise to the development of
sources and thereby enhanced its value many thousand
ers applied

The

More than one

acres,
its

If the

forests, is

re-

times.

by the capacity of

fixed

its

New Hamp-

used for hus-

this

for it thereby

augments the value of

In short, high agricultural

Even

if it

its

do-

capacity has a cash value.

be not apparent on the state treasurer's

trial

balance,

there.

The Board
this

worth of

had best do,

it

main.

it is

its

two millions and a quarter of
as just stated, is dependent upon the quality of the brains
occupants, anything which the State can do to improve

bandry.

these

is

third of the entire area of

over and above that devoted to

shire,

of

skill

value of land, therefore,

owner.

in-

progress and success.

its

has lived twenty years.

paper to forecast

determine.

Whenever

will doubtless die.

good

it

will live,

interests

it

it

So long

and

It

is

not the purpose of

This the coming decades must
shall have fully served its purpose it

its future.

I

as

it

remains an active power for

bespeak for

it

the support of

all

whose

was founded to promote.

In 1850, not long after his celebrated Seventh of March speech,
had the honor, with a company of my townsmen, of dining
with the Honorable Daniel Webster, on his farm at Franklin.

I

In allusion to the recent alienation of

which

this

many

of his old friends

speech had produced, he remarked,

'•

Whatever they
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may do to me hereafter, they cannot deprive me of a pretty long
and pretty happy life." So of this Board may we say, whatever
may

betide

long and

it in

the future, nothing can ever deprive

fairly successful life.

This

it

it

of a fairly

has already secured.

President I now have the pleasure of introducing to you Dr.
George M. Twitchell, of Fairfield, Me., associate editor of the
" Maine Farmer," who will speak upon " Dollars and Cents in the
:

Poultry Yard."

DOLLARS AND
}!Y

I

DR.

CENT.S IN
M.

G.

THE POULTRY YARD.

TWITCHELL, FAIRFIELD, ME.

have been riding most of the time since yesterday morning

in order that I

some of the
It h'as

my good

been

spent some
years, in

might have the pleasure of shaking hands with

agricultural workers in the State of

little

work

New Hampshire.

fortune, as well as great pleasure, to have

time in the State of Maine during the past few

board of agriculture, although

for the

and

I

am

not

employ of farmers' organizations
but never until to-night have I had the pleasure of
speaking to the farmers of New Hampshire. I assure )-ou, Mr.
Chairman, I have had a rare treat in listening to the paper of
Mr. Walker, so full of the work you and your colaborers have
been doing, and am rejoiced at the grand results already secured.
I have been asked to speak to you upon the question of dollars
and cents in the poultry yard. I do not know what special line
you would wish me to touch upon. I once asked a well known
lawyer in the State of Maine, and one who had been very successful in his practice, if he could tell me what one thing contributed most to his success.
He said: "Yes, I can. I always
endeavored to find out what the advice was that my client
Now, ladies
wanted, and then brought the law to suit the case,"
and gentlemen, if you will only indicate what you want me to
say, I will do the best I can to say it.
I want to touch upon
connected with

it,

also

in

the

;

those points that are of most interest to you
try business,

and

if

you

will

kindly ask

me

who

are in the poul-

questions at any time

when one occurs to you, it will not trouble me at all.
What are we talking of to-night ? A hen. What does
represent?

It

seems

to

me

that

no one can appreciate

that

fully

hen

what
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the individual animal

is

unless

we consider not only what

as she stands before us to-day, but

when she could only be found
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what she was

as a wild bird.

will appreciate clearly the effects of culture

how

susceptible

tion,

and how

she

is

time

then that

we

that animal

;

improvement by feeding, care, and attenhas been improved and increased in size and

it is

it

It is

upon

at that

to

production until we have the wonderful results to be seen to-day.
No man can succeed in poultry keeping unless he has this constantly in

mind, because

have led to present

and make

further

it is

only as he realizes the steps that
he can take advantage of them

results, that

improvement in his own
be, yes, must be, read

may

of the centuries

The growth

ilocks.

in the standards

the present, and with the fact before us that nothing

must carry

thought with

this

towards old-time conditions.

be molded

we

us,

else

is

fixed,

of

we

there will be reversion

Our animals

are in our hands to

and the perfection of the individual
cannot yet be appreciated. There must be an ideal of excellence
towards which we patiently strive, and that with our poultry must
just as

will,

be the perfection of parts

for the completest whole, a

condition

beyond our highest comprehension, and always to be sought
after.
Supposing it were possible for one of you to cross the
water and bring here four pairs of horses exactly alike; one pair
to be left among some of the hills of New England, one pair
in Kentucky, one upon the prairies, and another on a dray
team in New York city. What would be the result ? Each pair
would adapt itself to its changed conditions ; and when after a
series of years they were brought together again, no one would
believe they were ever alike, so different would they appear.
Take a child, a boy, and carry him to China and leave him there;
what will be the result ? He will grow up a Chinaman and wear
ever

a pigtail.

of his

own

He

would, of course, have the chief characteristics

race, but they

rounding circumstances.

would be greatly modified by
This simply

illustrates the

his sur-

thought I

would impress upon you in regard to the different breeds.
Not only is there a great variety of characteristics to be seen in
For instance,
different breeds, but in different families even.
one family of Light Brahmas

will excel as egg-producers,

another will excel as flesh-formers.
5

They simply

while

represent the
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who has been breeding year after year
own individual idea.
In breeding poultry I would not recommend any farmer

thought of the breeder,

for

the perfection of his

to

breed pure-bloods unless he has a special fancy for the work, because I recognize this fact, that it requires a knowledge of the

breeding of the

past,

such as you find on the part of the

has been raising that breed for a series of years.

who

It

man

requires

a knowledge of the history of the breed in order to make it a
but I do urge you to use none but pure-bred males, for
success
;

do not believe that, as farmers, you can afford to give the
and application necessary to secure and maintain the
reached by the specialist, you can take advantage
standard
high
of all this by getting pure-bred males from the best sources. The

while

I

time, study,

male

is

always one half the flock or herd, and by the use of fresh

blood yearly the character of the grade stock will constantly
In this way you may increase and add to the producimprove.
tiveness or weight of your flocks.

Of

course, all breeds are not

New England, and
want and what you
own, is the breed that

equally adapted to the rigorous climate of
will not flourish

and do well

here.

What

I

may judge of your wants by my
you the best returns, and that you have very much in
You can purchase cocks from A, B, or C.. who
your own hands.
may be breeders of pure bloods, and thus avail yourselves of the

want,

if I

will give

labors of

these

men by

bringing in pure-bred males, and so

breeding up the slock you have and improving the good qualities

of the native breeds.

If there are

hens

in

your flock that are

would not buy pure-bred pullets, but be sure the
good
males have been bred from good layers, and do not be so much
influenced by the color as by the form, and more by what they
represent in the generations behind them.
It is now the first of January, and supposing we take up for a
Now is the time when you are
few minutes a year's operations.
layers, I

thinking of making your matings.
once.

If

you are aiming

Select your breeding stock at

for the larger

number

of eggs, select

the hens that are the best layers, and have the best form for egg

production; and be sure they are not fat, for that interferes with
Take none that have been fed liberally through the
the work.

summer and fall, and are consetpiently fat.
Question How would you reduce them
:

if the}-

are fat

?
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Dr. Twitchell
one

I

:

might give them a lighter grain ration,

destitute of fat

ahiiost

elements,

Right here comes in another

work.

ing, breed either for eggs or poultry,

course

;
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When you are breedand do not take a middle

fact.

you do, you cannot expect the

for if

—

giving them a plenty of

largest returns.

The Brahmas, Plymouth Rocks, or Wyandottes Avill not give you
as many eggs as the Leghorns, while the latter cannot produce
the weights of the former.

you reach

extreme

size

or egg-production, you must drop something from the other.

It

is

If

after either

impossible to have a hen that will give you the largest

number

The two conditions are not
would be contented with one or the other. Not

of eggs and the heaviest weight.

compatible.

I

I should suspend my efforts to imbut content to improve to the utmost in one
In throwing out food to a flock, what should be the

contented in the sense that

prove

my

flock,

direction.

? I wish some one would give them to me.
Voice Most of them get all they can eat.
Dr. Twitchell That is a point that I wish to bring out.
Hens, when fed in that way, will not do as well as though properly fed, and the excess is worse than wasted.
In the first place
and this I would give morning, noon,
I would give them work,
then seek to obtain the food that I gave from the
and night,
most inexpensive sources; and by this is not meant first cost, but
For mature poultry the best
value in producing what is wanted.
ration I have used was one prepared as follows
Take twenty-five
per cent each of oats, wheat, and bran, ten each of corn and
linseed, and five of meat scraps, and having ground the grain,
mix the whole together. Cook daily some vegetables or clover
hay, and to each pailful add two to three quarts of this mixed

rations

:

:

—

—

:

ration.
This will prove a valuable food for morning, and will
promote health and productiveness. At noon feed only a few
chopped onions, apples, turnips, or cabbages, and at night a mixed

grain ration.

Question

:

That would be the ration

Dr. Twitchell

way

:

I

cannot

you.

tell

that that question can be answered.

to give
flocks

any

rule.

demand

In

my own

different rations.

vide cribs to put the food where

for
I

It is utterly

experience

?

I

impossible

find that different

first place I would prowould be kept out of the dirt,

In the
it

how many hens

do not know of any
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and where the

of the fowls would not

feet

come

in contact with

A

good way to make a crib is to
take a board of sufficient width and length as a bottom, place a
post one foot high at each corner and in the center, a narrow
strip at the top, and then slats up and down, putting a board over
Then I would measure my
the top to keep out the droppings.
You know that if you
flocks to see what they ought to be given.
put down a large quantity of food the fowls will come up and eat
what they want at once and then go off, after a time coming
around again and eating more. Now I would feed what the
I made it my rule
flocks would come up and eat before they left.
to feed what the hens would want the first time, and when they
left and came back again, I did not intend that there would be
any food there. We must watch our flocks daily, so that we can
practically fix about how much they want according to this rule.
Hens vary so much in the amount they require that I do not
think it possible to give any fixed ration for flocks.
Tables given
as that causes great waste.

it,

can only approximate.

Why do you feed cooked food in the morning?
Question
Simply and only for this reason
Dr. Twitchell
You feed
:

:

:

your hens about three or four o'clock in the afternoon, and,
the corn

is

buried, they have to

work scratching

it

up.

that they are fourteen or fifteen hours with nothing to eat,

if

After

and

if

they are then obliged to take whole corn into their stomachs and
digest, there

would be an expenditure of too much force and a
I would give the morning ration of

waste of energies, therefore

cooked food, that can be more

easily converted.

Question
What kind of vegetables would you give ?
Dr. Twitchell
All kinds.
I would not feed a large quan:

:

tity of onions,

but

if

although

I

think they are one of the best of foods

you feed them heavily, they are apt to

Apples, turnips, cabbages, and onions, and

crop of clover,
is

valuable for

for

I
its

if

flavor the eggs.

you had a second

would give that nearly every day.
supply of carbon and lime.

pound, more than wheat

in

It is

Clover hay
worth, pound

supplying carbonate of lime for the

shells.
It is utterly

we
we should never

impossible for us to secure good results unless

observe regularity in feeding.

I

claim that

gauge the amount of food given by the amount of food that would
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it by the" needs of the animal, and
way than by studying the question with refI found with a
erence to each individual animal and flock.
flock of two or three hundred, one winter, that I could keep them

be eaten, but seek to regulate
I

know

for

of no better

two mills a day.

In breeding poultry one of the
for hatching.

Now we

we

things

first

can never get a

fertile

desire

eggs

is

egg from a hen

is fat, or is fed on fat-forming food, unless that hen has abundance of exercise. We want chickens in March, and to obtain
them we must bring our food down to the needs of the hen, put
her to work and build up a rugged constitution. This is necessary

that

with male and female, in order that we

and

chicks,

this will

come only

as

we

may

get healthy, strong

feed the grains, roots,

vegetables rich in elements that go to

make up strong

and give abundant work, giving only what may be

tions,

By

digested.

feeding in this

way we

easily

shall find that the early

There must be

chicks will hatch as well as the later ones.

and dam

and

constitu-

virile

and
comes only by and through' proper feeding and a healthy,
normal condition. The egg to send out a hardy chick must be
energy in

sire

for healthy offspring to

be the

result,

this

complete in

all its

elements.

If

anything

is

lacking, the chicken

There must be the lime, soda, phosphorus,

suffers.

iron, oil,

and

albumen, and these cannot be obtained unless they are in the
food.

No

unbalanced ration

furnish the material.

will

suffice.

No one

grain will

Everything hinges here, and in order to

obtain the chicks, the food must be such as will give the complete
egg.

When we

slightly.

The

get the chickens,

infertile

we want

to vary the rations

eggs from the nests form the best food of

at a time, and after
which are fertile and which
are not by holding them up between the eye and a strong light.
Those which are not fertilized may be hard boiled and mixed
Feed then
with bread soaked in milk, and fed to the chickens.
five times a day, and in feeding, just think, as you scatter the

the chickens.

Always

ten days test the eggs.

set

two or three hens

One can

tell

food, of the size of the crop of the individual chick.

What food

we must save the food, as we are dealing with mills, with fractions, and every one tells.
Food scattered on the ground and wasted is so much taken out of your
pocket-book. If you have skimmed milk, feed it. That that is one
is

not eaten

is

wasted, and
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is no question.
do not think we realize as we ought to the importance of
skimmed milk in making bone, muscle, and flesh, but in feeding
to any creature we must remember it is food, and remove from
the other rations accordingly.
As the chicks grow larger they
need food of a different kind. I have used thirty per cent of
oats and wheat, twenty of corn, ten of linseed, and ten of meat
This I would stir up with milk into a dough, and bake
scraps.
thoroughly until hard, and then put away for twenty-four or
thirty-six hours, when I would grind or pound, soaking again

of the best articles of food that can be given there
I

with milk,

one of the
our chicks

if I desire,

or feed

it

best articles of food
is

flesh

and growth.

dry.

I find that

we can

We

use.

here linseed

What we want

want early maturity.

is

in

We

cannot afford to wait for slow growth. In olden times we were
not in a hurry but now, for the best success, we must have them
;

early.

In growing cockerels, we want to get them in condition

for the

market

at

the earliest possible

be richer than

should

that

moment, and

fed to pullets.

You

the

food

should feed

more corn meal in connection with the other rations. A
would be suited to them would not be profitable to
feed to the pullets, and we must early separate the broods, allowing the pullets wider range, so as to prevent them from taking on
fat and to insure more health and vigor.
It is claimed by some that all the eggs a hen lays are developed,
I do
or rather the germs are formed, before the first egg is laid.
not know whether this is true or not, but I do know that if you
kill a pullet about the time the first egg is dropped you will find
on examination about three hundred or three hundred and fifty
embryo eggs in all stages of development, and then under the
microscope three hundred or three hundred and fifty more

a

little

ration that

—

about seven hundred that have started. This
and now what we want is those six or seven hundred eggs wrapped up in a good shell and deposited in the nest
If they can be grown inside of one
just as rapidly as possible.
germs,

much

is

year, so

neither

in all

true,

much

the better.

do we intend

to

We don't care about the life of the hen,
keep her more than two or three years,

or after she has laid her eggs

market

for

an early chicken.

eggs the quickest

?

We

;

then we are going to send her to

How

are

must commence

we going
at

to get

those

the time the chick
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and build a healthy constitution we want to
we want to force the development of these eggs we want simply to consider the hen as a
machine, and grind out the most that is possible. We cannot
secure these results by indiscriminate feeding, or by feeding all
the hens will eat
we cannot do this by feeding the leavings
from the house, but must study the problem of feeding. We
want to get these seven hundred eggs in at least two years' time,
and when we get our flocks where they will average three hundred and fifty eggs in one year, a brisk Yankee will rise up with
leaves the shell,

;

study the question of rations

;

;

;

a plan for

doubling the product.

Question
the shell

What

:

material

do you think

is

best for forming

?

Dr. Twitchell

:

Clover hay.

Question Better than
Dr. Twitchell: Yes,
:

oyster shells
sir,

and lime

because

it

is

?

the cheapest

and

would keep those before the hens, but there is
nothing that will give you the carbonate of lime' as will second
crop clover. I say the second crop because it is the more tender,
the richest.

I

and most every farmer can easily obtain it by cutting, when it
would not otherwise be used.
When we have grown our chickens, the question of shipping
comes m. When and how shall we ship our fowls? I said in
the commencement that we were entering upon an era of sharp
The market of to-day is an exacting one, and it
competition.
will not receive a poor article and pay a good price for it.
No
man can afford to grow an inferior article in these times. There
are

no

dollars in the poultry yard

for

a

man

that

is

growing

breeds indiscriminately and with no thought of early maturity or
color of skin and leg.

The fancy of

the market must be con-

sidered.

Question What are the best breeds ?
Dr. Twitchell The Light Brahmas, the Leghorns, the Wyandottes, and the Plymouth Rocks.
I think among these any
I would not do as a farmer did
breeder can find all he desires.
:

:

I have in mind.
He sent for seventeen different breeds,
and put them all together with his common fowls, and said he was
going to see which would do the best. The result was complete

whom

failure.

Seventeen varieties require seventeen different modes of
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In breeding for the market, select the phimpest as

treatment.

Take those that have good, square,
and are of the greatest breadth between

the best from which to breed.

broad backs,

full breasts,

the legs, the legs being

long

rather than

short

;

then

the

if

chicks are well prepared for the market, the price will be satisfac-

We

tory.

weeks

can

raise

chickens for the market which at eighteen

will dress five to six

Boston

pounds, and when sent to any of the

commission houses

will

return

cents and often thirty cents per pound.

only good ones.

If

twenty to twenty-five
In shipping eggs, send

you have observed the market reports

the past year, you will have noticed

quoted from twenty-five

to forty

and

that

for

the price has been

forty-five cents if they are

extra near-by fresh, while case eggs have sold from fifteen to

same time. Why is that ? Because some
and around Boston, and also in the States of
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, have been sending eggs
to market that were absolutely fresh. Send only good eggs, those
that are absolutely fresh and of uniform color and size.
It pays
to give attention to these things just as it pays to do anything
and there are no dollars and cents in any branch of business that
we can enter into, unless we are watching closely after every detail.
But the question comes in, What shall we do with our stale
twenty cents

at the

men

in

living

?
Sell those to your neighbors or to your village grocers,
where you are known, but do not send them to Boston where
you have a reputation to make. Get a reputation with the commission dealer in the city for sending a choice article, and that

eggs

commission dealer
for the product.

will

be ready to pay you the increased price

Some who have succeeded

doing that are

in

getting from fifteen to twenty cents more than their neighbors.

The

proprietor of one of the best hotels in Boston told me, in

speaking of

this, that

he would rather give

fifty

dollars

any time

than that one of his boarders should have a stale egg brought to
his plate;

and

this

man was

paying, imder contract, forty-five

cents a dozen for the year, in order that he might

were what they were represented to be.

and

It

know

pays any

his

man

eggs

to

be

do the best he is capable of doing.
If you do that with poultry, if it has been well bred and
selected with the view^ of its early maturity and uniformity in
color and form as well as in size, you will always secure a ready
honest in

this business,

to
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market; because

I tell

be a time when there
Over-production

much

gether too

duction of the

methods,

we want

be a demand for a choice

be in slovenly habits, and there

will

best.

come

will not

will

article.
is

alto-

There never can be an over-proWe want to get right away from the old
no money in the business unless we do, and

of that now.

for there

to

you there never has been and never

is

right

hens into habits of

down

thrift

;

We

to the new.

must educate our

into habits of growth

into lines of

;

breeding, and of early developing and maturing the eggs.

want

to educate

than

this.

them

And

I

believe

if

any man or woman

We

produce more

so that next year they will

in this hall will

—

—

but if
do these things,
I don't care so much what the breed is,
any gentleman or lady who has a flock of hens wishes to improve them and takes the right methods, observes the conditions,
the results will surely be seen.

You may

almost double the pro-

ductiveness of your flocks in a few years' time,
lessen

by one half the cost of feeding by looking

and selecting the food which answers

and you can

after the details

best to the needs of the an-

imal.

Do
them.
there.

not have the hens around the house.

That

is

no place

for

They should be given a home of their own and kept
During the summer months, colonize in little inexpen-

sive buildings.

I

have used buildings 4x8, the walls

2^

feet

and roof clapboarded, with door at one
end and slats in front. These cost about fifty cents each and can
In these I would colonize a dozen or fifteen
easily be moved.
hens and move them two or three times a week the bigness of
the pens, and in that way we can not only easily keep them
clean through the summer, but get the hens away from the buildhigh, the back, sides,

ings where they have been staying through

the winter months,

and have plenty of time to clean out, and fumigate, and prepare
Do
these for the coming season.
Give them abundant land.
Land that is very rocky or woody and grown
not cramp them.
up to weeds, land that would be worth nothing for other purIf you
poses, can be made very valuable as a run for the hens.
have an orchard, give them that. If you are engaged in orcharding and have any trouble from insects, it will pay you to keep a
flock of hens, for you will find them invaluable as agents of
destruction to all creeping or winged insects.
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A

word

And

young people.

to the

it is

young people

to the

that I always speak, because as a rule the middle aged have be-

come

To

and cannot change them so easily.
would say, if you think you have a likthe business of poultry keeping,
not for what can be

settled in their habits

the

young people

—

ing for

got out of

in the year 1890, '91, or '92,

it

and grow into

When

fast.

but to

make

a business

it

But do not go too

at once.

you have a flock of one hundred hens that
two dollars a head, double

profit of

will

and you

it

your cares and troubles are proportionately increased.

will find

If

— you should begin

it,

you a net

yield

I

you do rot

the business, keep out of

like

There

it.

chance for a man to succeed in poultry breeding
fancy for hens.

It is utterly

and love

ural desire

There must be a nat-

impossible.

And

for the business.

no

is

he has no

if

then one must

fit

himself for the duties and responsibilties he assumes by the study

of questions relating to the breeding, feeding, and education of

You must

each individual animal.

them

in constant productiveness.

You must

at all.

feed

them

study the flocks and keep

and

regularly,

its

will

own

suffer

thereby

resources

;

self

of a multitude of cares and

tion

and watchfulness, and
It

is

said

you feed them

because the animal will

and draw upon

great deal in the poultry business.

gence.

if

own

its

fall

details

;

is

a

taking upon one-

for constant atten-

and

for the exercise of skill

that a visitor entered

back upon

There

system.

It calls for the
little

at

then neglect them once,

the regular times for several days and

you

not do to neglect them

It will

intelli-

the studio of Michael

Angelo one day and found him at work upon a statue that
seemed to the stranger completed. He watched him chipping
away a little here and there, and finally left only to return after a
few days, when he found him at work upon the same piece of
"What you been doing," said the visitor. "See,"
marble.
said the sculptor, " I have changed that arm, and note how I
I have touched that mouth and
have brought out that muscle.
given
it

it

expression.

has produced."

have touched that eye, and see the
said

the visitor,

Michael Angelo replied, "

trifles."

perfection,

you mean

I

"Yes,"

and perfection

is

no

trifle."

to succeed in anything,

Trifles,

So

it

"but

my

effect

these are

friend,

make

me

that if

seems

to

you must give attention

to trifles.
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Trifles

perfection in poultry culture,

on the farm, every-

where, and they cannot be neglected.
I

have not touched upon the question of

and rearing, because
which calls for special
unless one

that

is

artificial

hatching

a feature of the poultry business

qualifications,

and should not be attempted

willing to give a large per cent of his time

is

to

it

and engage in the business to an extent beyond the ability of
Unless you are growing more than three hunmost farmers.
dred chickens, I would not advise any man to think of artificial
hatching and rearing.
There is no fear of over-production. Last year we imported
sixteen million dozen eggs, for which we paid about two million
Until this want is provided for
five hundred thousand dollars.
here (and it seems to me it never will be, because the demand is
growing constantly), there is no fear of over-production. The
prices will not be reduced very much from what they are now.
I have been surprised to note during the past few years how
We can proevenly the prices have averaged in my own State.
five and a half pounds dressed for
no fear but that we can realize a fair
We can grow our pork for five cents a pound. A
living profit.
horse weighing a thousand pounds can be raised for seventy dol-

duce chickens that

will

seven cents, and there

lars.

We

is

can produce butter

With

pound.

weigh

for

twelve to fourteen

these facts before us, there

about over-production.

The one

our most careful consideration,

is

is

no

thing to which

cents a

call for

anxiety

we should

give

the selection of individual ani-

mals and the study of the food question.

Here

is

an opportunity

we had given our

young people. If in the past
young people, if we had striven
the farm and for agriculture, I

for the

attention to the

them a love for
we should not to-day find our farms deserted by
we should not find them drifting out upon the prairies

to cultivate

in

believe that

them ;
and ranches of the West.
of the times and prepared

We

have not realized the tendencies

ourselves accordingly.

I believe

here

an opportunity where the boys may be educated into an appreciation of this question, and through that lead them to love agriis

culture.

England

The only way
will

to hold the boys to the farms of

be by showing them that here

for the exercise of all their skill, energy,

is

New

ample opportunity

and application

;

that to
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secure substantial returns, intelligence of a high order
sary,

and

having and exercising these

that,

is

neces-

qualities, there

is

no

legitimate business which will yield a surer return financially than
agriculture.

This

try culture.

If

compensation

No man

it

is

specially applicable to this question of poul-

has to do with

little

things,

it

also insures full

for patient labor.

should in any measure be content with his flocks until

they average fifteen dozen eggs apiece yearly.

any breeder, and nothing less should satisfy.

This

is

possible for

Then by and through

may be reduced to
two mills a day, thus insuring returns proportionate to the care

a careful study of rations the cost of keeping

and attention given.
Give the boys something to do and have. Let it be theirs,
and then lead them to a knowledge of and desire to secure the
most, and a love for the farm and its labors will be cultivated,
and your old age made sweet by their presence and care. Eduto understand the duties and responsicate the boys to be men
and help them to an
bilities which will devolve upon them
appreciation of the situation upon which they will soon enter
and where they will have to take their places and act their part,
with all the grand possibilities of life before them.
;

;

Time does not

suffice for

me

to discuss the special features, the

growing of ducks or turkeys, but here the same general rules
Turn which way
apply, and as much or more may be realized.
we may, there are grand opportunities stretching away where

we may reap

a substantial harvest if we but place ourselves in line
and patiently labor to conform to the conditions which control.
These are exacting and changing and a watchful eye, an active
Having and
brain, and a ready hand are necessary for success.
exercising these, the future is bright with promise, and the earnest
labors of your faithful workers will yet be crowned with success.
Adjourned to 9.30 a. m., Thursday.
;

Thursday, January
At
barn

2.

8.30 o'clock at the Experiment Station barn was given a
floor

lecture

on the

method of scoring by Dr.
number, and

horse, with practical demonstration of

Twitchell.

listened to with

a fair audience

had assembled

in

It

was attended by a good

At 9.30 o'clock
Culver Hall, and the president

marked

interest.
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president of
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Philbrick, of Tilton, vice-

S.

delivered the following address

"
:

CREAMERIES.
BY GEORGE
I

confess that

dence.

upon the

approach

I

before

I see

me

PHILBRICK.

S.

this subject

with a great deal of

gentlemen who can say

all

that

diffiI

can

and say it a great deal better than
Last year Mr. Winslow, of the Vermont board, said that

I can.

subject of creameries,

he wished to apologize for not having prepared a paper on the
upon which he was to speak. I have not prepared any

subject

paper, and I have no apology to make.
this afternoon as a

The
of the

man

history of butter

Old Testament

I

propose to talk to you

talks to his friend, face to face.
is

lost

in

writers says,

remote antiquity. True, one
" Surely the churning of milk

bringeth forth butter; " but some of the best Biblical scholars
tell

us that the

mean

Hebrew word which

that exactly, but

something

they do not explain, and

is

translated butter does not

else.

What

that something

do not know. Outside of the
Bible the first mention of butter is made by Herodotus in the fifth
century before Christ, in his account of the Scythians. Hippocrates, also, in the same century speaks of its use among the
These are the first historical allusions to
tribes of Asia Minor.
that which has become an essential part of the daily food of civWith all the learning and
ilized man throughout the world.
wisdom of the Greeks and Romans, with all the advancement
they made in the arts and sciences, with all their splendid philosophy and all those things which go to make nations great and
else

is,

I

renowned, they did not know the luxury of gilt-edged butter.
That they should miss this seems more remarkable when we

remember they compassed

sea

and land, and spared no expense
These historians I have men-

to load their tables with dainties.

tioned speak of

medicine and
in

some

cases

A. D. 50,

it,

as

in a liquid

was used by the ladies as perfumery.

it

tells

not as an article of food, but as an article of

an ointment, and largely

form, and
Plutarch,

of a Spartan lady calling on Bernice, wife of Dei-

otarus, tetrarch of Galatia.

The lady had anointed

herself with
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some sweet ointment, and Bernice with

butter,

and they smelled

The

so they could not endure each other's presence.

who

first

people

down

used butter as food were those barbarians that poured

from the North and overran and robbed the empire of Rome. I
mean the Germans. Pliny says they ate large quantities of milk

and

butter,

and another

writer says they also used cheese.

am

going to speak more particularly of the essential qualifiI can
cations of success in conducting a co-operative creamery.
few
of
them,
of
in
short
time
course,
the
only
a
touch upon
I

allowed me, but before

I

come

to

them

I

wish to go a

into

little

and
we have

the history of co-operative creameries in the United States
in our

own

State.

The

first

co-operative dairying that

any knowledge of was in Rome, N. Y., in 1851 or 1852. Jesse
Williams and his son were both making cheese on adjoining
farms

;

but the elder Williams was getting from three to

five

cents

per pound more for his cheese than his son could realize, so they

concluded to put the milk together and let the old gentleman
This arrangement proved so satisfactory
the whole of it.
that the neighbors wanted to come in, and the result was quite

make

an extensive co-operative cheese factory. The creamery system
for the manufacture of butter was started in Iowa about the year
In our own State,
1875, ^^^ ^^'^^ known as the Fairlamb system.
while our grandmothers

made

butter from the earliest settlement

and up the valley of the Merrimack, there were
creameries till 1885, and the gentleman who sits
co-operative
no
on my right has the honor of being the pioneer in the co-operaI refer to the Hon.
tive creamery business of New Hampshire.
along the coast

Since that time they have
C. H. Waterhouse, of Barrington.
been constantly growing in numbers and increasing the quantity
and quality of their product, until at present we have more than
thirty in

active operation, producing over a ton

butter per day the year round.

Now

and a half of

as to the essentials of suc-

cess in a co-operative creamery.

In the
to be,

first

place, let

— co-operative.

me say, it must be
You all know that

just

what

it

purports

the success of a meet-

ing depends upon the talent and ability found in that meeting

which you bring

to the surface.

Just so

it is

in business.

If

you

have a co-operative creamery you want to bring into the manage-

ment of

it

the best ability of every

man

that has

an

interest

in
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you do not, just to that extent you fail
which you are all aiming. So, I

in reaching the goal towards
say, let your

Another
a

man

to

creamery be co-operative

essential

element

make your

butter because you can get

book which you and
laborer

I

worthy than

in

Dr. Twitchell

your creamery.

always that which you

will

the

do the
first

the

said that

The

with the man.

— certainly
I

man you can

best for you.

makes very

It
is,

in this State I

money.
is

So

the one that

difference what

your butter-maker,

creamery must be run on business principles.

down

when

was not

provided you get value received.

your plant and

you have

hens

least

hire

little

"The

says,

night

last

for

could buy for the

not hire

no place more

in

food

name.

him cheap. That

was pleased

cheapest

cheapest

cost of an article

After

Do

have been taught to reverence

worthy of his hire,"

is

in fact as well as

your butter-maker.

is

your

In going up and

have seen some creameries that have been a

on the other hand there are some
to year handicapped and almost
In the one instance they worked in harmony

success from the start, while

which have run on from year

Why?

failures.

and had men to run their business who were business men. They
had the capability to grasp the situation and put men in those
positions where they would do the most good.
In the other, a
man, perhaps because he had more stock in the association or
because he made the most cream, had put himself or his friends
into the

management without

reference to those qualifications

necessary to success, and the inevitable result has followed.
believe a

good deal

in luck, but

it is

that luck

which

is

I

governed

by the law of cause and effect.
There is another thing that may be overlooked, and that is the
importance of attending to details and the little things. You
remember last year when the butter expert made his report on
the samples of butter we had here he said almost all the samples
not tobacco smoke, but smoke from our
tasted of smoke,

—

chimneys.

Let

me

ask you, gentlemen,

how many

of you ever

thought of your chimney smoke getting into your butter
Burnett said

it

was a

little

it

one.

Mr.

day and feeding the same calf three times a day, and
live calf and a dead
You must make every patron feel that the success of

calf twice a

yet

?

thing, the difference between feeding a

was often the diftercnce between a
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the creamery depends

because

I

creamery, that

who

is

upon him.

if

would

I

my own

know, from

you get but one

man

make

will

How

in

a

co-operative

into your organization

negligent or careless you affect the entire product.

your standard high and compel every

you

emphasize this

like to

experience

man

to

come up

to

Set
it,

or

is

to

a failure of the whole thing.

are you going to

do

that

Do

One

?

have a committee of investigation

to

of the best ways

look after every

man among

let them know when you are coming, but
go unannounced and make a minute inspection of all the surroundings. Sample their cream and their milk,
and take it to the station and have it analyzed, and find out

the patrons.

when you go

not

there,

whether they are doing
ance

good

is

just the best possible.

the price of liberty, so

butter.

I

know

that I

the busy season, neglect

it

may be

As

sometimes myself,

some of

these

eternal vigil-

said to be the price of

little

in

the hurry of

things;

but

if I

upon me at
any time, I would look after these little things. I do not suppose that any gentleman present, if he knew that the amount of
money he was to receive in the next month's payments depended
upon the report of that committee, would not set his stables m
order and look after all those little details upon which he knew

knew

a committee of investigation would

come

in

depended.
Another thing I have noticed is that the patrons of the creamery are more apt to be worried about the price of butter than the
quality of it.
Now, dear friends, that is the last thing you want
to worry about.
You should not worry about the price you are
receiving for it, but the quality of the butter you are making,
and then the price will take care of itself. Last night Dr.
Twitchell stated that there never would be an over-production of
the best
there never was and there never will be.
There is
always room enough at the top, and there is always a crowd at
the bottom.
What is the reason of the present low price of
butter ?
It is because there is so much of the old stock now on
hand there is so much old butter in the market that has got to
be sold at a less price, and that takes the place largely of first
class, fresh-made butter
it is that which we have to compete with,
and it is only the best butter that can do it successfully. There
is plenty of room for the best of butter at good
prices.
The
his success

;

;

;
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establish a reputation

produced.

think there

I

is

for

not a

gentleman here present who will not bear me out in the statement
that to-day New Hampshire butter stands high in the markets of
Boston.

We

are

That is because we are giving more attention to details.
making a reputation, and that is worth thousands of

dollars to the

dairymen of

New

Hampshire.

After you have got your reputation the next thing

is

to

hold

it,

and you can not hold it imless you make butter to-day, to-morrow,,
next week, and all along of first-class quality.
True. I understand that after your reputation

State Fair, I think,

—

is

at

any

rate

it

tide

you

Massachusetts

Bay

established

For instance,

over some hard places.

at the

was

at

—

it

will

a fair held in the

among many samples of butter there
Mechanics Fair building,
was one brought by a gentlemen who had a reputation a great
deal wider than the State of Massachusetts for

Mr.

butter.

claimed would make good butter no matter
had.

A

making good

Blanchard had a butter-worker there

how much

he

that
stirring

it

tub of this man's butter was taken and worked almost

continuously in this worker, for
over and over again.

I

do not know how many days,

After they got through working

it

the

butter was put back into the tub and went through with the

lot.

have not a doubt but that

if that butter had been put in by
would have been rejected for having been overworked ;
but as it was, it went through upon the reputation of that man.
You cannot afford to imperil your reputation, however, by

I

itself it

a poor article.
I suppose you all know that there is a
farmer in the State of Pennsylvania whose father before him and
whose grandfather before him have made butter and sold every

making

pound that they made for a dollar. I refer to the Darlingtons.
They have educated a class of customers to believe that they
make good butter. They do make good butter; but these
people have grown up, their fathers eating this Darlington butter,
they have bought it themselves and given it to their children,
and they do not know the taste of any other kind of butter,
they do not believe in any other kind of butter.
So we can
establish a reputation for ourselves
we can get customers, and
we can educate their taste at the same time we are educating

—

;

ourselves.
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I

I

am

not going to take a

want

things

to say
I

there

hour's time, Mr. Chairman, but

After you have done the

have spoken about, then you want to

There

eries.

full

one or two things more.
is

no man

that

visit

other cream-

can learn everything at

home

no man so capable, so learned, and so wise that another

is

man, I do not care who he is, can not tell him something. In
our town there was a man that was foolish, although you would
One day he was dropping
not mistrust it by looking at him.
potatoes in a corn field that was close to the road.
A gentleman
that was going along asked him, '-John, what are you doing?"
" Dropping taters." •' What kind of potatoes are you i)lanting,
John ? " " Raw ones." That man never thought of that before.
you can learn something by
This is the point I wish to make
The one that is beside his churn and
visiting your neighbors.
in the creamery at three o'clock in the morning is learning
something, just as you are learning something every day when
you go out to your barn to milk your cows or feed them. Well,
you go to the creamery and enter into conversation with the
man. Possibly he may not wish to tell you of his methods, but
I have found that creamery men are among the most free men in
You will impart some knowthe world to impart their secrets.
This will not only increase
ledge to him and he will to you.
:

your knowledge, but it stimulates emulation. If Mr. A. is getting
a cent a pound more than you are, you go home, think the matter over and talk it over with your family, and you make up your
mind that you can make an article of butter just as good as he

can and jierhaps

The
done

better.

agricultural press

in

is

doing for us to-day what

any other age of the world

it

never has

in disseminating agricultural

knowledge. You may take an agricultural paper and read a
dozen copies of it, and possibly you may not strike anything in
those copies that is of any practical benefit to you, and again
you may find an article that will help you many times more than
So, I say,
the entire amount you have paid for the paper.
You cannot afford to do otherpatronize the agricultural press.
wise.
I do not know as I should say it, being
am, but when the Board of Agriculture
comes within your reach, patronize that. If we can only get you

Then, another thing.

the modest

man

that

I
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come to these institutes we know it wall set you to thinking
and it will do you good. Your presence also does us good.
There is no man can afford to sit down by himself and live for
himself alone, but we have got to live for each other, and help
each other climb up towards that point for which we are all
to

aiming.

The Board of Agriculture

doing everything

is

can under

it

the law to suppress the sale of oleo in our State, but the only

weapon which
midst

is

thank you

I

will entirely

in your hands.

Its

overcome

name

for the attention

is

it

and drive

from our

it

Gilt-edged Butter.

with which you have listened to

me.

President

:

would

I

like

to

hear from Mr. Waterhouse, of

Cornish, the pioneer in the creameries in this State.

Mr. Waterhouse I have made no preparation to make any reI am here, as Mr. Philbrick says,
at this meeting to-day.
that we butter-makers might visit each other and learn from each
:

marks

other.
I

I

came

to learn

me

something to help

in

my

business.

have been quite successful in the butter business, and

I

am

at

present running a creamery in the town of Cornish, N. H., and,
if I

may be

allowed to judge,

have everything

I

am making

very fine butter.

I

could ask for in the way of implements and a

I

good quality of milk, which we must have. The milk is made
from good food, and good and intelligent management and manipulation of the stock.
I

know

of localities where there are two or more creameries in

They are working
and it is a question with them where they are
to get their milk, and so they find themselves obliged to enter
one another's territory. Now, then, you should draw your hne,
and the farmers in this locality should draw their milk to a cer-

the town,

and

all

of them short of milk.

against each other,

tain creamery, while those in the other locality should patronize

Even though

the other creamery.

creamery than

is

but stick to your

)'0u

own

tainted with smoke,

Mr. Philbrick spoke

and made reference

never had any difficulty with smoke.
I

this

creamery.

Relative to smoke.

ago

could get more from

paid by that, do not withdraw your milk,

was running a creamery

to

I will

in a locality

of

butter

being

me, saying that
say this

:

One

I

year

where they started

in.
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many

as a great

creameries do in the creamery business, with

The whole

done in one room,
would come in where it was
warm and sit around the stove, and some of them would smoke
there.
Of course they owned the building, and I did not make
very much talk about it, but very soon there came back word
I do not
from Boston, " Your butter tastes of tobacco smoke."
think that within fifteen minutes after it is milked from the cow,
but
the milk standing in the stable would take any impurities

limited

and

facilities.

business was

in cold weather the farmers

;

soon

as

as

it is

cooled to the temperature of the

air, it will

take

any of the impurities with which it is brought in contact. It
will be remembered that a year ago there was some talk made
about some cesspool butter that I made. I wanted to see if I
couldn't make some poor butter, and so I set some cream near a
I have made a good deal of butcesspool and ripened it there.
ter, and at the Bay State Fair I have won first and second prizes.

The

papers reported that

I stated

state that, but I did state that in

the butter scored 88.

my

I

did not

opinion that butter was as

good as butter that scored 88 points. I will guarantee that if
some of you will sit down in my creamery I can entertain you a
good while.
I would like to ask you whether you use any
Mr. Gerrish
:

.

starter

?

Mr. Waterhouse
anything to buy.

I

:

Starter

!

I

have profited by that experience.

That

is

one of the things

good many people about
but
to

I

am

not here to

compete

witli

have not anything to

sell

or

have learned a great deal by experience, and

tell

I

A

starter is

could show to you.

that business

other people

if

simply sour milk.
I

could inform a

they came to

how

to

my

place,

manufacture butter

me.

Relative to profit.

Perhaps none

make

of

you have figured the

pound of

beef.
As nearly as
will
to make a pound
amount
of
food
it
take
I
If you have a pair of oxen
of beef will make a pound of butter.
that will grow four hundred pounds in a year you think

amount of food

it

will take to

a

can ascertain, the

but there are a great many cows in New
you are doing well
Hampshire that will make two hundred pounds of butter a year,
and you could do that with the same amount of food that you
;

could grow two hundred pounds on an ox.

For the beef you
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cents a pound, but the butter would

net

you

twenty or twenty-five cents a pound.

Question

Do you

:

pretend to say that you can make butter

as cheaply as you can beef?

Mr. Waterhouse

:

You can judge

yourselves the differ-

for

ence in the amount of work between feeding a cow and an ox.

Of

course you could work the oxen.

Question

I

:

would

have you give us your opinion in

like to

regard to creameries operating together.

Mr. Waterhouse

:

It is

a fact that lawyers have their associ-

ations as well as other trades
their business in

harmony.

their associations,

who makes

New

butter in
price ?

men

— the

the price

and professions, and

try to

The commission men

in

You

?

read of the quotations on

York, Chicago, and Boston

The supply and demand, you

in the

Did you ever think

board of trade.

on butter

manage

Boston have

;

but

will say.

board of trade in the butter

line

who makes

that

True, and those

have their meet-

and they make a report of the butter on hand,
We have to-day thirty thousand pounds of butter. A year
etc.
ago to-day we had fifteen thousand pounds of butter. They put
all these facts together, and they say: " Well, I guess we better
ings every week,

put the price of butter down."

As Mr. Philbrick

the butter market in Boston

crowded, and the

they must unload this butter

is
;

they must

sell

stated to-day,
result

is

that

the butter they have

no chance of butter being any higher, and
I would be in favor
Hanover, Lebanon,
of the creameries on this line of road,
Quincy, Claremont, and so down, clubbing together, and putting
in two or three hundred dollars each year, and hiring the best man
you can get to go to Boston and sell this butter, and let it go right to
Plenty of these people
the consumers in the Back Bay district.
would like to buy this butter, and in this way we could get it direct
to the consumer.
I would recommend that that be done, for I
Last
think it can be done cheaper than by paying commission.
summer the price of butter was twenty cents, and perhaps seventeen or eighteen cents, and five per cent out for commission left
on hand,

for they see

they do not care to buy any fresh butter.

—

—

I happen to know a little about
summer, and the price for which
Boston and happened to be in a place

but a small return for the maker.
the price I got for
it

was sold.

I

my

was in

butter last
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my butter. A gentleman came in and said
want some of your best butter." In reply they picked out
some of my butter, and sold it to him for thirty cents a pound.
They allowed me, perhaps, eighteen cents a pound. That is a
little too much commission to make, according to my opinion.
where they handled

:

" I

If

you could have a man in Boston to deliver your butter every
to families as they wanted it, the same man could also handle

day

Then

your eggs.

again, if you are

your produce into Boston early,
fresh

cream, the duties of this

on a

line of road that

as there

man might

is

quite a

can get

demand

for

be extended so as to in-

clude the handling of that.

President
think

is

The gentleman

:

a very practical one.

has brought up an idea which I

To go back some

years,

between

1844 and 1850, I used to deal some in butter. Besides the butter I made I would buy some in the town of Croydon and sell it
in Boston.

I

my

had

man wanted

every

regular customers,

and knew

when

just

a tub, and these customers depended on

for their year's supply.

I

did not

to give

.fail

got twenty-seven cents a pound for

them

A

me

No.

i

butter,

and

I sold,

while other Croydon butter was selling in the markets of

Boston

at eighteen cents a

I

person at Boston and
terests in

pound.

true to

you and your

in-

every way, and could find a certain set of customers

thing for the farmers of

New

It affords

me

Fryeburg, Me.,
will

pleasure to

member

it

Hampshire.

idea that Mr. Waterhouse has set forth

who

the butter

you could have a proper

If

New York who was

that was ready to take your butter, I think

ture,

all

is

would be a good

In

my

opinion, the

a capital one.

introduce B.

Walker McKeen, of

of the Maine State Board of Agricul-

speak upon " Sweet Corn from the Farmers' Stand-

point."

SWEET CORN FROM THE FARMERS' STANDPOINT.
EY

K.

WALKER MCKEEN, FRYEBURG,

ME.

when the tendency
of
farming that shall
or
system
some
branch
towards
work
is
give good net cash returns, it is well that we are looking for some
crop or crops that will fill the bill and sell for a good paying
In these days of deep thought by farmers,

to

price,

still

leaving something behind to return to the soil as plant
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food that shall tend to keep good the original deposit

;

or

if

we

upon the worn-out farms of many of New England's
older townships, then this economic crop becomes much more of
a necessity as a means of renewing the fertility of the farm, and
are placed

may

restoring, as far as

squandered by
fathers,

the

be, the original deposit

been

that has

the reckless, indiscriminate farming of our fore-

short-sighted

policy that prevailed

generations of drawing from

so

for

the soil every available

many

atom of

bottom was reached, the drafts were not
There are still some farmers in
certain sections cultivating a virgin soil which yields an abundance without any return of the elements of plant food. It is
true that these men have the example of the early settlers upon
our shores as a warning, but I tremble for them when I see them
raising for cash crops such as exhaust the soil and return nothing
and when I see them begin to enin the way of plant food
deavor to increase their crops by the use of commercial fertilizers
fertility

until

the

honored, the bank was broken.

;

alone,

my

fears for the result

any system of farming that

are

still

shall

greater.

In

my

opinion

become generally practiced

throughout a State or section of country that shall not base

its

upon some branch of
feeding out the coarser fodders as well as what

fertilizing material to return to the soil

stock-raising,

grain

may be

raised, will ultimately bring that section into

ruptcy, and drive

its

meet

elsewhere.

life's battles

citizens

bank-

from their once happy homes to

Stock raising being one of the principal foundation stones of
successful agriculture,

it

well

becomes us to seek

to

grow such

crops as are adapted to our needs, our surroundings, and our
markets.
fertility,
I

If these crops are those that return a liberal
it is

so

much

amount of

the better for our farms.

believe the time has

come when some

special crop that shall

be planted extensively enough to leave a large amount of

it

for

and when this crop is chosen due regard should
economic qualities as a producer of fertility, as Ave 11

sale, is a necessity,

be paid
as

its

to its

cash returns

;

as

when Nature

strikes

the balance she will

reckon every draft upon the original capital, and place to our
credit only the just
I

and

true balance,

understand that the farmers in this section are quite largely

engaged

in dairying, a business that

is

highly favorable to the
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maintaining of the

And

of the farm.

fertility

in calling

tion to sweet corn as a crop favorable to your uses, I
that I
in

make no

I will say that

mistake.

any way boom the business, or

set

it

it is

purpose to

that will tend

in colors

to fascinate for a time, but will finally

pointment.

my

not

your atten-

am confident

leave only bitter disap-

In gathering the figures that

I

shall present to

you

have passed by the extremes and sought only

at this time, I

to

give such as will average for a series of years reaching back over

by the business amongst

the period covered

us.

Before going into any detail in regard to the crop

itself

it

may

some of the other field crops. My
purpose in doing this is not to disparage any one, but give the
facts as they seem to exist, and let you draw your own conclube well to take a glance

at

sions.

As your

soil

seems well adapted to the growing of corn, there

have no doubt been quite large quantities of
It is

There

a grand crop.

is

from planting to harvesting.
product for sale or
leaves, as a

it

raised with you.

music and poetry in the care of
It is

a dual crop, as

home consumption

that

is

it

it

furnishes a

of great value, and

by-product that costs nothing, an amount of fodder

unequalled by any other grown upon the farm.

time of Hiawatha when

—

Ever since the

" All around the happy village

Stood the maize

Waved
Waved

fields,

green and shining,

the gieen plumes of
his soft

and sunny

Mondamin,

tresses,

Filling all the land with plenty."

there has seemed to be a charm, a fascination about this crop
that has

added much

to the pleasure

and

profit

of

its

culture

but since the broad fields of the West have been opened up by
railroads,

in

upon

and the products of

us, there

nearly fatal to

market.
article,
it

We

their vast areas have been pouring

has been a competition to meet that has been

its

for sale in open
some more condensed
will admit of more and better labor to fit
way we rise above this competition and

production

in

quantities

must confine our attention

something that

for market.

In this

place ourselves in position to
at living prices.

command

to

a market for our surplus
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By referring to the report of the Department of Agriculture
we find the average cash value of our leading staple farm crops
was

for 1885, per acre,

as follows

In Maine: corn, $22.62

:

wheat, $17.20; rye, |io.2o; oats,

;

$12.40; barley, $15.48; potatoes, $42.00; hay, $10.16. In New
Hampshire it was corn, $24.03 wheat, $19.15; rye, $10.38;
:

;

$14.56; barley, $15.52; potatoes, $44.58; hay, $10.20.
You will notice that potatoes rule higher than any other hoed
There are reasons for this. There is a large element of
crop.
oats,

labor in planting and handling them
the

soil,

that

food from the

they are said to exhaust

and

soil after the cereals

This being the case they

they can.

;

they are gross feeders capable of extracting plant

is,

more than other

crops,

grass

crops have got

allowed to grow on that which

if

all

will necessarily exhaust land
is

poorly manured.

Again,

if

we must

the potato crop enters into our rotation

necessarily have quite a portion of our fields in a crop each year
that takes all or nearly all of the plant food contained in

fodder for farm animals.
look for a

moment

at the

Possibly

in

may

off the

into

be of interest to you to

average acreage of corn throughout the
In Ohio

great corn belt of the West.

$11.12,

it

it

may be converted

farm, returning nothing as a by-product that

Indiana $10.29,
Minnesota $9.09,

i"

$11.86, in Michigan

it is

Illinois

$8.80,

Wisconsin

in

Iowa $7.71. Farmers of these
states are cultivating their lands and selling a product from them
that yields a very small cash return per acre
but few New England farmers would be satisfied w-ith these returns.
The income
only comes from the extreme cheapness of production, and the
fact that constant drafts are being made upon the stock in trade
$10.23, in

in

;

that will finally lead to a complete failure of resources.

Sweet corn

is

but

It is

a

little

more

ships of cold land

But these

composition from the yellow
change in methods of growing.

little different in

corn, and requires but very
delicate

and

;

little

less able,

late frosts

may be

perhaps, to stand the hard-

than the

common

field

corn.

overcome by care in preparing the ground and placing the seed only on land fairly well
adapted to it. It has been claimed by some that it required land
difficulties

readily

in a higher state of cultivation than yellow corn does, but that

not true as far as

my

observation goes.

Farmers

in

is

our place
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always take

far greater

yellow corn

is

to say that I think this
fact that

ground on which

pains with the

planted than they do their sweet corn.

some of

is

The

a mistake.

the earlier

grown

by our packers

is

varieties of sweet corn

The

fertilized.

free

were

perfectness

full

variety

now

on

in use

of larger growth, and will respond to liberal

treatment with the same promptness that

grown upon our

their

am

practice grew from the

of very small growth, and would reach their

land but poorly prepared or

I

Our

farms.

will

any other crop

best farmers usually prepare

the

by spreading on from seven to perhaps in some cases ten cords of manure to the acre, and plowing
If this is done quite late in the season so much the betunder.
sweet corn land in the

Then

fall

is cultivated and smoothed ready
About May i8th the planting begins on some
highly-favored spot, and may continue as late as June 8th. Some
of the whitest, sweetest and most valuable corn that came to our
factory last season was planted very late.
The planting is almost
wholly done with hoe-planters drawn by a horse, which will

ter.

in spring the land

for the seed.

plant from seven to ten acres a day, according to the shape of
the land

and length of rows.

These planters leave the ground

depressed over the rows and in fine condition to enable us to use
the horse in caring for the crop during the season

grow

rapidly.

The common smoothing harrow

is

when weeds

used to some

if you have not quite courage enough
do much by running the cultivator very
near the rows, thus leaving but a small amount of land un-

extent for this purpose, but
for this,

you can

still

touched.
Shallow, level culture

is

any except on land badly

uncommon

for

most practiced, but very few hilling
with witchgrass.

infested

It

is

not

our farmers to sow their grass seed in the standing

sweet corn before cultivating the
learn the practice

is

time,

last

and

so far as I can

a good one, unless we desire to grow some

grain crop to help out on
usually begins early in

the food

for

our animals.

Packing

September, sometimes during the

last

week of August. The ears are plucked and placed upon carts,
and drawn at once to the factory, leaving the fodder in just the
right condition for the silo or to dry.

ing until now, there

is

From

no material difference

the time of plantin the

amount of
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labor required by each crop, and the
the season,
It

is,

may be

what period the corn

at

experience

begins to lose

it

remainder of

for the

its

\vill

that just the time

is

valuable for the packer,
after

work

think, in favor of the sweet corn.

asked

My

uable.

I

be the most val-

that

it is

the most

the most valuable for the farmer, for

it is

valuable properties for canning,

it

be-

This was particularly
gins to shrivel and go back on its weight.
varieties formerly
other
early
some
Allen
and
the
Early
of
true
grown by our farmers. A valuable characteristic of the Early
Crosby,

which

now mostly

planted throughout

have here),

I

my

State (a sample of

that after reaching full maturity

is

it

will

stand on the stalk longer without injury than any other variety.
There need be no conflict between planter and packer as to the

time that corn should be picked

when

it

common

their interests are

;

produces the most pounds for the former,

will

it

;

make

There is no need of
the most valuable product for the latter.
any misunderstanding whatever. Ordinarily the farmer has full
as much latitude in picking and hauling as the packer, and by a
system of ordering that will call for a little from each planter,
there are

pick, I will say

great care

and

it

a very

is

Some

skill.

when corn

In regard to judging

no hardships.

the ears, perhaps stripping

difficult

will

is fit

to

and one that requires

task,

go through the piece feeling of
the husks on one occasionally

down

others will seek to break the branches of the tassels, claiming that

when they
satisfactory
it

But
and most
pick a few baskets of average corn and have

break with a snap the corn

will

occasionally

all

way

these plans are of
is

to

This will

cut at the factory.

The amount

usually

no

tell

obtained by some of our farmers

and with most of

whom

I

am

well along.

The

best

the story exactly.

grown per acre

is,

reckoning the yearly aver-

ages for eight or ten years, forty-five dollars.
sults

is

avail.

whom

I will
I

give you the re-

believe to be reliable,

personally acquainted

:

One

of

my

nearest neighbors has planted sweet corn for nine years, mostly

on good corn land, but not highly manured. His practice is to
pasture with sheep a few years, then plow and put on about four
hundred pounds of phosphate per acre, and plant the corn. He
tells

me

his average

is

a trifle over forty dollars per acre, never

having fallen below thirty-eight dollars.
sweet-corn fodder worth as

much

as

He

calls

any acre of

an acre of his

grass.

Does not
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have a

Another Fryeburg farmer who deals

silo.

per acre.

He

selection.

His corn was planted

and came

25,

saves his

He

was built

in Fryeburg.

which he has improved by

last

season May 22 and May
and second weeks in Sep-

has planted sweet corn ever since the

first

factory

His average for the time is nearly sevOf course he puts more labor, thought, and capital

enty dollars.

into his corn crop

it

seed,

to the factory the first

tember.

He

own

and

in cattle

— about ten cords

has plenty of manure, usually manures heavily,

than

many

others, but he

has a farm in a high state of cultivation,

is

well paid for

mows

nearly

all

it.

of

more food value per acre
sweet-corn fodder, from which he has sold seventy dol-

twice each year, but says he gets

from
lars

his

worth of

ears,

quantities of husks

than from any one cutting.
and cobs from the factory each

them quite a help in saving other fodder.
shocks and drys in the field and packs in
If the cobs

straw.

accumulate

at the

He

He

uses large

year,

has no

and

finds

silo,

but

alternate layers with

factory, he usually

draws

and working over obtains
them into his yards, and by
much valuable manure. It has been claimed by some that there
is enough potash in three acres' growth of corn cobs to produce
one acre of corn. I saw cobs taken from a silo in the town of
Poland this winter, which were put in without any special preparation, more to cover the more valuable portions than for their
own value but they were readily eaten by cows, and the feeder
clairAed to be pleased with them for food.
The late Gov. Bodwell wrote "I have no hesitancy in saying
piling

;

:

that I consider the use of cornstalks planted

poses,

made

farmer.

for

canning pur-

into ensilage, will prove of great advantage to the

'

John N. Daly, of Jay, Me., writes: " Nearly every season
the

last ten years I

and deem

it

a profitable crop

der well cured in bundles

same amount

for

have raised sweet corn for canning purposes,

is

;

for aside

from the corn, the fod-

worth as much

in tons of fine Englisli

to feed

stock as the

hay."

Gorham, Me., writes: "Ten years ago we
and sold about ten tons of hay. Today we are feeding seventy-five head of cattle, about fifty of them
being cows, and six horses on the same farm, and a large per
Last year we planted
cent of the increase is due to the silo.

H.

had

B. Johnson, of

fifteen

head of

cattle,
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twenty-five acres of sweet corn, sold the corn for canning,

and
and I believe sweet-corn fodder to make the
I believe this is one way to
best ensilage of any one thing.
reclaim our old farms, for we cannot afford to buy commercial
the fodder,

siloed

present prices."

fertilizers at the

Almon Young,
years, planting

constructed a
I

am

from two to ten acres per year.

silo

in

my

and thereby improve

raising,

W.

L.

good

it

I

think the best

way

and ensilage the fodder.

factory,

past

fifth

six

year

I

think

I

if

farmers would

their farms."

Flint, of Waterford, writes

thing.

The

of great advantage in stock

"I

:

feed for stock for several years,

partial

well ac-

barn, costing about forty-five dollars.

they would find

it,

am

I

raised sweet corn for the

highly pleased with the result, and

take hold of

whom

of Hiram, Me., with

"I have

quainted, writes:

is

have used ensilage as a

and consider

it

a very

to raise sweet corn for the

Sweet corn pays, and we have

the fodder left."

John Dennett, of Bridgton, Me., writes: "I have

raised sweet

corn for canning purposes for the past twenty years.

consider

I

an average acre of sweet-corn fodder worth ten dollars for feedI have never used any ensilage, but dry fodder in the
ing stock,
bundle

;

my

cattle like

it

better,

and

will

gain faster on sweet-

corn fodder, properly cured, than on the best of hay."

W.

''I get twice the value in

B. Nutter, of Scarboro', writes:

and from

feed off each acre of sweet corn that I could in grass^
forty to sixty dollars

for

corn at the factory.

I

got thirty-six

thousand nine hundred and seventy-two pounds of corn
for

canning

off

eighteen acres, in 1886, at a cost of

thirteen dollars per acre
will

more than pay

less

fitted

than

and material. My ensilage
and gives me manure enough to do

for labor

for this,

the same thing next year."

A. M. Chandler, of Wilton, writes
a dozen years,
business

I

:

"After an experience of

consider the raising of sweet corn a profitable

on the farm from the

fact

that the fodder

is

of great

value for feeding stock, aside from the corn for canning."

Henry Harmon, of Raymond, Me.,
planted eight acres of sweet corn for the

writes that in 1886 he

Raymond

factory, with

no manure except superphosphate, three hundred pounds per
acre, planted between the 20th and 25th of May.
From this he
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got eight thousand cans of corn, which at three cents per can

amounted
as follows

to

two hundred and forty

His expenses were

dollars.

.......
..........
........
.........
........

:

Plowing, harrowing, and furrowing

Superphosphate

j^32.oo

32.00

Labor, planting by hand

12.oo

Hoeing and

32.00

cultivating

16.00

Picking and hauling corn

$120.00

Total

or fifteen dollars per acre, leaving a net profit by reckoning the

standing fodder at

He

acre.

five dollars

per acre, of twenty dollars per

has fed sweet-corn fodder for years, and likes

it

better

than Northern or Southern corn.
Oliver Allen, of East Hiram, says he

is

well satisfied

that a

large percentage of the profit of raising sweet corn for canning

is

in the stover for the silo.

Randall Hastings, of North Fryeburg, has planted sweet corn

on natural corn land, using no manure. His practice
hundred pounds of phosphate per acre,
then sow to grain and grass with about fifty bushels of ashes per
five years
is

to apply about four

acre

;

gets an average of forty dollars per acre for his corn, in-

eluding
seed, of

he puts

Plants about the 20th of

last year.

which

this

is

a

good specimen.

his sweet-corn fodder

whole

;

May

Has

values

it

;

saves his

own

a silo into which
highly.

Gets

fair

crops of hay, but plows often.

D. A. Ballard, who lives very near me, has planted sweet corn
Has never got less than thirty-five dollars per acre,

eight years.

and sometimes, on land well manured, has got as high as sixty
dollars, which will bring his average up to forty-five dollars per
The close growing Early Crosby seed now in use gives
acre.
very general satisfaction, the only objection being that it is someThis objection is lessened by careful selection each
times late.
year.

A

Mr. Knox, of North Fryeburg, began about eight years ago
to save seed for sale, and by careful selection and uniform methods in picking and curing, has secured a reputation, and what is
called the
price,

Knox

some years

seed
as

is

always in demand, and brings a good

high as

five

dollars per bushel

;

the usual
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price paid farmers at their doors for seed

the

sum

Of

per can for the green corn.

when allowed
that fact

is

values.

I

to stand for the

taken into account

would advise

Of

as possible.
is

is

and
from three cents

three dollars,

realized at this price will not vary far

course,

when reckoning

is

not as good

the comparative

farmers to save their

all
if

course the fodder

purpose of ripening the corn, and

own

seed as far

you are planting yellow corn, and that

liable to mix, or other conditions are

not favorable,

it

will

not

be advisable.

You all remember the old saying, " No frog no foot, no foot
no horse." This can be turned to our use,
no seed no harvest,
so much care should always be bestowed
no harvest no profit,
upon choice and selection of seed; resting sure that with good
seed carefully planted on well-prepared land the battle is half
won, and with the reverse condition is entirely lost from the

—

—

beginning.

Perhaps a few words in regard to care of the seed will be
It is usual for those saving seed to leave a few rows on

proper.

one side of the piece which are allowed to stand
are well whitened,

being tied together

until

the husks

when they are picked and husked; two
they are hung over a pole in some room,

ears
free

and dampness, no two ears being allowed to touch.
it will soon cure enough to be laid away carefully
where the temperature is never below freezing. It is allowed to
stay on the cob until about the time it is needed for planting,
when it is shelled, making such selection of ears as may be
from

frost

In this way

thought best.
I will say that

it

Like produces

ears.

show

itself in

will well

pay

to strive for

and uniformity

like,

A

the product.

ears of sweet corn will yield

in

uniformity in the
seed will always

load of evenly ripened, uniform

double the amount

at the factory that

another of equal size of unevenly matured, mixed ears yields
therefore strive for uniformity, in selecting seed,

paration of the ground and
season.

A

long, slim ear

good
is

and by careful

;

pre-

cultivation throughout the entire

preferable, as

it

go through the
and there will be

will

cutter better, will generally be better cleaned,
less waste.
I

have here specimens of seed grown

Blossom,

member of Maine Board

in Turner, Me.,

by L. H.

of Agriculture for Androscog-
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gin county. There are three varieties, Early Crosby, Maule's

Mam-

moth, and Perry's Hybrid. Mr. Blossom says of them, that the H)^-

week later than the Crosby, and the Mammoth
Crosby seed was purchased of Parker &

brid comes about one

My

about ten days.

Wood

two years ago, warranted

Josiah Crosby, the originator.
1

2th of June, and was in

ond week
but

it

its

in September.

got too hard so

I

I

to

be pure seed direct from

was planted

It

best condition for

this season

my

intended to pack

the

canning the seccorn at home,

put up only a small amount, about 150

quarts, in one-quart glass cans,

can, the can to be returned.

which

twenty cents per

I sell for

had put

If I

it

up one week

earlier,

should have received $90 from one half-acre, which would have
I think I shall go into it more extensively next
paid me well.
I

year.

gauge

I

cut from the cob with the oldfashioned knife

set to cut

about half the kernel, then scrape

Then pack

with

the chit

This leaves most of the hull on the

with the back of the knife.
cob.

all

in the cans as solid as possible, wipe clean,

and

put on rubber and cover, putting over the bail but not putting

down

until after

it is

cooked, then brake

the can with the air excluded, letting
cool.

I

it

it

down, thus sealing

remain in the water to

have not figured the cost exactly, but can cut and pack

nineteen cans ready for boiling in one hour.
I find a

I boil

ready sale for the corn. In giving you

corn growing for farmers

I

come under my

personal knowl-

believe to be reliable sources, avoiding

in all cases extravagant figures that

hesitancy in saying that there
rightly carried on.

four hours.

it

ideas of sweet-

have endeavored to confine myself to

I

such facts and figures as have

edge or come from what

my

It will

is

might deceive, and

money

in the business

be found that there

ing returns each and every time, when

all

will

I

have no

when

it is

be good pay-

the necessary condi-

tions are complied with.

Perhaps you

may be interested

to

gin and extent of the business.

know something

of the ori-

In 1842, Isaac Winslow, then

in France, conceived the idea of preserving green vegetables in

hermetically sealed

cans.

He communicated

brother Nathan in Portland,

his plans to his

who began experimenting.

They

began canning in the town of Westbrook in 1852, and until the
beginning of the war the entire pack of the State would not exceed sixty thousand cans per year.
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Since then there has been a wonderful progress in the business

new methods have been adopted, new machines have been

;

in-

vented and put into practical use, and the product of our can-

ning establishments goes into

all

parts of the world.

tistics gleaned from the pack of 1886, it
sheets of tin used in making the corn cans

From

sta-

is

estimated that the

in

Maine would cover

one hundred and forty acres with one continuous glistening expanse of metal, and the cans placed in a line would reach eight

hundred and eighty miles. Maine's pack in 1886 was 11,146,876
The total pack in the United States that year was 1,674,Maine took the lead with
cases
of two dozen cans each.
735
110,453 i^'iofe cases than Maryland, which came next, and
cans.

I
206,303 and 391,452 more cases than New York and Ohio.
do not represent Maine's full pack, as there

believe these figures

were some small shops that were not reported.

In 1887, the in-

crease in acreage was nearly twenty per cent, but

on account of
market that
caused a stagnation that is not yet fully overcome.
There is,
however, but little 1887 corn now upon the market, and with
the excellent quality of corn put up the past season I look for an
The acreage in Maine in 1887 was over sixincreased demand.

much poor corn

early frost there was

put on the

The product of

thousand, or twenty-five square miles.

teen

was hauled to eighty-two

this vast area

factories,

twenty were new ones, mostly equipped with
iences for handling the corn.

Sweet corn

is

truly cosmopolitan

Lieutenant Greely carried

globe.

nowned expedition

;

it

it

goes to

of which about
modern conven-

all

quarters of the

with him on his world-re-

North Pole

to the

all

;

sionary port of the dark continent, and

it

goes into every mis-

is

transported thousands

of miles from points of unloading by negroes on foot.

Through-

out the whole United States, from the rocky coast of

Maine

the
its

familiar cases
It

may be

asked

if

Pacific

we

are not to

competition of the West with
of our eastern States.

To

this

come

places one of our raising.

in

contact with the

product as well as many others

a certain extent, yes.

But what are

It is,

of course,

upon the market diswe to do ? We cannot

true that every case of western corn put

7

to

and from the Lakes to the Gulf,
may be seen in every city and town.

Golden Gate of the
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and the acres of New England will
we are not going to lie down and hug the delusive phantom of hope while our brothers in the West are reaping the returns that will always come from push, tact, and skill.
But, rather, let us buckle on the armor and avail ourselves of the
By so doing we
natural advantages placed within our reach.
West,

annihilate

the

always be

tilled

shall

;

soon find the balance in our favor.

we must, in a measure,
By keeping our product up to its highest possiOur soils rich in silica, and
standpoint this may be done.

In order to compete with western trade

keep above
ble

it.

our atmosphere rich in oxygen and

full

of life-giving properties

and magnificent coasts enable us to
grow sweet corn that will sell every time before that grown in
any other section of the country. Mr. Eastman, our packer,
competing for a large government contract with corn grown in
nearly every other State in the Union where the business has

wafted from our granite

hills

ever started, had his sample chosen first every time, all labels
and marks being removed, the corn judged upon its merits alone.

He thus secured the contract.
An analysis of corn grown

in

Maine, Maryland, and Iowa

J. F. Geisler, Ph. C, shows the following
as to their actual food values: Maine corn, 456^,^; Iowa corn,

made

in 1884,

350j7-q;

by Mr.

Maryland corn,

303^^^.

Thus

it

will

be seen that Maine

corn stood thirty per cent above the Iowa, and

fifty

per cent

above the Maryland in actual food value. Or, to put the price
Maine
per case in accordance with the food value it will be
It is, therefore,
corn, ^1.20; Maryland, $1.00; Iowa, $0.80.
apparent that our product, if well put up, will compete success:

fully.

In making these comparisons,

reckoning

New Hampshire

in with

I

wish to be understood as

Maine, as the similarity of

soil

and climate of the States makes any distinction unnecessary.
From different analyses of sweet and hard corn made by the Department, its average composition, compared with the average of
hard corn, shows it to be much richer in oil, and somewhat
richer in ash, fiber,

and albuminoids.

The

constituents of each

are as follows

I
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AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF SWEET A\D HARD CORN.
CONSTITUENTS, ETC.

Sweet.

Hard.

Per Cent.

Per Cent.

Water

8.44

10.04

Ash

1.97

1.52

Oil

.

.

Carbo-hydrates

Fiber

Albuminoids
Nitrogen

Weight of 100 kernels

Nmnber

Now

:

Grams.

....

something

in regard to the market.

70.69

2.82

2.09

11.48

10.46

1.84

1.67

22.236

36.910

As with every other

produced upon our farms, there

dency

to oblige packers to hold their product.

large"per cent to be sold before

money

pack.

5.20

66.72

of analyses: Sweet 19, hard 114.

article

the

8.57

it is

is

a dull season, with a tenusual for a

It is

put up, and in

many

cases

has been advanced for a certain proportion of the

It is

not very easy for a

the market unless he

is

very

new man

to put his

favorably situated.

goods upon
Reputation

sell sweet corn as well as everything else, and some fancy
brands which have a reputation on the market are still selling
above quotations, and will continue to do so, as they are held by
parties who are agreed not to undersell, and also to keep up the
" There
Quotations for medium grades are as follows
quality.

helps to

:

has been a long drag of depressed prices caused by trying to force
" We have to report
sales out of season " this in Baltimore.
;

a very active trade among wholesale grocers on all lines of canned
goods;" this from "Grocers and Canners' Gazette," Boston.

" Trade has picked up

and although hardly equal

to

the general increase, would seem to indicate that the country

is

in this line,

about to become a free purchaser of canned goods

;

"

this

from

" Commercial Bulletin," Chicago.
The quotations average somewhat lower than in former years,
being: dry packed from $1.30 per case to $1.35, moist from
^1.20 to $1.25, while seconds, lights, and shorts go as low as
^i.oo per case.
These prices are for goods delivered, and include brokerage.
Thus it will be seen that there is not a great
margin for profit but there is a tendency towards better prices
;

for

goods of well-established brands.
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Possibly you may wish to know something of the usual method
The conof contracting and process of packing in the factory.
tract is usually made early in the season, during February and

The book

March.

is

hands of the packer, each farmer

in the

agreeing to plant the amount set opposite his name, and deliver
The seed
to the factory when in suitable condition for canning.
packer,
or
if
grown
the
the
by
farmer is
by
furnished
is usually
subject to his inspection

;

he also usually furnishes the phos-

Early in
phate, agreeing to pay for the corn on November ist.
August an inspection of the corn is begun by some competent

The

person.

third or

week

last

August that planted on

in

Each farmer draws
each load.
Each
load is dumped by itself, tagged conspicuously, and great care
A good pair of horses
taken to keep each man's lot by itself.
will draw one hundred bushels of ears as picked from the field.
The husking is
This will husk out fifty bushels for the shop.
done by men and boys at so much a basket usually four cents is
The lots are carried to the cutting-room, and the process
paid.
The corn is cut by being pushed through the cutting
begins.

the earliest

land

ready for canning.

is

his corn as ordered,

taking a receipt

for

;

machines, which are ingeniously arranged for that purpose, being
composed of curved knives and longitudinal scrapers. They
will,

with care, remove

all

that

is

of any value from the cob.

that cuts the corn

The same motion

pushes the cob through

a small hole out of the building. After being cut from the
cob it is sifted, and then goes to the platform scales and is

At these scales
weighed, the farmer getting credit as it goes.
the dividing of lots is completed, and the weigher needs a cool
head and quick eye to keep
property of the packer.

it

just right.

From

From

the Aveigher

an ingenious machine which

here on

it is

the

goes to the press,

it

and pass the
them just
After the cans are filled and
the right weight for the market.
weighed they are passed to the wiper, which consists of a set of

which

is

will feed itself

cans along to the weighers, whose business

revolving rubber scrapers so arranged as to
this cleans
sealer.

of

Sealing

cluding the
will

it

air.

all
is

traces of corn

it is

fit

or water,

to get

the top of the can

and

fits

it

putting on the top and soldering

it,

After being sealed they are put

in

for

;

the

thus ex-

pans that

hold about ninety cans, and drawn to the bath-room.

They
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immersed

are then

This

minutes.

in hot water

and the hot

leaks, tapped,

and allowed

Then

called bathing.

is

and some water

air

the pressure on the inside.

to boil about thirty

the cans are tried for

This

is

thrown out by

is

called "squizzling."

After

and steam have escaped that will, the cans are
"slopped " and placed in " retorts " and cooked by steam presthen they are placed in a cooling vat,
sure for about one hour
and remain all night. Before packing away each can is sounded,
that is, it is tapped on the top with a large nail, or something
the

all

air

;

like

If

it.

right

;

gives out a clear, ringing sound,

it

not,

if

it is

who hunts

cold-leak mender,

When

in a pan.

thrown one side and carried

mends

out the leak,

number of

a sufficient

it

it,

called all

is

bench of the

to the

and

jjlaces it

these are obtained to

fill

a pan they are again "bathed," cooled, and put by themselves.

They go upon
cans are

the market as "seconds," or "do-overs."

carefully packed,

all

bottom end up,

Much

room, awaiting labeling.

pains

is

now

The

a large, cool

in

taken to put sweet

There are many fancy

corn upon the market in attractive shape.

some very elaborate and expensive. Then
;
high-sounding names are secured as trade-marks, such as " World
Renowned," " Honey Dew," "Snowflake," and "Crystal."
brands and labels

In addition to the labeling, the ends of the cans are

commonly

lacquered, and finally wrapped in tissue paper and put in cases,

two dozen

You

in a case

will at

;

they are then ready for shipment.

once see that

can and
value

is

its

all

The

a great amount of labor.

the steps described must call for

value

nearly

is

contents do not cost over four cents

represented by the labor put into

Mr. Eastman's factory
for husking, in

this

all

men

With

the

to superintend certain de-

goes into the families of the planters in the

ness to their attention.
is

labor bill at

round numbers the sum of $350.00.

vicinity of the factory,

corn packing

The

The

the remaining

season was ^1,301.17, and he paid

exception of two or three skilled
partments, this

it.

labor.

all
;

and helps much
I

to

recommend

the busi-

believe the labor involved in sweet-

of great importance to the wage earners through-

out the whole

New England

arguments for

its

States,

and forms one of the best

continuance.

Thinking perhaps you may be interested in some figures relaamount of capital needed to build and equip a corn

tive to the
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factory, as well as the capital required to run

myself with the

facts,

it,

I

have prepared

taken from the books of a reliable packer,

which I have every reason to believe are correct.
For buildings for a hundred-acre factory there will be required
a main building, composed of cutting and bath rooms, about
36 by 75 feet, and packing room at least 22 by 50 feet.
To handle a hundred-acre plant there will be needed
Eight hand cutters

at

575
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Ill

...........
........
..........

Sugar

$290.00

Paid farmers for corn

4,213.95

Insurance

75-00

Total

$11,692.06

These
and are correct.

figures are taken

President

Is it

:

from the books of

this

season's pack,

not necessary that the corn should have a

make it marketable?
much difference as long as
way through. The red cob corn is apt

certain kind of kernel in order to

Mr.
it is

McKeen

It

:

a white corn

all

does not make
the

to be of a reddish color

where

would injure the sale of
Did
Mr. Philbrick

it.

it is

attached to the cob, and that

I understand you to say that the average
during the past several years that you have been connected with
the business was about forty-five dollars per acre ?
:

Mr.

McKeen

Question
one

:

Yes

:

Is the

;

that

is

as near as I

can reckon

it.

establishment at your place a co-operative

?

Mr.

McKeen

way of such

No,

:

I

sir.

think there are difficulties in the

co-operative

a

establishment.

Still,

in

spite

of

no reason why you should not have an excellent cooperative plant for the canning of sweet corn.
them,

I see

Mr. Wilson

Did you include

:

ceeds per acre of Mr. Weston

McKeen

Mr.

:

No,

sir

;

the stalk in reckoning the pro-

?

simply his cash return from

the

factory.

Mr. Wilson
fodder

What would you

:

estimate to be the value of the

?

Mr. McKeen I will give you his estimation. He is a bright
man, and, as I said, has his farm under a high state of cultivation.
He says that he gets more real value from an acre of the stalks of
his sweet corn than from an acre of grass.
He also uses large
quantities of husks from the factory.
Mr. Gerrish I would like to know the amount of seed of
this sweet corn you plant to the acre.
Mr. McKeen A peck to the acre. If you are assigned to
plant four acres the factory will furnish you with four pecks of
:

;

:

the corn.
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Question

At what space do you plant the corn

:

have a peck cover an acre

Mr.
apart.

McKeen

We

among

usual practice

usually plant yellow corn two

Question
Mr.

The

:

How many

:

McKeen

From

:

in order to

?

seeds in a

hill

farmers

and

is

three feet

a half feet.

?

Never more than eight,

six to eight.

and never less than six, although four good stalks are enough.
Mr. Weston told me once, " I think every kernel you plant comes
In fact, I think more than you plant comes up."
up.

Question: Don't you thin
Mr.

McKeen

Question
Mr.

:

It is

Where was

:

McKeen

It

:

The two

sunshine.

it?

usual to thin

was dried
ears

it.

that sample
in

a

you have dried

?

room with a plenty of air and

were tied together and thrown over a

pole in such a way that one ear did not touch another.

think

I

the practice in early times was to dry the corn in the kitchen.
It

was dried very rapidly and that made the kernels smaller.

do not think seed

fit

to use

where

it

I

has been kept in an atmos-

phere so as to freeze very much.

Question
it

Is it

:

once and pick
Mr.

advise.

McKeen
I

all
:

not the best way to pick a piece, to go over
that

Yes,

is fit,

sir

know of one

;

and then pick

that

is

it

over again

?

the practice that the packers

party that picked in that

way and

the

second picking brought him nearly one hundred dollars.
President How long does the picking season last ?
:

Mr.

McKeen

Adjourned

:

From

twelve to eighteen days.

to 2.30 p.m.

Afternoon

Session.

An exhibition of the Swedish butter extractor was given at the
Experiment Station at one o'clock. The operation was witnessed
with great interest by those present and very satisfactory results
were obtained. At 2.30 o'clock the institute was again called to
order in Culver Hall by President Humphrey, who introduced
Hon Z. A. Gilbert, of North Greene, Me., the secretary of the
Maine State Board of Agriculture. Mr. Gilbert spoke as follows
upon the " Conditions of Success in Farming:"
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CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS IN FARMING.
BY HON.

Z.

A.

GILBERT,

NORTH GREENE, ME.

me to meet with an audience of New HampAlways myself interested in the matter of agri-

pleasure to

It is a

shire farmers.
culture, I find

it

an advantage to attend such meetings as these

and exchange views with those engaged in the same employment.
While we have lived together many years as neighbors, and you
have had a good working force in the interests of agriculture,
in your Board of Agriculture and your Experiment Station,
and we have been carrying on the same work in our State, yet
there has been between us heretofore very

can only be accounted

for

by the

little

intercourse.

This

each of us has found

fact that

plenty to do at home, and, like good, industrious farmers, we

have attended to that duty instead of looking after the interests
of our neighbors.
I

by a great problem.

find myself this afternoon confronted

It is a

comparatively easy matter to demonstrate on paper the

dollars

and cents

there are in the poultry business;

to illustrate the interests

creamery enterprise

it is

;

it is

also easy

and requirements connected with the
comparatively easy to give a descrip-

tion of the corn-canning industry.

All of these are branches of

and yet it is a very different thing to take these several branches, put them together, and with all the accompanying
matters and the different kinds of work necessary to go with
the combination of which we call farming,
and indithem,
agriculture,

—

—

cate

how

the dollars

may be coined

out of

A

it.

single branch

of our business, carried on methodically with mathematical exactness,
least.
it is

may be made
This

is

of the combination of these that

to indicate to

A

to appear well,

and yet not mislead

so with the several branches of agriculture.
I

am

in the

But

asked to speak, and

you the conditions of success.

man, with years of experience as
work with which he
has been familiar and in which he has borne a prominent part,
and write with clearness a record of that work write of the successes and the failures and the causes leading to the one and the
reasons for the other.
These are all drawn out to his view in
legible characters.
But not so with the young man or with the
cool, candid, level-headed

a guide, can look back over the field of the

;
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To them

individual without experience.

there

is

nothing back

of them in the way of experience or of ilhistration from which
they

may

The young man

learn.

He

looking forward.

none there

for

him.

or the

cannot look back

It is for

man

the

from the past and be governed by

From my own
of others,

of inexperience

mind

of maturer years to learn

call attention to

some of the conditions

You

will bear

that this cannot be traced out very minutely in a brief ad-

and

dress

is

are

lessons.

of success in carrying on the business of farming.
in

— there

experience and observation and the experience

propose to

I

its

man

for lessons,

I

do not propose

to attempt

it,

but will merely call your

attention to a few of the vital points which stand out plainly, as

on the one hand, and the causes of failure
failure all around us.
Go
out into any State and look around among the men connected
with your industry,
in my own State, in your State
go into
any county, any town, any neighborhood, in fact, and you will
find many prominent examples of success.
You will find others
just the opposite.
Now, there is always a reason for the one condition and for the other.
It is for the man that can look back
it is for the man
to read these reasons and read them aright
that can trace cause to effect, that is able to draw correct concluthe reasons for success

on the

We

other.

have success and

—

;

;

sions from such examples.

A WELL-DEFINED PURPOSE.

The

first

rule I

would

lay

down

in this

connection

farmer should have a definite purpose in his

farming shall be.

I

believe here

is

mind

know what

what his

one of the great causes of

Many

the absence of success in our agricultural pursuits.

our farmers do not clearly

that the

is

as to

of

they are doing, what they

what they are trying to do, and the consequence
much of anything. But the farmer who
has a well-defined purpose in view, that is suited to his farm, an
object to reach out for, to labor for, and to carry on his business

want
is

to do, or

they are not doing

for,

has something that

recollect very well in

is

my

going

to lead to

important

evening, given by the i)rincipal of the school where

tendance.

results.

I

school days of attending a lecture one
I

was in

at-

In his lecture he was endeavoring to impress the im-

portance of having a well-defined object to work

for,

and he
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and his son out
and a storm arose and the waves broke over the
fragile boat in which they were struggling for life.
The old
fisherman, as with strong arms he pulled at the oars, said to his
Well, keep your
son, "Jake, do you see that are pint there?
I tell you,
eye on that, and stick her right straight through."
illustrated

upon the

it

telling a story of a fisherman

waters,

gentlemen, in our farming operations there

having a point to look

aware that possibly
sity

as

is

a great deal

to struggle for.

I

in

am

days of agriculture, this neces-

in the earlier

was not so great

ferent.

and an object

at

now, inasmuch

as the situation

was

dif-

In the days of our forefathers they were farming for a live-

lihood, not for money.

They

raised what they wanted to use in
wool and weaving it and making

their families, spinning the

what they wanted to wear.

Money

for

exchange was not needed.

Their taxes, small as compared with the present, of course had

which money was
Farming has become a business,
just like any other business, and out of that business we must
With that cash in hand we go out into the
secure cash returns.
world and purchase what necessaries we want, and the surplus lay
away for such purposes as may seem best to us. With farming as
to be paid, but that constituted nearly all for

needed.

Now all

is

different.

a business, what kind of a business shall

can make his farming a success
Indifferent

work

in

if

any direction

is

must be good work that we do

It

efforts are turned.

It is just as

it

be

?

No man

to-day

he does not do good work.
not a condition of success.
in

whatever direction our

impossible for a farmer to do

all

work that is attached to general farming and do it in his best
possible manner as it is to reap success out of indifferent agriculture.
At the present time no business man attempts to do
business in that way ; but he selects a certain line of work and
the

in that line reaches whatever results he may.

GOOD LAND.

The next

rule

is

operate any other.

away upon poor
that here in

it?

There

is

good land and not try to
good work thrown

a great deal of

Did you ever think of it, gentlemen,
England, especially in New Hampshire and

land.

is good land for all of us who want to
Then why should we waste our time on

Maine, there
till

New

for the farmer to get

stay here

and

lands of any
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But the acres we own are not always made up

Other cliaractcr?

of good land.

and

I

mean

it,

I

say to you,

every word of

was a part of the farm,

it

let

the poor land alone;

have watched and seen a

I

it.

good work thrown away

great deal of

because

In that case

in cultivating

— an attachment

poor land

to the farm.

alone
If you cannot make good land out of it, let it lie
and so long as it is let alone it will not hurt anybody.
Good land does not pay us any too well, and to cultivate poor
land is a waste of effort.
If you have rough places, smooth them
If you have wet places, drain them or let
or let them alone.
them alone. Make it a rule, to be adhered to without deviation,
that you will not waste your efforts on land that is not capable
of producing good results.
Thus you will save a deal of time
and labor now misspent.
Young men make the mistake, and sometimes older men
make the same, in purchasing a farm to invest more or less in
woodland that is of no present use. It is done on the principle
that a farm in New England must have liberal tracts of woodland
connected with it. That is true to a certain extent but only to
the extent of your present wants and no further.
The farmer of
small means does not want to pay taxes or interest on land that
is not bringing him in anything
and land that is not needed

Let

it

!

there,

;

;

purpose of supplying the wants of the farm

for the

ing in an income.
is it

It

may be

to the extent of the interest of the

pay on

it?

— and

I

There

many

is

have no doubt

held in connection with
present use to the owner.

it

money and

a mortgaged farm in

it

not bring-

wood

the taxes you

my own

New Hampshire,

so in

is

are

is

increasing in value somewhat, but

State,

— where

lands or timber lands of no

Purchase your land as a business

vestment, and keep that idea in

mind

all

in-

the time.

DO THOROUGH WORK.

Do

There is a deal of importance attached
Whatever you do in connection with your farming,
whether it be the keeping of poultry, the making of butter and
cheese, the raising of sweet corn, or any other branch connected
with the farm, remember that even the best work does not pay
It is only the
us over and above richly at the present time.
good work that i)ays a man. We can look around our own neighthorough work.

to this.
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own farm, and see operations that did not
prove profitable from the fact that we had a good deal to do and
borhood, possibly on our

only partially did that particular kind of the work, because we had
not the time or the means to do

it

We

well.

put in a

little effort

and ran our risks, and the risks are always against us. Thorough work in every department of the farm is absolutely necesand I say it after considering the reI am free to say
sary.
there

—

sults

of

it

through

select the land
is

many

years of close observation,

on your farm

that your

suited for the crop in hand,

neither

—

that if

good judgment

and have

it

tells

so drained that

flooded with water nor parched with drought

;

if

you

you
it

is

you

it as your good judgment tells you it needs, and
you have done the work on it in every particular just as your
intelligence tells you was needed in the case in hand,
have attended to it closely through the whole season when it needed at-

have manured

—

tention,

— there has not been

in

your experience, and

your knowledge, a case where the

I

venture

been a failure, unless caused by an accident, or possibly by such frosts as
we had last autumn, which come only once in a life-time. There
to say in

is

a great deal of force in this principle of thoroughness, gentle-

men, and
I

effort has

it is

the key to the whole matter of profit

on the farm.

have in mind a gentleman who started out in the strawberry

business in a

little

village in

my own

State.

He made

his busi-

up a good trade and made a handsome thing
His neighbors one after another would come to him
out of it.
He gave them just as many as wanted.
for strawberry plants.
He was not afraid of their competing with him at all, because
the strawberry business does not allow of neglect anywhere and
careless men may set out acres of them year after year, yet for
want of care they will amount to nothing. He knew he was not
jeopardizing his own business by giving plants freely to men who
were carelessly carrying on their farms around him. Each crop
has different requirements
and if he will make a success of the
different crops he must meet the requirements called for in each
Thus there is the necessity on the part of
of the several cases.
the farmer for study and for close observation.
The careless
man will hardly do this. If a man does not give his mind to
his business and apply himself closely in studying the different
crops and their requirements, the result will be that some of his
ness successful, built

;
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operations will be a failure, while others to which he

is

particu-

which he has api)lied his efforts may be
yet the successes in one direction alone are not suffisuccessful
cient to overbalance the losses in the other, and out of the combination he will not succeed in making his farm a profit.
larly attached

and

to

;

KEEP GOOD STOCK.

Farming

in our country

must of necessity be chiefly a stock

husbandry, calling for the keeping and feeding of stock on the
Consequently our business must be largely the
grass we grow.
production of food for that stock, and the next thing we shall
speak of is in connection with the stock.

Keep good stock and keep no other. I wish I could enforce
upon the audience, and especially upon young men starting out
Your success or
in farming, the importance of this one thing.
failure, after you have done all that is required with the soil, depends upon whether you keep good or indifferent stock. You
are aware that here the margin of profit is narrow as compared
with former years, and consequently the business must be figured
There is no room for profits with indifferent stock;
sharper.
there

is

which

it

no room

for stock that is not

adapted to the business for

has been selected, to the business you have in view as a

which is best qualified to
you are a dairyman, you want to
if you are a milkman selling milk
select stock for dairy purposes
stock
which is suited to that purwant
select
to
to the town you
want
beef stock ; if sheep, you
raising
beef
you
you
are
if
pose
want sheep that are adapted to your special purposes. So all the
way through you want animals best designed for the work in

line of operations.

Select that stock

perform the work in hand.

If

;

;

hand, and here you see plainly the necessity of knowing what
you want to do to begin with. You want to select animals to do

work it is proposed to carry on, and when you know what
you want, you can go out and intelligently select the stock for
No man need to
that purpose or breed it up for that purpose.
the

If you are not qualified at
you know what good stock is, then it
becomes a necessity for you to qualify yourself. This can be
done by exercising the judgment, testing it, going where you can
The man that
see good stock, and comparing different animals.

work

in the

dark in

this direction.

the present time so that
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mind and

puts his

his efforts into

it

will

soon train himself so that

he will be able to judge what good stock

Some have a sort

is.

of

knowledge of stock whereby they can exercise a sharper
judgment with less study and less application than others, but all
possess more or less qualification in this direction, and by cultiintuitive

vating

they can become quite expert in judging stock.

it

member

that all of us are school boys, only

we

our studies in the way of the earlier days.

away from

get

Re-

are not pursuing

We

never can quite

of schooling ourselves in this and

this necessity

other directions.

Do
is,

I

not trust too

much

to others in regard to

what good stock

or in regard to the special qualifications in the different lines.

am

sorry to say there

leading,
led

by

from

and

unless a

his reading,

You

others.

is

a great deal in this world that

man

is

by the

all

talk

votes

'its

You need not

etc.

columns

mis-

he hears, and by what he gains

know we have

to specialties in the line of stock

Guernseys,

is

very careful indeed he will be mis-

agricultural papers devoted

— Jersey stock, Holstein stock,

expect that the paper which de-

to the interests of the Holstein

going to give

is

you the whole truth in regard to their undesirable qualities, provided they have any it is their business to publish the merits of
;

and hold them up

the stock

so with the Jersey breeders

to the
;

it is

view of the public.
for their interest to

It is just

hold up to

your view the merits of the Jersey stock, but not to disclose to

you

their objectionable features.

tions, but

upon

you must decide

as truth

stock, but

it

and
will

as

for

You may

read these publica-

may

yourselves what

be for

every direction connected with farming operations.

it,

and

in the

It is

to
in

unfor-

Even medicine

tunate that there are adulterations everywhere.

not an exception to

be relied

Not only is this true in regard
you to exercise the same judgment

fact.

is

medical school here within the

shadows of your agricultural college, one of the courses of instrucstruction

is

in the detection

terations in everything,

of these adulterations.

and the farmer has got

There are adul-

to search out the true

and detect the false. Hence the necessity of having a judgment
of his own
and I feel it is safe to say that in all probability
;

there will always be such necessity so long as
ual interests for

which they

labor.

men

have individ-
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A

further rule

is to keep it well.
There is a great
thrown away on stock from the fact that it
This does not mean high feeding it simply

for stock

deal of fodder that

not well kept.

is

is

;

—

means giving the animals in charge
or all the animals you
what is needed to make them do good
have decided to keep
work for the purposes for which they are kept. Supply their
That is the point, and I tell you there
wants, and do it daily.
is a world of results coming from this one thing of supplying our

—

A

animals daily with their necessities.

growing stock,

ers are

— sheep,

in the springtime to find their

great

heifers, etc.,

own

many

— who

grass.

of our farm-

them out
Through June and
turn

July they do well generally, but during the drought of August
the grass shrinks away, and through September they hardly hold

up

In October they begin to lose in weight, and so on

own.

their

into

November

until the

snow begins

to

fall.

Possibly for the

last two months they have been shrinking in weight every day
What are you keeping those animals
they are kept in pasture.

for

What

}

is

your fodder

for ?

What

is

your business for

.?

Can

you get anything out of that kind of work ? Whenever and wherever the pasture fails, give the animals what they need, and give

them every day.

to

is

surprising to see what

cbnstitutioned animals

you

If

it

fail

in this, they will

maybe done
when they

show

it.

It

with good, vigorous, strong-

are treated in the right way.

town for wages, does not he know that it
is steady and continuous work that tells up a goodly amount for
When he has to lay off a day here and a
his summer's work ?

The man

that works in

day there through the season, he is fortunate if his accounts balYou do
Just so it is with stock.
at the end of the year.
not want any holidays with the stock, but you want to go right
ance

along

all

the time throughout the year attending to their daily

The man

wants.

that does that will

find

the profits of stock

husbandry assured to him.
SPECIALTIES.

Mv

next point

is

that

in

order for a farmer to do good work

So long as first-class work is
he must choose some specialty.
required, and no other will answer his case and bring a profit in
his business,

of work.

it

It

becomes necessary

may

that he select

some

special lines

not be confined strictly to a single

line,

but
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many branches. No man is broad enough, full
enough, or knows enough to carry on everything which may be

should not have

connected with the farm, and do
will either

break

down

it

well.

If

he attempts

it,

he

himself or his business will break down,

and generally it is the business for, as I have said before, nothing will meet the case but good work, and good work requires
;

close attention right along.

If a

man

has business in various

directions at the same time, something must be

do not mean by

this that the business

let't

to suffer.

I

should be strictly special,

but that there should be some special line of work from which
the income of the farm

to

is

be chiefly derived.

The

be exceptions to
cial line

this

—

when you have

as

lands

fit

necessities

There may

of the family should be provided for from the farm.

for

some

spe-

Then perhaps you
purchase than supply your own wants from your own
Some leading lines of work should claim chief atten-

of work and unfit for other kinds.

can better
products.

tion, as in these times

it is

only a few things that can be carried

The investment becomes too much
on
if you attempt to do everything that can be named in connection
with a farm, and do it in the manner required at the present
It is far better for a man to narrow his work down to certime.
tain lines, and do that in first-class shape.
Just what these lines will be depends on certain conditions,
and first of all it depends on the soil. Certain kinds of soil are
to advantage at

adapted

to

one time.

certain

special

Some

kinds of work.

lands

are

equally adapted to various lines of work, and then you have your

and should consult your taste. It is not easy for a man
and make that a special line of busiunless he has love enough for the business so that he will

choice,

to attempt to breed horses
ness,

give his attention to

it.

He

must be able to judge whether he

breeding good or bad stock, or feeding well or
be an employment of
If

all

the powers of the

he does not love the business,

attention to

it.

One

govern his choice.
dairying, others
milk.

The

it

is

have

men

in the business.

own

taste,

and

let

that

interested in sheep, others in

who would not milk

last class,

is

There must

not easy for him to give his

should consult his

We

man

ill.

a

cow

if

you gave them the

of course, you would not expect to succeed
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in dairying.

A man

must be governed by

his

ditioned, of course, on the adaptation of his

cannot conform
occupies,

him

best for

to

again.

It

no

is

change

Here

And

his situation

and

conhe

if

select the

the question of situation

instance, for a

use, for

tastes,

the adaptation of the soil he

to

taste

adapted to his wants.

soil

in

it is

own

his

own
soil.

man

comes

to locate in a

country devoid of railroads and conveniences for getting into the
market of a town cheaply and promptly, if market gardening is
the

work he wishes

He

to do.

must be near the market

for

such

a business, and these things must be taken into consideration.
TRIFLING MATTERS.
After you have put your efforts into lines of work adapted to
the situation and the

non-paying matters.

main

may

lines of

soil,

It

do not

away time

Push such

farm operations.

select for all there

fritter

in trifling

and

does pay to carry on each or any of the

is

in them.

There

work as you
no room for you to

lines of
is

and fritter away any considerable portion of your time on
non-paying matters. There is a great deal of time spent on triThese are \vell enough
fles that do nothing towards an income.

trifle

in their place, but

we

are

now

talking business.

I

would not

look at the embellishments and pleasures of farm life lightly, but
I do say that we can put up with a little absence of some of the
luxuries of farm

life,

for the

for the purpose of

first

and

we

realizing that

own.

purpose of

paying

lifting that

mortgage, or

for the premises that

we occupy,

and operating land that is our
and then we can give attention

are holding

Let us look to that

first,

to the finishings.

We

have some

comes

men who

are able to

manage

little

things, but

expanding into broader operations which aswhen it
business,
they are at sea.
form
of
Such men had better
the
sume
confine themselves to little things on the farm. There is room
enough for such, but they do not go well with larger operations,
because a man cannot do everything at the same time and do it
So do not fritter away time on matters that do not
all well.
to

pay their way.
There is one practice in connection with our farming operations here in New England that has grown upon us gradually,
that

is

assuming alarming dimensions.

It is

the purchase of such
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West to supply thejAvants of our
a large measure of error in this course.
True,
can handle stock successfully, or is a first-class dairy-

vast quantities of corn from the

There

farms.

a

man who

is

man, can buy a bushel of corn and feed it out to his cows in
dairying or in stock operations, and make something out of it
so he can with pigs, and with sheep, and once it could be done
with steers

but, gentlemen, you can raise that corn

;

you now hold
West. There

on the acres

than you can purchase

less cost

it from the
not a question but that the farmers of New
Hampshire can produce corn on the farms they now occupy at

at

is

than they can go into the market and buy

less cost

will put their intelligence into

manner.

I

am

aware that some

but, gentlemen, I

and do

it

will

it

it,

they

if

in a business-like

not agree with

this idea,

am

not here to ask you to agree with me.
I
do ask you, however, to take anything with which you do not
agree

home

with you and look

will surprise yourselves, as

it

many

over,

and

I

am

sure that

a farmer has before you

you

when

he has taken these matters and given them candid consideration.
A very successful man, long since gone to his home, with whom

was acquainted in

my

that the making of
"All you have to do," said he,
"is to buy less than you sell, and that is the secret of business
success."
That is, be sure that the income is more than the
expenses, and you are all right.
That is a great sermon that
I

money was

finds

its

earlier years, said

a simple matter.

application in our farming operations.

expenses are
business

men

be done

;

less

than the income.

study theirs, there

and when we do

is

If

Be sure

that the

we study our work

no trouble but

that

this

as

can

that the profits of the business will

simply be limited by the amount of business carried on.

FARM ACCOUNTS.
There c®mes in another question of this problem already hinted
which is that you must study business methods and one of
these methods is, that you must stop once in a while and figure
up expenses instead of trusting to luck. If I wanted to give to

at,

the

;

young man of to-day,

words possible, the way
young man: "Keep accounts."
Keep an account of the income and always see that the expenses
in the fewest

to success, I should say to that

leave a balance on hand.

Unless sickness overtakes or calamity
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exceed the income. There is
no need of it it is only indifference to business methods that
Too many of our farmers never stop to balallows you to do it.
befalls you, never let the expenses
;

ance their accounts, or have nothing in their accounts to balance.
One thing more may not seem out of place. It is this Re:

member, farmers, to be industrious. Did you know it, there is
no class of people excepting loafers that have so much leisure

men having to dewho have so much time that
I know full
is spent outside of production.
who works too many
well there is the farmer who overworks
hours but with them are to be found many who spend much

time

as farmers

have

upon
may be spent and

pend

largely

There

?

their

own

is

no

class of

labors,

;

;

time in a way that returns but

little

of income.

I

was

in a neigh-

borhood a short time since talking over the advantages of co-operative work in the interests of butter-making, and noted the
enormous expenditure of time in the marketing of this product
where the whole neighborhood was engaged in the business.
None of the farmers in that neighborhood felt that it was trespassing on their other duties to go to market on Saturdays with
thirty or forty pounds of butter, thus taking their time from
One sixth of their time was spent in that
other needed work.
remembered
that on the farm time is money,
must
be
way.
It
and it should be spent in that way which will bring the most
profit.
I would not confine farmers by any means to grinding
toil

;

that

is

What

not necessary.

does not mean that

;

it

count for something;
not count something in

I

have intended to advocate

make your time

means

that you should

that

what industry means.

is

money

it

If

it

does

should in a better knowledge

of your business.

With good land
for,

well handled,

good stock well

fed

and cared

with industrious habits and business methods, gentlemen,

there

is

no trouble about the

results.

These are the conditions

of success in farming.

President I now have the pleasure of introducing to you
Hon. Edward Burnett, of Southboro', Mass., who will speak upon "Dairy Cattle and Dairying." Mr. Burnett is not only a
:

successful
cattle.

dairyman but

also a large importer of

Channel Island
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DAIRY CATTLE AND DAIRYING.
BY HON.

me

always gives

It

New Hampshire
are all in the

EDWARD BURNETT,

SOUTHBORO', MASS.

a great deal of pleasure to

Vermont and meet the
same boat, we are all interested
country the farmer

in our section of the

Island cattle.

I

have

me

we

largely interested in

is

I

am

sorry that

an importer of Channel

as

for the past ten years

been across the water

over, almost every year, Jerseys or Guernseys

and brought

into

Down

in dairying.

the production of milk for the Boston market.

your president has introduced

come up

farmers, because

or

and

;

the selecting of these herds has been a great schooling for me.
I have seen facts in regard to what want of care would do with
some of the best types of cattle from these Islands that I could
I have brought over these cattle and
select or buy for money.
in
the
hands
of men who have employed me
placed
them
have
to buy them, and I have seen them within two, three, or four
years, sink away down to the lowest grade simply for the want

of care.

I

have a sort of horror of what

I call

a pen-and-ink

man that writes a good deal but when you visit his
You will find his farm
very much disappointed.

farmer, a

you are

thing but what you were led to expect from his writings.

you

free to

admit that

just as

they should be

if

but

;

is

dairy business, yet

am

I

it

my
is

said
I

a scholar.

man knows
man in
the fact that we

that if a

am

rather an old

I realize

going to school and have a great deal to learn.

to tell

you to-day

produce the best

just

what

results in

my

anyI

am

place you will not find things

half won.

mistakes the victory

all

visit

place

I

I

am

are

am going

views are in regard to

dairying.

his

the

how

to

very glad to make

do not believe any farmer can
for butwork
ter
you cannot afford it. Any farmer who has good grades,
whether they be Holsteins for milk or Jerseys or Guernseys for
but
butter, cannot afford to breed from thoroughbred cows
he should get a thoroughbred bull and he can get extra
this statement, as I believe

afford to breed

it

;

thoroughbred

I

cattle for dairy

—

;

;

will produce just as
you can only get for
farmer can afford to expend

grade cows for sixty or seventy dollars that

good

results

as

thoroughbreds, which

three or four times the

money.

No
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the

money

good

for

cal dairy

in that

way, especially

if

he can give them but ordi-

There are a great many grade cows sold that are
the dairy, and any business man knowing what a typi-

nary care.

cow

and who can judge

is

good dairy cow, can

of a

The
cow promi-

pick out a good Jersey just as well as a good Ayrshire.

same points are

there.

What

has

made

the dairy

Her breeding ? Not altogether. More than fifty per
cow depends upon the man who reared her. We
don't breed dairy cows but make them. You breed up certain
nent

?

cent of a dairy

points

but further than that your breeding

;

you follow

it

up with care and

of no use unless

is

intelligence.

and

say,

I

boldly, that the best dairy-bred animal in the world,

man who

the hands of a

amount

does not take care of

it

if

I say

it

put into

as a calf or a

That same cow put into the
hands of a skillful man will make one of the finest cows in the
world.
I have picked that up from observation and experience,
As for
as I have purchased a great many cows besides my own.
yearling, will not

myself,

I

make

cattle shall

it

be a

to

much.

a condition that the

first-class

man who has charge of my
I am always in the mar-

herdsman, and

I have had
ket for a first-class man to take care of my cattle.
some very peculiar experiences in that way. A very rich gentleman wanted me to buy some Channel Island cattle for him, and
assigned no limit to the price but wanted some of the best I
It was in the early days of my importations and I
could buy.

did not then realize the importance of
Another gentleman, not as well-to-do, said

this

to

me

factor
:

of care.

" If you are

I want you to get me some youngsters, some that
and two years old. I cannot afford to pay much for
them, but I want you to bring me over ten at such a price,"
and he named a sum that was way down. I got the cattle for
each of these men and got them over here in good condition,

going abroad,
are a year

but the

man paying

the larger price having a far better appearing

purchase.

In three years' time,

the scales.

The man who ordered

it

was

just like the tipping

of

now
man is

the low-priced cattle has

a herd way up in the scale, while the herd of the other
composed of scrubs, and there are not half a dozen good aniThere are quite a number of such exammals in the whole lot.
ples as this that have

know

I

am

right

and

been brought right
that

you

will bear

to

me

my

door, so that I

out in saying that
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more depends upon the care of the stock than upon the breedBut remember I do not depreciate breeding. I think it is
the greatest mistake in the world that you do not breed more
from good bulls when you can get them for so little. A man
will haggle over the price of a bull which will constitute more
than fifty per cent of his herd in future years, and will refuse to
pay twenty or twenty-five dollars for a first-class bull and yet,
if he sees a fine thoroughbred cow, that same man will be willing to pay seventy-five, eighty-five, or even one hundred dollars for her, and she will be, perhaps, but one twentieth of his
The bull is one half his herd, and yet he will refuse to
herd.
pay over twenty dollars for the bull. Gentlemen, you cannot
pay too much attention, especially in these days when thoroughing.

;

Do

bred bulls are so cheap, to getting thoroughbreds.
carried

away with showy

The days

stock.

for

not be

breeding for

points have gone by.

If you have got to select a bull, look for
That is the way to select a bull. How many bulls
all of you have slaughtered, in breeding, that you did not know
anything about.
They were like the goose that lays the golden
egg, you did not know what you really had until his daughters
his calves.

had come into milk until they had developed into full womanhood into cows of four or five years of age. It is a great deal
better for you to buy a bull of others, say ten or twelve years of
age, whose progeny you can see, than it is to pay twice as much
for a yearling whose value to us is to be proven.
I believe in
;

;

pedigree, but there are

pedigree.

many

bulls

whose only value

In the selection of a bull,

I

have always,

is

in their

if possible,

got a bull old enough

to see what his progeny was.
Another point, gentlemen, in dairying; the Holsteins and

Jerseys are not very

voted to their
truth.

The

much

interests,

alike, but they

and they do not

interests of the Jerseys

extreme partizanship.

each have a paper deeither of

them

tell

the

have been damaged by this

You may judge by reading

the Jersey

papers that you can get a pound of butter from four quarts of

you have a herd of Jerseys from which you can get a
If you
eight quarts, you are doing well.
have a herd of Jerseys that will produce on an average seven
pounds of butter each per week, you have a first-class herd.
Yet if you read these Jersey papers you would think if you did
milk.

If

pound of butter from
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not market from

seventeen to twenty-one pounds of butter a

week, you had better

sell

Gentlemen,

her to the butcher.

it is

a

great mistake,
I

have learned,

as

Mr. Gilbert said

to you, that

afford to breed anything but butter stock

if

you cannot

you are making but-

and you cannot afford to breed from butter stock if you are
Although I am a Jersey breeder, I am not so tied
up to the Jersey that I am not willing to buy thoroughbred
Guernseys. I am in the milk business some and for that reason
ter,

selling milk.

I

am

she

is

favorably impressed with the Ayrshire simply because I think
better adapted to our

stein.

I

New England

climate than the Hol-

think you have got to look into this with intelligence.

Every dairyman has got a most delicate and intricate machine,
and must handle it accordingly. Do you realize the effect upon
the dairy cow if you even change her stall from one end of the
barn to the other? I have experimented in this and I know the
If her milk was way up above
result would be a loss in solids.
the standard, thirteen or fourteen per cent solids, it would have
Do
the effect to reduce the solids from two to three per cent.
you realize the result that such a loss in solids would make at the
end of the year ? In the dairy cow you have got something that
is about as delicate as the most delicate piece of mechanism
found in a watch. You have got gomething so sensitive that, as
I tell

you, just changing her

stall will affect

the per cent of solids,

Another thing, you must be just as methodical, just as regular with her food as you are in handling any
For
delicate piece of mechanism the least thing may upset it.
example, in the feeding of cottonseed meal, one cow may take perhaps two quarts a day, but that same quantity fed to the cow
It is that
next to her may produce inflammation of the udder.
exquisite care, it is more than care, it is eternal vigilance, that
manages this machine for the best results.
Another point that I wish to enforce upon the minds of all
dairymen is the fact that almost every one is keeping too
and do you

realize

it ?

;

many poor
stables

cows.

I realize

and pick out

do not pay

this

to keep.

it

myself.

cow and

We

all

that

I

have to go out into

cow

to

of us have too

my

be killed, cows that

many cows

in our

herds that are not paying any profits and that our best cows

must pay a

profit on.

It

requires a great deal of

backbone

for
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a
is

man

to

go into his own yard and

sacrifice his

when

a sacrifice, at the present time

own

cows, for

the price of beef

it

so

is

low.
I

have

known

for

some time a

herd of Jerseys where the

little

many

best results have been obtained for a great

years,

and

I

have noted with a great deal of interest the strong points in that
man's management. In the first place, he believes, as all good

dairymen should, that about the
ing

is

The

the food.

first

requisite of success in dairy-

subject of food

am

it I

the food that

given to the cows this

is

afraid there

mount importance, and

it

man

and
to

if

by accident,

to be,

one of the judges of butter at the Connecticut State Fair.
had entered for the gold medal eleven packages of butter.
was all arranged in a glass refrigerator, and each package of

and was

butter was simply rolled up in cloth

we
But

it.

considers of para-

happened

I

is.

a long one,

is

would be no end

were to go into

three

We
It

this

pounds ex-

was not allowed to be in any other kind of a package
and the cloth was all torn off the same piece and the packages
were numbered from one to eleven. Well, gentlemen, I will

actly.

It

you that

assure

was the worst

it

ever had in

test I

my

To

life.

take the three or four best samples of that butter and pick out
the

first

little

pended almost
est

We

prize required very careful work.

butter was a

ahead of the others, and

entirely

The

after-taste.

upon

its

after-taste

found that certain

its

superiority de-

leaving the longest

and

pleasant-

from that butter lasted longer

We

than that of the other two or three.

did not

know who

made

the butter, but Mr. Chamberlain and myseif awarded the

prize

to

the

producing

that,

name of

the

at

maker upon

it.

the

same time the

We

nication "between ourselves during the selection,

good honest award.

We

slip that

did not have any

and

had

commuit

was a

both agreed, and everybody, when

who made the butter, said it was a perfectly fair
The maker was a young man and he started in with a
He
determination to make butter that would win the prize.
spent so much care and time in making it that they said the
He started out
butter must have cost him five dollars a pound.
every morning and before the dew was off he would pick clover
they found out

award.

blossoms by hand and feed to his cows.

must have fed

his

cows on a

salver.

He

It

was said that he

took the utmost pains
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and it was a very great satisfaction to think
Mr. Chamberlain and myself, coming together as strangers,
met on this common ground, and should have given the prize to

in everything he did,

that

this

young man who

no stone unturned

left

was nothing that he could do

Question

Were

:

Mr. Burnett

they Jerseys

to

win

There

it.

cows that he did not do.

?

they were Jerseys.

Yes,

:

for his

The second prize
The prize that

was awarded on butter made from Guernseys.
was awarded that young
feeding.

I tell

man was won by

the care he took in

you, more depends upon the feeding than upon

the cattle.
I

agree with Mr. Gilbert, that we farmers here in

can better afford to
our

raise

our

own

corn.

own New England corn and have

have as near perfection for

we can get.
many shorts,

are having altogether too

much
more

consider what the
;

new

if

New England
we can take

ground cob and all, we
a grain food for producing butter as

We

years ago are no

think

it

too

You

bran.

that the shorts of to-day

ing mills

I

and the

alike than

process

is

much

mill food, too

older farmers realize perhaps

shorts of twenty-five or thirty

meal and sawdust.

When

doing to-day in the large

you

flour-

by this new roller process
is good and you get nothing
of course the reason of this.
If you

when you consider

that

they are taking away everything that
but the hull, you can see

give shorts to the cow, you

may perhaps make

a gain of twenty

per cent in the flow of milk, but not one half an ounce more

and I am afraid you will find a very inferior quality. If
you are feeding corn meal, of course you will have to have
something to lighten it and the only thing is shorts or bran but
I believe that those who use shorts or bran in connection with
butter,

;

cob meal are simply throwing their money away. The feeding
of shorts and bran or middlings alone will give, I can assure
you, the most indifferent and unsatisfactory results.

I

am

an

advocate of giving a cow good, strong, bulky food and plenty
of

it.

Question How are oats and peas ?
Mr. Burnett: I tell you, gentlemen, I am feeding with very
It is the
great success this new Cleveland process linseed meal.
:

most satisfactory of anything
gluten meal.

I

have found to take the place of
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Question Ever tried barley ?
Mr. Burnett: Yes, barley is a good food. My idea of food
for a dairy cow is the finest of clover, cured in the finest of
weather and under the most favorable circumstances, with three
to five quarts of freshly ground, clear corn and cob meal.
I
:

man

will guarantee that if a

good butter-making food.

has got that he will never lack for

Down

in Pennsylvania the Darling-

tons get the best price for their butter, getting from seventy-five

pound at wholesale. They feed nothing but
West Chester clover and from five to six quarts of Indian meal.
They give their cows some roots. But, mind you, they have
trained their cows, just as if you should sell your colt and he

to eighty cents per

who developed in
Although these Darlingtons

should get into the hands of a horse trainer

him

a 2.30 gait within six months.

feed from five to six quarts of grain they do not begin with that.

They begin way down.
looms

They have some cows

that will take

This string of eighty cows they run like so

eight quarts.

in a mill.

Everything

is

as quiet as a

many

meeting-house in the

middle of the week. Everything is in its place and nothing is
crowded around their stables. The cows are simply there for the
purpose of

producing the best and the greatest quantity of

The cows that have passed bringing
marched away to the shambles and are
They do not raise any cows but go into the market
butchered.
and buy them. When the cows begin to drop off, so that they
do not give the best results, they are sent away and replaced by
butter during the year.

them

in

good

profits are

others.

The matter of

profit or no profit in our dairy is a matter of
and is a matter we all ought to look into. In the first
place, the dairyman is everywhere pursued by trouble and tribulations.
No other man has so many. It takes so little to
upset him.
You may have trouble about your breeding, and
what is the result ? Your herd is turned upside down and no
one can prevent it. I assure you that to be a good dairyman
and produce good butter, I consider a high type of farming
but I look with admiration upon a man who can raise stockAlmost any one can buy good stock. As Mr. Gilbert said this
afternoon, it takes but a very little while for a man to pick up
knowledge enough to know what to buy and what not to buy but

study,

;
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a

man who can

raise that stock,

time and turn out

first-class

and

cows

hit the nail

is,

I

on the head every

think, deserving of admira-

and a place in the very front ranks of the farmers. It requires
more push, more skill, more brains for a man to breed good dairy
cattle, able to produce seven pounds of butter a week from one
year's end to another,, than it does to raise one hundred bushels
of corn to the acre, or I do not know how many strawberries, or
tion

anything

My

else.

time

minutes

very limited, gentlemen, and

is

have any questions to ask,

do

I

have only a few

always like to be questioned, and

I

left.

if I

can answer them

if

any of you

I shall

be glad to

so.

Question

:

How much

Mr. Burnett
two

I

:

Indian meal would you give a cow

have given two quarts a day, dividing

?

it

in

feeds.

QuESXJON How much cob meal ?
Mr. Burnett That varies, cows
:

:

tuted.
full

I

am

are so differently consti-

the father of five children, and I always keep one

of oatmeal porridge while another won't touch

You can

so with cows.

it.

It is just

feed one from five to six quarts of

cob

meal, another seven or eight, and perhaps another only two or

You have

three.

Question

got to use discretion and judgment.

Do you

:

think you can produce as

much

butter

from cob meal as from clear meal ?
Mr. Burnett I suppose if you put up a cow and test her,
making her produce the most butter possible, you will not get as
much from cob meal as from clear meal. I was interested in
:

matter and had some figures in regard to it ; I have not seen
them for a year or more, but I wish I had looked them up before
I came up here.
I think one of tlie most able writers on the subject of feeding

this

stock

He

is

Professor Sanborn.

I

have great admiration for him.

experimented on some cows and one

lot of

twenty he fed on

cob meal and another lot on clear meal, from January to July, I
The results were greatly in favor of cob meal. I am a
think.
little cranky on the cob-meal question, as well as on the clover.

Question
tons did not

:

As

I

understood you, you said that the Darlingpicked tliem up in the market.

raise their cows, but
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Mr. Burnett Yes, that is their practice. But I say, gentlemen, that you can take the finest herd of cattle in this town toand good food is the paramount
day, give them the best food,
thing,
and make the best butter possible, and yet not get such
:

—

—

due

is

There

reputation.

to

A

Darlingtons do.

the

a price as

is

great deal of that price

a great deal in that.

I

am

one of the fortunate ones. I have a reputation, and I get today from ten to fifteen cents a pound for my reputation. I realize

it

I

;

know

for a fact

it

;

but

I

I

am

pound when

I

can get

sausages.

get a large price for

manity, and

I

not going to
forty.

am just like all
my butter for

the rest of hu-

twenty cents a
not the same with the Deerfoot

sell

It is

them but

I

put seventy-five, yes,

per cent of the price right into them.

eighty-five,

think reputation

what

is

sells

them

for

me

at

I

do not

double the market

I will not admit that
but I think a good deal depends
on reputation in the sale of butter.
Question
I want to know if the Darlington boys select
their own cows?

price.

;

:

Mr. Burnett
into the market

Yes,

:

sir.

The Darlington boys would not go

and buy a great big cow

that would not produce
any butter but they can most always select good butter cows.
Let any one of these farmers here before me go into the market
to buy cows and nine out of ten of them will be butter cows.
The butter sticks right out of them, and you have got certain
points and certain indications, that you are very seldom deceived
;

The Darlington boys have a large number of grade Jerseys
and grade Guernseys.
Question If in feeding you discard mill feed entirely, what
would you take ?
Mr. Burnett Cob meal.
Question What would be the result of carrots ?
Mr. Burnett Carrots are like a physic in my experience. I
in.

:

:

:

:

am

a very firm believer in roots, simply because

my

bring
find

I find that

cattle out in the spring in splendid condition.

that ensilage

men

they

Now

are claiming the same for ensilage.

I
I

have no doubt that when ensilage is fed in a limited way it may
not only prove economical, but would produce the same effect as
roots.

Question

:

Do you

use ensilage

?
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Mr. Burnett I give it to some of my cows. I was short of
I am not a believer
feed and I had to put down some ensilage.
food and an ecoresults.
It
is
a
very
good
best
very
in it for the
For a man who has a good many cows and
nomical one.
:

but

land to raise their feed,

little

lage

when you come

but

;

to

enough

well

it is

to give ensi-

feed ensilage entirely with your

made

grain, I will say that I have never seen the best of butter

from

I

it.

best.

have seen good butter, but not what

have not had the experience of other

I

ever, in feeding ensilage,

know what

I

am

Mr. Gilbert
ration

it

What

howdo not

here,
I

is

your opinion of the present scientific

:

I

am making more
much

will perhaps be overdone.
it,

common

and

at the

There

in the dark.

matter of scientific rations

in

or less study of that now,

think that one great mistake with our dairyman

I

that he works too

good

men

should say that

talking about.
:

Mr. Burnett

this

I

?

Mr. Gilbert.
is

and perhaps

considered the

I

;

but
I

I

think there

same time there

a great deal in

is

think like

new

all

is

things,

a great deal of

a great deal in good old

is

sense.

Question How would the two go together ?
Mr. Burnett Very well. I think we can make a study of
these things in a proper way, and we can get the very best re:

:

sults

;

but

I find that

these various scientific

these experiments are not over

I

men

that are trying

successful,

and

I

look

not only in the product of the cow, but in the cow

at the results,
itself.

and above

mad over

have a neighbor who has gone simply

subject of feed,

and

I

think his cows will go

mad

this

before he gets

through.

Question What is your experience in feeding cottonseed
meal?
Mr. Burnett: I have had no experience. A gentleman in
this State has a herd of mine and is feeding cottonseed meal with
He is using bran with it to cut it, and there
very good results.
:

is

a place where you can use bran to-day.

home,

as I

do not think the product

is

I

have not used

as good,

and

I

the product as well as other things.

Question

:

What kind

of stock are you breeding

now

it

at

look at

?
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Mr. Burnett Grades. I have run mostly to grade Jerseys
In another year I will have
I have grade Guernseys too.
pulled into line, and I hope to be able to show you as fine a lot
I know I
of one hundred grades as can be found anywhere.
:

and

shall

have some poor ones, but

I shall

try to

make them

as few as

possible.

In regard to gluten meal,
in feeding

any experience

it,

would say that

I

but

with milk, feed a good deal of

my

taking up with
this linseed

meal

suggestions,
is

I

have never had

me

my

neighbors,

it

but they have lately been

;

and they

find

who

furnish

by experience

that

taking the place of gluten meal and with

rather better results.

Question

How

:

Burnett

Mr.

high does
think

I

:

twenty-three dollars per ton.

Mr. Gilbert

think

I

:

this linseed

the

in

latest

meal come?
about

were

quotations

Do you know, Mr. Gilbert ?
our State now it costs us about

thirty dollars a ton.

Mr. Burnett

:

think that in large quantities

1

it

is

below

twenty-five dollars a ton.

Question

Do

:

you feed your grain alone, or with other

things?

Mr. Burnett

:

I

feed

it

alone.

I

feed

it

twice a day.

Question Wet or dry ?
Mr. Burnett: Dry. I feed my roots when
cows but twice a day with hay and everything
:

long feed, however,
ing.

We

— thirteen or fourteen courses

begin early in the morning, and

We

half past eight.

green.
else.

I feed

my

It is

a very

in the

morn-

get through about

begin again at three, and the

last

fodder

is

put in at six or half past.

Question How many times do you water ?
Mr. Burnett Twice a day.
Question What is your opinion of warming water ?
Mr. Burnett I am strongly in favor of taking the
:

:

:

:

from water.

At the same time,

I

with some very stubborn facts in

chill off

have been brought face to face

my own

experience.

I

have

cows that have been in a warm stable
would prefer water at fifty or sixty degrees rather than that up
to eighty or eighty-five.
I think there is danger of overdoing it.

found that some of

my
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I

do not believe you want

simply take the chill

your cows hot water, but

to give

have always been a strong advocate

I

off.

of taking the chill off of water, but
in

my

faith lately.

I

have been shaken a

I

have seen within the

last

little

few weeks several

cows choose the cold water rather than the warm, and the cow
that drinks the most water is the cow that will bring the most

down our way.
am very much obliged

profit
I
It

gentlemen, for your attention.

to you,

has been simply a talk, and perhaps

points in a

different form.

little

pleased to see signs of interest

dairying business, and

when we

shall find in

I

very

among

do hope that

I

have only given you old

I

am

men

delighted and
the

the

day

I shall live to see

every farmer's yard

has to-day, and also find

much

the farmers here in

less

poor cows than he

that are capable of breeding well

as well as buying.

Adjourned

to 7 o'clock.

Evening Session.

—

President Ladies and Gentlemen :
I feel gratified, and I
presume the rest of you do, that we have a governor to speak to
It is very gratifying to have a
us and take part in this meeting.
:

He

•governor of the State connected with agricultural interests.
is

a practical farmer, and

on

cattle feeding

I

have seen eighty head of handsome

his farm, as well as other stock.

has one of the best farms that you will very often

Ladies and gentlemen,
to

it

gives

me

I

come

think he
across.

great pleasure to introduce

you Governor Goodell, of Antrim.

GOVERNOR GOODELL'S ADDRESS.
Mr.
I

President,

and

saw by the program that

hour, but
I

Ladies,

am

I

must beg you to

Gentle7nen
I

was to deliver an address at this
a talk rather than an address.

call it

inclined to talk to you for a

has interested

which

I

am

me

very

I

am

little

while on a subject that

for the past

few years,

better acquainted perhaps than

branches of farming,

where

much

—

I refer to

better acquainted than

a sort of a crank

on

that subject.

the
I

silo.

am

with

Some

and with

many

other

people, living

here, perhaps think

I

am
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and

a silo in 1881

I built

have used

ever since

it

;

heard of the

which was

silo

and went down to see
had been tried before

it

;

but
built

I

same

filled it partially that

consequently

of ensilage in this State, although
first
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I

am

I

am

year,

and

not the oldest user

within a year of

I

it.

built in Massachusetts in iSSo,

waited until other experiments

I

one

In

myself.

for

1881

there

were but forty silos that had been built in this country. Some
of them had been built within the State, and they all had, so far
as I could learn,

been successful, so

me

to build a silo.

fall

of 1880 to learn what

ask

my

One

my

of
I

I

concluded

it

was

knew about Dr.

safe for

me

neighbors came to

Bailey's silo,

in

the

and

advice as to whether he had better build one or not.

advised him not to build one that year, because

competent

I

did not

to
I

feel

to judge of the merits of the case until after further

experiments had been made, and when he

left I concluded he
During the winter, however, I
learned accidentally that he had gone ahead and built a silo out
of an old cellar, and with some lumber had covered it.
He
husked his corn, cut his corn fodder and put into this silo. It

had decided not

was not enough

build.

to

to

and

some green buckwheat
That did not fill it, and not befarmer he had a large crop of what we call

fill it

so he took

straw and cut that and put in.

ing a very thrifty

wormwood

in

our country, in his potato

field,

and

so he har-

vested a quantity of that and put into his silo on top, covering
I asked him how it came out and he said that
wormwood did not work well, the cattle did not like that
but when they got down to the buckwheat straw
very much
they liked that very well indeed, and when they got down to the

the whole up.
the

;

corn fodder

it

was

experience went,
slipshod
did,

I

just excellent.
it

way of doing

thought that

I

of stone and cement.

have done because

good

I

concluded that so

was a good thing.

I

things, he could

If in

make

this

and

the success that he

could certainly succeed, and so
It cost

far as his

careless

considerable more than

I built
it

have since learned that a wooden

one

need to
silo

is

one of stone and cement
because I did not want to make an experiment, but wanted to
follow the tracks of those who had built before me and suc-

just as

ceeded.

as a stone one.

The

silo I built

then

I built

is

as

good to-day, with the excep-
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tion of the roof, as the year

hundred and

One

year

fifty tons, as

I raised as

every winter since

I

I

built

much

as three

began.

have raised about two

I

it.

nearly as

can calculate, every year.

I

hundred tons and

have fed

Some

raised in the early days of the silo in this country.

who thought

I

it

There were a great many objections
theorists

they understood the conditions pretty well, thought

the cattle would die in a short time

if

fed with this

;

that their

and weak and that their teeth would
drop out and all sorts of diseases would immediately come upon
I have just got rid of the
the cattle fed with this decayed stuff.
first cow I kept on it.
She was about fourteen years of age and
She held up, until fourteen
was fed on it about eight years.
years of age, as well and perhaps better, than any other cow I
have had.
I have fed young stock on it all the time from the
time I began until the present, and they have done very well.
I
never had stock come out so well in the spring as they have done
Some way they were in condition to
since I have had the silo.
whereas when they
take the green grass and grow right along
were fed with dry fodder as they were formerly, it seemed to take
two or three months after they got into the pasture before they
bones would become

brittle

;

began to gain at all. I think all who have seen my stock will
admit that they look better with the same amount of grain food
There has been much learned with
than previous to the silo.

At

reference to the silo since 1881.
those

who had

largest

that

that time

the most experience that

kind of corn we could

get,

and

would sometimes grow sixteen or eighteen
one of

my

friends,

when he

called

was thought by

raised a

I

of the stalks two inches through at the bottom
that

it

was best to

it

raise the

kind of corn

;

and saw

and

my

I

—

some
remember

feet high,

corn

in

the

would be a good plan to get a steam saw-mill
and saw up the logs. It was the coarsest corn I have ever seen,
I do
but I thought it would be an excellent fodder and it was.
not think, however, it was as good as that which I have now. I
feed it once a day with hay, unless I have too much ensilage and.
field,

thought

it

want to be sure to get it all fed out by spring so as not to have
any to feed in the summer. In that case I would feed it oftener.
One year I fed it twice a day, and found I had more milk than

when

I

fed once a day, so I

was when

I

made

careful

fed this large coarse corn that

That

experiments.

grew very

tall.

It

pro-
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duced much more milk than the best of hay. I made experiments and found my cows would increase about twenty per cent
when fed with ensilage and the same amount of grain or meal,
than when they had the best of hay. I would feed them with the
best of hay and grain for a week and then would feed them with
In that way
ensilage and the same amount of grain for a week.
It gave me an inI made my experiments with this fodder.
crease of twenty per cent in the milk over that produced by hay.

The experiments have not always turned

out alike.
In some
much, and in other cases more.
I sold my milk most of the time until some four years ago, and
so I did not have any opportunity to learn the difference in the
but since I have been selling cream instead
quality of the milk
of milk, I wanted to know as to the quality of the milk when fed
with hay or ensilage. In later years I have raised a different
I experimented with this
quality of ensilage which was smaller.
ensilage and found that, putting my milk into Cooley cans, I got
nine spaces of cream when I fed hay, while I got ten spaces of
cream when I fed ensilage. In other words, this milk was worth
for cream about ten per cent more when made from ensilage
than when made from hay.
I do not know what the reason is that people have been so exceedingly slow to adopt this food. I have been very curious to
cases the milk did not increase as

;

understand

why

men were

intelligent

so determined, apparently,

do not understand why the very
intelligent gentleman who has spoken to you this afternoon and
who makes butter and sells it at a very high price, has been so
opposed to ensilage during all these years. I think he has told
you to-day that he has never tried it until this winter and now
Deerfoot Farm, which produces butter that is sold at a much
in their opposition to

this.

I

;

higher price,

I

think, than he indicated to you,

lage to milch cows.

In

anything to him about
just as as

good

as

it

feed ensilage.

It

judgment,

if

is

feeding ensi-

anybody should say

he would admit that his butter was

has been for years past.

stances, he said, that

There were circumsilo this year and

compelled him to build a

There

believe, that will

it,

my

will

be circumstances in a very few years,

compel him

I

more than now.
could not be made that would

to feed ensilage

was once stated that butter

be palatable from cows fed with ensilage* but that theory has
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Some people perhaps still believe in
been pretty well exploded.
it, without giving any good reason for it except their prejudice.
They have no other reason whatever. Where it has been tried
with ensilage properly cured and
corn,

it

years ago refused milk or cream

now

made from

the right kind of

has proved a success, and creameries that four or five

from herds fed with

this

feed,

and are anxious to get it. If this is so in
one place, and has been proved by careful experiments, it must
be so in any other place and if green corn fodder could be preserved in Massachusetts, in New York, or in any town in New
Hampshire and come out as it did, and make an excellent food
for cattle, I thought it certainly could on my farm and there
are

seeking for

it

;

were no conditions that would interfere with
not interfere with it in any other place.

Now
will

say that

I

make

and properly fed,
and in
of butter under similar cir-

ensilage, with proper care

if

the best of butter under certain circumstances

certain places,

it

make

will

the best

cumstances anywhere, and consequently

coming when

this ensilage

ter-makers that
silo.

I

there that would

it

am

it

will

I

say that the time

be necessary for every dairyman to have a

not of the opinion that ensilage

a perfect food, and

is

have to go to some agricultural college or somewhere

I shall

to find

out what

is

a perfect food for cattle.

learn of anything that
that timothy

Perhaps

hay

is

is

feeding will be so understood by but-

a perfect food.

is

It

is

have yet

I

else

to

sometimes said

the nearest to a perfect food of anything.

this is true, but

I

have not found

it

so in

my

experi-

Cattle fed with the best of
ence, and I think you have not.
timothy hay alone, will not come out as well in the spring as if
they had been fed with something else with the hay oat straw,
or poor meadow hay, or almost anything to give them a change.

—

do not understand why people will say so much as they have
on the ground that it is not a perfect food. Nobody, as far as I know, has claimed it to be such or has recommended it to be fed under all circumstances and at all times. It
I have had no exshould be fed I think to all horned cattle.
perience with sheep but do not see why it should not be fed to
I

against ensilage

them.

I

increased

to feed ensilage

in

my

and

my herd almost immediately after beginning
I am now feeding three times as much stock

barn as formerly.

I

commenced with

eighty and almost
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I was obliged to buy fertildoubled the number the first year.
izers to produce ensilage enough for the first year, but since then
I have had fertilizers enough of my own.

to me during the past few months
New Hampshire. Within a week
my knowledge a fact that has given me

I have had considerable said
about our abandoned farms in

come

or two there has

to

considerable encouragement.
yet, but I will tell
setts,

his

it

who

an inventor,

life,

began

in

to

I

have not told

A

him now.

has taken out

it

to the secretary

gentleman

fifty

in

Massachu-

or sixty patents during

1884 to experiment upon keeping ensilage in
It was a slow process
in barrels or otherwise.

—

small quantities,

He has exbecause he could make only one experiment a year.
perimented until now and he writes me he has succeeded in getsome sort of a crate into which he puts two hundred
pounds of ensilage taken out of the silo, and he can keep it in
He says this crate
the crate, in good condition, for six months.
will cost about ten cents for two hundred pounds; that would be
ting up

a dollar for a ton of ensilage.
raising

things for sale

;

now

if

and make a good

his location.

If

raise

hay and other

into Boston, sell

it

it

for eight dollars

a

depending somewhat, of course, upon
he can make a profit of two dollars per ton on
profit,

ensilage then he can afford to raise

would

have not heard much about
People

a farmer can put ensilage into crates for a

dollar a ton, he can get

ton,

We

ensilage for the market.

it.

Fifteen tons to the car

Now it is said that
New York and immediate surround-

give a profit of thirty dollars per car.

there are kept in the city of

ings some seventeen thousand cows.
at eight dollars

If ensilage could be

bought

per ton, the owners would feed their cows half

of the time on ensilage.

It

would take one hundred and seventy

tons of ensilage to feed those seventeen thousand cows once a
day.

Of

There

is

a large

number of cows

in almost

course in the smaller cities the fodder

is

all

the cities.

perhaps raised near

by, but in the larger cities these cows must be kept

by fodder

brought in from the country, and a market would be made immediately for this ensilage

if it could be crated and delivered in
good shape. Just as soon as a man tries one crate of two hundred pounds and feeds it to his cow and finds he gets fifteen or
twenty per cent more milk than before, he is going to buy it.
I suggest that some of these farms be occupied and corn fodder
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grown upon them, provided we make
established fact, so far as Mr.

thing work.

this

Carey, the inventor,

an

It is

concerned.

is

He says there is no question about it at all. I asked him to send
me a crate or two that I might see how it was put up, and thus judge
for myself about it. He says that Mr. Cameron had an opportunity
at

one time

Company

to

buy the controlling

for eight

thousand

about the telephone you

know

ingly good investment.

If he

Telephone
you know anything

interest in the Bell

dollars.

that

If

would have been an exceed-

had kept

it

up

to the present time

He

he would have been an enormously wealthy man.
the telephone

something

is

says that

only something to hear through, but here

to preserve fodder for our cattle to eat,

and

it

Now

be a greater success than the Bell Telephone.

then, this

should be given the attention of the farmers at once, because

man

is

going into the raising and transportation of

the sooner he gets to

it,

the sooner he will

make

his

is

ought to

if

a

this ensilage^

money.

Mr.

President, if I had told you twenty or thirty years ago that you

would be able to hear any one speaking twenty or thirty miles away^
you would hardly have believed it. I now tell you if this is a
success, it will be a great thing for the State of New Hampshire.
If it does succeed, as Mr. Carey thinks it will, and I see no good
reason

why

it

should not,

it

will

help the farming communities of

but

now

I

am

New Hampshire

a large corn

I said that I raised

silage,

be one of those things that will

when

I first

raising a smaller corn,

will nearly get ripe before

you want

to cut

it.

wonderfully.

began

and

it

This

to raise
is

en-

corn that

last

year, I

The green ears came
Stowell's Evergreen sweet corn.
out on almost every stalk and were in milk when the corn was
cut, and I do not see any harm that the corn is to the ensilage.
raised

My

cattle

we hear

seem

about.

to like this
It all

kind of cob meal,

goes right into the

as well as the

silo together.

My

kind
cat-

and are producing a very profitable amount of milk
and cream, my young cattle are thriving well on it, and they
tle like it

come out in the spring fat enough for beef.
do not know, gentlemen, as I can add any more to these few
I have
remarks that I have made, that will interest or profit you.
spoken to you about the silo because I believe in it.
will
I

I
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President

It affords us

:

great pleasure to have present with

Henry H. Goodell, president of the MassaAgricultural College, who will speak upon "Reminis-

us to-night Professor

chusetts

cences of the Orient."

REMINISCENCES OF THE ORIENT.
BY HENRY H. GOODELL, AMHERST, MASS.

Many a traveller will remember, no doubt, a certain thrill on
awakening suddenly in the midst of his first night on Eastern
For there came
soil, waking as it were from dream into dream.
a voice, solitary, sweet, sonorous, floating from on high through
the moonlight stillness, the voice of the blind Muezzin, singing
Ulah or first call to prayer. And at the sound, many a white
would move silently on the low roofs, and not merely like
the palms and cypresses around, bow his head, but prostrate, and
God is good
bend his knees. And the sounds went and came
Prayer is better than sleep!
God is great! Alahu Akbar
La elah
There is no God but God, and Mahomet is his prophet
dieth
giveth
life
and
he
Allah!
He
re^oul
Mahomet
Allah
il
Oh thou bountiful, thy mercy ceaseth not! My sins are
not!
" And
I extol thy perfections
Greater than thy mercy
great
then the cry would be taken up and prolonged by other Muezzins,
and from the north and the south, the east and the west, came
the

figure

—

'

!

'

!

!

!

!

!

floating

on the morning

proclamation to

this

Moslem creed

stillness this

is

invitation to prayer,

pious

world

the

all

"There

:

!

of the

embodiment of

the

no God but God, and Mahomet

is

his prophet."

Who

that has ever been in the East, can for

impression of that

Turkish
Its

It

an instant

lose the

so vividly portrayed in the

above

is

city.

A

very strength

lived

moment

perhaps the most characteristic feature of Eastern
and one that is repeated daily, again and again, in every

sketch?
life,

first

and died

creed so simple and yet so bold in
lies in its

in the

simplicity;

profession

of

and
its

faith

to the great wall of

China on the

east,

utterance!

who have

have carried

tenets triumphantly from the shores of the Atlantic

India and Africa on the south.

its

the millions

its

on the west

and the heart of farther
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and

olive,

the vine and the pomegranate, the myrtle and rose, the

musk

Reminiscences of the

and the

attar of

F^ast,

Araby the

of the land of the

fig tree

and the delicious notes of

Blest,

nightingales warbling as though intoxicated with their

song

What images rise up before me and

!

Out of

all this

Shall

I tell

luxuriance, what shall

you of that wondrous

return to

I select as to

city,

own

"alone of

and

arets,

rising tier

tier

all

light

the cities
its

seven

of swelling domes and burnished min.

each one a centre of refulgent

softened under the

than

on

!

?

of the world, standing on two continents," massed on
hills

sweet

my memory
my theme

of a sky

in the East, so circled

light, yet so

known

in

toned down and
no other clime

round by masses of dark verdure

round the sacred edifices, that the eye finds no
inharmonious point, but wanders with recurring delight over the
whole ? Shall I tell you of the great war between the Crescent

which

cluster

and the Cross, when lying almost within sound of the great guns
whose iron hail was crashing upon the doomed city of Sevastopol,

we watched

the transports sailing by, carrying re-inforcements

to the allied troops, or bringing to the city the thousands of un-

.

happy wretches, gashed and maimed, battered out of the semblance of humanity, or who, stricken down by the insidious attacks of disease, had been brought there to linger awhile and
die? Or, once more, shall I tell you of the land itself, its prothe people and their ways, their lives and
ducts and resources,
occupations, their various methods of gaining their daily bread ?
It has seemed to me that perhaps this last was the more appropriate.
And yet I almost despair of giving you an adequate
idea of a country, and a people, where everything is done in a
manner so exactly opposite to our own.
The distinction they make between the religious and the moral
With us there can be no religion
character is very singular.
without morality; but with them the religious has nothing to
do with the moral character. The pirate committing murder on
the open seas and taken red-handed, refuses to eat meat on Friday and thus imperil his soul even while his hands are yet wet
The robber strips you to the skin,
with his brother's blood.
takes everything you possess, maltreats and threatens you with
death, and then calmly ejaculates as he leaves you, "May God
I give you into His keeping."
save you, my lamb, if in danger.

—
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" No one
gambler, a
prays.

is

supposed to be the

less

covetous, the

a cheat, a

less

a defrauder, a robber, a murderer, because he

liar,

Nothing

is

from his own thoughts, or the thoughts

farther

of the by-standers, than that his prayers should exert any trans-

forming influence upon his on-n character. And why should
they? For when they have business to transact with their neighbors on temporal matters, they use a language which

all

have any business

but whenever they

derstand,

,

can un-

with

their

Maker about their eternal interests, it is always done in a language they do not understand."* Outwardly pious and sincere,
inwardly they are whited sepulchres and full of dead men's
The traveler on the highway, the artisan in his shop, the
bones.
merchant in the bazaar, the lounger in the cafe, when the hour for
prayer arrives, hastens to spread his

little

and goes through the required formula.
all

the time to whatever

is

carpet on the ground,

But he

is

keenly alive

going on about him, and when his

pious ejaculations are ended, will be found to have
iota of
fit

anything that

may have been

If a professional story-teller has

of piety.

lost

said during his

not an

temporary

been amusing the

crowd with some entertaining tale, while he was praying he will
be found not to have lost the point of the story, or the pith of
any joke. The writer of the article entitled "Baron Hirsch's
Railway in Turkey," tells the following amusing story
A peasant one day sent in all haste to an American missionary to come
:

and pray

for

him.

Not a

little

surprised at the unusual request,

the missionary went, and the peasant remarked,

"Your

prayers

more efficacious than those of our priests." The missionary
was somewhat surprised at this and after modestly murmuring
something concerning faith, was preparing to comply with the
request, when the man continued, " I have taken a ticket in the
Vienna Lottery. If I win through your prayers you shall have
are

half."

It

was apparently a perfectly natural thing,

this co-part-

nership of earth and heaven, and the peasant could see no impropriety in invoking the prayers of those he considered

He

more

up the money, the missionary furnished the prayers, and they went divvy's on the result.
powerful

than

What harm

himself.

?

*The Old and the New.

put
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But

to turn

life.

The

draws

it

all

from the moral side to the customs of every day

barber, for example, pushes the razor from

The

to him.

the teeth are set in

out.

stand.

Their

women

;

;

ours

ours do the reverse, for the teeth are set

;

The mason sits while he
The scribe writes from

hand or knee

him

carpenter draws the saw towards him, for

ours from

left

and trims

lays

right to
to right

left,

his stones

upon a

and feed

places with the utmost nonchalance

symbol of maternity, but do not
to the gaze of their admirers.

Even

his

do not

in public

their infants

ours carefully conceal the

fear to frankly

We

house, the same law prevails.

;

ours

table or desk.

veil with scrupulous care their faces, but

hesitate to bare their bosoms,

;

upon

usually

expose their faces

in the matter of building a

begin at the bottom and finish

and frequently the upper
rooms are entirely finished and habitable while all below is a
mere frame-work like a lantern. The Oriental uses a pipe so
long that he cannot hold a coal to the bowl and at the same time
draw a whiff of tobacco smoke from the other end we use one so
at the top; the

Turks begin

at the top,

;

short that the scent of burnt hair too often mingles with that of

We

the fragrant weed.

polish our boots with elaborate care

but these people, whose religion will not perhaps allow them to
use brushes

made from

the bristles of the unclean beast, wipe

their shoes with their hands^

and then put on the

up

last finishing

touches with their handkerchiefs, or the slack of that wonderful
thing denominated Turkish trousers.

Barnaby, in his "Journey Through Asia Minor," quotes a missionary as saying, "

side-upwardest

The Turks about

and the

here are just the bottoni-

top-side-downwardest,

the

forwardest and the forward-side-backwardest people
seen.

Why

!

back-side-

have ever

I

they call a compass which points to the North,

Quebleh or South,

just for the sake of contradiction

;

and they

have to change their watches every twenty-four hours, because
they count their time from after sunset, instead of reckoning

up the day like a Christian."
To add to the difficulty of giving any adequate idea of the
people of Turkey, is the fact that they do not form a single race,
amalgamated and blended into one though made up of different
race elements, but are composed of Turks, Jews, Greeks, Armenians, wild tribes of Koords, Turcomans, Kuzel Bash and the
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Bulgarian, Croatian and Slavonian tribes of the Danubian principalities,

each retaining

its

distinct nationality, its

own

religious

and ways. Of the population
of eight millions in round numbers in European Turkey, the
Turks number about three million six hundred thousand, and the
In Asiatic Turkey, the proportion
rest are Christians and Jews.
Of these, the Greeks and the Jews are the
is about the same.
tradesmen, the Armenians the artisans and bankers.
The Bulgarians and Croats are agricultural in their tastes, while the
Koords and Turcomans live principally by plunder and the produce of their herds. In such an assemblage of races, you would
naturally expect to find great differences; and yet, after all,
certain distinct features will be found peculiar to all, and certain
and

rites,

own

its

customs that are

As

peculiar customs

common

to

all.

a general rule, the Turks will be found to be honest

truthful,

and

living

up

to the

command

in the earlier days of his inspiration

:

laid

"

and

down by Mahomet

When

thou hast given

by it, and let the word of thy mouth be
even as thy written agreement." Of the other races we cannot
The Jews, as in all ages, are the money-getters
say as much.
and live and thrive in their quarters, as in the Ghetto of Rome,
in squalor and filth that would quickly exterminate any other
race.
The Greeks are shrewd and enterprising, but the characterization of the Cretans by St. Paul, is no inapt description
thy word, stand

fast

of their national traits:
beasts, slow bellies."

"The

Their

Cretans are always

own countryman,

before the time of the apostle, wrote,
least spark

evil

liars,

Euripedes, even

"Greece never had

of honesty;" and Lord Byron, twenty centuries

the

later,

"I am of
no difference between Jews and
Greeks, the character of both being equally vile."
The Armenians, on the other hand, are a purer, simpler race, retaining much

one of the most enthusiastic

St, Paul's

opinion that there

in their cause, exclaims,

is

of that individual nationaliity which made them so formidin the days of the

able

world

— with

ing

their

that

the

character

But contact with the outer
is
changinto Turkey

for

the

worse.

—

It

need hardly be said

you go from the capital and the large cities,
and more innocent the lives of the people. In

farther

the simpler

Romans.

the foreigners pouring
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nothing

is

fested as in
press,
is

and

difference

this

at the

nationality so strikingly

in

The Turks

the cemeteries.

head of the grave where a

erected crowned with a turban, or in

mani-

plant theirs with the cy-

man

is

buried, a stone

more recent times with

fez.
At the foot of the grave, a
the turmarks the resting place of the woman
ban is absent, and in its place the top of the stone is rounded or
pointed, while a running vine is worked around the outer edge.
The inscription is very simple only the name and family of
the deceased and a recommendation of his soul to the only
A beautiful custom prevails, both among
living and true God.
the Turks and the Christian population, of hollowing out two small
cavities in the tablet covering the grave itself, which are kept filled
with seeds and fresh water to attract the birds to come and build

the

national emblem, the

plainer stone

;

;

their nests near

by and sing

their songs over the graves of the

departed.

The cemeteries of the Jews are in keeping with their daily
As their object is so to live as not to attract attention and
thus call down upon themselves the persecution of their neigh-

life.

dead display the same neglect
and want of care. Nothing drearier or more desolate can be
Not a tree or shrub to relieve the melancholy waste,
irnagined.
nothing but the barren hillsides, strewn for miles around with
Not so the
grey slabs, lying in the most terrible confusion.
Greeks and Armenians. Choosing some beautiful site as in the
bors, so the resting-places of their

" Grand

Champ

des Morts " in Constantinople, overlooking the

Bosphorus and the Marmora, they plant the stately plane or the
graceful terebinthus (turpentine)
it

the fashionable resort.

Its

,

cool

erect a coffee-house,

and make

and

agreeable

airy situation,

its

shade, and the convenience of comfortable seats afforded by the
Here, on the flat
tombstones, make it a pleasant promenade.
tablets, the elders mark out a rough board and play games of
chance or checkers, or perchance discuss the merits of their an-

cestors,

sleeping quietly beneath.

arm and whisper

their

lovers

And here the gallants, as they
many Roman candles burnt in honor of

former days.
der so

Here

wander arm in

fond nothings, undisturbed by ghosts of

occupation of the deceased

is

sip their wine, or-

their ladies.

The

always portrayed upon his tomb-

stone; an adze or saw representing a carpenter

;

a lancet, a bar-
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an inkstand, a scribe or lawyer

;

;

and

perchance, his end has been hastened by violence, the manner

of his " taking off "

is

faithfully portrayed.

Here you may

see

a representation of the deceased upon his knees, holding his

head in

his hands, while jets of

blood spurt from his neck

curves, like those issuing from a beer bottle

There you may
as

sign.

see the fatal bow-string adjusted about the

he awaits the tightening of the cord.

carry with

in stiff

on a tavern

neck
These representations

them no association of infamy and crime.

but the heraldic quarterings to be found
other nations, and

among

They

are

the aristocracy of

they had a name, would be called the " scim" the bow-string displayed in a field azure, "

if

etar pendant, " or

only instead of being blazoned upon the carriages of the living,
they are placed upon the tombstones of the dead, for they signify
that the wealth of the deceased was sufficient to excite the avarice

of the reigning power.

"To

die, then,

string, implies the possession of wealth,

by the sword or bowand the surviving rela-

tives glorify themselves in perpetuating this record of financial

"

standing and consideration.

One more

and we have done. The
Turks through long ages led a roving, wandering life in the immense plains of Northern and Central Asia. Rising from the postriking point of difference

and subject

sition of slave

way down

to that of master, they gradually fought

Mediterranean and occupied
But the inherited instincts of so many generations have never been completely laid aside.
As in their war-

their

to the shores of the

the entire territory.

like,

to

migratory

state, the tent

which they retired

Home

ever since.

was to them simply a sleeping place,

for the night, so the house has

been to them

in our sense of the word, with all

its

beautiful

no answering equivalent in their minds, and in
no word in their language which can convey such

associations, has
fact,

there

is

an idea.

To

the observant traveler in the East, one of the most notice-

able features

Between

is

village

the absence of farm

and

village,

houses or cultivated areas.
let,

with

broken

its

life

among

its

inhabitants.

you rarely meet with isolated farmYou pass directly from town or ham-

surrounding gardens and arable land, into a wild, un-

territory, inhabited

only by wild beasts and lawless men.
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From motives
lages

;

of security, the people

all live

together in the vil-

the farmer going to his farm, two, three or four miles away,

every morning, and quitting work an hour before sundown to

Even

in the neighborhood of large
and within fifteen miles of Conwith its million or more of population, could
a few years ago, wild boars and wolves in the

return to his distant family.
cities,

you

lind this to be the case,

stantinople

itself,

be shot,'jOnly
dense forests surrounding the Bents of Belgrade.

still

Another noticeable

fact

the utter disregard of

is

fertilizers.

Great heaps of excellent manure accumulate in the sheep-folds,
the poultry yards and horse stables, which are allowed to waste

from lack of knowledge of their value. It is true that on the
banks of the Euphrates and Tigris, where are grown the celebrated melons of which three constitute a camel's load of five or six
hundred pounds, a hole is scooped in the sand, a handful of hen or
pigeon manure thrown in, the seed planted, and nature is left to

do the rest. But this is the exception to the rule. Nor should we
blame these people too severely, when we have such bright and shinIn
ing examples of the same pernicious practice in this country.
California, in the vicinity of Santa Barbara, the manure is hauled,
not to the field, but to the public highways, where it is carefully
spread to keep down the dust and in Canada, the farmers were
reported only last summer as dumping it by the cart-load into
The droppings of the cow, on the other hand, are
the rivers.
carefully preserved, worked up with coarse straw and stubble, and
for over large areas the woods have entirely
dried for winter fuel
disappeared, and the poor people have no other resource.
;

;

The

preparation of the winter's supply

women, and
Van Lennep, "
the

to

is

especially the duty of

quote the words of the veteran missionary,

We have watched them collecting the manure
from the track which the cattle follow in going to pasture in the
morning, shaping it into round cakes, six or eight inches in
diameter, by handling it as they would a lump of dough, and with
a skilled twist of their hands suddenly sticking it on to the walls
They seem to enter upon this
of their houses to dry in the sun.
conduct
it with an artistic dexand
course,
of
duty as a matter
accomplishments
of the good
of
the
one
it
is
proves
terity which
"
desired.
to
be
much
housewife,
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of the arable land, we may make the dichifliks " or farms of considerable ex-

and "

The common farmers live in villages for safety. They
may own the land around them in common, but generally each
man has his own. The commune system is mainly in European
tent.

Turkey, and is the ancient system of the Slavic race.
or large farms are usually owned by Turks and
The " chifliks
from
several hundred to as many thousand acres.
size
vary in
'

'

They

constitute a village in themselves, usually

on an elevated
and the

ground, the landed proprietor in the center,

bit of

huts of the dependents clustered around and below.
feudal system revived,

It is

only

and the
hovels of his humble retainers grouped about the walls.
These
large estates are devoted especially to grazing.
But if there is
good wheat land, you may see immense fields of grain, from
which a good yield is considered nine to ten bushels for one of
The crops are never measured by the acre, and the
sowing.
above yield would probably not be over twenty bushels to the acre.
The threshing floor and its implements and operations would
interest an American farmer in the very highest degree.
Frequently a whole village will unite in constructing one for common
A description of such an one from Hamlin's " Among the
use.
Turks" may not be uninteresting: "I examined one that was about
one thousand feet in length, and say one third of that in width.
It was made by hauling on to it hundreds of loads of clay and
The whole was made into mortar, and spread
coarse gravel.
some five or six inches deep, on a level, well prepared surface.
It was then stamped every day by a force of men that went all
over it twice a day, until it became too dry and solid for further
the old

working.
is just
it lasts

It is

enough

now

to

the lord in his castle

artificial stone.

keep

it

About

for generations.

to threshing, the rest to

Its

clear of water.

three fourths of this floor

winnowing.

The

spread six or eight inches deep over the

animal force of the village

inclination from a level

With occasional repairs,

floor,

turned in upon

is

is

given

grain from the field

is

and then the whole

it,

—

horses, donkeys,

mules, horned cattle, with carts and drags, or with nothing but
the feet."
is

But the most

effective, the finishing off

doubtless that referred to by

where he says " Behold

I

will

the prophet Isaiah

make

thee a

instrument

(Ixi.

15,16),

new sharp threshing
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instrument having teeth. "
especially

sire

looks very
It

And

this

having

much on

teeth

what

is

I de-

In appearance,

bring to your attention.

to

it

the upper side like a stone drag or boat.

of plank, about thiee inches thick, of the toughest wood,

is

and studded on the under
these

flints, after

The edges of

side with sharp flints.

having been driven into the socket chiselled

out for them, are trimmed sharp, and thus completed, a most

savage looking implement

is

Seated on

made.

this,

with a long

pole to keep the bundles from riding up over the bow, the driver

As

urges on his bullocks.
it

cuts

and

the

bruises

takes the place of hay

ing

process

clear

up

off"

over,

the

and

fine,

are

The

straw not good for

This

food.

Then

follows

thresh-

one

two raking operations,

worthless chaff to be burned.

as

with the chaff,

this,

for cattle-feed in the East.

there

coarse

goes round and round the area,

it

straw

is

a skillful

raking off of the finer straw without taking up the wheat.

being passed through sieves, v/hich

to

piled

After

and chaff pass
through but retain the coarser stuff, it is ready for the winnowThis is accomplished by tossing the wheat high into the air
ing.
from shovels made of beech, with long elastic handles, to allow
the breeze to carry off the lighter particles.
Two more siftings
let

the wheat

in sieves of different sized meshes, complete the operation.

The

Thousands

wheat thus cleaned looks

well,

and thousands of bushels

are injured or destroyed annually

the rains, before the threshing
several threshing floors,

it

more

is

over

will take a

the village to have their turn.
to time to introduce

but oh, the labor

;

for at

!

best,

by

even with

number of weeks for all in
made from time

Efforts have been

perfect machines, but the attempt has

always been viewed with distrust by the natives, and dark hints

have been mysteriously circulated of the agency of the Evil One.

We

all remember the story of the opposition to the penny-post in
London, and how it was denounced by the long-headed ones as
History only repeats itself,
an " insidious popish contrivance. "

and

was

it

this

satirizes in his "

same conservative

spirit that Sir

Walter Scott

Antiquary, " when he puts into the mouth of

Mause Headrigg the following objection to winnowing ma" It is a new-fangled machine for freeing the corn frae
chines
:

the chaff, thus impiously thwarting the will

by

raising

wind

for

o'

Divine Providence,

your leddyship's use by human

art,

instead
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by prayer, or patiently waiting

it

for

whatever

dis-

pensation of wind Providence was pleased to send upon the
shieling hill."

The

other implements of husbandry are very simple and prim-

The ox-yoke

itive.

is

made of two

straight pieces,

one above,

the other below the neck, the top piece alone being hollowed.

Two

straight pins serve instead of the

yoke

to inclose the neck,

a

strong trunnel in the middle taking the place of staple and ring.

The plow
feet,

Take a long pole of about ten

absurdly ridiculous.

is

four or five

and tenon unite

inches in diameter at the butt, and by mortise

a slightly acute angle to another piece of
sharpened and shod with iron to plow the earth
and variously provided with some sort of a handle for the plowman's hands, and you have an Oriental plow. It does not turn

about equal

a furrow.

this at

size,

It

simply scratches the earth to the depth of some
and then the ground must be cross-plowed,

four or five inches,

in order to secure anything like an adequate preparation for the

European plows,

sowing.

to

which

several pairs of buffaloes were

attached, have been introduced at various times, but were soon

given up on account of the difficulty of finding animals strong
enough to draw them. The hope of success lies in the improve-

ment of the breed, but there is something beyond this,
breeds, when introduced, soon degenerate from

best

for

the

lack of

nourishment.

The country must be

better governed, property

made more

se-

advantage to give their
cattle more than the scanty grass they can pick up here and there
cure, before farmers will find

on the parched

hillsides.

it

to their

The improvement of implements will
The same thing is true of the ordi-

follow as a matter of course.

nary horses.

Barley and straw alone and the treatment received

many generations have produced

through

hack of Asia Minor,

as far

grace of the Arab steed as light

The spade
longer than a

of

wood

is

is

the small, wiry, enduring

removed from the
is

lithe

form and wiry

from darkness.

triangular in shape, with a straight handle,

man

is tall.

A

and

is

few inches above the blade, a piece

mortised in, upon which the foot

The length of
whole weight upon

is

set to

force the

blade deep into the earth.

the handle enables

the laborer to lay his

the

10

extremity,

and
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afterwards use

it

as a lever to raise a large quantity of soil

he merely turns over.

which

Shallow plowing but deep spading seem,

'

'

then, to be the two chief rules of Oriental agriculture."

The hoe has a broad blade, not flat, but slightly concave.
The handle is very short, compelling the laborer to crouch to his
The sickle is about the same form as our own the scythe
work.
;

heavier, clumsier,

shorter,

the snath nearly straight, with but

one handle, the left hand grasping the snath itself. The blade
Fortunately for the back of
has no curve worth mentioning.
the laborer, hay is in so little demand that the scythe is practically used only in the cradle, and that not by Turks, but almost
As you pass by the great wheat
exclusively by the Bulgarians.
fields you will see men and women, with their sickles, slowly and
Ask them whether they
laboriously reaping the golden harvest.
could not do the work much more easily with the cradle and
they will answer "Doubtless." Ask them why they do not use
it, and, with a shrug of their shoulders, they will reply, " Good

Lord

it is

!

And
To change

not our custom."

versy with an Oriental.

that

the end of

is

all

contro-

the custom of his fathers

is

as impious an act as to defile the bones of his ancestors or curse
his

grandmother.

One

is

sometimes in despair of any progress in the Eastern

But educate the youth, and they are as ready for improvement as any people. In some places on the rich lands of
world.

modern implements of harvesting have been introis no longer
afraid of sowing more than he can gather.
The women do a
great deal of work in the fields, and may be seen laboring side
by side with the men. The position occupied by them may be
the Danube,

duced, and the produce doubled, because the farmer

fairly well illustrated

one day

by the following story

in the country overtook a

with a heavy bundle of
ing,

"My

down

good man,

in this way.

it is

What

" Yes, your excellency,"
it

is

a mule's burden.

He

sticks.

:

A gentleman riding

man who had

too bad that you should load your wife

is a mule's burden."
" what you say is true;
But then, you see, Providence has not
is

carrying

man

replied,

she

the

women." It
Thomas Munro, in his
relates as a reason why an

supplied us with mules, but he has supplied us with
is

the

same

all

laden his wife

remonstrated with him, say-

through the East.

Sir

''Travels to the City of the Caliphs,"

.
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Indian should be exempt from paying his tax, that he pleaded the
loss.of his wife, who " did as much work as two bullocks."
Stuart

Wood

Economics"
tries are

number of the "Quarterly Journal of
" The agricultural processes of different coun-

in a recent

says

among

:

the surest indications of the condition of the

laboring population.

In

Germany

it is

a

common

sight to see a

drawn by a woman and a dog. Where labor is dearer and
money more plenty, or the people a little easier, a horse releases
both alike from their unnatural task. In the United States,
where labor is dear, costly agricultural machinery is extensively
It is much used in
used in spite of the smallness of the farms.
England, also, because there the farms are large, and wages, although lower than in the United States, still far exceed those of
In Russia, on the other hand, in Turkey and
other countries.
in Asiatic countries we find the rudest tools
baskets are used instead of wheelbarrows, wooden plows instead of iron ones, and
gangs of spade-men replace both the plows and the beasts which
draw them. A part of this is no doubt due to sheer stupidity,
but much is also due to the price of labor and the rates of incart

;

terest."

The products
geological

of the soil are as various as

character of the

excellent quality,

country.

the

climate and

Fruits are abundant, of

and extensively used by the whole population.

Grapes are delicious, and within the reach of the poorest, selling
at the rate of

two and three fourth pounds

for

two or three

cents.

Apples, apricots, peaches, cherries and plums have their localities
of abundant growth.
best kinds or

But no attention

is

paid to obtaining the

improving those already possessed.

Of grapes, whoever has once partaken of the famous "chaoush"
from the Bithynian side of the Bosphorus, will forever eschew all
others.

delight,

Thin skinned, small seeded,

— something

The vineyards of
very

fine pulped,

— a dream — a

to be talked about, never to find equalled.

the Christians

important particular.

and the Moslems

The former

cultivate

differ in

those

one

kinds

making wines the latter, those that are best for
While the one are making spirits, the other are preparing
that grape molasses called "pekmez," which is so extensively used.
In it all manner of fruits are stewed or boiled, and the preserves

suitable for

;

food.

laid aside for winter use.

With

it,

savory dishes of quinces and
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much

meat, or chestnuts and meat, are prepared,

by the

relished

poor.

The olive is grown over a very wide area, especially in Asiatic
Turkey and the Mediterranean Islands. It is a universal article
of food.
Give an Oriental bread and black olives for a lunch
and he is happy.
Give him olive oil to flavor his stewed beans,
his clam and rice, and his salads, and he is happier.
Beyond
that

time

it is

is

The

not necessary to go.

olive orchard in

one of the most beautiful sights

in the world.

and twisted trunks hoar with age, the
curled

short,

its

flowering

The gnarled

oblate,

slightly

the branches fairly bending beneath the

silvery leaves,

weight of the snowy petals, and the ground beneath and around,
white as with flakes of snow.
liarity

of

shedding

its

Next

as the olive."

Job

to the cereals

agricultural product of Turkey.

chief article of food

;

gloom.

tiful

polish

Its

and

is

it is

by

the. light

The

tree

but after the 15th or i6th year

vigor.

It is

to be a

it

is

its

pericarp

seasons

that cheers the win-

much sought after by

slow in reaching

trees in the

of mutilation, any severity of

garden of Geth-

still

in full sap

the hardiest, for scarcely any
frost,

"So long

suffices to destroy its life.

the

maturity,

and
amount
or even sharp scorching by fire,

thousand years old,

all fruit trees

its

bears on indefinitely, and seems

There are

its vitality.

of

most important

pickled, forms the

wood, close grained and hard, takes on a beauvery highly prized; while its bark and leaves,

leeches of the country.

semane estimated

far the

the oil produced from

possessing certain febrifuge principles, are

never to lose

referring to this pecu-

shall cast off his flowers

Its berry,

most of the dishes and keeps alive
ter's

says,

"He

blossoms,

its

as

there

is

a fragment re-

maining, though externally the tree looks as dry as a post, yet
does

it

continue to bear

its

load of oily berries, and for twenty gen-

erations the owners gather fruit from the faithful old patriarch.

This tree also requires but
long neglected,

will revive

little

and if
dug or

labor or care of any kind,

again when

the

ground

is

plowed and yield as before. Vinej^ards forsaken die out almost
immediately, and mulberry orchards neglected run rapidly tO
ruin, but not so the olive.
Though they may not have been attended to for half a century, yet they continue to be a source of
income to their owners." (Thompson
"The land and the
Book.") Frequently a whole village will unite and plant a grove

—
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Then not even

common.

ground are
by the head man
or the governor of the province.
A tree yields from
gallons of oil and the profits are about one hundred

allowed to be picked
of the village
ten to fifteen
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It is
is

fruit,

is

fall

to the

issued

claimed that the tree bears only every
due probably to the vicious manner of

dollars to the acre.

other year, but this

gathering the

the berries that

a proclamation

till

— beating

the branches with long poles to

shake off the berries, and in so doing, bruising and destroying the
tender buds that are setting for the next year's crop.

The husks with which
his belly,

after all such very

farther

the prodigal son would fain

and which, Scripture

and

a leathery

poor

Many

fare.

They

fare worse.

brown when

says, the

have

eat,

filled

were not

a repentant sinner might go

are the fleshy pods of the locust tree,

some

to eat,

fit

swine did

six or eight inches in

and pleasant
which are embedded a number

length, containing a spongy, mealy pulp, of a sweet
taste in its ripening state,

of shining
split pea.

and

in

brown seeds, very hard and somewhat resembling a
These seeds are of no value whatsoever, on account of

their bitter flavor, but

the sweet pulp of the

pod when dry

extensively used as an article of food, particularly

laboring

In Syria

classes.

it is

ground up into a coarse

a species of molasses made, which

is

flour

is

the

and

used in the preparation of

As food

different kinds of sweetmeats.

for horses,

South of Europe.

in large quantities into the

among

exported

it is

Into this country

way under the name of Locust Beans,
names from the ancient tradition that they are the locusts which formed the food of John
the Baptist in the wilderness.
The tree is cultivated extensively

and Great Britain

it

finds its

or St. John's Bread, receiving both

in all the countries

both

for its

bordering the shores of the Mediterranean,

food-producing qualities and

and susceptible

of

a fine polish.

resembles an apple tree, but
a prolific harvest, and

it is

is

its

In size and

more bushy and

wood, which is hard
manner of growth it
thick-set.

It

yields

not unusual to see a tree bearing over

half a ton of green pods.

One

other tree deserves mention, not on account of

producing

qualities,

point of view.

but from

its

—

its

food

importance in a commercial

—

It is the shrub oak
which,
the Quercus aegilops
growing wild on the mountain slopes and rugged steeps where
nothing else will grow, gives employment to hundreds of men,
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women, and
acorns.

children,

who

in the season

These are brought down in sacks

go out

to gather the

to the nearest seaport,

whence they are exported, thousands of tons annually, under the

name
They

of "Valonia," to be used in

command

readily

the

tanneries

of Europe.

eighty to ninety dollars a ton

;

and from

Smyrna and the islands adjacent, forty thousand
tons have been sent to England alone in a single year.
The cereals of the empire do not differ much from ours. The

the seaport of

exports are barley, maize, and wheat.

Rye, oats and millet give
and there are various other seeds of good native
Looking only at the soil, climate, industrial population and
use.
the rivers and coasts of her great inland seas, Turkey ought to be
our formidable rival in the markets of Europe but her state of
paralysis is such that nothing is to be apprehended from that
Destructive treaties with England, and stupid legislaquarter.
tion on the part of her own government, have reduced her to a
Turkish agriculture and horticulstate of hopeless bankruptcy.

good

results,

;

ture furnish all that the heart could Avish in

All that

vegetables.

we produce

is

the shape of edible

there produced, with the ex-

ception of potatoes, which are imported from Europe,

of various kinds and measure unlimited

melons unrivalled

you choose.
But to return

The people
on

in flavor

to the

and

size

;

;

— squashes

okra, spinach, celery

cucumbers of any length

more immediate subject of

my

paper.

of the East eat hardly any meat, but live almost wholly

The same regimen

vegetables.

that

made

the three Israel-

Babylonian court so much

fairer and faton king's meat, seems to agree remarkably
with the people now. Given a little rice, some unleavened bread,
a few olives, a cucumber cut up with garlic and seasoned with
oil, and a pound or two' of grapes or other fruit, and you produce

itish captives

at the

ter than those fed

those miracles of strength to be found in the Turkish porters,
who, adjusting the burden to the pack they carry on their backs,
walk off with a load of from five to seven hundred pounds, and

make nothing

of

it.

Tobacco is grown in many parts of the empire, but it is a
government monopoly, and the taxes levied upon the unhappy
cultivators are so burdensome that they are gradually being forced
to give

up the business.

The

finest

tobacco, distinguished for

its
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mild character and exquisite
sea-port

a

Latakia,

comes from the

flavor,

town of

Syria.

It is

a

little

hill-sides

of

singular that

smoking, introduced into the East not earlier than the seventeenth
century, should have taken such deep root that the Turks and the
Persians are now looked upon as the greatest smokers in the

Men, women and

world.

consummate

children, with

—

up their little cigarettes,
made and the yellow stain on the finger

tips is as characteristic

;

a

mark

skill, roll

they are never purchased ready

for

on the hand of a printer's devil.
the farm-yard, we find it abundantly provided

as the black

Coming now
with animal

met with

and

;

to

In every part of Turkey, domestic fowls are

life.

nothing more.

finds eggs

the traveler always

and chickens,

if

In European Turkey, large flocks of geese and

and are driven
and
and we
usually performed by gypsies

turkeys are raised for the Constantinople markets

the inland farms, a distance even of one hundred

down from

This task

fifty miles.

have often wondered
their

hooked

sticks,

is

unerring precision with which, with

they would suddenly arrest some lunatic goose

and

in full career of wings
crates

;

at the

on the backs of

The hens

feet.

are transported in

horses.

The Turkish horse is a smaller, hardier animal than ours it is
more tractable, less nervous, has a better disposition, and rarely
runs away.
It is broken only to be ridden and not driven, for
;

outside of the city of Constantinople there
riage to be found in the whole empire.

is

not a pleasure car-

In the

carried on the backs of porters, or, suspended
ried

by two or more of the same

found only the rudest kind of
loes, the

ches

thick

;

and

as

one

as

it

no grease
is

made

is

loads are

poles, are car-

drawn by bullocks or

wheels cut out of a solid piece of

ing and groaning that

on

In the country are to be

class.

carts,

cities, all

used,

as the carts

wood
the

buffa-

four or five in-

terrible

squeak-

lumber along, reminds

has been quaintly said, of " all the pandemonium of
"
The horses of the Sultan's stables and of some

hell let loose.

of the pashas', are magnificent creatures, wholly or in part of

Arab blood.

The Turkish

cavalry

horses are of a different breed.

is

They

well mounted, but the
are far lighter than the

horses in the English or French service.
During the Crimean
war there was nothing which attracted so much attention as the
splendid horses of the Allies.
The Sultan, and, indeed, the whole

Turkish government, jealously guards the Arab race of horses,
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that

no

infidel foreigner

blooded Arab mare
er,

It

may have

The

the pure breed.

pure-

never to be sold or given away to a foreign-

is

nor can the Moslem take her with him outside of the country.

may be doubted whether

the cases claimed the blood

no one

ever has been done,

it

is

and whether

pure and the pedigree sure.

in

Perhaps

Arab horses than the travwhose command of the Eastern languages was such

better qualified to speak of the

is

eler Palgrave,

he penetrated into the very heart of

that, in the guise of a native

months unsuspected among the people. Nay,
in one of his journeys in Turkey, he actually officiated in one of the
mosques in place of the regular priest who had been taken sick.
Arabia and lived

for

Practicing as a physician in the Nejed district, where the race of
horses is the purest, and having been permitted to see and examine the stud of the Sultan he says: "Never had I seen or
imagined so lovely a collection. Their stature was mdeed somewhat low I do not think any came fully up to fifteen hands;
fourteen seemed to be about their average
but they were so exquisitely well shaped, that want of greater size seemed hardly, if
Remarkably full in the haunches, with a shoulat all, a defect.
der of a slope so elegant as to make one, in the words of an Arab
poet,
go raving mad over it
a little, a very little saddlebacked, just the curve that indicates springiness without any weakness
a head broad above, and tapering down to a nose fine
enough to verify the phrase
drinking from a pint pot,
if that
;

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

article

were used in Arabia

gentle look

;

full

hind that seemed

eyes

;

yet with a singularly

sharp, thorn-like little ears

;

as if

intelligent,

made of hammered

;

and
and yet

legs fore

iron, so clean

so well twisted with sinew; a neat, round hoof, just the requisite
for hard

ground

;

the

tail set

on, or rather thrown out at a perfect

arch; coat, smooth, shining and light

overgrown nor lieavy
'

Look

at

me,

reputation,

all

am

;

and an

not pretty

I

?

value, all poetry.

air
'

,

.

;

and

the

mane

step that

long, but not

seemed

to say

their appearance justified
.

.

all

But^if asked, what are

after all the especially distinctive points of the

Arab

horse, I

should reply, the slope of the shoulder, the extreme clearness of

and the

rounded haunch, though every other part
"
and a harmony unwitnessed anywhere else.
No Arab ever dreams of tying up his horse by the neck. The

the shank,

full,

too, has a perfection

tether replaces the halter, a light iron ring furnished with a padlock
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A rope is attached

encircling the hind leg just above the pastern.
to this

and made

their horse a

fast to

an iron peg

devoted friend

With them he

is

life,

women

To make

ground.

by

the end sought after

domesticated

leads, so to speak, a

in all domestic

set in the

of

Arabs.

all

in which, as

life,

play a conspicuous part, that, in fact,

of preparing by their gentleness, vigilance and unceasing attention, the solidarity that

A sustained

animal.

ought to

exist

between the man and the

education, daily contact with man, that

is

which makes the Arab horse what he
No wonis, an object worthy of our unexceptional admiration.
der the Arab poets sing with the metaphor and hyperbole peculiar
say itjis my son.
to that glowing clime, " Say not it is my horse
grand secret

their

;

it is

that

;

He

His

outstrips the flash in the pan, or the glance of the eye.

eyesight

is

good

so

that he can distinguish a black hair in the

In the day of battle he delights in

pitch darkness of the night.

He

the whistling of the balls.
to the eagle,

'

Come down,

or

overtakes the gazelle.

I will

ascend to thee.

'

hears the voice of the maidens, he neighs with joy.

He

gallops, he plucks out the tear from the eye.

is

He says
When he
When he

so light he

could dance on the bosom of thy mistress without bruising

He

is

No one has

a thoroughbred, the very head of horses.

possessed his equal.

I

The famous Arab

depend on him

chieftain,

as

my own

Abd-el-Kadr, who

it.

ever

heart."
for

so

many

years gloriously resisted French aggression in northern Africa, be-

trayed unhappily by fortune, but saved

by

history, prepared,

while languishing in confinement in France, a series of

concerning the horse and

its

management,

maxims

that are worthy of close

attention.
His method of judging a horse is " to measure him
from the root of the mane close to the withers, and descend to

the end of the upper lip between the nostrils.

from the root of the mane to the end of the
fore part
will

is

longer than the hind part, there

have excellent

qualities.

grow any more, measure

first

To

ascertain

tail
is

if

Then measure
bone, and

if

the

no doubt the horse
a young horse will

from the knee to the highest point

above the withers, then
from the knee downwards to the beginning of the hair above the

situated in the prolongation of the limb

if these two measures are to
one another as two thirds to one third, the horse will grow no
more. If this proportion does not exist, the animal has not done

coronet, (to the crest of the hoof)

;
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growing for it is absolutely necessary that the height from the
knee to the withers should represent, in a full-grown horse, exactly double the length of the leg from the knee to the hoof. "
And now, with a few choice maxims from the same hand, I
must pass on to other themes
;

:

No

one becomes a horseman

A

horse in a leading-string

is

he has been often thrown.

until

Thoroughbred horses have no

vice.

an honor to his master.

Whoso

forgets the beauty of horses for that of

Horses

know

The
it is

women,

will

best time of day for giving barley

useless to give

it

in the

is

it

Water him

at sunrise,

puts

During the great forty-day

The

Unless on a journey

the evening.

morning.

and it makes him lose flesh.
him in good condition. Water him
day, and you keep him as he is.

Water a horse

evening, and

never prosper.

their riders.

pious Ben-el- Abbas

in the

in the

middle of the

heats, water your horses only every other day.

— Allah be good

him!

to

— hath

said

:

" Love horses and take care of them.
Spare no trouble.

By them comes

honor, by them comes beauty.

If horses are forsaken of

them

I will receive
I will share with

My wives
And

men,

my family,
my children,

into

them the bread of
them with their

shall cover

veils.

cover themselves with the horse-cloths.
I ride

them every day

Over the

field

of adventures.

Carried away in their impetuous career,
I

My

steed

is

combat the most

valiant.

as black as a night without

He
He

was foaled
is

moon

or stars.

in vast solitudes.

an air-drinker, son of an air-drinker.

His dam also was of noble

race,

and our horsemen have named^him

the javelin.

The

lightning flash itself cannot overtake him.

Allah save him from the evil eye.

The mule needs no remark.
ing, unpopular animal

in

He

Turkey

is

the same useful, hard-work-

as in

America.

He

has the

same moral obliquity of character, and the same uncertainty in
His great usefulness in the transhis business end, as elsewhere.
portation of goods makes him worthy of better treatment than
he receives.
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The donkey,
is

the

the poor donkey,

common bearer of

You meet him

Everybody

doing

He

his best.

He

the cities.

crowds you to the wall with

and kicks him, while he is
and
carries away all the refuse of
abused, and patient of animals.

curses

He

the most useful,

is

all

carries all the sand, lime, bricks, boards

lighter timbers for building.

every kind.

He

He

everywhere in the way.

a certain class of burdens in

in every street.

protruding load.

is
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Men, women and children

ride him.

He

always leads the cara-

van of camels, mules or horses. Everybody uses him nobody
everybody abuses him. The Eastern world could not
loves him
;

;

live

without him.

The prince

of burden-bearers

"ship of the desert. "

He

is

He is

the camel.

in truth the

bears enormous loads, of from six to

eight hundred pounds, twenty-five to thirty miles a day.

him

all

But

for

From the far-off, isolated
up and brings down to the sea-

inland commerce would cease.

hamlets of the East, he gathers

port towns, or to the few through which a railway passes, the pro-

ducts of the country, and returns laden with the merchandise of

Awkward beyond

Europe.

long neck and
soft-padded

description, with his short body and
moving noiselessly over the ground with his
you wonder and yet shrink from him. Diabol-

legs,

feet,

ical in expression,

he

is

ugliness personified.

In the breeds of cattle there

is

room

for great

improvement.

There are none of superior breed, and beef of good quality
to be found in Turkey.

from Southern Russia.

The

best quality,

which

tasted.

It

is

not

imported,

is

Until the time of the Crimean war, such

a thing as a beef-steak was hardly known.
ton everywhere.

is

It

Well do we remember the

was fried in a frying pan, done

was mutton, mut-

first

till

morsel

we ever

there wasn't a drop

and came up garnished with garlic and onions and
with parsley.
But what a flavor it possessed
"Something original and authentic, " as Howell puts it, '* mingled with vague reminiscences of canal-boat travel and woodland
camp. " Like the Englishman who " had no prejudices, " from
of juice in

covered

that

it,

over

moment

The ox

is

constant use.
hole, into
eyes,

is

I

!

hated mutton.

small but hardy.

For heavy draft the buffalo

This ugly-looking animal, whose paradise

which he can sink with the exception of

very powerful.

The female

his

is

a

is

in

mud

mouth and

gives a milk that

is

rich,
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though somewhat strong in
manufacture of butter
various kinds.

Earthen

center are

filled

trunk of a

tree,

to a

its flavor, it

The
The churns used are of

must be confessed.

infamously bad.

is

jars

shaped like a barrel swelling in the

The

with cream and then tilted up and down.

hollowed out and boarded

beam and swung

and

to

The

fro.

at

both ends,

is

hung

skins of animals, partic-

ularly the goat, with the hair inside, are sewed in the form of a

and being filled with cream are rapidly rolled over and over
on the ground until the butter comes. The gypsies, we are told,
when starting on their journeys, will fill the skins with cream,
and sitting upon them, find when they reach their journey's end,
butter.
Sawing the butter is a very necessary operation, and all
bag,

well-provided families have a fine tooth saw with which to extract
the hairs from the butter.
ing,

and

to eat

it

The

natives melt the butter for cook-

easily strain out the hair.

on bread.

A

But no attempt

is

ever

made

missionary on the rich plains of the San-

garius tried to introduce a reform in the process of churning butter.

He showed

the farmers that in the markets of Constantino-

good
American
churn and the mode of working, salting and putting down. It
They had
is needless to say, the attempt was an utter failure.
always had hair and butter together, and they always would have,
ple their butter brought less than one half the price of

English or Italian butter.

He

tried to introduce the

In Proverbs (xxx. 33) we are told that ''Surely the
death
churning of milk bringeth forth butter, and the wringing of the
There would seem to be at first
nose bringeth forth blood. "

till

!

between the process of churning and pullif you consider our methBut, in the native operation, the comparison is a just
ods alone.
one and natural, for the women seize, and squeeze, and wring the
milk in their goat-skin bottles, in a vigorous way which would

sight

no

special analogy

ing a man's nose until the blood comes,

soon fetch the blood

if

applied to the nasal organ of some an-

tagonist.

The mountains and
and

plains of this great empire, both in

Europe

Asia, afford unrivalled facilities for the keeping of sheep.

In the summer, the flocks pasture on the mountain slopes, while
the shepherd with fire-arms and dogs keeps careful Avatch against
In the winter, immense flocks migrate
the attacks of wild beasts.

from European Turkey into the milder climate of Asia Minor.
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There

is

expense

such an enormous extent of vacant pasture land that no
is

coarse

many

incurred, except in the transportation of so

The wool

imals across the Bosphorus or Dardanelles.

and of long

carpet has in

The remarkable wear which

fibre.

due both

it, is

is

to the careful

an-

generally

a Turkish

hand working and

to

the long, tough fibre of the wool.
are the most singular and surmet with in Turkey. While yet lambs, the
tail begins to broaden and thicken with a fat which is regarded
by the natives as a great delicacy, and equal to butter for cooking
In a few months, the weight and size of the tail becomes
purposes.

The fat-tailed Caramanian sheep

prising animals to be

a positive burden to the animal, furnishing, in those creatures that

have been carefully fed and tended, from fourteen to twenty pounds
of pure

fat,

butter.

If,

superior to lard,
as often

endanger

ground so

as to

laughable,

remedy

is

and entering

into competition with

happens, the end of the
resorted to

;

a

little

carriage, rudely

with wheels of about six to eight inches diameter,
the

end of the

body, and

is

tail,

which

on

drags

tail

the

excoriation, a very simple, though

is

is

made,

placed under

thus sufficiently sloped out from the

so harnessed to the lord (or lady) of the tail, that

and may " laugh and grow fat "
You may thus often see a sheep going on foot, and
at its leisure.
The natives will tell you that
its tail following in a carriage
these carriage tails will sometimes produce seventeen okes (fortysix and three-fourths pounds) of pure fat, but the Oriental imagination is prone to get the better of the real facts, and the figures

it is

borne about without

injury,

.

above given (fourteen to twenty), are perhaps, nearer the
It is sufficient

to

know

that the tails

heavy as to anchor the sheep and cause
cautions

are not taken.

According

" Country Gentleman " (Aug.
Syria,

Egypt, Northern

iVfrica,

9,

truth.

do sometimes become
its

death

if

so

suitable pre-

to a recent article in the

1888)

,

these sheep are found in

Asia Minor and Western Asia, and

were described by Herodotus and Aristotle more than two thoubut the writer could not resist adding a pound or
and he claims that " animals are not rare, whose
tails weigh from one hundred to one hundred and twenty pounds,
while the average weight is from forty to sixty pounds. "
Another fact is peculiar about the flocks of sheep and goats.

sand years ago

two

;

to his tale,

The ewes are milked as

regularly as

we milk our cows and

it is

done
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Two grasps
Among my earliest

with wonderful rapidity.

and

emptied.

it is

flock of goats being driven every

of the overflowing udder
recollections

morning

to

is

that of a

my father's door and

there milked in order to insure our receiving our day's supply of

the

fluid in

lacteal

cheese,

made from

its

virgin purity.

the milk of sheep

Immense
and

disks of twelve to fourteen inches diameter

quantities

moulded

goats,

and an inch

of

into

thick,

are transported from the interior of the country to the markets of

the great city.

Of

Angora

the

goats, with their long, fine, silky hair, natives

of the rocky slopes in the province of Angora, I have not the

From

heart to speak.

the silky fibre of their hair, skilled work-

long supplied the world with rare and high priced goods

men had

But with the priceless hlessings of free trade,
of female apparel.
with a cheap imitation made by machinwas
flooded
the country

The

ery.

flocks

dwindled away.

The occupation

of whole

vil-

lages was gone, and abject poverty and ruin overtook the wretched

inhabitants.

You
swine

will

perhaps have noticed the absence of any allusion to

among

the domestic animals enumerated.

The reason

is

Considered as unclean beasts by both Turk and Jew,
What
it is only in Christian villages that they are to be found.
was cursed under the Mosaic dispensation and continued under the

obvious.

Mahometan, is still looked upon with suspicion by the faithful,
and though their mouths may water as the delicate aroma of roast
sucking pigs arises on the air, yet they rigidly abstain from any
Two infallible signs, one negative and one posiparticipation.
tive, disclose the character of a Christian town in Turkey, the
In consequence of
absence of minarets and the presence of pigs.
the pig being in this manner a Christian animal, there is an oppressive tax on pigs, levied when the animal is three months old.
The risk incurred from the payment of so large a tax (lo piastres)
on so young an animal, is so great that many of them are killed
shortly afterbirth, and an important article of food is lost to the
peasantry.
I

have lingered longer than I intended, for one reminiscence
but I cannot close without alluding to one

has led on to another

more

eling in

;

which must be patent to every thoughtful observer travthe Levant today, and that is, the constancy of the East-

fact
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mind

ern

to itself,
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and the immutability of its customs and obscenes penned by the writers of Holy Writ

The same

servances.

two thousand years ago are repeated today unchanged.
still lets

thirsty

down

Labans

to a refreshing draught.

The Miriams

glean where Boaz reaps.

song of triumph,

as they

The women

ing heroes.

Rebekah

her pitcher at the wayside fountain and helps the

go forth
still in

The tender Ruths
still

still

dance and sing the

to welcome home their conquerhumble posture grind their corn,

on the ground, they whirl the upper mill-stone round
upon the harder nether one. Still at the evening meal, reclining
about the table raised but a few inches from the floor, they dip
as, sitting

their piece of leavened bread in the

days

when

Jesus said

the dish, the

same

:

"

He

shall betray

common

dish, just as in the

that dippeth his

me.

hand with me

in

"

After extending a vote of thanks to the speaker the institute

was adjourned.

PLYMOUTH.
The second

institute for

Grafton county was held

January 9, in connection with the

at Plymouth,
meeting of the Granite State

Dairymen's Association on the following day.

The institute was opened at 10 o'clock a. m. by President
Humphrey, there being present several members of the Board,
of^cers and members of the Dairymen's Association, and leading
agriculturists

from various sections of the State.

Mr. W. D.

Baker of Quincy delivered the following address of welcome

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.
BY W.

D.

BAKER.

The pleasant duty has been assigned me of extending to you a
most cordial welcome in behalf not only of the citizens of Plymouth, but

We

also of those of this section of the old Granite State.

are glad to see you

and think we are doubly honored

m

hav-

ing with us two such organizations of representative farmers and

dairymen,

We

men who

have made the several departments of both

and dairying the study and business of their lives.
highly appreciate the advantage this meeting affords us of

agriculture
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greatly increasing our

knowledge of so many of the subjects

that

are to-day receiving the most careful attention of successful far-

mers not only in our own, but also in our sister States, and we
trust that the ideas advanced by the gentlemen who are to talk to
us

upon these

subjects will not only prove of great benefit to us,

but that by learning what has been and what

is

being done for

the advancement and consequent improvement of agriculture in

New England as well as elsewhere, we may be incited to greater
and more intelligent efforts to do our respective parts towards
placing New Hampshire in the front rank of agricultural and
dairy States, and that ere the close of the meeting we can say,
"It is good to be here."
We are located in one of the best farming and dairy sections
of the State, at the gateway of the White Mountains and if the
season of the year were that in which nature is clad in robes of
verdure, instead of ice and snow, we could welcome you to one
We have, however, many objects of
of its most beautiful valleys.
interest to all who have the welfare of our State at heart, and if
you will allow me to do so I will make brief mention of a few of
At Livermore Falls, about two miles from the village, in
them.
;

sight of the railroad,

is

me

located the state

fish-hatchery.

The

more than one million trout eggs
were placed in the hatchery and that some of these have hatched
and others are now hatching. Col. Hodge, the efficient superintendent, takes great pride in this establishment, as he has good
reason to do, and is always pleased to show to visitors the methods
and if
employed, as well as the thousands of breeding fish
Commissioner Bachelder can have (as I am sure we all wish) as
good success in his efforts to repopulate our abandoned farms as
Commissioner Hodge has in restocking our depleted streams, the
old Granite State will be in a fair way to become as famous a
paradise for the people of the whole country as it is now becomSuperintendent informs

that

;

ing for the disciples of quaint old Izaak Walton.
New Hampshire's only State Normal School

is

located here,

and I am sure will be an object of much interest, as our farmers
and dairymen are the staunchest supporters of our educational
I am
system and of whatever tends to increase its effectiveness.
sure Dr. Rounds will be pleased to see any and all of you, although he will of course feel more like receiving company when
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he gets into new quarters and La Grippe has not depleted the
our embryo school teachers. In the rear of the

ranks of

court-house

made

the old building in which Daniel Webster

stands

his first plea.

It

has been conveniently fitted up for the

use of the Library Association, but in spite of the change of lo-

and

repairs

have

many

cation

We

made,

it is

the

same old building

still.

fine herds of dairy stock in this valley,

but I

need mention only two farms which are devoted to raising
thoroughbred stock; the "Penn Farm" of Mr. Kidder and the

On

"Pero Stock Farm" of Mr. Merrill.

these farms, which are

about two miles from the village, both horses and dairy stock are
raised.

Mr. Kidder's stable

is

headed by Thorndale Boy by

Thorndale, and Mr. Merrill's by Beechwood by Wedgewood, both
noble animals.

Mr. Kidder has registered Holsteins

dairy

for

stock and Mr. Merrill registered Jerseys, andeither or both herds
are well worth a visit.

remarks but

I will

not detain you with any extended

will say again that

that your stay

may be

we

are glad to see you

and we

with you to your homes only pleasant recollections of your
to

trust

a most agreeable one and that you will carry
visit

Plymouth.

RESPONSE.
BY PRESIDENT HUMPHREY.

Mr. Baker and Gentlejuen
It is

:

a pleasure to me, in behalf of the

of Agriculture, and
to thank

you

for

I

may

New Hampshire Board

say of the Dairymen's Association,.

your kind reception

that before this session closes

you

said here that will be of benefit

will
to

us

this

have
all,

morning.

I

hope

heard something

and

that

will

for-

ward our education and tend to the improvement of agriculture in New Hampshire, for that is what we are working for.
will say that I am working for nothing except the general
good of the farming community. I do not get any pay, and I
have been engaged in this work for some time, having been a
member of the New Hampshire Board of Agriculture for about
twenty years, and I have attended meetings in almost every part
of the State.
I can look back with a good deal of satisfaction
when I think of the grand results of the discussions carried on at

I

11
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Our farmers are beginning to realize
good and honorable an occupation as there is.

that they

these meetings.

ations, but

You do
many now who are uninterested in their farming opermen are beginning to go at their work with more in-

telligence

and on

are in as

not find so

better business principles than they did,

with a determination to

make

it

pay.

I

may

from

state

and

my own

experience that, taking everything into consideration, farming

does pay as well as anything.

might say a good deal more on this subject, but our secretary
me on the programme to speak to you in regard to
stock breeding, and that is what you will expect this morning.
Mr. Tallant, who was to speak on " Breeding for the Dairy," is
I

has placed

I do not know but I will have to take
and mine too. Again thanking you for the kindly
words of welcome, we will proceed with the business of the ses-

not able to be present, and
his place

sion.

STOCK BREEDING.
BY PRESIDENT HUMPHREY.

This subject of breeding

any other subject
the

way of

that

raising our

is

more important

to the farmers than

can be presented, especially

own

stock.

I

am

experience in the matter of breeding, for when

younger man than

I

breeding horses and

am now,
cattle,

called very particularly to

I

as long

more than they
will find that

ago

I

was a somewhat

my

thirty years

it.

Farmers have been turning their
I

ago

think

it

attention was

would be

come back and give

for

the

their attention

are doing at the present time.

Jacob understood

number of

this business of

You

as early biblical history.

served Laban for a

are in

and

interests of all if they should

You

we

did considerable in the way of

attention in a different channel, but

to this

if

not altogether lacking

years, for

breeding

Jacob
which services Laban gave
will find that

Jacob his daughter in marriage. Jacob made another trade with
Laban, and if you will read the history of that carefully through
you will see that there were the same ideas and the same theories
in regard to breeding that

sharp practices.

You

we have nowadays, and

will read that

also the

Jacob was to have

same

all

the

speckled cattle from out of his father Laban 's flock, and so he
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work

so that the most of the

went

to

How

did he do

it ?

He
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young should be speckled.

peeled poplar and other rods and

made

them speckled, and when the cattle came up to drink, he placed
these rods so they would be in sight of the cattle.
All this made
an early impression upon the animals.

How many do you

think

there are to-day that think of the effects the early impressions

have upon animals, and
in

breeding?

The

mother are sure

how many have

kept that thing in view

made upon

early impressions that are

to affect the fetus in the

womb

in

some way.

the
I

do not think that any one of us has borne that in mind enough,
and I think it is an important thing to remember, no matter
whether it be in breeding horses, cows, sheep or poultry.
I want to call your attention to one matter in particular and
that

is

make in breeding from unsound
Probably some of the older ones present will remember

the great mistake farmers

animals.

such mistakes that they have made.

you may have

In breeding horses, for in-

" Here

a beautiful mare, a good
good farm mare and she ought to have a colt."
You examine more closely and you find that she has a spavin or
a ringbone.
Some years ago one farmer in ten would not have
thought that made any difference.
I do not say it is so now,
because men are becoming more educated in that subject. Tendency to spavins, ringbones and bad disposition descend from
one animal to another. You will remember that years ago the
stance,

said,

is

roadster, or a

country was

full

of spavined, ringboned horses, or horses so ugly

was almost impossible to work them.

There are not so
some extent. I remember
that in 1826 there was brought into the town of Croydon a horse
that cost in New York six hundred dollars.
That was a large
price to pay for a horse in those days, and he was a beautiful
that

it

many now.

It has

been bred out

to

horse, but he was a horse of an ugly disposition.

He

be harnessed, and they could do nothing with him.
was that the

came from him were bad

could not

The

resul

and all had
ugly dispositions.
Although he was a beautiful and handsome
horse, where he was known they would have nothing to do with
him and the owners lost money by him.
That horse was
sent into different sections, and wherever his stock was not
known people would patronize him because he was such a
colts that

colts
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We

fine-looking horse.
or

horses

trary
stock,

horses.

and that
As far

know what

I

do

not want

contrary mares
the reason

is

as

am

they

;

we used

to

to have so

the transmission of spavin

talking about.

tried to

I

from con-

breed

transmit

it

many

is

to

their

contrary

concerned,

I

breed from a mare

had a spavin and it descended from the grandmother to the
The mare I had was a full blood Morgan and as
The last one I had that
fine a mare as was ever in this country.
had a spavin, I began to drive, and the spavin did not appear

that

grandchild.

until she

was

Now

five or six years old.

Croydon

that was brought into

He

at

there was another horse

the same time as the one I

English blooded horse but had
That horse invariably transmitted
I speak of these two instances, the truth of
those ringbones.
which I know, and also of my own experience, and I say if you
are going to breed horses breed from sound ones.
I think breeding stock is one of the most important branches

have spoken

of.

was a

ringbones on his right

fine,

foot.

would advise the farmer to breed his own horses
If you are going to breed for
fast horses and know how to take care of them and how to train
them when you have got them, that is all well enough. For this

of farming, and

and

cattle if

I

he understands how.

purpose you should breed from
like.

vast

fast

horses, because like begets

The racing horses throughout New England
sum upon pedigree alone because after a line

will sell for a

;

of horses has

been bred for trotters through ages and ages, there will not be much
doubt about the quality of horses bred from that pedigree. In
whatever direction you breed be sure to breed from good stock.
I think that the Morgan horse is about the best horse that was
ever bred.

He

is

not a very heavy built horse, but he

is

tough

and strong and good for all kinds of work. We should breed
from the Morgan blood more than we do. I think thePercheron
but they are great, big, clumsy
horses are good in their place
If you have a place to put
horses, and only fit for certain work.
;

them, they are

all

kinds of business.

well enough, but are not proper horses for

The Morgan

all

horse does not often weigh more

than nine hundred pounds, but he will do more work than an
If you want a horse
you want one of the Morgan blood.

eleven hundred pound horse.

for all

work
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cattle,

as

I

said before.

we must breed with some
breeding for beef, we shall

In breeding cattle, as well as horses,
definite object in view.

we

If

are

need to breed a different class of animals from those for the dairy.
If we are raising milk for the market we shall need different an-

we want for butter-making. Having determined
we shall know the kind of
breed, always keeping in mind the importance of breed"

imals from those

line of farming to follow,

upon the
animals to

ing only from sound animals and from those in which the special

we are aiming for are most prominent.
The same general principles apply in breeding

qualities

sheep, swine,

and all farm stock. I notice that Mr. A. W. Cheever, of
Dedham, Mass., is present, and I would like to hear from him on
Mr. Cheever is the agricultural editor
the subject of breeding.
"
of the '' New England Farmer.

poultry,

Mr. Cheever
" Breeding Cattle
:

breeding
of

it

I see that

Some
much so.

cattle.

not so

the subject assigned for this hour

for the Dairy. "

of
I

it

I

have had a

little

has been quite successful

began to breed

is

experience in

and some
found

cattle because I

depended on purchasing of my neighbors or in the market I had to buy on an average about five cows to get one that I
wanted to keep. I found that cows for sale in the market were
those that the previous owner did not care to keep for some reason,
and they did not always tell me what that reason was. The most
successful purchases that I ever made in buying cows were those
where I bought cows that were breachy or would not stay on an
I have
ordinary farm, or those that came in at an unusual season.
bought good cows that came in in the fall of farmers who supposed a cow was not worth anything except in the summer and

that if I

;

I

have bought a good cow that was so breachy she would not stay

on any farm where she was allowed
a

stall

they did not trouble

me about

to run.

As

I tied

being breachy.

them up

But

I

in

found

it did not pay to buy cows in the market.
In raising cows I had
had no experience, no calf having been raised on our farm during
my recollection. I had a good deal to learn and it cost me something to learn it.
I began by raising from the most promising
cows I happened to have. Before very long I concluded it was

better to learn a little

more about the parentage, and looked
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around to find some stock that would serve as an ideal. About
that time I found on exhibition in Norfolk county the no-

horned

cattle, or polled cattle, as

they are called now.

descended from a heifer brought over from Ireland

went over

in

They were
a ship that

to carry supplies to the starving Irish in 1837.

heifer left a little stock

That

behind her that gradually increased and

produced quite a breed of no-horned cattle. They were on exhibition several times and they looked to me to be about what catI bought a bull and began to raise calves from
tle should be.
about the best cows

could pick up in that vicinity.

I

how to raise calves, and I killed a number
But after two or
by overfeeding and improper management.
Then

I

had

three years

to learn

began

I

to feel that I could, with considerable certainty,

My

raise a calf if I tried to.

After a year

ing

little to

priced bull in

answer

bought a polled

aim was to breed up polled cattle.
which was the breed I was aim-

bull,

New

for, in

had so

I

my

The pure blood cost so much then, and I
York.
buy with, that I did not dare to buy the highestthe man's herd, but took one that he thought would

purpose, at a lower price.

I

have always regretted that

buy the best one to begin with. However,
by some selecting and weeding out, I got a herd of cows that was
If I were
of a better class than any other herd in the vicinity.
going to begin again, I would have no-horned cattle. I am very
They are so
glad to be able to say a word in their favor here.
much more peaceable and they cannot injure each other easily.
The cows run together without expecting to be injured by one
another and they do not acquire the vicious habits that other anI

did not

feel

imals are apt

able to

A

to.

herd of no-horned cattle of

all

ages can be

turned into a small yard together and they will drink around the
tub together, the young ones crowding in between the old ones
as thick as they can stand.

Question: What do you think of cutting the liornsoff?
Mr. Cheever I very much prefer to breed them off rather
I never have had any experience in cutting
than to cut them off.
off horns, but am acquainted with men who have done it with
Not more cruel than
but think it more or less cruel.
satisfaction
other operations we perform on our domestic animals in other
:

;

ways, but
ter say

it

ought to be avoided

another word

in

if it

can be.

Perhaps

I

had bet-

regard to pedigree as affecting pure-bred

I
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breeds kept to maturity because of their pedigree that should

This

have been killed as veal.
large supply of

means

any of

to waste

every colt that

one of the

evils

it

away.

Every

and cannot

calf,

is,

if

filled

up too much with inferior pure-bred

breds.

I

this

weed-

more
and the country is

the animal

or less of the pure blood, sold to the farmers,

afford

every pig, and

born must be raised to maturity, and

ing out instead of being for the butcher

the reason

with which the

has not generally a very

to invest in pure blood,

that or throw
is

is

The farmer

public has had to contend.

cattle.

I

is

think this

is

why some now advocate grades instead of thoroughdo not see why a thoroughbred animal will not be equal
and with as
do not believe that we have any

to a grade every time if they are bred equally well

much

and

selection

care, but

breeds of cattle from which

I

be safe to

will

it

raise all that are

born.
Dr. Pierce

there any historical record that tliere

Is

:

tinct breed of polled cattle

?

Was

outcropping of some other kind

not the

first

and

is

a dis-

original an

?

Mr. Cheever: The history of the origin of the polled breed
of cattle

is

probably as

of cattle which

is

not

much a mystery as the origin
known with certainty.

of any breed

if he knows of
same thing comes out ?
There are strains of the Jersey that have been
Mr. Cheever
bred with the aim of breeding off the horns, both by sawing and
by breeding, which have established themselves to some degree.
It has been stated by Major Alvord, I think, that his father sawed
off horns for a term of years and bred only from bulls that had
their horns taken off, and that in time (and not a very long time)
calves began to appear without any horns to saw oft".
I have that
from Major Alvord. How much dependence can be put on that

Mr. Gerrish

any

I

:

would

strain of Jersey cattle

like to ask

where

Mr. Cheever

this

:

do not know. It is also said that lambs for ages have
tails cut off, and yet no bobtailed lambs are born.
Mr. Gerrish I want to ask you what you think about the
polled cattle pushing.
I have often heard it stated by those that
had not raised these cattle that they were very bad to push. From
what you state I should infer that that is not the case. What is
theory

I

had their

:

your experience in the matter

?
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Mr. Cheever

horned

:

The

polled cattle are not as dangerous as the

Their disposition

cattle.

made more mild on account

is

I believe that

of their condition.

boys allowed to carry loaded

more dangerous than those obliged to keep
home. I would say that the first polled cow I ever
owned I put into a herd of twenty horned cattle when a yearling
She was, of course, small, and like the other heifers was
heifer.
Finally she began to feel that she would like to have a
driven.
little her own way about things and gradually she got to mastering some of the other cattle, showing great courage until she became master of the yard. That gave her such a setting up and

pistols to school are

their pistols at

she had so

much courage

near her, and

that

none of the other cattle could come

was obliged, the

I

her up in the barn.

last

year or two of her

life,

to tie

A polled animal can whip the horned animal,

The horned animal cannot hold the
smooth head to business, but the polled will turn and take its foe
right under the shoulder and that is a weak place which will make
other things being equal.

the aniiTial give in at once.

Question

If

:

you have polled

cattle

and your neighbors have

others would not the polled cattle trouble the fences as

much

as

any other kind?
Mr. Cheever: Polled cattle will trouble some kinds of fences
more than horned cattle. They can more easily put their heads
through the fence and push it over, but fences are of no account
Cattle that are
with me and breachy cattle do not trouble me.
raised on the farm and are properly treated know what home is

and

will stay there.

the

It is

ill

treated

cow

that wants to get

out.

Dr. Pierce

:

How

pare with others

Mr. Cheever
fore I got

them

does the butter product of your herd com-

?
:

When

clear

up

I

was breeding up

my

polled cattle, be-

so there was not a horn in the herd, for

I made an average of two hundred and
pounds a year. Two years after that I made as high as
two hundred and fifty pounds, and one year I made two hundred
and sixty pounds. That was my best year. In this average I
have included heifers, counting the heifers as cows, and not two
I want to do better than that and I think I
heifers as one cow.
can.
With a little better selection I could do it.

three years in succession

sixteen
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Question

Speaking of overfeeding, what

:

effect

is it

likely to

produce ?
Mr. Cheever

was in raising

Member

The

:

calves,

had

greatest difficulty I

—

it

in overfeeding

would produce scouring.

remedy for scouring. I have
and put a tablespoonful into the meal. Sometimes it
Coffee

:

is

the best

ground
takes two or three doses.
it

Adjourned

to 2 o'clock p.

M.

Afternoon
The afternoon

session was

promptly opened by the president

appointed hour and the

at the

Session.

speaker was

first

J.

Perry, of

S.

Rindge, member of the Board for Cheshire county, upon the
We are unable to report the address in full.
subject of ensilage.

The

origin of ensilage was referred to and the history of

use

its

The most approved method of
planting and cultivating the corn, filling and

country briefly given.

in this

building the

silo,

At the close of the address,
set forth.
which occupied about a half-hour, Mr. L. T. Hazen, of Whitefield,
was requested to speak upon the subject.
weighting were clearly

do not know as I have much to
know and very likely some things

Mr. Hazen
tell

you

know.

all I

:

I

I have written that there

say, but I will

that

I

do not

were qualities of ensilage that

there were qualities of ensilage that

I

knew would

affect

I

and

did not think would injure or affect the butter in any way,

the but-

In buying milk from farmers, in two cases I have been com-

ter.

pelled to refuse to take

it,

that they fed their cows.

owing
It

to

the quality of the ensilage

was so poor that in riding by one

you could smell the ensilage from the road, and there

place,

w-as

strong talk of asking the selectmen to build a road around.

There were one or two things that came into
Mr. Perry was speaking.

With
I

all

One

my

the

my mind

weighting of the

while
silo.

the experience I have had in eight years' use of ensilage,

have come to the opinion that

In

is

first

experience in a

it

silo 12

does not pay to weight

x 14 x 22,

I

boards twenty-eight thousand pounds of stone, and

good ensilage. The next year I put on
muck, and the next year I put on about two.

it

at all.

put on top of the
I

had pretty
depth of

four feet in
I

never have tried
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until this year without putting
silos.

On

two of them

I

on any.

This year

I

filled

four

put on two feet of muck, and on the

and then two more without
filled and they
did not level it off, so that there was quite an inequality of the
surface, and that was more injured than the other one which was
There were not more than two inches that presented
well levelled.
other two

I

put on a

anything on.

any

little straw,

was away when one of them was

I

from those that were weighted, and that

different appearance

two inches was eaten with apparently good relish.
There is another point which I have settled my own mind on,

which perhaps had some

affect

upon the poor ensilage

that our

when he did not weight it. The greener the
condition of your corn when you put it into the silo, the sourer
As I before
your ensilage will be when you take it out.
stated, I have raised ensilage now for eight years and I have
never taken any particular pains to dry it until this year. A
This
higher power than mine dried it forme last year with frost.
year we have had a wet hay season, but during the time I was
putting in my ensilage, we had only one little shower one afterI certainly
noon, and I dried out about one third of the water.
I have
have never had as good ensilage as I have had this year.
always had a frost upon the ensilage for the reason that if we put
in ensilage in the green state, we put in too much water, and the
Still, I think if we have good dry
frost takes out some of it.
brother speaks of

weather, sunlight

Mr. Philbrick

is

better than frost.

How much

:

time expired between the

time

on top of which you did not put anything, and when you opened it for feeding?
I finished filling about the 17th of September
Mr. Hazen
and I opened the second one last Saturday. The first one I
that you finished the silo

:

opened in about four weeks.
Mr. Philbrick What was the temperature of your silo when
you commenced feeding ?
Mr. Hazen I should say that just below the surface it was
:

:

not over 60°.

I

did not

test

the temperature, but the fodder was

came to the cattle.
Mr. Philbrick Did not your silo steam a good deal ?
You do not get the steam if you dry
Mr. Hazen No, sir.

not

warm when

it

:

:

out a certain portion of the water.
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Mr. Perry
ripening

Is the

:

When

?

drying of corn anything equivalent to the

corn ripens, perhaps one third of the water

is

gone.

Mr. Hazen: In ripening corn, you get to that point where
It is necessary that
is not moisture enough to heat it up.

there
it

should be heated up to a certain extent.

it

not be better to dry out two thirds of the water

Question

Hazen

Mr.
in

to

it

You

:

pack

Would

say that your corn was one third dry.
?

In that case there would not be enough moisture

:

it.

Some of the largest dairymen in New York State
some two years ago were trying an experiment of cutting the
corn and stacking it in large stacks and drawing it in as they
wanted it for the next day's feed, cutting it up, and wetting it,
sprinkling on meal, and allowing it to steam from one to two
They were very much pleased
hours, feeding it the next day.
with it and they considered at that time that it was very much

Member

:

better than ensilage.

Question
that

you put

Mr.

Mr. Hazen,

:

in

Hazen

what stage of growth was your corn

in

without weighting?

That which I put in without weighting was the
ears were in a roasting stage and from that

:

Many

Sanford corn.

to a greener conditon.

Question
Mr.
corn.

I

Have you

:

Hazen

I

:

tried

have, and

I

Leeming corn

?

have also tried our Northern native

do not exactly agree with the speaker

Stowell as from any corn

Mr. Philbrick

:

How

in regard to that

I think I have got as

being the most profitable.
I

have ever

much from

the

raised.

does your Sanford corn compare with

the Stowell in feeding?

Mr.

Hazen

There

:

is

a diffeernce of about two quarts of corn

meal to the cow per day.

Mr. Philbrick
Mr.

Hazen

:

:

Evergreen to know.
ensilage.

I

In favor of the Stowell

Yes,

sir.

I

I

?

never have raised enough Stowell's

thought you meant the large growth of

have raised generally four or

five acres

Evergreen, but have always fed that out in the

ence between the Sanford and Burrell
is

&

equivalent to two quarts of meal per

of Stowell's

fall.

The

differ-

Wliitman, or red cob,

cow per

day.

I

should
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have said that

got more from the Sanford.

I

My milk

pounds per day.
butter

weighed

is

I

feed about forty

I

& Whitman — the

butter,

and

—

in order to

keep the milk and the butter

commenced feeding a

at the

add another quart in order to make
Every cow's milk is weighed immediately

thing.

milking, and every pound of butter

Question I would like
from grain and ensilage?
:

Mr.

Hazen

per day with

My

:

of November.

same

quart of corn meal and then found

that I was obliged to

even

my

was feeding from the

began to feed from the large growth
the
cows began to decrease in milk and

Burrell

point, I

I

every milking and

at

at every churning.

when

Sanford, and

weighed

is

to

is

know

an

it

after

weighed and recorded.

if

you make butter simply

cows have eaten nothing

else since the first

Eight quarts of bran and two quarts of corn meal

my

ensilage

is

There

the standard ration I give.

some heifers that I do not feed that.
Question Are you in the habit of feeding any hay?
Mr. Hazen I have not fed hay for five years. I give them
about a bushel basket full of ensilage, weighing perhaps from
are

:

:

twenty to twenty-two pounds.

Question Would your cows
it to them ?

eat

Mr. Hazen:

as

:

any more than

that, if

you

as they care for.

It

gave

think that

I

is

much

would, however, be different with different breeds.

Member I understand that you make some butter.
Mr. Hazen Make enough for my own eating.
:

:

do not

I

have to buy any.

Mr. Curtis

Don't you think that middlings or cottonseed

:

meal in place of corn meal would make a better ration
ensilage

Mr.
meal.

is

Hazen
I

?

Your

very largely carbonaceous.
:

I

have a

prejudice against

little

prove the quality of the butter.

cottonseed

do not think oats imthink you will get a softer and

sometimes feed oatmeal, but
I

I

whiter grade of butter from oatmeal than from corn.

Question: What do you think of Mr. Perry's idea
length of cutting ensilage

Mr.

Hazen

:

I

have cut

my

eighths of an inch to six feet.
longer.

as to the

?

I

ensilage

all

the

way from

three

prefer the three eighths to the
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President

I will

:

upon a gentleman from whom we
W. Cheever of Dedaddress you upon "Growing Forage Crops

now

call

heard a few remarks this forenoon, Mr. A.

ham, Mass. He will
for Dairy Stock."

GROWING FORAGE CROPS FOR DAIRY STOCK.
BY

Persons

who

A.

W. CHEEVER, DEDHAM, MASS.

discover and point out existing evils in society

are sometimes charged with aiming to destroy rather than build

up, with seeing only evil where really there

slavery as being

much worse

a great deal of

than

it

really was,

and now the tem-

by many

to be over-estimating the

of rum-selling and rum-drinking.

While looking over the

perance reformer
evils

is

Abolitionists before the war were accused of representing

good.

paper

is

believed

presented this Board one year ago, as published in the

I

secretary's report, the thought occurred to

charged with drawing too dark a picture of

me that I might be
New Hampshire agri-

culture, or of seeing the faulty places without pointing out the

means of remedy.

You may

recollect that

we found by

hundred and sixteen
be improved land,
equivalent,

and

acres, seventy-two of

it thus requires nine acres to support each
found that the average farm keeps a pair of working

We

animal.

is

the United States census

New Hampshire

farm of one
which is supposed to
keeping but eight mature animals, or their

returns of iSSo that the average

that

animals, and that the owner employs a hired

work,

at

least

through the summer season

;

man

to help

that three

do the

cows pro-

duce three seventy-five-pound tubs of butter annually, and that
surely
table

;

one of these would be consumed on the farmer's own
that the cheese made amounts to twenty-five pounds
that
;

and two thirds sheep give you thirty-three pounds of wool
also that the tillage land, about three and one half acres, yields

six

five bushels

of wheat, forty-two of corn, thirty-three

of oats,

and one third of barley, one bushel of
rye, and one hundred and five bushels of potatoes.
We found that the value of these crops was §421, but out of
this sum must be deducted the cost of hired help, the cost of
three of buckwheat, two

keeping the farm stock a year, the value of

fertilizers

purchased,
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also everything

wonder

mon

consumed

New Hampshire

that

whether raised or pur-

in the family,

If these figures are

chased.

anywhere near

correct, I

do not
com-

A

farms are being deserted.

earning $1.50 a day, would have a larger income,
he would have no help to hire, no animals to feed, and no
interest or farm rent to account for, he ought to have a larger

and

laborer,

as

away at the end of the year as profits on his labor.
European peasant whom you are inviting to settle among
you going to take these farms at any price if these are the best
If these figures actually reprefigures you can show him ?
conditions,
your
land
is not worth taking as a gift,
existing
sent

sum

to lay

Is the

for the

day laborer or hired man on the farm

is

more independ-

ent than the farm owner.

Do you
cannot

?

say that the European peasant can succeed where you

Will you enjoy having colonies of immigrants

among you and show by
tals

be?

am

I

look bad and

know

that

is far

from

Yankee mor-

know

these figures

not ready to believe

I

much

settle

contrast what fools these

doubt not they are

I

it.

too

far

near the truth.

I

of the farming in your State, as in other States,

satisfactory.

know

I

that

some of

it is

shameful and

a disgrace to the managers, and the sooner such farming

doned the better.
A good deal of the farm land

in all the States

is

aban-

ought to be tem-

plow and cultivator are conI once abandoned one half of my own farm, and it was
cerned.
the best agricultural move I ever made except one, and that was
porarily abandoned, so far as the

when

I

began to cultivate the other half

large farm at

first,

only

fifty

better.

and

acres of tillage

It

was not a

pasture.

It

kept

about the same number of animals as the average New England
farm keeps now, one animal to eight or nine acres. It was not

many

years before the half kept

originally kept,

and

still

more animals than the whole had

better farming

double the stock again, so that

in place

made

of

fifty

it

practicable to

acres to support a

half dozen animals, twenty-five acres kept two dozen or more.

On

fairly

good land

it

is

forage enough on
and if the cow is a
support her for one year will sup-

not

a single acre to keep a mature

butter cow, the land that will

difficult to raise

cow a

year,

port her for a hundred years or a thousand,

if

nothing but butter
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is

carried off

and

the other wastes are saved and judiciously

all

disposed of on the same land.

The experiments
wheat

for forty

of Lawes and Gilbert in cultivating lands in

years in succession without the application of

manures of any kind prove that

a certain

amount of crop can be

taken from land annually and without making

annual yield

may

or

may

The

poorer.

it

not be great enough to afford a profit

on the labor bestowed. No farmer should ever be satisfied to
cultivate land that is not growing richer from year to year, till the
is much higher than it appears to be now, for
no farmer can so well afford to cultivate poor as rich land.
But some one may ask, how is a poor man going to enrich his
farm when he has nothing to do with ? As well ask how a man

standard of fertility

without

money can

live

upon the

buries all his capital in land

would be

is

interest of

The

The man who
manufacturer

and save nothing

for

successful manufacturer aims to

fill

to put all his capital into the mill

the purchase of cotton.

it.

as foolish as a cotton

his mill full of

machinery, then hire help enough to keep

running, and,

lastly,

supply

all

same course

precisely.

The

all

the raw material the help can

The

crowd through the machines.

it

successful farmer follows the

some

unsuccessful one allows

part of

his capital to lie idle.

When

your secretary invited

me

to be present at this meeting,

would talk about feeding cattle, particularly
Now,
under
certain circumstances the feeding of
cows.
dairy
cows is as simple and easy as opening the cow-yard gate or letting
he said he wished

down

I

the pasture bars.

With a good

pasture in June a

cow

will

feed herself about as well as the best of us can feed her, even with

the aid of the latest figures from the experiment station bulletins.

But who has an abundance of good pasture even in June ? It
New Hampshire it requires nine acres to keep

seems that here in
a cow.

If

two acres of best mowing

must run over seven acres

helped train a pair of heifers to

I

Some

was doing a cruel thing, especially

came cows.

then she

summer.
the yoke and used them

kinds of work that oxen do on a farm.

thought

will winter her,

for her daily feed in

of

my

I

once

for all

neighbors

after the heifers be-

But the flow of milk showed that carting manure or

pulling the harrow for eight or ten hours a day with three

good

hearty meals of rich food was no worse for the cows than to be
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forced to travel

all

day over a scant pasture, biting

off

penny-

weight doses of grass and weeds for support.

For feeding cows profitably on home-grown material I would
good land, but light enough in texture to be easily plowed
and cultivated. Before the advent of the silo in New England it
was a common belief that a good pasture was an essential to sucEarlier in the century the pasture was looked
cessful dairying.
upon as the only profitable source of income to the dairy farmer,
select

and one of the hardest things
over that idea.

It is that

for the present generation is to get

idea adhered to that floods the market

with milk and butter in summer and leaves

bare in winter;

it

makes winter milk and winter butter bring, if good, twentyNothing is reeded to
five per cent more than the summer make.
change all this but the substitution of Indian corn and other
coarse forage for the single crop of grass, fed from the pasture in
summer and the hay mow in winter. Any land that will produce
rye will produce corn, and any land suitable for corn will produce
clover, and any land that will produce clover can be made rich
and kept so by stock husbandry.
Dairymen long ago learned that good butter could be made in
winter on hay and grain, and some have learned that cows will eat
hay and grain in summer and yield as much milk and butter as
Now I am not going to advise every New Hampshire
in winter.
farmer to abandon his pasture and keep his cows eating hay or corn
But this I am going to say, that
fodder in the barn all summer.
no land of easy tillage can be made to produce as much food for
a cow when kept as a pasture as if devoted to tillage crops, nor
will an acre of grass, pastured, keep a cow as long as if mown and
that

the crop fed in the

The

feed

is

Pasturing

stall.

partially spoiled

of the animals feeding upon
it

grows, but some of

left to
it

wasteful in various ways.

it

at its best,

if

stock

it

will

solid

cannot be fed

it

;

will get too old

it

run up to seed, or

down when

is

by the excrements,

is

off

and

liquid,

uniformly as

and unpalatable and be

turned in sufficiently to keep

be in danger of injury by too

close feeding at other times.

One depending upon
how much stock to

just

pasture wholly can never

summer.
dry, the cows

turn in for the

wet, there will be feed wasted
as will also the dairy returns.

;

if

know

in spring

If the season
will

come

be

short,

Continued hard treading upon a
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pasture sod will poach

times so that

it

it

in

wet weather and compact

it

at other

The most

be more easily injured by drought.

will

productive lands are fairly mellow lands, open to the action of

and moisture.

air

cause

it

of producing.
are

Pasture land

can never yield a
I

full

is

expensive or uneconomical be-

crop, or

all

that the land

is

capable

want no half crops, especially when whole ones

more than twice

as profitable.

It

takes a part of every crop

pay the expense of growing it. According
have been studying, it looks very much as if
to

to the figures

we

would take the
whole of the New Hampshire farm crops to pay for growing them.
If there is any profit in keeping the two butter cows in addition
to the one required for making butter for the family table, there
should be more profit from keeping four, and still more from
it

eight or twenty, provided the food can be supplied for

good land

my

Upon

all.

standard would always be a cow to the acre.

My

own land was not all good, some of it being dry, gravelly knolls
but under my method of cultivation it was easy to keep more than
an animal to the acre, though part were young ones reared to take
the places of older ones as they became better fitted for the butcher
than the dairy.
I firmly believe in dairy farmers raising their own
stock, particularly those who make butter instead of selling their
milk for city consumption. Farmers who raise cows to sell do not
;

sell their

best

and keep

their poorest for breeders.

don't want to buy of them the second time.
put on the market

is

one in the herd.

In

sold for

my

If

any do, you

The average cow

some cause other than being the

experience

chases to secure one choice animal.

it

best

required about five pur-

When

raising

my

stock I

could do better than that.

do consider a pasture desirable for raising stock and I would
New Hampshire used chiefly for young growing and breeding animals, while the cows in milk should be kept
in very restricted quarters.
I am sure that young cattle need all
the exercise they will get in a fairly good pasture
but I have
never yet seen a cow in full flow of milk that would not do betI

have the pastures of

;

ter in a cool, clean stable,

with a

digested food in her manger, than

12

supply of nutritious, easily

forced to

gnaw

it

from a short

and tormented by flies. By devoting the
young stock and dry cows and feeding those in milk

pasture exposed to heat

pasture to

full
if
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at the barn,

most farmers could double their stock

would permit.

once, or as

at

do not advise sudden changes that are extremely radical, but would adopt new
but having determined the
methods with a degree of caution
soon

as the natural increase

I

;

right way,

would enter

as early as possible.

it

I advise feeding at the barn because I know of no other way by
which the number of animals kept can be increased so fast. I
look upon the dairy farmer as a manufacturer as well as farmer,
and he should adopt the same methods that manufacturers adopt,

— work the plant

for all

it is

worth, keep

all

look upon them as machines and keep them

raw material, and have

the cows possible,
fully supplied

with

them and no

sufficient help to care for

more.

The average New Hamphire farm
acres, with seventy-two

acres in

of one hundred and sixteen

tillage

keeping a team, three cows, and four or

and

pasture, instead of

and

five heifers

calves,

should keep twenty to thirty cows, teams enough to do the work,

and growing stock enough
annually disposed

to replace'all older or inferior

And

of.

here

I

wish to say that

I

animals

believe the

usual estimates of the cost of raising animals are too high.
tures in

which

maintain their

The growth

cattle,

Pas-

not in milk, are kept day and night will

fertility for

an indefinite period, perhaps forever.

of the animals under these conditions represents the

annual interest on the land, whatever that

may

be,

and he who

charges his stock with interest on land and a weekly fee for keep-

ing in addition,

of rearing
So, too,

is

charging them unfairly, and making the cost

more than
if

it

actually

is.

a dairyman charges in his stable account the mar-

ket price of the hay and grain fed without giving the farm credit
for

producing

it

and the manure made

cost of his butter appear greater than

my

as well,
it

really

he
is.

is

making the
I

claim that

hay, grain, and other fodder grown and fed at home, costs

just the value

of the labor expended in growing and harvesting

together with the legitimate charges for interest and taxes.

it,

The

on feeding is the real net income or interest on the land.
want my land to produce all the forage possible, and then I
want to feed it all out to get the greatest profit from its producSelling hay reduces the fertility of most farms, while feedtion.
profit

I

ing

it

judiciously increases fertility and makes

it

possible to raise
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more and more from year

to year, the rate of increase depending
on the character of the stock kept and the method of
saving and applying the manure.

chiefly

autumn now instead of midwinter, my adNew Hampshire occupying lands
vice to
fairly well adapted to the plow would be to sow all the land that
was in hoed crops this season to winter rye or wheat. I would
have some of each. If the land was well manured in the spring a
fair crop might be expected without applying more at time of
seeding, but if I had any summer made manure on hand I would
Never spread mahaul it out and spread it on part of the land.

Were

early

it

dairy farmers in

all

nure so thin that the cost of spreading will equal the value of the

manure.

If the land

is

rich,

sow from

down

six to ten

pecks of rye per

and you need hay
more than cultivated crops, then add grass seed. If you can sow
the rye at two or three different times from August to October,
acre.

the

If

it

is

ready to stock

come along nearer as
The rye will,

following spring will

cuttings the

wanted than

to grass

if all is

put in the same day or week.

or should cover the

ground

in the

and prevent waste by

fall

washing in winter.
Agricultural chemists are

now

teaching what nature has always

taught, that all soils should be constantly covered with

The

of vegetable growth.

superseded by a better and more profitable one.
nerves of sensation to

The

soil is

keep the

some form

old system of soil fallowing

become

tired,

no muscles

is

Land
to

being

has no

need

rest.

simply a storehouse of plant food, and so long as we

soil supplied,

Some kinds of

crops will grow in

the soil out of reach of the plants.

from the naked

all

growing weather.

down through
may be so wasted

plant food are liable to be washed

soil,

but

if

crop, the roots will catch

Nitrates

kept continually covered with a live

and hold the

fertilizer to the farmer's

advantage.

Rye makes nearly all its growth in late fall and early spring
when the ground would otherwise be unoccupied, so there should
be no charge for interest or taxes on account of this intermedi-

Next May, just when the hay mow is getting so low
you are in doubt about having fodder enough to carry the

ate crop.

that

stock through
the rye will

till

come

the pastures are
in very

handy

fit

to turn into,

you

will find

to bridge over the season of
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Cutting should begin as soon as the crop

short allowance.

grown enough to make a swath.
gins to make stems, and is never

grows very

It

when about

better than

By beginning early, the daily cuttings

grown.

When

fast after it

may

last ten

is

behalf

days

and the stems at their
and you will find
Now is the time to cut and cure
the stock getting tired of it.
If there were two or three sowings in the
for winter use as hay.
fall on early and late land, the rye feeding may last nearly three
If wheat was sown by itself, this will come along after
weeks.
or more.

full

the heads are fully out

height, the quality will begin to depreciate

the last cutting of rye, wheat being a later crop to mature.

If

begun gradually, as it should be, giving only
one feeding a day at first or making it a part of each feeding,
there should be no ill effects to cows or their product; but if the
change be made suddenly from dry to green feed the result will
the rye feeding

is

as when cattle are turned directly from dry winter
summer pasturage. It is not the way to do.

be uncertain,
feed to rich

sow

If there was corn or other land not ready to

should be

fitted

for

in the fall

it

seeding early in spring to spring rye, oats,

wheat, or barley, |or partly to each of these, sowing the seed about
fifty

be

per cent thicker

left to

will

the crop

if

ripen grain.

is

to

be cut for forage than

All these crops,

if

cut

be eagerly eaten by cows in summer, and

sufii

if to

ciently early,

be valuable for

will

when well cured.
If no grass seed was sown with the rye the land should be
plowed as soon as cleared and planted to corn, or it may lie a
few days after plowing, and when made sufficiently mellow by
cultivation, sown to millet for cutting in August.
lam sure that two annual crops can be grown on all the tillage

summer

or winter feeding

land in this section of the State,

and

I

am

sure that the yield of

creased over the

amount

pastures, particularly

that

on the

if

the owners are so disposed,

cow food

will thus

would be produced
light

in

be greatly in-

mowings and

lands that are better adapted

permanent sward.
once believed in growing corn for summer feed for its fodder
only, and I would now advise all dairymen who have not already
done so to plant a quantity for carrying the stock through any
to grain than to
I

period of short feed in summer.

good stepping-stone

to start

from

Corn grown
in

for

fodder makes a

beginning a course of sum-
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mer green

feeding.

down

corn

field

they had

first

Few

when

in

farmers would have the courage to cut

milk for feeding cows in summer, unless

fed corn without the ears, but there

the existence of the corn plant
the ears

and

stalk will all

when

it is

be eaten with a

condition to be most fully digested.
cut rye

and the other grain crops

I

no time in

and when

relish,

found

for fodder,

hard

it

—

it

is

it

in

at first to

seemed a

little

were, a crop in the bud, just as the people in

wicked to nip,

as

some countries

hesitate about picking

it

But when one learns to grow

ripe.

is

worth as much as when

cucumbers before they are

all

kinds of grain plants for

them when

fodder, he will soon learn to harvest

in the best con-

dition for his special use.

Although

I

value

all

the small grains mentioned for use as for-

age both green and dry,
forage plant in

My

all

I

would make Indian corn a leading
it will grow in perfection.

sections where

twenty-six-acre farm caYried from eight to ten acres of corn

grow on sod land turned over in
the fall or spring, and will do well on rye or other stubble turned
And now that the value
so that planting can be done in June.
corn
should
be grown in large quanhas
been
learned,
the
silo
of
annually.

tities

It is

an easy crop

because of

its

to

great yield of plant food per acre.

If our

farms are to carry an animal per acre, the corn plant must receive

a large share of attention.

For the sake of variety and

as affording

one of the best

late

green crops, I would always sow one or more patches of barley in
late

summer

for feeding in

October and November.

The two-

and makes the most fodder. I have
cut it in good condition late in November after the ground began
to freeze nights. Cut thus late and left in small heaps in the field,
it will keep in good condition several days and can be drawn on
as wanted.
By growing rye in spring and barley for late fall, the
season for feeding green forage can be extended nearly two
months, making the summer season longer and the winter shorter.
rowed variety grows

But

I

am

not in favor of feeding green forage exclusively through

Cows accustomed

the summer.

ger

all

to getting their food in the

the year through will eat dry food in

in winter,
I

tallest

just as will horses or other

not to have

it

heat or sour.

as

man-

as well as

animals kept up for work.

much
Many cows will

would keep green food cut ahead

summer

as practicable,

eat

it

but

better wilted
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or partially dried than entirely fresh,

I

would never use much
mows in stormy

wet fodder of any kind, but would draw on the

weather and on Sundays or other days when not convenient to
bring from the
as

fields.

much milk when

I do not claim that a cow will give quite
on grain-hay, such as rye and oat fodder,

had the run of a

as if she

Some

fed

first-class pasture.

Brown of Ontario, Canada, in a
Board of Agriculture, claimed that

years ago Prof. William

lecture before the Connecticut

permanent pasture grass

is

the cheapest food that can be raised

He made

for stock feeding.

the cost of beef fattened in perma-

nent pasture two cents per pound, while by any other system

it

would range from five to fourteen cents per pound. He claimed
that milk given by cows in pasture costs but three cents per gallon for food consumed and that butter made from such milk will
have a food cost of but six cents per pound and cheese three cents.
His permanent pasture, however, contained ten or twelve varieties
Under the pasturing system which
of grasses and four of clovers.
always wastes by trampling and fouling he could keep two mature
animals

five

and a half months on each

acre.

If

any of you

can make such a pasture in this State I would advise doing it.
Prof. Brown was remarkably favored by soil and climate. The

Canada

nearest approach to such a pasture I have seen was also in

near Niagara Falls, where the spray and mist
the green

turf.

I believe in

are such as to render
as

we

are to severe

them

summer

falls

constantly upon

good pastures where the conditions

possible, but in our climate,

droughts,

I

am

sure

exposed

we can do no

depend on pasture feed alone. What I specially
show you who have poor, unproductive pastures, that
heavily for fencing while they are growing poorer and

better than to
desire to
cost

poorer every year,

is

that successful dairy farming does not re-

As farmers we do too little thinking,
and follow to much in beaten tracks. Many farmers would expect
their cows to dry up immediately if kept in stables in summer,
and I know there are thousands of village owners of a single cow
who pay large prices for the privilege of driving a mile or more
quire any pasture at

to a

all.

poor pasture while they are obliged to supply the bulk of the
and grain given night and morning in

ration in the form of hay

the stable.

When

the pastures are spoiled

overstocking, the best

way

is

to

by dry weather and

keep the stock entirely out

till

the
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But to do

this preparations
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must be made in

advance.

more than most appear to that the
comes from the excess of food above what
Cattle should be given ail the good
maintain life.

Cattle owners should realize
profit from feeding
is

required to

all

no economy
food they can economically consume, and there is
To feed liberally food must be abundantly
in short allowances.
In general,

provided.

it

can be grown on the farm where wanted

can be purchased elsewhere and transported. The
exceptions will be in case of by-products such as wheat bran, cotcheaper than

it

meal. Some
tonseed and linseed meal, brewer's grains, and gluten
in which our
elements
food
the
of these are excessively rich in
corn land I
good
owning
If
deficient.
farm fodders are
coarser

would grow

all

the corn required

by the stock kept, believing

it

As I have before
can be raised cheaper than it can be purchased.
more than any
farming
on
carry
to
attempt
stated, it is of no use to
run
down or idle
A
capital.
necessary
the
without
other business
farm

calls for capital to start

production.

I

do not believe

it

on the road towards profitable
improve a piece of

in trying to

in a scanty crop of clover or other vegeyou purpose turning under a crop for improving the
But on
will pay for the work.
soil, let it be a full crop, one that
to
than
crops
a dairy farm a better use can be made of all forage
then
and
barn
plow them in. Feed them first; get a profit at the

weak land by plowing
tation.

If

another from the manure.
A start can be made towards increasing the number of cows
I would do both,
kept by buying food, or fertilizer for raising it.
as I have named
such
crops
buy fertilizer for raising the coarser
rich nitrogenous by-products for feeding with
But when the full number of animals that
fodders.

and then buy the
the coarser

kept there will be little call for purchased
supply.
fertilizers, as the land can be kept rich with the home
.years
twenty
than
more
For
cows.
dairy
feeding
A word on
satisfacwith
and
day
per
meals
two
but
feeding
practiced
I have

the land will carry

is

Cows can eat in two meals all they need or can diand this system relieves the feeder from chore work in the
middle of the day. Not all of a meal is given at once, but the

tory results.
gest,

animals are given small feedings of a variety of foods for about
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two hours morning and night, making the interval for remastication and rest between the meals about eight or nine hours by day

and eleven or twelve at night.
To make a success of dairy farming keep good dairy stock,
raise your own heifers in such numbers that you can afford to
weed out all the inferior ones as fast as their inferiority becomes
manifest, dispose of the cream at home or at the factory as seems
best in your case, but above all endeavor to make each and every
acre of good tillage land owned produce all the good cattle food
Get two crops per year and keep
it is capable of producing.
some crop on the land as nearly all the time as possible. Look
upon the farm as a manufacturing establishment the success of
which depends upon keeping it running to its full capacity.
hope among the gentlemen present there may
Mr. Cheever. I would say
that since I was old enough to read agricultural papers I have
been a constant reader of Mr. Cheever's articles, and I regard him
Now I
as one of the most practical and solid men we have.
came here to-day to find out how to feed my cows, and I would
ask Mr. Cheever, or any other gentlemen here present, how much
Mr. Colby

:

I

be some one that

will ask questions of

we should feed our cows. I am perfectly willing to give
them all they will eat if that is best for them. But of course that
would not be so, and I would ask how much should be fed to
cows.
I have nothing to feed but good hay and grain.
Mr. Cheever Does the inquirer expect that I could inform
him how much food he, or his brother, mother, or sister would
need to keep them in good condition ? Is itsupposable that any
rule can be given for cattle?
It depends upon the cattle as upon
the men, and I know of no way but for each feeder to watch his
animals and determine that point for himself by close watching
and ex})eriment. Cows vary from six hundred to ten hundred
pounds in weiglit and the larger ones should eat more than the

grain

:

Some

smaller ones.
tity

than others.

I

to feed the cows, and, as
it,

I told

him

to

do

so

if

larger quan-

me who wished
it was convenient for me to let him do
He was very anxious for me
he could.

to lay do\vn rules for feeding

him how much

much

are capable of digesting a

had a young man working

to give them,

;

but

and

I

I

for

never would attempt to

cannot

tell

you.

I

told

tell

him
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he must watch each one carefully, watch its appetite, condition,
and see how what he gave affected them and what they were

etc.,

doing

he must be governed by his own observation. But he
He did not seem to have the ability to observe or
it.

;

did not do

weigh his observations, and I found that if one cow left
in the box he did not want it wasted, and so he gave
By
it to the next one, and that one perhaps already had enough.
following that idea of giving them all they could take care of, which
carefully

meal

a

little

I

wanted him

to

do

if

they could take care of

it

thoroughly, he

always overfed them, and he got part of those animals in such a
I think this must
condition that they would eat no meal at all.

be the experience of many of the farmers here present, that animals can be overfed with these rich foods until they have no ap-

Nothing but close observation and the drawtell you
what to feed or what not to feed. The bulletins from the experiment stations show what proportion of the forage is nitrogenous
and what carbonaceous, but they can never tell me how many
pounds or ounces should be given my cows that I must learn at
petite for anything.

ing of correct conclusions from those observations can

;

and pitch hay on a milk and bread dinner, but
I have seen men who could not get ahead of me on a beefsteak
People are not alike and animals are not alike, and cusdinner.
tom has something to do with what animals need. I have the
home.

I

can

live

highest regard for

much

to give a

Hazen

Mr.

:

station bulletins,

but they cannot

tell

how

cow.
Is it

not a

fact,

tion given

by the experiment

some cows

will

Mr. Cheever, taking the propor-

station as a basis to feed on, that

need a certain proportion of carbo-hydrates which

five and four
and when you give them less will do their best in the
butter yield, whereas if you feed them more it would, instead of
going to butter, go to fat? that is, wouldn't a certain proportion
of the food be assimilated for butter, but if you put in a little
more there would not so much of it be assimilated for butter but
more for fat ?
Mr. Cheever No set of rations can cover all cases. It is true
is less

perhaps than the proportion they give (one to

tenths)

,

:

that certain

cows can be forced

for butter

production without in-

creasing the butter production, as the increased ration will produce
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fat

Some animals

on the animal.

butter,

when highly

make

will

beef,|

and others

fed.

Mr. Curtis What would you do
milk and keeps poor ?

to build

:

up

a

cow

that runs

all to

Mr. Cheever
Mr. Curtis

:

I

:

Feed

her.

have had that question asked me, and the more

you feed them the more milk they
would dry right up and fat right up
have seen other cows that seemed

give.
if

I

have seen cows that

you gave them meal, and

to convert all their

I

food into

how much you gave them.

milk, no matter

Mr. Cheever

:

have no doubt but that chemists

I

at the ex-

periment stations could choose a ration better adapted to that cow
than that same ration might be to another cow, but I have had
very little experience with cows that grew poorer in good feeding,

My

even when in milk.

and

ter purposes,

my

cows have always been selected

experience

is

for but-

that the better they are fed

with suitable food the more they will give and the better condition
they will be

in.

They have an Ayrshire at the Hanover station
down in the way I mentioned, and Prof. Whitcher says
he does not know what to do with her.
Mr. Perry Is it not possible that that cow lacks constitutional
Mr. Curtis

:

that runs

:

vigor

?

Prof.

Pettee

:

was wondering whether that unsuccessful

I

done any better if he
had had one of these tables of nutritive ratios as a basis to work
on, and then he would only have been obliged to call on his infeeder of yours would or would not have

dividual

judgment for slight variations.
That ought to have been a

Mr. Cheever
he came to

me

:

to learn

thing for himself.

and help him

down

him, but

Pettee

ural feeders

wanted

to give

as to do somehim what advantage I could

in independent action.

rules for

Prof.

I

and

:

I

great aid to him, but

something about farming so

I

wanted him

I

did not

feel like

laying

to learn for himself.

Three fourths of our farmers are not natwas wondering whether or not the average

man

could not be helped in that direction.

Mr. Cheever
Mr. Gerrish

:

:

I
I

have no reason to doubt it.
want to ask you when you cut your barley.
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Mr. Cheever In July or August. We must all take our chanmaking hay and make it when the sun shines. We have
chances sometimes for making hay from June to November.
I
:

ces in

have had some

spoil, but

you must take those

when you

are continually

growing crops

hard work to make some

It is pretty

risks.

two or three tons of green rye to the acre in bad weather, but if
the weather is bad and it is spoiled it comes in as bedding.
I
would dry these green crops by cutting in the afternoon when no

dew

on, and

is

hay.

would

I

would

I

let these

also say the

same

coarser fodders

without touching for twenty-four hours

with the tedder and

let it lie until

so I could handle

without too

gather

Do

;

awhile where they are,

then

I

would turn

the next day.

much

water

I

Then

it

over

was
would begin to
if it

as little as possible to save labor.

it

not handle green rye and oats in cloudy weather for the sake

of stirring
if it is

my

would handle

I

it.

it

in regard to harvesting

lie

It takes

up.

it

from three to four days

heavy, and the same

green grasses to

time just as

I

would

my
my

cows

in

to

make

rye

would feed
the summer season during haying

to be said of oats.

is

I

other green crops, clover, herds-grass and

orchard grass.

Question
other kind

:

Can you hold orchard grass sward longer than any

?

Mr. Cheever Orchard grass should be raised, I think, with
Kentucky blue grass. They make a good sward together. My
aim is to raise all the fodder that my land will produce and to raise
full crops and feed them on the land.
Question Mr. Cheever, you have raised cows for butter purposes.
Some of us have a breed of cows that we want to weed
:

:

out.

cow

I
;

think

but

it

said that the test tube

it is

seems to

me

that

it

is

not a thorough

should be in a manner.

test

of a

For

in-

have a cow that gives ten per cent of cream and another twenty, it seems to me that the ten per cent cow is the one

stance, if I

Now t would like to know what per cent of
cream a cow should give.
Mr. Cheever I don't depend upon the test tube to judge of
my cows. I prefer to churn a week's gathering of cream and
from the butter the cow makes I can tell whether I want to sell
to be disposed of.

:

her or keep her.
the milk

by

itself

I had a set of test tubes, but I took to setting
and noticing the cream, the time of churning,
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All of these things have to be taken into consideration to

etc.
tell

whether a cow

Adjourned

is

worth keeping or not.

to 7 o'clock.

Evening Session.

On

reassembling at the appointed hour President

W. W. Cook

introduced Prof.
the

Vermont

State

Humphrey

of Burlington, Vt., secretary of

Board of Agriculture and director of the Exas follows on " Creameries"

who spoke

periment Station,

:

CREAMERIES.
BY PROF. W. W. COOK, BURLINGTON, VT.
I

am

sorry to see that

and gentlemen.

cannot address

I

came

It

me

to

this

this

audience as ladies

afternoon while looking

around that here was an audience and only half of you were present.
That certainly cannot mean that the wife has nothing to
I could
do with farming on this side of the Connecticut river.
wish that you had brought your wives with you, and if there was
any good to be got out of these meetings they could also have

shared in

it.

Just what the creamery

been decided.

You

creamery

if

is,

a creamery,

but
I

you go

one of the things

that has not yet

probably say that you
to the law to

know what a

get a legal definition of

That

think you will find yourself in trouble.

came up

question

is, is

will

in our last Legislature,

when the question was

discussed.

Where should you draw
creamery

?

We

all

the line between

the dairy

and the

of us have an idea of what a creamery

is,

—

an institution where the milk or cream from more than one herd
That, for our
is all put together and treated in the same way.
present purpose,

may do

well

enough

for a definition of a

cream-

ery.

The
is

history of the creamery in this country

a late institution.

The

than twenty years ago.

first

Its

is

rather brief.

It

one was started certainly not more

growth was rather slow

at

first,

but

in these latter days creameries have been enormously multiplied.
I

think

will all

it is

not too

much

to say that the

be made in creameries.

butter of the future

That would be only following
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is gradually assuming.
Most
work to-day are made by large
So, I say, we may rest assured that
concerns on a large scale.
the creamery has come to stay, and that the butter of the future
I do not mean by that that there
will be made in the creamery.
will be no private dairying, but the men that keep dairies for
profit, for bringing in the cash income of their farms, will be
bound in the future to have their cream worked up in some form
It would not be at all strange if within the
of a creamery.
years
most of our farmers who are dairymen will
twenty-five
next
their
own
butter just as now they buy their own
buying
be
One hundred years ago
clothes, and just for the same reason.

the

that all other business

of the things that

it

we

use in our

was considered a sign of pretty great shiftlessness if a man's
made on the farm. That has all gone by, and

clothes were not

we

bound

are

to use the

same methods, bound

to follow out the

same general idea, in the handling of milk.
the proprietary, or
There are two general kinds of creamery,
the one which one man or one partnership owns or operates, for
which he buys all the materials and has whatever profit he can

—

make out of

it

;

the other

the persons producing
are the owners,

and the

is

called

the milk

owners of the cows

profits or losses are

In treating of the creameries,

them.

without paying

classes as one,

the co-operative, of which

— the

much

—

divided up amongst

we can consider

the two

attention to either special

form.

There must be disadvantages
great disadvantage that

tem, and
cess;
If

it

that

is

one
sys-

to get all the patrons to furnish

and one poor

;

is

but

is

material.
dif-

their business but

a failure, there will be nineteen good samples

when you put

the milk from the tainted dairy

with the milk of the nineteen good dairies,

There

good

made by twenty

and nineteen of them understand

one who

be poor.

now

bottom of the creamery

the butter of different herds,

ferent people,

there

at the

will

First, there is

must be overcome before the creamery can be a sucis,

we have

lies

and we

in everything,

consider the disadvantages of the creamery.

all

of the butter will

the great disadvantage overshadowing

other disadvantages of the creamery system.

.

all

the

So, then, unless

you can have such control of your patrons that they will keep
good stock, keep it in a proper way, care for the milk properly
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and get

creamery in good condition, you can

to the

it

well shut up shop

your creamery.

as last, for

first

It

takes great grit, sometimes, to

It

easily

We
all

would not have

know from

know

takes

up odors and gets bad so
it.
But you all

to be told to take care of
it

does not take a very large

who does

list

of

not take care of his cows or his

Right in the middle of the summer, the

milk in a proper way.
of July or August,

first

to see

should suppose that a person handling

experience that

patrons to find one

You

that.

how some men cannot be made

surprising

is

what cleanliness is.
a material which we

do

English to carry through that

have got to talk pretty plain
scheme.

just as

you cannot make a success of

is

the time

good drinking-water

when

the patrons have to be

and it
would be a little strange if among all those there would not be
one herd that was in a pasture insufficiently supplied with pure,
The cows in their thirst will drink stagnant
clean, living water.
I think we should
water, and the milk will be affected by it.
give that our personal attention more than any other one thing
careful to keep

that

up

is

in front of their cows,

likely to injure the product of the milk.

flavor very rapidly.

The milk

takes

In endeavoring to ascertain the cause

of ill-flavored milk, there have been found several places or spots

of stagnant water in the pasture.

After fencing around that spot

and the
any other way, we have known the milk
I do not ask any more certain proof
to become all right again.
Such cases have
that it was the water which affected the milk.

or spots so that the cows could not get at the water,
pasture not changed in

come within my

Now

creamery.

ment.

notice.

there are certain things necessary to

I

make

a successful

you must have a good business managedo not care what cows you have, how well you are feedFirst of all

how cheaply you may be producing the milk, if
you do not make up your mind in the beginning to consider that
a business enterprise and put common-sense business methods
ing them, or

into

head.

it,

you will fail.
Not every man

There must be a business man
that

every farmer that can keep a

creamery man.
every

first-class

.It

at the

can feed cows in a proper way, not
first-class dairy,

can be a

first-class

needs a certain aptitude for business.

dairyman would

think of making a

Not

first-class

storekeeper or business man, but just as soon as you go into a
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a regular business, whether

it

is

a proprietary or

co-operative

—

a man who
concern, you have got to have a business head,
That is more easily to
can run it on some business principles.
be found in the proprietary than in the co-operative system. In
the former case all you have to do is to find just one man that
will take the risks,

the case

may be

;

run the creamery, and get his profit or loss as
in the co-operative system there

You must have

that.

several

men

is

more than

that will see the necessity for

upon a certain man
him will let him
Those things must all

business principles, that will be able to agree

who

has business ability, and

when they

alone to work out his business principles.

be done

if that

creamery

some forbearance on the

get

be a success.

It is

going to take

part of patrons to

make

that creamery

is

to

You cannot suit everybody. Do not try to push
You can
through your own ideas at the sacrifice of everything.

run smoothly.

find creameries all over the country that
to pieces on account of petty
They are afraid that one man

have

jealousies
will get

a

split

up and gone

come in.
more than an-

that have
little

his milk will test a little better, and matters instead of
other
being smoothed over keep getting worse and worse, and so the
whole thing goes to pieces. If you go into a creamery, go in
;

with the understanding that you will at times have to sacrifice

your own interests for those of the creamery as a whole. A well
managed creamery in a neighborhood is a public benefit, and a

man ought to be public spirited enough to give up a little of his
own private good for the sake of the community. Supposing a
man is getting a price for his butter that will net him a few cents
more than

if

he should go into a creamery with others, he ought
amount in helping to build up a

to be willing to sacrifice a small

good creamery, for we all know that the more that goes into a
creamery the more successful it can be made.
Then you must select a good location. Right there is where
the patrons will need to exercise more forbearance than at any
When you come
other time in the running of that creamery.
to the location, the various ideas of different people will
at once.

Each one wants the creamery located where

the most convenient for him.

crop out

it

will

be

But a location should be decided

upon which will make the best butter, even if it does necessitate
In the end
a little more work for quite a number of the patrons.
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you

be a gainer by

will

It

it.

makes a good deal of difference

in the profits that are obtained whether the creamery

is

well

located where the milk can be handled easily, and where you

can govern the temperature easily and are not to any great expense for

You

ice.

that

will find

all

not only ni the cost of making but

of these things count up,

In going around from one creamery to another
difference

Some

the

in

are located

of the butter.

in the quality

find the widest

I

good sense shown in selecting a location.
more care than others but we find

with

;

creameries put just as near the mathematical center of the dis-

from which they intend

trict

cross roads

the

where that

to

draw ther milk

as could be, at

the only advantage,

is

and where,

perhaps, they are at great expense to drill a well in order to
ice.
You would not supjudgment could be shown in the

obtain water and to great expense for

pose

it

possible that such poor

location.

Then you want

to get apparatus.

ever been into a creamery where

I

I

do not know

as I

have

could say they were lacking in

apparatus.
That is just as cheap as poor apparatus, and we
need not dwell upon that longer.
You do need a man there, however, that will keep his eyes open
all the time to prevent poor or tainted milk, the product of poor
cows, from getting in with the rest.
I have spoken of that al-

good

ready, but
is

it is

hard
just

if

will

him

most

is

make

that

it is

But you must get rid of

it.

lot

pretty hard to
it

I feel

It is

of cream that
tell

him

it

pretty

that

is

you

You have

to tell

you intend to make the first qualThen of course you must have a good butter-

you cannot take
It is

again.

the best you can, as

several dollars' difference to him.

ity of butter.

maker.

—

it

likely to be at fault.

one of the principal patrons has a

on the shady edge,

will not take
it

So important that I allude to

one of the things that

surprising

it if

how

the larger part of the butter-makers

what are called good butter-makers.
we are to have in Rutland next week a meeting

in our creameries are not

For instaiice,
and we are to have the butter extractor

there.

We

want a good
it up into

butter-maker to take that granular butter and work

pound
small a

prints.

You would

number of

we could

get to

do

peoj^le
that.

be surprised to see

how exceedingly

we have in the State of Vermont whom
Out of a hundred creameries, I venture
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men who could go there and make it up
make it up in
Dairymen's Association
sucli a shape that the dairymen there would recognize that he was
There is altogether too much
a man who understood his business.
to say there are not ten

in

good shape

—

for the

thumb in the creamery business. The particular machine
and the particular material that they have to handle they get
used to so they can make good butter, but just as soon as
They have not
anything unusual comes up they are all at sea.
rule of

good butter-making

the principles of

to

back them.

am

I

in

hopes that the secretary of our association will be able to be here
to give

you an idea of the necessity of dairy schools, for

there

a necessity for such schools to teach the principles upon

is

which

all this

practice

After the butter
that

have butter

to realize

that

is

a

good salesman.

in cold storage at the present

how much

think

based.

made you need

is

I

Those

time are beginning

they are in need of that, and the need of

going to be more and more apparent as the creameries

is

crowd the market with their product and the competition becomes more and more sharp. The money depends more upon
the salesman than upon any other part of the business.

What

are the advantages of the creamery system that

us to expect

that

it

private dairy system

manufacture.

will almost altogether take

The

?

first is

may

lead

the place of the

the decrease of expense in the

Just as other manufacturers have been compelled

to

handle material on a large scale in order to decrease the cost,

so

it is

dle

it

Where you handle a large amount of
pound than if you hanThat is not only true in the making of

with the creamery.

cream, you can handle

on a small

the butter, but

it

scale.

it is

at a less cost per

also true in the

marketing.

It is difficult to

lots.
He wants
something that he can get hold of in quantity, place his order,
and know it is done with. It is not too much to say that the private dairyman has got to make a great deal better butter than the

get a city dealer to pay

much

attention to small

creamery in order

to compete with it, because even with an inon account of the large quantity it is more easy to
dispose of it.
It takes some time for a large quantity to change
its temperature, while it is more easy for the small quantity
and

ferior article,

;

with the large quantity

on

a large scale,
13

day

all

done
more uniform product be

the salting, coloring, etc., can be

after day,

and

a
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obtained than on a small scale, and you get a better average ar-

That

ticle.

is

who

not saying that there are no private dairymen

can make better butter than the best creamery butter, and they
ought to, having everything in their own hands and the time will
;

probably never come when the creamery can make as good butter
as the best private dairy.

that

if

The

fact also

erage better than

over the town.

if

the butter

It will

will

it is

true,

however,

be lowering the quality of some, but

be raising the quality of the many
it

remains

made by one man it would avwas made by farmers scattered all

the butter of the town was

bring a better price,

in larger quantities.

In addition to

all

this,

makes more butter out of the same amount of milk.
possibly

may

feel

will

and for the reason it is better
because it is more uniform and because
;

the creamery

Some

of you

inclined to doubt that statement, but a rather

We
extended series of tests has convinced me that that is a fact.
have tested a good many private dairies and a good many creameries,

and

getting as

I

have not yet tested a single private dairy which was

much

butter from a given quantity of milk as the average

of the creameries, and some of the better creameries ran

far

ahead.

skimmed milk and in the buttermilk,
for each dairyman has much more fat in his skimmed milk and
I think I may say that the
very much more in the buttermilk.
milk and in the butterhas
more
in
the
skimmed
dairyman
best
milk than the creamery; at least the figures of my tests would show

The

loss,

of course,

is

in the

I have not yet tested any private dairyman that gave
good work as the creamery. That is especially so in the buttermilk.
It is good churning when you have only one half of one
I venture to say that if you
per cent of fat left in the buttermilk.
would go right through a district anywhere in this State or in Vermont and take a hundred private dairies, you would not find five
of them that were churning so completely as to leave only one
You go through
half of one per cent of fat in the buttermilk.
the creameries, however, and I venture to say that seventy-five per
cent of them will leave no more than that, and the average of
them will leave less than that. That arises from two things. In
and it
the first place, the product is cared for more carefully
should be, for you have a man whose whole business is to take
care of it, churn it when it ought to be churned, and he should

that way.

as

;

be able to handle

it

better.

The

other reason

is,

that if

it is

in a
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larger quantity

much

is

it

butter

and churn

know

that goes directly

heard.

You

arately,

one would come

utes,

one

in

say

you were

if

to

churn the milk of six cows sepone in twenty-five minit

and

it

them come

of

all

I

in ten minutes,

an hour, and some of

Now we

together.

a smaller quantity.

it is

opposite to every statement you have

the butter would never come,
the butter in

churn the larger quantity of

easier to

thoroughly than

it

203

at

you would churn

all day and
would be impossible to have
the same time if you mixed them

have found that

it is

practically possible to

We

have time and time again got in the butter
ninety-nine per cent of the fat that was in the cream.
That means
have that done.

cream from these cows came pretty nearly at the same
and the larger the quantity you are churning, the more easy
it is to have the fat worked at once and to have the butter all come
and give you thin buttermilk. It is easy for you to test in your
own experience whether you do good work in churning. If you find
that the

time,

that your wife likes the buttermilk to use in cooking,

you can lay

down that you are doing poor churning; the two go together.
The buttermilk from good churning is of no more use in cooking
it will act just like skimmed milk, so you
than skimmed milk
it

;

have your

Mr.

test at

Hazen

home.
Is

:

it

not possible to get more than one hundred

per cent of the fat into the butter

or in other words,

?

is it

not pos-

sible to have the butter weigh enough so that it would weigh more
than one hundred per cent of the fat in the cream ?
We sometimes get one hundred and twelve
Prof. Cook
:

You

will find in our report over one hundred and eight
For every one hundred pounds of fat in the milk or
cream, the creamery made one hundred and eight pounds of butter; and if the creamery man is not getting one hundred and five
pounds of butter for each one hundred pounds of fat in the original
milk, he is not doing good work.
Mr. Hazen It is customary in all creameries to churn the but-

per cent.

per cent.

:

ter in granular form.

not get a
Prof.

still

Cook

If they

larger percentage

:

it

solid,

would they

?

In one sense, yes

:

you will find more caseine.
Mr. Hazen I was going
was.

would churn

;

to ask

but

if

you analyze that butter

you what that extra per cent
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Cook:

Prof.

It is

in a solid mass, it is

washed

made up

partially of caseine, but also quite

After the butter has been churned so

largely of water.

more

difficult

it

comes

to get the water out than if

in the granular form.

Mr. Hazen

The longer you churn do you

.:

cent of caseine in the butter

Cook

Prof.

Unless you are extra careful to get

:

granular form

get an extra per

?

it is

it

In the

out.

comparatively easy to wash out the caseine so

there will be less than one half per cent in the butter.
If you
keep on churning until the butter comes in a mass it will be a
great deal of

Mr.

work

Hazen

find in butter

Cook

Prof.

of butter
will

fat

;

to get

Of what

:

it

out.

does the extra per cent consist that you

?

:

You
it

will

take milk containing one hundred pounds

be a good method of getting the cream that

not leave five pounds of butter

fat in

the

skimmed

milk.

If

you are not losing any more than five pounds of butter fat out of
each one hundred pounds of fat in the original milk when you
skim the milk, you are doing good work. There are five pounds
You do very good
less, and you go on and churn that cream.
work if you do not lose two pounds more in churning, leaving you
ninety-three pounds out of the original one hundred pounds.
You
pounds of salt, that would be about the
twelve
pounds
of water, and, if I have not made a
and
average,
mistake in my figuring you have one hundred and eight pounds
of merchantable butter and you also have your half a pound of
caseine, which would give one hundred and eight and a half pounds.
That is very close to the actual thing that happens in the best
You are doing good work if you do that. I might
creameries.

add

to that, say, three

;

say that there are no private dairymen, unless their herds are large

enough

so they are practically

that will

do

as well as that.

doing things on the creamery

Where you churn enough

three hundred pounds of butter at a churning,

the conditions

and you can do

better Avork.

it is

I

to

scale,

make

easier to control

iind that the av-

erage creameries lose about ten per cent of the fat in the original
We have
milk, in the skimmed milk and in the buttermilk.
records of individual cows that would give better results than that.
I think probably Mr. Douglass could pick out from his own herd
individual cows that would give wonderful results.

On

the othe
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hand, you will find individual cows from whose milk alone

it

is

almost impossible to extract the butter.

Question

What would you

:

consider the buttermilk from the

average creamery worth for feeding purposes

Cook: About two

Prof.

skimmed
Mr.

much

as

milk.

Hazen
Cook

Prof.

was

?

thirds or three fourths as

selling

:

:

What would you consider skimmed milk worth ?
One of the largest creameries in the State of Maine

skimmed milk

for eleven cents per

hundred.

It is

worth fourteen cents per hundred to pour out on the ground as ferOne hundred pounds of skimmed milk contains as much
tilizer.
plant food as you can

buy

in about fourteen cents'

worth of

fer-

tilizer.

Mr. Colby
whether one

:

I

should like to ask the professor

doing good churning or not,

is

if his

how

to test

wife does not

use the buttermilk.

Cook

warm

it up and then put it into cold water,
by the amount of cream you get. If you
do not get anything but a little scum on top you are doing good
If there is cream enough to make one space you are doing
work.

Prof.

First

:

and then you can

tell

very poor churning.

Mr. Baker

Do you

:

consider that twelve pounds of water to

every one hundred pounds of original

Cook

fat is

the average

?

That is dryer than most of our butter.
Mr. Baker: If you wish to increase the quantity of salt to
more than three pounds, would you be obliged to increase the
amount of water? If some of your customers wish an ounce of
salt to the pound, how could you get salt enough into the butter ?
Prof.

:

If you get four pounds of salt into one hundred
Prof. Cook
pounds of butter you are getting very salt butter. I have analyzed
samples of butter put up for cold storage where there was more
Three or four pounds of salt to
than that, but that is unusual.
:

the hundred
that

pretty salt butter,

is

want a more

Question

salty butter

Do you

:

and there are comparatively few

than that.

anticipate that patrons can be educated

up

to the necessary point, within a reasonable time ?

Prof.

Cook

very rapidly.

:

Yes,

They

the matter of dollars

sir, I

think they can be educated up there

are being educated

and

cents.

up there now.

It is just
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Question What
amount of fat in

Prof.

Cook

known method

my own

pet machine, that I shall

Rutland next week. It is a whirling machine.
quantity of acid and whirl it about a minute, and
fectly

any

ditions of
Prof.
it

skimmed milk.
What do you consider

:

good butter

Cook

Mr. Hazen

:

Cook

the butter.

the most important con-

It

more

has a great deal

make

as

to

do with

is

mongrel-bred cow

to claim that a

good butter

as a Jersey or

at all.

I

would not carry

Guernsey

it

to such extremes

upon the quality of

a fact that feed has an effect

It is

separates per-

?

Not

:

man

Do you mean

with good feeding
Prof.

at

else.

fed on oat straw will

as that.

it

show

put in a

?

think the

I

:

than anything

You

the

fat left in

Hazen

Mr.

of ascertaining

the milk?

have

I

:

the best

is

:

the

also a fact that as breeds run through a town-

ship, the difference

is

good butter-maker or a poor
more than the

so slight that a

affect the butter a great deal

butter-maker will
quality of the cow.

I

have a great deal of

faith in the butter-

maker being the principal agent in making good or bad butter.
Question Do you include color in that.
Prof. Cook
I presume no doubt that you can change the
color of butter by management.
Mr. Hazen How do you change the color by manipulation ?
:

:

:

Prof.

Cook

:

I

think you will find that a well-tempered cream

gives a higher-colored butter than

put

and

it

in a

show

that instrument

eye would show that

it

churned sweet.

that

If I should

the color was just the same, our

was different.

character of the butter that makes
if

if

mathematical instrument that would measure the color

it

There

is

something in the

look of a better color than

the cream was not properly handled.

Mr. George

S.

Philbrick of Tilton,

vice-president of the

"Milk and Feed."

Many

Board, spoke upon

of the ideas ad-

Philbrick, published elsewhere in this report.

by Mr.'
Numerous ques-

tions were asked the speaker at the close.

T. D. Curtis of

vanced

were similar to those contained in the address

I\Ir.

the " Mirror and Farmer," Manchester, N. H., was called upon

and spoke

as follows

:
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Mr. Curtis
to

made

be

of the future
in the

how

:

The

From my

make

that a

butter himself,

Lyman

creamery.

man who
is

Cook

says, is

observation, the butter

going to be supplied by private

is

West or East

to

butter of the future, Professor

in the creameries.

I find

dairies.

has a good herd, and

knows

unwilling to pool his milk in the

Smith, of Sheboygan,

111.,

who

his

sells

butter at an extra price, refuses to take his milk to a creamery or

when he was not

cheese factory, and one year

able to

make up his

milk himself his son-in-law was running a cheese factory, and he
sent his milk to that factory, but he had

know

there

is

a great growth

in

it

made up by

creameries

itself.

but just think

;

I
it

gentlemen, and see if you know of any decade in your
memories when there have been so many first-class private dairies
The
established as there have been within the last ten years.
over,

growth of the private

dairies, I think, nearly equals that

of the

and while some men are disposed to decry private
dairies, figures will show that only one pound out of every
twenty-eight pounds of butter has been made in creameries or
any association in existence, since 1880, and I do not believe that
the ratio is going to be so wonderfully changed as many believe.
I know for a certainty that men who are making money by selling
machines and apparatus for the creameries and want you all to
lay aside the private dairies and apparatus, are booming the

creameries

;

creameries to help their

Cook
I

if

it is

do not say

have tried

it

own

Now I

business.

want to ask Prof.

really desirable to get all the fat out of the milk.

from

it

my own

say that the

last

personal knowledge, but others

cream that

rises

who

makes the poorest

When we are getting all of the fat out of the milk, are
we not reducing the quality of the butter? Then again, as we
feed the skimmed milk, is there any loss if we leave the poorer
butter.

portion of the

any other

the milk to aid in digestion, and

fat in

fat that

can be substituted for

difficulty

about this associated dairying.

justice

I

?

know

of

no

There

it ?

How

shall

is

is

there

another

we

secure

give each patron of a cheese

test that will

factory or creamery his exact dues.
Prof.

Cook:

churning

is

I

spoke of one

the only correct

this

evening.

method

to

I

think the actual

determine the actual but-

ter value of the milk.

Mr. Curtis

:

You

take a test of the milk from a herd to-day
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and again to-morrow morning and the two tests will not agree.
I know of a creamery in Watertown, New York, where they
churned each man's cream by itself. They had machinery that
but
ran different churns and made a thousand pounds a day
can
test
which
it
you
method
by
no
there
is
it,
when you pool
If
there
no
less.
more
or
no
his
due,
just
man
every
give
and
;

—

I

is,

am

not aware of

affecting the product,

As regards food
greement.

it.

Right on

this point, I

was credited

tract

that

ment

Station.

In

'•

my

Prof.

to

I

think there

no

is

disa-

should like to read a short ex-

Ladd of

the N. Y. Experi-

experiments with foods,

I

have the

fol-

pounds of corn meal and two pounds
of bran as our standard ration which furnishes a good butter, I
found that the substitution of six pounds of gluten meal for corn
meal resulted in an increase of milk of three pounds, and a delowing

results

:

Taking

six

crease in butter fat of two ounces per day.

•

Six parts of linseed

meal in place of the corn meal decreased the milk flow but increased the butter fat three ounces per day, which made an increase of seventy

pounds per

linseed meal, except that

dition in the animal.

meal made a

it

year.

Cottonseed meal acted like

did not produce such a healthy con-

Corn meal gave a hard butter linseed
and one half per cent
;

softer butter, containing three

more oleine; gluten meal furnished an inferior butter; the butfrom wheat bran was white and poor oats made the yellowbuckwheat produced the poorest
est butter, but it was crumbly
These expeributter, as it was white, insipid, and lacked aroma.
ments continued for two years, and the first year the hay fed was
orchard grass the next year, timothy, orchard grass and red
A mixture of corn meal, cottonseed meal and linseed
clover.
meal would be the best ration for cows. If I had a silo, I would
We
feed a smaller amount of linseed meal than with dry hay.
meal,
two
corn
pounds
of
three
mixture
hundred
feed from a
hundred pounds cottonseed, two hundred pounds of linseed meal
and one hundred pounds of oats. If I fed roots I would lessen
ter

;

;

;

the linseed meal."

At this point adjournment was made, and the report of the
dairymen's meeting on the following day will be found elsewhere
in this

volume.
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MERRIMACK COUNTY.
DANBURY.
An institute was

Danbury, Tuesday, December 31, there

lieldat

being present President Humphrey, Vice-President Philbrick, and

Mr.

the secretary.

J.

G. Tallant, of East Concord, was also pres-

ent as one of the speakers.

The

session was held in

Hall, which was well filled both afternoon

Humphrey opened

the

Town

and evening.

Presi-

the meeting with general remarks

upon
work of the Board, followed with an address upon " Horse
Breeding." Mr. Tallant spoke upon '' Breeding Dairy Stock," urdent
the

ging the necessity of breeding with a special object in view.

He

phenomenal yields of noted performers which had
been bred with good judgment in the selection of both sire and
dam. Various questions were asked, and the discussion which
referred to the

followed occupied the time until adjournment.

The secretary gave

ing of the evening session,

An

and Feed."

upon " Dairying " at the openfollowed by Mr. Philbrick upon " Milk

a general talk

interesting discussion followed the presentation

of each subject, and the interest manifested by the audience indicated that the subjects chosen for the institute were timely and

A creamery had recently commenced business in
town which naturally awakened a special interest in dairy

appropriate.
the

matters.

EAST ANDOVER.
An institute was held at East Andover, Friday, January 24, at
which the Board was well and ably represented. Besides President Humphrey and Vice-President Philbrick, Alonzo Towle, of
Freedom, and the secretary, there were in attendance his Excellency Governor Goodell, Prof. G. H. Whitcher, director of the

experiment station at Hanover,
Mass.,

and

J.

W. W. Rawson,

of Arlington,

L. Gerrish, secretary of the Granite State Dairy-

men's Association. The church in which the institute was held
was well filled, there being more than two hundred people present
at the evening session.
President Humphrey presided and owing
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number of speakers present refrained from occupying any
Dr. Towle was the first speaker, his topic being "Horse

to the

time.

Breeding

mainly

His Excellency Governor Goodell was
His address was

Profit."

for

introduced and

then

in defence of

greeted with applause.

New Hampshire,

speaking of the advan-

He

tages of remaining within her borders.

home

actively interested in developing

urged

become
and asserted

all to

industries,

young man could do quite as well here as elseHis address was enthusiastically received. Mr. Rawson
followed upon " Market Gardening " and the paper presented will
be found in this volume. The evening session was mainly occupied by Professor Whitcher upon " Stock Feeding " and by
that generally a

where.

Mr. Philbrick upon " Profitable Milk Production."
questioned at the close, and

many

Each were

important points were brought

out.

In closing the meeting President

Humphrey spoke

with more

than usual vigor, referring to his interest in the cause of agriculture,

and

said he

wanted

Goodell regarding the

to

emphasize the remarks of Governor

men whom New Hampshire

Massachusetts and other States.

He

has sent to

was older than the Governor

good many more names than he did. Mr.
his remarks on this line and in recommending correct principles and habits to the young men and women
present.
His remarks were received with applause.
and could

furnish a

Humphrey continued

STRAFFORD COUNTY.
ROCHESTER.
An

institute

was held

at

Rochester, Tuesday, December lo, in

connection with the meeting of Eastern

New Hampshire Pomona

Grange.

The Board was

Farms."

Mr. Thompson occupied an hour at the evening

Thompson, of
Durham, the secretary, and Hon. Joseph B. Walker, of Concord.
At the afternoon session Mr, Walker spoke upon " Hay Production " and the secretary upon " The Re-population of Abandoned
represented by Lucien

ses-

upon "Profitable Poultry Management." These exercises
were interspersed with music, readings, and recitations arranged
sion
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by the Pomona Grange. A banquet was served in an adjoining
hall by the Pomona Grange, adding to the interest and enjoyment of the occasion.

STRAFFORD.
On

Thursday, February 27, representatives of the Board in the
Hon. George A. Wason, of Nashua, member for

persons of

Hillsborough county, county

member Thompson, and

the sec-

same being also in connecMr. Thompson presided and
tion with the Pomona Grange.
introduced as the first speaker Mr. Wason, who delivered an address upon "The Work of the Agricultural College and Experi-

retary held an institute at Strafford, the

The subject was as fully presented as the time
would permit, and many questions in relation to the work were
The subject of " Poultry Raising " by Mr. Thompson
answered.
ment Station."

and

exercises

by the Pomona Grange occupied the remainder of
" Dairying " was the subject of the even-

the afternoon session.

ing session and was quite fully discussed by the secretary and
others.

fornia

Mr. Wason gave a description of a recent visit
and drew many comparisons highly favorable

England.
in favor of

The sentiment

to Calito

New

of the audience was strongly expressed

New Hampshire and New Hampshire

conducted with intelligence and

agriculture when
The Pomona Grange

skill.

banquet was an enjoyable feature of the

institute.

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
GOFFSTOWN.
The

State

Board of Agriculture held an

institute at Gofifstown

Thursday, January 23, there being present of the Board Messrs.
Philbrick, Towle, and the secretary.
Prof. G. H. Whitcher, of
Hanover, W, W. Rawson, of Arlington, Mass., and Hon. George
B. Chandler, of Manchester, were also in attendance, besides representatives of the

Union."

The

"Mirror and Farmer" and "Manchester

institute

cently completed.

was held

Owing

in the elegant

to the prevalence of

Town
la

bad condition of the roads the attendance was not

Hall

re-

grippe and
large.

The
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speakers and subjects at the afternoon session were Mr. Philbrick,

" Milk Production ;" Professor Whitcher, "Stock Feeding;" and

Mr. Chandler, " Forestry." The evening session was occupied by
Dr. Towle on " Horse Breeding " and Mr. Rawson on " Market

Gardening," both of which papers are published

in this

volume.

AMHERST.
The second institute for Hillsborough county was held at AmMonday, February 24. Hon. G. A. Wason, of Nashua,

herst,

member, presided and there were in attendance from
ProJ. S. Perry, of Rindge, and the secretary.
Whitcher of Hanover and J. M. Connor, of Hopkinton,

the county

the Board, Mr.
fessor

president of the Granite State Dairymen's Association, were also
present

.In the afternoon

Mr. Perry spoke upon

''

Ensilage " and

Professor Whitcher on " Fertilizers," and the evening session was

occupied by Mr. Connor upon "Profitable Pork Production"

and the secretary upon " Dairying."

Mr. Connor's paper

will

be found in the report of the Dairymen's Association in this
A discussion followed upon each subject presented, in
volume.

which Rev. J. G. Davis, of Amherst, and B. F. Hutchinson, of
Milford, and others participated. Mr. Hutchinson was formerly a
member of the Board and has ever taken a deep interest in its
work. Mr. E. C. Hutchinson, of Milford, General Deputy of the
State Grange, was also present and gave a talk on the subject of
dairying.

The occasion was enlivened with music by members

of Souhegan Grange.

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
ATKINSON.
Messrs.
stitute- at

Lyman, Wason, Towle, and

the secretary held an in-

Atkinson on Thursday, February

20.

Afternoon and

evening sessions were held in the Town Hall, the attendance of the
immediate vicinity being supplemented by farmers from Plaistow
and Haverhill, Mass. Mr. Lyman was chairman of the meeting

and the speakers and

subjects

were

as

follows:

Dr.

Towle,
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Mr. Wasoii, " Advantages of East-

Farming;" Mr. Lyman, "Forest Productions;"
" Dairying." The subjects elicited considerable

ern over Western
the

secretary,

discussion and the institute was regarded as successful.
resentatives of the

by the

The

rep-

Board were accorded most generous hospitality

citizens of Atkinson.

CHESHIRE COUNTY.
GILSUM.
The

institute for

February

4,

Cheshire county opened at Gilsum, Tuesday,

afternoon and evening sessions being held and Messrs.

Philbrick, Perry, McDaniel, and the secretary were in attendance.
Mr. Gerrish was also present and Mr. George K. Harvey of SurMr. James Davis, of Gilsum,
ry, a former member of the Board.
The subjects of "Milk
Master of Ashuelot Grange, presided.
Production, " "Ensilage, " " Sheep Husbandry, " and "Aban-

doned Farms" were discussed and a good interest was manifested
by the audience. Among those who were heard in addition to
those mentioned above were Hon. James Burnap, of Marlow, Warren French and George E. Newman, of Gilsum.
x'Ylthough the
day was somewhat rainy, the Town Hall was well filled and the
efforts of those in Gilsum who had the arrangements in charge
A meeting of Ashuelot Grange was
can be highly commended.
held at the close of the institute which was attended by nearly all
representatives of the Board.

SWANZEY.
Swanzey on the following day was held at Liband the speakers and subjects were similar to those on
The discussions which followed the
the previous day at Gilsum.
presentation of the subjects were participated in by George Carpenter, C. H. Rockwood, and William Belding of Swanzey, and
George E. Newman, of Gilsum. The interest manifested in the

The

institute at

erty Hall,

Cheshire county institutes was very gratifying to the representatives of the Board.
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BELKNAP COUNTY.
LACONIA.
On Thursday, February 13, Messrs. Humphrey, Philbrick, Lyman, Towle, and the Secretary held an institute at the court-house,
There were also present Hon. Thomas Cogswell, of
Laconia.
Gilmanton, Dr. F. L. Gerald, of Laconia, and Secretary Gerrish,
The afternoon session
of Webster, who assisted in the exercises.
was occupied by Mr. Humphrey on " Stock Breeding, " and Mr.
Philbrick on "Essentials to success in Milk Production. "
The
evening session was devoted to " Horse Breeding " by Dr. Towle
and " Forest Productions " by Mr. Lyman, a discussion following
upon each

subject.

By

request the Secretary outlined the

work

being performed to secure the re-occupancy of abandoned farms,
followed by others

and spoke of the results already obtained,
present on the subject.

BARNSTEAD CENTER.
On
ter.

the following day an institute was held at Barnstead Cen-

A

most hearty reception was given the representatives of

the Board by the citizens of Barnstead.

The Town

Hall, where

the institute was held, was attractively decorated with traces of

corn, and an elegant banquet was served.

president and

member

for

of Barnstead, presided at

The
"Breeding."

evening session.
subject,

In the absence of the

Belknap county, Hon. C. S. George/
the afternoon and H. N. Colbath at the

first

speaker was

J.

L. Gerrish, of Webster,

His remarks were more particularly

di-

rected to those breeding dairy stock, as he was to be followed in
the evening

by a paper on horse breeding.

ples of breeding
laid

The

general princi-

were touched upon, particular emphasis being

upon the importance of the breeder being strongly possessed

with a good and definite idea of what he desired to produce, and,

once possessed of

that, to breed, graft, weld,

towards that ideal.

what

in the

same

Mr.

line.

weed,

sell,

and

kill

Lyman and Col. Cogswell followed someThe latter speaker referred to some of our

natural advantages besides our dairy products as a

means of

in-

come, and told what had been done in Gilmanton by the money
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of those who came there in summer. The secretary followed
upon " Economical Combinations of Feed, " explaining the use
of the feeding tables.

The evening meeting was

pretty

much occupied by

Dr.

Towle's paper on Horse Breeding and Mr. Lyman's extended
Mr. Lyman questions the danger of either
talk on Forestry.
death

freezing

to

tion of

our

or

forests.

drying up on account of the destruc-

He

believes

that

the

original

growths

that the second
and should be harvested
growths should be judiciously thinned and pruned at different times, which in detail must be a matter of judgment and
courage that eventually no more than about one hundred pines
per acre can profitably occupy the land, and that they ought to
be cut clean when about sixty years old that there is little need
to recommend the planting of trees except for shade and ornamental purposes, and that three times as much wood and timber
might be cut as at present, ifdone understandingly by the owners
and, finally, that with a proper knowledge of the
of the land
subject of practical forestry, a country like ours, which originally
carried more growth than any in the known world, should continue to produce enough to supply all our wants, and not cease to
do so so long as the sun continues to shine, and until the rain

are

unprofitable,

;

;

;

;

ceases to water the earth.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.
SUNAPEE.
accompanied by
H. Pattee, of Hanover, and J. L. Gerrish, of Webster,
Mr. McDanheld an institute at Sunapee, Wednesday, March 5.
iel upon " Sheep Husbandry " and Dr. Towle upon " Horse Breeding, " with questions and general discussion following, occupied
Messrs. McDaniel, Towle, and the secretary,

Prof. C.

the time of the afternoon session.

In the evening Prof. Pattee spoke upon " Taxation, " and his
address will be found in this volume.

The

" Economical Combinations of Feed. "
nished by a quartet from Sunapee.

secretary spoke upon
Music was kindly fur-
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SOUTH ACWORTH.
After a ride of eighteen miles the following day in one of the
most severe storms of the season, South Acvvorth was reached in
The speakers and
time for the afternoon and evening sessions.
subjects were similar to those at Sunapee, and, considering the

weather and traveling, the attendance was very satisfactory.

This

closed the institutes for the season, which on the whole have far

exceeded

in interest

and attendance those of previous

years.

PAPERS PRESENTED AT INSTITUTES.
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MARKET GARDENING.
BY W. W. RAWSON, ARLINGTON, MASS.

This business has increased more during the

last

ten years than

any other branch of agriculture. There are many now engaged
in it who do not understand it, and for this reason success depends
more on the man than on anything else. He should fit himself

and then he will be sure of success. But some
this be done ?
My answer is to get a good

for the business

may

how can

ask,

school education, and,

if

time will allow, go through the Agricul-

Then go and work

tural College.

for

ty-five years old.

If

some one who understands

He

the business, for five years at least.

will

he has been attentive

command

then be about twento his business

and

saving he

may have

With

this

he can hire a small place near some large city, where

there

is

about

at his

a good market and land

five years

hot-houses as

more.

fast as his

is

He may

perhaps a thousand dollars.

cheap, and get a good start in
increase his stock of sash

funds will allow, and a

little faster

and
per-

and at the end of ten years he will be surprised to find himworth ten thousand dollars, at least, and everything laid out

haps,
self

if he had not given this five years of
would not have one half that sum, if he
had anything. The time has come when to be a market gardener
or a farmer the man must be educated for it, and the more brains
and common sense he has to go wnth his education the greater

for

But

doing business.

practical education, he

will

be his success.

There
the

is

no kind of business carried on

men engaged

in

know

so little

at the present

time that

about as farming.

Who

would think of being a doctor, a lawyer, a minister, a machinist,
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a teacher, a manufacturer, or a merchant without
least ten years,

Who

sometimes twenty,

ever saw a successful one

fitting

who

first

spending

at

himself for his calling

did not

?

And how many

?

of

day for their
any kind of business who

these confine themselves to eight or ten hours per

work

?

I

never saw a successful

did not spend from twelve to

man

in

hours per day for the

fifteen

first

ten to twenty years of his business career, and what business

is

and money invested than market gardening or farming ? We do not get
rich, I know, but we can have a nice farm and buildings and everything to go with them, and pay all our bills and have something
And who feels any richer than such a man ? I
left every year.
well remember the time when I was first out of debt.
I never
I owned my place and everything on it,
shall be as rich again.
and the whole cost me ^35,000. My business has increased three
I worked
times since then, but I do not feel as well off to-day.
night and day for it, and so will you if you succeed.
there at present that will give better return for the time

LOCATION.
This should be on a slope to the
because

it

inclines to the sun

and

east, south,
is

or west.

Sloping

better for irrigation,

and

towards these points because they are warmer than a northerly
slope.

land

The

if it

soil

should be a sandy loam, with a few acres of low

can be had, but one acre of upland of the right kind

worth tw^o of the low^ Size according to the extent of business,
which depends upon where the market is and the size of the marIt will take about
ket, but ten acres are sufficient in most cases.
^5,000 to stock that in good shape for the business, and three
horses, with wagons and harnesses, two hundred cords of manure,
The
five hundred sashes, and one greenhouse will be required.
cost of this may exceed that amount of capital a little.
is

MANURES.
I
is

have already mentioned two hundred cords of manure, which

little

enough.

thought necessary.

Fertilizers

may be

used with the manure,

Twenty cords of good manure

if

to the acre

grow most any crop that can be grown, and in some cases
two crops at one application. If the land has been worked for a
long time, some fertilizer may be applied for the second crop when
will
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should be whatever material the crop

and should be applied when the crop

may be

is

mostly

is

about half

applied broadcast or in the rows as the crop

arranged, and never

less

than half a ton per acre.

believe in liberal applications of manures and fertilizers, be-

I

cause I believe in liberal feeding of plants as well as animals.

you have an animal and feed him well he

and show

his keeping.

It is so

with plants.

If they are well sup-

plied with the proper nourishment they will

or animal that

not

;

and

if

well fed

is

there

is

any

is

If

will always look well

show

it,

and a plant
one that is

easier to take care of than

profit in a crop,

it is

always in a good

one.

HELP.
It is

always difficult to employ helpers

pecially in this business

where

experience before they are of

number

is

kept,

who

and

are reliable,

es-

necessary that they have some

much

I have found that by
good help than where a
and by keeping them all the year it is easier

keeping a large number
small

it is

it is

value.

easier to get

still.

Good men can

always find work, and for this reason they will

not engage themselves unless they are sure of the winter work.

have so arranged

my work

I

my

that I can keep about two thirds of

summer help through the winter. The wages are from ^35 to ^50
per month for the summer, and ^5 less for the winter.
The hours
are from 5 to 6.30 in summer, and from 6 to 6 in winter.
Where
ten hours only are worked, as it is in some cases, the wages are
There are very few American men that work
^5 less per month.
on market gardens at present, because we cannot get men who
will do as much work of that class as we can of foreign help, and
if you do get one, he will not stay to be of any use to you.
They
want to do something for themselves, and therefore, as a general
thing, employers will not hire

trouble with the
ally starts

to

make

men

with them.

at all.

If there is ever
it

any

gener-

But when you find a young man who wants

this his business

good man and

them

about the length of day we work,

and takes hold with

that idea,

he

will

be

be worth good wages, but such are very
scarce.
The saying is, " Good men are scarce "; and it is as true
in this business as anywhere.

a

will
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HOTHOUSES AND SASHES.
These are very necessary

and they are necessary

Some twenty
Some

all

the year round only

by

their use,

in spring for starting plants.

years ago only sash was used, but at present hot-

However, both are used

houses are preferred.
tent.

because you are

at the present time,

enabled to produce vegetables

to a very large ex-

ten years ago I built three large houses.

The old

market gardeners said that I would fail in three years, but I have
not failed yet and have built as many more and these same men

now have them and
any more

think they are better than sash.

in the glass business

it

will

be in houses.

Where

depreciation in houses than in sash.

bring over one third their cost after
bring two thirds

its

house will pay for

If I enlarge
is more
would not

There

the houses

five years' use, the sash

would

cost after from ten to fifteen years' use, but a

itself in three years.

PREPARATION OF THE

SOIL.

In preparing the soil for planting the crops,

it

should be well

plowed and thoroughly worked.
Two plowings are none too
much, leaving the manure quite near the surface. Never work the
land when

it is

wet.

Plant theearly crops at the proper time, not

putting in the corn or beans before the ground becomes warm, for
if

they are planted too soon a second planting will be necessary,

and

this

makes an additional expense.
SEEDS.

Select your seeds early, of such kinds as your soil

are best adapted for,

and plant those you have the

and market
best success

For seeds you have to buy, go to the best man you know
list of what you want.
If he has the list early
he will have time to select you the best and he will be sure to have
them then if he has them at all. Always buy the best and highwith.

of and give him a

You

by paying the highest
on poorest seeds.
Pay cash for them if you can and if there is any discount you
can get it then. I will not say much about this subject, more than
I have already said, because it is one of my lines and I speak
from experience I had before I took up the seed business.
est priced seeds.

are surer of the best

price, because dealers never put highest prices
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CROPS.
I will

go over the

list

of vegetables grown by market gardeners

briefly describe them.

and
Asparagus. This is grown to great extent on land some distance from the market, because it can be easily shipped from a
But, like

distance.

vegetables,

all

it

is

best

when

fresh.

The

sown and the plants transplanted when one or two
years old into rows four feet apart, with plants one foot apart in
The roots should be spread out when set and not put
the rows.

seed can be

down

straight, like a

The heads should be placed
The ground should be well

cabbage plant.

about six inches below the surface.

worked before setting the plants, and then kept clean between the
rows for two years, at which time cutting may be commenced.
It is well not to cut too heavy for a year or two, nor is it best to
keep up the cutting too

An

late in the season.

application of about ten cords of manure, or about 1,500

pounds of bone and potash may be made each season in the fall.
The tops should be left on the ground through the winter if fertilizer is

applied, but

if

manure

is

applied they

may

be cut off

and burned. This should be done late in the season.
Artichokes. These are not very extensively grown

in this

country, and are mostly used for pickling.

There are many kinds and we

Beets.

The

will

speak of them in
the

Im-

speak

has

not been grown to any extent for more than one or two years.

It

the order of earliness of growth.

proved Egyptian.

is

This particular strain of which

the most profitable beet

seedsmen

I

know

earliest of all

of have

and regular and pull

off at

grown
it

I

is

Only two
They grow very smooth
and are mostly used for

at the present time.

for sale.

two pullings,

grown quite extensively under glass. The
They are about one week later
Eclipse and Bastian come next.
the
first
mentioned. The Dewings.
make
larger
top
than
and
a
and Favorite follow a few days later for bunching and boxing.
The Favorite is the best, being a very smooth beet, does not grow
The Edmund comes about one
very large and is a true blood.
bunching.

week

later.

They

are

It is a true

blood but

the Favorite or Dewings.
little

There

used at the present time.

is

is

coarser

and grows larger than,

a long red beet, but

The cultivation should be

it is

very

a liberal
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manuring on well worked light land for the early sorts. Most of
this land is raked by hand and made quite smooth so that the seed
Sow one inch deep for early and
can be sown at a regular depth.
one and one-half for late. Of these early varieties two crops can
be grown each season on the same land. They are rank feeders
and will grow best on old land. If the grub troubles, put on the
land a good coat of air slaked lime.

These are grown on light, sandy, warm land for early
They will take a liberal amount
land for late.
stronger
and
ones
I have the best success in manuring
of manure and fertilizer.
The earliest
broadcast and putting fertilizer in the hills or rows.
Next in order is the Yellow Cranis the Six Weeks or Mohawk.
There are quite a number of these, as the
berry, then the Wax.
The last
Flageolet, Golden Wax, and Golden Yellow-Eye.
named does not spot, and is the only one of the Wax varieties
The cause of some beans spotting
that did not the past season.
The dew gets on
is that they are sown too thick in the rows.
them and they do not get dry all day,' and where the dew is on the
pod there the spot will be, and after a heavy rain and dull weather
The Yellow-Eye does
for a few days they will spot very badly.
market
only
two years. The Horthe
been
in
It has
not spot.
quite
a number of kinds of
There
are
bean.
shell
a
ticultural is
The Goddard is a heavy yielder. All I have menthis variety.
Beans.

tioned are bush beans.

The

pole varieties are very numerous,

more so than the bush. Of the Lima there are four or five kinds
and of the Wax two or three. Then come the Cranberry and
White Runner. The pole varieties will grow on heavier land than
the bush.

Cabbage.
the

first

This

is

among
The
Early York, Sum-

the largest of vegetables and stands

of profitable crops.

The

varieties are

numerous.

Volunteer, Express, Etamps, Jersey Wakefield,
mer, Oxheart,Winnigstadt, Flat Dutch, Brunswick, Stone Mason,
Drumhead, Red, Curled Savoy, and Drumhead Savoy. The earliest

is

the Volunteer, but they are small.

These two, Early York and
Summer can be grown

Wakefield, are called the early ones, but the

any season and is largely grown in New England. They grow
on good land, but the early ones will do best on light land
Twenty-five
well manured, with plenty of water for irrigating.
cords of manure and one ton of fertilizer will grow a good crop
at

best
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of cabbages any year on most any kind of land,
moisture

if sufficient

supplied.

is

Cauliflower. This is one of the cabbage family, though unIt is not so easily grown and
like it when matured for market.
for them, but sometimes do
expect
to
get
more
more
and
we
costs

When

not.

the season

flowers, but if it

is

very wet,

is

it

a

a dry year they will not

is

good year

for cauli-

mature as well unless

They will do best on new
amount of manure if applied.
I have put on twenty-five cords of new manure and packed it into
the furrows when turning the sod over and then applied ten cords
Then when
of fine manure per acre and harrowed it in.
the crop was about half grown put on one ton of fertilizer per
acre, and when the weather was dry, kept a steam pump running
The crop paid
night and day for two weeks, or until it rained.
the necessary moisture

and

land,

it

level

is

supplied.

consume a very

large

This piece of land was about six acres in

well.

wet

will

each time.

that I

size.

I

could

over twice a week with about half an inch of water on a

now

did not have the arrangements for watering

I

have.

I

can water four acres in twenty-four hours,

The

and put on a

level

cauliflowers

usually one dollar per dozen, but

is

an inch of water.

two dollars per dozen there

is

some

profit in

price obtained for

when they

them.

An

are

acre at

Set in rows three and one half feet

that price will bring $i,ooo.

There is some trouble in
and unless a large quantity is grown they are
sometimes neglected and the little black fly takes them down.

apart

and two

the row.

feet apart in

raising the plants

But perhaps this
plants to

sell,

my

is

and by

benefit, because I raise a large quantity

selling the seed I generally sell the

parties the plants after they

This vegetable
ent and on

Long

is

have

Erfurt, Snowball, Paris,

of theirs.

New England at presThere are quite a number of kinds, the
and Algiers. A few years ago most of

quite largely

Island.

lost all

of

same

grown

in

the cauliflowers used for pickling were imported, but since

we

have been able to supply the picklers for four cents per pound,
they have imported but very

kw.

I

sold this past season six tons

man for pickles. Most
They cannot be grown on

of cauliflowers to one

of these were of

second quality.

the

New England more
Celery.

same land

in

than once in three years.

The next and one

of the most important crops grown,
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especially in the
in

demand

so

about April

fall, is

celery,

much during

first

and there

is

none

that has increased

the past six years.

The seed

and the plants are transplanted

is

sown

in June, either

into rows where they are to grow, or into beds where they will

stand until July and be set out after some crop that has been

taken off before that time.
to allow for banking,

It is set

and one foot

in

rows six

in the

feet apart,

so as

rows for the branching

kinds and six inches for those that do not branch.

There are a number of kinds, Boston Market, Arlington, White
The first two are grown
largely in New England and in the West.
The Paris Golden is
Plume. Paris Golden, and Golden Heart.

quite new, only being in the market two years.

whether

come

has

it

I

cannot

tell

to stay or not until after another season.

Celery requires more time and attention that any other out-door
crop.
it

It is

pay

will

not a very profitable crop but at si per dozen bunches

for

growing.

Cucumbers. These are grown very extensively in houses and
under glass. The increased demand has been such that they are
grown all the year round, but to grow them in winter is quite a
They require an even temperature of 70 degrees, and the
trade.
more sun in winter they can get the better it is for them. In winThe
ter the crop is mostly shipped to New York and Chicago.
prices are very changeable and vary from ten to twenty-five cents
apiece.
tity

Many

obtained at

five cents

ma}- think this a very large price, but for the quanthis season, it

apiece in

is

not.

I

had rather

raise

them

for

May and

June than for ten cents apiece in
Houses are constructed for their growth

December and January.
The glass being double, the
with span roof and double glass.
temperature can be kept more uniform than with single glass and
the amount of coal saved will pay for the additional cost of glass.
There is a great difference in the crop of cucumbers made by the
The age of the seed is also quite important.
selection of the seed.
That is, old seed will bear more than new, but the new will grow
Therefore I have selected seed for my own use,
the most vines.
and also for sale, from the very best specimens, and then after the
I have had
seed is two years old it is fit for planting or selling.

many

tell

me

that they never

seed would produce.

I

had such crops of cucumbers as ray
man last season fifty pounds at a

sold one

time to plant in Savannah, because he had bought one pound the
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This is one of my specialon my market garden and in my seed store. In the field they
do the best on new land, and will also yield best by rotation.

year before and had such a fine crop.
ties

will

In transplanting,

if

planted in a sod about eight inches square,

they can be handled very easily and are not disturbed so as to affect their

growth.

In houses,

transplanted into pots, they can

if

be carried easily from one house to another.

Eight-inch pots are

the proper size.

Carrots.
under

glass.

These are grown in the

They

are also

grown

The kinds

ket garden to any great extent.
for forcing,
vers.

Half Long

Scarlet,

field for

for stock

bunching and

also

but not in the marare

French Horn,

Early Horn, Intermediate, Dan-

Half Long Carentan, Long Orange, White Belgium, and
The soil for growing carrots should be a deep sandy

Chantenay.

loam, well worked and manured.

There are very many kinds of corn grown at the presAmong the earliest are the Crosby, Marblehead, and
Corey; then Moore's Early and Potter's Excelsior: and then
Mammoth Sweet and Stowell's Evergreen for late. It takes good
land to grow corn, and where corn will grow to perfection most
anything else will.
It requires plenty of manure.
Daxdelion. This is grown quite extensively in New England
and used as greens in spring. They are grown by sowing the
seed in the spring, and in the fall the plants have attained a large
root, which will live in the ground over winter and will start very
They can be dug up and set out under
early the next spring.
glass or in the hothouses and come into market any time in the
winter.
It takes only about four weeks in the hothouse to obtain
The glass can
a crop, but if set in beds for sash it takes longer.
be placed upon them when they are sown in the field and will
hasten their growth very much.
They are used very extensively
and are put up in cans and kept like tomatoes, squashes, and pears.
If fifty cents per bushel can be realized for the whole crop it is

Corn.

ent time.

quite profitable.

Egg Plant. This

grown to some extent, but the sale being
grow them. They are quite delicate, and
require warm, well manured land, with plenty of water.
The
kinds are New York, Improved, and Black Pekin.
Endive. This is verv little used.
The varieties are Broad
is

quite limited, very few
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When grown

Leaved, French Moss, and Green Curled.
quires blanching before

Leek.

This

is

it is fit

member

a

this re-

for use.

of the onion family and

is

used for

flavoring.

Lettuce. This

is

one of the most extensive crops grown

When

market gardeners.

it

is

grown

the year round,

all

it

by-

is

grown in
the field, under glass, and in hothouses.
The kinds mostly grown
in Massachusetts are the headed varieties, White Seed Tennisball
In other lofor winter and Black Seed Tennisball for summer.
calities various kinds are used, but there is more of the White Seed
Tennisball than any other in New England. You will be surprised when I say there is more money's worth of lettuce than of
any other vegetable grown in Massachusetts. There are few marMany grow
ket gardeners who do not raise over ^i,ooo worth.
from $5,000 to $10,000 worth, and a few produce as high as
$20,000 worth, per annum. The most of this is used in New
York markets and sent from Boston.
Melons. There are three classes of these, the cantelope or
The
green flesh, the musk or yellow flesh, and the watermelon.
first is the earliest and is used, as all the varieties are, for dessert
upon the table. There are many that are favorites in various localities.
The Montreal is the favorite in Canada the Arlington,
Green Nutmeg, Hackensack, and Japan in Boston
the Gem,
Perfection, and Banana in New York
and the Osage in Chicago.
Watermelons are mostly grown in the South and shipped North
They all do best on new land. Our land, which has
for sale.
been used a number of years, does not produce good melons.
necessary to sow the seed once a week.

This crop

is

;

;

;

They were a total failure last season.
Mushrooms. These are extensively grown in New England.
The kind is the English. They are a very doubtful crop, but if
you can get them every second year they will pay quite well.
Onions. This is one of the largest crops grown, and in some
localities almost the

only one.

hundred bushels per

acre, that

When
is

the land will produce six-

the land to

grow them on.

It

has been said that they grow best on old land and every }ear on the

same

piece, but

I

do not think

other crops and where this plan
rust,

so.
is

They need

rotation like

all

followed, are not so liable to

or blight, or have maggots upon them.

The kinds are many.
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;

the red

is

in

New EngNew

mostly grown in

The white is used for
way green. They grow best on low
land well manured with stable manure and an application of ashes
Some apply the manure in the fall and plow it in
or potash.
York,

and Pennsylvania.

Jersey,

bunching and

is

sold in that

and put the fertilizer on in the spring, but I think the best way
is to plow the land in the fall, work over the manure in the pile
in winter, get

it

well rotted

down, and apply

in spring, turning

under very light and leaving it near the surface. I have tried
all ways on the same land, and find that by so doing I can get my
onions planted sooner than by putting the manure on in the fall.
it

Twenty

cords, with one ton of fertilizer,

is

about the amount

re-

quired for a crop of onions.

Peas.

These are grown mostly

as an early crop, but there are

do quite well. The early kinds are the
Clipper, Maud S., Dan O'Rourke, Kentish, and American WonThe late are the Advance, Champion, Everbearing, Abunder.
dance, Marrowfat, and Stratagem.
The early ones are grown
mostly as a first crop, another one being planted after the peas are
gone.
I always manure broadcast with stable manure and put
fertilizer in the furrows.
Then I do not have to manure for my

some

later varieties

second crop unless

it

that

be a crop of cabbage.

each other and do as well as they would

if

Peas will not follow
planted on a different

piece each year.

Parsnips. There are four kinds, namely. Long Smooth, Short
Round; Student, and Maltese. It requires fine land to grow them
and produce smooth clean ones. For the first-named the soil
should be very deep and a subsoil plough is necessary to plow
the land for them.
Manure broadcast and make narrow ridges
of the land after plowing, and put two rows on each ridge.
Parsley. This is grown to a very large extent under glass.
For winter use the Fine Curled is the favorite. Sow in spring
and continue cutting all the season. Put glass upon the bed and
a good crop can be cut in the winter.
It can be transplanted into

beds or hothouses for winter

use.

These are grown mostly for pickling, and very few
are grown by market gardeners.
Potatoes. They are a farm crop and are grown very little by
Peppers.
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market gardeners, therefore we

will not give

them

mu ch

atten-

tion.

Radishes.

These are grown under

glass in winter

houses, also in spring in the field, especially the

and

Long

in hotScarlet,

field culture.
For forcing, the French
Rooted are used, being grown much closer
than the long variety. They all require very fine soil and in many
localities they cannot be grown because of the peculiar quality of

which

is

used mostly for

Breakfast and Turnip

the

soil.

Horseradish. This
crop and

is

is

unlike the former, and

is

grown

as a field

used for grating.

Rhubarb.

This

The

is

a spring crop and forced to a great extent

ground under the surface
and are left to grow a large root for two or three years and are then
taken up and forced. They are of no value after being forced,
unless in a bed where they can remain, and by placing glass upon
them they will come into market before outdoor ones, and they
are then left for another year, keeping the weeds down in the summer season. For field culture the roots should be placed three
feet by four feet apart, and when the roots get too large, cut out
The roots can be set at any season.
part of them with a spade.
Spinach. This crop is grown at all seasons and for winter use
But the southern crop interis put into pits made for the purpose.
For spring use it
feres very much with the price in our markets.
is sown about September first and protected in winter with hay
or boughs from pine trees, and in spring it starts up and produces
a fine crop for market in April and May.
Squashes. These are grown quite extensively in the market
gardens and mostly as a second crop, being planted in June. A
crop of greens, beets, peas, and other early vegetables can be
grown on the land before it will be needed for the squash crop.
under

They

glass.

roots are set in the

are planted in hills about ten feet apart each way, three

plants being

left in

the hill to grow.

broadcast no additional manure

is

When

needed

the land

for the crop.

is

manured

A shovel-

hill to keep away the borer is necessary.
Crookneck and White Scallop for summer
use, and the Marrow, Hubbard, Essex Hybrid, Bay State, Turban,
Marblehead, and Pike's Peak for winter. The Marrow is the
largest yielder, oftentimes producing ten or more tons per acre

ful

of coal ashes in the

The kinds

are Yellow
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do not produce over seven or eight tons, but
makes the crop bring about the same amount

the difference in price

per acre.

These are largely grown and large quantities are
This makes it necessary to grow
put into cans by the factories.
them.
The
kinds
are Boston Market, Emery,
quantities
of
large

Tomatoes.

Acme, Livingston, Perfection, Beauty, Favorite, Trophy, King
Humbert, Canada Victor, Paragon, Cherry, Plum, and Peach.

Some

of these varieties are very large producers

;

others are only

and are not profitable for market garTomatoes will grow best on quite new land, that is, the
deners.
second or third year after breaking up and I find that where they
are well manured the crop will show the benefit of it like every
They will require a large amount of
other kind of vegetable.
moisture and it makes a great difference in the quantity of the
yield.
I will not say which one is the best for culture because I
find every one has a kind that does well with him, and if so let
him stick to it.
Turnips. These are not grown very extensively by market gardeners, except by a few who have land that is adapted for them.
novelties for garden culture

;

I

have

now been

over the most important part of the business

what the man should

;

where the place should be located,
capital required, application of manures, and described many of
that

is,

be.

the crops to be grown.

In closing

I will

say to

him who makes

this his calling

and

cate yourself for the business, study your land

find

Eduwhat it
:

produce most profitably and make a specialty of those crops,
manure liberally, and fertilizers if necessary and you find them
profitable to use, do enough business not to make a slave of yourself, and always sell your crops when the market demands them,
will

use

regardless of price.

Remember that plants

require light,

air, heat,

and moisture on the one hand, and thorough cultivation and liberal nourishment on the other.
Have plenty of help to do the
work at the proper time, and you will find that brains put into the
business of market gardening will

tell as

much

as at the counter,

any other department of
labor, and it is as true now as ever that "he who by the plow
would thrive, must either hold the plow or drive."
in the manufactory, machine-shop, or
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As we look upon

the world,

we

be stayed, but

is

stantly

find there

is

constantly going

it and will not
Old ways and methods are conPractices and customs
being superseded by new ones.

on a change.

This change carries

all

things with

irresistible.

now out of place. These facts should
who would grasp the ideas and methods

that did well formerly are

be borne

in

of to-day,

mind by

all

— the methods
when

that lead to success

and a competency.

when

there were no
and communication between towns quite near each other
was difficult, when it cost much to manufacture any article of
household goods and more to transport it, farmers naturally relied
on their own productions to supply their wants. There was then
no particular need of any cash crop, because nothing of any
amount was needed outside of the resources of the farm. The
flocks furnished the wool for good;, substantial cloth, which was
manufactured at home by the ladies of the farm and their daughters
the fields produced the flax which was made into linen for
In many cases the orchards of fruit and maple
finer articles.
The
trees supplied the family with the necessary fruit and sugar.
productions were then very general, and there being no room for

In old times,

the country was new,

railroads

;

competition or division of labor into special industries, there was

no

call for

anything

Manufacturing of

further.
all

kinds was then carried on on a small scale

and by a variety of methods
capital, talent, or labor into

there was not the centralization of
one great center or under one general
;
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days of sharp

The

competition and nineteenth-century progress.
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laborer

who

might be employed to do small jobs around the house or upon
the farm was generally a man skilled slightly in all the general
requirements of the different branches of farming as then managed, and while he was not capable of doing any job in a work-

manlike manner, he was particularly useful
jack-at-all-trades,

who was content

in his

way,

to earn his living

—a

sort of

by turning

hand to anything that came along, and who trudged gaily
humble home at night, laden with some of the many prod-

his

to his

ucts of the farm as a reward of his labor.

was no need of any money or circulating

In many cases,
medium of trade

there

other

than that the farm products afforded.

many

In

can

still

places in Massachusetts, even near large cities, there

be seen small, eight-sided workshops in nearly every
formerly some

farmyard where

member
own

during spare hours on shoes for their
but they are

now

of the family worked
or neighbors' families,

used for other purposes.

to-day where a young

man can go

know

I

to learn the

of no place

shoemaker's trade.

There are many manufactories where certain branches of the
and where the laborers become well skilled

business are taught,

in their part of the

man

work, but none where a

goes through

every branch of the business.

The

children and young people of to-day would hardly be con-

tent to

wear such home-made shoes

as

graced the feet of their

young idea would agree to the change,
they could not be afforded.
They would be far dearer than the
finer finished shoes of to-day which are manufactured by skilled,
special labor, and by machinery that can only be used where large

grandparents

;

and

if

the

quantities are manufactured.

And

in

order to be able to pay for these machine-made boots,

as well as for other necessary articles that

cash or

its

be sold

off the

equivalent,

there must be

farm for cash.

taste

and the

tastes

soil,

still

the

amount of

available

of the owner.

should be carefully considered.

vated in a measure, but

must be purchased for
special crop that can

This crop must be selected in ac-

cordance with the surroundings, the
help, the markets,

some

No

This matter of
doubt it can be culti-

there must be a natural fitness for the

business to be able to accomplish

good

results.
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Said Mr. Waxear to Mr. Chorister: " I am glad to see young
Mr. Tocksin up in the choir he is a most estimable young man,
In reply Mr. Chorister says: " He may
well read in law, too."
:

be read

this cash

is

is

a yeller in

to plan to

when farming

It is

now

upon

capital

farming oper-

to put business into his

is

is

The time

has

only a make-shift for a living simply.

elevated into a business that pays a good percentage

and labor judiciously invested, and

worthy of having a special

manage

in others.

farm for an income as well as for a sustenance

then this crop must be extended for that purpose.
passed

Thus

the choir."

be " yellers "

still

crop a necessity for meeting the running

expenses, but if a farmer
ations,

is

some branch and

excel in

Not only

he

law, but

the

in

we may

and look

its affairs

ranked as

is

President's cabinet to

office in the

after its interests.

It

is

therefore

of

Its weal or woe affects each and every ina national character.
dustry in which man labors, and its management is an earnest of

success that affects

and should

The time

has passed

climes.

as a boor, to be shunned by

interest all

when

all

men,

all classes,

and all
upon

the farmer was looked

cultivated people.

Cultivation,

and refinement exist to-day upon our farms and in our
New England homes in a greater degree than among the people
And public sentiment, anxious
-of any other trade or profession.
to recognize all that is worthy, is rapidly becoming
•education,

" That sense and worth, o'er

May

bear the gree and

For

a'

Our

toils

that

and

a'

that

obscure,

and

a'

the earth,

a' that.

a' that,

The rank is but the guinea's stamp,
The maii^s the goud for a' that."

So we

find, while

looking at our business from the standpoint

of culture, refinement, and social position, great incentives to

newed exertions to become efficient in our business, and
and adopt the methods demanded by the times.
It is related that a large

some

visitors

woolen manufacturer,

through his factories where

all

after

to

re-

study

showing

the machinery in use

was of the newest and most approved pattern, took them into the
attic, where they found stored away the machines for manufacturing in
this,

all

and asked

departments.

if

these

The

visitors expressed surprise at

machines were worn

out.

"

Oh

no," said
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" but out of date. I cannot afford to use them.
In order to compete with other manufacturers it is necessary that I
have all these new machines you saw in use down stairs."
the manufacturer,

What

true of manufacturing

is

is

also true of

wheel has ceased

its

melodious

heard in our country homes
associations

and sacred

hum

the

;

;

farming, not

The spinning-

alone in machines, but in methods and practice.

hand-loom is no longer
low linen wheel, rich in

the

little,

recollections, has

now no

place outside of

the shop of the curios or the parlors of the lovers of bric-a-brac.

The old-fashioned

cobbler, with his bench

eling from house to house,

faced

hammer upon

leather into shape,

and kit of tools travand the tap of his broadhe worked and pounded the

forgotten,

is

the lapstone, as

The country

no longer heard.

is

is

now

spanned by railroads, carrying the mail and the productions of

and town. Commerce has spread
upon our coasts and inland waters, and her white wings
glisten on all our shores, bringing to our doors the products of
all lands.
This change calls for a radical change of methods for
sections into every village

all

its sails

our farmers.
All these articles must of necessity be purchased,
to

pay

for

them the farm must be made

The

be sold for cash.
the locality

to

home consumption

shall be.

seems

It

time and land producing some article for

even,

with the proceeds of a

in order

cash crop, then, becomes a necessity, and

must determine largely what that

folly to waste valuable

and

produce some crop to

when

much

the

same

article

can be purchased

smaller area of land devoted to

some

other crop for which the land and locality are particularly adapted

and which the market demands.
the

full

This crop should be pushed to

capacity of the farm and labor at

doing much more

will

command.

By

so

be realized from the farm than will be the

case if it is divided up into patches of various kinds of crops,
none of which are grown in sufficient quantities to produce a

surplus for sale.

How many
ciples

and up

farmers can

an income

?

farms in this State are run strictly on business printo their full capacity of production

tell

?

whether any particular crop or animal

Not many,

I

assure you.

the manufacturer, the professional

things changed.

A

producing

Consult the merchant,

man, and how

careful system of

How many
is

are all these

book-keeping

tells

them
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what they are doing,
push, and what to curtail.

just

just

what branch of

They

their business to

do this because
Their entire time, thought,
and talents are concentrated upon that one thing. All things else
are made subservient to this one special idea, andby so doing they
are enabled to

they have but one system to work on.

on their books and know just what they are doing.
no guess-work. Some system of this kind is necessary
for farmers, and as they adopt specialties they will work into it.
By concentrating their thoughts and farms upon one special branch
they will become more methodical and more business-like in all
their ideas, and there will be a certainty of results that will add
much to the dignity and profits of farming. Often there is but
a small margin of profit at best, and success or failure turns upon
so small a point that every detail must be thoroughly understood.
carry everything

There

is

These are days of sharp competition
of production
is

may

be

made

All manufacturers and

an absolute necessity.

are dividing their

work

in everything,

and economy

a great source of revenue; in fact,

into specialties.

Men

all

it

professions

are educated

by

theory and practice in some one particular part or branch of their
work, and in a short time acquire a skill and capacity for labor

unknown among

general workmen.

Thus, in house-building,

on extensively, one party of men puts up and
sees that each sill, plate, post, rafter, and brace is in position, in
proper form and size; then another party puts on the boards,'
where

still

it is

carried

another lays the

floors,

another the bricks, another the plas-

on the finish, and
on throughout the whole building, every man doing just what
he has had a special training for, and nothing else. The medical
profession is a rare example of the benefits to be derived from
No one man can be skilled in all branches, so
special practice.
tering, another builds the stairs, another puts

so

they subdivide into exclusive special sub-divisions.
Another great principle for us to consider is the necessity for
intensive thought and concentrated action.

The age demands

any article upon the market and compete
it must be all wool, and of material that will wash.
successfully
Intensive thought brings the perfection that is demanded, and only
undivided attention brings the ability to place one's whole self
When an eminent person, remarkable
into the business in hand.
for his achievements in science, eloquence, and business, was asked
quality in order to place
;
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by what means he was enabled to effect so much, he answered,
"By being a whole man to one thing at a time. " Years ago a
trusted courier was sent across the Russian country

which

horses, bearing important dispatches

should deliver at the earliest

moment

possible.

nerve, and denied himself sleep, food,

When

his destination.

it

and

the journey was

by

relay of

was necessary he

He exerted every

rest, in

order to reach

nearly completed he

stopped at a country inn for fresh horses, and while waiting for
the change to be

made

fell

asleep

attendants attempted to awake

on a bench at the door. The
by loud cries and by shaking

hiiii

him by the shoulders, but tired nature refused to respond, and it
seemed there must be some delay. The innkeeper, hearing the
outcry,

came

to learn the cause,

and immediately bade the

Then he advanced toward

tendants stand back.

courier, saying in an ordinary tone of voice,

ready. Monsieur. "

at-

the sleeping

"Your

horses are

by magic, the man sprang to his feet,
wide awake and ready to mount. Probably this man was not
learned or profound, but he had his duty so firmly imbedded in
his mind that the least allusion to it caused the drowsy god to
leave him and set every faculty of his being into active play.
It
is

As

if

such devotion to a purpose as this that the world needs, and

find it in any man we find that man successful.
I
same necessity for undivided thought and action exists
to-day upon our farms, as in any other branch of business.
It

whenever we

believe the

may not be

quite possible to so thoroughly divide into specialties,

much better footing
You have perhaps heard of the farmer

but enough can be done to place us upon

than we stand upon to-day.

who

in early fall

was sent to dig some early potatoes.

out with basket and hoe, but after

ported that there were none planted.

him
said

His wife began

for his carelessness in forgetting to plant
:

" Now,

wife, don't

think of everything."

Restarted

some search came back and
them.

to

re-

upbraid

In reply he

blame me you can't expect one man to
Thus it is that the average farmer who
;

keeps a few steers, a few cows, a few sheep, and a few hens, whose
fields are cut

up into patches of various kinds of crops, has

his

thoughts so scattered by the various calls upon his time that he

is

constantly working at a disadvantage and produces nothing that
is first-class.

If he will study his tastes, his soil, his market,

and

adapt his productions to these, he will find himself working more
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demanded by

nearly in the line

ticle for market that will

there

is

an idea

the times, and producing an ar-

command

a ready sale.

minds of many,

in the

that

it is

I

am aware that

unsafe to put our

land into one crop largely, or to stock mostly with one kind of

animals

;

but this

complied with,

if

If all the necessary

a mistake.

is

conditions are

and choice are made judiciously,

the investments

there need be no fear of results.
I believe there

is

looked by most of

We

one reason

efforts into

We

is

over-

are all naturally inclined to put our best

what pleases

would give but

adopting specialties that

we are all specialists by nature.
happy when we are tending some particular

are particularly

crop or animal.

for

It is, that

us.

little for

us,

and

unless the heart

The

the laborer.

is

in the

work

I

sense of duty or the

love of gain will sometimes lead us to labor that accomplishes

much, but there

is

no

real nerve in labor

accomplished by un-

We

must get above and beyond ourselves, must
willing hands.
forget our very existence in the work in hand, if we would excel.

One man working away
ble,

that must pass before he

is

perfection as time passes.
asks

him

with chisel and mallet on apiece of mar-

at work,

keeping doggedly

thinking only of the weary hours

released from his labor, gets

to stand aside, saying, " I

of stone. "

He

no nearer

But soon another man approaches, who
can see an angel in that piece

takes from the hands of the time-server the chisel

and mallet, and immediately there springs from that stone a
of matchless beauty, which men bow to and worship.
" Polly's pansies grow so large and
Bright and fragrant that

They're the

finest

we

anywhere

Tell us, won't you, Polly,

What's the

With

fair,

can but praise them.
;

how

secret, little girl ? "

a look half bashful

figure

^u

and half

them?

raise

Then

Polly,

jolly,

Smiles upon her flowers and beams above them,
" This is all the secret, I just love them "
!

Many

people are happy when at work in the

fields,

where they

can see green things growing. The grass, as it glistens in the sun
The flowers of the
of summer, has for them a beauty unexcelled.

them full of rare beauty, and of inspirations that lead
to a higher and better life and help to make the world full of
There is music in every rustle of the branches of the trees
bliss.
field are to
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They look through

these beautiful things in nature, to the Great Source of all life

and

light,

To

God.

and

find themselves in sweet

such as these, labor in the

communion with

fields will

Nature's

To

bring success.

come a full harvest, and they shall be truly
blessed, as those who have caused two blades of grass to grow
Others may plod along through the
where but one grew before.
labors of the year and accomplish something, who have no eye for
the beautiful in nature, who are like the i)rosaic parson described
such as these will

by the poet

A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose was to him,
And

it

was nothing more.

Some people enjoy nothing more than they do the care and
company of the horse. For them there is no sweeter music than
no beauty equal
companions.
To all such will come success in caring for and handling horses, because their hearts are in the work and there is a genuine love for the business.
Others are at home when they are
with their favorite oxen.
They enjoy the excitement of training
and driving the steers of the farm. They have an eye for perfection in that branch and can tell the qualities of an ox at a glance.
In their hands are found the oxen whose matchless beauty and
the measured hoof beats of their favorite steed,

to the

symmetry and superb form of

their beautiful equine

great usefulness are a credit to our State to-day.

Others enjoy the

dairy and can see nothing more beautiful in nature than the deer-

beauty and symmetry of form of their Guernseys, or the

like

magnificent proportions of their Holsteins, while others would
*'

rather go supperless to

bed " than milk one of them.

So it w^ill
be seen there need be no fear of overrunning the market with the
products of any one branch of farming, as there will be so
people to choose, and so
will

be doing the work adapted
to strive for the goal

what

may seem

for the business,

many

branches to choose from, and

all

to their peculiarities.

any man has the right matter

If

him

many

in his

make

up, that will lead

of success, pluck to push ahead under

great difficulties,

and a

natural fitness

and love

he need not fear to embark in any branch of farm-

ing for which his tastes and situation

fit

him.

There

is

a reason-
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is put forth on
and with a view to the ultimate end. Let him
turn his attention to dairying, and as this is his exclusive business
His
he will naturally seek to post himself thoroughly upon it.

able certainty of success in every honest effort that

business principles

equipments

be

will

first-class.

He

can afford to purchase

all

and place himself in condition to
command the attention of the market, and finally to place his
own price upon his goods. One farmer in Fryeburg is stocked
largely with cows, has a supply of ice and all necessary tools for
necessary articles for

an

outfit,

making and shipping butter. He has made from thirty-five to fifty
pounds of butter per week and sold it direct to customers, having
orders he could not

fill

;

while his neighbors, with so few cows that

they could afford no special tools to do with, and whose cows
took care of themselves, were scouring the country over to find

chances to swap their butter for store pay and failed in the effort.
What is true of dairying is true of all other branches of farming,

and what

is

true of the individual

is

true of the

community and

the State.
It is said that

Every one of

man

a

his

in Illinois has just

married his sixth wife.

wives brought him a farm, and he

of the largest landed proprietors in this country.
that marriage

is

a great success,

if it is

managed

is

now one

This shows

properly, and

if

man sticks to that business, as well as any other, he is bound to
come out ahead in the end.
Look for a moment at Kentucky, made famous by her horses,

a

good stock that comes from
Channel Islands, made famous
the world over by the wonderfully beautiful dairy cows bred there.
This perfection is only reached by years of constant, undivided,
united attention to that one particular branch of stock raising.
Everything else was made subordinate to this, and every available
atom of thought and labor concentrated upon the one object of

a trade-mark which adds value to

Look

within her borders.

all

at the

breeding dairy cows.

Look

for a

moment

for dairy products

and

at

Vermont, with an unequaled reputation
With an area of only 10,21 z

fine horses.

square miles, she has succeeded only by close attention to these
branches, making them largely specialties, in placing upon
the

market these

quantities as to

articles

command

of

such fine quality and

attention

and

attract sales,

in

such

and but-
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her verdant

anywhere and advertise
themselves.
Turn our attention to our state fairs, and you will
find that each animal of merit was raised by some one who was
bound up in that one breed of stock. Notice the fine Hereford
steers and oxen
observe the perfectness of form and uniform

and

hills

in her rigorous climate, will sell

;

characteristics.

All of these are the

results

of generations of

breeding with a definite special purpose in view and are the
sult

of thought and talent concentrated upon one object.

animals themselves are raised and fed by

them

re-

These

men who honestly believe
who go into the business

to be the best cattle in the world,

with faith in the material they have to work with and confidence

them

that their endeavors will bring

The most
efits

success.

direct result of adopting specialties will be the ben-

that will soon be apparent in

the

more uniform

herds,

and

the greater usefulness of each animal for the business in view.

There

is

no lack to-day of

fine

pure-bred animals of

resentative breeds of cattle, but there
in the average herds

upon our

any

definite purpose in view,

first

to

one breed and then

farms.

is

all

the rep-

woful lack of sameness

Many

of

us,

not having

have bred very indiscriminately,

to another, until our herds resemble

There are so many different strains of
blood, that none predominate there is no peculiar fixed characthose of Jacob of old.

;

and they are comparatively worthless for any purpose,
when compared with representative animals of any special breed.
But let us adopt some speciality, and how this will be changed.
The breeding will be conducted on some fixed principle that will
tend toward the end in view.
Individuals will be selected for
that purpose, and as the lines are drawn closer and closer, the poorer ones will be weeded out, and every animal will have the special
qualities that will make him valuable for our purpose.
As the
teristic,

breeding

is

become

continued generation after generation, this quality

and stamped that it will be reproand then will come the beginning of a
herd that will be uniform in color, form, and natural characteristics.
The valuable herds of cows for which Maine is noted, and whose
milk products command a ready sale at remunerative prices, and
now largely kept by farmers who make them their principal stock.
will

duced

so firmly fixed

in the offspring,
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and whose attention
ficient quanities to

is

placed upon preparing proper food in suf-

produce the largest possible yield of milk

at

the least possible expense.

Observe the fine specimens of the different breeds of horses
may be found in the State to-day, and as you admire their

that

beautiful proportions

and the

characteristics that

fit

them

for their

be forced to the conclusion that each one

peculiar work, you
was bred by men well skilled in that one branch of business. The
breeding that produced the Percheron, with its coloring, size,
uniformly kind disposition and valuable characteristics for certain purposes, was conducted by men who gave their whole attention to that one object, who knew or cared but little for anything
will

else

but to improve and perfect that one breed of horses.

Notice

our gentlemen's drivers and trotting-bred roadsters, and the same
Look at the wonderful record our Maine
truths hold good.
horses are getting,

and

tell

me

if

the breeding that produces such

conducted by men who divide their attention among
Talk with their owners and you will
different kinds of stock.
They will talk of nothing else and care
find them all horse.
trotters is

for

nothing

fairly well

else in business.

in all

There are many men who can do

branches of stock raising, but none

who can

reach that perfection which alone brings remunerative prices

and

success.

Then,

watchword for farmers and is a
and as certain quantities of any
order to work to advantage, division of
material helps this very groundwork and

as co-operation is the

necessity to their very existence,
article are necessary in

farming into specialties
underlying principle of farming.
eries

now

For example, notice the creamThey have been

in successful operation in our State.

means of educating the farmers in their localities up to the
it pays to give one kind of stock their undivided attention, and are now surrounded by men who breed and feed only
By so doing the business is concentrated, and the
dairy cows.
output from one point is so large and uniform in quality that it
commands a ready sale. Quantity has much to do with market
Very nice articles of manufacturers,
prices as well as quality.
stock, or crops may be hidden from purchasers because there is
not enough of them to command attention, and buyers cannot
the

fact that

afford to spend time looking for such stray articles, but confine
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duced in

sufficient quantities to
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may need

are pro-

enable them to handle them at

Aroostook county produces potatoes
and command a ready sale. If any
one wishes to purchase potatoes he will go to that section, because
he knows he can find what he wants in sufficient quantities to
the least possible expense.

that are quoted in all markets

insure cheapness of handling.

In Central and Western Maine, sweet corn

canning purposes.
corn

is

known

The quantity and

in all

largely

is

markets; but with sweet corn, as with every-

thing else grown upon our farms, the quality must be
it

be handled

will

article that sells at

grown

for,

and unless it is far superior to this,
it, and goes to the wall.
It

or not, just according to

farm will produce

make

first-class

or

The market is full of an inferior
a lower figure than Maine corn can possibly be

at a loss.

it

competition with

his

grown for
Maine

quality are such that

all

how

it

is

and

comes

in direct

a paying crop,

What
Some men will

planted and tended.

depends upon the man.

their fields a garden,

is

at the

same time get an income

Some will raise nothing but weeds, and a poor crop
Some will raise the mortgage that has hung like a pall

from them.
at that.

over the old homestead for years, and carry joy to the hearts of

who watched and tended

their young lives, by a few years
on the ancestral acres. Some will strive harder to find
excuses for not doing their work in proper time than in any other
direction, except to talk politics and gossip at the country stores
and grumble at the business of farming.
There seems to me to be an over-production of grumblers. As
a business it requires no capital, talent, or labor, and he who
sets up in the business of grumbling may rest assured that he is

those

of

toil

taking the shortest cut towards the hatred of his fellows, and
will live regretted
It all

and die " unwept, unhonored, and unsung."

depends upon the man

success, filled full of the

deeds and honest

as to

whether

this life shall

be a

golden harvest of rich returns from good

efforts,

or a failure, yielding nothing but re-

and remorse, and sown with neglected opportunities which,
" like sunbeams," have passed them by. Every effort for success
has two direct influences upon us.
It accomplishes the object, if
grets

well directed,

One

and tends

to better

fit

us for our labors in future.

of the greatest blessings that follow intelligent labor,

if

th*^
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heart

in

is

ter fitted

it,

is

that

it

making him betand with honest
labor more and better.
It all depends

reacts

upon the

laborer,

each day of his

for his labor

life,

comes the ability to
upon the man as to what he will get out of this institute. If
he is open to conviction, if he is ready to receive the ideas
that may be presented in exchange, perhaps for his own, he
If he is anxious to make the most of his life,
will be the gainer.
and places himself on an equal footing with those who fill other
positions, whose inclinations lead them away from the farm, and
he will put his whole being into the thoughts of the day, then he
will get new inspirations and new courage that will enable him

effort

equipped

to return to his farm better

and

for

the stern battle of

life,

accomplish more and better things for himself, his poster-

to

I have had some experience in corn-packing,
ity, and the world.
and have found the price received by farmers to vary so much
and I find in nearly every
that I have investigated somewhat
case where the farmer has planted sweet corn as his principal
;

crop his returns are the

best.

and

The

reasons for this are various.

His

fertilizer, his care,

and

these facts lead to everything being

his attention are given that

done

one crop,

just at the right

time and in the proper manner, and when the harvest comes he
has

won a

prize.

may be urged by some

It

farmers to trust their

all

wise to trust our eggs

all in

in order to

one crop

in

unsafe for

it is

that

is

not

one basket, that markets change, and

have something to

necessary to have a variety.
careless

that

some may say

;

sell at

To

all

a

fair

such

and heedless and drop our eggs,

it

price each year,
I

will say

makes but

If

:

it

is

we are

little differ-

ence whether they are in one or a dozen baskets, we shall lose

them anyhow, and deserve to. But, if we have a mind on our
work and exercise due care, we shall stand a far better chance to
That one
reach market safely with one than a dozen baskets.
object will be our
is

be

all.

Its safety is

a necessity to our success.

our treasure; and as where our treasure
also,

is,

It

there will our heart

our thoughts concentrated on that one object enable us

to carry out safely our purpose.
results to

As an evidence of the

be derived from the adoption of specialties,

beneficial
I

will call

your attention to the several communities in our own State where
creameries are situated.
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Maine "
new
Gloucester
Creamery paid its patfor
This money was distributed regurons that year $18,817.18.
larly each month, and went to improve the homesteads and add
comforts and luxuries to the family firesides.
The Turner Cen-

From

the report of creameries given in "Agriculture of

1887, we

ter

find that the

Dairying Association paid

its

patrons the same year, in round

numbers, $37,017.44 and in 1888

Now no

000.

one

will for a

distributed the

been obtained

nificent results could have

among

his attention divided

it

moment contend
if

sum of $68,-

that

these

mag-

each farmer had had

various kinds of stock and labored

There would have been
no certainty of finding any one article

himself to find markets for his products.

no uniformity in

quality,

sufficient quantities

in

make an

to

object for handling.

But-

by concentrating the labor into one place, have
placed the business all under one head and turned out a product
ter factories,

that sells readily.

A

New Yorker

wide-awake

weeks ago

six tons

brought into Boston market a few

of dressed turkeys,

all

of his

own

raising,

hundred dollars. A man in the town of
Albion, Me., makes pork raising a specialty, and by confining his
attention to that one branch of farming is making it a decided

which sold

for

His

success.

five

sales

thousand dollars.

and

realize a

pork

at

Maine,

the

tells

of pigs and pork

He

is

good per cent of

A

present time.

me

last

year amounted to four

able to place his goods
profit,

even

gentleman

at
in

upon the market
the low price of

Lincoln county,

that during the past three years he has

made

something of a specialty of keeping and fattening oxen, doing
his farm work with them, which fully paid for the cost of keeping and fattening them.

hundred and
farm whose value

to three
his

His

time have amounted
and he now has oxen on
equals those he owned at the beginsales for this

fifty-five dollars,

fully

ning.

moment at places where packing establishments
The corn factory located at Fryeburg paid out to
farmers in that vicinity ,the past year the sum of $4,213.95, exclusive of the labor bill, which was more than $2,000.
This
$6,213.05 will go a great way toward supplying our farmers with
Also look for a

are situated.

the necessary articles that must be purchased, and leave some-

thing in most cases as a balance for improvements.

Twenty-five
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hundred bushels of Lima beans were shipped from the town of
A Naples farmer gathered
Otisfield this season, worth $5,000.
one hundred bushels from five thousand hills, which sold for
Compare these sums with the income of any man who
$201.33.
was not working in any special line, and you will find them far
ahead.

The use of machinery also tends to cheapen cost of production,
and thus add to the profits of the business. As an instance of
what manufacturers are doing, notice the Columbus Buggy Company, turning a finished buggy every eight minutes of every ten
More than five hunhours of every working day of the year
dred labor-saving machines stand ready to do the bidding of the
workmen, and the engine, whose mighty heart-beats carry all this
machinery, represents the strength of one thousand horses.
!

As farmers come to realize fully the benefits to be derived from
work as to place their operations all in one general line, and use the most improved machinery and methods,

so planning their

they will find themselves finally placed on the high road to suc-

which is the foundation of all others.
no longer leave the farm for distant cities,
The
for they will find profit and pleasure in cultivating the soil.
whole general system of agriculture will be changed, and there
They
will be something to work for, something to hope for.
will find the same general principles of business being used on
the farm, and the same system that characterizes successful business ventures in other directions, and will be content with the recess in the great industry

The young men

will

sults that will surely follow.

In regard to the market.
conditions, and the
tain line,

man who

growing better

It

always adjusts

itself

to natural

keeps persistently at work upon a cer-

fitted for his business

ening production and improving

each year, cheap-

his products, stands a far better

chance to get good prices than he who is constantly changing
crops and stock in order to catch the market that happens at that
Following the crowd, constantly
time to be lightly supplied.
changing, buying high when others are buying, and selling low

when

others are selling,

is like

following a rainbow to

its

founda-

tion, interesting, perhaps, but unremunerative.

A
to

conceited goose, waddling about in the farmyard, chanced

meet a horse, and

at

once began

to boast of her superiority,
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you can only run upon the
feet for swimming, while
land
The horse
I am at home in the air, or water, or on the land. "
arched his neck, and with flowing mane and glistening eye grace-

saying
;

fully

:

to but little;

you have no wings

moved

for flying,

nor

across the yard, then replied

:

"I would

be a horse, perfect in one element, than a goose in

far rather

all.

"

The

sooner we learn that success and prosperity come from learning to

do a few things well rather than from attempting to half do a
great many, the better it will be for us, and the sooner will come
that glad millennium when every one who tills the soil will sit
under his own vine and fruit tree, and his heart be made glad by
the yield thereof.

TAXATION.
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and township wants is quite genrents, and taxes upon
upon inheritances, and upon property of individuals and

Revenue

for state, municipal,

erally obtained
polls,

corporations.

from licenses of various sorts,

It

is

taxation of property that I wish to consider

at this time.

At

first

it

might be thought that the most perfect and equal

system of taxing property would be attained by determining the

and taxing him upon this sum.
be paid where the person rewould be done where there was any con-

actual net wealth of each person
If

by

were meant that

this

sides, grievous injustice

this tax

amount of non-resident property.

siderable

generally agreed that the opposite policy

is

In

property should be taxed where

it

and should share the burden of

local taxation.

is,

since

fact,

it

the wise one,
it

I desire to call attention here to the fact that

is

and

now
that

receives the benefits

At
this

the

is

same time

not entirely

and right. In certain cases it might enable wealthy persons
where all the modern improvements, such as graded schools,
sidewalks, good roads, sewers, etc., etc., were accessible, and
taxes consequently high, without paying any proportional part of

just

to live

the burden, because of the location of their wealth elsewhere,

where taxation was
Let

us,

however,

erty where
that this

is

light.

start

with the proposition, taxation of

all

prop-

and see where it will lead us. It is evident
a simple and practical basis compared with the attempt

it is

located,

to estimate just

would be absurd

how much

a person

is

worth, a system which

to attempt to carry out.

it
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I may remark in passing, that this proposed basis is our New
Hampshire law, with a few exceptions to be soon noted. Let me

add another condition

to our basis

:

Taxation of property should

be equal, and, consequently, no double taxation allowed.

any one should dissent from

this

That

provision seems incredible.

Fa-

voritism should not be tolerated by the law, and taxing the same

property twice would be nothing

Hampshire constitution,

less

as interpreted

Our New

than robbery.

by our supreme court,

very explicit in forbidding any unequal taxation, as

is-

is

evident

from the decision of numerous test cases. (See N. H. Reports^
Morrison e'j-. Manchester; Manchester Mills z'j. Manchester Bell
Other States are not yet as advanced as ourvs. Windham, etc.)
;

selves

on

this point.

If I

understand correctly, Massachusetts

owned in New
Hampshire or other States, notwithstanding it would be taxable
where located by her own law. This is contrary to our basis.
Thus far our laws appear admirable, but let us look further.
What is property by our law? As to real estate and actual things
that can be handled, there is no difference of opinion
but what
of notes, mortgages, and other evidences of debt
Suppose I
still

taxes Massachusetts citizens for real property

;

.?

buy a farm of Mr. A for $2,000, pay $1,000 of my own, and
borrow $1,000 of Mr. B on mortgage for the balance. Can any
one make out more than $4,000 worth of actual property conviz., the farm and the $2,000 paid A?
Suppose the payments were made in gold, for simplicity. Mr.
B's gold, as also mine, is property, and is taxable before the

cerned in the transaction,

trade, $1,000 to

Mr. B and $1,000 to myself; afterward all to
Mr. B now owns half an interest in
it.
own the balance, and equity should tax one half

Mr. A, who receives
that farm,

and

to each of us

;

I

yet the law of

New Hampshire and

that of

most

$5,000 worth of property there for purposes
of taxation, the farm worth $2,000, the mortgage worth $i,ooOy

other States says there

is

and the gold worth $2,000. If the whole farm is taxed to me it
is evident that the mortgage should go untaxed.
I know it maybe said that the law protects the mortgage or note, and therefore
it

should be taxed to help support the law

of the mortgage deed

I

;

but suppose instead

had given Mr. B a deed

to

one half the

farm with an agreement to buy back the half at the above price
16
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at

some

and pay rent equal

future date,

meanwhile,

to interest

could any assessor find more than $2,000 worth of property then,

and would not the deed need just as much protection of the law
Yet no one would think of taxing the
as the mortgage deed?
deed in addition to the farm.
But it is said that if we do not tax the mortgage we are exempting from taxation all money at interest, and this would exempt a
burden.

class of persons well able to bear the

burden

is

no lawful

Ability to bear the

basis of taxation, except in a nation of social-

But again it is objected that exEquality is our basis.
ists.
emption of credits from taxation would not help the borrower.
This is an important question. Let us consider it. Suppose all
transactions were confined to a single town, and no outside in-

A certain number of property
some of their neighbors take their property
They sell to them, therefore, for a certain price,

fluences acted to disturb prices.

owners prefer

to let

and manage it.
and take a mortage
mortgage

is

as security for

money

not taxed and

and demand regulate the

business,

what
is

is

not paid.

worth

and

all

five

who

Suppose the

Supply

per cent.

are willing or wish

to place the creation of actual property in others' hands and sim-

ply collect their interest of

five

per cent, do

so.

Now

suppose

the governing power steps in and says to the owner of the mort-

gage, you must pay

me

i

per cent of your interest.

it,

keep

form of a mortgage.

his wealth in the

but there

is

The

first

nothing to compel him to

year, perhaps, he pays

The supposition was

that 5 per cent net tempted him to forego the privilege of using
his property himself; therefore he would say to the borrower,
I will forego this

you

will

pay the

women,

mortgage and run the property myself unless

Of

tax.

course

if

the mortgage-holders were

and old men, and others compelled to
loan at the going price, the result would be otherwise, and according to the proportion between these two classes would the result
Who can doubt that under these circumstances, when we
prove.

largely

children,

consider the great natural advantages of the possessor over the
seeker, that the former

would

shift the

burden of taxation upon

the shoulders of the latter in most cases?

We

have thus

sidered the case of a single rate and a single town.
the above-mentioned

no one

town Mr.

will lend, as his credit

is

A

desires to

far

con-

Suppose in

borrow g 1,000, but
He says, " I

not good enough.
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pay 8 per cent, for your money, " and you finally let him
Mr. A offers all he can afford to pay, and probably
have it.
will

thinks and cares nothing about your taxes.

Whether the going
money, he would probably continue
to pay 8 per cent until his credit improved.
Such cases, however,
are by our conditions the exception, and should not be expected
to furnish a basis for permanent taxation.
If we now broaden
price were 5 or 6 per cent for

our

field,

we

find that varying laws of different states

of money, by this tax

is

getting an advantage over a borrowing

State that she will be loath to give up.
to hold this position
tax,

viz.,

a reduction

it,

it is

plain

fall

where

would

tionate part of the benefit

would

If several States

and one should be persuaded

while the others continue

State

and coun-

A State which is a large leaner

problem.

tries materially affect the

Therefore there

happen

to give

up the

that only a proporit

should, and the

need of united action
among a number of States to produce the most desirable results
lose the tax.

in the current rate

is

of interest equal to the tax

to be remitted.

The mistake
eral

is

frequently

exemption of money

speaking of

made by

at interest

money borrowed as

if it

those

who argue

that a gen-

would not lower

was a fixed entity,

rates,

of

— a certain

given amount which had got to be placed at interest somewhere,
and therefore by laws of supply and demand taxation would necessarily fall upon it and not upon the borrower.
I have already

shown the falsity of this assumption. Ask any banker or financier
what would be the practical effect of giving up the taxation of
credit in all the Eastern States, and he would tell you, I have no
doubt, that it would result in a material lowering of rates of
interest.

Is

it

not a fact that securities that by law are

taxed bear a lower rate than others

From

un-

every point of view, therefore, starting with the assump-

tion of equal taxation of property in the place where

we

now

?

are led theoretically

and

it is

located,

logically to expect to find a heavy

burden of taxation, that belongs elsewhere, thrown upon borrowers by our present law.
the facts in

Is

New Hampshire ?

not this expectation justified by
I

have already stated that

New

Hampshire laws are based upon the above assumption, with a few
exceptions.
The main exception is the taxation of money at interest, which I have tried to show can only be slightly justified
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by the principle of taxing certain forms of property where
owners reside as well as where the property is.

Our supreme court does not allow

money

at interest, unless the

property

this except in
is

their

the case of

utilized elsewhere.

Even

here the decision seems to rest upon the ground of precedent

The

rather than of justice.

court expresses no opinion upon the

justice or injustice of the law, but thinks the practice has contin-

ued too long and been too generally accepted to be overthrown
by anything short of legislative action. (See Morrison vs. ManThe court, however, allows
chester, New Hampshire Reports.)
the State to distribute the tax upon certain kinds of general property, as railroad

and insurance stock,

side, but allows none of

non-residents.

There

basis started with.

is

It is

etc.,

where the owners

re-

though owned by
evidently an inconsistency here on the

it

to leave the State,

thus evident that

our court takes high

and indisputable ground in general on the question of taxes, but
yields on a few points because it feels, and rightly too, that the
constitution makers of the State did not intend to have the instrument of their hands mean so much as this theory would claim,
and because present public sentiment would not support such an
interpretation, however just.
Equal taxation of
Let us review the ground we have covered.
actual property in the place where it is situated, leads logically
and inevitably to the point of exempting all money at interest
from taxation. Of course this would not prevent its taxation in
the place where the actual property was situated instead of that
property.

It

thus appears that taxing

burden from the community

as a

money

at interest takes a

whole and places

it

upon the

who are in debt. Of course, if it were dissome would come back upon the borrower, but if he

shoulders of those
tributed,

could borrow at a lower rate he would be in condition to meet it
and would not be at the former disadvantage beside his neighbor
in the same business who is not in debt.
We now pass to consider the remedies needed and their pracThis State collects a tax upon some over $70,000,000
tical effect.
of

money

at interest, over

which pay a tax of one per

$60,000,000 being savings-bank loans,
cent.

Taking the remaining loans

at

the average rate of taxation, viz., one and one half per cent,

we

Of

the

get a total annual revenue from this source of $750,000.
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total

loans probably 1^53,000,000

New Hampshire, and
as already
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invested out of

is

a removal of the tax by a single State would,

pointed out, result in a heavy

of tax and only a

loss

As our whole

small gain to the principal borrowers.

state tax is

only ^500,000, this would evidently be a serious loss; in

amounts

to over

one

fifth

fact,

it

of our total tax, and a Legislature would

hardly be justified in making such a radical change as would

be implied in a sudden

A

interest.

total repeal of the

law taxing

money

at

lowering of the rate would, however, be a step in

the right direction.

There are some who claim that the
the law

upon debtors

running

in debt.

I

am

I

restrictions

men,

as a rule, find

it

necessary, for a considerable portion

of their earlier years, to run in debt.

Certainly in these days of

large accumulation of capital in few hands
late to place

ing by the use of borrowed capital to

relief to

We
First,

who

legis-

are striv-

from the ranks to the

rise

Granted

can we not give

this,

our borrowers without losing this large tax

?

can approach the subject of relief from four different sides:

we may exempt money loaned

loaned at some specified low

complish the
tutional.

result,

but

Second, we

meaning thereby

to

I

Practically this

suspect the court would say unconsti-

may

tax property to

hold the tax on foreign mortgages,

I

by the law the tax belonged

erty was situated
this, that

;

its

actual

or, if a

by

am

this

and

law we expected to

afraid

the court would

to the State

where the prop-

added preventsaid, howthe distribution of the tax upon

special provision was

the law was unconstitutional.

on the other hand, that

non-resident savings-bank deposits

is

It

different

maybe

from that for

dent depositors and the court has not interfered.

may exempt from

owners,

tax the mortgagee for his share directly
If

say that

which
would ac-

in the State, or that

rate.

the mortgageor for his share only.

ever,

we should not

stumbling-blocks in the way of those

vantage ground of the capitalist.

ing

men from

don't wish to argue this point at length, but

of the opinion that our most wide-awake, progressive, public-

spirited

is

imposed by

are wise, since they will restrain

resi-

Third,

taxation the incumbered property to

we
the

amount of the incumbrance or to some part of it. This last
method has been tried in New Hampshire and elsewhere, and is
now the law in some States. It gives relief to the debtor, but is
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open

to the objection of

place where

it is

exempting property from taxation in the
Still, if the exemption is not allowed

situated.

ically of

more than $i,ooo or $2,000, much may be said theoretThe abuse of the law when not carefully
its justness.

hedged

in, furnishes

to cover

many

been already

our own.

which

fully discussed,

from taxation.

est

the practical explanation of

States, including

It is

Fourth, the
is

exempt

to

evident that this

is

its

last

all

repeal in

remedy has

money at

inter-

the only fundamental

method of procedure.
I

in

hope

mind

money

that in the discussion

thus far

has been kept clearly

it

that the terms mortgages, notes, evidences of debt,

do not include

at interest

real

money

and

For a very

at all.

exempt money from taxany principle has been laid down, real money
should be taxed wherever it is found on April i, no matter
whether the holder owes more than he has on hand or not. At

different reason I should be inclined to

ation, but so far as

present our inventory blanks are so
turn only what

is left

decision on this point, but

upon

at least all

we were

gold and

in debt or not.

esting than practical.

the government

I

out as to allow us to reI

know

of no

suspect the court would uphold a tax

silver in

our possession April

This question

By United

is,

i,

whether

however, more inter-

States law the greenbacks of

and of course bank bills are
pay and should be classed with

are not taxable,

mere promises of the banks

money

made

after subtracting our debts.

to

at interest.

Thus

we have

far in the

we have supposed that whatever laws
and enforced, or, at least, that these
Practically this is not the case, and we are

discussion

are fully carried out

are evenly enforced.

brought to face the most serious part of the whole problem,
Let us consider real propthe inequality of enforcement of law.

and evidences of debt separately. Most real property is
and its value may be readily determined. At the
same time it has been found best to exempt from taxation many
erty

easily found,

forms of personal property, for two reasons
so evenly distributed that exemption works

ond, because they are

made up

:

first,

because they are

no hardship ; and,

often times of so

many

sec-

small arti-

Money
is difficult and evasion is easy.
is
not
generally
exlist,
but
in
this
included
be
should
hand
on
empt by law. On the other hand, furniture, tools of a man's
cles that accurate appraisal
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wood and timber of
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fifty dollars'

value,

other articles are exempt in this and most States.

and many

If they are dif-

and of general use, it is considered that nothing is
by letting them go. If money were not entangled with
I hardly think
credits, it would have been exempted long since.
myself it would be wise to legislate upon exemption of money
ficult to find

lost

faster

than upon promises to pay, which so often take the place of

money.

Some go

so far as to advocate a single tax

upon

land, without

many good
why we should

discussing this question fully and admitting
favor.

its

I

known and

have never been able to see

points in
leave the

solid basis of taxation of all real property not in-

know

cluded in the above exceptions to try a S3'Stem which we

only an approximation and which must work

We

must

many

is

hardships.

at least attain greater administrative perfection in tax-

ing land before the argument of greater simplicity would have

much

This brings us back to the question of abuses in

weight.

application of tax law to real property.
I

am sure an

uninitiated person

for the first time with the

matter, almost any State. In the
taxes,

would be shocked

condition of
first

one or both, are based upon

working

to

keep

its

if

confronted

affairs in this, or, for that

place,

where

state

total valuation,

valuation low, so as to have

and county

each town

less

is

of state and

Some improvement in this direction has
county taxes to pay.
been made in recent years, but there is still urgent need of reform.
Still

worse

is

the favoritism

shown

porations by those in authority.

Mere importunity, coupled with

to special individuals

This

may

ability to

or

may

make

a

and cor-

not be venal-

good showing

of one's case, will often blind the eyes of even an honest

When

officer.

and keep
the good will of the moneyed interest for the sake of political and
other preferment, the strongest possible incentive for laxness and
remissness in duty is brought to bear, and there is need of every
possible safeguard that the law can give.
I think no fair-minded
man will deny that legislation of some sort is needed in order to
obtain a more just distribution of taxation under the law.
The
there

is

also present the

motive

to retain office

board of equalization have several times recommended to our
Legislature the advisability of placing the appraisal of corporate

property, where the stock amounts to ^100,000 or more, in the
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hands of a special state board. Judging by the opposition
among the owners and managers of mill property who

aroused

flocked to Concord during the last two sessions of the Legislature
and caused the defeat of the proposed bills, some such measure
is needed, and a casual glance at the returns of a few of the larger
Another suggestion,
corporations seems to confirm the belief.
not original, which appears worthy of serious consideration, is to
make insurance a check upon the valuation of insurable property,
all insurance companies to make returns to proper offiand allowing no property to be taxed for any sum less than

requiring
cers

A

the insurance.

Some would
or

town

swear

to

third suggestion

greater publicity of returns.

names of such

reports, together with the

their

inventories.

law should provide for the

town

is

require the printing of the inventories in local papers

officer,

accessible to

It

filing

as refused to

that at

least

the

of the original returns with some

not an assessor, after
all

me

seems to

May

i,

where they should be
It would be

interested parties for examination.

quite easy, then, for even a single interested party in a town to
compel the enforcement of the law requiring assessors to doom
We have a law, passed
those who do not swear to their returns.
with the best intentions, and which, I honestly believe, has been
of considerable benefit to us, which has been abused from one

end of the State to the other. I refer to the law allowing towns
to exempt manufacturing property from taxation for ten years.
While I should be loath to give up the advantage, so far as it is
such, it has seemed to me for a long time that substantially all
the good might be retained and half the evil, or more, done
away, by limiting such exemptions

to five years.

are two sides to this question, but a

do no

injury

Let us

and may

now

result in

little

Of

discussion

course there

upon

it

turn to consider the case of the enforcement of law

taxing credits.

If there

is

need of reform

in

our methods of

assessing visible property, there should be a revolution in our

ner of enforcing the law for the taxation of credits.

bank loans

will

good.

are taxed

i

man-

Savings-

per cent, and their supervision by state

commissioners enables us to collect every dollar of tax due.

That

less

than one sixth as

savings bank

human

as in,

is

a sad

many

loans are returned outside the

commentary upon the weakness of

nature and the ease which the law

is

evaded.

We

collect
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every dollar of tax from the weak, the orphan, and the small de-

door of escape wide open to the strong, the
and the dishonest. Since 1879 the law has required
each citizen of Nev/ Hampshire to take oath that the property reThe first effect of this
turned was all of which he was possessed.

positor, but leave the
influential,

law was to bring out $10,000,000 of

money

at interest that

had

amount from

$5,-

previously escaped taxation, increasing the total

AVithin four years, however, this went

000,000 to §15,000,000.

§8,000,000 and to-day

more than $9,000,000.

back

to

It

evident that the $15,000,000 was but a small part of the

is

money loaned

comment

I

know

so demoralizing as this.
its evil fruits

means were soon devised

this so that

There

unnecessary.

is

of some change.

and

a little

outside the banks, and

for covering nearly half of

Further

it is

might evade the law.

it

certainly need

is

enough

of no law on our statute-book that

It affects

are perjury, corruption, evasion,

Does

respect the sanctity of an oath.

is

principally our leading citizens,

this

and a

failure to

not furnish another

strong reason for doing away, as rapidly as possible, with the taxation of

money

at interest?

For a remedy of these evils, I would attack the question from
two sides. Since the change to no tax would result in serious loss
of revenue, which

would

now

conies in large

per cent and tax individual

Then

I

part

from outsiders,

I

reduce the bank tax to three fourths of one

for the present

loans

would make a strenuous

at

about half their value.

amend the details of
is now hid.
With

effort so to

the law as to bring out a large part of what

half the motive for concealment removed,

roused,
I

see

much

of

it

can be got

no objection

and public sentiment

at.

to carrying out the

recommendation of our

savings-bank commissioners, to place the loan and trust companies located

and doing business

in the State

under the supervision

of the commissioners, and this supervision can and
utilized for

loans.

tlie

should be

purpose of compelling the taxation of

their

all

Publication would also help here as well as in the case of

real estate.

government

We may
in the

yet be obliged to pattern after the general

matter of collection of taxes.

reason except policy

why

I

know

of no

confiscation of property should

follow the evasion of state taxation laws as

much

not

as those of the
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United

The magnitude of

States.

tinue to tax invisible property,

may

the present evil,

we con-

if

yet lead us of necessity to

some such unpleasant remedy.

The most

stringent laws, however, in these directions will not

some competent authority is authorized to inspect the
doings of the assessors and prosecute where their duty is neglected.

avail unless

Great care must be exercised not to make a law that

heavy

;

is

too top

but enough suggestions have been thrown out to show that

an able tax commission, bent on the public good, would have
plenty of material to consider and digest before making recom-

mendations
Finally,

I

to the

General Court.

ought, perhaps, to say that any system of taxation,

however unequal,

if

persisted in

and enforced,

will in

time pro-

duce such a distribution of burdens as will be approximately even.
If

men know

beforehand that they are to be taxed

in a certain

way, they will not intentionally make such a disposition of their
property as will entail a

Consequently,

loss.

vested unless the owner sees his

way

den or make such an excessive gain
from following that

is

very

is

most beneficial

far

money

as to

not in-

make himself whole.

this distribution thus

In fact,

to the State.

is

clear to so distribute the bur-

it is

It

accomplished

largely because

it is

patent, even to the superficial observer, that our laws have driven

we need at home and too often carthem the young men of nerve, pluck, and push, because
the policy of the State should be to conserve and build up by
making money plenty at a low rate, thus encouraging the young

millions out of the State that
ried with

men

to

at this

develop our resources

;

it is

for these reasons that I urge

time a change of policy with reference

—

to

taxation

of

and in favor of the man
of small means, and absolutely necessary if we value morality and
obedience to law above evasion, deceit, and perjury.

money at

interest,

a

change

just in itself

GEOLOGY

RELATIONS TO AGRICULTURE.

IN ITS

BY

The

E.

J.

BURNHAM.

science of geology treats, in the main, of the rocks, their

The science of agriculture, on
do with the nature of plants and the conditions of their growth.
As no plant of use to man can grow
upon a rock, it might well be supposed that geology and agriculposition

and

their composition.

the other hand, has to

ture could have

little,

anything, in

if

object of this lecture to

common.

It

will

be the

show y ou what Sprengel, de Saussure,

Johnston and others demonstrated long ago,
a closer relation between the

—

that

there

is

plants and the rocks than would

at first appear.
In order to do this, however, we must first gain
some knowledge of the chemical composition of the rocks of
which the great bulk of the globe is composed, of the earth or
soil which rest upon this great rock bed, thickly in some places,
thinly in others, and of the plants which grow in this earth or
Chemistry is the handmaid of the geologist and of the farsoil.
mer alike. First, then, as to the two branches of chemistry.
If we burn a bone, a portion appears to be consumed, while another and larger portion still remains.
Those elements of the
bone which are freed by the heat and are carried away in the at-

mosphere are known

as organic,

which remains are known

while the elements of the portion

as inorganic.

If vegetable substances

same distinction will appear in the elecomposed a portion will escape, while

are heated to redness, the

ments of which they are

another and smaller portion,

;

known

as the ash, will remain.

Or-

ganic chemistry treats of those parts of animals and plants which
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readily disappear in the form of gases; inorganic chemistry

SO

treats of the ash or

fortunate

mineral substance which remains, and

our present purpose that the

for

latter

The inorganic elements and

simpler of the two.

much

is

it

is

the

their exact pro-

portions in any given substance can be easily ascertained, and
this
tion.

branch of chemistry has been carried to the utmost perfecOrganic chemistry, on the other hand, is still scarcely

more than

in

its

infancy.

of plant and animal

seeks to lay hold

It

life,

and

pursuit

its

entist in proportion to the difficulties

Hence
leges

come about

has

it

and our

in

upon the mysteries

fascinating to the sci-

is

by which

late years that

surrounded.

it is

our agricultural col-

agricultural writers have given their attention very

largely to organic chemistry, while inorganic chemistry has

been
somewhat neglected. We read and hear much more
of carbon and nitrogen than of potash and lime.
It is possible

for a time

that the scientists are right in this -matter.

may be

It

that,

of the

more ultimate good to the agripromises much, and yet I cannot help

two, organic chemistry promises
culturist.

certainly

It

thinking that neither should be overlooked, that the one should

not be cultivated at the expense of the other.

men

while wiser
nitrogen

and

are struggling with

their

compounds, we

So, if you please,
hydrogen and carbon and

take a stroll

will

in

the

fields.

What

is

upon which we tread, which the farmer tills
and in which plants grow,
those that
such uncertain pace, and those that are useless with

the soil

with more or
are useful at

less

—

care,

such remarkable spontaneity

?

Chemistry must

ing
it

its

in a

less

than before.

The moisture

When

dried,

But we

of matter, organic and inorganic, in our
roots of the grasses, vegetable mold,

mal matter remain.
essential

they

we

and place

it

find

still

little

it

We

is

rep-

cube of earth.

and possibly some ani-

These substances are organic, and, however'

may be

will

weighs

have two kinds

to plant

life

and consequently

to the far-

mer, we will leave the consideration of them to more
hands.

wilj

after shav-

has been evaporated and

resented by the difference in weight.

The

and

upper surface to remove the grasses, we weigh
moderately heated oven.

We

tell us.

cut a small cube of earth from a fairly fertile field,

skillfu^

place the cube of dry earth on a shovel and

bring both shovel and earth to a red heat.

If the heat

is

long
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continued, every particle of organic matter will be liberated and

we

be

shall

one important but troublesome factor of the
We have now only to deal with inorganic

free of

agricultural problem.

An

matter.

exact analysis can

we

this analysis

of

all

shall

now be

easily obtained,

and by

probably find that the cube of earth, freed

organic substances, contains more or

of potash,

less

silica;

magnesia, lime, soda, alumina, manganese, chlorine, and othe^

Now

crops, or a portion of them,

we burn the trees,
which grow in the

the cube of earth was taken,

we

mineral substances.

if

shall

grasses,

and

field

from which

field

be rid of the organic matter

and crops, and shall have remaining
an ash, which upon analysis will show an appreciable quantity of
the same mineral substances, or of some of them, which we found
contained in those

trees, grasses

But these mineral or inorganic substances were not

in the soil.

drawn into the plants by accident.
whatever variety of

soil a plant

It

has been found that

may grow,

on

that particular variety

of plant will have the same mineral constituents and in nearly
the same proportions, regardless of the proportions in which these

minerals

may

Certain mineral substances, there-

exist in the soil.

fore, are absolutely essential to the

as necessary as

nitrogen
tion,

and

They
and

are

the

a soil

if

is

lacking in such as a particular plant requires,

Our experiments

however well nourished
thus

far,

it

may be

other-

then, have established an inti-

soil and the trees,
grow in and upon it but what connection
What is the soil or earth
there between the soil and the rocks ?

mate

relation

plants,
is

plants.

of the organic plant foods, although in smaller propor-

that plant will not thrive,
wise.

growth of

the oxygen, the hydrogen, the carbon,

and

between the'mineral elements of the

grasses that

;

that lies scattered over the great rock-bed that forms our globe ?

we now obtain a small piece of rock from a convenient ledge,
if, indeed, we pick up a small boulder in the field, we shall find
many of the same substances which we found in the soil already
analyzed.
If we could analyze specimens of all the varieties of
rock in a given section of country, we should find all the mifteral
The conclusubstances to be found in the soils of that section.

If

or

sion

is

irresistible, therefore,

rock, or rock ground up

;

that

it is,

in a

earth

is

simply disintegrated

The upper
become mingled, in the

word, rock meal.

surface of this rock meal, or earth, has

course of time, with organic matter, and in this mixture of organic,
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or vegetable, and animal matter, with the inorganic, or mineral

matter of the rocks, plants thrive well or

ill

in proportion as they

find the particular substances which they need as food.

It is evi-

depend very
upon the composition of the rocks from which it has been

dent, therefore, that the character of the soil must
largely

made, so

we know the geological history of
we may judge with some degree of accuracy

that, in general, if

a given section,

what

soil

be found there, and what will be the agricultural

will

possibilities.

Thus we find a relation between geology, or the
and agriculture, the support of the human

story of the rocks,
race.

But what of the grinding of
dous processes was
grinding done

now, happily,

?
is

it

Geology

tells

and

in

cost, written in

It is

?

By what

stupen-

what gigantic mill was the

us the marvelous

within the reach of

books of reasonable
can understand.

rock meal

this

carried on,

all,

story,

through the

which

medium of

language which the humblest

a story of long ages, of immeasurable solar

energy, of the ceaseless action of winds and waves and rivers as

away upon the rocks to make the earth
coming of man and fit to be his dwelling-place,
a story of which we can hope to catch only so much as to whet our
The now generally
appetites for more in the brief hour before us.
the great mill ground

ready

—

for the

accepted nebular hypothesis assumes that our earth was once in a
highly heated, gaseous

When this

revolving, as now, about the sun.

state,

vast, superheated, gaseous

a crust was formed,

— the

the earth continued to cool,

first
it

mass had cooled

sufficiently,

rock the world had known.

As

contracted in volume, and this crust

at various points, being thrown up in ridges,
baked apple wrinkles when it cools. These
ridges were the first great mountain ranges, and then first the
great mill began to grind away upon the rocks.
As the atmosphere cooled somewhat, the suspended moisture began to descend
As the rain beat upon the still heated rocks,
in violent showers.
they crumbled, and the disintegrated rock was carried by the
rivers to the great basin where the sea was being gathered to itsThe sun lifted a portion of the waters, the winds wafted
place.
the clouds to the mountains, and the rain fell again.
Chemical
action
the tooth of time
wasted the rock of the mountain
sides, and the rivers carried the waste to the valleys and spread it

was forced to yield
as the peeling of a

—

—
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a spring-time freshet.

in

waters are colored with earthy matter

think

;

earth would go toward leaving so

way a cartload of

tle
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how Htmuch as

you can, how many train-loads of earth
ocean by the river before you.
As
The mountains have ever been
it is now, so it has always been.
moving towards the sea. As ages went by, this ground-up mata trace; then compute,

away

are being borne

ter, this

heat,

if

to the

rock meal, through chemical action and pressure and

became rock

again.

Continents slowly rose and

the internal pressure of the earth.

Dry land

fell

with

rose out of the sea,

and the sea covered what had been dry land. The grinding of
on ceaselessly, and thus, age after age, the
As the detritus, or ground-up matstratified rocks were formed.

the elements went

ter,

was carried

to the sea,

the finer part of

where the waters were comparatively

it,

the clays, settled

at rest, while the coarser por-

and gravels, fell where there was a stronger current.
Thus there were two kinds of earth on the ocean bed, the clays
and the sands, and these in turn, being converted into rock, formed
There was another factor at work.
claystones and sandstones.
The sea began to swarm with animal life in the form of mollusks,
creatures which secreted lime, and formed shells about them. These
were not only numerous, but of gigantic size, and their remains,
So we
dissolving with time, made the limestones of later ages.
tion, the sands

have, the world over, three kinds of stratified rocks,

and limestones

— claystones,

and these rocks, crumbled to earth
clay, sand, and the calcareous or
again, make three kinds of soil,
lime soil, such as is found on the fertile prairies of the West, in
the great Mississippi basin, where limestone abounds.
There is
still another class of rocks, among which is the granite of our own
State, supposed to have been stratified at an early period of the
world's history, to have been changed by subjection to great heat,
and afterwards to have been piled up in mountain ranges by some
sandstones,

convulsion of nature.

The

stratified rocks

We

;

—

shall refer to these later on.

contain remains of the plants and animals

which lived upon the earth at the time the sands and clays and
lime of which they are composed were deposited.
Scientists have
classified these strata

ever other
stones,

name

by the remains found

in

they are known, they are

and limestones, throughout the

list.

them

still

;

but by what-

claystones, sand-

If time permitted,

it
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would he interesting
plant and animal
learn

how

reptiles

life

AC4RICULTURE.

development of

to follow the story of the
as

unfolded by the study of the rocks

mollusks were followed by

by birds of the

and beasts of the

air

by

fishes, fishes

field

;

reptiles,

how

to

;

and

continents

were submerged and rose again, until the vast coal measures, with
their store of " pickled sunbeams, " were completed, and how the
earth was

made ready

for its king, the noblest of animals,

man.

time passes and we must
But our subject relates to agriculture
During the last upheaval of the stratified rocks, when the
hasten.
;

new worlds were

continents of the old and

several strata were greatly

one above another.

changed from

many cases

In

lifted

from the

sea, the

their original position

they were turned nearly edge-

were worn down by the acand washed away, leaving the lower strata
Hence it happens that different sections of any country
exposed.
characterized
by different geological formations, and as,
may be

wise, while in others the upper strata

tion of the elements

in general, the soil of a section corresponds to the rock under-

lying that section,
exist within

it

follows that a great diversity of soils

may

a comparatively small radius, as in England, where

adjoining counties show such difference of

soil that

the effect

is

noticeable in the character of the crops, in the agricultural meth-

ods pursued, and, to some extent, in the cattle bred in those counBut these remarks have thus far been
ties through a long period.
general in their character, and, for reasons which will appear,

not apply very
our

own

strictly to

New

Let us

now

do

turn to

State.

]Many of the rocks of

New Hampshire

in the point of geologic time.
est

Hampshire.

on the surface of the globe.

are among the earliest
Some of them are among the oldThey are not stratified, and if

they ever contained the remains of plants or animals,

all

traces

of them were destroyed by the heat to which they were subjected
There is, in Grafton county, a
during the process of change.

narrow

strip of fossiliferous,

or fossil-bearing, rock, an island in

the great sea of metamorphic, or changed, rock,

surrounded.

There

is

by which

also a small quantity of limestone

it

is

in the'

New Hampshire
and other metamorphic rocks,
sometimes called igneous, because of the heat to which they are
assumed to have been exposed, and sometimes called crystalline,
same county, but

for the

most part the rocks of

are granites, or gneiss, schistose,
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because of the crystallized forms of minerals, as garnets, tourmaline, staurolite, beryl, apatite, rutile, and the like, with which

These rocks are hard, and yield slowly to the acHad they been left to the agency of
frost, and chemical action alone, it is possible that the

they abound.

tion of the atmosphere.

water,

air,

soil resulting

from their decomposition would, even

at this late

day, be inadequate to the purposes of successful agriculture.

when

all

was ready, when the mountains towered

to far greater heights than to-day,

and while

in their

But

grandeur

their barren sides

yet resisted the slow process of decay, another and inconceivably

powerful factor was called in to help on the work.

The

great mill

had not ground before. There came a
Ice accumulated in the valleys
long period of frost and snow.
until it rose above our highest hills, and probably above the highThen the enormous, irresistible mass began to
est mountains.
move slowly toward the sea. It crushed and ground and planed ;
ground

it

for a season as

it

broke down the tops of the

When

hills,

scraped their sides, and plowed

had passed, there was
enough of the ground-up rock to make a soil. But in its passing
As the warm summers returned,
it wrought still further change.
the ice melted and the streams flowed with mighty volume.
With

out the valleys.

the glacial period

the return of each winter the streams were checked, and the result

of the alternate rise and

fall

is

marked by the
As the

of the Merrimack and the Connecticut.

beautiful terraces

was
washed by the rising and falling waters, the effect was much the
same as when rivers carry earthy matter to the bed of the ocean.
Where the current was strong, the finer particles were carried
away, leaving beds of gravel and beds of sand.

entire surface

AVliere the cur-

rent was weak, the fine particles were deposited in beds of clay.

The

effect

boy may

was so marked that to

trace in

any

beds of clay and gravel and sand.

day the humblest farmer's
work of that period, in the

this

river valley the

In the clay beds, too, he

often find the layers of clay separated

by thin

may

layers of sand, tell-

ing the story of the alternating slow currents which deposited the

and of the swifter currents which left only the other, as the
and fell with the changing seasons. When the glacial
period had passed, much had been accomplished, but much yet
remained to be done. The rock meal from the great mill must

one,

rivers rose

17
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by the action of frost and water and acids in
would be available to support plant life. While
going forward, let us inquire what manner of soil we are
to have, and what parts of it will serve as food for plants.

be ground yet
the
this

is

likely

finer

before

soil,

it

According to an analysis made many years ago by Sprengel,
pounds of wheat leave 11.77 pounds, and of wheat straw
35. iS pounds of ash, consisting of the following mineral subI, coo

stances

:

Grain.

Potash

Soda

.

Lime

.

Magnesia

.

Alumina
Silica

Sulphuric acid

Phosphoric acid
Chlorine

.
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more

is

mind,

found

in the straw

also, that all the

than in the grain.
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be borne in

It is to

mineral elements here represented must

be in a condition to be rendered soluble before they are available
For example, in the case of the potash contained in
for plants.
feldspar, a constituent of all granite rocks, in every

one hundred

pounds of feldspar there are seventeen pounds, nearly, of potash,
and yet if the feldspar were not reduced to the finest particles the

So with the other elements shown
and from this fact it is evident, that while an analysis
might show an abundance of these mineral elements,

potash would not be available.
in the table,

of a soil

yet the available portion might have been long since exhausted,

and the
seemed

soil

to

therefore be poor in the very elements of

have an abundant supply.

It is also to

which

it

be remembered,

that while the proportion of the inorganic or mineral elements

small, they are

still

vitally essential to the

substitute will answer,

The foregoing
but as potash

and

if

they are lacking the crop will

is

No

growth of plants.

fail.

might be extended to include other crops,
the most important, perhaps a few more examples

tables

is

of the proportion of that mineral in plants will suffice.

In one

thousand pounds of beans there are 4.15 pounds of potash, and
in the straw, 16.56 ; in turnips, 2.38, and in turnip leaves, 3.23
in
;

potatoes, 4.02,
in

and

in potato tops, 8.19

white clover, 31.05 pounds.

;

It will

in red clover, 19.95, ^^"'d

be observed that in

these examples, save in the case of wheat, there

is

all

much more

potash in the straw and leaves than in the grain and roots, and
is

evident, therefore, that

if

it

the straw, leaves, or tops can be con-

sumed upon the farm or decomposed in compost heaps and returned to the soil, the drain caused by these crops will be reduced
more than one half, in some cases more than two thirds.
Now let us return to our New Hampshire soil at the close of
the glacial period.
It has already been said that feldspar, abundant in the granite of this State, contains nearly seventeen parts
of potash in each one hundred pounds.

Mica,

also,

another ele-

ment of granite, contains about half as much potash as feldspar,
and granite soils, therefore, from which the finer particles have not
been washed away are favorable to the agriculturist.
The rock
has been hard and slow to yield, but when once decomposed the
soil is good, provided it has not been washed until only the sand
and gravel remain. It is to be remarked, also, that the soil is
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equally rich in mineral elements at any depth

only

if

hidden

its

has a

made available, and nature, when left to herself,
wonderful way of taking advantage of this important fact.

Soon

after the glacial period

wealth could be

plant

began

life

to cover

was small and feeble

— possibly long before that period —

New Hampshire

at first, the plants

hills

and

valleys.

It

down

sending their roots

into the soil for such of the mineral elements as were ready for

plant food, and gathering the organic elements from the atmos-

They ripened and perished and decomposed,

phere.

leaving a

Thus by slow
process a perfect soil was formed containing both organic and
The plants grew more vigorously and always
inorganic matter.
there was more of the available inorganic elements brought to
the surface and more of the organic elements were added from
Then the smaller plants gave way in a measure
the atmosphere.
The trees sent their
to trees, and the work went on in earnest.
roots far down in search of mineral food" and let it fall upon the
For the leaves of most trees consurface in the form of leaves.

legacy of plant food for the plants that followed.

many times the
The leaves of
itself.
tain

the oak contain twenty times as

or mineral substances as does the trunk
fifteen

wood
much ash

inorganic matter to be found in the

;

the leaves of the birch,

times; of the pitch pine, twelve times; of the beech, eigh-

teen times

;

of the willow, eighteen times,

The amount

and of the elm,

six times.

of inorganic matter brought up from the depths and

deposited on the surface by any of these trees in the course of
lifetime

added
soil

is

to the

enormous, and when

grand

its

work

total of its contribution.

is

its

done the trunk

The

forests

made

is

the

rich with the elements to supply the needs of the civilized

man.

Then he came and

ruthlessly swept

them

generations had squandered the legacy they

remains for the farmer in
best repair the damage.
nature would do this

of acids, of

meal yet

finer.

make them
fallowing

frost,

if

off

left

and

in a few

him.

It

now

New Hampshire to study how he may
And first it is well to remember that

he could wait long enough.

The

action

and of moisture will, in time, grind the rock
It will decompose the mineral particles and

available for plant food.

— leaving the

The ancient

process

land to rest for a series of years

of

— was

But
nothing more than waiting for the soil to thus recuperate.
modern farmers cannot afford to await the slow process and pay
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Something may be accomThese exhaust the soil
unequally, some requiring more of one mineral substance, and
some more of another. While one of these crops is feeding,
therefore, the soil is getting in readiness for the growth of another
Rotation is another form of fallowing, and much
kind of crop.
more scientific as well as more profitable, than the long and
Still another hopeful method
ignorant waiting of the ancients.
of restoring the mineral elements, which is coming to be better
understood of late than hitherto, is that of imitating on a smaller

on land

taxes

that thus lies idle.

plished by a judicious rotation of crops.

work of the forests. It has already been stated that
abundance of available mineral wealth deeper in the soil.
It has not been reached by the roots of common field crops, and
If deep tillage were practicable it
therefore is not exhausted.
would bring this mineral plant food to the surface, but deep tillage
If, then,
is too expensive for the average New Hampshire farmer.

scale, the

there

is

he can find a crop which will send

its

roots

down deeply and

will

do

in a

carefully return the crop to the surface of the soil,

measure

Clover

as the forest does.

is

he

such a crop

and so are the mangolds, the rutabagas, and the

;

will

so

bring up considerable quantities of mineral matter from
in the soil

and

mineral matter that

fully

all

is

found

It

down

the

This

in the roots themselves.

it

amount of
is

one

been wonder-

this fact is a valuable suggestion for the

evident that

is

many times

beet-sugar districts, the soil has

improved, and in

farmer.

far

the case of the root crops, so considered,

in

happens that the tops or leaves contain
reason why, in

is alfalfa,

All these

beets.

stalks, tops, vines,

all

and

leaves of

crops should be carefully returned to the soil from which they

came.

If

manure

;

fed to cattle the substance will
if

then returned, but in one

way back

be

returned in the

too coarse for food they should be composted and

way

or another

all

should find their

them are availano tedious process to fit them for plant
another method of restoring mineral elements
is by deliberate and intelligent purchase, and

to the soil, for the mineral elements in

ble elements, requiring

food again.

Still

to exhausted soils

in consideration of this matter

it

will

be found that

its

importance

has been partially lost sight of by the fertilizer makers.

have ransacked

the earth for nitrogen

;

They

they give us elaborate

anaylsis of the organic elements in their products; but they are
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careless of the mineral elements,

the beginning of this lecture.

and

The

for the reason hinted at in

fascinating pursuit of organic

chemistry has, to a considerable extent, overshadowed inorganic
chemistry in recent years.

It is

time that the pendulum of fashion

in agriculture should swing back again,

and

that the importance

of both branches of this science should be fully and equally recognized.

If this hasty

and imperfect glance

at the relation

certainly exists between geology rightly understood

and

which

agricul-

ture scientifically conducted, shall turn the thoughts of a few of

you in
tained.

this direction, the object of this lecture will

have been

at-

BREEDING HORSES FOR A PROFIT.

BY ALONZO TOWLE, M. D.

In animals over which

man

no control, the funcand we are
permitted to enjoy the beauty, harmony, and perfection alike of
both parent and offspring. But with the experience of four thousand years in breeding under the inspection of man, and that,
too, in some countries Avith almost a religious sacredness, the perfect horse has never been produced, neither do we yet know the
And still the work goes on and on, with
limit of his capacity.
an ever-increasing interest, approaching nearer and nearer to our
idea of perfection, until we recognize to-day more money invested, more study given to, more intellect exercised on, and
more honor connected with the breeding of horses than with all
other domestic animals combined.
The magnitude of the industry and the unprecedented respectability connected therewith is only one reason why the farmers
of New Hampshire should be engaged therein.
The former industries of our New Hampshire farmers, raising wheat, corn, oats,
and beef, have been swallowed up by our far-away rivals, and are
no longer remunerative to us and this will continue the same so
long as so-called poor New England continues to furnish capital
for the Western "squatters" to glut our markets at prices not
lords, yet has

tion of reproducing seems to be performed perfectly,

;

only ruinous to us but to them

we should give

also.

Hence another

reason

why

place in these things over which the West has an

advantage, and turn our attention to industries in which we have

an advantaa:e over them.
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Raising milk, butter, pork, and eggs affords a
to the few,

ing our

and

fertile pastures,

mitted that there

is

but consider-

;

our pure spring water, our

leys for developing ,and our ready

no inducement

home
so

recompense

fair

such continue in their calling

let

market,

it

and

hills

val-

must be ad-

flattering to the average

farmer, or any industry so well calculated to utilize our aban-

doned

farms, as that of raising horses, providing

we make

the

right selection.

In considering the relation of
surprising to

know

demand and

that within the last twelve

supply,

may be

it

months there have

been imported from Canada alone over three million

dollars'

worth of horses, principally to meet the demand of the generalpurpose horse on our farms.

—

But there is another type for which the demand is still greater,
the American trotting horse, that wonderful horse of world-

wide reputation

;

unsurpassed he stands to-day without a peer,

God never created, but which man
and however much he may have been abused in the

the horse which

has

made

past

by the

jockey, there are true, noble-hearted, kind, appreciative

women who

so admire the pluck, endurance,

men and

and action of

noble animal that the demand for him will never cease.
one,

"So

long as Backman breeds, Bonner buys, Busby writes,

and Wallace
these

men

this

Says

boom will continue." But when
known no more upon earth, the demand will still

fights, the trotting

are

Europe and South America have opened wide their
and come railroads, telegraphs, telephones, electric wires, or what not, as long as the duties of our
business men call them within the confines of our large cities,
where their nervous centers are racked by the noise and bustle of
busy life, and their physical development retarded by shutting
out God's sunlight and pure air, recreation becomes to them a
physical necessity, and to furnish that recreation there never has
been, nor ever can be, anything to fill the place of the American
It is expected of us to raise him, and we should
trotting horse.
continue.

doors and bid him come in

esteem

it

;

a privilege.

But individually we must not expect to make a success of that

which by nature and surroundings we are unfitted for, and so our
first great study is to know ourselves and choose the type best calculated to bring us success.

The average

farmer, with his busy
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cares,

has neither taste nor inclination to study pedigree and

reason

upon the law of causes and

effects as

applied to breeding

and

neither could he spare time for grooming, exercising,

;

extra care

which the higher-type horse requires. He fails to appreciate the
expressive eye, the broad head, the ewe neck, the large

large,

high withers, the sloping shoulder, the deep chest,

throttle, the

the

sides,

flat

limbs and

feet.

the broad

stifle,

These are

the clean hocks,

qualities

and

steel-like

belonging to the highest-type

horse; nervous, sensitive, high-tempered, subject to accidents, he

should be bred only by those

who have

appreciation of his

full

By
recommend

noble qualities and time and opportunity to care for him.

no means breed an

animal

inferior

;

neither would

our farmers the heavy-weight draft horse

to

;

I

we have no ad-

But, according to

vantage over others in raising these animals.

your taste and opportunities, choose either the general-purpose
horse, couibining size, courage, muscular

development, activity,

soundness and kindness, one adapted alike to the carriage, plow,

and

cart, or

the

use

give free rein to your fancy, and by close study and

of proper means aim

to bring out

the

two-minute

trotter.

The

first is

best exemplified in the

French coach horse, which

has been bred- for a special purpose for centuries, under govern-

ment inspection, aiming
as well as

to

breed out unkindness of disposition

unsoundness of body, until a horse has been produced,

a pure type of which will weigh about 1,300 pounds, stands sixteen

hands, will tread a mile in three minutes,

strong, yet

horse

is

active, sound,

and kind.

— muscular,

The composition of this
Hence

very different from that of the trotting horse.

the idea of breeding to a certain animal under the delusion that
if

we

fail

to get a trotter

we can

get a general-purpose horse,

is

a

and the farmer who
attempts breeding under such laws will meet with the same success as did the little boy who attempted to draw a donkey, and
seeing his failure, concluded to erase the hind legs and call it a
mistake held out to gratify personal ambition

;

minister.

The second, the two-minute trotter, were I to tell by what
means or through what families he shall be brought out, I should
immortalize my name.
But when, as to-day. New England, on
the extreme east, can boast of the sire of Helen M., with a record
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2.28^

of

a two-year-old, and California, on the extreme

as

west, can boasl of the sire of Sunol, with a record of

a three-year-old,

will

2.10^

an unlikely

not be

as

day and mine

right to expect in your

two- minute horse

the

that

we have a

visitor.

Should we judge from the record-breakers of to-day, we should
expect this horse to be the progeny resulting by interweaving the

thoroughbred

strains,

and

by intensifying speed, increase the

so,

trotting proclivities.

" Like produces

like,

" speed produces speed, and

it

seems that

the Arabian horse, from which have sprung our imported thor-

by nature has inherited
and the more tributaries of this speedy blood that can be brought into one channel
and thoroughly disciplined, the greater bursts of speed we may
oughbred animals of trotting

instincts,

speed to a greater extent than

any other

The

expect.
principle.

horse,

record-breakers of to-day are illustrations of this

But should you

fail

to bring out a record-breaker, or

should you not aspire to soar so high, your colts will be in

demand

you have

to supply the gentleman's driving horse, provided

fol-

lowed the text that none but the soundest, gamest, and best individuals of any blood should ever be used for breeding purposes,
whether standard-bred or not.

CARE OF THE BROOD MARE.

The same

physiological laws which govern the

should apply here

No

food.

;

viz.,

human

family

kindness, regular exercise, and healthful

animal, by having

its

senses offended during the period

of gestation, seems to exert an influence so injurious to the fcetus
in utero as the
is

brooding mare.

Hence abortion

an accident of frequent occurrence, and

or miscarriage

as this is

an accident

of vital importance, the most scrutinous care should be exercised
to avoid

moldy or decayed food, sudden fright
come under my observation

Instances have

or offensive odors.
this last

mares aborting from the smell of ensilage, eating

season of

old rowen,

slaughter of a lamb, etc.

CARE OF THE FOAL.

The
his

rule recpiires that

age dated from the

tage,

we should

any

first

colt

competing

day of January

;

in his class shall

and

have

so to gain advan-

so mature our plans as to have the foal

dropped
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For other reasons

as possible.

think this practice advisable, believing the accidents attending

parturition,

both to

dam and

foal,

can better be warded

off

when

Warm, dry, soft,
under our eye than when turned away to grass.
apartments
must
well-ventilated
be
furnished.
We should
and
know not only

that the colt has nursed, but

ceived nutriment.

We

been evacuated, and

if

means of the syringe.
well to in early

death has done

life,

its

should know,

by
These are matters which should be looked

lest

we

are surprised too late to find that

work.

feed well.

As the

if

we would not be

foal looks to its

nourishment, we should see that she

life for

liberal

bowels have

not, assistance should be rendered

These are days of early maturity, and

we too must

also that he has re-

also, that the

is

mother

provided with a

supply of milk-producing food and pure water

she has ceased to secrete milk

we

a supply from the cow, having

first

shall find

it

removed the

left,

in early

;

and when

economy to

furnish

fat globules.

The

only in a limited degree, but his food from the

colt requires fat

weanling to maturity should be such as will furnish bone, muscle,
as shorts, oats, and early cut hay.
It is expected
and we shall find it for our financial interest, to subdue the
colt by gentle means and acquaint him -with the harness and its
usage, and according to our opportunities develop him for the

and energy, such
of

us,

place he

is

to

fill.

SELLING.

Among

the mistakes which have brought failure in the past

we

There has been too much breeding at haphazard
the idea has been too prevalent that " ours " was a wonder
we have deluded ourselves with the idea that we had a trotter when
we had never used the material out of which trotters are made
the price has been fixed regardless of cost, and we have too often
refused offers which would have given us a good living profit, and
have waited for some fool to come along and pay much to get litrecognize these

:

;

;

;

way grave mistakes have been made, hopes blighted,
and the business condemned as unprofitable. There
are two opportunities to sell
first, when
you can find a purchaser second, when the animal ceases to improve in your hands.
tle.

In this

fortunes lost,

:

;
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In the

first

can, but

instance, get

all

you can

in the second, get

;

what you

sell.

The thought

I

would impress

this

is

Cultivate your land, raise

:

and sell, and by your
income of your farms and the price of your labor.
Hence you will see the importance of each one choosing for
himself what form of animal life will give him the best returns.
It has been my business of late to raise fancy steers and beef.
I am convinced that the same cost requisite to raise a 1,000-pound
steer will raise a 1,000-pound colt
and while to-day the one is
selling for two and one half cents per pound, the other is selling
By exercising the
at from fifteen cents to $100 per pound.
amount of intellect which it is our privilege to have, and availing
ourselves of the opportunties within our reach, we should raise a
type of horse which at maturity should command not less than
The ^105,000 paid for Axtell was no fancy figure given
$250.
your crops, convert them into animal

life,

sales realize the

;

by

man for a toy, but the
money expecting a high

a rich

vests his

in producing the

act of a shrewd financier

who

in-

we can succeed
blood which fashion demands, and show the
rate of profit.

even though

ability

to perform,

Sunol,

we can always take our

it

may

If

not be an Axtell or a

market and bring back

colts to

gold.

With these opportunities
more of poor New England
" Hail, clear

at

our command, we need talk no

farmers, but

New

England, happy land,

Sweet country of

my

'Tis a foolish thing to

To
From

birth

the fag ends of the earth.
pastures green to fertile fields,

Through water sparkling

On

!

wander

horses of

New

We'll ride to

pure,

England's yield

victor\' sure.

"

NATURE THE BEST FORESTER?

IS

BY

In

my

D.

J.

LYMAN.

'

efforts

to

have the people procure greater income from

their tree- covered lands, I
servatives,

who

am met by

the conservatives of con-

loudly declare that nature

is

the best forester, or,

in other words, they say that the best treatment of forests

them alone, that no care

let

is

the best care.

To

is

to

refute this

very prevalent, this utterly erroneous, this most injurious theory,

which has been and
this

well-wooded

to convince

my

come from

their

is

now almost

timber lands by judicious care,

in

in repeating some things which
on other occasions.

opponents admit that

is

the object of

the subject will, I hope, justify

me

My

upon

Europe, and

fellow citizens that they can increase their in-

The importance of

this paper.

universally practiced

State, but long since repudiated in

I

have written or spoken on

man can by

proper care increase the

crop of other plants, such as for instance, corn, potatoes, and
grass.

Yea, they go further and dare not deny that, so

fruit trees are

concerned, that

man

is

far as

a better orchardist than

is

and that the people of China and Japan grow more tea
leaves, and more mulberry leaves to feed silk worms, and that
in Java, Brazil, and other coffee-producing countries men grow
more coffee per acre, than would nature unassisted. Still further,
nature,

they have to admit that

men can grow,

within climatic limits, the

kinds of trees they fancy in their gardens and parks, and along
their lanes

and avenues, and

also

grow them

in almost

any shape

seems to me, they acknowledge the
and after having thus practiunderlying principles of forestry
cally given themselves away by admitting what is fatal to their
they please.

Often, thus, as

it

;
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theory, they

still

declare that

when man

tries to

aid nature in

growing timber he only does injury.
For timber we want trees of the proper kinds, with bodies of
sufficient size and length
and hence, when our opponents admit
;

we can,

grow the kinds of trees we please
and in the shape we desire, they have admitted all we claim and
acknowledged their theory to be false; for none will deny the
evident fact that trees will grow faster when they have sufficient
room to grow in than when they are crowded. None of these
gentlemen, when they want to grow large-bodied forest trees, such
that

to a great extent,

as elms, maples, pines, or oaks, for

ornament or shade,

dreds of them upon a square rod and
often does

acre, as nature

wish to grow large
to

grow

but they set them wide apart

;

hun-

set

many thousands

the

to
if

they

and they trim them if they desire them
They might set them out near together, so as to

tall.

trees,

prevent them from sending out large low limbs, and from time to

time cut out some of the

trees, so that

those

left

may grow

large.

In this latter instance they practice the true principles of forestry

and

nature in rapidly growing timber, in spite of their

assist

opposite theory.

A UNIVERSAL LAW IN FARMING AND FORESTRY.
Years of observation, experience, reading, and conversation

have convinced
forestry, that

number of

me

that

it

is

a universal law in farming and in

one gets the more valuable crop by having the right

plants to the acre, that too

diminish the value of the crop.
rule

may

when they

many

All

or too

farmers

are growing their farm crops.

few plants

believe in this

They know

they

plant their corn, potatoes, or beans too thick or too thin,

and the same with all their sowed crops.
Now if this is a
well-known law in the growing of the plants which constitute
our

common

farm crops, should we not naturally infer that

timber

?

it

growing of the plants which we use for
What reason has any one to deny the soundness of this

would hold good

in the

argument from analogy

?

"

Pope
The

truly says,

universal cause

Acts not by partial but by general laws."

Certainly

if

nature makes the growing of timber plants an ex-

ception to her universal law in the growing of the plants which
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who claim
is

this

any such exception'.
See the Canadians and Europeans

of sowing
ficient

it

upon those
deny that there

of proof

exception and not upon me, for
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lies

I

their grain instead

drill in

broadcast, so as to be sure of giving each plant suf-

room

to

grow and produce the best

results,

and how they

increase their crops by this means.

But

if

one gets the best crop from having the proper number of

plants to the acre, then

it

follows that nature

ester, for

she sets a thousand times as

acres as

on

many

is

not the best for-

timber plants on some

All observers have seen pines planted

others.

nature so wide apart that the trees grew so short
nearly or quite worthless, and

in

and limby

as to

so near together that at a

hundred years of age,

a tree should

make a thousand

feet

large

enough

lieving

my

be

had
when

other places where she

them planted

or

by

more

of boards, they are only

for fence poles, shingle stuff, or small timber.

Beviews correct, Mr. Gerrish, the " Will Tell " of the

" People and Patriot," cut and presented

me

a cross section of a

white pine tree which has, as nearly as he can

tell

by counting

the annual rings with a magnifying glass, been ninety years in

growing, yet the tree was only three inches in diameter.

At the

same time he presented me with a cross section from another
white pine about twenty-three inches in diameter and only about

Both were measured inside the bark.

forty-three years of age.

These are extreme samples of nature's work

as a forester.

one of these two had in ninety years not attained to
to

While

sufficient size

be of value, the other must have been too short and limby to be

valuable.

The

small one had been too crowded and the large one

had too much room
bloodless starveling.

have cut away the
into a

;

trees

good timber

one an obese glutton, and the other a
good forester might from time to time
that crowded this starveling and grown it

the

A
tree,

which, at ninety years of age, ought to

have contained about a thousand
set trees

feet of

boards

about the glutton, or shortened in

its

;

he might have

lower limbs, or cut

and made something of a timber tree of it.
but little about trimming pines, and have never advocated it or opposed it, except to knock off the dry limbs.
This
last is a good thing to do, and I have had it done on a few acres
of my young pines.
The well-known gentleman who told a

them
I

off,

know
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mine

friend of

that he

trimmed up

a

the tree died, was utterly mistaken.
directions.

He

was simply fooling

small pines trimmed up as high as a

limby pine

my

friend.

trimmed

siderably.

was very rotten.
true, that in

Yet that

My

be sound.

tree

grew rapidly, but
trimming,

be trimmed but few green limbs

It is said, and
removing green limbs from pines it

at

one time.

the limbs off several inches from the

saw those stubs

after to

to

thirty-five years after the severe

If pines are to

ought to be removed

known

reach, standing

he cut off far more green limbs than should

have been removed at one time.

upon being cut some

and

which had been slivered con-

a lone white pine

No doubt

have

I

man could

on the ground, and they grew well and appear
father

as I directed

never gave him any such

I

off close

body of the

think

I
is

tree,

up to the body.

it

is

well to cut

and a year
This would

prevent a collection of pitch which might otherwise, in some instances, gather

where the limb was cut

the knot from rotting.

My

off,

and perhaps prevent

friend Barker, of Lisbon, told

me

lot

of pines, which had been trimmed eleven

years before cutting,

and he found the knots sound, and he be-

sawed a

that he

lieves in

When

trimming pines.
I last

heard from the European

foresters,

they were di-

vided in opinion as to the advisability of trimming pines and
other cone-bearing trees to any considerable extent.

Elles,

Lou-

don, and Crickshank would trim pines only when very young,
but would shorten in the limbs of those which had a tendency to
grow too short and limby by standing alone. These considered
that Salmon, notwithstanding all of his experience, had made a
mistake in trimming the cone-bearing trees of the Duke of BedThey also thought that Pontney, a noted forford too much.
ester, had pruned pines and other cone-bearing trees too much
yet all the European foresters believe, so far as I learn, in pruning
They beall the trees except resinous or cone-bearing species.
lieve in making the tree grow in about the shape you want it.
;

Now

all

these

words about pruning are a digression from the

object of this paper, which

number of timber

is

to urge people to

grow the proper

trees to the acre, instead of letting nature waste

or a hundred years in a vain attempt to grow a thousand
more timber trees to the acre, and then to have only
wood, fence poles, shingle stuff, and small timber to show.
fifty

or
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of the European foresters in trimming

fear

largely in their fear of the knot's rotting

pines lies

where they cut

off a

limb, and also in having the rot extend in the

body of the
tree.
I have no doubt but that this might be prevented by cutting off a good portion of the outward end of the limbs a year
The limbs
or two before cutting them off close up to the body.
that gradually die on the trees neither rot nor make the trees delive

Many

cay.

some during

a fine spar or mast has been ruined
its

growth a limb broken

the knot having rotted

At the present
trees.

the water.

let in

prices of labor,

ness of timber, I think

ming

and

Yet

I

we

by having had at
body and

off close to its

and the abundance and cheap-

shall give but little attention to

have seen

many acres

ies

of which were thickly bristling with dead limbs, and

are

removed

such

limbs are removed, will be clear lumber; but,

these dry limbs are not removed, the timber will have a black

knot,
as

if

carefully, all the after-growth of the bodies of those

trees, so far as the
if

trim-

of young pines, the bod-

it

commonly

called a loose knot, at each dead limb so long

remained on the

are far

more

tree.

The black knots,

or dead-limb knots,

injurious to boards than are the red knots of the live

limbs; the red knots are always

fast,

but the black ones

come

more or less readily. So I see no reason why one, by commencing in season and pruning wisely and thinning judiciously,
may not grow clear stuff in his butt logs and thus greatly increase
As the bark of young white pines is tender, care must
its value.
be taken not to bruise it when pruning or thinning.
I think careful and wise owners of small pines, oaks, chestnuts, etc., may
safely conclude that they can make them grow into about such
trees as they please, make them run up tall or grow low, make them
grow clear timber in the butt logs, or timber with knots, make them
grow rapidly or slowly. Man's dominion can be far more comout

pletely exercised over the trees than over the animal creation, yet

he has stocked our country with domestic animals from Europe,

and grows in

this State scarcely

anything among his farm crops

which originated here, with the exception of herd's or hurd's

which

is

perhaps native here.

Then he

grass,

has changed, enlarged,

and improved the domestic animals and the plants he cultivates
for

farm crops so
18

much

that he

would hardly know

their originals,
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and

some

in

How

cases

might not be at all able to distinguish them.
he has wrought changes and improve-

strange, after that

ments almost miraculous

domestic animals and the plants

in his

he grows for farm crops, he should say that he cannot improve his
can improve everything he

forests;

including

fruit trees, all,

raises or

grows on the farm,

everything except his timber crop

In

!

childhood an old man amused us by saying that when he went to
school he learned

the letters except w, and that he never could

all

learn.

He

learn to

grow timber;

to

evidently learned w, and

grow corn.

I

think people can easily

learn this just as well as they have learned

Nature probably never produced

five

bushels of

corn or ten of potatoes on one acre.
I

have no doubt but that

all

the tree-covered land in this State

could be made to grow valuable kinds of timber
not experimented or observed enough to
to bring this about,

not say that
in

many

this

instances.

producing worthless
ber

and timber

would, in
I

all

at present so

is

trees,

but

the best

I

have

methods

cheap that

instances, at present pay, but

it

I

can-

would

no reason to believe that lands now
might not be-made to grow valuable tim-

see

trees

In the census of 1880

trees.

know

it

was stated that we annually

cut about three hundred million feet of lumber in this State,

which

is

nearly one hundred feet per acre of our forest, and that

the supply was being rapidly exhausted.

The

possibly production of timber.

Now

trees

down,

we do

as

v/hen growing corn.

us figure our
is

Suppose we keep the

believed to be about three million acres.

poor

let

forest area in this State

the poor plants,

that

is,

the weeds,

Put one million acres into pines, half a

million acres into poplars, a million acres into spruce, a quarter
million acres into chestnut, and the other quarter million into
trees.
Does any one doubt that
by proper management the million acres of pines would yearly
grow three hundred feet of boards per acre, that is, three hundred

oaks and other hard-wood timber

million feet

of boards each year

?

Then

the million acres of

spruce would grow, say, two hundred feet per acre each jear, or

two hundred million feet of boards. The half million acres of
poplars would grow two hundred and fifty feet per acre per year,
The quarter million
or one hundred and twenty-five million feet.
acres of chestnut would grow two hundred and fifty feet per
acre or

fifty

million

feet.

The

quarter million into oaks, maples,
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beeches, and birches would grow two hundred feet yearly per

The account

acre.

would stand thus
"

" spruce,

300 feet yearly
"
200 "

500,000 "
250,000 "

" poplars,

250 "

"

" chestnuts, 250 "

'<

1,000,000 acres into pines,

1,000,000

"

250,000

by

of the yearly growth

this

calculation

:

300,000,000

...
...
...
.

.

.

.......

feet.

200,000,000

"

125,000,000

"

62,500,000

"

" oaks, maples, beeches, birches, 200 feet
yearly

5°)'^°o<ooo

3,000,000 acres would grow yearly

Now, so far
can, by going

737,500,000

these figures are concerned,

as

I

•<

think that

I

my woods

and into other people's woods,
convince any one who can measure and compute the growth of
trees, that the above figures are only about one half the yearly
growth that would result from getting our forest-covered acres into
proper condition and then properly thinning out, and also by
into

cutting the well-grown trees at the proper time.

point to harvest the crop

when

ripe.

It

is

a great

Millions of trees in our

and occupy the ground long enough
grow other good timber trees and on the
other hand, fine growing young timber trees are cut when they
are paying a high rate per cent on their value by their growth.
I
have known young white pines cut when they were paying ten per
cent by their rapid growth.
Unassisted nature, for the unknown centuries she had been trying her hand at forestry, could show only an average timber crop
of perhaps less than five thousand feet board measure per acre on
what is now New Hampshire, when first settled by the Europeans.
Bat German forests, taken care of by men educated in their
schools of forestry, grow 660 feet board measure a year.
This
includes the wood as well as the timber, and is called 55 cubic
State stand after they are ripe,

in

rotting

down

to

feet.

A

me

send him a copy of

to

scientific

;

gentleman wrote me from

my

report

on

Stuttgart, requesting

forest matters, of

which

he had seen a notice in some newspaper, and in acknowledging
the receipt of the report wrote that

'•'

a German

forest has, as

surmise should be the case, the look of an orchard, and

kept than

many

(orchards) in America.

mitted to incumber the ground.

hand."

is

Nothing imperfect

Many

forests are

you

better
is

per-

planted by
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and see how small a porby valuable, thrifty timber
How much of a corn crop would you grow with such a
trees.
large portion of your corn land occupied by old corn which
ripened last year, and by worthless plants, and by corn in spots
Why is it not as
so crowded that it would amount to nothing.
requisite to have a thrifty timber tree on every sixteen, or sixtyfour, or one hundred, or four hundred, or six hundred, or eight
hundred square feet of your land, which is growing a crop of timber, the number of square feet to vary with the size of the tree,
as it is requisite to have a hill of thrifty corn on every nine or
Just

examine the

tion of the land

is

forests in this State

actually occupied

number of square

sixteen square feet of your corn land, the
for a hill

plant

varymg according

to the size of the seed

feet

of corn you

?

Tell about nature being the best forester

of the tree seed which she plants
as sensible to call

him

is

when

a very large part

of worthless varieties

the best of farmers

who sows "

tares

Just

!

among

ragweed among his corn, or witch grass with
Gray-headed men remember when farmers sowed

his wheat, or plants
his potatoes.

and grew apple trees to set out their orchards with, inyoung trees, as the custom now is, of nurserymen
I have seen some of
or of the too often unreliable peddlers.
these nurseries forty years, more or less, of age, from which onJy
a part of the trees had been removed, but I never saw a nice,
I dare say that my friend
well-grown apple tree in one of them.
nurseries

stead of buying

•

Eaton, of Nashua, never found apple-tree timber for shuttles in
these old nurseries.

He

finds his shuttle timber in the trees from

which have been thinned by being transplanted
I have one of
for orchards and thus given room for growth.
these apple trees about fifty years old which is six feet in circumference two feet from the ground, and which I think has, by my
cutting away trees which were crowding it, more than doubled its
these nurseries

twenty years.

size in the last
It

appears to

me

that the thick,

nurseries, while trees taken

orchards, demonstrates that the
thick

young

little,

old trees in these

from them became large when

way

to

old

set in

grow timber is to thin out
room to grow. Had

trees so as to give those left

these trees set for fruit been set for timber they should of course

have been

set

near together and thinned out often, so as to keep
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those intended for timber growing rapidly both in diameter of
body and in height of the tree.
Ought land owners to grow pine wood or pine timber on their

pine-covered land

On

?

this point I

sation which occurred between two

wood and timber

Says the

business.

was interested in a conver-

men both
first,

acquainted with the

"When

old I picked potatoes on a certain piece of land,

twelve years

and

fifty

years

we measured out the best wooded acre of that land,
and the pine wood on that acre sold for two dollars a cord on
the stump, and there were ninety cords which brought one hundred
and eighty dollars. I think we could not have done better."
Asks the second, " Suppose you had from time to time thinned
afterwards

out that acre of growth

been

left

one hundred

till

nings would have sold for? "

"

How much

of age there had
what do you think the thin-

at forty-five years

trees standing,

" One hundred dollars," answered

interest on that sum have
amounted to when you cut the trees?" asked the second. "A
hundred dollars, I think," answered the first.
"Then you would
have had two hundred dollars and one hundred standmg trees,
instead of one hundred and eighty dollars and no standing trees,"
responded the second."
"Yes," slowly responded the first.
"Now," said the second, "that acre produced an extraordinary
amount for the time, and if it had been thinned from time to
time, as above indicated, the hundred trees left upon the lot when
sixty years of age would surely have made fifty thousand feet of
lumber.
How much would it have been worth a thousand feet ? "
asked the second.
"Ten dollars on the stump," answered the
first.
Seven hundred dollars and the interest on two hundred ten
years for the use of the land sixty years for timber, or one hundred and eighty dollars for the use of the land fifty years in
wood. The tops of the hundred trees would be worth some-

the

first.

would the

thing, but this was not mentioned.

I express ,no

opinion as to the

accuracy of value of the thinnings, or the value of the one hundred
timber trees by the thousand feet, because the speaker is acquainted with the

wood and lumber

business

and the values

in

his vicinity.

If

any one suggests

that I have

made no

calculation for fuel, I

reply that in properly thinning out the trees so as to let those re-

maining have room

to

grow into good-sized timber, and

the tops
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of the timber trees cut would make wood so plenty that after supplying the half million cords we yearly consume, an immense

on the land for the amount of wood
by the census of 1880 was only about one
I think it is said that the United
cord to six acres of our forest.
States buy fourteen million dollars' worth of wood and timber of
Canada yearly. Many argue that this buying of Canada is essen-

amount would be

left to rot

;

yearly used in the State

tial in

order to save our forest from being

all

used up.

I

am

not

arguing for free trade or protection, but if there be any foolish
thing in this world it is the argument that we ought to buy wood

and timber of Canada in order to save our forests from being all
There can be no reasonable doubt but that far more wood and
cut.
timber rot in the forests of the United States each year than we
purchase from Canada.

more timber than

is

cut

Yea, is there not rotted in our forests yearly
If any

?

one doubts

this, let

and he

the statistics of the census of 1880,

him

upon
we were

figure

will find that

then cutting for timber only one tree about sixteen inches in
I did
diameter from each acre of our forests once in ten years.

not stop to figure the smallness of the armful of wood consumed
There
each year from each acre or half-dozen acres of our forests.
is

no more danger of a

scarcity of

the well-grown trees and let the
let

wood and lumber

little

another crop come up, than there

the ocean

in this

from our using these products,

try within a century

from evaporation.

I

am

if

coun-

we

cut

ones grow, or cut clean and
is

of a scarcity of water in

told that in a certain section

of our country the people sell their hogs and buy their pork and
bacon but this is Wisdom herself compared with buying wood
and lumber of Canadians to save our forests, and at the same time
let far more rot in our woods than we buy of them.
Well, what is it best for owners of forests in this State to do ?
It is very difficult to say what is best for each one to do, because
the forests are so different and the prices of wood and lumber
;

standing

in the forests

suggest what might be

vary so

done

in

much

some

in different localities.

cases,

i.

I

densely covered with small white or other pines.

Now

if

still

be small, slim

the white pines streaked

length of their bodies.

with red rot

But

if

is

these

stand very thick and are about the same age and height, they
stand a century and

will

Suppose the land

may

and on some lands
throughout most of the

trees,

these trees are often thinned out so
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more

sixty or seventy years of age,

height

feet in

the acre, they will be thrifty,

to

and

at

according to the propriety of the

you have taken of them and the suitableness of the ground,

care

your trees will make five hundred feet each of boards, and will be
worth far more than they would be at a hundred years of age if
left

They must now be

unthinned.

my

cut or thinned out again, as

American Forestry Congress, in last
If one hundred trees on an acre stand
year's report of this Board.
after they will make five hundred feet of boards to the tree, I
think they will grow too slowly to pay a fair per cent of interest on
their value, hence I would cut clean, or cut out part and let the
This estimate of rapidity of growth applies more
others grow.
I stated in

report on the

particularly to the white pine.
2.

Take another

piece of land which

I

have

in

mind, covered

with white pines, gray birches, and other trees of about eighteen

what shall be done with it
enough of the birches so that they

growth

years'

cut out

:

I

answer, be sure to

shall

not whip the up-

?

right runner or leader at top of the pines, for if this leader

is

in-

and you have a
danger when birches come up at the

jured, the little side limbs try to take its place,

branching

tree.

The

real

same time with the pines lies in the fact that the birches will for
fifteen or twenty years be likely to be taller than the pines.
Other trees may injure this leader on the pines, but the birches
are the worst.

In this growth the white pines are by

far the

most

valuable of the trees to grow, hence the other trees ought to be
sacrificed for the benefit of the pines, just as

among hoed

crops.

we

sacrifice the

weeds

In cutting the other trees so as to give the

pines a chance to grow, judgment must be used.

If

you cut away

around the pines too fast, you may let too
much sun at once on the pine, which has been shaded, and it may
be sun-scorched and stunted or if not thus injured by the sun, it
the other trees from

;

may have

much room, and

its lower limbs become too large,
grow too short and limby. But on the other
hand, if you do not cut away the other trees from around a pine
In
fast enough, the pine becomes stunted and grows too slowly.
England they call the forests they set out plantations, and between

and the

too

tree itself

the trees they intend for standards
trees

they often set other kinds of

which they name nurses, and which they cut out from time
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to time, so as to give the standards

timber

hard

wood and hemlocks, which

nurses to the pines.

pines

room

to

grow

into fine, large

In our natural forest we see some fine pines

trees.

when they were

latter trees

among

have served as

These nurses killed the low limbs on the
and hence some of these pines have

small,

and these near the heart.
and masts, because their
nurses do not prune and protect them up far enough.
As soon
as pines grow out of the reach of the hard-wood trees, they, for the
most part, have large spreading tops, and the wind, snow, and
The best nurses
other causes are apt to make them crooked.
for our white pines are, I think, trees of the same kind or hemThey will follow and protect them from the storms, and
locks.
from spreading out into large-limbed, short tops up farther. I
have seen Norway or red pines which shed their limbs for many
feet above the hard-wood growth in which they grew, and these
are the only trees I have known to do it to much extent.
excellent butt logs, with only small knots

But few of these

3.

trees

trees

make long

Now,

for a third

which

I

spars

sample, take

have in mind.

another

This piece

is

piece

of young

covered with a great

and wood is worth but little on the stump in that
shall be done with this piece ?
Well, I think it
is best to thin out around each tree which from its kind and its
locks appears capable of growing into a valuable timber tree, so
On this lot in a comparatively
as to give it room to become such.
few years a very large number of poplars can be grown into excellent excelsior or paper stock, which is valuable in that locality.
By giving the oaks room to grow, a goodly number of piles and
oak logs for other purposes may be rapidly grown. There are
also white pines in thick clumps and some scattering ones.
By
thinning those in the clumps, and by cutting away any trees injuring those that are scattered, quite a quantity of good pine timThe more dry limbs knocked off, the clearer
ber can be grown.
In short, treat this piece as you would a field of
the timber.
weedy corn cut away the weeds, and where the corn is too thick
cut out the stalks till only as many are left as can grow and pro-"
duce a good crop. A little pruning may send an oak up into a
good pile tree. By these means the amount of timber and the
variety of trees,
locality.

What

;

value of the lot will be greatly increased.
is

so

much cheaper than timber

Wood

in this locality

that the object should be to

grow
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grow more Avood on a lot which has come up
An odd illustration of this is
by properly thinning it.
found by cutting the wood on each side of an old sled path through
I have been repeatedly informed by careful observers
the forest.
that a strip five rods Avide with an old sled path one rod wide in
its middle, cords up when cut more wood than the next five -rod
wide strip on either side. This would not be the best mode ot
timber, yet one can

thick

thinning, but forcibly shows

its

value.

remember tramping over a primeval forest where woodThe dead, dying, and rotten
man's ax had never been heard.
Had none of the trees been over
trees were very numerous.
4. I

well

much moreWhat could be done with such a lot? Perhaps nothing better
than to cut it clean if the wood would pay for cutting,
The
eighty or a hundred years old the lot had been worth

spruce timber was worth two or three dollars per thousand feet,

But

board measure.

if

wood would not pay

the

by
and by giv-

for cutting,

cutting the timber trees which had got their growth,

ing every young timber tree a chance to grow, and by barking the

them from bearing
and shading the young trees, a large amount of timber
could be grown at little expense.
5. Again I have seen some old lots where there were very few
young trees which could be grown into good timber trees in any

big old rotten hard-wood trees so as to prevent
leaves

reasonable time,

most of the small

stunted trees which

be done at

A

it

little

old

can

by permitting valuable
Here is a loss of
on the money they would bring and a loss of the use of
all.

great loss

trees to stand after they

interest

being simply

to get thrifty, if this

trees

much time

takes

is

sustained

have ceased to grow.

Few men in the country
towns sixty years of age do not remember trees that fifty years ago
were worth as much or more than they are now.
A dollar at two
the land, to say nothing of the taxes.

per cent for each six

amounts

months

and one half per cent
one and a quarter dollars.
three

has

at

compound

to almost exactly seven

made a

large fortune

and

interest, in fifty years

a quarter dollars,

and

at

for

each six months, to almost thirty-

A

gentleman who started poor and

and been

at the

head of one of the great

corporations of the country, reckoned up the loss sustained by
letting a piece of old growth, with

stand for the

last

which we are both acquainted,

twenty-seven years, and

concluded that the
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owner could not now get more than one dollar where he might
if he had cut these aged trees in 1863.
Then all
through a great deal of our forests large old trees and young worthless ones occupy the land which ought to be growing young, valI can show a tree I remember for fifty-five years and
uable trees.
which was then worth about one dollar. It occupies a circle
about fifty feet in diameter, and that tree to-day is of little or no
market value. In another place I knew two little white pines
about large enough for fence stakes fifty-five years ago. One of
these, about that time, had the trees around it cut away so as to let
it grow, and two years ago it was cut and twenty feet of its butt
made over six hundred feet of boards the other was left crowded
by other nearly worthless trees, and when I last looked at it, some
two years since, it was only five or six inches in diameter a foot
from the ground. Near this last stands a black cherry tree and a
white maple crowded by other trees, and which have grown but
Within sight of these is a white
little during the last fifty years.
pine set out on the dry top of a stony hill where the storms have
used it roughly, and yet this tree has, in about fifty-five years,
grown from some two inches in diameter into a tree twenty feet of
the butt of which will make, I think, more than three hundred feet
Now if you have a lot where all the trees are old and
of boards.
the wood is worth something, it may generally be the better way
to cut clean, and it may be very important to cut the next winter
after the timber trees have borne a good crop of seed, so that
have had four

;

the land

may come up

other worthless kinds.

timber and

let

the

to timber trees instead of wild cherry or

But

little

if

wood

is

of no value, cut the

grown

stunted trees take their time to grow.

You can help them of course by thinning where they are too thick.
It may be advantageous, in cases where all or nearly all are cut, to
leave a few of the trees for seed, remembering that our winds are
largely from northern directions
is

undoubtedly true that

fires

and blow the seed southerly.

It

prevent vast areas from growing a

succeeding crop of timber, and they should be guarded against.

Michigan are not
on account of the fires which
Although it is not genfollow the hmibermen's operations.
erally advisable to try to grow an orchard where another has
been grown, yet I think that successive crops of the same kind
It

is

said that generally the vast pine forests of

to produce another crop of pines

IS

may be grown upon

of timber
plains,

alder swamps,

The big

way.

this
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etc., are samples where nature does
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centuries.

have been growing on the

composed almost
and hydrogen, and

All trees are

entirely of these three things, carbon, oxygen,

When

feed very largely through their leaves from the air.

they

decay or are burned, most of their substance goes into the air,
and when they grow they receive it back from the air. But some
trees will start

not.

This,

one kind

I

is

tree plants

from seed and grow
suppose,

is

in the shade where others will
one reason why, when a forest of

cut other kinds often succeed

is

Examine minutely

cut these grow.

forest

When

not been noticed because they were so small.

and

The very small

it.

have started in the shade of the old

and had

the forest

the ground in your

see the very little trees about your feet

;

you

will

woods

sometimes

size growing quite rapidly when shaded by
and thus growing where the sun-loving pines
would die. Some plants are far more tenacious of their sunshades
While the limbs of our sun-loving trees will
than are the ladies.
be longest towards the south, the lichens will be plentiest on their
Various plants grow best in shade.
It was fornorthern sides.
merly thought that the greatest possible amount of timber could
be grown by having various kinds mixed in the same forest. Pontney says, " Both reason and experience will fully warrant the conclusion that the greatest possible amount of timber is to be obtained by planting mixtures."
I am not sure but that more pine
and hemlock would grow upon an acre than of pine alone. But
Loudon, Saug, and others say, have your larches, pines, and fir
trees of all kinds separate from each other and from all other
kinds of trees, " for this is the least laborious and surest means
of growing good, straight, and clean (clear), timber."
It is by
thus planting, or rather by sowing them thick and by timely
pruning and gradual thinning, that we can with certainty attain
see

hemlocks of good

pines, for instance,

this object.

hope I have made my ideas clear. The right number of trees
any other plants to the acre will give the most profitable crop.
Trees to grow into good-sized timber ought to start thick so to
send them up without large low limbs, and then be often thinned
I

or

out so as to keep

them growing

rapidly.

The

point

is

generally
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grow timber because it is more profitable than to grow wood.
I am growing some white pines in New Durham I judge
this might take place; viz., four thousand white pines evenly distributed over an acre and being of the same age, would, when
sixty years old, make about seventy cords of wood of no market
value but the same acre properly thinned from time to time would,
when the trees are sixty years old, have only one hundred trees
and these would make about fifty thousand feet of good boards.

to

Where

;

The gentleman who
to be

thins out

my

what he cuts

to take

for

ble for timber, shingles,

by cutting whatever ought

trees

wood trees, is always satisfied
The later thinnings are valuahis pay.
and box boards, much more so than if the

removed, whether hard or

soft

whole three thousand or four thousand

trees

coming up on an acre

same time had stood sixty years unthinned. True it is that
on some lots the pines or other trees come up at different times
so that some of them get the start over others and outgrow them
and make good trees if they are not thinned. So nature in some
cases grows pretty good crops of timber and of strawberries, but
the average of the crops of both will be immensely greater on the

at the

acres

which have received the proper care. If I were to set out small
I would put them about four feet apart

pines for a timber crop

Most of the English tbresters prefer to plant the seed
and thus save the trouble of having to take up the trees and set
them out. Land and timber are so cheap here and labor so high
that it is generally as much as most of us want to do in forest
I know that most of
matters to take care of what nature plants.
each way.

people give no attention to their forests except to cut them, yet
within a few years I am glad to notice that quite a goodly number
are beginning to see that they can easily increase the value of their

growing timber

lots,

and the

lots I see

receive demonstrate that there
ject.

Though

out of connection,

I

remark that pines,

think hemlocks are to be set after the

them a

little

in the spring.

kills the trees,

will kill

any

and, so

far as I

A

thinned and the

letters I

an increasing interest in the sub-

is

little

new growth has

firs,

and I
on

started

hot sun on the bare roots

know, a white

frost

on the bare roots

tree.

To convince

doubters of the value of thinning

Joseph B. Walker, of Concord
Rensselaer Towle, of Freedom

;

;

Mr
to

I.

I refer

them

to

Springfield, of Rochester;
P. Berry, of

New Durham

;
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Jewell, of Winchester; to the practical experiment of

Warner to the writings of Horatio
Seymour and Horace Greeley, of New York to the late George
the lamented Levi Bartlett, of

;

;

Emerson, commissioner of

B.

forests for Massachusetts

port of Division of Forestry (United States) for 1887,
is

stated that a lot of Scotch pines thinned

three times as fast as those left

unthinned

when
;

;

to re-

where

six years old

where a

lot

of

it

grew

Norway

spnice thinned twice showed an average growth of twenty-two
per cent over those

growth was thinned

left

unthinned

;

where half of a lot of mixed
and the whole cut eighteen

for several years

and the part which had been thinned
had four and a half times as much wood as the unthinned. The
part thinned had some trees sixty-five feet in height and nine
years after the thinnings,

inches in diameter, while the unthinned had no trees over five

inches in diameter and forty eight feet in height.

(Remember

are to each other as the squares of their diameters,

logs

hence the butts

of these trees were to each other as twenty-five to eighty-one, to
say nothing of their greater height.)

and seems almost increditable

stance

;

This

is

a remarkable in-

but we must consider that

the unthinned trees were probably so thick as to be stunted,

then in this case

all

the thinnings were given to the poor,

and
and God

some way helps those who help the poor. Please notice
grew to a greater height than the unthinned.
There is also in the same report an account of a lot of fifty-year old
pines which were thinned and in eleven years found to have grown
A person sowed Northree times as fast as those left unthinned.
way spruce which stood so thick as to grow very little he thinned
them out at thirty-five years of age and again at forty-two years,
and between the two thinnings they had increased one hundred
always in

that the thinned trees

;

and sixty per cent, or twenty-seven per cent yearly. If further
proof be desired of the advantages of properly thinning, I think
that I could demonstrate it to any one in my woods who has eyes

and

a

little

knowledge of measuring

every European forester

whom

I

trees. I

could also refer them to

know anything about and

of these such as Saug, Salmon, Pontney, Nicol, and

more or

less

lished in
forests

Sir

on

several

others are

quoted in Loudon's Encyclopedia of Agriculture, pubI understand that the careful thinning of the

London.

their estates

Walter Scott, and

was practiced by the immortal Lafayette and
is

now

practiced by Gladstone, Bismarck,
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the nobility

all

and large landholders of Euroi^e, except those

of Russia and some of the wild northern portions of which

no information.

(I

only

know that the Czar of

Russia

is

I

have

interested

from meeting a Russian at Atlanta, commissioned by
government to examine the forests ol this country with special
reference as to the advisability of introducing some of our forest
in forestry

his

trees into that country.)

conclude by saying that every school of forestry in Europe,

I
as

understand

I

properly

given

it

much time and

benefiting the people,
the

more

fully I

and

teaches thinning,

it,

practiced

believe

in

its

that all

importance.

who have
I

have

study to this subject for the purpose of

and the more

am convinced

that

have studied the subject

I

we can

greatly increase our

timber crop and the profits from our tree-covered lands by the
" art and science " of forestry, which means simply what has been
learned by carefully observing the growth of
that

knowledge with common

sense.

I

trees,

and applying
thank any

will cordially

one for a statement of their practical experience in forestry, whatWe want to get at the plain facts.

ever the results.

WHAT ARE THE INDISPENSABLE

FOR MAKING GOOD BUTTER

SITES

BY

M.

O.

how

we

what

is

the best

sunply what

their product, but

indispensable requisites for

Many

shall not

the most butter can be made, or

the most cheaply, or

?

TINKHAM, POMFRET, VT.

In considering this question,
matters,

REQUI-

my

way

discuss

how

the other

can be made

for farmers to

manage

" What are the

title calls for,

making good

it

butter."

persons in looking for a remedy for the lack of quality

in their butter

begin as near to the product as possible, and think

they must have a

new churn.

manner cream

churned, so

is

It
it

makes

h

little

churned.

difference in what

A

dairy authority once said in a meeting of the

men's Association, that in using a

diish

injure the butter globules in the cream.

very celebrated

Vermont Dairy-

churn one was likely to

When

one considers that

the globules are about the two-thousandth part of an

ameter, the probability of such

injury

inch in di-

appears rather remote.

good butter can be made by using a dash churn as can be
made by the use of any other, and the choice of churns must be
made upon other considerations than the quality of the butter

Just as

produced.
Others, seeking to remedy defects in quality, look to the
method of getting the cream from the milk, and think a creamer of some one of the several excellent ones to which the attention
of dairymen is so constantly and ably directed, is the one thing
necessary to

make

their butter all right, while others look to the

centrifugal separator, in

thing needful.

Good

some one of

butter

its

several forms, as the

may be made by

one

the use of any one
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of these utensils, and the same can be truly said of the oldfashioned " ten-quart pans," or the broad, shallow pans in use in

many first-class dairies.
I am aware that many will scoff at the idea of first-class butter
being made where the old-fashioned pans are used but the various premiums awarded to butter made by their use would seem
;

With equal care and ingood butter may be made by the use of
methods named for separating the cream.

to confirm the truth of the statement.
telligent handling, equally

any one of the different
As an illustration of this, the prizes at the last meeting of the
Vermont Dairymen's Association may be cited, where the entries
of butter numbered over one hundred, and of excellent quality as
a whole. The first prize for best tub of ten pounds of dairy butter
was awarded to butter made from cream raised in small pans
while in prints, the first went to butter from the Cooley creamer,
and other prizes were awarded to butter made by use of the Stoddard creamer, and the DeLaval and Danish-Weston separators.
Neither

is it

necessary that the milk should be sent to a cream-

make good butter. It is the privilege of every dairyman
make butter better than a creamery will be likely to make,

ery to
to

and other considerations than quality should determine whether
The reason for this
the dairyman becomes a creamery patron.
is, that the dairyman has under his control every condition of the
manufacture, cows, feed, handling, cleanliness; while the creamery can control nothing absolutely
to the creamery.

make

Observe, that

I

till the cream or milk comes
do not say the dairyman 7vill

better butter, for I fully believe the average of creamery

butter

is

much above

the average of dairy butter, for which, of

it comes to the
same milk or cream made up in
As an illustrathe ordinary dairy produces the inferior butter.
tion I will cite an instance which came under my own obser-

course, the manipulation of the material after

creamery

is

responsible, for the

vation.

One warm,
kept,

I

rainy April evening

I

visited a stable in

which were

should say (without counting them), about thirty cows.

They stood on a

floor

which had a two-inch drop behind them

;

there was not the remotest indication of their ever having had a
particle

of bedding, not a straw or a particle of sawdust

flanks covered with manure.

;

their

Behind them was a space of perhaps
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back to the side of the stable, and piled up in that
embankment
of manure coming forward nearly to
was an

six or eight feet

space

the rear of the cows,

and

as

high as the slope would bear, running

the whole length of the stable, except that near the

door was a

space where stood a shelf on which were placed the receiving pails,

which the milk was poured as the filling of the milking-pails
it necessary, while the whole stable was reeking with the

into

made

What would be the probability of such
making good butter? and what would be the effect
of such milk as could be got there upon the product of a creamAnd yet that was exactly where it went, and its quality afery ?
fected the whole product in proportion as its amount compared
Such instances in a greater or less degree will be
with the whole.
most

fetid

atmosphere.

a dairyman's

every creamery, as well as dairies
for taking milk
creamery will not change a man's nature very greatly, or
convert a slovenly, careless dairyman into a careful, cleanly, and
liable to affect

;

to a

neat patron.

make

Milk secured under such circumstances can never
butter in a dairy, and will deteriorate the quality

first-class

of the creamery product in proportion to

Great importance
in its granular form,

is

one writer classing

many

discovery in butter-making in

sider as at all important, unless

To prove

it

is

its

amount.

to the

it

washing of butter

as the

most important

This

years.

I

do not con-

your customer wants

so important as claimed,

fact the necessity or

washing

many

attached by

one must

first

it

washed.

establish as a

washing butter at all. That
and easiest way of taking out the butterbut some of the best dealers in Boston pre-

desirability of

the simplest

none will deny
unwashed butter,, and a good deal of such butter is sold every
week at most satisfactory prices. In the matter of washing, saltmilk,

;

fer

ing,

form of putting up,

suit his
It is

etc., the

butter-maker's

first

duty

is

to

customer.

not necessary that one should have a large herd of cows to

make good

butter.

The

first

prize at the

New York

dairy fair

was awarded on butter made from a herd of only four or five
cows.

One

writer asserts that

no farmer with

cows
would
know what kind of a market he

can afford to prepare his butter for a
be a point of some interest to
could afford to prepare
19

it

for.

first-class

less

than

market.

fifty

It
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Too

great stress

is

laid

on matters of

little

importance by

many

theoretical dairy writers, tending to mislead farmers, to attract

minor and unimportant matters

their attention to

of vital and indispensable ones.

One

to the neglect

writer advocated brine-

salting butter, giving as a reason that salting with dry salt

working it in was " likely to scratch the
get down to a finer point than this ?

What, then,

is

necessary to the

butter.''''

Can

making of good

butter

and

theorizing

?

I

asked

a prominent and most successful dairyman, whom I met on
way to your meeting, this question, and asked him to give the
ply in

its

simplest terms.

my
re-

After a moment's thought, he replied,

''A man who knows how." That is certainly a correct reply,
"Good
little longer one might be given in this form:
cows, good feed, good care, cleanliness, and intelligent hand"
To the person who desires to improve the quality of his
ling."

but a

butter

I

would suggest

as the

first

step, see

whether the feed of

your cows can be improved in quality, or if it should be increased
No cows in the world can make good butter on
in quantity.
poor feed.

good

And

next, I

would ascertain whether the cows were

butter cows, for the best butter cannot be made, with the

best of feed, from poor cows.
I

have assumed, as a matter of course, that the matter of clean-

liness

in the stables, the

been attended to

;

for there

dairy-room and

its

surroundings, has

seems to be no desire for improvement

where filth holds sway, and such people are likely to attribute the
low price received for their butter to some depravity on the part
of the dealer rather than inherent nastiness in their product.
By " intelligent handling" is meant the proper adaptation of
Milk and cream from shalthe handling to the method in use.
low pans, and the same from deep setting or from the separator,
require different treatment, which must be adapted to the method.
One need not despair of making good butter because he has
but a small dairy, or has few of the more modern appliances.
Get good cows, those which on good feed will make good butter,
give them the feed, the care, and let every step be marked with
scrupulous cleanliness; select your customer, send it to him in the
shape he wants it, stamp it or mark the package with your name,
so the consumer can identify it and call for it again, and so establish a reputation for }Our goods; it will be worth money to you

REQUISITES FOR BUTTER-MAKING.

Do

long run.

in the

you do not receive

good

article

Finally

I

it

may

Vt., sustains

will

not change your dealer because you think

all

you ought on an invoice

be for his interest to deal

;

if

you make a

fairly

with you.

my own

town of Pomfret,
Parties there have gone to the same

say, that the practice in

my
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remarks.

dealers for ten or fifteen years

or above creamery quotations

;

;

our average prices average with
our dairies will average about two

—

and pretty much
hundred and seventy-five pounds to the cow,
of our dairymen are good feeders, and all aim to weed out

all

What we have found

their poorer cows.
will find

the same.

cleanliness,

and

make poor

butter.

With

profitable, I believe you
" Good cows, good feed
management," no dairyman need

the legend,

intelligent

i
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TRUE THAT FARMING IS DECLINING
IN NEW ENGLAND?*

IS IT

BY PROF. WM. H. BREWER,

The
to

New England

decline of farming in

the subject of

much newspaper

view in various

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

has

been

of late

has been held

up
and used to point the moral of a number
economical, and political theories.
discussion.

It

lights,

of social, religious,

In most of the discussions the subject has been treated as

if it

was a local phenomenon, and therefore produced, directly or indirectly,

by

Judging from these disbe a wide-spread and remarkable misap-

local causes or conditions.

cussions, there appears to

prehension of the real facts of the case, and as a result we have

an abundance of curious reasoning from

who have

those

pet

and who have an easy and sure cure for the
evil.
These partisans have confounded several things which are
essentially distinct.
The decline in rural population as comtheories to maintain

pared with that of

cities

has been treated

especially in the flight of farmers from

the changes in

New England

as

if

New England

agriculture as if

it

it

consisted

farms,

and

was a local

decline in production rather than a part of that great change

which

is

going on

have penetrated.
agriculture in

in agriculture in all countries
It

has been discussed as

New England

and not a part of

if

where railroads

the condition of

was an exceptional phenomenon

that agricultural depression

which

is

now

dis-

turbing every country of Christendom.

These several topics have been worked up by those who contribute to our newspapers, until
*

Copied by permission from "

New

many

persons have

Englander and Yale Review."

come

to

be-
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lieve that there

is

an actual and positive decline

cultural productions of

New England, and

experiencing exceptional suffering.
believe to be

That there
certain

the agri-

Both of these assumptions

I

New England

is

essentially untrue.
is

serious agricultural depression in

but in this

;

in

that her farmers are

other localities.

New England

There

is

only shares the experience of

not an actual decline in the total agri-

cultural productions of this region, nor in the total area of culti-

vated land other than that to be accounted for by the absorption
of land in towns and cities

;

nor

is

there, I believe, so great a de-

cline in the total value of cultivated land as
parts of the country,

On

agriculture.

is

occurring in other

nor of the number of persons employed in

the other hand, all the actual statistics in our

possession point to the opposite, that there

is

a positive increase

in the total agricultural production, in the area of farms,

the

number

of persons employed.

There

is

and in

a gradual change in

the character of the products and in the relative values of the different farms

creasing

many

are decreasing in value,

and others are

in-

degree, than in most other countries.
For a better understanding of the changes that are going on,
is necessary to briefly notice some of the elementary principles

even

it

;

;

but these changes are the same in kind, and perhaps

less in

which govern production in agriculture and the conditions
under which the farmer's vocation goes on. I have discussed
this matter more at length in other places (more especially in the
Cereal Production in the
Rep. Com. State Board of Agr., 1881
U. S. Rep., loth Census; Rep. Mass. Board of Agr., 1879, etc.)
;

Agriculture differs from the other classes of productive industries in
is

the essential conditions which underlie production.

It

readily seen that these conditions are very unlike the con-

ditions governing production in mining and in fisheries.

It is

compared with manufactures, but it contrasts with
Inasmuch as the food of civilmanufactures in every particular.
ization is and must be produced by agriculture (including stock
growing) it must go on in some shape, or all civilization ceases
therefore it cannot be killed by any conditions, political or
economical, however unfavorable they may be.
Manufactures
may be greatly promoted or entirely suppressed in any country
by legislation. Not so with agriculture. It will go on, in some

more

often

;
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way, under any and every form of government, good or bad.
is

so plastic in

its

nature that

conditions, no matter

how

it

hard.

conform

will

to

It

any imposed

For example, consider the con-

dition of Egypt, the granary of the world three thousand years
ago,

and between that date and

this

subjected to nearly every

form of political disturbance, misrule, oppression, and mismanage-

ment

that can

be conceived of; and yet agriculture goes on, not

only sufficiently to supply the people with bread, but to furnish
various agricultural articles of export.

consider the case of Ireland.

When

Or

still

from without

invaded the island and domestic wars within desolated

We

the people did not entirely starve.

perhaps,

better,

hostile armies

its

fields,

are are told that the in-

vading armies were sometimes supplied with scythes to cut

down

growing crops
trample them down, the contents of granaries were thrown in

the standing grain, cavalry were turned into the
to

the

mud

or carried

off,

stacks burned, cattle killed, etc.

manufacturing industries were destroyed
adapted

itself

even to such hard conditions.

The

but the agriculture

;

A new kind

of plant,

Ireland by Raleigh in 1610, was taken up, and potatoes

left in

became the chief crop and indeed the national food for one
hundred and fifty years before they were extensively adopted by
the common people of other civilized countries, and probably
saved the Irish from extinction as a race.
The new crop was
well suited to the climate and soil; it yielded abundantly ; the
labor of one man would feed thirty or forty
it was easily cultivated
it was alike adapted to the garden and field, and was
especially adapted to hand cultivation.
If the plow was broken
or the team killed, only the spade was needed to prepare the soil
and plant the crop. But the special character which adapted it
to the uses of the Irish was that it could not be destroyed by the
foe.
No stacks to be burned cavalry might be turned into the
potato patch but did not harm it
neither the enemy's horses
nor the neighbor's cows would eat the green tops if mowed off
with the scythe, they grew up again and no especial harm was
done.
Only by digging the crop up, hill by hill, could its
growth be stopped, and even then the tubers could not be readily
destroyed or even materially injured.
They would not burn
if thrown upon the ground they were not spoiled
they were too
heavy and bulky to be carried away, and even if dumped into
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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more than once, they remained
sound to be fished out again as good as ever by the miserable
Moreover, it was a crop that could be used while
inhabitants.
the neighboring bog, as they were

green and growing as well as when

ripe.
So soon as the young
enough they could be eaten, and on the other
hand, they were not injured if they remained in the ground after
ripening, and the harvest might be put off for a more convenient

tubers were large

Simple as was their cultivation, their preparation

season.

table was even

They required

more simple.

for the

nor

neither sickle,

scythe, nor reaper, nor thresher, nor mill, not even an oven
just as

dug from the

eaten with

they could be roasted in the ashes and

soil

was not killed even by such

Irish agriculture

salt.

kept alive after a fashion, and remains

hard conditions.

It

to-day one of the

liveliest

questions in British politics.

example of the adaptation of local agriculture
to unfriendly conditions because it is a striking one and a very
simple one, but it is no more remarkable than is continually going
I

have cited

this

on nearly everywhere.

It differs

only in degree from what

is

the

experience of nearly every old region.
Agriculture

is

so plastic that

surrounding pressure, but

it

it

yields

and adapts

yields slowly.

From

itself to

every

the character of

the vocation and the nature of the product, changes can only go

on

slowly.

come about

The change from tilled land to pasture land must
The adaptation of animals to the especial

gradually.

local requirements

is

Agriculture

a slow process.

continuous experiment.

No

crop

is

is

in

fact

one

alike successful every year,

and each region produces some crops better than others so the
vocation is everywhere continually and incessantly changing.
;

New

predatory insects, changes in markets,

in transportation,

and every thing which influences the amount of the
product, the quality of the product, or the price for which it sells,
are continually producing changes in the agricultural practice of
in fact, each

any locality or region.
In manufacturing the product is more largely under the control of the manufacturer, or where not under control the results
can be predicted.
of the product
ployed,

most of

can
it is

How much

to the labor

work a man can do, the relations
employed and to the capital em-

be closely calculated beforehand
quickly performed.

Not

;

moreover,

so in farming.

the

Its capital
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has to be
itseh", its

there

uncertainty and variability

is

is

tainty exists in

much

live stock.

great uncertainty as to the quantity which will

The

be produced.

represented by the farm
With most of the processes
of cost, and of all of the

fixed in quantity, as

machinery, and

products there
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quality

No

also uncertain.

is

such uncer-

Moreover,

manufacturing operations.

takes

it

longer time to get the farm product, and during the whole

process there are uncertainties which do not exist in manufactures.

The

cost of production cannot

Even

the quality predicted.

be calculated, nor the amount or
in so simple a process as that of

A

plowing, the cost varies greatly at different times.

may

ing at an opportune time

comand

rain

the process

wear and tear of implements, or an unusual drought

lessen the

make

greatly cheapen

may

the plowing slower, the cost of feeding the teams greater,

and the wear of the implements more
from being planted

at the

it,

rains

may

lost

prevent the crop

time most favorable for the best yield,

or injure the growing crop, or interfere with

may pinch

Time may be

severe.

through bad weather, and the same cause

may damage

it,

and

so

period of growth and preparation these are

its

harvest.

Droughts

on through the whole
factors beyond human

control.

As matters have been under previous conditions of transportawhen every region had to grow most of the food it consumed, a short crop m any region meant a better local price for
the product, and thus the misfortunes which were incidental to
tion,

bad years were

What

in a

measure mitigated.

appears to be a most anomalous fact

is,

that while civili-

zation is advancing and the population of Christendom is increasing, while there are more mouths to be fed and wider markets as

a whole, yet this industry which supplies the food for the increas-

population and developing civilization of the world finds

ing
itself

everywhere

familiar

now

in

distress.

term everywhere.

and the farmer has

declining,

Agricultural depression

Agricultural
for the past

capital

is

is

a

relatively

few years been doing

business on a falling market, while in most other kinds of business there has been unusual activity.
tural depression all over
It affects

land.

New

We

The

causes of this agricul-

Christendom are general and not

England, but not so severely as

hear

more

it

local.

does old Eng-

platitudes over the decline in

New Eng-

,
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land than we do of the " decline " in the West, but the "
is

much

the

halls

of legislation and

gages, etc., etc., in the

wise politicians and the

is

tells

wiser newspapers are discussing the

still

us that the cause

is

the Western competition

railroad rates

New England

this region,

and suggesting

to the cause,

was an isolated fact
and offering wise reasons as

political

nostrums for the remedy.

the protective tariff; another, that
;

another, the manufacture of oleomargarine

;

local depression

it

another, unjust discrimination in

similar imitations or falsifications

:

still

and

others place this alleged

moral and social causes, that the essential

to

factor of the case lies

an

committees, and

newer States of the Union, and yet the

the depression in

if

belonging especially to

One

hearings before

farm values and the growing power of mort-

stories of decline in

matter as

howl"

This very month we hear discussions in

louder there.

away back

in the Puritans

;

that these were

of men, too narrow to succeed, and hence have

illiberal set

been a failure, and must now make way for the more liberal Irish
and French-Canadians or the more desirable Scandinavians.
Some city writers trace the New England farmer's decline to his
he eats pies and suffers in his digesmiserable domestic habits
tion, and the decline of his farming follows as a matter of course ;
and so on through a vast host of causes, many of which are conceded factors in the problem, others the results of political or
religious prejudices, and still others the mere whims of zealous
;

reformers.

In reality

this is but a local

The

pression.

phase of a wide-spread general de-

cattle growers of the plains, the corn growers of

Kansas, and the wheat growers of Dakota, are complaining as
loudly as the

than in
is

New

New England
England.

bemoaning

it.

It is

Italy to our shores,

on them

there.

It

is

worse in old England

sending thousands of peasants from sunny

hoping

The

farmers.

Germany is groaning under it and France
to escape the pressure that has fallen

politicians in all these countries find the

causes local, and are promising to cure the trouble
lation or have

some other form

of local remedy.

by

land we are are told that our agricultural depression
our protective
is

tariff,

;

New Eng-

is

caused by

while the politicians of old England say

caused by their lack of protective

landlords

local legis-

In

in Ireland,

tariff;

because of lack of

it

in Scotland,

by

their

home

in

Ger-

rule

;
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the politicians

ing army

of

;

tell

the peasants that

in France, that it

Germany

in Italy, that

;

of government and so on
in each case the remedy is
;

is

it is

city

caused by a stand-

caused by the threatening attitude

because of the change in the form

— here one thing, there another, bu

;

political

and

by a change of administration or by

The

it is
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to

t

be brought about

legislation.

real causes lie chiefly in the

and country population and

is

changed relations between
which underlie agri-

in the laws

cultural production.
first, new
There are many factors, but the three chief are
methods of transportation of men and products, by which great
:

cities

can be fed

;

second, sanitary science has

made

possible

it

from great pestilences and make them almost as
healthy as the country for a working population ; and, third, the
to

guard

cities

quick transmission of intelligence by electricity has given especial
advantages to

cities for

resulted in the rapid

The combinanumerous minor ones, has
and large towns at the ex-

manufactures and trade.

tion of these three chief causes, with

growth of

pense of rural population

all

cities

over the Christian world.

Before the days of railroads and steam transportation, nearly
all

the food of the civilized world had to be

or twenty-five miles of the place of

grown within twenty

production.

Cattle could
be driven farther, and grain was transported by water along rivers

and

to seaports, but the

its

bulk of the food had to be grown near

the place of consumption.

Furthermore,

cities

were hotbeds of

and no city of any considerable size could exist without
frequent and destructive pestilences.
As a consequence, at the
disease,

beginning of

dom

this

century there was not a single city in Christen-

containing a million of population.

Moreover, with the

means existing for the transmission of intelligence, large cities
had few advantages over small towns for manufacturers, and on
the other hand were subject to many actual disadvantages.
In 1800, one twenty-fifth of the population of this country
lived in cities of over eight thousand inhabitants

one twentieth;

in

1840,

one

exert their influence,

and

by 1880, about one

fourth,

third.

in

twelfth.

Then

;

in 1820,

railroads

1850 one eighth lived in

and now probably

as

cities,

much

After deducting the smaller towns and villages,

able that less than half

now

live in the country.

about

began
as

it is

to

and
one

prob-

Along with
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the change there has been an absorption of agricuhural land in
cities.

Take Boston,

for

The

example.

original limit of the

less than one
and one quarter square miles. After South and East Boston were
added and down to 1867, the area of Boston was less than nineteen
hundred acres it now embraces upwards of nineteen thousand.
A similar absorption has gone on about all New England cities,

peninsula where the city was planted was 783 acres,

;

and while

it is

not

all

the absorption of agricultural land,

it is

of

land not long ago so used.

Railroad transportation has thoroughly changed farming
everything that relates to competition.

Methods of

tillage

in

may

go on the same as before, but railroads have totally changed
Not only can grain be widely transported, but
the markets.
such perishable products as fresh beef, vegetables, and even

may now be

eggs

business

sent to the ends of the earth.

and means of

travel

The methods

have changed within the

last

of

twenty

change. While it is the most
and adaptive of all vocations, at the same time it is the
most conservative and this conservatism has also been misunderIt has been attributed to the mental habits of the men
stood.
rather than to the nature of the production, and this in turn gives
for example, the use of the
rise to some curious arguments
term "raw material," as if it was something quickly and easily
years faster than agriculture can
plastic

;

;

produced, in contradistinction from a manufactured product,
is the result of labor and skill.
Wool is the " raw material,"

which

although we have heard of suits of clothes being made from wool
sheared the same day, the total manufacture from the " raw material " to the " finished product " occupying but a few hours. Yet
it

has taken a year at least to grow this raw material, two or three

years to produce the sheep,

and a score of years

to

form the

breed which produced the special quality of wool manufactured,
the " raw material " being the one which has in fact required by
far the longest

and

time to produce, and has required as

relatively as

much

capital in

its

production.

much

skill

Agriculture

conservative because of the nature of the product, and

it

is

has not

been able to keep up with the rapidly changing condition of

and the markets.
While the chief immediate factor in the change has been the
facility of transportation on land by railroads, there are many
trade

;
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which have contributed to the result. Some of
and some social, but only some of the for-

factors

these are economical

mer can be considered in this paper.
The production of mines and manufactories can be controlled
by combinations of producers, orwhat is the same thing, by comIf the combination

bination of capital.

sufficiently

is

complete

both the output and the price can be entirely controlled, and
with some products this

practically possible.

is

Parallel

with

these combinations of capital are combinations of wage-earners,

which can and do regulate the amount of
the amount of manual labor.
Both of
these combinations disturb agriculture by disturbing prices, and
Such combinations are
neither can be made use of to aid it.
There are three factors, either
simply impossible among farmers.
of which make it impossible.
trades unions so-called,

product as related

First, the

number of competitors; second,

methods and of
control

third,

;

to

the nature of their

their products are too varied to
if

it

were possible that

all

the

admit of such
farmers

could

one grand "trust," they could not control the outThat depends in any one
put except in a very general way.
locality on the season, on droughts, rains, and various other con-

combine

ditions

in

beyond the control of men.

When

the crops are

grown

they must be gathered, and they are at the mercy of the elements
as

much

as they are at the

hands of the laborers.

Neither can

would follow a combined
As "trusts" they cannot control prostrike of a few months.
duction as employers of capital and labor they cannot lock out
And yet they feel the evils
as trades unions they cannot strike.
which arise from each of these practices in other vocations.
The farmer is less independent than he formerly was when the
Then so large a
producer and consumer were nearer each other.
part of the price paid for food by the consumer did not go to the
middle-men as now.
Business has come to mean trade and
farmers strike

;

universal starvation

;

traffic

rather than production.

ing to the amount of

money

Business

that

is left

is

active or dull accord-

with those between the

producer and consumer, and legislatures unduly look to business interests,

which practically means the

who work with great aggregations of
The tendency of trade has been

interests of persons

capital.

to

build up great cities at
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Both railroads and special

the expense of the country.
tion have

worked together

in this direction.

We

legisla-

see this in

a

strong light in the attitude of the law-making bodies and politicians

toward the trades unions as compared with their attitude

towards farmers.

Government

interference, trades-union interference,

tion of capital interference,

all

work

harm of

the

to

combina-

the farmer,

compared with the other vocations. At the present time the
government keeps out Chinamen and even white hired workmen
who come into the country to compete with home labor. The
as

argument

that the immigrants belong to a lower type of civil-

is,

ization, they live

on a lower plane of comfort and

allow them to freely compete with our

own

culture,

and

to

laborers will, in ac-

cordance with well-known laws, tend to lower the plane of our

So the objectionable competitors are kept

citizens.

out.

Contrast this with the attitude of legislators and commercial

The peasantry

bodies towards farmers.

come
tal is

;

they are presented with land

which means that capi-

given to them to compete with the Eastern farmer,

been obliged

to furnish all his

new homes by
and

of Europe are invited to

free,

capital.

They

who

has

are sent to their

which have been aided by government,
is sent to market with the same

railroads

their agricultural

own

produce

aid.

This has been done to
traffic.

fer the

The

make

business, that

is,

to increase

farmers of the older States have been asked to suf-

competition natural to their vocation, and at the same

time to help provide for more production on new land, that

is,

to

help build railroads to bring the products back to compete with
that of their

Under

own

farms.

This has gone on with great rapidity.

the stimulus of this external aid, lands have been occu-

pied which do not pay.
years past

when

ajtpeals

There has not been a year
have not been made

for aid for suffering farmers at the West.

in the

We

for

twenty

Eastern States

have been asked to

provide fresh competitors, and then asked further to help them
carry on their competition when they were pushing it farther'
than they could live without outside help.

Transportation has been cheapened beyond the wildest dreams
of our ancestors.

month

that

it

The statement

has b^en widely published this

costs the Boston baker

more

to carry his

bread fresh
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from Minneapolis, and that

the consumer, buying by the loaf, pays less for it in London than
The slight difference in
in the cities of Minnesota or Oregon.

making the bread from the flour and delivering it fresh
more than compensates for the expense of carrying the wheat or flour half way around the globe.
Regarding the actual agricultural production in New England
to-day compared with that of ten; or twenty years ago, we lack
exact data, but we have abundant evidence that // is not decreasing
There has certainly been a great decrease in some
as a whole.
the cost of

to the customer

products, but a great increase in others.
value

the productions, there has

of

In some States

in all of the States.

Regarding the

total

probably been an increase
this

can be proved

;

in

others not.

Massachusetts has a state census taken every ten years, alter

natingwith national enumeration, so that we have figures for some

These figures run back to 1845,
and telegraphs. It may be profitable to look at a few of the facts, and we will choose such as are
believed by most writers to show the most decline.
New England was never a grain region, and wheat particularly
of the products each five years.

or before the days of railroads

never flourished well.

The bread of

the colonists was largely

brown bread, partly because they had been accustomed to it at
home, and partly because wheat did not grow well in those col" Rye and Indian " was perhaps the chief bread. The
onies.
universal use of wheat bread in New England, as well as in Northern and Western Europe, has only come about since the days of
cheap transportation of wheat.

Some
there

is

writers,

in

attempting to bolster up the assumption that

New England

a great actual decline in

of grain in general and wheat in particular.

Wheat was always
I

need

is

is

not true.

The testimony

almost universal on this point.

The fullest account

cite but a single one.

of our agricul-

London in
"American Husbandry, containing account of

ture in colonial days

1775, entitled,

This

a relatively sparse crop here.

of special writers on agriculture

have
growth

agriculture,

stated that there has been a very considerable decline in the

is

found

in

a work published in

and Agriculture of the British Colonies in North America, " etc., in two volumes.
Speaking of the
the Soil, Climate, Productions,

20

:
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New England,

agriculture of

the writer says (vol.

sides maize they raise small quantities of

Then again

etc.

;

as one would apprehend from the great
owing to the peculiarity of the climate, "
88), speaking of wheat as a better material

this is

(p.

bread than maize, he says

for

:

" But

it

cannot be gained in

England upon comparable terms with what

And

etc.

States,

:

much

does not produce so
richness of the soil

" Be52)
wheat, but it

i, p.

common

it is

New

in Great Britain,

"

again, while discussing the agriculture of the

Middle

New York

are the

he says

(p. 97), that the

same

in general as those of

ticle

is

productions of

New

of superior quality.

England, " but almost every

This

is

ar-

very striking in wheat, of

which they raise in New England, as I have already observed, but
whereas in New York their wheat is equal
little which is good
to any in America, or indeed in the world, and they export immense quantities of it, whereas New England can hardly supply
These quotations might be multiher own consumption, " etc.
;

plied were

To
as

is

it

profitable.

illustrate that the

decline even in grain raising

duction in

is

not so great

append a table of the actual grain prothe census years in the two States of Connecticut and

popularly supposed,

Massachusetts.

The aggregate of

barley, rye. corn,
Census Year.

I

the six cereals, wheat, oats,

and buckwheat, was

as follov/s

;
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necticut with the three great agricultural States of Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois. The figures show that at that time these New
England States produced more (in value) per man employed, a
greater average of production per acre of improved land, and emThe perployed more capital per man, than the Western States.
centage of returns from the capital was not, however, so great,

owing probably
is

to the

high price

which labor

at

in

New England

held.

The
that

figures of the state census of Massachusetts for

there was an actual gain of 28 per cent in

cultural depression)

the total agricultural production.

increased

;

acreage

the

total area of

land in farms

land increased

and the

;

We have

in agriculture increased.

taken from actual enumeration in the other States for

statistics

this period,

The

of cultivated

number of persons employed
no

1885 show

during the preceding ten years (the years of greatest agri-

but those best calculated to judge think that a similar

The very pamphlet
" abandoned farms " of New

condition of things exists in Connecticut.
that has been published regarding the

Hampshire

states that as a

whole there

is

an increase in the agri-

that State, that the farmers are prosperous,

cultural products in

relatively as much in savings banks, and
comes to us the same month that we hear of uprisings
of the Kansas farmers to escape the depressions and mortgages
there.
The decline of farming in New England is probably /ess
than in most of the newer States.
Regarding the decline in the value of agricultural land, exact

that

no other people have

this story

data are not to be had, but there are
a whole

much

older States,

England.

less in

and

is

New England

certainly very

This decline

is

many

indications that

than in

much

less

many
than

is

it

years ago three fourths or

more of the

capital of the civilized

Moreover, in most cases and emphatically

vast majority of the inhabitants
their daily toil.
in the country

Many

devoted to

professional

and owned land and

men

itself,

Less than

world was invested in agriculture, or in the commerce of
products.

as

in old

not due to anything in farming

but rather to other changed economical conditions.
fifty

it is

of the other

it

its

special

in this, the

a part, at least, of

as well as artisans lived

tilled it to

some

ejitent.

The

country doctor, the country lawyer, the country storekeeper,

wagon-maker, and mechanic, each owned

his spot of

ground
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each perhaps kept a cow or two, a horse, and his table was supplied in part from his

With

own

land.

modern growth of

the

cities these

farming was a secondary matter have

wagon-maker, shoemaker,
cities.

tailor,

lawyer, have

This has made the land of rural

agricultural.

persons

with

whom

The country

emigrated.

gone to the
more exclusively

all

districts

The demand for land for homes other than for actual
Along with this, there are many other ways
capital, some of them absorbing such vast amounts

farms has declined.

of investing
that

the relative value of agricultural land for investment has

everywhere declined.

Agricultural land was formerly considered

the most safe investment, and this gave
that

which

it

would have

say in parenthesis that this

for
is

it

a fictitious value

merely agricultural

uses.

shown on a stupendous

above

We may

scale in

Eng-

land, where land

had in addition a political and social value. All
the various causes which enhanced the money value of land above
its mere agricultural value have changed.
Whereas it once con-

stituted the

most desirable

capital,

it

now does

not.

In the new

becoming much more valuable in cities
and relatively less valuable in the country. As in all other kinds
of business, this change means a readjustment of the money values of the fixed capital used in the business.
While farming is
the most adaptive of all industries, and will change to meet any
required condition or pressure, it cannot change rapidly, and the
changes I have enumerated have gone on too fast for this conserorder of things, land

vative vocation.

is

TUBERCULOSIS IN DOMESTICATED
ANIMALS.*
BY DR. THEOBALD

Tuberculosis

is

BUREAU OF ANIMAL
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SMITH, OF

man and

an infectious disease of

INDUSTRY,

the lower ani-

mals, the term infectious being applied to all diseases due to the

presence of micro-organisms.

It

ease of the contagious type, that

The

person or animal to another.

is,

moreover, an infectious dis-

is, it is

communicable from one

infectious nature of tuberculosis

was, however, not fully recognized until demonstrated

min

in

1864.

He showed

by

Ville-

inoculation of the cheesy

that the

matter found in the tubercles was followed by the appearance of
similar tubercles in the inoculated animals, in other words,

the disease

itself.

by

Perhaps the most important advance in our

knowledge of the disease as a whole was the discovery of the
Before this time there
Bacillus tubercolosis by R. Koch, in 1882.
existed

much

difference of opinion concerning the identity or

non-identity of tuberculosis in

The discovery of
disease in
it is

now

the

same

man and

bacillus in

man and animals

in the lower animals.

the various forms of the

practically settled this question,

generally believed that tuberculosis in

domesticated animals

is

man and

and

in the

the varied expression of the same dis-

ease.

The wide

distribution of the disease

among

cattle, as well as the

large percentage of animals diseased, has led to a great activity in

the study of the disease in

questions

now before the

all its

bearings.

public are

:

i.

The most important

How can the disease be re-

* Copied by permission from the Report of the Bureau of Animal Industry, United States
Department of Agriculture, for iSSg.
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among

the domesticated animals ? 2. Are human beby consuming the flesh and milk of tuberculous
animals, and if so, to what extent? Before briefly discussing
these two practical questions, a few preliminary subjects demand
stricted

ings infected

our attention.

THE GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE DISEASE.
As

its

name

implies, the disease

is

characterized by the forma-

body, of certain nodules or tuber-

tion, in different organs of the

They consist of cellular elements crowded
and owing to the absence of blood vessels they soon
want of nutriment, and are converted into cheesy masses

cles of varying size.

together,

die for

often impregnated with calcareous particles.
size of these tubercles

rounding
ing

tissue of the internal organs,

down

The

increase in

crowding upon and destroying the

into cheesy matter,

may

sur-

and the subsequent break-

be considered the chief injury

upon the body by the disease. The tubercles are not
Though
limited to any particular region or organ of the body.
they seem to show predilection for certain organs, which predi-

inflicted

lection varies with the species of animals affected, they

the tubercles there formed enlarge,

lodged in

this

of the body.

cheesy substance

ap-

become

may be

cheesy, and the virus

carried into other regions

Sometimes the tubercle discharges the cheesy mat-

ter into a blood-vessel.

body by

may

Often beginning in some one locality,

pear in almost any organ.

It

becomes disseminated throughout the

the circulating blood, and wherever

it

lodges a

new crop

of tubercles appears in course of time.

The

infection residing in the tubercle

covered by R.
specific

Koch

cause of

in

is

due to a bacillus

1882, and demonstrated by

the disease.

This bacillus

is

him

dis-

as the

a slender rod-

shaped body, from jj^^-^ to yoVo °f ^^^ ^^'^^ lo"g> differing
It
certain respects from all other bacilli thus far discovered.
found within the tubercle

in greatly

varying numbers, and

is

in
is

de-

tected by special microscopical and bacteriological methods.
Within the tubercle the bacilli form certain resistant bodies called
These enable the organism to resist various destructive
spores.
agents, such as heat and cold, moisture, dryness and putrefaction,
Koch has demonstrated, and after
for a variable length of time.

him many

others, that the bacilli found in the various forms of
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man and animals may be cultivated on blood
body temperature. The bacilli grown outside the
body from different animals present the same appearance, and
when animals are inoculated with them the same disease is produced by all. This disease has all the characters of the original
tubercular disease in
at the

serum

disease from

which the tubercle

bacilli

The proof

were obtained.

is

thus satisfactory that this particular bacillus causes tuberculosis

in

man and

animal.

THE DISEASE AS MANIFESTED

MAN AND DOMESTICATED

IN

ANIMALS.

The

disease in

man

presents various forms, the most

being tuberculosis of the lungs,

may appear

known

as phthisis or

The condition

in various other organs.

tion.

It

known

as scrofula in children has

common
consump-

been demonstrated

of tuberculosis involving the lymphatic glands.

to

be a form

In the very

young tuberculosis of the mesenetric glands is not uncommon,
it has been ascribed to infected milk from tuberculous cows.
The tubercle bacilli are coughed up from the diseased lungs in

and

numbers, in the expectoration or so-called sputum, espe-

large

the advanced stage of phthisis.

cially in

endowed with a highly
ered by

many

infectious character,

This sputum

and

is

is

thus

to-day consid-

authorities as the chief agent in the spread of the

seem

show

to

disease.

Statistics

mankind

perish from tuberculosis.

that at least ten per cent of

Monkeys

living in the con-

finement of zoological gardens usually die of tubercular lung dis-

resembling the

ease,

human

disease very closely.

Tuberculosis in the horse
record very few.

It is

is

a rare disease, and the cases on

not unlikely that owing to the similarity
it may have been occasionThe disease is said to resemble, in a
It may appear in the lungs, on the

of tubercular and glanderous lesions,
ally

mistaken for glanders.

general way, that in cattle.
serous

membranes

(i.

e.,

the smooth lining of the ribs, the cover-

ing of the lungs, and the smooth lining of the abdominal cavity),

and

in other organs.

In the lungs the tubercles vary in size

from a millet seed to a walnut, not infrequently with cheesy contents.
its

The bronchial glands

two branches)

may

appear in the

may

(those clustered on the trachea

reach the size of a

liver, spleen,

and bones.

fist.

and

Tubercles also
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Trasbot* reports two

The

one examined

cases,

1878, the other

in

and insidious in its development, accompanied towards the end by great emaciation, cough,
and irregular fever. At the autopsy large numbers of nodules
in 1884.

and

disease was very slow

tubercles were found disseminated through the spleen

These organs were very much enlarged.

lungs.
bacilli

The

and the
tubercle

were found in the diseased organs.

Nocard,t

in reporting a case of tuberculosis in the horse, refers

to the fact that he

He

pulmonaire.

had mistaken

this disease for

Lymphandenie

referred to at least seven cases of this disease

reported between 1878 and 1882.

In examining alcoholic prep-

arations of these cases, he was able to demonstrate the tubercle

The

bacillus in every case.

difference between tuberculosis of

the horse and that of other animals, in part explained the error

The neoplasm

into which he had fallen.
is

homogeneous throughout
and there

is

there

is

or tubercle in the horse

no cessation and hence no

The ordinary

formation of cavities.
absent,

;

signs of lung disease are
nose.
The cases usucome from large stables.

no discharge from the

ally occur isolated, although the animals

The

lesions seem to indicate that the disease begins in the abdominal organs and that the lungs are invaded later.
During the past few years more cases have been reported, and

inasmuch

as the diagnosis

is

not

made

at present

without ex-

amining the tuberculous products for the presence of tubercle
bacilli,

we may be

common

certain that

tuberculosis

is

after all not so

un-

Schortmann

\ observed a case in which the
disease apparently began as a pleurisy. The temperature and pulse

in the horse.

fluctuated

more or

less

;

there was

breathing and gradual wasting away.
for a little over

a

month

considerable

difficulty

in

After the disease had lasted

the animal died.

At the autopsy the

lymphatic glands of the abdomen Cmesenteric and retro-peritoneal)

and the lung glands (bronchial) were found very much enlarged
and caseous. There were tubercles on the pleura and peritoneum
and a large number in the lungs. It was supposed that in this
case the virus entered the system both from the air passages and
Schindelka § observed a case

the intestines.

Annales v^tdrinaires, 1884, p. 922.
de Medicine Vi$t^rinaire, annexe, 1885, p
Deutsche Ztschr. f. Thiermed, XV. (1889), 339.

t Recueil
X

§ Oesterr. Ztschr.

f.

wiss. Veteriniirkunde

45.

II. (18SS), 69.

in

which the disease
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Among the symptoms noticed were
cough, fluctuating temperature, loss of apThe passage of large quantities of
petite, and great weakness.
began with a bronchitis.
difficulty of breathing,

urine (polyuria), to which
culosis of the horse,

Nocard has

called attention in tuber-

was also observed in

this case.

At the au-

topsy, besides the pleuritis, the lungs were found studded

tered the system with the inspired

human

point in

A. Peters

'f^

with

In this case the tubercle bacilli must have en-

small tubercles.

air,

so frequently the starting

tuberculosis.

reports a case of tuberculosis of the lungs in a pet

dog which had acquired the filthy habit of eating the sputum
coughed up by a consumptive member of the family. The dog
was shot, and on examination the lungs were found diseased.
The intestines were not examined, although this would have been
very desirable.
It is supposed by some that infection in dogs is

human sputum. In
one case three dogs belonging to a consumptive patient died of

not infrequently due to the consumption of

tuberculosis.

Nocard f found tuberculosis

in a cat nine

months old which did

not eat raw meat, but was fed upon milk every day.

The disease

abdominal organs, the intestines, mesenteric
glands, spleen, and liver.
Subsequently he met with another
case.
Bollinger found two cases of generalized (miliary) tuberwas limited

to the

culosis in the cat.

among sheep is very rare.
may have been confounded with the

The few

Tuberculosis
described
in sheep

due

to

worms found

in the

cases

tubercular diseases

lungs and large intestines.

Among

goats the disease has been determined by Lydtin

others,

although with

them, too, tuberculosis

is

and

infrequent.

Lydtin | found the disease in three cases.
The goats mingled
it was supposed that the disease
was transmitted from the cows to the goats.
The diseased goats

with a herd of milch cows, and

became emaciated, the mucous membranes pale, a cough appeared, and the milk was reduced in quantity, which necessitated
slaughter.
The disease was limited to the lungs, in which were
numerous tubercles. These were also found on the pleura covering the lungs and the ribs.
*
t

The Veterinary Journal, XVIII., 1S89, p. 394.
Recueilde Med. Vet. annexe, 1S8S, 537 ibid, 1889,66.

t Arch.

;

f.

wiss. u. prakt. Thierheilkunde,

X.

(1884), 36.
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Tuberculosis in swine

The

writer has not seen

certainly very rare in this country.

is

any

lesions similar to those described as

occurring in European swine in upwards of a thousand cases exIt is probable that the manner in which pigs are fed
and the source of the food may account for this absence of tuberculosis in American swine.
At the same time much of what has

amined.

as tuberculosis may be in reality the result of
by swine plague and hog cholera, both producing

been described
lesions caused

caseous changes in the lungs and large intestines respectively.

Swine may be infected by running with tuberculous cows and
by consuming their tuberculous milk. As the disease is said to
be most common among pigs less than a year old, the disease may
also be induced in sucking pigs by the milk of tuberculous sows.
Besides the caseous changes in lungs and intestines, upon the
nature of which we may entertain some well-grounded doubts,
true tubercles may appear on the pleura and peritoneum.
In
generalized tuberculosis tubercles are found in the spleen, kidneys, testicles,

and lymphatic glands.

of tuberculosis

among

As regards the frequency

swine, statistics are not very abundant.

Baden

.02 per cent of

eight

years

all

In

swine slaughtered within a period of

were found tuberculous.

slaughtered in 1S83 and 1S84,

.5

In Berlin, of

all

swine

per cent were similarly

to .9

diseased.

Among
tigers,

wild animals confined in menageries, such as lions,
tuberculosis

etc.,

vertebrates are not spared.

not uncommon.

from Italy

to

a zoological garden, where

of several months.

Even

the lower

Sibley * recently described tubercu-

a snake (^Tropidonotus matrix).

losis in

ment

is

Scattered

It
it

had been brought

died after a confine-

through the body were

nodules of varying size containing tubercle

bacilli.

Fowls and other birds have been found affected with tubercuThe reports of outbreaks seem to indicate that the disease
losis.
is

due

to the introduction of the virus into the

food.

The

liver,

or they

may

involve the ganglia and the ovary.,

describes the appearance of tuberculosis

consumptive woman.
* Arch.
t

f.

body with the

tubercular lesions are limited to the intestines and the

path. Anat.,

Deutsche Ztschr.

f.

CXVI.

The sputum
(1889), 104; Journ.

Thiermed., X. (1884), 155.

among

Johnef

fowls fed

by a

of this person was usually
Comp. Med. and

Surg., 1889, 318.
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thrown upon the manure pile where the fowls had access to it.
The symptoms were great emaciation and debility. The stomach

and

were tuberculous, the other organs rarely

liver

so.

Examinum-

nation of the diseased livers revealed the presence of great
bers of tubercle bacilli.

Nocard

among

also reported a very instructive case of tuberculosis

*

poultry,

man.

phthisical

his feebleness

to

The

latter

work the

he began to do this

after

had charge of the poultry-yard, as
Three months

did not permit any hard work.

An

about ten succumbed.

abdominal organs.

the

feeding upon the expectoration of a

due

first

fowl died, and in all

examination showed tuberculosis of

The keeper himself had noticed

the

avidity with which they ate the sputum.

Subsequently Nocard f found the disease

among

the fowls of a

slaughter-house, which were being fed with the diseased organs
of cattle which could not be sold in the market.

Of

six

hundred hens examined Ziirn found sixty-two affected
Besides hens, turkeys, pheasants, and part-

with tuberculosis.
ridges

are occasionally found tuberculous.

same disease

in

Sibley J found the

an owl which had been brought from Africa and

died after a confinement of several months.

Whether the

disease

is

ever conveyed from one bird to another

The

highly problematical.

is

locality of the disease (intestines

instances cited

and

to prove that in birds the disease

is

caused by eating material

containing tubercle bacilli, and that this material
surroundings, and comes from

man

above and the

liver) are ciuite sufficient

is

found in our

or the higher animals.

TUBERCULOSIS IN CATTLE.
This
ject.

for

is

unquestionably the most important phase of the sub-

The

many

disease in

centuries,

its

and

various manifestations has been
legislative

known

enactments having reference

animals and forbidding the use of
back into the INIiddle Ages. The

to the destruction of affected

the

flesh

thereof date far

opinions entertained regarding the nature and the cause of the

malady varied much

in

different

* Recueil de Med. Vet. (18S5) annexe, 93.
t Compt. rend. Soc. Biologie (1S85), 601
t Loc. cit.

periods

and very markedly
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influenced the laws and regulations in vogue.

Thus

in the six-

teenth century the disease was considered identical with syphilis in

man.

In consequence of this belief very stringent laws were

enacted, which

made

the destruction of tuberculous cattle

nature of the disease was abandoned and

the

against the use of meat were removed.

restrictions

all

Since that time, how-

the tide of ojiinion has again turned against this disease.

ever,

The

com-

In the eighteenth century this erroneous conception of

pulsory.

particular opinion held at

any time concerning the nature
it a name.
There are in most

of this disease usually furnished for
languages,

therefore, a large

number of

peculiar terms which

have accumulated, but which do not concern us here.

The

cause of the disease in cattle, as perhaps in

species,

may be

considered as twofold in

its

nature,

all

other

— the tubercle

and certain predisposing causes which prepare the way
The ways in which the tubercle bacillus may be introduced into the body are various. The germs may enter the
lungs by inhalation, or they may pass into the body with the
food.
The frequency with which tuberculosis is found localized
in the lungs of cattle indicates that they are in many instances
the primary seat of the disease.
The milk of diseased cows is a
source of infection for sucking calves.
Calves may be born
bacillus,

for

it.

In such cases the tubercle bacillus passes from the
mother to the foetus during gestation. Tuberculosis has even
been found in foetuses during the early months of foetal life. It
has likewise been maintained that tuberculosis may be communicated from one animal to another during coition.
It is more diftuberculous.

ficult

to understand

from one animal

how

the

tubercle bacilli are transmitted

stables and on pastures, since
any discharge of bacilli, such as occurs so
abundantly in human jjhthisis from the diseased lungs. At the
same time it has been frequently noticed that the introduction of

there

is

little

to another in

if

a tuberculous cow was followed by the infection of other animals
in the

The

same

stable.

causes which

in character.

may be

considered as predisposing are varied

Unsanitary conditions, such as overcrowding in

poorly ventilated and poorly lighted stables, and feeding of food

which

is

not

nutritious,

are not

insignificant

in

this respect.

Conditions which injure the lungs are favorable to the develop-

:
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ment of tuberculosis. Among these are the inhalation of dust
and smoke, and all conditions which may induce chronic inflammation of the bronchial tubes, with abundant secretion and subsequent pneumonia (broncho-pneumonia).
Among the other
causes which are said to favor tuberculosis is the over-production
of milk, too many births, the improvement of stock by continual
inbreeding and the consequent inheritance of certain constitutional characters of a debilitating nature.

These predisposing causes determine

to a great extent the oc-

Thus animals living in the lowlands are
more subject to this disease than the more robust races living in
Similarly animals on the open
elevated mountainous regions.
pasture are less susceptible than stabled animals.
This may, however, be due to concentration of virus in the stables.
The
disease is likewise far more common in cows than in oxen, owing
to the strain which bringing forth young and milking subject the
Animals subjected to special feeding, such as dairy
females.
cows, cows in distilleries, breweries, and other manufactories
having waste available as food, are the most susceptible to the
currence of the disease.

The

disease.

distribution of tuberculosis in general

is

also gov-

erned by climate and other meteorological factors, as well as by
the

amount of

infection.

number

that the greatest

ment of
disease

cities

is

As regards the

latter

is

known

well

where virus may be regarded most abundant.

on islands such

as Sicily

tables

among

wild herds,

and Iceland.

Statistics indicate that the

From

The

be rare in northern countries, such as in the

said to

north of Sweden and Norway, on the Steppes

greatly.

it

of cases occur in the immediate environ-

percentage of cattle attacked varies

compiled by Goring

for Bavaria,*

we learn

^^^ 1878 the number of tuberculous cattle was .16
The disease was
per cent, or about sixteen head in every 10,000.
distributed in accordance with age and sex as follows
that in 1877

Per cent.

In 1,000 steers

5-^4

In 1,000 oxen

1.39

In 1,000 cows
In 1,000 young animals

......

In 1,000 calves
* Lydtin, Archiv.

f.

2.50
.35

.09
wiss. u. prakt. Thierheilkunde,

X.

{1884), 28.
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According
or

1. 3

1

to age the disease

per cent of

all

had attacked 64 under one year
328 from one to three years

those diseased

;

old, or 10.81 per cent of all those diseased

;

1,846 from three to

2,445 ^^er
37.80 per cent of all those diseased
Statistics
six years old, or 50.07 per cent of all those diseased.
of tuberculosis among cattle slaughtered in the larger cities of

six years old, or

;

years 1879 ^"^ 1880, give a percentage ranging from 1.25 to 3.4 per cent.

Germany, collected during the

In Baden, where meat inspection

and

the communities,

is

regularly practiced in

where quarterly reports are

handed

all

in to

it was found that there were but 8 tuberand
in those communities where chiefly
1,000,

the district veterinarians,

culous animals in

cows were slaughtered the number rose to 15 in 1,000.
Among the more recent statistics carefully compiled
places of slaughter,

the following

may

at

find a place here

:

the

At

Gottingen, Germany, out of 1,784 head of cattle slaughtered
from April, 1886, to April, 1887, 18, or about i per cent, were

Of 5,981 calves, only one was tuberculous. At
Munich, during 1886, 2.75 per cent of all slaughtered cattle were
At Augsburg, during the ten years beginning with
tuberculous.

tuberculous.

1877, 2.91 per cent were found tuberculous.

In Dresden, during

1886, 1.6 per cent of the adult cattle and .15 per cent of the
At Zittau one herd concalves were affected with this disease.
In Niirnberg, during

tained 26 per cent of tuberculous animals.

1886, 33 out of 11,255 oxen, or about .3 per cent, were tuberculous of 1,621 steers, 2 were diseased ; of 1,150 cows, 26, or about
;

2

per cent, were diseased.

by Arloing, there

are,

In France, according to figures given

on the average,

5

animals tuberculous in

every 1,000, or about one half per cent.

France the

figures

obtained by inspectors

In the various
at the

cities

of

abattoirs vary

from 1.43 to 14.5 per 1,000, the observation extending over a
five years.
In Belgium, according to Van

period of from one to

Hertsen, the rate
19.6 per 1,000.

is 4 per cent.
In Holland, it varies from 4 to
In England, according to Cope, it varies from i

to 26 per cent, according to the locality.*
to

alone

rose to 16 per cent.

it

At Copenhagen, acfor cows

Bang, during 1888 the rate was 6 per cent;

cording

In the Argentine Republic, accord-

ing to Even, tuberculosis seems to attack the recently imported
Veterinary Journal,

1889, 39S.
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improved stock (lo to 15 per cent), while it is comparatively rare
In Algiers, according to
natives (one half per cent).*

among

Texier,f the disease

is

very rare

;

only seven cases (five old cows,

one old ox, one sucking calf), or about i in 10,000, were found
in 72,623 animals slaughtered in 1884 and 1886, inclusive.
In our

own country

cattle slaughtered at

auspices of the Bureau of
to the extent of
It is

Baltimore under the

Animal Industry were found tuberculous

from 2)4

3^

to

per cent.

evident that statistics obtained from slaughtered cattle

The

must necessarily vary greatly.

from which

territory

cattle

are obtained and the tendency to send unthrifty animals to the

abattoir

may

artificially raise the

especially in our large cities.

munities where

percentage of tuberculous

It is in

concentration

the

cattle,

the vicinity of large

com-

of cows for dairy purposes

brings into play the two factors necessary for the development

of the disease, importation and concentration of the virus, and

an increased predisposition owing

and

loss

of vitality, that

to

an unsanitary environment

we should expect

to find the highest

percentage of the disease.

CHARACTERS OF THE LESIONS IN BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS AND THEIR
DISTRIBUTION IN THE VARIOUS ORGANS OF THE BODY.

The changes which are found in tuberculosis are limited in a
number of cases to the lungs and the serous membranes | of

large

the thorax

and abdomen.

Pathologists have therefore called the

lung disease tuberculosis, the disease of the serous membranes
" pearly disease. " Statistics have shown that in about one half
the cases both lungs
third only the lungs,

and serous membranes are diseased, in oneand in one fifth only the serous membranes.

At the same time the lymphatic glands near the diseased organs
Other organs, such as the liver, not in-

are usually involved.

frequently contain tubercles.
restricted to a single organ,

it

Though the
now and then

disease
is

may remain

found generalized,

affecting all organs of the body.
* Recueil de Med. Vet., 18S9, 598.
t Etudes sur la tuberculose, 18S7, I., 339.
{These comprise the smooth, very delicate, glistening lining of the large body cavities.

lung surface.
ity

In

membrane (pleura) covers the ribs and diaphragm as well as the whole
In the abdomen a similar membrane (peritoneum) lines the interior of the cav-

the thorax the serous

and covers the bowels,

liver, spleen, etc.
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In the lungs the changes observed vary according to the age
They usually begin with the
disease process.

and intensity of the

These are minute bodies not

appearance of miliary tubercles.

They

yellowish white, opaque.

larger than a pin's head, firm,

appear in large numbers on the surface of the lungs or within
the lung tissue. Later a change goes on within these tubercles
by which the contents become cheesy and partly calcified.

may

When
fluent,

to

become con-

or nodules are formed which

may undergo

these tubercles are sufficiently
larger masses

the same

numerous

changes of caseation and calcification.

retrogressive

In addition to the tubercles in the lung

changes take place.

There

is

tissue

other

certain

usually present bronchitis with

This plugs up the smaller air
abundant catarrhal secretion.
tubes, and the lung tissue supplied by these tubes with air
Subsequently it becomes filled up with yellowish,
collapses.
matter,

cheesy

and air
between

vesicles

the

which

greatly

distends

lung

lobules,

the

small

tubes

air

The connective

(broncho-pneumonia).

tissue

around the tubercles and around

the air tubes, becomes thickened and indurated.

In the larynx

mucous memand the bronchi, tubercles may vegetate upon
The indown.
their
breaking
result
from
brane, and ulcers may
on the
tubercles
the
which
the
growth
of
irritation
flammatory
the

surface of the lungs arouses gives rise to adhesion of the lungs to

the ribs and diaphragm.

This adhesion

extensive that the lungs appear

grown

is

sometimes so firm and

to the chest wall.

When,

advanced stages of the disease are cut open,
we observe large yellowish masses from one-quarter to three-quarters of an inch in diameter, of a very firm texture, in which caltherefore, the lungs in

cified, gritty particles are

embedded and which are surrounded by
The neighboring lung tistissue.

very firm bands of connective

broncho-pneumonia, has the
The air tubes, large and
color and consistency of pale-red flesh.
They are disprominently
surface.
on
the
cut
stand
out
small,
and ensurrounded
yellowish,
cheesy
mass,
with
pasty,
a
tended

sue,

when collapsed and involved

in

veloped in thick mucus, and their walls greatly thickened.
larger bronchi

may be

sacculated,

owing

The

to the distension pro-

duced by the cheesy contents.

The

disease usually involves the bronchial glands

which are

uated on the trachea and bronchial tubes at the bifurcation.

sit-

The
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changes in the glands are the same as those going on in the lung

and they frequently reach an enormous size.
tubercle formation on the serous membranes, which may
go on at the same time with the lung disease or independent of
" on account of the peculiar
it, has been called "pearly disease
tissue,

The

These begin

appearance of the tubercles.

as very

nodules, which give the originally smooth,

minute grayish

lustrous

membrane

a

These minute tubercles enlarge, become

roughened appearance.

and project above the surface of the membrane as wartreaching the size of a pea.
These may be closely
sprinkled over the membrane, and be situated on the lung surfaces,
the ribs, the diaphragm, in the abdominal cavity on the walls,
confluent,

like masses,

and on the omentum (caul). But they may grow much larger
and attain the size of hens' eggs. The manner in which the
smaller tubercles group themselves into a mass gives the latter a

They

variety of shapes.

The center
like mass,

likewise undergo retrogressive changes.

partly softens, partly calcifies into a grayish, mortar-

and when cut into they

feel gritty.

Associated with the

formation of tubercles on the pleura, those glands situated back
of the lungs (posterior mediastinal) become greatly enlarged and

They may compress the esophagus and interThe size attained by these tumors and new

the center cheesy.
fere

with swallowing.

growths

is

well illustrated

by the

fact that

taken together they not

infrequently weigh from sixty to eighty pounds.
glands, which in the healthy state

are not as

The bronchial
large

as

horse-

chestnuts, have been found to attain a weight of over ten pounds.

In the abdominal cavity tubercles may appear in the liver.
Here they vary in size from a pea to a hen's egg, and usually appear on the surface, projecting above it and dipping down into
the liver tissue.
yellowish, gritty

The smaller ones
on section

yellowish cheesy mass.
larged and very heavy.

;

are firm, smooth, or lobulated

the larger

may be

The organ may become enormously enmay appear in the spleen,
and the testicles. The ovaries are occa-

Similar tubercles

the kidneys, the uterus,
sionally greatly enlarged

by tubercular

processes.

The lymphatic glands may enlarge on account of
infiltration.

This

as well as those
21

is

;

softened into a

tubercular

true of the glands within the large cavities,

which can be

felt

under the skin, such

as the
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glands found at the joints of the limbs, under the jaws, along the
neck, etc.

The glands of the thorax have already been mentioned
Those

in this respect.

abdomen, such

in the

as the mesenteric

may

glands, those near the liver, spleen, and kidneys

become

likewise

diseased.

Tubercular affection of the intestines seems to be quite rare,

although ulcers of the large intestines have been observed.
dules

may

The

brain and spinal

Of

also

form under the serous covering of the

forty cases,

It is

are occasionally found tuberculous.

cord

Semmer found

tuberculosis of the brain in four.

not improbable that, owing to the infrequency of exposing

the brain and spinal cord, tuberculosis

tention of pathologists, and
as

is

No-

intestines.

generally supposed.

it

The

may have

escaped the

at-

not so

uncommon

tubercles occur on the

membranes
They

may

be that

it is

of the brain as well as in the substance of the brain

itself.

project into the ventricles as masses varying in size from a pin's

head

to a hen's egg.

They

finally lead to various inflannnatory

Johne has observed numerous small tubercles on the
membranes of the spinal cord. Very rarely tuberculous lesions

changes.

have been observed in the bones and muscles of the body.

Tubercular disease of the udder in cows has received considerable attention of late from sanitarians, owing to the infection

According to those
udder becomes
swollen uniformly and quite firm.
This swelling, which is painless, frequently attacks but one quarter, more rarely two, these
being usually the hind quarters. The larger milk ducts contain
yellowish cheesy particles in which are many tubercle bacilli.
Later on larger nodules can be felt within the udder, which undergo the various changes to which tubercles are subject. The
udder may grow very hard to the touch and become very large,
weighing in some cases up to forty pounds. The milk, at first

of the milk with the virus of tuberculosis.

who

have given

this subject special attention, the

normal, becomes thin and watery after a month or

so,

mixed with flakes and numerous tubercle bacilli.
As regards the frequency of the tubercular processes

in the dif^

and

is

ferent organs, the following carefully prepared statistics of the

disease in Bavaria and

Baden may

serve as a guide

:

: :
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....
.......

Per cent.

Bavaria
Tuberculosis of lungs and serous membranes
Tuberculosis of lungs alone

41

33

.......
.......
.....
..........
........

Tuberculosis of serous membranes alone (pearly disease)

.

17

.

Tuberculosis of other organs

Baden

8

Tuberculosis of lungs alone
Tuberculosis of serous

Both combined

21

membranes alone

28

39

Generalized tuberculosis

9

Tuberculosis of the sexual organs alone

3

SYMPTOMS OF TUBERCULOSIS IN CATTLE.

The beginning-of

the disease usually passes unnoticed, as

very slow and insidious and rarely accompanied by fever.
the lungs are involved a dull short

cough

is

it is

When

noticed, which later

on may become prolonged, convulsive, and very troublesome to
The cough is more frequent in the morning after
the animal.

movement and drinking.
of the lung tissue

is

The breathing

diseased

is

it

varies

;

only when

much

labored and accompanied by

and nostrils. Discharge from the
At times, however, when the tubercles
have broken down and formed in the lung cavities containing
cheesy masses, or when the air tubes have become filled with cheesy
and mucous masses, coughing will dislodge these and cause their
In advanced stages the breath may have a disagreeable
discharge.
Pressure on the chest wall may give rise to pain.
odor.
The general effect on the body is at first slight. In fact, anInvariimals may remain in good flesh for a considerable time.
ably, as the disease progresses, loss of flesh and appetite and paleThese are acness of the mucous membranes become manifest.
companied by a gradual diminution of the milk secretion. The
debilitated condition of the animal is also manifested by a staring
active

nose

is

movements of the

chest

rare or absent.

coat and a tough, dry, harsh skin (hide-bound).

Digestive dis-

turbances are indicated by tympanites or distension of the rumen

by

gas, colic,

and diarrhea alternating with constipation.

The

animal generally dies from exhaustion after a period of sickness

which may

last

months and

years.

Tuberculosis in the abdominal organs

is

often signalized

by

:
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abortion and by abnormal sexual manifestations.

may

involved the disease

is

When

the brain

cause convulsions, unconsciousness,

movements

paralysis, as well as peculiar

in a circle, oblique po-

Lydtin quotes the following description

sition of the head, etc,

of the disease as taken from a Swiss sanitary order

A

which the sick manifest especially

dry, short, interrupted, hoarse cough,

in

more after somewhat violent exertion. At
first these animals may be full-blooded and lay on a considerable amount of fat
when well fed. As the disease progresses they grow thin and show more and
the morning at feeding-time,

still

more those appearances which

indicate diseased nutrition, such as a staring, lus-

terless,

disheveled coat; dirty, tense, skin, which appears very pale in those re-

below normal. The loss
They appear swimming in
water and their expression is weak. The cough is more frequent, but never or
The body continues to emaciate even
very rarely accompanied with discharge.
with plenty of food and an appetite, so that the quantity of milk is small. At

gions free from hair.
of

fat

The

temperature of the skin

is

causes sinking of the eyes in their sockets.

times, in the early stages of the disease,

still

animals manifest considerable tenderness

more

when

or sides of the chest, by coughing, moaning, etc.

in the later stages, the diseased

pressure

Often

is

applied to the front

all

symptoms are want-

ing in spite of the existence of the disease.

Lydtin also quotes

at length a description of the

among cows when

ual desire occasionally observed

abnormal sexaffected with

this disease.

A
the

disease so varied in

body and

its

lead to mistakes of diagnosis.

different organs of

brain, the lungs,

common

It

must necessarily

has been confounded with the

pleuro-pneumonia, with parasitic disease of the

later stages of

quite

upon the

attack

in the extent of the disease process

and

intestines.

A

parasitic disease in cattle,

accompanied by tubercles
intestines, has been
The tubercles vary in size from mere

in this country,

which

is

under the mucous membrane of the small
mistaken

for tuberculosis.

specks to peas.

The

larger ones contain a crumbling, caseous

mass of a dirty grayish color.
ing the tubercle

is

still

within,

many of them the worm causand may be detected under the

In

microscope in the contents of tubercle.
culosis of the lungs, pleura,
is

The absence of

and lymj)hatic glands

tuber-

in the animal

a pretty certain indication that tuberculosis does not exist.

Tuberculosis does not, as a rule, end in recovery, and treatment
is useless.

Preventive measures in this as in most other diseases
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are the only reliable ones.

removing and

consist in

ing the suspected animals and in destroying them

evidence that tuberculosis

sufficient
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exists.

when

The milk

isolat-

there

is

such

of

animals should not be used in the feeding of calves, swine, and

Concerning the use of the

other domesticated animals.

milk

human

for

some

food,

facts will

and

flesh

The

be given further on.

carcasses of tuberculous animals should be carefully buried, or

burned

In short, the diseased animals and their re-

if possible.

as a menace
animals and treated accordingly.

mains should be regarded

man and

to the health of

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS IN ITS RELATION TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
Tuberculosis being restricted more or

to thickly settled

less

communities, and causing in general but slight losses when
of a country are taken into consideration,

cattle

owner of

serious matter to the

The

view.

interest

cattle

human beings from

often

how

far

mortality of

amounting from ten

fourteen per cent, has raised the question in
tries as to

in this disease is

The extraordinary

this disease,

the

from a financial point of

which has been manifested

due to quite different causes.

all

not a very

is

all

to

civilized coun-

animal and especially bovine tuberculosis was

blame for this mortality. The medical and veterinary professions have approached this problem with equal zeal, and much
to

come to light within recent years which enables us to come
some conclusion. If the disease is transmitted from animals
man, how does the transmission take place? As very few

has
to
to

people

come

that the virus enters the

narrowed
Is flesh

itself

down

from
become

that

is

The

a very urgent one in the

a scarce and expensive article of food.

if it

losis the

why
The

human body.

question has thus

by

to the food products furnished

cattle.

tuberculous cattle the bearer of infection

question has

meat

it must be,
meat or the milk, or through both,

in direct contact with tuberculous cattle,

either through the

if at all,

can be shown that
muscular system

is

the meat should not be put

question

may be

It is

from infection, there

on

sale

of tubercuis

under certain

resolved into two divisions

:

This
since

argued there

in the majority of cases

free

?

Old World,

no reason

restrictions.

i.

How

fre-

quently does the disease invade those parts of the body which
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are used as food

2.

?

When

the disease process

stricted to the internal organs

do tubercle

is

manifestly re-

bacilli circulate in

blood and lymph, and can they be detected

the

muscular

in the

tissue ?

Disease of the bones

1.

According

to

Walley

is

not unknown, although very rare.

appears chiefly in the spongy bones of

it

the head and backbone and in the long bones of the limbs.
casionally the ends of the bones, where they are covered

synovial

membrane

muscular system

of the joints, are dotted with tubercles.

itself is

The

very rarely the seat of tubercular deposits,

although the lymphatic glands lying near and

may

Ocby the

among

the muscles

be not infrequently diseased.

Whether tubercle

2.

found

bacilli are

pendent of any tubercle deposits

is

in

muscle juice inde-

a question which must be ap-

There is on record a great
some authorities considering all

proached experimentally.

variety of

opinion on

flesh

this matter,

from

tuberculous animals unfit for food, while others hold a contrary
view.

Such opinions

are,

however, worth

positive evidence, such as

is

little

unless

backed by

afforded by direct inoculation of

The

animals susceptible to tuberculosis.

diametrically opposite

views of the older authorities are due partly to the fact that they
fed the material to be tested to different species of animals,

of which are

now known

to be insusceptible

known

partly because nothing was

of the presence or absence of

the tubercle bacilli in the material fed.
pathologists to-day that there

Tuberculous growths
or they

may

may

much

is

It is well

known among

variation in this respect.

contain enormous numbers of bacilli

contain but very few.

Their number seems to vary

with the age of the disease process, with

its

location,

species of animals from which the tuberculous matter

Moreover, feeding even susceptible animals
doubtful utility, upon which
are,

some

to such feeding,

little

is

is

at best a

and the

obtained.

method of

reliance can be placed.

There

however, a few experiments on record which can be considered

trustworthy, inasmuch as they were

made according

to the ap-

proved method of injecting the suspected material directly into
the peritoneal cavity of guinea-pigs.

Kastner,* under the direction of Bollinger, inoculated animals
* Miinchener

med. Wochenschr.,

1889, 5S3.
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with the juice expressed from the flesh of tuberculous animals.

The

of twelve cows was used for this purpose.

flesh

Sixteen

guinea-pigs received of the meat juice from one to two cubic centimeters each into the peritoneal cavity.

All remained healthy.
Nocard * expressed the juice of the heart muscle taken from
tuberculous cattle and injected from ten to twenty drops into the
peritoneal cavity of gumea-pigs.

Eleven cows in an advanced
consumption were employed for this experiment. None

stage of

of the inoculated guinea-pigs showed signs of disease.

Subsequently he f repeated this experiment with ten tuberculous
The juice of muscular tissue from one of the thigh muscles

cows.

was expressed and one cubic centimeter injected into the peritoneal cavity of guinea-pigs, four being used for each case.
forty animals thus inoculated

Of

the

only one became tuberculous. These

experiments led Nocard to formulate the following conclusions
1.

The

present

flesh

of tuberculous animals

may

:

in certain instances

some danger.

2.

But

3.

In those cases in which

it is

very exceptionally dangerous.
it

dangerous

is

it

is

always so in

a very slight degree.

But

all

experiments are not equally negative.

Chauveau and

Arloing inoculated ten guinea-pigs with the juice expressed from
the muscles of a diseased ox.

Of

these two

became tuberculous.

Six guinea-pigs, inoculated with the meat juice from another case,

remained

well.

Galtier obtained five positive results out of twen-

ty-two series of inoculations.

Arloing concludes from these va-

one out of every ten tubercuby inoculaThe stage of the disease no doubt determines to a great

rious observation that the flesh of

lous bovines contains tubercle bacilli demonstrable
tion. J

extent the presence or absence of tubercle bacilli in the muscular
tissues.

In cases far advanced they

hence more easily detected.

Thus

may be more abundant and

Steinheil § inoculated guinea-

pigs from the flesh juice of nine persons

vanced stage of tuberculosis.
every case.

* Recueil de Medecine vet annexe, 18S5, p. 49.
t Recueil de Med. v^t., 1SS8, p. 574.
4

Congres pour I'etude de

§ Miinchener

la

tuberculose, 1S88, 64.

Med. Wochenschr.,

1889,

who had died

in an ad-

Positive results were obtained in

No.

40, 41.
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Concerning the infectious
The Milk of Tuberculous Cows.
nature of milk secreted by tuberculous cows, authorities have universally agreed that when the udder itself is in the slightest degree
involved the milk possesses infectious properties and is therefore
Tubercle bacilli have been found in large numbers
dangerous.
Unlike
in the milk and the udder under such circumstances.
other affections of the udder, tuberculosis of this does not at once

change the appearance and the quality of the milk secreted.

Bang

states that for at least

the milk

is

normal

in

a month after the disease has appeared

appearance and

may

be consumed and sold

without arousing the suspicion of the owner.

There

is

therefore

considerable danger involved in this disease, and the necessity
for the careful inspection of dairy

cows seems more urgent than

ever before.
Authorities are, however, not fully agreed as to whether the milk
from tuberculous cows in which the udder is apparently not invaded by the disease should be considered dangerous or not.

Some

are inclined to believe that the milk secreted

udders

is

are affected
if ever,

udder

by healthy

never infectious even when the lungs or other organs
;

that, in others words, the tubercle bacilli are rarely,

separated from the lesions which they produce, that the

itself

the milk.

must be diseased before tubercle bacilli can appear in
Experiments made with the milk of tuberculous cows

which there were no indications of udder disease do not bear
TuSome
bercle bacilli have been found in the milk of such cows.
in

out this theory, as the statistics to be given below will show.

among them Nocard, still believe that the udder is
when the milk is infected, but the disease escapes obHowever this may be, the fact that the udder may be
servation.
authorities,

diseased

diseased and the disease not recognizable simply casts suspicion

upon

all

milk from tuberculous animals.

That

this suspicion is

not without foundation some recent investigations
briefly

summarized

Under

may

be here

as evidence.

the auspices of the Massachusetts Society for the Pro-

motion of Agriculture, Dr. H. C. Ernst, assisted by Dr. A. Peters,
made some experiments to test the character of the milk from tuThe milk
berculous cows having no recognizable udder disease.
was examined microscopically and the tubercle bacilli demon-
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milk of ten out of thirty-six cows, or 27.7 per cent.
with the milk from fourteen

Guinea-pigs also were inoculated

cows, and the milk of six of these, or 42.8 per cent, the inoculation was successful.

Hirschberger, under Bollinger's direction,

experiments to

test

made

a

number of

the infectious properties of milk from tuber-

Of twenty cases the milk of eleven, fifty-five per
produced tuberculosis, when injected into the peritoneum
of guinea-pigs in quantities of one to two cubic centimeters (-^
Of five cows highly tuberculous, the milk of four
to -g-i-Q pint).
was infectious of six cows moderately tuberculous, the milk of

culous cattle.
cent,

;

four was infectious; of nine cows slightly tuberculous, the disease

Only in
being restricted to the lungs, three gave infected milk.
one specimen of milk were the tubercle bacilli discovered under
the microscope.

The following experiments

smaller percentage of infection

much

indicate a

:

Nocard * inoculated guinea-pigs with milk from eleven tuberOf these only one had the udder diseased. The
culous cows.
guinea-pig inoculated from the milk of this animal died of generalized tuberculosis

Bangf

;

the rest remained well.

injected into the abdominal cavity of rabbits from one

to two cubic centimeters of milk from twenty-one cases of adPosvanced tuberculosis in which the udder appeared normal.
itive results were obtained from but two of these cases.
Concerning the infection of swine with milk from tuberculous
cattle the following interesting

The owner

statement

is

worth quoting

:

of a valuable herd of cows, finding that a large proportion of

them were tuberculous, so large a proportion indeed as strongly to suggest infection by association in the sheds, withdrew his milk from the market and
used it, unfortunately, without boiling, for fattening his pigs, of which he has a
large

number, and on which he prides himself not

less

than on his cows.

The

been that the pigs have, almost without exception, been affected with
the disease to an exrent that has necessitated the slaughter of the whole stock.
result has

Another point of practical interest

is

that

he has not been able

other indications of localized tubercle in

or
still

* Recueil de

t

to discover

udders,

nodules

a condition

held by some to be necessary to render the milk capable of transmitting

the disease, j

t

the cows'

Med.

vet.

annexe, 1885, p. 49.

Congres pour I'etude de la tuberculosa, Paris, i88g.
British Medical Journal, i88g, I. 30.
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*

Bollinger

milk of a single cow

many

milk from

one cow

may

more dangerous

it is

for a period of

Any

animals.

to

consume the

time than to take the mixed

virus contained in the milk of

and the few bacilli consumed
Thus guinea-pigs inoculated with mixed milk

thus greatly diluted,

is

be harmless.

Infected milk lost

generally remained well.

case Avhen diluted with forty parts of water

diluted with

fifty parts

;

its

virulence in one

in another,

;

when

another the milk did not lose

in still

properties until diluted with one hundred parts.

infectious

this rather feebly infectious character

comparison with

human sputum was found exceedingly
of one hundred

thousand

infectious.

times did not rob

it

A
of

its

In

of milk
dilution

its

infec-

tious character.

If

any positive conclusion could be arrived
now on hand it would be

quantity of evidence

both upon the

flesh

at

from the small

to

throw suspicion

and the milk of tuberculous cattle. These
may be free from infection or they

products in any given case

may

not be.

milk

in dairies

so

much

at

our

may

mix

the

from any cow

provided the number of disFortunately

we have

a ready means of destroying any suspected virus

Boiling for five or ten minutes

in the milk.

is

sufficient.

Sim-

dangers possibly inherent in meat are overcome by the

heat to which meat
table.

it,

proportionately very small.

is

command

ilarly the

has shown, the tendency to

dilute the infection proceeding

wholly to neutralize

as

eased cows

As Bollinger

is

usually exposed in

its

preparation for the

This appears sometimes insufficient in rare meat, but even

may be so much attenuated as to become
The dangers inherent in milk are greatest

then the tubercle bacilli
powerless for
for children,

evil.

who

are

the earlier years of

more

life is

susceptible,

made up

and whose food during

largely of milk.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF LEGISLATION

IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

ON

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS.

The

attention of the various governments of

States has

been

tuberculosis,

kind.

Very

the

European

for several years directed to this subject of

on account of
little

its

bovine

bearing upon the health of man-

has yet been done in the form of legislation,

* Miinchener Med. Wochenschr., 1S89, 73 L.
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owing

incomplete knowledge on the

to the hitherto unsettled or

part of recognized medical

however, no longer

ment over
keep the

exists,

and veterinary

and there

the civilized world that

evil

in
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This
unanimous sentisomething must be done to
is

authorities.

a strong

In 1888 a congress for the study of

check.

At

tuberculosis was held in Paris.

its

sessions the relation

of

bovine to human tuberculosis formed a prominent part of the discussion.

It

likewise was the important topic discussed at the In-

and

ternational Veterinary Congress held in Brussels in 1883,
It is the

Paris in 1889.
to sanitation

and public

important topic in

and great pressure

health,

is

in

devoted

societies

all

being ex-

upon the

erted through these bodies, as well as the medical press,

various governments to take hold of this subject.

In France the veterinary associations have long since

demanded

that tuberculosis be classed with the contagious diseases of ani-

This was done by a decree dated July 28,

mals.

ministerial order of the
tions

1888.

The

same date contains the following perscrip-

:

Art.

When

9.

the existence of tuberculosis has

been established

in cattle,

the prefect issues an order placing these animals under the care of a sanitary
veterinarian.

Art.
trated.

10.

Every animal known

The animal can

only be

the presence of the veterinarian

be tuberculous

to

moved

who

is

is

for slaughter.

make

to

isolated

The

and sequesis done in

killing

the autopsy, and sent to the

prefect the protocol within five days after the autopsy.

Art.
I.

II.

When

The

flesh of tuberculous

the lesions are generalized,

animals
i.

nal organs and their lymphatic ganglia

;

is

excluded from consumption:

e.,

not confined exclusively to the inter-

2.

When

the lesions, although localized

have invaded the greater part of a single organ, or manifest themselves by an
eruption on the walls of the chest or

abdomen.

This meat, excluded from con-

sumption, as well as the tuberculous organs, cannot be used to feed animals
but must be destroyed.

Art.

12.

Utilization of the hides

is

only permitted after disinfection.

These regulations, according to Vallin,
the slaughter of

reach of

all

''foreign"
It will also

all

consumptive

control,

meat,

prevent

beyond

and the transformation of the

smuggled into

prevent the

to be sold, after

will at least

cattle in private places

many

movement
stables in

the

flesh into

markets of the

cities.

of such cattle into the markets

which the animals have lodged

have been soiled and infected by them.

—
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In England* the diseases of tuberculosis and pleuro-pneumonia

among

cattle

were referred to a departmental committee, who

sat

during April, May, and June, of 1888. A considerable number
of witnesses were examined.
Some of the recommendations of
the committee are as follows

:

Legislation directed to the protection of cattle from tuberculosis should, at

the same time, include such measures as will also prevent

its

communication to

man.
In the

first

place, the question of curative treatment

few words, except

where

it is

may be

dismissed in a

human

in those cases (almost entirely confined to the

only locally manifested, and in which, consequently,

its

foci

being)

can be

excised and removed by surgical treatment.

This being

so,

1.

Prevention.

2.

Extirpation.

I.

it is

evident that legislation must follow two lines of

— These

Preventive measures.

should include provisions for imp7-oved

hygiene of cattle-sheds, etc., especially in the direction of providing proper
ventilation, pure water supply, and adequate disinfection of stalls, etc., wherein
tubercular animals have

been

ities is at

present imperfect, and

stringently enforced,

and

that

tended powers of entry into

Improvement

This

keptt.

Dairy and Milk Shops Order, but

its

has been properly met

we would

suggest that

it

should be

all places

where animals are kept.

surroundings of animals should include isola-

tion of all suspected cases, precautions against the flesh or

animals being given as food to others,
fodder,

e.

g., to pigs,

milk of diseased

fowls, etc.,

and water should not be taken from one animal

litter,

much more

given more ex-

veterinary inspectors should be

in the hygienic

in the

administration by the local health author-

and

care that

or stall to be

given to another.

Our

attention has been

drawn

to the frequency with

which animals, obvi-

ously diseased, sometimes even in the last stage of the malady, are sold in open

market.

Although

moval

in

act, as

England and
embodied

inspector of nuisances

in

may

Ireland, under the provisions of the nuisance re-

the public health act, 1S85, the medical officer or
seize such animals, yet such seizure

is

rarely per-

formed.

We

find

the

veterinary inspector has

no power

or to seize the beast for slaughter, since tuberculosis

to prevent
is

such

sales

not included in the

contagious diseases (animals) act of 1S7S.

We

further find that there

is

actually a regular trade in such stock infected

with tuberculosis, and that they go by the

name

of "wasters" and " mincers,"

being frequently slaughtered in the neighborhood of the larger towns, to which

such portions of the meat as are likely

to escape the observation of the inspector

* Annual Report, Agricultural Department, for 1889.
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of nuisances are sent for the purpose of sale

are, therefore,

very strongly of the opinion that power should be given to

the veterinary inspector to seize

Since

we

all authorities

think

it

and

the poorer inhabitants,

making of sausages.

especially for the

We

among
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all

such animals in

are agreed that the disease

is

markets, or in

fairs,

transit.

very marked by heredity,

highly desirable that breeders should, in their

own

as well as in the

public interest, discontinue breeding from tuberculous stock.
2.

we

Extirpation.

— In order

are of opinion that

it

to insure the gradual extirpation of tubercolosis,

should be included in the contagious diseases (ani-

mals) acts for the purposes of certain sections of those acts, so as to provide
a.

For the slaughter of diseased

animals,

when found

diseased on the

:

own

-

premises.

er's
b.

For the payment of compensation

c.

For the seizure and slaughter of diseased animals exposed

kets, etc.,
d.

and during

for the slaughter of

such animals.
in

mar-

fairs,

transit.

For the seizure and slaughter of diseased foreign animals

landing in this country.

.

.

at the place

of

.

in commenting on these recommendations,
number of difficulties which would oppose the sucexecution of a law embodying them.
Among these are

Professor

Brown,

points out a
cessful

the

of

difficulty

distinguishing

tuberculosis

in

from

cattle

actinomycosis, lymphadenoma, diseases of the udder, and rheu-

matism with enlargement of the joints in young cattle.
diflficult to make an ante-mortem diagnosis, and this
would become very serious
short, the difficulties

It is also

difficulty

in case of valuable pedigree stock.

In

were sufficient to prevent the passage of the

order of council prepared on the lines of the committee's report.

Meanwhile the question of what
culous cattle
stantly

is

to

do with

the flesh from tuber-

in a very unsettled condition.

coming up

for decision

decisions are not uniform, however.

These
Thus, in Belfast * one

judge ordered the destruction of the carcasses
several

weeks

later refused to

Cases are con-

before the magistrates.

;

two others

sitting

give an order for the destruction of

two carcasses which were clearly shown to have been diseased with
tuberculosis.

The

British Medical Journal, in

of things, says

commenting on

this

condition

:

What we want and what

the medical profession must fight for

is

a definite

system of control, placed in the hands of thoroughly qualified inspectors,
* British Med. Journal, 1S89, Nov.

2.

who

.
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shall

have

power

full

consider unfit for

In the

to

human

condemn without appeal and

destroy

all

meat thatlhey

food.

German empire bovine tuberculosis has not, up to the
among those animal plagues upon

present time, been included

which extensive
This exclusion

reports

statistical

is

are being issued annually.

not due, however, to any lack of interest in

this matter or to unbelief in the

dangers and perils to public

health lurking in the untrammeled existence and spread of the
disease

Germany,

for

;

attitude of the medical

most

in

in

her

researches and in the

scientific

and veterinary

fraternities, has

been

fore-

promulgating the doctrine of the essentially contagious

The

nature of tuberculosis.

obstacles to

any

legislation thus far

—

the diffihave been those cited by Professor Brown of England,
culty of detecting the disease during the life of the affected

animal, and insufficient knowledge of

its

nature and extent.

In

consequence of numerous petitions from all parts of the empire,
expressing the wish that something be done to check the spread
of bovine tuberculosis, the chancellor of the empire, on October
22, 1887, issued a circular* to the different States for the purpose of obtaining as complete statistics as possible on the present
These statistics were to include (a) the
status of the disease.

number of cases of tuberculosis in slaughtered cattle, as determined in public and private abattoirs by the meat inspectors, as
well as the total number of cattle slaughtered
(^) the number of
;

cases of tuberculosis in living animals as determined at markets,
in dairies, etc., as well as in the private practice of veterinarians.

At the same time the existence of the

disease was to be indicated

as definite, probable, or suspected, as the case might be.

care was

to

be exercised

addition to those already mentioned
a.
6.

The sex
The age

(bulls,

(six

Special

determining the following points in

in

:

oxen, cows, heifers, and calves under six weeks of age).

weeks

to

one year

;

one

to three years

;

three to six years

J

over six years )
c.

d.

The race or breed.
The source of the

cattle,

with statement whether the business

is

chiefly

in pasturing or stabling them.
('.

The

cattle),

seat of the disease; external (udder), internal (only in slaughtered

under the following heads

:

VerofEentl. d. kais. Gesundheitsamtes, 1SS7-SS, passim.
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Affection of only one organ with the related serous
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membrane and lymphatic

glands.

Extension upon several or

all

organs of the body cavity.

Extension into several cavities of the body.
Existence of tubercles in meat.
Generalized tuberculosis.
y.

The

of the meat from tuberculous

quality

animals

(first,

second, and

third grade).
g.

The

veterinary police

regulations as to the disposition of the meat of

tuberculous animals.

To

these answers

may

be appended general information concerning the dis-

tribution of tuberculosis, heredity, contagion, etc.

In response to this circular the government of the various
States issued instructions

veterinarians,

and meat

to

tlie

various

inspectors,

the questions formulated in the circular.
different times

department

embodying

These were issued

during the year 1888, and the

statistics

cover one year from the time they were begun.
these inquiries will of course not be

That they

will,

made known

at

were to

The results of
some time.

for

however, lead to stringent measures for the sup-

pression of the disease

there can be

officials,

in tabulated form

little

and the greater protection of human health

doubt.

THE TREES AND SHRUBS COMPOSING THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE FORESTS.
THEIR DISTRIBUTION, RELATIVE ABUNDANCE, AND
UTILITY.*

BY WM.

F.

FLINT,

B. S.,

WINCHESTER,

N. H.

There were no
Originally a dense forest covered our State.
" parks " as in the Rocky Mountain region, or " oak openings "
and grassy plains as in the valley of the Mississippi but with the
exception of a few sedgy swamps, the work of the beavers, and
some favorable spots near the streams where the Indians had
;

established their rude corn fields,

the

together with those parts of

White Mountains whose elevation above the

sea gives

them a

climate too severe to allow the growth of arborescent vegetation,
there were no other breaks in this wilderness,

which, when the white man's ax

— a body of

forest,

began to destroy it, was
.equal in the variety and quality of its timber to any on the
first

northern part of the Atlantic slope.

Two hundred

years have so far changed this, that, instead of

possessing a superabundance of the

finest

timber, the present

generation must consider the best methods of conserving what

now

remains, and can never hope to see in the present young

woodlands timber equal in quality to that of the primitive forest.
The old growth remains only in parts of the White Mountain
district and a few localities elsewhere, which are not easily
accessible.

That the

evil is

not

far greater is

that the climate of our State
•

The above paper

is

is

due, probably, to the fact

more favorable

for the return

reprinted from the Report of the Forestry Commission of 18S5.

of
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one has been destroyed than that of
and because the railways have rendered it easy
to use mineral coal for fuel in the large towns and cities.
The chief of our recent geological survey, Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, in order to get information which might help to solve cera

new

forest after the old

most countries,

problems

tain

in geological science,

caused researches to be

made

concerning the way in which the animals and plants of the State
were distributed. As a result, it was found that both the fauna

and

could be separated into two well-marked divisions,

flora

which, in accordance with the usage of others
similar studies,

ghanian.

found to be

it

was thought best

who had made

term Canadian and Alle-

to

The dividing line between
much more sharply defined

the two,
in

however, was

case of the animals

than of the plants, owing perhaps to the fact that the animals are
able at will to keep within those limits which they find to be

most

congenial, while the plants spring up wherever the seed happens
to

fall,

and must adapt themselves

conditions, or perish altogether.

to the particular locality

and

easy to adopt this classifi-

It is

cation for the distribution of our arborescent vegetation

;

and the

primal cause which places the different species in one division or
the other

found to be the altitudes above the sea

is

level at

which

they appear or disappear.
Certain of our trees, which

Alleghanian flora as

it

is

may be

shown

in

regarded as typical of the

our State, are found at their

northern limit growing at an altitude which

hundred

may be

feet

above the ocean

taken, therefore,

all

;

and the

six

is

feet

contour

things considered, as best defining

the northern limit of this part of our flora.
all

not far from six

hundred

We

find, also,

on

those elevations in the southern part of the State that rise

higher than one thousand

feet, that

the trees are mostly those

White Mountain district
and northward, and therefore to be considered of the Canadian
type
and the Alleghanian species so rarely reach that altitude
that their presence in such localities may be considered
species

which compose the

forests of the

;

exceptional.

As examples of

this

method of

distribution,

we may name the

white oak and the pitch and red pines as characteristic Allegha-

nian

trees,

because at the six hundred feet contour they find their
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northern limit in the Connecticut valley on the west, and
the same elevation south of the

White Mountains on the

at

about

east side

of the State, while near the Massachusetts line they are very

growing

rarely seen

above the

On
is

in localities

more than one thousand

the other hand, that strictly

Canadian

tree, the arbor-vitffi,

never found native at altitudes which are below six hundred

above the

where

its

feet

sea.

except at one place in the Connecticut

sea,

southern limit

of the White river

;

is

at the rapids

which are not

feet

valley

far

north

the most of the spruce which grows

also

south of the White Mountains along the Connecticut-Merrimack

found

watershed,

is

above the

sea.

It is also

at altitudes

uncommon

not

not

to find,

from one thousand

far

feet

throughout the area which

mostly occupied by the southern types, tracts where the

is

flora is

which tends to show that the latter is much the
been
slowly giving way to the encroachments of
and
has
older,
At first thought it
those trees which flourish best farther south.
might seem that only those woody plants which grow tall enough
to be of some value as fuel need be included in a description of
our forest trees but as it is difficult always to draw the line between a small tree or a large shrub, and as shrubs are always
present in our fields and forests, and so many of them have a
direct economic valu6 because of their fruit, and as they must all
be dealt with in any scheme of forest culture, either as weeds to
be removed to make way for a better growth, or as nurses for the

largely Canadian,

;

seedlings of the best kinds of timber trees,

it is

thought best to

include them, noting those that are rarest, or of little importance,

very briefly.

In the following catalogue the species are desig-

nated by their scientific and some of their

common

names, together

with brief descriptions and notes of some of their uses.

The

authority followed

is

Gray's Manual of Botany, sixth edi-

tion (1890).

Berberis vulgaris, L.

Common

Barberry

;

naturalized

from Europe

within the oldest settled portions of the State.
fifteen feet high, with

spiny branches.

An

;

occasionally

A

shrub ten to

excellent hedge plant.
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and the handsome,

acid,

for preserving.

Zanthoxylmn Americanimi, Mill.

seems to be indigenous, and

A

few places elsewhere.

it

New Hampshire.

The

plant

Labnisca, L.

The

hillsides of the

it

in medicine.

which most of the

species from

Common

cultivated varieties are derived.

and rocky

Nashua

The whole

low shrub.

prickly,

Vitis

Northern Fox Grape.

locality near

has escaped from cultivation to a

Of use

pungent and aromatic.

At a

Rare.

Northern Prickly Ash.

the alluvial soils

to

lower Connecticut valley and eastern
of the wild vine

fruit

is

good

often of

quality.

Michx.

Vitis cEstivalis,

Summer Grape.
and

is

This has the same range as the preceding,

distinguished from

by the leaves being slightly downy
and the fruit about half the size,

it

instead of white-woolly beneath,

and usually
are so

less palatable.

much

soon improve
the

Varieties are sometimes found which

if

cultivated.

Frost Grape, Winter Grape.

The most northern

localities

no value

is

species rang-

on the Connecticut.
three-parted, and smooth, except a
falls,

few hairs along the veins of the underside.
dant, and of

would

Michx.

the foot of Fifteen-mile

Leaves heart-shaped, slightly

it

species.

Vitis riparia^

far as

that

In the Southwestern States this

commonest and best-esteemed

ing as

show

better than the type form as to

until after frost,

where better grapes are not

to

Fruit small, abun-

when

it

may be

be had.

useful in

All our species

of grape are good types of the Alleghanian

flora, rarely

found native above six hundred

sea.

feet

from the

being

Ampelopsis quinquefolia, Michx.

Woodbine, Virginia Creeper.
handsome,

tall,

Well known in cultivation.

climbing vine, the shining

turning bright scarlet in autumn.

leaflets in

fives,

A
and

Fruit the size of peas, bright
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Common

blue.

everywhere from the base of the White Moun-

tains southward.

Rhamnus

Common

A

Buckthorn.

cathartica, L.

small

with hard, reddish, or

tree,

It is
orange-colored wood, and small, nauseous, black berries.
used for a hedge plant, for which purpose it was introduced from

Europe, and

it

has

become

well naturalized in the southwestern

part of the State.

Rhamnus

A

alnifolia,

L'Her.

slender shrub, found in cold swamps.

Rare.

Ceanothus Ajnericanus, L.

New

Jersey Tea, Liberty Tea,

feet high,
soils

;

Red -root.

forming rounded clumps.

Eastern

New Hampshire and

to Bellows Falls.

The

A

shrub one or two

Flowers white.

Dry,

sterile

near the Connecticut north

leaves have sometimes been used as a

substitute for tea.

Celastrus scandens, L.

A

Wax-work, Climbing Bitter-sweet.
near the Connecticut and Merrimack

twining shrub,

rivers.

common

The orange-colored

pods open and display the scarlet fruit, and these remain all
Often cultivated for ornament, and reputed to be mewinter.
dicinal.

Staphylea

A

handsome shrub,

L.

Leaves in threes, and

sixteen feet high.

the bark striated with green.
called Bladder-nut.

trifolia,

Only

Because of the inflated pods

rarely to be

met with,

it

is

chiefly in the

lower Connecticut valley.
Tilia Americafia, L.

American Linden, or better known as Basswood. A large tree,
met with in all parts of the State, from the sea to altitudes
two thousand feet above it. In the southern part of the State
it is found most abundantly near the streams, and when found on
high lands, prefers a moist, rich soil. It is commonest and best
to be
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upper Connecticut valley, where specimens are

often met with which are eighty to one hundred feet in height,

with a diameter of from two to four

feet.
Bark very tough and
owing to its very coarse fibers, and can therefore be used
Wood very soft, light, and elastic
for making coarse matting.
useful for lumber, a good material for carving, and remarkable
for the facility with which it can be molded into various curved
forms, and therefore much in demand for carriage-work.
As bees
derive an abundance of the best of honey from its flowers, it is
recommended by apiarians, as a profitable investment, to plant it
as a source of honey.
It is of very rapid growth
its abundant
foliage makes it very desirable as a shade tree.
It matures in from
fifty to one hundred years, but becomes of sufficient size for tim-

strong,

;

;

Wood

ber in twenty or thirty.

of

value for fuel, but the

little

ashes very rich in potash.

Rhus, Sumach.

Rhis

typhina,

genus which grows
feet high,

The

Staghorn Sumach.

L.

New

in

Hampshire.

A

largest

of the

shrub ten to twenty

with wide-spreading branches, the tips of which are

covered with velvety hairs, which cause them to resemble the

young horns of
feet altitude.

Common

deer.

Flourishes

everywhere up to two thousand

best in

moist, rocky situations,

sometimes attains a diameter of ten inches.

The orange

and

or yel-

wood capable

of taking a good polish, and
and ornamental work.
Rhus glabra, L. Smooth Sumach. Six to ten feet high, with
smooth branches and leaves, and very large heads of fruit. Stem
rarely more than two inches in diameter.
This species is seldom
seen on the highlands, but is common to the eastern part of the
State, and the lower Connecticut valley.
Rhus copallina, L. Dwarf Sumach. Usually four to six feet
high, with the shining leaves winged along the petioles.
Ranges
with R. glabra.
The leaves of this and the two preceding species
are gathered in Virginia for tanning purposes.
Perhaps the same
use might be made of our sumachs, unless our season is too short

owish green colored

useful for small cabinet

for the best

development of the tanning principle.

Rhus venetiata, DC.

Poison Sumach.

Often called Dogwood,
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a

name which properly belongs

Common

Cornus.

to

the

in

swamps and moist places in the southern part of the State. A
handsome species ten to twenty feet high, with dark green, shining
Wood in color simleaves, and slender racemes of whitish fruit.
of the Staghorn Sumach.

ilar to that

This species

is

extremely

poisonous to the touch of the majority of people, causing painful

and watery blisters on the skin of the parts which come
it, and some are so extremely sensitive to its effects
as to be poisoned if they stand within a few feet of it when the
Others, on the other hand, can handle it,
air is hot and moist.
and even chew the leaves, with impunity, feeling no ill effects
swellings

in contact with

The milky

whatever.

juice

is

said to have properties similar to

that of the lacquer tree of Japan,

Rhus Toxicodendron,

L.

H.

vernicifera.

Poison Ivy, Poison Oak.

A creeping

and climbing shrub everywhere well known and common. Fruit
whitish, and leaves in threes.
Poisonous like the preceding, but
The climbing variety, the R. radicans of some
in a less degree.

common

here, but is sometimes seen clinging
and rocks, and becoming ten or fifteen
high, with a stem an inch or two in diameter, while in the

botanists,

is

not very

to the trunks of trees
feet

Mississippi valley

it

reaches

tops of the tallest trees, with

the

a stem four to six inches in diameter.

Acer saccha?-inum, Wang.
Sugar or Rock Maple, the
In

genus.

and

tree,

It is least

is

New Hampshire

finest
it

is

characteristic of the

common

found indigenous

and most

as a

maple

highland

Canadian division of our

flora.

of the State, and

when

in the southeastern part

to

useful of the

most abundant

Hillsborough and Rockingham counties

it is

in moist, rocky places, where the conditions of the soil resemble
It is a comand Coos counand the standard

the slopes of the highlands farther north and west.

mon
ties

;

tree throughout Cheshire, Sullivan, Grafton,

wood

a source of revenue because of
for fuel.

It yields

ceptible of a fine polish,

cabinet-work, but
weather.

known

as

is

its

lumber which

and

is

much

is

sugar,

very hard, heavy, sus-

used in chair-making and

only moderately durable when exposed to the

Isolated specimens occur which have the peculiar grain

" bird's-eye maple, " so much prized

as

an ornamental
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wood.
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to the farmers as

" black sugar

somewhat from the ordinary form

When

ical characters.

known

a variety

differs
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at maturity in the forest, the

in botan-

rock maple

attains a height of seventy or eighty feet, with a diameter of

two

from
open land forms a many-branched, rounded

to four, but in the

or oblong head, with a short, stout trunk.

low and orange in autumn.

Foliage brilliant yel-

This maple

namental and popular of deciduous shade

one hundred
fuel,

timber,

twenty or

in

entitled to a place in the

much

matures

trees,

grows rapidly enough

years, but

and shade

one of the most

is

to

this tree is

rank in economic forestry,

first

or-

about

be valuable for

Although

thirty.

in

it is

too

neglected, and there are few attempts to replace the old

sugar camps preserved by the

settlers.

first

Acer rubnim, L.

Red

or Scarlet Maple, but almost universally called

"White

Maple " by the farmers and lumbermen of New Hampshire. A
good sized tree, so universally distributed over the State, from the
sea to two thousand feet altitude, as

the most

common

uations from

of our maples.

swamp

rocky

to

to be at

once recognized as

Flourishes in

Wood

hillside.

and sitmore durable

all soils

far

than that of other maples, lasting a long time unless driven into
the ground as posts or stakes.

Not

as

hard as that of the preced-

ing species, but takes a good polish, and

from

is

used for the same pur-

" Curled maple, " the variety with wavy grain,

poses.

this species.

It

is

derived

of rapid growth, has a height of from

is

owing to the brilliant colors of the foautumn and the red flowers in spring, is the most notable

forty to sixty feet, and,
liage in

deciduous tree in our

forests.

Acer dasycarpum, Ehrh.
White, Soft, or River Maple.
feet in height,

and four or

not more than forty or
inches.

A graceful

fifty,

tree,

A

with a diameter of twelve or eighteen

banks of the larger streams,

portion of our

forests.

sometimes sixty or seventy
diameter, although usually

with deeply cut leaves, ripening

the earliest of any of the maples.
to the

tree

five feet in

It

its fruit

With us it is closely confined
and therefore forms a small pro-

has soft wood,

is

of very rapid growth,
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and the maple

so largely used to plant on the prairies west of the

Mississippi.

Acer Pennsylvaniann, L.
Striped

Maple

or

Moosewood, and Acer spicatum,

L.,

Moun-

tain Maple, are large shrubs or small trees common to our highland woods, the latter especially abundant along the sides of

Both are valuable

mountain brooks.

for

ornamental planting,

but of too small size to serve for anything else but

fuel.

Robinia Pseudacacia, L.

Common

Locust.

A

valuable timber tree with us, naturalized

from the South or West.
but in this latitude
greatly injure
is

its

it is

It

does best in moist, alluvial

soils,

so subject to the attacks of borers as to

wood and make the tree so short lived that it
it much attention as a forest tree,

not worth while to give

which

is

to

be regretted, as the timber

ceedingly durable,
Soutli

becomes

is

hard, elastic, and ex-

with us a middle-sized tree, but in the

It is

sixty or eighty feet high, with a diameter of three

feet.

Primus Americana, Marshall.
In this state called Canada

Plum

or Pomegranate.

probably introduced from further westward

tree,

the red or orange-yellow

fruit,

which

is

A

small

for the sake of

sometimes very sweet and

pleasant, but usually so acid as to be best adapted for preserving.
It

is

now

well naturalized in most parts of the State, especially in

Coos county, This species is probably capable of great improvement as a fruit-tree, but as yet has been almost wholly neglected
by the experimental fruit-grower.

Prunus Pennsylvanica, L.

Red

or Bird Cherry.

A

small tree, thirty or forty feet high,

Everywhere common, but seldom
enough to be of any use except for fuel. It springs up most
abundantly where woodlands have been wholly cleared away, and
seems mainly to be of use in shading the ground until more val-

sometimes a foot

in diameter.

large

uable trees can take root.
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Virginiana, L.

most common near streams up to one
and conspicuous for its handsome but very
Sometimes attains a height of twenty or thirty
astringent fruit.
feet, and large enough for firewood, but sprouts so vigorously as
to be a pest where more valuable timber is desired.

Choke Cherry.

Is

feet altitude,

thousand

Prunus pumila, L.
Sand Cherry.

Dwarf Cherry,

A

low, trailing shrub on the

Merrimack

sandy shores of the Connecticut and
dark-red

fruit insipid

and

and

rivers,

The abundant, handsome,

probably other of the larger streams.
worthless.

Prunus maritima, Wang.

A

Beach Plum.

low, straggling shrub,

common

to the sea-

shore and isolated localities inland as far as Manchester.

Fruit

This
dark purple, sometimes an inch in diameter, valuable.
species, like the Canada plum, is worthy of experiment for its
fruit.

Prunus

A

Black Cherry.

serotina,

tree often sixty to eighty feet high, with a

diameter of two or three

feet,

taking a high polish, and yearly

making of
itself,

It

but

the hard, reddish-colored

becoming more valuable

wood
for the

fine furniture, finishing the interior of houses, railroad

etc.

cars,

Ehrh.

does not form extensive tracts of woodland by

may be

frequently met with

among

ciduous trees and in a great variety of soil in

below two thousand

New England
valley, but

is

it is

feet

above the

harder to work

sea.

than that

darker colored, and takes a

all

species of de-

all

parts of the State

The

cherry grown in

from the Mississippi

much higher

polish.

As cherry lumber brings readily from thirty to sixty dollars per
one thousand feet, and is of very rapid growth, it cannot fail to
prove an excellent species for planting, the only objection being
that
trees

it is

the host of the tent caterpillar

from

this source is

;

but the danger to

fruit

probably exaggerated.

Spircea salicifolia, L.

Meadow

Sweet, White Hardhack.

Common

everywhere south
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A

of the White Mountains in moist lands.

no

showy

plant, but of

utility.

Spirti'a tomeniosa, L.

Red Hardhack,

Has

Steeple-bush.

same range

the

as the pre-

Flowers pink, showy.

ceding, but not usually so abundant.

Rubtis odoratus, L.

A

Purple Flowering Raspberry, Mulberry. *

with large three to

Grows

in moist,

five

Common

rocky woods.

to the northern parts

Fruit of no value, but

of the State and the Connecticut valley.
the plant

is

handsome shrub,

lobed leaves and large purple flowers.

worthy of cultivation

for

ornament.

Rubiis strigosus, Michx.

Wild Red Raspberry. Well known everywhere, but is best
in the White Mountain region and northward.
It
forms dense thickets in forest clearings, and the abundant fruit
is picked and sold in town and city.
developed

Rubus

occidentalis, L.

Black Raspberry, Thimbleberry.
cultivation.

It

curved shoots.
ing,

and much

propagates
It is
less

itself

The black-cap

from the

more southern

in

its

raspberry of

of the long, re-

tips

range than the preced-

abundant.

Rubus

villosus, Ait.

High Blackberry. Much more bushy than the two preceding,
freely armed with stout recurved prickles.
It varies in

and

height from a few inches to

bush seems
in

Umbagog

most places from the outlet of

It is

common

and Wells river
good quality, and

lake

The fruit abundant, most of it
demand.
Like the red raspberry,
where woods have been cleared away.

southward.

much

and each kind of

five or six feet,

to represent a different variety of fruit.

in

it

flourishes best

Rubus Canadensis, L.

Low
•

The

England.

Blackberry,

native mulberry
It

Dew

Berry.

{Morus rubra)

has blackberry-like

fruit.

is

Connects with the smallest

a large tree and

is

found

in

Several foreign species are cultivated.

Southern

New
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forms of the preceding.
bristly shrub,

dry

common

It

a low, extensively trailing, very

is

to the

upper terraces of the streams and

Fruit abundant

hillsides.

355

and well flavored

;

ripe

earlier

than that of the high blackberry.

Rubus
Evergreen,

woods.

It

Swamp

hispidus, L.

Common

Blackberry.

damp, highland

to

has very slender, trailing stems, evergreen leaves, and

small, spicy, sour fruit.
jRosa^ L., Rose.

The

New Hampshire

rose genus in

species, all

Swamp

Hosa Carolina, L.
abundant

represented by five native

is

Alleghanian.

Rose,

is

the largest

found in the lower Connecticut valley.
feet high,

grows three or four

It

Smooth

Ait.

rose.

Grows

in dry, sterile soils,

The

usually only a few inches high.

is

most

is

forming thickets in swamps and low ground.

Rosa blanda,
and

and

of the State, being only sparingly

in the eastern part

earliest

flowering

species,

Rosa

Shining Rose.

Ehrhart.

lucida,

very

slender,

few-flowsoils

;

not

common.

Rosa rubiginosa^ L.
and

A

In moist, shady

ered species, with shining leaves.

common

is

Rosa
In dry

humilis, Marsh.

It is

on rocky

slopes.

soil or

Rosa

nitida,

Naturalized from Europe,

Sweet Brier.

in old pastures in

many parts

the

Rosa

Sometimes

Willd.

of the state.

lucida of most authors.

found on the margin of

swamps.
Cratcvgus coccine a, L.
Scarlet-fruited

Thorn.

A

low, bushy tree.

Merrimack valley and eastward.
diameter;
leaves

on

bright

red.

stout petioles

The
and

Common

Fruit ovoid,

variety

to the

a half-inch in

macracantha

lias

thicker

larger fruit.

Cratozgus punctata, Jack.

A

small

tree

lik,e

the above with wedge-shaped,

hairy leaves with prominent veins.

The

fruit is

somewhat

round, nearly an
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Has a range

inch broad, red or bright yellow.

farther

north

than the preceding.

Pyms

L.

arbvtifolia,

Choke Berry. A slender shrub, common to moist grounds.
The abundant flowers white or tinged with rose, and the handsome black or purple fruit so astringent as to be worthless.

DC.

Pyriis Americana,

American Mountain Ash. A small tree with pinnate leaves,
and a bushy habit. It bears a profusion of white flowers, followed by the bright-red fruit, and is well known as an ornamental

and

tree.

The common pear can be

flourishes well

for a while.

It

is

readily grafted into

a highland

it,

common

tree,

the Connecticut-Merrimack watershed, and very abundant
on the sides of the White Mountains, where it sometimes becomes a foot in diameter and thirty feet high.
to

&

Pyrus sambucifolia, C.

A

Elder-leaved Mountain Ash.

S.

small tree,

similar to the

preceding, found occasionally in the White Mountains.

Amela7ichier Canadensis, T.

«Sc

G.

The

Shadbush, Wild Sugar Pear, or Service-berry.
given because
rivers.

it

blossoms when the shad

which becomes a small

and from six to ten inches
and susceptible of a good
anything except

fuel.

best-flavored fruit,

usually.

form.

The

The
and

;

the

name

varieties,

twenty or thirty

in diameter

wood

feet

solid,

the

high,

heavy,

polish, but probably never used for

variety oblongifolia bears the largest
is

a

variety oligocarpa

In England the

tree,

first

begin to ascend the

This species presents several well marked

largest of

and

first

fruit

tall
is

shrub, growing in moist soils

White Mountain

the sub-alpine

of the shadbush

is

said

to

much

improve by cultivation, and doubtless something can be made of
it by the pomologist.
Ribes Cynosbati, L.
Prickly-fruited Gooseberry.

Common

tothe highlands, and

the most widely distributed of our gooseberries.

A

shrub three
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well-flavored, but usually covered

fruit

with spines.

Ribes oxyacanthoides L.
,

The Merrimack and

Smooth-fruited Gooseberry.

and eastward

necticut river valleys,

with smooth,

shrub than the preceding,

This species

is

worthy of

smaller

sweet

purple,

A

laciistre,

fruit.

Poir.

muchcomthe sub-alpine region of the White Mountains, and
Gooseberry.

prostrate species, with

low,

divided leaves, and black, currant-like, insipid

mon

Con-

the

A

coast.

trial for cultivation.

Ribes

Swamp

the

to

to

It is

fruit.

northward.

Ribes prostratum, L'Her.
Fetid Currant,

The

leaves,

the fruit

is

Skunk Currant. A low, half-trailing shrub.
and fruit give out an unpleasant odor, but

flowers,

not unpleasantly tasted.

It is

common

to moist high-

land woods, and extends to the timber line in the White

Moun-

tains.

Ribes rubrum, L.

The Garden Currant.

This

is

native to the

White Mountain

region and northward.

Hainamelis
Witch-Hazel.

mon.

It

A

Virginiana, L.

large shrub or small tree, everywhere

which are sometimes three or four inches in diameter.
white, close grained, taking a
for small tools,

markable

com-

generally throws up several stems from the same root,

and excellent

for flowering in the

good
for

polish

fuel.

;

Bark medicinal.

autumn when the

Wood

useful for handles

Re-

leaves are falling.

Cornus fiorida, L.
Flowering Dogwood.

The

sometimes twenty or thirty
branches gray,

wood

largest of the genus,

feet high,

and

being a tree

six inches in

diameter;

dense, heavy, very close grained, and taking

a brilliant polish, and

is

said to be a

good

substitute for

boxwood.
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of flowers are surrounded by a large involucre, which
makes it very showy. Fruit bright red. It is very ornamental,
In this State its range is limited
but seldom seen in cultivation.
near to the Connecticut river
very
to the southeastern part, and

The heads

as far north as Brattleboro', Vt.

Co mil s

circinata,

Round-leaved Dogwood.
ter

;

L'Her.

Stems one or two inches in diame-

four to six feet high, with greenish warty-dotted branches.

Leaves

large,

nearly

round, and woolly beneath.

Connecticut river valley

blue.

Cormis
Cornel.

Silky

;

most

sericea,

common

Fruit light

northward.

L.

Stems slender; few branched,

striated with

red and brown, one or two inches in diameter, and

Common

feet high.

five to

near streams up to one thousand feet

ten
alti-

Fruit pale blue, and leaves silky beneath.

tude.

Cormis

stolo7iifera,

Michx.

Red Osier Dogwood. Upper Connecticut valley and White
Mountain region. A handsome species, forming large clumps
by sending up an abundance of bright red, purple, osier-like
It spreads freely by subterranean
shoots, three to six feet high.
Fruit lead-color.

suckers.

Cormis pa?iiailafa, I/Her.
Panicled

Cornel.

Shrub four

to

six

feet

high,

with

gray

Grows on dry ground, and ranges nearly with
flowering dogwood.
Fruit white.

branches.

Cormis
Alternate-leaved

woods.

twenty

Next
feet

aiternifolia,

high and four or

L.

dogwood

five

in size,

it

a

in

moist

being sometimes

inches in diameter

wide-spreading from near the top, giving
blue.

common

Everywhere

Cornel.

to the flowering

the

flat

;

branches

head.

Fruit

All the cornels are worthy of a place in a collection of

ornamental shrubs, on account of both flowers and

fruit.
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Nyssa sylvatka, Marshall.

A

Hornbeam, Sour Gum, Pepperidge, or Tupelo.

tree

some-

times sixty or seventy feet high, with a diameter of from eighteen

inches to three feet, and

angular branches.

stiff,

It

usually grows

It is most common in the
in swamps, and in moist, low lands.
Merrimack valley, and seldom seen north of the White MounWood remarkable for its spiral grain, which renders it untains.

wedgeable.

It is

seldom used

non-splitting property would

wheel hubs.

It

in the arts,

make

a

it

but

if

not too soft

good material

for

its

wagon-

has been thought equal to holly as a cabinet

wood, by those who have experimented with

it.

Lonicera giauca, Hill.

A

Small Honeysuckle.

half-climbing shrub, with the smooth

and greenish-yellow

leaves joined together at the base,

Found

sparingly along the Connecticut and

Lonicera

A

Fly-Honeysuckle.

flowers,

largest tributaries.

its

Muhl.

ciliata,

straggling shrub three or four feet high,

with pale yellow flowers and red

fruit.

Common

in

rocky high-

in moist

grounds on

land woods and northward.

Lonicera ccenilea, L.

Common

Mountain Fly-Honeysuckle.

the Connecticut-Merrimack watershed, and
vines of the

White Mountains, and northward.

shrub forming matted

Diervilla triflda,

A

everywhere

in

ra-

half-trailing
fruit blue.

Moench.

low, upright shrub, with ovate, taper-

pointed leaves, and honey-colored flowers.

Common

A

Flowers straw color and

tufts.

Bush Honeysuckle.

Alpine

in the

Fruit a dry capsule.

rocky places.

Sambiiciis Canadensis, L.

Common
wooded
It is

Elder.

A

shrub

five

to ten

feet

high, with soft-

stems, remarkable for the size of the pith they contain.

everywhere common.

purple, very abundant,

Flowers white.

and used

in

making

Fruit juicy, blacka medicinal cordial.
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Sambticus 7'acemosa, L.

Grows

Red-berried Elder.

preceding species, and

larger

is

diameter of three or four inches.
often purple tinged.

showy.

dom

This

is

and more

sometimes

with a

Pith brown, and the flowers

Berries bright red,

a highland species,

tree-like than the
feet high,

fifteen

making the plant very

common

northward, but

sel-

seen from the Merrimack valley eastward.

Viburnum Lentago, L.
Sweet Viburnum, or Sheep-berry. A large shrub or small
tree, AUeghanian in range, and seldom seen above six hundred
shining.

and

Tlie leaves are ovate, sharp-pointed, thick,

feet altitude.

Flowers white, as are those of

all

Fruit in large bunches, bright blue, edible.

heavy, brown

the Viburnums.

Wood

hard and

takes a fine polish.

;

Viburnum

cassinoides, L.

Withe Rod. Stems slender, sometimes two inches in diameand six or eight feet high. Grows in clumps, and is everywhere common in wet lands. Fruit blue. Wood gives out a
disagreeable odor when burned.
ter,

Viburnum dentatufu, L.

Arrow Wood.
slender,

Leaves broad ovate, sharply toothed.

very straight,

with

pale-gray bark.

Grows

Stems
in

large

bunches, and found everywhere in bogs and very wet places.

This species was used by the Indians for the shafts of arrows.
Viburniwi acerifolium. L.

Maple-leaved Viburnum.
leaves.

Common

A

slender shrub, with three-lobed

on the highlands among

Fruit red, turning purple

when

deciduous

trees.

fully ripe.

Viburnum Opulus, L.

High Cranberry
gray bark.
fruit,

which

Bush.

Shrub

five to ten feet high,

with light

Strongly three-lobed leaves, and bright red acid
is

often used as a substitute for cranberries.

The
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Com-

derived from this species.

from the base of the White Mountains northward.

Viburnum lantanoides, Michx.

A

Hobble Bush.
often

low, straggling shrub, the reclining branches

The

taking root.

leaves are broad ovate, heart-shaped,

Flow-

rusty-scurfy beneath, as are also the tips of the branches.
ers

handsome,

in broad, flat

Common

black.

cymes.

Fruit at

first

dull red, then

moist woods everywhere, but especially so

in

northward.

Cephalanthus occidentalis, L.

A

Button Bush.

coarse, smooth-leaved shrub,

borders of ponds and slow streams
valley

in

New Hampshire.

and Eastern

growing on the

lower Connecticut

the

Flowers greenish white, in

globular heads.

Gaylussacia resinosa, T.

Common
woods,

etc.

far as the

A

Huckleberry.

to three feet

slender,

&

G.

much-branched shrub, one

forming a close undergrowth in dry pine

high,

Common

base of the

in Eastern

New Hampshire,

White Mountains.

in the lower Connecticut valley, rarely reaching

one thousand

feet

to

elevations

above the sea on the southern highlands.

Fruit usually black, sweet,

tensively gathered

ranging as

Only sparingly found

and

and pleasant

;

ripe in August,

and ex-

sold.

Vaccinium Oxycoccus, L.
Small Cranberry.

A

very slender, trailing shrub, with white,

spotted berries the size of peas.

Chiefly in peat bogs of

Coos

county.

Vaccinium jnacrocarpon, Ait.

Large Cranberry.

The well-known

tensively sold in the markets.

a larger plant.

Berry,

fruit

is

ex-

all

parts of the

White Mountains.
Vaccinium

Cow

whose

In peat bogs and moist ground of

State south of the

evergreen,

species

Trailing, like the preceding, but

Vitis-Idcea, L.

Mountain Cranberry. A low, tufted and matted
to the alpine White Mountain region, also

common
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rarely

on the

Fruit small, red, abundant, resembling

seacoast.

and used

cranberries in flavor,

for the

same purposes.

Vacchiiiim i^liginosum, L.

Bog

A

Bilberry.

dwarf, tufted, alpine species, with black,

sweet berries.
Vacciniufn ccespitosum, Michx.

Same

//a/^/Az/ as

the preceding,

growing

in small tufts.

Fruit

large, excellent.

Vaccinhtm Pennsylvanicum Lam.
,

Dwarf Blueberry, Low Blueberry.

Six inches to two feet

high, usually forming straggling masses in dry woods and old

Common

fields.

and well known throughout the eastern and
Seldom seen north of White river

southern parts of the State.
in the

Fruit abundant, blue or black.

Connecticut valley.

earliest

The

blueberry of the markets.

Vaccinium Caiiadense, Kalm.

A

Canada Blueberry.
ceding, which
ries often

it

oval,

and sometimes

straggling shrub, stouter than the pre-

Leaves and branches downy.

resembles.
blue,

somewhat

farther south

;

acid.

Ber-

Upper Coos county,

probably never seen in the markets.

Vaccinium vacillans, Solander.

Two

or three feet high,

with upright, slender, yellowish-green branches.

Fruit harder and

Half-high Blueberry, Sugar Blueberry.

keeping longer than that of any other species; usually very round,
bright blue, and spicy.

our blueberries.

It is

It has the

common

most limited range of any of

in the

Merrimack

valley,

and

spar-

ingly found very near the Connecticut river as far as the rapids

near the mouth of White river.

Vaccinium corymbosiim, L.

High

Blueberry.

A

sometimes two inches

swamps from
of the State,

shrub ten or fifteen feet high, with stems
It grows in moist lands and
North Conway, on the eastern side

in diameter.

the sea level to

and along the southern highlands

as far as

Westmore-
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The wood

land.

is

hard and very close grained, useful for the

This species yields the greater part of the

handles of small tools.
blueberry crop, which

itj

although

yearly sent to the large towns

is

No

New Hampshire.

from
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attempts have been

made

and

cities

to cultivate

doubtless could be done.

it

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi, Spreng.

A

Bearberry.

The evergreen
and north

matted, trailing shrub, with insipid red berries.
Eastern New Hampshire
Not very common.

leaves used in medicine.

to the

White Mountains.

Arctostaphylos alpina^ Spreng.

Alpine Bearberry.

Alow, matted

ington

rare

;

and seldom

The

shrub.

evergreen leaves strongly reticulated.

grayish- green,

Berries black.

Mt. Wash-

seen.

Cassandra calyculata, Don.

A

many-branched shrub, with brownishand one-sided racemes of small white
Fruit a dry capsule.
Forms dense masses in bogs, and

Leather Leaf.
leathery

green,
flowers.

low,

leaves,

along the shores of ponds.
Cassiope hypnoides,

An

Don.

alpine, trailing shrub, with moss-like leaves

white flowers.

and handsome

Stems only two or three inches high.

Probably

the smallest shrub in America.

Andromeda

A

handsome

Flowers
margins

large,
\

little

poUfolia, L.

evergreen shrub, rarely found in peat-bogs.

white or purple tinged.

Leaves with revolute

white beneath.

Ajidromeda

ligustrina,

Muhl.

Male Blueberry, Stagger Bush. Shrub three or four feet high,
In the same situations and much resembling

with yellowish bark.

the high blueberry, but the fruit a dry, globular
berry.

Sometimes poisonous

to cattle.

pod instead of a

;
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Clethra alnifolia, L.

White Alder, Sweet-pepper Bush.
upright.

From

Shrub

five to ten feet high,

Leaves wedge-shaped, smooth, and sharply toothed.

the lower

Merrimack

valley to the coast.

In August

it

Very orna-

bears a profusion of white, very fragrant flowers.

mental, and recommended to plant for bee-food.

Bryanthus

A

Gray.

taxifolius,

small, evergreen, alpine shrub, with linear leaves,

handsome, urn-shaped, purple
Kaltnia

and

large,

flowers.
latifolia,

L.

A much
Spoon-wood, Spoon-hunt, or Mountain Laurel.
branched and contorted shrub four to fifteen feet high, with
broad, lance-shaped, evergreen leaves, and bearing a profusion of
large white or rose-colored flowers

Wood

;

stems sometimes four inches

Grows in
swamps and moist, rocky woods, and is very ornamental, but
makes an undergrowth very difficult to walk through. It is found
in the Connecticut valley as far as Westmoreland, and in the Merrimack, a little north of Concord and eastward to the coast also
on the highlands south of Monadnock.
in diameter.

hard, heavy, and close-grained.

;

Kalmia
Sheep Laurel,

Lamb

angtcstifolia, L.

A

Kill.

slender shrub, with oblong, ever-

green leaves, which are pale beneath, and bears a profusion of
small,

deep rose-colored

ceding, and

is

flowers.

Has

Kabnia glauca,
Pale Laurel.

the

same range

as the pre-

poisonous to sheep.
Ait.

Stems slender, straggling, eight to ten inches

high; leaves oblong, white beneath; flowers few,
sub-alpine and in peat bogs

;

lilac- purple

rare.

Rhododendrofi viscosum, Torrey.

Swamp Honeysuckle.
near the coast.

Shrub four to ten

feet

high

;

Flowers fragrant, white, showy, and

of the corolla covered with viscid hairs.

in

swamps

at the base
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Torrey.

Purple Azalea, June Pink, Election Pink.

Shrub two to ten

swamps and moist ground. Eastern New Hampfeet
shire, the highlands around Monadnock, and along the ConnectiOften cultivated for
cut to Hanover, N. H., and Hartford, Vt.
high

;

in

the very showy, fragrant,

pink

flowers.

Rhododendron maxbnum, L.

A shrub eight to fifteen feet high, the broad,
Great Laurel.
Stems
wedge-shaped, evergreen leaves six to ten inches long.
two to four inches in diameter. Wood hard and fine grained.
Flowers large and very showy

;

Swamps.

rose color, turning white.

Local in this State at Richmond, Fitzwilliam, near Manchester,

North Grantham,

etc.

Rhodode7idro7i Lapponicum, Wahl.

Lapland Rose Bay.
masses.

High

alpine.

Leaves oval, an inch

Forms broad,

long, rusty dotted

carpet-like

and

scurfy.

Flowers very handsome, deep purple.

Rhododendron Rhodora, Don.
Rhodora. Wet woods and swamps. Southern part of the State,
and reaches an altitude of two thousand feet above the sea on
Monadnock. An upright shrub, two or three feet high. Stems
slender,

and bearing abundant,

Ledum

large, rose-purple flowers.

latifolium, Ait.

Labrador Tea. A low, evergreen shrub, with white flowers,
and the leaves brown-woolly beneath. Sub-alpine ; found in the
White Mountain region, and rarely in cold bogs in other parts
L- palustre, a species much resembling
found in the extreme northern part of the State.

of the State.

it,

has been

Loiseleuria procumbetis, Desv.

Alpine Azalea.
flowers,

A

low, matted

evergreen with small,

pink

forming carpet-like masses on rocks in the alpine region

of the White Mountains.
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Ilex verticillata, Gray.

Black Alder, Winter Berry. An upright, slender shrub, the
fruit growing close to the branches, and

abundant, bright-red

long into the winter.

persistent

Wet

Everywhere

grounds.

common.
Ilex Icevigata, Gray.

Smooth

Winter Berry.

Similar in habit to the

and the
Swamps and borders of ponds

but the

last,

lanceolate leaves shining above,

larger berries

stems.

;

on short

southern part

of the

State.

Nemopanthes fascicularis, Raf.

A

Mountain Holly.
high

many-branched shrub,

der stems.

common

The showy, deep-red

six or eight feet

on long, slenVery abundant on the highlands and northward, but

bark light gray.

;

fruit

to all parts of the State.

Fraxinus Americaiia, L.

One

White Ash.
of our forest
It

trees,

of the most widely distributed and valuable
but nowhere occurring in large quantities.

grows in a great variety of

ment

soils,

but attains

its

best develop-

in a strong, rocky soil, along with the beech, birch,

Although

maple.

pean ash,

it

its

wood

superior to

is

is

in strength

it

and

elasticity,

dures exposure to the weather moderately well.

known and adapted

many

to so

It

is

is

it is

becoming scarce and more valuable each

of such rapid growth that

it is

and enso well

different uses, such as carriage-

making, the handles for agricultural implements, oars
etc., that

and

not so heavy as that of the Euro-

one of the best

trees

tor boats,

year.

It

for plant-

ing, either for fuel or timber.

Fraxinus pubescens, Lam.

Red

or

Downy

as far north as

which

it

much

Ash.

Alluvial soil in the

Boscawen.

resembles.

A

Merrimack valley

smaller tree than the white ash,

Not abundant enough

to

be of

much

value.

Fraxinus sambucifolia, Lam.
Black or Brown Ash. A medium-sized tree, common to
swamps and wet lands throughout the State, but most abundant
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The old growth yields lumber
and cabinet-Avork. The easily
separated layers of the young trees are very tough, and used for
The wood
coarse baskets and hoops, bands for baling hay, etc.
is hard and considered good for fuel, but not very durable when
south of the White Mountains.

much used

for interior finishing

exposed to the weather.

Platanus

L.

occidentalis,

Buttonwood, Sycamore, or Western Plane-tree.

Occurs in the
Merrimack valley toward the coast, and along the Connecticut
Generally found very near the streams,
as far as Westmoreland.
and much more abundant formerly than now, as this species, although vigorous enough in the Mississippi valley, appears to be
falling into

decay andgradually disappearing from

It is a large

and handsome

scales

tree.

The

New England.

outer bark flakes off in large

and shows the white inner bark, thus giving the surface a

The wood

peculiar mottled appearance.

is

moderately hard

;

said to be of value for cabinet-work, but does not bear exposure
to the weather.

smoke of

It

easily cultivated,

is

cities better

than most

and bears the dust and

trees.

Sassafras officmale, Nees.
Sassafras.
irregular.

A

tree usually

twenty or thirty

Branches

feet high.

Leaves dark green, entire or lobed.

Flowers green-

and the fruit blue. Lower Merrimack valley, eastand along the Connecticut valley to Bellows
Falls.
Wood aromatic, durable, but not usually large enough to
be of much use, the bark aromatic and medicinal.
ish-yellow,

ward

to the coast,

Lindera Benzoin, Blume.

A

Fever-bush, Spice-bush.

with ash-gray bark.

Whole plant aromatic.

slender shrub, four to six feet high,

Leaves oval,
It

dark green.

Dirca

red.

palustris^ L.

Leatherwood, Wicopy, or Moosewood.
shrub, with yellowish bark, the
the leaves.

Fruit

has the same range as the sassafras.

A stout,

much-branched

yellow flowers appearing before

Bark exceedingly tough, and employed by the In-

dians for thongs.

Grows on

times cultivated for ornament.

rich,

moist

hillsides,

and

is

some-
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Ulmiis Americana, Willd.

One

White, Weeping or American Elm.
yet

common

of the largest and

never forming groves by

itself,

from the sea to the base of the mountains.

The

most imposing of our

forest trees,

specimens grow in the rich alluvium of the river valleys,

finest

has been more largely planted along the streets of the
and villages than any other tree. The wood is light,
difficult to season
strong, and tough, with the fibers interlaced

and

it

cities

;

without warping, yet

it

wheels, ox-yokes, etc.

much

is

It is

quently of rapid growth, and
potash than those of other

used for the naves of carriage-

a very heavy feeder, and conseits

more

ashes are said to yield

trees.

Ulmus racemosa, Thomas.
Cork Elm.
places.

It

is

Rare

occurs at Meriden and one or two other

;

common from

western

New York

to the Missis-

sippi.

Ulmus fulva, Michx.

Red

or Slippery Elm.

Valley of the Connecticut, usually dis-

appearing within ten miles of the
the

mouth of

the Passumpsic.

K

Ranges

river.

as far north as

middle-sized tree

heart-wood

;

reddish, heavy, and durable; the mucilaginous inner bark well

known
large

in medicine.

enough

to

This species does not occur

Ccltis occidentalism

Hackberry.

in quantities

be of practical value.

A

medium-sized

tree,

L.

resembling the elm, which

occurs sparingly along the Connecticut as far as Wells

river.

This species develops into several botanically interesting varieties,

and

is

common

along the streams of the Middle States and the

Mississippi valley.

Juglans cinerea, L.
Oilnut or Butternut.
ber and nuts.
feet in

A

diameter and sixty

a short trunk,

very valuable

When grown

in the forest,

feet high,

,

tree,
it is

both

for

its

tim-

from two to three

but in open land develops

und heavy, wide-spreading

top.

It

prefers the

alluvial soil of the river valleys, or fertile, moist hillsides,

and

is
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common

throughout the Connecticut valley and along the Merri-

mack and
is

its

it

White Mountains.

tributaries to the base of the

one of our best

that
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trees for

It

timber culture, but such a gross feeder

should not be planted near cultivated

fields.

Carya alba, Nutt.

The

Shagbark Hickory.

largest

and most valuable of our
it ranges to Lake

In the eastern part of the State

hickories.

Winnipesaukee, and in the Connecticut valley to Windsor, Vt.

Never found naturally very far from the alluvium of the streams,
The
but will grow in almost any well-drained soil when planted.
nuts are readily sold at from two to four dollars per bushel, and

bring a considerable revenue to some of the farmers of the lower

The wood

Merrimack.
class

considered the standard fuel, and first
and tool handles of various kinds. It
planted, and the work not left wholly for the
is

for carriage-work

should be largely
squirrels to do, as

is

now

the case.

Carya porcina, Nutt.
Pig Walnut or White Hickory.

A much

smaller tree than the

preceding, seldom being more than eighteen or twenty inches in
diameter, but in the forest
valuable for ax-handles,

it

grows

tall

and slender.

Wood

very

wagon-thills, spokes, hoops for cooper-

Nuts sweet and edible, but not equal to those of the

age, etc.

shagbark.

It

is

common

towards the coast.

in

the lower

Merrimack valley and
it is abundant on

In the Connecticut valley

the hills near the river in the vicinity of the state line, but

common above

is

not

Bellows Falls.

Carya tomentosa, Nutt.
Called

In

Mocker Nut

New Hampshire

quality of the

it

Hickory in the South and West.
found sparingly near the coast. The

or Black
is

wood resembles

that of C. porcina. but

it

becomes a

larger tree.

Carya amara, Nutt.
Bitter Hickory, called also Pig Walnut.
smooth-barked species, worthless except

A
for

tall,

slender, very

fuel,

as the

wood
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is

and

brittle

finds

its

farther north than

Wells

river.

bitter.

It

is

Interesting botanically because

free grained.

eastern limit in the Connecticut valley, where

any other of our

it is

swamp

called

it

ranges

hickories, the limit being at

Fruit very thin shelled,

and the kernel intensely
at the West, where it

and

prefers a moist, fertile soil,

common,

it

hickory.

Querciis alba, L.

The most valuable of our oaks. Seldom seen at
much above six or seven hundred feet above the sea.

White Oak.
elevations

and New Hampshire white oak in quality
It is put to a
in the United States.
is
greater variety of uses that require strength, hardness, and
Very little of the old growth^
elasticity, than any wood we have.
It

grows

to a large size,

unequaled by any grown

formerly in

demand

than

faster

for ship-building,

is left.

This species pre-

and grows from the acorns much
generally supposed, and should be fostered as much
It is most abundant in the eastern part of the State.
well-drained

fers a strong,
is

as possible.

soil,

In the Connecticut valley

mediate vicinity of the

it

river,

is

confined to the

hills in

the im-

extending up the tributary streams

a short distance, and disappears entirely before reaching

mouth of

the

the Passumpsic.
Qiierais bicolor, Willd.

A

Swamp White Oak.
able species,

growing

in

large-sized, very rough-barked, valu-

low, moist ground throughout Eastern

Massachusetts
occurs in the Merrimack valley as far as the
mouth of the Souhegan, and probably extends throughout Rockingham county.
;

Qnercus Frinus, L.

Rock Chestnut Oak, Mountain Oak. A medium-sized
The wood strong and durable, and considered excellent for
road sleepers.

Occurs

in belts or patches in

the State, as at Amherst and Milford.
ley

it

])arely reaches

our limits on the

tree.
rail-

the eastern part of

In the Connecticut val-

hills

of the southern part of

Winchester and Hinsdale.

Quercus prinoides, Willd.

A

dwarf

species,

making

thickets

on the sandy

plains of

the
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Wood

too small to

be of value.

Quercus

,

Has

Barren or Scrub Oak.

and contorted shrub,
;

the

same range

along the lower Connecticut.

also appears

thickets

Wang.

ilicifolia,

very

to fifteen

six

difficult to eradicate,

feet

as

the

A much

high,

last,

and

branched

forming dense

and impeding the growth of

better timber.

Quercus

tincioria,

Bartram.

A large species, common to the lower
Black or Yellow Oak.
Merrimack valley and eastward absent on the highlands, and
;

only again seen within three or four miles of the Connecticut
ceasing

river,

and gives

The wood

is

elastic,

and durable, the bark very rich

in

tannin,

North Charlestown.

at

strong, free-splitting,

a yellow dye.

deserve, for

it

This species

is

not valued as

its

would serve equally as well as white oak for

merits

many

purposes.

Quercus rubra, L.

The most widely distributed and largest of our
Very common in all parts of the State up to 1,500 feet
above the sea, and only disappears in Coos county, far north of
the White Mountains.
The timber is not nearly so heavy as
that of our other species, but, from the freedom with which it
could be split and worked, the old growth has been mostly cut
and manufactured into staves for molasses hogsheads, an industry which flourished thirty or forty years ago, but has now disap-

Red Oak.

oaks.

peared from our State, owing to the scarcity of mature timber.

Red oak grows much more

rapidly than the other kinds, and

attains a diameter of four or five feet, with a height of seventy or

eighty.

work

The younger growth

now much

is

Fagus ferruginea,
Beech.

This

come common
is

used for the bent

in chair manufacture.

reached.

is

essentially a highland tree,

until

It is

a

Ait.

common

tree

and does not be-

hundred feet above the sea
on the Connecticut-Merrimack

an altitude of

five

watershed, and enters la^-gely into the composition of the

hard-

;
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wood
etc.

Coos county.

forests of

best of

it

As

In the southern part of the State the

has been cut and used for chair-stock, bucket-hoops,
it

depends upon the seed alone

does not hold

its

own

for

company with

well in

Wood

considered a valuable tree to grow.

propagation,

it

other trees, but

is

its,

dense and heavy

not very liable to warp, but easily perishable when exposed to the
weather.

Castanea sativa. Mill, variety Americana.

This well-known and very valuable tree has a

Chestnut.

The largest area where it
Merrimack valley south of Concord, although
In the Connecit occurs sparingly considerably north of that.
ticut valley the most of it grows in the towns of Hinsdale, Winchester, and Chesterfield, but it grows near the river as far north
The large timber has long ago been cut, but it
as Windsor, Vt.
is of such rapid growth that it yields large quantities of railroad
rather limited range in this State.

flourishes

is in

ties in short

the

The wood is very durable when
much employed in fencing.

periods of time.

exposed to the weather, and has been
It

is

much

houses,

used as a cabinet wood, and for interior work of

building-timber, etc., and

couraged wherever
well-drained

it

will

grow.

its

It

planting should be en-

flourishes best

in strong,

soil.

Coryltis Americana., Walt.

Common Wild
ets,

hillsides.

teen

Hazel.

feet

slender shrub, forming dense thick-

Stems sometimes two inches
Nuts edible

high.

which they resemble

The

A

mostly in the river valleys and southern exposures on the

;

;

fif-

filbert,

inclosed in a leathery, rounded involucre.

squirrels get the bulk of the fruit.

proved so as to

in diameter, eight to

smaller than the English

rival its

Possibly

it

might be im-

English cousin.

Corylus rostrata., Ait.

Beaked Hazel. A smaller species than the preceding. Commonest northward, in rich woods. Fruit inclosed in a long,
beaked involucre, and in size and quality closely resembling the
preceding species.
Ostrya

Hop Hornbeam,

Virginica.,

Willd.

Iron-Wood, Lever-Wood.

A

slender tree,
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with light-colored bark, brown -tipped branches, and birch-like
Fruit inclosed in inflated sacs, which resemble those of

leaves.

Seldom more than

the hop.

a foot or eighteen

Occurs in

forty feet high, with a diameter of

Wood

inches.

and

white, very hard

stiff.

most abundantly along the

parts of the State, but

all

high lands and northward.

Carpinus Caroliniana, Walt.

American Hornbeam, Blue or River Beech. A large shrub or
low tree, with wide-spreading branches, and blue-gray, fluted
Wood hard, white, and heavy, but too small to be of
trunk.

much

service.

Both

streams.

known

times

Grows throughout the State, near the larger
and the one mentioned above are some-

this tree

as iron-wood.

Myrica Gale, L.
Sweet Gale.

Shrub two or three

White Mountains.

Wax

Found

chiefly south of the

Leaves aromatic.

Myrica
Bayberry,

growing along the

feet high,

borders of ponds and in wet places.

Myrtle.

A

cerifera, L.

shrub from three to eight

feet high,

with deep green, shining, resinous-dotted, very fragrant leaves.
Fruit a

bony

nut, incrusted with a white wax,

times collected under the

mon

name

which

is

of "Bayberry tallow. "

some-

Com-

near the sea, somewhat frequent in the Merrimack valley,

but only in one or two localities in the southwestern part of the
State.

Myrica
Sweet Fern.
leaves.

Grows

A

asplenifolia,

Endl.

low, bushy shrub, with sweet-scented, fernlike

best in

dry,

oak

in the

and is common
Ranges with the white

sterile localities,

throughout the eastern part of the State.

Connecticut valley.

Betula
Black Birch.

A

tree

lenta, L.

sometimes two to four

feet in

but usually not more than eighteen inches or two
dark-colored, scaling from the trunk

when

old

;

diameter,

feet.

Bark

heart-wood red-
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dish

;

this species therefore

The wood

sometimes called cherry or mahog-

heavier than that of the other birches,

any
and takes the best polish, is much used in turning and cabinetwork, and makes a superior fuel. Its range is from the seacoast
westward over the southern highlands, and in the Connecticut
valley finds its northern limit a little beyond that of the chestnut.
birch.

is

Betula

The

Yellow Birch.

and

feet in diameter,

young
grows

in

wood is
it much

Michx.

largest of our birches, often three or four

The bark

sixty or seventy feet high.

of the

whence comes the common name. It
all parts of the State, but is most abundant in places
more than five hundred feet above the sea level. The

trees

which are

lutea,

yellow,

is

nearly as valuable as that of the preceding species, which

resembles in grain and density.

manufacture, and, like

all

It is

much

used in chair

species of birch, yields superior char-

coal.

Betula papyri/era, Marshall.

White Birch, Canoe
of the State, but

Birch.

may be

This species

is

found

in all parts

called one of the types of the

division of our flora, as

it is

common on

the most

Canadian
highlands,

and only ceases to exist when the alpine area of the White
Mountains is reached. It is conspicuous because of its very
white bark, which was used by the Indians for making their
canoes; and as it is easily separated into thin layers, it can be
used for a variety of purposes, like the making of baskets, etc.
This tree is sometimes two or three feet in diameter, and sixty
the wood moderately hard, yet capable of
much used for spools, bobbins, chairwork,
when properly cured, makes a good fuel, but

or seventy feet high

;

a good polish, and
boxes, etc., and,

very easily decays upon exposure to the weather.
rapid growth,

it is

Being of very

of value for quickly reforesting lands, and pre-

paring for a growth of oak or other slow-growing

trees.

Betula nigra, L.
River or

Red

Birch.

A

medium-sized

streams in the southern part of the State.

tree

found sparingly near

The

leaves are acutish
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The

also the fruit.

is

light colored.

is

Betula populifolia, Ait.
Poplar-leaved, White or

shire,

ranging as

far

A

Gray Birch.

Common

diameter, and dingy white bark.

slender tree of small
to Eastern

Conway and around

north as

Monadnock, and along the Connecticut

to

Westmoreland.

useful as fuel in the vicinity of the large villages, but

such markets
coal, for
for

it is

which

making
As it is

hoops, in the

coarse cooperage.

of

shoots are

much used

fish barrels,

nail kegs,

and other
and suc-

easily

ceeds well in the most sterile

char-

The young

excellent.

^s

Wood

back from

making

of more value as a material for

it

New Ham-

the base of

grown from the

soils, it

seed,

could probably be used for

a nurse in the starting of pine and other trees, which will not
grow in such places without some protection when first sown.
Betula pumila, L.

Low

Birch.

Shrubby

Winnipesaukee and

\

in the

two to eight

feet

White Mountain

high.

region.

Near Lake
Rare.

Betula glandulosa, Michx.

Dwarf Birch.

A

slender, half-trailing species, confined to the

alpine region of the White Mountains.

Alnus

viridis,

DC.

Green or Mountain Alder. A stout shrub, with bright green
Forms dense thickets in the sub-alpine ravines
of the White Mountains, and occurs sparingly throughout Co5s
colored branches.

county.

Alnus incana, Willd.

Common

or Speckled Alder.

A

tall

shrub, with stems one to

four inches in diameter, and having few branches.
as

forming thickets along

all

Well known

of the smaller streams, and in

swampy places. Wood soft, of some use for fuel, and the charmade of it sometimes used in the manufacture of gunpowder.

coal

Salix Candida, Willd.

Hoary Willow.

Shrub

six or eight feet high,

with narrow,
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downy

lance-shaped leaves,

above, and white woolly beneath.

In bogs from Lancaster northward, and on the upper Androscoggin.
Salix

Low and

Dwarf Gray Willow.
height, with

Near the

downy

Ait.

tristis,

slender

around Nashua, and rarely

coast,

Forms low masses

part of the State.

;

a foot or two in

or gray-woolly leaves and tips of the branches.
in the southwestern

in very dry, sterile soil.

Salix humilis, Marshall.
Prairie Willow.

the

Usually three or four

feet high,

Runs into many
common dwarf willow of hillsides and barren

oblong,

downy

or woolly leaves.

with wedge-

varieties,

and

is

plains.

Salix discolor, Muhl.

Pussy Willow, Glaucous Willow.
high, large enough for

Among

Flowers golden.

Treelike, ten or fifteen feet

Low

fuel.

grounds and moist

hillsides.

the earliest of the willows.

Salix sericea, Marshall.

A slender

Silky Willow.

species,

forming upright clumps

five

or six feet high, in the vicinity of streams; leaves very narrow,

smooth above,

Flowers greenish.

fine silky beneath.

Salix petiolaris, Smith.

This willow
is

is

sometimes found with the preceding

species,

and

very similar in habit, but with smoother leaves and long-pedi-

celled fruit.

Salix cordata, Muhl.

Stems

Heart-leaved Willow.
or half-trailing

;

five

or six feet long; inclined,

leaves narrow, heart-shaped at the base.

commonest willow along

the sand-bars

and banks of the

The
larger

streams.

Salix rostrata, Richardson.

Livid Willow.

Ten

or fifteen feet high; usually with a short

trunk and a much-branched head.

when
lands.

first

expanding

in spring.

Prefers rather dry soil.

Leaves very veiny, and livid

Common

throughout the high-
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Salix phylicifolia, L.

Alpine ravines of the White Mountains

Green Willow.
little known.

;

rare,

and

Salix lucida, Muhl.

A

Shining Willow.

very handsome species

Usually ten or

near streams.

taper-pointed, shining leaves.

Salix

Worthy

7iigra,

This one

foot in diameter.

common

of culture for ornament.

is

native species which rises

often forty feet high

and a

confines itself very closely to the borders of

It

the larger streams.

rather

Marsh.

The only one of our

Black Willow.

to the dignity of a tree.

;

with broad, ovate,

fifteen feet high,

The

leaves are very long

and narrow, taper-

pointed.

Salix alba, L.

This species, which often becomes a tree three

White Willow.

or four feet in diameter, was introduced from Europe,

come
wood

well naturalized throughout
is

light, strong,

This species
for

is

the

and durable, and

useful for

one so extensively planted

wind-breaks, fencing, and

With

fuel.

in the

us

it is

and has be-

The
many purposes.

most parts of the

State.

Western States
better than

any

other tree to plant along river banks where they are in danger of

There are numerous

being undermined by freshets.

varieties.

Salix fragilis, L.

Crack Willow.

This also

is

a large tree, early introduced

along with the white willow, with greener and smoother leaves,

and longer

fruit

which

brid forms throughout

is

plainly stalked.

New

It

occurs in

many hy-

England.

Salix longifolia, Muhl.

Long-leaved Willow.
its

A common Western species,

which finds

eastern limit along the Connecticut river, occurring from

moreland

to

better than

the Massachusetts

any other American species

Salix uva-ursi, Pursh,

Salix argyocafpa, Anders, and
24

line.

The

West-

slender shoots are

for basket-work.
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Salix herbacea, L., are

all

dwarf alpine species, chiefly confined

Mt. Washington,

to the treeless area of

Empetrum nigrum,
Crowberry.
alpine

A

L.

common

low, matted, evergreen shrub,

White Mountain region

;

in the

fruit black.

Populus tremuloides, Michx.

Rocky Moun-

Called Quaking Asp in the

American Aspen.
tains.

The most widely

distributed of our poplars,

being found

up to 3,000 feet altitude, and in all vaUsually a small tree ten to
rieties of soil except deep swamps.
Springs
eighteen inches in diameter, and forty to sixty feet high.
up oftentimes in great abundance, where woodlands have been
The wood, when seasoned under cover, makes
entirely cleared.
in all parts of the State,

excellent fuel, but

it

easily decays

when exposed

to the weather.

This species until recently was considered nearly worthless, but
has

now become

of considerable value for the manufacture of

pulp for paper.

Populus grandidentata, Michx.

Ranges nearly with

Large-toothed Aspen, or Black Poplar.

the last-mentioned species, but most abundant within the altitudes

of 500 and 2,000 feet above the sea.
the

Quaking Asp, being

diameter.

Wood

A

tree

much

sixty to eighty feet high

larger than

and two

very white, of light weight, and strong,

for furniture, interior

feet in

— good

work, and for paper-making.

Populus balsamifera, L.

and the variety candicans, known as
With us it is native to the Congenerally near the river, becoming more plentiful

Balsam Poplar

Balm of Gilead.
necticut valley,

northward.
but

is

;

A

both

it

large species.

The variety candicans is rarely found in a wild state,
commonly planted, and botanically seems to be a

the form

transition between this

and the next

species.

very rapid grower, and makes large timber.
soft,

tough-grained, and easily decays.

shoots from the roots as to

become

It

This poplar

The wood

is

is

a

very

spreads so rapidly by

a pest where the land

is

at all
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could often be employed in waste lands where a

quick-growing tree

is

desirable for fuel.

Populus

monilife7'a, Ait.

This and the preceding species are known

Necklace Poplar.

"Cottonwood."

through the West as

It

barely comes within

our limits, being confined to the immediate vicinity of the Connecticut river,
land.

It is

and disappears near

a large, handsome

to the other poplars for

Westmoreand probably would be equal

the northern part of

tree,

paper-making.

Pinus Strobus, L.
White Pine.

The

largest,

most

useful,

and having the greatest

range of distribution of our conifers, being everywhere

from the sea to 2,500

common,

Originally two great belts oc-

feet altitude.

cupied the valleys of the Merrimack and Connecticut, which contained

some of the

nificent forest has

finest

timber

in

New England

;

but this mag-

long since disappeared, few scattered rem-

nants only remaining.

more than two hundred

Specimens have been known which were
high and six or eight feet in diameter.

feet

The white pine seeds very freely, and the site of the ancient
is
indicated by tracts of vigorous saplings which in
twenty or thirty years are good to cut for pail and fish-barrel
staves, laths, clapboards, box boards, etc., and in sixty years yields
good timber and boards. Springing up as it does on so many
worn-out and abandoned farms, it has made industry and wealth
possible to many parts of the State which otherwise would have
been wholly deserted. As it is our most useful evergreen, so it is
the easiest to be made to grow, or it could not hold its own so
well against the constant cutting to which it is subjected, and
forest

in

any scheme of

forest culture in

our State

it

must hold the

fore-

most place.

Pinus

rigida^ Miller.

This and the next species may be considered
AUeghanian division of our flora, because at their

Pitch Pine.
types of the

upper limit they approximate very closely to the contour line of
six

hundred

feet.

The

to seventy feet high,

pitch pine,

and two

when

feet in

fully

grown,

is

from

fifty

diameter, with heavy, very

;
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resinous wood, which

ber

well suited for flooring

is

and building tim-

but the old growth, which accords with this description, has

;

and scrubby,
also makes
good charcoal. It is most common from the Merrimack valley
It delights
to the sea and to the base of the White Mountains.
in dry, sterile soil, and forms large tracts of wood land on the
broad sandy plains of the Merrimack valley and lake region. It
is to be met with, where the soil is favorable, in the southern highlands up to I, coo feet above the sea, and along the Connecticut
to the mouth of the Passumpsic.
nearly disappeared, and the second growth

than anything else

better adapted to fuel

;

is

short

the

wood

Piiws resinosa, Ait.

Red
is

name
is

Pine, also

commonly

erroneous, as this tree
also is a

is

bad one,

Norway

called

wood

as the

is

name which
The botanical

Pine, a

not a native of Europe.

not specially resinous.

a very handsome species, growing from sixty to

high, holding well

diameter, and makes excellent building

its

timber and floor boards.
less

eral

common, being

It will

by the pitch pine, and

timber
the

ranges with the pitch pine, but

It

tree,

first

it is

is

usually in groves of from a few acres to sev-

hundreds in extent.

ferred

It

eighty feet

as

grow
it is

well in the sterile soil pre-

so

much more

valuable as a

preferable for planting in such places.

twenty years of growth

it

During

attains a larger diameter than

either the white or pitch pine.

Picea nigra, Link.
Black Spruce.

Belongs to the Canadian divison of our

the most abundant conifer of upper Coos, the

region,

and the higher

of the Connecticut-Merrimack

parts

watershed; next to the white pine, the most important
green, and, with the balsam

White Mountain

area.

fir,

the last to give

there

It

flora

White Mountain

way

ever-

to the alpine

becomes dwarfed, with a short

trunk, two or three feet high, with dense branches, spreading

twenty-five or thirty feet,

upon.

Its

making a mat strong enough

to

walk

timber composes the greater part of the drives of logs

which are annually
and Androscoggin.

down
The wood

floated

the Connecticut, Merrimack,
is

light,

elastic,

and strong,

;
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valuable for a great variety of uses, both for inside

work, paper pulp,

ward

it

etc.

and outside

In the White Mountain region and north-

grows very rapidly, but on the southern highlands, where

the old growth has been mostly removed, the younger does not

seem

to start quickly,

and the timber

is

coarse

and knotty.

Picea alba, Link.

White Spruce.

A

Canadian

species,

abundant around the

sources of the Connecticut, disappearing at the Fifteen-mile falls

on

that river.

It is

a medium-sized tree, the

line,

wood

similiar to

more symmetrical

that of the black spruce, but the tree

in out-

with light-colored bark and a bluish-green appearance to

the leaves.

Abies balsamea, Miller.

Ranges with the black spruce, and equally comthe White Mountains and Coos county.
In
the southern part of the State, around the sources of the Contoocook and Miller's rivers, are extensive swamps where this is the
prevailing timber.
It is the most symmetrical of the spruces
sometimes attains two feet in diameter
is short lived, and until
Balsam

mon

Fir.

with

it

in

;

recently considered worthless, but
for

is

now considered

to

be good

boards and shingles, which bear exposure to the weather as

hemlock.
The trunk is covered with large blisters,
which yield the Canada balsam employed in medicine and mi-

well as the

croscopy.
Tstiga Canadensis, Carriere.

The most widely

Hemlock.

distributed of our spruces, rang-

ing from the sea to 2,000 feet altitude in the

White Mountains,
and disappearing before reaching upper Coos county, but appears
again in the valley of the St Lawrence.
A large tree, and when
young the most graceful of our conifers ; well adapted for ornamental planting.

Its

bark

is

so

much sought

after for

tanning

and the wood for boards, shingles, and building timber,
the old growth is mostly gone.
It does not seed so freely as

leather,

that

the pines, but with a little care

and a

and protection can be easily grown,
hemlock forest would probably yield a revenue
of one of white pine.

tract of

next to that
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Larix Americana, Michx.

The only

American Larch, Hackmatack, Tamarack.

decid-

uous-leaved conifer found in the northeastern part of the United

A

States.

tall,

slender tree, preferring cold, highland swamps,

but occasionally met with in Eastern

New

Hampshire.

In Ches-

Monadnock, on the watershed of the Contoocook and Miller's rivers, are great swamps where the tree is
Then in Dalton, Lisbon, Whitefield, and Bath
very abundant.
in the Connecticut valley, and Milan, Millsfield, and Dummer on
The roots strike
the Androscoggin, it appears in great quantity.
hire county, south of

out at right angles from the trunk, generally three or four very

The tree is dug up, and four or six feet of the trunk
taken off with the roots, to be sav/ed up into the " knees " used

large ones.

The timber is hard, very heavy, and moderately
when exposed to the weather. Probably inferior to the
European larch, but would be a good tree to grow upon lands

in ship-building.

durable

that cannot be easily drained.

Thuya

occidentalis, L.

Arbor-Vitte, or White Cedar.
typical conifer of the

This

may be considered

Canadian division of our

flora,

the

being

mostly confined to the upper part of Coos county, disappearing
in the

over,

White River narrows near HanWhite
has light, soft, very durable wood, excel-

Connecticut valley

and only seen

Mountains.

at the

in a few isolated localities south of the

This tree

lent for shingles, fencing, telegraph poles, etc.
tains a diameter of three feet, but not usually

or twenty inches, and a height of

fifty

It

sometimes

or sixty feet.

used to plant for evergreen hedges, and in this form
in all

towns and

at-

more than eighteen
It is
is

much

common

villages.

Chamcecyparis sphcsroidea, Spach.

White Cedar, Cypress. Until recently classed botanically as a
With us it is limited to Rockingham county near
A middle-sized tree,
the coast, in deep swamps and marshes.
true cypress.

with

wood

similar to that of the arbor vitae.

boards, shingles, telegraph poles, and fencing.

Useful for boat
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Jiiniperus Virginiana, L.

Red Cedar.

A

small tree, growing in dry, sterile

soil.

It

is

most frequent in the southeastern part of the State.

Appears in

the Connecticut valley sparingly as far as Haverhill,

and found

also in Hart's Location.
fuel

Wood

very durable, and valuable for

and fencing, and the handsome, deep-red heart-wood for
It has the slowest growth of any of our

ornamental purposes.
conifers.

Junipenis coinmitnis^ L.
Savin.

A

prostrate, wide-spreading shrub,

overruns worn-out lands.

Has

the

same range

which sometimes
as the red cedar.

Taxtis Canadensis, Willd.

Canadian Yew, or Ground Hemlock.
habit,

has brownish

green

resembling a red berry.
the State.

leaves,

Grows

the

in cold,

Much

like the savin in

becoming fleshy,
deep woods throughout
fruit

NOTES ON FORESTRY SUBJECTS.
BV

Some twenty

years

J.

more or

D.

LYMAN.

less since,

by invitation

I

attended

a meeting of the Board of Agriculture at Durham, and met there
not only several members of that Board but other speakers,

whom

among

was a prominent agricultural editor (since deceased) from

Notwithstanding I had early in life been taught
woods were " dark and dank " (wet), I had found when
logging in the woods in the summer and fall that the ground was
very dry.
I had also noticed that not only the hoed crops but
that the sown grain and grass growing under thrifty shade trees
were the first to show signs of drought, and that common broadleaved trees cut when in full leaf and left untrimmed were rapidly
seasoned, and that by thus cutting quickly decaying trees, the
birches, beeches, and poplars, for instance, in summer and leaving
them untrimmed, that they seasoned without sap rotting; and noticing that a ton of young grass cut in the morning of a drying
day would at night weigh only some half a ton, and seeing no
Massachusetts.

that the

reason

was

why

left

the

mown

grass threw off water faster than that

which

standing, and remembering that Halle was quoted in

Comstock's Natural Philosophy as saying that a cabbage-plant
threw off some half

its

weight in water daily when growing,

I

had come to suspect that thrifty trees and all other plants threw
off during the months of their rapid growth so much water through
their leaves that the ground on which they grew must be rapidly
exhausted of its water, and that, however dark the woods might
the ground under thrifty growing trees and farm crops
must be rapidly dried instead of remaining "dank." In the

be,
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asked this question

"Is the ground under

:

a rapidly growing forest during June, July, and August more moist
than

it

would be were

it

nude

"

?

The Massachusetts editor rather

more wet in the woods
none but an idiotic person could
The lamented Hon. Hiram R. Roberts,

discourteously replied that the ground was

and suggested

in

amount

ask such a question.

that

and Doctor Paul Stackpole, of Dover, noticing the curtness of the
learned editor's reply to the honestly put question, both arose and
said that the thought was new to them, but stated some things
which they had noticed which tended to confirm the idea that
thrifty growing plants, whether they be trees or those grown by

upon which they were

farmers for crops, quickly dried the ground

(Let no one think that the editor referred to was

growing.

lamented friend Gov. Brown, for such
time

that

I

is

have sought information upon

not the fact.)

my

Since

this interesting subject

and libraries. At the Bureau of Forestry at
Washington in 1 885, and at the Smithsonian Institute, I could find
no one informed upon the subject. So far as I could learn they
had given no attention to the subject, but knew the woods were
dark and supposed the land they covered "dank. "
My gerial
friend Giles of the "Garden and Forest " had no other theory.
In
the forestry division of the United States Agricultural Report
in various quarters

for 1883,

" Where
page 493, the chief of the Forestry Bureau says
left on the hillsides to catch the raindrops
:

the trees have not been
for

man and

store

them at their feet dun^ dispense them seasonably

needs demand,

as his

.

.

dry river-beds prevail, mill-wheels

are stopped, tens of thousands
idle,

dependent upon them

for

bread are

owners cannot get dividends, boats are stopped, business

deranged, the husbandman's crops wither and the springs

Such has been the general theory.

Whether

my

fail."

spoken and

published doubts of this generally believed theory, and ray earnest
talks,

not to say controversies, with the forest

United States upon
it

matters not.

sending

my

this subject,

officials

have caused them

of the

to investigate,

In their report for 1889, received yesterday after

article

for this

year's report

(United States Ag.

Report, page 31), I find the estimate of the amount of water
transpired from the leaves of an acre of fifty or sixty year old

beech

forest

during the warm months of a year to be 1,972,000

.
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pounds, or enough to cover the ground thirteen inches in depth.
This, with what would be evaporated from the land

and what
would make forest-covered
ground here pretty dry almost any summer. Besides this, more
than one half the weight added to trees by their growth of leaves
would quickly run

off after

rains,

and bark, and of wood above and beneath the surface of the

soil,

On

page 314 of the report before quoted, it is said that
the amount of water sent off through the leaves of cone-bearing
trees is only from one sixth to one tenth of the amount transpired
is

water.

by the broad -leaved
lowing table

is

trees,

and notwithstanding

this fact the fol-

given as showing the condition of the

a growth of spruce.

We may

well ask.

What

is

soil

under

the condition of

the soil under thrifty broad-leaved trees with from six to ten times
as

much water

taken from the ground and sent into the air through

from

their leaves than

spruce forest

this

?

I

quote

from the

report.
*'

305,

In addition to the experiments in this respect cited on page

we give

the following results of the experiments of Dr. E.

Ebermayer, which refer to tl^e amount of water contained in a
heavy loam soil under a forest of spruce twenty-five, sixty, and

one hundred and twenty years old, and a naked soil
(40 centimeters) and 32-inch (80 centimeters) depth.

at

16-inch

WATER CONTENTS OF A LOAMY SAND; RESULTS BY SEASONS
PRESSED IN PERCENTAGES OF THE WEIGHT OF THE SOIL.

Naked
25 years old.

60 years old.

EX-

soil.

120 years old

Season.
32

aver-

16

32

inch inch. age. inch. inch.

32 aver16
aver
32 aver- 16
age inch. inch. age- inch. inch. age.
.

.

Winter (January and Feb
ruary)

Spring (March to May).

Summer (June

to

.

20.23 17.00 18.61 18.06 17.76 17.91 '9-75 22.44'2i.o9 19.96 24-73 22.35
18.62 18.02 18.32 15.29 16.28 15.78 17-47 20.83119.15 20.66 20.51 20.58
16.22 15.96
•7-03 15.72 17.78 20.901 ig.97 19.97 19.98 19.97

August) 15.10

(September to No16.57
vember)

Fall

" These

figures

show

19.46 17.17 20.04

16.52

that a

loam

soil

under

forest

cover

is

apt to

open field,
be
less so under an old and scattered growth than under a younger
"
growth or thicket, and that at all seasons.
drier in the depth of the root-region than in the

:

.
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and
and boats running, crops growing, and the laborers fed, as official reports from
Their and other people's
the same office stated six years before.
theory of regulating the rainfall by setting out or cutting trees
Immediately under the mulching
has shared about the same fate.
undergrowth,
forest
free
from
and perhaps in any
in
a
leaves
of
forest, an inch or two of the ground will very likely be found more
And hence the chief of the
moist than it would were it naked.
Forestry Bureau still clings to the belief that wood-covered lands
But I think the statements he
are more moist than the naked.
This

store

is

far

them

at their roots

trees catch the raindrops

and thereby keep

mills

makes and the tables he quotes demonstrate, if reliable, that such
is far from being true with lands well covered with thrifty broadI have never denied that it might be so in old forleaved trees.
ests

which had ceased to gain in growth.

Trees and other plants

of the same kind, I think likely, transpire in proportion to the

Could we save the water which in winand distribute it when needed our
crops might be greatly increased and our rivers, like the Nile, diminished by the water used by farmers. The roots of rapid-growing trees in spring or well are like topers at a whisky barrel, and
the more of them the faster the fluids disappear. The report
rapidity of their growth.

ter and spring runs to waste

says

" The amounts transpired by agricultural crops and other low
vegetation, weeds, etc., have been found to be considerably larger,
as will

be seen from the resultsof the

ney, which

I

with the foregoing results

:

Agricultural Crops.

Winter rye
Barley

Peas

Red clover (first
Summer rye

season)

. .

Oats
Beans

Red

latest investigations

by Woll-

have calculated per acre to make them comparable

clover (second season)
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A

Massachusetts gentleman reports great success in farming by

storing the surpkis water in his

ing

compact subsoil instead of drain-

it off.

To calm

the fears of those

who

follow the teachings of the

under the Secretary of Agriculture
at Washington and believe that we are on the eve of a wood and
lumber famine, I will state that their estimate of the forest area
chiefs of the Forestry Division

United States, leaving out the vast forests of Alaska, is
hundred and ninety million acres (490,000,000), and from
the last census report they quote the amount of lumber cut in

of the
four

1879 ^s

3,

five

cubic

over eighteen billion

little

They

356,000).

feet

feet,

board measure (18,091,

also say that the forests in

per acre each year.

Germany grow

and the Poto-

the yearly growth of forests between Massachusetts

mac

river

years.

is

On

a cord and a half, or 192 cubic

feet, for

for fifty years, the trees

hundred and

having been cut

first

forty

thirty cubic feet a year
just half a

the land had been cultivated for potatoes.

feet

the

the William P. Tuttle farm in Dover, N. H., an acre

in white pine grew over two

forests

fifty-

Dr. Sturtevant's estimate for

would only average

of growth annually.

like those of

century after

But supposing our

Germany,

fifty-five

cubic

This would give us a yearly growth of

twenty six billion nine hundred and

fifty

million cubic feet (26,

Half of this in timber would give us a yearly
growth of one hundred and sixty-one billion seven hundred million feet of boards (161,700,000,000). Yet we are told by these
high United States officials that we are rapidly exhausting our
950,000,000).

forests

by cutting a

000), or a

little

little

over eighteen billion feet (18,091,156,

over three cubic feet a year from each acre.

AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS.

GRANITE STATE

DAIRYMEN'S

ASSOCIA-

TION.

OFFICERS.

J.

C.

Hopkinton.

M. Connor, President
H. Waterhouse, Vice-President
B. Williams,

G.

Vice-President

Cornish.

Walpole.

.

Webster.

Secretary
J. L. Gerrish,

N.

J.

Andover.

Bachelder, Treasurer

TRUSTEES.

Hampstead.

O. M. Tenney, Rockinghat7i County
S.

C.

G.

S.

Ham,

Barrington.

Strafford County

Philbrick, Belknap County

Tilton.

.

L. T. Brown, Carroll County

Tuftonboro'.

W.
W.

Hillsboro'.

F. Daniell,

Merrimack County

S.

E. Gay. Hillsborough County
F. Merrill, Cheshire County

P.

M. Rossi ter, Sullivan County

W.

D. Baker, Grafton County

Franklin.

Keene.
Claremont.

.

Quincy.
Whitefield.

L. T. Hazen, Cods County

SECRETARY'S REPORT.
The

fifth

annual meeting of the

Granite State

Dairymen's

Association was held at Plymouth, January lo, 1890, the day

fol-

lowing the meeting of the State Board of Agriculture at the same
place.

There were present, besides the officers of the association,
New Hampshire and several from

leading farmers and dairymen of
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Vermont and Massachusetts.

the neighboring States of

J.

M.

Connor, of Hopkinton, president of the association, presided,
calling the meeting to order at lo o'clock and delivering the
following address.

ANNUAL ADDRESS.
BY

J.

M. CONNOR.

Gentlemen of the Dairymen' s Association
It is a

:

source of congratulation that the Granite State Dairy-

men's Association meets to-day under favorable auspices, having
been recognized by the State as one of the instrumentalities for
devoloping her agricultural resources, she having made an annual
appropriation of

hundred dollars to carry on the work con-

five

templated by this organization.

A

brief allusion to the circumstances

ciation into being

may

which brought

this asso-

not be out of place at this time.

Dur-

ing the winter of 18S3-84, we wrote several articles for the agricultural press, urging the importance of such an organization to

aid in the devolopment of our dairy interest, which at that time

was not on the plane

it

now

occupies.

Acting upon these sug-

1884 a call appeared in the agricultural columns of the "*Mirror and Farmer," signed by C. H. Waterhouse, of Barrington, requesting all interested to meet at a given
gestions, in the spring of

time

at the

City Hotel in Manchester, for the purpose of consider-

ing the proposition and taking steps to organize a dairymen's association.

Owing

persons heeded the

to the unfavorable weather only six or eight
call.

After a thorough canvass of the subject,

a committee of two was chosen, consisting of myself and the late

James O. Adams, to
and also to prepare a

call a

meeting

in

Concord

draft for a constitution to

at

an early day,

be presented for

consideration at the meeting.

According

to notice a

meeting was held March

18, 1884, in

White's opera house. Concord, which was attended by nearly one
hundred persons. The present constitution was submitted to the

meeting and adopted, and a board of

officers

chosen under

it.

Since then the association has held several meetings, most of them

attended with a marked interest, notably the

last

annual meeting
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connection with the Board of Agriculture, creating

in

a wide-spread influence not bounded by state

lines.
Such, briefly,
an outline of the birth and progress of an association of humble origin, which assembles to-day with anticipations of future
is

usefulness.

The annual appropriation voted by the State must be judiciously
and economically applied and this will do much to relieve the
pressing wants heretofore felt, but we must keep in view the fact
that to make this association a live, practical, and progressive
body, earnest labor and a

spirit of sacrifice, without the thought
must pervade our membership. I trust this
be enabled, during the coming winter and spring,

of compensation,
association will
to

hold dairy conferences in different sections of the State.
In presenting a few thoughts of a general character,

we

are im-

pressed with the depression that hangs over agriculture throughout the country

and especially here in the
by prophesying

dare stake his reputation

porary

Have

?

that this

is

only tem-

come to stay ?
one can be found who has the means

these adverse condition

only here and there

If

Will any one

East.

and possesses the ability to adapt himself to all the improvements
of the times and by keen vision succeeds in a tolerable manner,
what

is

to

become of the ninety and nine who

nately situated?
battle-cry,

are not thus fortu-

If the "survival of the fittest"

how many,

is

to

be the

think you, will survive?

Within a brief period the silo has come to us, heralded as havBut to-day, with all the advantages it
its wings.

ing healing in

money

affords, there is less

in

making

beef, in raising

young stock

advent of the silo.
" Cheap production and superior products " is to be the future

and

selling steers, than before the

cry of the great
ing

to.

Let

the contest.

army of consumers.

us, then,

We

is

what we are com-

have the satisfaction of feeling

supreme importance
the husbandmen.

This

brace up like men, and prepare ourselves for

—

that this contest will build

— and

it is

of

up and develop

As competition sharpens and the contest nar-

rows, science must be called to his aid, accurate business methods

adopted, brute force substituted for manual labor.

His vision

must extend world wide, to comprehend the laws of demand and
supply as affecting the value of farm products.
25
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Of

all branches of farm work, none require a keener observamore accurate methods, a broader field that calls into active
and according to
use all the faculties, than that of dairying
The cow and
the present outlook there is none that pays better.
and pig are our main reliance, our prime source of profit to-day.

tion,

;

When

this association

was started, only

five years ago, there

New Hampshire comparatively little
Now we have nearly thirty in the
workings.

was hardly a creamery in

;

was known of its
manufacturing in the vicinity of one and a half million

State,

Creameries are doing much to edumethods of managing his dairy stock

pounds of butter annually.
cate the average farmer into

and introducing more system into

his

business.

Nevertheless

there are inequalities about the associated creamery system which
it

be

will

overcome.

difficult to

The patron who keeps cows
ity

and

no

that needs

that

artificial

make

butter of superior qual-

coloring must contribute from his

superior standard to average up those patrons far below

him

in

Thus many a patron of our creamery
system who keeps poor butter cows, whose methods of feeding
and general management would not entitle him to much consideration by himself, by association with superiors becomes their
the scale of excellence.

equal.

of

While we would commend associated dairying to the farmers
this State for what it has done and for what it is capable of

doing,

let

It

us never lose sight of the importance of the private

Here

dairy.

it is

that

one reaps the

full

benefit of his painstaking.

should be the aim of every one living convenient

sumer,

who makes

dairying a specialty, to

directly to the consumer.

when once introduced

No

class of

men

he has a

into a family

of other farm products.
to the producer, are

If

The

it

sell all

to the con-

products

his

first-class article

of butter,

paves the way for the sale

profits of the

middle-man,

if

saved

an item of no small consideration.

should be more earnest to stamp out fraud and

imposition than the

tillers

of the

soil.

All their productions,

coming from mother earth, bear the impress of nature's handiwork.
Not until these productions come into the hands of trades
and professions do they become more or less a counterfeit.
There

is

but one phase of the farmer's business that stains his

fair reputation.

The coloring of

his butter

bears the impress of

:
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may and

of fraudulent imitation.
Then can he fight the battle for " honest butter " with a " con"
science void of offence.
should be wiped out as the

last vestige

Dairymen of New Hampshire, we have reason
the advance

made within

constantly increasing tide of

that finds
a large

its

to

be proud of

Now some

Boston get their supply of butter from

largest hotels in

The

these last few years.

way

summer

into nearly every

town

travelers

of the

this State.

and boarders
is becoming

in the State,

Let us labor earnestly

customer for our dairy products.

fame may be
and mountain scenery of

to raise the standard of these products so that their

co-extensive with the pure air, water,

our noble State.

REPORT OF JUDGE ON BUTTER EXHIBITS.
BY

E. A.

HARRIS, BOSTON, MASS.

Ladies and Gentlemen

Your exhibit
the year

but

;

I

a very good exhibit indeed for this season of

is

am

sorry to say

it

has been judged under not very

place the room was exceedand most of the butter was very much frozen, and another very serious objection to the room in which the butter was
placed is that the ceiling is a deep blue, and a blue shade was
I took every sample of it to the winreflected on the butter.
dow and tried to get unadulterated light upon it. The number
of exhibitors was fifty-one, and the number of the different exhibThe highest award was
its was something over one hundred.
favorable circumstances.

In the

first

ingly cold

given to the Haverhill creamery, 96 points.

Mr. Blake

:

I

would ask you

to give

the scale on which the

butter was scored.

Mr. Harris: Flavor 50 points,
points,

and 10

for salt;

You cannot make

grain

25

points, color 15

but every one of them was 10 on

salt.

and unless some of them
were very objectionable, credit was given them for ten points.
Some people want an ounce of salt to the pound, while others
want but

little.

a standard for

salt,
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In the creamery prints, the

first

prize was given to the Island

View creamery, Whitefield, which scored 92 points. The Belthe
knap creamery, Laconia, came second, scoring 88 points
The Contoocook Valley
color of that was very nearly perfect.
creamery, Henniker, came third, scoring 87 points.
;

In the creamery tubs, the Haverhill creamery scored 96 points;

Contoocook Valley creamery, which

the second prize went to the

scored 92 points, and the third to the Belknap creamery, 89 points.
I want to call your attention to the fact that both of the latter

creameries have taken the prize in both tub and print butter.

The Contoocook Valley
the tub

it

scored 92.

I

butter in print scored 87 points, but in

want

to call

if

your attention to the

fact

presume that
these exhibits had both been in tubs, they would have scored

that butter put in prints loses

its

flavor rapidly.

I

exactly alike.

In dairy prints, Mrs.
J.

B. Wallace,

D. Baker, Quincy, scored 91 points;

S.

Rumney, 89

Hampton, was

and M. H. Merrow, of New

points;

also 89 points.

I

think

the last two prizes will

have to be divided between the two gentlemen.
were somewhat different in

flavor, color,

Their exhibits

and grain, but they

footed up alike.

In dairy tubs the butter of Mrs. B. M. Craig, of Quincy, scored
91 points, and she gets the
is

given to Reuben B.

points,

and the third

first

prize in that class.

The second

Claremont, whose butter scored 86

Ellis,

to E. P.

Cone, of Rumney,

his butter scor-

ing 84 points.
In cheese there were eleven entries, and those seem to have

been presented largely by one family.
prize was given to
S. Pulsifer,

J.

W.

Campton, and the third

In sage cheese, the

first

In plain cheese, the

Pulsifer, Holderness, the

second

Campton.

to D. B. Pulsifer,

prize was

awarded

to J.

first

to T.

W.

Pulsifer,

the second to T. S. Pulsifer, and the third prize must be divided

between D. P. and H. C. Smith, Holderness.
In butter, honorable mention should be made of two
the Cornish Flat in sweepstakes scored 93 points, and the Contoocook
:

Valley scored 92 points.
I should like to call your attention to two or three things which

may be

profitable for

you

duction of print butter.

If

it

remember. There is an over-proyou have customers that want print

to
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through most of the

it

would be better for you to pack it in tubs. There is a
short time in the summer, for two or three months, when the sumyear,

it

when print butter will sell. Print butter
demand because, as I have already said,
it will not retain its flavor as long, and the tub butter will keep a
Anlittle longer and is always salable at some price or other.
other thing that is very much needed is to have butter placed in
hotels are all open,

mer
is

not usually in as good

You want

form.

an attractive

have

to

it

look so nice and

at-

would-be purchaser that comes along and
Another
sees it will at once decide to buy that particular butter.
There is a great
thing, do not put your butter up in one form.
variety of customers, who want butter in all styles and shapes,

tractive that the first

and unless you

have

you should

a regular set of customers,

pack your butter in different-sized packages.

Some want

some ten, and some
while some even want prints.

pound packages,

pound, some

Mr. Baker

thirty,

calls

my

five

fifty

attention to the fact that there were fifteen

were awarded 85 points or over, and these are deserving of honorable mention, and I am glad to see that there is

dairies that

I also want to say that the best butter
two years has come from three manufac-

such a good exhibit here.
I

have seen for the

last

turers in the State of

three

1 will

New Hampshire, and
The Wilton

give you.

butter,

the names of these

made by Whiting, of
do not

Wilton, brings a larger price, although

I

myself as some others, and next to that

the Haverhill creamery,

and the

Lyme creamery

two or three years

last

of Lyme,

I

I

:

want

like

New Hampshire.

it

as

well

Within the

have also known some dairy butler that

stands very near the head

Mr. Gerrish

is

and that came from

New Hampshire.

to say that the prizes were to be given

only on condition that the makers of the prize butter should give

me

their

methods of making that butter

before the prizes are given

You

all

shall

I

know, of course, that

I

for

publication,

and

expect such a description.

have done

it

for the

good of the

association.

Mr. Colby

:

I

would

like to ask

Mr. Harris

how much

a

sample of butter has to score to obtain forty cents a pound in
the Boston market.
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Mr. Harris

It

:

ought to score about one hundred and ten

this stage of the market.
prices, but there

is

of

lots

room

at

hard matter to get those high

It is a

at the top for people

who

are de-

In order to get this high price there are

termined to get there.

two or three things, and you must have some one of them.
We can sell the butter of a certam
is a great thing.
man in Vermont, or sent from him, for seventy cents a pound,

Reputation

and perhaps
or Vermont.

came from some poor farmer

it

We

in

New Hampshire

give you sixty cents for your butter and

will

if you will furnish the customers.
Could you take the Darlington butter and sell
it as being made by a man in New Hampshire that was noted for
could you take that butter
his carelessness and his nastiness,
and sell it as being made by him, for thirty cents a pound ?
Mr. Harris
Probably not.
sell it for

seventy,

Mr. Hazen:

—

:

Mr.

Hazen

Do you

:

than seventy-five cents

Mr. Harris
or,

when

Mr.

No,

:

the price

Hazen

without any

sell

the Darlington butter for less

sir

;

we do

not.

We

sell it for

one

name

dollar,

low, at ninety-five cents.

is

understand that the Darlington butter

I

:

not

?

for a less price,

when

there

is

is

sold

a surplus in the

market.

Mr. Harris

I

:

speak for our firm.
it,

do not know how that may be. I can only
We regulate our supply by the demand for

and we never have a

surplus.

Supposing I am not known outside of the
Mr. Philbrick
town m which I live. I make a good quality of butter and send
:

it

to you.

What could you do

Mr. Harris

If

:

for

me

?

you should make some extra nice

you would probably get twenty-five cents

butter,

it.

Even though that butter scored just as high
and grain as the butter you are paying from fifty

Mr. Philbrick
in flavor, color,

for

:

to seventy-five cents for?

Mr. Harris

There might not be such a difference as that.
come in just the form in which we needed
and we had a place where we could put it, we could pay you an
extra price.
You must have a customer to meet the quality of
:

If your butter should

the butter every time.
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Let me carry his question a little farther.
Do
Mr. Hazen
you ever receive a sample of butter from a new customer for
which you allow that customer any more than the quotation price ?
We intend to pay according to
Yes, we have.
Mr. Harris
:

:

the quality of the butter that

ingly fine butter

is

we could pay

If it should

sent us.

thirty cents for

be exceed-

to-day.

it

You would probably want to know of some
Mr. Gerrish
one who was ready to take it.
Probably we should.
Mr. Harris
:

:

If you receive from me a pretty fine article
not hesitate to place that butter in the hands
you
would
of butter
customers,
even though you might consider it way
best
your
of

Mr. Philbrick

:

up in all the points of scoring ?
It would depend somewhat upon the form in
Mr. Harris
If the butter came in tubs and the qualAvhich the butter came.
:

ity
less

was

all right, I

would not

hesitate to send

to

it

any man, un-

he says this or that particular creamery and would take no

other.

Question

Do you

:

up print butter ?
Mr. Harris ?

By

using

it

do

I

believe in this parchment paper for doing

;

would take a week longer
ever,

is

an article which

but every day after

it is

want any butter that
should have to
put

it

down

superior to cloth or any thing else.

it is

the butter retains

it

flavor longer.

to lose

Mr. Philbrick
:

Mr. Philbrick

:

I

a

month

:

rate,

You

I

should think
Butter,

its flavor.

may be first class the first day
made it is going down hill.
If

old.

sell it for third-rate

second

to

Mr. Harris

is

its

for

it

butter.

is

We

made,
don't

month old we

a

We

it is

it

how-

should have to

any way.

are acquainted with Mr. Jackson

?

am.
I carried

in parchment paper

a sample of butter to

and asked him

to look at

him done up
and he said

it,

he did not want any butter in that paper.

Mr. Harris

:

I

think Mr. Jackson will agree with

gard to this parchment paper.

There was a

out before the parchment paper and
I

will

it

made

guarantee that Mr. Jackson will

parchment paper.
Question: What does

likes

it

cost?

tell

parafiftne

me

in re-

paper got

the butter taste, but

you to-day that he
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Mr. Harris
use

it

up butter and buy

for putting

Mr. Hazen
butter

in large sheets.

it

In your instructions to those of

:

suppose you would

I

We

think about eighteen or twenty cents.

I

:

them not

tell

whom

you order

send a pound of

to

by special order.
That is a pretty safe way of doing.
There is one point that I wish emphasized
Mr. Philbrick

print butter except

Mr. Harris

:

:

for the benefit of us here.

generally

should strive for

Mr. Harris

Is it

of uniformity

lack

is

not true that the fault of butter
Is

?

not uniformity what we

?

Yes,

:

It

sir.

very essential that your butter

is

should run even month in and month out.

President
I now have the pleasure of introducing to you
one of the most distinguished dairymen of New England, Hon.
:

F. D. Douglas,

Vermont Dairy-

of A^'ermont, president of the

men's Association.

DAIRYING FOR PROFIT.
BY HON.

D. DOUGL.'V.S,

F.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen
I

am

three

pounds

forty

less

months ago, and

:

of a dairyman physically than I was

appear before you under very unfavor-

I

depend upon you

able circumstances, and I shall

giving

this talk

by asking

Before beginning

one feature of
is

me

me

in

subject, I

want

this butter exhibit that is

to call your attention to

not as

who made

it

should be.

It

the butter were not

These exhibitions should be the means of educating
and the ladies should be present and find out for them-

ourselves,

selves, of the expert,

a defect in

many

as a special favor,

Now

what the defect

my butter

dairying a good

him.

to aid

questions.

very unfortunate that the ladies

present.

is

my

OF WHITING, VT.

I

want

to

years ago,

what there was

those that

made

in their butter

know
I

in

When

it.

I

If there

is.

commenced

asked the judge to

my

tell

me,

butter that did not suit

the butter should be here

and com-

pare their butter with others and with the creamery butter, and
find out

what the defect

is

in theirs, if

any

;

and they would

soon be experts in the making and judging of butter, which they

cannot be

if

they stay at home.

I

say

it is

a

work of education.

GRANITE STATE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
In regard to the dairy business,
as

it is

with

world we

—

life,

live in to

I

want

to say that

about what we make

it is

it is

We

it.
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with that

make

a great extent, and so with the dairy.

It

the

may

be the most unpleasant occupation that one could well follow

may

be conducted in such a

way

that

it

would be

;

it

distasteful to us

and not one of us would want to follow it, if it were necessary
Now there is no necessity for that it does
to so conduct it.
The best way is to do it in a way that will make it
not pay.
pleasant to us, and while you are doing that, you are making the
There is no excuse for running a dairy
best thing out of it.
;

If a

poorly.

man

is

poor, he cannot afford to run his dairy in a

He

slipshod manner.

must provide himself with every appliance

make

that he finds necessary to

man

it

pleasant

and

profitable.

problem of dairying for profit is to buy some cows, milk them, and churn the butThere is no man that can make a
ter, he is greatly mistaken.
successful dairyman unless at the same time he is a successful
If a

farmer.

supposes that

The farm and

all

that enters into the

dairy matters

go together.

You must

conduct your farm in such a way as to give the largest amount of

good
way as

stock a plenty of

forage,

dairy in such a

to give

food to

and

return to your farm.

at the

you the
I

am

same time conduct your

largest

amount of plant

speaking to you especially

I have had no experience with any other.
you make butter and send it to market, you
are sending away next to nothing of the fertility of your farm.
You can keep substantially all that is valuable for plant food on

of the butter dairy, as

Bear in mind that

and

if

you

do that and return it to the soil in a
no way in which you can improve your
farm so rapidly.
the larger amount of plant food this
Just see
year, the larger amount of stock food the next year, which gives you
a still larger amount of plant food; and it goes on like arithmetical
progression.
We draw from the atmosphere as well as from the
soil in getting this stock food, and after taking away our product
we have almost as much plant food left to put back on to the soil
as we took away.
By taking advantage of this, you will find that
the farm,

if

proper manner, there

will
is

:

you

will

improve your farms.

of the farm, but

men

often

make

You may

not necessarily, and
great mistakes.

I

it

use the plow to the ruin
is

just

here that dairy-

attended a meeting in one of
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the best dairy towns in our State, a town that has a wide reputation for the
will

equal

excellence of

its

They
and return with almost an

products

carry their butter to the depot

amount of Western corn, and they neglect

to take care of

their farms.

Then you must furnish yourselves with the necessary appliances.
are we going to compete with the West, and do it in the old
way? The time is coming when we must supply ourselves with

How

which will enable us to raise our products as
Our aim must in future be, cheaper producThere is no help for it. The contion and a better article.
ditions have changed and we must adapt ourselves to them.
We
talk about deserted farms, and on that account we are getting
an unpleasant reputation. The facts are, that these farms we talk
about as being deserted are on the mountain sides, stony and
hilly, where the farmers under the new condition of things could
and where, under the new condition
not make farming a success
of things, farms cannot be cultivated successfully, they should
In one of our towns, a great
return to the growing of timber.
many years ago, perhaps forty, there was one of the largest gathDaniel Webster made an oration
erings ever held in the State.
there, and the spot where he stood making that oration has now
grown up to trees. That is just what it should be used for.
We cannot do as our fathers did in that respect. We must culti-

these appliances

cheaply as possible.

;

vate the lands that can be cultivated

by machinery.

My

farm

being a level one, I can raise my corn as cheaply as they can
I can do it with cheap help.
Boys at twelve
raise it in the West.
dollars a

month can do most of the work, with the help of the
Now if I should go back and dispose of even a small

machinery.

portion of that machinery and hire help at the present prices,

it

would ruin me.
I say there are several considerations

matter of dairying for

profit.

We

which must enter into

must see

to

point where an improvement can be made to cut
production and to enable us to make a better

provement

is

it

this

that at every

down

the cost of

article, that

im-

made.

The next thing

of which

I shall

speak

is

the

cow.

We

must

provide ourselves with a machine, so to speak, which will convert
the food that she eats most perfectly into the product that

we

are

GRANITE STATE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
working

for.

that

cannot afford to use a cow that converts her food

I

into caseine,

am

if I

butter-making.

some of our Maine friends

for twelve cents a
it is

the

use,

last

night

made

It

are right but the point

— the cow.

adapted to the business; that

was said here

stated that butter could be

They

pound.

machine you

trate this, if
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is

the prime

you have never looked

it

here,

is

must have a cow that

I

up

When

:

To

essential.

commenced

I

to investigate this subject in 1867 or 1868, 1 prepared myselt

cans to

test the

question of the adaptability of

is

illus-

my

cows.

vv'ith

I set

the milk at three different depths, at six inches, twelve inches,

and eighteen inches
testing the

milk of

in depth.

my

I

had

cows, and

something of importance.

I

never was more surprised in

results.

milk of different cows, drawing
kept

it

at a

tried

it

directly found

In these cans
directly

placed the

I

from the cow, and

One cow

temperature of about 60°.

two hours.

one of these cans in

that I had
had two dozen more made, and I
I

cream

sent her

I had
good many times. I found that another cow
that stood close by the first one and was treated in the same way,
did not send up her cream inside of thirty-six hours.
I followed
this up, and what did I find ?
I found that the milk of the former cow had but a small amount of caseine and a very large
amount of butter globules. The skimmed milk was thin and
watery but I found, on investigation, that it had not good keeping qualities and would not bear transportation.
That milk was
The cream in the milk of the other
adapted for butter simply.
cow raised slowly, and the milk that was left after skimming
seemed to be a coagulated mass of caseine. There is a good deal

up

in a little over

I

did not find that out until

the milk a

tested

;

The cow that gave six per cent of
cream gave a larger flow of milk than the one who gave thirty
per cent, and I regarded her as one of the best animals in my herd.
in this matter of selection.

Now

it is

said

costs

it

As a

the most butter.

man

should

follow.

first

If he

more
rule

select a

is

alone

;

Boston,

but

if

it

to

cow adapted

;

but I

was so poor.

the milk

keep a cow so that she

does, but

selling milk,

the larger flow of milk
test in

it

is

it is

may make

not necessarily

to the business

so.

A

he wants to

he would want the cow that gave

am

it would bear the
was poor for cheese

not sure that

In fact

it

not too extremely poor, the cow that

gives the largest flow of milk with the most caseine in

it

would
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be the cow for the

and
is

it

man

in the

milk trade, as he gets more milk

will bear transportation better

These are extremes

different.

but for the butter-maker

;

in the

You will

same herd.

it

find,

between these, all grades. Now if a manufacturer of woolen
goods should send a man through the country to buy all sorts of
wools, long and short wool, etc., and put them all together and try
to make them into any fabric, you would say, of course, that he
would not be successful in his business. But what better does the
dairyman, who takes cows as they come to hand, never testing

them

to see

what they

do

will

who

while his neighbor

Of

?

course

he cannot succeed,

and selecting

testing

is

The

three hundred pounds of butter a year.

his

ideal

cows makes

butter-making

one which has a large amount of butter globules and a
amount of caseine. The cream is handled quickly. It
churns rapidly, and it takes a small amount of cream in proportion
to the butter.
When you have that style of milk, you have
milk

is

small

the

Some cows

proper butter-making milk.

Number

that

you cannot afford

are

more milk than cows rated Number
to keep them in your herd, as the milk

2 will give

good for making butter.
Then, too, you would think
sawmill to expect to take

of.

sit

is

but

not

very strange for the owner of a

much lumber away from

out any logs there to speak

expected that they could

it

rated
i,

Yet

down

his mill with-

have seen dairymen who

I

to a

cow and

take

away what

you have got a good cow even, the
profits will not be great, if you overtax your machine.
Set that
down as a rule. You cannot expect to get three hundred pounds
was never given

her.

If

of butter from animals, unless you feed them proper food and
enough of it. You will have to feed enough to maintain her own
system, and the animal heat must be kept up, and part of the

You cannot

food must be used for that purpose.
otherwise than to feed a

cow

all

that slie

profitably

do

can digest and convert

into butter.

Perhaps

I

need not say anything about the stables, but I wish
word on that subject. In this cold climate, I

to speak just a

would never advise putting the stable for a cow upon the north
side but I would put it on the south side, and have large windows,
and the sunshine right in there. Have the stable lined and give
;

as

much

light as possible,

as that

is

one of the conditions of
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dungeon, where
and he will grow
Then, again, in regard to exercise. Once, if I mensickly.
tioned it, it generally brought out a sharp discussion, and people
seemed to talk as though I would do with a cow as with a trotNot at all but still the cow demands a certain
ting horse.

health.

into a

are all the conditions of health except light,

;

amount of
out

it,

but

You may

exercise, as all animals do.
it is

get along with-

A cow may be
summer time with all the conditions of
exercise, and may come out all right, but the

in defiance

of the laws of nature.

kept in the stable in the
health except the

that she

probabilities are

years since
his steers.

A

be generally debilitated.

will

few

one of our best feeders in Bridgeport, Vt., used to fat
His beef has been up by the side of the best corn

fed Western beef,

and has always had remarkable

fatting his steers

he gives them a great deal of exercise.

In

success.

A

mine through the winter, and
which
will come out ahead.
our
best,
and
see
both
do
In
we will
the spring, the man who kept his steers the closest confined had
the nicest-looking steers, but when they came to turn the steers
out to fat them on grass, the ones that had had the exercise were
True science
ready for the market a month before the others.
reasons from facts upwards, and we have got to come down to
facts for our reasoning as long as we have any hope of success.
neighbor says to him,

Here

is

my own

in for the last

and
what

I

case.

I will stable

I

have had from forty to

twenty years, and

I

have scarcely had a sick cow in

my

idea

Some have

is.

fifty

said that

my

herd.

it is

I will tell

I

do not need any sympathy at

yard they would

even
for

fill

I say

If the water

:

" No,

was in the

and then stand around there,
Now I never allow a cow to stand

themselves with

if you turn out but few.
any length of time in

all."

you

unfortunate that you

cannot have your tank of water here in the yard, and
sir;

cows come

never had a case of milk fever,

this

it

cold atmosphere,

but turn

out at a time only those that drink at once, and then after they

have drank they return immediately to the stables
pleasant weather,

and then

in

water brought to the stables.

stormy weather

That

is

my

let

;

that

them have

is,

in

their

idea of perfection in

cow and keeping up her vigor. Here is something
that we all understand
Take a shoemaker, or any one whose
business confines him to his office or his shop, and let him go to
exercising a

:
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the door and talk with a friend and he will be apt to catch cold;

but

if

it

would be a benefit

to him.

apply to animals as well as to man.

But

condition of the cow.
point that

I

do not make

Mr. Gerrish

know

to

come back to
an idea which will

he should go out and take a sharp walk and

his shop

I

:

whether,

if

want

fully

There

We

is

must keep up a healthyhoping that any

will hasten on,

I

understood will be questioned.

to ask

you a question right

here.

I

want

a cow^ was not inclined to dry, you would

try to dry her.

Mr. Douglas

:

Yes,

I

would

;

and a cow properly fed and

cared for should go dry only about month.
ject

was stock

would

I

let

her go dry a

little

Perhaps

if

your ob-

longer, but

are keeping her for dairy purposes, you want to

make

if

you

most
you can from each cow, and you can milk them eleven months
the

in the year.

Mr. Hazen

Is not that custom bred into a cow ?
Does not
become hereditary ? For instance, take two cows and let
one of them go dry five months and milk the other one eleven
months in the year, will not the descendants of these two cows
be inclined to follow the course you have bred them into ?
Mr. Douglas: Yes, sir; I was going to bring that out further
•

:

that

on.

Mr.

Hazen

consider

it is

exercised

:

Another point

in regard to exercise.

Do you

necessary for the health of the animal that she be

?

Mr. Douglas

:

With good management and care you may

go a term of years with a cow giving her no exercise without noticing the disturbance I have spoken of; but after a while the
I have seen dairymen turn their
them stand around shivering in the
cold but for myself I rather they would not be turned out at all.
That
I never let my cows stand out of doors in cold weather.
is my idea, and I want it distinctly understood that I do not believe in turning out cows in the cold atmosphere without they
have some reason for walking, and then they will do better for it.
How shall an ordinary dairyman provide himself with stock ?
Some suppose that to get a three-hundred-pound cow you must
Not at all.
I have made
invest heavily in blooded stock.
lifetime
from
the
and I find
in
my
best
of
herds,
purchases
several

cow

will

cows out
;

show the

effects

in cold weather

of

and

it.

let
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better success in breeding
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up the stock

I

had by the use of full-blooded Jersey bulls. Let me say, never
althink of using a grade bull, never mind how nice he is
;

Now the fact that the animal has
ways get a full-blooded one.
All that
a pedigree does not prove that he is a valuable animal.
there

pedigree

in the

is

has been bred

and

for

up haphazard or in the
native herds of

up
is

a

is

to

show the

how long
line of

Vermont

or

a time

whether

But

an idea.

consideration, a

the best he has,

I

say, take the best

New Hampshire, and you

three-hundred-pound herd quicker,

this

which an animal
it has been bred

line in
;

man breeding

— or

I

can breed

Now

could.

there

stock does not want to

and you must take No.

2

sell

or pay his price.

I found by picking the stock I had
all understand that.
and making use of the best bulls, I could breed my herd up to
I could do it quicker now than I did for
three hundred pounds.

You

It is, however, a work that takes time
I have made some mistakes.
and you cannot expect to do it immediately. In breeding there
is

this

consideration, the question of selection

and

as breeding,

a great

to sell the best-looking

In

selves.

my own

bring from forty to
year-old heifers or

in

overlook.

just as
it

cows you have, but they pay

important
necessary
for them-

case cows that go to the Brighton market

In

fifty dollars.

cows bring

You must do
You take our

hand.

hand

is

times you will find

fifty

however, that you

lutely necessary,

many

many

it.

fact,

some-times when two-

dollars,
let

pays.

it

selection

Here

is

It is

abso-

and breeding go

a consideration that

native stock which has been bred

haphazard and they have no fixed characteristics.

You

cross a

strong-blooded animal on to those and you will get his characteristics

cows.

very

much more

Now take a Jersey

readily than
bull

and

cross

if

crossed on full-blooded

him on

to a Holstein

cow,

If you take
you must break down their breed characteristics.
native cows, as a rule nothing of the kind will be in your way.

When

you come

many sometimes take the charand sometimes of the Jersey, but more

to test the milk,

acteristics of the native

often of the Jersey.

Mr. Baker:
natives.

I

You

prefer crossing the thoroughbreds

on

to

our

have been breeding to the contrary, and have had,

think, remarkable success.

I

;
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Mr. Gerrish
breeding, and

am

I

:

would

I

interested in the
like to ask

same way, only

in sheep

whether you make that statement

as a matter of theory or of experience.

Mr. Douglas
tell

you

Of

:

We

so.

If I give theories here I will

experience.

have too

much

theory.

I

will say here that

When

the trouble with these experiment fellows.

I

is

find out a

If you don't know anyto give a theory for it.
is easy
you may theorize and go to work to find out the facts
but never pass off anything of this kind as a fact w4ien you know
fact, it

thing,

As

nothing but theories.

that

I said,

They have

the matter with our ex-

is

and think they are
farmer
has proved
what
the
practical
facts, and go right against
help
they
cannot
given
them
reasons
for,
so
and
has
by experience
periment-station fellows.

but

see, it

Mr.

but

Hazen

they will butt against

still

Mr. Douglas

it.

would like to ask what you breed.
A thoroughbred bull upon the grade,

I

:

theories

:

for get-

ting up the herd at the least expense possible.

Mr. Hazen In carrying out Mr. Baker's theory, that is, in
breeding two thoroughbreds of different breeds together, hoping
:

to strengthen them,

is

there not too

much

opposition in the lead-

ing strains of the two breeds to get the best results?

Mr. Curtis

It

:

took the King of Wurtemburg twenty-five

years to establish a type.

Mr. Douglas

We

:

want the type

termined that we can give

Mr. Cheever

:

it

to the

one so strongly de-

in the

herd as quickly as possible.

Suppose Mr. Douglas

for a

long term of years

has been breeding from Short-horn cows crossed with Jersey bulls,
selecting the best cows in those herds, capable of

hundred pounds a

It costs

year.

him too much

making three
buy all cows

to

of that kind at the prices paid, and so he gets a bull, and by continuous breeding on these Short-horns, after a time gets his whole

herd up so that each cow produces three hundred pounds.

Now

Mr. Douglas says, never use a grade bull. After Mr. Douglas
has been using these grade cows with the full-blooded bull for a
time, say twice as long as he has, can he

one of

his choice

expect to

improve

Mr. Douglas
necessary to go

:

cows that

my

is

herd that

That

is

sell

me a

choice bull from

not pure? and cannot
is

where

his

I,

from

so; but in a talk of this kind

as far as that.

that,

was when he began
it is

?

not
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that

full
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you could improve your stock,

blood.

Mr. Cheever, from your standpoint and theory,
Mr. Gerrish
would not Mr. Douglas have practically a full-blooded bull ?
Mr. Hazen There is a liability, I think, that the progeny
:

:

may

take

some of the

Some

back.

characteristics of the ancestors a long

characteristics will lie

dormant

for a

way

long time and

then reappear.

Mr. Curtis

blooded

I

:

think he will succeed better by using a

full-

bull.

Mr. Cheever I believe in England the Short-horn breeders,
when they cross, allow the breed to be full blooded after five or
:

six generations.

Mr.

Baker

his talk,

If I

:

understood Mr, Douglas in the

first

part of

he spoke of his cows as being Jerseys and Durhams

crossed.

Mr. Douglas

:

The cows were grade Durhams and I used a
Durham after I began working up the

never used a

sey bull.

I

sey type.

Here

is

another point often overlooked, and that

is,

JerJerafter

you have bred and got your heifers, the necessity for proper deIt is just as important to develop a heifer as it is to
velopment.
develop a trotter.

It is just as

important in the dairy herd

as it

and let one be cared for and fed
in the best way possible, and milked up to pretty near the time
of calving the second time, and milked regularly and well, and
Take the other cow, that is just
every possible care taken of her.
the same to start with, and let her be handled as many handle
their cows, half cared for, milked at all times, and half milked,
and dry her up two or three months before the proper time. Let
these two heifers run in that way until they are matured, and
then take and put them into the stable and treat them in the same
way, and the one that has been well developed will show it just
Sometimes these
as much as a colt that has been well developed.
heifers will be spoiled by too rich food, and there is no point so
After you have
important as the proper drying up of your cows.

Take two

is in the stud.

heifers,

developed her rightly, she

is

going

to carry those right habits

you develop her wrongly, she will carry the bad
habits through.
Unless the dairyman realizes that he has got to
through, but

26

if
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develop the cow from the

he cannot bring up his herd to

heifer,

the highest point.

Question
to use a sire

would

I

:

on

like to ask,

own progeny

his

Mr. Douglas,

if it is

desirable

?

Mr. Douglas: If it is a very strong and vigorous animal it
might do for once.
Mr. Hazen I would advise that if you have an animal that
has some characteristic strain that you wish to strengthen, and
:

your animals are strong and vigorous, that you breed them
gether

There

otherwise not.

;

is

one point that

to-

wish to touch

I

upon in this matter of education. I have in one of my herds a
cow that in the month of June gives milk enough to run a sawmill, in July a little less, and in the month of November she
will not do anything; and take all the pains that you will you
could not get her to come in until the first of May.
Mr. Curtis You know the Coles herd, that has been inbred
I do not know as there has been any
for all of twenty years.
He started with the calf and the sire, and
deterioration in that.
Of course it requires a good
he kept breeding right in and in.
deal of care and judgment.
Mr. Philbrick Is it not the rule, Mr. Douglas, twice in and
once out ?
Mr. Douglas I do not know. With some breeders I presume
:

:

:

am

I

it is.

Professor

made

not posted in regard to the practice.

Cook has spoken

in creameries,

but

I

are not going to send their milk to the factory.
I could not

my

begin to afford

butter just as

believe

it

will

I

want

It

able to do, and
I

In

Hazen

my own case,

as I have cows enough so I can sell
and can make it cheaply. I still

it,

to

be only the smaller dairies, as a rule, that will send

their milk to the factory.

the factory.

future being

of the butter of the

believe that such dairymen as Mr.

I

am

not going to say anything against

has relieved the farmers of work they were not
I

do not believe

am

glad to see the factory

that all of the butter

is

among

going

to

us

;

but

still

be made in

that way.

Under
have

all

dairying

the conditions that

I sjjoke

of in the outset, where you

the necessary appliances for handling your cream, winter
is

better than

summer.

You

butter and a larger product per cow.

get a larger price for your
I

should despair of getting

GKANITE STATE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
three

hundred pounds per cow

is

was running a summer dairy.

much in fly time as when she
and you have the control of her
and then, when you turn your cows out in the spring they

You cannot expect

a

quietly housed in

food,

if I
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start off

cow

to give as

the' stable

new milch cows.

almost as

Never turn your cows out without keeping up for a while their
Reduce them very slowly. I never turned cows
grain rations.

on to grass but once I found I did it too rapidly. I turn
cows into what pasture I have, and then at night usually
give them hay and grain, and they give better results than at any
You will find that the grain you give
other time in the year.

right off

out

;

my

will

pay you better

at that time.

Question Do you come to a point where you give no grain ?
Mr. Douglas: Yes; after I have got them on good feed, I
gradually drop off and let them come down.
Do you not have cows that will not eat grain
Mr. Gerrish
:

:

after they get out ?

Mr. Douglas

No,

:

Mr. Gerrish

eager for dry food

Mr. Douglas

Mr.

Connor

;

I

have never found such a case.

ever noticed that cows in pasture are

?

Yes

:

I

:

sir

Have you

:

food in the winter

;

that

is

think that
is

another point.
is

an important point.

necessary to give with dry food,

I

If green

think

we

should give dry food with green in the summer.

Do you not find it necessary with some of your
them grain food while they are dry, or begin to

Mr. Philbrick
Jerseys to feed

:

them grain before they calve ?
Very seldom. If a cow was allowed to get reduced, I should do that
but properly cared for they will not get
reduced.
If for any reason a cow is reduced, I would do it;
I would have her in good flesh when she comes in.
With individual cows it may be necessary, but when they dry up they will
generally improve very fast, and take on flesh and be all right.
I may have already stated that the key-note in New England
agriculture must be cheap production and a better article, and a
large amount of it, and especially so in the dairy.
The dairy is
the last branch to be aftected by this over-production in the West,
and even now the dairyman who has a good head to properly
conduct his business has nothing to complain of; but the man
feed

Mr. Douglas

:

;
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who

has cows that only give one hundred and

fifty or sixty pounds
and the time has now come
when it is necessary that we should put some of our New England
spunk into the business, and New England skill has got to be taxed
is

going to be nowhere

after a time,

to the uttermost in order to

wish that the time would

keep pace with the West.

come when

a

man

was a

used to

methods but when my pigs
and the price on beef
a pretty bitter pill and I began to think it

a farmer unless he adopted different

came down to about
fell way down, it was

I

could not succeed as
;

half what they were

too (pack for me.

little

Our Maine

friends said that butter could be

cents a pound.
institutes there,

I

was down

and presume

in

I told

Suppose

Just apply the figures.

made

for twelve

Maine once and attended
it

many
costs

several

bigger stories than
forty dollars per

that.

annum

making allowance for the plant food she gives
we get, and if you will properly realize
the value of the droppings of a cow for a year, you will see that

to keep a cow, after
us, for the

manure,

etc.,

The by-products

will pay for the work.
and if you will bear with me, I
will tell you that last season I sold some seven hundred dollars'
worth of pigs and shotes, and raised some fifteen heifer calves ;
and now I say that the by-products alone pay for the work and
It does not
more, and then you have the value of the droppings.
What,
cost forty dollars to keep a cow, but assume that it does.
under these conditions, would it cost to make a pound of butter
from a cow that gives three hundred pounds ? There is thirteen
and one third cents per pound. Suppose she gives but two hundred and twenty-five pounds, that would make the cost twenty
cents, and for the cow that gives but one hundred pounds the cost
would be forty cents. When butter is worth twenty cents a pound
the first cow will give a profit of six and two thirds cents per
pound, or a profit of twenty dollars p2r cow per annum, or four
hundred dollars on a herd of twenty cows. The second one
would receive no profit, but has the benefit of a home cash marHe has sold his feed and got his pay for it,
ket for his fodder.
and nothing more whereas the fellow that gets but one hundred
pounds would lose twenty cents a pound on every pound of butter he makes, or four hundred dollars on twenty cows, making a
difference in the two styles of farming in one year of eight hunit

I

does not cost

do not

fat

that.

pork but

;

raise pigs,
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dred dollars, or in a term of twenty years of sixteen thousand
We farmers do not expect to make our money in a modollars.
ment, but if we look ahead twenty years, which style of farming
pays

Let us look

?

at

the figures that I

from

it

These are

from another standpoint.

gave at Fitchburg, applying

it

to winter

dairies.

Assuming,

as before,

that the net price for keeping

is

forty

and the annual average butter product three hundred pounds, and the market value twenty-five cents, on this basis
a man's receipts would be seventy-five dollars per cow, leaving a
balance of thirty-five dollars, which would represent the net
profit per cow, or seven hundred dollars per annum on a herd of

dollars per cow,

twenty cows, and fourteen thousand dollars for twenty years.
With an average annual product of one hundred and fifty pounds
to the cow, the gross receipts
fifty

would be thirty-seven dollars and
this from the cost of food and

cents per cow, and deducting

two dollars and fifty cents per cow, or of
on a herd of twenty cows, making a difference of
seven hundred and fifty dollars in the annual financial result of
the two kinds of dairy products, and fifteen thousand dollars for

we

labor,

find a loss of

fifty dollars

a term of twenty years.

pay to run the last class of dairies, when you can take
you have, and Mr. Hazen will furnish you bulls just as
cheaply as you can breed your native stock ? Whether it will pay
or not, you must come to it or go to the wall.
I do not believe New England is coming down to the time
Will

it

the cows

when

there will be

as I could

wish

no farming.

rapidly as they are being to-day,

down

It is not,

however, as encouraging

Millionaires have never been developed as

it.

and the masses are being crowded

to-day as they have never been before.

developed so as to crowd

down

Business

is

being

the products to the lowest point.

I must say that the government is responsible for some of this,
and we should require them to protect the farmer. I am a Horace Greeley protectionist.
I believe in protection under certain
I would favor protection to our manufacturing inand any other investments, when they have to contend
with foreign monopolists and foreign skilled labor and the cheap
labor of England
but I do not see why we do not need protec-

conditions.
dustries

;

tion as

much

as the manufacturers.

It

is,

however, for us to say,

;
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done

to a great extent, what shall be
is

it

absolutely

Greeley were alive to-day, you would hear

The farmers should be awake

do not do anything

man

A very harmonious
It

elected

we

for us.

Session.

business meeting was held for the election of

being moved, the president appointed a committee

of three to recommend

The

could make

to the situation, for if

nothing will be done

for ourselves,

Afternoon

officers.

If

his editorials ring out in

defence of the masses in a way that no other

them.

and
Horace

benefit the farmer,

to

something be done.

essential that

ensuing year.

officers for the

recommended by

following were

the committee

and

:

President,

J.

M. Connor, Hopkinton

;

vice-presidents, C.

Waterhouse, Cornish, and George B. Williams, Walpole

Webster

retary, J. L. Gerrish,

;

treasurer,

N.

H.
sec-

;

Bachelder, East

J.

Andover.
Trustees

M.

S.

:

C.

West Hampstead,
borough,

Ham,

Barrington, for Strafford county

Claremont, for Sullivan county

Rossiter,

for

Rockingham county

Hillsborough county

for

Cheshire county

;

Warren

S.

F. Daniell,

mack county Geo. S. Philbrick,
Levi W. Brown, Tuftonborough,
Baker, Quincy, for Grafton county

F.

W.

;

P.

E. Gay, Hills-

Merrill,

Franklin

;

O. M. Tenney,

Keene,

for

Falls, for Merri-

Tilton, for Belknap county

;

for

;

;

;

for

Carroll

and

L. T.

county

;

W.

D.

Hazen, Whitefield,

Coos county.

The president next introduced L. T. Hazen,
who addressed the association on " Flavors. "

of Whitefield,

FLAVORS.
BY

L. T.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen

HAZEN.

:

was early last October that your secretary was at my
place and in talking upon various subjects we spoke of flavors and
After we had finI made some few remarks in regard to them.
I

think

it

ished talking he said

"I think we shall have you talk upon flaI can tell all I
I said "I think not

,

vors at our next meeting."

know in
dress."

He

;

moments and

a few

replied,

"

I

that

is

rather a short time for an ad-

think you will talk longer than that."
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So

I

made up my mind

to talk

two minutes on what

then spend the rest of the time in telling what

The

subject of flavors

is
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knew and

I

did not know.

I

one of the most important subjects conI must apologize a little

nected with the art of butter-making.
before going any farther,

busy that

and say

that I have

been so exceedingly

have not made any preparation except what

I

made

I

in

twelve minutes the other day.

Twenty, twenty-five, and thirty years ago I was quite an extenVermont, through what was then and is today the best dairy sections in Vermont. The custom then was
sive butter-buyer in

and nothing

pans,

tin

six-quart

Some

was used.

else

of them

had a dairy-room and some of them had not. Nearly all the
cream was soured when taken from the milk, and consequently
there was a strong flavor to

my

it.

But

have gone a

I

little

ahead of

The flavor of butter, as it is sometimes called, and
which is so much sought after by the buyers of fine butter, depends
upon several points. The fundamental source of supply is unsubject.

doubtedly in the feed and more particularly in the condition of

From fresh cows it is higher than it is from cows long
and the longer cows are kept in milk the less perceptible
flavor, and the less possible it is to bring it out.

our stock.
in milk,
is

that

What do you mean, that nutty flavor
Hazen Yes. In conversation with a man to-day he
me what this flavor was, and whether it was something

Question
Mr.
asked

?

:

:

brought out by the smell or the

taste.

I

considered to be discerned by the smell.

Boston and

visit

the markets there

and

answered that
If

it

was

you should go into

talk with the dealers, they

might have some pet dairy or creamery butter and they would
hold

it

up to you and ask you to smell of

tiful flavor it
is

discerned by the smell, but there

the taste.

it

obtain

in the

it

necessary for

last

question

fifty,

is

it

and

see

what a beau-

a flavor to this butter that

another flavor discerned by

I

milk does not contain

milk

is

a question for us to consider,

good butter

to

have

this flavor.

should say, decidedly not

scale of points for

smell)

is

this aroma it is impossible
by any of the methods of treatment But how shall we

If the

to obtain

it

Therefore there

had.

judging butter,

I

;

If I

should say

grain twenty-five, color fifteen,

and

and

also, is

In answer to the

were to make a
:

No

flavor

salt ten.

(no

Then
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you detect a smell

as

now do

mark down the same

to the butter,

the other way.

mean

I

what

that

grade of butter would have no more smell.

aroma or nutty
butter

in the

it is

;

We

process.

we obtain

flavor that

milk, but

it

is

as

you

should call the best
In other words, this

not in good sweet-cream

is

developed through a certain

get a rich, sweet taste in butter churned from fresh

cream, but not the smell, and that
should not have

Some

I

is

why

I

say that the best butter

it.

years ago the milk was all set in six-quarts pans

and

it

almost invariably soured before being skimmed from the milk.
If not,

was held until

it

those days not to

sell

got sour.

it

It

was also the custom

a pound of butter between the

and

the

how

firmly seated those principles were, I have sent a

first

of September or the

first

the road in July and he has driven
the

coming

home

price in the

at night

fall,

fifty

tubs in a day.

the butter.

Among

and

To illustrate
man out over

day and offered

with two tubs of inferior butter.

their butter in the fall

in a pile.

all

fall

They

sell it in

in

of June

to give

or the present price, and would

driven over the same road in the

dred and

of October.

first

I

come

myself have

and brought home four hunfelt that they wanted to sell
a lump and get their money

those dairies there was a great difference in

Some had

this rich,

nutty flavor, while others were

and there were as many different varieties nearly
In those days
as there were tubs, and as many degrees of flavor.
dealers and the parties who were willing to pay the highest price
selected those dairies and the samples of butter in those dairies
that had the highest flavor and I claim that our taste for that is,
I well remember the first oyster I
to a great extent, cultivated.
ever ate.
I took one upon my plate and I was asked if I liked it.
My answer was, "Yes "; and I was asked if I would have more. I
replied, " No, thank you, I have eaten heartily."
But now I am

wanting

in

it,

;

very fond of them.

I

think that

we have

cultivated out taste for

same way, and until we cultivate our
taste for a sweet-cream butter we would not judge it as being firstclass.
We will find to-day, however, in going into our cities, that
those customers who are willing to pay from seventy-five cents to
one dollar a pound would not take that butter that has been judged
in our hall to-day as being the highest and best grades of butter.
that rich, nutty flavor in the

The judge we have had upon our

butter to-day

is

an excellent
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He

judge.

judges the butter for the market in which he

Those customers, however, that

will

is.

submit to paying the highest

to-day prefer that their butter be

a class

for butter, as

price
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churned from sweet cream with but just a bare speck of salt in it.
I know cases where butter is churned close to the city and is car-

day and sold

ried in every

case I

know of where

made from

ing the butter that was

and

it is

sold for one dollar

Question: Can
Mr. Hazen

the milk of the night before,

get

the butter out of his milk.

all

will lose, perhaps, ten per cent in

But with the improved machinery that

we have

Cooley cans, separators, and others, the cream
and when we take our cream from the milk it

The point
flavor,

is

how

this

that

it

I

but

I

sweet and I called

it

commenced

and
to

;

I

found

come

it

as

In

?

I tried

;

but

it

is
is

always sweet.

my own

flavor.

early experience in

I

thought of course

it.

My

in there

way

is,

I

how

had not the smell.

we always

known

get

and

But

finally

my

cream,

But the point

could get the flavor.
shall

all

butter was rich

trying the art of souring or ripening

in that

form of

not soured,

experimenting with

could not get
nice

churning.

in the

our customers want this nutty

could not get that

was in the feed, and

feeds almost

I

As long

:

we obtain

shall

butter-making

is one
morn-

and twenty-five cents a pound.

man

that

He

:

There

a dollar a pound.

for

the party carries into the city every

It

it ?

requires

and good judgment to always get it. If you are
handling your cream as many private dairymen do, churning
twice a week, I would advise, rather than keep your cream until
it comes to the souring point, that you should keep it in its perclose taste

fectly sweet condition until within twenty-four hours of churning,

and then

assist

putting in a
in

it

little

in

seed

ripening rapidly by warming

— sour buttermilk

that has not

it

up, or

been tainted

any way, and souring within the twenty-four hours. The
it to gradually sour is that the first churn in g

trouble in allowing

you put in begins to get rancid, the next not quite so much so,
and so on, and you cannot mix them to bring them all up to the
same stage of sourness. Then by having the souring going on
for three or four days, the early part of the

bitter taste.

President

There
:

is

danger of

Does not

being kept too cold

?

cream

is

apt to take a

it.

that bitter taste

come by

the cream
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Hazen

Mr.

Question

No

:

but by being kept too long in the sour form.

;

What degree

:

of heat would you apply to

it

to

sour it?

Hazen

Mr.
it

dred and put
it

Heat

:

it

to seventy-five or eighty.

Heat

be heated to one hundred.

to

into a

it

room heated

it

up

I

have known

to, say,

to sixty or sixty-five,

one hun-

and keep

there until you churn.

Mr. Gerrish
Mr.
ring

it

Hazen
until

and
warmed.

Yes

it is

Question
time

Would you

:

:

Any

:

;

if

heat it by setting in warm water?
you do that you want to keep stir-

advantage

heating

in

milk

in

the winter-

?

Mr.

Hazen

I

:

should consider there would be in getting a

better flavor from the milk.

Question
Mr.

How

:

Hazen

Mr. Baker

hot would you heat your milk?

Seventy-five or eighty degrees.

:

Would you

:

heat

it

by applying the heat on the

warm water ?
It would not make any difference which, only
warm water you would stand a chance of throw-

outside or diluting the milk with

Mr. Hazen
by diluting with
ing up more of the cream than by heating the milk as it comes
from the outside. The milk as it comes from the cow is supposed
to be at a temperature of 95°, and unless you went to an extreme
height there would be no danger connected with that.
Question You would not use scalding water ?
No, sir. In the West they have the starter. I
Mr. Hazen
have not tried it. In the " Dairyman " that our secretary has given
:

:

:

you, there will be something said about

by many of the Western people

—

it,

I think.

It is

claimed

in the particular locality

where

has been before the public only a few months

—

it is

made,

it is

claimed to be superior, in setting or anything of that kind,

to ripening,

it

and

it is

said to bring out this aromatic flavor better

than any other process.
I stated

flavor,

and

a

little

I will

while ago that personally
say

the general public as

still

much

more

:

That

to-day as

it

I

did not want that

flavor

is

not wanted by'

was ten years ago.

The

Cooley creamer, which always throws up the sweet cream, and
the separator, which always throws out sweet cream, have done
much towards getting us off" from this flavor. We being anxious

GRANITE STATE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
to get our butter

made and

off as quickly as possible,

not been as particular about retaining

tomers like
continue

it

without that

that

in

way,

many

and

cream comparatively sweet.

we have

flavor, so

I

of

cream

to churn sweet

us

said that a

cream might lose ten per cent, but there
ing without losing comparatively any.

have perhaps

Enough

it.

felt

are
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of our cussatisfied to

churning

our

man churning

sweet

a possibility of churn-

is

It requires a

to get all the butter

than

it

longer time

does sour

but

;

you will be an hour and a half, for instance, in churning sweet cream you will get out comparatively all the butter.
The sweet cream wants to be churned a little cooler.
I think if

Question
Mr.

:

Hazen

:

At what temperature would you churn it ?
About 58° or 60°, not warmer than 60°.

have customers that want

butter at

stages from

all

pound

sweet with not over one fourth of an ounce of salt per
sour cream with one ounce or
the customers that

want the

the ones that are willing to
before,

butter

is

cultivated, and

made by

will

be very

least salt

pay

pound

when we

;

and

I

to

find that

and the sweetest cream are

for their butter.

Taste, as

cultivate our tastes

and by other processes

cream sweet,

I

said

by having the

I

take

it

that are before us for

that ten years from

now

there

said about the aromatic flavor, and I hope that

little

ere that time

to the

a butter-extractor, which must have sweet cream,

or rather sweet milk,

getting our

more

I

perfectly

comes the standard which

I

have given for testing

butter will be adopted throughout the land,

and

that the

custom

of holding butter up to our noses to detect that aromatic flavor

be entirely done away with,

will

detect the off flavor,
time.

I

hope we

and

that I

shall cultivate

—

I

was going to say except to

hope
our

will not

be there

at that

and more particularly
flavor which we hear of

taste,

our habits, to that point that the off

to-day, as well as this aromatic flavor, will be a thing to be re-

membered in the
Mr. Cheever

and not be of the present.
Does the speaker recognize a wide difference
between the aromatic flavor which he speaks of and the genuine
past

:

taste of sweet butter ?

Hazen

There is a flavor to butter which is not
I do.
by the smell but is by the taste, and the flavor we
but do not smell we want in good butter.

Mr.

discernible
taste

:
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Gerrish Is there anything that will give you that except
and good pasture?
Hazen Clover hay will.
Does not that mean the same thing as rowen?
Gerrish
Hazen There is no question about what the best butter
can be made should be made from, which is clover hay and

Mr.
rowen
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
that

corn

:

:

:

:

But there

meal.

another question that comes pretty

is

strongly before the dairyman, and that

of our butter from that feed, or can

all

some kind of food

that will cost us

less price for butter

?

answer
for

That

better afford to have

even

less,

at a sacrifice

me may

of a

dairymen must
you may not be

all

profitable for

is

profitable for

is

we

a question that

is

What

for themselves.

me, and what

can we afford to make

is,

not be for you.

For

instance, a man from Massachusetts or the southern part of New
Hampshire will come up here and say that the most profitable

and the only proper way

to

make

ensilage

is

to plant a native

corn

and ripen it, pick the ripe ears, cut up the stocks and unsound
That may be the
ears and put them into your silo for ensilage.
proper way for him but it is not for me, from the fact that there
is a white substance that accumulates on the corn in my section,
and there is so short a space in which it can ripen. As to
whether

it

profitable or not to

is

make

ensilage in that way,

question for us to apply individually to our

own

location

is

a

and

circumstances.

Mr. Cheever
in the hall

butter

:

May

I

ask

if

the butter

below from your dairy

is

on exhibition

what you

call

is

?

Had

I

opinion of the judge which we had here to-day,

I

Mr.

that

sweet-cream

Hazen

No,

:

sir

;

it

has a

flavor.

known

brought some sweet-cream butter, but past experience taught
that I must sour

it if

I

the

should have

me

expectea to meet with an approving smile

from the judge.

Mr. Baker

I

:

would

from the question of

like to ask a question a little

flavor,

and

that

is

in

removed

regard to color.

Do

you not find a very perceptible difference in the color of your
butter made from sweet cream and ripened cream, when the cream
is

made from
Mr.

the same animals

Hazen

:

Decidedly.

?
I

have customers

butter natural without regard to whether

it is

that

want the

pure white or not.
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color, in

my

will give the but-

ter a higher color.

Mr. Cheever
color

has a tendency to affect the

butter

Salt in

:

?

Mr.

Hazen

would bleach

It

:

Mr. Cheever

mean

I

:

it.

have a lighter color than salty butter

Hazen

Mr.

my

opinion

Mr. Cheever

is

May

:

ask

I

what makes the striped butter

Hazen

—

as a fact, but in

salted in layers or strips

it is

and

the freshest,

is

—

not that

?

never saw, in

I

:

it

way.

you are not familiar with the

if

always of a lighter color where

Mr.

to state

affect it in that

improperly salted

fact that butter

not fresh butter

?

would not attempt

I

:

would not

it

Would

the opposite.

my own

experience, any such

butter.

Mr. Cheever

Mr.

Hazen

that kind.

You can

:

It

:

is

Then, again,

would be made by the
Mr. Cheever

I

:

find

salt

am

I

still

Mr.

my

two minutes.
you see anything of
little whether that

if

should question a

or the lack of

salt.

very glad that Mr. Hazen makes such

perfect butter as not to have

but

in

it

improperly made,

had any experience in

that line

;

I think that salt tends to heighten the color.

Hazen

I

:

butter since I

do not think there have been any stripes in
commenced the custom of churning in the

granular form.

Mr. Baker

I will

:

Cheever speaks

say in regard to streaked butter that Mr.

of, that

although

I salt

my

form and have no striped butter, unless
drain so that the moisture would

placed

it

ture of

butter in the granular
try to, I

I

come

all

on the butter-worker, and worked
and put on the salt, and let

60 °

out,
it

have

about the tempera-

it set

over night, and

the parts that tasted salty were of the brightest color,
surprised at

Mr.

let it

and then have

and

I

was

it.

Hazen

:

I

would say that in

my own

experience

often noticed that as I turned the butter out on to the

was a brighter glistening
on and mixed in thoroughly.

table in the granular form, that there

color than after the salt was put

I have
working
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Mr. Cheever

am

I

:

willing to go on record as stating here

that salt does heighten the color of butter.

Hazen

Mr.

am

I

:

does not.

it

I

do

not willing to go on record as saying that

a print of butter, then lay

work

the salt works out

Mr. Cheever:

and I do know that if you
up and let it stand a week, as

believe, however,

it

it

draw out

will

the color.

bleach in the sun, whether

It will

is

it

salted

or unsalted.

Mr. Hazen
out of

:

It will

President
and an

As

:

dark refrigerator as the

this association has

approj^-iation made,

State

something that

this

in a

works

salt

it.

will return

it

been recognized by the

make

stands us in need to

an equivalent to the

State,

and

I

improve in the method of conducting this association as we progress, and that we shall be able to hold meetThe State is big enough
ings in the different parts of the State.
trust that

we

shall

for this organization

working

we should not work
pression that
into this

and the Board of Agriculture and everybody
and there is no reason why

in the interests of agriculture,

if

in

our best

work and

harmony and do good.

men

will take

a little sacrifice,

I

have the im-

hold and put a

little effort

we can have a good meeting

without a great deal of foreign help.

I

know

that

men who

have

attained a \vide reputation will give a meeting special interest;

but

I

and

I

want

to say that I have attended a great

are those carried on

on

many

meetings,

have found that oftentimes the most interesting meetings

by our own home

talent.

You

will find that

these nice points which have been discussed here, questions

have been asked and answers given by our own men right here
which show that they understand this business as well as anybody
I

else.

think that we need to develop this

home

It costs

talent.

a great deal to hire these men who make it their business to talk
upon these subjects. This talk by Mr. Douglas was a fine one,

and he is a very able man.
him here, and we may have
in a measure

but

it is

was worth what we paid

to

have

men

here

make
think we

expensive business and we want to

as far as we can, and for that reason I
up an interesting meeting with our home talent, and
think we can if we take hold of this thing and make a little

this

money go

ought
I

;

It

to resort to bringing such

to get

sacrifice.

I

think that

if

the association will take hold of this,

;
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and make the money we have go as far as possible and do the
most possible good, the State will increase the appropriation.
They have increased the appropriation of the Board of Agriculture,

and they have done

their

money

there than in

right,

and

many

in the future they better

of the places they do.

put

If they

had reduced the salaries of some of the men, the office-holders
who are drawing three or four dollars a day and doing nothing for
what they receive but spend their time in their own business at

home, and appropriated it for the interests of agriculture, they
would have done better.
Mr. Baker Just one word in following out the same line of
thought that Mr. Connor has started on. There is no question but
:

that these meetings are of value in

encouraging the dairy interests

Mr. Harris stated that the butter exhibit we had here
was an excellent one. It has shown that there has been a marked

of the State.

change in the grade of the

New Hampshire

you could not have seen such an exhibit

as

dairy.

Four years ago

we have had

here to-day

Hanover last year. Something has stirred up our farmers and
dairymen to make a great deal better product. I claim that it is
holding the meetings and discussions, and disseminating the reports of them throughout the State that has increased this interest
and added so much to the wealth and good reputation of the State.
I think if we, as members of this association, go to work in the
right way, and show that every dairy that is established is putting
two dollars or more in the treasury of the State as taxes, we shall
have no trouble in getting appropriations for the future, especially
if we use what we have properly and for the most good, as we
evidently have used the small resources we have had.
to-day that I might possibly be
Mr. Hazen
I was told
called upon to occupy a good deal of time.
I did tell you everyor at

:

thing I knew, but

what we have done

have found out one thing since.

I

various events of our

life it
is

In the

often happens that the after-clap of

not as agreeable as

when we

are doing

it

but that rule does not apply to these meetings which are being
held by the Board of Agriculture and
tion.

The good

that

is

there are but few present,
to

thank somebody

by the Dairymen's Associa-

being done at
is

this

meeting, although

being spread over the land.

else for that.

The

We have

four leading papers of the

farmers are represented here in this meeting.

With

those of us
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are here and hear the whole, some of the best thoughts may
be obliterated by other things but these press representatives
who are here with us sift out and select the best of the talk and

who

;

and they are read by the fireand studied by the farmers of our commonwealth. There
comes in the good of these meetings. We may come together
but
here and see this small number present and feel discouraged

scatter the thoughts over the State,

side

;

when we think

of the thousands in the State that will have the

opportunity of reading the good things that are said here, and
will treasure

them up

in their

of these meetings, and that

memories, then we can see the good

is all

that encourages

me

to leave

my

and spend two or three days here. It should give us all
I think there is one member of this association, who
courage.
has put in several weeks of his time and must put in a little more
before he gets through with this meeting, whose services deserve
I refer to Mr. W. D. Baker, and I move that a vote
recognition.
I would also
of thanks be tendered to him by this association.
make one more motion, and that is, that we give these reporters
who are here a vote of thanks, and a pledge that we will take
every paper which they represent.
I should say that Mr. Cheever ought to be
Mr. Gerrish
requested to say something in response to that for the newspapers.
Sometimes
I, however, want to say one word about Mr. Baker.
a man will put in good heavy work when he expects to get some-

business

:

thing for
in

it

;

but Mr. Baker's only reward

having a meeting

the assistance

I

at

Plymouth, and

have had from him, and

that he

is,

feel

I
I

is

interested

very grateful for

wish to express

my

thanks for his services, both individually and as an officer of this
association. I wish to say

one thing more on a subject about which

As I have been in attendance upon
wondered
as you have wondered
why
yesterday
so
few
dairymen
and farmers are here
and
to-day
participate
to
in
the
discussion.
I hope the newsand
listen
to
I do
papers are not doing mischief in making so full reports.
There is one other way in which our influnot think they are.

I

have thought a great deal.

these meetings, I have often

—

—

ence and the influence of these meetings are

felt.

Let

me

illus-

upon a still day you go out and cast a pebble into one
of your ponds that you have around here in these towns, you
trate.

If
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notice that you break up the stillness of the surface of that sheet

That wave

of water with a wave.

and

is

reach the farthest shore of the largest

turbance

made by

the pebble

is

its

pond

carried on

the most remote corner of the pond,

perceptible so far from

of this

followed by an outer circle,

another and another outer circle, until in theory

still

center,

and on,

until

it

there.

pebble cast upon the surface of the water

little

of the influence of

mind of man

is

little

things as they go from

may
dis-

reaches

it may not be
The influence

and although

it is still

it

The

in this State.

man

to

is

typical

man.

The

kind we

just as susceptible to influences of the

are exerting here as the water to the disturbance of that pebble.

By

men

the faces of the

that

come

in here

you can see that they
word that drops

are drinking into their agricultural souls every

from the
not,

it

lips

of the speakers,

they believe

if

it

;

and

if

they do

much good, for it sets them to thinking.
comes here will go home and attempt to put into

does them just as

A man

that

some one or two of the principles he has heard discussed,
who perhaps thought him foolish for comlook through the cracks of the fences and over the walls to
ing
see what he is doing, and then they go to doing the same things.
It is unconscious and they do not know why they do it
but they
become better farmers, better neighbors, and better citizens in this
world, and possibly become better prepared for another.
If the
practice

and

his

neighbors

—

—

;

influence of these meetings was only the direct influence to the
parties

present

and the importance of them was measured by

that influence, I should say that

men's Association
the contact of
is

done

;

I

importance warranted the Dairythere is an indirect influence,

know

mind with mind,
That

here.

but

is

very

little

Unless you have watched as

I

that will extend the

good

that

appreciated at the present time.

have the subtle influence of these

do not know the importance of the indirect inwhich they exert. I simply mention this for your en-

meetings, you
fluence

couragement.
Dr. Pierce
of the dairy

it

:

Speaking of the indirect influence of the interests
me that in regard to one phase we are

seems to

rendering an equivalent for the appropriation.
last

Our

secretary

year spoke of the large increase of domestic animals which

become taxable property
27

;

and

if

through the instrumentality of
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this association the dairymen increase their herds, would we not be
rendering the State a veritable equivalent for the appropriation ?

President It has been suggested that for the benefit of those
it would be very agreeable if any who took the prizes
are here they would give us the method by which they produced
There are several present, I think, who
this excellent butter.
have taken prizes, and it seems to me their method of feeding
and breeding the animals and handling the milk, etc., will be in:

present,

teresting.

Mr. Baker

have

I

:

of about

the milk

Some

Mr Hazen, one

:

Mr. Hazen

little

of

the prize-takers,

to say about that.

twenty-six

or

It is

twenty-eight

is

present.

made from

farmers'

cows.

of these cows are fed on ensilage, some of them with grain,

some corn meal and wheat bran, some of them are fed on ensilage
with wheat bran, some of them are fed with hay with corn meal
and wheat bran, some of them are fed on hay with wheat bran
some of them on hay and corn meal, and I guess some of them
The milk is brought to the
are fed on straw and nothing else.
creamery every day, and is warmed up to about 75° or 80°, we
are not particular which, then empted into a tank, mixed, and
run through the separator. The cream is emptied into cooling
tanks, and is made sour in twenty-four hours, either by raising
At this season of the year I use
the temperature or by seed.
It is
seed, and in the hottest of the weather we have to use ice.
then churned at a temperature of 64°, and is taken from the
,

churn

in the granular form.

ules before putting

Then
down to

on

ice

immersed

off.

it is

it

that granular

as desired,

churning

a

it

We

We

and

desire that

it

will

it

should be in gran-

be in granules when taken

in water of about 56°,

form so that
little

it

which

will hold

can be washed as long

with each water without bringing

and then we throw
hundred pounds of
butter, or in that proportion, and put in the water again, and
than we wash it in the third water, which is clear, and then we
about forty pounds
take it from the churn to the butter-worker
and work it and immediately pack it, and we obtain
at a time
it

to a solid mass.

use

first

clear water,

in a handful, perhaps a quart, of salt for a

—

—

our money for

it

Mr. Philbrick

as quickly as
:

What

we

size tubs

can.

do vou use

?
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I

little

five

this

would never send to the Boston marit was ordered by my custom-

ket a pound of print butter except
I would be prepared with
ers.

with crates, and with

prints,

square five-pound boxes, with round five-pound boxes, with square

ten-pound boxes, with fifteen-pound tubs, twenty-five, thirty, and
pound tubs, so that when a customer wrote me that he wanted

fifty

it to him.
There are at different
There are seasons of the year when I
can sell five or six hundred pounds a day in Boston ; there are
other seasons when I cannot sell thirty pounds in a day through
There are seasons in the year that a large
the same channels.

a particular kind I could ship
times different demands.

demand will be for five-pounds boxes, and there
want round boxes and times when they want
when
they
are times
square. There are customers who have my butter in square boxes
proportion of the

and
it

if

that butter

was put into a round box they would not take
who have my butter in round boxes and

there are customers

;

would not take

it

from square boxes.

My

orders to-day are thir-

teen boxes of prints, seventy-five five-pound

That

boxes five-pound round, per week.

is

square,

and

fifty

the standing order,

and changes. In sending these small boxes
sell them in some way or to hold them
Put up in small tubs that can always be sold at
a little while.
some price, and do not put it in print form as they won't have it
If they don't take it, it damages the print
unless they want it.
If I churned it this morning it is not
butter more to keep it.
it is still worse day after to-morrow, and two
as good to-morrow

subject to additions

there

is

always a chance to

;

weeks from to-day

it

is

not

fit

for

anything

:

therefore

if

you

send your butter to the open market without any orders, you have

no

Tub

safety except in tubs.

weeds, or four weeks

and

I

would advise in

if
all

butter can be held

one week, two

and often

many months,

necessary,

cases to put your butter in tubs, unless

you have an order for something
season every

pound of

ception of a

little for

season of travel

pounds boxes

my

all I

as

my

Through

else.

the mountain

butter goes to the hotels, with the ex-

private customers

;

that

is

print.

After the

customers have taken either in prints or

have made.

With

a private dairyman,

suggest that in putting up his butter he put

it

up

I

five-

would

into a size tub
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—

that will hold

in

either one, two, or three tubs

churning of to-day, and
whatever you put

it

into.

let

It

— the

the churning of to-day

entire

fill

them,

matters not whether the butter

is

natural or colored, changes in the weather, or the food of the

animals, etc., will change the color, and
full

to-day and filling

it

by leaving a tub

partially

with something else two or three days

hence, will give you almost always two colors of butter in that tub.
It is therefore advisable that,
filled

whatever packages are used, they be

with one churning.

Question

:

Mr, Hazen
with myself.

How

do you prepare your tubs ?
That is a question that I was very much puzzled

:

was troubled in the early experience of

I

my tubs so

ness in getting

and more particularly so with my
and brine them. At last an old woman
are indebted to the

my

busi-

would not be a woody flavor,
print boxes.
I would scald them

that there

women

for

about

all

in the

there

town
is

— and we
—

of us

said

:

" Try smoking them in sulphur." I did so, and I find there is
no trouble in taking the woody flavor out of any kind of a packa dry
age in that way. The way I do it is, I have a large box
so that I can put in perhaps a dozen tubs at a time.
goods box
I place
I cover that over tightly, and have a false bottom to it.
my tubs, with the covers off, in this box, and there is a door in
the false bottom through which I put a pan filled with coals and
on which is sprinkled some sulphur. In about fifteen minutes
I then take them
the tubs are cleansed from all woody flavors.
out, put brine into them, and let them stand until used.
Mr. Baker I would like to ask Mr. Hazen, if in putting up a
tub of butter for market, whether he puts in salt on top of the
butter in the tub or whether he puts it on top of the cloth.
I would not, under any conditions, have the
Mr. Hazen
salt put on to the butter, but would put a little on the cloth.
I do not know as there is to be any benefit derived from that,
only it is what out grandmothers did and our mothers did, and

—

—

:

:

what we are expected
Mr. Baker

to do.

Why I spoke of

it is, that Mr. H. K. Slayton told
method had been invented by which the butter need
not be injured in flavor from the wood of the cover, by the use of
salt between the cover and the butter.

me

that a

:
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necessary to put anything on

it is

you follow the course I have taken.
Question I would like to inquire if you have packed butter
for the market in metal packages, say, for instance, in tin pails or
the butter,

if

:

boxes

?

Mr.

Hazen

Question
Mr.

any objection to it ?
Tin is used as a package for print butter by quite
I was once asked to look at some cows, and found
there

Is

Hazen

never have.

I

:

:

:

a good many.

two very nice-looking cows, and the
them.

for

him
and

that

told

man

asked forty dollars apiece

They were very small cows. I had previously told
I did not want to buy
but when I saw them, I laughed,
him that I would buy them. He asked me why I had
;

my mind,

and I said "I think tin milk pails are apt to
and wooden pails in warm weather are quite likely to
drop to pieces, but in buying these heifers, you can take one under
each arm and carry them into the milk-room and milk them there,
All tin is made by putting the tin on to
and save your pails
iron, at least all heavy tin is, and that will, after a time, wear off.
After the tin has worn off, the corrosion of the salt and moisture
would tend to rust it to some extent. Tin-lined tubs have been
before the public, but they do not prove successful.
They did
not prove acceptable to the public, and I do not think they are

changed
rust

:

badly,

!

manufactured to-day.

A Member
is

In Philadelphia, where a great deal of fine butter

:

used, I think that tin

The

butter

is

is

used successfully in packing butter.

put into small pails that will hold from two to three

pounds, and are not again used, and

New Hampshire

be adopted by

think that method might

Hazen That is done in this vicinity to some extent. It
done in the Ipswich creamery.
President I recognize Mr. Merrow as one of the prize-takers.
Mr. Merrow Of course I am a little disappointed in being
Mr.

is

I

farmers with profit.

:

:

:

reckoned as one of those to take a prize, with
butter.

The

manufactory.

my

little

showing of

fact is that to a certain extent I represent a butter
I

have the charge of one where we are milking

some twenty cows.

We

use the Cooley creamer,

expressly for butter-making.

At

my own

only, and the butter I brought here

is

and have a room

place I keep two cows

the product from those two
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They

COWS.
is

and the food

are a sort of grade Jersey,

I

give them

not the food that some have explained to us here, but

I

feed

them on rowen and English hay mostly. I give them about four
quarts of shorts and one quart of meal per day.
I do my own
milking, and I milk as expeditiously as I can after cleaning the
cows thoroughly, and I take the milk immediately to the house.

My

We

wife, of course, there takes charge of the milk.

common
our milk

is

kitchen, and

a

in

little

really

it

is

is

done.

set

cupboard or pantry, opening from our
connected with our kitchen in which our

pastry cooking and other cooking, washing dishes,

of that kind

use the

Where we

shallow setting pans, six or eight quart.

It sets

for thirty-six hours,

and everything
and then it is

skimmed and the cream put into a cream-holder. We
every time we skim the milk, which we do twice a day.
Mr. Gerrish Is it covered m any way ?

stir

it

:

Merrow

Mr.

kitchen that
to that

No,

:

Of

of the room.

usually

is

it is

;

kept open and at the temperature

we cook

done

in

and do

vegetables

cooking

my

surprised that
butter,

and

in contact with this milk.

butter takes the prize.

I

brought

it

here.

I

it

;

but I have an idea, and

I

course

it

I

am

was pretty

have heard a good deal

said about butter being susceptible to odors

with

in the kitchen

Of

fancied

I

our

in

all

In addition

for families.

— we use kerosene — our lamps are trimmed

and everything comes

good

sir

course

coming

in contact

know, that a great deal of the

odor we get in our butter is brought in in the milk pail.
President Will you tell me about how often you churn ?
Mr. Merrow About twice a week. I might say that we use
:

:

a churn called the Sanborn

The

churn.

butter

is

about

five

minutes in coming.

President Do you wash it before taking it out ?
Mr. Merrow Yes, sir. Our butter comes in a mass and not
:

:

in the granular form.

President Washing does not do much good, then ?
Mr. Merrow Yes, sir it does. We make the temperature
:

;

:

of the water about 58°.

When we

churn

I

temperature of the cream was about 62° or

about three fourths of an ounce of
is

made

in the dairy

is

managed

salt.

should say that the

We

6;^°.

Of course

differently, but this

the butter I brought here was made.

put in

the butter that
is

the

way
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President

You spoke about

:

Do you mean

the milk pail.

absorbed afterwards

in or

Mr.

Merrow

stable after

it is

Mr.

is

Mr.

so

?

think the sooner the milk

so

Do you

:

is

carried from the

:

I

:

think

do not

I

the surrounding atmosphere

how any odors can

see

get in there

when

out.

Something has got

:

?

so.

much coming

Merrow

it is.

think the milk would absorb any odors

much warmer than

Merrow

President
there

the odors being carried in with

that they are milked in, or are taken

being extracted from the cow, the better

President

when

I

:
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go

to

in to take the place

of

what comes out.
Mr. Cheever
is

:

May

ask

I

if

used for laundry purposes

Mr.

Merrow

Mr.

No,

:

Mr. Cheever

Merrow

:

Yes,

:

kept

is

Our washing is done outside.
and butter room ?

sir.

Is that

the kitchen where the milk

?

the churning

After

sir.

it is

made, of course

it is

taken

to the cellar.

President
I would

row,

Mr.

:

If there

no objection on the part of Mr. Mer-

is

like to hear of the points that butter

Merrow

In regard to the odors,

:

particularly about the odor,

I

was scored.

asked Mr. Harris

and if he could discover any off flavor
and he said he could not. I have

that was not right or proper,

no objection to the points being given.
Mr. Baker: Mr. Merrow's butter is marked 40
for grain,

14 for color

but very good), and

(it

salt

was a
10.

little

for flavor, 25

strong in color,

if

anything,

Mr. Merrow's flavor had been

If

would have got the first premium.
would say that the butter was not colored.
Mr. Wallace is another of the prize-winners.

three points better, he

Mr.

Merrow

President
Mr.

I do not know as I could say anything any
would say that I have what we call scrubs, and churn
We keep the cream in a cupboard
twenty-four hours.

Wallace

different.

once

:

in

I

:

:

I

which leads from the dining-room.
and it takes about twenty-five minutes

President
this.

I

:

I

think there

is

We

churn

at

62° or

6t,°

to churn.

something unaccountable about

cannot understand why Mr. Merrow's butter should

not taste of the odor with which

it

has

come

in contact.

I

think

Mr. Hazen has said that in buying different persons' butter he
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—

that where they
could detect when they had fried doughnuts,
butter.
in
the
Now
taste
it
could
work
he
of
this
kind
had done

here

is

a sample w'here no caution has been taken either in the

raising of the

washing

is

cream or

in the ripening,

very imperfect, and

still

constantly avoiding these odors, and

oughly

and where the method of

it is

ahead of those who are

who wash

their butter thor-

in a granular form.

Adjourned

to 7 o'clock

p.

u.

Evening Session.

The

first

address of the meeting was

Hopkinton, Mass., secretary of the

made by

A. H. Fitch, of

New England Milk

Dealers'

Association.

This talk was interesting and instructive to members present,
but the lecture being illustrated by the use of apparatus and the
testing of samples,

it is

difficult to

do

justice either to the speaker

or to Vice-President Waterhouse's talk and analyses at other meetings of the association.

One

of Mr. Fitch's ideas was that there was a legal aspect to

the testing and analysis of milk.

He

had found a good many
This was es-

samples not coming up to thirteen per cent.

pecially true with the Holstein breed, although the poorest

he ever owned was a Jersey.

cow

Rainy weather such as we had in
the summer of 1889 had much to do with the quality of the milk
on account of there being so little " heart " in the grass grown
in rainy weather.
Distance from time of dropping calf has something to do with the per cent of fats.
Cows driven in by the dogs will fall off one per cent in fats.
It takes an educated man to feed a balanced ration, but not necessarily a college educated one.
A balanced ration would produce standard milk if the cows were good. There had been a
great increase in the demand for milk since the analysis commenced. A good spring balance and some testing tools would
be the death of one fourth of our cows.
Following Secretary Fitch was an interesting and instructive
address on the

:

;
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AGRICULTURE OF HOLLAND.
BY HON.

J.

B.

WALKER.

Mr. President and Gentleinen
It

that

now about 8.30

is

you have been here

o'clock,

all

and

appreciate

I

day, and that

I

the

fact

should not detain you

much longer. There is one thing that has been a matter of a
good deal of speculation on my part for the past ten days, and
that is, why the secretary of this association should do me the
honor to invite me to come up here and talk to the Dairymen's
This

Association.

is

men's association in
that there

the

my

first

time that
finally

I

life.

I

ever went to a dairy-

came

to the conclusion

One was

were two reason, both satisfactory to me.

that he was feeling hard up and could not do any better; and the
other reason was that he wanted some one that did not know

anything about dairying.
to

I

am down on

the

program

to

talk

you about farming in Holland.
It is

pretty hard to talk about

may

Dutch farming

in

a half an hour

can wake up a
on your part that will induce you to learn more
about it, either by reading or otherwise, I shall be satisfied.
Holland appears to us a good ways off; but if we were to take
the train to-morrow morning and go to Boston, and were fortunate enough to catch one of the outward Cunarders, so as to leave
at once, in one week after we left here, with a fair voyage, we
In five hours, we would be set down in
would be in Liverpool.
London, and in five hours more would be at Dover in about
eight days, all told, we would find ourselves in the heart of Hol-

but perhaps I
little

give you a few points, and

if I

curiosity

;

land.

When we

arrived there, however,

much

we should

New

find that the

I want
some of the peculiar features of Holland.
You go there and you want to know how that flat country was
made. You find a country about one quarter larger than NewHampshire, and only about one half of it is above the level
of the sea.
That is low, flat, and sandy, but above the level of
the sea
the other half of it is below tlie level of the sea.
It is literally a hollow land, and much of it is fifteen or sixteen feet below the level of the sea, so that if you are on

country did not look very

like

Hampshire.

to call your attention to

;

the surface of the land, riding in a carriage, you

may

see vessels
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sailing

above you, and you dan

you, and but a

dam

to you,

How

to your

map and

realize that the sea

is

up above

The question will come
world was such a country made? If you go

or dike keeps

in the

it off.

will study that,

you

will

find that the river

way up nine thousand
comes along down and runs

Rhine, which rises in Switzerland,

feet

above

into

the level of the

sea,

Lake Constance, through Lake Constance, between Switzerland
and Austria, and through Germany, and then through Holland,
where

it

flows

bringing

down

into
dirt

North

the

and

soil

Sea.

from

its

This

has

river

been

upper part, and when

it

comes towards the shore of the North Sea, it comes into a
very level country, where the current is slow, and a great deal of
this dirt is deposited on the banks, from the overflow of the
When it flows into the
Rhine, and on the bottom of the river.
sea, it is met by the Avaters of the sea, which roll in against
it, and you have two forces, one coming from the north and the
other from the south, one a river the other an ocean.

On

result ?

What

is

the

the west shore of Holland and on the north, you will

up from the bottom of the sea, sand dunes, similar to
own coast. If we go back far enough, we shall find
contest has been going on for ages and ages, we do not

find, piled

those on our
that this

know how

and these constant opposing forces have proof the Rhine just what is being produced
a delta; that
at the outlet of the Merrimack, Mississippi, or Nile,
is, this soil that has been brought down from the mountains by

duced

long,

at the outlet

—

the river, and the sand pushed up from the bottom of the sea
filled

up the portion of the sea which was originally the mouth
little islands and lines of land

of the river, and gradually formed
just

above the surface of the water, with shallow water in between.

Subsequent

to that,

vegation springs up, and as these islands be-

come gradually larger and solid and firm, they are inhabited by
savage tribes. By and by these people begin to take on civilization, and want more land, and in order to get it they build
little dikes around these shallow islands, and in that way they
keep the water from overflowing. As civilization advances still
further, these rude people begin a commercial career, and we find
in their early days that the
tries

of the world.

They had

At

Dutch were trading with

their ships, in

all

the coun-

commercial people.
the early history of the country, going

that time they were a
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ever,
it

Indias,

and everywhere, and they

up a nation through their commerce. After a time, howcommerce began to die out. It was no longer as profitable

built

as
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was in the early days, so they betook themselves to agri-

You will find that the Dutchman
we have anywhere. When he stands
he shades about as much land as anybody

about as sharp a

is

culture.

upon his feet
you watch
will
see
he
is
sharp
trade,
you
about
as
as
anybody
and
in
a
him
could
not
get
rich
found
he
by
commerce,
he
turned
he
when
so,
But his land was half land and half
his attention to agriculture.
He wanted more
a great deal of it was a great bog.
water
land, and so he goes to work and makes what is one of the charhe goes to work and deeps out
acteristic features of Holland,
some of these shallow lakes around him, and by that means he
makes land at the bottom of those lakes. They are called pol-

man

as

firmly

else.

If

;

;

—

But when he has got

ders.

between him and the water.
to

this out there is a constant struggle

He

has to erect dikes,

keep pumping the water out, which

dikes or from rains, etc.

What

One

half of

may

Holland

and

is

obliged

get in through the
is

of this character.

formerly was the bottom of lakes contains some of the best

farms in Holland

farms in Holland are at the

the best dairy

;

bottom of some of these polders.
Perhaps I can give you a better idea of these polders by telling
you more definitely how one of them is made. Between Amsterdam and Harlem on the coast

—

—

the two principal cities
is
There was a large bay of water between
Amsterdam and Harlem about nine miles wide in its widest part

one called Harlemmeer.

and about eighteen miles long.

It

covered an area of about

forty-four thousand acres, equal to about
ships.

Its

waters

came up

they wanted to get rid of

went

to

work.

On

two ordinary town-

Amsterdam, and
formed a company and

to the very doors of
it,

they

so

the shores of this lake they built a dike that

was thirty-seven miles in length, encircling the lake. That dike
was wide enough to drive a horse or teams upon.
It was roomy

enough
It

to put

upon

it

buildings of the most substantial character.

took four or five years to do

went

it

;

but they did

it.

Then they

work and with four of the strongest pumping engines
began to pump the water out.
As they pumped, they ditched
on the other side of the dike so that the water would run
to
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The

into the sea.

year they did very

first

The depth of

entire lake.

They drained

It

pumped

out that

the water was about sixteen feet.
the water, throwing

that lake of all

dikes into the sea.

the next year

little,

they did more, and in the course of time they

it

over the

was done by these engines.

Sometimes
high by these

you can conveniently raise water only about so
engines.
So after the water was lowered so much in the polders
that they could not raise it, they had to build a dike within the
Then they
original one, leaving a canal between the two dikes.
set some of these pumps on the lower dike and pumped the water
over that one from the lake into the canal, and thence into the
In that way they worked,

sea.

they drained that polder
correct figures

After
it

in

it

;

but

I

think, from 1840 to 1S52 before

it

was done

If I have the

at last.

cost over four million dollars to

do

that work.

was drained thoroughly, various canals were made through
all directions, and windmills and steam-pumps were left
it

there so as to have the means of keeping
to keep

Then

it.

it

as

dry as they wished

the land was put upon the market and sold.

There was a track of country equal to two of our townships.
was in area about the size of Lake Winnipesaukee I find, and
That land was sold for
that had been drained in twelve years.

It

enough to pay for the operation with the exception of about four
hundred thousand dollars, which was a loss to the government.
But there was given to Holland an area equal to two townships.
By these artificial means I have mentioned, the water is not only
kept from the surface of the land, but it is kept at the right depth
below the surface. I remember going and looking down into
I never should have mistrusted that it was a polder.
the polder.
It is like

driving

suspicion that

it

down on one
is

below the

You have no

of the meadows.

level of the sea.

It

is

level,

it

is

you see there are people living in their houses as free from
apprehension as anywhere else.
I made some inquiry and found

rich

;

that there were two

immense

villages in this

one polder, and that

there were about two thousand people.

Now

this

one of the

is

draining these polders.

from a few acres up

largest operations that I

You

will find

to those of

know

them, however,

two townships

in

all

extent.

these polders you will find, perhaps, the best specimens of

farming.

All

I

know

of

Dutch farming

is

of in

the

in the polders.

way
In

Dutch
I

have
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knew

and never when you were above it.
If you start to go through the country by railroad you may be
going along and the first thing you know you see right close beside you a canal, and in that canal is a ship, the ship and canal
seeming to be on the same level, and away down below are the
How do you account for that ? Why, the railpeople farming.
road has been made on the embankment of a canal, or you may
This deposit
be running along on the bank of the river Rhine.
of dirt on the bottom of the river is continually raising its bed,

when you were below the

and

sea

prevent the river from flowing over and inun-

in order to

dating the land, they dike each side of the river, and the result
that the

country.

bed of the
So you

than the farms.
yet that land

is

river

is

will find the river twelve or fifteen feet

They

higher

are underneath the level of the sea,

of extreme

is

raised higher than the surrounding

fertility.

It

and

has been buried for years,

mixed more or

less with sand that has been drifted in from the
and with more or less of deposits that have been brought
down by the river. So much for the polder ; that is one of the

sea,

characteristic sights of Holland.

In the best farming regions of Holland you will find that the

people live very near together.

Hampshire,
dred to the

North Holland and South Hol-

we carry here. In New
we carry a population of about four hunsquare mile, while in North Holland and in South

land carry a population
I

much

larger than

think

Holland, which are the most densely peopled parts of Holland,
there are about fifteen

hundred to the square mile. If I rememman, woman, and child here in New

ber the figures right, each

Hampshire has about sixteen acres

to

live

upon, while in the

densely peopled parts of Holland every man,
has less than one acre,

and

yet they live there

woman, and child
and you don't find

any deserted farms either. They are cultivating the soil, are getting enough to eat and drink, are happy, and are growing rich.

Now what kind of a place is a Dutch farm ? you will ask. The
Dutchman believes in hard work of the head and hand. He has
put his mind and muscle in the work and he has been successful.
There is a good deal of pleasure in looking into the farmhouses.
Take the average farmhouse in the better parts of Holland. You
will find a large

square house standing in a

little

from the road
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with shade trees in front of

and then the cow

make

the barn so as to

You

it.

will find a

arranged

are

stables

in

tremendous barn,
connection with
convenient.

the feeding of the cattle

just as we
Here the Dutchman lives and works, and if you go into his house you will find
that he is well to do, has the necessities of life, and more or less of
He does not spend his substance on horses and
the luxuries.
buggies, as we are apt to here, but he places his money often in
You will find an abundance of silver upon his table,
silver plate.

Very

likely

you

will find the

sometimes join them

and,

if

barn joined to the house,

as a matter of convenience.

you talk with him, he

will give

you to understand that

your horses, high-priced harness, and varnished carriage
last

very long, while his silver plate has a value and

Your horse goes lame, your harness
But the Dutchman is

able.

does your carriage.

is

will

not

imperish-

and so
man, and if
are lasting and that

loses its gloss

a thrifty

he buys luxuries, places his money in such as
he can send down to his children. There is another thing he has
During the
a taste for, and that is for our United States bonds.

war there were immense quantities of our bonds that went over
He, in
there, and those that have not become due are there now.
the first place, puts what capital he needs into his land and into
He buys the best machinery and farms on a pretty
his farming.
large scale
first

— the best of them do — and what he has

left

goes in the

place into a few of these luxuries, and the rest into bonds or

The farmer

other investments.
well to

The
there

is

there

is

as a general thing a pretty

do man.
roads in Holland are canals.

In these polder districts

nothing to build a good road of; but they have to con-

tinually drain their lands,

and do

it

those canals are used for roads.

and
from place

to place,

are the canals,

largely

by means of

You

will see roads

canals,

going

paved with bricks, but the general highways

which are of all sizes. The large ones are big
Those that go out from Amsterdam to the

enough
North Sea are large ones
for ships.

;

but the ordinary canal

is

like the canal

we have here in this country, wide enough to carry a canal boat.
Then they narrow down, narrower and narrower, until they get
to be but a big ditch, big

The gradation of
man who started

enough

to allow a

canoe to pass through.

me

of the story told of a

these canals reminds

out on a broad highway lined with beautiful
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he proceeded into the country that highway very

and instead of a broad avenue there was but
grew narrower and narrower until it became
a foot-path, and at length, by following it a little while, it narrowed down into a squirrel path and ran up a tree. It is a good
They narrow down to nothing, as it
deal so with these canals.
The peasants, or the populace, travel on these canals and
were.
If on a market-day you go down
carry their produce on them.
to the canal you will find these boats standing along the streets of
the town, loaded down with produce, which they have for sale,
and there are all sizes. If you see a narrow boat, you may make
up your mind that the owner lives away out in the country.
Trucking and hauling loads on the farm are largely done by
means of these canals. If you want to transport manure from
one place to another, it is done by means of the canal. The

much narrowed

up,

a narrow road, and

it

country are cut up by
milkman or milkmaid goes out to milk, unless
the cows happen to be near, they jump into these boats and go
out and milk the cows, and all the milk is brought back to the
farmhouse in the same way ; for there I find that they let their
cows feed night and day and instead of driving them up to milk
them, which may not be convenient, they go wherever they are
and milk them and transport the milk in these boats to the place
where they keep it.
Whether the dairymen can get any idea out
of that, whether the driving of your cows home to milk them
impairs the quality of the milk or not, I do not know; but I
through a large portion of this

fields

canals.

When

a

merely throw out the

Of

fact.

my

knowledge of Dutch dairying is very superficial,
and I know next to nothing about it. But I had the curiosity to
find out about those hard cheeses.
Those are made up in North
course

Holland.

I

do not know but

that they are

made

all

country, but in certain parts of North Holland they are
great quantities.

I

over the

made

in

understand the process to be the same as any-

where, except the Dutch cheese being a simple ball, there
difference in the pressure,

when they come

to press

them.

is

a

The

mold very much resembles an ordinary mortar, into which the
curd is placed. Then on top of that is a cover hollowed out
round, so you have the mortar-shaped mold at the bottom and this
round cover

at the top.

This

is

pressed

down

until

you get the
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round Dutch cheese.

When

It

has previously been colored a

little.

and are ready to be cured,
they are taken out of the molds and are placed upon racks and
dried, and then before going to market they are very carefully
washed, and any ravelings that may be upon them from the cloth
that surrounded them in the molds are very carefully rubbed off
these cheeses have been pressed

with a knife.
to the

market

Then they
to

are painted different colors, according

which they are to be

sent.

Those

that

go

to the

English and Spanish markets are painted yellow, and those for
the French market

We

expect,

Now,

as

and those coming over here are painted
see a Dutch cheese, to see a red one.

red.

when we

one looks about him

in

Holland, he sees

all

of these

drained lands that have to be watched very carefully, and the

That requires
and results in the people
growing up into habits of thriftiness, and in making themselves a
prosperous people under adverse circumstances.
Mr. Waring
gives a very interesting account of one of these old Dutch farmers.
He was one of the rich farmers, and Mr. Waring went to see
He found the Dutchman sitting in his office. There was
him.
a long stable there, on one side of which was a long row of these
Dutch cows, and adjoining the stable was this office, and there
was a door which opened directly from the office into the stable,
Right over
so that one could look right out into the stable.
the mantelpiece in the office was a looking-glass, and he used
to sit before the mantelpiece and look into that mirror, and see
reflected the long line of cows down the whole length of the
stable, and as he sat there he doubtless understood that those
forty or fifty cows were taking grass, and grain, and various other
kinds of food, and by some process gradually converting them into
this white fluid which is so rich in butter and cheese, and while
they were gradually making milk for him, he would sit there by
the fire toasting his feet, thinking on this process that was making
him richer year by year. I could not help thinking of the old
He said
fellow that we had down here a great many years ago.
that when he went to bed he always put his pocket-book that had
his notes, etc., under his pillow, for he liked to wake up in the
This Dutchman
night and hear those notes of his draw interest.
had the same idea. There is a great deal of interest in watching
yourself grow rich bv these imperceptible means.
water kept below the surface just at the right point.
a great deal of care and watchfulness,
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There are a great many curious things about a Dutch farm.
we call Dutch cattle,
for we used

—

expected to find there what

to call the

— but

Holsteins Dutch cattle,

I

did not find them.

presume there were plenty of Holstein cattte there, but

on

to run

happened

The Dutch cow

them.

to

I

never

I

me

looks to

as

If you look at
though there was some Durham blood in her.
her from a dairyman's standpoint she is a good milker, and when

you have got done with her as a milch cow you can fat her, and
The Dutch farmer is a dairy
she is good for something for beef.
farmer,

making butter and

cheese, he

English

sends his cattle to the

is

cattle as

As

he did not want.

He

ous man.

is

have said, the Dutch farmer

I

Did you ever think of

in that land.
;

farming does not pay,

Dutch farm

difference

for

money out of

it.

there are

don me,

for I

some very

am

out of

much

to

to call

at

random

Amsterdam,

for instance,

You

— which

find

man

a

in

that

says

the side of

You may

(You
here.

do not seem

your attention to some of the

there a large city.

There

it.?

will find that the

over there.

fine sights

talking pretty

a prosper-

take

good land and make no

or

it,

ideas straightened out once, but they

want

down by

in the proprietors.

difference

make money

is

and

farm,

he will put his farm

poor land and

Now

If there

two or three hundred days, he

the

is

if

is

but one would have said that

;

no value in any land it is in the man.
New Hampshire who has a pretty good

is

market

he wanted, and selling such cattle as

growing rich

no value

there was

a

man was

This same

the habit of going at stated periods to the English

in

and getting such

and

also a cattle farmer,

market.

to

the capital,

is

had

be now.)

When

sights.

but few streets in

will parI

it,

my
I

you go

— you find

however, but

you cannot go ten rods but that you cross a bridge over a canal.
In Amsterdam the houses are narrow buildings with their ends,

towards the road, and gables in front.

around some of those

streets.

You

houses sitting up perpendicularly.

on which

to build their houses,

will

I

used to laugh in going

not find one of those

The people have driven

and you

posts

will find those houses,

some of them four or five feet apart, will lean towards one another
as though there was a good deal of affection felt for one another ;
while others will be leaning in the opposite direction.

Now
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when you go

into these houses, you will find the floors pitched as
would indicate from the outside, and if your two legs
If you
are of equal length it is somewhat uncomfortable.
happen to have one short leg and one long one, you can keep

the house

This

your equilibrium pretty well.

is

the result of driving piles

upon

into the ground and building their houses

those.

have said that the Dutch were thrifty people. As you are
passing through the country you will chance upon signs that will
I

indicate

"Fire and hot water
you inquire. Now, if
and he was about going to bed and

For instance, here

this.

What

for sale here."

does that

Mr. Connor was over there,
wanted to mix up his schnapps,
going to bed, with a
he

may send

is

one

mean

:

?

that he takes every night before

hot water, instead of building up a

little

out for some hot water, and that

That

and cheaper.

Dutch

is

fire,

a great deal easier

is

and a great many of

thriftiness,

these people carry their thriftiness to a point that

is

very funny.

do not have coal or wood, as we
have but the fuel is largely peat, which is expensive. If a man
has a small family, it is cheaper for him to go out and buy his
•fire and water that he wants for getting dinner than to make it

You must remember

that they

;

at home.

Another

tiling that strikes

a person

remember going out from one of
seemed to me that the streets were
must spend a good

deal of time

the extreme neatness.

is

so neat and clean
upon them. I spoke

me

that was standing near, and he informed

What would

their streets twice a week.

sioner of streets think

There

is

if

he were there

city of going out of the hotel

front of a big building.

—a

He

I

man

New York commis-

a

to

me

I

remember

in this

and seeing a man on the

— and a

is,

same

street in

black stockings, a

in

sort of

cocked up
and

that that was the capitol

might be the Lord Chancellor of Holland.
it

to a

that they only swept

?

was dressed

long dress coat

The thought occurred

I
it

that they

another thing that strikes one as peculiar and that

ihe various habiliments of the people.

black coat,

and

the principal hotels,

On

inquiry,

I

hat.

that

found

was an undertaker. You may think it was very bad in me, but
came away from Holland without making the undertaker's ac-

quaintance.
his dress

what

If

you see a man in the street, you can tell from
and the women and girls that come
j

his trade is
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from the provinces indicate by their dress what province they

in

are from.

have already spoken of their neatness.

I

great extreme.

you were

If

It

is

carried to a

to paint a characteristic picture of

General Grant, you would paint him with a cigar in his mouth;

you were going to paint a picture of a Dutch serving-woman,
you would paint a very good-looking woman, twenty years of age,
perhaps, with a Dutch cap upon her head, and you would not
If

say she

had any

She would be on her knees,

fault in her dress.

hand on the

resting her left

with a pail of soap and sand

floor,

and a scrubbing-brush in the other hand, doing violence
and the steps. It is said that neatness
If that is so, what is the idea of godliness
is next to godliness.
in Holland ?
There are a great many things that I could tell you about
For instance, wherever
that are characteristic of Holland.
Upon their
you go you will find the bells continually ringing.
cathedrals they have chimes, and these not only sound the hour,

by

her,

to the floor, the sidewalk,

which they play a few bars or a tune, but

at

and perhaps

play a pretty tune,

bar of music
all

;

and

the inland towns,
I

it

the time there.

climbed up,

I

I

me

gave

at

every half-hour they

at the quarters they play a short

the impression that

remember

it

was Sunday

Utrecht, which

is one of
had the curiosity to see one of these chimes.

I

at

do not know how many

where the chimes were.

steps, into_ the

room

found a large room, and there were

I

bells

arranged around that room to the number of forty, and a

man

was playing precisely as one plays on a piano.

He

used to

play there every afternoon for an hour for the delectation of the
citizens.

In going about Holland, you would not find the push and

advance that we find here in

my

in

this country.

I

remember reading

guide-book that there was a museum in which were old

farm plows, and being a farmer I went to see them, and the

one

I

saw was

just

such as Virgil described.

Then

I

went

to

look at the agricultural implements from the different provinces
of Holland,
their

to

and the chief

extreme heaviness.

characteristic of these implements
It

would require a

draw one of those plows across

ideas, however, are gradually

this

dying

is

yoke of oxen

Those old Dutch
and you will now find

room.

out,

fair
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in

They are inclined to get
The Dutch farmer must be
Here we do not
land drained.

that they are improving.

Holland

lighter implements, the best there are.
at continual
suffer in that

expense to keep his

The result is, that he takes
more character in him than

way.

land, and there

is

reason or other he
a

fair

crop, he

the census,

I

is

better care of his

some

in us, or for

What we should

the better farmer.

consider

would consider a very poor crop. According to
think that we in New Hampshire get a return

of not more than twelve or fifteen dollars,
twelve dollars, to the acre.

think

I

is

it

about

In North Holland and South Holland

they get a gross product of one hundred dollars per acre.

Their

compared with ours is about twelve to one. When I
speak of one hundred dollars to the acre, I refer to the best portions
The Dutchman,
of Holland, North Holland and South Holland.
success as

of course, has to export a gre at dealof his products, as he cannot

consume them

at

home, and

shrewd, intelligent man.

he

in his dealings

Dairying

is

is

found to be a

a business with him, and

He

whatever he does seems to be done on business principles.

and perseverance into it.
There is just one idea that I want to impress upon you, and
that is, the value that is in the land is just what the person
Those of you who were at Fitchthat occupies it makes it.

puts his whole

skill,

intelligence,

burg the other night heard Professor Brewer, who gave an ilHe referred to a man in Baltimore
lustration on that point.
going on to a piece of land, giving twenty dollars an acre
As he went on and improved that land, he was offor it.
fered one

fused

it.

hundred and twenty dollars an acre for it but he reThen he was offered two hundred and twenty-five or
;

fifty dollars for it

;

but he would not

sell

That land

it.

cost

him

but twenty dollars, but he had increased the value so that people

were willing to give him two hundred and

Then

the

man

died and

to decrease in value,
It struck

acre.

me

it

and

went
finally

that that

New Hampshire. There was
on my farm in Concord, and

it

was sold

dollars for

it.

The land began
an

at twelve dollars

was exactly what was the matter

in

a canny old Scotchman that came
I

drove him over the farm.

He

began to swell out with pride. Finally he tipped
over by saying, " You don't half carry it on." The trouble

praised
it all

fifty

to his children.

it,

and

I
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with US farmers up here

is

that

—

I

do not care whether it is daiwhat not

—

rying, or grass farming, or raising grain or cattle, or

we do not half carry
President
I would

There

:

know

he knows,

on.

is

the

if

man,

going

is

to

one point that I feel impressed with,
one question in regard to it. I would

just

like to ask

and

like to

it

I

do not care who he is, or how much
these improvements and do this
I do not care how much I know, how

make

work without hard labor.
many improvements I make, or how many new ideas

my

head,

I

get into

have got a one-hundred-acre farm, that means that

if I

it to make it a
amount of
immense
Now look at the
Is not that so ?
success.
going
Who
to
do that
in
Holland.
is
work that must be done
work for us here in New Hampshire?
The idle men standing around doing nothing.
Mr. Cheever
The more you get around you of that class of
President
men, the harder you have to work to get anything out of it.
I find that horses are more reliable than men.
Mr. Walker
We must have more machinery.
Mr. Hazen
That is the only way that we can live here in

I

have must put hard labor and

muscle into

:

:

:

:

We must throw aside our rough lands that remanual labor to cultivate, and put the expense
into buying machinery and improving our land that is smooth.
But there is another point, I think, in this Holland matter,
another side from what Mr. Walker has given us, and that
is this
Where would these rich Dutchmen be if they lived
in the extravagant style that we live in to-day ?
They live in a
style that we would not be satisfied with.
I think if we would be
satisfied to live w^ith the degree of plainness that they do, and our
wives and daughters be willing to rake hay, milk, and dig as they
do, we could pack our houses wath silver and government bonds.
Which is better, to enjoy the luxuries and pleasures of life with
our means, or to hoard our means up ?
President: Ninety-nine out of every one hundred cannot
New Hampshire.

quire

great

:

have these luxuries.

Mr.

Hazen

:

Is there a

laboring family in the town of Con-

cord that lives with that degree of
the wealthy

men

economy

of Holland live in

?

that a large share of
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Mr. Fitch

No,

:

I

sir.

have lived near the Dutch

They

or eight years in Kalamazoo, Mich.
%

miles of

my

land for

fifty

house, and

when they went

for seven

lived within a few

there you could

or seventy-five dollars an acre, and

buv the

now you cannot

buy it for three hundred. When you go into their houses, they
seem a remarkably well-behaved people. Their houses are clean,
and every Dutchman is just as good as another. That is not true
We do not live economically enough. But we
of the Yankees.
do not see much about that in our agricultural papers. You newspaper men would lose some subscribers if you told the farmers
the plain truth that they were living beyond their means.
Men
get twelve or fifteen cows and think they can sell milk in Boston
market and buy their cheese, their butter, and good clothes, two
Dutchman gets but one,
or three suits,
and have their
carriages, and a great many other things, out of the profits of fif-

—

teen cows.

farms

all

ashamed

—

It is just as true as

to

telling the farmers that they

The

that was not true.
I stuck a nail

told

my

before

it

it

can be that there are deserted

At Fitchburg the other day I was
hear some of the speakers praising up the farms, and

over Massachusetts.

we

I

it

then they are, when

beyond our means.

had on one day, and I
wanted somebody to mend that right away

was frayed out, but

have to take

that

is

through some clothes that

mother that

off
live

were better

truth

I

I

know

did not

My

to the tailor's.

but that

I

should

daughter, eighteen years of

and mended it. The mending
draw that together, and probably I can
If
never wear the garment more than around the house as it is.
I had employed a tailor to mend it, it would have been done
neatly, and so you would hardly have noticed it.
My daughter
I am
can read Latin reasonably well, and can i)lay pretty well.
age, found

it

out

and she

started

that she did was simply to

not going to say anything against

my

daughter.

Mr. Hazen
I have been exceedingly interested in the remarks
of Mr. Walker, and if I had not heard anything else since I
came here I should have been paid for coming. But still there is
In my own town, where I
another side to all these questions.
:

have lived
are

for

nineteen years,

I

think

I

can safely say that there

one hundred covered carriages to-day where there was but one

nineteen years ago.
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Mr.

men

Walker

Are there any pianos among the laboring

:

?

Mr.

Hazen

members

are

Yankees, and

I

some of whose

have seen sixteen families,

I

:

working

me.

for

believe there

is

Eight of them,

I

not a Yankee family

think, are

among them

but that has at least an organ.

Mr.

Cheever

loafers in

wish to ask Mr. Walker

I

:

Holland around the

Walker

if

there are

any

street corners.

I do not recollect seeing loafers there, but I premore
or less. The Dutchmen as a class are pretty insume
dustrious. They work and expect to work, and their extravagances
A helmet is one of the great things
are cheap extravagances.
among the women. It is a kind of a gold band. Sometimes it
is a band of gold made to go around the head, and sometimes it
covers the top of the head, and sometimes it is a double band.
That is covered with a loose cap and you can see the gold shin-

Mr.

•

there are

ing through.

Now

it is

the ambition of every servant girl to get

Some

one of these helmets.

of these helmets will cost perhaps a

hundred dollars and perhaps more
lasts

a

They

a life-time.

little

get one,

it

it

while and then throw

Mr. Cheever

:

Is

when they

do not take a thing as we do, and wear

but

;

away.

it

there anything that

in as in the waste of time

we

are as extravagant

?

I think we waste a great deal of
I think not.
Mr. Walker
If you look at New Hampshire, you will find that we have
a million acres of land that may be plowed and planted and
another million that is grass ground, and we should use them for
:

time.

just

what they are good

the other for grass.
as

much

as

I

for

;

one for cultivating, and
Almighty has said that just

use

believe the

Among

he has said anything in his revealed book.

our mountains,

all

land we cannot cultivate

;

but

is

there

no other

—

In every valley there is
we can be employed in,
a stream, and by the side of it on the mountain slopes there is
Raise
wood and timber land. The Almighty has said to us
wood and lumber and take it and cut it up by the power given
by these streams. Are we doing it ? If we would take the crude
products of the State and manufacture them into their ultimate products in the State where they grow, we should have a
industry that

:

:
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Villages would spring up and give us local markets.

thriving State.

There
I

is

another feature that

have found

affects

our future prosperity, which

going over the State.

in

I

have gone Into a farm-

house where everything was exceedingly neat, but where the
woman was out of health, and where the husband was not doing

much

farm work from the fact that the wife was sickly and had
to help her or him and there was no prospect of any

no children

We

children.

our farms.

and

are not raising up

Down

in

among

my own town

the

raised large families of children.

extent intermarried.

us a race to carry

first settlers

came

Those children

The land was nearly

all

on

in there

to a certain

taken up, and some

and to-day, if you go down on the
Androscoggin and the Saco, you will find many of the same
names as you find in Concord. They are descendants of those

of the children went away

who went away.
girls for

;

But to-day we are not exporting any boys or
I presume we never shall.

farming purposes, and

Adjourned.

MEETING AT PIERMONT.
The meeting held February 26, 1S90, was
H. H. Palmer, of Piermont, who introduced
Hopkinton, president of the association.

called to order

by

M. Connor,

of

J.

In his introductory

remarks Mr. Connor gave a history of the early
gles of the association.

He

life

and

strug-

also spoke of the valuable services

comHouse of Representatives, when we received our
present appropriation for the improvement of this important

and

influence of Mr. Palmer as chairman of the agricultural

mittee in the

industry.

last

He

THE

then delivered the following address

PIG A PRIME
BY

J.

FACTOR IN THE DAIRY.
M. CONNOR.

In presenting some thoughts upon this remarkable animal we

mankind in all
From the time the

are reminded of the deep-seated prejudices which

ages have cherished against his swineship.

Creator spoke to Moses and Aaron, directing them to inform the
children

of Israel what meats they should eat and what they
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should abstain from eating, placing swine's flesh in the list of forbidden meats, down through the ages to the time when legions
of devils

left

their

abode

man and

in

entered the herd of grazing

swine on the steep slopes of the country of the Gadarenes, causing
them to run with violence into the lake below, and on down the
ages of Jewish superstition, his swineship has not held a very
enviable place in man's esteem.

Neither the devils nor swine

were exterminated in this submerging enterprise.
It

unbecoming

is

in

man

to cast

imals because the devils chose
into the great

deep on

them

odium upon

this race

of an-

them
when all history is
man a more congenial

as vehicles to transport

this single occasion,

replete with evidence that devils find in

abiding place than in any other created abode. Man seems rather
to enjoy the companionship of devils, while the swine chose a
watery grave rather than " pastures green " with such partners.

When we remember what

hand of development has done
cow and sheep, from a condition

the

to bring the horse, the ox, the

or no value up to a high state of perfection and usefulwhen
we see the changes wrought in all cereals, and vegeness,
tables, and fruits from a wild and comparatively useless condition
to a type bordering on perfection, surely we ought not to despair
of the development of swine, even though they may roam wild
in some sections, or serve as street scavangers, or by improper
herding and management develop contagious diseases common to
all animals when receiving like treatment.
When we speak of the New England or New Hampshire porker
of

little

of to-day,

we

find a very different

the far West, or those

around

cities

animal from that found in
herded together and fed with

putrid or decayed food, or even the swine kept in this city fifty
or seventy-five years ago.

The custom then was

for

hogs to roam

in pastures and woods hunting for a living like wild animals, to receive a little rounding off with pig corn, pumpkins, apples, etc.

Very

little

calves

and

milk was fed to hogs,

it

being chiefly used to

to serve as food for the children, besides

raise

making butter

One or two hogs fattened in
for home consumption.
way, together with a beef creature and some mutton, fur-

and cheese
this

nished the yearly supply of meats for those large, hard-working
families.
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About 1840, the Alackey breed was introduced by the celesea captain, John Mackey, running between Boston and
It was at this latter ])lace, on board of ships from all
Liverpool.

brated

parts of the globe, that he found his favorite breed, which proved

a valuable acquisition to
this

New England

About

swine breeding.

time the Suffolk breed appeared, then the Middlesex, the Berk-

England, the Chester County, from Pennsylvania, all
this branch of New England farming.
discussion
on farm topics by the Board of AgriculIn the early
ture of this State rarely was the subject of pork raising alluded

shire from

rendering value to

to,

and

now

this

its

profitableness.

venerable chairman of the board ventured an

" Swine Breeding."

essay on

upon

with conflicting opinions as to

if at all

In 1874 the

Since then,

little

or no discussion

important industry has been indulged in by the Board

of Agriculture.

Few

or the magnitude of

realize fully the

it

commercially.

two exceed

in this country only

— the

volume of exports,

importance of

this industry

Of all farm products

raised

that of our pork products in the

cotton and the wheat products.

annual exportation of hog products from

this

The

country exceeds

the aggregate of the cattle, horses, mules, and sheep, fresh and

canned

beef, tallow

and mutton, corn and

excepting wheat and

flour.

The average

all

other bread

hogs of the United States, as given by the census,
value per head in this State

is

stuffs

value per head of the
is

$4.98.

The

given as the highest of any State in

the Union, being $10.93.

New Hampshire

is

rapidly becoming a dairy State.

in this direction within the past six or eight

The change

years has been mar-

Whoever has kept cows

in the past and given proper
methods of breeding, feeding and
proper care of the products of the dairy, has been tolerably suc-

velous.

attention to

cessful

;

all

the best-known

future success, however,

observe the above
to

;

but

all

can only be assured to those who

the by-products of the

go into the account in forming the estimate of

Competition

in this, as well as

future dairymen to estimate
ounce of profit.

everything

closely,

cow
profit

else, will

will

and

have
loss.

require the

and make available every

Hitherto, in forming an estimate of the value of dairy products

and the net income per cow, too

little

value has been placed
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upon the skimmed milk, and too little is known of the possibilities
From observation and actual experithere are in pork raising.
ment, we are satisfied that the making of pork under proper conditions, affords the best
as

income of any branch of farming, and,

connected with the two,

it

gives a better profit than dairying.

we kept twelve cows, and the same season fattened ten
Their agpigs, slaughtering them when about nine months old.
gregate weight was 3,250 pounds. Their entire food was skimmed
They consumed seventy bags of
milk, buttermilk, and meal.
They brought 7^2 cents per pound, which
meal, costing $8^.00.
amounted to $243.75. Estimating the pigs at $2.50 each when
a month old, which is about the average price through the season
In 1888

:

$25.00; meal, $85.00; total, $110.00; subtracted from
what they brought gives $133.75 as the product of the milk, or
ten pigs,

$13.37 per pig. The actual outlay for meal and
was about 3}^ cents per pound.

Recently we slaughtered

They

cost of pigs

weighed 1,400 pounds.

pigs that

thirty-two bags of meal, costing $30.23; middlings

ate

$4.60;
per

five

first

first

pound

cost of pigs

$12.50;

total,

— the current price — $77.00

cost leaves $29.64, or $5.93 per pig

;

$47.33.
;

-^^

5)^ cents

subtracting what they

cost per

pound about

3^

cents.

In the

first

instance, the meal cost $1.21 per hundred,

per hundred,
at

and pork

In the latter instance, the meal cost 94 cents

sold for 71^ cents.

for ^}4 cents.
You will observe that
required about seven bags of meal to fat-

and pork sold

each experiment

it

ten each pig.

There
milk

is

a variety of opinions as to the actual value of

for pigs.

From

ments demonstrate
There

is

to realize

its

the best estimate

I

skimmed

can make, these experi-

value at not less than one half cent per quart.

an item in connection with pork raising which few seem

when estimating

other farm products, that

its

cost as

is,

compared

many
The time re-

to the cost of

the labor involved.

quired per day to feed and tend a half-dozen pigs until they are

nine months old

is

not more than that required to feed and tend

being reared on milk and other foods for the
same length of time.
There is another item worth considering. Every farmer can
sell his round hog to the butchers for the current price for cash
a single calf that

is
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This much cannot be said of a single other product of the farm.
No other product is uniform in price or in its cash sale. The
greatest

drawback

to farming to-day

is

the difficulty in effecting

cash sales and the diversity in prices; the fault that

found by

is

purchasers with the quality, and the everlasting dickering required
to effect the sale of the farmer's products.

gets from
It is

perplexity

all this

too

of farming

common
is

is

The only

relief

he

in the sale of his pork.

a practice to assume that this or that branch

profitable, that this or that

method

is

best,

without

entering into details and pointing out the successive steps required
to reach such results.

Now

more

method of

light as to breeds,

I

apprehend many
feeding, etc.

will inquire for

The same blind-

ness exists in relation to the breeding of swine as of all other

We

farm animals.
offer

and shall only
Nothing has done so much to
the use of those too young and

are not an expert in this line,

one or two suggestions.

degenerate our race of hogs as

immature

for breeders,

and by their too close confinement

dark, cold and filthy quarters.
sunlight, the

earth,

in

Breeders, male and female, want

and plenty of

exercise,

and such food

as

is

conditioned to that period of their work and existence.

Farmers are coming to realize that the proportionate gain of a
young animal is greater than that of an old one, and that the profits
in feeding come from forcing an animal to its fullest capacity.
To
keep a steer until he is six years old, and by a system of half-feeding raise his weight to only what

under a system of

full

feeding,

is

is

possible at three years of age

poor economy.

old system of keeping a hog on scant rations until

Likewise, the
it

is

eighteen

months old and getting no more pork than might be made at
half that age by feeding all it will consume, is about the same
kind of economy.

My

practice of late years has been to slaughter two sets of pigs

during a year

September pig
I

March or April pig in December, and the
May. For instance, if I am keeping ten cows,

the

;

in

arrange their time of calving so as to have about an equal flow

all seasons of the year, the slack, if any, is in July and
With that number of cows, I will fatten ten pigs within
My system of feedthe year, making about 300 pounds of pork.
The month old pig is fed three or four days on
ing is like this

of milk at

August.

:
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new milk, then gradually, in the course of another week, change to
skimmed milk. For the first two weeks use, for whole grain, sweet
or Western corn

;

a

little

then

commence

When

slight quantities.

the pig

is

the addition of middlings in

three or four

months

old,

add

Indian meal and shorts, but not to any great extent until

about six months of age.

A pig

thus fed up to this time,

on feed

containing largely the bone and muscle elements, will have a

frame that will stand the strain of heavy feeding during the suc-

ceeding three or four months.

About 700 pounds of meal per

pig, with the addition of a dollar or two worth of middlings and

shorts during the
to

350 pounds.

such pigs, find a

will make a pig weigh from 300
The hams and leans, the lard and pork from
ready sale among my butter customers, notwith-

growing period,

standing the strong prejudice formed against old methods, old

hogs kept on swill and the manure heap, and the tough, lean,
gaunt, diseased westerner.

The pork

raised

by Burnett, of Southis put upon the

boro, Mass., or Williams, of Walpole, N. H.,

market in such an attractive form that

it

finds a ready sale

among

and fastidious families in our cities. Well it
may, for such meat is not only delicious to the taste, but wholesome, because fed upon nothing but pure and wholesome food.
When we come to the question of breeds and size, in my
opinion if one is to keep his hogs until eighteen or twenty months
the most wealthy

old, he should select small breeds that are cheaply kept

the

first

twelve or fifteen months.

during

But by the shorter method, a

one that will stand up under the forcing
any time the frame is likely to develop too fast,
its growth may be checked by changing the food rations to that
more fattening.
A few grains of common sense are helpful in

larger frame

system,

and

desirable,

is

if

at

swine management as well as other branches of farming.

As

dairymen and milkmen, we are learning that warm, comfortable
quarters for our

we expect
to follow

too

their

at

If

the present suffer untold cruelty during the winter

— pens

ern side

in winter, are indispensable to success.

management of pigs we have only
the same methods. The pig of the past suffered, and quite

many

months

cows

success in the winter

on the northern or westor no thought about
lying in their own filth and

built almost invariably

of the outbuildings, with

bedding, in a majority of cases

little
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dampness, their troughs lined with

upon

ice in cold weather,

and

living

Pecuniary consideration alone
99 per cent water.
ought to move one to belter treatment of their dumb animals, to
swill

say nothing of humanity.

The (Question may be asked by those selling their milk, or those
who are not making dairying a speciality, can pork be made at a
profit without the aid of skimmed milk?
We cannot speak from
actual experience, but are firmly of the opinion that it may be
Skimmed milk is well adopted to
made fairly remunerative.
growing animals because it contains a large proportion of albuwhich promote the growth of the frame, the muscles,
i-ninoids

—

wool, feathers, hair,

etc.,

— over

the

non-albuminoids, which

contribute to the fattening process.
the aid of the tables giving the compositions of " feeding

By

we should

stuffs,"

find

little

difficulty in

compounding a

ration

growing pig that would approximate very nearly to the elements contained in skimmed milk. We would suggest this as a
for a

profitable subject for experiment at our

Experiment Station.

gradually becoming apparent that the industry of agricul-

It is

methods and conforming, as fast as the nature
methods upon which other
The New Hampshire farmer of the
industries are conducted.
future must awaken to this fact, and keep in the current of

ture

is

changing

in

and circumstances

will permit, to the

business enterprise, or be cast one side
ruins of mistaken policy.

amid

the accumulated

Agriculture cannot long exist in the

midst of other industries that are being conducted with the utmost
precision

and upon the

something of the same
dead."

We

Question

are

best

spirit.

commanded

known methods, without imbibing
Then " let the dead past bury its
to

" preach

to the living."

What do you

raise your calves on ?
would rather feed skimmed milk to pigs than
I would rather raise only a few of the
raise any calves to sell
most promising heifers.
Question How do you feed ?

Answer

:

:

I

;

:

Answer: Scalded
to

grain, not cooked.

I

formerly took time

cook potatoes and pumpkins, but cannot get time now.
Question Do you continue the milk until the pigs are ready
:

to kill?
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of pigs to start with

lot

I

should con-

had milk enough.

if I

He said he was glad
and expressed much interest in
would prefer a kind of pig that

Mr. L. T. Hazen was invited to speak.
to see so

many

ladies present,

He

President Connor's paper.

would ripen faster, for himself. He thought that a farmer who
kept ten cows could keep twenty hogs, if he would put them out

He would
on clover, giving at the rate of a half-acre to a hog.
having half the land in clover all the time in growing
Thus twenty hogs would thrive on the milk and grain
weather.

alternate,

His pork

feed often.

Question

Answer

:

Question

Answer

Yes, until the
:

At

this

had been almost $3,000.

these in clover

last

?

two months.

What breed do you keep

?

What is the matter with the Berkshires?
They will squeal and they do not dress white
:

;

:

unless great pains

He had

sales for the year

Did you keep

Small Yorkshires.

:

Question

Answer

:

is

taken.

point Vice-President C. H. Waterhouse was introduced.

arrived before the rest of the party

of milk under process of analysis.

He

and had the samples
had no speech pre-

said he

He hoped it
pared, but would exhibit a kind of pantomine.
would not be uninteresting and that benefit would be derived.
Dairymen were now asking questions in advance of those things
most talked about four or
first

started

;

this

five

years ago,

was a sign of progress.

when this association
The only satisfactory

way of settling grievances among creamery patrons was

the chemwhich shows the exact per cent of fats in the milk. He
exemplified this method on the stage, the samples having been
prepared in the forenoon.
He said the samples must be all alike,
free from bubbles of air and of the same temperature.
Add the
ical test,

alkali

and boil three hours, then add the sulphuric acid and boil

two hours more, add hot water and a separation would take place.
This latter was exemplified. The dark at the top of the tube is the
fat.

from

Using the caliper on these test-tubes showed a variation of
25 to 6, and one sample, taken from a rich cow that had

4.
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given a small mess, showed

7

Two cows

per cent.

the same herd showed a variation of from 4.55 to

belonging to

6.

Questions were asked concerning the variation of night's and

morning's milk, but developed

little

was new.

that

Mr. Water-

house and Professor Whitcher allowed from half to one per cent
in

summer

the reverse in winter.

it

that there was

Question
ought to ask
in the State

:

Does

Yes.

own

his

I

this

Answer
to

:

system satisfy your patrons
that

the

.

to

:

What

make the tests,
now appointed.

Twenty-five dollars.

pay the expense.

?

be used in every town
the same as sealers of

the cost of this apparatus

is

as

Dairymen's Association

for apparatus of this kind, to

and a man

good

as

herd.

believe

weights and measures are

Question

Mr. Waterhouse regretted

no system which would make the cows

a man's estimate of

Answer:

Professor Whitcher

of the morning's milk.

in favor

had found

?

Individuals could well afford

All agree to the value

of such tests and the

only difficulty would appear in obtaining correct samples.

Mr. Waterhouse believed that

fifty

thousand of the hundred

thousand cows of the State were deserving of death
of the butcher, and the
fifty

test

would

settle

the

at the

hands

doom on

the right

and the

selling of

thousand.

The

discussion here drifted to salting butter

water and

salt in

the butter, so the president adjourned the after-

noon meeting.

Evening Meeting.

Owing
it

to the

uncomfortableness of the weather and traveling

was thought a smaller number would be present

in the

evening.

But nearly 150 persons were promptly in their seats at 7 o'clock
to hear Prof. G. H. Whitcher of Hanover, upon " Feeds."
This talk showed the different constituents of fodders and, by
tables, the

requirements of different farm animals

ditions of work,

rest, etc.

The

in various

lecture was instructive,

and

conlist-

Copies of the German feedingened to with undivided attention.
tables, and standard rations adopted on the state farm, were distributed at the close of the meeting,

and almost every farmer

present improved the opportunity to take one

home

for study.

;
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subject,

;

DAIRYING.
BY W.

As each succeeding year

D.

rolls

BAKER.

round, the question

sented with ever increasing force to the farmers of

"What

shall

we do

is

being pre-

New England,

meet the competiwhose virgin soil needs only to be stirred
produce abundant harvests, at a cost that seems
to enable us to successfully

tion of the great West,

with the plow to
little

who, to use one of their
coax a scanty subsistence from an unwill-

short of miraculous to those of us

expressions, have to

ing soil?

'

"

'

This question

new

not a

is

one, and at different

periods of this competition various remedies have been suggested.

Sheep husbandry was
some reason or other

one time offered

at
this

appears to the careful observer that Mr.

from right when he said, "

New Hampshire

as a sure cure,

does not seem to

fill

the

bill,

Humphrey was

but for

and

it

not far

The Almighty never intended

that

should be turned into a sheep pasture."

The silo was proposed as the remedy, and the extravagant claims
made for it by enthusiasts seemed to promise almost the millennium to the farmer who could by its use raise beef and produce
milk and butter for almost nothing, according to their figures
but although the silo has

come

and has proved a great
some of our experimenters,

to stay

blessing to thousands of farmers, yet

Sanborn, having carefully investigated the comparand feeding value of ensilage and fodder-corn or stover,
have announced their conclusions that the former has been greatly
like Professor

ative cost

overestimated.

Raising steers and beef

w'as

advocated and for a

be the one thing needful, but those of us
who during the past two years have been so unfortunate as to have
short time appeared to

cattle that

much

we were obliged

at that business.

But

to sell,

do not think we have made

in spite of all the

advantage the

silo

has been, the farmers have been harder pushed during the past

year or two than ever before
to give

up but are incited

to

;

yet as

Americans are not inclined

new and

by inand speakers are

greater endeavors

creasing difficulties, so our agricultural writers

advocating dairying as the hope of future salvation to the

England farmers, and
29

to this subject I

now

New

invite your attention.
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may be

Dairying

purpose in view

is

divided into three

classes,

according as the

As

this section is too

milk, cheese, or butter.

remote from the large centers of business to afford much inducement to making selling milk a specialty, and as I know very little
about the making of cheese,

I will limit

my

remarks to the third

division, butter.

One

of the most important arguments in favor of this branch
that the butter or

of dairying

is,

atively

from the

more
grow

little

fertility

much

good management they will
instead of robbing our acres by selling

to return to the soil that with

better each year

for,

;

worth of their elements of

dollars'

l^roducts, beef, or milk, the
sells

cream sold takes away compar-

of our farms while we have so

with

fertility in selling agricultural

dairyman who

sells

one ton of butter

only twenty-six cents' worth of available fertilizing

it

materials.
at present two methods of producing butter, in privand in creameries, the latter either proprietary or
As you have here in your own town a most excelco-operative.

There are

ate dairies

lent creamery, I think

it

can speak for the creamery system much

and therefore I will limit myself to the private
trust
that the day will soon come when we can have
but
I
dairy;
here in the old Granite State a good creamery in every valley in
which enough cows can be kept to run one, and I am sure a very
large majority of our mothers, wives, and daughters will say amen.
In making this statement I don't wish to be understood to say
better than

I

can,

anything against the private dairy, for there are dairies that can

compete with the best creameries and beat them too
creamery takes such a burden from
wife and daughters that

Much

is

butter that

known

it

tion of

it.

we ought

;

but the

off the shoulders of the farmer's

to consider

it

a blessing.

written in our agricultural papers about the poor dairy
is

flooding our markets, but

would be found

At the exhibit

I

think

if

the truth were

that creameries furnished their projiorlast

January, at Plymouth, the cream-

ery butter, judged on a scale of loo points as perfect, averaged

which there was a much larger
There were twelve samples of creamery
butter that were 85 or over, and fifteen samples of dairy butter.
This does not look as though all the poor butter was made in the
85.4, while the dairy butter, of

exhibit, averaged 85.4.

private dairy.
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The dairyman's ultimate object should be to obtain milk that
make the greatest quantity of butter of the best quality at
the least possible cost per pound, Avhether it is made in a creamwill

ery or dairy.

Butter-making

probably one of the oldest agri-

is

made in Genesis, of Abraham's
and milk before his angel visitors, and in Proverbs
XXX. ^;^ we read, " Surely the churning of milk bringeth forth
butter," but in spite of all our numerous experiments and investigations, I think none of us can satisfactorily answer the question "why churning makes the butter come."
It is only within
cultural industries, as

mention

is

setting butter

the past few years that dairying has

come

to

be considered a

and judging from the improvements in methods
of manufacture that have recently been made, the next ten years
will see still greater wonders in the butter line.
Since dairying
has come to be regarded as a business, to be successful it must be
conducted on business principles.
Guess-work won't do for us
any better than for any other manufacturers for while in most
leading industry,

;

other departments the manufacturer takes the cotton, wool, or

metals and makes

them up, the dairyman has

to

produce

his

ma-

before he can manufacture them.

terials

For instance, the manufacturer of cotton cloth must know to a
what it costs him to produce a yard of cloth,

fraction of a cent

and
ture,

is not less than the market price he must either
by better and more economical methods of manufacor suspend.
But how many farmers can tell just what it

if

make

it

the cost
less

costs to raise a bushel of corn, oats, wheat, beans, or

grow a pound of

potatoes,

mutton, or pork, or make a pound of
cheese or butter, or produce a quart of milk ?
The question is,
to

beef,

then, does dairying pay as

our farmers, and

if not,

it is

cannot

now conducted by a
be made to do so ?

it

majority of
In the sta-

amount of butter made in
our State is about 7,500,000 pounds, and if the milk reported as
sold or made into cheese had been made into butter, allowina:
tistical

report for 1888 I find that the

two and one half pounds of cheese to one pound of butter, or
twenty-five pounds of milk to a pound of butter, I find that

would have been not far from 10,500,000
This gives us considerably less than 125 pounds per cow.

the total production

pounds.

The average

cost of

keeping a cow

is

not

less

than $40 per year,
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which would make the cost of producing 10,500,000 pounds
If the butter was sold at an average price

of butter $4,200,000.

of twenty-five cents per pound, $2,625,000, which leaves

$1,500,000

to

get out of the business whole,

This

is

it

and throw in the time and labor.
it would be to work for nothing

about as encouraging as

and board
rect,

over

be made up by calves and skimmed milk, to

yourself.

If the statistics are

must be evident that

this

even approximately cor-

kind of dairying don't pay, and

the sooner the dairymen of the old Granite State turn over a

new

other words, set themselves to work to find out

leaf, or, in

what their milk or butter
and having found out see

just

costs

it,

if

them instead of guessing

at

they cannot in some way lessen

expenses or increase receipts, or both, and thus bring the balance

on the other side of the account, the better it will be for them
and for the State. Let me illustrate. We will take two farmers,
A and B, who are neighbors. A has a small herd of cows which
average 150 pounds of butter per year, which is much better than
the average throughout the State, and as they are a good-looking
lot

A

of cows (for neighbor

his stock but feeds

and hay), and

as

them

in starving

any of

he thinks, with corn meal

he has better stock than the average in his town,

he does not take the trouble
cost

does not believe

liberally, as

and production, so we

to figure out the matter of relative

will

do

it

for

him.

In this latitude we have to calculate on feeding our cows at the
Mr. A's feed of meal and hay will
barn 7 months, or 210 days.
cost him, at

$10 per ton

for

hay and $20 per ton

for meal, 20

cow per day, or $42 for the seven months. It will
cost him $6 more for pasturage and $3 for interest and taxes,
which makes $51. The calf from one of these cows we will call $5
and the skimmed milk $6. (I get at this value of the latter from
cents per

an experiment tried by Secretary Bachelder in feeding the skimmilk to pigs, and he obtained about $10 per cow per year
from cows averaging 225 pounds of butter, so you see from his

med

that $6 is a liberal allowance for a 150-pound cow.)
This makes $11, which taken from $51 leaves $40 as the cost of
figures

making his 150 pounds of butter, or 26^^ cents
we add to this the average cost of making butter

the material for

per pound.

If

in the creameries,

4^

cents per pound,

it

would be 313^ cents
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And

per pound for every pound of butter he makes.

yet he

wonders why farming don't pay.
Neighbor B, on the contrary, made up his mind some time since
that he would know whether he was doing business at a profit or
loss, and among other things began testing his cows, and by careful

intelligent breeding

and

and feeding now has cows

that

make

300 pounds of butter, some of them doing even better than
Mr. B feeds his cows a mixed ration of No i hay 15

their
this.

pounds, corn stover, straw, and bean-vines 10 pounds, bran 3
quarts, meal 2 quarts, cottonseed meal i quart, or its equivalent
in gluten meal, at a total cost per

day of 15 cents each, allowing

510 per ton for hay, $4 for the coarse fodders, $19 per ton for
bran, ^20 per ton for meal, and ^28 per ton for cottonseed meal.
This gives, for 210 days, $31.50.
$6, as

it

and

terest

taxes,

as A's

(although

stock),

and we

$6
it

;

total,

$45.50.

Bachelder allowed; this

same

for pasturage,

if

in

kept to increase his

cents, as in A's case,

(10^)

my own

cents.

mit,

care

but Mr.

A

cow can be found

as the

dairyman's machine you can easily

importance of obtaining the best that our means will per-

and having done so we must take under consideration the
and management of our cows, and upon this depends very

largely our success or failure.
ters,

;

to this

Perhaps

herd.

we regard the cow

see the

Add

per pound.

and we have 14^

our neighbor, while the duplicate of Mr. B's

If

in-

skimmed milk $10, the same as Mr.
makes $15, which deducted from $45.50
of the materials to make 300 pounds of

you may think that these are purely imaginary cases
is

;

the calf the same

the

butter, or a little over 10 cents

4^

the

We will call

would be worth more

will call

gives $30.50 as the cost

the

It costs

does A, but in addition he feeds $2 worth of grain

plenty

They must have comfortable

of wholesome food,

and

especially pure

quar-

water to

This last is of the utmost importance, for milk contains
from 85 to 87 per cent of water, and the cow can no more produce pure milk when she is obliged to drink impure water, or is fed
drink.

unwholesome food, than can any other machine produce good
work out of bad materials furnished. Do not give your cows
water that yoit would not be willing to drink.
Much has been
said, and is being said, about warming water for cows in the cold
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weather, and as the results of experiments differ in regard to the
I will simply say, ask your cow about it.
She knows whether she wants cool or tepid water, and if given a

value of the practice

Now if your cows
by all means let them
have it but because one cow does better on warm water, do not
conclude that all will, for I have only one cow in my herd that
will drink warm water unless driven to do so by thirst, and therefore I let them have what they want.
Kindness pays with your cows, especially if they are of a nervous temperament, as they will amply repay you not only in an
chance

will

prefer water

choose

warmed

for herself

every time.

to 60 or 70 degrees,

;

increased quantity, but also a better quality of milk.

and milking has much

Regularity

do with the quantity, and if
possible avoid having the cow milked by different j^ersons.
The
management of the cow just before and for a few weeks after
calving, and if a heifer for the first year, has much to do with her
value.
I have made it a practice for some time to feed oats to
my cows from ten days to two weeks before calving, and have had
no trouble since I have done so, although I did before. I also
mix a small quantity of bean meal with the feed, and if the cow
in feeding

to

shows signs of having a caked udder,
a quart of boiled beans with a

on them.

I

feed for two or three days

little fine salt

and shorts sprinkled

Boiled beans are a standard remedy for garget and

given occasionally will usually prevent

its

occurrence.

cases of caked udder, rubbing the affected part with
ses

is

usually effective, but in

In mild

warm molas-

severe or obstinate cases the follow-

remedy that I have used and recommended for some
years, and have yet to learn of a failure to effect a cure, although
if it has been neglected too long you may have to use tincture of
iodine to subdue the hard bunch that sometimes remains.
Equal
parts of the bark of the sweet elder, green osier, and root of
bitter-sweet steeped together, and the udder fomented with the
liquid as warm as you can bear your hand in it
or it can be
made into a salve with fresh butter or lard, and used in that form.
Having obtained the milk the next question is, what to do with
There are several systems of separating the cream from the
it.
milk, and both the creamer and the separator have their advocates.
Among the dairymen in our State the creamer or some
ing

is

a

;
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fully as
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continue to use the old-fashioned pans and shallow

still

Under

setting.
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good

if

method may make
much more and
conditions that this method is fast

certain conditions the latter

not better butter, but

so difficult to obtain these

it

costs so

In cold weather I have obtained the best results
going out of use.
by warming the milk to about 94° by using hot water before set-

The temperature of

the creamery.

in

tincr

creamery should be kept below 45°
to allow the

cream

the Avater

;

to get chilled or frozen, as this will

Much

likely to give the butter a bitter taste.

the

and both systems have their advocates

;

be very

being said

is

present time about the relative merits of churning the
or sour,

in

but care should be taken not

but

at the

cream sweet

my experience

cream before churnslightly acid and of good consistency though not
I heat the cream, which has previously been kept

has been decidedly in favor of ripening the

ing so that

it is

actually sour.
at a

low temperature, from 72° to 75° and then

let

it

gradually

cool to the required temperature for churning, from 65° to 67°

cream becomes old or is heated
you will be likely to find
I have found from experiments that
white specks in your butter.
it is possible to get practically all the butter from sweet cream
If the

according to the season.

much above 70° when

partially ripened,

at a temperature less than 57°; the sweeter the
cream the lower the temperature required, and the longer time

by churning
for churning.

I

am

not fond of churning two or three hours to

churn sweet cream, especially as
color.

As during

on the color

line,

it is

at the

expense of the natural

the next few years the contest

how

to obtain a

is

likely to

uniform natural coXox

all

be
the

I am satisfied
year round will be a most important question.
from numerous experiments that the color depends largely upon

the

management of

the cream, especially in cold weather, as I

have often seen butter,

from
at

made from

June color to a shade
the same time of the year.
real

Now just
as

years ago

the

same milk, of

all

word about the dairy industry of our
at

State,

our

and

I

annual

last

an expert to judge the dairy exhibit said:

New Hampshire

shades

deeper than lard, and made

The gentleman who was employed

will close.

meeting

a

little

"A

few

butter was not quoted in the Boston
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market, but you people have

made a

big stride forward in the past

four years, and to-day the very best butter
(aside from the Darlington) comes from

we have

in the

New Hampshire.

"

market
This

and I think at least apart of the
credit for this great advancement is due to the efforts of our Association to awaken a greater interest in practical dairying, and by
showing our dairymen what has been and is being done in the
way of improvement in our own as well as other States.
There being a little time after Mr. Baker's paper, the president
said a few words in reference to that gentleman's remarks on color.
He said Mr. Barnard of Hopkinton did not color his Guernsey
butter, and the secretary, whose cows were somewhat similar, did
The secretary was called up and made a short talk on
not color.
"Ideal in Breeding." He was followed by Mr. L. T. Hazen,
who spoke at some length on the subject at large, after which
the usual compliments and votes of thanks were passed and a
is

a most encouraging statement,

very successful meeting adjourned.

Among

those of the Piermont people who entertained the
and assisted in making the meeting successful, we mention H. H. Palmer, Albert Rogers, and Lyman Roby, who would
have driven the party to the creameries and other objects of
interest had the weather been suitable.

speakers,

MEETING AT CONTOOCOOK.
This meeting, held Thursday, March 27, was promptly called
by President Connor, who made a few introductory

to order

remarks

and

then

introduced

of the Dairymen's Association.
interesting clialk talk, as

the

German

J-

Eachelder,

treasurer

Mr, Bachelder made a very

announced, using a blackboard besides
He said we have now forty-five

feeding-tables.

creameries in the State, while
years ago,

N.

and dairying

is

we had not

now

a quarter as

many

five

the most profitable branch of

farming.

There are several ways by which we may make it still more so.
of these ways is by better selecting and breeding our dairy
stock, another is by a more economical combination of feeds
and still another, by more skill in manufacturing and marketing.

One

;
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of years of experimentation, carried

expense, and our object should be to immediately

We can sort
adopt the study of years and get the benefit of it.
out from a miscellaneous pile of corn, potatoes, and other fodders,
the several kinds

;

show

so also can the chemist

elements contained in feeds.
the ration required for

oxen

us the diiferent

Referring to the tables, he gave

at rest, at

work, and for cows giving

milk.

Mr. Curtis asked
all

if all

herd's-grass

would

the same, and

test

qualities of grain the same, in constituents,

and

if

shorts from

winter and spring wheat are the same.

Mr. Bachelder said they would not.
if grass cut in the morning is the same as
and if it is as good after a rain.
He said that which is scarce is dear then we want to cut hay
when it contains the most of the best.
Several gentlemen then gave the ration they were feeding and

Mr. F. F. Fisk asked

if

cut at evening,

;

the speaker figured the proportion

were quite wide in margin.

by H.

P. Wilson.

It

The

on the board.

Several rations

nearest the tables was that fed

was thirty pounds of ensilage, ten pounds

of mixed hay, four pounds of corn meal, four of bran, and four
of new-process linseed meal.

Mr. Bachelder said this was a good ration, but a

little

narrow.

Mr. Wilson asked what change two pounds of oats would make.
This was figured and added and

it

was found to improve

Mr. Edmunds asked

ening the ration.

if

it,

wid-

he would balance the

same for a fresh cow.
Yes only feed small quantities at first.
Mr. Waterhouse said many farmers fed cob meal, but he thought
he would rather have the corn with fourteen pounds of shorts

ration the

Answer

:

;

added, than to have the fourteen pounds of cobs.

The next
Pig

as

sp eaker was President Connor,

a Prime Factor in Dairying."

The

who spoke on "The

address was the same

as at Piermont.

Mr. Barnard asked

them run

if

the speaker would confine pigs, or let

out.

Answer I have a large lot fenced outside for shotes.
Mr. Edmunds -How many times a day do you feed ?
Answer Five times at first, then three times a day.
:

:

:
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Mr. Barnard At what age do you kill ?
Answer I don't agree with some late writers who would
:

:

at six or

Mr. Gerrish
or Berkshires

Would you not

:

:

Answer

you kept small Yorkshires

so.

kind gain up nine or eleven

the larger

:

will

if

?

Answer Perhaps
Mr. Barnard If
months,

kill

seven months.

not the cost increase in proportion

?

Yes I would kill while they are fattening rapidly.
A gentleman raised the question of keeping hogs on the manMr. Edmunds said it kept fall
Mr. Connor objected.
ure.
shotes warm to keep them on the horse manure during the winter.
He had just sold a lot kept thus and got the top price.
W. S. Putney asked whether Mr. Connor would buy his pigs
:

;

Mr. Connor replied that he formerly raised them
and that was the best way if a farmer had the conveniences. If
he was to raise hogs for forcing he would pn-efer the larger breeds,
as they stand up well under feed.
or raise them.

Mr. Barnard said he pastured

his

them eat the windfall apples.
Mr. Connor stated that the feeding

let

hogs as

for feeding

hogs in warm weather and
tables were just as valuable

for cows.

Mr. Dodge of Henniker said he had kept hogs under his stable
and had had no trouble with their legs giving

for eighteen years

out, but his

father

used to keep them on a floored pen and

frequently had trouble with them.

At

this

point dinner was announced and the discussion was

stopped.

Afternoon
The multitude having been
and

several

commenced

"baskets

full

Session.

fed by the ladies of

Hopkinton,

of fragments" taken up, the meeting

again at 1.30, so that

it

might close before the arrival

of the afternoon train for Claremont and Peterborough.
first

speaker was Geo.

S.

Philbrick of Tilton

;

subject,

The

" Cream-

eries."

He said he did not mean to confine his remarks to proprietary
or co-operative creameries, but to the " old brindled cow " and
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history of butter was lost in remote antiquity,

Herodotus speaks of

When

down, the

centuries

as an article

it

came

those northern barbarians, the Germans,

certain intimation of

first

Two

centuries B. C.

five

it

world knew nothing of

after Christ the civilized

of food.
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The north of Europe

has

shown great

its

use as food was given.

enterprise in such matters,

and he was sorry to say that they, not the Yankees, had invented
both the machine for separating cream and the new butter
extractor.

In about the
started in the

year

Waterhouse was the
years ago

to-day

it

neighbors

1885 the

United

States.

co-operative creamery was
years later Vice-President

starter of the first in

New Hampshire
is

first

Ten

said to be

A

who have had

New

Two

Hampshire.

butter was hardly quotable in Boston,

No.

i,

rivaling that of our

Co-operative creameries should be

co-operative

Vermont

many

a good reputation for so

in

patron putting the best of himself into the enterprise.

years.

each

fact,

he does

If

not do this he has no business to say that farming does not pay.

Attention to details

is

also very important.

A

among

the

inspection should be appointed from

should drop in on the others without notice.

who

is

careless or untidy, the

every patron

is

whole

If

interest

responsible and should be

who

patrons,

one man

is

made

committee of

is

found

jeopardized, so

to feel

it.

Don't worry about the price of butter, but worry about the

worth much, as

kind.

Reputation

tune.

The Darlington

is

showed what reputation was worth
reputation of butter
the next speaker.

it

will bridge over misfor-

butter sold for 75 cents a pound.
to them.

He

made by Mr. Waterhouse, who was

We

This

spoke of the
to

be

should use our experiment station and

When we find out which our poor
them to the butcher. We should patronize the
agricultural press and learn to think more, instead of working any
harder.
As we begin to think we grow more manly.

have our products analyzed.

cows

are,

sell

Patronize the farmers' institutes.

be an encyclopedia, but can
if

nothing more.

set

you

The

speakers don't claim to

to thinking

by what they

The question of over-production was

say,

raised

when discussing the creamery question. There is always plenty
of room at the top.
The higher you get, the thinner the crowd.
Gilt-edged butter is the best thing with which to fight " oleo."
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Before introducing the next speaker President Connor gave a

and growth of the Granite State
tliat the State had ajipropriated $500 a year, and several successful meetings had been held,
but more money was needed that we might hold as good meetings in more i)laces.
He then introduced Vice-President Watersubject, " Spectacular Milk Analyses."
house, of Cornish
He said no teaching was so lasting as object teaching. He was
much gratified to know that something said at the Piermont
meeting had taken root and good results were coming from them
which we should hear of later from the experiment station. He
exhibited two samples of butter made from the same cream at
different temperatures, one at 67° and one at 58°.
The flavor
of the latter was like clover, and the other had a rancid smell.
These things seem but trifles, but it means $2,000 a day to the butter-makers of the State at the moderate estimate of four cents a
short history of the early

life

Dairymen's. Association.

He

said

;

pound

difference in price.

The

secretary set these samples at

eleven cents apart in the market, which would be more than

$5,000 a day, which amount would run a good many dairy meetThere was so much difference between cows, that there
ings.
ought to be a man appointed
as

much

as a sealer of weights

in the State are

in

every town to analyze milk just

and measures,

as

one half the cows

not worth keeping.

speaker produced two samples with test comone sample showing 2.75 per cent of fats, and the
The samples were both taken at one and the
other 5.25.
same milking, from the same cow, by the secretary, the former

As

this point the

pleted,

being the

first

milk drawn, and the latter a

ance given by the cow.

fair

sample of the bal-

In answer to a question he said

:

Divide

100 by 5j^ pounds to get the amount required for a pound of
Some one in the audience asked Mr. Waterhouse how
butter.

much a quart of milk weighed.
He replied that it weighed two
pounds and two ounces. It was figured that nineteen pounds of
this milk made a pound of butter.
Mr. Waterhouse corrected
the statement, as in reality the water or churn shrinkage would
be eight per cent provided the churn gathered all the fats it
;

would take so much less than nineteen pounds. The secretary
added that this cow calved last October, and was giving about
nine quarts a day.
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Mr. Waterhouse then gave some particulars regarding the variamong patrons of creameries, which was
interesting, but will not be reported at length.

ations of milk analysis

H. H. Gerrish asked how milk would analyze at different
periods from time of dropping the calf.
Mr. Waterhouse found it to vary from 4.75 to 5 per cent in
cows that were nearly dry.
In answer to a question Mr, Waterhouse said that the butter

on the

which was churned

table,

at

58 degrees, was from separator

He

cream, and was churned about an hour and ten minutes.

would take more time or a higher degree for milk set
He would make a strong flavor point on churnin deep cans.
ing at low temperatures, and all who tested the two samples

thought

it

brought agreed with the speaker, so

far as

we heard any opinion

expressed.

W.

S.

Putney thought

if

there was so

much

difference in the

must be very important to strip the cow
might
seem of small consequence. Mr.
although
this
clean,
Waterhouse said it was a subject of great importance, as it meant
millions of dollars in the United States whether it was practiced
two samples analyzed,

it

or neglected.

Mr. Fisk asked

A

VOICE

We

:

if

The question was
knowing

the night, but if
tables, that

not drawn.
to-morrow morning.

lost the strippings if

raised w'hy a

The

ing than at night.

record as

we

lose the interest until

that

it

an ox

was

cow

gives richer milk at

secretary said he did not

it

want

to

morngo on

was because the cow was

at rest during
Mr. Bachelder had shown by the
required less, nutriment than an ox at

true, as

at rest

cow which lies and chews her
cud during the night would give a richer product than while
spending a part of her vital energy in traveling over a rough
work, would

it

not follow that a

New Hampshire

pasture for her feed

?

This was one of the most enthusiastic and harmonious dairy
meetings ever held in the State, and, with exception of the partial

disappointment caused by the non-arrival of Mr. Water-

number of samples analyzed, the
whole program was in advance of our anticipation in every
house's chemicals, limiting the

respect.
J.

L.

GERRISH,

Secretary.

REPORT
OF THE

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE AND
IMMIGRATION.
Concord, August

To His

Gov. D.

ExcelleJicy

H. Goo dell, and

12,

the

1S90.

Honorable

Council :

A

commission was received August

7,

1889, from your hon-

orable body, authorizing us to carry into effect the law passed
at the last session of the Legislature entitled

"an

act for the

development of the agricultural resources of the State through
Although this measure had
immigrations and other means."
been passed with great unanimity by both branches of the Legis-

and had been given universal support by the press and
it was not an easy matter to decide upon the
most judicious course to be taken under its provisions. There
was no precedent to follow, and whatever action might be taken
could only be regarded by your commissioner as somewhat
experimental, each step being attended with some hesitancy
During the past few years frequent reference has
and doubt.
been made to the large number of abandoned farms in the State,
lature,

citizens generally,

many

possessing advantages suj^erior to occupied farms yielding

to their occupants

and owners

profitable

and

satisfactory returns,

causing a universal feeling of regret by people of every class and
profession.

In fact

it

was largely due to the sentiment prevail-

ing in regard to the abandoned farms that the law was enacted.

:
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re-occupancy have our

to secure their

We

mainly directed.
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efforts thus far

been

herewith submit for your consideration

the following brief report.

While we are able

to rei)ort in detail the various

means we

any degree of
exactness the effect upon the prosperity of the State produced by
the enactment of the law. Not only has the subject been fully and
favorably discussed by the press of the State, but the same powerhave employed,

ful

it

agency outside

in the

be impossible

will

New Hampshire

to state w^ith

has been actively interested

work, and newspapers having a national reputation have

devoted columns of valuable space to animated descriptions of the
attractions of the Granite State

a

home within her

financial,

and

thus giving

made by

borders.

social,

and the advantages of securing

Organizations, both agricultural,

have discussed the subject

the widest possible publicity.

it

at their gatherings,

Even

the reference

from a Western State in debate in the
halls of Congress indicates the wide-spread notice given to our
efforts, and doubtless aided in directing attention to these lands.
a representative

In addition to

all

this,

thinking, acting, working farmers from

one end of the State to the other have been pondering over the
condition of
tention,

and

affairs in

in their

our rural towns thus brought
minds has developed a desire

to public atto

know

the

necessary course to be pursued to prevent further depletion of
the agricultural population.

It

may

be safely asserted that the

realizing sense of the situation has already led to the

beginning

of a more thoughtful and intelligent system of farming and a
higher appreciation of the opportunities that surround us.

These

are results that cannot be measured or even indicated

statis-

tics at

by

the present time.

As before stated, it was with more or less hesitancy at first that
we entertained the proposition to advertise to the world that
within the borders of our beautiful State were hundreds of abandoned farms, but recognizing the business principle that no one
comes to purchase until he knows what there is for sale, we
entered upon the work, and at no time have
to regret the course taken.

August

we had any reason

24, 1889, the following cir-

cular letter was addressed to the selectmen of each
State,

accompanied with a blank

for their report

town

in the
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

STATE OF

office of
Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration,
Concord, August 24, 1889.

To THE Selectmen of New Hamtshire:
Gentlemen,

— Having been appointed

to carry into effect the provisions of

by His Excellency Governor Goodell

a law enacted at the recent session of

the Legislature for the " development of the agricultural resources of the State

through immigration and other means,"

ance of the citizens of the
circular

this

letter is

we

desire the co-operation

and especially of the town

State,

The prime

addressed.

and

assist-

whom

officers to

object of the measure

is

the

repopulation of the abandoned farms, at the same time expecting to stimulate

and encourage the business of husbandry

The

best course of procedure

evident that

we

we must

first

are directly working.

forward to

to

this office,

in all sections of our State.

not yet fully determined, but

is

secure a

list

it

plainly

is

of the farms in the interest of

The selectmen

which

of the towns are therefore requested

on the blank inclosed, the name and address of the

owner of each abandoned farm in their respective towns, on which are
buildings that would afford a comfortable home for the occupant.
Also please
same blank, as indicated, the estimated acreage of all abandoned farms on which there are no buildings, or none that you consider can
be made .suitable for occupancy at little expense, designating the acreage in
report on the

woodland, pasturage, and

now

is

tillable or

meadow

mowing

land under the head of

This class would not include any farm that had been abandoned and

land.

being operated by the occupant of an adjoining farm, while those in

management may
owner of any farm

the former class are to be reported whatever their present

Also please

be.

occupied and for

name and address
means may be taken to

report the
sale, as

under certain requirements

class,

We

to

the

work and

you

to

in the

this

any other

make

information, yet

some

we

it

obligatory

citizen of

assistance to this

is

more

your town.

on the part of the

feel sure that

development of your town and the

send the infomiation which

at that of

give

be hereafter announced.

are aware that the- law does not

selectmen to furnish

of the

i-eadily at

After

your

interest in

.State will

your

prompt

command

your report

is

than

received,

owners of the farms asking for
making the advantages of the same known. The receipt
of these reports will enable us to learn the locality where there are the
greatest number of abandoned farms, and those sections offering the greatest
carefully prepared blanks will be sent to the

the necessary facts in

inducements

to

settlers will

be visited by the commissioner for the purpose

of obtaining additional facts necessary for the encouragement of settlements.

You

will occasionally be

which,

we

trust,

informed

in regard to the

work of

this

department,

with the assistance and co-operation of the citizens of the
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State,

may be

successful in turning the attention of people toward our rural

towns, and in due course of time result in the repopulation
of

many abandoned

farms.

In

this

work we ask your
N.

J.

and

cultivation

cordial co-operation.

BACHELDER,
Coiiiniissioner.

be remembered that the law did not require this inveson the part of the selectmen, and it is only just that we
Reports
here acknowledge their uniform courtesy in replying.
were received from 212 towns, of which 58 reported no abanIt will

tigation

doned farms of the class first mentioned, and 154 towns reported
1,342 abandoned farms with tenantable buildings.
The number of acres in farms abandoned on which were no
buildings and not

made an

adjunct of some adjoining farm was

small, and the prospect of accomplishing anything in the re-oc-

cupancy of these lands was not considered sufficiently encouraging to warrant any special effort at the present time.
Blanks were immediately sent to the address of the owner of

each abandoned farm, requiring a reply to stated questions in
it would be sold.
The accuracy of the statements made and obligation to sell for
the price named were to be accompanied in every instance by

regard to the farm, and the price for which

the owner's affidavit before a justice of the peace.
tions of the State

were

visited, especially those

Various sec-

where the greatest

number of abandoned farms were reported, in order to become
From the
more familiar with their condition and surroundings.
description of farms received and from observations thus made a
pamphlet of 103 pages was prepared, containing a map of the
State and statements in regard to the financial, educational, and

The adaptability of the
advantages of New Hampshire.
abandoned farms to various branches of agriculture was discussed
and special prominence given to their advantages for summer
homes. A list of 1,300 summer hotels and boarding-houses in
the State was included in the pamphlet, and statistics given in
A
regard to this rapidly increasing New Hampshire industry.
social

complete

list

of creameries with their location was also included,

and numerous

An

illustrations of typical

New Hampshire

been distributed, having been sent
30

to

scenery.

and 6,000 copies have
all parts of the United

edition of 8,000 copies was published
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States,

and even

thousand

letters

to

Canada, England, and Sweden.

Over two

of inquiry have been received, and the questions

therein asked in regard to the

been promptly and

as fully

abandoned farms of the

State have

answered as the information

at

our

command would allow. Although a matter of not much importance, it may be one of some interest to state where these letters
The number of

came from.
localities
California

.

IS

a

inquiries received

from the various

.

IMMIGRATION REPORT.

o

Towns.

Acworth
Albany..
Alexandria
._

AUenstown..

.

.

Alton
Alstead

Amherst
Andover
Antrim
Ashland
Atkinson

Auburn
Barrington ....
Bartlett

Bath
Bedford
Belmont
Benton
Bennington

Boscawen

Bow
Bradford
Bridgewater

..

Bristol..

Brookline

.

.

•

Charlestown.

.

•

Campton
Candia
Canterbury
Carroll

Chatham
Chester
Chichester
Center Harbor.
Claremont
Cornish

Columbia
Croydon
Dalton

Danbury
Deering
Derr\'

Dorchester

Dunimer
Dunbarton

Durham
Easton
Effingham
Enfield

Epping

Epsom
Fitzwilliam. ...

Franklin

Freedom
Fremont
Goshen
Gilmanton
Gilsum

Grantham
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...
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oc

<
Towns.

-

°°^

^°

El

Si

O.CO

u -

Greenfield. ...

Greenland
Greenville

Grafton
Groton

Hampstead
Hancock

.

.

Harrisville

Hebron
Henniker

,

Hill

Hillsborough

.

Hollis

Holderness.

. .

Hopkinton

Hudson
Jaffrey

Kensington
Landafi

.

.

Lebanon
Lee
Lempster
Lisbon
Litchfield
Littleton

Londonderry..

Loudon

Lyman
Lyme
Lyndeborough
Madison

Marlow
Marlborough
Meredith

Merrimack

.

..

.

.

Middleton
Milan
Milton
Mont Vernon.
Nelson

Newport

Newbury

New
New
New

Boston.

..

Durham..
London.
Newmarket.. ..
Newington

New Ipswich.
Northfield

.

Orford

Orange
Ossipee
Peterbbrough
Plainlield

Plymouth
Piermont
Pittsfield

Richmond
Rindge

.

.

.

23

.
..
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Towns.

°^3
"a

g c

t^B<

°
.o

Rochester
Ro'xbury

.

.

-

Salisbury

Sanbornton....

Sandown
Sandwich
Sharon
Springfield

.

.

.

Stark

Stoddard
Strafford
Sullivan

Sunapee
Sutton

Swanzey

Tamworth
Temple
Thornton
Troy
Tuftonborough
Unity
Walpole
Wakefield

Warner
Warren
Washington

. .

Weare
Webster
Wentworth.
Westmoreland
Wilmot
Wilton
.

.

Windham
Windsor
Wolfeborough
Totals

.

r?

^

too

"^

ft

Raymond

01

O

-J

W

CO
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Gratifying as these facts

may

significance

when we consider

and renting

these farms

is

be, they are

doubly increased

in

that the class of people purchasing

generally such as appreciates the grand

and association with an intelligent class
of people, for all of which New Hampshire has become noted.
Those farms which have become occupied for agricultural purposes are mainly taken by Americans, and we believe they will
have the energy and ability to succeed. A large number of these
farms have become occupied by city people to whom a home in
the country has been a fond anticipation for many years, and
it is needless to say that they will find in a New Hampshire farm
all the opportunities for gratifying any worthy desire in establishing a home for comfort, health, or pleasure.
They come, not
to make money but to spend it, and fortunate indeed will it be
for the State when the unsold abandoned farms are utilized by
scenery, healthy climate,

this class of people.

that the
as

it is

We

are informed from creditable sources

summer-boarding business was never so large

the present season,

and

it is

in the State

not unreasonable to suppose

that the wide-spread attention recently called to the attractions

of

New Hampshire

has had some effect in this direction.

believe that the appreciation, both at

home and

abroad, of

We
New

Hampshire's advantages which has surely resulted from the enact-

ment of

this law,

can be strengthened and extended by a liberal

policy on the part of the State until the capacity of our

summer

and boarding-houses will need to be doubled, and no abandoned farm worth any one's attention need be without occupants.

hotels

Respectfully submitted.

N.

J.

BACHELDER,
Commissioner.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT.
The sixteenth annual session of the New Hampshire State
Grange was held at City Hall, Manchester, December 17, 18,
and 19, 1889, and was the largest and most enthusiastic meeting
The meeting was

yet held by the organization.

called to order

by Master Charles McDaniel, with the remainnearly all present and at their respective stations.

at II o'clock A. M.

ing officers

The

first

business after the ritualistic service of opening the meet-

ing was the conferring of the

members who were

fifth

entitled to receive

degree upon twenty-three

This was followed by

it.

the appointment of the committee on credentials, consisting of

E. C.

Hutchinson, Milford

Johnson, Alstead

Mrs.

;

Burbank, Webster.

C.

G. R. Drake, Pittsfield

;

H.

Pettee,

Hanover

:

;

Mrs.

C. M.
W. W.

After consultation the committee submitted a

report announcing the presence of twelve officers and one hun-

dred and forty-one credited delegates.
large

number of members of

the State.

There was

also present a

the order from various sections of

After the reading of the report in detail the Grange

took a recess until 1.30 o'clock

p.

Afternoon

m.

Session.

After the formal opening of the session and the preliminary
exercises attending,

Master McDaniel delivered the following

annual address

ANNUAL ADDRESS.
BY CHARLES MCDANIEL.

Members of the

State Grange,

It gives us great pleasure to

and Brother and Sister Patrons

address you at this time, on account

of the continued prosperity of the order in our
as within the jurisdiction of the

the last year

made

tary's report, than

—

United

a larger net gain, as

States.

Avill

own

State, as well

We

have within

be shown by our secre-

during any preceding year for the

last

ten years.

In the United States over two hundred new granges have been
organized, and several hundred dormant granges re-organized.

The new

State of

Washington'comes into the sisterhood with

a

;
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well-equipped State Grange, and was represented at the meeting
of the National Grange, which held

twenty-third annual

its last

Sacramento, Cal., beginning November 13, and conDuring the meeting, and even
tinuing in session eight days.
the evening previous, as well as for two weeks afterwards, the delsession at

egates were the recipients of

many banquets

at

the expense of

and citizens. The National Grange treasury
was re-imbursed, above the average cost of an annual National
Grange meeting for the past five years, by using part of the apCalifornia brethren

propriation of ten thousand dollars from the State of California

by commissioners appointed by the govthe members of the National Grange

the balance was used

ernor of California,

who gave

an excursion to the various important agricultural regions in the

We traveled from the north to the south, including the
State.
famous " all-the-year-round " resorts, hotel Del Monte and hotel
Del Coronado, and even crossed the line into Mexico, where we
were received by the
guage.

A

itself,

we

will give

to us, at a later day, in

where.

and welcomed

many

in the

Spanish lan-

locations would be

of place at this time, but should an opportunity

entirely out

present

officials,

description of any of the

you some of the

Pomona

facts as

or Subordinate

they appeared

Grange or

Our thanks can but feebly express our gratitude

else-

to our

California Patrons for this golden opportunity.

The work of
and we

trust

the session was full of interest to all

its

members,

each Subordinate Grange will have the journal of

its

proceedings, a copy of which will soon reach you, carefully read

and discussed

amendment

in the grange, as fast as time will permit.

to our constitution

the one proposed

by

us,

and by-laws

The only

that was ratified,

was

namely, permitting the organization of

more than one Pomona Grange in a county. This will allow us to
organize another Pomona Grange where we have so long desired,
and where the good of the order requires it. One other amendment will be presented to you during this session, for ratification
or rejection, as you may deem best.
The necessity of organization has been so repeatedly mentioned
in annual session, we would simply say that those who were fortunate enough to hear the earnest words of Brother J. H. Brigham,
worthy master of the National Grange,

at

our several

Pomona
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meetings,

last

cessary.

We

August, were convinced that organization was nebelieve that the grange

the one organization that

is

has been well tried and not been found wanting.

long and profitable

life,

It

has had a

and has gained wisdom from

successes as well as failures.

now

It

its

many

stands pre-eminently the

and most progressive farmers' organization in existand we cordially invite all farmers and their families, eligible to membership, to examine critically our "declaration of
purposes
and our business arrangements, and then act as they
may deem wise and prudent.
The College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts has at the
present time one of its best classes since its organization, and
oldest, best,

ence,

'

'

the course of instruction has been revised so as to meet the wants

of the members.

and

Let us practice what we preach in regard to our

advance its standing by sending more of our
young men to this school. We have been more than pleased to
hear the work that is being done complimented in high terms
by one who lives outside the State but has visited our college and
carefully examined its methods and privileges.
Our Experiment Station still continues to work on the practical
problems of the day, being fully equipped for any work that may
be presented by the farmers of the State. We believe it is not
college,

further

only our privilege but our duty as

tillers

of the soil to get at the

work here done, by careful study of its bulletins, as well as by
personal visits and inspection of the ways and means there
employed. The committee appointed at our last meeting will
give you the result of their examination, and I recommend that
a similar committee be continued.
EDUCATION.

While we have advocated agricultural
our boys, we hope the day

some of our
girls.

is

not

sister States, will

We are also

collegiate education for

far distant

when

this State, like

have a special department for the

in favor of farm or agricultural institutes,

think they should be of a local nature, and not
national government control.

Congress has tried to pass a

appropriating $6,000 for a national
assistants

and

come under
bill

superintendent, with two

having a salary of $4,000 each, making a

total

annual
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Now

000.

when

the bureau

is

in

full

any scheme or system
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operation, of

some $600,-

that proposes to send broad-

cast over our land well-educated, well-paid, theoretic farmers to

lecture in large places or cities will, in our opinion, not reach

the farming class.

Should the government desire to

assist the

farmer in an educational way, let us have an appropriation to
its own use, either through the State Board of
Experiment Station, or Grange. Farmers, not already
taught, should be taught to think, investigate, and talk for themMore scientific and practical education is what we need,
selves.
and that in the quickest and most powerful way, ever remembering that those who work and help themselves receive the greatest

each State for
Agriculture,

blessings.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

A

delegation from our State had the pleasure of being in

ington

Wash-

immediately after the passage of the act creating the

department of agriculture, and the appointment of Brother Cole-

man

as secretary

of Husbandry.

of agriculture was most gratifying to the Patrons

The grange has labored

faithfully to elevate to a seat in

long, earnestly, and

the President's cabinet a rep-

who can, at all times, through the
make such recommendations as may be demanded in

resentative of our industry,

Executive,

Now

the interests of agriculture.

that our efforts have been re-

warded by Congress, and a permanent cabinet

officer appointed,

work in harmony with him to secure our greatest good.
We had every reason to hope that the desire of our National
Grange would be granted in the selection of this officer, and
not to reward some political " office seeker." who has not been
let us

considered a farmer.

AGRICULTURE.

At the present time

prices for farm products are not as

remu-

nerative as formerly, or, in other words, the cost of production

has not decreased to correspond with the depreciation in values
or the market prices.

It is

proper and right that we should in-

quire into the reason for this, whether

it

is

whether or not the cost of raising our crops

We

are well aware, that about

is

over-production, or
unnecessarily large.

one eighth of the products of our
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country find a market in foreign countries, where cheap labor

comes

home

in

competition and to a great extent

fixes the price at

one half of the agricultural exports are paid by
agricultural imports, hence the importance of home markets in;

that about

stead of foreign.

Taxation, whether direct or indirect, on agricultural property,
is

well

known

more than its just proportion of
Where can we better discuss this

to bear

taxable property.

taxation than in the grange

but

when we

?

the whole
subject of

Let us not only discuss the subject,

are satisfied of the best

means of equalizing taxation

follow out the plan by our voice and votes.

POLITICAL.

While the grange

is

avowedly a non-partisan organization,

our duty to look well to our

own

it is

well-being and the good of our

country and mankind, to study well the workings of our govern-

ment, the policies of party organization, and more especially the

and

qualifications

interests of the

men

to

be selected

to

adminis-

The farmer, as well as the employes of corporations, has been made the prey of political " bosses."
It has
been well said " The sacredness of the ballot must be preserved."
ter

our laws.

:

Every

citizen

whom

he pleases, and

or for

whom

recommend

should have the uninterrupted right to vote for
if

to the

he so desires, no one should

know how

In order to secure the true free ballot, we

he votes.

members' consideration the Australian system,

or a similar one, for conducting elections, hoping thereby

many

of the prevailing corruptions will be obliterated.

THE

No

PRESS.

other power in our locality exerts a greater influence than

the press.

If

we wish

we must have a press devoted
by those interested in our welfare, and

to prosper,

to our cause, conducted

not controlled by any other class or profession.

We

should sus.

tain our papers having grange departments, that are full of

and thought,
Subordinate,

also the results of experiments,

Pomona and

State

and

life

reports of our

Grange meetings.

woman's work.

A

last year to the list of National Grange
under the above head. Sisters Hale of

committee was added

standing: committees,
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of Pennsylvania were

inaugurated a line of grange work for women.

Similar committees were appointed in the several States to co-oper-

Sisters

The New Hampshire committee

them.

ate with

consisted of

Bachelder of Andover, Emery of Canterbury, and Marshall
I hope a similar committee will be annually apwork done by our sisters is of vast importance in
educational, and refining influence of our order.

of Dunbarton.

pointed, as the
the literary,

INSPECTION SERVICE.

may be

It

State has

We

useless to mention this subject, as its work in our
been so successful that comment seems unnecessary.

New Hamp-

are inclined to believe that our success here in

grange work,

due in a large degree

to our anLet each deputy carefully examine the entire
work of the grange, whether degree, educational, financial, or
shire, in real

is

nual inspections.

literary,

and

if

necessary show

how

the

work may be brought up

to the highest standard, thereby stimulating that

of

noble contention

work and who best can agree. Let the work
agency be continued to add strength and efficiency to our

who

best can

of this
order.

children's and arbor days.

The

national appointment of Children's

become of

the National Grange, has

among

the Patrons, that not only they

Day by

the master of

so universal a character

and

their children

look

forward in pleasant anticipation to a day of social, literary, and

banqueting enjoyment, but
feel the

work

all

the children in the grange vicinity

inspiring influence of such a day of rejoicing.

This day's

work is the only
Let each one personally

dispels a portion of the former belief that

pastime for the farmer's boy and

make

girl.

day an evergreen spot in the memories of the children.
Since the annual appointment of Arbor
Day by the grange, and subsequently by the State, has been made
we find a growing interest manifested in beautifying our homes,
waysides, and public institutions.
We deem it one of the blessinterest himself to

ings of grange

work

this

that such a

noble and elevating a purpose.

day has been

May

set apart for so

the interest of the

people never abate in the work of this day.

good
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STATE GRANGE FAIR.

The Patrons

of this State can truly

feel

a degree of pride at the

We

continued success of our annual grange exhibition.

should

remember the continued generosity of our honored
Hon. Charles E. Tilton, who has so often contributed to

especially
friend,

the success of our purely agricultural
financially, but has given

granges are not represented
that even the

most distant

exhibition at the next

The Grange Mutual

We

the details.

gestions in regard to

fair.

He

has not only aided

management many valuable

the

sug-

find that several of our

the exhibitors.
We hope
endeavor to add something to the

among

will

fair.

Fire Insurance

Company

has continued to

beyond our most sanguine expectations. We
had one partial loss very recently, and have 625 policies in force
to date, to the amount of $821,700, and a surplus on hand, after
paying expenses, to the amount of $3,352.82. Since the organization of this company, reckoning at the regular rates of insurance, we have saved to those insured more than $2,500
there-

increase

its

business

;

fore

we

ask

all

patronize their

who have

Patrons

farm

insurable

own company, and not only

property to

benefit themselves

but aid in building up this branch of our organization.

The Patrons' Relief Association still claims our
we find that the membership continues to increase
objects of this association

presented to you by

We

its

and the condition of

attention,

and

slightly.

The

its affairs

will

be

president at an early date in this session.

most respectfully ask your careful consideration of

this

branch

of our work.
FINANCIAL.

The
feeble.

financial benefit for the past year

But on

the past has

this

shown

point

we can only

may be

called

somewhat

say that the experience of

in our State that the

arrangement made some

four or five years ago for the issue of trade-cards was not a source

The members who

of revenue to our State Grange.
selves of the benefit of the card

availed them-

arrangement realized a large per-

centage annually, according to the amount of business transacted.

While we are of the opinion

that

much may be done

in

this

:
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properly dele-

except in the work of

insurance.

MEMORIAM.

IN

We
the

have very appropriately, in past years, devoted an hour to

memory

who were formerly members of

of those

this State

Grange and within the year have given up the cares of this world
and passed to their rest beyond. I hope that a suitable time will
be set apart during this session for a similar memorial service,
which

our minds the faces and forms of departed
and freshen the memory of kind words spoken, kind

shall recall to

friends,

deeds performed, and efficient service rendered during their connection with our order.

We

we refer

lain;

power

honor the memory of him who

1888 so acceptably

filled

for

the office of chap-

Dascombe. The memory of his dignified
and winning manner, and his ready conversa-

to Brother

bearing, his genial
tional

desire to

shall specially

six years previous to

will

long remain to inspire us to higher

efforts.

The following members have died during the year

New Hampshire
and past master Advance Grange No. 20, died

Brother George L. Dascombe, past chaplain of
State Grange,

April

4,

1889.

Brother Jacob B. Smith,

first

master of

Crown Point Grange

No. 65, died December 30, 1888.
Sister Phebe A. Parker, wife of Past Master

Thornton Grange No. 31, died January
Sister

Ward

Parker of

19, 1889.

Elizabeth L. Hart, wife of Past Master Oliver Hart of

Union Grange No. 56, died February 28, 1889.
Brother Abel M. Davis, past master of Uncanoonuc Grange
No. 40, died April

5,

Brother Sylvester
91, died

May

Brother

No.

10,

S.

Felch, past master of Sutton Grange No.

23, 1889.

Thomas M.

died

1889.

May

Harvell, past master of Souhegan Grange

26, 1889.

Sister Maria L. Cragin, wife of Past Master John Cragin of
Peterborough Grange No. 35, died July 11, 1889.
Sister Lizzie H. Pattee, wife of Past Master George Pattee of

:
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Uncanoonuc Grange No.

40, died August 5, 18S9.

Brother Paine Davis, past master of Warner Grange No. 90,

died November 10, 1889.

Brother Benjamin Goodhue, past master of Joe English Grange

No. 23, died October 24, 1889.
CONCLUSION.

The
and

work of

real

this session is

now

The

before us.

failures of the past are for consideration, that

wisely and hopefully for the future.

I trust

successes

we may plan

that I have not

insensible to the great responsibilities that you,

by your

been

partiality,

committed to my care during the past term of office. I have endeavored to keep the work of the order up to its laws, rules, and
usages, by every means at my command, whenever and wherever
opportunity presented

itself.

I

can but express

my

gratitude to

members of this State Grange, Patrons, one and
your many, many acts of kindness and assistance, and for

the officers and
all, for

your generous co-operation during the past three years.
earnestly hope that my successor will be equally favored.

And now,
no

south,

Patrons, that our organization

east,

no

west,

and

knows no

as its prosperity reaches

I

most

north,

no

from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, where the breath of Flora sends forth her

emblem of

flowers the entire year, so

good works permeate our entire

Hon.

J.

may

the fragrance of our

fraternity.

D. Lyman, lecturer, made the following report

REPORT OF LECTURER.
BY

Worthy Alaster
I

D.

LYMAN.

:

have attempted to correspond with every grange in the State,
to find out the facts in relation to our organization as

and

I

exists.

their

replies.

We

now

are holding about 2,830 meetings an-

Several of the granges

ings are held.
I

it

return grateful thanks to a majority of the granges for

prompt

nually.

but

J.

I

own

the halls in which their meet-

have not the number of these halls or their value,

have the value of the furniture and regalias belonging to the
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The average attendance upon

$12,935.

it is

3,550,

is
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making

these

a total attendance the last year

of

Reckoning the school year in our
99,400, days or evenings.
cities at 36 weeks per year, this grange work is equal to 552 years

When we

of grange or farm schooling each year.

reflect that

about a dozen of us in Exeter, August 19, 1873, organized the
first

grange in this State, and consider these facts and that

now number

8,000,

the intellectual

done, and

May we

is

and

it

seems marvelous.

financial

The moral and

good which

this organization has

doing, in this State, time and eternity only can

not sincerely believe that the hand of

God

is

are unparalleled in the history of our State.

tell.

evidently

This audience and these facts are indeed inspiring;

in it?

we

social,

Let us thank

they

God

and take courage.

Hon.

J.

M. Taylor,

treasurer,

made

a report showing the fin-

Grange to be annually improving. The
amount of cash on hand was reported to be increased fro m
51,644.35 December 18, 1888, to $2,400.40 December 17, 1889.
ances of

N.

J.

the

State

Bachelder, secretary, reported as follows

:

REPORT OF SECRETARY.
BY N.

J.

BACHELDER.

Worthy Master:

We

are again able to report a highly successful year for the

Grange in New Hampshire, in fact the most successful in its history, and without detaining you with preliminary remarks we will
proceed at once to the statistical report.
Subordinate Granges
report quarterly to the State Grange,

and the

latest

reports

re-

ceived are for the quarter ending September 30, 1889.

During the year ending September 30, 1889, seven new granges
were organized, as follows

:

No. 135, Jaffrey, Fred J. Lawrence, master.
Excelsior No. 136, Marlow, James Burnap, master.

Jaffrey

Riverside No. 137, Dalton, Bert A. Taylor, master.
Great Meadow No. 138, Westmoreland, Geo. J.
master.
31

Bennett,

:
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Arlington No. 139, Winchester, Cliarles J. Fosgate, master.
Freedom No. 140, Freedom, Alonzo Towle, master.

Amoskeag No. 141, Manchester, Adam Dickey, master.
Making 107 active Subordinate Granges, September 30, 1889,
with a membership of 7,560.

The

additions are from the following sources

:

By

initiation,

676; by dimits, males 41, females 32; by
re-instatement, males 66, females 64
by charter members of
making a total gain of
nev/ granges, males and females 237
males

709, females

;

;

1,818.

The

losses are

:

By suspension

for

non-payment of dues, males

159; by dimits, males 75, females 68; by withby death, males 37, females 36;
drawals, males 24, females 84
177, females

;

by surrender of
8^6.

charters, 213

;

making

losses to the

number of

This, deducted from the total additions, gives a net gain

of 982, and a total membership, for the year ending September
30, 1889, of 7,560, as stated above.
Since September 30, four granges have been organized

:

Tuftonboro' No. 142, Tuftonboro', Robert Lamprey, master.
Atkinson No. 143, Atkinson, Herman Noyes, master.

Sunapee Mountain No. 144, Goshen, EliasW. Pike, master.
Pistareen No. 145, Chesterfield, Winslow W. Partridge, master.

Granges have been reorganized

as

follows

:

Miller

No. 34,

Temple; Cornish No. 25, Cornish.
The charter members of these granges add 93 to the number,
and information from various sources indicates a sufficient gain
since September 30, to warrant the estimate of 8,000 at this
date.

Pembroke Grange No. in stands at the head of the grange
column with 202 members.
Other granges with a membership of 100 and over are as
follows

Thornton No. 31, Merrimack, 175 members.
Harmony No. 99, Sanbornton, 159 members.
Narragansett No. 46, Bedford, 157 members.
Cheshire No. 131, Keene, 156 members.
Amoskeag No. 141, Manchester, 155 members.
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Granite No.

7,

40, Goffstown, 150
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members.

Milford, 143 members.

Souhegan No. 10, Amherst, 133 members.
Warner No. 90, Warner, 128 members.
Hollis No. 12, HoUis, 127 members.

no, Northfield, 122 members.
McClary No. 102, Epsom, 122 members.
Fruitdale No. 106, Mason, 121 members.
Grafton Star No. 60, Hanover, 118 members.
Rochester No. 86, Rochester, 118 members.
Capital No. 113, Concord, 116 members.
Loudon Surprise No. 121, Loudon, 106 members.
White Mountain No. 50, Littleton, 105 members.
Merrimack River No. 4, Canterbury, 100 members.
Pinnacle No. 18, Lyndeborough, 100 members.
Daniel Webster No. 100, Webster, 100 members.
The number of granges in this list has been increased from

Friendship No.

15

to 22 during the year.

Fifty-two granges report a membership between 50 and 100.
Amoskeag Grange No. 141, Manchester, has initiated 79, the
Winnilargest number of members initiated by any grange.
piseogee Grange No. 51, Meredith, has initiated 70, and Cheshire
Grange No. 131, Keene, 67. Winnipiseogee Grange has also
made the largest percentage of gain, having increased its membership from 19 to 87.

POMONA GRANGES.
The Pomona Granges
membership

as follows

in this State are six

Hillsborough County No.
Eastern

in

number, with a

:

i,

New Hampshire No.

244 members.
2, 475 members.

Merrimack County No. 3, 395 members.
Belknap County No. 4, 159 members.
Northern New Hampshire No. 5, 146 members.
Cheshire County No.

6, 195 members.
membership of these Pomona Granges, September
the total membership September 30, 1889,
30, 1888, was 1,265
was 1,614, making a net gain of 349.

The

total

j
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The

gains

females 194

The

;

;

were

as follows

:

By

i

males 238,

initiation,

i

total gain, 436.

;

for non-payment of dues, males
by withdrawals, males 20, females 15; by
by death, males 10, females 6 total losses,

By suspension

:

14;

dimits, females

87

losses

dimits, males 3, females

losses are

females

21,

and
by

;

;

leaving a net gain of 349, as stated above.

Cash receipts
Cash returns

for the year as follows

for the

"

"
"

"
"

The

quarter, 1888

"

June
September

"

Making

December
March

:

"

1S89

'•'

1889

.

.

.

.

767.14

.

.

742.04

total receipts, as per treasurer's report

receipts for the year

$572.34
888.88

.

.

1889

.

$2,970 40

ending September 30, 1888, were

$2,289.70, making a net gain in fees and dues during the past
year of $680.70.

The
as

four granges

follows:

making the

largest cash

Manchester,

Keene, $82.46;

returns are located

$65.30;

Meredith,

$65.12; Pembroke, $64.02.

The expenses

of the office for the year have been

Postage
Printing and stationery

.

Office supplies, expenses,

Total expenditures

An

.

:

.....
and incidentals
.

.

.

.

.

$102.82
86.85
85.62

.

.

$275.29

itemized exhibit of the foregoing receipts and expenditures

has been submitted to your executive committee, duly audited by

them and approved.
Halls have been dedicated during the year by Chichester and

Freedom Granges, and many granges have provided new
ture

furni-

and equipments.

The grange

in

New Hampshire

able prosperity, and

its

has witnessed a year of remark-

educating influence

ing and working marked results upon

Hampshire

agriculture.

is

constantly extend-

the condition of

New
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Miss Addie E. Rice, Pomona, reported as follows

:

REPORT OF POMONA.
BY ADDIE
Worthy Master and Patrons

To

the goddess

and gardens,

'
'

E.

RICE.

:

Pomona, " The Roman goddess

of" fruit

trees

temples in ancient times were builded, and people

worshiped at her

feet.

Our noble order, in the light of civilization, rises to a higher
plane, and by this name can represent to the world not only the
gardens and fruit trees of our country, but the tillers of vast fields
and territories, made productive by those who believed in the
temples of the living God, and the command of that God to
Adam to " till the ground " from which he was taken. And it
has not since been found in the mouth or pen of a prophet to
point man to a nobler, more honest, surer way to live than by
Whatever might have
obeying that just command to Adam.
been the

Roman

understanding of

Pomona

in the

days when the

farmer found time and means to cultivate the garden, in this our

day and

in our country, the flower

entire land,

confines

and the

and taken

fruit

its

place

among

The almost unlimited

the world.

garden has extended over the

tree has

gone out of its once narrow
the commercial products of
variety of fruit

now found

in

our markets, which represents a vast commercial value, has been

brought to its present state of perfection by long-continued labor
and unceasing care.
Not only has our own increasing demand been nearly supplied
by the home production, but for the past few years large exportations have

been made, bringing to our people

indeed to those

who have given

subject of fruit raising.

Our

results flattering

valuable time and thought to the

land, extending as

it

does over a

embracing nearly every climate known to civilized man,
affords an advantage over every other country for its variety of
fruit, and an equal advantage by reason of its variety of soil.
territory

The age
intelligent
field

in which we live is an age of progression, and if a truly
mind, seeking for rich fields of labor, will enter the

of fruit raising in earnest,

and bring into

of care, thought, and diligence which

is

it

the same degree

found in

the ordinary
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man

of business, concentrating

all his

energy in the right direc-

him among the wise men of his
can think of no work so much neglected as that of

tion, a few short years will place

We

day.

general

New
results

fruit raising.

Hampshire's abandoned farms can be made to yield better
in the raising of apples than the cultivation of orange

While we spend time

groves in California or Florida.

how we can compete with Illinois in

in discuss-

Michigan
some well-planned, united effort would dot our
hillsides with fruit trees and bring to our State intelligence,
wealth, and prosperity.
ing

raising corn, or

in raising oats,

He who
Then why

has only a spade

hardly the

is

man

to fell the forest.

New

Hampshire's sons and daughters, wisely
determine what our State is best adapted to, and then, remembering the truthful saying, " In union there is strength, " make one

grand

not, as

effort to

remaining

at

We

level.

stay

home

the

of Western emigration, and by

tide

ourselves raise

New Hampshire

to her natural

have mentioned only one of the avenues of improve-

ment, while others of nearly equal importance can be found
coming home to us from every direction. Time will not allow us
to further trespass

on your patience.

few suggestions

If these

have awakened in any mind a new desire which shall result in
good to our noble State, so long neglected, or to our beloved

we shall be thrice paid
As we now retire from the

for

order,

our

office

efforts.

of

Pomona

to the ranks,

we

bespeak for our successor the same courtesy and friendship that

have been tendered to us, assuring you that the associations and
friendships formed while holding office have been very pleasant,

and

will

never be forgotten.

E. C. Hutchinson, general
report,

giving the

condition

deputy,

of the

made

a

comprehensive

Subordinate

Granges as

reported to him by the district deputies and determined by
in

various

tary

sections

of the

State.

W.

W. Burbank,

visits

secre-

of the executive committee, presented the report for that

committee.
20, 1888

;

The meetings
Concord,

May

held were at Manchester,

22,

1889

;

December

Concord, October 23, 1S89

;

Manchester, December 16, 1889.
T. H. White, Harrisville, a district deputy,
for district

No.

8.

made

the report
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M. Connor, Hopkinton,
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the election of

was made a special order for December i8, at lo o'clock

motion of C.

made

ber 18, was
the work

Farley, Bedford,

P.

o'clock

2

p.

m.,

offi-

a.

m.

Decem-

a special assignment for the exemplification of

and fourth degrees.
meet in public session.

Recess was then taken

in the third

until 7 o'clock, to

Evening Session.
The evening
ing was

chorus of singers

made up from

Master announced Rev. G.
prayer.

to the public,

Master McDaniel presided and the speak-

of an excellent character.

all

open

session of the State Grange,

was most interesting.

W.

After a selection

Patten, of Walpole,

His Honor Mayor David B. Varney was the

The mayor

presented.

said he

by a

several of the granges, the State

came not

to

make

who

offered

first

speaker

a speech but

perform a pleasant duty, that of welcoming the State Grange

to

He hoped the members would carry back to their
to the city.
homes pleasant recollections of the visit. It is not necessary to
recall that this is not a farming community, but it can show some
of the largest cotton and woolen factories in the country, and a
machine-shop that can turn out an engine every day and a
engine every week.

down amid
Rev. G.

hearty applause.

W.

Honor

the

and said

Patten, of Walpole, responded

voiced the sentiment of
his

fire

In closing he repeated his welcome and sat

Mayor

all

when he returned

for his

hearty welcome.

proud of the position reached by Manchester

Husbandry represent

he

that

heartiest thanks to

The mayor

in its industry,

is

but

more important.
and more important
than those represented by manufacturing in this State.
Here is
a large gathering to-night.
Evidences of economy and industry
are written on each face.
The thrifty, laborious, thoughtful people of New Hampshire are here gathered to represent the State
Grange. This meeting means something.
It means the confederation of the whole farming community, because the grange
is a means of uniting the whole agricultural people together.
It
gives the people the means of organization.
It means the elevation and crowning of womanhood.
The girls should have the
the Patrons of

It represents

interests

a class larger in the aggregate
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opportunity for education in the higher branches.

There

is

no

why a woman may not become the master of the National
Grange. The grange stands for education in the cultivation of
reason

means the elevation of the
and aim, and
all are requested to come over to Macedonia and help.
E. J. Burnliam, lecturer of Amoskeag Grange, was then introduced, and on behalf of Worthy Master Adam Dickey of
Amoskeag Grange extended a welcome to the visitors. In referthe intellect, heart, and hand.

whole community.

These are

It

in brief our object

ring to the past of the order in this State he said

:

" Sixteen busy years have rolled around since a small band of
earnest men and women met in Grand Army Hall in this city to
take the first steps toward organizing this State Grange.
That
was the 23d of December, 1873. T'"*^ order was but little known
in New Hampshire, and how little its principles and purposes
were then understood is shown by the fact that a governor of the
State, speaking in public, urged his fellow-citizens to refrain

giving

it

The

their support.

first

Hampshire had been organized
before, August 18,

at

Subordinate Grange in

from

New

Exeter only a few months

1873, being the exact date.

Through the

Eben Thompson, a deputy of the National
seconded by a few men who early saw what advant-

earnest efforts of

Grange, ably

ages must accrue to the agricultural population from such an
organization, seventeen granges had been instituted before the

movement was set on foot to form a state organization. Among
those who were prominent in the work at that time I can pause
Of the friendly rivalry that always existed
to mention only a few.
between Hon. J. D. Lyman, of Exeter, still the worthy lecturer
of the State Grange, and the late Col. D. M. Clough, of Canterbury, the corn king of New Hampshire, most of you who are
Patrons need not be told.
Each claimed to have been the first
to recognize the

New

need of a social organization

Hampshire, but Brother

argument, since the

first

Lyman had

grange was organized in his own town.

Kingston followed next, then Amoskeag here

Merrimack River
as master.

at

in

Hon.

Manchester, and

Canterbury came fourth with Col. Clough

Masters of early granges, some of

to-night, were

for the farmers of

rather the best of the

J.

whom

are with us

D. Lyman, of Exeter, Col. John B. Clarke,
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of Manchester, C. C. Shaw, of Milford, J. U. Prince, of Amherst,
Kimball Webster, of Hudson, and D. T. Chase, of Claremont.

Rodney M.

Rollins, of Bedford,

master of Amoskeag, are

among

and

Adam

those whose

Dickey, the present

names appear

in the

records of those early days.
*'

In response to a

call

from T.

A

.Thompson, deputy of the

National Grange, the masters of the Subordinate Granges and

met

their wives

December, 1873,

in

G. A. R. Hall

^o^' ^'""^

in

this city,

on the 23d of

purpose of organizing a State Grange.

Dudley T.
the 17 granges in the State, 15 were represented.
Chase, of Claremont, was elected master, C. C. Shaw, of Milford,

Of

and Col. D. M. Clough, treasurer. After
Grange adjourned to the second
Wednesday of September, and the New Hampshire State Grange
was an established fact. The order in this State then numbered
the

secretary,

first

some other preliminary work, the

—

three in Rockingham
361 members, with seventeen granges,
county, three in Merrimack, one in Grafton, and seven in Hills-

borough.

It

was the day of small things.

understood and encountered prejudice in
a long period of

trial,

The order was little
many quarters. It was

experiment, and some failures before the

order was ready for the good work of education, which
carrying forward so grandly.
first

The

a prominent feature of the grange.

many thought

that a

new era had been

it

is

now

co-operative idea was at the
Stores were opened

and

entered upon by the farmers

But failure followed failure, members fell off and
many granges became dormant or extinct. Then it was that
those who had cherished the grange unselfishly from the first
showed their faith. They clung to it and swung into line to fill
the broad field that was ripe and ready for it.
They put its
of the State.

educational and social features foremost, pressed the claims of

and out of season, and brought it ultimately
on which it stands to-day. The history of the State Grange is full of interest to all who cherish the
order, but a brief resume must suffice for to-night.
The first two
the order in season

to the high plane of success

annual sessions were held in Manchester.
The third was held in
Newport, but the next year found the State Grange in Manchester
again.

The

fifth

session was held at

Plymouth, and

there, after

a long term of service, State Master Chase retired, and

Hon.

;
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George A. Wason, of New Boston, succeeded to the chair. C. C.
Shaw also, after faithful work as secretary from the beginning,
gave way to William H. Stinson, of Dunbarton, whose name from
that time on holds an honored place on the records of the order.
The sixth annual session was held in Manchester, and here the
State Grange has since made its home.
At the tenth session, in
1883, Wm. H. Stinson was unanimously chosen master and
N.

After three years Master Stinson re-

Bachelder secretary.

J.

by reason of changes in his business affairs, and your
present master, Hon. Charles McDaniel, was elected in his stead."
signed,

The speaker

closed with an eloquent i)ortrayal of the educa-

tional advantages of the order.

Dr.

Wm.

New Hampton

Child, master of the

He

the platform.

was not in the

least

Grange, was on

disconcerted but acquitted

himself with credit when suddenly called upon by the state master
to

He

a gap.

fill

averred that the choice lay between himself and

Hon. John D. Lyman, of Exeter, and
he was the best looking.

He

that he was chosen because

spoke of the necessity throughout

the State for special education in agriculture.

All the trades and

professions provide schools of special training, but the agriculturists

have no schools.

The

and me-

theological, medical, legal,

chanical professions and occupations have their special training
agriculture has a like need.

Its facts

should be collected and

taught scientifically, and there should be a broader education of
Capital must

the farmer.
the farms.

The

own and

stead of two or three professors

men

the intelligent must control

agricultural school should be encouraged.
it

In-

should have ten, and young

should be able to do everything, from doctoring a sick mule

to planting a potato.

Men who own

twenty-five thousand dollar

farms should send their sons there, and they should not take a
scholarship either, but the bills should be paid by the

man who

can afford to pay.

His Excellency Gov. D. H. Goodell was introduced and
ceived with enthusiasm.
Child.

He

He

indorsed

fully

the

ideas

re-

of Dr.

suggested that the f^irmer and manufacturer are de-

pendent upon each other more than they imagine. If the mills
are moved from Manchester and other large places, where would
the State be

?

The grange might

exist,

but what would be done
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We are dependent upon each
?
The Governor estimated that this State in the 1890 census
would show 370,000 people. The increase has been in the cities

without the manufacturing places
other.

and large towns. And yet he is satisfied that the tide of emigration from our country towns has been checked and that it will be
In a few years more, at
checked more in the immediate future.
But we
least 200 of our 236 towns will have railroad facilities.

We should have more immigration than emiThe grange is doing much to insure this result. It
He is glad to know that there is
should go on in this good work.
ought to do more.

gration.

and the commissioner

great interest in this immigration scheme,

should have the support of the people in reaching the best results.

The good farms that have been abandoned should be taken up.
Our people should be urged to remain here. There is no other
place on this continent so well adapted to New Hampshire people
We must supply the places of men who leave
as New Hampshire.
the State

by

We

others.

have been sending great statesmen to

other States, such as Webster, Greeley, Lewis Cass,

We

presidential timber.

Henry Wilson,

have also sent great business men, like

and Austin Corbin, witnesses of the greatness of
There is a demand for such men as those in
every State in the Union. Where do we raise these men
Not as
People say that nowadays
a rule in the cities, but in the country.
there are no large families, but this is only apparent.
The trouble
is we are allowing our people to believe that the State is a good

the Pillsburys
the

mother

State.

.?

place to emigrate from.

It

is

about time for us to understand

our privileges and advantages here.

The

farmers of

New Hamp-

any other State of the Union. Let the
Agricultural College, the Grange, and other institutions do their
duty and the farms of the State will prosper and blossom as never
shire are better off than in

before.

AVe have riches in the scenery of the State, because

brings us cash.

The scenery of

this State brings

people from

it

all

parts of the world.

Seven millions of people can eat their break-

home and

take supper on the top of Mt. Washington,

fasts at

Let us build up our State and take care of
brooks.

We

banks, but

let

us

its

scenery and trout

know how to use the sixty millions in our
keep as much of it in this State as possible, to

hardly

develop our own resources.
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The

speaker was National Lecturer Whitehead,

last

an eloquent account of the recent
California, where

He

expense.

The
read

the

members were shown

state

at

following

W. H.

from Past Master

letter,

was

Stinson,

:

Wheeling, W.

My

dear Brother,

Afaster

— Words

A^.

the 17th.

I

H.

fail to

in not being able to attend the annual

to face at this annual reunion event.

am

14, 1889.

half express the disappointment I feel

have

I

to

to

convene on

in the grange,

and

had

I

once more meeting them face

But the pressing and important duties of

me

connected, called

could do no less than obey, disappointing as

I

and

am

I

December
:

meeting of the State Grange

can never forget the grand friends

the department with which

Va.,

Grange

State

looked forward with the happiest anticipation

I

the State

eloquently enforced the lessons of the grange.

Charles McDaniel, Esq.,

and

who gave

of the National Grange to

visit

to this point for duty,

it is.

sure you will have a rousing, old-fashioned gathering, united, progressi%'e,

much sunshine and goodly

helpful to the order that has already brought so

cheer into the lives and homes of our

New

Hampshire farmers.

remember me kindly to those who may ask for me, and permit me to
my congratulations on the growth and progress the grange has experienced

Please

add

during the year under your administration, aided by the

faithful co-operation

of

your associates.
Tell the Patrons that in

my New Hampshire

all

my

travels

birthright for

and experiences

any other State

that I

I

would not exchange

have

visited,

and

that

made her record high on the honored list of
men of eminent character and renown who have gone out from her to build up
other sections of our country, that it is within the power of the New Hampwhile the old Granite State has

shire Grange, as with

she

is

no other organization,

to

one of the grandest and best of States

demonstrate to the world that
to live

and

in,

that fortunate

indeed are those whose homes are within her borders.

my mind

I picture in

the faithful veterans

whom

I

so well

remember

for loy-

and constancy to our cause from our earliest history, who will be present to
cheer you on as ever in the past, while the blessed memory of those enrolled
alty

on death's

list,

no more

to

assemble with you, but whose

will be a benediction, will

linger before you;

lives

and examples

Dascombe, Harvell, Davis, of

Goftstown, Davis, of Warner, and others, have gone to their golden reward,
but their works will follow them, and their lesson of steadfastness and devotion

grow

brighter

and brighter unto the perfect day.
Sincerely and fraternally yours,

WILLIAM
The

H. STINSON.

public session was declared closed, and after a brief secret

session the

Grange was closed

in

form to be again opened

o'clock A. M. on the following day.

at

9

;
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Second Day.

The Grange assembled at 9 o'clock and was opened in due
The committee on credentials reported the presence of
seventeen additional officers and members, after which the following list of standing committees was announced

form.

:

STANDING COMMITTEES.

—

and Master' s Address.
George Farr, LitH. A. Peabody, Milford Erastus Reed, Claremont George H. Abbott, Hudson M. O. Lund, Nashua David
Mrs. J. D. Lyman, Exeter
Mrs. P.
G. Dickey, Lyndeborough
Division of Labor

chairman

tleton,

;

;

;

;

;

;

C. Clough, Canterbury

Finance.

— John

Weld, Cornish

;

Miss Jennie

;

Washington.

S. Hill,

E. Frye, East Concord, chairman

Edson H. Patch, Francestown

;

;

F. H.
H. O. Hadley,
;

Temple ; P. C. Clough, Canterbury C. F. Davis, Barnstead ;
Mrs. H. A. Peabody, Milford Mrs. Willis P. Wright, Newport
Mrs. M. O. Lund, Nashua.
Mrs. Erastus Reed, Claremont
H. B. Holman, Laconia, chairman ;
Good of the Order.
James Sheldon, Wilton William H. Kendall, Mont Vernon ;
John Fletcher, Greenfield George A. Bean, Merrimack Charles
H. Dutton, Hancock ; Mrs. F. H. Weld, Cornish Mrs. H. O.
Jennie P. Hadley, Peterborough
Hadley, Temple
Mrs. J. F.
Elliott, Lyme.
Resolutions.
F. W. PrichJ. D. Lyman, Exeter, chairman
George F. Smith, Meredith D. G. Annis,
ard, New Ipswich
Londonderry C. P. Farley, Bedford ; S. F. Merrill, Keene ;
James Burnap, Marlow ; Mrs. George A. Bean, Merrimack ; Mrs.
;

;

;

—
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

C.

W.

Bedell, Littleton

Co-operation.

Woodman,

Mrs.

;

— Alvin

J.

C. Morrison, Boscawen.

Dwinnell, Walpole, chairman

Daniel

;

John P. Blodgett, Hebron J. W.
White, Derry Joseph Wood, Henniker
S. B. Gilchrist, Goffstown A. C. Barnard, Dunbarton F. A. Blodgett, Monroe ;
Mrs. D. G. Annis, Londonderry; Mrs. T. E. Hunt, Gilford;
Mrs. C. J. Hadley, Weare ; Mrs. H. C. Felch, Bradford.
Transportation.
Lucien Thompson, Durham, chairman; C.
W. Bedell, Littleton T. E. Hunt, Gilford H. H. J. Reed,
New Boston H. C. Felch, Bradford J. F. Elliott, Lyme ; Mrs.
S.

Strafford

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;
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J.

M. Connor, Ho]3kinton Mrs. Fred W.
Dana R. Berr}', Strafford.

Hillsborough;

Flint,

;

Mrs.

— Fred

C. Farrell, Harrisville, chairman
EdIra P. Hutchinward C. Cole, Warner; C. A. Fowler, Sutton
H. C. Sanborn, Auburn ;
son, Antrim; W. W. Farr, Chesterfield
Herman Noyes, Atkinson Mrs. J- W. Cogswell, Gilmanton ;
Mrs. Oscar Willson, Gilsum Mrs. J. M. Freeman, Lebanon.
William Child, New Hampton, chairman; J.
Education.
M. Carr, Wilmot W. W. Burbank, Webster J. W. Cogswell,
Publications.

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

George E. Fellows, Salisbury Alonzo Towle, Freedom Mrs. W. D. Tuttle, Andover; Mrs. C. F. Davis, BarnMrs. J. S. Freeman, Lebanon.
stead
J. ]\L Connor, Hopkinton, chairman
Fred W.
Agriculture.
Dana R. Berry, Strafford David Noyes,
Flint, Hillsborough
West Canaan Baxter Gay, New London T. H. White, HarrisMrs. D. S. Woodville; Mrs. Charles McDaniel, Springfield
Gilmanton

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

man,

Strafford

W. W.

Mrs.

;

— George

Mileage atid per Diem.

man

A.

;

Farr, Chesterfield.

M. Shackford, Canaan

Arthur M. Chase, Deerfield
Pulsifer,

Campton

Fowler, Sutton

;

;

;

chair-

Pittsfield,

Stevens,

Grafton

Martin L. Lord, Dover

and By-Laws.

T. O.Taylor, Sanbornton

;

Warren L.

Fiske, Dublin

Hadley, Laconia

Swanzey

Z. G. Taft,

Albert

;

;

T.

S.

Mrs. C. A.

Mrs. T. O. Taylor, Sanbornton.

Newport, chairman

Epsom

R. Drake,

Mrs. John P. Blodgett, Hebron

;

Constitutional Anie7idments

J. P.

;

;

;

;

— W.

;

P.

Wright,

George Saunders,

O. A. Hamblett, Mason

Mrs. Lowell French, Northfield

;

;

S.

Mrs.

Mrs. Robert Lamprey, Tuftonborough.

Claims and Grievances.

—

J.

C. Morrison, Boscawen, chair-

George W\ Moulton, Greenfield
C. W. Emery, Canterbury Adam Dickey,
J. M. Hayes, Dover
Manchester Mrs. H. B. Holman, Laconia Mrs. George SaunMrs. Baxter Gay, New London.
ders, Epsom

man

;

W.

D. Tuttle, Andover

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dormant Granges.
Thompson,
way, Newbury

Hill

P.

Mrs. F. K.

;

W.

— C.

J-

Hadley, Weare, chairman

Lowell French, Northfield
P. Ballard,

Jewett, Nelson

;

Concord

K. Jewett, Nelson

—

;

;

Z.

;

;

Silas

V. C. Brock-

G. Taft, Swanzey

Mrs. O. H. Glines, Whitefield

Wood, Henniker.
and Appeals.
C. H.

Mrs. Joseph
Trials

;

Pettee,

Hanover, chairman

O. H. Glines, Whitefield

;

;

;

;

F.

Frances A. Bad-

;
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R. B. Foster, Loudon; Oscar Willson, Gilsum
Thompson, Durham
Mrs. George J. Bennett,
Westmoreland Mrs. T. S. Pulsifer, Campton.
ger,

Belmont

;

Lucien

Mrs.

;

;

—

J. S. Freeman, Lebanon, chairman
A. K. Roberts, Tuftonborough
F. W. Edgerly, Wolfeborough
Chichester;
George
Drake,
Oliver
J. Bennett, Westmoreland;
Tuftonborough
Mrs.
Lamprey,
;
C. W. Emery, CanterRobert
Mrs. David G. Dickey, Lyndeborough
Mrs. John
bury

Unfinished Business.

;

;

;

;

Fletcher, Greenfield.

After reference of the

Worthy Master's address

to the proper

committee and the presentation of amendments to the constitution

and

state by-laws, the election

following result

Charles

Master,

Shepard,

of officers was taken up with the

:

McDaniel, Springfield

New London;

overseer, James E.
John D. Lyman, Exeter stew-

lecturer,

;

;

Frank H. Weld, Cornish assistant steward, Howard B.
Holman, Laconia chaplain. Rev. George W. Patten, Walpole.

ard,

;

;

Recess was then taken until 1.40 o'clock

Afternoon

p.

m.

Session,

At the expiration of the recess the Grange reassembled and
work was continued.
The following memorial committee was appointed S. B, Gil:

christ,

Goffstown

;

G. F. Hill, Amherst

James Sheldon, Wilton
Sutton

;

H. H.

Peterborough

;

J.

;

Walter Sargent, Warner

Read,

Mrs. C.

D. R. Berry, Strafford

;

S.

New

Boston

;

Mrs.

Connor, Hopkinton

;

;

C. A. Fowler,

;

M.

P.

Hadley

Mrs. G. A. Bean,

Merrimack.

The following telegrams were ordered sent
and Maine State Granges, now in session

chusetts

to

the Massa-

:

To N. B. Douglass, Master Massachusetts State Grange, Northampton, Mass.

The N. H.

State

Grange

in i6th

greeting to the Massachusetts State Grange.

prosperous one with us for a decade, and

The past year
we are stronger

every other respect than ever before in our history.
our brothers and sisters in the old

:

annual session assembled sends fraternal

Bay

State.

has been the most
in

numbers and

Our kindest wishes go

in
to

:

:
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To Hon. Frederick Kobie, Master Maine

Grange

State

:

In i6th yearly meeting convened, the N. H. State Grange sends
kindly salutations

advancement
in

Maine Change.

to the

Since our

last

its

most

annual session our

numbers and other elements of progress has been greater than
To our brothers and sisters in Maine
for a long period.

in

any previous year

we convey

our sincerest greetings and best wishes for their continued prosperity.

On motion
vices were

of

made

J.

]\I.

Connor, of Hopkinton, memorial

the special order for 9 o'clock

p.

The

M.

ser-

third

and fourth degrees were then conferred by Narragansett Grange
No. 46, of Bedford, followed by the exemplification of the
Hon. Mortimer Whitehead, lecturer of the
secret work by
These exercises were witnessed by the largest
National Grange.
audience of the session, and the greatest interest was manifested
in the proceedings.

Election of officers was continued with the following result

M. Taylor, Sanbornton secretary, Nahum
gate-keeper, Henry Moore, GoffsMrs. Charles McDaniel, West Springfield
Pomona,

Treasurer, Jonathan
J.

;

Bachelder, East Andover

town

;

Ceres,

Mrs. George

;

;

J.

Bennett, Westmoreland

Flora, Mrs.

;

Nahum

J.

Bachelder, East Andover.

The

reading of the following

was

telegram

received with

applause

Northampton,
Charles McDaniel, Master

The

N. H.

State

Grange

Mass.,

December

iS, 1889.

:

Massachusetts State Grange,in sixteenth annual session assembled, extends

fraternal greetings to our brothers

and

sisters

of the Granite State.

We

are

having a large and enthusiastic meeting.

N. B.

The

Rochester;

S.

Stockwell, Lancaster; G. F.
;

Master.

following committee on music was appointed: G.

Springfield,

ford

DOUGLASS,

D.

Robinson,

Hill,

H.
Pembroke; W. R.

Wilton; C.

P. Farley,

Bed-

E. R. Spaulding, Jaffrey; Mrs. H. A. Peabody, Milford;

Mrs. T. E. Hunt, Lake Village.

The

report of the committee on Division of Labor

Address was presented by George Farr, chairman.

and Master's

:
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DIVISION OF LABOR

AND MASTER'S ADDRESS.
BY GEORGE FARR.

Worthy Master and Patrons

:

Your committee on Division of Labor and Master's Address
following report

offer the

with great pride, as well as pleasure, that we learn of the

It is

increasing prosperity of our much-loved order, not only in our

own

State but throughout this

broad land, from Atlantic's health-

giving shores in the east to Pacific's golden sands in the great

Northwest

;

from the lakes in

republics of the south.
that with this great

the north to the rising

young

But, fellow Patrons, do you fully realize

prominence

as

one of the living and active

forms of the day, our actions are the more closely watched

of our labors studied with increasing interest

and the

result

Then

us carefully guard the

let

?

grand principles of our order and

it that we take no uncertain or backward step, that our
motto may be " Excelsior," and in years to come, when the cares

see to

and labors of an active
of the

work done

life

in the

are laid aside,

may

the

remembrance

grange be one of unalloyed pleasure

and comfort.

We

most emphatically indorse the remarks

College of Agriculture and the
is

Mechanic

Arts,

regard to the

in

and

trust the

time

when every grange in the State will have a
We recommend every grange to
our college.

not very far distant

representation in

study with care and attention the practical address of Brother

J.

H. Brigham, worthy master of the National Grange, delivered
before the Pomona Granges the past summer.

We

most respectfully recommend that the following subjects in

the master's address be referred as follows

:

The

part relating to

education, taxation, and the press, to the committee on Educa-

Department of Agriculture, to the
and to agriculture in its relations to farm products, to the committee on Agriculture; the part relating to the
Patrons' Relief Association and to the duty of the grange as a
the
political factor, to the committee on Good of the Order

tion

;

the parts devoted to the

Grange State

Fair,

;

33
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committee on Finance;
and Arbor Days, to the commit-

part relating to financial benefits, to the

the part referring to Children's

on Good of the Order.

tee

We

remarks of the worthy master on

also cordially indorse the

inspection service, and trust that the

may
we

good work of the

past year

not only be kept up in the future but improved upon until

have a report from every grange

shall

heartily agree with the remarks

We

the State.

in

on woman's work, and knowing

well the great interest our sisters take in the welfare of the

full

and hope to see it successfully
would most emphatically indorse what the

order, believe with the master

carried

We

out.

worthy master says

in regard to

believing that the time has
so called, or

some

the purity of the ballot, fully

come when

the Australian ballot law,

similar law should be placed

upon our

statute-

books.

Recess was taken until

o'clock

7

p.

m.

Evening Session.

The Grange assembled
structed in the
in

fifth

at

7

and

o'clock,

in-

ample form upon seventy-nine candidates.

The

following telegram was received with enthusiasm
Belfast, Me., December

Charles AIcDaniel, Master N.

Maine
ful

were

six persons

degree and the sixth degree was conferred

State

Grange assembled

meeting, representing

New

II. State

Grange

at Belfast,

:

18, 1889.

:

holding a very large and success-

16,500 Patrons, sends greetings

to

our fraternity in

Hampshire.

FREDERICK ROBIE,
Memorial
the deceased

services were then held in respect to the

members named

in the master's

Master.

memory

annual address,

of

after

which, in token of further respect, the Grange was closed to meet
again at 9 o'clock

a. m.

on Thursday.

THIRD DAY.

The Grange assembled at 9 o'clock, and after the transaction of
considerable routine business C. W. Emery, of Canterbury, president of the Patrons' Relief Association, addressed the Grange
as follows

:

:

Property of

THE BUREAU OF GOVERNMENT RESEARCH

Ngw Hi^^pshJre
Nnw Hprnpshire

PATRONS OF lyrpjic^pj^ty of
nffrhp.rrt

THE PATRONS' MUTUAL RELIEF ASSOCL^TIONT
BY

Worthy Master

We

C.

W. EMERV.

:

would again respectfully call 3-our attention to the N. H.
This association was formed for the

Patrons' Relief Association.

purpose of extending aid to the families and friends of deceased

members of the order Patrons of Husbandry. It is reliable in its
management, simple in its workings, and inexpensive. It furnishes an opportunity to apply practically that charity which is
inculcated in our order, that feels for the wants and relieves the
distress of our sisters and brothers.

One

year ago copies of the following pledge were circulated

through

this hall

:

— " We, the undersigned members of the order

Patrons of Husbandry, hereby pledge our best endeavors to extend
the

work of the Patrons' Relief Association among the members

Some

of our Subordinate Granges. "

forty-nine different individ-

had all done as well as our lamented
and we see no reason why they
Brother Harvell of Amherst,
we should have over 800 members on our roll to-day.
might not,
Instead of this number, our paying membership is 219, a slight

uals signed these papers, ?.nd

—

—

net gain over last year.

During the thirteen years of the existence of the association,
there have been eighteen deaths,

paid and there

is

and

all losses

have been promptly

a balance in the treasury to-day.

During the

amendments have been made to the bylaws in order to put the association upon a more satisfactory
basis.
Applicants must not only certify that they are in good
health, etc., but that they have never been rejected by any similar
present session, several

association

and

that they are not in the habit of using spirituous

liquors to excess.

The

limit of age has

and the

initiation fees

From
From
From
From
From
From
From

20 years

14

to

20

to 25 years

been reduced ten

changed so

years,

from 70 to 60 years,

that they are

now

.......

as follows
$1.00.
2.00.

25 to 35 years
35 to 45 years

4.00.

45 to 50 years

5.00.

50 to 55 years
55 to 60 years

6.00.

3.00.

8.00.

—

;
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The

assessments remain the same, viz.

^i.oo for

There

relief,
is

and lo cents

to

:

$i.io on each death,

pay expenses.

nothing connected with our order which tends to bind

members more closely together than this association. There
is no insurance more reliable or cheaper, and it should be i)atronized by every member of the order who desires insurance and who
A little effort on the part of some
is eligible to membership.
one in each grange would easily result in bringing our memberits

ship to

I, GOO,

a point

it

should have reached long ago.

Brothers

and sisters, it needs your help, and we appeal to you to lend a
hand and make it a success. It must either live or die live to
become a grand success and an ornament to our noble order in
New Hampshire, or die a lasting witness to our lack of confidence
and of earnestness and ability.
Election of officers was completed with the following result
;

:

Lady

assistant steward,

Mrs. Emri C.

Hutchinson, Milford

executive committee, C. H. Pettee, Hanover,

Lucien Thompson,

Durham.

M. Connor, chairman of

J.

ported as follows

the

committee on Agriculture,

re-

:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE.
BY

Worthy Master- and Patrons

"

Home

truths for

M.

J.

CONNOR.

:

home consumption "

is

a

trite

old saying,

embodies a principle we do well to heed.
In presenting a report on agriculture your committee

nevertheless

it

will not

attempt to spread themselves over the vast area of our country.

New Hampshire
some of

solve

is

the theater of our action,

and we do well

the problems that confront us even in our

own

to

little

She has characteristics which no other State possesses.
and scenery are unlike most other States. With ample
railroad facilities, and extensively engaged in manufacturing, with
a constantly increasing summer travel, as it were the face of the
whole nation turned towards our "Switzerland of America,"
State.

Her

soil

surely agriculture ought to prosper here.

While we are not unmindful of the multitude of influences,
and their growing tendency, that are oppressing this industry,

;
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vve will in this report strive to stand aloof

form of scolding

at

aim our thoughts directly
If

it.

because he

to the

he exercises

fails

husbandman.

of agricultural

little

it is

If there

a single
tol-

or no control in legislation,

may

town or municipal matters,

fairs,

is

because the farmer

educate himself so he

to

If in

prerogative.

from that stereotyped

every industry and profession but our own, and

abuse anywhere against agriculture,
erates
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it is

manly
management

exercise a
if in

colleges of agriculture, or experiment sta-

and boards of agriculture, or whatever else bears directly or
indirectly upon this calling, he fails to make his influence proptions

erly

felt, it is

because he stands aloof from duty and grumbles his

energies away.

What

earthly

hindrance

is

there that

farmers of

the

New

Hampshire do not more generally ally themselves to the grange
By what law of
for mutual protection and self-improvement?
social or mental activity does any man or woman expect to rise
to positions of influence, able to

and

sit

defend their rights and

interests,

away from their fellows?
of New Hampshire farming were we

isolated in their chimney-corners

Perhaps never in the history
confronted with so

many obstacles as to-day. The rapid changes
modes of marketing, the new devices that

in transportation, in

enter into every

nook and corner of business

life, call

forth every

energy to keep abreast with the ever-changing scene.
Agriculture, from

the fact that

it is

— thus

Agriculture
other forms
fifty to

peculiar relations to other industries, from

own personal
we behold
maintains very much the same relation now that most
of manufactures did in their primitive days.
From

prietor controlling

notions,

its

conducted under individual control, every pro-

and directing according

to his

what an amazing variety of

results

seventy-five years ago the farmer carried

market by his own private conveyance

;

all his

!

produce to

to-day the consolidated

capital of millions does this

work

wheel, the hand-loom, the

knitting-needles, the neighborhood

for

him.

Then, the spinning-

shoemaker, wrought together the fabrics that clothed the body

now, the millions of capital concentrated in our Manchesters,

Then, the

Lowells, Lynns, and Brocktons do this for him.
lage blacksmith wrought the nails,

plow, the harrow, and

all

made

vil-

the ironwork for the

other farm implements

;

now, the mil-
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concentrated in the centers of business furnish

lions

all

this.

Within the memory of those now
living, every industry but the tilling of the soil has been taken
from individual hands and conducted as we now see it in the
great centers of business, by means of organized capital and
While within the memory of many of us the
organized forces.
waters of the Merrimack have been compelled to stop and drive
this vast machinery and do the work once done by individual

What

a wonderful change

while the steam

hands,

!

engine traverses

all

sections

of

our

do the work once done single-handed, we see all over
Hampshire the same old farmhouses, the same limited cap-

State to

New

same personal oversight, and, with the simple excepthe same unorganized, isolated condition
Do you wonder at seeing deserted farms ? Do you
of things.
wonder that the moanings and grumblings ascend from these
thousands of farm homes, having in them no concerted action ?
Do you wonder, we say, that it has not a feather's weight against
the vast millions in the hands of trained, disciplined, and wellital,

the

tion of the Grange,

organized

men

It

?

is

only a question of time

how long an

industry like that of agriculture can maintain a profitable exist-

ence with no bond of union existing

among

its

members, while

surrounded by an army of trades and professions,

and

in a

What

condition to dictate their
is

the

gress without

remedy

own

organized,

There can be no pro-

Organization!

?

Organize, not in a

it.

all

terms.

spirit

of retaliation, not

because other trades and professions have, but with the profound
conviction that

it is

right, that

individual organization.

It is

it is

in

harmony with our every

the very love of organization that

causes humanity to mass itself together as

it

has in ages past,

and is doing so rapidly in this country to-day. Thousands have
abandoned these isolated homesteads all through New England,
fleeing to

organized communities.

New Hampshire

pleasure, for social

each other in

all

New Hampshire
live in

Once bring

the farmers of

together in organized bands, for business, for

and

intellectual

improvement,

to strengthen

the labors on the farm and in the household, and
agriculture will take on a

new

lease of

life.

an age of rapid progress and development, because we

in an age of organization.

It is

We
live

from the great government under
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the countless forms of organiza-

making this progress. Your committee make
the following recommendations for your consideration
That a committee of three be chosen by the State Grange to
represent the farming interest before the Governor and Council,
so that whenever a vacancy occurs on the board of trustees of the
Agricultural College, or the Board of Agriculture, or any other

we

tion that

are

:

having a relation to agriculture, to urge the selection of

office

practical

and competent persons to fill such positions. We
the action of the Board of Agriculture through its

commend

retary, in suppressing the illegal sale

also
sec-

of oleomargarine and other

The Grange Fair Association should
and united support of every Patron, as one of
prime methods by which agriculture may be strengthened

spurious kinds of butter.
receive the earnest

the

and encouraged

in our State.

We

recommend

to all Patrons

and farmers of our State the College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts as affording cheap and practical education for
their sons.
efforts

It

is

a source of congratulation that through

the

of members of our order the trusteeship of the college has

been enlarged and
designed to benefit.

now more

is

We

hope

in the

to

hands of that

see a large

class

it is

increase in the

number of students as a natural result of this change.
Your committee cordially recommend to the Patrons a careful
perusal of the worthy master's address upon matters directly
bearing upon agriculture.
We reiterate the suggestions that
through discussion in the grange we should become more familiar
with the great question of taxation in its bearings upon agricultural prosperity, also the causes which have led to the present
depreciation in the value of farm products.

him

in a

tory

won

word of warning
in

We also

join with

to the Patrons everywhere that the vic-

the elevation of the Commissioner of Agriculture

to a cabinet position

is

not completed unless a practical farmer

is

placed in that position.

Report of the committee on Constitutional Amendments and
By-Laws was made by W. P. Wright, chairman, and that of the

committee on Mileage and Per Diem by G. R. Drake, chairman.

The

showed the number of miles traveled by the ofand members in attending the session to be 8,792 number

latter report

ficers

;
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of days' attendance, 473; and total expense to State Grange, reckoning two cents per mile one way, and $1.25 for each day's attendance, $767.09.

This was an increase over the previous

session of 929 miles' travel, 26 days' attendance,

and $51.08

in

expense.

The Grange was declared

at recess until 1.30 p. M.

Afternoon
At

1.30 o'clock

p.

the

M.

Grange reassembled and the

The

were continued.

cises

Session.

officers elected

exer-

were installed by

National Lecturer Whitehead, assisted by General Deputy Hutchinson of the State Grange.
mittee on Finance,

made

J.

E. Frye, chairman of the com-

a report, followed by the report of the

committee on Transportation, by Chairman Lucien Thompson

:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION.
r.Y

LUCIEN THOMPSON.

Worthy Master and Patrons

:

Your committee on Transportation do not deem
enter into a lengthy discussion upon this question

We

it

necessary to

at this session.

believe in a definite policy of railroad legislation used by

the producers against roads which abuse and misuse corporate

power.

Railroads should be compelled to submit to reasonable

demands of

the people.

We

recognize the untold value of the

roads in developing our State and making
tant industries to be started

it

possible for impor-

and sustained, but we do not favor

a discrimination in favor of or against certain sections or localities
or the right to tax the people to pay dividends

We

think lower rates, the result of which

is

on watered stock.
amount

increased

of travel and traffic, have increased the i)rosperity of the roads
and the people have reaped much benefit therefrom.

We

are pleased to note that there

now

appear to be harmo-

nious relations between the various railroads of our State, as any

expenses of the railroads for litigation or legislation eventually

come

The short connecting links built
which have placed many towns in positions

out of the producers.

within a

iesw years,
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where they can reach the larger markets in much less time and
less cost, are of advantage to the tillers of the soil.

The importance of our commercial

at

relations should be taken

into consideration, and Congress should serve the interests of the

people by building up a merchant marine which would enable
our producers to dispose of their surplus in markets abroad where
is a good demand.
Your committee indorse the interstate commerce law as a
benefit to the producers, and they appreciate the good results from
Unlike many laws upon our statute books, this
its enforcement.
one was enacted to meet the varied conditions and circumstances
of the people, and its scope is sufficiently broad to cope with

there

existing railroad abuses in all sections of the country.
Lastly, but not least, let us study to

along the public roads of our State.

improve the transportation

The

which offer the least hindrances to travel
least

highways are those

those with fewest

sand and mud, and fewest roadside bushes.

co-operate to keep
times

best
;

many

roads

them
in

in a

good

state

hills,

We should each

of repair.

our State were across the

In olden

worst

hills,

most sandy or wet places, with an eye to economy of pasture

and strength of travelers. The best roads
Germany, and France. Good
roads make business more prosperous, increase population and
While American push has forced along railvalue of property.
roads and other means of rapid communication, we have neg-

rather than the time

to-day in the world are in England,

lected our highways.

Better roads

mean

better

horses, better

and increased comfort for those who travel over them.
We should awaken to the necessity of united action to secure
permanent improvement, and one good way is by discussing this
subject in our various Subordinate Granges and then by working
heartily for their improvement by the best means within our reach.
It will be a great inducement to secure summer boarders in our
State to have excellent roads, and we think money spent judiciously by our State to improve the roads among the mountains
and along the lakes and coast is a step in the right direction.
carriages,

:
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:

:

T-

made

Hadley, chairman of the committee on Dormant Granges,

the following report

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DORMANT (;RANGES.
1!Y

To

the Wo7'ihy

Master and

C.

J.

HADLEY.

Officers of the

N. H.

State Gi'ange

The committee on Dormant Granges, imbued

with a deep

sense of the importance of the subject-matter referred to them,

and actuated by the

desire to use every available

means

for the

purpose of benefiting the order of Patrons of Husbandry in the
State, respectfully

We

submit the follov/ing

find that in our order, as in all other organizations, there

are those

who through

a lack of sufficient general interest in the

object, or who through some real or
some reason outside of the particular
matters pertaining to the work of the grange, have become laggard in this work, in that sense recreant to their duty as members
and while your committee would not seek to cenof our order
sure or chide these our brothers and sisters in the order, yet we
would, by looking into the cause for this apathy and non-interest
in the grange work, strive to help to lead them out of the darkness of discontent and disintegration into the glorious sunlight
We find upon consultation with
of grange life and prosperity.
General Deputy Hutchinson that there are in particular three
granges in the State that are in a dormant and practically dead
spirit

and purpose of our

fancied grievance, or from

;

condition as regards their grange work.
It is

not the province or purpose of your committee to name

any grange in the State found in this condition, but
by a general reference to them and the cause of their difficulty,
to suggest remedies that may accrue to their advancement in our
in particular

order.

Very often matters outside of the grange have had such an inmembers of our order that they have brought to the
grange their social, religious, and political trials, perplexities, and'
difficulties, and embittered and disrupted the social and fraternal
fluence over

work of the grange again, in other instances the lack of interest
in and appreciation of the benefits growing out of the grange work
and of the nature of the grange obligations, has caused a gradual
;
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but gradually increasing until almost before the friends of

first,

the order were aware of

But whatever

away.

it

may

the life-blood of the grange had ebbed

be the cause that has brought about

this state of affairs, the stern fact

is

staring us in the face that sister

granges are in a condition of practical uselessness

comes

in

the pertinent

and

;

and earnest query, What

relieve the necessities of the situation

right here

shall

we do

to

?

has been very properly suggested to your committee that

It

Pomona Granges in the immediate vicinity of
dormant granges, they meet with them, and by their health-

where there are
these
ful

and vigorous influence help to re-infuse life and energy into
A lecture on grange work, duties, privileges,

their organization.

and obligations, by a

live

and energetic member of our order,

one who not only can hold an audience with
platform, but

— listening
tion, if

ment

—

rially in

who by commingling with

interest,

from the

the individual

members

to their difficulties, suggesting measures of pacifica-

needed, and what

is

will in the estimation

most needed, words of encourageof your committee help very mate-

bringing about a better state of

affairs.

connected with the work of your, committee

:

Another matter

we notice from

the

record-book of your secretary that there are twelve Subordinate

Granges unrepresented at

Every grange

in

this

meeting.

This should not be

I

the State should be represented at our annual

meeting, and your committee would respectfully suggest that the
secretary be directed to report to the
tive

worthy master and execu-

committee the names of such granges

as

have not been repre-

sented at this or our last annual meeting, and that they in their
discretion
this

may

take such measures to inquu-e into the cause for

non-representation as they

accomplishment of
But, after

may deem most conducive

to the

this object.

all, this is

a matter that does not

lie

within the power

of the State Grange, but with the Subordinate Granges and in-

members of our order we must all co-operate in the
work in order to accomplish good results from our efforts
and labor. We feel that we should extend a helping hand to
these dormant granges, and if they are not in a financial condition to avail themselves of lectures and other means, as suggested
dividual

great

;

:
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for the reviving of the interest in their grange, that such necessary

expense be borne by the State Grange, to be expended

in

the

and executive committee.
AVe all feel very deeply gratified at the results shown of the
prosperity of grange work in the year just closed.
Let us now
take hold with renewed energy and vigor, and help to make the
work of the coming year still more prosperous.
discretion of the worthy master

Hon

J.

D. Lyman, chairman of the committee on Resolutions,

reported as follows

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
BY

J.

D.

LYMAN.

That we are unalterably opposed

Resolved,

to the imposition

of taxes beyond the legitimate needs of government for either
national,
tered,

men

state,

and

that

any and
and

tition,

all

when economically adminis-

will labor faithfully to secure the election of

who

will honestly

That we are opposed

to

adhere to

what

is

this declaration.

known

as

"

trusts

"

forms, believing that they destroy healthy compe-

as a result

Resolved,
it is

or local purposes

to represent us

Resolved,
in

.

we

impose grievous burdens upon the people.

That we hold firmly

to the

wholesome

policy, that

the duty of Congress and the several legislatures of the States

to control corporations created

and equality
Resolved,

by law,

in order to secure justice

for all.

That the public lands are the

rightful heritage of

the people and should be reserved for the actual settlers, and that

by corporations, and especially alien landin now free America a land and tenant
system, is un-American in its nature and subversive of that equalWe therefore demand that
ity of which we are justly proud.
Congress and the legislatures of the several States exhaust all their
constitutional power in order to secure our domain to actual
settlers, to the end that home ownership may be encouraged and
extended, and the life of pojjular government be preserved.
Resolved, That the organization of eight thousand of the pro-

vast holdings of lands
lords,

tending to create

gressive farmers of our State into the grange associations for the

betterment of their homesteads as to

fertility

and beauty, the
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increase of their productions, both in quantity
the
cial

and quality, and
improvement of their moral, social, intellectual, and financonditions, and their consequent greater usefulness to the

world, and the increase of their

own happiness while in it,
we see

marvelous fact in the history of our State, in which

is

a

the

hand of God, and a positive proof of their rapid progress in the
and art of agriculture in these closing years of the
nineteenth century, and must command the heartfelt gratitude

great science

and sympathy of every one who loves

we

such,

say, join the

and rejoices
and to all
do both you and the

his fellowmen,

New Hampshire

prosperity of glorious old

in the

grange, and

it

will

;

Patrons of Husbandry good.
Resolved,
present time

That

we

in

order to improve our agriculture at the

invite special attention to the dairy, the silo, the

hennery, the labor-saving implements, the rearing of horses, the
destruction of sheep-killing dogs, the production of early lambs,

of mutton and wool, the drainage of

swamp

growing of timber upon lands worth

little for

turage,

and

Resolved,

lands, the scientific

cultivation or pas-

to the cultivation of fruit.

That we look with

interest

upon the laudable

effort

being made to repopulate the best of our deserted farms, and
give

it

our cordial sympathy and support.

That we are opposed to counterfeiting, to adulteraand deception, whether they be of money or medicine, food

Resolved,
tion

and hold that whatever is sold should be sold as
and not as something else.
Resolved, That of the dangers to free institutions, ignorance is

or clothing,

what

it is,

among
of

the greatest,

New England

and we believe

in the

wisdom of the

fathers

Avho planted the school for the education of

In agreement with their idea,

all,

by the side of the church.

we

believe in liberal appropriations

by state and nation for the
and ask the favorable consideration of
bill now before Congress on the part of the

education of the people,
the ideas in the Blair

members of Congress from this State.
Resolved, That we sincerely thank the
its

generous appropriation of ^10,000

State of California for

towards defraying the

expenses of the late session of the National Grange, and the Patrons

and other

ment

of,

citizens of that State for the generous entertain-

and courtesies extended

to,

members

thereof.
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That we demand the same care for, and protection
and art of agriculture on the part of the
government as it extends to any general industry.
Resolved, That the resolution handed us respecting horse trotResolved,

the great science

of,

ting be referred to the careful

consideration of the directors of

the State GrangejFair Association.
the

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOOD OF THE
ORDER.
BY H.
Wortliy Master and Patrons

B.

HOLMAN.

:

Your committee on Good of the Order are fully alive to the
the subject assigned them is one of vital importance to

fact that

the

of our organization.

life

When we
realize

virtue

its
it

consider the importance of the order

power

it

aims to teach

its
its

which they have
selfishness;

;

when we

fully

accomplishment of good and the real
the elevation of the tiller of the soil when

for the

possesses for

we contemplate

;

design in
initiates

its

that

finest detail

and consider how

the door of the grange-room,

just entered, is to

be

to

them the real grave of
and prejudice

that henceforth the chains of passion

are to be broken and that they are to walk freely in the light of

God, trusting that in the future
amply reward them for their toil, that they may be able
we feel the full
to dispense that charity which knows no bounds,
force of the responsibility which rests upon our hands.
love and truth, placing faith in

he

will

—

The

corner-stone of our order was laid in the interest of agri-

by a few who had faith to believe that the seed thus scatand grow, and for nearly a quarter of a
century many of the most brilliant and unselfish minds of the
organization have been laboring for its elevation and advancement, until to-day it stands proudly at the head of all farmers'
organizations. In our own State the work is being pushed forward
with an energy and perseverance that betoken success and the
culture,

tered would germinate

;

remark of our National Lecturer
shire was all right, seems to be

,

i

|

I

H. B. Holman, chairman of the committee on Good of
Order, reported as follows

I

to the effect that

verified

New Hamp-

by the report of our
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But that the work so auspiciously begun
worthy secretary.
to that high state of perfection which
forward
carried
be
your committee

justly deserves,

feel

that

it

is

their

may
so

it

duty to

call

your attention to the follow-ing subjects, viz., grange visitation

and inspection.
This subject, though by no means a

new one, we

believe will

and demands immediate action at your hands.
We believe our Worthy National Master was right, when, in his
annual address at Topeka in iS88, he said: "An official visit
from a deputy of a State Grange to a Subordinate Grange brings
It
about a closer sympathy and union between the two bodies.
thorough
observance
of
our
ritualistic
work,
more
a
a
secures

still

bear discussion

more rigid conformity to our constitutional law, a better system
of keeping records

and accounts, a more prompt collection of the

quarterly dues.

gives an opportunity for disseminating grange

It

intelligence

from grange to grange, enabling the weak

inspiration

and

from

of the order

is

to gather

and

thus

gathered by the state deputies, and used by them

upbuilding of the order wherever

We

strong,

the

product of the intellectual, social, and material prosperity

the best

in the

encouragement

would recommend

the

that

it is

found

to

be weak."

by the State

action taken

Grange requiring masters of Subordinate Granges to make their
report to the State

pealed,

Grange through the

and that the reports be made

delegates, said reports to
delivery.

We

Grange with

also

all

district deputies,

as formerly,

be

re-

by masters or

occupy not more than three minutes in

recommend

the continued co-operation of the

other agricultural organizations, especially with

the Agricultural College, the

Experiment Station, and the State

Board of Agriculture, and that the support of the grange be extended to our worthy secretary in his position as commissioner
of immigration.
It is

the earnest desire of your

committee that

all

the auxiliary

shown
Company. Let

branches of our order should be strongly supported, as

in

the remarkable success of our Fire Insurance

us

support and build

up our Relief Association in a like manner,
and take such interest in our Grange Fair that it shall continue
to be, as now, the largest and most important in the State.

We

would earnestly recommend that each

crransre

elect

a
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director, with instructions to use his influence against

mission of

all

those objectionable features which,

would render our

fair less efficient

and subject us

if

the ad-

admitted,

to the unfavor-

able criticism of those outside the gates.

to

That part of the master's address relating to politics, referred
your committee on Good of the Order, has been carefully

considered, and we heartily indorse the same, especially that

portion which relates to the Australian or some similar system of
balloting.

Having examined

that portion of the

relating to the Patrons' Relief Association,

same address

we unanimously

in-

dorse the recommendations therein contained, that you carefully

consider this branch of our order.

The

report of the committee on Co-operation was read by the

secretary as prepared by A. Dwinnell

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CO-OPERATION.
BY

A.

Worthy Master and Patrons

DWINNELL.

:

In these days of low prices and pushing, unscrupulous competition,

we

find the

mind of

the farmer opening to the idea of

co-operation with a degree of receptivity and appreciation never
before observable in

men

of his calling.

The

vocation and the comparative isolation of his

traditions of his

life

have developed

and conservatism of the average farmer to such
a degree of mental dominance, that he has long been accustomed
to regard any general system of business co-operation with disfavor, as a possible encroachment upon his long-cherished indeNecessity, we find, however, ultimately outrides both
pendence.
prejudice.
law and
The present is an age of great mental activity and of sudden
the individuality

business revolutions.

In order to secure a

his labor, the tiller of the soil

work

his brain

power

for all

now
it

is

fair

remuneration

finds that he

for

must not only

worth, but that he must so

and inclinations to the spirit of
the times as to be able to keep prompt and accurate step with
the rapidly moving columns intent upon the successful prosecution
Taught by hard experience that in a singleof other industries.
adjust his personal peculiarities
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handed contest with a well-equipped and thoroughly organized
is certain, sooner or later, to be driven to the

business world he
wall, he

is

just

to realize, and with constantly increasby co-operation with his brother farmers,

beginning

ing vividness, that

it is

and only by such co-operation, that his general prosperity can be
secured and steadily maintained.

The

true

remedy

for the

many

which beset him, he finds to be, after all, in his own
hands and he is at last beginning to comprehend that so long as
he neglects to use it, it is useless for him to complain of the op-

ditificulties
;

pression of corporations
lators and middle-men.
Your committee is in
in favor

and

full

trusts, or

of the exactions of specu-

sympathy with

growing sentiment

this

of organization and co-operation, which

in agricultural circles to-day.

We

is

so noticeable

even wish sometimes that the

We

hope to see the day, however, when
and of our whole country shall be
thoroughly organized and in the full enjoyment of the practical

growth was more rapid.
the

farmers

of this

State

benefits of co-operation

in all

the varied details that pertain to

their business, educational, political,

and

social interests.

not our purpose to indulge in any extended recital of what

It is

—

by co-operation,
facts are too
but we cannot refrain from
familiar to members of this body
here congratulating the Patrons of New Hampshire on the success
which has attended all this eff'ort to secure for themselves a cheap
and reliable fire insurance. The more co-operation we have of
this sort the better, most certainly, and we believe we can have
a great deal more of it if we will but take the trouble to make

has already been accomplished

;

the

most of our opportunities.

To

urge upon the

members of our order

a continuance of such

co-operative enterprises as they have begun,
necessary.
carefully
in its

We

we deem

to be un-

would, however, recommend them, one and

and earnestly

general aspect

to study the .subject of co-operation,

and

its

all,

both

special application, to thoroughly ac-

workings in other States and other
and among the people of other vocations, and then to
consider in what new directions in the management of their own

quaint

themselves with

its

countries,

affairs its principles
83

may be

profitably applied.
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Your committee is of the opinion that farmers everywhere
would be greatly benefited by a more general and complete co-opIndeed,
eration in the distribution and sale of their produce.
while fully realizing the utility of purchasing agencies and grange
stores, through which Patrons may obtain such expensive articles
as they are obliged to buy, at wholesale prices,

there

is

we

no more promising

at the present time

believe that

open

field

for

grange co-operation than that of the marketing of the surplus
products of the farm. As every farmer who is worthy of the

name

more than he buys,
good market

sells

it is

obviously of more importance

for the fruits of his industry than

that he secures a

that he obtains his family supplies at prices

it is

When

nary market quotations.
cash price, his prosperity

always buy his
advantage.

unsola, he

ers

and

is,

sell his

below the

produce

generally assured, even

flour, sugar, tea,

With

ity,

is

he can

and stock feed

his perishable

if

ordi-

for a fair

he does not

to the best possible

produce, even of the

finest qual-

single-handed, largely at the mercy of consum-

speculators, but with the price of that produce in hard

independence

cash in his pocket, his

is

established

and he

be-

comes an altogether different man. He can then with a bold
front, and alone, go into the open markets anywhere at the present
time and buy whatever he
very

little to

may

need, and

for rates

that

leave

be desired.

The farmer who can

find a ready market for his produce, where

he can himself deliver it to the consumer, without the intervention of commission merchant or speculator, is, perhaps, the most
But the number of those who can have
The
is necessarily limited.

fortunate of his class.

the benefit of such

home markets

average farmer must send his crops to distant markets and to
care of dealers of

whom

he knows

ulators for inferior prices

;

little,

and the

or else

difficulty

them to
which the

sell

the

spec-

small

farmer experiences in getting his goods to the right market,
the right time, and in the right condition to
prices,

is

command

generally so formidable that he prefers to

let

-

the best

theni go to

the speculator for whatever that gentleman's cupidity will allow

him

to give.

It is to

ers

overcome the

from securing a

just

which hinder these small farmreward for their industry, that we plead

difficulties

for co-operative marketing.

There

is

generally a

demand some-
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low in
That
a
S}-stem
one
of distribution which shall place his produce where it is most
wanted, and for an expense rate that will not eat up all the profits,
is not beyond the reach of the farmers of New Hampshire, in
for all that the

where

locality,

If prices are

farmer has to spare.

may be

they

higher somewhere

else.

disposing of such staple articles, at least, as wool, apples, potatoes, butter,

The

and

live stock,

chief obstacle

ing here

is

we

we

fully believe.

find in the

way of co-operative marketwho are

the widely scattered condition of the farmers

to co-operate.

In the case of farmers

who

are already organized

we think can be overcome
in this direction we feel
achieved
may
be
that
success
any
and
our ranks, greatly
confident will draw new members into
strengthen the order everywhere, and help to make the grange an
in our granges, however,

this obstacle

;

indispensable adjunct to agricultural progress.
J.

of the committee to visit the Agri-

E. Shepard, chairman

cultural

Experiment Station, reported

as follows

:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON EXPERIMENT STATION.
BY

E.

J.

Worthy Master and Patrons

SHEPARD.

:

Your committee appointed to visit the Experiment Station and
report upon the workings of the same, beg leave to submit the
following report

:

In Professor Whitcher,

who

has this work in charge, Ave find a

young man of unusual energy and executive ability, and one who
Experiappears deeply interested in the work he has in hand.
ments are now being conducted in dairying, pig-feeding, reclaiming worn-out pastures, and in testing the adaptability of various
grasses to our soil.

We

consider the experiments in dairying to

be the most important to the farmers of
of the above mentioned.

You

New Hampshire

of any

are aware, from reports that have

been issued from the station, that experiments are being conducted with four average cows of each of the following breeds,
Jersey, Ayrshire, Holstein,

and Durham, selected with reference

and the time of coming in milk. This experiment is being
conducted in a very thorough and systematic manner, and a
to age

brief synopsis will perhaps

be in order.
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We

upon inspection

find

that the

The average

ducers of milk.

Durhams head

yearly yield

is

the

6,141

list

as pro-

pounds

per

cow, or about 3,065 quarts, at a cost of i}^ cents per quart; followed by the Holsteins, their yield being 5,971 pounds each, or
2,980 quarts, at a cost of 1.3 cents per quart; they being succeeded by the Ayrshires, with an average yield of 5,845 pounds,
or 2,920 quarts, at practically 1.6 cents per quart

;

the Jerseys

with a yield of 4,847 pounds each, or 2,420
cents per quart.
In the i)roduction of butter fats, we

completing the
quarts, at 2

list

find the classification of breeds somewhat altered, the Jerseys
coming to the front with an average yield of 269 pounds per
annum, followed by the Ayrshires with a record of 267 pounds,
they by the Durhams which are credited with 241 pounds, and
The cost per pound of producthe Holsteins with 194 pounds.

ing this butter

is

for Jerseys, 14.3 cents;

:

cents; for the Durhams,
cents

;

for the Ayrshires, 10.7

13 cents; and for the

Holsteins,

It
being comparatively small feeders.
that the cost of producing this butter should be so great

portion to the cost of that produced by some of the
will

19

number of pounds, and
may seem strange to many

the Jerseys producing the largest

be readily understood

that

but

in

pro-

others.

skimmed milk

little

obtained from the Jerseys for feeding purposes, which

It
is

fact ac-

counts for this in a measure, as the value of said milk must be

taken into consideration in these experiments.

The experiment

in pig-feeding appears to

your committee

so nearly connected with that of dairying that
to consider

completed

it

at this time,

it

to be

proper

and enter somewhat into the details as
on the same not likely

at this present period, a bulletin

to appear until a

much

Two

later date.

are being fed alternately

skimmed

we deem

milk, for periods of three weeks

being of the same value for each

For instance,

lot

No.

lots

i

is

lot,

;

the digestive matter

and the gain noted.

fed for three

weeks on a

amount of grain and skimmed milk per day,
period being 58 pounds.

of three pigs each

on grain and water, and grain and

Lot No.

2 is fed

certa

the gain for thai

for the

same

length

of time on grain and water, the gain being 51 pounds.

Lot No. I is now put upon the grain and water ration, and
makes a gain of 6^)4 pounds ; while lot No. 2 is fed upon grain

I!
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skimmed milk
will
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;

much

is

greater than

is

generally supposed, which

be fully demonstrated in the forthcoming bulletin.

In regard to the bulletins, Professor Whitcher has been severely
criticised for
i

But when we
and mailing 10,000 copies, and
them before experiments are com-

not issuing them more frequently.

consider the cost of publishing
the unadvisability of issuing

pleted, the reason of this delay is very obvious.

other experiments, previously alluded to, have not been

The

carried far

enough

the same, but

is

it

as yet to

warrant any extended remarks upon

apparent to your committee that for the proper

completion of these and future experiments more barn-room

is

absolutely necessary.

Professor

Whitcher and

his able assistants are, in the

of your committee, conducting a line of

work

result in great benefit to the agricultural interests

of

New Hamp-

The prevailing idea that the expense of these experiments
be met by profits from the farm, is an erroneous one, and

shire.

should

be abandoned,

should
costly

opinion

that will eventually

and proving

they are such

many

of these

failures, thus

and in

way saving

this

the individual time and ex-

pense of experimenting for themselves.
the next bulletin

The

and study

report of the

F. C. Farwell,

same experiments being

demonstrating to the farmer that

We

advise

all to

procure

carefully.

committee on Publications was presented by

chairman

:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS.
BY

F.

Worthy Master and Patrons
This

is

a subject so vast

C.

FARWELL.

:

and wide-spread, and of such

portance, your committee realize
tice.

A

its

inability to treat

it

vital

im-

with

jus-

few thoughts are presented, however, with the earnest

and encourage in all that goes to benefit mankind.
That the invention of the art of printing, with all the improve-

desire to help

ments, surpasses
civilizing,

all

others in

its

practical workings in educating,

and Christianizing the world,

is,

we

think,

beyond

!
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dispute in the minds of

all

perceive that that which

is

And we

candid thinkers.

can readily

instrumental in lifting the world

is

as

necessary to hold the standing thus reached.

But we are
sibilities

;

people yet

as a

and have only

far

from having attained

to look about us

and

to our pos-

and
There is

see the ruts

one-idea views followed to be conscious of the

fact.

need of an infusion of new

ideas, different thoughts, and broader
and deeper activity of the mind. How shall it be brought about ?
Educate educate ! educate
Where shall it be done? In the
home, in the school, in the church, in the grange
everywhere.
By what means ? Largely by the printed page. Ah, yes; here
we have it
Scarcely can we realize the power of the press.
We go to some community and see there perhaps one individual
the controlling spirit in all its affairs, and if that person is one of
integrity and philanthropy, we admire and honor such an one,
and rightly, too, and wish every place might be in like manner
blessed ; but here his power and influence for good is limited to
!

!

—

!

perhaps a few hundred, except as he lives in posterity.

mind be stamped on

the thought of a
shall help to

How

Just

the indelible page, and

let
it

sway the minds not of hundreds but of thousands.

grand an opportunity, how rich a harvest,

lies

within reach

of a single individual
It has been well said that mind is the glory of man, and if the
mind is rich in thought, broad of view, deep with intelligence,
and well rounded by general information, how great is its glory,
what a fountain from which to draw, to invigorate and encourage

one along

when

"Wisdom
all

rugged pathway, what a source of

life's

other things
is

fail

!

satisfaction

Well may we say with the wise Solomon.

the principal thing, therefore get wisdom,

and with

thy getting get understanding."

What

shall

least of the

we read

?

No

farmer ought to be without one at

weekly agricultural papers, of which we have many of

him study carefully the market reports, and
buy and sell at the best possible advantage,
also to know the demands of the trades, and go about to produce
those things which he in his individual case can place on the
market at profit. Whatever papers you may select, consider yourself as a partner and stockholder, under obligation to aid in its

great excellence

;

let

thus be prepared to

i
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success.

he

knows what

will try to furnish the

" Thou

mand

down by

as thyself."

the Great Teacher

principle in our order,

we may put

his patrons desire, rest assured

same.

neighbor

shalt love thy

laid
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This second com-

correctly

is

made

a leading

and our papers are a channel by which

in practice.

it

Practical experience, be

observation, results of study

it

success or failure, experiments

and

research, or

and

words of encourage-

ment, stamped upon the printed page, can but prove a source of

and good, lightening a brother's burdens, cheering a

helpfulness
sister in
is

Let us see to

her path.

it

that this feature of our papers

enlarged.

We wish

to express our appreciation

to those papers
that

and return thanks

having grange departments, also to

all

specially

other papers

And we

have furnished space in the interest of our order.

who have

the interest of our cause at heart should see to

the space thus kindly granted does not lack material

;

it

that

the cause

throughout our State will be greatly encouraged and strengthened

by

its

judicious use.

report

its

If

each grange would, from time to time,

proceedings, topics discussed, and papers of special

excellence, all

might receive helpful thoughts and suggestions,

and be stimulated

to

outside of our order,

of work being done.

renewed

efforts

to surpass.

Also others,

would be informed of the kind and quality
Thus shall all be benefited, our power and

and ranks be strengthened and increased.
all ought to draw material to store
the mind with rich thought and useful information, is good books.
With the improved facilities for printing, they are now furnished
at a price that it would seem might be within the reach of every
one.
Public libraries are of untold benefit, and where available
should be patronized.
But we believe a farmer's home library
preferable where the means will allow.
A farmer's business requires a wider range of information than that of any other calling
influence extended,

Another source from which

;

his life

reaches out in so

knowledge
of his

who

work

many

lines

he needs a vast fund of

for the successful carrying out of the varied
;

and

if

branches

he can build upon the foundation of another

has dug deep and laid

a structure of success

it

strong, his opportunity for rearing

and excellence

is

so far advanced.

What
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more

home

attractive feature in a

than a well-filled library

a few dollars only are expended each year,

we

at the collection
if

good judgment

is

we

shall

?

If

be surprised

soon possess, and that of the choicest,

shall

Let there be books treating on

used.

branches connected with our farming

;

also such

all

geology, meteorology, physiology, chemistry, for we need to

about the vegetation about

us,

the soil

we

till,

the

books as botany,

know

the atmosphere by

which we are surrounded, and the laws of the bodies of our
But do not stop here.
There are
many books of history, travels, biographies, as well as books for
animals as well as our own.

our moral and spiritual edification, which
will

if

without

We

mind
Canada

stored in the

form a bank deposit which cannot be conveyed

to

us.

are

all

aware that the time of the average farmer

thor-

is

no one but that has or can take
some spare moments. Improve them, though they be but few,
and the result will be gratifying. Try it.
One warning note, and we bring this to a close We all, as we
mature, become in the main what w^e are influenced to be
and
as what is read is a prominent factor in that influence, too much
oughly occupied

;

but there

is

:

;

care cannot be taken that

of our nature.

it

be such as

The mind of

to

develop the better part

the child receives impressions which

its whole life.
So look well
wholesome and good.

have an influence on
children read

The

is

that

what the

report of the committee on INIusic was read by the secretary

as prepared

by G. H. Springfield, chairman, after which William
on Education reported as

Child, chairman of the committee
follows

;

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.
1;Y

WILLIAM CHILD.

Worfhy Master and Patnvis

:

James Mill says: "Education renders the individual an
strument of happiness, first to himself, and next to others."
If this

be

true, then

it

also

must be true that ignorance renders

the individual an instrument of distress,
to others.

in-

first

to himself

and next

History illustrates and experience demonstrates these

propositions.

Hence

the question of education,

upon which

so
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human happiness

of

directly,

is

depend

all

or distress depends, directly and in-

the most important that can be presented for our con-

Around

sideration.
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it

grange usefulness,

pleasure, prosperity,

Proper education

very existence.

upon it
and even its

are arranged all other questions

;

superior to, must direct,

is

modify, permeate, and characterize every department of healthy,
prosperous grange life, and when education ceases to be the
chief end of the grange, then will begin

its

decay.

These general principles are easily enunciated, and these evident
truths are quickly demonstrated, but it is a difficult and delicate
duty to declare the province and the possibilities of the grange
educational matters.

in
it

shall

state,

And what

education shall be, and

What

be conducted, we cannot decide.

how

the church and

aided by the great and good of the ages, have failed to

satisfactorily arrange,

in its brief life

;

we cannot expect

the grange to have settled

nor shall we to-day attempt such settlement as

upon correct educational
Our educational plans must
They must be
be deep, broad, liberal, high-toned, and strong.
deep enough to be permanent, broad enough to embrace all
interests, liberal enough to tolerate every opinion, high-toned
enough to elevate the lowest, and strong enough to protect the
Nevertheless,

a finality.

we

assert that

methods depends grange prosperity.

weakest.

These are not fancies but are

be obtained only by labor; and
order enduring as our granite

Now, then,

the

cultural course of

theme of

when

possibilities,

though to

attained, will render our

hills.

this

paper

shall

be,

a special agri-

education necessary to the best interests of the

State.

The
child

state

— our State — provides a general education

up to the day when he must

select,

prepare

for,

for

every

or pursue his

occupation.
Then she abandons him to his own energies and
demands of his chosen pursuit or profession. One hundred
years ago, more or less, the studies necessary to qualify for a given
profession, pursuit, or trade, were pursued in some noted and
skilled man's ofifice, mill, or shop.
These were in every large
life

the

village

throughout the country. General principles were vaguely
understood and more vaguely taught.
Facts were k\\, personal,

and

local.

After inter-communication was extended, facts were
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deducted, it was
classified, analyzed, and, result
found that everybody knew more than one or many bodies. Thus
theology, law, medicine, geology,
were developed the sciences,

accumulated,

—

mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, and

These became useful

branch sciences.
their needs
skillfully

;

and

finally the

demand

all

the subordinate and

men when
men able to

to

for

applied to
teach and

apply these facts caused schools to be established in

which they could be taught both in full knowledge of the facts
and of how best to apply them to the needs of men. Thus were
developed the sciences, the arts, and the schools in which they
were taught. Thus any and every science is but deductions from
and they develop, take form, and
those facts thus arranged
become an accumulation of positive knowledge, and the art of
;

Hence science
applying them to the needs of men is a study.
and the practice of these departments of knowledge are at the
foundation of

And

This

our civilization.

all

these special educations have always

is

special

advanced

education.

civilization,

improved men, founded institutions and governments, and tended
to the development and progress of mankind generally.
Exactly similar must be the development, progress, and establishment of the science of agriculture. There must be an immense
collection of facts, these facts must be classified, deductions made,

and the same applied to the aid and benefit of mankind through
But
the aid and direction of the science and art of agriculture.
here are three important questions, upon answers to which must

depend whether agriculture can be said to be entitled to the
dignity of being a science and its practice an art
Is there a sufficient number of facts belonging to agricul1.
ture from which when collected, classified, and analyzed, we are
enabled to make any general deductions, and formulate any gen:

eral principles ?
2.

Can

these general deductions be of use to the agriculturist

in the practical affairs of daily labor

tion be

advanced

?

body, and property
3.

Is

Will

there sufficient

?

Will civilisa-

?

in condition of

mind,

?

demand,

educated in the " science and
a science andart

and business

men be improved

art

in

a business point, for

of agriculture,"

if

men

there be such
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belong-

facts

and analyzed we are enabled to make any general deductions, and formuA hundred books would not contain
late any general principles ?
all

collected, classified,

the facts connected with agriculture, should a description

history of all their relations, bearings, causes,

and

effects

and

be treated

in the same manner in which similiar facts are described in works
upon medicine, law, theology, astronomy, and all the subordinate
and branch sciences the relations of the sun, moon, and planets
;

;

heat, cold, light, darkness, air, water, shade, reflection, refraction
aridity,

medium and extreme moisture
electricity,

of light,

magnetism,

;

the various separated rays

;

rain,

fog,

dew, wind, calm,

height, depth, latitude, mountains, valleys, rivers, lakes, oceans,
currents, the gases

and

their

and

their half-hundred combinations, metals

thousands of combinations, the breeds and the breeding

and the most wonderful modifications by climate,
why, there is no end to the list;
and general treatment,
up and down, round and about in every direction, we have

of animals,

—

food,
for

combination and
and chemical arrangement,
and all these relations have their influence upon the growth, decay, disease, death, and destruction of plants, fruits, grains, and
animals.
There are vastly more facts belonging to agriculture in

all

possible forms of facts, in every conceivable

group, and every possible mechanical

all its varei; es

thar can belong to theology, law, or medicine.

would be a thousand times beyond the limits of
through the

list.

investigated.

Can

stand amazed at this great field yet to be

When some Edison

what possibilities
2.

We

may he

falls

bring to light

upon

these general deductions be of use to the agriculturist

civilization

be advanced

blades of grass be

made

?

Will

?

to

too with half the labor

grow where one grew
I

Is

final

?

before,

?

Will

Can two
and

that

ask this question only to answer

To

of this by illustrations would be absurd.

my

and business

men be improved

most emphatically in the affirmative.

3.

this array of facts,

!

in the practical affairs of daily life, labor,

towards

It

paper to go

this

it

attempt to bring proof
I

only ask

it

as a step

conclusions.

demand,
and art of

there sufficient

educated in the science

in a business point,

for

men

agriculture, if there be such

a
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science

and

art ?

the supply for

only

it is

replace the old.

know

Men

denly the new light

will

that a

We

direction.

of things must soon

and after a little time suddawn upon us and we shall wonder why

The tendency of

have concentrated

skilled labor or intelligence,

We

new order

are thinking,

did not understand before.

this

demand will exceed
demand does exist to-day,

opinion the

In fact, the

not fully realized or conformed to by those concerned.

All are restless and

Ave

my humble

In

many years.

the times

capital,

is

in

concentrated

and concentrated unskilled

labor.

have the three conditions standing out before us plain as a

palace, a cottage,

and a

hut.

No power

can prevent the steady,

heavy, irresistible swing of humanity, mind, and material, into
this condition,

comparatively new to American

from a penny cake of soap

soil.

Everything,

to a million-dollar steamship,

and can be purchased from

must be

we order a pound of
used by men from " Green-

a storehouse, as

from a grocer. All articles
land's icy mountains to India's coral strand " are produced in a

coffee

dozen large central
people pays tribute.

cities.

To them

the world of 1,000,000,000

All manufactured articles, everything con-

ducive to the comfort and existence of

men

is

produced under

modern relationship of capital, skilled labor, and common
labor
and the production of the raw material must come under
the same relationship. The tendency is unavoidable. These are

the

;

the present or rapidly approaching conditions.

nor turn aside the current.

We can

We

cannot

arrest

only prepare for this change

;

and to be prepared for the change we must have all possible
the new conknowledge of the new relationship. The change,
the new relationship will be that capital as an investditions,
ment will possess all valuable lands capital will demand intelligence for the proper and profitable conduct of its investment.
Such intelligence can only come from a well-disciplined, thorand this is skilled
oughly extended and detailed education
Capital and
This will command high and ready prices.
labor.
skilled labor will have like interests and hence will be in accord.
Unskilled labor will furnish the muscular force and perform the
parts not able to be performed by machinery or brain and hands

—

—

;

;

well trained, and will never recognize

how

far apart are

their

productive powers from those of invested capital and skilled
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hence constant dissatisfaction and turmoil will be the
Now agriculture must of necessity come into exactly

j

condition.

same conditions that surround all other productive pursuits.
Thus, and thus only, will agriculture become a science and its
Now then, in agriculture we have two condipursuit profitable.
the

pursuit, to

tions necessary to

its

an abundance of

common

demand more
capital

and

wit,

abundance of

honest, intelligent, business-like

common

capital

and

But we do need, want, and

labor.

men

to so

combine

labor as to render farming profitable as an

A

investment and business.

wealthy man, or a combination of

wealthy men, will possess large tracts of land and machinery.

This of necessity must be under systematic management, and by
persons having the fullest knowledge of the possibilities of every

kind of
has

under every kind of treatment.

soil

now become

produced by

telligence
is

all

This requirement

beyond an uneducated

Education, training, discipline, thought,

man.
This

so extended as to be

— the highest

these will be necessary

and

in

in-

demand.

now and coming. He who does not reand act accordingly cannot long be in the front line

the situation

cognize

it

The

of progress.

great

demand of our country

years will be the best possible
agricultural education.

means

This education

Those possessing lands must have

it

;

for the next fifty

for a special
is

and higher

a positive necessity.

those superintending lands

and the common laborer will be benefited and
advanced by it, by contact and example.
Finally, where and how shall this education be obtained }
Answer in brief,
i.
The basis of all our education must be
in our public school.
2.
A good general business education
must be obtained in some of our business colleges. New Hampton, in our own State, is one of the best.
An extended edu3.

must have

it

;

cation in an agricultural college.
clubs, in

which

experience

all

may be

4.

Well-organized

farmers'

previous education, training, discipline, and
diffused, discussed, weighed,

compared, and

rendered useful, thus rendering our farmers progressive.

Here

two necessities present themselves for our careful consideration.
We must understand that a few gentlemen in broadcloth and
a Holstein bull do not constitute an agricultural college, nor
do a few graduates going into the profession and into other States
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advance agriculture in New Hampshire. Our college needs a
endowment, a more numerous faculty, and a greater breadth

larger

of educational subject.

young men able

sons,

It

to

also needs the best of our farmers'

pay

own

their

bills,

devote a life-time to advancing agriculture in

A

and

New

willing to

Hampshire.

vote of thanks was extended to the newspapers for reports

of the session

;

to the railroads

and hotels for reduced

rates

to

;

the city of Manchester for use of the City Hall, and to various

who had

persons

of the hall

contributed to the furnishing and decorating

Lucien Thompson offered the

meeting.

the

for

following, which was adopted

:

Resolved, That the worthy master appoint a committee of three to

visit the

Agricultural College and Experiment Station, and report at the next session of
tlie

Grange

State

;

also a

In accordance
master

committee of three on Woman's ^York in the grange.

with

the

foregoing resolution,

appointed the following committee to

the

worthy

visit the Agricul-

and Experiment Station H. B. Holman, Laconia
George Farr, Littleton. Committee on
S. F. Merrill, Keene
Woman's Work Mrs. C. W. Emery, Canterbury Mrs. A. G.
tural College

:

\

;

;

:

Marshall, Dunbarton

;

Mrs. E. C. Hutchinson, Milford.

Master McDaniel announced the following list of deputies
[]^General Deputy, Emri C. Hutchinson, Milford.
Special Deputy, Nahum J. Bachelder, East Andover.
District Deputies, No. i, George R. Drake, Pittsfield No.
No. 3, T. E. Hunt, Lake Vil2, Lucien Thompson, Durham
No. 4, J. P. Blodgett, Hebron; No. 5, J. C. Morrison,
lage
Boscawen No. 6, J. M. Carr, Wilmot Flat; No. 7, F. W. PrichNo. 8, T. H. White, Harrisville ; No. 9, Alard. New Ipswich
vin Dwinnell,Walpole; No. 10, C. P. Farley, Bedford; No. 11, A.
L. Buchanan, Antrim; No. 12, L. L. Cutts, Newport; No. 13,
Freeman, Lebanon; No. 14, Wm. Harriman, Littleton;
J. S.
:

;

;

;

;

;

No.

15,

Adam

Alonzo Towle, Freedom.
Dickey, master of Amoskeag Grange, addressed

the

Grange, expressing the pleasure and satisfaction derived by Amoskeag Grange from the session of the State Grange held in Manchester, about to close,

them

in 1890.

and extended an invitation

to

meet with
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Worthy Master Mc Daniel called upon Lecturer Lyman for
and he responded with the most eloquent speech

closing remarks,

of the session.

The

master, in accordance with the previous vote of the State

Grange, appointed the following committee on Executive Appointments

Concord

No

;

N. J. Bachelder, East Andover; Daniel R.
John E. Frye, East Concord.
:

further business appearing, after a

Grange was closed
p.

Wyman,

song by the choir the

in form, in the fourth degree, at 3.30 o'clock

M.

N.

J.

BACHELDER,
Secretary.

:

1
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
Agricultural

Experiment

BOARD OF CONTROL.
Hon. Warren Brown, President

.

Station,

*

BULLETIN NO.

8.

FEEDING EXPERIiMENTS,
PART
The

object of this bulletin

Hampshire farmer a

made during

is

I.

to place in the

brief statement of

hands of the

New

some of the experiments

the winter of 18S8-89, for the purpose of deter-

mining the feeding value of various fodders and grains, in the
and as the period of winter
production of milk and butter
feeding is at hand, I have thought best to give, in condensed
form, the principles and laws which are at the bottom of success;

ful practical

how these laws find
The
"Feeding Standards."

stock feeding, showing

sion in what are called

exprestables

given are a reprint of those in Bulletin No. 4 of this Station.

Their

use,

though exceedingly simple, is nevertheless a key to
and no farmer in the State who has

successful practical feeding,

stock to feed can afford to neglect the teachings of these tables,
for by their use the cost of production of milk, on an average,
may, in my opinion, be reduced one fifth from the present
figures.
Any such estimate must be a matter of opinion, but it
is

true in all lines of manufacture, that the substitution of exact

in place of hap-hazard

methods, of demonstrated laws instead of

guesses, invariably reduces the cost of the

manufactured

article

;

and the production of milk, beef, or pork is no exception to this.
Rational methods in stock feeding depend upon two things.
SecFirst, we must know what a given animal requires daily.
where
how
to
knowing
and
means
of
have
some
must
ond, we
These
get these materials in the right quantity and proportion.
two requirements are satisfied by Tables I. and II.
*The
ment

following bulletins have been issued by Director G.

Station, since our previous report

the practice of publishing them entire.

was made, and are

of

H.

VVhitcher, of the Experi-

such value that we continue

.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.

TABLE
GERMAN

I.

" FEEDING STANDARDS.'

DIGESTIBLE SUBSTANCES.

One thousand pounds

of live weight required
daily

Oxen,
Oxen,
Oxen,
Oxen,
Cows,

at rest

moderately worked

heavily worked
fattening
giving milk
Horses, light driving
Horses, heavily worked..

Growing

cattle..

Sheep, for wool
Sheep, fattening
Swine, f.ittening

543
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WHAT THE
Table

called

I.,

how much

ARE.

TAIJLI'.S

" Feeding Standards,"

digestible material

is

tells

us at a glance

required daily for i,ooo pounds

weight for the various animals under the several conditions

live

This table originated

mentioned.

number of

the average of a great

in

Germany and

carefully

tests, in

which the food was weighed, and samples of

and

digestibility determined.

its

It

is

represents

conducted practical
it

analyzed

very reasonable to sup-

pose that these results are, in the main, reliable and accurate.

That variations from them are sometimes profitable is well
known, and from the work that has been done in our own country

would seem that the proportion of non-albuminoids (starch,
fat, etc.) to albuminoids might well be made less than the

it

sugar,

tables indicate, but the fact that

from these tables does not

in

we may

depart in a small way

the least reduce their value as

guides to good feeding.

The column headed

''

digestible albuminoids " includes

that

part of the food which contains the nitrogen of the plant.
will

It

be noticed that the per cent of albuminoids varies greatly
fodders.

in different

In dry fodders, oat straw has

only 1.45

hundred, while cottonseed meal has 31.36.
Hay and
the dry fodders commonly found on the farm have about 5 per

pounds

in a

cent of digestible albuminoids, while the grains and concentrated
feeding

stuffs

bered that
of

run from 7 to 35 per cent.
It must be rememfood is very valuable, for the muscle

this part of the

the growing animal, the casein or

curd of the milk, wool,

must be formed from the albuminoids of the food.
Neither starch, sugar, nor oil can be converted into muscle or
casein by the animal.
It is also believed that the fat in the milk
feathers, etc.,

or the other

fat in

the

body comes

quite largely from the albumi-

may also come from the starch, sugar, and oil of
The column marked "digestible non-albuminoids"

noids, but fat

the food.

includes the starch, sugar, and fiber, plus the

2^,
tive

fat, multiplied by
assumed that one pound of fat is equal in nutrivalue to 2^ pounds of starch; by this arrangeliient we get

for

it is

the whole of the nutritive matter of the food grouped in
parts.

The

third

albuminoids;

for

column shows the

example, corn meal

ratio of
lias

two

non-albuminoids

to

7.78 per cent of albumi-
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noids and 71.6 per cent of non-albuminoids, the "nutritive ra" is i 9.2, which is the same as saying that for every pound

tio

:

of the albuminoids, there are 9.2 pounds of starch, sugar, and

(non -albuminoids).

fat

these

In

tables

then we have

means of

the

finding

the

amount of nutritive matter required daily by any animal. The
live weight of any animal being known we have only to look in
Table I. and find the corresponding kind of animal, and the table
show what would be required if the live weight were 1,000
pounds from this we find the amount necessary for any weight by
multiplying that necessary for 1,000 by the weight under conwill

;

and removing the decimal point three places to the
Example: Given a cow weighing 1,185 pounds, and producing milk, what amount of albuminoids and non-albuminoids
Table I. shows that cows giving milk
will be required daily ?
require 2.5 lbs. of albuminoids and 13.5 lbs. of non-albuminoids
daily per 1,000 lbs., 2.5 X i>i85
2,962.5 remove point three
sideration
left.

places to the left

= 2.96

=

lbs.

;

of albuminoids required; 13.5

X

1,185^15,997.5; remove point three places^ 15.99 lbs. rionalbuminoids.
The same rule applied under any condition or for
any weight will give "amount required.

The second

step

is

to select

grains as will give this
feeder

is

from

amount.

"

Table

Here

is

II.

such fodders and

where the

required in selecting a suitable variety.

foundation use

i^

skill

If

hay

of the
is

the

per cent of the live weight of the animal of

hay; that is, for a 1,000-pound animal use about 15 lbs. of hay,
and in addition to this, one per cent, or 10 lbs., of any coarse
fodder like corn stover (corn stalks from which ears have been
husked), well-cured straw, rye cut for fodder, millet, or bean vines.

Where

ensilage

is

to

be

fed,

take 5 per

weight of the animal of ensilage, that

is,

cent of
for a

the live

1,000-pound

^

and add to this
per cent, or 5 lbs., of
These two combinations may be regarded as
foundations to which the grain ration is to be fitted.
Our coarse
fodders, hay and ensilage, all with two or three exceptions, conanimal, 50

coarse

tain

lbs.,

fodder.

much

too large a percentage of non-albuminoids to meet

the requirements of cows.

non-albuminoids to

i

Oat straw has 30 pounds of digestible
column Table

of albuminoids (see third

:
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II.),

corn fodder has a "nutritive ratio " of 19, bog

meadow

swale hay 20, herd's-grass 14, red-top 10, millet 9.7, etc.

from Table

I.

we

see, leaving

or

Now

out animals standing idle, that our

animals require from 5.4 to 9 pounds
of non-albuminoids to i of albuminoids.
Here is where the

domesticated

different

To make good
some material that has an excess
running down column three in Table II.,
of the albuminoids
linseed, cottonseed, shorts, middlings, and gluten are seen. to
show

tables

us the deficiency of such fodders.

this deficiency

we must look

for

;

have nutritive

Now

2.4,

ratios

here

is

as

follows,

respectively, 1.5, 1.3, 4, 4.3,

a class of foods as

much

too rich in the mus-

cle-producing part of the food as the coarse fodders and hay are
too poor

;

hence a judicious mixture of one

will correct the deficiencies of

each, but

proportion in which to mix them?

We

how

set

with the other

shall

we know

the

have seen that a cow

weighing 1,000 pounds, giving milk, requires daily the following:
Digestible albuminoids,
Digestible non-albuminoids.

We

will

From Table

15 lbs.

10

lbs.

next

see

what

II. it is easily

our

two

figured that

mixed hay and clover furnish,
corn stover furnish,

Total furnished,
Total required.
Deficiency to

come from

grain.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Putting this ration together

we

get the following

:
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lacking.
If the farmers of this State would buy less corn meal
and more of the foods above mentioned a considerable saving
might be brought about in the cost of the ration, for the reason
that with these foods

much

of the straw, swale hay, and other

coarse fodders might be substituted in place of

which

it

will give

is

now

By way

necessary to feed.

two rations, which

will

show

the English hay

of illustrating this

I

the force of what has been

J

said

No.

Mixed hay,
Corn meal,

lbs.

qts.

25
6

8

I.

Required by German standard,
No.

Mixed hay,

2.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
knowing

satisfaction of

there
if,

amply repay the little trouble
amount of nutritive matter fed

this will

in calculating the exact

is

549

;

on the other hand, the present practice does not, within

sonable limits, correspond with the

harm can come from modifying
whether there
cost, for
finally
I

intimated
is

any increase of product or decrease of

opinion that

we

if

and seven we

better than another.

is

some

that

and I am of the
" anywhere between

practice,

get the " nutritive ratio

shall still

German

from the

variation

desirable in our

even

no
and noting

standards, then

the grain or fodder

measure of dollars and cents that we must

this

prove that one ration

have

standard

six

actually

is

by

it is

German

rea-

have a well-balanced ration.

PART

II.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS USED IN FEEDING EXPERIMENTS, WINTER OF 1888-89.
These analyses were made by Mr. F.

The

chemist.

W. Morse,

grains were bought in local markets

Station

and the hay

was raised on the Station farm.

The

analyses

crude protein,

show the per cent of water, dry substance,
nitrogen-free

etc.), ether extract,

showing

this

is

or crude

substance instead of

similar

its

and crude

the

fiber;

column

value for

it is

The

in original substance."

same computed

as per cents of

the original substance.

the dry

Next comes per
is

de-

composition by taking the average digesti-

foods, as

This column shows just
substance, for

ash,

(including starch, sugar,

digestible matter in the original substance; this

rived from the total
bility of

fat,

headed "per cent

next column shows the

cent of

extract

given by Goessman

how much

and

useful material there

others.^^
is

in each

the digestible part of the food that determines

feeding purposes.

The next column

gives

this

same digestible matter grouped into albuminoids and non-albuminoids.
The early and late cut hay were nearly clear timothy
or herd's-grass, the former cut July lo, just as it was going out
of bloom, the latter cut July 31, the seed being well filled but
not hard.
It must be remembered that the season of 1888 was

very wet, and grass was from eight to ten days behind

nary time of blooming and maturity.
* Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station,

Annual Report

1887.

its

ordi-
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TABLE

III.

EARLY-CUT HAY (CUT JULY

lO, iJ

TOTAL

DIGESTIBLE.

COMPOSITION.
'

^ V a "

Original
Dry sub-j g u § » Albusubstance. <.£?_'§lminoids.
stance.
ID .is 05

Moisture at 212°
Dry substance

12.10
87.90

Crude ash
Crude protein

3-59
7.19
49.14
25.70
2.28

Nitrogen-free extract.

Crude fiber
Ether extract

4.09
8.18
55-9°
29.24
2-59

LATE-CUT HAY (CUT JULY
Moisture

at 212°

Dry substance
Crude ash
Crude protein
Nitrogen-free extract

Crude

fiber

Ether extract

8.63

4.10
30.95
14-90
1.04

3!, l{

Nutritive
ratio.

.
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COTTONSEED MEAL.
TOTAL

DIGESTIBLE.

COMPOSITION.

- <u rt
§3.5
Original

Moisture

Dry

Pure ash....
Crude protein

.

Moisture at 212
Dry substance.

Ash

stance.

stance.

minoids.

46.32
23.68
6.38
8.95

10.52

89.48
.70

Crude protein
Nitrogen -free extract.

Crude

sub-

Albu-

5.81

Nitro2en-free extract.

Crude fiber
Ether extract

fiber

Ether extract

c

Dry sub-

8.S6
91.14

at 212-

substance..

Nutritive

Jj

29.70
54.90
.81

3-37

6-39
50.82
25.97
7.00
9.82

8.14

Nonalbuminoids.

ratio.

552
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Table IV. gives the

full

corn meal, cottonseed

case were richer in albuminoids than

but

it

will

an experiment comparing

details of

The

meal, and shorts.

rations in each

believed to be necessary,

is

be noticed that those in which corn meal

is

used are

"German

standards," and that the
substitution of cottonseed for corn meal reduced the ratio from
in strict accord with the

5.5

:

4.5

on an average, which

is

narrow

a very

ject of this experiment was to determine,

The

ratio.

if possible,

increase in albuminoids would increase the yield of milk.
ble IV. shows the
in

number of

the period

Ta-

and the number of days

The name

each period, as well as the dates.

ob-

whether an

of the

cow and

her breed are given in the left-hand column, next comes the kind

of food used in the ration, and in the third column the amount
of each substance fed daily, together with the nutritive ratio of
the food, while at the bottom of this

columns are repetitions of the

sixth

column

period and per day

milk produced per

;

is

the

amount

the fourth,

fifth

of

and

third, except that changes

from corn meal to cottonseed, and the reverse, occur next
comes the total milk for each cow for the whole time she was in
the experiment, followed by two columns dividing this total into
;

two

parts,

one ])roduced while corn meal was

while cottonseed was in the ration

;

fed,

the other

the last two columns show

the gain of milk occasioned by changing from one grain to the
other.
is

When

the corn meal gives the greatest yield the excess

put in column marked "corn meal," and when cottonseed

meal gives best

" cottonseed

results the gain

meal.

is

found

in the

column headed

"

These five cows, when on corn meal, produced daily 108.55
pounds of milk, and when on cottonseed 110.74, a gain of 2.19
pounds, which is .44 of a pound per cow per day.
This is too
small an amount to be of any great value in getting at the relative efficiency of the two rations, but it will be noticed that in
only one case is there an excess on the corn meal side, while in
two cases there is practically no difference, the two remaining
cows showing a very substantial increase due to the cottonseed.
There is another point which should be considered, though

no

definite correction can be applied.

preceded the cottonseed, and
the cottonseed

came

first,

and

in

as

In

four cases the corn

one case (that of Maramee)
all of the cows were naturally

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
shrinking in milk yield,
seed

IS

shown

at a
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follows that in four cases the cotton-

it

this shrinkage,

disadvantage equal to

while in

Noelhboeo
one case the corn meal loses in the same way.
Belle unquestionably did better on the corn meal than on the

Maramee and Gleam gave evidence

cottonseed, while

just the

opposite.

The

matter, that

total digestible

is,

the

sum of

the albumin-

oids and non-albuminoids, is somewhat less in the cottonseed
The average for the five cows is
than in the corn meal ration.
18.81 pounds daily with cottonseed, and 19.10 pounds with

corn meal, but

it is

also true that, as the

cottonseed ration costs about three mills

market averages, the

more per day than

the

Taking all the facts as they stand, the following conclusions seem warranted
Narrowing the nutritive ratio from the German standard
1.
of 5.4 to 4.5 does not materially increase the amount of milk.
other.

:

2.

It

appears that under the conditions of the experiment, a

pound of digestible matter was
narrow than in the wide ration.
3.

We

slightly

must not lose sight of the

fact that the

reason that corn meal contains only one half as
acid,

one third

as

much

as does cottonseed

when we consider

efficient

in

the

manure from

must have been more valuable, for the

ration

the cottonseed

more

much phosphoric
much nitrogen,

potash, and one third as

This becomes an important matter

meal.

the field

work

as well as our feeding.

CORN MEAL COMPARED WITH SHORTS.

From

this table

seen that the two cows produced daily,

it is

when on the corn meal

and on the shorts,
pound in favor of corn meal, or
The dry matter in the rations is

ration, 28.28 pounds,

27.60 pounds, a gain of .68 of a
.34 of a

pound

for

each cow.

slightly less with the shorts

the ration

is

the same.

than with the other, while the cost of

giving a very uniform quantity of milk

very

little

for

two months, while Princess Leto was so fed that
was uniform from period

to pe-

to the disadvantage of either ration.

It is

the shrinkage, provided that
riod,

cow Pink was
and had been shrinking

In this experiment the

would not work

it

probable, therefore, that the shorts were actually of less feeding
value than the meal.

.
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TABLE

V.

'9-

II.

Jan. 14

Jan. 28

to

ts

to

Jan.

r4.

Jan.

28,

Feb.

16.

!|

Dec. 24

ti8.

17-

May

Apr.

Apr. 8

I

6

to

Apr.

II.

22.

May

May

6.

13.

Early hay
Ensilage

f

Corn meal

I

Middlings
O 3

Shorts
I

Gluten
Milk per period.
Milk per day .

2;q
I

.

I.

3

3

3

3

3

3

587-03
27-95

387-27
27.66

379-07
27.08

332-25
23-73

326.09
23.29

161. 51

The experiment recorded
two

in

23.07

Table V. must be divided

into

was an interval of four periods devoted

parts, as there

to

other work with the same cow.
21 days on shorts, the yield was
587.03, or 27.95 daily.
"
28 days on middlings, the yield was 766.34, or 27.37

Part
Part

I,

Part
Part

Daily excess in favor of shorts,
.58
2, 14 days on middlings, the yield was 332.25, or 23.73 daily.
"
487.60, or 23.22
2, 21 days on shorts, the yield was

I,

Daily excess in favor of middlings,
parts, the middlings gave

.51

Or averaging the two
The shorts gave

The composition

25.55 daily.
"
25.58

of the two rations was as follows

Albu-

1

Non-

minoids. Albu'ds.

^P'P
Middlings,
Shorts.

)

2.27
2.30

(

1.98

\

Middlings,)

Part.

p ^
^^"

16.58
16.61
11.62
11. 65

:

Total.

Nutr've
ratio.

1S.85
18.91

1:7-3

60

1:5.9
1:5.7

13.

I

13-67

:7.2

This experiment shows, like the other, that a change of grain,
so long as there

is

no wide departure

does not materially

affect

the results,

in

the digestible matter,

and

as the

above rations

were compounded, the shorts are as effective as the middlings,
but the cost is less by about one cent daily with the shorts.
• Period 9 was of 21 days instead of

14.

t

Period 18 was for 7 days instead of

14.
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GLUTEN COMPARED WITH MIDDLINGS.

A

single experiment with gluten

follows

:

and middlings resulted

as
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The following

conclusions seem warranted

:

That with rations whose nutritive ratio is below i
7, it
makes very little difference whether we use cottonseed, shorts,
middlings, or corn meal; so far as milk is concerned, but if we
1.

:

consider the value of the manure the grains will be valued in the

order in which they stand.

When

2.

gain

tial

narrow

A

3.

the nutritive ratio

may be

is

wider than

i

:

7.5, a substan-

expected by substituting some grain that

will

this ratio.

nutritive ratio of

i

:

7 is

as

wide as we can profitably

use.
I

am

convinced from these and other experiments, that the

proportion and amount of digestible constituents in the ration
are of

more importance than

that the cost of the grain

the feeder.

the source of these constituents, and

must be the factor that

will influence

;

Once more

let

me

urge every farmer to note what he

kind and amount, and then from Table

is

feed-

compute
the digestible nutritive matter consumed daily and compare this
If it is found that the ratio of non-albuminoids
with Table I.
ing, both in

to

albuminoids

is

very wide, that

to

is

over 7.5, then a few easily

which either cottonseed, gluten, midsubstituted for corn meal, will enable any one

made experiments,
dlings, or shorts

is,

II.

in

determine whether a closer following of the German stand-

ards will be profitable.

There can be no

ing this important matter, and valuable
obtained.

loss result

from

information

test-

may be

;

t

*

BULLETIN NO.

9.

EFFECT OF FOOD UPON QUALITY OF MILK.

WHAT
This question

is

an old one, but nevertheless no complete

answer has been given to
tain things are

MILK?

IS

known

it,

nor can one be given to-day.

Cer-

be true concerning milk, and from the

to

work of physiologists, chemists, and microscopists we are able
We may study
to give something of an answer to this question.
milk in two ways, with the microscope, and with the apparatus of
the chemist.
First,

scope

how does milk appear when viewed under

?

Not

white

as a simple

fluid, as

it

but as a fluid in which are floating countless

These are the

spherical particles.

pure butter
uals

four

breeds,

little

in size,

The average

and among breeds.

micro-

millions of little

globules,

These vary very much

fat.

measurements of our
Ayrshire,

fat

the

does to the naked eye,

figures

namely,

droplets of

both in individresulting

Jersey,

from

Holstein,

and Shorthorn, have been found to be about one eight-

we would get some idea of how small
remember that such a globule under a
microscope magnifying 500 diameters would appear one sixteenth
thousandth of an inch.

If

a particle this

is,

of an inch in

diameter, while a

the

let

us

common

same number of times would appear

we should

lead pencil magnified

fifteen feet in

diameter

row of these little particles of fat
across the squared end of the pencil, it would require 2,500 of
them, or to cover the entire surface of the pencil end would require 4,900,000 globules.
That the globules vary in size has
already been alluded to.
Globules are found that are only one
or, if

desire to lay a

forty-thousandth of an inch in diameter, and others one twentyfive-hundreth of an inch.
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THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE MILK.

The common method

of analyzing milk separates the sample

into five parts, namely, water,

fat,

compound

among

varies greatly, both

same breed, and
two animals, one

casein, sugar,

the averages of breeds.

also

the average per cent of

fat

in

Jersey.

Per

Solids,

cent.

84.10
15.90
100.00

Fat,
Casein,
Sugar,

Ash,

This

I

have selected

and

also

show

the

have given

the milk of each cow, as well as

the fat in the milk of each breed

Water,

ash.

a Jersey, the other a Shorthorn, to

variation of each constituent of the milk,

Composition of milk.

and

individual animals of the

:

1
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seem to bear much upon
show how the richness of
milk may or may not be changed, we must know what variations
that is, we must fully
are due to breed and what to individuals
that
there
are
wide
variations
due to these two
the
fact
appreciate
causes, and we must not conclude, as some are prone to do, that
because a herd of Jerseys, fed on one kind of food, produce
milk which will make a pound of butter from sixteen pounds of
milk, and another herd, of Holsteins, fed on a radically different
food, produce milk of which twenty-five pounds are required for
a pound of butter, therefore the food of the Jerseys produced
it is not the food but the breed.
Our four breeds
richer milk
have been fed practically alike, and the average differences in
the fat percentage in their milk are due to the breed and not to

What

has already been said does not

the subject, perhaps, but

we

if

are to

;

;

1

;

the feed.

Again, we often hear

it

fed on hay and corn meal

pounds

will

make

a

said:
;

"

I

have a Jersey cow; she

pound of

butter.

My

but he feeds her ensilage and shorts, and
of her milk to
silage

make

pound of

makes poor milk."

such an argument
table

a

is

is

she produces milk of which fifteen

It is

butter

;

neighbor has a Jersey,
it

needless for

worthless.

An

takes twenty

therefore

me

I

pounds

believe en-

to point out that

inspection

of the above

shows us that one of our Jerseys would make a pound of

fifteen pounds of milk, while another's milk only
pound of butter for twenty-one pounds of milk, and this
on the same kind of food. Let me repeat, and emphasize the
fact, that breed and individual characteristics are the two great

butter from

gives a

factors that

determine the richness of milk.

PERIOD OF LACTATION.
Another factor which has appreciable influence
since calving.
yield richer

The same cow, on

milk after

is

the time

same kind of food, will
ten months of milking than at the end of
the

A cow that gave milk containing 3.5 per cent of
November and December, 1888, on the same kind of food

one month.
fat in

in

May, 1SS9,

g^^^e

milk with 3.9 per cent in August, on pasture
and in September, 4.23 per cent. Another
;

feed, 4.16 per cent;

cow averaged

December and November, 1888,
These are
1889, 4.4 per cent in May.

3.6 per cent in

3.9 per cent in April,

:
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only two instances, but

Now,

so increase.

this

a fact well known that most cows do
being true, we must not too hastily conit is

clude that a given kind of food has caused increased
milk, since

it

may

in the

fat

be that a part or the whole of the observed

change is due to a natural increase due
and not to food at all.

to length of time in milk,

morning's and night's milk.

That there

is

a variation in the richness of the morning's and

night's milk of most cows

some

is

generally understood, but there are

which are brought out by our work that are new, so
know, though others may have observed the same thing.

facts

far as I

The morning's

milk, in the case of three cows

whose milk has

been analyzed night and morning daily for a full year, has been
richer than the night's milk during the time that the cows were

on pasture feed

;

when

but

the reverse was true, that

The

difference

marked

;

the same cows were put into the barn
is,

the night's milk

was the

between morning's and night's milk

thus, during June, July,

and August

a Jersey

richer.

quite

is

cow gave

milk which averaged as follows

Morning's milk,

6.26 per cent, )
5.75 per cent, I

Night's milk,

Average, 6.01 per cent.

.51 per cent, in favor of morning's milk.

Difference,

The same cow during January, February, and March, gave
Morning's milk,
-11
XT- ut.'
Night s milk,

K.81 per cent,
^
/
per cent,
6.30

)
r
j

:

,

.

Average,
per cent.
6.0^^ ^
°
'

.49 per cent, in favor of night's milk.

Difference,

Other cows give corresponding
but, nevertheless,

we may

fairly

results,

not so marked, perhaps,

conclude that either the exercise

involved in grazing over a comparatively large pasture, or the
heat of the day, or both together, tend to diminish the richness

of the milk secreted during the day, while the quiet or coolness
of the night tends toward a richer product.

In winter, however,

our cows remain quiet both day and night, not absolutely, of
course, but

still

the exercise during the day

pared with summer

;

but

why

is

very

little as

the night's milk should so

com-

much

:
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slightly shorter period

between milking

it
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may be

that the

in part explains the fact.

it is one of the larger
which may be brought about in milk, and, certainly,
so far as the difference in fat contents of the milk, night and
morning, is concerned, it is not due to food, for the same food is
concerned in the production of the night's milk and the morn-

I

have alluded to this variation because

variations

ing's milk,

and the difference of one half of one per cent must

be due in summer, at

least, to

other causes than food or time of

milking, for the periods between milking are equal at that sea-

son of the year.

FREQUENCY OF MILKING.

An

experiment was conducted with two cows for the purpose

of noting the effect of very frequent milking.

A

Shorthorn cow

was milked every hour, for twenty-four hours, and a sample of

At the time of the commencement
cow was giving 14.25 pounds of milk

each milking was analyzed.
of the experiment this
daily, in

or .554 pounds of
hourly milking, she

which there was 3.89 per cent of

actual fat daily.

fat,

In twenty-four hours of

produced 16.25 pounds of milk, in which was 5.27 per cent of
fat, or, of total fat, .856 pounds, an increase of 54^ per cent in
the total fat in twenty-four

hours.

The

other cow, a

Jersey,

produced, previous to the experiment, 10.07 pounds, in which
was 6.02 per cent of
ty-two hours,

day,
2d day,
3d day,
ist

and

fat,

I will

or .606 pounds.

divide

it

The

test

was

for seven-

into three daily periods
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In the case of the Shorthorn

first.

first

full

milking

cent

four ounces of the next

far

with the

for fat,

First milk, per cent fat, 1.36; last milk, per

:

The average for the milking was 3.36
we may say that the following circumstances

8.04.

fat,

Thus

milked hourly,

that was

last

experiment were analyzed

after the

following results

cow

and the

four ounces of milk

the

quality of milk:

Breed;

i.

Period of lactation (that
ing's

and night's milk

from

first

fairly

be claimed that

affect the

characteristics;

Frequent milking

;

6.

4.

;

milk taken from udder or from strippings.
all

3.

MornSamples drawn

the time since calving)

is,

5.

;

Individual

2.

per cent.

may

It

of these are independent of the food.

HOW

MILK FORMED

IS

?

we approach

the relation between food and milk, I wish
upon a subject which is the very foundation of all
speculation concernmg the transformation of food into milk.
How milk is formed no man knows, any more than we can tell

Before

to touch

how

the plant constructs starch from the elements of water and

carbonic acid.

us to

It is sufficient for

know

that blood goes to

the udder, carrying those portions of the food which have been

digested and absorbed

from

;

this

blood supply milk

was formerly held that the udder acted
ing from

blood those constituents which, when

the

Looked

together, formed milk.

at

from

this

Physiologists

agree

blood, also that milk sugar
true,

it

would seem

could not act as a

from the blood,

is

that

casein

is

now

brought

it

goes to the

found in the

not found in the blood

;

this

to be a logical conclusion that the

filter,

being

udder

removing the constituents of the milk
good and sufficient reason

for the apparently

that these constituents are not in the blood at

of the udder

not

It

remov-

standpoint the

constituents of the milk must exist in the blood as

udder.

results.

as a sort of filter,

may

all.

The

structure

possibly aid us in gaining an idea of what

is

believed, by the best physiologists, to be the true origin of

milk.
Starting at the teat, there

milk
less

is

drawn

is

the opening through which the

following this upwards

it

leads into a

well-marked cavity, the " milk reservoir. "

ways found.
this,

;

This

more

or

not

al-

is

Innumerable branches or milk ducts lead out from

dividing and subdividing, until the whole of the gland sub-
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by small tubes. Opening into these tubes are
These are little sacks lined on the inare
the true points where milk is formed.
side with cells, which
can be seen to form in these lining
Foster,
says
The fat globules,
cavity of the little sacks.
into
the
out
forced
It is
cells, and are

Stance

is

traversed

the true secreting parts.

believed that the constituents of the milk, namely, the

fat,

ca-

sein, and sugar, are made within these cells, and out of the cell
The blood brings digested
contents, not out of blood at all.
nourishes and furnishes material
it there
food to the udder
;

from which to grow these lining
liarity

cells,

and the

cells, as

a pecu-

of their own, have the power of changing the protoplasm

The blood that goes to the udder
which they contain into milk.
is not different from the blood that goes to sustain and nourish
the other parts of the body,

and food which

is

capable of pro-

ducing a good growth of muscle or bone, or of fattening an
animal, or, in sheep, of producing a good growth of wool, will, if

cow during her milking period, produce growth in the
of the udder, and these will see to it that milk is
This theory of milk production is certainly no
forthcoming.

fed to a

lining cells

more difficult to accept than the well-known fact that a grafted
or budded tree may have two branches originating at the same
point, one producing sour fruit, the other sweet, and yet both
are nourished by the same sap, taken up by the same roots, and
necessarily containing the

so far as

we

same plant food.

are able to give one,

of which the two grafts are
sets, is

is

made

such that one develops a

The

explanation,

that the character of the cells

up, and of the fruit after

fruit that

is

develops a fruit in which the sugar taste predominates.

cannot be said that

it is

The whole of

this

may be condensed

rapid growth of the cells
is

which

it

it is

itself.

into the following

feed to supply the blood with substances capable of

ment

Now,

the sap, or the food of the tree, but

a power within the living cells of the plant

it

acid, while the other

line the udder,

and

We

:

promoting a
their nourish-

not essentially different from that of any other tissue of

If this is a true and logical conclusion, then it is
probable that the notion that one ration is a "butter ration, "
another a "milk ration, " a third a "cheese ration, " etc., is

the body.

largely a delusion,

and

it is

probably true that food which

is

suf-
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ficient in quantity

ishes the

which

cow

body

will

to

and

so proportioned in

its

parts that

it

nour-

produce normal milk, the quality

well, will

be chiefly determined by the characteristics of

which

it

is

of

the

fed.

FOOD.

We may now ask what food is, and in answer may say that
food is any substance which can be digested by an animal and
which may contribute to the growth and nourishment of the
body.
All food

is

made up of

starch, sugar,

fiber,

oil,

parts of unlike chemical composition;

and albuminoids are found

proportions in our feeding

in

varying

stuffs.

For the purposes of the stock feeder we may put

all

of the

we use into two classes, albuThe former are a class of subThey are of like composition

constituents of the various fodders

minoids and non-albuminoids.
stances which contain nitrogen.

with the casein or curd of milk and the lean meat of animals,

and are important, since this casein, lean meat, and wool, hair,
and some other parts of the body must be produced from this

The non-albuminoids

part of the food.
oil, fiber, etc.

include starch, sugar,

This part of the food cannot take the place

the albuminoids, since there

is

no nitrogen

in

any of the

In the feeding tables we have given the

stances mentioned.

gestibile constituents of all our foods,

and there

is

is

number

known

as the "nutritive ratio,

of pounds of starch, sugar,

and

" and means simply
fat,

that

di-

a great varia-

tion in the proportion of albuminoids to non-albuminoids;
ratio

of

sub-

is,

this

the

non-albumi-

pound of albuminoids. We are told l)y the Gerand investigators that the proper ratio for a cow
giving milk is i 5.4, or that a cow weighing 1,000 pounds
needs daily 2.50 pounds of albuminoids and 13.50 pounds of
non-albuminoids; and it is for us in the United States to determine whether this amount and proportion of actual digestible
We have now seen what milk is, have glanced at
matter is best.
the most plausible theory concerning its origin, and have learned
It remains for us to see
that food is composed of unlike parts.
what effects follow from changing the kind or quality of food.
noids, to one

man

feeders

:
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HOW MAY WE EXPECT TO CHANGE THE QUALITY OF MILK?
1.

2.

Can we
Can we

There
milk

is

increase or decrease the per cent of water?

increase or decrease the per cent of fat

?

much misunderstanding concerning the way in which
commonly believed to be changed in richness. Now, if
is

we can increase the per cent of solids from 13 per cent to 14 per
and yet the relative
cent, then we have made the milk richer
proportion of fat, casein, and sugar in these solids need not
Again, the solids may remain unchanged, and if by some
vary.
;

method of feeding we can increase the per cent of fat, then so
or,
far as the buttermaker is concerned we have a richer milk
;

again, the solids
to such

might increase and the

which the per cent of

By decreasing

To sum
fat in

up, there are just two ways

may be

the milk

the per cent of water, the ratio of

sugar in the solids remaining undisturbed
relative

decrease

an extent that there would be no change in the actual

per cent of fat in the milk.
in

fat in the solids

amount of

ing unchanged.

fat in

Of

;

2.

increased

fat,

By

casein,

:

i.

and

increasing the

the solids, the per cent of water remain-

course a combination of these two methods

For example, let us assume that we
cow giving milk like the average composition given on
page 560, and we will suppose that by some method of feeding
it is possible to decrease the water to 86 per cent and increase
the solids to 14 per cent.
Now we need not have any change
in the relative properties of casein, sugar, and fat.
Under these
circumstances the analysis of such a milk would be as in the following table, No. 2 or under the second method we will let the
solids and water remain unchanged, but will assume that in some
way we can increase the relative amount of fat in the solids, at

might have the same

effect.

have a

;

the same time the other constituent of the solids being reduced
as in

No. 3

:

No.

3.

Solids unchanged.
Fat increased.

87.00
13.00
4-03
3-40
4-85
.72

568
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The percentage composition of
substances, on these three milks

the "solids," or water-free

would be

as follows

:
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EFFECT OF PASTURE GRASS ON QUANTITY

1

AND QUALITY OF

2.3

pounds
of

daily.

2

per cent.
No change.
.2 of i per cent.

.2

No

Decreased sugar,

MILK.

Shorthorn.

Jersey.

Increased milk,
Increased lat,
Increased casein,
Increased solids,

569

pounds

.05 of

daily.

per cent.
.15 of i per cent.
No change.
.02 of i per cent.

i

change.

i

Here we have two ways by which the quality of milk was
The Shorthorn's milk was not appreciably enriched, it
affected.
is true,

but, so far as

it

was affected, there was no change in the

per cent of water and solids, but the fat

were increased
exactly the

of

.2

i

and caseine together

per cent, while the sugar was decreased

The

same amount.

tent the per cent of solids

Jersey milk was not changed in

was increased, and

sugar or casein, but the fat

was made more.

On

to the

same

ex-

the whole herd,

numbering about twenty, the milk was increased, while the
amount necessary to produce a pound of butter was decreased

Here we

about 1.5 pounds.

see that succulent food

made more

milk and better milk.

ENSILAGE.

The
writers,

substitution

been characterized

Is this true

Two

of ensilage
as a

?

:

No.

Increased milk,
Increased solids,

.3

There
fact, the
;

is

of

.15 of
.08 of

i
i

per
per

2.

lb. daily.

No
.17 of

i

change.
per ct. daibr.

.07
.01

"

ct. daily.

ct. daily.

.20

"

"

"
"

'•'

no evidence here that ensilage waters the milk
is

be seen that Lot
• was richer in

all

G

that

the variation

any change, the tendency

make more milk and

is

is

:

in

very

for en-

better milk than dry fodder, thus

corresponding with pasture feed.

36

^

per cent.
change.

only thing really proven

but, so far as there is

silage to

i

No

Increased fat,
Increased casein,

No.

I.

lb. daily.

j4

Decreased sugar,
Decreased solids,

small

dry fodder has, by some

"polite way to water milk."

Shorthorn cows gave the following results when changed

from dry fodder to ensilage

j

for

In Table L, following, it
on ensilage gave more milk, and 'milk

solids except casein.

will

that
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CHANGING THE NUTRITIVE RATIO.

A

change of nutritive ratio means feeding rations in which the
For
proportion of albuminoids to non-albuminoids is changed.
example, two rations, made up as follows, have been fed
:

Ration 7a.

Ration i«.

lbs.

lbs.

Ensilage,

44

44

Hay,
Corn meal,

5/3
6

Middlings,
Gluten,

3
6

Nutritive ratio,

This

a

little

may

•52

The ration \a is
German standard requires,

be regarded as a wide variation.

richer in albuminoids than the

If the
but the ia combination is an excessively starchy ration.
character of the food exerts any marked effect on the quality of

the milk

it

themselves

would seem that these two rations ought to make
felt.

At the same time

that these

rations, intermediate

two rations

between them, were

w^ere
also

being

fed.

fed, other

Each

lot of

cows consisted of two, and the lots were alternated, being fed
two weeks in each period. The following table shows the results
in quantity
Nl
Lot.

:
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^

I.

Table

I.,

when averaged

for the

first

four lots, gives us the de-

crease or increase of each constituent of the milk, due to suhstituting corn

meal

pound

for gluten meal,

for

pound

;

that

is,

i

CHANGING FROM A NARROW TO A WIDE NUTRITIVE RATIO.
Decimal

Fat
Casein
Sugar

Ash

I

of a per cent.

Decrease.

Solids

Increase.

•155

.

.09

.

.060
.190

.

....

.

Solids not

fat

.245

.

This table means that the solids were increased .155 of
cent, the fat decreased .09 of

i

i

per

The quantity

per cent, etc.

of

milk was decreased 8.5 per cent, and the quality of butter 10.5
per cent, by the change.

The amount

of milk produced by each

erage, was

On
On

corn meal (wide ratio)

Loss (due to wide ratio)

On
On

butter was

on an

av-

lbs.

.

.

.

.

.

22.07
20.20

.

.

.

.

.

1.87

:

gluten (narrow ratio)

corn meal (wide ratio)

Loss (due to wide ratio)
It is

daily,

.....

gluten (narrow ratio)

The amount of

cow

no part of the plan of

.....
.....
.

.

.

.

.

this Bulletin to discuss the

lbs.

.977
.875
.102

matter

of cost of foods, or cost of milk and butter, but for the benefit
of any

who may

wish to know,

I will

say that the average cost of

the corn meal rations was ^0.161, of the gluten meal $0,171, per

day.

And

with the eight cows under consideration the cost of

milk per hundred-weight, with the gluten, was $0,774; with the
a difference of $0,023 in favor of gluten.
corn meal, S0.797,

—

THE RATIO OF CASEIN TO

FAT.

There has been some very interesting work done by Professors
Sanborn, Henry, and Roberts, which seems to show that a highly
nitrogenous diet, that

is,

one with a narrow "nutritive ratio,"

increases the proportion of albuminoids to fat in the dressed

)

i)ig
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and sheep and their conckisions are that the fat may be relatively and materially increased by starchy food, while the lean
may be made relatively more plentiful by the nitrogenous food.
Now, as milk is the product of growth in cows, we might reason;

ably expect to find a similar effect

when we

feed widely differing

rations.

EFFECT OF NARROW

AND WIDE NUTRITIVE RATIO ON RATIO OF
CASEIN TO FAT.

A

Shorthorn cow, whose milk was analyzed twice daily, was

12.9.
fed on rations varying from a nutritive ratio of i 5.5 to i
The periods were of fourteen days each, but were repeated. In
:

number of periods

the following table a

and the

results stated

No. of periods
averaged.

:

:

are averaged together

Solids.

BULLETIN NO.

lO.

iCO-OPERATIVE FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS.
It is

commonly believed

that experiments with fertilizers are

jj

'

of
.

little use,

made

;

except in the immediate locality in which they are

some even advocating the idea that no two

parts of the

same farm have the same needs, and that the use of fertilizing
materials is, and must be, from the nature of the case, a hap:

1

hazard undertaking, upon which study and

throw
I

[

little if

any

investigation

can

light.

do not believe, however, that the case

is

as hopelessly in-

volved in darkness as this view would lead us to conclude, and
I

am convinced

that the feeding of plants will in time be placed

on footing more nearly approa':hing that on which the feeding
of animals

now

stands.

to discuss this part
sults of a series

It is

not the purpose of this bulletin

of the subject, but rather to present the re-

of co-operative experiments carried on by direc-

tion of the Station

on farms

in various parts of the State.

OBJECT OF THE EXPERLMENTS.

The

object was to determine,

by

field

tests,

the relative pro-

and potash which should
form the most perfect crop ration for the soils and crops experimented on, and in connection with this, as a means of comparison, four plots in each set were left with no fertilizer of any
kind, to determine the natural capacity of the soil one plot had
one of the best commercial fertilizers found in our market, one
plot had ashes, and concerning one plot, No. 6, no suggestion

portion of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

;

was made, the intention being for each farmer to use whatever
he might have, either in the way of manures or commercial
goods, on

this.

COST OF FERTILIZER.
In each case, except plot
tilizer

8,

where manure was used, the

or chemicals cost 50 cents per plot, or

$10 per acre.

fer-

The

;
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manured
the rate

average,

had 30 bushels of farmyard manure, which is at
of about 7 cords per acre, the value of which, on an
jjlot

may be

placed at $20 (that

is,

was used because

would

call

a

full

it

was believed to be about what our farmers

average application for corn.

PARTIES

The thanks

about twice the cost of

This amount of manure

the fertilizer, chemicals, and ashes).

WHO UNDERTOOK

'iHE

WORK.

of the Station and of the farmers of the State are

who assisted in this undertaking:
Hon. D. H. Goodell, Governor of the State, Antrim Hon.
Warren Brown, president Board of Control, Hampton Falls
Hon. S. B. Whittemore, member of Board of Control and of
Board of Agriculture, Colebrook Alonzo Towle, M. D., member of Board of Agriculture, Freedom Charles McDaniel, Esq.,
F. T. Stanton, B. S.,
master of State Grange, West Springfield
Strafford Corner; C. C. Beaman, Esq., Cornish
James Wood,
Esq., Lebanon
J L. Gerrish, Esq., Mast Yard; J. E. Whitcher,
due the following gentlemen

;

;

;

;

;

;

W. D. Baker, Esq., Quincy.
The last mentioned experiment was a continuation of a
commenced in 1888, and, ruined by the early frost of that
Esq., Strafford;

it

cannot be compared with the other

results, since the

series

year,

plan was

materially modified the past year.

PLAN OF THE FIELD.

The

outside dimensions of the plowed field were to be 185
by 281 feet; this enabled one to lay off 20 plots, each 33
feet by 66 feet, leaving an outside blank space 4 feet wide all
around the field, and a space 3 feet wide between the plots.
Each plot was to have 10 rows, with 20 hills in each row, or at
feet

the rate of 4,000 hills per acre.

number of the plot is shown
and the kind of fertilizer used is shown in the
left-hand column.
The number of pounds of any given substance used on a given plot will be found by looking opposite
that substance, in the column marked at the top with the number
of the plot
for example, if it is desired to know what the fertilTable

I.

is

so arranged that the

across the top,

;

izer

on plot 13 was, we look

in the

column headed 13

;

following

o
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down this we come to 16}^ pounds, and looking at the left of
this we see that this was dissolved bone-black
5 pounds of muriate of potash and 3^ pounds of sulphate of ammonia make
;

up the

total application

The lower

on that

plot.

three lines of figures in

show

the table

the

chem-

thus
ical composition of the material used on the various plots
per
cent
analysis
showed
which
mixture
by
10.5
No. 13 had a
;

phosphoric acid, 10

and

per cent of potash,

2.8 per

cent

of

nitrogen.

TABLE

I.

FERTILIZERS USED IN CO-OPER.\TIVE EXPERIMENTS.

Number
Kind and amount

of plot.

of fertilizer.

Dissolved bone-black
Muriate of potash.
Sulphate of ammonia.

lbs.

lbs.

18V2

24V4

lbs.

6

lbs.

17K
2 34

bu.

lbs.

lbs.

17V2

i6V2
S

3V2

Ashes

Manure
Prepared

fertilizer.

•

•

Analysis of

fertilizer.

Phosphoric acid
Potash
Nitrogen

....

I

2.8

TABLE

Kind and amount of

perct. per ct. per ct. per ct.
11.4
12.8
10.5
7.0
43-5

.

fertilizer.

L

Contimtcd.

2.8

per ct.
10.5
10.
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TABLE
YIELDS OF HUSKED CORN

Stanton.

II.

AND FODDER PER ACRE.
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RESULTS OBTAINED.

While the

results

cannot be regarded

short of that, nevertheless

it

is

as perfect, in fact fall far

believed that they are valuable.

Seven of the ten farmers worked on corn which was husked ( one
on weight of fod-

of these by reason of sickness did not report

der

),

one planted corn for ensilage, one sweet corn
and one experimented on potatoes.

for a

canning

factory,

Table

II.

gives the yield per acre of husked corn, 40 pounds per

on each of the
and 20, on Mr. Baker's acre, were
The last two columns in the table give the
destroyed by crows.
average yield of corn and fodder from each plot, for the seven
bushel as husked, and of fodder, for each plot

seven

sets.

Plots 17, 18, 19,

tests.

Taking this table as it stands and the best yield of corn
be from manure, followed by plots 9 and 13, while the
amount of fodder is found on plot 13, followed by 9 and
to

If

we

select

and average the three best

one with manure, in each

set,

plots,

we can then compare

and by averaging the four

plots with

been applied

to

Table

and

as a result

we

the results

fertilizer,

fertilizer

This method of condensing
II.

5.

and
we have
of each method of

no

the data for determining the relative efficiency

supplying plant food.

seen

largest

not including the

from chemicals with those from manure, prepared
ashes,

is

results has

get Table III., the

upper half being for husked corn, the lower for fodder.

Table III. shows us that the average yield of husked corn from
manure was 89.69 bushels, from the best three combinations of
chemicals 90.62 bushels, from prepared fertilizer 63.58 bushels,
from ashes 65.4 bushels, and from plots not fertilized 41 bushels.

580
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bush.
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To

the farmer these figures

and prepared

fertilizer

mean a

Now

are representative results.
is

great deal, provided that they

as the cost of chemicals, ashes,

the same, any gain in product of one

over the other represents profit, and

Why
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we may well ask

the question,

do chemicals average a better yield than the prepared

fer-

tilizer ?

The

first

step in answering this

is

to

determine

just

what kind

of plant food has been supplied in each case, and the proportion
of the several kinds.
plots

If

we

take the

ferti lizers

which gave the three highest yields

the per cent of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
results

used on those

and average
and potash, we get the

in each set,

given in Table IV.

TABLE

IV.

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF BEST CHEMICALS USED.

On
Corn

On
Fodder

Phosphoric acid
Potash
Nitrogen
Phosphoric acid
Potash
Nitrogen

Fodder.
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If

we can
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corn worth 25 cents per husked bushel, and

call the

the fodder worth $5 per ton, we can find the value of the increased product, and, calling the manure worth $15 per acre,

and all other plots $10 per acre, which is what the fertilizers
would cost in any market, we can draw up the following exhibit
of cost and income
:

Value of increase per

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
given in Bulletin No.

no manure

is

used,

of the mixture

is

maining third

to

The amounts

6.

and

to be

in all cases,

are

for

one acre where

with hoed crops, two thirds

sown broadcast and harrowed

be put in the

hill

585

in, the re-

or drill.

FOR CORN AND WHEAT.
lbs.

Dissolved bone-black
Muriate of potash
Sulphate of ammonia

100
75

500
V.
OATS.
lbs.

Dissolved bone-black
Muriate of potash
Sulphate of ammonia

105
65

500
VII.

HAY.
lbs.

Dissolved bone-black
Muriate of potash
Sulphate of ammonia

225
21

500
IX.

POTATOES.
(a)
lbs.
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John G. Tallant, Concord.
Martin H. Cochran, Suncook.
A. R. Ayers, Concord.

Thomas A. Hastings,

Sullivan.

Herbert N. Clay, Belmont.
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Charles H. Gordon, Bristol.
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W.
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Fred G. Richardson, Canaan.
W. G. Dresser, Enfield.
Alvin Davis, Canaan.
H. M. Worthley, Bridgewater.
H. B. Rounds, Dover.

L W.

Springfield, Rochester.

John B. Wadleigh, Andover.
Robert L. Smiley, Sutton.
John C. Morrison, Boscawen.
William H. Chapin, Stoddard.
Ira P. Hutchinson, Antrim.

Charles H. Fitz, Webster.
AVarren Tripp, Epsom.
Merrill Perry, Salisbury.

William H. Sanborn, Mason.
Walter Stolworthy, Franklin.
Otis C. Wyatt, Northfield.
David D. Rowe, Newbury.
Calvin E. Hills, Swanzey.
A. Goodwin, Whitefield.
Charles Mason, Marlborough.
George F. Mallard, Laconia.
Albert DeMerritt, Durham.
L. T. Mclntire, Jefferson.
A. W. Townsend, Lebanon.
J. H. Martin, Wolfeborough.
Charles H. Brown, Ossipee.
W. S. Langmaid, Chichester.
A. W. Gibson, Rindge.
J.

James Burnap, Marlow.
Clinton S. Hall, Westmoreland.
Stephen Danforth, Freedom.

W. Bennett, Tuftonborough.
William T. Thissell, Goshen.
John S. Pendexter, Conway.
Seth Quimby, Bow.
D. G. Roberts, Goffstown.
Henry W. Woodbury, Keene.
J.

Chellis, Plainfield.

fifth

annual exhibition of the

New Hampshire Grange

Fair Association, like the four previous ones, was held on the

Tilton and Franklin Driving Park, Tilton, N. H.. on September
lo, II,

and

12, 1890.

The first four Grange Fairs were managed by untiring officers
who possessed the confidence and received the strong support of
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the

members of

the grange in the Granite State, and their ability

and earnestness were encouraged by the interest and generosity of

Hon. Charles E. Tilton, who gratuitously furnished the beautiful
and spacious park for the use of the association.
In making preparations for the fifth annual exhibition, the
Patrons of New Hampshire gave undisputed evidence of even
more interest than ever before the interest and generosity of Mr.
;

Tilton were not withheld, but the magnificent results which the

managers of the

fair

had expected were materially counteracted by

the very unfavorable weather during which the exhibition was
held.

State

The

longest rainstorm of which there

began September

9,

and during

its

is

any record in the

ten days'

continuance

3.94 inches of water fell.
Despite the heavy rains and lowering clouds, there was a good

attendance on each day of the

more than pay

fair,

and the

The

receipts were sufficient

was formally opened on
the loth by an able, appropriate, and pointed address by President
to

all

expenses.

fair

Burbank.

The work of arranging

the exhibits in the different departments

and the award of premiums was
visitors might more
satisfactorily examine the show, and although many of the animals and articles that had been entered were kept at home bv the
was completed

made

in

at

an

earlier hour,

advance of the usual time that the

rainstorm,

it

was apparent to the customary visitor

that the exhibition

at

was more complete and magnificent

departments than ever before, and particularly does
the exhibit of fine-bred horses.

It

this

our
in

fairs

many

apply to

was the universal opinion that

never before had there been so fine an exhibition of superb and
standard-bred horses

made

in

New Hampshire

as at this fair.

To

been made in the breeding of horses it
that " Millie Beauvoir," in the year-old

illustrate that progress has
is

necessary only to state

class, trotted a

quarter in forty-four seconds, and a half-mile in

show eciually
good progress in that direction.
The accommodations of previous exhibitions were engaged by
horse owners long before the opening of the fair, and the twenty
new and spacious horse-stalls erected the past season were
crowded to their full capacity.
1.30, while the exhibits in the classes of draft horses
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entries of cattle, sheep,
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and swine were numerous, and the

animals in this department were very superior, and where

were so good, the reports of the judges will specify
the praise of making so excellent an exhibit.

The dairy department was very
made in butter-making was forcibly

who

all

deserve

and the progress
by the large and

superior,

illustrated

fine exhibit.

When
peaches,

the crop of fruit

is

considered, the display of pears,

and apples was very commendable, and

noteworthy that the number of plates of

fruit

it is

was but

especially

little

below

that exhibited in the bearing years.

The historic old church, venerable for its associations, was
made particularly attractive at the time of this fair by the
elegance and variety of the exhibits made by the ladies.
The exhibit of agricultural implements was varied, large, and
very commendable.
There were no degrading side-shows, no games of chance, no
pool-selling, gambling, or liquor-selling upon the grounds, and
the high stanc^ard attained in
fair

previous years for a clean farmers'

was maintained.

The morning of the second day dawned with

suspicious signs,

but the clouds lifted over the southern part of the State during
the forenoon,

and

there was a large attendance from that section,

but the rain continued in the northern half of

New Hampshire

until nearly lo o'clock.

The program was

carried

out

with

variation,

little

and

included exhibitions of horses, cattle, grange and farm teams,
trained steers, a

game of base

ball

between the Milford and the

one slow and several trotting races, and eloquent
and appropriate addresses by His Excellency Gov. D. H.
Goodell; Col. William H. Stinson, Past Master of the State
Grange, and the first President of the Fair Hon. Charles H.
Pittsfield nines,

;

Amsden, of Penacook

Hon. Moses Humphrey, of Concord,
President of the State Board of Agriculture
Hon. L. F.
McKinney, of Manchester and Charles McDaniel, of Spring;

;

;

field,

Master of the State Grange.

The

third

day opened with a heavy rain that drenched the
made the park very muddy, prevented any

trotting-course,

:

1
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bicycle races, and disappointed

day

the hopes of

all for

one good

at least.

gloom hung over the financial prospects of a
the faithful and earnest supporters of the
grange, in all parts of the State, came to the managers of the
fair and pledged their faith, their money, and their credit to the
It

was when

this

that

successful fair,

might be paid

association, that all expenses of the fair

in full.

In the afternoon the rain ceased, and an eleven-inning
ball

between the Manchester Cadets and the

game of

Pittsfield nines

was

played, with a score of two to one in favor of the latter club, and

came

the 2.45 trotting race

The result
management

make

to

exhibitors that

off.

not what good weather would have enabled the

is

all

The following

it,

but

it

is

gratifying

to

assure

the

promises to them will be kept.
of premiums will

list

give

much

information

relative to the exhibitors at the fair

JERSEY STOCK.
HERD PREMIUM.
ist,

Warren

F. Daniel!, Franklin.

BULLS.

One

year old.

—

Warren

ist,

F. Daniell, Franklin.

cows AND HEIFERS.
Four years or

ov^er.

—

ist

and

2d,

Warren

F. Daniell,

Frank-

lin.

Three

—
—
—

and 2d, Warren F. Daniell, Franklin.
and 2d, Warren F. Daniell, Franklin.
One year.
ist and 2d, Warren F. Daniell, Franklin.
Under one year.
ist and 2d, Warren F. Daniell, Franklin.

Two

years.

years.

ist

ist

—

HOLSTEIN STOCK.
HERD PREMIUMS.
ist,

H. B. French, Gaza (Sanbornton)

Antrim.

;

2d, D.

H. Goodell^
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BULLS.

—

Three years or over.
ist, D.
Two years.

—
—

One year.
Under one

H. B. French, Gaza.

ist,

Wheeler, Loudon.

S.

D. H. Goodell, Antrim.

ist,

—

year.

ist,

F. Bryant,

J.

Tilton

;

2d,

H.

B.

French, Gaza.

cows AND HEIFERS.
Four years or over.
French, Gaza.

Three years.

One

year.

—

—

year.

D. H. Goodell, Antrim; 2d, H. B.

ist,

D. H. Goodell, Antrim.

ist,

H.

ist,

Antrim.

Under one

—

—

B. French,

ist

Gaza;

2d, D.

H. Goodell,

and 2d, H. B. French, Gaza.

AYRSHIRE STOCK.
HERD PREMIUM.
ist,

Ansel F. Gove, Gilford.
BULL,

ist,

THREE YEARS.

Ansel F. Gove, Gilford.

cows AND HEIFERS.

—

Four years or over.
ist and 2d, Ansel F. Gove, Gilford.
Three years.
ist and 2d, Ansel F. Gove, Gilford.

Two

years.

Under one

—
—

ist,

year.

Ansel F. Gove, Gilford.

—

ist

and

2d, Ansel F.

Gove, Gilford.

SHORTHORN STOCK.
HERD PREMIUMS.
ist,

Sam Hodgson, Meredith

;

2d,

W.

C. Wells, Belmont.

BULLS.

Three years or over.

Two

years.

Under one

—

ist,

year.

—

W.

—

ist,

Sam Hodgson, Meredith.

C. Wells, Belmont.

ist,

Sam Hodgson, Meredith.
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COWS AND HEIFERS.

—

ist and 2d, Sam Hodgson, Meredith.
and 2d, Sam Hodgson, Meredith.
ist and 2d, W. C. Wells, Belmont.
ist and 2d, Sam Hodgson, Meredith.
ist and 2d, Sam Hodgson, Meredith.
Under one year.

Four years or

over.

—
Two years. —
One year. —
Three

years.

ist

—

DEVON STOCK.
HERD PREMIUMS.
ist,

C.

W. Whicher,

Tilton

;

2d,

Ward

Parker

&

Son, Reed's

Ferry.
BULLS.

—

ist, John B. Sanborn, East Concord
Three years or over.
W. Whicher, Tilton.

2d, C.

—

Two years.
ist, John
Arthur G. Moore, Tilton.
One

year.

—

C.

Sanborn,

Concord

East

John B. Sanborn, East Concord

ist,

Whicher, Tilton.

B.

—

Under one year.
ist, John
W. Whicher, Tilton.

B. Sanborn, East

2d,

:

2d, C.

;

Concord

;

;

W.
2d,

cows AND HEIFERS.

—

Four years or over.
ist, Ward Parker & Son, Reed's Ferry;
2d, C. W. Whicher, Tilton.
Three years.
ist, John
B. Sanborn, East Concord
2d,
William Neal, Meredith.

Two

years.

—
—

;

ist,

William Neal, Meredith

;

2d,

John

B. San-

born, East Concord.

One

year.

—

ist,

John B. Sanborn, East Concord

;

2d,

John

B. Sanborn, East Concord.

Under one
2d,

John

year.

—

ist.

B. Sanborn, East

Ward

Parker

&

Son, Reed's Ferry

;

Concord.

HEREFORD STOCK.
HERD PREMIUMS.
ist,

Thomas W. Taylor, Sanbornton

Canterbury.

;

2d,

John

P.

Kimball,
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BULLS.

Three

Two

—
—

years.

years.

T.

ist,

W.

Taylor, Sanbornton.

H. N. Clay, Laconia;

ist,

2d, Seth

Quimby,

Hooksett.

cows AND HEIFERS.
Four years or over.

—

ist,

T.

W.

Seth Quimby, Hooksett

2d, Seth

;

Quunby, Hooksett.
Three

—

years.

ist,

Taylor, Sanbornton

;

2d, T.

W.

Taylor, Sanbornton.

Two

—
—

years.

Sanbornton.

One

year.

H. N. Clay, Laconia;

ist,

Sanbornton.

Under one

W.

H. N. Clay, Laconia; 2d, T. W. Taylor,

ist,

year.

—

ist,

W.

T.

W.

T.

2d,

Taylor, Sanbornton

Taylor,

;

2d, T.

Taylor, Sanbornton.

GRADE STOCK.
FOUR COWS FOR BUTTER.
A. H. Colby, Tilton

ist,

;

2d,

John B. Sanborn, East Con-

cord.

FOUR cows FOR MILK.
ist,

R. N.

Batchelder, Northfield Depot.

S.

FOUR cows FOR STOCK.
Arthur G. Moore, Tilton.

ist,

FOUR cows FOR "GENERAL PURPOSES."
ist,

Arthur G. Moore, Tilton; 2d, A. H. Colby ,^Tilton.
HEIFERS.

Three

years.

—

ist,

Arthur G. Moore, Tilton

;

2d, Alfred

H.

Colby, Tilton.

Two

years.

—

ist,

A. H. Colby, Tilton

:

2d, D.

H. Goodell,

;

2d, A.

E. Lovejoy,

Antrim.

One

year.

—

ist,

J.

F.

Bryant, Tilton

Tilton.

Under one

year.

Neal, Meredith.

—

ist,

Arthur G. Moore, Tilton

;

2d, William
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FOUR OR MORE YEARLINGS.
ist,

John

B. Sanborn, East

Concord.

COWS, WITH SHOW OF STOCK.
ist,

Arthur G. Moore, Tilton

2d, A.

;

H. Colby, Tilton.

GRANGE TEAMS.
OX-TEAMS, SIX PAIRS.
ist,

Laconia Grange, of Laconia, by Jacob Sanborn
of Sanbornton, by H. B. French.

;

Har-

2d,

mony Grange,

STEER-TEAMS, SIX PAIRS.
ist,

2d,

Winnipesaukee Grange, of Meredith, by E. F. Wiggin
of Sanbornton, by H. B. French.

;

Harmony Grange,

FARM TEAMS, THREE PAIRS OXEN.
ist, Jere.

E. Smith, Northfield

2d, Jacob Sanborn, Laconia.

;

WORKING OXEN AND

—

Five years or over.

& W.

STEERS.

Jacob Sanborn, Laconia; 2d,

ist,

H. Wadleigh, Meredith.
Four years.
ist, Jacob Sanborn,
Laconia;
W. H. Wadleigh, Meredith.

—
—

2d,

S.

Three years.
ist, S. F. & ^\ H. Wadleigh, Meredith
George A. Burleigh, Sanbornton.

Two years.—

F.

S.

& W.

F.

&

;

2d,

H. Wadleigh, Meredith;

2d,

.

ist,

S. F.

Jonathan M. Taylor, Sanbornton.

One
Parker

year.

&

—

ist.

Ward

Parker

&

Son, Reed's Ferry

;

2d,

Ward

Son, Reed's Ferry.

Under one

year.

—

ist,

John

P.

Kimball,

William Neal, Meredith.

TRAINED STEERS.

—
—

Four years.
Three years.

ist,

A. M. Powers, Grafton.

ist,

A. M. Powers, Grafton.

Canterbury

;

2d,
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PULLING OXEN.
Six feet ten inches or over.
2d, A. E. French, Webster.

Under six feet ten inches.
2d, W. M. Sanborn, Webster.

—
—

E. Smith, Northfield

;

Arthur G. Moore, Tilton

;

ist, Jere.

ist,

PULLING STEERS.
Three

year.

—

E. F. Wiggin,

ist,

Meredith

;

2d,

R. N.

S.

Batchelder, Northfield Depot.

HORSE DEPARTMENT.
STANDARD STALLIONS.
with show of stock.
" Mambrino Wilkes."

Stallion,
ter,

ist,

John

B. Clarke,

Manches-

Bushey, Concord, " King Regent."
Two years.
ist, F. L. Gerald, Laconia, " Ringmaster " ; 2d,
C. Morrison, Boscawen, " North King."

Three

J.

—
—

—

years.

ist,

W.

Isaac

STANDARD BROOD MARES WITH COLTS,
ist,

Frank Hutchinson, Manchester; 2d, R. M. Davis, Frank-

lin Falls.

STANDARD MARES, GELDINGS, AND
Geo. L. Brown, Concord

ist,

;

FILLIES.

2d, R.

M. Davis, Franklin

Daniell,

Franklin Falls; 2d,

Falls.

Two

years.

—

Warren

ist,

F.

Herbert N. Clay, Laconia.

Under one

year.

—

ist,

Frank Hutchinson, Manchester; 2d,

R. M. Davis, Franklin Falls.

STALLIONS, WITH
ist,

SHOW OF

STOCK.

Frank Hutchinson, Manchester.
STALLIONS, NON-STANDARD.

Five years or over.

Lambert"
Four

;

—

ist,

2d, S. K. Boyce,

years.

"Falcon Jr."

—

;

ist,

2d,

J.

Wm.

B.

C. G. Blanchard, Concord, " Harry

Penacook, "John B. Wilkes."

Gordon

Carroll,

&

Son,

Loudon.

New Hampton,
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Three

years.

" Alcoe "

;

—

—
—

Two

ist,
Geo. F. Kelley, Lower Gilmanton,
K. Boyce, Penacook, " Morgan Wilkes."
ist, C. G. Elanchard, Concord, " Vik "
2d,

2d, S.

years.

;

Geo. F. Kelley, Lower Gilmanton, "Whirlwind."
ist, A. C. Carroll, Warner, "Fred "
One year.
S. Whittier, Davisville, " Diamond Wilkes."

Under one

—

year.

Wm.

ist,

Carroll,

Loudon

;

;

2d,

2d,

John

H.

N.

Clay, Laconia.

DRAFT STALLIONS.

—

ist, James M. Jackson, Amherst StaFive years or over.
" Young Reno " ; 2d, Melvin Hall, Auburn, " Black Dan."

tion,

One

year.

—

Albert A. Pressey, East Derry

ist,

;

2d, Charles

V. Fisher, Penacook.

Under one

—

year.

ist,

Albert A. Pressey, East Derry.

BROOD MARES AND COLTS.
Warren

ist,

F. Daniell, Franklin Falls;

John

2d,

P. Kimball,

Canterbury.

GELDINGS, MARES,

—
—
Clay, Laconia.
—
Two
Four

years.

Three

years.

years.

Roger E.

One

ist,

ist, J.

Wm.
B.

Carroll,

Gordon

&

Loudon
Son,

;

2d, Herbert

New Hampton

;

N.

2d,

Foster, Webster.

year.

—

Under one
P.

FILLIES.

C. G. Blanchard, Concord.

ist,

ist,

Roger E.

born, East Concord.

John

AND

year.

—

ist,

Foster,

Webster; 2d, John B. San-

Kidder Boyce, Penacook;

S.

2d,

Kimball, Canterbury.

gent's DRIVING HORSES.
ist,

C. G. Blanchard, Concord; 2d, Robt. McKerley, Loudon.

walking horses.
ist,

Arthur H. Hill, Tilton

2d,

;

A. H. Colby, Tilton.

matched driving horses.
ist,

A. K. Moore. Franklin

ton's Ferry.

;

2d, R.

Henry Hanson, Thorn-
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DRAFT HORSES.
Charles H. Fellows, Canterbury.

ist,

SHEEP.
Long Wooled.
RAMS.

Four

—

years.

Under one

Jewell Gove, Gilford.

ist,

—

year.

Jewell^Gove, Gilford

ist,

2d,

;

William

Neal, Meredith.

EWES.

Two

years or

—

over.

ist,

Charles

O.

Copp, Gilford;

2d,

Jewell Gove, Gilford.

One

year.

—

Under one

Jewell Gove, [Gilford.

ist,

year.

—

Chas. O. Copp, Gilford

ist,

;

2d, Jewell

Gove, Gilford.

South Downs and Other Downs.
RAMS.

Two

or over. —

years

ist,

Wm.

Neal, Meredith

2d,

;

John

B.

Sanborn, East Concord.

One

year.

—

W. M.

ist,

Sanborn, Webster

;

2d,

John B. San-

born, East Concord.

Under one

Wm.

year.

—

ist,

John B. Sanborn. East Concord

;

2d,

Neal, Meredith.

EWES.

Two

years or

over. —

ist,

John B. Sanborn, East Concord

;

2d, William Neal, Meredith.

One

year.

—

ist,

John B. Sanborn, East Concord

Neal, Meredith.

Under one

year.

—

ist,

William|Neal, Meredith.

Merinos.
RAMS.

Two years. —
One

year.

—

ist,

ist,

W. M. Sanborn, Webster.
W. M. Sanborn, '^Webster.

;

2d,

William
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EWES.

—
—

Two

years.

One

year.

ist,

ist,

Under one

W.
W. M. Sanborn, Webster.
ist, W. M. Sanborn, Webster.
M. Sanborn, Webster.

—

year.

Grades.
RAMS.

Three

—

years.

—

One year
Under one

ist,

Arthur G. Moore, Tilton.

Jewell Gove, Gilford.

ist,

year.

—

Cyrus Swain, Sanbornton

ist,

;

2d, J. B.

Yeaton, Northfield Depot.
EWES.

Two

years or over,

—

Cyrus Swain, North Sanbornton;

ist,

2d, J. B. Yeaton, Northfield Depot.

Under one

—

year.

Cyrus Swain, North Sanbornton

ist,

;

2d,

J. B. Yeaton, Northfield Depot.

SWINE.
BERKSHIRE.

—

Boar, two years.

Sows.

—

ist,

E. F. Wiggin, Meredith.

ist,

W. M. Sanborn, Webster

Meredith.

two

Pigs,

2d, E. F.

to six

months.

—

ist,

E. F.

2d,

;

Wiggin,

H. O. Matthews, Concord

;

Wiggin, Meredith.
CHESHIRE.

Boar, two years.

Sows.

—

ist,

—

W. H.

ist,

Auburn.
Pigs,

two

Griffin,

Auburn.

Willard H. Griffin, Auburn

to six

months.

—

ist,

W. H.

;

W. H.

2d,

Griffin,

Griffin,

Auburn.

CHESTER WHITE.
Sow.
Pigs,

—

ist,

two to

H. O. Mathews, Concord.
six months.
ist, H. O. Mathews, Concord

—

William Neal, Meredith.
JERSEY RED.
Pigs,

two

to six

months.

—

ist,

C.

W. Whicher,

Tilton.

;

2d,
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POLAND CHINA.
Boar.

Sow.

—
—

ist,

ist,

H. O. Mathews, Concord.
H. O. Mathews, Concord.
YORKSHIRE.

Boar, two years.
Pigs,

two

to six

—

ist,

months.

H. O. Mathews, Concord.
ist, H. O. Mathews, Concord.

—

POULTRY.
LIGHT BRAHMA.
Fowls.

—

ist,

W. H.

Kimball, Gossville (Epsom).

PARTRIDGE COCHIN.
Fowls.

— 2d,

W. H. Kimball,

Gossville.

DOMINIQUE.

—

Chicks.

W. H.

ist,

Kimball, Gossville.

GAME, BLACK BREASTED RED.
Fowls.

—

ist,

W. H. Kimball,

Gossville; 2d,

William Neal,

Meredith.
Chicks.

— 2d, William Ncal,

Meredith.

SILVER SPANGLED HAMBURG.
Fowls. —

ist,

W. H.

Kimball, Gossville.

BROWN LEGHORN.
Fowls.

—

ist,

W. H. Kimball,

Gossville.

LANGSHAN.
Chicks.

— 2d, W.

H. Kimball,

Gossville.

BLACK MINORCA.
Fowls.

—

2d,

W. H. Kimball,

Gossville.

PLYMOUTH ROCK.
Chicks.
Tilton.

—

ist,

V. M. Sanborn, Franklin

;

2d, A.

H. Colby,
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WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCK.
Chicks.

— 2d, W.

H. Kimball,

Gossville.

WYANDOTTE.
Chicks.

— 2d, W.

H. Kimball,

Gossville.

WHITE WYANDOTTE.
Chicks.

— 2d,

W. H. Kimball,

Gossville.

BLACK BREASTED GAME BANTAM.
Fowls.

— 2d, W. H.

Kimball, Gossville.

RED PILE
Fowls.

—

2d,

GAINIE.

William Neal, Meredith.

WHITE LEGHORN, ROSE COMBED.
Chicks.

—

ist,

W. H. Kimball,

Gossville.

TURKEYS.
2d,

W. H.

Griffin,

Auburn.
GEESE.

China.

—

ist,

VV.

M. Sanborn, Webster.
PEKIN DUCKS.

ist,

M. Dana

Lovejo}^, Tiltcn

;

2d,

Agnes E. Lovejoy, Tilton.

FRUIT.
Apples.
General exhibit.

—

ist,

George Simons, Weare

;

2d,

C.

C.

Shaw, Milford.
FALL APPLES.
Five

varieties.

—

ist,

—

ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare; 2d, C. C. Show,

Milford.

WINTER APPLES.
Five varieties.

Canterbury.

Geo. Simons, Weare

;

2d, P. C. Clough,
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RED ASTRACHAN.
ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare

2d, V.

;

M. Sanborn, Franklin.

TETOFSKY.
ist,

John W. Farr, Littleton

;

2d,

Geo. Simons, Weare.

SWEET BOUGH.
ist, J.

T. Jewell, Warner

;

2d, V.

M. Sanborn, Franklin.

maiden's blush.
ist,

John H. Copp, Goffstown Center; 2d, Ellen Shaw, Frank-

lin Falls.

PORTER.
ist,

V. M. Sanborn, Franklin Falls

;

Byron Shaw, Frank-

2d,

lin Falls.

TWENTY OUNCE.
ist, G. F. Smith, Meredith
town Center.

;

2d, Augustus

Woodbury,

Goffs-

GRAVENSTEIN.
C. C. Shaw, Milford

ist,

;

2d,

Geo. Simons, Weare.

FAMEUSE.
ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare

ist,

David A.

;

2d, G. F. Smith, Meredith.

BLUE PEARMAIN.
East

Morrill,

Concord

;

2d,

Geo.

Simons,

Weare.

GOLDEN SWEET.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford.

GRANITE BEAUTY.
ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare

;

2d,

Henry Moore, Goffstown.

lady's sweet.
ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare.

I5t,

A. H. Colby, Tilton

tolman's sweet.
38

;

2d, V.

M. Sanborn,

Franklin.
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DUCHESS OF OLDENBURG.
C.

ist,

W.

Bedell, Littleton

John W.

2d,

;

Farr, Littleton.

WILLIAMS' FAVORITE.
ist,

C. H. Marston, Tilton

2d,

;

G. F. Smith, Meredith.

BALDWIN.

John H. Copp, Goffstown Center

ist,

2d,

;

Geo.

Simons,

Weare.

RHODE ISLAND GREENING.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

2d,

;

Geo. Simons, Weare.

NORTHERN
ist,

SPY.

C. C. Shaw, Milford; 2d, G. F. Smith, Meredith.

HUBBARDSTON NONESUCH.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

2d,

;

BEN
ist,

David A. Morrill, East Concord.
DAVIS.

H. B. Sanborn, Webster.
KING OF TOMPKINS COUNTY.

ist,

A. A. Bertwell, Ossipee

;

2d,

John C.

Mills,

North Dunbar-

ton.

ROXBURY RUSSET.
ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare

2d, C. C. Shaw, Milford.

;

NODHEAD.
ist,

David A. Morrill, East Concord

;

2d,

Byron Shaw, Frank-

lin Falls.

GILLIFLOWER.
ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith

;

2d, C. C.

Shaw, Milford.

BEST SIX OF ANY OTHER VARIETY.
ist, J.

F. Jewell, Warner,

on Sour Bough.
Grapes,

best exhibit.
ist,

D. G. Roberts, Goffstown Center.

...

J
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CONCORD.
ist,

D. G.

Roberts,

Goffstown

Center

2d,

;

Lulu Merrill,

Goffstown Center.

DELAWARE.
ist,

D. G. Roberts, Goffstown Center.

SEEDLING.
ist,

W. D. Hopkins, Goffstown

Center.

Peaches.

Crawford's early.
ist,

W.

E. Gay, Hillsborough Center;

2d, V.

W.

Fairbanks,

Manchester.

Crawford's late.
ist,

W.

D. Hopkins, Goffstown Center

;

2d,

W.

E. Gay, Hills-

2d,

Geo. Pattee,

borough Center.
FOSTER.
ist,

W.

E.

Gay, Hillsborough Center;

Goffstown.

EXCELSIOR.
ist,

Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster.

MELOCOTON.
ist,

W.

E. Gay, Hillsborough Center.

SEEDLING.
ist,

W.

E.

Gay, Hillsborough Center;

2d, Tyler

C. Sweatt,

"Webster.

COOLEDGE.
ist,

W.

Gay, Hillsborough Center

E.

;

2d,

Geo. Pattee,

Goffstown.

RED RARERIPE.
ist,

Tyler

C.

Sweatt,

Webster;

2d,

W.

borough Center.

CLINGSTONE, OTHER VARIETY.
ist,

Geo. Pattee, Goffstown.

E.

Gay, Hills-
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Plums,
best exhibit.
ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith.

LOMBARD.
ist,

D. G. Roberts, Goffstown Center

;

2d,

W.

D. Hopkins,

2d,

Geo. Simons,

Goffstown Center.

WASHINGTON.
ist,

W.

E. Gay, Hillsborough Center.

JEFFERSON.
ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith.

BRADSHAW.
ist,

W.

E. Gay, Hillsborough Center.

NIAGARA.
ist,

Wallis

M.

Bachelder, Northfield Depot

;

Weare.

GREEN GAGE.
G. F. Smith, Meredith

ist,

;

2d,

W.

E.

Gay, Hillsborough

Center.

duane's purple.
ist,

T.

S. Pulsifer,

Plymouth.

GERMAN
ist,

W.

PRINCE.

E. Gay, Hillsborough Center.

BEST OTHER VARIETY PLUMS.
ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith, on Smith's Orleans.

Orange Quinces.
ist,

M.

F. Wadleigh, Webster.

Pears.

best exhibit.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

;

2d, F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.

J
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BARTLETT.

David A.

ist,

Concord

East

Morrill,

;

2d,

Geo.

Simons,

Weare.

BELLE LUCRATIVE.
ist,

F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.

DOYENNE BOUSSOCK.
ist,

Geo. Simons, Weare.

BEURRE d'aNJOU.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

;

2d, F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.

WADLEIGH.
ist, J.

M. Taylor, Sanbornton

;

2d, A.

H. Colby, Tilton.

LOUISE BONNE DE JERSEY.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford.

MOUNT VERNON.
ist,

F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester

2d,

;

W.

L. Roberts,

West

Manchester.

ONONDAGA.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

;

2d, F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.

SECKEL.
ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford;

2d,

J.

C. Mills, North Dunbarton.

SHELDON.
ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith

;

2d,

W.

L. Roberts,

West Man-

chester.

dana's hovey.
ist,

F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.
urbaniste.

ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

ist,

C. C. Shaw, Milford

;

2d, F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.

LAWRENCE.
;

2d, F. P.

Wentworth, Rochester.
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CLAPP'S FAVORITE.

Geo. Simons, Weare

ist,

H. Colby, Tilton.

2d, A.

;

BEST OTHER VARIETY PEARS.
C. C. Shaw, Milford, on Beurre Diel.

ist,

ASSORTED PEARS.
C. C. Shaw, Milford.

ist,

GRAIN AND SEEDS.
CORN, TWELVE ROWED.

Byron Shaw, Franklin

ist,

Falls.

CORN, EIGHT ROWED.

W.

ist,

Ferry

;

C. Wells, Belmont

3d,

W.

Ward

2d,

;

Parker

&

Son, Reed's

C. Wells, Belmont.

SPRING WHEAT.
ist,

T.

S. Pulsifer,

Plymouth.
OATS.

ist,

C.

W.

Bedell, Littleton

;

2d,

Frank A. Brown, Loudon.

BARLEY.
ist,

J.

M. Taylor, Sanbornton

;

2d,

Willis

M.

Batchelder,

Northfield Depot.

BUCKWHEAT.
ist,

D. G. Roberts, Goffstown Center.
INDIA WHEAT.

ist,

field

C.

W.

Bedell, Littleton

;

2d, Willis

M. Batchelder, North-

Depot.

SPRING RYE.
ist,

Willis

M.

Batchelder, Northfield Depot.

WINTER RYE.
ist,

Morrill Moore, Tilton.
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TIMOTHY SEED.
R. N.

ist,

S.

Batchelder, Northfield Depot.

LARGE FIELD BEANS.
C.

ist,

field

W.

Bedell, Littleton

May

2d,

;

F. Batchelder, North-

Depot.

SMALL FIELD BEANS.
Morrill Moore, Tilton

ist,

;

2d, C.

W.

Bedell, Littleton.

FIELD PEAS.
C.

ist,

W.

Bedell, Littleton.

VEGETABLES.
BEST EXHIBIT BY A PATRON
ist,

UNDER SEVENTEEN

YEARS.

H. H. Bennett, East Tilton.
BEST EXHIBIT.

ist,

M. C. Burpee, New Hampton.
BEANS, FOUR VARIETIES.

Ed. p. Cogswell,

ist,

Manchester;

2d,

Agnes E. Lovejoy,

Tilton.

BEETS, BLOOD TURNIP.
ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith; 2d,

J.

M. Taylor, Sanbornton.

CABBAGE.

— Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster,
— Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster.
All Seasons. —
Tyler C. Sweatt.
Flat Dutch.

ist,

Drumhead Savoy.

ist,

ist,

CARROTS.
Shorthorn.

—

ist,

W.

C.

Wells, Belmont

;

2d, G. F.

Smith,

Meredith.

Long Orange.

—

ist,

Byron Shaw, Franklin

A. Morrill, East Concord.

Danvers.

—

ist,

H. H. Bennett, East Tilton.

Falls

;

2d,

David
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SWEET CORN.
Cory. —

4

Morrill Moore, Tilton

ist,

East Concord.

Moore's Early.

—
—

David A. Morrill,

David A. Morrill, East Concord.
Fred H. Smith, Meredith,

ist,

Perry's Hybrid.

2d,

;

ist,

CRANBERRIES.

Ward

Morrill Moore, Tilton; 2d,

ist,

Parker

&

Son, Reed's

Ferry.

CUCUMBERS.
ist,

Morrill Moore, Tilton.

WATERMELONS.
ist,

Sylvanus Gilchrist, Goffstown.

ONIONS.

Red.

—

Goffstown.

Danvers.

W.

ist,

—

C. Wells, Belmont

W.

ist,

C. Wells,

2d, Sylvanus Gilchrist,

;

Belmont

;

2d, Sylvanus Gilchrist,

Goffstown.
PARSNIPS.

Hollow Crown.

—

Long White.

—

ist,

David A. Morrill, East Concord.

G. F. Smith, Meredith.

ist,

POTATOES.
Early Rose.

—

H. H. Bennett, East Tilton

ist,

Moore, Tilton.
Beauty of Hebron.

—

ist,

Geo.

E.

Fellows,

2d, Morrill

;

Salisbury; 2d,

Sylvanus Gilchrist, Goffstown.
Snowflake.

—

ist,

Curtis B. Burley, Franklin Falls

;

2d,

J.

M.

Taylor, Sanbornton.

White Elephant.—
Early Vermont.
Clark's No.

i.

—
—

ist,

ist,
ist,

A. H. Colby, Tilton.

Geo. B. Lane, Sanbornton.
Mrs.

F.

C.

Robertson,

Tilton

;

2d,

Albion A. Lamprey, Belmont.
Pearl of Savoy.

Dana Lovejoy,

—

ist,

Albion A. Lamprey, Belmont

;

2d,

M.

Tilton.

Burbank's Seedling.

—

ist,

Albion A. Lamprey, Belmont.

M
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Morrill Moore, Tilton.

ist,

A. H. Colby, Tilton.

Early Maine.

ist,

Monroe County

Prize.

—

ist,

P. C. Clough, Canterbury.

PUMPKINS.
Field.

—

Sweet.

Mrs. F. C. Robertson, Tilton.

ist,

—

Byron Shaw, Franklin

ist,

Falls;

2d,

Geo. E. Fel-

lows, Salisbury.

PEPPERS.
ist,

Mrs.

Chas. S. Oilman, Belmont;

2d,

Tyler C. Sweatt,

Webster.
SALSIFY.
ist,

W.

C. Wells, Belmont.

SQUASHES.

Hubbard.

—

Adam

ist,

Dickey, Manchester

2d, Mrs. F. C.

;

Robertson, Tilton.

Marblehead.

—

ist,

Adam

Dickey, Manchester.

— Adam Dickey, Manchester 2d, Sylvanus
Goffstown.
Adam Dickey,
W. C. Wells, Belmont;
Marrow. —

Bay

State.

ist,

;

Gilchrist,

2d,

ist,

Manchester.

—

Adam Dickey, Manchester.
Sibley.
ist, Adam Dickey, Manchester.
ist, Adam Dickey, Manchester.
Essex Hybrid.

Turban.

ist,

—

—

TOMATOES.

—
Cardinal. —
—

Beauty.

W. D. Hopkins, Goffstown Center

ist,

;

2d, D. G.

Roberts, Goffstown Center.
ist,

Perfection.
Lorillard.

—

H. H. Bennett, East Tilton.
G. F. Smith, Meredith.

ist,

ist,

G. F. Smith, Meredith.
TURNIPS.

English White.

Yellow Swede.
Purple

—
—

ist,
ist,

Top Munich.

Ward

—

H. Bennett, East Tilton.

Parker

&:

Son, Reed's Ferry.

H. H. Bennett, East
ist,

Tilton.

Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster; 2d, H.
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DAIRY.
BUTTER.
Dairy

H.

—

print.

Colby, Tilton

Mrs. N. D. Fitts, Chichester; 2d, A. H.

ist,

3d, E. C. Goodell, North

;

Sanbornton

4th, Mrs.

;

L. Barnard, Hopkinton.

Dairy tub.

—

Farr, Littleton.

—

Cooley process.

—

Creamery.

A. H. Colby, Tilton

ist,

;

W,

E. C. Goodell, North Sanbornton.

ist,

Cold Brook, Franklin Falls

ist,

Mrs. John

2d,

2d, Belknap

;

County, Laconia.
CHEESE.
ist,

Falls

Plymouth

T.

S.

3d,

Henry C. Smith, Plymouth

;

Pulsifer,

2d,

;

;

Byron Shaw, Franklin
4th, Mrs. O. M. Carr,

Meredith.

A
to

" Hoard's Dairyman " was

year's subscription to

all

of the above

named

also given

exhibitors in the Dairy Department.

BREAD,

HOME MADE.

White. —

ist, Carrie Woodman, Tilton
2d, Mrs. John PerSanbornton 3d, Agnes Lovejoy, Tilton.
Brown.
ist, Mrs. Annie L. Dearborn, Franklin Falls; 2d,
Mrs. M. H. Bennett, East Tilton
3d, Mrs. S. A. Taylor, San-

kins,

;

;

—

;

bornton.

Graham.

—

Barnes, Tilton

ist,
;

Mrs.

Ida L.

W.

3d, Mrs.

Frost,

Webster

;

2d,

A.

M.

P. Fletcher, Tilton.

CANNED FRUITS AND PRESERVES.

—
Canned peaches. —
Canned plums. —
Best exhibit.

Mrs.

ist,

ist,

Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned
Canned

quinces.
cherries.

—
—

tomatoes.

Taylor, Tilton.

Mrs.

S.

W.

Taylor, Tilton.

—
—

ist,

ist,

Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster.

ist,

Mrs.

strawberries.
raspberries.

W.

S.

Mrs. F. C. Robertson, Tilton.

ist,

ist,

—

ist,

Mrs.

Mrs.

S.

S.

Wm.

Mrs.

W. Taylor, Tilton.
W. Taylor, Tilton.

P. Fletcher, Tilton.

D.

G.

Roberts,

Goffstown

Center.

Canned
Center.

blackberries.

—

ist,

Mrs. D. G. Roberts, Goffstown
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Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster,

Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster.

—
Preserved raspberries. —

Preserved strawberries.

Mrs. Daniel

ist,
ist,

Mrs. Daniel

S.

S.

Clay, Tilton.
Clay, Tilton.

— Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster.
— Tyler C. Sweatt, Webster,
Preserved blackberries. —
Mrs. Daniel
Clay, Tilton.
—
Assorted
C. Clough, Canterbury.
T. C. Sweatt, Webster.
Tomato catsup. —
— T. C. Sweatt, Webster.
Blackberry
— T. C. Sweatt, Webster.
Quince
— T. C. Sweatt, Webster.
Apple
— T. C. Sweatt, Webster.
Grape
— Mrs. C. K. Allen, Littleton.
Currant
Preserved currants.

ist,

Preserved cherries.

ist,

ist,

pickles.

ist,

S.

P.

ist,

jelly.

jelly.

ist,

ist,

jelly.

ist,

jelly.

ist,

jelly.

ist,

BEES AT WORK.
ist,

V.

W.

Fairbanks, Manchester.

HONEY.
ist,

John W. Farr, Littleton

2d,

;

V.

W.

Fairbanks,

Man-

Elisha Cram,

New

chester.

MAPLE SUGAR.
ist,

Mrs.

K. Allen, Littleton

C.

3

2d,

Hampton.
MAPLE SYRUP.
ist,

Warren Lamprey, Laconia

;

2d, Curtis B. Burley, Frank-

lin Falls.

PAINTINGS AND PICTURES.
Oil paintings, best exhibit.
2d, Mrs.

C.

Animals,
Flowers.

W.

—
—

—

ist,

Mabel E. French, Tilton;

Bedell, Littleton.

ist,

Nellie

ist,

Mrs.

J.

M. Streeter, Franklin Falls.
H. Nesmith, Goffstown 2d, Abbie D.
;

Canney, Meredith.
Fruit.

—

ist,

Mary A. Rowell, Franklin

Jackman, Penacook.

;

2d, Mrs. A.

L.

F.

\
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—

Historical subject.

ist,

Belmont.
J. Piper,
Landscape or marine.

—

Fred H. Piper, Belmont

ist,

2d, Mrs.

;

Mabel E. French, Tilton

2d,

;

Mrs. Helen F. Powers, Tilton.

Crayon

—

portrait.

Albert Saltmarsh, Concord

ist,

Saltmarsh, Concord.

Paintings on silk or satin.

—

ist,

2d, Albert

;

Mrs. Geo. Amidon, Grange

;

2d, Mabel E. French, Tilton.

Painting

Mary

J-

on

plush.

—

ist,

Meredith

Morrison,

Etta

2d,

;

Holt, Goffstown.

Water

—

colors.

Etchings.

—

ist,

Mary A. Rowell,

Franklin.

Mrs. C, K. Allen, Littleton

ist,

;

2d, Mrs.

C

W.

Bedell, Littleton.

NATURAL HISTORY.
Indian

relics.

—

Powder horn.

—

Best exhibit.

—

ist,

Mary A. Rowell, Franklin.
M. Copwell, Northfield.

2d, A.

FANCY WORK.
ist,

Mrs. C.

W.

Bedell, Littleton

Isaiah Piper, Belmont.

Best

—

Patron under seventeen.

exhibit by

;

2d, Mrs.

Addie M.

ist,

Wadleigh, Meredith 2d, Abbie A. Lane, Chichester.
2d,
ist, L. A. Dyer, New Hampton
Cotton embroidery.
Mrs. E. C. Goodell, North Sanbornton.
ist, Mrs. M. C. Brown, New HampWorsted embroidery.
;

ton.

—
—

—

Silk embroidery.

ist,

;

Mrs. Geo. Tirrell

;

Mrs.

2d,

W. U.

Carlton, Goffstown.

Sofa cushion.

—

ist,

H. H. Thompson, Laconia

;

2d, Mrs. A.

L. F. Jackman, Penacook.

Table cover.

—

ist,

Mrs.

W. W.

Ballard, Meredith

;

2d, Mrs.

Etta Morrison, Meredith.
Chenille embroidery.

—

ist,

Mrs.

J.

P. Cilley,

Belmont

;

2d,

Bertha A. French, Tilton.

Lace work.

—

ist,

Lizzie Dyer,

New Hampton

;

2d, Mrs. C.

R. Allen, Littleton.

Crochet work.
S.

—

ist,

Y. Taylor, Tilton.

Mrs. K. L. Cooledge, Bristol

;

2d, Mrs.

;
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—
—

ist, Annie E. Ayers, Barnstead
Hand-knit work.
2d, Mrs.
Phebe Twitchell, Grange.
ist, Mrs. Fred Bean, Warner
Carriage afghan.
2d, Mrs. F.

S.

;

;

Spencer, Tilton.

—
—
Fir
Derby,
Laundry bag. —
Sofa afghan.

Grace H. Eastman, East Andovor

ist,

2d,

;

Mrs. John Hoyt, Goffstown.
pillow.

M.

Lizzie

ist,

Sinclair,

Meredith

Jennie

2d,

;

Littleton.

ist,

Jennie Derby, Littleton

Robie, Meredith.

Log cabin

—

quilt.

silk

ist,

Mrs.

J.

;

2d, Mrs.

W. R.

L. Wall, Hillsborough

2d, Mrs. F. S. Spencer, Tilton.

Crazy
2d, Mrs.

Knit

—

silk quilt.

Mrs. Josephine L. Wall, Hillsborough

ist,

;

Thomas Courser Warner.

quilt.

—

Mrs. Phebe A. Twitchell, Grange

ist,

;

2d, Mrs.

Orrin Carr, Meredith.

—

Worsted quilt.
ist, Mrs. F. S. Spencer, Tilton
2d, Valley
Grange No. 6^, Hillsborough Bridge.
Patchwork quilt.
ist, Mrs. Curtis G. Burleigh, Meredith
;

—

;

2d, Mrs. Josephine L. Wall, Hillsborough.

Hand

bag.

—

Mrs. Helen F. Powers, Tilton

ist,

;

2d, Mrs.

W.

R. Robie, Meredith.

Mexican work.

—

ist,

Mrs. C. R. Allen, Littleton

;

2d, Mrs.

;

2d, Mrs.

Fred Bean, Warner.

Rag

—

carpet.

ist,

Mrs. O. H. Glines, Whitefield

Leonora Baker, Littleton.
Braided rug.

—

ist,

Mrs. O. H. Glines, Whitefield

;

2d, Mrs.

Fred Bean, Warner.

—

Drawn rug.
ist, Mrs. E. N. Vickery, Meredith;
M. Dalton, Belmont.

Mrs.

2d,

Ella

—
socks. —

Specimen darning.
J.

W.

ist,

Mrs. C. R. Allen, Littleton

2d,

;

Farr, Littleton.

Hand-knit

ist,

2d, Clara J. Ayers,

Tidies.

—

ist,

Mrs. Phebe A.

Twitchell,

Grange

;

North Barnstead.

Mrs.

S.

W.

Taylor,

Tilton

;

2d,

Mrs.

Geo.

Amidon, Grange.
Pillow shams.

—

ist,',

Maria H. Dow,

Mrs. F. S. Spencer, Tilton.

New Hampton;

2d,

;
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS.

—

Best exhibit potted plants.

W.

2d, Mrs.

ist,

P. Fletcher, Tilton

;

Mrs. F.

S.

Spencer, Tilton

3d, Mrs. Lizzie A. Batchelder,

Northfield Depot.

Cut

flowers.

—

Mrs. F.

ist,

Franklin Falls.

—
—

Parlor bouquet.

Mrs. F.

S.

ist,

S.

Spencer, Tilton

;

2d, Ellen

Mrs. D. B. Sanborn, Sanbornton

Shaw,
2d,

;

Spencer, Tilton.

Native flowers.

ist,

Mrs. F. C. Robertson, Tilton;

2d, Mrs.

Lowell French, Tilton.

— Chas. W. Colby, Tilton.
— Ellen Shaw, Franklin
Mrs. W.
Fletcher, Tilton.
Zinnias. —
— Mrs. James
Dunbarton.
Ellen Shaw, Franklin
Geraniums. —

Gladioli.

ist,

Verbenas.

Falls.

ist,

P.

ist,

Asters.

Bailey,

ist,

Falls.

ist,

SPEED DEPARTMENT.
Foals of 1889.

—

ist,

C.

W.

Davis, of Dover, " Millie Beau-

voir"; 2d, W. F. Daniell, Franklin, "Lady Day"; 3d, Geo.
W. Silver, Penacook, "Bonner Steele"; 4th, H. N. Clay,
"
Laconia, " Star Wilkes.
Foals of 1888. —ist, W. F. Daniell, Franklin, " Edith H. " ;
2d, Isaac W. Bushey, Concord, " Glenrock " 3d, Geo. F. Kelley,
;

Lower Gilmanton, "Whirlwind";
"
Concord, " Vik.

Chas.

4th,

G. Blanchard,

—

Davis, Dover, "' Woodburn
ist, Chas. W.
Geo. F. Kelley, Lower Gilmanton, " Alcoe " ;
Daniell, Franklin, " Prescott's Dexter" ; 4th, J. D.
"
Cruickshank, Laconia, " Joan of Arc.

Foals

of 1887.

Wilkes";
3d, W. F.
Special.

2d,

—

ist, J. 15.

Gordon

&

Son,

New Hampton, "Falcon

H. Elgin Wells, Laconia, "Lucy K. "
Jr.
"
Blanchard, Concord, "Harry Lambert.
"

;

2d,

Three-minute

class.

—

ist, J.

2d, Geo. F. Mallard, Laconia,

L. Loverin, Tilton,

" Etta K.

" Rennetta G. "

3d, Jos.

Wilson, Boscawen, " Morrison Wilkes"
"
Son, New Hampton, " Hattie M.
2.45 class.

Geo.

W.

Marston,

—

ist,

Silver,
Pittsfield,

3d, Chas. G.

;

;

;

4th, J. B.

";

W.

Gordon

Enoch Adams, Belmont, " Ned Allen "
Penacook, "Homer Wilkes"; 3d, J.
;

2d,

" Country Boy. "

GEORGE

R.

DRAKE,

&

Secretary.

E.

NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND
MECHANIC ARTS.

REPORT OF THE EXAMINING COMMITTEE.
The committee appointed

to

be present

at the

annual examina-

tion of 1890, takes pleasure in presenting the following report:

As your committee entered the college, coming in contact
with professors and students, it was revealed at once that the
right spirit was prevailing in the institution.

This

fact

cannot

be emphasized too strongly, for without it the motives and aims
cannot be exalted, and, therefore, results are sure to be unsatisfactory

The

first

classes

examined were

in

stock-breeding and analytic

The former had been under the instruction of ProAs the students discussed the various
fessors Whitcher and Wood.
topics assigned them, it was made plain that this branch had not
By reasoning
been treated as a farce, or of trifling importance.
and illustration they showed its value to the farmers and the people at large.
The common-sense views presented, as well as those
geometry.

taken from standard authors, were highly gratifying.
In analytic geometry the students drew the topics which they

were to consider and demonstrate.

Quickly they were

at

the

blackboards solving the problems and constructing diagrams to
exhibit the right line, the circle, the ellipse, the hyperbola, the

parabola,

upon
cles,

and the conic.

to define terms

and

Then

as

one

after

illustrate principles,

another was called
points, lines, cir-

diameters, axes, radii, foci, segments, tangents, conjugates,

asymptotes, abscissas, were announced in rapid succession

;

there

was no parrot-talk or guess-work and but few mistakes made.
It

was proved beyond a question that the students had broken

through the tough shell of analytic geometry and were really en-

joying

its

wholesome meat.

We

judge that none in

this class
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would now be disposed to ask, What is the use of studying higher
mathematics ? They can now realize how its principles may be
applied on the farm and in almost every department of life. Then
what surpasses all is the discipline which they have gained by
The examination was very satisfactory,
studying this branch.
giving evidence that Professor Pettee

an

is

efficient instructor,

thinking more highly of quality than quantity.

The second

classes

examined were

in political

economy and

geometry.
In political

economy

the students appeared as though they had

As Professor Scott gave out theme
theme the young men discoursed upon value, exchange,
production, labor, capital, land, money, currency, trade, credit,
found delights

in this

branch.

after

and taxation,

though they had devoted time and careful study
Their views in the main seemed to be

as

to these important subjects.

based upon a sense of right and duty,

was gratifying

It

They

to discover

more stress
upon principle than mere theory. Tliey denounced waste of
Their conclusion was that we
every kind in emphatic terms.
While they
have no right to waste money, time, or opportunity.
this to

be a prominent feature in the

class.

laid

discountenanced penuriousness, they enforced the idea of

economy under all circumstances.

While

their

strict

showing was good,

the substance was better.

The

class in

geometr)'-,

favorable impression

under Professor Kingsbury, made a

upon the committee.

It

was soon made

clear that the students were familiar with analytical reasoning,

and now
found

as they

little

were dealing with the inductive method they

difficulty.

The

parts assigned to each were readily

The committee saw no signs of
any one's carrying a Euclid in his pocket, as Lord Erskine was
wont to do, but they discovered that each carried one in his
mind. It was made plain that the students had found no short
cut to geometry, but had traveled a royal road adorned with
angles, triangles, polygons, circles, surfaces, and solids, whose
taken and quickly performed.

principles are of real value in jiractical

On

the second

life.

day of examination the first classes presented to
the committee were in English literature and trigonometry.
The students in English literature had manifestly acquainted
themselves with many good cjualities of authors and their works,
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and with some that were bad, and the bad possibly were dwelt
upon more than their share. It is proper to be critical in studying authors and their productions, but the just critic will dwell
first and most upon the good things, and lastly with feelings of
In the citations this
regret upon the errors and imperfections.
however, we are inclined
was largely due to the text-book in use.

appeared to be reversed

rule

that this fault

;

In plane and spherical trigonometry the young

to believe

men pursued

the abstractions from the simplest definitions to the most compli-

cated properties in an earnest
takes

made were

From

few.

and

persistent

The

manner.

mis-

the beginning of the subject to the

an unbroken chain of reasoning was followed, whose postuand syllogisms resulted in exact conclusions. To them logarithms, signs, tangents, complements, and supplements were terms
close

lates

fraught with practical significance.

The next
Both of

If students in this institution

struction.
in botany,
all

it

and those under

interested in this

sycophants.
flowers

do not become proficient

certainly will not be Professor Jesup's fault.

alive in the subject

become
As

were in chemistry and botany.
was soon shown, had been under the best of in-

classes presented

these, it

The

his tuition

He

is

who do not

branch of learning must be dullards or
did themselves much credit.

class generally

and plants were placed

familiarity with the different parts

hands they exhibited
and readily described them.

in their

During another term they are to give special attention to analyzing and mounting different flowers.

Each student

is

put into an herbarium a hundred different specimens.

bariums prepared by the

The two which took

last

required to

The

her-

graduating class are of a high order.

the prizes are elegant.

It

would not be an

easy matter to surpass them.
Professor Morse rendered his examination in chemistry thorough
and entertaining. It savored not in the least of any sham. Those

under

his charge have been taught to pick compounds to pieces
and ascertain the elements which enter into the formation of

The

material things.

lent opportunity to

The specimen
fessor in
39

civil

students in this department have an excel-

experiment in the laboratory.

sheets of mechanical drawings

engineering were

fine.

under the pro-

In this work the eye

is
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being trained to see things

made

just as

are, the hand is being
and the mind is being edu-

they

perfectly submissive to the will,

cated to admire and appreciate the beauty of forms.
After these examinations the committee was conducted to the

workshop, where students in their shirt-sleeves were pushing the
plane and saw, welding links of chain at the anvil, turning and

smoothing iron-arbors, cutting screws, and fitting bolts. Here
the young men were applying theories to practice and becoming
In this way they were securing

skilled as practical mechanics.

needed exercise, as much so as they could in playing tennis, batand, in addition,
ting the ball, performing in the gymnasium
;

and beautiful
home, the farm, and the shop. The students are employed
The
here for some two hours a day for four days in the week.
work is under the direction of competent overseers, who manifest
they are acquiring

skill

to construct things useful

for the

This department

a deep interest in the welfare of the students.
is

to

tion

be warmly commended, and of necessity

and construction

ple learn of

enjoyed
to

them

will

drill, for it is

of their college curriculum.

prove

age of inven-

become more highly prized as our peoThe young men appeared as though they

will

its results.

this part

in this

far better

training

them

This experience

than two hours of daily military

for

peace and not war, for breaking

up the soil with the plow instead of the cannon. It is educating
them to save time and improve every opportunity.
From the workshop we crossed rich meadows belonging to the
•college farm to the experiment station, where we found commodious buildings, and experiments going on under the charge of
Professor Whitcher which are of vital importance to every farmer
in

our State and country.

This department must be seen to be

a busy place where milk is being
and fodders analyzed, fertilizers examined, and so the
best cows, soils, plant foods, and composts are being discovered^
Here new truth is being opened up and so applied as to benefit
all.
Should ancient Greece proffer us her best gift, it would be
beauty, but here are presented both the useful and the beautiful.

appreciated.

Its

laboratory

is

tested, soils

The

business carried

on

to our laboring people.

in this establishment

is

of special interest

Already we have been greatly benefited

by the experiments made and
come we are to realize still

results reached,

and

in the years to

richer rewards from this station-
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to the tillers of the soil are of

it

value, expelling ignorance

and dispensing knowledge.

In the evening of the second day of the examinations, the
oratorical contest established
ter,

There were

occurred.

by ex-Governor Smyth, of Manchesand five declaimers who
doing themselves credit and highly

five readers

took part in these exercises,

entertaining a large and attentive audience.

took the

prize,

first

Edward

P. Stone second,

Brown

Charles P.

third, in speaking.

Joseph F. Preston

and Ernest C. Cole

in reading

took

first

prize,

and Charles E. Hewitt, the second. No other
branches are more difficult to master than reading and speaking,
and yet it is too often the case that these receive the least attenHow unlike is most
tion in our higher institutions of learning.
of the reading and speaking to good talking, and still they should
Oratory is an art, and good oratory is one of
be quite the same.
Let this work go on and graduates from this college
the fine arts.
will rank high as readers and public speakers.
Walton

F. Britton

In conclusion, your committee, after two days' experience in

work being done in the New HampMechanic Arts, can but
terms of praise, and heartily commend it to the

witnessing the results of the

of Agriculture and the

shire College

speak of

in

it

confidence of our people as deserving of patronage.

It is favor-

ably situated and well equipped for doing a grand service to our
State.

We

should look upon

encouraging

it

it

in every possible

ance many more students, and

know and

as

our institution, fostering and

way.

It

should have in attend-

people come to

will have, as the

all we could
we should not complain of it and then remain indifferent, but we should endeavor to remove the hindrances and
speed it forward.
Let our sons who are to follow the noble vocation of farming, or in any way assist in the development of the
material resources of the State, be trained and cultured in this

wish

it

it

advantages.

If

it

is

not

and they will be likely to dignify their calling,
most honorable to hold the plow, sow the seed, and

reap the harvest.
soil,

its

to be,

institution,

making

appreciate

but well

Not only

fitted,

will they

be prepared

to cultivate the

should circumstances favor and

demand

it,

to

pursue studies which will qualify them for other pursuits. They
will be quite sure to go out of this college with sound bodies,
cultivated minds,

and good moral characters.
S. H. M'COLLESTER, D. D.

Alonzo Towle, M. D.

Wm.

p.

Ballard, B.

S.
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MEETINGS OF THE BOARD.
ANNUAL FIELD-MEETING AT HAMPTON.
The
ture

annual field-meeting of the State Board of Agricul-

fifth

Avas

held

at

Boar's

Head, Hampton Beach,

Thursday,

August 28, 1890. The increasing popularity of this annual gathering was demonstrated by the large attendance, farmers and their
families

coming from every town

and many from

members of

in the southern part of the State,

the border towns of Massachusetts.

the Board, there were

present from all sections of

many prominent

New Hampshire.

Besides the
agriculturists

As on previous

occasions the meeting was held in a canvas pavilion, provided

by Col.

H. Dumas, proprietor of the Boar's Head Hotel

S.

;

the

audience also occupying the broad piazzas and adjacent grounds
in

all

directions.

Hon. Moses Humphrey, president of the

Board, called to order promptly at 11 o'clock a. m., delivering
the following address

:

ADDRESS BY PRESIDENT HUMPHREY.

Among

the results of the twenty years'

work of

the

Board of

and by the help of the grange, was the passage of the
act creating a commissioner of agriculture and immigration.
Mr. Bachelder, our worthy secretary, was appointed by the
Governor to fill that place. By the late report of his work he
found 1,342 abandoned farms, and since his appointment 141

Agriculture,

sold and occupied, and 160 occupied by tenants,
making 301 now occupied which were vacant when the com-

have been

missioner was appointed.

We

find the

above

results

have been

obtained by his persistent work in advertising and making their
advantages known.
Those farms that are not occupied by the
thrifty farmers as heretofore

have done their

life's

work by pro-
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ducing men and women. Take the town of Croydon in Sullivan
On the west, Croycounty, that rough and mountainous town.

don Range divides the town from Plainfield, and on the east
Coitt Mountain divides the towns of Sunapee and Newport.
Between those ranges there have been produced some of the most
prominent citizens in the State and country. In looking over
the best information I can get I find that in 1886, one hundred
years after its settlement, there had been produced some of the
most valuable citizens of the country, who had emigrated to different States in the Union and were filling some of the most
prominent positions in the nation. I will mention some of them.
On the east mountain range, called Coitt, was raised Jonas
Cutting, a celebrated

side. Dr.

jurist,

who

has held the position of chief

supreme court of Maine.

justice of the

On

the west

mountain

Barron Stowe, a celebrated divine of Boston, who had

a pastorate of thirty years or more in the most prominent Baptist
churches until his death.

On

the opposite side of the same

mountain, in Cornish, we find that Salmon F. Chase was reared
to

manhood, who acted with honor as chief justice of the United
Croydon has supplied the professions with twenty

States courts.

ministers of the Gospel, forty doctors,

eighteen lawyers, five

newspaper editors, two shipmasters, one hundred or more school
teachers,

one millionaire, and one mayor of a

city.

Just over

Croydon and Newport another farmer's
boy became a lawyer and banker, is now a millionaire in New
York, and is purchasing the abandoned farms of Croydon and
turning them into a deer park.
the town line between

President Humi)hrey then announced the question for discussion, " Preventable Losses

in as follows

on the Farm," which was participated

:

REMARKS BY ALONZO TOWLE, M. D., MEMBER FROM
CARROLL COUNTY.
Mr. President and Ladies and Gentlemen

:

I wish our honorable chairman had left off the title, for I wish
you all to know that my business is agriculture, and if I have
any words to say here to-day I want to say them to my fellow

farmers.
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not going to

known

I

upon

called

make any
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want to say this
and that I would be

excuses, but I

that I was to be here to-day

to speak to you, I should

:

have regarded

occasion

this

come prepared with
you may not know even now that at

so important that I should have

Perhaps

many

of

moment
name of The Farmers'
there

being held

is

at

a paper.
this

very

Council Bluffs a meeting under the

Congress, to which

had the honor of

I

being appointed delegate from this State, and after receiving

my

appointment and being required to swear solemnly before two
justices of the peace that I would be faithful to my country and

do honor to my State, and, what was worse than all, that I would,
under all circumstances, sustain a good moral character and live
a virtuous life, I was granted the opportunity to attend that
Farmers' Congress by giving
I also

bills.

my own

time and paying

my own

received a circular from the secretary of that hon-

my appointment,
my attention to the fact that it was a solmy country, my fellow farmers, and myself,

orable congress that he had been apprised of

and he wished

emn

duty

that

I

I

to call

owed

to

should be present there to-day.

But

I

want

to say to you,

fellow farmers, that as I was entirely ignorant that the farmers

of this country were to have a congress, as
rant that there were

and

as I

any

could not find a

concerning

it,

I

issues to

come up

man who

could give

was entirely ignobefore this congress,

me any

information

having received the circular from the honorable

know for what it was called and what
would be its character. As I learned that it was to be comprised
of men from the West, and without exception to discuss Western

secretary, I then wrote to

matters, I

came

losses that

New Hampshire

if I

than

to the conclusion

that

it

would be one of the

farmers had sustained for

many

years

should go there to attend to somebody's else business rather

my

own.

So

I

chose rather to meet here with you to-day,

but did not expect to speak to you.

The question of preventable
presented to you for discussion.
tion

it

seems to

me

losses

As

that the losses I

I

upon the farm has been
look over

been a farmer have been more in two directions
of brain, and second, loss of money.

regard to losses

I

want

my own

have sustained since
If I

am

:

first,

going

to speak in that direction.

condiI

have

the waste

to speak in

—
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I

think the farmer has been wasting his brain for many a year.
I have just given you of the Western

I think that the example
congress is an instance of

— wasting time and

how he

has often spent his brain power,

brain for the purpose of supporting some-

body else. I think we have wasted a good many hours of brain
work considering things relating to others when we should have
as farmers.

been considering matters relating to us
the result?

While men

And what

in every other vocation in life

for the last quarter of a century,

is

have been,

making most rapid advances,

the shoemaker, from the cumbrous bench to the large factories for

making shoes

loom

the manufacturer, from the old farmer's

;

to

the many thousands of spindles that manufacture our cotton and
while every kind of trade has advanced from
woolen cloths
;

a low to a very high standard

;

while the physician has

left

his

and grains of jalap and calomel and raised himself to a higher
method of practice while the surgeon has forsaken his bleeding
Do I
while the lawyer
lancet and the clergyman his hell fire
speak to any member of that profession here to-day ? I hope not,
grains

;

—

;

but the contrast

ceeded

in

gression,

is

same, only the progress has not pro-

just the

an arithmetical progression but

and

in a reverse order, so that

men of justice and honor to do our legal
while,
too many political demagogues,

—

dustries

geometrical pro-

in a

now

instead of having

we have

business, I fear
I say,

those different in-

have been advancing so rapidly, the farmers of the

country have just woke up to this absolute
behind, and they

commence

to say

:

Who

fact, that
left

we

us here?

are

left

How

came we here in this backward position ? And now while everybody else is going on, instead of scrambling for advancement
that we may catch up with the others, we remain quiet, contented
to inquire of ourselves.

Who

left

us here

?

To

this inquiry

one

comes up and says Gentlemen, taxes are the cause of it another
one, Western competition another one says, non-equalization of
taxation; another one says, high tariff; another one says, nonprotection
and every one of them has said to us. If you will
look
to
me, I will help you out of this place up to the high
only
on to the pinnacle of land that flows
place you ought to occupy
with milk and honey.
And what have we done? We have
wasted brain power in discussing these matters among ourselves
;

:

;

;

—
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box
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fellow farmers, called

these questions

should have
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tariff

among

the ballot

at

—

or not,

We

ourselves.

—

have wasted

all

of our time,

when

we should have been studying the laws of agriculture and how we
Every other
could make a rapid advance as agriculturists.
is way ahead of us
it
its
awake nights planning and worked hard

industry has been advanced until
followers have staid

through the day,

remedy

It

.-'

while

seems

to

me

;

we have been
that

it

asleep.

will suggest itself.

lay aside for a while these side issues, and;
just such

meetings as

this,

perhaps,

we should

What

We

is

the

should

meeting together in
take up the subjects

and talk them
do not want to ask any manufacturer
or professional man to come in and give us his opinion, but we
want to discuss them for ourselves and among ourselves, listen to
what is said, and read and ponder that which has been written,
that we may the better exercise our judgment in advancing our
own cause.
Much has been said about our abandoned farms, and inducements have been offered to bring people in to settle on them
but I say that in one county in Dakota there are more abandoned
farms than there were in the whole State of New Hampshire
even a year ago.
We talk about the mortgages upon the farms
that belong strictly to us as individual farmers

over

among

ourselves.

We

;

in the State of
Illinois

New

Hampshire.

The mortgages on the farms in
Why should we talk about
New Hampshire, when in that

average ^520 to every farm.

the hard places to raise crops in

wonderful Kansas they are getting seven dollars per ton for corn

and paying eight dollars per ton for coal to keep them warm ?
While we here in New Hampshire are seeking what to do with
the abundant harvests, there comes a cry of distress from the
West where in a single State 65,000,000 bushels of corn have
been destroyed.
We hear the cry of distress on account of the
dying animals, horses, cattle, sheep, and swine in the Southern
States, and so all along the line the cries of distress come.
We
hear them from the valley of the

Soudan even, where human life
on account of the dire distress.
Sometimes I wonder how we do get along and pay our bills.
Up at Center Ossipee, a little depot near my own farm, where

is

sacrificed

;
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number of inhabitants is very limited, for the last year ending
the ist day of August there has been unloaded and distributed
the

among

the farmers of that section grain, consisting of corn, oats,

cottonseed meal, and shorts, to

the

amount of over $36,000.

During the same period there has been distributed to that people
That I believe makes
flour to the amount of over $18,000.
Now you can make it up to an even $50,000 by
$46,000.
putting in $4,000, which the farmers have paid for artificial fertiThere is $50,000 that the farmers
lizers to put upon their crops.
in that section have paid out of their pockets during the last

Can you

year.

one single thing that they have supplied in
Perhaps a few pounds of
?
or a few dozen eggs.
The wonder is, it seems to
tell

the market to offset this large outlay

butter or beef,

me, that our farmers are not poorer than they are. In buying
Every one of them
these things there is a great waste of money.
can be raised on our

There

fiirms.

is

no spot

in

Christendom

where we are so sure of a crop as in New Hampshire, and we can
produce all those things for ourselves, unless it be cottonseed,

which we can dispense with.
or oats are;

it

matters not

It

how cheap

matters not

how cheap

flour is

it is

;

corn

our duty as

individual farmers, every one of us, to raise these crops, so long

we have not the money in our pockets to spare to pay for them.
Of course if you have got something that you can raise better

as

than you can those crops, and in place of them, something which

you can turn upon the market and with which you can supply a
demand and take the money thus obtained and buy these other
products, all right.
But that is not the way they are being paid
for.

off

The money to pay for these products of the West is coming
from our timber lands, and our farms are mortgaged to pay

these

bills.

That ought

Let every one of us

to

be stopped, and

must be stopped.

it

raise these crops for ourselves so far as

we

can.

Perhaps not
But can we hire the help to raise these things ?
but the advantages we have from the improved machinery have
more than compensated for the scarcity of help.
So far as our

own consumption
things,

use

it

and then

is

if

concerned,

it

becomes

us

to

raise

we have any surplus of time or land

in raising materials of greater

demand.

It

is

these

we can

necessary

;
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years ago I advocated the raising of horses

steers

;

this

year

it

may be something

else

should look around to see what the people want, for
that they will

pay us

for

if

;

last

we
we have
;

so

it.

seems to me, gentlemen, that we should stop this waste of
brain matter, stop this waste of money ; we should consider such
It

matters as pertain

among

ourselves,

purely

and

if

the

to

we work

advancement of agriculture
well in the line of advance-

ment, in another cjuarter of a century we shall astonish the
world

in the progress

we have made.

REMARKS BY CHARLES McDANIEL, MEMBER FROM
LIVAN COUNTY AND MASTER STATE GRANGE.

SUL-

many and numerous that in the brief time
we can only mention a few, and suggest the remedy
may not be the remedy for others but may serve to cause

The

losses are so

allotted to us
it

thought upon

There appear

at least two
and profit. It
is often and truly said that the farmer is of more consequence
than the farm and should be first improved.
We believe it was
some twenty-five years ago, that in the city of London a few
young men decided to meet every evening to exchange ideas.
Their number soon increased so that they were obliged to hire a
room, then a hall, and, growing ambitious, hired lecturers, and
many were called together. A large portion of these trace back

the

subject.

desirable ends to attain in

their

success to

this effort

farming,

to

to be

— pleasure

gain knowledge.

Indefatigable

energy, with a desire for knowledge, produces great results.

We

when

in a

read of Walter Scott spending his evenings in study
lawyer's office; of

John Bretton, the author of architectural
when too poor to aftord a fire, studying his books in bed
on winter evenings, and using every other available means
at spare moments in reading.
Napoleon had indomitable energy
and perseverance.
Dr. Livingstone when working in a factory

works,

at the

age of only ten years bought with his

grammar, and often studied

first

until twelve at night.

course he finally entered college

wages a Latin
Pursuing this

and graduated.
Some may ask how we can advance ourselves in knowledge.
First, we say, by determination
" Do
next, by perseverance.
;
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once whatever

at

be done, and take hours of recreation

to

is

This was the advice of Walter Scott to a young

after business."

man, and we may

well heed the lesson.

habit of idleness (I might say laziness)

and

of,

this is

allow the

man

cultivate the

Time
is

is

The

money.

a hard one to get rid

one of the preventable losses on the farm
never
Books chosen and read with care
to be idle.
;

The

mind.

habit of reading anything

Notice wherein

thing should be avoided.

and every-

our superiors have

achieved Success in their agricultural work and profit thereby.

The

journal of the royal secretary of agriculture in England

claims that previous to 1880 agricultural education was restricted
in

now

operations, but

its

the air

is

indeed

The depression

agricultural education.

the value of combination or association.

full

of schemes for

in agriculture has taught

The demand

for

mem-

bership of societies and for agricultural periodicals has increased

Education

amazingly.

lege but through

marked degree,

is

not only necessary in school and col-

The agricultural press has developed in a
and the demand for papers devoted to agricullife.

tural matters has largely increased.

The

institution

of the Board of Agriculture

has,

I

believe,

been the means of awaking thought among our farmers and preventing

many

member

of that Board

but will

let

of the preventable losses on the farm.
I shall

not attempt to speak of

the public judge for themselves from

its

Being a
its

work

proceedings.

But a word may be expected from me as Master of the State
Grange, the membership of which in New Hampshire is nearly
9,000, and which is a powerful remedy for preventable losses on the
farm.

This membership

Granges, in as

many

is

divided into about 120 Subordinate

different towns, with seven

Pomona

or dis-

These Subordinate Granges are holding weekly, fortnightly, or monthly
meetings according to the desire of the members. There is
pleasure in meeting together for sociability and education, and
trict organizations, in

addition to the State Grange.

Here all the details of
from the education we derive our profit.
life, both on the farm and in the household, are discussed and

farm

essays given
soil

;

upon them. For instance, the preparation of the
and quality of seed, and that adapted to each par-

the kind

ticular town, school district, or farm

;

the testing of seeds as put

J
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the cultivation of

;

more practically the weeder,
the harvesting of our
to keep down the weeds before they grow
crops, and the best method of turning them into cash; management
and care of live-stock cost of keeping and economical rations
for milch cows, oxen, horses, sheep, swine, and poultry; the
value of ensilage, and hundreds of other questions of a local, state,
and national character come within the work of the grange to
improve the farmer, and as a remedy for preventable losses on the
the crop

the use of the harrow, or

;

;

;

farm.

We

endeavor to educate the farmer to keep accounts of farm

know

operations, to
tatoes,

the cost of raising or producing his corn, po-

How

wheat, oats, and barley per bushel.

ceeded

I

have not time or ability to state

far

we have suc-

this time,

at

but will

work has been good and can
A good number of
be and is being made better by its members.
I would
these I have the pleasure of seeing present here to-day.

we

say that

are well satisfied that the

mention the subject of taxation

;

we think

the farmers are pay-

ing more than their equal share, and at present
ing a remedy for this in our meetings.

may have spoken of

before, has been a burden.

organized two years ago
^1,200,000.

Losses by

When we began

the

last

fire

now

July,

during

work of

this

the grange

The

;

time have been

per $1,000

members of

by bringing about

branches

upon which

is

is

dustrious workers.

this reduction.

because

It calls

for

it is

the staple
it

and leading indus-

can never be overdone

help from thousands of other in-

Therefore in farming there

shall receive.

Farming

conducted properly, unavoidable

others are supported,

boys and the

and you

;

great, but the laborers are few.

profitable if

And
all

or overcrowded.

for the

;^33. 25.

insuring, our regular companies

now $10

losses excepted.

try

Our company,

thus giving a benefit to others beside

harvest truly

in all its

are discuss-

has risks amounting to

charged $12.50 per $1,000 for three years
for three years

we

Fire insurance, which I

girls too, also

Seek and you

grange gate will be opened unto you.

room

in

shall find.

is

plenty of

the grange.

room
Ask

Knock and

the
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REMARKS BY J. M. CONNOR, OF HOPKINTON, PRESIDENT OF
THE GRANITE STATE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen
This
it

is

the

seems to

first

me

if

time that

I

:

ever visited this beautiful spot, and

anything would inspire one with noble

senti-

would be to stand here in this lovely place.
The question which we are called upon to discuss here this
forenoon is a practical question, and I wish we could discuss it in

ments,

it

a practical manner.
thirty years,

and

mv own

that in

how they

I

I

have worked

know something

are to be prevented

losses so that I

to those points I

life.

it is,

and

I

assure

you

is

one of the greatest questions that

nave noted down a few of these
might present them to you more systematically,
I

would now

To enumerate them we
of farm

farming for upwards of

opinion this question of losses upon the farm and

confront the farmer to-day.

and

at

of what

call

your attention.

should have to follow into every detail

In the dairy the loss

is

enormous.

The cow

of

makes 125 pounds of butter per annum might
This means a saving of
be replaced by the cow of 225 pounds.
two millions annually. In the raising of pork vast sums can be
In the saving and
saved by better breeds and better methods.
application of manure by properly composting, who can doubt but
The loss incident upon cultivating
its real value can be doubled ?
and manuring lands that need draining may be computed by
hundreds of thousands. Cold, uncomfortable quarters for all the
animals under our charge is an enormous loss. The unseasonable
cutting of all our grasses is no small loss, as also the manner of
feeding them out. A lack of thorough cultivation of our lands and
Our
the enormous growth of weeds all tend to impoverishment.
All the firewood and timber needed
forests present a vast waste.
for annual consumption ma}' be selected with such care as to
to-day that hardly

leave our forests better for such

selection.

All kinds of fruit

grown upon our lands show unskilled management and
losses.

The

known by

little

borer that infests our

his chips

—

fruit trees

vast

— a workman

carries desolation in his track.

The

rev-

enue from the great poultry industry might be nearly doubled by
skilled

management. Bushes and wild herbage in the fields and
draw substances from the soil, as also the same

beside fences
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There are lesser leaks almost ingrowth in our pasture lands.
numerable, but their enumeration would tax your patience.

The burden of

another kind worthy of mention.

losses of

There are preventable

both

taxation,

local,

and national,

state,

Organized professions, organized

heavily upon the farmer.

rests

trusts,

and combinations of capital eat out his substance and build
tunes upon his ruins.

my

Now,

friends, the great question

these losses?

the farm

by

know

I

which can and may be

be a

and which
the farm,

And

fact.

How

we

are

many

there

skill.

another thing which

is

ought to consider in order to prevent

Ave

and

that

is

to prevent

the need of help.

upon

losses

by more

easily prevented

and by the exercise of better

better judgment,

this to

is,

that there are a great

for-

is

care,

know

I

a fact,

upon

losses

In order to prevent

I have spoken and of which we all cc>mplain
needed upon the farm ? Can a single individOr he may have a boy
ual do the necessary work upon a farm ?
That is about the extent of help upon the farm,
with him.

these losses of

how much

which

help

is

—

a

man and

Or perhaps

a'boy.

part of the time,

and

the farmer

that an old

help of that kind prevent losses

may

hire help but a

gentleman or a boy.

upon the farm

How

care not

I

?

can

how

good your management is or how hard you work, unless you have
sufficient help you cannot prevent these losses.
I believe here
comes the great

struggle.

How

with this lack of help, and where
the great question.
difficulty ?

i\.nd

how

are
is

are

we

to carry

we going

lo get out of this

This lack of help does not exist in other industries.

In our factories one branch of the industry
fullest

on these farms
That is
?

help to be found

is

not pushed to

its

capacity and another branch neglected on account of lack

of help, but every part of the

work runs on

to

fullest

its

extent

make it profitable. Now I know that it is said that
we must put more brain power into our work. I consider that
thought is essential upon the farm more than anywhere else, but
I tell you it requires physical force too.
The idea seems to have
in order to

got abroad that the farmer does not exercise
us

compare

his

work with

much

thought.

that in other industries.

Let

How much

brain power does a laborer have to exercise in almost any mechanical department of labor outside of farming?
40

How

is it

at
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are manufactured

Waltham where watches
and hands are eniployed

in the

There three thous-

?

manufacture of a watch.

Each

man does a distinct part in it. One man makes a little screw.
From morning to night he stands there and does this work over
Another punches a hole, and another does some
doing the same thing yesterday, to-day,

and over again.
other part, and
and almost

so on,

How much

forever.

Will you

exercise?

In the manufacture of

another

man

the

brain power does he have

No more hardly than
carriages, one man turns out
me?

tell

another works upon

thills,

Each man has his own
man works upon a particular
How much brain power does
around.

upon
Each

that.

a

man

that does not think

the

year

do that ? Comdo not care if he

take to
I

Even such a man
man who stands

much.

of work.

of work

piece

pare that with the position of the farmer.
is

the spoke,

this piece, another

particular kind

it

to

a machine.

is

required

there and
more every day than the
That is one reason why such results
attends to that machine.
come from the town which our president has called to your attenIt is because there must be a thinking power always in
tion.
operation upon the farm, which is not brought into requisition in
to think

any other kind of mechanical
It

seems

to

me

A

few years ago,

the laborers

?

provements

in the city of

railroad, Irishmen were
if

labor.

that the great question of to-day
if

we wanted

Concord, putting

How

employed.

to

in

is it

is,
Where are
make any im-

water-works or a

to-day

?

you wish to make any improvements of that kind you

men, and

that that class of Irishmen are old

go there and dig

;

you cannot hire them

drum up

the slums of Italy and

above that

class of

work.

about your brain power

!

And
It

to,

laborers.

so

it is

To-day,
will find

their sons will not

but you must go

Irishmen

upon our

takes physical power,

to

have got

farms.

Talk

and we need

to call it into requisition all of the time.
I know what it is to
work hard upon the farm from early dawn until late at night, and
in spite of all the machinery you can bring to your aid the necessity of that will exist.

You cannot

properly care for your fanns

more than one man and a boy to do the work.
do not care how much machinery you have. You cannot

unless you have
I

drain your lands, cut your bushes, improve your pastures, pick
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and do

Stones,

without help.

do?

Shall

endeavor

all

the other necessary

Now

the question

we man our farms with proper help?
we limit the number of

It is

?

the help

Why

us to consider.

farms

work to the best advantage
we do as other industries

Shall

is,

Shall

to get help, or shall

we work and do without
for
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?

That

we

acres that

an important question

is

many

have we to-day so

deserted

because the farmer has become old, his children are

^one, and the farm that needs perhaps three or four men to work
upon it is left with only an old man or perhaps a young man.

What can such a one do upon a place where three or four
much help is required. One of the great reasons why
ture

lagging behind other industries

is

times as
agricul-

because of this want of

is

help.
Is

any discredit

it

a farm?

upon

been carried

I

man

to a

notion exists that there

is

to

work

Why

?

is

that

it

the

something dishonorable about laboring

sometimes think

it

A man

to this extent.

is

for

because hard work has

want of

help, impelled

by the losses that he sees constantly before him, labors too hard,
trymg to do things that require the help of three or four men to
do, and he and others have become discouraged and dissatisfied.
If we could employ such help as we should have, so as to make
these needed improvements, I believe it would pay. I have done
a good deal of draining upon my farm, have taken out rocks and
made nnprovements of various kinds, and I have always been
with the

satisfied

Yet
seem

it

is

result.

almost impossible to hire help.

Other occupations

have enough, but no one wants to work upon the farm.

to

work upon the farm, and I mean to as long as I live.
no place on earth where a man can bring up his
physical and mental being as he can when he comes in contact

I love to

There

is

with nature.

On

the farm

of these beautiful scenes

is

the place to live

come up every

day.

;

there

is

There

where
is

all

not the

sameness that attends this machine labor where not even the brain

power of a mule

is

required to

do the work.

are constantly changing, all things are changing,

place that keeps a person's
that

it

there

involves

is

mind

so active as

No

;

on the farm.

some work, many hours of hard, hard

no disgrace

in

honorable labor.

the scenes

and there
I

w'ork

is

no

know
;

but
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REMARKS BY HON. G. A. WASON, MEMBER FROM
BOROUGH COUNTY.
Afr. President,
I

feel

my

Gentlemen and Ladies

inability

have been a farmer

among

you,

I

:

you

to address

HILLS-

am

as farmers, because, as I

acquainted with you, and

know that you want something more than
you hear every day in our granges and clubs.
feel a diffidence in speaking to you.
I

common

talk

that

For that reason

I

Those that have preceded me have told you of the losses that
we have upon the farm. I could go on for hours and tell you of
the little losses that are constantly occurring upon the farm, but
it is impossible for any one to tell you how to prevent those
losses.
I would like to speak of one of the losses, which is one
of the greatest and most serious losses that New Hampshire has
ever experienced. As the old saying is, there is no great loss but
in this case the other
what is a benefit to some one else
;

The

States have got the benefit of our loss.

great loss to

New

Hampshire has been the going away of the farmers' daughters
We hope that in the comfrom these farms which are deserted.
ing future this loss may be averted and that there is enough of
the old stock left, the old spirit, and the old Scotch-Irish blood

— the

trickling through the vein« of our people

blood of those

—

Bunker Hill and Bennington and Concord,
that our daughters may still desire to stay upon our farms, the
core and kernel of the State of New Hampshire.
It is possible
that will be one of the losses that will be averted in the future.
In the last twenty years, the whole system of farming has
changed, and the next generation of farmers will have to depend
more on real thought than the farmer of the past has. That has
that fought at

already been spoken of to-day.

own

We

must endeavor

to

sons and daughters in the direction that will

farmers.

We

We

should teach them to think.

ing community more thoughtful men.
experience that

I

do not know how

put the thought into

my

I

educate our

make

thern

need in the farm-

know from my own
I know I do not

to think.

labor that I might.

Mr. Brooks, of

Massachusetts, in speaking in one of our agricultural meetings
said that he could earn two dollars a

day

sitting

on the wall and

i
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watching his
for

him

do

to

men work and directing
that, any man that can
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them.

If

it

was possible

think and work too will

earn four dollars a day at the present time.

They say

may

that farming in

New Hampshire

not in the saving of money.

perhaps

it

always paid their bills and always

will,

does not pay.

It

what you mean,

is

New Hampshire

But farmers in

not pay.

will

If that

and

that

have
shows that farm-

ing does pay, or has paid, and what has been done can be

done

When

you say that farming does not pay, you do not
take into consideration the comforts of your home life and other
advantages that you obtain upon the farm.
again.

In regard to hiring help,
the help needed.

all

and

hire help,
yourself,

it

will

I

would say that

it is

policy to hire

have had some experience in

that, as I

work upon a farm
pay you, with the brain power that you have to
hire help.
I know that brother Connor can

it

direct them, to

I

If

pays.

it

will

pay you

make it pay.
The men of New Hampshire who have

to

left

this

State have

given a great impetus to almost every State they have gone

New Hampshire
the pioneer,
pioneer.

pered for

has done a glorious work.

and the whole country

is

to.

She has always been

looking to her

now

as the

The farming of New Hampshire has existed and prostwo centuries, and you have now more better farms than

you had two centuries ago, and more than you had even thirty
You. have better farms in the State of New Hamp-

years ago.

you have better stock, and you have raised better crops
When you come to go
West and travel through those great plains you will find located

shire,

than they do on those great prairies.

there

New England

winter

when

I

was

in

and

skill

New Hampshire money.

the road, I went around the train, and
a locomotive that had been built up here
thousand miles away.

Can we not farm here
no

tariff to

too

pay

in

bills,

As I have before
and they will do

said,
it

I

in

found heading

of our crops ?
a

it

Manchester, three

New Hampshire when we

for the transportation

much about New Hampshire not being

ing.

Last

Colorado, while waiting for them to repair

have

little

or

We are talking

good place

for farm-

our farmers have always paid their

in the future.

This talk about farming
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in

New Hampshire

not paying

men on

the young

is

way

not the

to influence our

Let us rather encourage them and keep

sons to stay at home.

our farms to establish farms

in

New Hampshire

that will lead in the farming interests of the country.

REMARKS BY HON. J. D. LYMAN, OF EXETER, MEMBER FROM
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY AND LECTURER .STATE GRANGE.
M7\

and Gentlemen

President, Ladies

:

you that I am not down on the bill
am I on my feet to detain you long.

I assure

speak to you

to

to-day, nor

As you
supply in

know,

all

has been often predicted that the timber

it

New Hampshire

Mr. Sheldon, as you

so thought the chief forester
true.

New Hampshire

end of

timber

year, I think

last

men

is all

;

me

seems to

There

that

That
is

—

it

was

all

Notwithstanding

these predic-

all

business as they

They do not know that it is all gone
we need have no fears in
!

is

we

New Hampshire.

In cutting off the

are leaving the forests better

am

true, I

and better

another thing on account of which we, as

There

anter or more beautiful spot on this broad earth than

Geologists

shire.
it

scraped

tell

cooled

finally

it

left

New Hampis

no

pleas-

New Hamp-

once a mass of fire,
which was plowed and

us that this earth was

down

to a solid rock,

over by a great mass of ice flowing

north; that

all

satisfied.

shire people, should congratulate ourselves.

and

gone by the

that from that source

regard to the prosperity of

wood we know
the time.

gone,

yet the general dealer in lumber

to-day are engaged in the lumber

never have been before.
It

by the census report of 1880, and
in 1885, and if his prophecies are

and

does not seem to be anxious.
tions

So thought

be shortly exhausted.

will

will see

here this

little

pile of

down from

debris which

it

the

had

ground from the rock and pushed along. I have .sometimes
thought that New Hampshire, being originally a rock, was plowed
over by this great glacier which made this beautiful spot for us,
and that the glacier ground up from the granite of New Hampshire grit, and out of this grit of New Hampshire had been produced the people of New Hampshire, the grosser sort being put
into the

men

folks

and the

finer flour

of the grit into the ladies.
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opinion

man

is

that there never was a better spot

be born in than this

to
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New Hampshire,

and never a better place

on earth

for a

never a better place

which to raise sons and
go out from home and
I recollect in 1850 there were three
be leaders among men.
One of these was led by Daniel Webster,
great political parties.
another by Lewis Cass, and the other by John P. Hale and Judge
Chase all four of these men were the product of this little New
Uve

to

in,

in

home but

daughters, not only to live at

to

;

Now

I say that I have never noticed the equal of
whole history of the world so far as I have read it.
Something has been said
I believe it was by brother Connor,

Hampshire.

that fact in the

who

—

and

has a watch,

am

I

glad that he has one

He

times farmers could not afford such a luxury.
small

amount of brain power

that

it

;

in the

olden

referred to the

requires to manufacture the

different pieces of the watch, while in agriculture, especially in

New Hampshire,

it

of the mind, brain,

requires the constant exercise of every fiber

and muscle

That

too.

is

why

it

is

such an

New Hampshire. As I
have frequently said, if the climate of New Hampshire had been
as mild as the climate of the Nile, we should not in New Hampshire have raised such men as the Websters and the Casses. Those
advantage to be born and to live here

in

who

inhabit the valley of the Nile, you know,

two

classes.

One

thousand years
for nothing.

;

Those

— one

that breathe

of very

little

farmers in

into

they remain there in their old stone tombs good

The other class

between the two,

may be divided

of those classes have not breathed for three

breathes but that

is all

the difference

and the other does not.
but breathe, and they are

class breathes

do very

little

consequence in

New Hampshire

this

world's

history.

Now

require and obtain exercise of

faculties,

both of the mind and body.

strength

and development.

Why

It

is

all

the
the

exercise that gives

do our children go to school >
and to make their minds grow
and expand, to become larger and more capable. In the agriculture of New Hampshire the same training is going on, for we
have to keep thinking all the time, and this perpetual thinking
develops the brain and makes wise and prudent men. This training of the mind is attended with the exercise of the muscles,
and that, if not carried too far, makes us strong physically. These

To

exercise their

mental

faculties
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why

are the reasons

men

the

of our

New Hampshire

farms have

brain and muscle and mature judgment that will stand the
beside any class of

men on

Now, gentlemen,
of farming in

were to keep on specifying the advantages

if I

New Hampshire I do
One

because they are numerous.

know where

not

down my

out not longer ago than yesterday, stuck

when
place,

I

planted

and

it

stock.

I

I

went

and took

got potatoes larger

put sulphur on the potato

I

potato.

little

that sulphur will always prevent scabs from
I

that there

fork,

and permitted only one stock

did not find a single

I

is

every direction.

in

up potatoes produced from a single
than my fist, smooth and handsome.

should end,

I

great advantage

improvement

are opportunities for

test

the face of this broad globe.

grow in a
do not know

to
I

coming on

potatoes.

The scab on the potato
human being and I do not know but the

got the idea from our friend Mr. Ladd.

resembles that on the

same remedy

will cure

Now

it.

one of the important things

how thick we shall sow and plant to
How many stocks of corn will you grow to

find out in agriculture

the best results.

is

to

get
the

depend of course upon
the seed; if it is Canadian corn, with the small stock, you can
How many potato plants will you have
have a larger number.
to the acre? How many in a hill? Of corn you would not think
of putting in more than four or five kernels to the hill, but in
planting potatoes eight or ten eyes are often put in, and the
Yet New Hampshire people should
result is " small potatoes,"
acre to get the best possible crop

not raise small potatoes

;

?

It will

they have never believed

in

small pota-

toes.

REMARKS BY MR. W.

D.

BAKER, OF RUMNEV.

Mr. Chairman, and Ladies and Gentlemen
I

am

that I

very glad, and

have only

word upon

five

I

presume you

this subject.

from the farmers, and
does not pay.

They

in

We

one sense

competition.

One

trouble

is

;

in.

I

want

I

get through,

to say just

one

are constantly hearing complaint
it is

say there are too

get enough for their produce

be before

will

minutes to speak

:

a just one, that farming

many

losses

;

they do not

is too much
down and count

and, especially, there

that they

the cost of producing each article.

do not

sit

How many

farmers can you
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find that

or what

They

it

know what
costs to

are going

it

costs to raise a

pound of beef

on the same

that

knowing
and therefore they say

as our grandfathers did, not

New Hampshire

dairy State, but during the

last

is,

been considered a

has not

year a representative of one of

me

our Boston commission houses told

that four years

Hampshire butter was not heard
butter they had in their house was

of,

trouble with this butter business

that the prices

low, and

we do not stop

but

may

butter?

last

ago

New

year the very best

New Hampshire

is

butter.

The

have been very

whether we are producing the

to think

butter at a profit to ourselves or loss, or
loss

or mutton,

produce a bushel of corn or a pound of butter?

where they stand or what their income
that farming does not pay.

You know

641

How many know just

how much

what

the profit or

produce this
There are in our State about 100,000 cows, and taking

be.

it

costs to

the statistics furnished by our secretary, I computed the average
amount of butter made a year to be 107 pounds per cow. It
costs at least twenty cents a day through seven months in the

cow

way they usually feed their
At twenty cents a day as the
cost to keep a cow, supposing the cow makes 150 pounds, you
will see that it costs twenty-six and two thirds cents for every
pound of butter the cow makes. If a cow makes 300 pounds,
and we have many in New Hampshire that will exceed that
even, if we have a cow that will make 300 pounds that reduces the cost to fifteen cents per pound.
Professor Whitcher has
demonstrated that you can keep a cow for thirteen cents per day,
year for farmers to keep a

the

milch cows on hay and corn meal.

and possibly

for less, so that

it

may be

possible to produce all the

making butter for less than ten cents per pound, if
you will go to work and look at this matter in a business way.
The manufacturer knows what a yard of cloth costs him, and if
we should learn to keep track of the cost to us of our products,
and govern ourselves accordingly, we should hear a great deal less
materials for

about hard times.

The meeting was then adjourned

until 2 o'clock p. m.
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Afternoon

Session.

The president called to order at 2 o'clock and announced
" The Brighter Side of New England Agriculture" as the subProf. William H. Brewer, Professor of Agriject for discussion.

New Haven,

culture in Yale University,

who

speaker,

Conn., was the

delivered the following address

THE BRIGHTER SIDE OF NEW ENGLAND
BY PROF. WILLIAM H. BRFAVER,

The

it

A(:;RICULTURE.

NEW HAVEN,

New England

brighter side of

attention than

CONN.

agriculture deserves

A

has lately received.

first

:

more

great depression rests on

our vocation and the darker side has been held up so persistently,

and

many

in so

that there

aspects, that too

many

come

farmers have

only a hopelessly dark side

is

to think

them, that the bright-

left

ness which once illumined New England agriculture has gone,
gone never to return. We have been told so over and over

again.

There

is,

however, a brighter side which

I believe will

to brighten until the old brightness returns,

about

And what more

that.

fitting place

and now

continue

let

us talk

than this to turn our

thoughts in a more hopeful direction, for was a field-meeting ever

The enchanting beauty

held amid more beautiful surroundings?
of the spot, with the blue ocean before

us, the

the bright sun overhead, has been distracting
the speakers

green

my

hills

behind,

thoughts from

who have preceded me.

happy contrast with the dark cloud that hangs
The darkit and depressing it.
ened aspect has of late been held up before our eyes and the eyes
of the nation so constantly and so vividly that many good people have come to think that New England agriculture is pracAll this

is

in

over our vocation, darkening

tically dead,

dead forever, and may

as well

and done with it.
Gentlemen, New England agriculture
ill,

but

its

recovery

is'

near at hand.

other vocations, cannot die

and

its

good

years,

it

has

;

its

it

is

be buried out of sight
not dead

;

it

has been

Agriculture, unlike most

may and

does have

its

bad years

periods of depression, but from

its
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can be destroyed only by
and a return to savagery.
Every kind of business has its good years and its bad years.
Each has periods of prosperity running along for a number of
very nature

cannot be

it

killed,

it

the destruction of civilization itself

years during

which the business pays

when

depression

and then periods of

well,

passing through a period of extraordinary depression.
tress is

New England

not local to

extends.

It

Europe as on the farms of

now

Nebraska

on

severe

as

is

feels

it is

;

the severest

and

and

in its

cause

extent

its

has ever before seen.
it

as

dis-

our civilization

of old Hampshire in

New Hampshire

This agricultural depression, which
is

wide

farms

the

now

in

America, and new

as keenly as does old Massachusetts.

it

than ten years,

as

is

The

Agriculture

the business pays poorly.

It

which
is

has lasted

this

for

more

unlike any other that the world

extends so widely and

has lessened the incomes

now

generation has known,

and happiness of

so

is felt

so severely,

many millions of
many industrious

families, it has disappointed the hopes of so
men, and has occurred while most other kinds of business have
been going on so prosperously, that it is no wonder the

darker aspects

have haunted the minds of

multitudes.

The

darker side has been talked about, and written about, and held

up

to

many

view in so

aspects that

some have become discouraged

and others are turning

for help to wild social

political promises.

therefore ask

squarely,

and

I

I

am

sure

we

you

schemes or delusive

to look

will find a brighter

at

the matter

look ahead, and

much indeed

to encourage us.
While the actual distress has been no greater here than in some
other parts of the country, it has been made more conspicuous.

The

glorious history of the

background

brilliant

and has furnished

a

more

to

influence

farm towns has been a

attractive subject for professional writers

as well as for politicians

hope

New England

our picture which the newer States lack,

in

who have
Some

pet projects to foster or

who

newer States probably have more abandoned farms to-day than New Hampshire,
but they present a

we hear

less

votes.

of

the

picturesque subject

less

foi

writing about, so

about them.

Several causes have

combined

to exaggerate

and

actual condition of the agricultural depression in

distort the

New England
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as

compared with

newer States

in the

it

and fog

well nigh hidden in the dust
It

may

and

this

hazy

facts are

hang over our vocation

air at the clouds that

what the signs

see

the real

be profitable for us on this occasion to look

therefore

through

until

that have been stirred up.

are.

I

think we will see the sun breaking

beginning to show itself.
away first from this part of the
country, and the fresh sunshine and better weather for the farmer
will show itself in New England before it does in any other
similarly large region competing with us, and its genial rays will
through in places and the
I

silver lining

believe that the clouds will roll

warm our
the

farms before they reach the

seems to

It

ries.

dawn

is

I will first

me

fertile

new day

that here the

but distant prai-

will

break and that

already in sight.
discuss

some of the causes which have produced our
New England, and then endeavor to

agricultural distress here in

show
pect

have now spent their greatest force, that the pros-

that they

brightening, that agriculture will revive here, and in the

is

future

we

will

compete

vi^ith

the newer States

on

better terms than

has lately been possible.

In the talk this afternoon I can speak of only some of the
more prominent causes of our depression, and show how they
have worked their worst and that the darkest hour is past.
The causes of our present depression are varied and wide-

Some

spread.

are local to

the whole country, and

world that shares our
reasons

why

New

still

England, others are

common

to

others reach to every part of the

So too there are

civilization.

the better day for agriculture should

rather than in the newer States

several

dawn here

first

some of the causes are local,
and still others are as wide

;

others belong to the whole country,
as are the causes of the depression.

Taken
culture

as a

is

whole

matter

this

is

a business so plastic that

it

not a simple

every stimulus.

No

break

and no economical or

that

it

it

entirely,

force

will not affect

it

is

great

some.

one, for agri-

yields to every pressure

enough

From

make

to either

social force

is

the very nature

vocation, from the very fact that civilized

always must be both fed and clothed by

and
or

so slight

of the

man everywhere and

it,

it

troyed except by the destruction of civilization

can never be desitself.

Therefore,
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go on in some shape,
and responding surely
though slowly to every encouragement and every stimulus. It is
the most conservative and most enduring of all vocations, but it
It can and does change
is also the most yielding and plastic.
condition
imposed
possible
upon it, but from
every
meet
to
It takes
the nature of its product it cannot change rapidly.
months to grow any crop, years to raise our domestic animals, a

in every civilized State or country

and bending

yielding

series

will

it

to every pressure

of years to change our system of farming or our herds of

So

live-stock.

it

happens that every change in

facilities for trans-

new discovery in science or art, every new invention, every new economical factor introduced into the other
industries, every new method of doing business, every play of senportation, every

life, has some effect upon this most conserand yet most yielding of all our productive industries.

timent in our social
vative

Many

causes affect

its

prosperity but I will not attempt here to

discuss the causes of the depression

more

fully than

is

necessary

argument I have in hand.
The last fifty years have been notable ones in the history of
Before that time the most of the food of the
the industries.
world had to be grown within twenty-five miles of the place of
to illustrate the

its

In the

consumption.

first

half of the

last fifty years,

say

between 1840 and 1865, there was a series of events, discoveries,
and inventions which have disturbed agriculture more than all

which have taken place during the Christian era.
transportation on land and on sea by
which food may be carried and great cities fed the applications
of sanitary science by which the health of cities can be better
preserved
the invention of machines for harvesting crops
the
the others

The extension of steam

;

;

;

introduction of commercial fertilizers
facturing

;

new methods of manu-

the transferring of manufactories to the cities from

;

the country

;

the introduction of the

telegraph

in

transacting

and
and
which made everything increase in value, and because of which
all Europe and America enjoyed a period of unexampled commercial prosperity revolutions and wars in Europe which caused
a new uneasiness among the masses and sent men to migrating

business

;

Australia,

the

discovery

by which

;

of gold in

California, Colorado,

prices were raised all over the world
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by millions

never had before

as they

land in

fertile

extending railroads

;

—

imposed.

was, however, for

It

accessible

and

these,

all

than agriculture could adapt

faster

a

abundance of new and
by the rapidly

the

;

new West made

the

others, followed each other

time

prosperous

shared in the rise of prices that was going

which was incident

Then came our

to the
civil

new supply

war with

new conditions

itself to the

its

on

in

because

it

everything and

of the precious metals.
interesting train of events

and consequences.
Immediately

after the

war farming had a period of prosperity,

Then came a cloud

not only in this country but in Europe.

Changes that had been going on gradually
effects on agriculture more suddenly and became

over the business.

produced

more

their

active after the depression actually began.

The

came

depression

as a great

then darker clouds, and with

by the very

increased

forces have

now about

and the sky

is

it

forces

storm comes,

first

light clouds,

tempest, and for a while the storm

which

set

spent themselves

it

in

the

;

motion.

wind

is

These

changing

clearing again.

The money value of a farm is the price it will bring as capital
to use in making a livelihood, and as a place for a home in which
The special depression that has come
to live and rear a family.
upon New England farms

in the last twenty years relates chiefly,

indeed almost entirely, to the disturbance of their value as cap-

A

ital.

kind of capital has taken

similar disturbance in this

place in most of the older States and

Indeed,

extends over

it

all

more

still

so in England.

Western Europe, and

is

one of

the causes that has so stimulated the emigration of peasantry to
this country.

Here

in

New England

all

farm products

culture

as

a

;

;

cities

a

a lessened prosperity of the business of agri-'

whole, while other kinds of business have been

offering inducements for

The

itself in

in a diminished price for

men on

the farms

to them, not only the

mechanics

continuously prosperous, thus pinching the

and

shown

the depression has

lowering of the selling value of farms

have attracted

but farmers too,

them

men

causing a

to leave

decline

matters were formerly, wagons, shoes,

in

it.

rural

population.

clothes, etc.,

As

were made
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As the country blacksmith, wagon-maker, shoecountry lawyer and country shop-keeper went
town, and as the rural population decreased, the farmer,

in the country.

tailor, the

maker,
to the

who saw

his farm decreasing in value, his capital shrinking, his

crops no longer paying because of Western competition, turned
his

thought,

also,

to

other places.

Many

were disheartened,

frightened and fled to distant Kansas or Dakota,

others were

hoping to escape the depression that was

falling

upon them,

only to find the burdens even harder to bear there than here.

The

rapid

settling

up of the West, and the new methods

of harvesting and handling the

crops and transporting them,

stimulated over-production there, and the

found his products selling
the new, fierce,

New England

farmer

lower and lower prices because of

at

One by one

and rapidly growing competition.

he had to abandon the growing of this or that crop because the

West crowded him beyond the paying point. But I wish to keep
it before you that they have pushed the competition until they
are now suffering even more than we are.
I shall repeat this in
many ways and shapes and come back to it over and over again,
for that is the argument I wish to keep before you.
As already stated, the twenty or thirty years preceding this
period of depression saw several great discoveries and inventions
in agriculture, one of which, the reaper, has played an interesting
part in the causes of over-production, and aided greatly in
the rapid settlement of the more level parts of the West.
During the last twenty years, or during the depression, no
great discoveries or inventions have been

but great changes have

sumer

;

—

made

;

facilities for

fragile

in

carrying such bulky products as potatoes

ones as eggs

;

changes in the processes for han-

dling grain, as by elevators; in making flour by
milling;

agriculture,

in

between the producer and conchanges in the means of transportation by the extension

of railways

and such

come

new methods

of preserving

canning and by freezing,

etc.

;

all

new

perishable

processes of

foods, as

of which have

by

completely

changed the conditions of agricultural competition which have
existed

during

all

the

previous

existence

of

New England

agriculture.

Each of

these has helped to hurt us in

but the disturbance wrought has

one way or another,

now produced

its

full

effect.

NEW
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These have induced an over-production that is now even harder
to bear in a new country than in an old one.
The distress of
over-production

West

;

not

is

heretofore

now

nearly so

has been worse.

it

here

great

Now we

will

as in the far

begin to com-

pete with the West on better terms.

This disturbance to New England agriculture has been enormously enhanced by the attitude of the national government
It excludes even skilled laborers, who
towards immigration.
come here under an engagement to work after they get here.
The reason for this, openly and loudly proclaimed, is that the
new mimigrant shall not compete with the workman already

here.

Agriculture

New

England.

is

most distinctively American vocation in

the

A

larger proportion of our farmers are of

ican birth or parentage than
tion,

and

we

yet, while

is

to

be found

Amer-

any other occupa-

in

workmen

are excluding foreign

for the

reason that they will compete with those already in the business,

we

are inviting the hordes of peasant farmers of the old world to

come.

We

have been promising to give them a farm for nothing

come and occupy it and raise crops or cattle to
compete with our native-born farmers who have already paid for
if

they will but

the lands that they

till,

— paid

their

uttermost value in hard

Every one of you knows that this is no fancy
sketch.
So numerous have the peasant farmers become that, at
this very time, in one of our greatest agricultural States, the most
cash or harder labor.

exciting political question before the people

is,

Shall the English

the public schools of the State?

These

foreign peasants, like a cloud of locusts, have settled on

Ameri-

language be taught in

all

can .land, changing not only the features of competition but in

many

places determining the intellectual

and

political aspect of

the rural population.

Fortunately for our institutions, as well as for our native

The

zens, the

good lands are now about

lands are

now owned to the very edges of the deserts
now extends in belts across every desert that

all

given away.

ownership

ment-aided railroad

indeed,

a govern-

crosses.

That phase of competition has spent
worst.

;

citi-

fertile

Hereafter the

New England

its

force,

it

has done

farmer, whose land cost

its

him
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something, will not have to compete with one whose land has

him nothing.

cost

passing away,

It

seems to

New England

me

that this phase of competition

farms must again

This free giving away of land in

rise in value.

making of

the West, this

farms faster than the market prices of the world justified, has
hurt the Eastern farmer in indirect

deed even more than

it

ways

fully as

much

not in-

if

has by direct competition in production.

has not been a mere competition in producing crops,

It

been very

much more than

this indirect

damage which,

that.

I

may mention one

curiously enough,

it

has attracted

attention in the public discussion of the causes of the distress
farms, yet

our

forces

it

has

working against

During

tlie last

made any money

been one of the most powerful of the

twenty years the

time and

many
it

His farm represented

things to depress

to
it.

enhance
If

money

crease in wealth.
if

to

farmer,

make

capital,

its

if

to

he

from

it

begin

value during this

he made any

money he

value of his land.

the immigrant

who pre-empted

bought a claim, did not look primarily
farm,

had

out of his crops or his cattle, not out of any con-

siderable rise in the

Meanwhile,

New England

at all out of his farm,

There has been nothing

had to make

no
on

us.

what he could produce.
with.

has

phase of

to his

If he could but barely

land,

crops

make

for

who

or
his

in-

a living from his

he did not actually starve, even though he did not and

could not lay up a dollar from the sale of crops or cattle, he

hoped

to

make something

out of the rise in the value of his land.

This value he hoped would increase as the country became

completely settled up, and

more

end of a few years the land
which cost him little or no money would be worth something,
even if he had nothing else to show for his labor. It was a
at the

form of land speculation indulged in by the farmer himself, and
with such zeal that he often held no toleration for any other.

So marked was this that some farmers' organizations in the
West forbade their members holding or dealing in certain kinds
of investments that our New England farmers would be only too
glad to get.
Less than two weeks ago, the Western newspapers
reported in detail a state convention in session, of certain
ers'

farm-

organizations, whose constitutions had heretofore prohibited
41
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their

members from owning any bank

revision

had reported

The committee on

stock.

to this convention, and, after a

discussion

made provisions whereby a farmer might
be a member and still own a little bank stock, but it must not
amount to more than one fifth of his property.
of a whole day, finally

Imagine a convention of New Ham])shire farmers forbidding
any member owning bank stock, or investing in any way he
chose any spare money he may have been thrifty enough to
Money saved by hard-working New England farmers has
save.
played no insignificant part in the development of the great
West.

The New England farmer

has had to compete, not only with

the growing of crops in the fertile

West but

also with the

crease in the value of farm lands incident to the settlement

in-

and

improvement of a new country. This has drawn many a man
from an old farm in the East which was not increasing in value
to a new one in the West which he hoped would increase.
I have in my mind men whom I have known,
and I venture

—

to guess that each farmer in this audience
ally acquainted with such

men,

— who

before

me

is

person-

were not thrifty here, who

did not make both ends meet, running behind year by year,
last

leaving for some

make something by

they might

by

new region

in the
rise in

at

West where they hoped
land even

if

they did not

actual farming.

This kind of indirect competition has been vastly more active
during the

last

twenty-five years than ever before.

competition whereby an unthrifty
land has a

man and poor

It is

a curious

farmer on

new

temporary advantage over a better farmer on

old

land.

That, too,

is

now about "played

panse of unoccupied but
inviting pre-emption.
to

New

out."

fertile prairie

No more

great

ex-

awaiting the pioneer and

This phase of competition, so destructive

England, has practically disappeared.

We

are already

Some have come back, others
are inquiring, and if every boy and man who has left a New
Hampshire farm to settle West, and who now wishes himself
beginning

to feel the reaction.

back, could get back without cost, there are not enough " aban-

doned farms"
half enough.

to supply

them

;

I

do not believe there would be
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New England had

in

much

maintained,

be

not

to

value.

in

suffer

Prices could

while the government was

rise,

less
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and so abundantly giving away farms but a few
the government also aiding the building
days' journey distant
new farms more accessible the occumake
these
to
railways
of

so

freely

;

;

pation and the settlement of the

new

regions being further stim-

by every inducement which land speculators could offer
agents devise.
Even the too dry regions

ulated

and transportation

were occupied in the vain hope that settlement would
the rainfall

This
gress

is

is

and change the very climate

now

almost

come

discussing what to

these regions

to

do

increase

itself

an end, and

this

very week, Con-

to help the suffering farmers

who have been induced

to settle

of

on land where they

cannot live without outside help.

These farmers were further stimulated by the agencies which
were started to lend them

money and

lead

them on.

Mortgage

and loan companies were organized to supply the cash to the new

them to carry on the farm after the government had
some railroad corporation had sold it to them
cheap.
Is it strange that all this stimulated over-production, and
that the prices of most agricultural products came down while
everything else relatively went up?
Or is it any wonder that the
farm mortgage question in these newer States has assumed an importance that has carried it into politics, and the unfortunate
farmers to aid

given the land or

farmer

is

looking to legislation for relief?

No wonder

that

many who have been chasing the
now casting glances back

dess to the dry frontier are

green

hills

they deserted.

missioner's report on the

have

I

just

Illinois,

Only

me.

been reading your comthis State, and
It

has been most

forty-eight inquiries from fertile

only twenty-seven from booming Kansas, only

from wheat-growing

Minnesota, and

fourteen

My

honest belief

is

for the result.

that
in

New Hampshire

land

now

if

one

is

is

fifteen

from Dakota.

These inquiries are probably from those with some means
want to come back where they can save it.

which to invest money

god-

"abandoned farms " of

the inquiries he has received relating to them.
interesting reading to

fickle

towards the

left

who

a good place in

willing to be patient

;
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I do not claim that all New Hampshire farms, once occupied,
and which may have reared a race of noble men, will be again

They were all

profitably occupied for farming.

when food

settled

had to be grown near the place where it was consumed before
wheat could be carried across the continent, eggs across the ocean,
;

meat half around the world. Facilities for transportachanged the means of getting food that some New
Hampshire farms will never again be profitably cultivated. But
this no more means that New Hampshire agriculture is killed than

and

fresh

tion have so

that the

abandoned

and

mills

A

land values

rise in

is

mill-sites all over

New England

prove that manufacturing in

come

sure to

New England

dead.

is

in this State, but in the

readjustment we must not expect that things will go on just as of

Some

old.

farms will

rise in

value because of one advantage, and

other farms because of other advantages.

Even

the poorest

may

share in this.

A

few years ago I stood on the wharf at Nantucket, and saw the
"Nantucket whaler" sold at auction. The island seaport
had for some years been steadily declining. Commerce had left
her wharves, and the competition of petroleum had killed her
whale fisheries.
Many houses were unoccupied, " abandoned "
we would say of farms, and the grass was green between the cobblelast

stones of the paved streets that ran

People said, " Property
house and

lot

down

to the deserted wharves.

worth nothing"

;

"You

can buy a

As

song," said a desponding native.

the

was knocked down

ship

exclaimed as
her

for a

is

last

If

by the auctioneer, an old citizen
he turned sadly away, " Nantucket is dead; that was

breath

"
!

any of you think

now " buy

a house

that

and

Nantucket staid dead, that you can

lot for

am

a song," just try

been there since, but

I

commercial prosperity

real estate

commands.
instead of

wharves.

new ones

It

them

The

large

I

have not

it now
come back, but

brought no such prices as

true the whalers have never

steamers and

gay yachts flock

to the

old houses are no longer neglected and vacant

are going up on all sides,

the land on

poverty,

is

it.

told that in the brightest days of her

and

the

town

is

growing.

Even

the bleak bluffs at Siasconset, then the abode of

now commands

costly cottages.

fancy prices, and

is

resplendent with
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may

farms of this State, which

not hereafter pay as farms, may be valuable as places of residence,
and I believe that some of the farms now looked at as poor property indeed, our children will see change

For
I

this

new demand we need never

have dwelt

at

fear

hands at fancy prices.

Western competition.

such length on this aspect of American agri-

culture because I conceive that to appreciate the brighter side

we

If the causes
must know what has blackened the darker side.
which have produced this depression are to continue the next

twenty years as they have the

work
tress

;

last

twenty, the prospect

is

not good

generation of young farmers just entering on their

for the

but

I

am

life's

convinced that the causes of especial local

dis-

here are rapidly passing away.

The

causes which stimulated the rapid taking up of

new lands

were especially active during the dozen years after the opening
of the

first

Pacific railroad in 1869.

In 1870, the census showed

about two and one half million farms to thirty-eight and one half
million population, or an average of less than seven farms to each

hundred of population.
of farms

and

fifty

dred population.

In 1880, there were about four millions

millions of population, or eight farms per hun-

This decade was notable

country, yet, in this

all

over Christendom

compared with the
country, the farms increased in number fifteen

the growth of cities

for

in population

as

per cent faster than the total population did.
This is no play on figures, for the fact comes out, however the
In 1870 there were 487 acres of improved
figures are treated.
land in farms to each hundred of population

;

in

1880 there were

546 acres, an increase in ratio of 121^ per cent.
The figures of the last census are not yet in, and when they

show a much smaller ratio of increase my belief
Such an increase of average area
of improved farm land to total population as took place between
about 1870 and 1885 can never again occur in this country.

come they
is

will

;

that there will be a decrease.

Hereafter the consumers of food will increase faster than the im-

proved land
Let
that

is

me

will,

cite

an

and with

it,

better times for Eastern farmers.

illustration just

now

both dramatic and pathetic in

Last year, a piece of land called

pre-emption.

Long

thrust

its

upon our attention,

features.

Oklahoma was opened up

to

before the day of the opening, people began
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Professional

arrive.

to

— an

actual

squatters,

settlers,

speculators,

crowd camped round about it so impatient that they had to be held in check by United States troops.
It has been compared to an army in its multitude.
All were in eager readiness, and when the moment came and
adventurers,

eager

the gates were opened, a spectacle was presented the like of which
the world has never seen before,

and which can never be seen

again in this country.

The impetuous crowd rushed on the land and spread out like a
Some had even provided themselves with fleet
flood.

mighty

race-horses to beat their competitors in the frantic race for the

They struggled,
mad scramble for free land,

some were killed
men become

choice locations.

they fought

in the

so infatuated had

;

with this method of getting something for nothing.

had seen much of

beyond the frontier,
At the time, I was
trip on business, and had abundant leisure in the
long railroad rides to read the full and graphic accounts printed
in the daily papers.
Staring head-lines told of " Men Rushing
to Build Homes,' but in the vivid descriptions of the exciting
scramble, the quiet settler, hoping to build a home where he might
raise his family and die in peace, cut a small figure as compared with the professional squatter and the land speculator.
I

frontier life

and I
on a distant

was intensely interested

and of

in that

life

drama.

'

of the very newspapers that were eloquent over that " rush
for homes " had also touchingly pathetic homilies on the " aban-

Some

doned farms of New England."

Why

was that rush to the wild and dry land of Oklahoma so

impetuous, while the green
rarily neglected

not.

Did

the

Was

?

earth

hills

of

New Hampshire

the soil so

reward labor

were tempo-

much more fertile ? I fear
so much more generously?

have already been asking the New
Englanders out of their abundance to help feed the suffering
I fear not, for philanthropists

Oklahoma because of the failure of crops. Was it
much more sure for crops and more
We are told that
for comfortable homes?
I fear not.

families of

because the climate was so
healthful

the failure of crops
are

common, and

I

is

because of droughts, and that such droughts

hear of no crowds leaving the cities and swarm-

ing to those farms to regain health and enjoy the scenery, as they

do

to your farms.
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here yesterday, while reading the daily papers in the

found the dispatches from Wasliington telling us that "petitions " are coming "from the suffering farmers of Oklahoma,"
that the " crops have failed because of drought," and help is

cars, I

This very day the secretary of agriculture

asked.

how

new
now looking to

to bring the

competitors, after having farms

to help ourselves, these

given them, are

is

This day, while we are here discussing

matter before Congress.

the public crib for forage

and

feed.

There

is

in parts of

undoubtedly much fertile land and a genial climate
Oklahoma, but that wild and rampant struggle was so

impetuous because of

speculative uncertainties.

its

Men

they were getting something for nothing, and very

would rather pre-empt land and

buy land and improve

it

counts of that opening

we

night found towns
the

open

in those

" land

prairie,

new

offices

the claim for something than

by industry and

and even
but to

sell

thought

many men

thrift.

In

many

ac-

are told of the wonderful fact that
cities

me

where in the morning was only

the most significant fact was, that

cities, before the week was out, there were more
" open than any other places of business.

In that throng were

many who

doubtless intended to settleand

more went to speculate in land than to get a
living by farming.
The "actual settlers" were largely speculative farmers.
Such men help to " make business active " but
do not necessarily make a prosperous farming community. New
England was not so settled. New Hampshire offers no such
speculative attraction to squatters and settlers, but for the young
farmer who has now to buy land, his chances are as good, if not
indeed better, in New Hampshire than in Oklahoma.
Farms are occupied for two reasons,
as places to make one's
living, and as places for homes in which to live and raise a family
in health, comfort, and virtue.
As places to make money, New Hampshire farms have suffered
a severer competition than can ever again occur.
As places
for healthful and beautiful homes, they need never fear any
competition with the West, nor indeed with any other part of
the world.
The beauties of our landscape and the healthfulness
of our climate have a world-wide reputation, and this has a
build homes, but

—
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money
the

value which will increase
number of well-to-do people

as the

country grows older and

increases

who

buy farms

will

for

this use alone.

Along with the free giving of land for cultivation, there has
gone on another series of events almost as destructive to New
England farming as that I have described.
Twenty-one years ago this summer the first railway was opened
across the continent, and the next month I started for the Rocky
Mountains.
that was

I

my

pressed by

stretching

was already familiar with the Pacific coast, but

first

view of the great

them than

plains.

was even more im-

I

had anticipated. That wide expanse,
a sea from our Mexican boundary to British

like

I

America, was a great natural pasture, more extensive than any
other on the earth.
Its turf

had been undisturbed since planted by nature in an
The size
over it roamed herds of buffalo.

earlier geological age

;

of the herds bewildered

They even

Two

the

imagination

with

vastness.

their

obstructed the passage of trains in their abundance.

years later, in 1S71, Colonel

Dodge described

a herd

fifty

miles long and twenty-five wide, the lowest estimate of whose

num-

bers

is

put at four millions, the highest at two or three times that.

Other railways soon crossed the plains and threaded their way

They
through the parks and valleys of the mountains beyond.
sounded the doom of the buffalo, that majestic creature, the
largest of all horned cattle, and he disappeared as if by magic.

The

millions were killed so

business ceased

and

in

ten years.

rapidly that

In the

their slaughter as a

few years only here

last

there a straggling animal has been seen,

and

last

year the

general government printed a most interesting volume entitled,

"The
But
place.

Extermination of the American Bison."
as fast as the buffalo disappeared,

The

pastures

thousands of years were even more
been.

The

domestic cattle took their

which had been gathering richness
free than

for'

the farm land had

Millions of acres were used without any

title

pastures were for a tinie as free as the air, to

whatever.

whomsoever

could bring their cattle there, and millions of cattle were rapidly

produced.

New

and they came

railways were built to bring

them

to the slaughter,

to the Eastern markets in such quantities that they
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New

England.

for,

could not

destroyed, for the time being, beef production in

Men

with small farms here, which they had paid

compete with men with large pastures there which
own and which cost them nothing.
Here, too, the free resources stimulated over-production. According to the census of 1870, the country had in round numsuccessfully

they did not

and one half million population and about

thirty-eight

bers

twenty- three million head of cattle, or an average of about sixty
cattle to

and

went on

for a few years

now

enormous

later.

just taken, but

it is

I

belief

is

millions

increase,

which doubtless

have not the figures of the

safe to say the

ratio of cattle to

population has not greatly increased during the

My own

fifty

forty millions of cattle, an average of eighty

per hundred population, an

census

In 1880, we had

each hundred population.

of population

that

it

last five years.

At any

has actually diminished.

the free pastures, like the free

farms, are

Hereafter cattle growers on the ranges will
tures as Eastern farmers do.

now about
have to own

They already think

rate,

gone.

all

their pas-

this a hardship,

and a half Congress and congressional commen, who
complain that they can no longer make money as they have done.
This, as I understand it, means that hereafter they will have to
compete with us on more and more equal conditions, that is,
will have to buy their pastures as we have bought ours.
We surely
could have made money raising cattle here in New England any
time during the last twenty years if tlie government had furnished
and

for the past year

mittees have been listening to the wails of the cattle

the feed.

The

distressed cattle

men from

distressed farmers

from the

ington for help.

They

is

now clamoring

at

Wash-

are suggesting all sorts of congressional

All are agreed that the era of speculative cattle-grow-

remedies.
ing

the free pastures, along with the

free lands, are

gone

forever,

and

I

can

but

feel

that this

means a slow

but sure

return to profitable cattle-grov.-ing again on our

England

pastures.

The

many away from
coming generation of young farmers
same temptation to allure them away.
speculative times enticed

farms, but the
the

This disturbance in
free pasturage,

New

their Eastern

will not

have

fair competition produced by free land,
and other inducements, has now worked its full
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harm on

and these causes have now introduced new elements

up,

of depression that bear fully as heavily on the Western as on the

Eastern farmer;
It is

I

more

think even

how

interesting to see

so.

the very

men who

have been helped

by Uncle Sam, who have been fed with more than
the mere crumbs that have fallen from his table, are now turning
They ask to be made prosto the same source for more help.
perous by legislation.
One set wants the government to buy and
coin unlimited silver and then scatter it
another wants more
greenbacks another asks government to build elevators and buy
and handle the grain another wants the government to lend
money on land mortgages; another asks to establish a special
so bountifully

;

;

;

branch of the sub-treasury to advance money on growing crops, a
grand farm pawnbroker shop; etc., etc., etc.,
almost

—

sort of

anything rather than come back

to a square

competition with

Eastern farmers.

Gentlemen, one of the bright features of

we

life

on a

farm

is

mon

sense has not yet entirely deserted us, and

that although

ready to go on under

have

that,

fair

we have many

We

West.

We

comwe are
When we can

and

just

competition.

that

natural advantages to offset those of the

are nearer the markets.

and our butter we believe
West.

New England

are not getting rich very fast our

to

Our mutton and our

horses

be better than those produced in the

can utilize the waste substances better, and so on

through a number of advantages which

I

have not time to discuss

here.

The pendulum
think
I

it

has swung past

its

center in one direction, and

I

has already started to swing back.

have spent so

values that

I

much

time on the causes of depression in farm

to the end.
I have dwelt on the causes
most powerfully, and those which have done their

must hasten

that have acted

worst and have completed their work.

by the value of the

New England

place to be the scene of one's

life

We

must not pass lightly

farm as a place for a home, a
work, a

home

in

which

to rear

a family in health and respectability, a place to enjoy a happy

and

life
I

to

leave an lionored

have purposely put

it.

In reality

it

is

name behind.

this last

by

far the

and will devote the fewest words
most important, but it needs less
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argument, for what place in the nation has a better reputation, or
what farms on the earth a more brilHant record ? There is no
surprise that Daniel Webster originated on a farm not far from
The surprise would have been had he originated in
this spot.

some

city.

farm

is

Not

all

Many

farms are good places for homes.

an excellent place

to

place^to spend one's life on.

a

make money on, but a miserable
We all know of places where crops

good but health bad and society worse.

are

The

best schoolhouse in the world

is

an Eastern farm.

Not

a wheat farm in Dakota or California, a cattle ranch in Texas, a

cotton farm in Alabama, nor a rice farm in Carolina, but a farm in
some Eastern State where a variety of crops are produced and a
It is no accident that so many promvariety of work goes on.
The accident is when they
inent men originate on such farms.
come from families living as workingmen do in the great cities.
New England farms will ever have their educational value and
their value as a breeding place for great men.
The mass of our people are working people. The average
American citizen must work for his living in some way. A larCitger and larger proportion will in the future work in cities.
ies are healthier places to live in
is

the country.

over both.

than they formerly were, but so

Sanitary science has extended

The

its

greatest gain in this direction

for healthy life they are still

beneficent work
is

and must ever remain

in cities, but

far

behind the

country.

The time

will

never come when the inhabitants of cities will

not go into the country to regain the health and vigor which the
conditions of city
this

impair.

life

And

in

what other portion of

whole country have the farms such a reputation

very State?

Many

conditions go to

make up

as in

this

a good place for a

home, but more are combined here than in most other parts of
the Union.

This State has a healthy climate, and a climate

much

that

may

you know what that
means.
It means that one year has about as much heat and as
much cold as another, one year about as much rainfall.
Not a
be depended upon, so

farm in
its

all

New England

wettest year as

it

had

so that few of

ever

had twice

in its driest year.

as

much

rain

in
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Not so over most of the land of our country, and especially in
West,
even in favored California, the charms of whose
climate have been so far and so largely sung. Some of her fertile
farms receive too much rain in one year and are too dry

—

the

to raise anything in another.

much

times as

uncertainty

dreamed

in

of.

I

when one could

rain

Four,

some years

farming that the

five, six,

seven, even eight

others.

This means an

as in

New Englander

has not even

have crossed the great central valley of that State
ride league after league,

and day

after day,

amid

scenes of enchanting beauty, the rich soil glowing with green
pasture and gay with brilliant flowers, herds of sleek cattle extend-

ing as far as the eye could reach,

— and

in another year

when

was dry and desolate, and the dead carcasses of starved

The droughts

never out of sight.

of the West are far greater

Our climate

calamities than the severe winters of the East.

not the

least of

And who

is

our blessings.

will attempt

This, too, has a

scape?

all

cattle

to describe

money

the beauties of our land-

value as well as a sentimental

Every year hundreds of pieces of real estate pass into the
hands of city people who can afford to get into this favored

value.

region and enjoy for a part of the year
beauties,

and

health-giving climate.

its

the numbers of these

wealth increases,

charm of

will the
this

with the

fertile

its

will

these hills ever migrate.

West.

green

And

hills, its

as cities

not decrease, nor

No

competition in

•

Imagine a wealthy banker or rich merchant choosing

summer

residence the level and windy prairie,

grain and then

The money
ignored.

Kansas

now

in corn,

for his

rich with

parched with drought, yet ever monotonous.

value of our picturesque landscapes

New

rich

grow and

Hamjjshire

may

need not be

never be able to compete with

nor with Dakota in wheat, but

it

would take many

millions of bushels of corn in Kansas or wheat in Dakota to

bring the amount of money there that is brought into this State
by the summer visitors. It costs visitors several millions of dollars every year to enjoy the scenery and the air of this State,
which the resident farmer gets for nothing.
Then, too, the pioneer work is done, the ground subdued, or-
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chards growing, roads and houses built, schools, churches, libraries,

I

and the other

necessities of civilization are all here.

have seen much of pioneer

many

a settler

and

know what

I

that

;

the

the social desolation

life,

miserable lot of the wives,

read of

could

I

it.

I

;

new

of a

life

life

have shared the cabin of

my

a log house until in

I lived in

tell

we

settler

the
little

stories

fifteenth year,

The

is.

privations of

must endure,

families

dream of here except

till

the

as

we

of the desolation

night

lives.
A home on the bleakest abandoned farm in this State would seem like a place of luxury and
The most
society compared with some that I have seen.

and the pathos of their

pathetic stories I have ever listened to,

new

cabins of

in the East for
will

find their reward in

in this

next world

the

;

home grow somewhat

seeing their

is

have heard

I

the

in

by the wives of men who had left old farms
new land in the far West. It is hoped that they

settlers

grow more valuable.
Agriculture in New England

only reward

their
less

and

desolate

their land

vocation

left

A

here.

the most

is

larger proportion

American than can be found

in

strictly

of

the

American

farmers

any other vocation

;

that

are
is

another of the bright sides here as compared with farming in the
West.

We

like to be with

speech, whose customs

and

own race and
and habits of thought are

neighbors of our

traditions

like ours.

My
the

I have enumerated only some ot
hour is more than up.
more hopeful signs, held up only a part of the brighter and

brightening side of the picture.

From

the very nature of the

future in

New England

vocation

the

cannot be the same in

farming of the
all

of

its

char-

any more than manuThe times have changed
facturing or trade will be the same.
them all. But so long as that love of rural life remains which is
acteristics

that

it

has been in the

past,

a characteristic of the English race,

so

long will green farms

and happy homes dot the beautiful New Hampshire landscape.
These farms have produced a breed of men who have left their
I have no fears
stamp on the history of homan progress.
that the farms of the Granite State will ever be deserted, or that
their breed of

men

wall ever

become

extinct.
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REMARKS BY HON. JOSEPH
When

I

afternoon

When

I

there

heard that Professor Brewer was going to talk to us this
I

was glad,

for I

is

knew we would have

agriculture

I

doubt that you would.

We

is.

much

person

will get his

inclined to dwell
is

for if

have no

I

I

hold

upon the

not a good thing for us to

begins to dwell upon the somber side of

mind and

heart in a crabbed state sooner or later

life
;

it

not be long before he becomes sick and ready to die.

will

We

who

and

it

brighter side?

a

there

Is

are too

darker side of our farming, but that

A

good address.

was glad a second time,

a brighter side I would like to see

that there

do.

a

heard that he was going to talk to us on the brighter

New England

side of

WALKER, OF CONCORD.

B.

should once in a while look upward and onward, and not

all

downward and backward. I heard a story
some time ago which some of you may also have heard. A shipload of emigrants went away from England some twenty or
the time be looking

thirty years

new

ago to Australia,

to seek their fortunes there in that

As they went over the water they all talked about
their bright prospects and there was good courage among them.
They talked about where they were going and what they would
They all had this courageous feeling
do when they got there.
except one man, and he was always talking the other way he was
country.

;

always looking at the worst.

become

destination he had
the others

:

be unwell. "

" This

order

made up
to

to use

we want some one
start

They

to his surprise

said to

him

:

the

"You

We

to start our graveyard."

company
are one of

bright

side

if

there

is

are not here to
It will

do

us

one, and not dig

and look into that.
we going to get to that bright side ? Is it coming of
No. Is good luck going to bring it to us? No. Is

a hole into the ground

itself?

going to

men amongst us in our whole company, the
first.
You are going to die pretty soon and

to look at the

How

am

that he would turn upon his
His whole system was out of

graveyards and we are not going to despair.

good

I

mind

Very much

he was sick.

the most important

his

England.

objected to his returning.

man we want

so depressed in spirits that he said to

not going to be a success.

is

and go back
;

the time of their arrival at their

This one out of the whole company was so

dispirited that he

tracks

By

are
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some one

going

else

to

bring

By our own

to attain it?

ber talking once with one

— he

it

efforts

are

and by ourselves alone.

we going
remem-

I

most eminent surgeons of

of the

He

How

No.

to us?
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when his father sent him
worked fourteen hours a day.
He said: "If I have any skill I have not obtained it by
it is by hard work. "
So if we have an}' agricultural
inspiration
success, it must be by hard work; it will not do for us to expect
coming from inspiration. Now there is another thing
it
is
we have to do if we are going to have thisag ricultural success.
We must go back and think about what we heard this
There are a good many
forenoon, about the stopping of losses.
If there is a man or woman who knows anylosses in farming.
thing about farming and has never met with any losses, I would
he or
like to have that man or woman hold up his or her hand
If there is any way of stopping
she would be a curiosity.
these losses, we must have it.
When I began farming it took eight oxen, a stiff plow, and
three good men to do the breaking up of my average grass sod
Boston

to

Paris

is

dead now.

learn

to

said that

surgery he

;

;

free

from rocks but

dollars

of witch grass.

full

some

spirit

better

plow than the one

me

within whispered to

in a while

had.

I

I

me

ten

that possibly there was a

found by changing plows once

was getting ahead a

I

was costing

It

After going on for a good while in that way,

an acre.

Now,

little.

instead of ten

up my grass sod, it
was doing it as I used

dollars an acre as the actual cost of breaking

can be done for four dollars an acre.
to do, I

should be doing

every acre of

been saving

my

farm that

twenty acres a year, there

come down here and
been for that

we

I

If I

at a loss of six dollars

broke up.

So by

this

an acre on

change

I

have

Inasmuch as I break up about
a saving of one hundred and twenty

six dollars per acre.

dollars every year.

If

it

I

is

That accounts

for

my

getting the

celebrate with you to-day.

should not have been here at

If

money

it

to

had not

all.

are going to have the bright prospect in

New England

farming, such as the learned professor has called our attention to,

we must give our farms
can do.

know how

We
it

a better

do not give them

a

chance to show what they

chance to do their

was in the story of John

Ward

best.

You

the preacher, with
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that poor fellow who went and crawled in among the piles of boards
and lumber, although he was desperately drunk, for the sake of

saving his

a child three years old,

little girl,

He

being devoured by the flames.

He

who was in danger of
own life but saved

lost his

was carried to

his poor home, and his poor
" Oh Jim has gone to
him said
"
The minister said
I do not see but he has."
hell."
Then,
as women will do, the wife turned upon the minister and said
" I don't know about that. Jim never has had any chance.
He
was born of poor parents. He came up in the streets he wag
If good influences had been brought
brought up in the saloons.
around him it might have been different. The poor fellow has
never had any chance and I don't know about his having gone
If you will look about New Hampshire and ask what
to hell."
this farm is doing, and what that one is doing, you will find that
But it is not on account of the
the results are not satisfactory.
the farm
it is because the farm has had no chance and the owner
I went through some of the best farms in
has not developed it.
the central part of New Hampshire, and they were not producing
enough to pay the taxes. If we are going to see this time prophesied by the professor, we must give our farms a chance.
There is another thing that we must do, if we wish soon to
Instead of working six
see the dawn of this bright day coming.
or seven months in the year languidly, and without doing much
of anything but cutting up a little wood and attending to the
cattle in the winter, if we will go to work, and do as the mechanic
does or any other successful man, and put in at least three hun-

that of the child.

wife in her

mourning

for

:

!

:

:

;

;

dred days of twelve hours each in

months, then we shall succeed.
to-day
is

—

the loss of time,

There

of great value.

we

attention to, which

make

to

the

is

of the twelve

course

one of the great

— and time, when labor

is

another point that

shall

farmers.

successful

needs of our

the

That

I

have to consider

We

surroundings.

must
In

if

losses

of

as at present,

wish to

adapt

other

is

we
our

words,

call

your

are going

farms

to

we must

meet the wants of the local markets. I undertake to say there is
no place in the country where the local markets are better than
they are here in

The

New

Hampshire.

secretary of the Board of Agriculture last year sent out cer-

tain circulars in order to ascertain

what are the

interests of the
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years.
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into the State within the last few

and hotels for summer visitors
As he has got these returns together,

finds boarding-houses

scattered all over this State.

he has figured them up, and he finds that in the State of New
Hampshire there are not less than thirteen hundred hotels and

He gives

boarding-houses.

us in a report the

names of every one

He

of these boarding-houses and hotels, and their location.
us that the gross receipts of these various hotels

houses for the

last

tells

and boarding-

year were five millions of dollars.

This busi.

come into our State within a short time. Now you say
know what five million dollars means. It means just this

ness has
I

don't

The average corn crop of New Hampshire
is

twice what

it is

worth

— you have got

quarter dollars from our whole corn
further,

little

you

about a million and

Calling that corn worth one dollar per bushel

a quarter bushels.

— which

is

:

:

will find that the

crop.

crop of

If

a million

you

and

a

look a

will

New Hampshire

that

was sold to the marketmen, as given us in the census of 1880, was

something like thirteen million dollars worth.
merely the receipts from

that
five

million dollars.

So you

the receipts from the entire agricultural crops of

lars,

will see

boarding-house interest were
Compare that with the thirteen million dolthis

shire.

Five to thirteen.

dollars

coming from

this

That
one

will

interest

New Hamp-

show you what five million
means. What do they spend

What did it go for ? To whom
?
went in the first place into the hands of these
boarding-house and hotel keepers.
They distributed it among
hundreds of their employes they went out onto the farms all
about and bought such of their provision as they wanted, and
those farmers were ready to sell.
Thus those visitors brought to

that five million dollars for

did

go

it

?

It

;

We

should cater to those local

we can

get a liberal price for what

us a greater or less local market.

markets

those markets where

;

produce we have to

sell.

any proof I can give you that this bright time
State ? Yes, one proof; and the first proof that I

Is there

to this

you

will

be that as distinguished a

man

is

coming

shall give

as Professor Brewer, a

leading professor of one of the leading educational institutions in
this

country, has been willing to

from

a practical standpoint,
42

come

upon

here and talk to us farmers

practical matters that

we

are all
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interested

in

;

has been willing to

come here and

give us an

has
address that sweeps over the whole surface of this country
been willing to come here and give us a summary of his observa;

tions that he has
is

willing to

been taking

come

for years.

a proof of a brighter time
If

If a

man

in his position

New Hampshire farmers, it is
coming.
Go back twenty years.

here and talk to

you had then asked such an institution

for a speaker,

it

would

have sent a learned professor with a D. D. attached to his name,

who would

given us an address upon mental philosophy ])erhaps,

but here to-day we get vital
fessor

Brewer was talking

I

facts.

While Pro-

Another proof:

took the opportunity, without any of

you seeing me, of looking you full in the face, and I found that
your eyes were riveted upon him and you were appreciating what
he said. What is the importance of that ? It means that here is a
large and respectable audience of ladies and gentlemen interested
in the farming of our State,

who

are willing to

come

to this

meet-

ing and hear a learned professor talk upon these important matThere is another
ters, and who can appreciate what is said.

To-day we have got an agricultural college in New
Hampshire. It met with a great deal of opposition at the start,
but it has gone on, and a little while ago, fifty per cent of the
boys that were graduated from the college had gone back to the
We have another proof in this Board
farms of New Hampshire.
I say Capof Agriculture with Captain Humphrey at the helm.
He has steered this Board
tain, for he used to be a ship-master.
from the rocks at low tide, and it has gone on from strength
to strength, and here it is to-day, and this assembly is an
evidence of the interest that the Board has been instrumental in
Then there is another institution which is proof
bringing about.
proof

:

of a better day coming.

much

It is

the grange.

I

can boast of these

do not happen to belong to one
not
grangers I want to say to you
any
are
if
of
you
of them, but
institution.
It is doing
pretty
that
it
a
good
is
confidentially
what the agricultural college cannot do it is doing what the
Board of Agriculture cannot do it is a check against despair, for
the women are there, and to whom do you go when in despair,
when your crops fail, or when you want to look on the bright side
granges as

as I please for

I

;

;

of fanning unless

done more than

it

the

be to these self-denying

men

women

to bring this brighter

?

They have

day about.
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Now I
is

want

for

it

this

;

so

On

is this.

This success

;

you, in every breast.

made

That

we can have it if we will, but we must
success, like the kingdom of heaven, is within

within our reach

work

one word more.

to say
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becomes brighter,

If agriculture

it

will

be

by the farmer.

motion of Dr. Towle a vote of thanks was extended Profor his able and instructive address.

Brewer

fessor

On motion

of Vice-President George S. Philbrick, ofTilton, a

vote of thanks was extended Col. S.

Head House,

Boar's

for courtesies

H. Dumas, proprietor of the

extended.

It

was also voted to

hold the next annual field-meeting at the same place.

The meeting was then adjourned.

ANNUAL MEETING AT CONCORD.
The annual meeting of
at the

office

August

27,

the State Board of Agriculture was held

of the Board, State House, Concord, Wednesday,
1890.

There were present President

Humphrey,

Vice-President Philbrick, Messrs. McDaniel, Thompson, Whitte-

more, Towle, Wason, and the secretary.

On motion

the by-laws were so

amended

as to

of office of the officers of the Board two years.
cers

was then made

for the

the term
offi-

ensuing two years, with the following

each receiving a unanimous re-election

result,

make

Election of

:

— Moses Humphrey.
Philbrick.
Vice-President — George
Secretary — N.
Bachelder.
President

S.

J.

A

comrhunication from the College of Veterinary Surgeons,

New York,
read,

offering a free scholarship

and the secretary was authorized

in

that institution, was

to publish the

announce-

made

in the en-

ment.

The

secretary

made

a report of the progress

forcement of the oleomargarine law, showing that the number of
dealers in

the State violating the law had been reduced

more

The Thompson
legacy for founding an agricultural college at Durham was made
a special order for the adjourned meeting at Hampton on the
than one hundred per cent during the year.

evening of August 28.

No

further business appearing, the

Boar's Head,

Hampton,

at 8 o'clock

Board adjourned

same evening.

to

meet

at
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Hampton, August
The meeting
time,

and the

at

Hampton was

27.

called to order at the appointed

session was spent in a discussion of the subjects for

coming

the institutes the

winter.

On

motion

it

was voted that

the secretary correspond with parties in places where institutes

were to be held, informing them of the subjects and speakers that
could be had, and arrange the program according to the wishes

Adjournment was made
same place.

expressed.
8 o'clock

to

Thursday, August 28,

at

p. M., at

'""

Hampton, August 28.
The Board met as per adjournment. The Thompson will was
read, and its provisions fully discussed by the members present.
On motion a committee was appointed to make investigation in
regard to

meeting

its

to

provisions

and report

to

the

Board

at a special

be called by the secretary for that purpose.

Said

committee consisted of Messrs. Towle, McDaniel, and Secretary
Bachelder.

The Board adjourned.
N.

J.

BACHELDER,
Secretary.

MISCELLANEOUS.

.

.

.

NEW Hampshire

Creameries.
Lbs. butter
in year

made

Name

of Creamery.

ending

Treasurer.

Location.

Sept. 30,
i8go.

Belknap County

Laconia

Canaan

Canaan

Center Strafford

Strafford

Claremont
Cold Brook
Cold River
Contoocook Valley..
Cornish

Claremont

James H. Tilton
C. H. Hood

Henniker

Daniel Huckins
W. E. Ellis
E. G. Leach
F. J. Marvin
E. H. Cogswell

Cornish

E.O. Day

Franklin
Alstead

Danbury Branch

Danbury

East Haverhill

Eait Haverhill.

Freedom
Etna
Hanover Centrifugal

Freedom
East Hanover..
Haverhill

Hillside

Cornish

;

.

..

Hanover

Haverhill
Island

.

Hazen's Junction

View

Keene

Keene..

3 1 lOoo

37.S00
46,844

Charles S.Taylor ....
George W. Richardson
A. R. Bennett
L. C. McPherson
Charles E. Henitt
E. J. Facey
G. L. Deming
L. T. Hazen
C. G. Britton
J. O. Stevens

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lebanon

Lebanon

F. P. Hatch

Lisbon

Lisbon
East Washington
Wakefield

J.

Lovell....
Lovell Lake

ig,6o6
85,649
61,424
32,300

2,358
1 5,000
60,000
139,901
49.753
65,000

12,027

G. Riemenschneider

26,000

H.J.Gage
Herbert E. Rogers..
A. Converse

.

7.740
166,550
40,000
200,000
126,131
33>6oo

Lyme

Lyme

S.

Manchester
New Boston
North Haverhill
Oyster River
Peterborough
Piermont

Manchester
New Boston
North Haverhill..

W.

Peterborough
Piermont

Pittsfield

Pittsfield

Victor A. Grant

69i344
98,716
20,000

Sandwich
Sugar River
Suncook Valley

Sandwich
Goshen

E.

M. Heard..
Newton

45,000

J.

Grantham

H. Dolbeer
KirkD. Smith

79.565

Sullivan

Sutton

Sutton

J. B. Richards

21,100
7,000
6,870

West Canaan
West Lebanon
White Mountain
Whiting

Durham

Epsom
Canaan
Lebanon
.

.

.

Littleton

Wilton

. . .

J.

E. Prescott

N. Whipple

M. A. Meader.
Andrew E. Meserve
E. M. Smith
J.

H.

.

Howe

C. A.

W.
W.

E. Hoitt
P. Burton
Arthur F. Dow
D. Whiting & Sons

...

101,392
48,096
398,496

Fertilizer inspection.
All fertilizer manufacturers offering fertilizers for sale in the
State are reciuired
urer, said license

by law

to procure a license of the state

the State Board of Agriculture.
license

analysis

Before an application

approved, a sample of the

is

made

treas-

being issued on the approval of the secretary of

at the

fertilizer is

experiment station, and

if

for a

procured, and an

on examination

the goods equal the guarantee as attached to each package by the

manufacturer, the license
tained in the open
instances,

is

when they were drawn

tary), these

The samples have been ob-

issued.

market by the

secretary,

at the

except in

three

factory (by the secre-

brands not being accessible elsewhere within a rea-

sonable distance.

In several instances a

number of samples of

same brand were drawn in different parts of the State, thorThis seems
oughly mixed, and an analysis made of the mixture.
to be the most satisfactory method, and will be practiced in the
With a single exception, the goods of the companies
future.
applying for licenses have been found equal to the guarantee, or
with only such trifling deficiency as might occur in a sample of
any brand with no intention of fraud. The company to which
a license was refused were selling Maynard's Perfected Mineral
The analysis showed this
Fertilizer, made at Lawrence, Mass.
fertilizer to have a value of only $2.59 per ton, and was offered
By this system of inspection and analyfor sale at $35 per ton.
sis, the farmers of the State were prevented paying $^^ per ton
the

for

a

comparatively

worthless

article.

licensed by the State are selling, as far as
discover, what they guarantee.
tilizers

The

manufacturers

we have been able

In a few instances low-grade

to
fer-

have been found for sale without a license, and they have

been promptly shut out.
Following will be found the analysis of the fertilizers examined,
In the future we expect
as reported by the experiment station.
to extend this analysis to all the brands sold in the State by the
different manufacturers.
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ANALYSIS OF LICENSED FERTILIZERS.
Percentage Composition.
PHOSPHORIC ACID.

NITROGEN.

Brand of Fertilizer.

Acme

n

Superior Superphosphate

Sturtevant's Lawn Fertilizer
Bowker's Hill and Drill
Bradley's XL. Superphosphate

Quinnipiac Phosphate
Standard Fertilizer
Soluble Pacific Guano
Cleveland Superphosphate
Williams & Clark's Superphosphate. ..
Coe's Superphosphate
Bay State Fertilizer (Clark's Cove

GuanoCo.)
Crocker's Bone Superphosphate
Bellamy's Bone Phosphate

•477

99 2.22

•

Fertilize!

Darling's Bone Phosphate
Bay State Fertilizer (Unicorn) (John

(H.

•582
.646

2. 46

•59!6

94,2.41

922.13

•S3|7
•9i|7

.991.98

•S58

.76,'

3-40

8.57 4-47
7.80

2.18 3-i6
1.92 2.28
6. Si 2.61
4.62 5-23
4.41 3 14
2.81 1. 91
2. 4$ 1.70
I 05 1.65
1.36 2.01

12.42 2.03

454

^This company also manufacture and

78,9.80

I

31

2.24
1-54
2.72
r.96
1.84

2.658.34 1-34

2.05

2.29I7.25

2.82I1.37 7-75
3.46J2.79 5-37
3.0214.96 3 62
4-97
2.57J5.20

II.

84
13.62
12.17
13.64
II. 10
12.05
I0.66
12.15

2.10
1.76
2. 19

3-13
2.98

.18 II 29 3-47
.78 10.46 2.43
•99 10. II
•95 II. II

•44 9.02
•39 12.963.17

.42

S.

Miller&Co.)
Allen Fertilizer

ss!?

17,1.92
15 I-I3
44 2. 16

.04 1.76

Lavery's Superphosphate

S. Reese & Co.)
Superphosphate
Standard

3412 .46

53:2.35
'

Cumberland Superphosphate

Ames's

1.34

.191.

.

2.688.88
2.594-76

.

sell

high-grade

fertilizers.

10.21 2.2s
7-54 4^97

:

THE THOMPSON

WILL.

name of God, Amen.
Benjamin Thompson, of Durham, in the county of Straftbrd
and State of New Hampshire, farmer, being in good health and
of a sound and perfect mind and memory, but aware of the
uncertainty of this life, do make, publish, and declare this my
last will and testament, and herein dispose of all my worldly esIn the
I,

manner following, to wit
order and direct my executors herein named to pay all
just debts and funeral charges as soon as may be after my

tate in
1.

my

I

decease.
give, devise,

I

2.

and bequeath

and mixed, of which
situate, to

my

may

I

all

my

estate, real, personal

die seized and possessed, wherever

New Hampshire

native State of

subject however to the provisos, conditions,

mentioned and expressed concerning the same.

inafter

The

forever, in trust,

and limitations here-

object of this devise being to promote the cause of agri-

culture,

by establishing

the time of

my Warner

my

at the expiration of

twenty years from

decease an agricultural school, to be located on

farm so called, and situated in said Durham, wherein

shall

be thoroughly taught, both in the schoolroom and

field,

the theory

and

])ractice of that

said State is to have and to
upon the express condition that

calling, the

devised

antee a net annual

amount of

compound

est thus

the

said State shall guar-

upon the

the appraised value thereof for the term of twenty

compounded

said

in

and honorable
hold the estate above
useful

interest of five per cent

years; after which time the whole

which

most

is

amount of

principal

to constitute a fund,

State shall guarantee forever to preserve,

annual income thereof only

is

to

and

inter-

the principal of

and the net

be expended for maintaining

THE THOMPSON
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and continuing said school and improving said farm and other
lands herein devised situate in said

Durham.

Believing that said fund will be sufficient to erect the neces-

and

sary buildings

furnish the same, to stock said farm, procure

commence

a library, and to sustain said
and believing that such an institution, rightfully conducted and sustained, would confer honor
on the whole State, and greatly advance and improve its agriculture, the leading interest of the State, and knowing no better
the needful apparatus, to

school usefully and honorably,

way of arousing

the attention of the citizens of said State to the

necessity of acquiring such

rope

may be

as

pose and

make

a condition of this bequest, that said State of

it

New Hampshire

knowledge in this country and in Eumanaging said school, I pro-

useful for rightly

and appropriate by law, annually, for
sum of three thousand dollars,
which would be less than one cent a year for each inhabitant of
and also upon the further condition that said State
the State
shall raise

the term of twenty years, the

;

shall

compound

guarantee a net annual

interest of five per cent

on the twenty sums of three thousand dollars each thus required
to

be raised

my

and

;

at the expiration of

twenty years from the time

and interest thus compounded is to
constitute a fund, out of which the amount necessary to erect
suitable buildings, and to furnish the same, to stock said farm,
procure apparatus, and commence a library, shall be expended ;
and the interest of the state fund thus reduced, and net annual

of

decease, the principal

interest of the

fund constituted according to the express terms

and conditions of the request which I have hereinbefore made,
shall be expended under the direction and supervision of said
State for the purpose of

maintaining and continuing said school,

and improving said farm and
ate in said

posed of

come of
pended

Durham

my
all

;

and

real estate,

my

at the

all

other lands herein devised situ-

as the

my

fund

meaning

last
is,

named

is

partly

com-

that the net annual in-

bequeathed is also to be exsame manner, and for the same

real estate herein

same time,

in

the

purpose above set forth.

And

made a further condition of this bequest that no part
Warner farm and other lands herein devised, situate in
Durham, shall ever be sold, conveyed, leased, or alienated by

of said
said

it is
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New Hampshire,

said State of

above

or diverted from the

purpose

of establishing, endowing, and continuing said

set forth

state agricultural school.

If the State of

New Hampshire

does not accept said

trust

upon

the terms and conditions herein set forth within two years from
the time of

my

decease, or accepting the

ply with the terms and conditions
case this devise to said State shall
3.

upon the conditions herein
time of

my

decease, or

if

com-

null

and void.

does not accept said

trust

two years from the

forth within

set

shall fail to

then and in such

become and be

New Hampshire

If the State of

same

thereof,

the foregoing devise to said State shall

become null and void by reason of the failure of said State to
comply with the terms and conditions thereof, then and in such
and bequeath all my said estate to the State of
upon the same terms and conditions as herein re-

case I give, devise,

Massachusetts,

quired of the State of

ding the

sale

of

my

to be located in said
said trust to

New

Hampshire, excepting that forbid-

land in Durham, and requiring said school

Durham, and limiting

two years from the time of

the time of accepting

my

State of Massachusetts being at liberty to sell
locate the school wherever

its

Legislature shall

the advantage of said State of Massachusetts

Massachusetts

may have

— the

decease,
all

;

my

said

lands and to

deem
and

it

most

for

said State of

four years from the time of

my

decease

within which to accept said trust upon the terms and conditions
herein set forth, thus modified.
4.

which accepts the

If the State

herein

set

forth

upon the conditions

trust

should desire to establish said school at any

my

time before the expiration of twenty years from the time of
decease, then

and

in

such case

my

will

that said State

is

may

thus do, provided said State shall, before using any of either of

the funds herein set forth, raise and

money

apart

set

such sums

make said funds equal in amount
funds would become if accumulated during twenty
as will

to

of

what said

years accord-

ing to the terms and conditions herein set forth.
I

hope that the citizens of
Rockingham,

the county of

induce

my

my

native town

will manifest

native State to accept said trust

herein set forth.

and county, and of

such liberality as will

upon the conditions

THE THOMPSON WILL.
might seem presumptuous

It

plan for the ordering and
is

contemplated by this
the

in

me

attempt to devise any

to

management of such an

will,

operation at a time so remote,

advancement

in

and which

when

will

make

the suggestions following

Morality, order, industry, and
taught and practiced

by

all

institution as

probably go into

doubtless there will be great

knowledge of agriculture

duty to the wisdom of the State, through
claiming to
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its

;

so I leave this

Legislature, only

:

economy should be constantly

the teachers and

by

all

the scholars.

Teachers, scholars, and laborers should be required to meet
each morning in the chapel for the reading of the Scripture and
for prayer.

No

scholar should be admitted to the school under sixteen

years of age.

Every scholar should be required
hours of each working day

when

Horticulture should receive

The chemistry of

its

agriculture,

to labor

on the land four

practicable.

due share of attention.
and physiology, and other

sci-

ences so far as they are connected with agriculture, should be
taught, but

no professor should be selected unless he

is

also dis-

tinguished for his knowledge of scientific and practical agriculture.

The

theories taught should, as far as practicable, be tested

experiments on the farm, and

and

cost

results thereof,

zens of the State

all

by

experiments, together with the

should be published and sold to the

and of the United

citi-

States at the cost of publica-

tion.

There should be one vacation each year from December

ist

to April ist.
I

would

also suggest the propriety of applying to the

of the United

and
ness

Congress

States for a grant of land in aid of this object,

ways to seek contributions to promote the
and extend the advantages of said school.

in other

And

I

believe that

when

useful-

the vast benefit to be derived from

such teaching shall be practically demonstrated, similar schools
will

be multiplied in every State of this great confederacy, their

unbounded agricultural resources will be developed, the national
wealth and power increased, the happiness of man, the honor of
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God, and

the love of Christ promoted,

degree prepared for the time when "

and

shall

and the way be

He

not

some

many

people; and they shall beat their swords
and their spears into pruning hooks
nation
up sword against nation, neither shall they learn
"

rebuke

into ploughshares,
shall

in

judge the nations

shall

lift

;

war any more.
Lastly, I do hereby nominate and appoint William P. Frost
and Stephen Demeritt, of said Durham, and John S. Woodman
and Henry W. Pickering, of the city of Boston and State of
Massachusetts, executors of this my last will and testament, hereby revoking all former wills by me made.
In witness whereof I hereunto set my hand and seal this
twelfth day of Feliruary in the year of our

and

eight hundred

Lord one thousand

fifty-six.

BENJAMIN THOMPSON

[Seal].

Signed, sealed, published, and declared by the said Benjamin

Thompson,
of

us,

who,

as

and

for his last will

and testament,

at his request, in his presence

and

in

presence

in the presence of

each other, have subscribed our names as witnesses thereto.
J.

A. Richardson.

J. B.

Jos.

Smith.

W. COE.

CODICIL.

Benjamin Thompson, of the town of Durham,
having made and duly executed
and testament in writing and bearing date the twelfth

Whereas,

I,

in the State of

my

last will

New Hampshire,

(i2th) day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and fifty-six

Whereas, Since

;

and

the date of

my

said will, the Congress of the

United States having passed an act making a grant of lands
the various States of the

Union

to

endow

to

colleges for the benefit

"

An Act donating
and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts," approved July 2, 1862 and
of agriculture and the mechanic

arts, entitled

land to the several States

;

Whereas, The

said act provided a fund for the

same purposes

THE THOMPSON WILL,
in part as does
to

as

my

said last will
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and testament, and

my

desire

is

add to and increase said fund for the purposes named
Now, therefore, I do hereby declare this present writing to be
a codicil to my said will, and direct the same to be annexed
;

thereto

My

culture,
also

and be taken

as a part thereof

object being mainly to promote the

though willing that the college

provide for the mechanic

tion to

arts,

it is

to

my

improvement of

agri-

be established should
will that the institu-

be established by the State which shall by due acceptance

of the terms upon which

my

bequest

is

made and agreement

therewith shall be called and designated College of Agriculture

and the Mechanic Arts, with the name of the State which shall
become entitled under my said will to the property bequeathed
therein prefixed, as, for instance, the New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,

and

State,
as

if that shall

provided in

my

arts or science as

said will, there shall be taught only such other

may be

avail itself of said

necessary to enable said State to fully

donation of lands by the government in good

which two branches of instruction

faith,

be the wish of the

that in addition to the instruction to be given therein

shall

be the leading ob-

jects of said institution or college.

If

my

both the said States named in

my

will shall fail to accept

bequest within the time limited therein, then and

in

that

and bequeath all my said estate to the State
of Michigan upon the same trusts, terms, and conditions as I have
in my will required of the State of Massachusetts, and I give to
my executors authority in the mean time to enter upon and take
charge of and have the care of my estate, and to hold and preserve the same, until one or the other of the said States shall have
accepted the terms of this will and become entitled to the bequests herein made.
And it shall be the duty of my executors herein named, whenever this will shall become operative, to communicate the same to
the Governors of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Michigan
in the order in which each shall become entitled to accept the
said terms and bequests, and as soon as each shall be so entitled
by the terms hereof. And I authorize and direct my said executors and give them full power to make and enter into such stipulations and require such guarantees of the State which shall
case

I

give, devise,
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accept as will secure the objects which are intended to be secured

by

my

said will

and

this codicil, before

my

said estate shall be

turned over to and become the property of said Stale.
Item.

I

far as the

my

hereby modify the bequest made in

my

hereby reserved from the said general bequest of
I

give

pany

said will so

following legacies are concerned, which will be and are

twelve shares

to the

in

the Boston

Congregational society in

estate, viz.:

&

Maine Railroad ComDurham in trust and upon

the condition that the said shares shall forever be kept as a fund

by said society and the annual income thereof be used for the
improvement of sacred music in the society. I also give ten
shares in the Suffolk National Bank, Boston, to Lucetta

my

housekeeper, as a testimonial of

my

respect

her character and of the consideration in which
vices in

my

tinues to be

house

my

;

and

in case the said

the said Lucetta

Davis,

I

hold her

for
ser-

Lucetta M. Davis con-

my

housekeeper at the time of

in that case I give to

M.

and esteem

decease, then

M. Davis

and

in addition

thereto ten shares more in the same bank.
I give also one hundred dollars to Asa A. Tufts, cashier of the Strafford National

Bank, Dover,

as a slight testimonial of

my

regard and esteem.

I

give two hundred dollars to Benjamin D. Hill, of

Durham, N. H.
I annul the appointment of executors heretofore named, and
all former codicils, and appoint the following named persons to
be the executors of

my

said will, with the usual authority as such,

James F. Joy, of Detroit, Michigan, and Joshua B. Smith,
of Durham, New Hampshire.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal this

viz.

:

twenty-first

day of March

eight hundred

in the year of

our Lord one thousand

and seventy-four.

BENJAMIN THOMPSON

[Seal].

Signed, sealed, published, and declared by the said Benjamin'

Thompson

as a codicil to his last will

ence of

who,

us,

of each other,

and testament, in presand in presence
have subscribed our names as witnesses thereto.
at his request, in his presence

William

P.

Frank A.

J.

Levi Cram.

Sylvester.
Sylvester.
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CODICIL SECOND.

Having required

in

my

entitled to the bequest

which should become
named should guarantee a net

will that the State

therein

compound interest of five per cent upon the appraised
my Warner farm, so called, and all my other lands and
buildings situated in Durham and mentioned in my said will and

annual

value of

my

testament, for the term of twenty years after
of the conditions

upon which

ing doubtful whether this condition
cle in the
tive State,

my

way of

the acceptance of

and possibly the others

declared will that

named

in

and by

may not

my

constitute an obsta-

said bequests

in succession,

be competent

shall

it

my said

decease, as one

should become entitled, and be-

it

will, or

by

my

therefore,

for

my

nait is

executors

any codicil thereto, to waive the
be the sole obstacle in the ac-

said condition in case that shall

ceptance of the said bequests, but with the hope that the waiver
of said condition
clared will that
for the

my

it

may

not be found necessary, and with the de-

shall stand as a

purpose of carrying into

condition unless by them waived
effect the object

and testament.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
fifteenth day of March, A. D. 1875.

and purpose of

said last will

set

my hand and

BENJAMIN THOMPSON

seal this

[Seal].

Signed, sealed, published, and declared by the said Benjamin

Thompson

as a

and testament,
and in
have subscribed our names as witnesses

second codicil to his

in presence of us,

who,

last

presence of each other,

will

his presence

at his request, in

thereto.

Levi Cram.

John McDaniel.
James

F. Griffin.

third codicil.
I,

Benjamin Thompson, do make this the third codicil to bea part of my last will and testament, in view of the lower

come

rates of interest which now prevail than at the time my said will
and former codicils were made, and do provide and declare that

the rate of interest provided in
43

my said will

to be

compounded

for
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twenty years

shall

be reduced to four per cent compounded

same length of time,

in case

my bequests and

for the

my

the terms of

said

my legatees.
And I further waive in favor of my native State of New Hampshire all the interest on the valuation of my real estate situated
will shall

be accepted and complied with by either of

town of Durham in case it shall accept the bequests made
said will and upon the terms made in it and the codicils.
In addition to the bequests made in my will and former codicils to my housekeeper, L. M. Davis, I give and bequeath to her
all my household furniture and wearing apparel, which I value at
about a thousand dollars, as a testimony both of my regard and
of my appreciation of her long and faithful services.
I hereby substitute and appoint as one of the executors of my
said will instead of J. B. Smith, whose appointment I revoke and
in the

in

my

annul, John

W.

ing them

the usual authority in such cases as

named

all

E.

originally in

Thompson,

my

In witness whereof
twenty-first

I

to act as such with J. F. Joy, givif

they had been

said will as the executors thereof.

have hereunto set

my hand

and

seal

this

day of January, A. D. 1882.

BENJAMIN THOMPSON

[Seal].

Signed, sealed, published, and declared by the said Benjamin

Thompson
ence of

us,

and testament, in prespresence and in preshave subscribed our names as witnesses

as a codicil to his last will

who,

at

ence of each other,

his request, in

his

thereto.

John McDaniel.
Alvin Jackson.
Jasper R. McDaniel.

AMOUNT OF RAIN AND SNOW.
BY HON. WILLIAM

Amount of rain and snow from July
inclusive.
The rain is expressed
a?i inch, the snow in inches.

L.

i,

FOSTER.

i88g,

in inches

to

October ji, i8go,

and hundredths of

INDEX.
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Address by President

Humphrey
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ANNUAL- REPORT

SUPERINTENDENT

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
BEING THE

FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT UPON THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.

MANCHESTER:
JOHN

B.

CLARKE, PUBLIC PRINTER.
1890.

i

REPORT.
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Concord, N. H., October, 1890.

To His Excellency David H. Goodell, Governor of Neiv

Hampshire
Sir,

—

I

:

have the honor to transmit through you to the

General Court the forty-fourth annual report of the schools
of

the

State, the

same being the twenty-third report
and embracing,

since the establishment of this office,
I.
Extracts from reports
town committees.

II.

of city superintendents

Discussions and recommendations.

IV.

Miscellaneous matters.

VI.
VII.

and

Statistical tables.

III.

V.

—

Report of the State Normal School.
Report of the State Teachers' Association.
Educational addresses.
Respectfully,
J.

W. PATTERSON,
Supt. of Public Instrnctio7i.

EXTRACTS
FROM

CITY

AND TOWN SCHOOL REPORTS.

ACWORTH. — Carl

A. Kiajfm, S^tperintendent.

LAST WORDS TO PARENTS, TEACHERS, AND SCHOLARS BY A
RETIRING SUPERINTENDENT.
In closing this report your superintendent wishes to

thank the parents and citizens of the town for their

assist-

ance in carrying out the plans of educational work he has
tried

during his long connection with the

to formulate

schools of the town, since they have ever been generous
in their

To

support and hearty and earnest in their praise.

the teachers

who have worked

so faithfully under his

Never be

satisfied with
what you have done. Every term of school you teach
Experience, aided by such
should be better than the last.

leadership, his parting advice

is

:

and suggestions as our best school periodicals can
conquer bad practices and adopt good
ones, will enable you to bring the education of our children
up to that high plane of moral and intellectual growth from
which very few will ever descend to the depths of igno-

hints

give, with a will to

rance, immorality, intemperance, or crime.

And what can be said to those scores of boys and girls,
young men and women, whom your superintendent has
watched through the ordeals of learning to read, spell,

superintendent's report.

6

etc., up to geometry and Cicero ?
Only this If you have ever learned to respect him whose
face you have so often seen in the schoolroom, if you would

the multiplication table,
:

gather to yourself

all

the best thoughts and plans he has

no better way than to grow
into honest, earnest, noble men, and bright, pure, and
godly women.
Hoping to aid you in opening the summer terms of
school, and to see you once again in actual school work
before bidding a long farewell to Acworth and her schools,
and with only the very best wishes for a long and successful life to each and every one of you, I respectfully present
this my last report of the schools of Acworth.

hoped

for you,

you can do

it

ALLENSTOWN.— John
livan,

in

D.

Sweatt, John

H. Sul-

Warren Martin.

absenteeism.

— fault-finding.

In compliance with the requirements of the law, we
hereby submit our annual report, and in so doing make a
few suggestions which we think necessary for the best inOne of the greatest obstacles to
terests of our schools.
success with which we have to contend is the irregular attendance of pupils. Every day that a scholar is absent
makes a break in his studies which can never be fully recovered.

We

overcome

ask the co-operation of parents in aiding us

Parents should require their

chil-

dren to attend school every day unless prevented by

sick-

to

this evil.

ness.

Another

evil is

the habit of perpetual fault-finding with

teachers, thereby indirectly encouraging the scholar to dis-

regard the rules of the school.

Parents should remember

that they do their children irreparable injury, generally,

taking their part at school.

Is

it

by

unreasonable to ask par-

ents to unite with us in our efforts to elevate the standard

•
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and increase their usefuhiess by requiring

of our schools

greater thoroughness in study and discipline
tional interests are of vital

importance.

?

Our educa-

Increased knowl-

edge tends to better the condition of society in all respects.
is a priceless legacy left us by our

The common school
fathers

let

;

us see that our children secure

its

benefits.

By improving the advantages which the law gives us in
our common schools, a good education is within the reach
of rich and poor alike and with it the young will be better
;

prepared for the struggle of

Taken

life.

have

as a whole, our schools for the past year

The number

been successful.

of

pupils

is

much

smaller

than formerly, owing to the large attendance at the parochial school,

supervision of
to

which
Rev.

is
I.

in successful operation under the
H. C. Davignon, having from 250

280 scholars.

ATKINSON.

— George

E.

Emerson, for

Board.

tJie

THE ACADEMY.

We

cannot easily compute the value to the town of this

We know how much money we invest here
from year to year, but the rate of interest obtained we do
not know.
When we try to gather up all results, and cominstitution.

pare
yet,

them with costs, we undertake a difficult task and
any one who values an education but cheaply will not
;

need to search very far to find an equivalent for

all

for,

reckoning the contribution of every person

the

same

for the support of

sixty cents apiece.

this school,

it

outlay,

in

would be only

Not a very extortionate amount.

other sixty cents per individual

required to operate

school being provided by income of funds,

town

we

The
this

receive the

by the payment of one half that amount.
For the past three or four years, there seems to have
been an upward tendency in the character of this school.
benefit of $1.20

SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

There seems to be less cavil and more
There is no reason why this should not be

why

interest
so,

shown.

— every

rea-

no one can get away from
are
having
that
we
a first-class school here.
fact,
the
of
pupils attending this term
There is the largest number
for several years, there being 43 names on the roll.
To
give all these pupils proper attention requires a large
amount of work by some one. Aided by his faithful assistant, Miss Goldsmith, of Chester, the principal, T. B.
Rice, is doing this work, and doing it well.
There is one thing about this school which any one will
It is this
Drop in any time when
notice who visits it.
you please (as the writer has), and you will find the master
and his charge in good working order you will hear interesting recitations and see neatly written exercises.
son

it

should be so

;

for

:

;

Each day has

its

appropriate work.

They

don't

seem

to

be always getting ready to do something at some future
time, exhibition day for example, but they are doing something every day, and not much special work for show day.
It is a pleasure to look in on this school as it is this winall the seats occupied.
It seems more
good old times of an older generation, when every
seat was occupied and several settees were required to

ter,

with nearly

like the

accommodate the students.
There is always a good attendance upon examination day.
As a thrifty farmer takes pride in showing visitors his
nice stock and well-tilled fields, as an

takes

pleasure

in

showing

reliable

honest merchant

goods, so a faithful

teacher delights to receive visitors, and show them the
quality of his work.
visiting our

conclusion,

schools,

it

seems

So we all ought to take pleasure
and thereby encouraging them.
to

late

fitting to record

In

herewith the

$1,000 to the academy by the late
same and former resident of this town, the

substantial bequest of

trustee of the

be

in

Hon. Levi Taylor.

.
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AUBURN.

— Frances

A. Griffin,

William

Henry

Wood,

P.

Brown.

G.

provision for scholars in small schools.

THE SCHOOLS.

>)

VISITS TO

— BENEFIT OF TOWN SYSTEM.

was deemed advisable by the board to discontinue the
school in No. 6 for the summer term, by providing private
It

tuition for those pupils

other schools.

One

who

could not reasonably attend

pupil had belonged to the

Bunker

Hill

school under the district system, and three others could be

accommodated

at Candia.

The

parents preferred the pri-

where the pupil was
Although we do not generally

vate tuition, with but one exception,
sent to the village school.

advocate schools in private houses, in this case

amount

of

The

fall

term was held

at the

scholars of No. 6 are above the average,

and their map-drawing

At the

The

work was done.

schoolhouse.

a large

is

especially worthy of mention.

village school the attendance has

a nearly perfect record for the

been much better

In No. 7 the ten girls have

the past year than previously.

summer term, while

the per-

centage of daily attendance in the other schools averages
higher than last year, and instances of tardiness have been

We have forty-five names on the
twenty others have a good record.

less frequent.

honor

We

;

roll

are pleased to report that 367 visits have been

the schools during the year, as

shown by the

addition to those of the school board.

parents and citizens not only give

them

of

made

registers, in

Frequent

visits of

a personal

knowl

edge of the standing of the schools, but encourage teacher
and scholar to do better work.
have visited the schools

We

was practicable,

understand their
have been faithful and
industrious.
All have manifested a desire to do their part
well, and most of the scholars have been anxious to gain
what they could. We regret to except any.

as often as

every-day

work.

Our

in order to

teachers

superintendent's report.
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This closes the fourth year

of the

town system.

With

us the most practical effect of the law has been the equalization of the school year

gives to

ficial results of this

throughout the town, which now

same school

pupils the

all

The

privileges.

bene-

are very apparent with the younger

children, the scholarship averaging nearly the

same

in

all

the schools, and comparing favorably with that of children
of like age even in city schools.

BARNSTEAD.

— John

Horace N. Col-

H. Jenkins,

bath, John George.

influence of schools.
parents.

On

profanity.
co-operation of
legislation of the last legislature.

the whole, there

is

ground

for

encouragement and

Those who take a lively
shame those who do not. We shall not
hear fathers say that the houses that were good enough for
them are good enough for their children. Our schools must
hope for the cause of education.

interest will soon

follow the inevitable laws of progress that govern every

department of society.
defence

in

Our

nation does not find

ligence and virtue of the people.
well to liberty.

It

ceeds like success."

common

its

main

bayonets, forts, and iron-clads, but in the intel-

school

is

has been

The
still

Let these

and farenothing suc-

fail,

truly said that "

question of the success of the

one of the great problems of the

age.

Your committee would not fail in this report to call your
attention to the subject of " profanity," which is so extenby our youth, and which does seriously
Another great evil
want
of practical, perschools
springs
from
a
found in our
The
sonal, active co-operation on the part of parents.
want of parental co-operation is seen in the irregular and
tardy attendance, which, in the words of your committee
sively practiced

paralyze the efforts of our teachers.

for the previous years, continues to be an alarming evil in

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.

In some cases parents allow their children to

our schools.

attend school or not as they please.
times,

11

when the

characters of

men

We
are

live in perilous

being tried and

proved whether they be sound or rotten at the heart.

It

becomes us to give good heed to the rising generation, that
it be reared in habits of truth, of patriotism, and of fidelity
to God and man.
The last Legislature enacted several statutes relative to
schools, defining the duties of the school board and the
powers of the town. Authority was granted the towns to
raise money to build, remove, or repair schoolhouses, a
power heretofore exercised by the school districts. This
seems just. Under the law of 1885 the town purchased the
schoolhouses and paid the appraised value for the same, yet
by the provisions of that law the town could not decide
what disposition should be made of their property, could
not vote to sell, remove, or repair existing schoolhouses,
or build new ones, but these rights were given another
corporation, viz., the school district.
This anomaly, the
cause of much litigation and more trouble, has ceased.
The town, at a legal meeting, can now pass any vote relating to building, removing, and repairing schoolhouses, and
This law will commend itself to all
raise money therefor.
tax -payers for one reason at least
at a town meeting a
larger number are in attendance, and any vote to build or
repair and to raise money for these purposes will command
the respect of tax-payers far more than like action taken
;

heretofore at a school meeting.

Another statute makes

it

the duty of the school board

to furnish text -books to all pupils, at the

town.
at

the

This

is

expense of the

a step in the right direction.

common

Attendance

school, within the limit of certain ages,

should be compulsory, not only for twelve weeks but durfull time such schools may be kept.
If the law is
compel the attendance of scholars, in justice the town
ought to furnish the necessary text -books, as they do school-

ing the

to

12
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rooms, teachers, and supplies.
that

many

complain, even

if

common

is

this

It will

parents have severely

school

felt.

be a burden removed

No tax-payer

should

he has no children of school age. The
the corner-stone of free government.
If

is
to endure, common schools must be
The alarm needs to be sounded. Within the
century the attacks on free common schools must

government

maintained.

present

be met and the question settled whether blinded bigotry or

common

schools shall prevail.

— M.

BARTLETT.

W. Pierce, A. W. Burnell, W.
Pitman.

caution as to the care of text-books.
board given by district.

WOOD AND

It was estimated by the last year's school board that the
unexpended money and the books on hand would be suffi-

we have
exceeded this estimate $40.56. We have expended for
books this year $87.88, and unless some restrictions are

cient to supply the schools the present year, but

put upon the scholars in regard to the care of the books, a
similar

amount

will

have to be expended year after year.

Parents should caution their children in regard to the care

they should take of the books,

in

order to

have them

understand the books are not theirs but the property of
The law in regard to the use of books is, if a

the town.
scholar

damages a book beyond the necessary wear
pay for the same, because it is town

he shall
erty,

and because he

will

in use,

prop-

thereby acquire a habit of care-

fulness in the use of property.

Only two

adopted the plan of giving wood and
i
and 4. If the
would adopt the same plan, we would have

districts

board of teachers, and those were Nos.
other districts

about one third more schooling

in

town.

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.

BATH.

— A.

p.

Prescott, Van
Carbee.

Carleton,

B.
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—

IRREGULAR ATTENDANCE.
teachers boarding around.
BENEFIT OF FREE TEXT-BOOKS.

—

We

custom of boarding the teachers around,
becoming very unpopular, and we believe
If the
it is for reasons that should be evident to any one.
district requires longer schools and more of them, they can
only have them by raising more money for that purpose.
as

find that the

was

it

called, is

The worst thing
irregular

that teachers have to contend

attendance.

This

evil

with

is

does not prevail in the

where scholars are obliged

to go from one to
two miles, to so great an extent as in the village district.

back

We

districts,

find

by the registers that

in this district, for the last

term of only nine weeks, there are 859 tardy and half-day
absent marks while in all other districts combined, six of
;

and sixteen weeks each term, we find 912
tardy and half-day absent marks; in all, 1,771.
Some say our schools are not what they should be. Is
Who is to blame We are aware that
it any wonder ?

them

of twelve

.''

sickness has had something to do with this the past term,

by any means, for the registers show but little
Faithful and (in nearly
every case) experienced teachers have been employed, and
we believe the schools for the year have been fully up to
the average in order and discipline, much above the
average.
But one case of insubordination has come to our
notice.
A certain young man conceived the idea that he

but not

all,

worse for this term than others.

;

ought to be master, but after a

trial

of physical strength

with the teacher, he found he was mistaken, and left the
school.

The most

made in the winter
new books under the

evident progress has been

schools since the introduction of the
free text-book law.

This

is

mainly accounted for from the

superintendent's report.
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fact that the

number

and instead

of there

of classes has

been greatly reduced,

being eight arithmetic classes in a
we found in one instance, there

school of nine scholars, as

now

are

but about half as

many

some who have no children

might naturally be expected,

as

in

for to

While

branches.

all

to educate

condemn

many

it

this law,

appeals to

the most sensitive spot in their nature (their pocket-book),
yet

we

believe that no one law that has been passed for

years will

be so

much

to the advantage of the rising gen-

eration as this, and no one

any public act than

for
of

is

is

deserving of greater credit

Senator Mitchell, the author

it.

Ever since we can remember, it has been the custom with
school committees to close their reports by scolding and
berating parents for their lack of interest in the schools.

We

shall

omit that custom also in this report, and only

call

your attention to the fact that with 241 weeks of school,

and with about two hundred scholars, there have been twenall the schools from heads of families dur-

ty-four visits to

Who

ing the year.
of

will

say that the people of the town

Bath are not interested

BRADFORD. — G.

in their schools

?

A. C. Butman, Charles F. Davis,
G. Peaslee.

Daniel

influence of parents upon the schools.

The

schools for the past year have been successful.

In

teachers have been those of
and experience, familiar with the branches
taught and consequently able to accomplish much more
nearly every instance our

marked

ability

for their pupils than the inexperienced.

that

we

forced to

are so crippled for
let

some

want

of

of our best teachers

We

only regret

funds that

go

we

are

to other towns,

and other States even, because they receive better compenParents and fellow-citizens, this
sation for their services.
have
yet
to learn that our sister towns
We
should not be.

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.
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more

we

are gifted with brighter or

have
are

all

Remember

around us.

what we make them

intelligent children than

our schools, like our homes,

and your hearty co-operation

;

is

work of education.
Most certainly the future improvement of our schools depends largely upon your interest in their welfare, upon
your visits to the schoolroom, and upon your words of enBe thankful that there
couragement, rebuke, and counsel.
an indispensable factor in the noble

who are willing to look after the morals and
manners of your children when away from your own firethem your cheerful support. To the
side, and give

are teachers

teachers

we

say, elevate the children.

hold out firm, tireless hands for these

Be ever ready
little

to

ones to grasp

Let " Onward and upward " be your motto,
and may you never lose sight of the moral culture of those
intrusted to your care, while earnestly seeking for their
advancement in book-lore.
and cling

to.

BROOKFIELD.

— Charles

Colman,

Stephen

H.

HuTCHiNS, Samuel M. Allen.
SCHOOLS shorter THAN THIRTY YEARS AGO, AND SCHOLARS
YOUNGER.
BETTER CLASSIFICATION DESIRED.
In making our annual report to the town for the year
i,
1890, there must necessarily be much

ending March
similarity

with reports in former years.

Three schools

have been sustained during sixteen weeks, each school having eight weeks in summer and eight in winter, and even

amount of funds for school purposes,
with the advance in wages of teachers and a small increase
in the expense of fuel, we do not have as much schooling
with our increased

as

we

did thirty years ago

teachers, because at least

;

neither can

two

we have

of our adjoining

a choice of

towns can
pay from one to two dollars per week more than we can.
Our scholars throughout the town are younger, on an av-

superintendent's report.
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erage, than they were ten years ago

consequently, from

;

these and other causes the grade of our schools
it

has been in past years.

new

law, requiring

towns

It is to

to

is not what
be hoped that under the

furnish text-books, a better

classification of the schools will result in a

progress in the

coming years

;

more marked

a great advancement, how-

be expected from any school continuing but
Six teachers have been employed, five
eight weeks.
female and one male, the last a student in college. All
ever, cannot

were teachers

of previous experience,

and

all

evidently

la-

bored with an earnest desire to succeed, and, as far as your
committee could judge, met with as good success as could
be expected under existing circumstances.

BROOKLINE.

—

Caroline E. Hardy, Orville
Fessenden, Ella W. Tucker.

D.

general remarks.

Upon

the i6th of March, 1889, our citizens met to hold

their annual school

When

meeting and

elect a

board of education.

the present school board were informed of their

nomination, they immediately declined, and did not accept
until they

town.

were convinced that

Knowing

full

it

was

for the benefit of the

well that our predecessors had

many

times been condemned and criticised unjustly, we fully
Having put our
realized the work we were undertaking.

hands to the wheel, we determined to labor to the best of
The office
our judgment and for the interest of the town.
being new to us we should have indeed found it up-hill
work if the retiring board had not lent a helping hand,
and to them we extend our sincere thanks.
The schools have been unusually large, the attendance
has been good, and the interest manifested by the pupils
worthy of commendation. The Grammar and North Primary have been interrupted the first and last terms by
sickness.

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.
Believinof

it is

out the year,

best to retain the

we have endeavored

same teachers

perfect, they

have

the scholars, and deserve the

labored for the interest of

the board but of

thanks not only of

throuo:h-

to do so as far as possi-

While our teachers have not been

ble.
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interested in our

all

schools.

We

have made an attempt to grade the schools, and

if

by so doing some have not been able to advance as rapidly

would

as they

the end

;

as

like,
it

is

yet

we

believe

it

will

be for the best in

necessary to have a good foundation to

upon in order ever to make a successful scholar.
would urge the parents and citizens to visit the
schools often and not to condemn them until they have

build

We

done

so.

At the

last

term of the Legislature an act was passed to
This took effect the

supply the schools with free books.
1st of

January, 1890, but

we

did not

We

make any change until spring.
zens to weigh well the matter
purpose, as
this, of

You

it

will

of

deem

it

advisable to

would urge our

raising

money

citi-

for this

be necessary to make some changes, and

number of dollars.
amount paid for repairs and

course, will take quite a
will notice

that the

school supplies exceeds that of last year.

necessary, however, and

It

has

all

been

has not been expended without

forethought.

There are talented scholars

our schools, and as it is
and encouraged by words
of praise and offers of assistance, do not fail to extend the
same to your children in their school studies.
natural for

all

in

to be stimulated

—

superintexdent's report.
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CAMPTON.

Charles Cutter,

Superintendent.

—
—

COMPLAINTS BY CHILDREN,
NEIGHBORHOOD BROILS.
BY PARENTS.
OF SCHOOLS SHOULD BE REDUCED.

GOOD ORDER.

The

THE NUMBER

schools in town the past year have been for the

A

most part well taught and successful.
partial failures,

The

HOW TREATED

owing mainly

responsibility for the latter

teachers, and the parents

upon the

parents.

We

;

few have been
want of good order.
rests upon the pupils, the

to the

not the least share, perha])s,
obliged

are

employ female

to

teachers mostly, and, in the small schools, often those
are

young and inexperienced.

Where

who

there are large

scholars in a school disposed to be disorderly, such teachers
find

it

cases,

difficult to

parents

maintain their authority.

should

co-operate

with

and

In

all

assist

such
the

Each parent should specially inquire respecting the conduct of his own children, and administer proper
teachers.

reproof and correction for any

ill

behavior.

Complaints of children against their teachers generally
They often reach home, vexed at
should not be noticed.

some reproof
imagine shown

or chastisement,

or

some

partiality

they

and give a very one-sided
account of the matter. In case of any wrong worth noticing, the teacher should be interviewed, and her statement
Teachers should not be criticised
charitably considered.
It tends to discredit them in
in the presence of children.
One sensible
their eyes, and to impair their usefulness.
woman in town said that if she felt any dissatisfaction with
a teacher, she never spoke of it before her children, or
even allowed them to know of it. It is an example worth
to other scholars,

following.
It is not a good plan to take children from school on account of any fancied or real incompetence of the teacher.
person by good luck may pass an examination and ob-

A
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who does

tain a certificate,

not deserve

it.
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Scholars

may

something even under such a one. A case is remembered of a teacher of limited knowledge who acquired
a good reputation as a teacher and met with good success.
In arithmetic he would make the brightest scholars work
In other
out and explain the hard examples to the rest.
studies he could tell whether correct answers were given
learn

by having the book before him. Nevertheless, the board
do not intend, knowingly, to employ a teacher incapable of
instructing the

school.

In case of dissatisfaction

it

is

better to request

some member

into the matter.

not worth the while for a teacher to
working out long and puzzling prob
the more advanced scholars, to the neg-

spend

much time

lems for a few of
lect of

of

the board to examine

It is

in

the general interests of the school.

She should

thoroughly explain principles and rules, and leave the puzzles to test

the ingenuity of the pupils, for which mainly

they were inserted, unless she has plenty of time to devote
to this purpose.

Neighborhood
if

broils should

be kept out of the schools

possible, so as not to set the children

affect the teacher.

Sometimes one part

"by the

ears,"

or

of a neighborjiood

themselves for or against a teacher, for no better
reason than that another part, with whom they are not on

will set

friendly terms, take the opposite side.

Schools have been kept during the year in eleven schoolhouses, and one in a private house.

Owing

to the

number

and location of the schoolhouses, some of the schools have
In two instances there were only
been ridiculously small.
two pupils. In one case the only scholar was boarded out
Other schools had four, six, and eight.
to go elsewhere.
It seems preposterous to be at the expense of running a
school for only two or four scholars, but under the circumThis state of
stances there seemed to be no alternative.
things should be remedied as soon as possible after the
question of the continuance of the town system is decided.

superintendent's report.
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The number

of

schoolhouses should be reduced to the

lowest limit compatible with the general interests of edu-

The more schoolhouses and

cation in the town.

the more

money

schools,

be required to build and keep in repair the former and to run the latter, and the shorter will
be the terms of school. By reducing the number of schoolhouses, some scholars will be obliged to travel a greater
will

and may not be able to attend school at so early
But it may be remarked that a school year from
the age of ten to fifteen is worth to a pupil double that
from five to ten, and any loss of schooling in the latter
period will be more than made up by the greater length of
distance,

an age.

schools to be enjoyed in the former.

Another matter

to

be considered

in this

connection

is

For some years the town increased
the amount of money required by law for schools to a
thousand dollars. During the flush of money in war times,
this was still further increased to twelve hundred dollars,
But with the increasing number
the amount since raised.
of abandoned farms, the stripping of others of wood and

the town finances.

lumber, the general depreciation of the

town

will feel

rest,

how long

able or willing to raise this, in

the

addition to

ta.xes, remains to be seen.
With the presnumber of schools, any considerable diminution of this
amount would render them so short as to be comparatively
Plymouth has reduced the number of her
worthless.
Owing to the peculiar natural conschoolhouses to si.x.

the other high
ent

formation of this town,
as to the

number and

it is

location

a difficult question to decide

most advisable here.

It is

a matter that should receive the thoughtful consideration
of the people of this town.

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.

CANDIA.

— George
George

F.

Albert

E.

Colcord,

E. Richardson.

the duty of parents.

A

Cass,
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— change

majority of the teachers

came up

of text-books.
to our expectations

and proved themselves fully competent to perform their
We are not to look for perfection in teachers, any

duties.

any other class of people, and if any think
have erred in their methods of discipline,
or in any other way, admonish them in a spirit of kindIn those
ness, and we trust all will be right in the future.
have
their
given
influence in favor
schools where parents
of the teacher, harmony and good order have prevailed,
and the advancement made by the pupils has equaled that
If the others failed to make equal
in any preceding year.
A question certainly
progress, where does the fault lie.-'
A very common teacher, placed in a
not hard to answer.
school of children where the parents are in sympathy with
all concerned, will accomplish more, do better work, and
be decidedly more profitable to the district, than the most
skilled and accomplished instructor otherwise could be,
though exerting double the amount of energy and labor to
perform the duties incident to the schoolroom. That
teacher has but little knowledge of human nature who has
not the ability to read at once, from the countenances and
acts of her pupils, in what estimation she is held by their
parents.
Children are incompetent to judge of the merits
or demerits of those who instruct them, and no parent
ought to base his judgment on the mere evidence of children, whose minds are as yet not properly developed to
judge what is or what is not for their best interest.
What
mechanic, artist, or craftsman of any kind would be willing
to have the merits of his labor judged and reported to the
community on the authority and knowledge of school chilmore than

that

dren

some

.''

in

of ours

Then should we

not accord to the teachers of our

superintendent's report.
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same

children the

privilege in

presenting their work to

we would desire to have done for
of our own ?
Would it not be acting wisely to go to
schoolroom yourselves ? Then you will be better

public observation that
that

the

prepared to judge correctly whether they are earnest and
faithful servants

in

the interest of those committed to

their care.

We

earnestly hope that

and teachers

parents

operate with the school board

in

will co-

making any changes

in

text-books in accordance with and in the observance of

new

the

Under

free text-book law.

the books

may be changed

changed must continue

the

to be

first

this law,

any or

all

year, and the books so

used at least

In

five years.

way a greater uniformity of text-books will be ob-

this

tained,

which

will

be very beneficial to both teachers and

pupils.

CARROLL.

— Charles

Miles, Supenntcndent.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF

PRACTICAL RESULTS.

We

S.

PUPILS.

we have a pardonable pride in the pupils of
whom, during the last four years, we have learned
know so well. The knowledge they have been gaining
Your sons can go out and measure
such a practical one
believe

this town,
to
is

!

and wood-piles they can take your old notes,
with forty indorsements perhaps, and cast the interest corYour daughters can measure rooms for carpets and
rectly.

your

fields

;

wall paper, tell
all

you about the history of the country, about

the bones, muscles, and circulation of the body, and

correct your

grammar and pronunciation

in proportion to

the key to success in the schoolroom
is

powerless.

is

;

without

it

at
is

a teacher

Indifference in parents results in the

A

But

our regret

Good attendance

slackness in the attendance of many.

with children.

surprisingly.

our pride in their progress

same

scholar should never be kept from school

except for sickness.

To keep

a child out for visiting, par-

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.
moment.

or work, should not be considered for a

ties,

teachers have a great

who

You

do not so much with the
they will go anyway,
but for

work

soaring, ambitious pupils,

those
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to

;

—

—

are often "so hard to learn."

Gain their love

when they have gained a point, praise
minds will unfold better in the sunshine of
praise than in the wind of blame, and your discipline will
not suffer by letting them know you love them.
Do not be
discouraged if you do not at once see the fruit of your
and attention, and

them

;

labors.

the

little

You cannot
" Ye who

And

read the future of your pupils.

toil

with a purpose high

fondly the proud result await,

Murmur not

as the hours

That the season

CHARLESTOWN. — J.

is

go by

long, the harvest late."

M. Whitaker,

G. N. Breed.

IMPROVED GRADING UNDER THE TOWN SYSTEM.

The

school year has been a very successful one, both as
what has been actually accomplished for the pupils, and
also as to the promise and encouragement it presents to the
minds of parents and to all friends of education. There
never has been a time when the school system in this district was so well arranged for advancing pupils in their
to

school

work

as the present.

Pupils can

easily

make

a

progress in their studies under the present school system

would have been impossible for them to make under
two primary schools, one grammar school,
high
school.
Under that system no pupils were
and one
ever promoted from the primary school to the grammar
school because they were prepared for grammar school
work, but because they were crowded out by the young
pupils who were coming into the primary school.
Not
that

it

the old system,

—

being prepared for grammar school work, their minds
became dazed and bewildered whenever they attempted to
study their lessons, which to them were incomprehensible.
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so that they soon lost courage and became disheartened,
and after a while dropped out of the school altogether, or
lingered in it from force of circumstances for many terms,

but in reality accomplishing very

little

school work.

It

thus came to pass that very few became fitted for the high
school, even with its then low requirement, until they were
far

advanced

in their teens.

The

establishing of an intermediate grade in the place
one of the primary schools supplies a needed link, and
has done much already to correct the very deplorable conof

dition our schools

of grading.

much

The

had reached on account of the old system
like the new system

pupils themselves

better than the old.

are of nearly the

It

brings pupils together

same age and

size,

themselves much better whether they are

house

at their

who

they enjoy

so that

the school-

in

The
much knowl-

work, or in the schoolyard at their play.

pupils in our intermediate school acc|uire as

of grammar or language as used to be required in our
grammar school to insure promotion into the high school.

edge

And

even with that low standard for promotion, under

old school system very
into their teens,
is

many

did not attain to

and some could not attain to

altogether different in our

grammar

it

it

this

until far

at

all.

It

school at the pres-

ent time.

The pupils who go from the intermediate to the grammar school are so well fitted for grammar school work that
it has been found necessary to take down into the grammar school much that was regarded as high school work
under the old system, in order to keep those bright, smart,
well-trained boys and girls employed for three years.
Grammar school pupils at the present time acquire as much
knowledge of arithmetic, grammar, book-keeping,and United
States history as was required in the high school course under
the old system of grading
school work, under the

;

and

this

new system,

is

enlarged grammar
easily accomplished

by our pupils who attend school every term, by the time

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.
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This gives

an opportunity to a large proportion of our scholars to take
a substantial high school course of study, that will serve

them

good foundation upon which

as a

to build

years a superstructure of life-work that will

in later

bean honor

to

themselves, a source of joy to their parents, and a help

and blessing to the State, by enabling them to understand
the principles that underlie good citizenship.

any parent to make great sacrifices
may acquire such an education.

COLEBROOK. —

in

It

will

pay

order that his child

Irving C. Brown, S.
MORE, Milton Harriman.

B.

Whitte-

attendance.
Year by year we find an increasing interest in the
is shown by the annually increased percentage

schools, as
of daily

attendance.

Last

3''ear

the average daily attend-

ance was eighty per cent, while this year shows eighty-seven
per cent.

We

higher had
sickness.

it

think

it

would have been considerably

not been for absence unavoidable through

The primary

object

is

to attain a perfect attend-

ance, sickness only being an unavoidable cause of absence.

We

have the support of some parents in this respect,
fear that we have not so much from others as we
should have, but we must have the hearty co-operation of
while

we

order to secure regularity of attendance.
Dean Gilkey has attended twenty-seven weeks of school, and a few

all in

others

have attended the twenty weeks, without beingWith the same ambition shown by these
others might do the same.
Only by attaining to

absent or tardy.
pupils,
this

standard of perfection shall

of acquiring

an education that

receiving in our

common

we accomplish the work
we have the privilege of

schools.

Knowing the requirements

of each district, we have
endeavored to place the teachers where they would be most
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We

have employed some young teachers, but
We have had twenty
weeks' school in each district maintained by the town's
successful.

they have given good satisfaction.

money, making 240 weeks by contributions from different
localities, 44 weeks
total, 284 weeks.
Number of scholars attending not less than two weeks, 224
number not
attending any school, 14.
;

;

;

We

are very sorry to see this neglect to attend school.

There should be no

failure

to attend except

on account

of

physical disability.

CONCORD. — Fales

P.

Virgin, A. Saltmarsh, Isaac

N. Abbott.

the town system.

The new school system has been in operation four years,
and we have as yet failed to discover any disadvantages in
the new school law as compared with the old district system.
On the other hand, we find many advantages, one of
which is in giving the school board the power to expend
the money where it will do the most good, and not be compelled to expend it in certain localities where there are only
two or three scholars, who can in most cases be conveyed
Our
to a larger and longer school, and at less expense.
schools have compared favorably with years past in progress
and education. We have preferred to employ tried and
experienced teachers, with higher wages and shorter
schools, rather than longer schools, with young and ine,xHow to educate the one scholar, has
perienced teachers.
been the greatest problem the school board have had to
To have a school in a locality with one or two
solve.
scholars, or to

convey them two or three miles,

is

expensive,

and neither as a general thing gives satisfaction to parents.
think if these parents would visit some of our larger

We

schools,

and see the difference

in

the appearance of the

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.
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to bear the trouble

and expense of sending their children a longer distance.
Our schoolhouses are in good repair. About twenty-five

hundred dollars has been expended in permanent repairs
One new house has been built, one
the last four years.
has been extensively repaired, and more or less repairing
in

has been done on nearly

all

We

of the others.

have four-

teen schoolhouses in the district, two of which have not

been used

at

all,

and two others but

not any changes could be

be of some benefit

is

made

little.

Whether

so that this property

or

might

a question for the district to decide.

With a small appropriation each year, our schoolhouses
can be kept in suitable repair for a long time,

Louis

J.

Rundlett,

City Supo'intoidcnt.

MANUAL TRAINING.
The work of manual

PATRIOTISM.

At

training has suffered no decline.

George O. Cross resigned, and
Browne
was
elected to fill the vacancy.
Mr. Fred E.
Steady progress has been made, both in discipline and in
The pupils have accomthe production of good results.
plished nearly double the work they did in the same
the end of the year Mr.

The

time in former years.

which

ences,

will

school needs better conveni-

be afforded next term in the old Spring-

street building.

At

this

favor

how

time educators and legislators are practically

of introducing a course in

it

shall

be done and what

it

manual

Just so long as

a spirited discussion.

training.

comprise

shall

it

is

in

Just

evoking

means the

devel-

opment of the mental faculties through the agency of the
actual work done with the hands, there can be no doubt
about the feasibility of connecting

system

;

but

when

it

it

transgresses

with a public school
these boundaries

it

becomes an encroachment upon some particular craft, and
is anticipating an apprenticeship which is naturally separate
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from and subsequent to an elementary education. The
custom of handling carpenters' tools accomplishes something, but being too abstract,

The

educational principles.

not in line with true

is

it

instruction should

thorough knowledge of the drawing

embrace a

of the piece to

be

fashioned, else that intelligence necessarily preliminary to

the execution

mainly subordinated to mere mechanical

is

work.

A

pupil spends seventy-two hours of his school year in

simply learning the use of

tools,

and

in

making some

This is not enough. As I
article of more or less value.
have said before, the purpose ought to be the development
not the
of the brain through actual work with the hands
;

development
precepts.

of the hands.

The

pupil should

The work is full of valuable
be made to understand that

the same care with which he planes a piece of

wood

dovetails a joint, applied to his daily lessons and daily

or

life,

would produce as correct results as he gets from his manual
work that this care and exactness do more to lighten burdens, eradicate vicious and sinful practices, make happy
homes, and increase morality, than all hours of grumbling
Such, I think, is the purpose of manover difficult tasks.
;

ual training.
is

in

When

accomplishes these results

it

connection with our school system, as an

can show only the ability to
thought, then

The

its

place

is

make

aid,

its

place

but

if

it

things without intelligent

without.

idea of inculcating patriotic principles in the minds

seems to be assuming an importhave been assumed long before this.

of public school jDupils

ance that ought to
Although the almost wild outburst of enthusiasm
places over our nation's flag seems to

too
it

in

much

to be a

in

to

many
smack

we must confess
and a most important agent

of sentimentality, nevertheless

most excellent

plan,

arousing a love for one's country.

republic

some people

saw

o:uards of the

The founders

of the

the public school system one of the safe-

in

nation.

It

instilled

in

the minds of the
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youth a desire for liberty and a love of the constitution,
which, recognizing

as equal in civil

all

rights,

saves

its

people from the possible despotism of centralized power.

Through

agency we seek and can obtain a mighty

this

re-inforcement of that unity which

our form

ence of

and

social

This unity

also

is

such elements of weakness as the

necessary to destroy
ethnical

essential to the exist-

is

government.

of

differences of the people

may

cause to

arise.

The mere
be,

way than by

better

We

it

may

Patriotic principles can be taught in

no

correctly teaching our nation's history.

should emphasize

the hardships endured in bygone

all

times that have helped to

With

though

raising of flags, powerful agent

not enough.

is

make the nation what it now is.
we should study the lives of

special reference to this,

men

such eminent

as

Washington, Lafayette, Franklin,
Sumner, Lin-

Patrick Henry, Jefferson, Jackson, Webster,
coln,

Grant, and others.

Besides

be as carefully taught as history
Patriotism

signifies

requires a defence of

a
its

love

the principles of

this,

behavior and obedience that underlie

all

patriotism should

itself.

of

one's

which

country

laws and interests.

It

has

its

foundation on strictly moral principles, such as obedience
to parents, to teachers,

and

and

Hypocrisy, immorality, and malice

is

not sectional.

to the laws of truth

and

right,

to it.
Our children may be bright in
memorizing so many facts of history, excellent in mathematics, and able by hook or by crook to pass examinations,

are antagonistic

we may be sending into the world sharpand vicious politicians.
Such men might
shout forever over the American flag, but they are not
patriots.
Just such men caused the decline and fall of the
Roman Empire, and to such men we shall look for the fall

yet with
ers,

all

this

boodlers,

if it should ever happen.
We seem to
crowding our curriculum with studies and
cramming the brains of children, Avhile the sound principles on which patriotism rests are neglected.

of our

own

country,

be semi-insane

in
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Some may

say the future will take care of

itself,

but

history has proved prognostication to be of great value,
and that the only true guide of future events is the past.

Spasms

mainly temporary, but an undercurrent

are

of

thoughtful, conservative, sound judgment must determine

the stability of any form of government.
It would be wise to observe the 22d of February of each
year by public exercises from the pupils, the exercises

being such as would be appropriate for the occasion. This
would rekindle annually that spirit already displayed by the
purchase of flags for the buildings.

— W.

CORNISH.

H. Child, Herbert Deming.

TEACHERS.

TEXT-BOOKS.

One male and sixteen female teachers have been emwho have in most cases been adapted to their work,
and in many cases eminently so and were we to make
individual mention of each we should be unsparing in our
ployed,

;

commendation

and success. Still there is
gifts," modes, and systems among

of their efforts

such a "diversity of

teachers, that parents as well as scholars too often pass

hasty judgment on their merits because of variance from
their ideal of

what a teacher should

be.

be more agreeable to the wishes of
cast in the

same

development
it

is

perfect

mold

all

would

'Tis true

it

were

teachers

all

of uniformity, but for the

of all the gifts of the varied childhood nature,

best that such a corresponding diversity in teachers

and that the problem of adaptability be ever before
charge.
Harmony between
teachers and scholars, so essential to success, has been the
We notice that schools enrule with but few exceptions.
joying the services of the same teachers two or more
exist,

those having the matter in

terms

We

make the best progress
commend our teachers in

in succession

especially

as a rule.

the oral work
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done with young scholars in physiology, arithmetic, geography, and various useful tables, thus laying a foundation
for the further development of their tender minds upon
Excellent recitations have been witnessed

these subjects.

nearly

in

the

of

all

common

branches pursued.

Book-

keeping and algebra have been successfully taught among
Some of our teachers need special
the larger scholars.

conducting the recitations and public examina-

credit in
tions.

In one school a prize

was offered by the teacher

improvement

in writing, the decision be-

for the greatest

The improvement by each

ing left to the school board.
pupil

was very marked.

Another era

in the

line of

advancement has dawned

upon the school interests of our State. The burden of individual expense, heretofore borne generally by those least
able to bear

it,

is

now

upon

laid

all,

embracing those more

be so trifling that the extra
and yet the expense
amount of tax will hardly be noticeable. Since the free
text-book law came into effect, we have adopted Harper's
will

able,

writing-books and Worcester's Dictionaries, and have pro-

amount

cured an

of these sufficient for present use.

We

have also purchased a set of record books, it being a matter of absolute necessity that a record be kept of all books

A

received by each scholar.

own

scholar

may purchase and

books as heretofore, but the law contemplates a
books and supplies, subject

his

free loan to all scholars of all
to

such rules and restrictions as the school board

may

de-

termine.

In conclusion,
of

our

common

glory of

we would

our land.

treasures of

They

knowledge

are free for

all,

crowning

offering

to the poor as well as

the

the rich,

utilized, and coupled with the Divine
and blessing, will lay the foundation of all that is deLet this benignant
sirable in our social and moral fabric.
Let us o-ive
institution then have our fostering care.

and when rightly
:

again emphasize the importance

schools, for truly they are the

gifts
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and willingly

liberally

reaping

its

responsible duties of

DEERING.

our children,

for its support, that

may become

advantages,

fitted for the

high and

life.

— Isaac

Smith,

George

Patten, Alvin

C.

TUBBS.

HOW SCHOOLS
INCREASE OF SCHOOL FUNDS.
LENGTHENED.

MAY BE

For the first time, we believe, the sum of one hundred
and twenty-five dollars above the amount required by law
was raised at the last annual meeting for the support of
This sum was required to supply the deficit
the schools.
caused by the diminution of the public tax, which forms
Had it not
the basis on which the school money is raised.
been for

this

appropriation, the schools could not have

been supplied with so

and efficient teachers, and
would have been impaired. A
needed this year. It is the opinion

faithful

their usefulness therefore

similar appropriation
of

is

the board that the schools surpass those of former

A

years in improvement and excellence.
the credit for these gratifying results

is

due

large share of
to the teachers,

whose excellent educational qualifications, combined with
a natural tact for teaching and ability to govern, have rendered their labors

all

that could be desired or expected.

Parents as well as others
should be

commended

who have

for the

visited

interest

the schools

they have mani-

fested and the assistance they have rendered.
this year

cise

;

no poor schools to report

therefore

it

seems

;

We

no teachers to

superfluous

to

make

have
criti-

further

remarks on the schools.
It is worthy of remark that since the town district .system came into use little or nothing has been contributed

way of teachers' board or fuel to prolong the schools.
Good teachers are more difficult to procure than formerly,

in the
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Under the

decreased.

old

system schools were generally prolonged by contributions
in

board and

under the

explanation.

schools

We

hope

may be induced

all

fall

terms to twelve

DOVER.

number

P.

of

something for their
weeks in the summer

Cressey, Chairuian of Board.

Channing Folsom,

In the spring of

Supcnnteiident.

— CONDITION

OF OUR SCHOOLS.

1888, this city adopted the plan of fur-

By

nishing text-books at the public expense.
at

a law passed

the last session of the State Legislature this plan was

made obligatory throughout the
all

sufficient

in the respective divisions.

— Thaddeus

free text-books.

must be a

interested in the welfare of the

to contribute

support and increase the

and

now than

the schools are shorter

If

fuel.

district system, these facts

supplies used in the schools.

State,

To

and made

to include

carry this out an ap-

propriation of about $2,500 will be required in 1890.
satisfaction with the free text-book plan

comment upon
to the increased

school.

and

it

it is

is

unnecessary, except to

number

The

so general that
call

attention

of pupils in the higher grades of

This increase can be traced to no other source,
seems fair to attribute it largely to this immediate

cause.

In nearly every department hygiene and

its

relation to

temperance have been faithfully taught. Physiology has
been taught from books, and charts, and orally.
History
and geography have received a fair share of attention.

Language lessons have been given preliminary to and in
connection with grammar.
Rapid computations in arithmetic have formed a part of the daily exercises.
Maxims
and poetical gems have been memorized to inculcate lessons of morality, and to form a taste for good literature.
Music has been taught, not only for the purpose of training the voice and ear, but to give a moral tone to the
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pupil.

Physical culture, voice building, and military

drill

have been made
has been taught in every grade except the high school,
under the tuition of a special teacher. Much attention has
been given to penmanship with good success. Corporal
punishment has been resorted to less frequently than in
former years, yet we are not aware that order, discipline,
With few exceptions, the
or vv^ork has suffered thereby.
pupils have with commendable fidelity performed the task
assigned them, meriting thereby the certificates of promoShould the committee
tion to the next higher grade.
attempt to put you in possession of all the details pertaining to the supervision of the schools, it would overstep the

Drawing

a part of the school curriculum.

limit of a concise report.

In closing this report

we

heartily

commend

the super-

intendent and teachers for their faithful attention to their

work during the

year.

To

the city councils

we would

ex-

press our approval of the manner in which they have

discharged their obligations and

fulfilled

their responsi-

There is no
branch of our municipal service that comes so near the
hearts of our citizens as do the schools. Citizens of Dover,
remember the broader the scope of our educational system, the more enhanced will be the possibilities open to

bility in

supplying the wants of the schools.

our children for a successful career.

Remember

if

a part

were withheld for a sinyear,
it
would
gle
form a dangerous precedent and lead to
an abridgment of the usefulness and scope of our schools.
Remember if our moral and political freedom is to be
of the support of these institutions

maintained

;

if

our virtues are to be multiplied

;

if

the arts

and sciences which make up our national prosperity and
power are to be fostered if Christianity in its true sense
is to prevail, it will be through the influence of our public
schools.
Let us cherish these institutions with ever deep;

ening: reeard.
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— Luke

F. Richardson, Henry
James Allison.
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C. Piper,

methods of instruction.
It is a

manifest

fact,

not at

Dublin, that children leave the

all

peculiar to the

common

town

of

schools at an age

two or three years younger than was the custom at a time
This is a move in the wrong
From the age of sixteen or seventeen years to
direction.
nineteen or twenty years is the most important and valunot far distant in the past.

able era in the school-going days of the youth of
place where schools have an existence.

commence

Nor do

children

regular attendance at school so early in

To

every

life

as

change we offer no objection.
It appears that all the second terms of the common
schools were taught by non-residents.
We can call to
mind but two residents of the town employed as teachers
During the winter comin other places the past winter.
in
December,
twenty-two
mencing
young men and
1847,
women, having their homes in Dublin, were employed as

once they

did.

teachers either at

way seems open
ent purposes
half

it

this

home

will

this falling off

of the

or abroad.

In this relation the

for an interesting discussion.

town July

2,

For

pres-

be sufficient to say in brief that one

may be accounted

for

by the division
which to-

1870, and other influences

gether have diminished the resident population, at present,
to less

than one half the number of inhabitants in 1847.

Whatever reasons may be assigned to cancel the remainder of this change one thing is certain only a very limited
number of our young folks now are found qualified and in:

clined to choose the occupation of teaching as a desirable

sphere in which to spend a portion of an honorable and
useful

We

life.

can judge of

the efficiency of

instruction only by the quality and

a special

magnitude

method

of

of its results.
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And

then, so much depends upon the clearness, force, and
energy of the teacher, that often it is hard to decide where

the merit or demerit, as the case

Since

may

heaven's primary law, and in school

where

it

be, belongs.

birth out of chaos order has

its

should be repealed.

been regarded

about the

is

Constant, appropriate occu-

pation for every scholar during study hours will do
to nip in the bud

all

much

whispering and other kindred misde-

meanors which so soon ripen

among

as

last place

into vicious, stubborn habits

scholars.

Speaking too low and indistinctly

is

a defect in

some

of

our schools, a minority, which always operates adversely
to the reputation of both scholars

soon lose their interest

We

Again.

and teachers. Visitors
they cannot hear.

in exercises

find conclusive evidence that teachers

who

constantly recognize the importance of a vigorous application to the

work

in

hand, being at

all

times, as

it

were,

present in every part of the room, turning the course of

thought from the incipient stages of disorder and indolence
in the direction of study and preparation of lessons to be
recited, just

by a look, a word, or the gentle laying on

of

hands, ever uttering the truths they teach in tones so clear

and ringing as
class,

to

be heard by every one present, are, as a

who most expand the
common school instruction.

the ones

fluence of

usefulness and

We

do not wish

in-

to

be understood as saying, or even intimating, that all others
reasonable deliberation is inare a failure far from it.

A

;

dispensable.

It

promotes thorough teaching, and accurate

thinking and learning.

Our

schools have never

shown greater progress

in the

art of reading understandingly than during the past year.

The "drawling," "sing-song," and "town-crier" styles
have given place to something more intelligent and culIn composing and writing English correctly a matured.
jority have made much advancement, largely due to the
singular ability of the teachers

;

but as a science grammar
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By some

it

appears to be considered as

evidence of smartness and progress to be the

new slang and
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first to

use

though in fact it is simply proof of vulBut we are more than happy to say that
gar greatness.
in the use of the English language by the pupils of our
schools the past year the corruptions introduced have been
far more than balanced by its refinements.
In penmanship and pronunciation the schools stand
well, though the diacritical marks used in the spellingbook and dictionary are not so well understood as they
ought to be. Colburn's Mental Arithmetic is one of the
few peerless text-books, and has been in our schools more
cant,

than half a century, but the method of teaching

it

we deem

effectual than that practiced during an earlier period

less

of our school history.

During the spring of 1889, by his invitation, the young
met at the high school room each afternoon for two
weeks for practice in reading, under the instruction of Rev.
Granville Pierce.
This was the beginning of the uncommon progress in this fundamental branch of learning the
folks

past year.

During the past autumn and winter there have been
for mutual intellectual and moral improvement, and social intercourse.
Such associations are practical and very useful, and should be encouraged, provided

many meetings

they are adjourned at a seasonable hour in the evening.

But when they continue late into the night, to " the small
hours, " they induce nervous debility and weaken the vital

and thus, to a certain extent, incapacitate the mind
for acquiring good or resisting evil.
No one will ever
reach an unhappy condition, or an undesirable goal, if he
does not, like Lot, in the beginning merely pitch his tent
forces,

in the
If

that a
to

wrong

direction.

people really believe and have faith in their assertions

good education

their

children, let

is
it

the choicest legacy they can leave

be shown by their works.

No
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pains nor reasonable expense should be spared to surround

the young with influences most appropriate to properly

develop their characters.

The

Hill of

Science

is

steep,

summit far above the clouds, and the young traveler
will often become weary with climbing on, and need to be
encouraged by the assurance that the higher he ascends
the broader will be his vision, and the more charming the
expanding view. And let all keep in mind that moral
and

its

forces underlie
is

all

that shall ultimately prevail

a fortress upon a

hill

;

that truth

not to be commanded.

DUNBARTON. —John

B. Ireland, Philander
Lord.

M.

the advantage of large schools.

We

know

common

full well

the deep interest taken

in

our free

upon which
and the source of all our social, moral,
and political success. We must look well then to all that
pertains to it as a system
to the methods used for its
maintenance
and give to it our earnest support, that the
desired results may be obtained.
schools, for they are the foundation

our republic

is built,

—

—

The

appropriation last year of $1,043.34 has enabled us

town twenty-six weeks' schooling.
school have been held in five divisions, and

to give each scholar in

Three terms of
two terms in the

sixth

;

the scholars in this division being

assigned to other schools for the third term.

Under the

instruction of faithful and progressive teachers, satisfac-

tory results have followed, and in

some schools there has

been a marked advance over what has been attained

Where such
followed, we cannot

previous years.

have not

in

results as could be desired
feel that the fault has

been

with teacher or scholars, but from surrounding influences
over which the school board have no control.

We
by

all

have observed with pleasure, and

who

it is

fully admitted

are interested, that the best results

have

at-
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tended the larger schools not from any better efforts by
the teachers, but from the natural influence of numbers,
;

and an increased spirit of emulation among the scholars.
Yet we cannot avoid having some schools with a small
number of scholars, and the school board feel justified in
giving to such an equal advantage with the larger ones in
every particular, and are happy to note considerable advance in these schools toward a common level daring the
past year.

The advantages gained in the larger schools cannot be
demonstrated by figures, but the following statement is,
The average cost per scholar
financially, in their favor.
the schools for the year has been thirty-seven cents

in all

per week, for each enrollment, while
to present the facts as
ters,

it

will

fifty-two

find

show the average

if

we may be

them recorded

cost per scholar to have

been

This shows a loss that we should try to avoid

the future, and the only feasible plan that

to suggest at the present

should

allowed

in the regis-

cents per week, based on the average daily at-

tendance.
in

we

make an

is

we

are able

that the patrons of our schools

earnest effort in the matter of securing a

regular daily attendance of the scholars.
2, with an average of thirty scholars, the
been twenty-three and one third cents per week
for each scholar, while in division No. 6, with an average
of eight scholars, the cost has been seventy-five cents per
week.
In one division we find, with an average of six

In division No.

cost has

scholars during one term, the cost to have been $1.16 per

week.

The above

facts should lead to

just conclusions

and wise action.

Do
not in

not withhold the

money

the system

for

Do

unsatisfa»6tory results, until

means has been exhausted
those

necessary, because you are

sympathy with the present system.

who have the

to

make

it

not blame

after

a success.

every

Give to

control and are responsible for the

education of your children your counsel and support, aid
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the scholars in their efforts to a constant attendance,

visit

the school often, thus showing a personal interest in

all

and you will find that the common
school, instead of being an object upon which to vent petty
spite, will become the prime factor in our material, moral,
and political worth.

that

pertains to

EXETER.

it,

— John

D. Lyman, John A. Brown,

George

W. Weston.
NECESSITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS AND NORMAL SCHOOLS.
THE STUDY OF NATURE.

—

We
be

think our schools are good, and

justified

if

we

we should perhaps
we are far

said they are excellent, yet

from believing that they

whole, so near perfection

are, as a

very considerable improvement

ought not to be
Let those who have not received special training for teaching say what they may, and let unfit persons
receive good training for teaching and then fail, and let
those with great natural endowments succeed without any
special training, yet the general truth remains that those
that

expected.

who

possess the proper natural

qualifications

and have

received good special training are, taken as a whole, by far

the

most

and profitable teachers.

desirable, successful,

The peck of eyes which

a celebrated oculist said he spoiled,

while learning his profession, by experimenting, would have

been saved had he received the proper training before he

commenced the practice.
The people cannot afford

to

pay inexperienced and

untrained persons for their time, and furnish them their
loved children as subjects for experiments, while they are

endeavoring to acquire the great
teaching,

or, as is

that they are unfit for teachers.
tors,

art

and science of school-

often the case, while they are finding out

and artisans have

Clergymen, lawyers, doc-

to learn their professions or trades

before they practice, and so should teachers.

It is

a great

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.
mistake to think that

as

all

brainy, finely educated, and excel-

can be good school teachers.

lent persons

well expect that

One might

Even Benjamin

or poets.

orators,

Franklin as a colonel was a failure.

General Grant was

but an indifferent farmer, and as a business
a pretentious, cheap

young

great patriotic leader, orator,

made complete

failures

country store.

We

many

excellent

just

such might be excellent dancing

all

masters, choristers,
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man

permitted

The

rascal to swindle him.

and governor, Patrick Henry,
attempts to

in his

run a small

mention these instances because so

and well-educated persons, without experi-

ence, special training, or tested natural

employment

qualifications for

till by marsome other means, they can escape the tasks of

the difficult work, seek
riage, or

the school which are a joy and

We

teacher.

as teachers

inspiration

urge that teaching

to

the

true

We

be a profession.

hope to see more persons who possess natural

"

aptness to

teach " qualify themselves by special training and engage
in

teaching as their

earned

money and

life

dom wasted by poor schools.
The amount of good which
a lifetime
plish in

is

is

the tax-payers' hard-

a superior teacher

sel-

may do

in

hardly equaled by that which one can accom-

any other profession.

much

Taylor did
influence

Then

work.

the children's precious time will be

to

Drs.

Abbot and Samuel

make our country what

it

is

;

their

yet potential in our nation, and, as the song says

John Brown's soul, it "goes marching on," and even
Tennyson's brook which "flows on forever" may run dry
before their blessed influence shall cease.
Few people in
New England ever won nobler fame or did more good than

of

Mary Lyon.

England's great duke

the training his schoolmasters gave

said, in

amount, that

him defeated Napoleon

Waterloo.
Few Englishmen ever blessed their country
more than Head Master Arnold of the Rugby school.
The era of judges who are not lawyers, of ministers and
physicians without special training, of lawyers by statute
at
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instead of study, has mostly passed, notwithstanding the

won for some of
Those trained for their professions hold the field.
Napoleon and Wellington, Grant and Sherman, Sheridan
and Hancock are but examples of what natural qualifica-

success which great natural abilities have
these.

and special training can accomplish. Frederick the
Great, by the special military training he gave young Frederick William Augustus Steuben in his select academy of
young officers, greatly contributed to Washington's success
and the independence of America. Special schools for the
tions

training of lawyers, physicians, farmers, soldiers, and school

teachers "have
various fields of

come to
human

Those who expect

had better be keeping step with
keeping abreast with the times,"

to teach

the music of progress,

—

Special training for the

stay."

effort "is the order of the day."

"

— reading the best publications on teaching, and attending
normal schools, so as

be master workmen when teach-

to

Real teachers

ing, instead of apprentices or tyros.

will

be

thoroughly familiar with the subjects they teach, and, being
able to teach in the best

and

manner and

correct authors' errors

printers' mistakes, care but little

ticular text-books they use than

the color of egg

shells

common

sense cares about

ought to be good and their statements correct.
of the schools

ity

their studies are of

number of
knew a poor

par-

language of text-books

yet the

;

more about what

The

qual-

and the interest the scholars have in
far greater importance than the length

or the

the terms.

I

mill hand,

now

a

good clergyman, who

learned to write well in three weeks, besides attending to

A

his other duties at school.

studied the note-book of a

dwelt upon the principles

surveyor and was the

civil

poor

civil

till

New Hampshire

youth

engineer one morning, and

he became a well-known land

engineer

in building railroads.

Children are born with such different temperaments and
dispositions, physical, moral,

are

managed

and intellectual powers, and
home, that no teacher can

so differently at
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reasonably be expected to be the best possible instructor
and manager for every child. In the same schools are the
restless, high-pressure " steam engines in pants " or pettiParents percoats, with the noble and mild born saints.
plexed with their few children at

home will, upon

reflection,

be kind and lenient in judging of any apparent errors on
the part of teachers, with their

Pope

writes of literary works,
" Whoever expects a

little

we

host of scholars.

say of schools

As

:

faultless piece to see

Thinks what ne'er was, nor is, nor e'er shall be.
But if the means be just, the conduct true,
Applause in spite of trivial faults is due."

The

flag of

our country adorns one of our schoolrooms,

and a young American
parents

blackboard, where

We

artist

may have been born
it

in the school

in Ireland)

(although his

drew one upon the

remained an honor to

his

name.

notice with pleasure beautiful plants, specimens of

woods, minerals, and anatomy

in

some

Such

of the rooms.

specimens of the handiwork of the Creator are glorious
text-books in the hands of competent teachers.

We

think

and also that of art, ought
to be much more attended to in our schools.
Often they
give the youth instruction
that this direct study of nature,

" Better than all treasures
That in books are found."

By the study of matter and the forces in nature, man is
making unparalleled progress, and a young Edison or Bessemer may be among the children in our schools. What
teacher will find him }
The merits of the teacher who
leads the youth to appreciate the best works of man, and
opens their eyes to the beauty in this world, and puts them
in touch with the intelligence, wisdom, and beneficence
exhibited in the creation of the globe,
mineral, vegetable,

ous imponderable forces, conducts
of

life,

with

its

and animal kingdoms, and

and transcends

all

them

praise of ours.

wonderful
its

marvel-

to a higher plane
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We

cannot expect always to have the fifteen best teach-

ers in the State, or that

think upon the whole
ent ones, and as

we omit

we

we have

be of equal merit, yet we

all will

are fortunate in having our presin

preceding years written of each,

The very

to particularize.

small

number

of

com-

plaints heard against the schools speaks well for the teachers, scholars,

and parents.

— James T. Woodbury, George

FRANCESTOWN.
Epps,

grumblers.

George

MANUAL SCHOOLS.

Another school year has passed, and
the
that

many
is

it

has been a success

ideas.

;

LYCEUMS.
in the opinion

of

but like everything else

of interest to the public, there are

dissatisfied with

D.

F. Pettee.

some grumblers

everything not according to their own

Not considering the many needs, but only thought-

ful of their

own narrow

needs, they

make

a leaven of dis-

whole community and town and
although in every community there are many and diversified
needs, it is remarkable how well they are supplied by our
common school system. As we look back on the school
system of the past, we cannot fail to perceive that there has
been a strong and enduring growth in that which pertains
satisfaction through the

;

to the education of the masses.

In

many

of our cities

we

see the people are conscious of a need of educating the

young

in the various pursuits of life,

and have established
girls, and work-

cooking-schools and sewing-schools for

shops and the like for boys.

It

seems, that in our country

schools, there should be an element introduced

which should

stimulate a love and a desire in our young people that they

may

not grow up dissatisfied with the various pursuits
which the country life demands, and as soon as they have
become of age depart for the cities, but remain at home
satisfied with their surroundings, and not only determine
to get the most out of life, but to aid others that they may
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continually opening

new

vistas to the sight and to the mind.

Life

a school from the cradle to the grave, and a

is

to those

who have exchanged

word

the school books of youth

implements of daily toil in the struggle for existnot be entirely out of place.
Some one has
"Yesterday, men dreamed to-day, they are thinksaid
"To-day men are thinking,
ing to-morrow, they will act."
talking, and proposing measures to avert a national catastrophe, which thinking people realize must come unless
some more equitable adjustment of the social problem be
The marvelous sale of books, magaspeedily reached."
for the

may

ence

:

;

;

and papers discussing these questions indicates the
of popular interest.
These questions must be
mainly settled at the polls, and can be permanently settled
only on a basis of right and justice.
That men may act intelligently when called on to vote,
would not a public discussion from time to time, here in
town, be the most practical way of obtaining such information ? Let us have a lyceum, free to all, with a program
each evening varied enough to suit all tastes and capacities.
There is no need of importing a high-priced lecturer from
abroad when we can buy his best thought for a penny in
the daily papers and discuss it at our leisure.
Is it not
one of the highest duties we owe to ourselves and to poszines,

extent

terity to

move

in this matter, either in the

above or some better one
fellow-citizens

if

there be such

A.

George
ventilation.

The

way

indicated

What

say you,

?

FRANKLIN. — Omar

We

?

Towne, John W. Staples,
R. Stone.

TRUANT OFFICER.

subject of ventilation has engaged our attention.

are sure that

some way

for better ventilating the high

school building should be found.

Children can certainly do
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much

when they

better work, and at less risk to health,

supplied with an abundance of pure,

warmed

air,

they are obliged, hour after hour, to breathe the impure

The teachers

of an ill-ventilated schoolroom.

and

health

in

activity

under

are

than when
air

suffer equally

From

like conditions.

an

economical point of view, good ventilation of schoolhouses

Anything that increases
is the best possible investment.
and conserves mere physical strength and brawn, which
are essentials in the various activities of

life,

should not be

More and more we

ignored in a child's education.

believers in that education for a child that teaches

properly care for his body, and

and

how

it

him

are
to

can be made strong

full of health.

Our experience during the
that pure,

warm

than impure

air.

pletion of the

would be

air

We

new

last

three years has taught us

can be furnished children more cheaply

were quite confident, after the com-

school building, that the ventilation

satisfactory,

and further use

of the

heating

apparatus has plainly demonstrated that we get, in
building, the

maximum quantity

cost of fuel.

We

of pure air at the

believe the high school building can be

better ventilated without any, or very

We

this

minimum

little,

extra expense

shall

furnish later the approximate cost of

the changes which

we think should be made in the high
it may answer the demands of modern

of fuel.

school building that
sanitary science.

The

services of the truant officer have been valuable in

preventing truancy, and in compelling more constant attend-

ance at school of those who, not truants, are wont to absent

The moral influence of a
who reports every day for service is an aid
the good management of our schools that should not be

themselves for slight causes.
truant officer
in

discarded.

Parents can most effectively assist the teachers by
requiring the
school,

constant attendance of their children at

and by refusing

to entertain

sickness, for their absence.

any excuse, except
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ERLY,

Parsons,
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Owen

Edg-

J.

Frank M. Twombly.

—

ADVANTAGE OF FREE
co-operation in SCHOOL WORK.
TEXT-BOOKS.
Our teachers generally have been very successful
labors in the schools during the year.

in their

True, there are some

that failed to reach that standard of success so desirable,

yet in a portion of these cases a

little

wisdom,

care,

and

good judgment on the part of parents would doubtless
have assisted materially in rendering the teachers' efforts
more successful. Children who are under proper restraint
at their

homes, who have that parental care and direction

and respect, are seldom the occasion of
to the teacher.
But at the same time
there is a certain duty, a certain kind and amount of labor,
just as essential on the part of the teacher as proper home
discipline and parental authority on the part of the pathat begets love

much annoyance

Children of their

rents.

own

accord, without direction,

and the enforcement of wholesome

rules, will never
any considerable length of time go just right their
natural tendency is to go wrong consequently every percare,

for

;

;

who

son
its

takes the position of teacher

duties and

its

must also assume
meet with cer-

responsibilities as well, or

tain failure.

Many

have in years past suffered
want of a sufficient supply of

of our school children

to a certain extent

for the

and when the time arrived for them to leave
and school privileges, they were compelled to
look back with a feeling of keen regret that they had been
allowed to plod along through their school days deprived of
those educational privileges enjoyed by their schoolmates,
the possession of which would in very many cases have
enabled them to have far outstripped their school associates.

text-books,

their school

It is

true there has been a law for several years allowing
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towns

to supply text-books to

many

cases there were children

as poor

all

indigent children, but

who

in

could not be reckoned

and destitute, yet were sadly

in

need

of books, and

your committee had furnished them in the manner provided by law, he would have incurred the displeasure of the
parents and perhaps the children, and while his object and
intention might be to remedy an evil and benefit the
if

school, he

At

might be the cause of permanent

injury.

the last session of the Legislature, a law was enacted

making

it

the duty of towns to furnish text-books and sup-

plies for all

the children in our public schools.

seem that the

last

now removed, and

excuse for ignorance and

if

young men and young

the school privileges, with

It

would

illiteracy

ladies, with

is

all

the educational facilities now

all

provided and made available, allow themselves to pass

through their school days and years and go out into the
world with the cloud of ignorance resting upon them, deficient in that rudimentary knowledge obtained only under
the direction of a competent teacher, and wanting in those
educational acquirements, those

intellectual

—

accomplish-

they permit

this

season and these privileges to pass unimproved, their

feel-

ments, so clearly within their reach,
ings of

sorrow

and

if

regret in after

softened or mitigated by

years will not

be

the reflection that they are not

wholly in fault for the misuse of these rare and inestimable
privileges.

GOFFSTOWN. — Edwin
George

Flanders, D.
Hadley.

G.

Roberts,

P.

general remarks.

we wish first of all
who have labored with the

In presenting our report this year,
to thank the

board

many

parents

in their efforts for

in this town.

advancing the cause of education

This has been shown, not

onl}^ in

many

per-

sonal acts of kindness to us, but also proved by the numer-
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ous visits you have made to the different schools, more
than a thousand such visits being recorded.
The pleasant and commodious structure which you have
erected at the Center
all

who

are

reaping

is

much thankfulness to
While many of the

a cause of

its

benefits.

houses in the sub-districts are in good condition, some
additional

outlay

is

needed

in

As your

two or three.

school board believe that the best interests of the pupils

a school year of about thirty weeks, to have a suf-

call for

amount

ficient

of

funds for that length of school we have

decided to ask you to raise an additional

sum

of five hun-

dred dollars.

We

advise our teachers, where

is

it

possible, to attend

the teachers' institutes.

We

New Hampshire

think the schools of

teachers a smaller

number

number

of idea-formers.

parrot-like,

of lesson-hearers,

need for
and a larger

Scholars often repeat a lesson

without thinking out the

why and wherefore

of

answers and reasons.
Considering how very much the whole school suffers
from the absence and tardiness of so many pupils, we
would again beg the parents to keep their children in the
schools,

except

when keeping them

out

seems

to be

a

necessity.

We think on the whole both teachers and scholars have
done well the past year. It is our wish to look at the many
things we have to commend, seeing the bright side, and as
the sun-dial marks only the shining hours,
to hunt

up things to

Samuel Upton, for
SINGING.

We

we

will not try

criticise.

the

Board of Education.

SICKNESS.

—

have had three terms of school,
two of eleven
weeks, one of ten. The same teachers have been employed
during the year. Mr. E. R. Pearse has had charge of the
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He

high school, and has given excellent satisfaction.

has

been ably supiDorted in the grammar department by Miss
Alice M. Lull in the middle department by Miss Cynthia
A. Worthley and in the primary by Miss Mary E. McLane.
We have experienced teachers, and they have a laudable
They have sought and
desire to improve in their work.
They have attended teachreceived help from each other.
ers' institutes, and have availed themselves of the experience of others as given in educational works and teachers'
They have given intelligent and faithful laborto
journals.
the school and imparted to it a reputation creditable to
itself and to the town.
Miss Addie Grant has taught
;

;

singing in the three lower grades with gratifying success.

The

Children love to sing.

exercise in the schoolroom

As

not only a study, but a rest and a pleasure.
girls sing, so

sitive

do a majority of the boys, but a boy

machine.

An

may work him a lasting injury. Some of
know how an encouraging word
at a

boy for

he ought to

do.

this

his failure, nor tell

Some

us have been

Never
him he ca/!//ot do what

thoughtless friend

statement as true, he

may

enjoyment.
lessened.

life

or

sits silent,

ably in mischief, while others sing.

goes through

a sen-

helps.

say to him

that he has no ear for music, no time, or no tune.

upon

is

adverse criticism, a jeering remark,

boys, and

laugh

is

a rule

robbed of one of

He
its

Acting

more

prob-

never learns, and

richest sources of

The number of these silent ones is yearly
Time works the cure. The boy comes into the

primary school too young to have been discouraged, and
too full of the spirit of imitation not to do as others do,
and he sings, not once thinking that he cannot he enters
he enters the
the middle school and continues to sing
formed
school
and
sings
from
the
habit
already
grammar
he passes through the high school and sings there because
he knows how, enjoys it, and is too old to be laughed out
Any one who can learn the rules of
of a good thing.
;

;

;

grammar

or arithmetic can learn the principles of music,
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and the number who cannot apply these principles to practice are the exceptional and unfortunate few.
In our report of last year we spoke of the prevalence of
" the

and expressed the hope that

disease,

scholars had

completed their course in medicine," but the unexpected
Influenza
happens, and this hope was not realized.
appeared, scholar after scholar
failed to

answer the

" la grippe "

fell

the

call of

bell,

a half,

all

I

and

it,

then a teacher
short time

in a

could look over the schoolroom, and like

Alexander Selkirk on his lonely
arch of

before

survey."

The

isle,

exclaim, "

I

school was closed a

am monweek and

and almost immediately upon its resuming its sesdiphtheria caused general alarm, and led to

sions, a case of

the removal from the school of

many

scholars.

The

win-

ter term was consequently a broken one, the average
attendance reduced, and many names lost from the roll of

honor.

GOSHEN. — E.

SiscHo, E. H. Carr, James

W. Rogers.

THE WORK OF PARENTS IN THE EDUCATION OF THEIR
CHILDREN.
In looking back over the school year just closed
like

congratulating the people of

of the schools.

We

think

we have been very

procuring good teachers during the year
cheerfully devoted their time

ment

of

prison of

the scholars.

We

we

feel

Goshen on the condition

and energy

to the advance-

do not believe

a schoolroom, or prisoners of

fortunate in

— those who have
in

making a

the scholars, that

may be treated as criminals. In connection with this,
we once heard an eminent divine who had been
teacher for many years make in an address at the close

they

a remark
a

term of school seems applicable. While speaking of
government of schools he said " A child that is
taught to obey at home will obey at school, or anywhere
else."
A truer saying we believe never was uttered. A
of a

the

:
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word

to the parents

and

citizens.

You

should with

much

greater thoroughness inform yourselves as to the condi-

The

tion of the schools.

registers

show

that but very few

visit

the schools, and those mostly at the close of a term.

We

ask you to

The

term.

visit

the schools frequently during each

teachers and scholars will appreciate your

in-

and it will encourage them to make
than if you manifested no interest, or were

terest in the schools,

greater efforts

indifferent to the success of
jority of

the school.

our scholars leave our

When

common

the ma-

schools their

school days are over, their education completed, and for
that reason, and in their interest,

we

ask of you a more

hearty co-operation with the teachers and school board,

and a deeper personal interest in our schools. This intermay be shown by visiting the schools, and by sustaining the teachers in doing right, and if when you visit the
schools you have the scholars' interest in view, you will
make few mistakes. Encourage and direct the pupils at
home. There is too much indifference to our schools and
There is nothing in the town of more imtheir needs.
portance, and nothing that demands the attention of every
citizen more than the cause of education.
Let all citizens
of the town interest themselves in the welfare of our
schools.
Show your interest by visiting them. Encourage the teachers and scholars, and the result will be an
improvement to our schools, and a pleasure to all.
est

GRANTHAM. — George

A. Tyrrel,>;- School Board.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Two

terms, eight and ten weeks in length, have been

taught in each of the four divisions.
earnest, faithful work,

The

teachers have

and the scholars generally

done
have made commendable progress in their studies.
On Dunbar Hill a pleasant schoolroom has been finished
and partly furnished, thus saving

to the district several

—
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A few more seats and a new stove are
in rent.
needed to complete the furnishing. The teacher and
scholars of the first term seemed to enjoy their new quarters very much, and entered heartily into the school work

dollars

before them.

In this division there has also been pro-

vided a suitable outbuilding, at an expense of

some

fifteen

dollars.

The schoolroom

at North Grantham needs thorough reand refurnishing. The convenience and comfort of
the teacher and scholars, the best good of the school, not
to say the interests of the town, demand that this should
We sincerely hope that somebe done at an early day.
thing more than simply passing a vote to this effect will
pairs

Money

be accomplished.

judiciously expended in

making

schoolhouses look pleasant and attractive, without and
within,

return,

never wasted nor thrown away. There is a sure
and of more value than any mere money consider-

is

ation possibly can be.

In the village schoolroom

some change

small scholars would be desirable

the part of
their feet

;

those

awkward and

too high, necessitating

in the seats for

now

in

use being

injurious positions on

the pupils in the almost vain attempt to rest

on the

floor.

should be provided.

Either lower seats or foot rests

The

last

named would probably be

the least expensive, and would answer

purposes.

all

In

on account of scarlet fever, the second term
closed abruptly, and without examination.
The school,
however, had been visited several times so the board

this division,

;

could safely judge as to the progress made.

GROTON.

George

E.

Colburn, for the Cojnmittee.

EFFECT of absenteeism.

Our

public schools are the schools in which most of the

and land receive their education.
Those who enjoy the benefit of the higher institutions of
scholars of our State
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learning are the few

among

the many.

It

i.s

therefore the

interest of the citizen and the duty of the parent that he

require the regular attendance of his children upon

these public schools.

exercises of

a scholar

is

a loss to

him

One

all

the

day's absence of

of his lessons for that dav, leav-

ing him one lesson behind his classmates, or else the class

proper advancement.
The scholar
most instances he cannot gain his
His interest begins to
former standing with his class.
wane, he relaxes his effort as he finds himself continually
behind his class, till at last, to avoid further embarrassment, he willingly absents himself from the reviews and
examinations of the school. This is no picture of the

must be retarded

in its

feels the loss, but in

imagination,

but

the

unpleasant

experience of

many

scholars and nearly every teacher of these schools.

HAMPTON FALLS. — Horace

A. Godfrey, John
Sanborn, Nathaniel Blatchford.

C.

NECESSITY of INTEREST IN THE WORK OF THE SCHOOL
ON THE PART OF PARENTS AND SCHOLARS.
In reviewing the school w^ork for the year,

we wish

to

and ambition to
report a commendable
succeed on the part of a portion of our pupils which has
been productive of good results. Rut there are others,
we are sorry to say, who have made but little, if any, advancement.* This failure has been due to a total lack of
The simple act of going
interest on the part of the pupil.
to school is not sufficient we look for good results only
where there has been earnest work on the part of both
The teacher must exert herself to preteacher and pupil.
sent the studies in an attractive way, and strive to stimulate
the interest and ambition here her power ends, and the
work will be ineffectual unless the pupil will respond to
degree of interest

;

;

her efforts and receive the instruction.

We

may

prepare
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it

before an

invalid, but unless he exerts himself sufficiently to partake

we do not expect him

of the food,
It

it.

not sufficient

is

or to be
teacher. "

yond

content

We

that.

they must learn.
teachers,

we

instill

we do

"mind

the

minds that the
upon them
that

—

and co-operate with our
obtain the best work from both teachers
If

shall

to

into their

their education rests

responsibility of

from

parents and guardians goes be-

as

must

them

admonish

to

Our duty

to gain strength

send our children to school,

to

this,

and children.

Do we

not sometimes forget that teachers, unsupported

by us, can never produce the best results ? that teachers
unaided will go on from year to year through the prescribed routine of duties, while
.stant

attendance of

would be produced

the

if

encouraged by the con-

scholars

much

better

results

?

HANOVER. — Stephen

Eastman, William
Albert Pinneo.

L.

Barnes,

parental co-operation.
In reviewing the school year the result, though not perfectly satisfactory, is as

good as could be expected.

diploma received at some high school
anty

that

the recipient

is

is

The

not a certain guar-

Good
human nature, an aptness
work, when backed by a thora qualified instructor.

judgment, a good knowledge of
to teach, with a love for the

ough knowledge

of the

branches to be taught, together

with a general fund of information that will serve to

illus-

and explain the different topics, is the combination of
qualities which we all would like our teachers to possess.
Such a combination is exceedingly rare when found, the
possessor's services will naturally command a higher remutrate

;

neration than
give.

we with our

limited

means

are allowed to
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Our

schools are not perfect

sparse population, limited

;

appropriations, lack of proper apparatus, indifferent parents,

—

all

combine

them

to render

from

far

it

yet

;

we

feel

assured that this year's progress will compare favorably

While

with that of former years.

all

our teachers have

must necessarily be difWhile we do not wish to
ferent degrees of excellence.
speak disparagingly of any, most are deserving of praise
After studying carefor their faithful and untiring labors.
fully the working of our school system, we are forced to
striven to do good work, yet there

the following conclusions

make

it

of parents

home

:

No

school board or teacher can

a complete success without the hearty co-operation

And now

and scholars.

to every parent,

best good of

my

am

children

.''

the question comes

doing what

I

Ought we not

I

ought for the

to lengthen our

schools, giving of our means, and stimulate both teachers

greater exertions by our sympathy and

and pupils

to

interest in

and personal oversight

still

of their

work

?

In extenuation of the imperfectness of our report,

we

are obliged to plead limited time, and the fact that our

schools have not

all

closed,

have not been returned

and the registers from others
time of making out this

at the

report.

HARRISVILLE. — Aaron
Clara

Smith, Samuel D. BemisJ

E.

Wood.

consolidation of schools.

— free

text-books.

In certain portions of the town the topography of the

country and the sparseness of scholars are such as to render
it

in

difficult to

some

group together a

sufficient

portions of the town to

make

number

of scholars

a profitable school

without some hardships, but the statute very generously
provides for such an exigency.
We could not see it our
duty to organize schools in all schoolhouses in town, therefore decided to consolidate the two old districts, Nos. 4
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and

We found

5.

districts,

as well

but twelve scholars

in
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both of the old

who were just
and desired to attend

not counting the Venable family,

accommodated

at the village,

school there.

The summer term was taught at the No. 4 schoolhouse.
The fall term was taught at the No. 5 schoolhouse. An
arrangement was made with Mr. G. M. Tarbox to transport
With all the scholars in both
the pupils for the fall term.
districts, with the exception of the Venable
and with two pay scholars from Hancock, the
It was an excellent
attendance was but thirteen scholars.
school, the scholars were all thoroughly interested, and our
hope is that they may be educated together, and with good
instruction we cannot doubt they will attain high rank in
of the old

family,

scholarship in the future.

The

statute in relation to free text-books in schools

into effect the

propriation

though we

we

came

January last. There being no apdo nothing more than is necessary, al-

first of

shall

feel obliged to furnish

grammar school now

some books

for the village

The estimated cost of
by law may be one hundred

in session.

books and supplies required
and lifty dollars, and an article will be inserted in the
warrant to raise that sum by taxation. The books are to
be loaned to the scholars, subject to such rules and regulations as the school board may prescribe.
There should be
suitable bookcases in all the schoolrooms for the storage
and preservation of books and supplies when not in use.
We will close by stating the fact that our town is not in
possession of the income of ample funds, but is obliged to
rely on yearly taxation for the support of the schools, therefore it should be our aim to reap the largest benefit from
the expenditure of our money.
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HAVERHILL.

— H.

A.

Remick, for

the

Board of

Education.

WOODSVII.LE HIGH SCHOOL.

The time
lum

is

now

ripe for the adoption of a fixed curricu-

Studies have been taken up in a desultory,
manner, without regard to any special result,
and in this way much valuable time has been lost. We
have found in our schools scholars pursuing at the same
time studies which properly belonged in the grammar grade
and also those we should find in the freshman year in college.
The difficulty has been that pupils have not been
governed in this respect by the advice of teachers or the
desire of parents as much as they have by the c|uest for
something easy, or something high-sounding. There can
be no classification of the school, and no thorough, effective work by the teacher, until a system of this nature is
inaugurated with a properly constituted board of education.
of study.

ineffective

The

parent

is

neither always nor generally well qualified to

say what studies shall best be pursued by his child.

And

he were, he ought not and would not stand in the

way

if

of

the efficiency of a carefully considered, systematic course of

We

have had such a course under consideration for
we desire at the opening of the spring to
begin working up to it.
We appreciate the fact that in passing from our present
loose way to what may at first appear a policy of dictation,
we may excite some antagonism, but we feel assured that
good sense will in the end prevail, and our efforts for
building up our schools be appreciated.
We ask the earnest co-operation and assistance of all who are interested in
the endeavor to make our schools second to none in 'Northern New Hampshire.

study.

some

time, and
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text-books.

M. Worthley, Celia
David P. Hardy.

— parental

indifference
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A.

Jewell,

and

impru-

dence.

Our schools the

past year have

all

been

first-class.

Your

committee have been fortunate in securing good teachers
There has been a disposition on the
at reasonable wages.
part of the scholars to study hard,

and the result

will

com-

pare favorably with that of the schools of previous years.

We

found one great fault in the large number of text-

books in the school, nearly every pupil having a different
kind of book, thereby making

it necessary to form a large
and making unnecessary work for the
teacher, but this fault is happily remedied by the new textbook law now in force, and we look forward to a better

number

of classes,

classification in the future.

We

also feel obliged to

speak of the indifference on the

books for their
children.
This was very noticeable in the East Hebron
school, where, in a school of seventeen scholars, but two
old spelling-books could be found, and these had to do
duty for the whole school.
Another evil that exists to a certain extent, and greatly
part of parents in not providing suitable

increases the labor of the teachers,
ing, not

only in the presence of

is

the habit of discuss-

the children, but with

manner of government,
and other matters, which should never be spoken of except
others, the teacher's capabilities,

to

the proper persons

wrongs that may

whose business

exist in the schools.

it

is

to

right

all
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HENNIKER.

— Walter

good work.

Sargent,
J.
Dodge, W. H. M. Gate.

George

H.

thorough work.
how the english
language should be taught.

A

little more than two centuries and a half ago the poet
complete and generous education fits
Milton said that "

A

a

man

the
If

to perform justly, skillfully,

offices,

we

and magnanimously all
peace and war. "

both public and private, of

devote a

little

thought to this statement, we shall

find that no better definition of the purpose of education

has since been written.

our pupils are not forming

If

correct habits of thought, speech, and action

not becoming better
cally, for

fitted,

the various duties of

learning to be more just,

;

if

they are

mentally, morally, and physilife

skillful,

and if they are not
and magnanimous,

;

—

then there must be defects in our system of education.
Gompared with this standard, how are the schools of Henniker progressing
tion

.-'

In an endeavor to answer this ques-

we cannot speak with mathematical

must mention general

We

exactness, but

results.

believe that considerable progress has been

the right direction during the past year.

Our

made

in

teachers

have been as faithful as those of former years, and, so far
as literary qualifications are concerned, will rank far above

many

heretofore employed.

well disposed, and

we

of a majority are

more

Pupils generally have been

are glad to see that the inclinations
just, peaceful,

and magnanimous

than were the inclinations of a multitude of pupils twenty-five years ago.

Too much skimming over books, without mastering their
has sometimes been allowed in many of our

principles,

Many

encouraged by mistaken
or over-indulgent parents, have been intensely anxious to
pass rapidly from one book to another, without underschools.

pupils, frequently
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Such action is only a waste
mere smattering of the various branches
good.
Thoroughness should be the motto

standing the contents of any.
for a

of time,

does but Kttle

although faithful teachers, adopting this

of every school,
rule, are

may be working problems
to repeat

hue and cry
is

A

boy

required to learn

If

Such action on the

part of

injudicious and calculated to injure

be hoped that

It is to

the schools.

:

raised because the poor child

is

kept back in his studies.

parents and friends

illustrate

without being able

in interest

the multiplication table.

that, a great
is

To

often unjustly condemned.

all

concerned

now

recollect that the school laws of the State

will also

in force

do

not require teachers to supply dull, backward pupils with
brains.

A

revolution in the

method

of teaching the use of the

English language appears to be needed.

compel her pupils to learn
out putting any of

them

sidered very unwise
in the
rize

;

all

Should a teacher

the rules of arithmetic with-

into practice she would be con-

but similar methods prevail largely

Pupils are compelled to memogrammar without understanding their

study of language.

the rules of

meaning, and

consequently derive

little

or

no benefit

Less memorizing of dry rules, and more pracspeaking and writing good English, should be our

therefrom.
tice in

motto.

Too many

of

our pupils leave school without be-

ing able to write a decent letter.

Some

teachers

fail

sadly

This matter demands serious attention.
The power of speaking and writing correctly is of
far greater importance than skill in working out useless
arithmetical puzzles, or the ability to repeat glibly minor
in

this particular.

and unimportant portions of the modern geographical encyclopedias

now

published for the use of schools.

In order to accomplish this and other reforms,

the best teachers that can possibly be secured.

cannot be found in Henniker then
elsewhere.

Teaching

is

we must

we need
If

look for

they

them

rapidly being recognized as a pro-
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by nature and educaIt has been well said
that " The power of teaching a little depends upon the
power of knowing a great deal. " The day of young,
fession,

and no person not

tion should try to enter

its

poorly educated teachers

is

demand

qualified

ranks.

swiftly passing away, while the

for competent, well-trained teachers

is

steadily in-

Every teacher desiring to continue in the work
should subscribe for one or more educational journals.
Other trades and professions patronize the periodicals that
are published in their interests, and no teacher who has
any love or regard for her calling can afford to lose the
help and inspiration to be derived from reading one or
more of the excellent educational publications.
We welcome the new free text-book law as an important
creasing.

Under its wise provisions we
become more successful. In
time the expense to the town for each pupil

step in the right direction.

believe that our schools will

the course of

must be considerably

less

although until the system

than

it

is fairly

has been

heretofore,

inaugurated there

will

be probably no perceptible decrease. The law would be a
great advantage, however, were there to be no saving
financially, for schools supplied with needed text-books at
the very beginning of each term will be enabled to make
good use of much precious time formerly wasted by reason

and imperfect classification, the value
which cannot be estimated in dollars and cents.

of enforced idleness
of

We

believe that our

common

schools, as a whole, are

any adjoining town, and in some incriticise, we do so hoping,
that those who are at fault will strive to change their
course, and that those who are interested in the cause of
education will try to aid teachers and school boards in
every attempt to bring the schools of Henniker nearer
equal to those of

stances

superior.

When we

Let us not be satisfied until our schools shall
have attained to the highest degree of excellence within

perfection.

our reach, so that when our young people go out into the
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world they

may be

able to perform justly, skillfully, and

magnanimously the duties
which they

may be

of

any honorable position

general remarks.

The board
their

to

called.

^ILL. — William H. Hilpert, Frank
Frank E. Adams.

in
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— punctuality

G. Dickerson,

and order.

of education take pleasure in reporting that,

judgment, a good degree of

prosperity has at-

With one excepcommendable interest and

tended the schools during the past year.
tion,

parents have manifested a

scholars

a

commendable

In saying this

diligence.

we

no room for further improveThe little faults of the schools are perhaps better
ment.
remedied by suggestion and caution to those specially
charged with their management than in any other way.
It
is true, also, that the experience of one year may be made

would not imply that there

to furnish valuable

is

data for the

mode

of proceedings in

subsequent years.

We

have acted

regard to

The

tion.

in

accordance with our best judgment in

matters which have come up for considera-

all

friction incident to the

the requirements of the

adjustment of

new law had

before the present school year began.
their

work with no uncertainty

affairs to

away
came to

largely passed

as to

Scholars

what school they

should attend or what might be required of them.
teachers have
duties,

The

generally manifested a clear idea of their

and an earnest desire

to

perform them

in a satis-

factory manner.

The board

of education regret that, while the attendance

upon the schools exceeds that of the year previous, it is
still far less than could be desired.
A more earnest cooperation on the part of all concerned would doubtless
have a good effect in this direction.
If parents would
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visit

the schools frequently

it

would be a source

of encour-

agement to both teachers and pupils.
While
kindness,
at

it is

whatever

value.

desirable that schools should be governed by

it is

We

necessary that order should be maintained

cost.

A

school without order

little fault to find in this

Hazen, Alden

the influence of

of but little

direction.

— Frank

HILLSBOROUGH.

is

we have comparatively*

are pleased to say that

tpie

Edgar

Bickford,
Farrar.

J.

p.

school upon the future.

In submitting our report as the school year closes,

we

throughout the

feel confident in saying that the schools

town district, taken as a whole and averaged, have done
good work. The lack of money raised made the schools
short, there being only one term in each division and that
in as few divisions as possible, and in such a short time
but a limited advancement could be made yet all was ac;

complished that could reasonably be expected. In several
of the divisions they saw the mistake in not making an
appropriation and had extra terms by subscription, which

When

exhibits a spirit to educate the rising generation.

people put their hands in their pockets they are in true
earnest.

We

think that those

who vote against raising
a much larger per cent out

money for school purposes vote
of their own interests than their tax would
robbing the children.
Ignorance may be bliss
stances, but certainly "

Knowledge

cheaper to educate the youth

numerous reasons.

at

The common

is

be, besides
in

some

power, " and

it is

home, and better
school education

is

in-

far

for

the

foundation for greatness.

Look through the whole United States and see how
many of our New Hampshire men are holding important
New Hampshire is more largely represented than
offices.

!
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any other State in the Union, and you know how it comWe are an ambitious peopares in size with the others.

The energy

ple.

that

it

New

requires to get a living in

Hampshire develops a courage that tells for a lifetime, and
Then give
is transmitted from generation to generation.
the youth a chance, and they will be leaders, rulers, and
maintain the already well-earned reputation that

Hampshire

a good State to emigrate from "

New

"

though
home, proving the exception to the
rule that " A prophet is not without honor save in his own
We are only one town in the State, but concountry. "

many

is

;

find their level at

stitute

our part of the whole.

deavor to see

it

in

Webster, Franklin

will

each voter

with the

Pierce,

many more

and en-

of schooling,

true light, for the future

its

men

would raise more
Greeley, and

And now

upon the matter

look with interest

intelligence of

?

If

we

Daniel

Benjamin F. Butler, Horace
we need not mention, we
Again we repeat it. Give

that

must educate the children.
them a chance, and they will not disappoint us

HUDSON. —D.
TEACHERS.

O. Smith, Kimball Webster.

GENERAL CONDITION AND PROGRESS.

Thirteen teachers have been employed, eight being
dents of our town.

Resignations

vacancies, and although the

produce

necessarily

number from

resi-

various causes

has been larger than usual, the schools have not apparently

been seriously disturbed.

good teachers
profitable,

may be

While

it

must be conceded that

retained in a school longer than

some may accomplish
second term,

their best

we can but think

work during the
that

experiment which

first

or

the placing of any

young, inexperienced stranger upon our
an

is

having partially outlived their usefulness, and

roll

of teachers is

will not bear repetition

except in

unavoidable instances, which, however, are liable to occur
at

any time.
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Your committee have endeavored to use the judgment
and discrimhiation afforded by experience and observation
in the selection

and approval of teachers.

labor, the school, in its daily sessions,

place

and time

is

But the

field of

pre-eminently the

determine the various qualifications

to

required, rather than the period allotted to the preliminary
"

examination."

all

While

it is

pleasant to be able to say that

have been conscientious and have manifested a cheerful

willingness to perform their respective duties with fidelity,

would be unreasonable to suppose that all should be
same grade in point of excellence and effiSome have received instruction and discipline in
ciency.
the normal or training school some in the school of
and some, it may be, as " teachers
schools, experience
made,''
received from kind nature's hand
born,
not
have
are

it

classed in the

;

;

a certain special aptitude for the successful prosecution of
the high and responsible duties, and that makes the business
the grandest of

all

civilization of the

achievements of

life

them.

to

The

nineteenth century decidedly protests

now
who pursue this high

against that of the seventeenth, and

asserts

emphatically that those

calling should

most

have not only rare mental endowments, but that they should
have the natural or acquired power of appreciating and
doing what is required by circumstances, commonly known
The young and inexperienced, however, must be
as tact.
permitted and encouraged to " make their mark," as favorable opportunities are presented.

A

few suggestions to the teachers, and the young misses
who, we trust, will soon be prepared to enter
upon the honorable calling, may not be amiss in a school

in our schools

report.

Don't forget the lessons

of

last

year's

experience.

Don't become discouraged. Be satisfied with small results
Don't fail to learn as soon as possible in
they are sure.
what direction your pupils need to work and just where
hey need to begin. Don't get order in the schoolroom at

if
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Have

order, not

by

all
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means, but

Don't let the year pass without
by the best means only.
reading some good publications upon education and methods of teaching, if you wish to grow in efficiency and avoid
Don't omit the visiting day,
the odium of becoming rusty.

term or year. See other
in your criticisms.
Go
Don't allow yourself to
for help, not for self-satisfaction.
become fretful over your work. Be serene. Use your
powers to the best advantage and teach the children to do
Don't teach any lesson without knowing why
the same.
Have
you teach it, and what you hope to accomplish by it.
Don't think that inattention is
a purpose in every lesson.
Stop work when you fail to hold the attena small matter.
Study the art of securing the habit of
tion of your class.
nor postpone

it

to the last of the

Be sympathetic

teachers at work.

attention,

and see that every lesson tends

that habit in

Be

your pupils.

prompt, that you

may

to strengthen

active, vigilant, systematic,

neither permit yourself nor pupils to

for there is naught more disheartening to pupils, visand committee, than a moping, hesitating, half-bewildered, spiritless teacher, who has not sufficient ambition to
thoroughly prepare for each day's work, and who permits
so much valuable time to be irretrievably lost by unnecessary delays, as to be " unable to attend to all the regular

drag

;

itors,

exercises."

The

fact that

" as

is

the teacher, so

is

the school,"

is

perhaps a sufficient apology for the above suggestions.

A

retrospective survey of the

work accomplished

affords

convincing proof that our schools have been rather more
than ordinarily successful.

No

notable frictional disturb-

ances have arisen during the year.

Parents, as a whole,

have shown an increased solicitude for the mental welfare
of their children

by a general

an increase of visitation.
ners and language
s

is

spirit of inquiry,

if

not by

Profanity, clownishness' of

man-

sensibly lessening in amount, so far

our limited observation and the report of the teachers
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The

enable us to decide.
exhibited a
trol.

we

pupils with rare exceptions have

commendable submissiveness

Very many

could include

to order

of the older pupils of both sexes
all

— are

entitled to

much

and con-

— would

credit for their

gentlemanly and ladylike deportment. The government
of a school cannot always be determined by a uniform
standard of stillness or quietude.

The confusion

resulting

from the unavoidable restlessness of twenty-five or more
pupils must of necessity exceed that of a smaller number,
yet the " order " of the former may be as good or better
than the latter.
The various branches have severally received the usual
amount of attention. Satisfactory advancement has been
attained in most instances, and frequent reviews have been
encouraged and practiced.
We have endeavored more than ever to impress upon
the mind of the pupil the importance of cultivating the
habit of

he may thereby acquire the
mental aptitudes, that of thinking for

self-reliance, that

most essential

of all

himself.

Most

have worked industriously and perserank as practical arithlarger number than usual have completed

of the pupils

veringly, and hold an honorable

meticians.

A

and reviewed both text-books.

recommended the omission
of the larger work.

If

In some instances

a text-book should be published

better adapted to meet the wants of

ignoring that which

is

we have

of the least important portions

non-practical,

common

we think

citizenship,
its

adoption

Very few ever need to apply to any of
business more than a small part of the

should be favored.
the- purposes of

principles and rules of calculation taught in the text-books.

Every branch of business has its own requirements in this
and these are confined withm very narrow limits.
It is quite certain that much time now spent by many of
the older scholars in the study of the more abstruse portions of arithmetic can be employed more advantageously
respect,
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economy,
signs
and
native
language.
The
of the
our
physiology,
times point most emphatically to the importance of the
two former, if our cherished institutions are to be transOh, who can fathom the
mitted to posterity unsullied.
responsibilities of the guardians and educators of the rising
in the

study of United States history, political

generation

We

!

is a growing interest in the matter of
and hope to see a fuller development in the

think there

reading,

near future.

Many

children contract faulty habits in the

nursery, at home, before

and during their school

life,

which

are not easily eradicated in the brief period devoted to the
art

when transplanted

to the schoolroom.

Short lessons,

thoroughly studied, often repeated, carefully criticised in
pronunciation, articulation, and rapidity, form the only true

and should be so regarded by parand teachers. That we have a few quite
good readers, and a much larger number not as good, needs
not to be demonstrated to those who make occasional visits
basis for sure progress,
ents, scholars,

to the

schoolroom.

Each

school, with

one exception,

unabridged dictionary,

the

study

is

of

supplied with an
which should be

encouraged by every possible incentive, for

skill in

defining

good thinking. We have at the present time
about one hundred pupils of ten years of age and upwards,
and every two or four of this number should be supplied
with a smaller book for immediate use at their seats, using
the larger one only at the teacher's desk for reference.
These, if thought desirable, could be used by the more
advanced classes as a definer and speller.
In the matter
of spelling, many of the teachers have succeeded in arousing a wholesome spirit of emulation, both in written and
indicates

oral

work.

Most
amount

have performed a very creditable
of work in grammar, and are showing an increased
interest as mental acumen is developed by age and logical
of the classes
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We

thought.

element

in

firmly believe that

the whole

it

home and

should be a pervading

school

training of the

young, to make them use their mother tongue with accuracy
and force. Moreover, the close, accurate habits of thought

engendered by the

critical

examination of the English sen-

tence, analytically and synthetically, and the cultivation of

keen perception

in

the correction and criticism of errors of

speech, are of incalculable value to the learner as a think-

We would have the impression
upon the minds of children, that the branch
of study or book which helps us most is that which makes
The text-book now in use embraces all the
us think most.
essentials of the subject, and the facts are presented in
such a way as to lay the foundation for the further and
ing citizen of the future.
indelibly fixed

higher study of language

in all its

departments.

We

are

no branch is more dependent
upon the living teacher for success than is grammar.
Declamation has received, perhaps, as much attention as
of the opinion, however, that

can reasonably be expected, in conjunction with the
exercises of our ungraded schools.

be short, accurately memorized,
during a term.

A

is

One

many

piece, even

if

it

sufficient for practice

public literary exercise, consisting of

declamations, readings, and

compositions,

written during the term or terms,

practiced and

may be made

highly

and profitable at the close of each term or
school year, as has been suggested by one or more of our

interesting

teachers

;

but

we deem

it

inexpedient to

recommend even

such exhibitions during the time allotted to the term.

1
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JAFFREY.

— William

W.

71

LivIxXGSTon, E. R. Spaul-

DING.

INCREASE BUT

C0NCENTRATI0x\ OF
SUGGESTIONS.

Beginning with April,

1881, the

SCHOLARS.

number

GOOD

of children

reported by the selectmen, between the ages of five and
fifteen,

has been as follows

April,

1

88

:
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may

important as that

To

be.

our teachers they

commend

the following extract from the writings of one of the most
successful instructors of the present day, with the hope

they will strive to be the ideal teachers who

know

" That the riches of the commonwealth
Are free, strong minds and hearts of health,

And more

to her

than gold or grain

The cunning hand and

And

cultured brain."

knowing, show this knowledge

in all

they do before

their pupils.

" Bear in mind that the chief work of the school teacher
that of character-building.

you

are not so

many

The

pitchers to be

pupils committed to
filled

with learning

;

they are moral beings to be trained 'for life's duties. The
knowledge Avhich you impart to them is valuable chiefly as

an instrument in developing their intellectual and moral
It is of much less consequence to them and to
power.
the world what they learn, than it is what they become.

They

are intrusted to you, not so

taught as that they

make very

may be

much

that they

In after

trained.

life

may

they

use of the particular facts which

little

be

will

they

upon every day that
mental powers that
have been developed through your agency. Their ability
to discharge the duties that may devolve upon them in the
various positions that they may be called upon to fill will
depend far less upon their knowledge than upon their charTheir own personal well-being, their enjoyment of
acter.
learn from you, but they will be called

they

live, to

make constant use

the blessings of
of living, their

cope with

life,

moral discipline.
is

more

be obeyed than
this great

work

to resist temptation, their ability to

susceptibility to influences for good,

much from their knowledge as from their
To many a school boy and girl the

will result not so

teacher

their appreciation of the possibilities

power

evil, their

of the

a

model

is

of imitation

and an authority

The

father or mother.

of character-building

is

to

chief factor in

your own personal-
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The fountain does

ity.

What you

not rise higher than^

say will be conditioned

all

73
its

source.

the while by what

The children with whom you deal, whose charyou attempt to fashion, are keen observers of human
nature, and should your own character not correspond with
your precepts, they will be quick to discern it. They are
quicker to imitate example than to obey rules."

you

are.

acters

LEMPSTER.

— Hiram Parker,

H. L. Thompson, L. A.

PURMORT.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The work

that has been done during the school year has

—

we could have reason to expect,
not that it
we would desire. No school has come near being a
failure, and most of them have been a success.
The people
have taken a deeper interest, more enthusiasm on the part
of pupils has been shown, and better work has been done
by the teachers generally. The registers make a better
showing
quite marked in regard to tardiness, but absent
been

all

that

is all

—

marks are too numerous.

When

parents can realize the

importance of their children improving every day and hour
it is gone forever), they will make
prompt and steady attendance, aiid
thereby reap a fuller harvest.
Citizens of Lempster, whatever other interest may fail in this good old town, upon
whose history memory loves to linger, and who can point

(for

when time

is

lost

greater exertions for

with pride to

its

record, let not the educational interest
its standard higher, and yet
anchored our safety and the safety of

decline in the least, but plant
higher, for in

it is

generations yet to come.
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i'

LITCHFIELD. —M. W.

Fred

Griffin,

L.

Center,

John Parker.

"knowledge
One
is

is

power."

— SCHOOL

of the noticeable things in

the rapidity with which wealth

leaders in the business world.

i.j

tliis

is

age in our own land
accumulated by the

Lines of labor are avenues

for the rolling in of coin to their coffers,
filled

to

The phenomenal

repletion.

Napoleons

is

work.

which are soon

success

these

of

They have the
demands upon the immense

dazzling, yet easily explained.

sagacity to perceive the future

resources of the country, also the potency in the ponderable and
in

more subtle

forces of nature that can be utilized

securing their development, and they seize the golden

opportunity and labor with an energy born of faith in the
certain ultimation

men endeavor

of their

rational

to ascertain the

conceptions.

These

tendency of the times, and

determine the probable relation of demand and supply in
There is a mental mastery
the coming months and years.
of the situation, then an oversight of the execution,
this insures a prosperous

issue.

The power

to do

and
this

no restricted way from the influence of our
Some return will be made if we profit by the
example of these men of large brain and great executive
ability, by devoting ourselves with an equal zeal to the
A percepupbuilding of our free educational institutions.
tion of the rush and whirl that the children of to-day will
meet when they enter the arena of life, a realization oi
the fact that within the walls of the schoolroom the knowledge is largely to be acquired and discipline obtained that
will prepare them for surrounding conditions, and a determination to spare no effort that will tend to improve these
seminaries of the people, will eventuate in wealth of
attainment more desirable than the colossal fortunes of

comes

in

schools.

the kincfs in finance.
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Our

schools

have accomplished much the past year.

There has been a

do on the part of the teachers,

will to

and that of itself paves the
in previous years

pursued

75

way

The course

to success.

has been continued and need not

Problems and questions innumerable outside
have tested the acumen of pupils. The
improvement in the written-review work is worthy of note
the greater accuracy in arithmetical operations and the
" Ward's
better penmanship are also to be commended.
Business Forms " have been advantageously used in conbe repeated.

of text-books

;

nection with arithmetic and for practice in correspondence.

We wish

it

were possible

for parents to perceive the loss

At least one fifth of the school
that absenteeism entails.
money has been wasted the past year because of this evil.
It has not been conCan we afford the costly indulgence
.''

fined to

are

any term or school, but the majority

opposite

a

small

minority of the

of the

names

marks

of pupils.

Teachers are entitled to great credit for achieving results

weighted as the schools have been with
this hindrance to general progress.
The roll of honor
brightens the way.
That other names do not appear in
the list is due to the epidemic that prevailed during the
fairly satisfactory,

winter.

LOUDON. —J.

L.

Perkins, W. W. Gate, George

W.

ROWELL.
CO-OPERATION of parents, teachers, and SCHOOLS.
Citizens
port

the

of

Loudon,

it

is

with pleasure that

general success of our schools in town.

we reThe

Some schools have been very prosThis has been the result where a wise teacher,
obedient pupils, and parents who are interested, have all
worked together for the interest of the school. Certainly
exceptions are few.

perous.
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good

as

we ought

citizens

jealous care the interest of

home

Next

to the

ters

around our

not to

our

to

fail

common

watch with a

school system.

influence stands the influence that clus-

Every teacher has a

schools.

district

grand opportunity to make true and indelible impressions
on the minds of the children under his or her care.
We
position
in
life
that
is
more
of
no
trying
think
than
can
that of a teacher none that requires more tact, more pa;

more natural adaptation.

tience, or

these facts,

is it

Hence,

view of

in

not our duty to give the teacher our best

counsel, and in every possible case our entire support

With very few exceptions our

have

pupils

advantage of twenty-four weeks of school, and

had

in order to

continue this number of weeks in the future
necessary to raise a small

what

required by law

is

;

sum
also a

?

the

it

will

be

money each year above
small sum for the repair of

of

schoolhouses.

— William

MADBURY.

Hayes, E.

S.

Jenkins,

L.

Charles W. Hayes.

—

the influence of the school upon the future.
SECTARIAN, INSTRUCTION IN THE
RELIGIOUS, not
SCHOOLS.

We
tory

is

an age of progress, of change.

live in

not a mere

chronology

;

is

it

succession of

Our

"his-

events connected by

a chain of causes and events, " and in

our country the education of the nation
that determines its destiny.

"

is

The boy

the chief cause
is

the father of

the man, and the children of to-day are the society of

morrow.

and

We

to-

see in our infant sons the coming voters,

in our girls the

mothers of the next generation

of

sovereign citizens, and that policy that governs our schools
will

presently control the

Every parent

is

bound

in

government

of

the

nation."

duty to remember that his child

—
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and his neighbor's child are going forth into human society
capable of being a blessing or a curse, and that he has before
is

him

at

the end of his earthly career a hereafter.

the parent's duty to

see that his

child receives

It

such

fit him to be a benefactor to his race, by
and heart the spirit and character of
mind
having
The petty jealousies and differences
his Divine Master.

training as shall
in his

that will always arise in

human

society should never be

allowed to interfere with the high interests of education

While

would guard our schools with jealous
and sectarian controversies,
I believe that "there are certain great religious truths
All
which are admitted and believed by all Christians.
existence
of
God,
the
immortality
of
the
believe in the
a
soul, and the responsibility in another world for our conduct in this," and the great principle of right and wrong.
Let us all on this common ground unite to impress deeply
on the minds of our youth the great principles of sobriety,
industry, and frugality, chastity, moderation, and temperance, and all those other virtues which are the ornament
of human society and the basis on which our republican
and truth.

I

care against clashing doctrines

institutions are founded.

MANCHESTER.

William

E. Buck, Supcrinte?ident.

ATTENDANCE.

The

public schools are being increasingly better attended

from year to year, and the almost bodily withdrawal of

more than a hundred pupils from the schools on the west
side of the river at the opening of the fall term has apparently been offset by the return, within the year, of others
to schools upon the east side of the river.
Our city schools were most extensively patronized in
1 88 1.
From then on, while the French parochial schools
were being established, there was an annual decrease in

SUPERINTENDENT
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S

REPORT.

the attendance upon the city schools until 1886.

Since

shown

a slight

that year the public schools of the city have

but steady annual increase in their aggregate totals of
attendance.

The law providing

for the use of

free text-books

and

other supplies in our schools at the expense of the city
treasury will doubtless have

some influence

in accelerating

an increased attendance upon the public schools, but to
what extent time alone can tell.
There has not been that improvement this year in the
reduction of tardinesses which the efforts of teachers to
In 1886,
secure it would seem to justify us in expecting.
the total tardinesses in the city schools were 8,678 in
These were
1887, 7,387 in 1888, 6,635 in 1889, 7,231.
;

;

;

distributed as follows, so far as tabulated

AVERAGE

:

TARDINESSES ON AVERAGE ATTENDANCE, PER
PUPIL.

Schools.

1887.
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poorest showing in the matter of tardinesses

it

make the

school should uniformly

tunate that the high

of this
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command

grade chiefly have

of their

for pupils

;

own

time,

does not foretoken a great degree of success in

(who are mainly responsible

the few

of

instances

tardiness

at

the

high

life

and
for

for the excessive

school)

that

should be negligent in so important a matter.

I

they

think

worth while here to repeat, for the benefit of such, what
wrote in a former report

it

I

"I earnestly appeal to the few
the higher grades, whom the records show to be

pupils in

:

most largely chargeable with the instances of tardiness per
individual, well to consider the injurious effect of the habit

which

is

come,

it

being formed, and to remember that, unless overbe likely to prove the obstacle that will pre-

will

vent their procurement, upon graduation, of most coveted
positions of responsibility

Marshall

and

P. Yip^iA.,

FRENCH children.
It is Still

children

a matter of

who apply

trust.

"

for the Committee.

— MANUAL

TRAINING.

regret that nearly

all

for certificates to obtain

the French

work

in the
unable to speak the English language, even after

mills are

attending the parochial schools for

many months.

This

is

not alluded to in order to question the right of parents to

teach their children French, or any other language foreign
to

this

country.

Nevertheless

we

believe they

make

a

grave mistake in refusing to give them a good English
education

when

it

can be had for the asking.

We

respect

and the
tenacity with which they cling to the customs and traditions of fatherland is entirely reasonable.
But this has
nothing to do with the question of the child's best interests.
Every child that grows up in an English-speaking
country without a good knowledge of that language suffers a positive loss and misfortune.
He can never intellitheir feeling of affection for their native tongue,
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gently exercise the privileges of citizenship, nor compete
successfully with his fellows in any sphere of

may be

languages

English, and English only,
citizenship.

Other

life.

accomplishments, but
the language of American

desirable

as

is

the language of our business, our news-

It is

A

papers and books, and of our constitution and laws.
kept from a knowledge of

child

schools

defrauded of

is

it

in this land of

Our

his natural right.

free

foreign-

speaking people have observed that their children often
learn to speak English by contact with others, in spite of

Indeed, any attempt to pre-

efforts to the contrary.

all

vent

it

will

be

In this age of individual freedom,

in vain.

touches

the child as well as the adult

life

many

at too

points to be kept in ignorance of the world about him.

To
but

isolate

In youth

speech.
it is

him and teach him

a foreign tongue will delay,

cannot prevent, the supremacy of

it

the

English

the time for the right education, and

is

a pity that any child

who

is

to

become an American

spend his school days

citizen should be obliged to

the

in

study of a foreign language, and then pick up his English
in the street, or acquire

The

it

with difficulty in after years.

subject of manual training has been referred to in

previous reports of

the school committee.

It

has

now

assumed such importance as to justify our further attention.
Its success, wherever introduced, points to its early
adoption as a part of common-school education everywhere.
of

The

limits of this report forbid a full discussion

the subject.

Briefly,

manual training

means the introduction of a system
means of regular lessons in the use of
suitable fixtures are provided,

grades, generally of the

sons

in

the workshop

work and brain work.
not to teach

the schools

tools.

Rooms

by

with

and the pupils of the higher

grammar

divisions, take their les-

alternating hand
manual training is
It is
as some have supposed.

by

The

the trades,

in

of hand-training

turns, thus

object of

absurd to think of turning our schools into apprentice
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shops.
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do not know what vocations our children
life.
It is well that we do not know.

will

follow in after

we

did,

we

If

should attempt some special and narrow trainthe broad and general education

ing for them, instead of

which our

common

Manual training

schools

now

admirably provide.

so

not technical training, though the two

is

Technical education

are often confounded.

is

the work of

which teach a particular trade or industry

special schools,

with a view to

preparing

individuals

earn

to

a living

thereby.

Nothing

of

can legally or logically be intro-

this sort

Nothing belongs there
duced into the public school.
which will not benefit all classes alike, whatever may be

Manual training

their future calling.
it

is

advocated because

promises to be a valuable aid to the schools in general

education for the practical duties of

economic value,

is

it

broadly educational.

true

;

but

life.

its

certainly will

It

It

chief

has a distinct
distinction

make

who may
may induce many to make
true that those who become

those boys and girls

chanics and artisans of

choose such callings, and

it

equally

such a choice.

It

manufacturers,

merchants, doctors, and lawyers

will

better educated

men and

work

is

is

better me-

better equipped for their

be
if

and mental, have been duly
trained.
One result of manual training is expressed by
the homely word handiness, and "handy" men are genManual training has also what may
erally successful men.
The majority of American boys
be called a social value.
all

their faculties, physical

do not find the highest grades of school attractive.

More

than eighty per cent of them leave the schools before the

age of fourteen.
period,

when the

This period

is

From

fourteen to eighteen

future character

manual training
remain

that they will

is

a critical

largely determined.

often spent aimlessly, without any prepara-

Experience has shown
so attractive to boys at this age

tion for the practical duties of

that

is

is

life.

in the schools,

whose healthful and
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helpful discipline will carry
tations.

The

sufficient

argument

them

safely over

many temp-

hcalthfulness of manual training alone

a

is

for its introduction.

Manual training would cure some of the ills which arise
from false notions of the value and dignity of labor.
Every year thousands of young people leave the schools
with a feeling that manual labor is beneath them. This is
not a result of anything taught in the schools, but rather
It is largely due to the social surof what is not taught.
roundings of the pupils. We cannot disguise the fact,
however, that the schools give greatest prominence to the
The studies pursued exercise the mental
intellectual side.
powers upon subjects which suggest the accomplishments
Reading, writing,
rather than the common things of life.
only
studies
allow
the
which
a play of the
drawing
are
and
Nine tenths of all the time is given
expressive faculties.
to the training of the receptive and reflective powers the
delineative, executive, and constructive faculties are negExpression by means of language, the most
lected.
abstract and difficult of all forms, is given most promi;

nence.

Manual training

is

intended to give the

other

forms of expression their appropriate place in the school.
It need not be feared that this will lower the intellectual
Manual
standard of the schools, which is none too high.
training in itself

The mind
hand

is

a valuable

is

means

of

mental

discipline.

disciplined quite as successfully through the

in the construction of

an object as through the brain

A

in thinking of

the same object.

tools, requiring

the exercise of deliberation and judgment,

is

a

means

of

lesson in the use of

mental discipline differing

as valuable as the cultivation of the

in kind,

but quite

memory through

the

The argument

for manual training is
meets an acknowledged demand
More people than ever before are engaged
of the times.
in industrial pursuits.
In thirty years the manufactured
products of this country increased 550 per cent, and the

study of history.

sound and

scientific.

It

^
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number

people employed in manufactures increased

of

325 per cent.
Skilled labor was
before did

dren of the

yet there never was a time

common

and

executive

when the

chil-

people had fewer opportunities' for the

The home

training of these faculties.
its

Never

men and women demand

observation, judgment,

of

And

demand.

never in greater

the pursuits of

all

such powers
ability.
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industrial features

;

education has lost

the apprentice system has disap-

seems to be the
meeting the difficulty.
More than forty cities in this country have introduced it
into their public schools, and twenty-five States and Ter-

Manual training

peared.

in the schools

means

appropriate and opportune

ritories

have

of

taught in some form.

it

the population of this city

makes

it

The

character of

desirable here.

The

on Lowell street, from its arrangement and
central location, would be an admirable place for a beginning, and could not be put to better use.
old building

MASON. — Otis

Childs,

Daniel Goodwin, Orren A.

Hamblett.
general remarks.

As

the school funds were

less this

year than

last,

terms proportionately.

was twelve,
rience.
in their

The

As

all

some three hundred

we
The number of

dollars

were obliged to shorten our

women, and

all

teachers employed

but two had had some expe-

a class they were well fitted for and successful

work.

They

all,

we

believe, tried to do their best.

regularity and punctuality in attendance were some-

what interrupted by the prevalence of two epidemics, the
whooping cough and " la grippe." Surely the hand of
a kind Father should be devoutly recognized in sparing all

those afflicted and precious ones, to the town as well as
their respective

homes.
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The summer term

No. 6 came suddenly to a
when arrangements were
once made to send the scholars to a neighboring school
Ashby, where they were under the instruction of a faithin school

close after a session of six weeks,
at

in

ful,

energetic teacher for a period of five weeks.

nately for this school, a teacher was employed for the

Fortu-

autumn

term who had the qualities requisite to carry it through to
successful issue, teacher and scholars working
together in perfect harmony.
The winter term of this school closed two weeks earlier
than was intended, not because of any dissatisfaction with
the teacher, but simply from the fact that our financial condition at that time did not authorize its continuance.
Since
in the good providence of God such ample means have
been furnished us for the education of our youth, it seems
to us that as a town we should prove reckless to our high,
sacred trust did we fail to use our entire individual and
combined influence to secure to each and every child in
town the most complete education our means can afford.
A good teacher is a prime factor in the schoolroom, and
it has been the aim of the school board to secure none but
Still it must be evident to every thoughtful mind
such.
that it requires something besides a good teacher to insure
a good school. Adverse outward influences may essentially counteract and neutralize the most needed and judiIt should be
cious efforts of a most faithful teacher.
borne in mind that teachers, as well as other people, are
a most

not devoid of feeling, are often placed in trying circumstances, and should always receive kind treatment.

who have had any experience

in

teaching certainly

All

know

enough to encounter in the
line of duty, and that no one more needs or can better
appreciate a kind and encouraging word than the anxious,
that every teacher has trials

careworn, faithful teacher.
J

U
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Henry

A.

Harris, E. Monroe Parker.

influence upon the
attendance.

parental

Before closing our report

we

regular

school.

feel constrained to call

your

some hindrances to the full success of
which might be removed if parents were never

serious attention to

our schools

indifferent nor

unduly

education of

their

matters connected with the

selfish in

No

children.

one,

probably,

would

plead guilty to the charge of lacking interest in his children's welfare, or that of our schools

manifest

haps,

the

visiting the schools,

their

own

and yet few, per-

by striving

to

awaken

in the

minds

of

children a love of school, and by heartily co-op-

Proper discipline

erating with the teacher to that end.

home

;

they ought by frequently

interest

at

which no school can
a greater degree than many

aids school discipline, without

attain to the best results.

To

parents appreciate, are they a potent agency in the noble

work

of education.

The

wholly upon the teacher

;

scholar's

progress depends not

the best teacher can do but

little

without the moral support and encouragement of the parent.

The rude deportment often seen in school children is
due to lack of home discipline. Quarrels among
scholars have in some instances become a serious dis-

largely

the

turber of the schools, and parents,

have fostered this contentious
teacher,

spirit,

by " taking

sides,"

thus embarrassing the

and standing directly in the way of their children's
This is all wrong. Rather should the prin-

highest good.
ciples of the

golden rule be taught in our homes, and the

inharmony among our scholars

will cease to disturb

the

school.

In

some instances personal enmity between parents has

seriously interfered with the scholar's success.

Let us not

so far forget the value of the public school as to allow neigh-

borhood inharmonies to lessen

its

usefulness, neither let
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any dissatisfaction with the teacher
party

the social

;

through

rather, complaints

your committee directly, and the evils,
any, might be remedied without harm to teacher or

should be
if

made

find publicity

other gathering

or
to

scholar.

The

irregular attendance of scholars, in

some instances

brought to our notice, demands our serious attention and
The best teacher cannot make her school
that of parents.
a success

if

her pupils are frequently absent.

No ordinary

matter should be allowed as an excuse for a scholar's

absence it is injurious to the scholar, and, indeed, to the
whole school. If parents are not interested in having their
children regular in attendance, what can be expected of the
We would call your attention to the
children themselves
;

.''

law compelling the attendance of children of specified ages.
There are doubtless cases of unavoidable absence, but we
are convinced that as a rule

it

the result of a lack of

is

proper appreciation of the advantages of the public school.
We have no wish to indulge in harsh or unjust criticism,

we are true to our convictions of right, and true to
we cannot pass this matter unnoticed.
Finally, if we wish well for the present and future of
our scholars, if we would honor and promote the best interbut

if

you,

ests of our town, let us, as the conservators of the public

school system
prejudice

and

— the
join

secure and perpetuate

MILFORD.
READING.

best the world ever saw,

hearts and
its

— A.

hands

— bury

in the effort

all

to

blessings.

W. Smith,

R. F. Do.\ne.

THE NEW TEXT-BOOK LAW.

While other towns have been sorely troubled with

visit-

ations of the physical afiflictions so incident to school

life,

and to which the young are so liable, we escaped until the
middle of the winter term, when the influenza so thinned
the attendance that it was necessary to close five of the
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In fact, all the schools have been
by the epidemic, hence they have not
been able to accomplish so much the last half term as they
would have done if it had not been for this serious interruption and yet the graded schools are farther advanced
than they were a year ago.
The various schools have, during the past year, pursued
schools for one week.

more or less affected

;

the even tenor of their

way with

little

to distinguish

them

from the history of the preceding year, so that there is
Progress
little that is new to report in regard to them.
has been their motto, and they have fully lived up, to

Good attendance,
isfactory results
all

faithful work, interested pupils,

have been the characteristics

and

it.

sat-

of almost

the schools.

There has been an improvement in the results obtained
reading, history, and geography, owing in part to
improved methods of teaching, especially in the two latter
branches.
In regard to reading, although it has been much
improved the past year, it has not yet reached the point
in

we

desire.

reading, has

One

often need to

work.

great difficulty in the past, in teaching

been a lack

of the right material.

Classes

be relieved from the monotony of routine

They have sung the

old

song until from mere
all.
They have read

weariness they have ceased to sing at

the reading-book so thoroughly that they read by rote, and

can almost recite the pieces.

To

obviate this difficulty,

and to prevent reaching such a state, there should be a
diversity of reading material at hand, by the employment
of which the scholar's interest in this important study will
be constantly awakened.
Most of our teachers have recognized this fact and have asked for supplementary reading,
which has been furnished as far as possible, and the
improvement in reading has been soon noticed. Under

the

new

text-book law the teaching of reading can be per-

fected by supplying such diversity of material as

and the books passed from school
occasion may demand.
required,

may be

to school as

SUPERINTENDENT
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probably well known, a law was passed

last

sum-

to provide for the furnishing of free text-books in the

we here quote
" The school committee of every city and town shall purchase, at the expense of such city or town, text-books and
public schools, the main clause of which

other supplies used in the public schools

books and supplies

:

:

and said

text-

be loaned to the pupils of said
free
charge,
subject
to such rules and regulations
of
school
as to care and custody as the school committee may preshall

scribe."

This law

is

now

text, requires that

in operation, and, as will

be seen by the

everything pertaining to school work

be furnished by the town. The item of expense for
books and supplies the first year will be considerable, but
the subsequent annual appropriation needed will be comshall

paratively small.

We have carefully canvassed the subject of text-books
and supplies, item by item, which this law calls for, and find
that it will take sixteen hundred dollars to meet the requirements. This amount includes the usual appropriation that
this town has made, heretofore, for supplies, and the textbook account. After the first year probably from four to
five hundred dollars will keep the text-book supply good.
The original expense under such a law is quite large in
a town like Milford, but experience has shown that in the
long run the cost

amount spent

is

considerably less than the aggregate

for school

books under a law that requires

the books to be purchased by parents or guardians.

This new feature in the school business will make more
for school committees and teachers, but we have
already systematized the duties, adopted rules and regula-

work

and account books, so that a small amount of time
and labor at the commencement and close of each term
Many of the vexatious
will accomplish what is required.
delays and hindrances to school work which have heretofore
tions

constantly bothered teachers, because of the negligence of
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scholars in supplying themselves with books

now be done away

with,

and much

89

on time,

will

valuable time saved in

starting a school term.

law went into operation on the first day of last
many calls for books and supplies
for which no provision was made in the last annual approbut arrangements
priation, and purchases had to be made

As

this

January, there have been

;

were made with the publishers, so that payment of the bills
is delayed until the necessary appropriation is made at the
ensuing annual meeting.

NEW HAMPTON. — R.

Rollins,

C.

W. Scribner,

J.

Rebecca R. Blake.
teachers from
schools lengthened by town system.
good results from free textnormal school.
BOOKS.
It is

very desirable that our schools

many

from year to year in

directions,

make advancement
and that this be so

evident as to be generally recognized.

It

is

difficult,

if

not impossible, to take an accurate measure of every feature in school

such

as,

life.

Many

things

we .would

like to

know,

—

has there been an improvement in discipline, in

moral tone, in scholarship, in general knowledge, in breadth
of thought,

The

habits of study, in

in

data for comparison

down
few

in figures,

visits to

last.

It

;

but

the results cannot be put

all

of schools in

town has been

less this

year

has been found better to pay tuition in Ash17 than to maintain even

schools in those districts.

No. 9 union district

has been under the care of Meredith this year.

deemed best

?

nor can they be clearly observed in the

land for pupils in Nos. lo and

summer

of teaching

the schoolroom.

The number
than

methods

given in the school registers furnish some

statistics

to

have no school in No.

school year, as pupils in that

1 1

It

was

for the regular

community could be well

superintendent's report.
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accommodated in the village school.
was made for a short term of school

A
in

request, however,

No.

1 1

to begin late

The board voted to maintain a winter school
there, to be open to any who might wish to attend from the
The number that
village or any other part of the town.
in the fall.

availed themselves of

weeks

opportunity to secure seven

Only ten pupils were

expected.

sented four districts as

new

this

of additional instruction

law.

It

known

was not as large

as

was

enrolled, but they repre-

prior to the passage of the

proved an excellent school, exceeding

in reg-

any other in town.
The number of schools under the care of the board for
the regular school year has been eight.
P^ach has had
twenty weeks of instruction. Last year each had sevenThus there has been a gain of three weeks,
teen weeks.
or more than seventeen per cent, an improvement worth
The last five years under the district system
something.
the average length of school for the year was only fourteen
and one half weeks, and there was only one school per year
that exceeded the twenty weeks that every school has had
There were some districts that had only ten,
this year.
nine, eight, and even as low as seven weeks of instruction
It is a great improvement to give
for some of those years.
all the children of the town equal advantages in length of
school, and a still greater improvement to increase the
ularity of attendance

length of school nearly thirty-eight per cent over the aver-

age of the

last five

yet, as a town,

not to be satisfied with twenty

weeks
weeks

in school, thirty-two

val

so long from the close of the

is

of school life for the children per year.

mencement
learned

is

of

the

forgotten.

none too many

weeks out

summer term
Some claim

of school.
fall

that

term

is

ought not to be

Twenty
The inter-

to the

much

that thirty

for children to be in school.

length of school in the State

New Hampton

And

years under the district system.

we ought

that

comwas

weeks are

The average

nearly twenty-three weeks.
less

than the average

in the

:.i.-jj
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Last year 183 towns in the State had more weeks

State.

New Hampton,

and only

towns
had less 149 towns exceeded the length we have had this
Does New Hampton
year, with seventy-nine towns less.
want to do for her children less than a majority of the
That you may know what the
towns are doing for theirs
other towns are doing the following classification is given,
made from the state superintendent's last report
of school than

forty-five

;

.''

:

12

towns do not exceed 10 weeks

in length of school.

22 towns exceed 10 weeks but not 15 in length of school.
"

48
60
42

30 weeks

Some towns with

"

25

"

25

"

20

"

20

"

47

"

15

"

"

30

in length.

less population

than

New Hampton and

valuation in property have schools exceeding thirty

less

Some who attended the winter term in
had
twenty-seven
weeks in school. If it is not
1
advisable to have a winter term for every school, there
might be three or four so distributed as to meet the wants
weeks
No. 1

in length.

of the larger children quite generally.

Without exception female teachers have been employed
The average wages paid are $24.17 per
month, including board. The average wages in the State
last year were $25.42 per month.
Greater efforts than usual were made to secure good
teachers.
Examinations were not altogether depended
upon, but where the persons were unknown great pains were
taken through correspondence and personal inquiry as to
fitness
nor were they accepted without testimony of high
the past year.

;

commending them. We are confident there has
been some improvement in the grade of teachers, and yet,
alas there has been some disappointment
there always
authority

—

!

where the aim
means satisfy us.
is,

is

to secure the best.

For the

first

time,

The

results

two graduates

by no
of

our
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State

Normal School were employed

as teachers,

one for

They came to us
was known there was some

the year, the other for a single term.

with high recommendations.

It

old-time prejudice against the normal school, though

it was
hoped it was outgrown. It was expected and desired that
new methods of instruction would be introduced by these
teachers, though it was certain they would not win immediate and universal approval
reforms never do.
It is certain we must depend more and more on normal schools for
teachers.
The academies do not furnish teachers for us as
they once did.
The supply from this source does not meet
the demand.
The time is past when boys and girls with a
term or two in the academy or high school can be accepted
as teachers in our public schools.
The normal school is
founded for the express purpose of fitting those who attend
it
to teach.
Repeated visits to the normal school at
Plymouth by one or more members of the board convince
us that the methods of instruction and practical drill in
teachers' work must be exceedingly helpful in preparing
;

teachers for our public schools.
lege does not

make

It is

true that as the

'•

col-

the man," so the normal school does

Great teachers are born such. The
normal and other schools simply help develop the powers
not

make the teacher.

within and

fit

them

for their life work.

The

dents that attend the normal school intend to
ing a profession more largely than those

who

class of stu-

make

teach-

attend any

other school.

The coming
town

is

to

year, according to the law of the State, the

purchase

all

the books to be used in our schools.

This introduces a great difficulty and a great opportunity.
It is no slight work to make the best selection of books
from the flood that has already come to us. It will be a
burden to care for these books, to note their condition from

term to term, to take them to the various schoolhouses at
the beginning of the term and then to some place of deposit
at the close.

It will

require the closest calculation to esti-
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number of books that will
But the advantages to be gained

mate, even approximately, the

be wanted of each kind.

are far greater than the difficulties to be overcome.

Not

having uniform textIt is a pity they are not to be
books in all our schools.
uniform throughout the county and State.
The multiplicthe least of these advantages

is

in

text-books in the past has increased unduly the

ity of

num-

ber of classes taught, and this has given less time for each

More time

for each class means better work, a
Another advantage will be to have every pupil
amply provided with books, which has not been true in the
recitation.

better

drill.

This lack has seriously interfered with the progress
and sometimes the good deportment of the schools.
As
past.

good text-books have much to do with the prosperity of the
school, it will be no small thing to have the best
if the
judgment of the board is equal to such a task
take the

—

place of inferior ones.

The

—

greatest advantage of

We

providing a set of books for each teacher.

all is

in

can insist

on a far higher standard of efficiency than before.

We

can insist that teachers shall go before their classes with a

thorough knowledge of the lessons to be taught, that they
shall

not hold the text-book in hand in hearing a recitation

where the pupil does not

come

Never before has

in reciting.

improve our schools.
Great things can reasonably be expected this coming year.
such an opportunity

And

to us to

this introduction of free text-books

makes possible a

advantage of our
schools.
Certain studies have been sadly ignored in the
past.
There is now an opportunity to classify studies so
as to have a proper gradation from term to term, from year
classification

to year,

make

of studies greatly to the

with no important study

left out.

most wonderful results can be effected
a revolution even.

Do

the town will

If

the necessary appropriations for indispensable helps,

not miss

it.

This

is

in the

near future

New Hampton's

—

opportunity.
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NEW

IPSWICH. —Amos

Shattuck, Dk.

F.

F.

W.

Jones, Charles A. Preston.

what

education

is

— neatness,

?

tidiness,

order,

thrift, economy.

The
report,

i

question you most naturally will put to us, in our
is

the one

we

Do

are constantly asking ourselves.

the educators of our youth understand and appreciate the

work committed
fully directed

this in mind,

to their trust,

and

is it

wisely and faith-

toward securing the best results

we have

.''

Bearing

several times during the year asked

the older pupils in our schools to give us a brief definition

education in writing, and, correcting their somewhat

of

imperfect apprehension of
the thought that in

its

it,

sought to impress upon them

truest sense

it

not merely stores

the mind with useful knowledge, but improves, strength-

and develops all our powers, both physical and menThat we may be growing in all the
And for what
essential elements of a true and noble character, becoming
better boys and girls, better men and women, happier and
more useful, not merely for a brief earthly life, but for an
eternal existence, the most glorious gift of the Divine
ens,

tal.

.''

Father.
First, considering that

" as the

twig

is

bent the tree

is

inclined, "
in

we have put forth some effort during the year
the way of stimulating and encouraging good habits.

Habits of neatness, tidiness, and good order are especially
pleasant and attractive to older persons

too rarely —

in the

young.

We

when seen

—

all

have therefore bestowed

upon each of our schools, in the order of their excellence,
two prizes each term in the shape of valuable books of
reference, to be owned by the schools as desk books.
The
" Child's Book of Nature " and " Brown's Manual of Commerce " are the most valuable of the 'prizes given in this
way, though one or two other books have been placed on
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order to interest and please as well as instruct.

we have considered
new measures and new men,
Second,

"new times demand

that, as
"

our pupils must be thor-

oughly educated to successfully meet

the problems and
and bear the arduous and severely exacting

difficulties,

labors

and duties of the present age.

In certain directions

this is especially true.

Our

pupils

must be educated

in habits of

thrift

and

economy, in the employment of time, in the husbanding
of their strength, in the use and value of money, that
these must not be spent thoughtlessly in present gratification, but as far as possible

economized and saved with a

wise regard to the growing needs and exigencies of adult
life

Thrift and

and old age.

ters are at

economy

in

pecuniary mat-

the present time pre-eminently important and

valuable in our rural community.

men

means

The

luxurious habits of

such places can easily
and safely adopt, are very attractive to them. To wish for
city life, that

of large

in

good things before our limited means will warrant
them is in the air, and it is hard for the
youthful mind to resist the temptation.
Let us then, as
parents and teachers, be ever watchful and on the alert to
correct and remove every evil tendency, and instill into
their impressible minds the importance of saving, patiently
waiting and biding their time till these courted objects can
be wisely and safely obtained.
similar

the purchase of

NEW LONDON. — O.

D. Crockett, N.
A. Jones.

FREE TEXT-BOOKS.

The Legislature
Section

The

Todd, E.

SCHOOLS.

at its last session

act relative to text-books

C.

passed the following

and school supplies

:

and town shall purchase, at the expense of such city or town, text-books and other supplies used in the public schools
and said text-books and supplies
i

.

school committee of every

;

cit}-
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shall

be loaned to the pupils of said public schools

subject to such rules

school committee

and regulations

may

prescribe

;

as to care

free of charge,

and custody as the

provided, that in purchasing the

supply of text-books under this act, the school committee

first

change

effect a

in the text-books previously

and then

in use

may

upon any

subject.

Sect.

Pupils supplied with text-books at the time of the passage

2.

of this act shall not be supplied with similar books by the committee
until

needed.

Sect.

3.

This act

shall take effect

upon the

first

day of January,

eighteen hundred and ninety.

By

this

law

will

it

be seen that hereafter text-books and

school supplies are to be furnished to the public schools

expense of the towns.
Such books
be the property of the town, and are to
be loaned to the pupils, who are to be held responsible for
their careful use and return to the board at the end of the
term or year. This will necessarily entail much additional
work on your committee and teachers. Parents will notice
that section 2 provides that pupils having text-books shall
not be supplied with similar books at the town's expense.
The schools of the State are now for the first time absolutely free, and there is no longer any obstacle of pride or
necessity to stand in the way of the attendance of the
of all grades at the

and supplies

will

poorest child because of the need of books.
text-books, the school

work should begin on the

With
first

the term, without the old-time delay, and the work of
fication will

The

day

of

classi-

be greatly aided.

greater

economy

of

books, compared with what
past, is

free

evident.

There

is

this
it

method

of

furnishing

has cost parents

in

years

considerable expense at the

introduction of the system, but by a comparison of figures

and towns that have furnished supplies for five
and ten years, it is found that the average expense per
pupil varies from sixty-four cents to one dollar annually.
The number of children of school age reported by the
selectmen last year was one hundred and seventeen.

of

cities
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With one

or two exceptions, the appointment of teachers

has been fortunate, and

Where
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a teacher

much good work has been

adapted to the school, there

is

is

done.

great

advantage in retaining the same teacher through the year.
This has been done

in several cases and the results are
That principle is wrong that places a true
teacher on probation every term of eight weeks, where her
success is to be measured solely by the standard of popular-

gratifying.

ity

with her pupils

that encourages scholars to believe

;

the noble
less,

work

of the instruction of

The standard

itinerant occupation.

if

come that degrades
the young to a thank-

they clamor for a change a change will

;

qualification

of

and work should be pushed higher, and with it should come
the dignity of a calling that has some elements of permanence in

it.

So long

as better positions, with larger wages,

await the well-equipped teacher, so long there

must be

perplexing cases

have oc-

Several

changes.

occasional

curred in the last two years where an experienced teacher

having been engaged for another term, or a

new

appoint-

ment made and accepted, shortly before the term opened a
loud call from some other place would snatch them from
us, leaving your committee to provide for the school as
they could.
Occasional teachers' meetings have been held during the

Our teachers have

year.

their duties

also gained fresh inspiration for

by comparing each other's work

in the school-

room.

NEWPORT. —William
G.

H. Perry, R. E. Bartlett,

W. HURD.

free TEXT-BOOKS.

The
uary

free text-book

last,

well as in

law that took effect the

making the schools

of

ist of Janthe State free in fact as

name, although largely increasing the

labors''

of

superintendent's report.
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we

the school board and teachers,

and one that

believe to be a wise act

good.

will result in great

many

has formerly been quite a heavy tax on

It

parents

Since books

to supply their children with school books.

and supplies purchased by the town can be bought
discount of from eighteen to
the

first

fifty

per cent, as

purchase made, the change must also result

that uniformity of text-books so

now have

much

make

in

We

to be desired.

uniformity in books with two exceptions, arith-

metics and grammars, a few purchases of
will

at a

proved by

is

the

list

complete.

at the commencement
The board of education

done

We

each of which

believe this should be

of the spring term.

the union district and the

of

town board have had several pleasant and

profitable meet-

ings for discussing the matter of text-books, in order that

they

may be uniform throughout

will be for the

the town.

advantage of the town to have

We
all

believe

it

text-books

and other school supplies purchased by one party, as the
larger the amount purchased at one time the better the
prices obtained.

We have had during the year eight schools of three
terms each, besides one term and part of another in the
The

Paul schoolhouse.

last

term, the school not being

was stopped. This last-named school should
now be discontinued and those few scholars taken to the
profitable,

school at Guild.

With but

eight schools the district will

But four have
weeks the past year owing to the pre-

get thirty-three weeks' schooling in each.

had that number

of

vailing disease, "la grippe."

Teachers in the remaining

four schools have been obliged on account of

sickness to

close their schools from one to three weeks.

This

cause

of so

much money remaining

in the treasury.

is

the
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NEWTON. — RuFus

N. Elwell,

J. F.
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Axtell,

C. C.

Day.
FREE TEXT-BOOKS.

absenteeism.

We

feel that this has

who have attended

been a prosperous year for those

school, but

we

find the

same

disposition

on the part of many parents that we have referred to
every year, namely, to encourage children in staying away

from school.

Such practice

is

inexcusable, and such par-

ents rob their children of the greatest benefit
life

that

is

it

possible for

them

to

and aid

receive from

in

human

Ignorance being the inevitable result of such

agencies.

management, the child will live to curse, and be a living
An honest effort has
reproach and shame to the parent.
been made to improve and elevate the standard of our
schools some parents have been wise enough to co-oper;

ate with us, the benefit to their

ample reward.
Our example

own

children being their

matter of school books having been
followed by a state law compelling all towns in the State
to adopt our method, we feel a sense of pride in having
in the

been the pioneers in this beneficial movement, the wisdom
of

which

undisputed.

is

renewed interest in the cause of educaagain invite you to visit the schools
often and encourage both teacher and scholar.
We think some of our schools are too large for any
teacher to manage and do justice to all in a mixed school
Something should be done towards
such as we have.
grading them as soon as convenient.

Hoping

to see a

tion in this town,

we
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NORTHFIELD.— Nellie

T. French, James N. For-

rest, Otis C.

—

attendance.
needed.

method.

improved

Wyatt.
more

money

In reviewing the school year that has just closed, the

though not perfectly satisfactory, is as good as could
reasonably be expected under existing circumstances.
It has been our earnest endeavor to discharge our duties
How well we have
in a faithful and impartial manner.
succeeded in our efforts must be determined by a criticising
public.
It has been our aim to obtain the best teachers
result,

we

Owing

could with the limited funds at our command.

to this

but

we have been
or

little

obliged to employ several teachers of

no experience, some

of

whom

did excellent

work, while others failed to give entire satisfaction.
class teachers

command

better wages

than

we

First-

can pay

will go where they can obtain higher salaries
and longer and larger schools. The best teachers are none
too good to instruct the youth of Northfield.
We want

them, and

progressive teachers,

who study

of the day to obtain the best

the educational literature

methods

to aid

them

in their

work.

There is too much of the old question and answer
method in our schools, and too much monotony in recitaThere should be more oral instruction and more
tion.
general exercises of a practical nature.

Nevertheless, our

teachers the past year have most of them done good, faithful

work

in the schoolroom,

of ability possessed to

The improvement
but we would like to
and

in

make

and

all

have tried to the best

their schools a success.

attendance has been very marked,

see an additional

in discipline in nearly all

improvement

in this

Many

of the

our schools.

difficulties

our teachers have to contend with would be

removed

the parents would give the teacher their sup-

if

M
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would see that their children were punctual, and would
know how those they send

the schoolroom often and

there spend their time.

At the beginning
ally offered
in

of the school year the board person-

three prizes to be competed for by the pupils

The

the different schools.

close

contest took place at the

the second term, and, in connection with the

of

change to Franklin readers made in the spring, resulted
in an increased interest and great improvement in reading
in all

the schools.

We

need more money for school purposes. Our foreall the trials and hardships of pioneer life
were not unmindful of the power of knowledge or the
value of an education, but maintained schools and defended
fathers through

them against the cunning and treacherous warfare of the
Have the necessity and worth of knowledge
decreased since those early days ? Most assuredly not.
The demand for a good practical education is greater than
ever before, and it is to the common schools that we look

savages.

an education, rather than to the higher institu-

for such
If

tions.

the

demand

to

schools continues — three

maintain the same number of

have been maintained the past

year with less than six pupils

— with

the same

amount

money, how are we to lengthen and better our schools
Last year we had the shortest schools
It cannot be done.
As a town we are not far behind
in Merrimack county.
the times in social, political, and business enterprises, but
of

if

.''

there

means

is

not more interest manifested in providing better

for educating the rising generation,

find ourselves
field,

behind our

we ask you

sister towns.

we

shall

to consider this matter carefully,

the next annual meeting to

make an

soon

Citizens of North-

and

at

additional appropria-

by law. We believe that such an
would be a better investment than savings banks, and
would redound to the credit of the town.

tion to that required
act

;

102
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NORTH HAMPTON. — George

L.

Garland, George

A. Boynton, Francis R. Drake.

lengthened schools.

DRAWBACKS.
TEXT-BOOKS.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION.

SCHOOL LIBRARY.

We
school

have been enabled by increased appropriations for
purposes to furnish thirty-seven weeks in each

school of the town

we

—

;

more than

this is four

last year,

and

think a longer school year than has been given through-

out the town in

its

The

past history.

increase has added

quite perceptibly to the welfare of the schools, as
in the final results of the year

value to the older boys

;

particularly has

who can

it

shown

been of

only attend in winter or

early spring.

The
than

increased valuation of the town gave us $48 more
the literary fund yielded $14 more than

last year,

usual,

and the

railroad tax of $91

came, by expression of

the people at the last annual meeting, and the consent of
the selectmen, to our aid.

A town of

our valuation, where

if any poor peoand ought to give its children
thirty-seven or thirty-eight weeks of schooling each year.
Children need vacations, but where they are extended
beyond a reasonable length the scholars lose interest in
and relish for study, which it sometimes takes weeks to
Like teachers long out of practice they grow
bring back.
rusty, their minds refuse at first to return to that close
application or that quick action which is necessary.
thoughts impeded by the rust of long vacations move slowly.
As in years past and as in all towns, we find drawbacks
the wheels of school mato success in the school work

its citizens

are

all

prosperous, having few

ple to support or aid, can

;

chinery, like the wheels of

all

other machinery,

motion are always retarded by some friction
best you may and still some dust will gather

;

One

oil

when
them

in

as

to obstruct.

of the retarding influences of the year has

been the
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truly
almost unprecedented amount of sickness
grippe " secured a firm grip upon the winter schools.
;

" la

Yet

our percentage of absences was smaller than most cities
reported.

Another objectionable feature has been the frequent
change of teachers, changes beyond our power to control.
Small towns always labor under a disadvantage in that the
salaries paid are not sufficient to hold the best talent for

long terms of service.
successful, the

As

a rule the schools have been

work well done by teachers and

pupils.

We

sometimes have occasion to fear that parents do not
realize as fully as they ought the need of co-operating with
the teacher in the work of the discipline and mind training
Much criticism which is unnecessary
of their children.
would be avoided if each parent would take a cordial and
hearty interest in the education of the children.

We

have endeavored, as

fast as appropriations will per-

mit, to replace text-books that

have become out of date
modern thought, and to

with those prepared by the best

give such supplementary aids in the line of school supplies

keep teachers and scholars well equipped.

as will

year Miss Jenkins interested the scholars at

the

school in laying the foundation for a school library

;

books were purchased that have proved of value.
Fisher has in connection with the

grammar

Last
East

some
Mr.

school raised

funds for the same purpose and a good beginning has been

made

;

the books purchased are well selected.

We

hope

may be
from term to term to add to these libraries
standard books that shall prove (;f lasting merit and value.
" It depends on what we read, after all manCarlyle said
The true
ner of professors have done their best for us.
"
university of these days is a collection of books.
It is to the credit of our town that we adopted three
years ago the free text-book system, not waiting until comsuch public encouragement

given as shall lead the

scholars

:

pelled

by the state law that has now come into

force.
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We have expended the past 3^ear $141.78 for school books
and other supplies deducting $35.62 for stock on hand,
;

not issued

schools,

to

we have

the

cost

total

of

the

system $106.16, being only ^6 cents for each scholar, there
having been 140 pupils. We recommend an appropriation
of $125 for the purchase of supplies for the coming year.
The call of to-day is for teachers with broad minds, well
stored with practical knowledge.
Less and less is instruction in the most successful schools confined to the textbook of any one author; indeed, text-books are only designed to aid teacher and scholar in the rudiments of the
branch taught. Much depends upon the power to develop
further thought and to make the scholar apply the rules
and information of the books to other examples and conditions in a word, to make all instruction practical.
;

Your boy and your
in

coming years

in

girl, in

this

order to compete successfully

bu.sy world,

must have a broad,

practical education.

He who

and

Cicero asked the people of his time,

"

act for himself.

What

better,

wins must be able

what greater service can we

to think

of to-day ren-

der the republic than to instruct and train the young

"
.^

Citizens, we put the same question to you.
Spare not
your time, spare not your strength or your money, that
the children of to-day may be fully prepared for the public
and private duties of true manhood and womanhood.

OSSIPEE.

— A. M.

RuMERY, W. H. Lord,

CRITICISM OF TEACHERS.

There

is

a tendency

They

J.

W. Nute.

REGULAR ATTENDANCE.

among some

parents to unfavorable

once see failings of teachers and are
ready to speak of them in the presence of the scholars,
without considering the fact that a few ill chosen words
may leave an unfavorable influence that cannot be overcriticism.

at
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come by the teacher during the whole school year while
on the other hand they rarely speak of their good qualities.
Another cause of unsuccessful schools is irregular attendance of scholars, and we believe that in the majority
of instances this is wholly the fault of the parents, and
permissions of absence have been given by them without
This is wrong, and not only injures the
sufficient cause.
scholar himself but breaks up the regular order of studies
;

and impedes the progress of the school.
If parents would see the highest results from the expenditure of money appropriated for school purposes, they
should earnestly support the teachers in their work, and
see that each scholar

is

in his

place in the schoolroom

We

have endeavored to give to each
scholar in town equal advantages for education as far as
practicable, but in some instances they have been obliged

promptly each day.

This cannot be
than others to school.
and the misfortune of living far from a school can
only be overcome by an extra exertion on the part of the
scholar, which should be encouraged rather than discour-

to travel farther

avoided,

aged by the parent.

PELHAM. — George

H. Currier, Augustus

Berry,

Sherman Hobbs.
improvements

in

teaching.

— children

Our estimates
especially so in

— character of the work.

kept

in school.

are in a large degree relative.
all

our estimates of schools.

This

is

There has

been a great advance in the cause and work of education
in the last twenty-five years.
There is a better conception
of that in

and

which an education consists,

many improved implements

attention

is

— truer

in teaching.

not attracted to these as

it is

methods
While the

to the material

inventions of the age, such as the telegraph, the telephone,
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electric lights, the

farm,

they

are,

improved implements

nevertheless, of a

shop and
magnitude and

of the

like

importance.

The true idea

of a school has not yet

actual advance towards

it

fails

The

been attained.

to be apparent, because

all

improvements are so entangled with old habits and methThe actual advance of society is silent. It is espeods.
cially so in the

cause of education.

It

encouraging to

is

feel assured that this is true in regard to the cause in this

town.

The methods

effectually changed.

vidual or individuals.

have been silently but
This cannot be ascribed to any indi-

of the schools

The

cause

is in

the atmosphere

has come from the State Normal School

;

;

it

from the normal

schools of Massachusetts; from journals of education that

drop at the feet of teachers like leaves

autumn

in

;

from

the reports of educational gatherings and the utterance of

men and women that every newspaper puband which are thus carried into every home where a
newspaper enters.
It is encouraging to find that ideas upon education that
once were virtually repudiated are now accepted. Such is
the importance of starting right.
Frequently it takes several terms to correct the faulty methods that a child has
been allowed to pursue. Another of these ideas is that
the pupil must do the work of learning, and not the teacher.

educational
lishes,

Another

is

that the

work

of the school

is

not to be meas-

ured by material standards, such as text-books completed

and

laid aside,

pages that thg pupil has gone over, but by

the mental power the pupil has developed, the clear ideas

he has attained,

his

understanding of elementary principles,

and direct his thought.
There has been a marked improvement in reading.

his ability to control

fault of all the schools in this

correction.

branch

is in

A

the process of

Instead of permitting the pupil to advance

from lesson to lesson in reading, he has been detained
on each lesson till he could read it with a degrree of accudaily
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result has

been better reading

in all
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the schools,

and some very good readers in each of them.
The same method has been pursued in grammar, and
while the result has not been as marked, a fresh interest has

been created in the study. The best results in the study of
language have been by children eight, nine, and ten years
In
of age, in the study of some simple language lessons.

some instances they have attained an accuracy in writing
ffreater than the advanced scholars of the school.
There has been some thorough work in arithmetic in each
Pupils have been detained upon rules and
of the schools.
It was interesting to
principles till they understood them.
notice at the close of the

fall

terms, that several of the

no knowledge of each other and what each
had been doing, were in the same grade of work in arithmetic, performing the same amount and with the same
thoroughness.
It is to be hoped that the time has forever
passed when the school shall be estimated by the amount
of text-book gone over.
From this faulty standard, writing
in the schools in the past has been a practical failure.
schools, with

of copy-books has amounted to but little.
The
end that the pupil had in view was the completion of the
book.
The aim of the teacher was to have this occupy a

The use

But
of a system in penmanship, and the -application of its principles in practice, and
some of the teachers have secured great improvement in
certain portion

of the six hours of the school day.

now writing has become the study

penmanship.
It is

important that the schools should be judged, not by

things attractive or unattractive, but by the

them.

It is

a hopeful feature in regard to

work done in
them that the

examinations have not been gotten up for a half-day's enter-

work of the schools.
The character of the work has been practical and natural.
The aim has been an adaptation to the pupil's capacity,
tainment, but to exhibit the actual

starting with the simplest elements, securing a clear under-
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standing of these, and then advancing to the principles that
Pupils have been taught the necessity of
they underlie.
self-reliance

and

self-help.

In some of the schools there

has been a weekly exercise in general information, that has
interested the whole school and stimulated to close obser-

vation and inquiry.

As the child reaches an age when, in the busy seasons,
he can be of service in the home or on the farm, the temptation is strong to keep him from school during these seaThis is poor economy in every sense. The labor of
sons.
a child between the years of twelve and fifteen is but a
fraction in value of what it will be later, while the child
now has greater ability to learn. In being out of school
the spring and fall terms there is not only the suspension
of progress for these terms, the loss of what could and
would be attained in them, but the interest that has been
aroused is discouraged, the intellectual activity becomes
stupid and dull, and when another winter term comes, the
pupil often has but little courage for faithful and vigorous
In some instances it is an inexorable necessity that
study.
takes the child of twelve or thirteen from the spring and
summer terms, but unless there be such a necessity, for
the child's sake and the parent's sake he should be kept in
school.

PIERMONT.

— A.

B.

W. A.
LOSS

BY

SCHOOLS.

Rodimon, L. E. Rislev, Rev.
C. Converse.

ABSENTEEISM. — ADVANTAGE OF GOOD-SIZED
— THOROUGH WORK. FINANCIAL ADVANTAGES

OF THE TOWN SYSTEM.

The

schools in town have been so arranged as to offer to

every scholar twenty-four weeks of school, except in divisions 7 and 7 union, which asked for one and two weeks
less respectively, while the

Brook Road and Back Road had
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twenty-eight weeks, and the Village and River twentyseven.

Of the children of the town i68 have been enrolled as
pupils, and we believe, as a rule, have done good work in
A few of school age have either not been enrolled
school.
at all, or if enrolled have not been constant attendants,
and so have lost the advantages offered to them so freely
expense of the town.

at the

The expense
the seats

by a

citizen,

but one.

is

is

The

the same whether

as in one school

or,

it

when

has in

visited

loss to the absent scholar is a

which can never be made up.

positive one,
loss

of the school

twenty scholars,

the disadvantage to the school

if

Added

to this

the absentee returns

and dishearten his teacher. I would
power to take such scholars, when found running
in the road, and commit them to some teacher
but in case
their father has no property, they are practically beyond
to retard his classes
like the

;

the reach of law.
It is

hoped that the parents will see to it that these evils
and tardiness are avoided when pos-

resulting from absence
If all will

sible.

well,

with not too

work

send their children every half-day, when
much dinner, and with the injunction to

as faithfully

results than

tendance

as they play,

they

have yet been reached.

was

pretty good,

ular ones, until " la grippe "

will

The

at-

notwithstanding the irreg-

came among

us.

Five or six of the schools would have been
cessfiil

insure better

per cent of

much more

suc-

with the same teachers, had they numbered twenty

scholars each.

The

stimulus of numbers and the emulation

of classmates are not

high enough to be unhealthy in a

school of six or eight, and

when

in *a hot

afternoon the

numbers but one, the teacher must be a very live
one that can arouse any interest in that one.
The school board, in committing the children of the
town to the teachers, urged them to do two things well, viz.,
to give thorough drill in first things in arithmetic, and to
school
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could add and subtract numbers instantly
and to drill with equal thoroughness in the
spelling and pronouncing of words, till all could easily and
pleasantly give the thought and feeling of a simple English
book or paper to those within hearing. Your superinten-

continue

and

it till all

correctly,

dent has tried

and he

will

in his visits to aid in

never be satisfied

till

securing these results,

A

they are attained.

sim-

ple test of pupils of ten or twelve years, at your homes,
will

show

that there

is

much

Children's reading

done.

is

yet to be done, and

the best reading,

And

they are so responsive.

if

it

can be

well done,

the best and quickest work

I

ever saw done in adding, subtracting, and multiplying num-

was done by scholars under ten years

bers,

two years

old.

If

takes

it

of school life to secure these results, the years

be well spent, the after work is so helped and made
quicker, freer from mistakes and consequent discourage-

will

ment.

We
while

ask the patience and co-operation of the parents

we push

in the

same

directions another year.

To

you seek to know, not how much your children
but
how well
And will you who have bright
have done,
this

end

will

.-'

children, ambitious to get higher readers or arithmetics,

help

them

to

make

haste slowly

starts fairly, using wisely
in well
I

?

The

race horse that

wind and muscle,

is

apt to

come

on the home stretch.

direct

special attention

to

this

matter, because the

school board are hereafter to furnish text-books for
ars not supplied July 30, 1889.

The board

all

schol-

will of course

wish to incur the least expense consistent with the needs

and will need make stringent rules for the
keeping and return of all books, and will be glad if
many pupils shall still choose to purchase and control their
of the pupils,

safe

own

books.

:
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We

Ill

present you herewith a view of the relative cost of

tuition per

week

the last year
Divisions.

in the different schools

opened

in

town
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i

Had

your school board possessed a house

in the village,

accommodating two schools of thirty-eight
had the sentiment of the town been such
and
pupils each,
as to justify them in bringing the scholars of the town
suitable

I

for

1

I

(except the three divisions in northeast part) to the Village

and Brook Road, furnishing them tuition in three schools of
thirty-eight scholars each, two of primary and one of upper
grade, the cost of our schools for the year would have been
as follows

:

Three northeast

Two

....
.....

divisions (same as this year)

.

primary grade schools

One upper grade

school

$321.99

270.00
183.91

Carrying Lowell and Horton children (same
as this year)

55-50

.......

Total for teachers, board, wood, and
pairs

re-

Cost of running three teams (Orford prices)

.

$831.40
300.00

$1,131.40

$1,131.40

from $1,225.69 equals

school fund
14 visits of superintendent

saving

in

....

Saved

14.00

......

Total saved from expense of this year
this year

$94.29

.

Saving com})ared with cost of old system

S 108.29

344-8o

345 3.09

Ask them.
Would the children bear transportation
Ask the parents in Orford or elsewhere where it has been
Would the larger schools of graded pupils be a suctried.
?

compared with the ungraded school of si.x or ten
pupils, or the ungraded school of twenty-seven pupils.'
Any teacher who has tried both will answer promptly, yes.

cess as

The

school of thirty-eight pupils, with twelve classes to

divide the recitation time of the day, will always have the

I
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advantage of the school of nineteen pupils, with twentyfour classes.

The system proBut what of the cost of buildings
posed would require one new building with two schoolrooms
If we return to the former system, we
in the village.
.''

must build a schoolhouse in the village (the old one is not
Will one house with
fit for use) and two in out-districts.
of one room each
more
than
three
houses
cost
two rooms
We thus place before you some of the figures showing
the relative cost of the town and of the district systems,
because the voters of the town should study the whole
.''

The

question before the decision next year.
of action will
will

be yours

;

responsibility

the advantages or disadvantages

be yours.

PITTSFIELD.

— F.

E.

Randall, for

THE VALUE OF THE SCHOOL.
ANCE.
It is

— WRITTEN

the School Board.

ATTEND-

APPROPRIATIONS.
EXAMINATIONS.

a time-honored custom, perhaps

more honored

in

the breach than in the observance, to supplement the' tabulated statt^ment
relative to school
in the

minds

required by law with

if

possible

of citizens a livelier interest in the educational

interests of their children, to stimulate
tion of larger sacrifices,

future success in life

is

them

life

of those

whose

largely confided to their care.

future statesmen, poets, professional

Hampshire, as well as

in the direc-

and to bring them into a closer

sympathy with the every-day school

The

some suggestions

matters with a view to awaken

its

large

mass

men

of

New

of intelligent toilers,

who are to work out the future social problems of
and elevate the standard of our citizenship to a more

those
life

exalted plane, are now the members of our common schools,
laying the foundations of a grand career by industrious application, or

by apathy and indifference making

it

morally
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certain that in the order of greatness and influence they

are to take places in the rear rank

when they

shall pass out of

school to take part in the great turmoil of active business

With these

life.

facts

in

view, parents should strive to

impress upon their children as the grandest truth
while

that

there

may be

a

wealth to which comparatively few

and whose
is

in

life,

recognized aristocracy

may hope

to

of

attain,

results even are barren of great happiness, there

a grander aristocracy, that of intellect and culture, that

lies

not beyond the reach of the humblest earnest worker,

the results of which to the owner are like an inexhaustible

ocean of pearls, and whose influence upon others

will

extend

They should count no personal
be made in the interest of their chil-

throughout unending ages.
sacrifice too great to

dren,

remembering

that no possible investment of

money

can furnish dividends so large and well guaranteed

as

money

devoted to the education of the rising generation.

Let us

at the least give to all

our children such a degree

culture as was suggested by John Milton,

who

a complete generous education that which

of

said, " I call

fits

a

man

to

and magnanimously, all the offices,
both private and public, of peace and of war."
Let us not
be satisfied with present advantages, but remember that
perform

justly, skillfully,

"

New

occasions teach new duties.
Time makes ancient good uncouth.
They must upward still and onward.

Who

We

would keep abreast of

approach the subject of appropriations tremblingly,
impression, in intimating that mpre

we should give the
money may be needed,

lest

that the people of the district are

to be grievously tax-ridden, but a

moment's

reflection will

when it is remembered that notwithstandour outlay for the new building and more schooling than

remove the
ing

truth."

fear

we have had

from $2.25 to

ment has

two years at least, our tax was reduced
$1.90 per hundred and yet no other depart-

for

suffered.

In conducting: our schools in the future
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possible that the expense

o-ree.

far

j

may
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increase to a slight de-

while the increased value of our schools will doubtless

more than keep pace with this increased expense.
usually get what we are willing to pay for, and

We

\

this

no exception when applied to schools. Negmaxim
atively stated, those towns do not take high educational
rank who employ cheap teachers and conduct their school
finds

;

exercises in shabby

and uninteresting apartments.

The

stream rarely rises higher than the fountain, nor do scholars usually partake of a higher degree of morality or intel-

than they find in their instructor or is stimulated and
promoted by their general surroundings. Beyond these
lect

circumstances their destiny as scholars

'

own

hands.

largely in their

is

Whittier says on this point,
"

We

shape ourselves the joy or fear

Of which

And

fill

the

coming

life is

made,

our future's atmosphere

With sunshine

or with shade."

I

One of the features most to be deprecated in our community is the evil of non-attendance. Reasons are few
which keep children between the ages of eight and fourteen years away from school.
Something is wrong when

1

enough

children

to

fill

a

room

are found playing on the

I

There are many
town between the ages named who cannot read
their own names if handed to them on a piece of paper.
The fault rests somewhere and should be remedied at once.
Schools are provided for all and it seems to the board that
parents ought to feel interest enough to take advantage of
streets

I

during ordinary school hours.

children in

i

the privileges given, without the aid of a truant officer or
detective.

;

Many

of them, however,

seem

sirous

of coining

cents

than of reaping the golden grain

to

their children's lives into
of

be more de-

and
knowledge.

dollars

Doubtless, however, in some cases, poverty, rather than
any other circumstance, prevents the regular attendance.
There is another class of non-attendants who absent
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,

):
I

themselves with a degree of regularity that would be commendable if it were only reversed, that is, if they went to

{

|

school

To

when they

are out and were out

this class of pupils

we

when they

will only say that

it

are

in.

requires a

keep abreast of an active class of
pupils and at the same time take two or three holidays per
week, while to the parents of such pupils we would suggest that they be very chary of criticisms of school or
teacher while these facts remain the rule.

fine type of intellect to

Much

discussion has occurred of late in various

localities

relative to the value of written examinations as a test

tion of

for

While we would not recommend an examina-

promotion.

such a character as to unstring the

we cannot

sensitive pupils,

nerves

help believing that

it

is

of

one

of the surest tests of general scholarship that can be made,

when conducted carefully by sensible and apt teachers.
By virtue of these written ranking tests the parents are
able to ascertain very accurately whether pupils are mak-

ing a careful use of their time, and the pupils themselves
are furnished with an incentive to be careful and thorough
students.

Incidentally there are other advantages which

we deem

be of great value to the pupil and which facilpromotions necessarily made at the end of each

itate the

to

school year.

PLAINFIELD.

—

Wallace

P.

Thrasher,

Josiah

Davis, Carlos D. Colby.

"comparisons are odious."

— GOOD

ATTENDANCE.

be seen that in reporting the individual schools
the beaten track of many years, and, like the
boards of the adjoining districts of Cornish and Lebanon,
and Claremont also, have deemed it prudent not to comIt will

we have

left

ment upon the merits or demerits of
Teachers who have been eminently

|

individual teachers.

successful under us

,

I

}

,j
'
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not seeing their work specially

commended, while those who, from whatever cause, have
not been wholly successful, will be spared the pangs of

being held up to general ridicule, which can do no one any

and would result in serious discouragement to themWe have some faith in the proverb, " Compari-

o-ood

selves.

sons are odious.

"

While we can vividly see our own imperfections, we can
as vividly discern the flaws in the cases of

both teachers

and parents in those districts to be found in all towns as
well as in Plainfield, where there has not been that degree
of success

which we would gladly have reported. While
and your humble servants have

teachers, scholars, parents,
all

labored to attain perfection in the matter of education,

all that the point has not been reached,
on the whole we have little cause to comWe have had some of the
plain of our average exhibit.
Our
best schools with which we were ever connected.
registers show a good degree of attendance, and we wish
to return our hearty thanks to the many that have labored
it is

but

apparent to

we

feel that

with us to reduce the per cent of tardiness and absence.

We

have not done what

we hoped

to do, in the matter of

compulsory attendance by those children who are coming

upon the stage of life the most sorely in need of all the
benefits to be had from a common school education, and
from necessity will never receive more than that, and we
appeal to our fellow-citizens to urge upon this class the
great need of doing better for the year to come, without
the unpleasant necessity of the services of the truant

To

cers.

teachers

receive such

them

we

in

commendation

will cheerfully give all

Our
of

as

this report

would be

securing positions in the future,

vidual assistance

roll

who have awaited

if

asked

of

we

offi-

hoping to

assistance to
will say that

such as are worthy our indi-

for.

children have excellent reason to be proud of the

honor presented, which contains the names of

—
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i:

is

This

i

a weighty piece of evidence, as showing a lively interest

among our
up

our whole reported attendance.

per cent of

fifty

scholars to be present and keep the schools

to the standard of former years.

we have had

that

in all our winter schools,

with attendance,

we

The Black

age.

Considering the

fact

which

has seriously interfered

with the

feel quite well satisfied

Hill school

is still in

session on account

by the sickness

'i

of the teacher.

Alvin Burleigh, Dr. Robert Burns,
James A. Penniman.

text-books and teachers.

j

aver-

-

of an interruption caused

PLYMOUTH.

'

the relentless " la grippe " to encounter

I

i

}

HIGH SCHOOL.
j

j

There

a much-needed

is

appreciation

parents of the superior school

The

town.

school

absent marks that

on the part

advantages afforded

of

in this

show too many tardy and
might have been avoided had parents

j

i

registers

^

j

been duly considerate of the future welfare of their children, and willing to make temporary sacrifice at home in
order that their offspring might enjoy the benefit of an

unbroken course of study. Too often a child is detained
from school to run on errands and perform ordinary manual labor this not only keeps the child back in his studies
The compulbut hinders the progress of the whole class.
;

sory attendance feature of our school law

We

farce.

of

the

France

old
is

is

the merest

are far behind the so-called effete monarchies

world in this particular, while

decidedly in advance of

republican

New Hampshire

in the

intelligence of her laws relative to the attendance of

dren

in

the public schools.

No

chil-

scholar should be kept

day unless by illness, unavoidable
accident, or the most pressing and exceptional necessity,
and citizens would be doing the children and the State a
valuable service by creating a public sentiment in favor of

from

school a single
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I

'

;

more stringent
ance

in

The

compulsory attend-

legislation relative to

our public schools.
the schools has been well

excellent character of

maintained throughout the year, except in one instance,
i

I

and

that

in

case, the

board deem

it

well to state, the

trouble experienced cannot be attributed to the neglect of

the teacher employed, but arose from an erroneous conception on the part of
I

1

some parents

of their responsibility for

the conduct of the school in question.

It is

unfortunately

true that the best efforts possible are at times unsatisfactory to those

whose

fancied opportunity

activity
is

is

aroused only when a real or

presented for adverse criticism.

If

one half the energy were expended in endeavoring to assist
and sustain the teacher while striving to promote the wela school, as

fare of

is

occasionallv exerted

to

exhibit a

methods superior to those emthe teacher's task would be greatly lessened, and

questionable knowledge of
ployed,

the usefulness of
case,

we

the school greatly increased.

regret to say, no such idea

seemed

entertained, or else personal opinions

more importance than the success
pleasure to state that scholars

In this

to have been
were regarded as of

of the school.

It is

a

who remained throughout

the term were found well instructed.

An

act

was passed during the

last session of

the Legisla-

and supplies to be furnished for the use of the scholars at the expense of the town.
This law went into effect the ist of January last. Becoming operative in the middle of a school term no immediate
action under it was deemed advisable.
To carry its provisions into effect, an appropriation will be necessary, and
estimates of the amount required will be submitted at the
annual town meeting.
Although this law permits a complete change in text-books used, the board will introduce

ture providing for free text-books

only such changes as
tages over the books

seem

now

to

warrant substantial advan-

It is the opinion of the
board that in the selection of text-books, the local char-

in use.
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acter of our schools

and the

tions of such teachers as the
to be carefully considered.

cators that a $7.50 per

town

It is

week

and general

ability

is

qualifica-

able to employ, are

the opinion of some edu-

teacher, with an easy flow of

language, supplied with a piece of chalk and ample black-

board room, can make good scholars of the average district-school children without the material aid of text-books

;

embodying
the most concise

that rules and definitions, found in text-books,

the most mature thought, expressed in

and intelligent
scholars

;

crammed

that

stumbling

language, are

blocks to the

from school

the teacher, fresh

herself,

tg congestion with theory but with little or

no

ing,

work of instruction, is the livspeaking book from which all knowledge is to flow.

The

children are to

practical experience in the

in

sit

in a sort of delightful trance, drink

without special effort the inspiring thoughts, facts, and

figures contained in the teacher's talk or lecture, and,

some unexplained magic, be developed

by

into accurate, ready,

and self-reliant scholars.
We dissent most emphatically
from such views. We believe that no person was ever
made learned and scholarly without long and patient study
of the books
that common school teachers can, at best,
only supplement the teaching of books.
We believe in
text-books, with rules and definitions, illustrations and
;

practical examples.

We believe

in

who believe in
they know more

teachers

such text-books, and who do not think

than these books contain on every subject, and more than
the learned and experienced authors
believe in teachers

who

who wrote them.

We

give out lessons in text-books to

being thoroughly learned,

their pupils, insist

upon

and are not afraid

of being considered

tlieir

advise scholars to take their books

home

unpopular
at night

if they
and study

It is our purpose to adopt this kind of
books and employ such a class of teachers, if we can find
them. We shall not, however, advertise for a $2,000 col-

their lessons.
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lege professor, or his college methods, to
tion in our

mixed

to

we

feel constrained to call the

the town to the growing indifference of our

attention of

the advantages of

During the

a $255 posi-

fill

district schools.

Before closing this report

boys
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high

our excellent

among 242

school.

attending

our
graded schools not a single boy graduated from the high
Boys drop out all through their
school department.
school course to work in stores and markets, drive job
last

year,

wagons, and do work
school.

pupils

at

almost anything rather than attend

Some appear

to have nothing better to do than

loafing about the streets.

This reveals a lack of

manly

ambition, good sense, and scholarly taste on the part of

our boys which they ought to be ashamed
rant,

weak indulgence on the

standing reproach to the town.
out any reminder,

ignore these

how unkind

educational

part of

of,

They ought
it is

and an igno-

parents which
to

to permit these

advantages which are

accessible and inexpensive, and to send

is

a

know, with-

them out

boys to

now

so

into the

world imperfectly educated, weak, and limping, to compete

hard struggle of life with those whom nature has
no better endowed, but who have the superior equipment
which the highest schooling and most thorough intellectual
in the

training can give.

If

nothing else can stimulate the boys

and more persistence in
we trust that the repeated and public spectacle of our ambitious and high-minded girls, winning all the
high school diplomas, will be sufficient to awaken their
dormant pride and lead them to put forth masculine effort
enough to refute the idea which is fast gaining ground

to

greater zeal

acquiring

that,

in

education

it,

although they are boys in sex, they are less than girls

in grit

and determination.
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PORTSMOUTH.

— Charles H. Morss, Superintendent.

REASONS WHY CHILDREN DISLIKE AND ABSENT THEMSELVES

FROM SCHOOL.

The

teachers

have

been more

constant in

their at-

tendance, substitutes having been called for on 250 sessions, against

308 in 1888.
Complaints of poor attendance have been made in school
reports ever since school committees wrote such documents.

While we would attach some blame to the teacher for this
state of affairs, we must acknowledge. that she, unaided by
parental co-operation, cannot accomplish

all

we

desire.

An

inquiry into causes for absence frequently reveals the fact

home government

hands of the children, who
are thus able to obtain an excuse for absence on demand.
Then services are often thoughtlessly required by parents
that necessitate absence which, by a little foresight, could
have been avoided.
But the thoughtlessness of parents is only one of the
that

is

in the

factors aiding to produce a low percentage of attendance.

Much responsibility rests with the teacher. If she does
know how to make the schoolroom attractive, the work

not

will be eager to come, and
one of the essentials of a good
teacher.
In at least four schools of this city in which for
no apparent reason the attendance was very irregular, we
have seen an advance made from the lowest per cent of

interesting, so that children

come promptly, she

fails in

daily attendance to

among

the highest, with a correspond-

ing decrease in tardiness, simply by a change of teachers,
substituting for the one

who

pleasant and cheerful, another
ties.

Who

failed

make the

who possessed

school

these quali-

can blame children for not wanting to go to

schools where the morning greeting

is

seldom anything but

where the intellectual food offered is the monotony
rote work only, unvaried by exercises calculated to dis-

a frown,
of

to
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the dulness, and the teachers of which never work for

pel

their pupils

beyond school hours

!

Children are keen and appreciative observers, and read-

second any effort of the teacher when

ily

made

it is

clear

them, not by words, but by that subtle influence that
only a man or woman thoroughly imbued with true teachto

ing spirit can exert, that he

is

working

to

make them

hap-

Boys and girls should enjoy their schools,

pier and better.
and be eager for the ringing

culty

is

No

diffi-

experienced in persuading them to attend a

festi-

of the school bell.

and, with a correct understanding of child nature, and
by diligent application on the part of the teacher, school
The end
can be made as attractive as any entertainment.

val

;

of school life should

as

be regarded with regret, rather than,

too often the case, looked forward to as a release from

is

distasteful bondage.

The man
work
five

or

woman who has

not sufficient interest in the

of teaching to devote several hours a day,

beyond the

spent in school, to preparation for the next day, as well

as in higher study to

fit

him

for better work,

is

not qualified

No one should attempt to teach
how many times previously he has

naturally to be a teacher.
a

lesson,

no matter

taught the same lesson, without a special preparation for
that particular class

;

otherwise the recitation will lack the

element of freshness and newness. To the pupil the lesson may be new, but the teacher cannot feel that same
spirit of interest

way

for successive years.

new

same
manner
Each time the teacher must bring

and enthusiasm

in teaching in the

the subjects that have been given in the same

life

aration.

into the lesson,

and

this will require special prep-

A recitation without the freshness of

presentation

is

more

enthusiastic

insipid than a juiceless orange.

for this reason that reviews are so often such dull

It is

work

for children.

The

schools in which dull,

monotonous routine crushes

the ambition of both teachers and pupils are happily very
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though we have to confess we possess some.
we must be considered fortunate in having
and ambitious corps of teachers, who are doing

few

in this city,

On

the whole,

an earnest

successful work.

One means

improving their schools teachers too freis, a proper accjuaintance with the
homes. In order to carry on the work of education to the
best advantage, the home and school should know each
for

quently neglect, and that

and the methods of each should be mutually underUnless the teacher knows the homes of pupils,
how can she appreciate the difficulties with which some
have to contend, or refrain from giving too much credit to
those whose homes aid rather than retard mental developWithout this knowledge is there not danger of
ment
doing an injustice.^ Ignorance of the home is likely to
result in giving praise to those pupils whose home influences
are all on the side of the school, whose work in school is
excellent because supplemented by good parental training,
whose excellent results are not reached by hard struggles,
while their less fortunate schoolmates, whose home influother,
stood.

.-*

who accomplish only with diffiwho strive

ences are entirely opposite,
culty the

work

that the former do with ease,

same degree

harder yet

fail

ceive

or no credit from their teacher for the effort put

little

forth.

to reach the

But the

latter are really

than the former, for

it is

of excellence, re-

more deserving

of praise

the effort, the amount of work

necessary to accomplish the result, that should receive the
teacher's encouragement and praise.

considered, those pupils

who put

If results

forth

much

alone are
effort,

yet

reach only a moderate degree of excellence, will become

discouraged and cease trying.

Teachers must know the homes, and, on the other hand,
parents must be acquainted with the schools, in order properly to

understand what the teachers are attempting for the

benefit of their children.

Too

often the only knowledge

parents have of the methods employed

is

the account of
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to understand the

psychological basis for the means and methods employed

Yet the immature judgment

by the teacher.
is

of the child

often accepted in condemnation or praise of the teacher,

and

to

many

this

judgment

But would these same

is final.

parents base their opinions

lawyer upon such evidence

of a minister, a doctor, or a
It is

.-•

a great injustice to the

teacher to grant no fairer treatment.
teacher

is

Too

often a poor

praised and held for a model by a parent simply

because his children

like her

;

and, on the contrary, good

teachers occasionally incur the dislike of parents because

the child's report
required to

The

is

adverse, possibly simply from being-

do something

distasteful.

This

is

not right.

interest of the public should always be on the side of

All should feel that they are established and
schools.
conducted for the good of the community, and should sustain them and their teachers by kindly recognition and
friendly suggestion.
Parents generally have never devoted
its

their attention largely to the schools

are receiving their training for

life's

where

their children

work, but this fact does

The necessity of such
not make it any the less their duty.
an interest was long ago felt as strongly as to-day, as the
old school reports show.

ROCHESTER. — Charles W.

Brown, President Board

of Education.

"la grippe."

— criticisms.

SELECTION OF TEACHERS.

The prevalence of "la grippe" among teachers and pupils,
which compelled the closing of some of the schools for a
time, nearly emptied others of pupils, and materially reduced the average attendance for the year, has been the
Otherwise the genof our schools has been fully maintained.

only serious obstacle to their success.
eral

good standing

The

excellence of

many

of

them

is

unquestioned.

Not
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many

high schools superior to ours are to be found.

It

has

a corps of exemplary, earnest teachers, the discipline is
The
excellent, and the progress of pupils very marked.

grammar

school teachers in the high school building merit

Indeed, we have very few in any of the
departments of our schools who are not faithful and efficient
similar praise.

teachers.

However, complaints come

to

us on

every hand, and

probably always will so long as parents and teachers are
human and liable to err. Teachers, in the management of
forty or

more pupils,

of

whose various

dispositions they can

necessarily have only an imperfect knowledge,

make some

pected to

mistakes.

If,

must be

ex-

however, only such

parents as are confident they have never erred in the man-

home were
many would be thrown, and

acrement of the few children under their care at
allowed to throw stones, not

many

a conscientious and valuable teacher would escape

with few wounds for errors (often

management and

imaginary) in school

discipline.

Teachers, and the board of education as well, are often

condemned because

a child does not

make

sufficiently rapid

progress in his studies, and has to remain in the same grade
too long to harmonize with the parents' pride.

of school

Yet

children are not equally apt and studious, and, how-

all

ever faithful the teacher or school officers

may

be, the

same amount of school work will not be accomplished by
all in the same time.
For this there can be no remedy,
and censure

The

is

unreasonable as well as unjust.

selection of teachers

is

a prolific source of complaint

against the board of education.

People naturally place a
high estimate upon the abilities of their own children and
of those in

whom

they take an especial interest, and how-

may be, they think them as
by nature and attainments as others to fill the
teacher, and hence that school officers, who may

ever limited their experience
well fitted
office of

not have a like opinion, are actuated by favoritism or pre-
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Nevertheless

who attempt to teach do not meet with equal success.
In few occupations

otherwise.

who

marked

possess the requisite capacity to achieve any
this,

and even high school

and college graduates do not prove exceptions.
the work

ural adaptation for

is

Far

the percentage of those

is

degree of success so small as in

all

If a nat-

wanting, failure

is

sure

however complete the educational attainments may be
and even when this adaptation is present it must be supplemented by much experience before superior work can be
;

expected.

To determine who
important to school

are of the few thus qualified
officers.

It

appearance of candidates, nor before

attempt

Nor

both pupils and citizens.
these are very deceptive.

winning the favor of

are testimonials of their

success in other places reliable.

The

great majority of

Those who write them,

anxiety to please, are quite sure to mention
all

all

nor by their reputed success elsewhere,

at teaching,

for inferior teachers often succeed in

and omit

is

known by the
they have made an

cannot be

in their

the desirable

all

the undesirable traits of the teacher

;

and

if

not deceptive thc}^ are misleading and unreliable for the

number and

reason that the

nature of the work

dispositions of pupils and the

required

vary so

much

in

different

some may, under favorable circummeet with a moderate degree of success, and in
others, under less favorable circumstances, fail completely.
.schools that a teacher in

stances,

All nations strive to
their flag,

and through

for the blessings

emblem.
It is

Upon

it

instill their
it

subjects with a love for

with a devotion to their country

confers, of

this devotion

which the national
the national

therefore especially fitting that the

life

flag is

an

depends.

young should be

taught to honor and love our national emblem, and be

filled

with an admiration for and a determination to protect and
preserve their country, which, with

absence of

all

its

free schools

and the
how-

class distinctions, offers to every one,
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ever humble his circumstances, an opportunity to rise to

an honorable position and to become the peer of any in the
a nation which confers upon its citizens privileges
land,

—

and blessings broader and

ROLLINSFORD.

fuller

than any other.

— A. W.

Pike,

W.

R. Garvin.

THE ADVANTAGES OF FREE TEXT-BOOKS.

Our Legislature

did a very wise act at

its last

session in

who
many

passing a law which gives every child in the State
attends school the use of

free text-books.

It

has

decided advantages over the previous method, in which

every parent furnished books for his

under his
for

their

many are not
children.
The cost is

care, for

For

expenses.

this

own

children or those

really able to

buy books

quite an item in

family

reason pupils were frequently not

and this had a tendency to retard t heir
were slow to ask for books when
needed, for the reason of a manifest unwillingness on the
part of many parents to purchase them for their children,
and by so doing they well knew they would make themselves unpopular with the parent over whose children they
were placed. Those who did not ask for books, but permitted the children to study their lessons in mere scrajDS
of books, borrow from classmates, or look on with others
while reading, became popular and were applauded and
caressed.
When the town furnishes text-books for the
suitably supplied,

progress

teachers

;

all this fear or dread of asking for
books when necessary is at once taken away. The taxpayers bear the burden of expense equally, whether they
send children to school or not, which is as it should be.

use of the schools

Another consideration
books
not

at

more than two

retail

of

no small importance

is,

that the

wholesale price, as purchased by the town, cost

price.

thirds of what they have in the past at
Notwithstanding the law gave the school
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change*any or all of the school books
its passage, they did not think it expedient to do so, as many of our books had but recently
been introduced and gave entire satisfaction, and to make
a full change would incur much expense to the town without any real benefit therefore we made a change only in
some few books which had been in use a long time, and
substituted others in their stead which we believed more
interesting and better adapted to the wants of the schools.
In closing this report we would remark that there are
repairs necessary to be made on some of our school buildings which to defer longer will not be economy, for they
can now be done better and at less cost than at some
indefinite time in the future.
We hope, therefore, the
district will vote to raise and appropriate the small sum of
board

full liberty to

in use at the time of

;

money

may be needed

that

for this purpose,

tion will also vote to raise such

sums

of

and

money

necessary to pay the yearly insurance on

all

as

in addi-

may be

our school-

houses.

SALISBURY. — George
C. C.

P. Titcomb,
Rogers.

the mastery of principles.

L.

N.

Sawyer,

— IRREGULAR ATTENDANCE,

•Our teachers for the past year as a whole have been

very successful.

We

well.

find

While some have excelled,
some teachers who are able

all

have done

to

make

their

scholars fully understand the particular points in whatever

branch

is

taught, which

is

very important to the future

progress of the scholar, thus preparing him to advance

and understandingly.
may pursue arithmetic, devoting any amount
of time to it, and be quite advanced, and yet its principles
are too rarely mastered
so also in grammar, he may have
studied it several terms and yet not see any truths therein
clearly

A

scholar

;
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taught that direct

how

to reac^, write,

and speak the Eng-

language correctly. To be a successful student, one
ought to try and master every branch he studies, and as he
lish

advances

still

further in the sciences his curiosity deepens

into love of research

One

and investigation.

great obstacle that retards the

progress of

our

schools, and which we have previously referred to, and
which in a measure might be remedied by the parents, is
Irregularity of attendance has a
irregular attendance.

sure tendency to destroy the interest of the scholar in his

Tardiness also has the same tendency, and when

school.
this

is

school

continued so as to become habitual the value of the
is

almost entirely

lost to

the pupil.

But we are

pleased to report this evil as gradually growing

less, as

we

notice that eighty-five are reported on the roll of honor
this year in place of forty-five last,

and we

also find eleven

pupils reported as not having been absent or tardy through

We

the school year.
effort that this

hope that parents

number

will at least

will

make such an

be doubled another

year.

Scholars should be instructed by their parents and those

who have charge

of

them, that the teacher while

in

charge

of the school stands in law in place of the parent, with

the same rights of government, and that they must obey

the teacher, and that cheerfully, as they would their parents.

We are pleased

to notice the interest manifested

by

the parents in their visits to the schools, as recorded by
the teachers, and

we

desire to have this interest increase

until all shall visit the schools

those

who have charge

them

in

of

the ridit direction.

and see for themselves that

their children are instructing
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Philbrick,

Albert

Morrill, Ella McDaniel.

general remarks on length of school and textBOOKS.

With the small amount of money we had this year, we
have had 95 weeks of school, while last year, with eighty
dollars more money, only 102 weeks.
This has resulted from board being given, thus lengthening one term five weeks, and the wood given for another
school, also from a change made in O. S. District No. 11,
by which part of the scholars attended adjoining schools.
To school the remaining scholars, Mr. Lovering fitted up
a room, wood and board were given, and thus his children
and two from near neighbors were schooled ten weeks at a
(Their proportion of
cost to the town of only $22.50.
school money, by number of scholars, was $22.45.)
We trust some way may be devised by which every
pupil in town can attend, at least, two terms of school
another year.
In this town two years ago, there was a partial
duction of readers and arithmetics.

new

readers then were using very poor ones.

several different kinds of readers in use, while

reading in geographies and others in histories.
tained as nearly as possible the

next term.

There were 108

intro-

Pupils that did not get

number

of

There were
some were

We

ascer-

books needed

different pupils in reading,

and 43 of that number are to be supplied with books,
and to complete the introduction of White's arithmetic 33
books are needed. Most of the parents know the cost of
these books.

Many

of

the geographies in use in our schools were

printed several years ago.
in

of

our

own and other

Considering the recent changes

countries,

all will

see the necessity

having geographies containing the latest

facts.

We

132
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have examined

many books, and among them

spellers, the prices

The one

for

of

13 cents,

which are

not the best,

if

is

three

and

13, 18,

25

modern
cents.

perhaps as well

adapted to our schools as the one for 25 cents. About 80
We have given the number of
spellers will be needed.
books, and the condition of the same, thinking the people
in

town may not know about school books

own

of their

in

use outside

school.

We have some very good scholars in town, showing they
have improved the time spent in the schoolroom.
Let us
furnish them with as good books and as good teachers as
possible.

While improvements could be made
not one has been a failure.

in all

our schools,

Particular attention should be

given to teaching primary reading.

In

three

of

our

schools the pupils were reading naturally, thus giving correct

inflection

and emphasis.

two

schools, primary
This habit once
Children seldom fail to

In

reading was a mere calling of words.

formed

is

very hard to correct.

use the voice correctly

when

talking,

and

if

the child un-

derstands the printed words reading will be but talking

from a book.

STRAFFORD.

— H.

L.

Ambler,

C. H.

Twombly,

J.

S.

Neal.

—

the pay of teachers.
HOW AND IN WHAT CHILDREN
SHOULD BE TAUGHT.
In order to keep pace with our neighbors, and as a matter of justice, the

wages

of

teachers throughout the town

have been advanced two dollars per month.

may produce more

interest

and a better

Perhaps

this

class of teachers.

For the past year nearly all the teachers have been from
own town, and have been selected on account of merit

our

only.
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desire to be the brightest and best teachers

should attend the normal school, where they can study

methods of organization and management of
and
modes of intellectual action. They will have
schools,
practical work in discipline and instruction in a model
school, thus keeping abreast with the age in what is good
and new. For full particulars address the principal, Dr.
C. C. Rounds, Plymouth, N. H.
The whole number of pupils enrolled is 276, of which
number 220 have been in daily attendance throughout the
first term of nine and the second of thirteen weeks.
We
admonish both parents and pupils that punctuality is the
soul of credit, and an education one of the most desirable
the best

of

all

One

things.

of

our great railways has issued an

man shall be employed in any
departments unless he brings a certificate stating
that he has completed the studies of the second grammar
school, because such pupils learn to be skilled workmen
order that no boy or young
of its

more

rapidly than those having a

meager education.

Plain line drawing, the elements of
try,

and music are

studies, for

it is

all

agriculture, chemis-

desirable in addition to the ordinary

important that our youth should be made

knowledge which they enmind is a
great assistance in the social and

familiar with those branches of

joy and are likely to pursue, as a well-furnished

power which

will

be of

business world.
Pupils should be taught deliberation, for the deliberate
workers are generally thoughtful, and with them the habit of
system becomes second nature. In school they become

acquainted with books, and have opened to them the vast
storehouse of

and

they

America's amen, " and if
not only the elements of

faith-

knowledge contained

therein,

should be taught to extract that knowledge.

"The

public school

is

fully maintained, teaches

book

knowledge, but personal responsibility, freedom of conscience, loyalty to American principles, and duty to our
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should be the aim of home, church, and
mold the young lives that they will be an
honor to parents and teachers. The progressive life of
our republic depends upon good schools, which inspire
honest ambition, self-control, and obedience to the law.
fellow-men.

It

so

school to

STRATHAM.— James
Scott,

W. Rollins, Charles
Wesley F. Sanderson.

text-books.

The

W.

general remarks.

the free text-book system in our town,

result of

after a trial of three years, serves to confirm our previous
its great value to the schools, and to the
town it may be mentioned that we were one
rural towns to adopt this system which has now

impressions of
credit of the
of the first

become a law of the State.
Your committee found the schools at the opening of the
year well supplied with books by the most approved
authors, selected with care by your former committee, and
no change has been made except to introduce Goodrich's
Child's History for beginners in that study.

There has been constant improvement

in

methods

teaching during the last quarter of a century, and a
greater change in the

progress

in

manner

of

the right direction.

"some who

found, however,

of

still

which shows
There are still to be

discipline,

are willing that the children
"

of others should receive corporal punishment.

We

congratulate the people of

Stratham on the

in-

creased interest shown by the parents and friends of the
scholars in their frequent visits to the schools, and trust

may be continued, as the favorable effect
on the pupils is most marked.
In view of what our schools have accomplished, their
value and importance, is it not our plain duty to promote

that this interest

their efficiency

by

liberal appropriations

?
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SUNAPEE.

Boyce, D.
FrSHER.

R.
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Eastman, E.

C.

C.

WHY THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS SHOULD BE REDUCED.

We

have endeavored to give

number

equal

of

weeks

receive their share

it

of school,

scholars in town an

all

and

if

any have

failed to

because they did not take

is

all

the

chances offered them.

Every teacher who has taught in our schools this year
a resident of Sunapee, and we venture to say that the
quality of the schools is above the average, thus showing
that we can furnish our own teachers and at the same time
good ones. We do not mean to say that our teachers are
is

perfect or that they have kept schools that were entirely
satisfactory to every one, because

perfection in this, but

we

it is

strive to

impossible to attain

make each

beneficial as possible to the majority of

ing

school as

scholars attend-

it.

If

the town could be re-districted *

it

could be arranged

two less districts, all scholars could be well
accommodated, and the schools could all be longer. There
are some schoolhouses that must be repaired a good deal
soon or new ones built, and when this is done it would be
much better to locate them where they will accommodate
the most scholars.
Many of the old farms are deserted
and run down so that they do not pay the tax they once
did, so that the old districts cannot be continued and have
the same amount of school that they used to without drawing money from other districts, therefore it is more expedient to unite them so that they can have enough money
to have a good long school.
This is the best plan even
if the town decided to return to the old system at the expiration of five years.
We must aim to get the greatest
benefit possible from the amount of school money we raise.
so as to have

*The

school board have the

power

to

do this under the town system.

—
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SWANZEY.

I.
Cutler, Aloxzo A. Ware,
Benjamin Read.

George

text-books.

Teachers
of

will

— conditions

of success.

have a duty to perform in taking charge

the books used in their schools.

Scholars should be

taught to use them with care, and to respect

property belonging to the town.
shall

It is

keep a correct account of

all

and value

intended that teachers

school supplies so fur-

books when delivered
and when returned. Scholars who desire it
may own the books they use in school, and have them of
the town by paying what they are estimated to be worth
by the school board. The second section of this law
should be understood and kept in mind at the beginning
nished and record the condition of

all

to the scholar

of

the next term.

It

provides that pupils already sup-

with text-books shall not be supplied with similar

.plied

books

until needed.

Therefore scholars

to bring to school the next terra the

will

be expected

same books they used

last in attendance unless they know that different
books are needed or required, in which case they will be

when

supplied by the town as provided by law.

The ever recurring question comes to us year by year,
how shall we better the condition of our common schools
and thereby advance the interests of popular education
Our law-makers attempt to answer this by making such
changes in our statutes as they in their wisdom think best,
by compelling every child to attend school, and by furnishing the poorest with books without money and with-

.-*

out price.

seek

;

mined

but

All this
it

will

effort

may be

well

— an aid to the result we

be as true this year as ever that deter-

on the part of

all,

parents, teachers, and

necessary for the best good of

our schools.
Fine schoolhouses and free text-books avail but little

scholars,

is

unless judiciously used.

We hope that no parent, guardian,
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or friend of education will entertain the thought that
because the town furnishes these and other appliances he
is released from further responsibility.
All citizens are

requested to

visit

and pupils

and

in

;

our schools and thus encourage teachers
all

voters should

show

as

attending our district school meetings as

much

interest

manifested

is

by those who are entitled to vote on ordinary town affairs
at our town meetings.
Upon school matters, what your
committee may do or fail to do, we invite kindly suggestions and friendly criticism.

UNITY. —William W. Hall, Edwin

S.

Bailey.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Our

schools have prospered to a good degree.

The

at-

tendance, until the sickness caused by the epidemic in the

was unusually large. Experienced teachers have
been employed, and they have generally done excellent
work. We now find that we have very few, if any, places
for inexperienced teachers, unless they have been specially

winter,

trained for the profession of teaching.
pupils

now

in school,

who

Our young

lady

think of fitting for teachers,

should plan to avail themselves of the generous provision

made for them in the normal school. We
have now more advanced scholars in our schools than at
any time before for several years. The qualification of our
teachers must be correspondingly high.
The educational
prospects of our town were never brighter than now.
Our

the State has

school privileges were never so good.

ask himself
to

if

keep them

text-book law

Let every parent
he ought not, in justice to his children,

in school as constantly as possible.
is

a

move

in the right direction,

a considerable burden from

many

families.

and

The
will

free
lift
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— George

WAKEFIELD.

erts,

Ella

H. Gage, Charles F. Rob-

Moulton.

E.

—

THE influence OF THE SCHOOL.

TEACHERS.
PORTATION OF SCHOLARS.

For many years past

it

— TRANS-

has been the duty of the super-

intending school committee at the close of the year to
report the condition and progress of our educational institutions

and since the present law came

;

in force this

duty

has been required of the school board by the laws of our

When

State.

our attention

deep interest

feel a

In these

turned to this subject

we

schools.

the foundations of art and science, of good

lie

morals and

is

in the welfare of our public

civil

government.

It is

here the youthful gen-

erations of our land learn the rudiments of that education

which
years

to

fit

and

it

is
;

them
is

to

for the active duties of life in

be regarded as certain that they,

guided aright here and at

may go from

mature

home by

if

precept and example,

these temples of learning to the higher fields

of instruction to finish their course of study with correct

may serve to shape
Then we see how important

habits and principles firmly fixed that
their characters through
it is

life.

that our teachers be selected with this end in view.

Not only should they be

well qualified as respects the

vatious branches required to be taught by the laws of our
State, but their course pursued

and language used should
It has been the aim of

be such as are worthy of imitation.

your school board to elect teachers possessing such qualifications.

eight

school of seven or
age be correctly in-

It is just as essential that a

scholars under ten years

of

structed as one containing forty or fifty pupils of a more
advanced age.
In most of our schools we have employed experienced teachers, many of them having labored successfully in the schoolroom for a course of years.
They

-
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energy of purpose and faith
which
insure
success
under their instrucfuhiess of zeal
tion an interest has been awakened and time well improved
thorough instruction has been given, and scholars in their
recitations have not always been closely confined to their
text-books, but have learned to apply practically the theory
by questions illustrating the principles taught and aiding
to the school with that

came

;

;

them

in

getting a clear understanding of

the

subject

In one or two instances the discipline was not up
the
standard
we would like. " Order is Heaven's first
to
treated.

is it more essential than in the schoolno school can be prosperous where hubbub and confusion prevail.
Contagious diseases have spread to a

law," and nowhere

room

;

considerable extent in some localities, preventing scholars
from attending school so regularly as they otherwise would
have done but no one is accountable for what is beyond
;

human agencies. Taking the schools as a
whole the progress has been very creditable to both teachers and scholars
while some have not come up to what we
would desire, others have accomplished more than we could
the control of

;

expect.
It will

quite a

be seen by our accounts that

sum

we have expended
but we

for the transportation of scholars

;

regard this to be far more economical than running a school
at the several old

scholars.

By

this

schoolhouses with only from five to eight

arrangement we have had twenty-four

weeks' schooling for

We

all

the scholars in town.

think generally there has been a good degree of co-

operation between teachers and parents, which

is

a great

The number of
much larger now than for-

assistance in the progress of any school.

parents

who

visit

the schools

is

merly and we would wish to see
this direction.

still

more improvement

in

;
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WENTWORTH. — Thomas
Whitcher, Joshua

I

A.

educational MEETINGS.

text BOOKS.

as

Huckins,
Willis
E. Foster.

found a large variety of text-books in use in the scliools
as five different kinds of arithmetics, in one in-

many

This was a serious disadvanThe time has now come
when free text-books are to be placed in the schools, and
it is to be hoped that all the old arithmetics will be laid
aside, and one kind only allowed in the schoolroom, and the
stance, in the

same

school.

tage to both teacher and scholars.

teaching of mental arithmetic

made

a specialty.

The why

and wherefore of the principles involved in the study of
mathematics have not been sought out by the scholars as
they should have been, or taught as thoroughly as one
I could see no special need of a change in
could wish.
many of the other books. I would advise uniformity, however, in all the books.
I liked much the method adopted
in

the village

school with reference to

selecting

some

choice piece of literature from a standard author in place
of the reading-book.

The geographies

The

spelling-books are well enough.

are very good, and need not wholly be re-

What

is needed most is system, so as to
and devote more time to each class.
This is the all-important point.
Allow but one kind of
text-book in any given department, and then reduce the
number of classes and give them more time. Every class
should have thirty minutes for recitation, and there is no

placed by others.

make fewer

classes

school in town,

if

properly classified, but -could devote that

amount of time daily and not omit a single' recitation.
During the school year, two educational meetings were
held in the church hall, for which
essays,

and the public

scholarship

will

all

the teachers prepared

bear witness to the degree of

made manifest on those

occasions.

advise other gatherings of like nature, that

all

I

would

classes

may

EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL REPORTS.

become stimulated
education

to

promote the cause

141

of education, for

the basis of moral reform, and the greatness

is

knowledge it has of tlie laws
employ those laws to its own edification.

of a people consists in the

God and how

to

WINDHAM.

— William

C. Harris, J. W. M.
LEDGE, William L. Emerson.

of

Wor-

GENERAL REMARKS.
Says one " No system of education is worthy of consideration which does not discipline the young in self-control and in loyal submission to proper authority."
"Order
is heaven's first law," and without order little can be accomplished in the schoolroom. The former custom of
teachers "boarding around" had some advantages.
It
gave an opportunity for a mutual acquaintance of parents
and teacher it also gave the teacher an insight into the
ways and methods used by parents in governing and training their children at home, which was sometimes a help in
:

;

managing them

The

in school.

registers afford evidence that our schools are visited

name of a voter and tax-payer is seldom
" The fathers, where are they '"
found recorded.
Have
they less interest than the mothers in their children's education ?
Their frequent presence in the schoolroom would
have a wonderful effect upon the whole school. It would

frequently, but the

.''

greatly encourage the teacher in her work, and stimulate

the scholars in theirs. Teachers need the constant sympathy and co-operation of parents. Be cautious about
speaking disparagingly of teachers at any time, and espe-

Have your children attend
and be there in season. If
they are punctual at school, the valuable habit will be
" Train up a
likely to continue with them through life.
child in the way he should go," etc., is as true now as when
uttered by the wise man.
cially

before

the children.

school every day

if

possible,

superintendent's report.
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It is gratifying to

know that fifteen of our young people
Academy at the present time, most

are attending Pinkerton
of

whom

are recent graduates of our schools.

We

hope

them are intending to become teachers in the near
There seems no good reason why we should depend
future.
so largely upon other towns to supply us with teachers.
By vote of the district at its last annual meeting, $120
was placed in the hands of the school board with which to
supply our schools with Webster's dictionaries and outline

many

maps.

of

The

five schools that lacked dictionaries

plied in the spring.

To

select suitable

were sup-

maps was found a

Much time and some money were spent in
examining various kinds some were too small, others too
Late in the fall, after some of the
large and expensive.
we
had
an opportunity of examining the
schools had closed,
" Complete School Charts," published by Ivison, Blakeman
& Co., and finally purchased seven sets. They include,
besides excellent outline maps, many diagrams and illustrations of physiology, penmanship, drawing, and other subThree sets have been in use in our winter schools,
jects.
and have proved very attractive and helpful. We feel justified in slightly exceeding the appropriation for maps on

difficult task.

;

account of the liberal discount obtained.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

STATISTICS.

The

returns from school committees are grouped under

the following heads

:

and schools.

1.

Districts

2.

Schoolhouses.

3.

Scholars.

4.

Teachers.

5.

Revenues.

6.

Expenses.
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SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

TABLE
BELKNAP
SCHOOLS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

IsO.

I.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

147

148

SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

BELKNAP
SCHOLARS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.

149

I

SUPERINTENDENT

150

REPORT.

S

BELKNAP
REVENUE.

TOWNS.

o

"

1^

Alton

5189.54

$1,500.00

$800.00

Barnstead

1,293.03

Belmont

1,754.50^

160. ICi

560.80

67.34

Center Harbor.
Gilford

2,513.00

5,510.46

$192.81

2,470.87

49.64

1,964.30

183.60

8,654.99

250.00

13,403.27

447.93^

628.14

Gilmanton

1,280.00

705.0o'

189.54'

Laconia

7,410.00

5,200.00

543.271

Meredith

2,234.00

472.20

293.02

52.02

950.

162.81

48.50

New Hampton..

647.50

Sanborn ton....

1,373.00

Tilton

1,501.50

Totals

00

$1,882.35

174. 15 $203.69

2,174 54

$73.67

1,808.81

192.92

277.55

3,124.91

1,565 92

25 96

3,200.00

$22,067.33 $14,937 66 $2,098.23 $882.44 $218.77

$73.67 $40,878.10

1,300.00,

94.99

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.
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152

SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

CARROLL
SCHOOLS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY
SCHOOLHOUSES.

153

.

SUPERINTENDENT

154

S

REPORT.

CARROLL
SCHOLARS.
A i

TOWNS

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

155

...

SUPERINTENDENT

156

REPORT.

S

CARROLL

TOWNS.
o
S
2 XJ3
2 <e u

g«

ffl

Albany
$449.40

Bartlett

Brookfield

420.39

Chatham

600.00

Conway

5227.50

S700.00

$100.00
$50.00

55 89

.$1,476.90

526.28
72.00

102.89J

774.89

2,942.50

386.37

417.00

222.44

1,400.23

142.56

504.00

99.63

Jackson

318.50

121.73

17.00

162.83

620.06

Madison

383 50

110.00]

33.00

25.00

551.50

208.17,

115.00

7.50

Eaton
EflBngham

3, •542

97

939.44
63.00

1,605.79

I

Freedom

17.00

620.63

Hart's Location.

12

Moultonborougb.

1,01G.33

13

Ossipee

1,560.00

1,800.00

273.78

Sandwich

1,007.50

125.00

238.42!

133.92

609.00

100.00^

155.00

388.00 $12.00

134.74

269.70

....

274.82

104.75

....

1,999.57

413.14

453.00

....

2,840.14

1,347.00
3,633.78

I

Tarn worth

Tuftonborough.

.

850.96

1,564.84

20.00

1,284.00
1,255.40

i

Wakefield

1,120.00

Wolfeborough...

1,974.00

Totals

500.00

615,633.31 $.3,525.00 §3,167.08 .§1,641.47 $12.00 $404.33 $24,383.19

STATISTICAL TABLES.

157

COUNTY
EXPENDITURES.

-a to

- c
tc

5

1.

"

$56.41

«53.47

46.30

15.55

100.09

35.76

471.75

647.27

4.61

517.73

34.78

2.532.88

3,251 39

5.68

971.87

5.f'9

$1,034.70

,

§1,259.58

$4.C3

392 10

5.00

{

3

I

309.75
j
I

4

i

247.40

$:500 00

150.00

393.35

158.19

I

'

374.00

I

!

873.25

1,634.79

6.30

369.00

G20.63

4.46

6.08

;

204.03

'

9

10

93.93

11

12

600.58

50.19

715.97

793. IG

93.93

508. CO

726.36

5.11

121.85

1,210.00

2,002.43

5.36

13

SOO.OO

219.83

96.71

1,774.50

3,047.60

5.83

14

240.00

131.81

165.48

1,270.00

1,887.29

5.22

15

12.00

86.45

58.00

1,116.16

1,376.11

5.72

95 45

957.00

1,288.76

9.14

IG

163.18

17

91.47

1,571.50

1,758.97

6.84

IS

437 92

3,102.00

4,385.44

8.13

$1,960.76

$18,190.46

$26,043.75

$2,345.93

S243.18

'

§2,059.98

Salaries of school committees iucluded.

j

$5.95

SUPERINTENDENT

158

S

REPORT.

CHESHIRE
SCHOOLS.

a

TOWNS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

159

suterintendent's report.

160

CHESHIRE
SCHOLARS.
p

TOWNS.

r
-

K S S
"^

^S,

*

ii

Boys. Girls.
I

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

161

.

SUPERINTENDENT

162

S

REPORT.

CHESHIRE
REVENUE.

TOWNS.
3 xi;

5
Alstead

$157.43

$36.39;

155.52

91.00

83.72

651.11

1,'J75.00

1,200.00

200.88

72.00

1,472.88

900.00

80.08

18.00

1,100.00

151.00

85.02

85.00

1,341.02

40.00

177.00

7,200.54

$1,653.00

<

$250.00

1,594.32

Chesterfield. ...

190.17

Dublin
Fitzwilliam ....

Gilsum
Hanisville

350.00

Hiusdale

6,657.11

326.43

J affrey

2,585.50

212.22

Keene

$2,096 82
$2.60

1,843.44

998.08

5.00

13,773.86

5,675.00

814.86

120.00

1,211.00

300.00

309.40

632.89

852.50

200.00

103.00

26.85

2,802.72

I

20,383.72

1

Marlborough

Marlow

1,115.50

67.00

1,843.05

139.23

140.0oI

225.00

17.29

364.00

82.81

I

Sullivan

755.00

68.25

Surry

370.01

58 32

32.00

65.00

270.54

59.00

1.35

124.31

79.00

26.12

3,500.00

600.00

385.84

200.00

Westmoreland..

1,105.26

500.00

135.00

166.36

Wineliester

5,901.79

350.00

456.84'

159.00

i

Roxbury
Stoddard

Swanzey

2,500.00,

Troy

DOO.OO'

VValpole

23

Totals

.

.

2,521.12
1,252.95

617.34

88.29

Rindge

16

70.60

550.00

,

Riohmonil

I

I

67.34

Nelson

15

67.83

1,270.79

2,122.28
[

242.29
446.81

20.00

1,025.18
I

400.33
2,895.89
1,326.12

4,085.84
I

j

1,906.62

6,867.63

$50,847.07 $8,471.93 $4,488.60 $2,075. 02 $267. 12 $305.07 $07,055.41
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COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

163

..
..
. ...

SUPERINTENDENT

164

S

REPORT.

GRAFTON
SCHOOLS.

TOWNS.

1

Alexandria

2
3
4
6

Ashland
Bath
Benton

.

Bethlehem..
Bridgewater

6
7

.

.

Bristol

Cauipton

8
9
10

Canaan

11

Ea,ston

12
13
14
15
16

Ellsworth

...

Enfield
Fraiiconia

.

Dorchester

.

.

Grafton
Grotou

17

Hanover

18
19
20

Hebron. ...
Holderness ..

Lebanon
Lincoln
Lisbon ....

1

Littleton

;

31

32
33
34
35
30

.

21
7

.

Lyman
Lyme

27

28
29
30

6
21
3
16

Landaif

23
25
26

.

]

21
22

24

.

Haverhill

I

13
6

Monroe
Orange

4
20

I

!

Orford
Piermont

.

n
11

.

j

Plymouth
Kuniney..
Thornton.

.

8
10

.

.

Warren

C

Waterville.

37

W'entwonh

38

Woodstock

Totals.

1
.

.

344

58

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

165

166

SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

GRAFTON
SCHOLARS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

167

168

SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

GRAFTON

STATISTICAL TABLES.

169

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

M =8.5
o
9.
"
2 J3
So S
ts

S t^ 3
« s
S
<u

$161.74

3

4
5
6
7

$550.00
$500.00

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

50.00
'

360.66

1,525.00
2,700.00

254.92

1,200.00
50.50

1,310.60

125.00

11.15
102.53
100.00
31.99
16.71
431.51
600.00
17.22
263.30

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

2,433.03

200.66
275.50
179.57
2,300.68

500.00

182.55
22.38
10.00
112.50
11.75
99.34

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

29.65

435.50

$4,808.31

$883.50

$62.76
489.81

1

2

$5,547.73

1,626.78
1,195.36
384.00
2,270.15
482.51

182.14
51.38
492.18
28.77
218.94
626.52
88.58
17.00
19.09
5.00
123.12
46.13
53.18
19.78
845.42
400.00
18.25
105.49
86.92
300.00
8.00
178.26
1,520.70
88.17
216.20
91.11
70.68
713.02

1,.361.50

793.15
1,566.37

407.02
316.10
138.80
2,170.00
753.60
957.40
5.37.23

2,527.84
3,800.00
87.00
707 ..50
762.50
5,419.00
83.80
2,897.25
5,461.89
711.30
1,5.34.20

693.00
158.50
1,352.50
1,042.58
3,357.00
744.80
395.49
971.75
64.00
979.37
340.55

171. .36

138.82
661.81
50.no
82.84
46.00
205.92
24.87

$8,548.22

;

$49,935.29

* Salaries of school committees included.

$1,037.38
2,993.33
1,477.50
460.38
3,412.33
561.28
2,130.44
1,487.17
1,738.57
447.02
3.52.44

160.95
2,550.65
929.73
1.446.57
607.80
5,844.69
7,500.00
140.22
1,319.29
884.42
8,579.00
425.80
3,380.08
11,901.30
842.47
2,014.47
849.49
254.18
2,280.02
1,315.69
4,170 16
1,476.01
519.54
1,102.59
116.00
1,235.29
395.42

$77,640.27

$5.51
8.26
7.11
7.64
8.42
7.20
5.62
4..S5

5.38
4.32
5.97
3 05
7.93
8.78
5.55
5 06
14.73
7.77
3.18
7.19
9 43
9.22
7.27
8.94
9.71
6.76
6 44
6.64
7 32
10.53
7.29
8 91

7.00
2.11
7.64
8.00
8.23
4.87

$7.64

SUPERINTENDENT

170

S

REPORT.

COOS
SCHOOLS.
TS

TOWNS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

171

.

SUPERINTENDENT

172

REPORT.

S

COOS
SCHOLARS.

TOWNS.

«

Boys. Girls

Berlin

71

Carroll
Clarksville

Colebrook

Columbia

54

40

Dalton

Bo
S "

So
3
<-

n

J25

!zi

176

143

260

85

87

152

35

51

69

182

205

324

82

47

108

68

58

110

72

Dummer

42

35

54

36

Errol

16

22

24

24

137

132

200

195

116

95

14

172

210

191

331

328

3a

552

113

124

201

161

179

156

174

300

75

57

72

57

103

9

6

9

8

14

37

34

30

34

52

87

73

128

85

72

100

62

130

147

115

235

200

195

340

Gorham
Jefferson

Lancaster

Milan

Northumberland.
Pittsburg

,

Randolph

,

Shelburne
Stark

Stewartstown...
Stratford

Whitefield

Wentworth's

Totals.

175

L

40
27

343

.

1,072

1,030

2,267

2,111 Zil

3,711 340

241

o o

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

173

SUPERINTENDENT

174

S

REPORT.

COOS

TOWNS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

175

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

$28.70

$304.00
88.25

§73.95

12.00

$221.71

$2,389.30

$2,671.01

$8.19

77.00

822.30

973.25

5.28

39.75

328.90

689.15

4.28

506.31

1,674.50

2,457.06

5.80

84. 38

638.50

792.88

5.60
5.61

83.80

640.75

763.80

63.27

600.00

783.22

7.07

15.00

221.00

244.75

4.89

9

462.01

483.40

2,764.00

3,903.47

8.22

10

15.99

017.27

925.00

1,558.26

6.86

205.63

1,009.40

3,604.42

5,721.26

7.09

38.69

33.57

1,057.60

1,216.43

4.60

503.83

1,082.00

1,713.05

4.76

70.20

1,171.20

1,299.40

9.62

26.40

359.00

871.40

22.08

11

30.31

12
13

31.72

35.50

14
15

460.00

16
17

3,393.53

18

394.40

36.50

399.50

455.50

6.74

75.91

557.00

4,079.44

3.97

50.00

139.09

1,067.90

1,732.89

7.45

19

255.60

191.01

1,810.30

2,319.91

7.63

20

250.00

926.00

2,189.00

3,425.00

8.26

$1,406.87

$5,323.80

$24,302.17

$37,671.13

$6.76

21

280.15

$258.82

* Salaries of school

committees included.

SUPERINTENDENT
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S

REPORT.

HILLSBOROUGH
SCHOOLS.
J3

a 2

TOWNS.

(5

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

177

SUPERINTENDENT

178

S

REPORT.

HILLSBOROUGH
SCHOLARS.
«

TOWNS.

s „ - Hi ""
c S «

Ms
3
Boys.l Girls.

t;2i

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

179

1

..

SUPERINTENDENT

180

S

1

REPORT.

HILLSBOROUGH
REVENUE.

TOWNS.

'S

Amherst
Antrim
Bedford
Bennington
Brookline
Deering
Franoestown..
Goffstown

$183.

$289.00

900.00

212.
180.

77.00

100.00
300.00

89,
83.

53.00

100.00
600.00

78.
120.
351.
106,
108.
109.

HoUis

1,200.00
858.47
1,922.00
2,454.86

Hudson

1,22150

Hancock
Hillsborough

.

Merrimiick
Milford

539.00
729.15
55,021.32
547.00
1,167.24
7,000 OOi

Mont Vernon.
Nashua

19,950.00

Litchfield

Lyndeborough.
Manchester
Mason

New
New

Boston

Sharon

28 Temple
29 Weare
30 Wilton

Windsor.

.

334
164

1,600.00

171

3,200.00
89.67

$3,272.82
2,789.94
$39.71

$22 .00
50.00
136.74

312.50

78.oo:

42.00

131.64
23.54

300.00

98
3,571.
98.
128.
465.

25,000.00
150.00

885.1

1,5:30.12

763.25
197.00

2.059.28
7,602.62
928.50

68.

40.01)

"02.00
89.00
81.09
100.00
108.00

174,
125.

434.

200.00

43.53

2,156
201.

36
63
237
288,

2,363.71
676.18
887.72
685.09
1,396.12
5,059.52
856.97
1,005.22
1,568 12
4,247.38
2,793.21
3.017.03

578.13
1,171.18
58,593.07

39.

2,000.00
1,600.00
3,823.25
225.00
600.00

1,60650
..

,600.00

1

814.251

1,473.81

2i
Ipswich..
25 Pelham
26 Peterborough.

31

$800.00

1,600.00
2,143.37
434.00
504.00
546.52
1,276 00
4,680.26

700 50

Greenfield
Greenville

27

$2,000.00

c

47,80,s.70

45.00

25.00
235.15

'50.78

1,958.92
2,255.81
1,825.55

4,305.35
286.40
663.70
2.278.98
3,539.25
97.86

$121,933.67 $31,650.00 «10,552.74i$3,849. 13 $171.35 $665.56 $168,822.45

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

181

.
.

SUPERINTENDENT

182

S

REPORT.

MERRIMACK
SCHOOLS.

TOWNS.

2

1

Allenstown.

1

2

Andover

3

....

3

Boscawen...

4

Bow

5

Bradford

6

Canterbury.

1

7

Chichester

4

8

Concord

9

Danbury

^'

5
6

. .

..

. .

4

.

.

2

.

10

Dunbarton

11

Epsom

12

Franklin

13

Heiiniker.

14

Hill

15

Hook sett

...

1

16

Hopkinton..

7

17

Loudon

5

18

Newbury...

2

19

New London

2

20

Northfield

3

21

Pembroke

4

.

4
.

22

Pittsfield

23

Salisbury.

24

Sutton

25

Warner

26

Webster.

27

Wilmot

.

.

2

.

5

.

.

3

.

1

..

3
11
.

2

.

Totals...

34

79

84

34

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

183

184

SUPERlNTExNDENT

S

REPORT.

MERRIMACK
SCHOLARS.
=
=

3)

i;

-=5

= s g s
o » ^ "

Boys. Girls,

a

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.

185

...

SUPERINTENDENT

186

S

REPORT.

mi:rrlmack
REVENUE.

TOWNS.

5

Allenstown

.

*-

(c

$187.46!

$1,389,461

.

$1,576.93

1

Andover

9C3 00 $1,000.00
.

3

Boscawen

4

Bow

5

BraJford

C

Canterbury

7

CJiicliester ....

8

Concord

9

Danbury

1,902. OOj

1,100.00

2,131 00

108. Oo!

208.30 $288.00

$13.50

3,511.80

I

10

. .

858.00

100 00

1,215.20

145.60

1,025.50

180.00

600.15

118.30

22,225.00

27,484.00

621.50

Dunbarton.

.

890.29

•

68.00

958.00

71.00

1,431.80

1,205.50

778.45

60.00

2,230.52

51,999.52

142.87

764.37

85.05

1,043.34

11

Epsom

1,063.00

141.05

12

Franklin

9,597.25

698.88

13

Henniker

1,647.50

14

Hill

15

Hooksett

$192.40

1,396.45

1

575.00

717.50

IC

Hopkinton..

17

Loudon

18

Newbury

..

10,296.13

157.43

206.65

107.38,

49.00

3,092.38

200.00

243.88

2,269. 5o'

515.10

298.48
182.00

94.07

.

650.00

74.52

35.00

19

New London..

1,009.50

115 00

20

Northfleld

1,216.50

70.44

21

Pembroke

1,973.92

242.00

22

Pittsfield

23

Salisbury

24

Sutton

1,103.50

14,500.00

3,000. 00

309.49

630.00

200.00

105.00

125.25

4

3,087.88

4.00

1,977.03

35.90

1,160.40

39 00

2,007 29

759.52

1,292.94

352.31

17,899.49

952.64

17.64

115.00

25

Warner

2,400.00,

300.00

231.14

8.00

26

Webster

658. OOJ

800.00

93.75

51.00

27

Wilmot

539.00

138.32

10.50

Totals

873.88
3,536.26

1,696.96
...

2,586.58

23.00

1,306.75

2,939.14
1,602.75

9.91

697.73

$76,514.61 $35,242.10 $6,990.17 $732.57 $562.35 $385.76 $120,433.56

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

187

.
.

SUPERINTENDENT

188

S

REPORT.

ROCKINGHAM
SCHOOLS.

a.

it;

g

Atkinson
3
4
5
G
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
IS
19

22.65
23.00
31.50
21.18
18.76
28.00
24.50
24.25
26.25
20.65
34.64
19.75

Auburn
Brentwood
Cantlia

Chester
Danville
Deerfield

Derry
East Kingston

.

.

Epping
Exeter

Fremont
Greenland

...

35..50

Hampstead

Hampton
Hampton

27.00
.SO. 00
30.50
32.00
21.20
23.00
36.00
31.00
29.27
3'). 65
37.00
18.66
19.00
24.25
39.34
18.44
30.40
30.00
22.00

Falls..

20

Kensington
Kingston
Londonderry
Newcastle

21

Newington

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Newmarket
Newton

31
32
33

Salem

34
35
36
37

Soutli

Norlh Hampton..
Nortliwood

Nottingham
Plaistow

Portsmouth.

.

...

Raymond
Rye
Sandown
Seabrook

Hampton

.^3.00

29.00
34.00
32.00
26.00

.

South Newmarket
Stratham

Windham
Totals

259

74

27.14

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

189

SUPERINTENDENT

190

S

REPORT.

ROCKINGHAM
SCHOLARS.
ai-g

TOWNS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

191

..

SUPERINTENDENT

192

S

REPORT.

ROCKINGHAM
REVENUE.

TOWNS.

1

Atkinson

2
3

Auburn
Brentwood

$55.00

11

12
13

Greenland

1-1

Hampstead

$75.42
27.40
1.50

5.13

Deerfield

Derry
East Kingston
Eppiug.
Exeter

8
9
10

974.81
1,093.87
1,661.06
1,307 30
738.01
1,970.42
3,207.23

'eV.oo'

4 Cnndia
5| Chester
6 Danville
7

$589.41

J8.64

'

.

300 50
136.00
411.87
6.00

54.60

899.72
2,017.65
862.97

8,.')65.48

107.77

535.57

Fremont

15 Hampton
IG Hampton Falls..
17 Kensington
18 Kingston
19 Londonderry .
20 Newcastle
.

21

Newington

22
23
24
25
26
27

Newmarket
Newton
North Hampton
North wood
Nottingham
Plaistow

Portsmouth

Raymond
Rye
Salem

Sandown
33 Seabrook
34 South Hampton.
35 S. Newmarket..
36 Stratham

194.01
01 .00

1,608.33
1,401.22
2,000.00
1,199.29
731.72
1,329.31
1,693.85

273.64

75.60
20.00

64.21
25.00,
173.57,

91.84

1

81.00
57.

84.96
383.00

'

631.55
471.04
4,560.31
929.40
1.489.96
1,220.83
1,341.31
856.86
20,249.82
1,502.89
1,649.24
2,626..')7

542.92
2,403 00

3t Windham

978.23
1,592.46
1,327.70
1,424.51

Totals

>S69,890.47, $4,375.00 $7,169.67 $2,219.15 $1,301.30 $487.26 $85,442.85

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

193

.
..

SUPERINTENDENT

194

S

REPORT.

STRAFFORI)
SCHOOLS.

TOWNS.

BarringtoD....

Dover

Durham
Farmington..

Lee

Madbury
Middleton

. .

.

Milton

New Durham.
Rocliester

Rollinsford..

Somersworth..
Strafford

Totals

1

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

195

..

SUPERINTENDENT

196

REPORT.

S

STRAFFORD
SCHOLARS.

TOWNS.
.D.S

So
Boys.l Girls

Barringtou

. .

Dover

125

150

167

127

138

920

974

786

827

Durham

80

65

267

228

46

Lee

63

43

2

Madbury

38

23

15
I

Farmington..

7
I

Middleton
Milton

New Durham.

19

19

24

29

115

136

163

138

51

46

64

55

598

631

Rochester

RoUinsford

...

Somersworth
Strafford

Totals.

.

199

181

160

129

397

408

403

366

140

120

142

130

2,043 .2,099

2,905

2,802

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

197

.,

SUPERINTENDENT

198

S

REPORT.

STRAFFORD
REVENUE.

TOWNS.

"

BarringtoD..
2;

Dover

3

Durham

4;

Farmington

..

Madbury

7,

Middleton

8

Milton

9

$1,578.00]

§500.00

29,513.93
6,211.00
.

.

5 Lee
6j

o

o

..

.

$384.72

31,400.15

151.97

41.83

6,704.80

3,205.16

6,996.06

571.86

$279.

731.50

89.91

28.

581.00

37.31

500.00

New Durham

1,257.50!

10

Roehester

8,000.00

43.74,

30.00

114.21

180.00

11,087.29

989.82

RoUinsford

...

2,275.00

1,100.00

214.00

Somersworth.,

6,500.00

2,950.00

715.26

13!

Strafford

3,441.50

1,000.00

239.02

647.72
563.74

20.00J

244.62

11,

850.00

$29.41

1,200.00

12j

Totals.

$2,291.84

1,501.50

2,940.00

1,218.50

....

300.00

$213.84

101.89

900.00

2,842.84

77.00

1,628.71

161.00

21,138.11

3,589.00
417.59

10,582.85
4,680.52

$64,747. 93,$18,137. 29 $5,127.06 $677.00 $1,255.46 $3,971.60 $93,916.34

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

199

200

SUPERINTENDENT

S

REPORT.

SULLIVAN
SCHOOLS.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
SCHOOLHOUSES.

201

...

SUPERINTENDENT

202

REPORT.

S

SULLIVAN
SCHOLARS.

TOWNS.

s « s ®

S-3

3=3

Boys. Girls.

Acworth

55

46

Charlestown.

Claremont.

.

Cornish

117

120

2

163

108

230

190

10
123

84

530

590

472

486

808

720

58

69

83

81

132

124

Croydon

60

35

60

46

90

74

5

Goshen

34

20

39

31

65

55

2

38

43

47

56

91

81

2
1

Grantham

.

.

8

Langdon

18

23

23

19

..

39

30

9

Lempster

46

54

60

50

9

86

98

264

274

241

240

30

412

343

Plainfield....

99

100

116

115

8

203

173

Springfield

42

48

52

49

71

76

74

82

Newport

.

Sunapee

Unity

60

69

85

87

Washington

49

47

53

51

,

25

14

75

92

9

12

129

120

4

11

146

130

I

Totals

.

. .

1,414

1,494

1,652

79

7

1,569 190

2,712 319

2,429

183

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
TEACHERS.

203

SUPERINTENDENT

204

S

REPORT.

SULLIVAN
REVENUE.
» °
o _^

TOWNS.

»
Acworth
Charlestown

I

....

Claremont
Cornish

$1,019.00

$126.36

$60.00

2,950.00

220.52

333.33
!,520.00

$38.00

$1,243.36

158.13

13,764.47

3,503.85

9,800.00

$400,001

886.34

871.50

400.00

168.35

99.00

1,538.85

95.55

64.14

516.69

99.50

560.55

;

Croydon

357.00

Goshen

I

Grantham

301.00

200.00

82.62

583.62

380.60

86.45

Langdon

600.00

40.95

Lempster

663.00

98.28

55.98

817.26
4,668.24

Newport
Plainfield
,

Springfield
[

040.95

3,848.80

261.59

403.1o'

154.75

1,290.50

500.00

246.61

222.71

301.00

94.77

$21.00!
.

2,280.82

25.50

421.27

47.00

955.61

I

Sunapee

',

518.00

200.00

155.61

35.00

Unity

562.49

137.41

287.10

Washington.

891.46

93.96

81.00

Totals

$24,354.35

.i

987.00
30.00

1,096.42

$1,961.59 $2,936.88 $4,012.51 $51.00 $268.63 $33,584.96

STATISTICAL TABLES.

COUNTY.
EXPENDITURES.

new

for

buildings.

Expended

205

TABLE

—

This table contains,
1.

The

11.

largest

sum

smallest

sum appropriated

of

money appropriated

to

any one

district.
2.
3.

The
The
The

to

any one

district.

length in weeks of the longest school.

length in weeks of the shortest school.
Rate per cent of school assessment upon the invoiced valuation, expressed decimally.
Many have failed
to report this item
others have evidently reported it
4.

5.

;

incorrectly.

This table exhibits,

in a

most striking

light,

some

of the

inequalities of our school system.

TABLE
This table contains,
1.

2.
3.

Number
Number
Number

III.

—

of fractional districts.

of districts

under special

acts.

of different scholars, not registered, attend-

ing private schools.
4.
5.

6.

Number
Amount
Number

of scholars not absent
of
of

during the year.

dog tax appropriated to schools.
towns employing teachers from normal

schools.
7.

Amount

paid for superintendence.

.
.

SUPERINTENDENT

208

TABLE

REPORT.

S

IS^O.

IL

BELKNAP COUNTY.

S

.

£ c

TOWNS.

(fl'o -^
a)

-.

o

— .C.H

§

2=5
1^

Alton

$280.00

$44.00

28

207.00

49.50

24

8

40

.0030

24

37

.0026

12

38

.0020

25

22

.0026

1

Bamatead

,

Belmont

214.00

05.00

20

Center Harbor

291.53

125.50

27
:

Gilford

Gilmanton
Laconia

1,102.50

100.50

32

14

53

162.25

47.00

21

10

42
103

1,500.00

240.00

36

20

Meredith

354.00

38.00

26

8

63

New Hampton

185.67

99.85

20

7

38

Sanborn ton

167.00

90.00

14

43

30

78

Tilton

Average.

.

. .

22

32

1

.0019

5

STATISTICAL TABLES.

TABLE NO.

III.

I
BELKNAP COUNTY.

209

.,.

SUPERIXTEXDENT

210

REPORT.

S

CARROLL COUNTY.

c
2—
3
S 00

.cfe

TOWNS.

OJ

^ _u

j

—^

|.2

All>any
.$243.57

S75.00

30

20

108.00

9G.00

16

16

Chatham

132.85

107.98

2G

19

37

6

Conway

220.00

28.00

20

4

55

3

.0050

93.00

50.00

19

11

26

4

.0030

Effingham

202.00

120.00

22

22

42

13

.0061

Freedom

184.00

75.00

20

15

67

9

.0017

Bartlett

Brookfleld

Eaton

.0029

26

15
.0050

Hart's Location.

Jackson

187.88

57.00

28

11

46

5

.0012

147.05

10.50

17

2

22

3

.0035

Moultonborough

127.10

85.50

23

15

30

13

.0028

Ossipee

229.80

07.50

24

11

52

8

.0030

Sandvvicli

130.00

CO.OO

26

12

32

6

.0020

Tamworth

151.50

20.00

23

8

38

3

.0030

120.00

97.00

17

17

29

5

.0023

383.00

127.50

25

20

49

.0018

345.00

139.54

30

22

59

.0018

Madison

16
17

18

.

TuftoD bo rough
'

.

Wakefield

WoUeborough

Average.

.

.

.

.0030

STATISTICAL TABLES.

CARROLL COUNTY.

211

.

SUPERINTENDENT

212

REPORT.

S

CHESHIRE COUNTY.

S a

TOWNS.

S.2

$225.75

$55.00

28

11

28

290.00

165.00

30

28

34

.0025

Dublin

165.00

136.00

21

16

26

.0040

4

Fitzwilliam...

380.50

114.50

30

16

49

.0030

5

Gilsum

202.00

147.30

24

22

32

.0035

6

Harrisville..

1

Alstead

2

Chesterfield

3

7

Hinsdale

8

Jaffrey

9

Keene

..

..

300.00

145.00

42

21

81

.0022

1,000.00

39.00

35

19

106

.0046

325.00

120.35

30

10

80

.0020

3,256.74

107.27

38

19

106

.0022

30

10

76

0022

22

18

25

.0025

10

Marlborough..

459.00

11

Marlow

285.75

76.50

22

15

38

.0037

173.50

122.50

25

23

23

.0040

12

Nelson

13

Richmond

.. ..

14

Rindge

322. GO

115.18

29

19

39

15

Roxbur}'

91.00

91.00

13

13

20

20

16

Stoddatd

200.87

115.07

22

19

49

19

17

Sullivan

238.25

128.66

28

18

37

.0042

18

Surry

156.43

94.88

20

19

28

.0022

19

Swanzey

337.62

185.40

30

28

44

.0Oi2

20

Troy

90.60

31

17

56

.00.50

21

Walpole

675.00

51.75

34

9

90

.0023

22

Westmoreland

484.87

219.05

32

31

33

23

Winchester.

1,333.00

52.00

36

22

61

0027
.0020
I

337. OS

.

Average....

.0020

.0033

.0028

STATISTICAL TABLES.

213

CHESHIRE COUNTY.
60

be

o

0.2-0
S.2
- 2~
=
.2
ft

*

3
!

^

ei

?^

2

c-.S

S «

=

.
.

SUPERINTENDENT

214

S

REPORT.

COOS COUNTY.

^ Ai
TOWNS.

3:r

$800.00

1204.00

33

42

235.00

70.00

11

54

Clarksville

100.00

60.00

10

27

.0089

Colebrook

859.21

84.78

19

94

.0022

Columbia

132.20

49.00

10

25

.0029

Dalton

159.42

90.47

17

34

.0037

Dummer

140.00

40.00

8

22

.0042

62.40

19.98

3

19

.0058

28

104

.0050
.0039

Berlin
Carroll

Errol

Gorham

.0030

10

Jefferson

189.75

167.00

23

37

11

Lancaster

371.00

54.00

9

67

.0024

12

Milan

192.00

78.00

14

36

.0039

13

Northumberland

208.05

82.00

13

55

.0035

14

Pittsburg

125.00

99.50

21

21

.0028

15

Randolph

12G.00

110.50

18

9

.0028

16

Shelburne

109.00

108.00

15

27

.0041

17

Stark

212.00

75.00

17

35

.0023

18

Stewartstown

134.55

46.67

13

33

.0027

19

Stratford

300.00

100.00

18

55

.0050

20

Whitefield

24

73

Average.

.

. .

14

.0060

.0039
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GRAFTON COUNTY.
>>

TOWNS.

g-

STATISTICAL TABLES.

GRAFTON COUNTY.
-3

TOWNS.
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
-^

TOWNS.

2 S

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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TOWNS.
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MERRIMACK COUNTY.

TOWNS.

.=

5 a

f=

1

AUenstown.

$303.50

8245.00

35

35

34

9

.0020

2

Andover

388.00

90.00

25

12

56

6

.0039

3

Boscaweu...

582.00

40.00

35

20

55

4

4

Bow

5

Bradford

6

78.00

30.00

19

19

25

6

747.74

100.00

34

21

32

7

.0025

Canterbury.

218.00

100.00

26

20

34

4

.0020

Chichester

157.88

52.50

19

19

45

8

.0021

41 50

36

9

219

5

. .

...

Concord

Danbury

.

.

120.00

86.60

19

19

45

6

.

194.00

112.50

26

16

35

11

182.00

35.00

26

7

27

7

.0052

36

30

83

12

.0050

.

Dunbarton

Epsom
Franklin

.

.

.

.0025

506.65

66.00

28

11

32

7

.0033

241.43

105.00

26

20

35

10

.0040

320.00

156.00

32

28

95

11

.0041

206.00

45.00

26

9

38

5

.0020

Loudon

216.00

50.00

24

9

42

6

.0029

Newbury

144.G4

54.75

24

9

25

3

.0029

7

Ileiiiiiker..

.

Hill

Hook sett

.

Hopkinton.

.

New London

77.00

35.00

26

23

43

Northfield

.

.

75.00

60.00

18

14

23

4

Pembroke

.

.

300.00

120.00

36

20

60

14

.0011

Pittsfield

825.00

33

31

73

6

.0033

Salisbury....

209.00

121.00

32

26

34

10

.0020

24

Sutton

150.00

16.00

22

8

36

5

.0018

25

Warner

54.00

28

10

26

4

.0038

2G

Webster

131.00

99.00

20

22

6

Wilmot..

118.43

80.15

20

45

5

23

Average.

175.00

.0020

.0029

.

..
.
.
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MERRIMACK COUNTY.
.2
S3
n3

8

o a

C.2
(D

O

TOWNS.

o.S-5
3 C""
S

J3

c c

ID

2

$60.00

29

103.00

..

12

90.00

.

52

Canterbury.

9

Chichester.

6

75.00

70

588.00

Alleiistown..

Andover
Boscawen..

Bow
Bradford

60.00
.

.

.

Concord

Danbury

.

.

Dunbarton

.

71.00

81.50
102.74

20

50.00

10

89.28

Epsom

11

70.00

Franklin

30

250.00

10

126.50

2

137.25

Henniker.

.

.

Hill

Hooksett

..

.

13

91.51

Hopkinton

.

7

143.80

Loudon

10

133.50

Newbury

15

55.20

New London

85.00

4

13-2.00

.

10

150.00

..

11

. .

Pembroke

.

.

Pittsfield

.

.

Salisbury.

75.00

24

Northfield

114

Sutton

23

Warner
Webster.

100.00
25.00

109
.

2

..

Wilmot

Totals....

12

222

491

IOC. 00

93.00

51.00

50.00

10.50

45.00

$157.50

$.3,143.28

.
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S

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.

ac

.3S

TOWNS.

s""
p 00
<D

2 u

"15
$149.80

S136.85

23

86.25
20.00

Candia
Chester

157.00
298.80
1G7.G6
150.00

23
29
23

Danville

254 50

Deerfield

190.00
372.02
207.00
364.00
1,700.00
198.00
eoo.oo
242.68
300.00
332.75
25G.00
180.92
255. G8

Atkinson

Auburn
Brentwood

Derry
East Kingston
Epping

.

.

Exeter

Fremont
Greenland

Hampstead

Hampton
Hampton

.

Falls...

Kensington
Kingston
Londonderry
Newcastle

Newington

Newmarket
Newton
Hampton..
Northwood
Nottingham

'

406.66
1,000.00
272.00

6,5.16

76.50
175.94
110.00
55.88
162.00
112.50

21
30

144.00.

37
24
36

131.00
256.00
170.26
198.00
223.87
200.00
142.15
153.55
'

406.66
180.00
170.00

Norili

'

Plaistow

Salem

SanJown
Seabrook
South Hampton.
South Newmarket
Stratham

Windham
Average

21

27

32
33
32
22

23
36
33
36
34
37

26
22
8

31
110

25

26
64

19
19
21

33
20
32

39
60
56
59
54
38
40
121
56
46
39
23

37

88'.56

21

21

i'8'7.98

94.75
244.00
198.00
132.60
211.00
155.45
297.50
256 00
160.00

19
25
40
20

19
23
28
17

36
29
33
29
34
32
34

52
47

104.50
162.50

475.00
319.00
132.60
350.00
18i.73
486.00
272.00
200.00

57

34
27
30
27
32
20
23
36

1G1.50
258.00
'

18

29
45
32
32
55

10
13
18

2'l()'.00

Portsmouth

Raymond
Rye

31

33
27

22
23

28
22
33
29
34
32
26

35
36
47
39
52
46
41

68
18

47
53
29

.0016
.0030
.0028
.0037
.0028
.0027

57
8
6
15

.0016
.0011
.0025
.0026
.0016
.0040
.0030
.0020
.0039
.0024
.0019
.0020
.0037
.0019
.0037
.0018
.0021
.0018
.0018
.0025

17
6

!0032

9
6
18
13
12
30
13
12
23
15
30
31
13
13

20
7

15
21
7

28
11

6

iooio
.0025
.0033
.0020
.0038
.0024
.0026

.0025

.
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
n a

bOo

TOWNS.
©0,0

1

Atkinson

2
3

Auburn
Candia

5
6

Chester
Danville

7

Deerfield

'

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Derry
East Kingston
Epping

15
16

Hampton
Hampton

17

Kensington
Kingston
Londonderry
Newcastle
Newington

18
19
20
21
22

&

"3

o

*>

2

§25.00
58.00
36.00
71.00

$55.00

Brentwood

4

62.6o

77.15
30.00
105.00
133.00
30.00
73.00
150.00
30.00
45.00
73.00

136.66

Exeter

Fremont
Greenland

Hampstead
Falls
.

Newmarket
Newton
North Hampton..

25
26

Northwood
Nottingham

27
28

Portsmouth

Plaistow

31

Salem

32
33
34
35

Sandown

'

25.66
24.00
65.00
120.00
20.00
13.00
65.00
60.00
50.00
70.00
63.50
38.00

..

24

Raymond

86.00
91.00

.

23

29
30

a

'i

»

3 a'"

Rye

8
7
1

12
8

350
8
3
13

22
10
32
21

I

60.66

58

75.t;0

111.24
23.50
65.00
54.00
70.20
52.00
70.00

Seabrook
South Hampton..
South Newmarket
Stratham ....

6
13

Windham

15

70
4
49
2
5
5
5

Totals

852

529

7
10

84.96
383.00

$1,002.96

24

$2,130.59

SUPERINTENDENT
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STRAFFORD COUNTY.
^

TOWNS.

S-g

—

a

STATISTICAL TABLES.

STRAFFORD COUNTY.
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REPORT.

SULLIVAN COUNTY.

Ss

TOWNS.

is

.

«

f*c

1

Acwortli ....

$175.00

$45.00

26

40

.0039

2

Cliarlestown

277.80

44.50

37

36

.0025

1,072.50

50.00

33

143

.0031

G9.75

.0020

,

Clareinont.

3
4

Cornish

182.71

26

38

5

Croydon

121.75

20.40

24

35

.0019

C

Goshen

115.00

111.00

20

24

.0020

7

Grantham

..

115.30

72.00

18

35

.0020

8

Langdon....

193 75

139.50

28

19

.0025

87.1.T

31.00

25

34

.0022

I.IGO.OO

105.00

36

53

.0030

205.00

40.00

32

45

.0018

72.00

22.50

15

30

.0020

Leinpster.

.

10

Newport....

11

Plainfield.

12

Springfield..

13

Siinapee....

14G.O0

32.00

29

34

.0028

14

Unity

200.00

38.00

23

39

.0019

Wasliington

155.50

36.00

23

40

.0017

15

.

I

Average

.0023
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TABLE
The

IV.

information contained in the following table has

been derived from answers to a circular sent to the various
towns in the State. Its purpose is to give, in one view,

some idea

of the resources of the State for a higher edu-

cation than that given in the

The

common

schools.

public and private schools are given in separate

tables.
It is to

be regretted that some schools have failed to

report for the past year.

.
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TABLE
SCHOOLS OF A HIGHER GRADE

NAME.

1

2
3

4
6
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
1."!

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
2.3

24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45
46
47

PLACE.

Amherst

Amherst High School
Ashland Village School
Berlin High School
Bethlehem High School
Bristol High School
Canaan High School.
Charlestown High School
Concc.rd High School
Conant High School
Dover High School
Exeter High School
Farmington High School
Franklin High School
Franklin High School
Gilford High School
Goffstown High School
Gorham High School
Greenland High School
Hampstead High School
Hancock High School
Hanover High School
HilLsboro' Bridge High School
Hinsdale High School
Hollis High School
Keene High School
Laconiii High School
Lebanon High School
Lisbon High School
Littleton High School
Manchester High School
Milford High School
.

Ashland

1883
1885

Bristol

Canaan
Charlestown
Concord

.

i

Jaffrey

!

Dover
Exeter

Farmington

I

1889
1873
1856
1868
1853
1848
1872

Franklin Falls
j

Salmon

Falls

Gilford

I

Goffstown

j

Gorham
Greenland

!

Hampstead
Hancock
Hanover

.

j

|

j

Hillsborough Bridge....
Hinsdale
Hollis

1876
1885
....

1875
1873
1877
1883
1878
1875

Keene
Laconia

1875

Lebanon
Lisbon
1866

Littleton

Manchester
Milford

Meredith High School
Nasliua High School
Newmarket High School
Newport High School
Peterborough High School..
Pittsfield Hiph School
Portsmouth High School.
Kochesler High School
Simonds Free High School....
State Normal School
Stevens High School
Tilton Union District School...
Walpole High School
Whitefield High School
Wilton High School
Winchester High School
.

.

Bethlehem

.

.

.

Berlin

.

,

,

,

Meredith

!

Nashua
Newmarket

i

Nevvport
Peterborough

|

I

Pittsfield
j

Portsmouth

i

Rochester

Warner
Plymouth
Claremont
Tilton

Walpole

i

i

1

1854
1873
1869
1874
1874
1873
1888
1873
1861
1871

1870
1868
....

Whitefield

1854
1886

Wilton
Winchester

1874

83

1,421
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IV.

(PUBLIC SCHOOLS).
i
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SCHOOLS OF A HIGHER GRADE

*

STATISTICAL TABLES.

(PKIVATE SCHOOLS).
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TAI5LE
STATISTICAL

Eelknap.

SUMMARY

Carroll.

Cheshire.

TOWNS.
Towns having organized schools

23

.

DISTRICTS.
Districts

Fractional districts.
Districts under special acts
.

SCHOOLS.
Different public schools
Graded schools
Town and district high schools
Schools averaging twelve scholars or less
Schools averaging six scholars or less.
Average length of schools in weeks of

129

184

199

31
4

11

67

1

7

49
10

41
15

51
18

five

days

23.39

27.74

SCHOLARS.
Boys attending school two weeks or more
Girls attending school two weeks or more
Number of scholars under six years.
Number of scholars between six and sixteen..

Number

of scholars over sixteen years
.
Average attendance of all the scholars
Average attendance to each school
Ratio of average attendance to the whole

number
Number reported attending

1.612
1,419

173
2,614
244
2,339
18.01

1,690
1,695
287
2,861
237
2,287

2,845
2,531
411
4,607

358
3,634

18.04

|

.

.

110

Male teachers
Female teachers
Average wages of male teachers per month,
including

28

29
30
31

32

bi

ard

Average wages of female teachers per month,
including board
Teaching the first time
Teaching the same school two or more successive terms
Teachers from normal school
Towns employing teachers from normal school

48
89

3,154
1,235
1,160

3,537

299
583

TEACHERS.

27

.675

private schools,

not registered in the public schools
Number reported between five and fifteen
years not attending any school
Whole number reported under items 11, 12,
19,20
Selectmen's enumeration between Beys.
five and fifteen years
\ Girls.
Number not absent during the year
Number pursuing higher branches

25
26

18.03

.675

.771

19
153

40
166

S48.00

S28.50

27.38

23.03

17

31

93
39
9

STATISTICAL TABLES.

NO.

V.

BY COUNTIES.
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STATISTICAL

Belknap.

SCHOOLHOUSES.
Number

of schoolhouses
Heported unfit for use
Built during the year

Having maps and globes
Estimated value of building,

sites,

and furni
§110,360.00

ture

Estimated value of apparatus

REVENUE.
39
40

Town

41

from the State
Local funds
Railroad tax
Dog tax
Contributed in board, fuel, and money.
Entire amount of revenue

42
43
44
45
46

47

48
49
50
51

52
53
54

taxes
District taxes
Literary fund

.

2,797.00

SUMMARY

STATISTICAL TABLES.

BY COUNTIES. —

Contimied.

237

.

superintendent's report.
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STATE SUMMARY AND COMPARATIVE TABULAR VIEW.
1890.

Decrease.

1889.

TOWNS.
Towns having organized

schools

233

DISTRICTS.
2

Districts

3,

Fractional districts

2G7
41

267
55
37

2,302

2,293

604

4 Districts under special acts.

SCHOOLS.
Different public schools
Graded schools

high schools.
averaging
twelve

62

587
58

scholars or less
Schools averaging six scholars
or less
Average length of schools in
weeks of five days

632

657

176

197

Town and

district

Schools

23.55

109
114
4

.77

22.75

SCHOLARS.
Boys attending school two weeks
or more
attending school two weeks
or more
Number of scholars under six

30,883

30,505

28,930

29,619

4,357

4,186

50,943

51,511

298

fiirls

years

Number

of scholars

between

six

and sixteen

Number

of

scholars over

teen

six-

....

Average attendance of

all

689
171

4,513

4,471

41,526

43,484

32

the

scholar.'-

1,958

Average

attendance to each
school
Ratio of average attendance to
the whole number
Number reported attending private schools, not registered in
public schools
Number reported between fivel
and fifteen years not attending any school
Whole number reported under'
items n, 12, 19. 20
Selectmen's enumeration ( Boys
]

between

five

and

18.04

18.56

.704

7,750

.52

.717

7,514

.013

236

1,633

1,825

192

69,196
17,735

69,503
16,956

307

779

17,136

16,537

599

4,889

5,078

7,084

6,665

306

312
2,727

fif- \

teen years
( Girls
Number not absent during the
year

'

189

Number pursuing higher
branches

419

TEACHERS.
Male teachers
2C Female teachers
27 Average wages of male teachers
per month, including board
.

2,808

$43.37

81

$2.51

.

.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

STATE SUMMARY.
1S90.

TEACHERS.

—

239

Continued.

Increase.

1889.

:

Decrease.

— Contumed.

28 Average wages of female teachper
month, including
ers

board
29 Teaching the first time
30 Teaching the same school two
or more successive terms
31 Teachers from normal schools
32 Towns employing teachers from
normal schools
.

;

$0 22

.$25.64

$25.42

4G3

451

12

1,622

401

1,570
351

46
50

162

151

2,078

2,064

SCHOOLHOUSES.
j

Number

of schoolhouses
Reported unfit for use

33
3+
35

Built during the year
Having maps or globes
Estimated value of buildings,
sites, and furniture
Estimated value of apparatus...]

214
40

225
43

1,648

1,651

j

.36

j

37
38

2,578,2.57.97

59,206.00

$2,380,605.51 :$197,652.46
53,118.25
6,087.75
j

REVENUE.
I

Town

taxes
District taxes
Literary fund from State
Local funds
Railroad tax

39
40
41

42
43
44
45

Dog

I

;

ta.\

515,141.63
144,434.19
53,665.69
14,967.84
4,962.01
6,246.65

509,612.41
118,153.21
50,312.98
12,536.68
4,516.38
7,619.57

5,529.22
26,280.98
3,352.71
2,431.16
445.62

11,845.84
751,266.85

9,679.35
712,430.58

2,169.49
38,836.27

159,799.61

63,317.91

29,939.02
49,752.29

27,101.72
52,449 92

89,970.08
489,300.33
25,571.19
844,332.52

95,029.73
478,035.20
23,139.02
739,073.50

$1,372.92

Contributed in board, fuel, and

money
4G Entire amount
.

.

j

of revenue

EXPENDITURES.
|

47 New buildings
48 taid for interest or to cancel

debt
49 Permanent repairs..
50 Miscellaneous expenses,

nary repairs,

I

— ordi-

fuel, care, etc..

I

.|

Teachers' salaries
Superintendence
,
Total expended
Average cost per scholar for
miscellaneous expenses and
salaries of teachers
Average cost jjer scholar of thel
average attendance
Average cost per scholar for the
entire sum e.xpended
Average cost per scholar of average attendance for the entire

51

52
53
54

.

j

I

.

.

9.68

8.52

13 95

13.16

14.11

12.27

20.33

14.69

12.49

11.94

17.27

16.53

j

55

I

56

57
I

sum expended ..
Average cost per

scholar for
miscellaneous salaries, and 6
per cent interest on the value
of buildings and apparatus.
59 Average cost per school of the
average attendance on the
same items
58!

.

,

SUPERINTENDENT
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S

REPORT.

XO. YI.

Shoioing the Xinnher of Schools in which Physiology and
giene

is

taught.

BELKNAP COUNTY.

NAMES OF TOWNS.

Alton
Barnstead

Belmont
Center Harbor
Gilford

Gilmanton
Laconia

Meredith

New Hampton
Sanbornton
Tilton

Totals

Hy-

.
.

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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CARROLL COUNTY.

.21

NAMES OF TOWNS.

a .5

as

Albany
Bartlett

Brookfield

Chatham

Conway
Eaton
Effingham

Freedom
Hart's Location

.

Jackson

6

&

Madison

Moultonborough

.

13

Ossipee

Sandwich

13

13
13

Tarn worth

Tuftonborough.

.

Wakefield

Wolfeborough

Totals.

16

.

.

42

184

..-.

SUPERINTENDENT
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CHESHIRE COUNTY.

NAMES OF TOWNS.

9

Alstead
Chesterfield..

Dublin
Fitzwilliain..c

Gilsum
Harrisville

.

Hinsdale ....
Jaffrey

Keene
Marlborough.

Marlow
Nelson

Richmond..
Rindge

Roxbury

. . .

Stoddard

.

. .

Sullivan

Surry
19

1

Swanzey.

20

Troy

21

Walpole

22

Westmoreland

23

Winchester....

Totals.

.

.

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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COOS COUNTY.

NAMES OF TOWNS.

Berlin
Carroll
Clarksville

Colebrook

Columbia
Dalton

Dummer
Errol

Gorham
Jefferson

Lancaster

Milan

Northumberland
Pittsburg

11

10

10

Randolph

3

Shelburne

4

Stark

Stewartstown

8
.

14

.

Stratford

12

Whitefield

12

Totals

80

44

178

. ..
...
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GRAFTON COUNTY.

NAMES OF TOWNS.
5o
1

Alexandria

2

Ashland
Bath
Benton

3
4
6
6

Bethlehem..
Bridgewater

7

Bristol

8
9

Campton
Canaan

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

.

10
6

Dorchester
Easton
Ellsworth

.

.

.

.

.

Enfield

Franconia
Grafton
Groton

17
18
19

Hanover

20

Holderness
Landaff

21

22
23

24
25
26

3

.

.

.

Haverhill

Hebron
..

Lebanon
Lincoln
Lisbon
Littleton

.

...

Livermore..

27
28

Lj'inan

29
30

Monroe
Orange

31
32
33
34

Orford
Piermont....

35
36

Thornton.

37

Waterville.

38
39

Wentworth
Woodstock

Lyme

Plymouth
Rumiiey

.

..

Warren

Totals

.

.

"
"

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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245
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MERRIMACK COUNTY.

..

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.

Atkinson
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IS
19

20
21

4

Auburn
Brentwood

7

4

Candia
Chester

11

10

Danville

3

Deerfield

12
12
4
10
14
4
4
7
4
4
3
5
9
2

Derry
East Kingston
Epping

.

.

Exeter

Fremont
Greenland..

Hampstead

Hampton
Hampton

Falls.

.

Kensington
Kingston
Londonderry
Newcastle
Newington

1

22
23
24
25
26
27

Newmarket
Newton
North Hampton..
Northwood

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Portsmouth

Nottingham
Plaistow

11

4
3
9
11

4
29

Raymond

9

Rye

5

Salem

11

Sandown

4

Seabrook
South Hampton
South Newmarket
Stratham
.

7

3
4

Windham

4
7

Totals.

259

..
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STRAFFORD COUNTY.

NAMES OF TOWNS.

1

Barringtou

2

Dover

3

Durham

4

Farmington..

5

Lee

6

Madbury

7

Uiddleton....

.

18

....

8

Milton

9

New Durham

10

Rochester..

11

Rollinsford

12

Somersworth

13

Strafford ....

Totals

.

.

54

54

176

.

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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SULLIVAN COUNTY.

NAMES OF TOWNS.

Acworth
Charlestown

Claremont
Cornish

.

14

,

...

21

.

25

.

Croydon

6

Goshen

5

Grantham

. .

Langdon

.

.

1

3

Lempster..

.

4

15

9

16

.

Newport

4

Plainfield

12

Springfield..

3

9

Sunapee

3

9

Unity

6

Washington

Totals

76

7

10

14

38

168

.
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SUMMARY BY COUNTIES OF SCHOOLS IN WHICH PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE IS TAUGHT.

COUNTIES.

Belknap

52

Carroll

Cheshire

Cobs
Grafton
Hillsborough

Merrimack

157

Rockingham

137

Strafford

Sullivan

Totals

STATISTICAL TABLES.
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SCHOOL OFFICERS.
DAVID

H.

GOODELL

Governor.
Councilors.

District 1.

— CHARLES

— EDWARD

H.

HORTON

SHIRLEY
District 3. — WILLIAM S. PILLSBURY
District4.— FRANK C. CHURCHILL
Districts. — SHERBURNE R. MERRILL
District

2.

JAMES W. PATTERSON,

C.

Dover.
Goffstown.

Londonderry.
Lebanon.
Colebrook.

State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

City Superintendents of Ptihlic Instntction.
J. RUNDLETT
CHANNING FOLSOM
CHARLES H. DOUGLASS
WILLIAM E. BUCK
0. S. WILLIAMS and FRED GOWING.
C. H. MORSS

LOUIS

TOWN SCHOOL COMMITTEES.
TOWNS.

Concord.

Dover.
Keene.
Manchester.

Nashua.
:

Portsmouth.

SUPERINTENDENT
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.
..
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Post-office address

NAMES.

TOWNS,

253

different

Campton

W. R. Garland
Charles Cutter
Daniel C Hill

Canaan

6.

Candia

Irving T. George
Albert E. Colcord

Plymouth.

W. Murray
H. H. Wilson

Canterbury.

George E. Richardson ...
George F. Cass
Lowell T. Mason
William D. Ingalls

..

Caroline F. Emery
W. W. Glines

Carroll

Franklin Worthley
C. S. Miles

David M. Whitcher

Center Harbor

Daniel W. C'oe
Orville P.

Charlestown

Meredith.

Stephen T. Searle
David E. Farwell
Oren E. Fisk
Charles H Binf ord
James M. Weeks
Robert K. Eastman
Cyrus F. M arston
Jennie P. Hazelton
Fred. I. Drowiie

.

.

Chatham
Chester

Chesterfield

Meredith.
...

..

Smith
.

South Chatham.
East Chester.

Dr. John F. }5utler
Timothy N. Robertson

.

.

.

..

Hermon C. Harvey.
David T. Brown

Chichester....

Oliver .Drake
BI. Munsey
Edwin Vaughan
Edward F. Houghton
Rush Chellis
Normau C. Young
William W. Young
Charles W. Wiswell

George
Claremont..

..

Clarksville

.

Colebrook

.

S. B.

...

Whittemore

Milton Harriman
Miss Fannie J. Tucker.

Eben

Columbia

E.

..

Noyos

William E. Cone
Miss Jessie C. Harvey.
Fales P. Virgin
Albert Saltmarsh
Isaac N. .\bbott.. ..
..
Mrs. Abbie M. D. Blouin.
.

Concord

.

.

Conway

A.Evans
Miss Mary K. Davis
Herbert Deming
George L. Deming
Dr. S.

Cornish

W.H.

Child
Marshall Putnam

Croydon
1

Dalton

I

I

Danbury
!

Danville
I

Croydon Flat.

Milon C. Cooper
George A. Wright
Julius Clavel

Bert A. Taylor
Ira C. Carleton
A. Wilkins
E. Litchfield
E. A. Farnum
Charles P. Griffin

Woodbury D. Collins
Charles H. Sargent

..

when

from

town.

.
.
.
.

.

.
.
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Post-office address when
different from

NAMES.

TOWNS.

town.

Jolm L. Stevens
Nettie M. Chase

Deerfield

William L. Whittier
Alvin Tubbs

Deering

Derry

Dorchester

.

.

East Deering.
Hillsborough Bridge.

George C. Patten
Isaac Smith
Isaac H. Jones
Mrs. Lizzie F. Hill
Joseph R. Clark
Frank Y. Burnham

Byron Kichardsoii
George W.

Rowan

Dublin.

P. Cressy, Chairman
Charles A. Fairbanks, Seci'etary .
Chaiining Folsom, Superintendent.
Henry C. Piper

Diiminer

James Allison
Emily C. Dei by
Isaac C. Wright

ThaJdeus

Dover

.

Walter H. Philbrook
B. Lovejoy
George A. Morrison
Philander M. Lord

John
Uunbarton

.

.

John B. Ireland
A. E. Meserve

Durham

Albert DeMerritt
Daniel T. Woodman

East Kingston

Newmarket.

Penjamiu K. Webster
Laura O. Phil brick
Joseph F. Kimball
Willis Bowles

Easton

Charles E. Drury
S. Judd
John S. Loud
Frank M. Hatch
Daniel C. Sawyer

George

Eaton
Effingham

—

Francesco

'.

W. Barker

James M. Leavitt

Effingham Falls.

Charles Parsons
B. W. Clough
W. F. Smith

Enfield

E.A.Locke
Henry H. Pease

Ellsworth

Samuel Sherburne
Sylvester Littlefield

George N. Sliepard
Lewis E. Fogg
Caleb F. Edgerly
Annie M. Wells
Cyrus O. Brown

Epping

Epsom

S. R.
J. F.

Errol

Hanscom
Bryant

A. K. Harper
Hon. J. D. Lyman

Exeter

John
Farmiiigton

.

A.

Brown

Arthur O. Fuller
Henry Wilson

Frank Emerson
Fitzwilliam.

.

Fred A. Home
Charles A. Whitney
William K. Dickinson.

Mary
Francestown..

E.

.

.

.

.

Spaulding

George D. Ki)ps
George F. I'attee

James

T.

Woodbury

..

.
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Post-office address when
different from

TOWNS.

town.

Henry H. Clark

Franconia

J.

,

H. Glovier

,

M. A. Bowles
O. A. Tovvne
John W. Staples

Franklin

Freedom

.

George R. Stone
Arthur P. Merrow
Edgar J. Young
David W. Taylor

Fremont

Henry A. Cook

Gilford

Daniel C. Hooke
C. W. George

Emma G.

Sleeper

Ayer

S. S.

Olive M. Bennett
George W. Parsons.
Frank N. Twombly
John H. Joi'es
O.J. Willson
H. E. Adams
B. H. Britten

Gilmanton
Gilsum

Thomas

Gorham

.

.

...

Gifford, 2d....

A. S. Twitchell

Angle A. Heath
Esek Sisoho
James W. Rogers
Elisha H. Carr
George S. Barney

Goshen
Grafton

Canaan.

M. Hardy

Val.

Enfield Center.

Fred A. Stevens
George C Barton
Mrs. A. C.Tyrrel
Rev. George A. Tyrrel.
Edward Robie
John Hatch

Grantham

.

Greenland

John

Weeks

P.

F. B. Heald

Greenville

C.E.Hall

W.

C. Greene

Groton

Daniel Kidder
George E. Colburn.

Goffstown

D.G. Roberts

Hampstead

..

.

Hampton

Falls.

.

George P. Hadley
George Pattee
James H Emerson.
John F. McCoUester...
George R. Bennett
William T. Merrill
Abbott L. Joplin
Joseph B. Brown
Horace A. Godfrey.
Nathaniel Blatchford..
. .

.

.

Hampton

.

.

.

.

.

Warren Brown

Hanoock
Hanover

Orland Eaton
Hervey Gulick
Addison C. Ware
William L. Barnes
Albert Pinneo
Stephen Eastman

Wood

Harrisville

Clara E.

Haverhill

Aaron Smith
Samuel D. IJemis
W. F. Westgate
E. R. Weeks
W. F. True

.

,..

Canaan.

..
.

.

—
.
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Post-offlce address

TOWNS.

different

Celia A. Jewell
D. P. Hardy

Hebron

Emma M

Henniker....

Hill

Hillsborough

Smith
George H. Dodge
William H. M. Gate
Walter T. Sargent
F. G. Dickinson
F. E. Adams
F. P. Parker
Alden P. Farrar
Edgar Hazen
.

John W. Jackman
Dr. M. C. Dix, Secretary. ...
M. C. B. Hopkins, Treasurer.
Daniel L. Fisher, Chairman..

Hinsdale

Holderness...

Hiram Cass
Etta

J.

VVorthen

Henry B. Jewell
Franklin Worcester
Charles M. Stratton
Charles S. Spaulding
A. W. PresGott
G. A. Robie

HoUis
Hooksett

Eugene
Hopkinton...

Hudson

Head

S.

Charles C Lord
Henry D. Diistin
True J. Putney
Kimball Webster
Silas G. Kellogg
.

Miss C. E. Meserve
Mrs. Alice Harlin
Miss C. Lillian Tiickey.
David C. Chamberlin..
Edwin R. Spaulding

Jackson

Jaffrey

William W. Livingston.
Burnham
Mannasah Perkins
A. F. Mason

Jefferson

C. H.

Keene

George K. Wrigiit

Kensington.

Kingston..

..

Calvin W. Farwell
Charles P. Pitcher
Miss S. A. Greene
Francis Hilliard

David Brown
Abel Wood
Dr. Fred W. Ingalls
Clarence E. Cilley
Charles F. Sanborn ....

Laconia

Frank N.
Lancaster.

.

.

Blaisdell

Joseph D. Howe...
William F. Smith..
J. E.

Mclntire....

Langdon

John E. Hall ....
Samuel A. Eaton.
Hiram CKark
Mary S. Prentiss.

Lebanon

J. S.

Landaff

Ernest L. Knight
Daniel P. Davis.

.

O.

Lee

Freeman

W. Baldwin....

Fred O. Stearns..
Martha E. Buzzell.
Louis H. Snell
J.

D. Edgerly

Manchester.

when

from

town.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

TOWNS.
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.

..
.
.
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,

NAMES.

TOWNS.

Post-oflBce address

different

Smith
W. H. Kendall

C. J.

Mont Vernon

Ann Campbell
Monroe

Charlotte B. Buffum
Isaiah F. Page
Charles L. Buffum
Hon. James E. French

!

Moultonborough

Joseph G. Abbott
..
James R. Caverly
Webster P. Hussey, President.
Jason E. Tolles
O. S. Williams, Superintendent.
Henry D. Taylor
George W. Osgood

I

Center Harbor.

.

I

Nashua.

•

'

j

I

Nelson

New

I

Charles F. Dodge

Boston

Thomas

Pt.

Cochran

Charles H. Shedd
Daniel M. Perkins

Newbury

Silas

.

.

.

.

.

.

W. Dana

Clarence B. Cheney
George B. Frost
..
B. F. Curtis
Oliver V. Randall
Berry
Zanello D.
Horatio G. Chamberlin.
Edward E. Rice
.

Newcastle

New Durham

New Hampton
New

]

J.

Woodbury

Scribner..

Rebecca R. Blake
Frank P. Murrill
Dr. F. W. Jones

Ipswich

Charles A, Pre.ston
Miss Anna J. Balch..
Will N. Knowlton.

New London

.

Nath C. Todd

Edwin A. Jones
DeRochemont.
S. Hoyt
Sarah DeRochemont

CM.

Newington

.

.

.

.

Mary

William T. Folsom
Charles E. Tasker
William H. Paine
William H. Perry
Fred W. Cheney

Newmarket
Newport

F. 0. Chellis

Dr. John F Axtell
Clarence C. Day
Mrs. Mary E. Hoitt

Newton
North field

|

Nellie S. French
Otis C. Wyatt

I

Benjamin Gale
North Hampton

J

Francis
'

R.Drake

George A. Boynton
George L. Garland
Addison H. Frizzell
James H.Curtis
Dr. Charles C. O'Brien.
H. A. Cilley
.

Northumberland

Northwood

!

E. L. Blaine

M. Moses
Rufus E. Tuttle
J.

Nottingham

I

E. F. Gerrish, Jr.
I

Orange

.

Walter C. Chesley
Charles H. Ford
Walter H. Ford...
Lillian M. Ford .
.

.

.

when

from

town.

South Newbury.
South Newbury.
South Newbury.

.

..
.

..
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Post-office address when
different from

TOWNS.

town.

Orfordville.

Charles F. Porter
Dr. Walter R. Barnes.
Thomas T. Savage
A. M. Rumery

Orford

Ossipee

Orford villa.

William H. Lord

James W. Nute
Augustus Berry

Pelham

Henry

Pembroke

. .

Peterborough

S. liuss

Frederic A. Cutter....
Prof. Isaac Walker.
Charles P. Morse
Frank W. Stevens
Dr. John H. Cutler...
.

.

,

.

Helen M. Greenwood..

Edwin H. Taylor
Lemuel S. Irwin
W. A. C. Converse....
Amos B. Rodimon
John W Straw
Oliver M. .Johnson
C. S. Holmes
Frank E.Randall

Piermont

. . .

Pittsburg

Pittsfield

Dr. Edgar L. Carr.

..

Henry W. Osgood
Josiah Davis
Carlos D. Colby
Wallace P. Thrasher
Daniel M. Peaslee
J. Hobart Pollard

Plainfleld

Plaistow

Plymouth

Hon. Alvin Burleigh
James A. Penniman
John Keniston
Hon. Edmund S. Fay, Chairman.
Charles H. Morss, Secretary

. . .

Portsmouth..

George F. Scates
Arthur L. Hunt

Raodolph.

Raymond.

F. C.

Wood

Eben

S. Griffin

Wilson

John

Richmond
Rindge

.

i

Rochester
j

RoUinsford

i

Rumney

Abbott

—

Dudley B. Waldron
Arthur H. Hayes
Edward H. Meader

,

,

,

W. Pike

William R. Garvin
George H. Yeaton
Charles W. Buckminster
William Phillips...
Josiah Parker
E. H. Simpson
C. W. Marston
Dr. A.

Rye

S.

T. Bartlett

Charles W. Conway
Moses Cass
George F. Shove
George G. Rice
Jascn S. Perry
Charles F. Platts

A.

,

I

Roxbury

.

S.

,

Russell

John D. Marston
E. J. Seavey

H. M. Holmes

Salem

i

I

Matthew H. Taylor
Joel E. Richardson
Clinton L. Silver

,

..

.

.

.
.

..

.

.

..
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Post-oflSce address when
different from

town.

Salisbury.

.

C. C. Rogers

George

Titcomb.

P.

Sanborn ton

L. N. Sawyer
E. H. Wright

Sandown

J. N. Sanborn
O. S. Sanborn
Charles H. Smith

. .

John G. Goodwin
Sandwich...

Seabrook.

..

.

.

Charles B. Hoyt

,

John S. Quinby
M. Abby Smith
John Weare
William H. Walton
Mrs. A. R. Mahar
Martha U. Green

Sharon

Charles N. Wilson
Silas S.

Shelburne

Green

Albion C. Jewett

James Simpson
Somersworth

Lionel C. Jewett
George B. Lord

Sumner
South Hampton.
South Newmarket.

C.

Home

Chester C. Wadleigh
Rev. W. K. Davey
Jacob Eaton
Albert
Austin

.

.

Downing
J.

Neale

Fred A. Hoyt
Augustus W. Richards.
Springfield

Albert Morrill
Ella McPaniel
Daniel H. Adams
AV. T.Pike
Mary A. Cole ...

Stark.

A. Pike
H. D. Flanders

J.

Stewartstown

L.

Stoddard

Strafford.

Stratford

.

Farnham

O. M. Forbes
B. Dodge.
Curamings B. McClure.

Edward

Munsonville.

William W. Robb
C. H. Twombly
Rev. J. S. Neal
Dr. H. L. Ambler
Joseph T. Conn&ry

John

C. Pattee
Mrs. E. J. Day

Strathatn

Sullivan.

James W. Rollins
Wesley F. Sanderson
L.

Sunapee

Surry

.

.

.

Charles W. Scott
A. P. Tyler

H

Goodwin

,

George Dodge
E. R. Boyce
Daniel C. Eastman....
William H. Porter
Harrison N. Scripture.
George K. Harvey. .,
.

Sutton

Swanzey.

John Pressey
Selim N. Welch
Levi W. Clough
Dr. George I. Cutler..
.Alonzo A Ware.
Rev. Harvey Woodward
.

.
.
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Post-oflSce address'when
different from

town.

Tamworth

Thomas

Temple

Alonzo Nickerson
Henry T. Hodgkins
Martin H. Fisk

W.

L.

B.

Mason

Felt

EllaC. Wheeler

Thornton

Tilton

Troy
Tuftonborough

Frank

L. Houston
William C. Tewksbury.
John W. Pattee
Horace Sanborn

W. B. Fellows
W. H. H. Rollins
F. Ripley
C. W. Brown
M. T. Stone
James A. Bennett
H. F. Hodgdon
J. Makenzie Haley

Unity

Edwin

Wakefield

Mrs. Franklin Tenney.
Mrs. Ella E. Mou'iton
Charles F. Roberts

S.

Bailey

Frank Reed
Newport.
Union.
Wolfeborough Junction.
Union.

.

Justin L. Moore

Walpole

Henry

Rawson

C.

Lucius Wellington
Ira

Warner

W. Ramsay

James M. Rix

Edmund

C. Cole

John R. Cogswell

Warren

Jere. S. Jewett

,

David Hibbard

Washington

Henry A. Little
Sumner N. Ball
East Washington

George N. Gage
Frank P. Newman
Waterville

Levi Dolloff

James E. Drake
Silas B. Elliott

Weare
Webster

A. L. Sleeper
L. H. Osborne
Luther Clement
Dr. Heni-y Dodge

A.

C. Call

D. G. Holmes

Wentworth

A. Whitcher
Everett Foster
Franklin Eaton
Willis

J.

Wentworth's Location

Westmoreland
Whitefield

A. Craig
George J. Bennett.
J.

L.

.T.

C. E.

Miner
King

Mrs. Van E. Dodge

Wilmot
Wilton

Benjamin Emmons
Fred E. Goodhue
Hattie K. Whittemore.
Mrs. Jennie F. Barnes
Willis

Winchester

H. Abbott

George E. Bales
Martin A. Brown
G. W.Pierce
C. J. Fosgate

.
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A LIST OF THE BOARDS OF EDUCATION
IN DISTRICTS

ORGANIZED UNDER SPECIAL ACTS, AS

RETURNED

Ashland

IN

THE ANNUAL KEPORTS.

superintendent's report.

264
Littleton

"W.H.Mitchell.
William H. Bellows.
Charles F. Eastm.in.

William H. Moses.
Mrs. Ella E. Eaton.
Charles AV. Brown.
Rochester
Nelson E. B. Morrill.
RoUinsford
O. S. Brown.
Nathan Hill.
Somersworth... .Rev. John M. Dutton.
Meredith

Charles A. Farr.

Rev. G. C. Waterman.
Rev. F. G. Chutter.

Henry

Dr. B. F. Page.

Charles L. Clay.
F. Green.

Dr. Fred L. Hawkins.
Elias F. Smith.

Horatio L. Cate.

Fred F. Walker.
J. Q. A. Wentworth.

Phil'r Varney, Gonic.

A. B. Potter.
David R. Pierce.
John C. Nutter.

M. Ayers.
William F. Harmon.

Arthur M. Dodge.

Ford T. Sanborn.
Rev. G. I. Bard.

Tilton,.

Frank P. Reeve.
Edward W. White.

Walpole

C. R. Crowell.

J.

AVarner

Samuel Davis, Supt.

Charles

Whitefield

W.

Currier,

\

AVilliam H. Sawyer,

{

Willie N. Davis,

)

W.

Mrs. X. E. Sartwell.

Mrs. A.

M. H. Bowker.
C. H. Thayer.

G.

Brown.

F. E. Brigham.

G. Bellows.

B. F. Lowe.

W.

Frank B. Pease.

Willis M. Rand.

Miner.

Prudential Committee.
Mrs. F. B. Lewis.
O. S. Blood.
Dr. J. L. McGregor.

PRINCIPALS OF INSTITUTIONS OF A HIGHER GRADE.
COLLEGE.
TOWN.

.
..
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Gilford

Gilmanton
Gorliam
Goffatown
Greenland

W.
!

I

Higli School

Hampstead

High School
High School

Annie M. Howe.
I

Hampton
Hanover

High School

Haverhill

Academy
High School
High School

Hillsborough
Hinsdale
Holderness

—

Keene
Kingston
Laconia
Lancaster

I

I

!

!

Lisbon

Lancaster Academy
High School
Tiklen Seminary
High School .".
High School
High School
Private School
Mt. St. Mary's Academy
High School
High School
.

Littleton

Mancliester

Marlow
Meredith

McGaw Normal

Milford
Mont Vernon....

High School

McCoUom

Institute

High School
English and French Day School
St. Aloysiua Parochial

Nashua

New Hampton
New Ipswich
New London..
.

.

.

.

and Literary Institute
Appleton Academy
Colby Academy

Pembroke
Peterborough.

..

Pittsfield

Plainfield

Plymouth
Portsmouth

Raymond
.

Rye
Sandwich
Somersworth
South Hampton.
.

.

Strafford

Tilton

High

Scliool

(jOe's

Northwood Academy

.

.

..

Whitefield

Wilton
Winchester
Wolfeborough...

Robert Forsytli.
E. Hubbard Barlow, Ph. D.
Charles L. Wallace.
D. P. Dame.
Albert Somes.
Miss L. F. Kimball.
Motlier Superior.

!

|

I

I

1

\

[

I

i

I

}

;

Fred C. Ball.

James Martin Curran.
Prof. F. E. Burnette.
F. W. Farnsworth.

O. F. Davis.
S. Hastings.
Mrs. Harriet C. Brisbine.

Lemuel

Sister Mary of St. Gabriel.
Prof. A. B. Meservy.
^\'illiam A. Preston.
Albert L. Blair.
E. ^\'. Newton.
F. O. Chellis.
F. L. Pattee.

H. Hutchins.

J.

Pembroke Academy
High School
High School
Kimball Union Academy
High School
High School
Commercial Academy
Boarding and Day School
High School
High School
High School
High School
Private High School
High School

Prof. Isaac Walker.

Barnard School
Austin Academy
N. H. Con. Sem. and Female Coll.
District

Wakefield Academy
Simonds Free High School

Warner

!

North wood Seminary

Union
Wakefield

Henry Douglas.

Charles H. Clark, A. M.
W. N. Cragin.
D. T. Timberlake.

Biblical

High School.

Newmarket
Newport
North wood

A. Roberts.

I

]

Institute

Henry
Cliarles

.

Merrimack

Sanborn.
Jonathan I. Buck.
Edward S. Boyd.
Isaac Copp.
Robert A. Ray.
Rev. F. C. Coolbaugh.
Miss Alice P. Adams.

I

;

Lebanon
Lebanon (West).

Thomas H. H. Knight.
J.

Haverliill

School for Boys
High School
Conant High School
High School
Kingston Academy
Sanborn Seminary
High School

Hollis
.Taffrey

E. Sargent.

S. A. McDaniel.
Edith L. Swain.
S. "\V. Robertson.
Charles S. Paige.
E. R. Pearse.

I

Hampton Academy

Washington

REPORT.

High School
High School
High School
Gilmanton Academy
High School

Franklin

Freedom

Rochester
RoUinsford

S

Tubl)s Union
High School
Higli School
High School

Academy

Brewster Free Academy

Helen M. Greenwood.
F. AV. Newell.
D. G. Miller.

Mary L. French.
H. Upton.

I.

Lewis E. Smith.
Miss A. C. Morgan.
Charles W. Bickford.
AVilliam W. Allen.
II.

L. Allen.

M.

C. Leonard.
Mrs. A. E. R. Beede.

Henry

S.

Roberts.

Miss Jane A. Davey.
A. E. Thomas, A. M.

Kev. D. C. Knowles.
D. W. C. Durgin.
George F. Garland.
C. J. Emerson.
Walter E. Gee.
H. W. llurd.

Edward N. Lacey.
Ilerrick P. Young.
Prof. Edwin Lord.

.jOHM
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As

tabulated in the general state

report,

will

a

March i
summary of

the statistics for the school year closing

carefully
it

are

the

only be necessary here to direct attention to

few facts which seem

to be of special significance.

be observed that the number reported as attending school this year is 311 less than last year.
There
have
been,
and
doubtless
would
ought to
have been, an inIt will

crease rather than a decrease in the registration, but for

the opening of parochial schools, which are making large
drafts

upon the school population

of

fathers, realizing that free institutions
ity are
lic

made

possible

by general

the

State.

Our

and public prosper-

intelligence, planted pub-

schools as a fundamental institution of the State.

The

compel and control the education of
its children springs from the right and duty of self-presThis obligation cannot be delegated or conceded
ervation.
to another.
The power cannot safely be lodged anywhere
else, and least of all in an agent who yields supreme allegiance to an authority outside the State.
Now the purpose
and the natural tendency of this movement to substitute
parochial for public schools, is to destroy our school system
and transfer the education of the children from the control
right of the State to

of the State to the control of ecclesiastical organizations.

The consummation
principle involved

is

of this purpose

immediate effects of
has seemed to me to be

it

tion, to call

it

may be

distant, but the

and revolutionary, and the
the measure upon society so great, that
so radical

best, without

arguing the ques-

to the serious reflection of those

who have

superintendent's report.
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the political and social interests of society in their hands.

In this connection, it is a noticeable fact that there has
been a decrease of 689 girls and an increase of 298 boys in
attendance upon the public schools the past year.
There has been a diminution of twenty-five in the schools

numbering twelve scholars or
the schools numbering six or

less,

and of twenty-one
In this

less.

we

in

see a clear

tendency under the town system to return to the old-time

numbers

in the public schools.

show an increase over the previous year of
number of those who have taught the same
There has also been an addition
school two or more terms.
employing normal school
the
number
of
towns
in
of eight
graduates, and of fifty in the number of such graduates

The

returns

forty-six in the

employed, so that

we now have

162 towns availing them-

selves of the advantages of professional training,

and 401

graduates of normal schools teaching in the State.

The

tables also

show an increase

teachers.

All these facts indicate a growing desire to im-

in the

average monthly pay of

prove the teaching force of the State by such methods as
experience proves to be effective.

Forty new schoolhouses have been built during the year
and there has been a decrease of eleven in the number unfit for use.
This shows a commendable expenditure for
repairs.

The
erty

estimated increase in the valuation of school prop-

the

last

year

was $197,652.46, and

of

apparatus

$6,087.75.

We

have another gratifying evidence of growing

in-

terest in the cause of public education in the fact that there

was an increase of $26,280.90

in the

raised for the support of schools.

pected revelation of these statistics

amount

voluntary district tax

But the most unexis

the great increase

which the town system has
given to the State without any additional taxation.
The
average length of the schools in weeks during the year covin the

of schooling

superintendent's report.
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ered by this report was 23.55. This muUiplied by 2,302,
the number of schools, gives us 54,212.10, the number 0I

weeks

ot

schooHnsj

in the

whole

state.

But

it

we

multi-

ply 2,302 by 19.95. the average length of the schools in
The difference between
1885, we have only 45,924.90.

and the present number of weeks of
number of additional weeks
given to the children of the State by the
This is
without any increase of taxation.
facts, and is unanswerable.

this

schooling

8,287.20, the

of schooling

is

town system
the logic of

There are doubtless persons who have thought themThere were
selves wronged under the present system.
persons who so thought under the district system, and would
No law can be framed which will
be under any system.
equalize the burdens of

life

to

all.

Our

varied that there must be, necessarily,

burdens.

The

conditions are so

an inequality of

education of a child living far from school

must necessarily cost him more

of physical labor

than the

education of one living at the door of the schoolhouse.

This

is

not the fault of the law, but of unavoidable condi-

and must happen under any system. It is doubtful
if the town system is more unequal than the district even
in this respect, and it is vastly more flexible and more efficient in securing the ends aimed at in public education. It
gives more schooling, better teaching, improved supervision, and a more economical expenditure of school funds.
The law of 1885, by which the town system was established, authorized any town to return to the district system
after five years, " by a majority vote of all the voters of
the district."
An effort has been made to amend the law
so as to allow any town to go back to the old system by a
majority vote of those present and voting at any regular
meeting of the district. Such a change would be most extraordinary legislation on a subject of this importance. In
Massachusetts a two-thirds vote was required for a town
to go back to the old law after the town system had been

tions,
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With us the law

established.

of

1885 requires that the

vote shall express the will of a majority only of the voters
in

order to reverse the action of the Legislature on a ques-

tion

which affects the permanent interests of the town and

of every individual in the town.

There

is

no possible interest greater than

the town can act, and yet there are those

power

mere handful

men

this

on which

who would put

it

meeting representing the smallest fraction of the town, to overthrow
a system which the best thought and the best experience
of the age have pronounced essential to educational prointo the

of a

gress in the public schools.

second thought
action.

It is

I

of intelligent

often best,

of

in a

am confident that the sober
men would deprecate such

when tempted

to act hastily, to

revert to first principles.

The

political unit

from which our whole federal organ-

ism of state and national governments sprang, was the
But the town is a democracy in which government
town.
is

based upon the right of a majority of

rule.

all

the people to

All town legislation that has any binding force

theoretically,

an expression of the

will of a

is,

majority of the

whole people. The right of the majority to control is of
the very essence of popular government. A State in which
a less

number may make the laws, if not a monarchy, is an
The majority principle is neces-

aristocracy or oligarchy.

fundamental in all free institutions. In organic legwhere we have an immediate expression of the
will of the people, this principle is always recognized, and
in representative assemblies we require a quorum and a

sarily

islation,

majority of that

quorum

to give validity to legislation.

In matters of limited application or of minor importance,

and where speedy action is required, but where it is difficult
to secure an expression of the will of all who have a right
to vote, we accept a majority vote of those present and
This is a fiction
voting as expressive of the popular will.
of

law demanded for speed and efficiency of action, but

superintendent's report.
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presumptively complied with.

violation of the right of majorities in practical politics

which the

will of a

few

is

forced upon the

ruption or cunningly devised machinery

is

many by

cor-

the source of

discontent and final repudiation of bosses or parties.
It is to

action

be hoped that

in this great interest,

where hasty

not called for, there will be no attempt to avoid

is

a fair expression of the wishes of

all

who have

a right to

be heard.

A

return to the district system requires something

more

mere vote of the majority of the voters in
Such a vote would simply restore the
the town district.
old district lines and re-create some five hundred little, useless, worse than worthless schools, which have disappeared
under the town system. This would decrease the average
length of the schools of the State some four weeks, and
take nearly nine thousand weeks of schooling from the
children, for no reason which any sensible man can appreEither this must happen or the towns must consent
ciate.
to so increase their taxes as to maintain five hundred
schoolhouses, five hundred teachers, and all the attendant
expenses, not demanded by any interest of education.
Yet there are individuals in many of the towns who are
of course than a

1

loud for the restoration.
In addition to this, a return to the old system will require the creation of the legal machinery by which school

property can be appraised and the restored districts em-

powered

to tax

themselves to purchase this property,

may

new

Nearly or quite one hundred
and fifty new schoolhouses have been built under the town
system, and many more than this number repaired, which
or old as the case

will

be.

have to be paid for of course

in

towns that vote

to

go

back.

Our present system

is a unit, and is working without
and with great success. It is to be hoped that no
town will be so unwise as to attempt to break the harmony.

friction
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PllVSIOLOGY

AND HYGIENE.

In the year 1883, an act was passed, without any mateojDposition

rial

in

boards to prescribe

House, which required school
schools sufficiently advanced the

either
in all

study of physiology and hygiene, with special reference
to the effects of alcoholic stimulants and narcotics upon
the

To

human system.

vorable to the law,

it

prevent evasion by those not

was amended

fa-

1887 so as to require

in

the introduction of this study in "all mixed schools and
in all

graded schools above the primary."

Being deeply interested in the execution of the law, I
endeavored to inform myself as to how far it had been
complied with and the spirit with which the subject was
It took a year or two to qualify the teachers to do
taught.
even respectable work in this branch. There were a few
towns which ignored the law, as every sensible man knew
there would be, and there were others that complied with the

But as time went
seemed
to
me as general a
on, I was gratified with what
compliance with the law as any one had reason to antici-

letter of the

law and violated

its spirit.

pate.
I was, therefore, greatly surprised and not a little annoyed when His Excellency the Governor, in his inaugural,
stated that so far as he could learn, the law had been " almost entirely disregarded." I said to myself, either I am
mistaken or the Governor has been misinformed, and the
public has a right to know whether the law is a dead letter
I

therefore inserted the following questions in the

statistical

blanks sent to the school boards for their annual

or not.

i.
Give number of schools in which physiology
and hygiene are taught with text-book. 2. Give number
of schools in which they are taught orally.
All but eight towns in the State responded to these
In 946 schools phyquestions, and the result is as follows
siology and hygiene are taught by text-book, and in 8 7 they

returns

:

:

1
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This gives us 1,763 schools out of 2,302
which the law has been regarded, leaving
only 539 in the whole State in which the subject is not
This number would be considerably reduced by
taught.
the statistics from the eight towns not heard from.
It is
gratifying to learn from the school boards, who know the
are taught orally.
in the State in

the schools of the State, except the
primary, in which the subject is not required to be taught,
facts, that

nearly

all

are complying with the requirements of the law.

Clearly

His Excellency the Governor, whose scrupulous loyalty to
facts and fearless fidelity to the cause of temperance all
men must respect, was misinformed by parties who presumed to advise on matters in respect to which they had no
definite knowledge.
I do not claim that the subject is taught with great thoroughness in some of the schools, but I presume it is up to
the average teaching in other studies in those schools.
limitations are in the qualifications of the teachers,

and

The
will

be removed with their improvement.

what has the public a right to demand of the
SCHOOLS

.-*

This question has often been asked of late and is susIn general I would say we
have the right to require of the schools just what we put
into the schools, no more and no less.
It takes years of
ceptible of various answers.

time and a large expenditure of

money

to prepare a person

good work in the schoolroom. If we are unwilling to pay such a person a reasonable compensation for
his services, and put into our school an inexperienced, halfeducated person, because we can get him cheap, we have no
right to expect good teaching in that school.
If we get it,
to do really

it will be a lucky exception.
Again, if we require our children to master in three years a curriculum demanding six,

we have no reason
Learning so acquired

to

expect any but

will not

superficial work.
be sufficiently definite and at
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command

to

be practically useful in after life. The mind
it.
Neither has the public any

does not grasp and hold

reason to anticipate proficiency in a child whose attendance
If the teacher could
has been irregular and fragmentary.

work miracles

this

might

be, but not otherwise.

But with a judicious course of study and a good teacher
the public has a right to require in the graduates of our
schools proficiency in such studies as they have pursued.

French

will not

impart

mathematics, nor

skill in

ture a knowledge of book-keeping,

sow and not something

may

litera-

— we shall reap what we

Now whatever else our scholars

else.

thoroughly learn, and the more the better

it

will please

mother tongue
with ease, should acquire facility in the more useful parts
of arithmetic, should acquire the power of writing a letter
me, they should certainly learn to read their

correctly in

respects, should possess themselves of the

all

principles of keeping accounts, should learn

something of

the organization and working of the governments under

and imbibe a deep sense of the moral obligation resting upon a citizen of the republic.
which they

live,

THE SELECTMEX'S RETURN'S.

The law

relating to this subject reads as follows

:

"

The

selectmen of each town and the assessors of each city shall
annually, in the

the children of

month

of April,

make an enumeration

each sex between the ages of

fifteen in their respective

towns and

cities,

and

five

shall

of

and

make

a report of such enumeration to the school board of their

respective towns and cities within fifteen days after the

completion of such enumeration."

The
to the

object of the law

to give accurate information as

is

number and changes

State from year to year.

of the school population of the

From

this information

determine the number of children

in

we can

the State not attend-

ing any school, and so be able to regulate the stringency
of our truant

and compulsory educational laws.
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to give us, in the con-

is

some reliable basis
judgment as to whether the general intelligence of the
State is on the increase or decrease, and what the social
and political prospects of the future are and yet the law
is so generally disregarded by selectmen and assessors that
stantly shifting currents of population,
of

;

this part of the table

is

worthless for statistical purposes,

and serves only to emphasize the shameful impunity with
which important duties are persistently disregarded by the
officers of the law and no complaint made.
If an imbecile
child or a helpless old woman should be left a town charge
who could possibly be thrown upon the county, there would
be noise enough to awaken a protest, but here an important law is nullified and no notice taken of it.
I have before called attention to this matter.

TEACHERS'* INSTITUTES.

Only nine

institutes

were held

season was so far advanced that

Before

last year.

I

could

Rockingham county the

get round to hold a convention in
I

found

it

impossible to

arrange for a meeting in any place which would accommo-

would hardly be able to atI had thought to
hold an institute in some part of the county early in the
fall, before the report went to press, and another in the early
spring, but on consultation with some gentlemen in the
county interested in educational matters, it was thought
best not to hold two institutes the same year.
The fact is,
that to arrange for and hold ten institutes in a year is work
enough for any man, and to require the superintendent to
do this in addition to his other numerous and important
duties is excessively burdensome.
But the institutes have grown in interest and usefulness
from year to year since they were established, and by comdate the teachers

;

besides, they

tend so near the close of their schools.

paring the following table with those of previous years

it

..
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be seen that more teachers were in attendance upon

these nine than upon the ten institutes of the past two
years.

TOWNS.

COUNTIES.

Belknap

Tilton

Carroll

North Conway.

Cheshire

Walpole

Coos
Grafton

Berlin
.

Plymouth

Hillsborough

Manchester.

Merrimack

Concord

Strafford

Farmington

Sullivan

Newport

Totals

.

.

. .
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are en rapport with the spirit of

the age and have an eye to utihty even in education.
I

have often spoken of the high character of the work

under

its

present

management and

able corps of teachers,

and to enlarge on that point would seem to be uncalled for.
Below will be found the usual material taken from the annual catalogue.

CALENDAR,

— TWENTY-FIRST

SCHOOL YEAR,

1890-91.

School year, 1889-90, closes June 20, 1890.

VACATION TEN WEEKS.
Wednesday, September
Thanksgiving week.

First term, 1890-91, begins

Thanksgiving recess,
First term ends Tuesday, January

3,

1890.

20, 1891.

VACATION TWO WEEKS.
Second term begins Wednesday, February
Mid-term recess, April 11-20.
Second term ends Tuesday, June 23, 1891.

4, 1891.

VACATION TEN WEEKS.
First term of

school year,

1891-92, begins Wednesday,

September

2,

1891.

PURPOSE,

The purpose

of the

normal school

teachers for their professional labors

quate scholarship
3.

By

;

2.

By

is
:

thoroughly to train
i.

By

assuring ade-

a course of professional study

;

training in the art of teaching, under the direction

and criticism of the principal and other teachers of the
school.
The training school comprises primary, grammar,
and high school grades, extending through a course of
study of eleven years.

;
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The

following

is

the prescribed

COURSE OF study,
to be

completed in two years, arranged according to relation
and not to order of study

of subjects

:

School Organization and ManagePsychology History and Science of
Education Art of Teaching.
Language. Reading Grammar Composition English
Professional Study.

ment

;

Law

School

;

;

;

;

;

Language and
Mathematics.

;

Literature.

Arithmetic

Book-keeping

;

;

Algebra

Geometr}-.

Natural Science.

Physiography

Physiology and Hygiene

;

Physics

Chemistr}'

;

Botany Geography Astronomy.
Histo7-y.
General History American History History
of Education
Civil Government.
Writing; Drawing; Singing.
;

;

;

;

;

;

The arrangement
course of instiniction.

of

studies

is

shown

in

the tabular

I
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conditions of admission.

Young men must be seventeen years of age at entrance
young women sixteen. Candidates must present certificates
of good moral character from some responsible person, and
;

declare their intention to

fit

themselves to teach.

They

must show upon examination good capacity and general intelligence, and fair attainments in arithmetic, geography,
and the English language (including reading, writing, spellThey must acknowledge
ing, grammar, and composition).
their obligation to comply with all the regulations of the
school, and the earnest attempt to fulfill this obligation in
good faith is the condition of continued membership. The
regulations are such as prevail in all good society, with a
few simple rules whose sole design is to assure the health
and comfort of pupils and success in their work. These
conditions are such that preparation for admission can be
secured by the faithful student in the common country
school.
of

Many

of those entering the school are graduates

high schools or academies, and most have had some ex-

perience in teaching.
least

eighteen years.

in the

work

The average age at entrance is at
Good health is essential to success

of the school.

Pupils are admitted and classes are formed at the begin-

ning of each term. Those who cannot enter at the beginning of a term will be admitted later, if able to join classes
already formed
but in such cases special arrangements
;

should be

made with the

principal,

and

in all cases pupils

should cuter at the earliest practicable date.

No one

should

enter the school except with the intention of remaining

through the term.

Graduates from a high school or academic course of three
or four years will be admitted without examination, on presentation of certificate or diploma.

To accommodate those who cannot enter at the beginning of the spring term, arrangements will be made for
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are delayed by teach-

ing winter terms of schools.

Those who propose entermg the school are requested
tify the

principal of

tJieir

suitable arrangements

to no-

intention as early as possible, that

may

be

made for

them.

PROMOTION, GRADUATION, EMPLOYMENT.

A definite standard of proficiency
for

promotion from class to

not found necessary to

make

Faithful attention to duty for

demanded

in studies is

but aside from this

class,

it is

distinctions of scholarship.
its

own sake

the surest

is

passport to the honors of the school.

Students are graduated when uhey have satisfactorily
completed the course of study, and upon graduation they
receive a diploma.
sion

to

This diploma

the profession, and

is

is

a certificate of admis-

throughout the

received

United States as evidence of professional character.
Graduates of the school are sought for good positions, and
the demand for them is usually beyond the supply.
EXPENSES.
Tuition

is

free to those preparing to teach in

New Hamp-

and entering upon the regular course of study
An incidental
others pay a tuition fee of $io per term.
fee of $3 is due from each pupil at the beginning of each
of the two terms.
A part of the text-books required are
furnished free, and others may be purchased at the school
shire

at

;

reduced rates.

The
room,

total

expense per term of twenty weeks, including

light, fuel,

board and washing, and text-books,

those boarding themselves, from $35 to $55

;

is,

for

for those

hiring their board, from $70 to $75 or $80.

Students living on the line of the railroad, and wishing
home, can obtain tickets for the term at re-

to board at

duced

rates.

These

rates are, from Thornton,

Meredith, and intermediate points, $\

Rumney,

per week;

from
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points beyond, to North Woodstock, Woodsville, and Til-

week. Tickets for the term can be obtained
from the ticket agent at Plymouth.
Board can be obtained in good families at ^3.50 per week,
including lights and washing, and furnished room.
ton, $1.25 per

Rooms may be

obtained for self-boarding at reasonable
Information will at any time be given, and all desired arrangements made, by the principal.
rates.

The new normal

school house

with Normal Hall, the

new

is

now

in building,

and

school boarding-house, will be

completed during the ensuing year.

LIBRARY AND APPARATUS.

The

school

sciences,

The

is

furnished with apparatus for teaching the

and with an excellent library

public library

is

of reference books.

easily accessible to the pupils,

and

is

well supplied with general literature.

The school has received this year from Paris the set of
models devised by Violet-] e-Duc and prescribed for use in
teaching drawing in the public schools of Paris, and the
models adopted for the normal schools of France.
Large additions will be made to the scientific apparatus

set of

during the ensuing year.

GOVERNMENT AND
In a normal school but

Nearly

pline.

powers

all

its

little

students

DISCIPLINE.

need be said about

disci-

come with well-developed

and with an earnest purpose worthThose who have not this
preparation of character and purpose should not apply for
admission.
Regularity of attendance and loyalty to the
school in all its designs and interests are exacted as indispensable conditions of membership.
Students are requested to come provided with warm
of self-control,

accomplish a noble aim.

ily to

clothing, J?au;ie/s included,

they

may

and with walking-shoes, so that
open air in all weathers

safely exercise in the

;
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themand plainly
made, loose enough in the waist and short enough to admit
of perfect freedom of movement in walking and in all
selves with a school

dress of plain

to provide

material,

exercises.

The

object,

means, and methods of the normal school

be summarized as follows

may

:

OBJECT OF the SCHOOL.

The thorough

training of teachers for their professional

labors.

MEANS.
1.

Apparatus for illustration of the various branches of
and for the practical training of pupils in the care

science,

and use of apparatus.
2.

A

library, carefully selected, to facihtate the

study

and guide the researches of members of the school.
Model and training schools, illustrating the best
3.
methods of primary, grammar, and high school organization
and instruction.

METHODS.
1.

Thorough

instruction in the branches of

study

in-

cluded in the course, with special reference to modes of

teaching the same.

by modes of class-work adopted, the skill
use of apparatus, and the facility in illustration, the
self-reliance, the power of logical thought and of easy and
correct expression, and the style of address necessary to
2.

Cultivating,

in the

the successful teacher.

Study of psychology in its applications to self-culture
3.
and to education.
Study of the history and theory of education, and of
4.
modes of school organization, discipline, and instruction.
5. Practice in conducting recitations, and in giving oral
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lessons before classes and before the school, under the
rection
6.

and criticism

di-

of the teachers.

Practice in teaching in the training schools, under

the instruction and criticism of the principal and of the
teachers of the training schools.

The means

for directly professional training increase

from term to term, and, as may be inferred, the benefits to
be derived from continued connection with the school are
correspondingly increased.

Though

all

effort is

made

to

render every connection with the school profitable, students
will find

it

for their interest to enter

the purpose of completing

upon the course with

it.

SUGGESTIONS TO CANDIDATES.
1.

Sound health and good physical condition

tial to success in teaching.

If in

are essen-

doubt as to your physi-

condition, take the advice of a competent physician

cal

before entering the normal school.
2.

Read

all

the statements of this circular.

Carefully

examine the course of study, recognizing always the difference between the knowledge required by a teacher and that
required by one who is merely expecting to become a general scholar.
3.

Do

not be anxious to enter advanced classes.

All

and there will be no time in any
Most of those who find the
class to Diake up back studies.
work difficult suffer from lack of thoroughness in elementary training, and in many cases this lack is not previously
A work that is to be done but once in a lifesuspected.
time should be done well.
4. Bring with you testimonials from some responsible
person as to your moral character.
classes have full work,

5.

Bring with you, as useful for study or reference,

the text-books you have.

all

Every pupil should be provided

with a Bible and a good dictionary, and,
good reference atlas.

if

possible, with a
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expecting to work faithfully and honestly, to

make study your first and only aim while here, prepared
make many sacrifices for your own good and the good

to

of

the school.

Friends of education are requested to bring this circular
to the notice of those

designed to meet

who

;

whose wants the normal schools are

but none should be advised to enter

are lacking in the physical health, the mental capacity,

and the moral character necessary to success in the profesIt must be remembered that there are those of whom
no amount of instruction and no thoroughness of training
can make good teachers. Applicatio7i for board and for
sion.

further information should be made

to the principal.

APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS.

There are usually connected with the

school, or

known

to the faculty, persons well qualified to teach, and willing
to

accept

suitable

situations.

Letters

teachers will be promptly answered, and,
definite

2.

in reference

to

applications are

enough and early enough, teachers can usually be

supplied.
1.

if

Applicants are requested to state

:

Whether a male or female teacher is required.
The time of beginning and the length of the term,

or of the school year, and the probabilities of continuous

employment.
The wages and the price of board.
3.
The
route of travel, and the approximate expense,
4.
from Nashua, Concord, Littleton, or Lancaster, if either of
these places is on the route.
5.

The grade

6.

If

vanced studies

mary
7.

of school.

ungraded, the number of pupils and the most ad;

also,

whether most of the pupils are

pri-

or advanced.
If

there

is

any special

difficulty as regards discipline

or instruction, the character of this difficulty.
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Whether

8.

Distances to which teachers

be paid.
great

traveling expenses, in whole or in part, will

ability to

may

supply a teacher often depends upon

Applications for teachers should in

9.

be sent are so

these expenses are sometimes paid, and the

that

all

this.

cases be

as early as possible, in order to anticipate the

made

engagement

of the best.

STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
This association, now strong

in the prestige of years

of usefulness, held its thirty-sixth annual

meeting

and

in the

State House, at Concord, on the 8th and 9th of November,
1889.

The meeting was
in contrast,

both

in

and enthusiastic, and strikingly

large

the kind and spirit of the work done,

with the meetings of the association held a dozen years
since.

The

teachers' institutes, the normal school, and

the teachers' association have

all

advanced with the general

educational interests of the State, and the growth of each
is

a

measure

of the

growth

of

all.

The same underlying

causes have contributed to the advancement of
tions of vegetation.

As

the

all,

just as

all

the varied produc-

man who

neglects to build

the forces of nature minister alike to

up within himself the essential elements of greatness cannot by a simple volition be eloquent in speech or wise in
counsel, so an association cannot by temporary impulse or
by any number of resolutions make itself useful or interThe sources of success lie back in the intelligence,
esting.
sentiment, and spirit of the people. These must be reached
When we see around us the evidences of sucor we fail.
cess, we may be sure some one has been doing hard, judicious, and continuous work at the foundations of society.
It may be very pleasant for us to get on to another man's
shoulders and congratulate ourselves on our altitude and
splendid prospect, but
is

it

is

rather ungenerous business. It

playing the part of the son

who

thoughtlessly and thank-
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made

possible by the indus-

of his

dead father.

We

are

under very profound obligations to the honest, earnest,
though sometimes misdirected work of the generations

who preceded

whom,

us,

But so

forget.

if

we do

has been and so

it

the past the future will forget

As members
ready in

its

an

not criticise,
it

will

be

;

as

we often
we forget

us.

efficient educational association

al-

second generation, our true attitude to the

in-

of

and laborious educators into whose labors we
have entered is that of respect and gratitude. We should
not forget that it is harder work to clear the soil and scatter
But the work of
the seed than to gather in the harvests.
the pioneer is not all done.
To discuss methods and philosophies is pleasant and profitable for the organization,
telligent

but

it

will

not discharge

its

highest functions

if it

does not

exert a direct and potential influence in educating and di-

recting public opinion as to the present and practical edu-

Educators have no right

cational interests of the State.
to simply drift

;

they must direct the movements of the

age.

Below
ing,

I

give an abstract of the proceedings of this meet-

prepared by

its

secretary

:

The New Hampshire State Teachers Association.
The

thirty-sixth annual

meeting

of this association

was

held at the State House, in Concord, Friday and Saturday,

November

8

and

9,

1889.

FRIDAY

The
of

A.

M.

session opened at 10.45, Vice-President C.

Portsmouth,

in the chair.

H

Morss,

Devotional exercises were

conducted by Rev. Bradley Oilman, of Concord. Singing
by pupils of the Concord public schools under the direction
of Prof. C. S. Conant.
19

Then followed an address by His

:
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He

Excellency Governor Goodell.

would impress upon

the minds of the teachers that they were engaged in an

important business.

Hon. James

W.

Patterson, superintendent of public in-

What

struction, gave an interesting talk on "

a right to expect from

lic

The

On

its

Schools

has the Pub-

"
.''

following committees were appointed by the chair

nominations, William E. Buck, of Manchester

;

George

and Miss Helen Greenwood, of
N. Cross, of Exeter
resolutions,
L. J. Rundlctt, of ConOn
Peterborough.
and Miss Caroline
cord
L. S. Hastings, of Nashua
;

;

;

Wing, of Manchester. Next followed a
phy " by Charles F. King, of Boston.
FRIDAY

p.

—

talk on " Geogra-

M.

Senate Chamber
Report furnished
Higher Section,
by J. H. Upton, of Portsmouth. Meeting called to order
by Mr. C. H. Morss. Owing to Mr. Folsom's absence,
Miss Mathes's paper was postponed until 2.45, and Hon.
Harrison Hume, of Boston, gave an extemporaneous talk
on the subject of " History." After a short recess. Miss F.
A. Mathes, of Portsmouth, read a paper on " Illustrative
Teaching." The last paper of the afternoon was that of
Prof. J. F. Colby, of Dartmouth, on "The Study of the
History of New Hampshire."

Lower

Section,

:

— Representatives' Hall

:

Superintend-

The first exercise was a talk on
ent Patterson presided.
" Common Errors in teaching Mathematics," by Supt. O.
S. Williams, of

Nashua.

illustrate " Preparation for

Next followed a

Map

class exercise to

Drawing," by Miss E. E.
Wiggin, of Exeter. Prof. F. H. Bailey spoke entertainingly about " Four Hours in a Day."
The last exercise
was a paper on " Early School Training,'" by Supt. C. E.
Meleney, of Somerville, Mass.
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friday evening.
Professor Bailey gave an address on " Astronomy."

SATURDAY

The

A. M.

session was called to order by Vice-President C. H.

Singing under direction of Prof. C. S.
Morss, at 9.15.
Conant.
letter was read from James H. Canfield, pres-

A

ident of the National Educational Association, inviting the

New Hampshire

teachers of

to representation at the next

meeting to be held at St. Paul, Minn., July 8- 11, 1890.
Superintendent Patterson made some remarks relative to
the next meeting of the American Institute of Instruction.
Committee on nomination of officers made the following
report

:

Prcsidejit

— C.

Vice-President

H. Morss, Portsmouth.

— G.

I.

Hopkins, Manchester.

— Clara McKean, Nashua.
Treasurer — John F. Kent, Concord.

Secretary

J.

—

Additional Members of Executive Committee
C. H.
Douglass, of Keene, and Miss Edith E. Wiggin, of Exeter.

And

the above mentioned persons were elected officers

for 1889-90.

The committee on resolutions offered the following,
which were adopted
:

Resolved, That the association expresses its most sincere thanks to
His Excellency the Governor and to the Honorable Council for their
kindness and courtesy in granting the use of the State House for the
annual meeting; to the director of music and pupils of the public

schools of Concord for furnishing music

reduced rates

;

to all other persons
efforts to

make

;

to railroads

to the public press for full reports of

who with unvarying

and hotels

proceedings

;

for

and

courtesy have given their

the convention a success.

Resolved, That we ajjpreciate and acknowledge our obligation to the
officers of the association for their earnest

enthusiasm

for public education,

and

endeavors to keep alive the

for their wise

management.
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Resolved, That we extend our congnitulations to the state superintendent for the efficient manner in which the educational interests of
the State have Ijeen conducted, and our most heartfelt thanks for his
interest in the success of this convention.

Resolved, That

we express our

last state Legislature in the

hearty approval of

tlie

action of the

passage of the free text-book
L. J.

L.

S.

bill.

RUNDLETT,
HASTINGS,
E. WING,

CAROLL^E

Co>ninittee.

Walter
paper on "

S.

Parker, of

How

shall

Boston, gave a very interesting

we manage

the Troublesome

Boy

"
.-'

last exercise was a paper by Supt. E. H. Davis, of
Chelsea, Mass., on the subject of " Reading."

The

Adjourned.

ADDRESS.

THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE.*
BY PROF. JAMES

The
history

utility of
is

F.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.

COLBY, OF

the study of

national and of universal

admitted, not only by professional educators but

by the action of school boards. The advantage of a
knowledge of state history does not appear to be widely
recognized either by educational experts or administrators.
The crowded course of common school studies and the
limited time which can
be given to national and
universal history make it incumbent upon those who
also

advocate the addition

to

course

that

of the

study

of

our state history to present cogent reasons for such action.

Do

such reasons exist

among them two

?

In

my

are pre-eminent

judgment

they do, and

:

Such study would tend to aid the pupil
understand national and universal history.

I.

to

in his efforts

Competent

from the
from the concrete to the abstract. If
for example, in the case of physical geography,

experts affirm that the natural order of studies

is

local to the general,

this is true,

what are the facts that make an exception in the case of
political geography
The life of this commonwealth pre.''

sents

all

the essential elements of the

unit, the nation.

The

life

of that larger

story of the former, well understood,

*Thi5 paper on the study of the history

of

New

Hampshire, read

at

the meeting of the

State Teachers' Association by Prof. J. F. Colby, of Dartmouth College,
it will be of great value to the New Hampshire teachers.

is

given in

full,

as
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many

may

illuminate and vivify to

dry

facts, intercolonial, revolutionary,

a pupil the otherwise

and constitutional,

of the latter.
2.

Such study would tend

to

promote

an

in the pupil

Familiarity with the origins

early and ardent patriotism.

and Virginia, with the scathing words of
Patrick Henry, and with the heroic
and
Samuel Adams
acts of Washington and Greene, may and does arouse in
youth the sentiment of patriotism. But may not our
future rulers, the impressible school children of to-day, be
made to appreciate their civic privileges and fulfil their
civic duties earlier and better if their teachers can point
out to them within our own borders, and in some cases
of Massachusetts

within the limits of the school district, the theaters of
early settlements, fights with
royal officials, the farms of
ness,

Indians and contests with

men who subdued

the wilder-

the savage, the Hessian, and themselves, — so

ing a State

.''

It is true,

as

mak-

says, "

George William Curtis

A

man's country is not a certain area of land, of mountains,
rivers, and woods, but it is principle, and patriotism is
loyalty to that principle"; but

it

is

also true

certain area of land can be invested with

that

human

a

if

interest,

associated with struggling pioneers, brave soldiers, upright

whose names we or our next-door
neighbors bear, that principle of patriotism becomes more
vital, and each inhabitant of the land discovers that he has
more at stake in defending its integrity than he suspected.
Thus far in our history patriotism has been a flame but
amid the cosmopolitan tendencies of to-day and recent
judges, spiritual teachers,

;

extensions of

pensions, which tend to

make devotion

to

country mercenary, no help to the cultivation of the sentiment of patriotism among youth can be neglected with

wisdom.
If

these reasons for the study of our state history

—

-its

tendency to promote the understanding of national and
universal history, and to stimulate early and ardent patri-

ADDRESS.

— are cogent, what

otism

Two

are alleged

teacher

and maps, canBut the successpushed to it, may con-

tools for class use, texts

This must be admitted.

not be found.
ful

such study?

obstacles exist to

:

That proper

1.
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resourceful and,

is

if

become a tool-maker.
That the annals of this particular commonwealth,

sciously or unconsciously
2.

New

Hampshire, are not profitable

judgment, discover

prejudice, correct

instruction, that

for

they do not clarify the mind, broaden

its

outlook, dispel

ideals, rouse

ambi-

and ennoble affection, and that they are not picturesque or abounding in stirring incident and striking character.
This is denied. Yet such misrepresentation of our
tion,

may be excusable for the following reasons. The
men and women who subdued New Hampshire found that
work too laborious to be able, if disposed, to spend much
time in blowing their own trumpets. The State itself has

history

not

promptly and

made

fully

archives

its

accessible.

Writers of school histories, through ignorance of
please

pride, or desire to

local

the

facts, or

number

largest

of

readers, have done scant justice to the founders of this

commonwealth and

Who

to their descendants.

ever read

the truth in any school history of the United States, that
of the militia

who fought the battle of Bunker
New Hampshire men ?

than one half were

Hill

more

Who

ever

discovered the truth in the pages of any school history of
the United States, that the

country in

man, Ladd

The

fact

the great
?

to give his life to his

New Hampshire

remains that our state history
for

More than

that.

of

man

*

correction,

umph

first

Rebellion was a

man

reproof,

for

It is rich in

instruction,

is

profitable for

for

inspiration.

materials illustrating the

tri-

over nature and his capacity for self-govern-

ment.
* Luther C. Ladd, of Alexandria, N. H., enlisted

He was

in the

Sixth Massachusetts Regiment.

was passing through Baltimore.
home to Alexandria and buried, but were afterwards removed
rest under an appropriate monument.
killed as the regiment

His remains were brought
where they now

to Lowell,

—
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The

land

itself

— our common farm, New Hampshire —

raises the strongest 'presumption that the life of its inhab-

itants will repay study.
The physical features of this
farm of 9,392 square miles, abounding in rivers and lakes,
with large area of high mountains whose strata of Laurentian

or porphyritic gneiss, parts of the oldest

logical formation,

New

appear to have been the

first

known

geo-

dry land in

England, with rocky peaks whose scars record the

movement

in the drift period, and with resulting
though climatic conditions are favorable for
growth of staple foods, has required an outlay of labor estimated by competent authority at sixty days per acre to
secure its present productivity,
form an environment
which in other parts of the world has tended to develop
soil

of ice

which,

—

in

the inhabitants the qualities of

sturdiness, industry,

courage, independence.

Such

is

the presumption raised by this habitat.

does the story of the State disclose

What

?

1.
The planting of settlements of white men at Portsmouth, Dover, Exeter, and Hampton, whose avowed aim
was pecuniary gain.
2. The dealings of these white men with the aborigines,
who baptized many of our mountains and rivers with their
euphonious names, and who bequeathed to us legends
worthy of preservation and the wise sayings of that great
leader, Passaconnaway, sagamore of the Pennacooks.
The growth of the four towns whose isolation and
3.
necessities made them from 1623 to 1641 town-states,
as much entitled to that name as were the political bodies
called city-states in the Middle Ages.
The union of these four towns under the jurisdiction
4.
of Massachusetts from 1641 to 1679.
The decision of the English courts in 1677 that
5.
Massachusetts never was entitled to assume jurisdiction
over these four towns, and the erection of New Hampshire into a royal province, ruled by royal deputies, and

ADDRESS.
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attempts in 1684 to tax the people without their consent,
with results which foreshadowed the rebellion of 1776.
6.

A long contest

of the

settlers with the heirs of

the

Mason, and their stubborn manifesta" earth hunger, " which brought to their descend-

original proprietor,
tion of

ants the benefits of allodial tenures.
7.

A

noble part played by the colonists of

New Hamp-

shire in the Revolutionary struggle, their

immediate demonstration of their capacity for self-government, and their
large helpfulness in forming the federal union.
8. An early, continuing, and increasing contribution by
this new-born State to the strength, stability, and glory of
the Union through her sons and daughters, who, moving
westward, have become the founders of new commonwealths, through her industrial growth and her educational
and religious agencies, and through her political activities
in the anti-slavery struggle, and her heroic conduct in that
greatest of rebellions, whose suppression " kept the Union
whole, destroyed slavery, and maintained the constitution.

"

Are these elements the dry bones

may be

clothed with flesh and blood.

of

history

?

They

This State, as often

has been said, makes men.
It has made great men, men
whose pictured faces adorn the walls of its capitol, men
who still live in our institutions, and who should be made

known

in every schoolhouse within our borders, that their

example may speak to coming generations. This list during one century includes such names as Josiah Bartlett,
Matthew Thornton, Mesheck Weare, John Langdon,
Nicholas Oilman, John Sullivan, John Stark, Nathaniel
Folsom, William Plummer, Jeremiah Smith, Jeremiah
Mason, Daniel Webster, Levi Woodbury, John P. Hale,
Salmon P. Chase.
If

cogent reasons exist for the study of our state his-

tory and

it is

so rich in materials, but proper tools for

study, text-books

and maps, are not accessible, the

its

practi-
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cal question is

supplied

?

:

What

can be done

This question,

if

it

is

till

such

are

tools

wisely met, must receive

an answer varying with the mental equipment of the
teacher, the age of the pupil, the access of both to
libraries containing such books upon the history of our
State

as

Belknap's, Barstow's, McClintock's, the

New

Hampshire Historical Collections, the New Hampshire
Provincial Papers, Adams's Annals of Portsmouth, Walker's New Hampshire Federal Convention of 1788, Town
Histories, The Lives and Writings of American Statesmen, Waite's History of New Hampshire in the Rebellion.
Attempting to make only general answer, the following recommendations may be ventured
I.
Supplement the study of the history of the United
:

States by constantly referring pupils to our state histories,
if

these are available, requiring them to report the results of

their researches to the class orally or in writing, or,
histories are not available,

by dictating

if

such

to pupils the chief

events which occurred within the State contemporaneously

with those narrated

For

in

the text.

Under
may serve
Mason and Gorges, and

illustration, the following cases

colonization, sketch the careers of

:

the limits of

Mariana and Laconia, the grants they

ceived in the

new

world.

Under

outline the connections of Massachusetts and
shire from 1641 to 1679,

re-

intercolonial relations,

New Hamp-

and the origin of the abiding conUnder witchcraft, and the

troversy, the disputed boundary.

settlement of
in

New

Rhode

Island, notice the trial for witchcraft

Hampshire, and the conviction

of three

women

in

Quakers, their sentence to receive ten
lashes apiece on the bare back in each of ten towns, and
infliction of punishment in three.
Under French and

this State for being

Indian wars, point out the large number of
shire

men engaged,

New Hamp-

their distinguished part, its value as a

training school for the soldiers of
trated by the career of

the Revolution,

John Stark.

illus-

Under the Boston

ADDRESS.
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cannon
Newcastle harbor by Langdon and Sulli-

tea party of 1773, direct attention to the seizure of

and powder

in

Under the

van.

First Continental Congress, dwell

the conciliatory policy of the royal governor, John

upon

Went-

worth, and the calm but resolute purpose of

our great
grandfathers to " sink or swim, survive or perish " with

become
Under the Revolution, sketch
the share of New Hampshire men in that struggle in
which Massachusetts and' New Hampshire, Rhode Island
and Connecticut, furnished more than one half of all the
soldiers for our army, and show how the battle of Bennington, where New Hampshire had 1,000 out of 1,750 men,
was won by New Hampshire men with New Hampshire
powder and bullets. Under " the critical period " from

the rest of their countrymen in the attempt to
their

own

political masters.

1783 to 1789, outline the definitive establishment of state

government, and the border warfare over Vermont, the
attempt to establish a new world Lotharingia in the ConUnder the
necticut valley, and the Exeter riot in 1786.
adoption of the Federal Constitution, study the lives of
the

New Hampshire

delegates to the illustrious Convenwhich framed that instrument, and the story
the Convention of delegates from our towns which

tion of 1787
of

adopted
of the

it

in 1788, the

names

short session at

journment to meet

at

of their leaders, the reason

Exeter

Concord

in

in

June, 1788, the brief de-

bates, the close vote, the division of
cally,

and the significance of

its

February and the adthe State geographi-

being the ninth State to

Under other appropriate heads in the history of
United States, references, researches, and reports
may be made in relation to such subjects as the strife
between Federalists and Democratic Republicans in New
Hampshire after 1793, with- the transfer of political power
ratify.

the

from the former to the latter in 1805, and the culmination
of their struggle and of ecclesiastical quarrels in the
Dartmouth College case in 181 5-1 9; the passage of the

superintendent's report.
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Toleration act of 18I9, by which towns were deprived of

power

to levy taxes

for

support of public worship

turnpike craze which swept over the State from
1

8

1

5,

roads

the

;

1791 to

and the later construction of our canals and our railthe growth of our manufacturing industries the
;

;

origin and development

of

our

common

school system

the application of our share of the surplus of 1837, '^
of over ^800,000
the anti-slavery agitation in
;

;

sum

New

Hampshire, with its record of public meetings in Concord,
addressed by George Thompson and John G. Whittier
the establishment of the " Herald of Freedom " by Nathaniel P. Rogers
the fierce denunciation of the American church by Stephen S. Foster; the exciting state election of 1846, when the annexation of Texas was the dividing question, and, John P. Hale putting country above
party, liberty won
New Hampshire's important share in
putting down the Rebellion, which is evidenced in part by
the facts that she sent two regiments to the front two
months before the Legislature could meet, with funds
offered by banks and citizens, and that of all infantry regiments in the Northern army, the Fifth New Hampshire
suffered the greatest loss in battle, the Seventh lost more
men in a single battle than any other, and the colors of
the Thirteenth were the first to be borne in triumph into
Richmond.
2.
If want of suitable books prevents the supplementing of the history of the United States in such ways as
have been described, utilize the town histories, and urge
the pupils to talk with the elders and to gather up all local
traditions and so bring together material for local history.
The town histories of the four original towns, and of Londonderry, Charlestown No. 4, Hanover, Pittsburg, to cite
a few cases, furnish abundant material for discussion of
the influence of the Scotch-Irish upon the State, the
wild life of the frontier, Wheelock's educational mission,
;

;

'

;

ADDRESS.
and an international

conflict

known

303
as the Indian

Stream

War.
3.

Action by

all

interested in this subject to secure the

delivery of courses of lectures, similar to the Old South

Course in Boston, upon our state history, and the preparaby some competent person of a school history of New
Hampshire which shall do justice to her heroes and her
statesmen, and which shall set forth in due proportions the

tion

story of

her

social, industrial,

commercial, military,

civil,

educational, and religious development.

This commonwealth has a new official popularly called
Commissioner of Immigration.
His duty is to make a
census of our deserted farms, to investigate the causes of

abandonment, and to induce subjects of other governments to settle upon them. Whatever causes may be
found to have depopulated our hill-tops, and whatever gain
of wealth may be expected to result from their reoccupancy by aliens, it behooves the State to try to attach to
their

its soil

by those

ties

the ties of affection,

which are stronger than
its

its

granite,

rising generation, to acquaint every

native and every naturalized citizen of the State with the

names and works
foundations and

of

the

men and women who

laid

its

have preserved its fabric, and thus by
awaken and to perpetuate to chil-

praise of our heroes to

dren's children a patriotism which shall

not that

New Hampshire

is

emigrate, but a State which

deed

of

make them

say,

a good State from which to

never allows a noble

son or daughter to fade from the

memory

of

civic

man.
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REPORT.
The ninth annual

report of the State Board of Health, like

its

predecessors, represents only in a small measure the work of the

Board, or the sanitary progress that has been
Indeed, but little attempt
during the year.

made in the State
made in this di-

is

and that only in a general way, otherwise the reports ot
Board would become voluminous records of correspondence,
nuisances abated, investigations made, advice given, etc., etc.,
We endeavor to
without a commensurate value to the public.
rection,

the

present a record sufficient to indicate something of the general
sanitary

advancement

that

being made, and to

is

offer

such ad-

ditional matter as will give sanitary instruction to the public.

This

is

in

accordance with the plan originally adopted by the

Board, and we have seen no reason to change

How much

it.

such a course has had to do with the very marked progress in
sanitation which has taken place in

existence of the Board,
small part.

lage, as well as in
State.

we

This progress

The need

New Hampshire

during the

we

believe no

are unable to say
is

;

but

evident in every city, town, and

vil-

hundreds of segregated homes throughout the
of sanitary

work has been made

plain

to

thousands, else the results that are everywhere witnessed would

not have been accomplished.

While the Board has been ever active and aggressive,
arrogate to itself the honor of alone accomplishing so

We

it

cannot

much

for

acknowledge the grand
work of the press, of nearly or quite every newspaper in the
State in supporting the endeavors of this Board by spreading
the public good.

would

first

of

all

broadcast information upon hygienic subjects, thereby making
possible to secure sanitary reforms that, without such aid,

have been impossible, or at

least

much

longer delayed.

it

would
Also,

we have the hearty co-operation of the medical profession, and
of other active sanitarians in almost every town.

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
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It is,

of course, within the expected and legitimate province

of a state board of health to inaugurate sanitary work; to urge

and stimulate local boards
advise and

recommend

performance of their duty

to the

action

deemed necessary

if

;

;

to

to establish

and regulations ; to enforce measures for the restricand prevention of disease; in fact, to be ever watchful of
the public health interests of the State.
These duties, always
onerous, frequently perplexing, have been made much less burdensome, and the results have been proportionately greater,
through the hearty and cordial co-operation which we have recertain rules

tion

ceived from

all

sources.

Another evidence of
vention of disease,

is

a

growing

interest

and belief

in the pre-

manifested in the fact that each year brings

Board an increased amount of work, especially in the diand recommendations, sought from individual
sources, concerning unsanitary environments and conditions of
almost every kind and character imaginable.
The people more
to the

rection of advice

largely than ever before realize that there

between uncleanly surroundings and

ill

often a relationship

is

health, that disease does

not appear without a cause, and hence the intelligent efforts that
are

now being made
known

to avert

merly was not

many

a physical disaster that for-

to be preventable.

This,

if

there were

no

other evidence, indicates that the work of the Board, augmented

and emphasized by the co-operative aids above recognized, has
educated the people in sanitary matters to an extent doubtless unexcelled,

if

equaled, by any other State in the Union.

SANITARY ADVANCEMENT.

The

general sanitary advancement, therefore,

We

gree satisfactory.

that there has been a

say that there

is

condition than

have only

to

most notable progress.

not a town in the State but
it

was

five years

is

to a high de-

look back a few years to see
It is
is

ago, and in

probably safe to

in a better sanitary

many

rural

towns the

continuance of undesirable conditions at the present time

owing

is

to the lack of funds rather than to a total ignorance of

their bearing

upon

life

and

health.

Towns

that for generations

gave no thought to hygiene have been aroused from their inactivity to intelligent a,nd

systematic action, and the results are to be

REPORT.
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Typhoid fever has almost vanished
witnessed on every hand.
from some towns that formerly had an annual outbreak of the
Scarlet fever has been greatly lessened by isolation and
disease.
and diphtheria by the same means is rendered less
fearful to any community that will avail itself of these safeguards.
No progressive town to-day thinks of neglecting sanitary matters,
disinfection,

or of ignoring an outbreak of infectious or contagious disease,

was formerly the practice.

as

We

have in the State

and

health,

their

average citizen

is

necessities of his

many

number

is

also better

efficient

and active

local boards of

increasing with each

informed

in regard

town and the importance of sanitation

vate and public interests.

Private

in

to pri-

however, are the

interests,

greater stimuli to sanitary action, as evidenced by the

complished

The

year.

to the sanitary

manufacturing communities and in

work ac-

towns

fre-

quented by summer boarders.
Public institutions, ahnshouses, asylums,

etc.,

have been placed

more healthful basis public water-supplies are rapidly increasing and supplanting the often dangerously polluted well ;
upon

a

;

sewers have been constructed ni towns where, but a short time
ago, the proposition would not have received a half-dozen votes.

Thus there are many proofs of a sanitary advancement

that

is

contributing every day to the material prosperity of the State,
well as to

as

the happiness

and comfort of thousands of our

citizens.

SUMMER RESORTS.
There are tens of thousands of summer
the State annually in search of recreation
ity

visitors

and

coming

health.

A

into

major-

of these visitors are of the most intelligent class, and are, as

they should be, ever watchful for agreeable and healthful sur-

roundings.

They demand

that the conditions shall be such that

the danger of incurring disease therefrom shall be reduced to

minimum. The advice and earnest efforts of this Board have
to the same end, while the local board in many a summerresort town has been creditably active and watchful.
the

been

We

have inspected, or caused to be inspected,

summer

hotels

many

of our

and boarding-houses and have repeatedly urged

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
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upon the proprietors the importance of good
pecuniary benefit accVuing therefrom.
to secure the

It is

needed improvements, when

isknown

it

and the

sanitation,

not a difficuU matter
that a single

case of diphtheria, typhoid fever, or other zymotic disease,

an immediate

loss of business

;

and

means

as a rule the summer-resort

property-owners pay close attention to the sanitary needs of their
respective places.

We
as

it is

maintain that

it is

the duty of the State to protect, as far

who visit this "
The money which they

able, the health of the thousands

land of America

'
'

each year.

Switzerleave

is

of incalculable benefit to the State, for which the latter should

provide every comfort, facility of
its protection and
and every courtesy that it can reasonably vouchsafe. The
summer traveler has made valuable many a valley and hillside that
without his patronage would not be worth the taxes now paid upon
supports schools and churches; builds better highthe property
ways beautifies and vivifies many a town that but for him would
be moss-grown and silent constructs and maintains railroad

extend
travel,

;

;

;

lines

;

exerts a moral

and educational influence

;

contributes to

and intelligence of many localities increases property valuation and in innumerable other ways adds to the welfare
and prosperity of the State. First, then, among our obligations
to the summer visitor is the protection, as far as possible, of himthe culture

;

;

and family against diseases arising from sanitary neglect or
oversight, to accomplish which a large work has already been ac-

self

complished.

Our

resorts, as a rule, are in excellent condition,

but they require constant supervision in order to keep them

so.

RAILRO.\D SANITATION.

There has been

for the past

few years an annual improvement

in the sanitary condition of our railway stations

The

jDrogress in this direction has

eral

advancement

tions,

many

We

in hygiene.

tions of the stations

been

and have

in

and grounds.

keeping with the gen-

have made frequent inspec-

offered occasional

of which have been carried into

recommenda-

effect.

It

is

the

settled policy of our railroad corporations to provide, as far as

possible, sanitary

appointments of the

much good work

has been accomplished by the

treal

and the Boston

&

Maine

first

order.

To

Concord

this

end

& Mon-

railroads, although there are

some

REPORT.
stations that are

promised
It is

still

connection

in

stated

to

It should be
improvements are

subject to severe criticism.

with the

latter,

that

be made as rapidly as practicable.

gratifying to report that the railroads of the State heart-

co-operate with this Board in

ily

11

all efforts to

secure sanitary im-

provements.

ALMSHOUSES.
In the

made

last

annual report of this Board a general statement was

of the sanitary condition of the almshouses and some of the

penal institutions of the several counties, hence
necessary to

make another

report at this time.

it is

It

deemed un-

should be said,

however, that a careful inspection of these institutions has been

made by
able

to

made.

the Board during the year, and

it

is

gratifying to be

some very marked improvements are being
Chief among these should be mentioned a new brick
state that

building for the insane in connection with the Cheshire county

almshouse

a new jail in Coos county, to take the place of the
and dilapidated building that constituted the former
some improvements at the Carroll county almshouse,
;

disgraceful
jail

;

also

by providing protection against fire, new bathrooms, better venMinor improvements have also been
tilation for the jail, etc.
made at some of the other almshouses. There is scarcely an almshouse in the State that has not been very materially improved
during the past few years, and as a whole they are at present in a
very creditable condition, but by no means has the limit of improvement been reached in some of them.
In most instances the recommendations of the Board have been
favorably entertained by the county commissioners and county
delegations, and the necessary appropriations made to carry the
There are, however, some conditions
propositions into effect.
that require remedying, and these will be acted upon as soon as
practicable.
Our county almshouses, as at present administered,
are most beneficent institutions, making comfortable hom.es for a
large number of unfortunate persons, some of whom were never
before so well cared for.
There is at the present day a tendency
to take some pride in these institutions rather than to regard them
as

mere

necessities, as has formerly

been the

case.
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THE COMMISSION OF LUNACY.

The

State

Board of Health, under a law passed

the Board of Commissioners of Lunacy.

The

in 1S89,

is

also

additional work

upon the Board has been of considerable magnitude
It has been necessary
year of the Commission.
personal examination of between four and five hun-

thus placed

during the
to

make

a

first

dred insane persons, with a view

Asylum

for the Insane.

whom it might
New Hampshire

to selecting those

be deemed best to give remedial treatment at the

In addition thereto, the Board has

made

frequent inspections of the several county asylums, also the state

asylum.

This work has not yet been

any

statistics

for such a

in progress

long enough to afford

or deductions of special value; but the necessity

work has been most emphatically proved.

Thus

far,

between eighty and ninety insane persons have been removed,
mostly from the county asylums, and given remedial treatment at
These cases were from the so-called " incurthe state asylum.
Already there has been about thirteen per cent of
able " class.
recoveries, besides a large
efited.

This

movement

A

fact

alone

is

number who have been materially benshow the wisdom of such a

sufficient to

in the treatment of our indigent insane.

upon the work of the Board of Commissioners
first report to embrace
October
All persons
year
ending
the work for the
31, 1890.
particularly interested in this work are referred to that report.
special report

of Lunacy will be published annually, the

REPORTS ON DIPHTHERIA AND TYPHOID FEVER.

The

reports from the physicians of the State, concerning ty-

phoid fever and diphtheria, which have been published in the
annual report of this Board for several years past, are omitted
this year, as

it

is

believed that the public have been pretty well

informed concerning these diseases, and are thoroughly alive to
The testimony
the importance of sanitation in their prevention.
of physicians has been more pronounced and emphatic from year
to year that unsanitary conditions, if not the direct, are at least

There
some difference of opinion as to the exact etiology of
diphtheria and typhoid fever, but that unsanitary conditions have

the exciting cause in a majority of cases of these diseases.
has been

13
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a close connection with their causation and development, as well

chances of recovery,

as greatly lessen the

is

unanimous

the almost

opinion.

We know

these reports have

done a

vast deal of good,

have permeated, to a greater or

their

teachings

every

community

and

that

lesser extent,

in the State.

In this report we take up a subject of

still

greater importance,

and present the testimony of our physicians in regard

to pul-

monary consumption.
LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

The work now being done by
by

the local boards of health

these local health officers, in nearly every

cities of the State,

which substantiate

town and

— not
In

the cities

and

of the

make
is

including most of the

towns,

We

are of the opinion that

it

the

its

worth,

the needed improve-

elected,

board of selectmen, failing to appoint, are

all

sadly neg-

larger towns, as well as in

the smaller, a local board of health
jority

is

always from a lack of appreciation of

but owing to financial inability to
ments.

very

There are

this statement.

towns, however, in which the subject of sanitation
lected,

is

Elsewhere may be found sanitary reports

creditable as a whole.

some of

while in a ma-

smaller ones, the

ex-officio health officers.

would be better

health were elected or appointed in every town.

if

It is

a board

of

seldom that

a board of selectmen are as well qualified to perform the duties

of health officers as some others

towns where health

officers are

who might be

selected.

In

all

not elected at the annual town

meeting, the selectmen have authority under the law to appoint
such officer or

officers.

In some towns, however, the selectmen

have shown themselves to be very

The

sanitary

noticeable, as

ago.

efficient in health

improvements accomplished

in

many towns

matters.
are very

compared with the conditions existing a few years

While a few towns are

liable to criticism for their neglect

of sanitary duties, our local boards of health are, as a whole,

doing'a most creditable work for their respective towns and for
the State at large.

.
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The high
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rate of mortality from

consumption,

as

shown by the

registration reports of the past few years, has led to the consid-

by

eration of the subject

some information

Board, with a view to presenting

this

to the people

at large

that

may

materially

reduce the

death rate from

now almost

universally conceded that this should be

the

list

this

inasmuch

disease,

as

it

is

added

to

"
of " preventable diseases.

and 8 of the report of the State Board of Health
at some length, and regulations for the
prevention and restriction of the disease were suggested. During
In volumes

this subject

7

was discussed

the past year

we have thought

it

advisable to secure the opinions

of the physicians of the State upon certain points in connection

To

with the disease.
questions

this

end a blank containing the following

was prepared and

throughout the State

sent

to

the

medical

profession

:

STATE OF

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

REPORT ON PULMONARY PHTHISIS.
[We

desire that the following questions be

most complete manner
each physician in his

possible, according to the

own

practice.

in the fullest and
knowledge and experience of

answered

State Board of Health, 1890.]

TOPOGRAPHY.
Please give the topographical characteristics
far as

you can

of your town,

including, as

:

1

Nature of

2.

Geological formation.

3.

Relative acreage of

4.

Is there

soil.

much

hill, flat,

stagnant water

and swamp land.
?

" Phthisis Pulmonalis," "Tuber"
culosis, " " Pulmonary Tuberculosis, " " Pulmonary Consumption, " and " Consumption
are used in this report as synonymous terms, although some physicians make a slight distinction in their use.

*The

terms

"Pulmonary Phthisis," "Phthisis,"

PHTHISIS.
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5.

Are cases of pulmonary phthisis very frequent

6.

Do

7.

In your opinion, what are the more frequent predisposing causes of this

disease

you beheve the bacillus

tiiberailosis to

Do

Have you known

unsanitary conditions
11.

?

of this disease

?

due

is

imperfect

to

ven-

bad ventilation of schoolhouses has had much

)'ou think that

do with causing consumption
10.

?

?

What part in the causation
tilation ?
What to dampness ?
8.

9.

your practice

in

be the cause of the disease

to

later in life ?

of any cases which were

caused by

surely

pretty

If so, please give particulars.

Please give any cases which seem to illustrate the hereditaiy tendency of

the disease.
12.

Please communicate any observations which seem to

show

the infec-

tiousness of phthisis.
13.

What

sanitary measures

would you recommend

to

prevent the spread of

the disease ?
14.

To what

extent would you

recommend

the isolation of patients with

this disease ?

15.
16.

Would you recommend the disinfection of the sputa
What protective measures would you recommend

a hereditary tendency to develop or acquire the disease
17.

Have you

of this disease
18.

What

?

in

families having

?

complete recovery in cases

occasionally or ever observed

?

measures, aside from medical treatment, would you

recommend

as

being of the greatest benefit to those whose means do not admit of change
of climate or extensive travel
19.

What

?

general measures

mortality from the disease

would you recommend

Following are the replies returned, arranged

We

form.

1.

It

condensed

in a

of the most vital im-

There are some

features of the reports

that are especially noticeable,

called

reduce the large

believe they contain matter

portance to the people.

is

to

?

and

to

which particular attention

:

is

very evident that

the physicians

subject a very careful consideration,

have given

the

and have been particularly

careful in expressing their opinions.
2.

Upon some

points, especially those relating to the exciting

causes of consumption,
the prevention

and

and the methods

to

be employed

restriction of the disease, there

unanimity of opinion.

is

in

a marked

;
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As

to

whether or not the disease

culosis, there is

some

regard

reporting

of those

jority

is

caused by the bacillus tuber-

difference of thought, although a large

the

bacilli

the

as

ma-

cause

of

This, however, is a medical question
pulmonary phthisis.
and has no particular bearing so far as the public are
It
should also be borne in mind that the
concerned.
opinions expressed are based upon individual practice and
observation of the disease as it prevails in New England.

No

preface or review can

commmend

therefore

do

justice to these reports,

their careful consideration

and we

to all persons

interested in this important subject.

AcwoRTH

— Sullivan

GEORGE
Topography.

— The

soil

N.
is

County.

POWERS, M.
of sandy

D.

loam

;

geological

mation, sandstone and mica; nine tenths of the town
land, very
is

little flat

land and no swamps of any extent.

no stagnant water near dwellings, and probably not

is

forhill

There
ten acres

of wet, undrained land in town.
Phthisis.
in

my

— Cases of pulmonary

the past five
as

phthisis are not very frequent

There have been several cases in town within
Allowing me to judge, there have been
years.

practice.

many

any other town

cases as in

in the State in proportion to

inhabitants.
I

do not believe the

disease.
are,

In

my

in general,

bacillus tuberculosis to

digestive function

filth,

inherited weak
;
coming by way of the

anything that lowers vitality

digestion or assimilation, phthisis always

excessive

be the cause of the

opinion the more frequent predisposing causes

;

sexual excess

menstrual flux

bad food, bad

air,

;

by masturbation or intercourse

too frequent gestation

;

exposure to

bad dwellings, bad ablutions, bad drink-

ing-water.

Probably one half of the cases are due to imperfect ventilation;
little directly to dampness ; indirectly, dampness causes

very

many

A

cases.

priori bad

life.

No

would have, and
do with causing consumption in later

ventilation of schoolhouses

doubtless has had,

much

to

question but imjicrfect ventilation of schoolhouses has

PHTHISIS.

many

Started, in

a

life,
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which have terminated in con-

diseases

sumption.

Have known

of two cases which were

pretty

—

surely

caused

two women who worked very hard
by unsanitary conditions,
and drank contaminated water their food was evidently not of
;

the best, and their sleeping-apartments were never ventilated.

Have had no experience

that

would indicate the inheritability

or infectiousness of phthisis.

Would recommend,

medicinally,

antiseptics,

an ti ferments,

pure ingesta for stomach and lungs, to prevent the spread

The board of

the disease.

of

health should place in every family a

Would

printed circular of warning.

isolate the patient only as

a sanitary measure.

Would recommend
thing

and every-

the disinfection of the sputa,

Inhale disinfectants and take them into the alimen-

else.

tary canal.

In families having a hereditary tendency to develop or acquire
the disease I

good

food,

aifects the

would recommend, as protective measures, good
and day, thorough sanitation in all that

air night

bodily condition.

Have never been called to a case until too late for recovery.
The board of health could do more than any other agency in the
State

to

mitigate

this

disease,

for

it

endeavors

to

prevent

disease.
It

must be admitted by

all

that proper food,

and drinking-water, and the stopping of

all

good ventilation
upon the

drains

do more for tuberculous patients than travel or
and I may as well add, than medicine.
To reduce the large mortality from this disease, I should
advocate thorough sanitation.
Send to every family in the State
a statement of the causes of phthisis, as set forth by the physicians
of the State.
Warn the people as often as the quack tells of his

system

will

change of climate

medicine
it

ye

for sale.

in every way.
fail

to

—

Post

it,

bring

it

before the people, advertise

Remember what God

warn them, their blood

said to his prophet

will I require at thy

:

hand."

" If

state board of health.
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Amherst

— Hillsborough

herbert

— In

Topography.

County,

hicks, m. d.

d.

the village

the

soil

sandy, covered by

is

twelve to eighteen inches of loam, and overlying, at the depth of

about twenty

feet,

village stands, the

The

soil

Outside the plain on which the

quicksand.

ground

is

generally higher, breaking into

resembles that of the village in

rocks break the surface.

The

erate over the swamps.

There

Phthisis.

my

— Cases of

hill
is

and
very

its

flat

sandy nature.

hills.

Granite

lands greatly prepond-

little

stagnant water.

phthisis are not of frequent occurrence in

and even then are usually of mild character and slow

practice,

course.

According
ology

I

to the present

state of our

knowledge of

bacteri-

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of pulmo-

nary consumption. The experiments of Koch, by which the
bacillus is isolated from the sputum of phthisical patients, cultivated and introduced into the systems of healthy lower animals

with the unvarying result of reproducing the disease, and again
finding the bacillus in the organism of the animal, seem to

me

manner which cannot be controverted.
more frequent predisposing causes of the

to establish this fact in a

my

In

opinion the

disease are:
its

and

An

i.

power of

unhealthy condition of the system, by which

resistance to the bacteria of the disease

the blood

becomes a

plication of germs; this

ventilated

fertile soil for

may be

caused by confinement in poorly

rooms, especially in company with

already tuberculous;

2.

weakened
and multi-

is

the growth

Exposure

to

those

who

are

cold or dampness, which

depresses the vital powers and thus decreases the power of resist-

ance to disease
ficient clothing

those

ill

;

3.

Poverty which entails poor food, and insuf-

which

also depresses vitality

;

4.

Attendance on

with phthisis.

Imperfect ventilation plays a great part in the development of
the disease, as witness the great frequency of phthisis in

New Eng-

land during the early part of this century and until within twenty
or thirty years, during which period the open fireplace was closed

and the air-tight stove introduced. Dampness is not so prominent
a factor, except when it accompanies poor ventilation but all
;
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germs are more viable in a moist atmosphere than

Dampness

also lowers the temperature of the

dry one.

in a

body and thus

aids

in depressing vitality.

do not think the bad ventilation of schoolhouses has had much

I

influence in causing consumption in later

has been introduced into the system
disease cannot remain latent for

ing

itself in

some manner.

by

life,

unless the bacillus

that means.

I

think the

any length of time without show-

Imperfect ventilation

a majority of our schoolhouses, yet

it

is

is

common

in

a rare thing to find a

tuberculous child.

can recall some cases which

I

tary conditions.

I

think were developedhy unsani-

Mere unsanitary conditions of themselves can

not cause the disease

;

the bacillus tuberculosis must be present,

either in the patient's system in a latent or

undeveloped

state, or

in the patient's surroundings ready to be introduced into his sys-

This being the case, the unhealthy conditions

tem.

One

may

aid in

which I recall, a
woman, lived in a house where the windows were seldom opened,
especially in winter; the rooms were heated by a coal stove;
she and her husband occupied a sleeping-room about ten feet
the air in the house always had a foul odor.
The woman
square
developed phthisis of right apex, resulting in cough with nummustarting the disease.

case of this character

;

lar sputa streaked

Had

with blood, also raised large quantities of blood.

dullness of right apex, tubular respiration, fine crepitant rales

and blowing sounds on inspiration and expiration corresponding
Could not learn that any of her relatives were
to heart sounds.
consumptive.
Case two, a man, working all day in a hot, unventilated shoe shop (in winter),

developed phthisis in both

apexes.
I

do not believe the disease

The following

is

hereditary.

would seem to show the infectiousness of
the disease
A man of this town died of phthisis, his two daughters caring for him during his illness.
They lived in an unventilated house.
Three or four years after, one daughter developed
phthisis, lived several years and then died.
The second daughter,
who was in attendance upon the first, has died of the same disease
within a year. Another case, a man of this town, died of phthisis.
His son, then a boy of nine or ten years, has developed phthisis
:

cases

;

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
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within eighteen months of this date (August, 1890)
the disease
The third case, a woman of
is at present in a quiescent state.
;

sixty years, has died of the disease within a few months.

She
enough to require the care of her son for about ten months,
He has developed
during which time he was constantly near her.
the same disease, which is at present making rapid progress. I can
also recall one or two instances where either a husband or a wife
In all
has contracted the disease while waiting upon the other.
these cases enumerated the patients who contracted the disease
were previously healthy.
As sanitary measures for the prevention of the disease I would
recommend: i. Ventilation; there is nothing better than an
Isolation of the patient
2.
open fireplace with a fire in it
Disinfection of sputa, clothes, utensils, also bed furnishings,
3.
dishes, and in fact everything that has been used by the patient
or been in the same room with him.
was

ill

;

I

would
and

alone,

himself.

isolate the patient to the extent of
if

Of

having him sleep

confined to the house he should be in a room by
course

it

would be impossible

tion with the patient's family.

to forbid

communica-

Children should not be fondled

or kissed by tuberculous patients.

He

should have, as

far as

and utensils, and these should be
The hands and clothing of his nurses should

possible, separate linen, dishes,

disinfected after use.
also be disinfected.

I would most certainly advocate the disinfection of the sputa.
Not only should the sputa be received in a vessel containing a

strong disinfectant, but

all

before washing, or, what

rags or linen used should be disinfected
is

better

still,

burned.

If the sputa

is

received in a paper cup, both can be easily burned.

As

protective measures in families having a hereditary ten-

would recommend
life,
good food,
the skin,
other
woolen
worn
next
flannel
or
clothing,
warm
gymnastic exercises proper for the development of the chest and

dency
free

to develop or

ventilation

of

acquire the disease,

dwellings,

an

I

outdoor

strengthening of the lungs. If the patient's calling necessitates
his

confinement

obtain

in ill-ventilated

employment

in

some

rooms, he should be advised to

outdoor

occupation.

Medical

aids to increase the nourishment of the system are serviceable.

If
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on high land, well drained, and
and other rooms.
The milk used should be examined to insure its freedom from
the bacillus tuberculosis, and the cows from which it is taken

possible, the dwelling should be

the sunlight given free access to the chambers

should also be examined.
I

known

have

of cases of this disease in which the symptoms

should hesitate to say that the disease

have disappeared, but

I

was entirely cured.

know

the disease

is

conditions

it

I

of some cases in this town where

under certain
At the most, I should

in a state of repose, but I think that

might be again awakened.

powers of resistance to the disease were greatly

say that the

weakened.
Aside from medical treatment,

I would recommend to those
whose means do not admit of change of climate or extensive

an outdoor

travel,

be out in
feet or

life

and occupation.

to

wear flannel next the skin, to avoid getting

body

other portions of the
to

life

direct patients to

I

weathers, except, of course, storms and heavy rains,

warmly,

to dress

door

all

be almost curative

in

wet.

I

consider

beginning to develop.

The

made

of antiseptics leads

the knowledge

in

something

will

will, either

by

be discovered

great

that,

which

advance

out-

me

to

is

just

being

hope that

being taken into the system,

presence in the blood or

its

the

mild cases or in those

its

elimination by the

and thus cure the disease.
To reduce the mortality from phthisis I would recommend the
isolation of those confined to the house, and all other measures
enumerated above.
In case of death, the room and everything

lungs, kill the bacilli

that has

come

in contact with the patient should be thoroughly

The

disinfected.

necessity for the latter measure

by the chart on pp.

14, 15

of the Annual

Medical Sciences, 1889, being the "location of
phthisis,

hemoptysis,

occurred in the

fifth

(1863-1887)."
the

cases,

It is

where

is

well

of the
all

shown

Universal

deaths from

and tuberculosis of every kind which
ward of Philadelphia for twenty-five years
interesting to notice that, in a majority of

one case

has

occurred

in

a house

others

and
no one
knows how many have been attacked with the disease and

have followed
in

;

in

some houses

several cases have followed,

one house thirteen have died of the disease

— and

;
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With our present

have either improved or removed elsewhere.

knowledge of antiseptics and disinfectants, is it too much to say
that this showing of Philadelphia's death trap might have been
changed and its numerous dead have been alive, perhaps, to-day
had the proper measures been carried out in those houses
with the

first

appearance of the disease

Berlin Falls

FRANK
Topography. — The

soil

— Coos County.
COLBY,

A.

?

i\L

D.

deep over the underlying rock.

five feet

loam from one

a light, sandy

is

The

to

geological for-

mation consists of coarse Berlin gneiss, found in the White
Mountain region of New Hampshire, and is composed of dark
gray quartz,

light-colored

feldspar,

coarse granite in massive veins, with

with much black mica;
"dikes" of trap of great
The
great deal of schist.

width and of dark greenish color
township is mostly mountainous, parts of
;

Pilot,

Pliney,

and

The land is very
The Upper Ammonoosuc, Dead, and Androscoggm
broken.
A small part of the area is swamp
rivers traverse the town.
mostly hilly and mountainous, with rapid streams and many
Crescent ranges of mountains in the territory.

31,000 acres in township
under improvement, the remainder mountains and forests.

arable strips along the valleys

;

;

1,500

Very

stagnant water.

little

Phthisis.

practice

Do

— Cases of

this disease

are not very frequent in

my

much

the

occasionally have a case.

;

not believe the bacillus tuberculosis to

cause of phthisis as

is

be so

the total ignoring or ignorance

of the

rules of hygiene.

In

my

ity, diet

by

opinion the more frequent predisposing causes are heredof salt pork and kindred abominations

farmers,

and an

tenement houses.
for

warmer

innutritions diet

Among women,

among

up
no

among men, whisky and tobacco and working

have a tendency to develop the disease.

lation probably causes one half of this disease
to

crowded

following fashions gotten

under sawmills,

in certain manufactories, as chemical pulp mills,

due

adhered to

climates, thin shoes, small bonnets, and cotton or

underwear, and

etc.,

still

laborers in

dampness.

Imperfect venti;

small per cen
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think the improper ventilation of schoolhouses has had much
do with causing consumption in later life, especially among
girls of feeble constitution and with a hereditary tendency.
Have known of four cases, men who worked in sawmill in a
damp place, in which no other cause than unsanitary conditions
I

to

could be assigned

men working

for

its

development.

Two

cases

occurred

chemical pulp mill, burning black

asli.
In
one family the death of a mother, her two sons, and her two
sisters would seem to indicate the hereditary tendency of the

in

in a

disease.

As

would recommend pure air in houses,
woolen underwear in our changeable climate, isolation of pronounced cases, attention to rules of hygiene,
good, wholesome, nourishing food. This for families. State
sanitary measures I

cleanliness of person,

legislation

regarding over-crowding of houses, tenements,

viz., fresh-air

law and enforce

etc.,

it.

At certain stages and under certain conditions of the disease,
would isolate it as rigidly as diphtheria or small-pox.
I would recommend the disinfection of the sputa, also all
excreta emanating from the patient, as feces, sputa, urine,

thrown

products

The bedding should

off.

also

and

all

be thoroughly

disinfected.

As protective measures
dency

in

families having a

hereditary

ten-

would recommend,
besides the above measures, change of climate, upon the first
symptoms of the disease, to an equable, sunny locality. Avoid
to develop or acquire

the

disease,

marriage.

Possibly

Think

I

there

may be complete recovery from phthisis.
it, but am very uncertain.
I wish there

have observed

might be public
in our State,

exercise,

and

institutions, in the healthiest and best locations
where patients could have proper care, food, air,

light,

and where hygienic measures would be en-

forced.

As general measures
lic

measures necessary for
lic

I

would advocate education

schools in regard to the nature of the disease
its

restriction

in the puband preventive

and prevention

;

arouse pub-

sentiment to the gravity and danger of the disease

tion of marrias:e

under certain conditions.

;

restric-

state board of health.
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Bristol
j.

Topography.

— The

— Grafton County,
m. bishop, m. d.

soil

is

stony, but fertile.

very hilly, except along the rivers
Phthisis.
tice.

Am

— Cases

;

The land

of this disease are not frequent in

not fully decided in

the bacillus tuberculosis

is

my

is

no swamps.

my

prac-

opinion as to whether or not

the cause of the disease.

opinion that any thing or condition

Am

of the

diminishes the free

that

action of the lungs or lowers the vitality of the system, for a

longer or shorter period of time,

posing cause.

is

more frequently the

predis-

Imperfect ventilation and dampness no doubt

have an influence in

its

causation.

Have never thought

that the

imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses had anything to do w-ith
the consumption of later

life

;

do not think

it

has in the public

schools.

Have never known

a case that appeared to have been caused

by unsanitary conditions; know of none
lustrate the hereditary

that

would seem to

tendency or the infectiousness of the

il-

dis-

ease.

All those measures which are conducive to

be recommended

No
it

in

good health

are to

connection with phthisis.

person should sleep with a tuberculous patient, neither

advisable for any one to be confined to the same

length of time.

Would recommend

the

room

disinfection

for

is

any

of the

sputa.

As

protective measures in families with a tendency to the dis-

would recommend a dwelling as free as possible from
sudden changes of temperature; cool air; free exercise in the
open air ; walking, when strength will permit, when not, riding
or swinging gymnastic exercises of such kind as will strengthen
and develop lung capacity cold sponge bath daily, with brisk
ease, I

;

;

friction.

Think I have observed complete recovery from the disease in
one instance.
In general, all measures that have a tendency to restore and
maintain the condition which we
advocated.

call

'-good health " should be

;;
:

zo

phthisis.

— Hillsborough County,

Brookline
c.

Topography.

— The

holcombe, m.

h.

d.

of light loam in central portion of

soil is

The

the town, heavier on the hills to the north, east, and west.

geological formation
are

there

is

composed of igneous,

granite

several

We

uated in the lowest part.
water.
Phthisis.

have had

— This

The

quarries.

equally divided between hilly and

disease

is

flat

unstratified rock

acreage

about

is

land, the village being

swamp

have no

land

my

not very frequent in

sit-

no stagnant

;

practice

two and a half years, all except one case
adjoining towns or brought here for care by

five cases in

being either in
friends.

I believe the bacillus tuberculosis to

Am

be the cause of phthisis.

of the opinion that the more frequent predisposing causes

are family history of phthisis, alcoholic excesses, bad hygiene, a
peculiar delicacy of constitution

Next

disease.

and an

to an inherited tendency,

inability to withstand

think impure air

is

the

most important predisposing cause. Causative diseases are often
brought on by exposure to wet and cold or change from a dry to
a

damp

Am

climate.

of the opinion that the imperfect ventilation of school-

houses has had

much

later life, especially

influence in causing the consumption of

when

associated with the overwork of the

young.

Can

cite

no

conditions.

A

cases that were positively induced

case of rapid phthisis

twenty years who had spent
All cases under

my

Have not

girl

of

nights in a skating-rink.

observation have shown a family history of

the same disease, which

tendency.

many

by unsanitary

developed in a

would seem

to

indicate

its

hereditary

seen the infectiousness of the disease es-

pecially illustrated, unless

it

be suggested by the death of a
a long time

daughter from acute tuberculosis, she having for
slept

To

with her mother

who had chronic consumption.

prevent the spread of the disease should advocate the dis-

and dejections and then burying them
would forbid the marriage of persons in consumption
care to
infection of the sputa

;
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pure air and

secure

drinking-water;

food

patient

is

not necessary

if

from disease;

free

Think

cleanse the sickroom as after diplitheria.

isolation of the

proper sanitary measures are taken.

"Would thoroughly disinfect the sputa and allow none to dry in
the room.
( In a case which I have at present, 1890, I think

down

the disease extends

and

the digestive tract, and the vomitus

feces are treated like the sputa.)

In families having a hereditary tendency to develop or acquire
the disease would

mild chest exercise.

recommend change of climate, outdoor life,
The general health should be kept in the

best possible condition.

Have never observed

a complete recovery from the disease.

In cases that do not admit of change of climate would recom-

mend,

if in

good food,

doors, a change of occupation, plenty of

chest development in the open air, restriction in the use of alco-

hol and tobacco.

As general measures for the restriction and prevention of
would recommend better drainage, especially in thickly
settled localities; would forbid the manufacture and sale of in-

phthisis

toxicating drinks as a beverage,

thus

reducing poverty

.the

;

formation of societies for the promotion of good marriages and

bad ones

prevention of

the

houses by health

Canaan

Topography.
the hilly

land

little

;

Phthisis.
in

my

better

— Grafton

b. e.

that

;

of

inspection

tenement

officers.

— The
land

soil

County,

willey, m. d.
is

very sandy as a

predominated largely

;

Should say

rule.

very

little

swamp

or no stagnant water.

— Cases of

practice.

I

pulmonary phthisis are not very frequent

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the

cause of the disease.

In

my

opinion the more frequent predisposing causes are

Constant exposure to other cases of phthisis;

2.

A

from other causes
3. Improper hygiene.
Improper ventilation and dampness have little

itated

:

i.

system debil-

;

causation of the disease, in

my

opinion, except

connection with direct exposure to the disease

to

do with the

when taken

itself.

in
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Cases illustrating the hereditary tendency or the infectiousness

come under my observation.
Would recommend, as sanitary measures, good ventilation,
large room in which the patient may be properly isolated, and

of the disease have not

perfect cleanliness as regards the patient

Would

and

his surroundings.

while indoors, and
and bathroom with an-

isolate the patient as far as possible

forbid his sharing his sleeping-apartment

other person.

Would recommend

the disinfection of the sputa, clothing,

and

surroundings.

As
to

protective measures for families with a hereditary tendency

develop or acquire the disease, would recommend good

and plenty of

it

good food

;

:

outdoor exercise

sleeping-apartment for each person
as far as

vanced

possible, of actual

cases

if

possible

a

;

strict

;

air

separate

avoidance,

of the disease, especially ad-

cases.

Have never observed

a recovery from the disease.

In order to reduce the large mortality from phthisis, would ad-

vocate

:

I.

First of all, disinfection of the sputa

of actual cases to prevent spread of the disease
of patients by good tonics, good

;

;

3.

air, cleanliness,

2.

Isolation

Building up

and proper ex-

ercise.

Claremont
a. r.

— The

— Sullivan County.

cummings, m.

d.

composed of gravel and loam the
slate, some granite.
We have
more hilly than flat land, and no swamp lands. The town is sitWe
uated between the Green and the White mountain ranges.
have no stagnant water.
The Sugar river flows through the cenThe
ter of the village and has six or eight falls in that distance.
west bank of the Connecticut river forms the western boundary
Topography.

geological formation

soil is

is

;

mostly

of the town.
Phthisis.

in

my

— Cases

practice.

I

of pulmonary phthisis are not very frequent
believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the

cause of the disease, while imperfect nutrition

predisposing cause.

may be

a frequent
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I

believe that imperfect ventilation has

much

do with the

to

causation of the disease, but bad ventilation of schoolhouses has

had no particular influence upon it in this town.
Have known whole families to be carried off with

phthisis,

which would seem to indicate its hereditary tendency, but at
this moment do not recall anything to illustrate its infectiousness.

All hygienic measures are to be

As

spread of the disease.
culous patients,

and by

all

recommended

far as practicable

means

to prevent the

would

isolate tuber-

disinfect the sputa.

Particular attention should be given to increase nutrition in
families with a hereditary tendency to the disease.

my

During

forty years of practice have seen several cases of

complete recovery from the disease; some

— a few — with vom-

ica in lungs.

For those who cannot secure a change of climate, recommend
These

open-air exercise, horseback riding, and camping out.
practices, together with
to hygiene,

would tend

isolation, proper ventilation, attention
to restrict the disease.

Several cases of advanced phthisis have been sent here from

the east coast of Massachusetts, during the past thirty years, by

physicians

who recommended Claremont

as a favorable location

for consumptives.

COLEBROOK
C. C.

Topography.

formation
hills

and

is

flat

Phthisis.

soil

NORRIS, M. D.
is

a dry, sandy loam

;

the geological

Not much swamp land mostly
Scarcely any stagnant water.

disintegrated rock.

bottom lands.

— This

Believe that in
the disease.

— The

Coos COUNTV.

disease

many cases

Am

is

;

my

not very frequent in

the bacillus tuberculosis

is

practice.

the cause of

of the opinion that heredity, dust from sputa,

and occupying the sleeping-room with a consumptive are among
the more frequent predisposing causes of pulmonary phthisis.
Imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has probably not had

much

influence in the causation of consumption,

should be regarded as detrimental to health.

although

it
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To

prevent and restrict the disease a large amount of

sense

is

common

Care should be taken of the person and] weak

necessary.

lungs protected against cold weather and sudden changes.

Would
utensils

mend

isolate

the patient so far as to have

and occupy

a

him

use separate

Would recom-

sleeping-room by himself.

that the sputa be burned.

Families with a hereditary tendency to the disease should pay
particular attention to cleanliness

Concord

— Merrimack County.
CONN, M.

G. p.

Topography

The

.

— The

is

granite, covered with diluvial detri-

sand and loam.

ble extent of hardpan subsoil.

presents

none of the abrupt

many New Hampshire

in

of interval and plain land

The highlands have a consideraThe surface is uneven, though it

acclivities or

towns.
;

D.

generally sandy, with clay subsoil.

soil is

geological formation

tus of granite

and care of the person.

There

deep valleys common

is

a considerable extent

very limited extent of

swamp and

lit-

stagnant water.

tle

Phthisis.

— Cases

Am

practice.

of pulmonary phthisis are

common

in

my

not positive whether the bacillus tuberculosis

the cause or an effect of

pulmonary

phthisis

;

it is

is

undoubtedly

present.

In

my

opinion the more frequent predisposing

causes

are

dampness, poor ventilation, bad or insufficient food, combined

Both imperfect ventilation and
dampness have a powerful influence in its dev^elopment, in the
fact that they depress the vital forces, and the system presents,
The effect of
therefore, less resistance to any form of disease.

with a predisposition to disease.

being confined in an unventilated schoolhouse
is

is

the

produced by similar conditions in any other building.

an individual

is

same

as

When

predisposed to phthisis, unsanitary conditions

act with great force in depressing the vitality of the tissues usually affected

A
after
ily

great

by the

many

disease,

instances

and

it is

may be

quickly developed.
recalled where

generation

generation has been attacked with phthisis, until the fam-

name

has disappeared.
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As sanitary measures to prevent the spread of the disease,
would recommend isolation as far as possible, never allowing
any one predisposed to the disease to be associated with those ill
with it. As early as possible would remove tuberculous patients
to a dry atmosphere and allow them to live out of doors. Would
isolate such patients as far as practicable, and it is certainly a
safe practice to disinfect the sputa.

Would

advise families with a hereditary tendency to develop

or acquire the disease, to leave

New England

as

soon

as possible.

children of such families should leave before they are ten

The

years of age.

Have known some bad

cases that have apparently recovered

after removal to an elevated district with a dry atmosphere.
Have known patients with only one lung to live several years.

Tuberculous persons should remove as

swamps and a clay

subsoil, live as

much

I

do not know

that

any

is

possible from

mountains give

in this State, I believe the higher

atmosphere and that Avhich

far as

as possible out of doors

the

;

driest

best for such invalids.

practical measures can be suggested at

the present time to reduce the mortality from this disease, as social, moral, and legal problems would have to be solved before

much can be accomplished,
interfering with

J.

Phthisis.

— and

this

would be looked upon

FRANCIS BOTHFELD,

— My residence and

INI.

D.

on

From

past

phthisis,

therefore

observations

I

New Hampshire

experience in

have not been of sufficient length to warrant
report

as

civil rights.

my

making out a

inclose the blank untouched.

in Massachusetts

and

New

York, not

alone clinical, but more especially from laboratory research, I
have not the least doubt that the bacillus is the exciting cause of
tuberculosis.

GEORGE COOK,
Phthisis.

— Cases

tively frequent in

my

of

M. D.

pulmonary consumption are compara-

practice.

We

find the bacillus tuberculosis

most cases of phthisis, but that does not prove that it is the
I think this is still an open quesit may be the result.
cause
in

;

tion.
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my

In
redity

opinion the more frequent predisposing causes

anything that lowers the powers of

;

and

first,

this

mal-nutrition

and

It is

my

'are

he-

mal-nutrition

;

may result from any unhealthful influence, e.,
may result from improper food, both as to quantity
i.

quality; prolonged exposure to cold

ing impure

life

and dampness

;

breath-

air.

impression that nearly every case coming under

As

observation has had a family history of the disease.

my

sanitary

measures, instruction should be given in proper diet, quantity,
quality,

and manner of preparing

Would

and in all the laws of health.
same extent as in any disease
Would disinfect the sputa and all excreit,

isolate the patient to the

not surely contagious.

ment.

Am
cover

doubtful
;

it

may

in

check

EDWARD FRENCH,

New
My

permanently

a true case of phthisis can

if

be abated or held

M. D.

Hampshire Asyhniifor

tlie

Insane.

experience has been almost entirely in asylums for the in-

consumption

sane, where

is

quite prevalent

and

is

interchangea-

ble with insanity, hence local influences of topography

mate are of

little

importance, for the disease

with the patient on admission, or

it

is

and

Phthisis.

my

— Cases

cli-

either present

takes the place of insanity
*

after admission.

of pulmonary phthisis are very frequent in

In conjunction with hereditary weakness or ten-

practice.

dency

re-

for a time.

to phthisis, I believe the bacillus of

Koch

to be the cause

of tuberculosis.

In

my

opinion the more frequent predisposing causes are he-

reditary weakness or tendency to phthisis, climatic influences,

mal-nutrition, irritating substances inspired into the lungs, and
insanity.

Have had no experience with

imperfect ventilation, dampness,

or unsanitary conditions in connection with the disease.

In regard to the hereditary tendency of the disease,
cess to

many

I

have ac-

records of families in which phthisis seems to be

transmitted from generation to generation, and very

many

cases

where insanity takes the place of phthisis, and many times where
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there

is

nothing to account

for the insanity of the individual but a

There

strong hereditary tendency to phthisis.

mulation of evidence on

this point that

it is

such an accu-

is

accepted as a fact by

asylum physicians.
I

believe phthisis to be mildly infectious, and

nurse, without

any hereditary tendency,

from a patient, but

I

I

have known a

to contract the disease

— due

think he was not in robust health

to

overwork.

As a sanitary measure to prevent the spread of the
would recommend rigid disinfection.

disease I

If there is no tendency to phthisis or insanity in the family, I
do not believe isolation to be absolutely necessary, if intelligent

disinfection

is

thoroughly employed.

Would always

believe in isolation.

Families in which there

is

If this

is

not possible,

I

disinfect the sputa.

a hereditary tendency to develop or

acquire the disease, should remove to a high, dry climate, like

Southern Colorado or the plateaus of Northern New Mexico.
Intelligent exercise and life in the open air are good protective
measures.

have never observed complete recovery from the disease, nor

I

do

I

expect

it

in

the class of cases with

which

I deal.

I

have

seen partial recoveries, and cases in which the changes in the

lungs seemed to be arrested for a time and the insanity of the individual assume a
insanity give

way

more

active type

;

and

vice vetsa, I

have seen

to phthisis.

Where a change of climate cannot be secured, would recommend intelligent exercise, life in the open air, proper clothing
and food, good hygiene, and every means

to proper living

and

building up the whole system.
I

believe that hospitals should be established for the treatment

of that class of diseases

such an institution

commonly

artificial

called ''consumption. "

climates could be maintained and

employ apparatus too expensive

In
it

would be possible

to

general practice.

Besides these advantages, proper nutrition, in-

telligent disinfection,

and the

latest

for use

in

advances in the treatment of

would remove sources of contagion from the community and family, and the disease is so
mildly contagious that with proper means this source of danger

such cases could be secured.

It
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I believe the time is coming when
and tuberculous forms of lung disease will be succared for and perhaps cured in well-equipped hospitals.

could be readily overcome.
the catarrhal
cessfully

CoNTOocooK

W. AVILSOX, M. D.

J.

— In the

Topography.

sand

upon the

;

Phthisis.

valleys the soil

hills, fertile

No

predominates.

— IMerrimack County.

— Cases

is

loam

with hardpan.

soil

;

on the plains,

The

hill

land

my

prac-

stagnant water.
of this disease are not frequent in

tice.

Do

not believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of the

Tuberculous

disease.

cloths,

and

that the sputa

may

should not expectorate upon

patients

vessels should

all

be emptied frequently, in order

not become dried.

my

opinion the more

Think a small proportion of the
dampness is favorable to

tarrhal colds.

imperfect ventilation

Have not known
ease

In

the disease are neglected ca-

frequent predisposing causes of

;

disease
its

is

due

to

development.

unsanitary conditions alone to cause the dis-

but improper food and mental anxiety, combined with un-

;

sanitary conditions,

Have observed

may

lead to

it.

that if parents are consumptive, the offspring

more liable to the disease.
As sanitary measures, would recommend proper ventilation, nutritious diet, and proper clothing.
The tuberculous patient should room alone, and the sputa

are

should be disinfected.

For families with a

would advise a

the open

life

in

air,

hereditar}'

nutritious diet,

tendency

and proper

clothing.

Think

I

have observed complete recovery from the disease.

Conway
s.

Topography.

— The

— Carroll County,
a.

evans, m. d.

soil is dry,

sandy, and gravelly, except in

the proximity of the Saco river, where there are broad intervals

of alluvial soil
river.
3

A

which

sediment

is
is

moist and occasionallv overflowed by the
deposited during an overflow which con-
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of fine mineral matter, with a very slight admixture of or-

sists

The

ganic substances.

geological formation

is

consisting of

drift,

sand, gravel, and bowlders, with occasional clay beds overlying

and syenite. The phenomena of glacial action
About two thirds of the surface is hill land, one
third flat no swamps, or next to none no stagnant water.
Cases of pulmonary phthisis are very rare in my
PJitldsis.
With my present light on the subject, I cannot resist
practice.

granite, gneiss,

predominate.
;

;

—

the belief that the bacillus tuberculosis

Am

is

the cause of the disease.

of the opinion that the more frequent predisposing cause

may be

organism which offers a fertile
and which may be hereditary or acquired.
is much more due to foul air than to damp-

a certain condition of the

for the bacillus

soil

Think the

disease

The improper

ness.

ventilation of schoolhouses

the remote causes.

known— say

have

I
ilies

in which

all

a quarter of a century ago

or nearly

all

may be among

—

several fam-

died of what seemed to be heredi-

tary phthisis; but latterly, either because those families have

all

died off or for some other reason, isolated cases are very rare in

and hereditary or family cases

this region,

cannot now

my

call to

mind a

still

more

rare.

I

case of phthisis within ten miles of

residence.

To
stroy

prevent the spread of the disease, measures sufficient to deits

germs should be adopted.

disinfect

harbored,

Would

all

bearers of germs

strict

and

If

all

due care

is

observed to

places where they might be

isolation of the patient

would be unnecessary.

disinfect the sputa.

Persons having a hereditary tendency to the disease should

avoid contact with tuberculous

persons,

and should maintain

their general health at the highest possible point.

Have never known

a complete recovery from phthisis.

Those consumptives who cannot secure a change of climate
should secure pure air, take moderate exercise, and maintain
the healthy performance of

As general measures
I.

to

all vital

functions as far as possible.

reduce the mortality from this disease

Provide a long line of healthy ancestors;

fully to the general health

;

3.

2.

:

Attend care-

Avoid contagion.

I' \

;
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— Strafford County,

carl h. horsch, m.

d.

—

The soil is composd of sand, gravel, and clay a
Topography.
good proportion of the land is arable. Geological formation is
The surface is mostly hilly, with
granite and alluvial strata.
some flat and swamp lands. Some stagnant water on the southeast and west sides of the city.
During forty-two years practice in medicine, six in
Phthisis.
Germany and thirty-six in the United States, have treated several
hundred cases of the disease. The bacillus tuberculosis has been
demonstrated to be the cause of phthisis by more reliable scientific
research and investigation than has any other assumed cause.
In my opinion, the more frequent predisposing causes of the
;

—

disease

parents

are,
;

from

descent

weak,

living in poorly ventilated

irregularity of diet

;

consumptive,

rooms

;

or syphilitic

insufficient air-space

extreme changes in temperature

;

exposure

occupying rooms with consumptive patients, whose sputa becomes dried and is disseminated
eating meat and drinking milk from
in the dust of the rooms

to cold, with insufficient clothing

;

;

tuberculous animals.
part than

As

dampness

I

think imperfect ventilation plays a larger

in the causation of phthisis.

to the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses, a sufficient

quantity
necessary

of pure
for

this for several

air

animal

is

the

life.

most important immediate food
an individual be deprived of

If

hours daily for several years, predisposition to

and development of consumption

are likely to occur in later

life.

Unsanitary conditions, such as living in crowded houses,

damp

many

cases

cellars,

poor ventilation,

etc.,

have been factors in

treated, also in those seen in hospitals.
I

cannot recall a case that would certainly prove that the

inherited, but ] think there may be a hereditary
tendency to the acquirement or development of the disease. I
have observed that condition in a number of cases.

disease was

The case of a strong, healthy wife, with no hereditary tendency,
who developed tuberculosis after the death of her husband with
the disease, would seem to indicate that the disease

To

prevent the spread of the disease would

is

infectious.

recommend good

:
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ventilation, cleanliness, protection against changes of temperature,
sufificient rest,

guarding against excesses, disinfection of the sputa

of tuberculous patients, and isolation as far as circumstances will
permit.

As soon
bacilli,

as

it is

ascertained that the sputa of a patient contains

he should have his

own

eating and drinking utensils; he

should sleep alone in a well-ventilated room, and take his meals

by himself;
it

his towels, sponges, etc.,

should be used by no other

he should use a spit-box containing a disinfectant, and
should be often cleansed; and all contact, as kissing, etc.,

person

;

should be avoided.

should certainly recommend disinfecting

I

the sputa.

Families having a hereditary tendency to the disease should
all known sanitary measures.
Have never observed a complete recovery from phthisis there

seek a change of climate and observe

;

may

be some cessation.

Post mortem examinations have revealed

indurations of tubercular deposits in persons

who have died of

other diseases; have observed similar conditions in the lungs of

butchered animals.

For

tuberculous

patients

who cannot

secure

a change of

climate, would advise, aside from medical treatment, strict ad-

herence to hygiene, and

all

health, health associations,

good health.
As general measures
disease, should
all excesses,

measures recommended by boards of

and physicians,

for the

promotion of

to reduce the large mortality

recommend good nourishing

from

this

food, avoidance of

moderate and regular exercise, calisthenics and gym-

nastics, destruction of the bacilli

wherever found, inspection of

animals required for food before they are killed, and their organs

and

?,Qcxe\\o\'\spost tnortem,

microscopic and chemical examination

of milk, healthful homes, and hospitals exclusively for tuberculous patients.

M.
Phthisis.

— Cases of

practice.

I believe the

phthisis.

Believe the

I.

Heredity;

thereby lessens

C.

LATHROP, M.

this disease are

D.

not very frequent in

bacillus tuberculosis to

my

be the cause of

more common predisposing causes to be
Whatever reduces constitutional vigor, and
its power of resistance to the specific cause.

2.
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Imperfect ventilation and dampness are always unheathful conditions,

especially injurious during the period

and they must be

Their tendency

of childhood and growth.

is

to

induce catarrhal

and thus, as I believe, invite consumption.
can give no cases that will unquestionably establish

afflictions,
I

that,

unsanitary

indirectly,

development of the disease
disposed to

The following

W.

would seem

cases

who

are congenitally pre-

indicate the hereditary

to

:

L. died at the age of seventy, of acute malarial disease.

was thrice married

each, all of
to

in persons

it.

tendency of the disease

He

had by

;

whom are now
From

sixty-two.

grandchildren,

all,

these

Was

and

and

third wives

four children

two children

from thirty-six

there have been six

wife was from a consumptive family

had four children, one of
the other three

first

living, varying in ages

together with their ancestors, free from con-

The second

sumption.

whom

;

she

died in infancy from dysentery,

herself died of consumption.

the following case due to infection?

Miss P.

C,

a teacher with previous good health, although from

consumptive stock, developed the disease immediately
death of an

during his

To

my belief

conditions frequently lead to the

intimate friend for

last illness

whom

after the

she had acted as nurse

with consumption.

prevent the spread of the disease,

disinfection of all infectious discharges.

I

should

recommend

the

Should recommend the

disinfection of the sputa.

Families having a hereditary tendency to the disease should

adopt the healthiest general mode of living attainable.

Have observed
in such cases

cases of apparent recovery from the disease, but

have subsequently changed

my diagnosis.

To reduce the large mortality from the disease, would recommend celibacy, more or less complete, of the congenitally
predisposed.

Effingham
albert

—

— Carroll County.
n.

gould, m. d.

The soil is composed chiefly of debris of granite,
and loam, with hardpan of iron-carbonate underlying.
The geological formation is the primitive rock. Toward the
Topography.

sand,
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west and southwest there are sandy plains, covered with

Green Mountain, 1,950

pine chiefly.

occupies nearly the central part

sea,

hard

above the level of the
and is wholly within, the

feet

of,

Average height of inhabited land above the sea

town.
1,500

The

feet.

surface

hilly,

is

of the

general appearance of an extensive valley at the foot

There

mountain.

level,

but a bird's eye view gives a

The

relatively but little stagnant water.

is

southern and eastern sides are drained pretty effectually by South
river,

which has

tain.

Phthisis.
for

from the moun-

as tributaries clear trout streams

— For the past

some reason, been

less

five or six years cases

common

of phthisis have,

than formerly;

can scarcely

I

say why.
It is a

question in

my mind

whether microscopic

life is

not the

result rather than the cause of the unfavorable condition of the
Probably they extend the diseased condition in lung
subject.

and other

when once a foothold
more common predisposing

tissues

opinion, the

especially

oven\'ork,

diet;

exercise in pure

is

impure air;

in

In

obtained.

my

causes are insufficient

want of

sufficient

Conditions that are mentally or physically

air.

depressing seem to favor

origin.

its

I

have noticed, too, that

young married women whose husbands have been affected with
gonorrhea often develop the disease, though I do not understand what the connection

Pure

air,

and

is

and,

;

lastly,

contagion.

exercise in pure air, are imperative necessities for

As

those predisposed to consumption.

to

dampness,

think the

I

best possible health can scarcely be sustained by any one living in
Sensitive lungs rea damp, imperfectly ventilated habitation.

spond unfavorably

The

damp

to a cold,

atmosphere.

result of imperfectly ventilated schoolhouses

observed in cities than in the country.
occurred under

fair to

have not

zs,

better

cases have

that

is,

so far

were concerned.

and caution

phthisis
in

;

would indicate the
would advise rational
the sputa and the air of rooms

nevertheless,

regard to

occupied by phthisical patients.
of the disease

—

maybe

my

yet observed anything that

infectiousness of

care

all

good sanitary conditions,

as ventilation, drainage, etc.,
I

Nearly

among

I

consider the extermination

cattle, especially

among milch

cows, a good

I

I
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move, and hope the inspection of herds and
by stringent laws.

also of

milk

will

be

rigidly enforced

If the sputa of tuberculous patients be disinfected and burned,
and particular care be given to cleanliness of patients and their
surroundings, I would hardly advise the isolation of the patient.
I

should certainly advise the disinfection of the sputa, or, at
use old cloths

least,

and immediately burn them.

Families having a hereditary tendency to phthisis should give
special attention to exercise in the open air, should have nutritious

food, wear w^oolen underclothing at all seasons, keep the extremat

ities

seasons

all

warm and

Once only have

and

dry,

exposure to severe cold and sudden

avoid long-continued

chills.

observed a recovery from

I

For tuberculous patients who cannot
climate, long hours of sleep, pure

air,

secure

the

disease.

change

a

of

exercise that does not un-

duly fatigue, cheerful thoughts, and the avoidance of anything
that depresses

To
mend

body or mind

will

be most beneficial.

reduce the large mortality from this disease, would recomthe destruction of

all

infected animals, rigid inspection of

which will never be, a state of
which thousands of people shall not be overworked on
a meager and insufficient diet.
milk and meats, and,

finally, that

society in

M. LEAVITT, M. D.

J.

Phthisis.

— Cases of

this disease are

not very frequent in

believe that the bacillus tuberculosis

practice.

I

pulmonary

phthisis.

In

my

is

my

the cause of

opinion, the more frequent predis-

posing causes are hereditary diathesis and depressing influences.

Of seventeen

deaths from consumption in

years, thirteen could

be traced

my

to heredity

practice of twelve

without doubt.

A

very small part were due to imperfect ventilation or dampness.

In

my

opinion, thirteen of my cases prove the hereditary tendency

of the disease.
I

have a patient who

is

of the opinion that she contracted the

disease while sleeping with and caring for her consumptive sister

some

six years ago.

" Early to bed and early to
as a sanitary

measure

;

rise

"

is

especially applicable here

also plenty of nourishing food

and out-
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for mind and body, contentment; occupy a separate sleeping-apartment always, keep the skin
I would isolate the patient to the extent
active by friction, etc.
that no one should breathe his respired air, and his clothing and
I would burn the sputa
utensils should be washed by themselves.

door exercise, agreeable occupation

and thus be entirely

rid of

it.

Families with a hereditary tendency to phthisis should seek a

dry climate, keep vigorous in mind and body, and avoid

all

sexual

excesses.

Have never observed

a complete recovery in a well-marked

persons who cannot secure a
change of climate should observe prudence in eating, drinking,
and sleeping, aside from medical treatment.

Tuberculous

of phthisis.

case

Persons with a phthisical diathesis should never beget or bear
children, as such offspring are almost certain to develop the disease

sooner or
disease

If this were observed, the mortality

later.

from the

would be greatly lessened.

Eppixg
a.

— Rockingham County.
w. mitchell, m. d.

—

The soil is generally good. Three rivers traverse
and furnish some good water power. In the East vilat the chief
lage the surface is low, level, and the soil sandy
village it is rather low, and almost clear clay, so that millions of
brick are manufactured yearly at the West village the surface is
We have considerable stagnant water.
hilly and rocky.
Topography.

the town

;

;

Phthisis.

— This

many

remarkably prevalent in my
is not
county institution at Brentwood, where

disease

practice, except at the

drift in in the last stages

Am

of the disease.

of the opinion that the bacillus tuberculosis

a majority

c>f

the cases, but think

the possibly several diseases

we

it is

call

is

the cause in

not absolutely necessary in

"phthisis."

Consider the more frequent predisposing causes to be heredity,
improper clothing of ladies and children, too little pure outdoor
air,

decaying vegetables in

damp

The
cities,

effects

while in

cellars,

inhaling the dust that

and debility from any cause.
of imperfect ventilation are more noticeable in
rural districts dampness is a more prominent factor

arises in various occupations,
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—

usuall)^ in the

shape of a frog pond.

Unsanitary conditions

have a very bad influence upon children and the feeble.
the hereditary tendency of the disease, I observed a
born of a strong, healthy mother, but whose father had

As

to

child,

amputation of the thigh on account of tuberculous
and who had well-advanced pulmonary phthisis, who died
eight months of age of well-marked tuberculosis pubnonalis,

suffered
disease,
at

and, as I believe, of general phthisis also.

My

aunt died of phthisis, after having been married eight
to a

years

man

of robust health with no hereditary tendency.

Eighteen or twenty months later he died of the same disease,

which ran a course much

like her illness.

I

saw no explanation

other than infection.

As sanitary measures to prevent the spread of the disease, would
recommend that, if well-water must be used, the closets, sinks,
stables, etc.,

be drained elsewhere than into the well

and wall-paper be abolished
floors sprinkled before

and

in

well-ventilated

;

sweeping

rooms

;

that carpets

that the sputa be disinfected

that

;

and

that the infected sleep alone,

;

meat, milk, and cows be

intelligently inspected.

Would
their

isolate

tuberculous patients as far as consistent with

comfort and the safety of other people.

Would recommend

the disinfection of the sputa.

Persons with

a

hereditary

tendency to the disease should
air, maintain the weight

develop the chest by exercise in the open

and the

vital forces at the highest point, cultivate a taste for fats,

avoid night, damp, and dusty

air,

always have woolen clothing

next the skin, wear good shoes, and live in a dry, healthy place.

Have been convinced by work
post 7fwrfews, that there

in the dissecting-room,

may be complete

and

at

recovery from the

disease.

Tuberculous patients who cannot secure a change of climate
should occupy the brightest, best rooms in the house, live out of

doors in good weather, ride, especially horseback, and nourish
the

body

To

to the fullest extent.

reduce the large mortality, would educate the people in

regard to the nature, development, and prevention of phthisis.

Would have

active, bold,

and

intelligent boards of health, plenty
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of legislation, and see to

each and

it

that every duty

was performed by

all.

FiTzwiLLiAM
O. H.

Topography.

— The

soil

— Cheshire County.
HUBBARD, M.
is

D.

of granite

formation,

naturally

shown by the heavy growth of timber. Stones and
The surface is uneven and the soil hard,
rocks are abundant.
The spur of Monadnock Mountain
but suitable for grazing.
upon which the town is located is 1,150 feet above sea level.
About nine tenths of the acreage is hill, and the remaining one
tenth is about equally divided between swamp and flat land.
There is very little stagnant water.
The disease does not prevail to any great extent in
Phthisis.
my practice. For the year ending August i, 1890, of twentytwo deaths in town, three were from pulmonary phthisis, and
one of these was imported.
strong, as

—

I believe that the bacillus tuberculosis is the cause

ease.

Believe the

more frequent predisposing

of the dis-

causes to be a he-

reditary weakness of the constitution; over-crowded, poorly ventilated, filthy

houses

;

employment

at occupations

which cause

the inhalation of irritating particles, as stone-cutting, polishing,

Imperfect ventilation,
etc., and living in low, damp localities.
by lowering the vital forces, renders the system a suitable soil for
the bacilli.

Dampness, by

its

production of bronchial troubles,

produces a favorable entrance for the

bacilli.

Think the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses may have an
influence in the causation of the disease, although have never

seen a case that could be directly attributed to

this.

Unsanitary conditions have had no connection with the cases
in this locality

:

but in

my

hospital note-book

I

find a few cases

with unsanitary surroundings marked as the cause, but cannot
give particulars.

Have had

several cases with a family history of the disease,

although in some cases there have been other predisposing causes.

As sanitary measures to prevent the spread of the disease would
recommend that all sputum be received in a cup and properly
disposed of: thorough cleansing of walls and furniture, and often

I
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wiping with

damp

cloth

all

;

and other

dishes

other person

;

clothes

all

Would

boiling water.

and apparel of patient

by
by an-

utensils used

patient to be washed in boiling water before being used

to be cleansed in

isolate tuberculous patients to the extent

that each should have separate sleeping-apartments

and

other person should occupy them for sleeping purposes.

that

no

Would

disinfect the sputa.

Families having a hereditary tendency to phthisis should seek
a residence in a high, dry climate, should pursue outdoor occupations as

much

and should secure the thorough venand have plenty of nutritious food.

as possible,

tilation of dwellings

Have observed complete recovery in the early stages of the
Patients who cannot secure a change of climate should

disease.

and nutrition of the body,
and the development of the chest and respiratory organs by exercise and gymnastics if necessary.
give strict attention to the hygiene

As consumption

itself is so terribly fatal

a disease, prevention

seems to be the only means of reducing the mortality.

The peo-

ple should be enlightened in regard to the nature of the disease

and instructed

in the best

methods of caring

tients, so as to best protect those

GiLSUM
I.

Topography.

land

is

with a

to

— The

be found,

for

phthisical pa-

are exposed.

— Cheshire County.

A.

LOVELAXD.

soil is

free

who

M. D.

mostly rocky, although fine arable

from stone.

The

surface

is

mostly

hilly,

and still less swamp land. No stagnant water.
Pulmonary phthisis is not common in my prac-

little flat

Phthisis.

—

tice.

To my mind
show

Am

the weight of evidence

that the bacillus tuberculosis

now produced

tends to

the cause of the disease.

more common predisposing causes
and physical exercise in it also anything

of the opinion that the

are lack of fresh air
that

is

;

lowers the tone of the system predisposes to the disease.

Both dampness and imperfect ventilation play a part in the causation of phthisis.

to

Think the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has had much
do with causing the consumption of later life, and not only
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many

but the high-pressure system of education pursued in

that,

of our schools

is

a more frequent cause, especially in

Hancock

— Hillsborough County,

eugene wason,
Topography.
plain of

— The

unknown

try outside

is

The rock

is

m. d.

immediate village

depth,

— hundreds of

heavy loam with gravel

bago and iron

girls.

on a sand

situated

The coun-

subsoil.

principally conglomerate
in various places.

is

feet at least.

The

and

plum-

granite, with

surface

nearly

is

all

hilly

and mountainous perhaps one twentieth part of the acreage
flat and swamp land.
No stagnant water of any account.
;

Phthisis.

Have been
I

can

is

almost

and

unknown

in

this locality.

took the form of tubercular meningitis.

that

come from abroad during

by

Do

disease

here five years and have had but one native case that

recall,

Cases
fort

— This

is

the summer,

and receive com-

so doing.

not believe that the bacillus tuberculosis

disease in the sense of

is

the cause of the

being actively infectious.

its

a large experience with the disease, in former years,

met a case which

may be

It

the exciting cause where inoculated in the lower animals
I

;

but in

have never

thought was produced by contact with an

I

already developed case.

In

my

opinion, hereditary taint

predisposing cause.
are

more

within
first

is,

above everything

than in any other place

cases per i,ooo inhabitants

my

knowledge, the families have intermarried since

settlement, over

and over again,

one family and nearly

all

until they are nearly all

have scrofula

Think neither imperfect

ventilation

the disease if the germs are not latent

its

of

some form.
nor dampness will produce
Think the
in the system.
in

imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has not had
in causing

else, the

In a certain town in this State, where there

much

influence

consumption, unless there has been a family predispo-

sition in connection therewith.

Unsanitary conditions may be the exciting cause, but not the
My case-book refar as my observation extends.

primary, so

lating to the disease in the

burned, so

I

am

unable

town above referred

to

was recently

to cite cases to illustrate the hereditary
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I could give you the names of many
would be profitable to trace the disease

tendency of the disease, but
families there in
in

which

it

connection with intermarriage.

Have never observed anything

to indicate that the disease is

infectious.

In

tainted families the castration of the males

all

mies of

may seem

and ovarioto-

females would prevent the spread of phthisis.

all

rather radical, but

it is

This

the only measure that will ever

stamp out tuberculosis or insanity.

Would recommend

the isolation of tuberculous patients to the

Think it would be
on account of the lower animals.
Have never seen a complete recovery from the disease, and
never expect to.
Would advise patients to get the most comfort
and enjoyment that they in any manner can,
and remain
where they are. I have rarely seen benefit from change of cliextent of comfort to the patient and family.

well to disinfect the sputa,

—

mate.
After

many

years intimate acquaintance

with the disease, I

have nothing further to recommend that would reduce the large
mortality from this disease.

Hanover

— Grafton County,

william
Topography.

disease.

;

very

little

— Cases

soil varies

swamp

are on hills or high levels

Phthisis.
practice.

smith, m. d.

— The nature of the

granite underlying

meadows

t.

;

from clay to sand,

and most of the
no stagnant water.
land,

of phthisis are relatively frequent in

my

Believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of the

Among

the

more frequent predisposing causes

are

heredity, insufficient or indigestible food, overwork, confinement
in ill-ventilated

rooms, as well

tions that lower vitality.

favor

its

as all other

non-hygienic condi-

Imperfect ventilation and dampness

development.

The imperfect

ventilation of schoolrooms doubtless has

influence in developing the consumption of

later life,

some

but active

children get a great deal of oxygen out of school hours in the

country

districts.
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I

know

sumption

of a

woman whose

father

and

of her eight brothers and

;

sumption, and of her seven children,

four uncles died of consisters, five

five

died of con-

died of consumption.

illustrate the hereditary tendency of phthisis.
would appear to have been infectious in the folA young woman married a man who died of
lowing case
She
phthisis, and she died two months after of the same disease.
was strong and well at the time of her marriage, and there was no
She was one of six children, all
trace of phthisis in her family.

This would seem to

The

disease
:

whom

of

were well and strong.

As measures

mend

to prevent the spread of the disease,

would recom-

the absolute disinfection of the sputa of tuberculous patients,

care that
sterilize

no dried sputum remains on the

linen, or elsewhere,

the milk given to bottle-fed infants, careful inspection of

keep tuberculous milk out.
from tuberculous patients arises from close and
danger
The
continued confinement with them, in sleeping with such a patient,

cows

to

Would

as far as possible.

Avoid

same apartment day and night.

or in occupying the

this

disinfect the sputa.

Families having a hereditary tendency should seek a residence
in a favorable climate, live an outdoor

kinds, dress properly, and secure

life,

avoid excesses of

good sanitary conditions

all

in the

dwelling, dry cellars, good ventilation, etc.

Have never observed a complete recovery from phthisis. For
who cannot secure a change of climate,
would recommend outdoor air, sufficient exercise, daily bathing,
tuberculous patients

food,

regular

good,

plain

weight

suited to the season,

habits,

woolen underclothing of a

avoidance of exposure to extreme

bad weather, and abstinence from alcohol and tobacco.
As general measures to reduce the mortality from this disease,
would emphasize the fact that phthisis is a contagious disease,
Would use
induce physicians to believe it, and act accordingly.
any

legitimate

against

influence

intermarriage

of phthisical

Encourage the removal or those especially
more favorable regions than New England.

families.

to

C. P.

— This

it

FROST, M. D.

not very

common

my

practice.

I

strongly inclined to the belief that the bacillus tuberculosis

is

Phthisis.

am

liable to

disease

is

in

\
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Anything

the cause of phthisis.

power of resistance

that materially lowers the vital

to disease, especially

implicates the respiratory tract, has a

any previous disease

that

predisposing tendency to

consumption.

Impure

predisposes to disease, and to pulmonary disease

air

especially, if the air

Am

description.

is

loaded with particles of dust of almost any

of the opinion that the imperfect ventilation

of schoolhouses has not had

sumption of

To

much

influence in causing the con-

later life.

prevent the spread of the disease, would, as

far as possible,

remove everything tending to lower the vital powers of resistance, and maintain the general health at the highest possible
standard.
I

am

not ready to

recommend

the isolation of tuberculous

would advise the disinfection of the sputa.
Have observed complete recovery in this disease.

patients, but

As general measures

reduce

the

large mortality from
would recommend that the
body be properly protected, nourished, and exerci.sed banish
from the world all sin and ignorance bring in virtue, knowledge,
phthisis, as well as

to

from other

diseases,

;

;

the ability to

do

Aim

you never

hit the

couraged

if

several j^ears yet.

long as

men

high,

done and to avoid that which
and do not be too much dis-

mark.

Doctors will be required for

that should be

all

ought not to be done.

There

exist,

will

be need of sanitary instruction as

probably, as well as for medical care and

treatment.

Henniker

— INIerrimack County.

george

sanborn,

isi.

d.

—

The surface of the town is broken, a chain of
extending on the south and west sides, and on the north and

Topogi-aphx
hills

h.

.

east sides are plateaus.

A

rich alluvial soil

on

river lands,

on the

plateaus a heavier, porous soil, quick to absorb moisture, while

on the highlands the

soil is thinner.

Good

pasturage.

Highest

Crany Hill, 1,420 feet. The geological formation is
granite and gneiss on all the more elevated portions ; on the
bottom lands, clay, blue and white, with sand between
on
elevation,

;

plateaus,

till,

or hardpan, with bed granite;

some bowlders

A
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Five eighths of the acreage

rock blanket underlies the towmship.
not covered by water

wood

pasturage and

and

table

is

land

;

hilly land,

one quarter

level

remainder

the

and

rolling

one

;

swamp land near ponds, having good drainage; one

eighth

of whole acreage covered by water.

But very

little

fifth

stagnant

water in the township.

—

Phthisis.

I

should say that

do not believe that the

We

disease in every case.
I

am

have had, on an average, three

bacillus tuberculosis

the cause of the

is

of the opinion that the bacillus tuberculosis

my

In

opinion, the more frequent

heredity

clot of

;

three

have consumption and consumption.

any foreign substance

blood retained

after

the cause of

is

the disease in those cases of inherited tendency or

first,

;

and one death.

cases so far this year,
I

I

disease a year for the past fifteen years

of this

cases

''

soil."

predisposing causes are,
in the air-passages.

The

hemoptysis caused the disease in

four of my cases;

a severe cold, causing cough, was followed by
consumption in four cases, and the exudation of pleurisy caused
the disease in two cases.

Persons inheriting a certain "soil,"

tuberculous

either

or

power of the vigorous person, hence, in such cases, imperfect ventilation and dampness
on the other hand, in persons
might lead to its development
without this tendency they would not produce that form of conscrofulous,

do not

possess the resisting

;

sumption caused by the "germ."
If the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses does not lead to

the development of consumption immediately, I cannot see
it

should cause

many

diseases, but

cannot

I

nor can
very

later in life.

it

I

many

see

we should expect

any

my

relation

have seen

it

immediate

to get

why

a source of
effects.

between

filth

and

this disease.

is

In

an important

and mother, or grandparents, one or both,

having died of phthisis.

I

is

cases inherited tendency has been

factor, the father

that the disease

ventilation

a single case caused by unsanitary conditions,

recall

of

Bad

My

observation leads

me

to believe

neither infectious nor contagious (to man).

communicated

to a cat, in

one instance, the

sleeping on the bed with the patient during his

Would recommend

the

cat

illness.

same sanitary measures

as in typhoid

fever to prevent the spread of the disease, viz., cleanliness.
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As the disease

is

usually of long duration, isolation

very inconvenient in
tagious,

mend

it

the sputa in the moist state

it,

my

patients to use cloths

is

would be
not con-

is

Would recom-

?

the disinfection of the sputa if a spit-cup

advise

to

places, and, if the disease

what good would be derived from

understand
I

many

is

used, but, as I

devoid of danger.

and old handkerchiefs, and

burn them immediately.
For families having a hereditary tendency, would advise modin the open
and expiration,

erate exercise

inspiration

the year round,

wood

fire,

air

every day in

the

)'ear,

forced

rooms well ventilated all
and good nourishing food.

cleanliness,

not coal,

Avoid everything that tends to lower the resisting power.
I have had three cases of complete recovery, but there was no
inherited tendency in any of the cases.
One case was caused by
exudation of pleurisy, clots of blood retained and acting as foreign
substances in the other two.
In my opinion, had the bacillus
tuberculosis caused these cases, death would have been the result.
Very little can be expected in this disease from medication, in
my opinion. Healthy parents beget healthy children parents
with hereditary taint, be it scrofula, cancer, syphilis, or consumption, produce children with like taints, or a "soil" liable to
such disease, and such being the case, I can see but one thing to
reduce the mortality from consumption, prevent the marrying of
such, and future generations would show a marked decrease in
;

the disease,

— those cases caused by the
N.

Phthisis.
practice.

BEAN, M. D.

— Deaths from phthisis average

Am

are, perhaps,

three a year in

of the opinion that the bacillus tuberculosis

cause of the disease.

tilation,

W'.

bacillus tuberculosis.

The more important predisposing

is

my
the

causes

overwork, bad or insufficient food, imperfect ven-

damp

sleeping-apartments

in

old,

tainted

houses.

Among

children from nine to eighteen years of age, these con-

ditions

have a great influence.

Do

not think the imperfect

had any part

in the causation of
consumption of later life.
I do not believe in the hereditary transmission of phthisis.

ventilation of schoolhouses has

The cases which appear to be so are, in fact, simply surrounded
by the same conditions, and the source is, of course, the same.
4
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Have known of cases occurring in a family where several other
members did not have. the disease, while the person who cared for
the patients contracted phthisis, undoubtedly from the careless

handling of the sputa.

To

prevent the spread of the disease, would

recommend that
who should

tuberculous patients be cared for by one person only,

take daily exercise in the open air for three hours after sunrise
and keep himself in good physical condition. The patient should
use cloths for the reception of the sputa, and these should be

immediately thrown into the

made of

Free use should be

fire.

antiseptics in every part of the sickroom, together with the free

inhalation of some antiseptic
air

day and night.

By

all

good food, and, above all, pure
means would recommend the disin;

fection of the sputa.

— Cheshire County,

Jaffrey (East)

bradley, m.

o. h.

Topography. — The

swamp

land

water.
Phthisis.

;

soil is

the surface

— This

is

disease

d.

But

sandy loam, dry.

hilly or rolling.

is

Very

very frequent in

little

my

I

this

believe the disease to be the direct result of

common

relation of imperfect ventilation

pends upon circumstances

Am

influence.
to

unsanitary

;

is

specific

The

predisposing cause.

to the disease de-

in this locality they

have but

little

ever had cases that were due

I

My

some

Believe an inherited

and dampness

not positive that
conditions.

Phthisis

town.

cause, probabl}' the bacillus tuberculosis.

predisposition to be the most

or

practice, but

a large proportion of the cases are from out of town.
not especially frequent in

flat

stagnant

little

observations in regard to the

hereditary tendency of the disease are of a general character, and

extend over a period of about forty

years.

Many

cited to illustrate this point, but neither space

For more than

thirty years I

infectious disease.

Have

out by

march.

its

relentless

than twenty years ago
children,

all

:

cases

might be

nor time permits.

have regarded phthisis as an
wiped

several times seen entire families

A

One marked
father,

instance occurred

mother, and some

five

more

or six

previously healthy, died, one after the other, during

;
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a period of about two years, with pulmonary consumption. Two
remaining children, away from home, were not affected, and are

and

living

still

To

well.

prevent the spread of the disease, look well after the general

and avoid exposure

health

The more complete
community

to its infection.

the isolation of tuberculous patients, the safer for the

I would not recommend the disinfection of the
would recommend that it be burned every time.
Families having a hereditary tendency to the disease should

and

friends.

sputa, I

take the best of care of their general health and absolutely avoid

Think

exposure to infection.

I

have observed complete recovery

in cases of phthisis.

There are no general
as there are so

many

cannot be secured,

rules for tuberculous patients to follow,

conflicting conditions.

would be well

it

If

to consult

change of climate

some level-headed

physician and follow his advice.

The only
tality

practical course that

would tend

to reduce the

mor-

from consumption would be to prohibit (by legislation

probably) the tuberculous persons from mingling with the general public.

Kingston

— Rockingham

reynolds, m. d.

t. o.

Topograpliy

.

— The

soil is

the geological formation

mostly

is

There

only along the

is

and

no stagnant water, except

Powow

river,

when

The

drift.

little hill

Considerable

the south of the township.
river.

sandy, with a coarse gravel subsoil
granite

and undulating, very

flat

County.

surface

is

toward the north and

swamp land along
in

the flowage

the

summer, and then
is

drawn

off,

leav-

ing acres of stagnant water and mud.
Phthisis.

— During the past ten years

cases as prior to that time

;

I

have not had so

many

perhaps half a dozen cases per year

now.
I

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of phthisis,

and, in
is

my

the most

opinion, hereditary debility of the assimilatory organs

common

predisposing cause.

Sleeping or living in

badly ventilated rooms daily increases the hereditary tendency
to debilitated

nutritive function.

Do

not think the imperfect
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ventilation of schoolhouses has had

the consumption

seven tenths of

ot""

all

later life.

the cases

I

much

think

I

influence in causing

can safely say that in

have treated the development of

I

the disease has been hastened by heedless neglect of proper air
in sleeping or living rooms, or both.

Regarding heredity,

in

my

opinion most cases can be traced

only to heredity for their origin.
bacillus theory,

somewhat

and the

difficult to

I

have but

little

doubt of the

infectiousness of the disease

but

;

it

is

account for most cases as originating in that

way.

The

my

following case, to

mind,

illustrates the infectiousness

G. B., of Raymond, died of phthisis a few years
His wife, who took constant care of him, died in about a
ago.
year of the same disease. There was^never a trace of tuberculosis

of phthisis:

in her family, nor did she
to his death

Think

I

;

show the

knew them

least sign of the disease prior

intimately.

all

isolation of the patient

is

unnecessary

Would

taken of the sources of infection.

For families having a predisposition to the
and outdoor life are to be recommended.

Have never

if

proper care

is

disinfect the sputa.
disease, plain diet

seen complete recovery from this disease.

For tuberculous patients who cannot
climate, plenty of outdoor air

is

a

secure

essential.

change

of

Better stay out of

and fear
all the time than in a badly ventilated room
" catching cold." The fear of " catching cold " shortens the life
of most consumptives.
As general measures to reduce the mortality from phthisis,
would educate the public in those branches of sanitary science
relating to the danger of infection, and would emphasize the fact
that air, pure and simple, was made to breathe, and that men
doors

should eat to

live rather

responsible for

much

than live to

eat.

Luxuries, so-called, are

of the physiological debility which induces

predisposition to disease.

Laconia
a.

— Belknap

haven harriman,

Topography. — About four

;

good

m. d.

tenths of the soil

mixed with clay; subsoil wet.
with dry subsoil

County.

cellars.

is

field

surface,

Three tenths higher, sand

Three tenths

hilly,

soil

much wet
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abundant evidence of

is

glacial geological for-

mation, modified by rain and water formation.
of the acreage
Fhthisis.

From

swamp

is

— Pulmonary

phthisis

frequent

is

observation, I do not

personal

tuberculosis

About one
Not much stagnant water.

land.

in

know

accounts believe that

Am

is.

it

the

practice.
bacillus

from trustworthy

the cause of the disease, but

is

my

that

sixth

of the opinion that heredity

and insalubrious surroundings are the more frequent predisposing

By

causes.

manner of

heredity I

mean

living that are

conformation and

physical

that

due only

to inheritance,

and which

render the subject especially susceptible to the bacillus tuberculosis

when introduced

into the body.

Probably both imperfect ventilation and dampness act indi-

and potently, too. Much
done by imperfect ventilation than by dampness,
for, if perfect ventilation obtains, dampness becomes of minor
Hence the danger of dampness is much influenced
importance.
by the degree of ventilation.
Indirectly, the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has had
much influence in the causation of consumption in later life.
Have had cases which were attributable, in my opinion, to
rectly in the causation of the disease,

more harm

is

unsanitary conditions:

and

family

Mother and
were

Male, aged thirty-five, married.

hygienically
sister

filthy

and

heedless

The

died of consumption.

damp and

of

Wife

ventilation.

house, shed,

and

His temperature for four months
varied from 102° to 104° F. each evening, and he was much
For two weeks in July, 1886, he stowed hay in the
emaciated.
cellar

loft

of a hot

and died

in

filthy.

and dirty barn each afternoon
December, 1886.

The hereditary tendency of
following cases

:

A school

girl,

Consumption in grandparent's

;

the disease

soon became worse,

is

indicated by the

aged sixteen, has acute phthisis.

two sisters and one
mother and father healthy.
engineer, has chronic phthisis.
His mother and three
family

;

brother died of the same disease;

Mr. E.
sisters

,

died of consumption.

Can

relate

many

other cases of a

similar character.

Believe the disease was due to infection in the following cases:

In

1885 Miss A.,

aged

eighteen,

married,

and immediately

.
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She died
assumed charge of her consumptive father-in-law.
There was no previeight months after of pulmonary phthisis.
ous history of phthisis in her family and she had always been in

good

two years

To

husband, aged about

who died

of phthisis.

He

took entire care

thirty-five,

died of the same disease in

was a very robust man, and had no history of

;

phthisis.

avoid the spread of phthisis the following sanitary measures

are to be

recommended

:

A

cold or cool bath daily, outdoor

proper food and clothing, pure

life,

in

A

health.

of his wife,

New

Colorado or

air night

Hampshire.

and day, whether

Forbid

the

marriage

of

phthisical persons.

Would

isolate tuberculous patients to the extent of having

them

occupy a room alone, and exclude children and young persons
from them entirely. Would certainly recommend the disinfection of the sputa.

Think
phthisis

have observed complete recovery in one case of

I

however, the diagnosis was not proven by the presence

;

of the bacillus tuberculosis

To

reduce the large mortality from this disease, would educate

the people in the care and culture of lung tissue, and give less
attention to the education of the nervous system.

J.

Phthisis.

monary

— In two

O.

DUTRIZAC, M.

years' practice I

D.

have had

five cases

I believe the bacillus tuberculosis to

phthisis.

cause of the disease.

The

of pul-

be the

hereditary cliaracter of the disease

will

always be the principal predisposing cause, and bad ventila-

tion

and dampness

We have
sooner or

To

are also

among

the indirect causes.

three families in this vicinity, every

later,

member of which,

develops consumption.

prevent the spread of the disease, would instruct the people

in regard to

its

character and the sanitary measures necessary in

connection with
patients

;

it.

Should advocate isolation of tuberculous

also the disinfection of the sputa.

In families having a hereditary tendency to the disease, would

recommend perfect cleanliness and outdoor occupations.
Have never observed complete recovery in a case of phthisis.

To

reduce the large mortality from the disease,

I

would impress
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upon the people the contagious character of the disease and
instruct them generally in regard to its character and the means
to be employed for its prevention and restriction.

Lebanon

— Grafton

james
Topography.

— The

clay and marl on the

mica

a. davis, m. d.

sandy in the river valleys; mostly

soil is

Tlie geological formation

hills.

flat,

within the township, but very

— Cases

little

stagnant water.

of this disease are not so frequent in

practice as they were twenty years ago.
lus tuberculosis

pure air

is

mainly

About three quarters of the acreage is hill land, one
and very little swamp. There are three small ponds

township.

Flithisis.

is

with granite on the middle of the north line of the

slate,

quarter

County.

I

the cause of pulmonary phthisis,

is

common

one of the most

my

believe that the bacil-

and

that im-

predisposing causes of the

Imperfect ventilation and dampness play an important

disease.

part in the causation of the disease.

The imperfect

ventilation of schoolhousesno doubt influences,

to a certain extent, the

One
if,

development of the disease in

later life.

case certainly occurred amidst very unsanitary conditions,

indeed, they were not the cause of the disease

:

A woman

developed consumption while living in the upper tenement of a

The dwelling was surrounded by

house.
privies.

I

three pig-pens

and two

ordered her to be removed from the locality, but she

died within a few months.

Have had

cases

which seemed to be due

during the past year.

Improvement

in

to infection, but

none

sewerage and ventilation

should be recommended to prevent the spread of the disease.

Think

it

unnecessary to isolate tuberculous patients, but would

certainly disinfect the sputa.

Pure

air, nutritious diet^

recommended

for

and

exercise in the open air are to be

having a hereditary tendency to

families

develop phthisis.
In

one case only have

phthisis.

I

seen

a complete recovery from
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Lempster

Topography
is

made

.

to yield

good

dutler, m. d.

n.

j.

— The

— Sullivan County,

soil is fertile,

The

crops.

and, by careful cultivation,
surface

broken and uneven,

is

between the valleys composing about seven
the
the
tenths of the acreage, and having an underlying hardpan
valleys, composed of a sandy loam, constitute about one fifth of
hills or swells

;

the acreage,

and one tenth

swamp

is

There

land.

is

but

little

stagnant water.
Phthisis.

— Cases of

this disease are

not

common

in

my

prac-

Fewer cases of phthisis originate in this town than in any
Am of the opinion that the
other with which I am acquainted.

tice.

bacillus tuberculosis

may be the

cause of the disease.

Unsound

parentage, and whatever tends to impair the tone of the system
as a whole,

bad

air,

opinion, the more

and improper food and clothing

common

are, in

my

predisposing causes of the disease.

Imperfect ventilation and dampness are sufficiently influential
the causation of phthisis to be taken into consideration.

may be infectious to a certain
Would isolate tuberculous patients

extent.

phthisis

would

in

Think

as far as practicable,

and

disinfect the sputa.

Families having a tendency to develop the disease should take
great care to improve the general health.

Think

To
pure

I

have seen complete recoveries in cases of phthisis.

reduce the large mortality from phthisis, would
air,

relief of

food

appropriate

exercise,

recommend

and the immediate

any inflammatory condition.
Lisbon
c.

Topography.

— The

— Grafton County,

h.

boynton, m.

surface

Lyme and West Bath

soil in

and

is

is

mostly

d.
hills

and

largely clay slate

;

valleys.

The

in Lisbon

and

Landaff, deep clay loam, with hard subsoil; near the river, sandy

loam, with gravel and cobblestone subsoil.

mation

is

the high

towns

;

largely clay slate

;

The

geological for-

coarse granite appears on the tops of

hills.
There is very little flat land in this and adjoining
no swamps of any magnitude no stagnant water.
;
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Phthisis.

sionally have a case.

I

is

not

common

may develop

in

do not believe the

to be the only cause of phthisis.

tions
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I

my

practice

occa-

;

bacillus tuberculosis

believe that certain condi-

who

the disease in a previously healthy person

Anything that
tends to lower the vital forces predisposes to disease, and slight
exciting causes may induce some form of disease, which may
develop during its progress the particular germ which characterizes it, and this may develop the same disease in others who may
has had no exposure to the bacillus tuberculosis.

come

contact with such diseased

in

chance to be

in a favorable

persons,

if

their systems

condition to propagate the germ which

Physical and mental overwork, impure

they have received.

air,

especially badly ventilated sleeping-rooms, insufficient or unwhole-

some food,

irregular habits of

life,

are undoubtedly predisposing

causes of this disease, while sometimes slight inflammations of the

lung

tissues

may

prove a sufficient exciting cause to create and

develop phthisis in those organs.

more important

though a pure, dry atmosphere
Pupils

have

who spend

think bad ventilation a

far

is

preferable to a moist one.

youth in badly ventilate'd schoolrooms

their

power
and consumption

less vigor, less

to resist various forms

of disease in

one of them.
Have never known a case of phthisis which could be attributed
unsanitary conditions, independent of other circumstances

after life,

to

I

factor in causing this disease than dampness,

is

which would tend in the same direction.
There is doubtless a hereditary tendency in this disease, but
in the cases with which I have been familiar, marked predisposAbout
ing and exciting causes have been far more prominent.
twenty-five

years ago a brilliant lady teacher returned to her

home, which was
daff.

in a

Her bodily

high and dry locality in the town of Lan-

health and nervous system were in a shattered

condition, and for about a year she suffered from various disorders

incident to such a

when,

previously been in

Her

vitality was being rapidly exhausted
cough developed, lungs, which had
a healthy condition, became diseased, and in

state.

after a severe

cold,

about another year she died of tuberculous consumption.

no doubt the
tions good.

bacillus tuberculosis

was present.

I

have

Sanitary condi-
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The
three

family was composed of father, mother, three sons,
daughters.

Before her death another daughter

and

infected with the disease

sons and daughters were

and
became

before the end of five years the

dead, and at the end of another year

all

Here seems

the father died also in the same manner.

to

have

been development of the disease without hereditary tendency, or
infection and propagation to an unlimited degree.

Think

I

have observed complete recovery in cases of this disease.

For tuberculous patients who cannot secure a change of

recommend

cli-

muchoutdoor exercise as the conditions
will permit without fatigue
good food perfect sanitary surroundings inside and outside of dwellings.
mate, would

as

;

;

To

reduce the large mortality from phthisis, would cause sani-

tary science

our
all

and the principles of hygiene

common

school education.

the people such publications

be made a part of

to

Distribute extensively

upon these topics

among

as the average

person can comprehend.

Popular lectures would do much toward interesting people in
the subject,

do

it

and they should be instructed what

in a plain practical

Littleton

— Grafton

t. e.

Topography.

— There

sanger, m.

fifty

to

County,
d.

In

per cent of the population, there

a hardpan of compressed sand

six feet of gravel,

do and how

are all varieties of soil in this town.

the village, which contains
is

to

way.

;

on top of

this are

from two to

with an upper stratum of from one to six

feet

of

Water percolates through the layer of gravel above the
hardpan.
About ninety per cent of the acreage is hill land,
nine and three fourths per cent flat, and about two per cent
swamp. We have no stagnant water.
loam.

Phthisis.

— Cases of

practice now.

this disease are not

per cent in this town within the

last thirty years.

I believe the bacillns tuberculosis to

consumption.

very frequent in

Should say the disease has decreased

Among

the

my

at least sixty

Theoretically,

be the cause of pulmonary

more common predisposing

causes,

should place hereditary tendency, poor or insufficient food, over-

work, and too close confinement in poorly

ventilated

rooms.
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Can recall some cases where both imperfect ventilation and
dampness have seemed a factor but cannot give an exact ratio of
;

their influence.

In very

many

instances the imperfect ventilation of school-

houses has had an influence in the causation of consumption in
later life, in

my

opinion.

Should say that in about one half the cases treated by me,
phthisis could be traced in one or both branches of the family.

who have nursed

In numerous cases, wives

bands have died within two years
Mrs.

vice versa.

her husband,

C,

ill

their

after with the

consumptive hus-

same

and

disease,

with phthisis, was cared for at night by

who developed

a cough

before she died.

years after his wife's death, he married a healthy

Two

woman, who

soon sickened, and died with consumption fifteen months after

About

her marriage.

months

six

after her

death the husband

died with the same disease.

To

prevent the spread of phthisis, would

recommend

a well-

and thoroughly clean sickroom perfect cleanliness of
the bed clothing, the patient, and all his surroundings, and the
disinfection and burning or burying of all excretions.
I would isolate tuberculous patients as far as compatible with
good nursing. By all means disinfect the sputa.
Would recommend, as protective measures for families having
a predisposition to the disease, flannels worn next the skin both
summer and winter, good food and an abundance of it, exercise in the open air, freedom from care, and no night work.

ventilated

;

Have never observed

a complete recovery

Londonderry
f. b.

Topography.
tion.

— The

is

this disease.

County,

perkins, m. d.

soil is

There are no high

the surface

— Rockingham

from

and easy of cultivaswamplands ;
and intervening vales no

unusually

hills,

fertile

extensive plains, or

varied by gentle swells

;

stagnant water.
Phthisis.
in

my

— Cases of

practice.

I

this disease are

not particularly frequent

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause

of pulmonary phthisis.
that depress vitality

Individually, and in families,

promote

this disease.

In

my

all

causes

opinion, the
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more frequent predisposing causes are impure atmosphere and
dampness of locality. Any reducing disease, especially such as
•

involves the breathing apparatus, as measles, bronchitis, or pneu-

monia,

is

consumption, even when

also a predisposing cause of

no hereditary tendency present.
a prominent factor in the causation of
there

Dampness alone

is

coupled with imperfect ventilation,

further for the predisposing causes in a majority

Then, with

insufficient resisting

germ gains

access to the

through the use of tuberculous milk or beef,
disease

To

is

of the cases.

powers in persons exposed to un-

sanitary surroundings, the deadly

medium of dried sputum, and

not

when

we need not look

believe

I

is

but

this disease,

in this

body

or through

manner the

the

real cause of the

established.

prevent the spread of the disease, every phthisical person

should observe the sanitary measures
offering the surest

community

means

in general.

now

generally accepted as

and the safety of the
would recommend the disinfection of

for its prevention
I

the sputa.

Families having a phthisical tendency should secure as nearly
perfect ventilation as possible in dwellings, pure water-supply,
nutritious food, live in the

open

air as

much

as possible,

—

in a

word, observe the laws of hygiene.
I

To

have never seen a complete recovery from phthisis.

reduce the mortality from
supply

is

pure.

this disease, see that the

meat and milk

Instructions should be sent to every family in

the State teaching

how

to

guard against contracting the disease,

as well as plain rules for those already affected.

Merrimack

— Hillsborough County,

w. w. pillsbury, m. d.

Topography. — The

soil

is

porous.

The

surface

is

generally

about two thirds of the acreage being interval with sandy
subsoil ; the balance, clay subsoil, and hill land, with granite
flat,

subsoil.

The

four sevenths
water.
Phthisis.
tice.

relative acreage
;

is,

hill,

about two sevenths

and swamp, one seventh.

— Cases of pulmonary

Very

little

phthisis are rare in

I believe the bacillus tuberculosis to

;

flat,

stagnant

my

prac-

be the cause of the

—
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and improper clothing, with a hereditary predisposition
most common predisposing cause. Observed

to the disease, the

the hereditary tendency of the disease in the case of a married
lady, aged thirty-four,

whose mother and two brothers

also died

of phthisis.

As sanitary measures to prevent the spread of the disease,
recommend cleanliness and disinfectants.
Would not
allow any person to sleep with a tuberculous patient, nor even
Would advise the disinfection of the
to occupy the same room.
should

sputa.

For families having a hereditary tendency

develop the

to

recommend
i. Good flannel worn next
skin both summer and winter
2. Avoid a pork diet.
Have never observed a complete recovery from phthisis.
disease, should

the

:

;

In

residence in the higher altitudes offers the greatest

this section, a

benefit to persons having a tendency to consumption.

MOULTONBOROUGH
WILLIAM
Topography.

— The

soil

H. H.

CaRROLL CoUNTY.
MASON, M. D.

A

productive.

is

portion

is

alluvial,

some meadow. A large part is uneven and rocky. Subsoil clay
and a portion hardpan. The geological formation is syenite,
The strips run north
gneiss, feldspar, and common trapstone.
and south. Red Mountain lies almost wholly within this township, as does also a large portion of Ossipee Mountain, so that
say one fourth; one
quite a large acreage is mountain land,
fourth of the acreage is flat land, and the remainder uneven and

—

rocky.

No

Phthisis.

stagnant water.

— Cases of pulmonary

here than in other country towns,

phthisis are

no more frequent

— perhaps not

as

many

as the

There are not so many cases now as formerly, probably
by reason of a better understanding of hygiene generally.

average.

I

am

not

sure whether

the bacillus

tuberculosis

disease, or the disease causes the bacillus, or both.

may have

tubercles in lungs at birth

harmless for a length of time or for
cause produces inflammation,

;

they
life,

may

lie

or until

when cough,

causes

The

the

child

dormant and
some exciting

expectoration, cavity,
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and

Not

phthisis follow.

until then

were they before suppuration

I

?

do we

Where

find bacilli.

cannot see that

bacilli

have

anything to do with tubercular deposits.

Among

the

more common predisposing

causes, should place

heredity, debility at birth, imperfectly developed lungs.

There
no doubt that a large portion of the cases of phthisis are developed by impure air, and dampness with impurity.
is

Perhaps

the

imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses influences

the disease only so far as

it

and may

affects the general health,

thus lead to the development of this or any other disease to which
the subjects

may be

Our common schoolhouses are
The small children are usually

predisposed.

generally badly constructed.

seated where they will breathe the most impure

air.

Unsanitary conditions have a tendency to develop or hasten
The term, "unsanitary," is not
phthisis, or any other disease.
always well understood by the people,

— rotten vegetables

cellar, a low place about buildings where matter

is

in the

decomposed,

an improperly constructed sink-spout, or one that discharges in
close proximity to the dwelling, and many other conditions that
produce disease and are not properly looked after, nor their
deleterious effects well understood, should be classed under this
head.

As a

rule, all cases

heredity.

of phthisis can be traced back to tubercular

In some cases the members of one family have the

disease in succession.

many

In

cases there seems to be a period

of incubation from a few months to a year

;

sometimes

a bronchitis, which takes on a chronic form and

lasts

it

develops

for

many

years.

As

sanitary

measures

to

prevent the spread of the disease,

should recommend cleanliness
liness

;

warm bathing

sufficient for clean-

only; do not practice bathing in cold water

;

wear flannels

and well-ventilated rooms
and a generous diet, with fat meats; exercise in the open air;
have no close associations with consumptive persons. Would

both summer and winter

recommend

;

secure clean

the perfect isolation of tuberculous patients.

means disinfect the sputa
it in some way.

;

burn

it

if

By

all

convenient, but destroy

Persons having a hereditary tendency to the disease should not
occupy a sleeping-apartment with another person, nor, particu-

;
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the same bed. They should be regular
much outdoor exercise.
Have never seen a complete recovery from

larly,

in their habits,

and

am

not

have

sure that

change of climate

is

to be better to seek the

patients.

I

believe

where one

is

already acclimated.

it

it

be before the disease

rarified

phthisis.

is

I

beneficial, as a rule, to tuberculous

If a

healthiest locality

change

is

made,

to be

Avoid high

developed.

altitudes

let

and

atmosphere.

To reduce

the mortality from this disease, the disease itself

Let there be a more general understanding of

must be reduced.

and the measures necessary to prevent
Avoid everything having a tendency to develop
Avoid compact and poorly
consumption, or any other disease.
Dress uniformly.
Avoid sudden changes.
ventilated rooms.
The female members of families have a greater predisposition to
the disease than the males, or, rather, are more susceptible to it
this may be accounted for by their being more indoors, as well as
more frail. To overcome this tendency, all the functions of the
system should be kept in a normal condition, especially the menstrual.
Avoid the use of drugs as far as possible, yet attend
promptly to the first indications of the disease by consulting a
the nature of the disease,

and

restrict

it.

Tuberculous subjects should avoid matri-

physician.

reliable

mony.

Mont Vernon

— Hillsborough County,

frederick chandler
Topography. — The

The

clay subsoil.

ledge (granite).

soil

is

surface

is

There

is

d.

ai.

porous superficial soil and
uneven and elevated, with much

light

;

a paucity of

flat

and swamp

lands,

and

infrequent in

my

a comparatively small amount of stagnant water.
Phthisis.

— Cases of pulmonary phthisis are

Agreeably to the present theory,

practice.

cur with the weight of evidence in
phthisis, especially the
culosis

is

inactivity,

predisposing
excesses,

and dampness

most,

more acute forms,

the cause of the disease.

common

causes

it

In

seems

if

not

fair
all,

to con-

cases of

that the bacillus tuber-

my

opinion, the

more

are sedentary habits, poor diet,

and heredity.

Both imperfect ventilation
upon

are exceedingly harmful in their influence
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Where

the disease.

there

is

a predisposition to the disease, con-

sider that the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses

much

to

do with the causation of

phthisis.

may have

Have had

cases fol-

my

lowing the death of both parents from phthisis, which, to

mind, unequivocally confirms the belief that the disease

Have

hereditary.

may

be

also observed that the disease

is

infectious,

from the other,

—

at least so

one head of a family contracting

it

supposed.

To
lation

prevent the spread of phthisis, would

alone, secure an

nourish

ways,

the iso-

abundance of pure air, and exercise in various
the body with proper food, and learn what

proper food consists

Would
ble.

recommend

of tuberculous patients, occupy the sleeping-apartment

of.

isolate tuberculous patients to the greatest extent possi-

Most emphatically would recommend the disinfection of

the sputa.

Families

a hereditary tendency to develop

having

should practice intelligent sanitation

They should make

disease.

free

phthisis

and avoid contact with the

use of albuminous foods, and

each individual case should be treated /r<9 re nata.

Whether or not
phthisis

is

I

have ever observed a complete recovery from

a difficult question to answer, as an early diagnosis

not always easy to make.

Many

In the treatment of phthisis

incipiency.

is

cases are very insidious in their
I

think too

much

credit

and hygiene.
For those patients who cannot secure a change of climate,
would advise an outdoor life, with as much active exercise as

is

given to drugs and too

little

to proper food

compatible with the endurance of the individual case, cheerful
companions and occupations, change of scene. Methodical exercise to increase the vital capacity of the lungs, by forcible
inspirations,

is

very essential.

The measures
phthisis

begin

is

necessary to

reduce the large mortality from

a broad subject, and scarcely within

at the fountain

head and

my grasp.

I

would

legislate laws to prevent the

mar-

and intermarriage of these unfortunates. In other words, I
would use prophylaxis in all its details, which is more potent
riage

than so-called "cures."

;

phthisis.

— Hillsborough County.

Nashua
c.

Topography

The

limits.
city, the

s.

— The

.

surface
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rounsevell, m.

soil is light, dry,

is

d.

and sandy inside the

northern portion being more elevated.

low ranges of

hills

of moderate elevation.

is

but very

stagnant water.

little

So

but a small proportion of wet or

formed, there

Phthisis.

— During

city

quite level in the southern portion of the

There are a few
far as I

swamp

am

in-

land and

a period of nearly seven years of active

Nashua and vicinity I have had twelve cases of phthiI do most emphatically believe that the bacillus iubcrcii'
sis.
Heredity and imperfect ventilosis is the cause of the disease.
lation are among the more common predisposing causes.
In my
opinion three fourths more cases are caused by poor ventilation
practice in

than by dampness.

This

is

my

experience, so far as

I

have been

able to judge.

think the

I

much

imperfect ventilation

of schoolhouses

influence in the causation of consumption in later

has had
life,

and

especially where there has been a family predisposition to the disease.

I

do not

recall

any

cases that were caused

by unsanitary

conditions alone.

coming under my observation, six were in
pronounced phthisical predisposition. In two
of the cases, both father and mother had died of the disease, and
of the remaining four cases, either the father or the mother had
between twenty and thirty.
died of the disease at an early age,
I have had one case which I think was much aggravated by if
indeed it was not wholly due to infection
it was the case of a
young lady who would persist in sleeping with another who had
There was no history of the disease
the disease well developed.
in her family, but she soon showed symptoms of it and died in

Of

the twelve cases

families having a

—

;

less

than three months after the death of her friend, the disease

developing very rapidly.

To
fect

prevent the spread of the disease I would

recommend

per-

cleanlmess of apartments occupied by tuberculous patients

frequent washing or disinfection of

all

bedding and wearing ap-

parel, everything, in fact, used in the sickroom.

Spit-cups, etc.,

should be well supplied with some effective disinfectant, prefer5
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ably a solution of Piatt's chloride or carbolic acid.
direct special attention

and care

I

would also
more

to the selection of foods,

meat and milk.
would recommend the isolation of tuberculous patients as far
as circumstances would admit in individual cases, but more esNo person should occupy
pecially in the matter of apartments.
the same bed or even the same sleeping-room with a consumptive.
I would not deprive a patient of the society of his family and
especially
I

friends

under reasonable circumstances.

I

would

disinfect the

sputa.

In families having a hereditary tendency to develop the disease
would never allow the mother to nurse her children. School
enjoyable exercise in the open
life should be carefully regulated,
air encouraged, and later, suitable business and occupations
chosen which would involve abundant outdoor life and exerRegular habits in eating,
cise, and other than sedentary habits.

I

sleeping, bathing, etc., should be observed.

both young men, who presented all the charand symptoms of phthisis. Until within a few
months they had always been well and robust had no history of
They had formerly been accustomed to an outthe disease.
door life, but latterly had been in close rooms. They soon began to lose flesh, appetites became impaired, and a cough developed which grew worse from day to day. A radical change to
an outdoor life and careful treatment soon wrought a change.
It is now four years since they came to me, and they are apparently as well as ever; but nothing could induce them to go back
1 recall

two

cases,

acteristic signs

;

to their close rooms.

For those patients who cannot secure a change of climate,
should

recommend outdoor occupation, such

of the patient will admit

;

tion

;

as a rule,

such food as best

oil, if it

;

To
all

if it

of the patient,

the different preparations

can be tolerated, and

preparations as can be taken with relish

abundance,

;

suits the appetite

including as large a variety as possible

of beef, cod liver

a good diet of
by the powers of diges-

regular hours of sleep

the most generous kind and limited only

I

as the strength

;

.such other

food

milk and cream

in

can be taken.

reduce the large mortality from

preventive measures possible,

this disease I

many

of which

I

would adopt
think should
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be employed

strictly in
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accordance with the peculiar individual
Sanitary and hygienic rules should

characteristics of the patient.

be

strictly

these I regard as of the utmost importance
Open-air occupations and good ventilation of sleep-

adhered to

in all cases.

;

ing-rooms, combined with proper food and regular habits, would,
in

my

opinion, reduce the mortality of this disease

other measures

agency that

combined

but to

;

some

extent, I

whom

the disease

is

would recommend such measures

prevent the contagion
apartments,

more than all
added every

up the general health.

will in the least build

In the case of those patients in
to

these should be

from spreading

disinfection of all sputa

,

developed

as will best

rigid cleanliness of all

and discharges,

frequent

change of linen, bedding, etc., and the isolation of the patient
far as consistent with a due regard for his social enjoyment.

ROYAL
Phthisis.

PRESCOTT, M. D.

— Having been a specialist

for five years past, I

have

During twenty years of general
New York City, however, I had a large experience

had but few cases of
practice in

B.

as

phthisis.

with the disease, not only in private practice, but also in various
of the city institutions with which

From

I

was connected.

who have given

the observations of those

special atten-

tion to this point, as published in the medical journals, I

clined to the belief that the bacillus tuberculosis
phthisis.

Heredity, and what

is

known

as

is

" taking cold,"

debility arising from other pathological conditions, are

the

more common predisposing

causes.

am

I

in-

the cause of
also,

among

have no doubt that

both imperfect ventilation and dampness are important factors in
the causation of the disease.
If the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses

causation of consumption in later

mote one.

It

is

not

schoolhouses of large

schoolhouses in

life, it

be a factor in the
must be, I think, a re-

unlikely, however, in
cities,

New York

and

I

the over-crowded

have no doubt of

City which I can

it

in certain

recall.

do not at this time recollect any case that I would be willing
was caused by unsanitary surroundings alone. There are
numerous cases of every-day occurrence that illustrate the hereditary tendency of the disease.
I have in mind several instances of
young people with this disease whose parents, one or both, were
I

to say

;
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victims of phthisis, and where

other obvious cause.
tract the disease

The

I

it

appeared in the offspring without

have also

known

healthy wives to con-

from phthisical husbands, and vice versa.

best possible sanitary measures should be observed to pre-

vent development and spread of the disease

\

climate, soil, drain-

age, ventilation, food, air, clothing, exercise, etc., etc.

Would

isolate tuberculous patients to the greatest possible ex-

consistent Avith their

tent

social

and physical comfort.

Most

emphatically the sputa sliould be disinfected.

As protective measures for families with a hereditary tendency
would recommend immediate removal to and
continued residence in a climate containing the minimum amount
to develop phthisis

of humidity, that of Colorado, for instance.
I

can recall several cases of complete recovery from

ease.

The

disease

was recognized

now

parties are

at

living

this dis-

in excellent health.

The

an early stage and prompt and vigorous

measures immediately adopted.
or

and

The

cases were treated ten years

more ago, and one or two of them seen within a recent period.
Tuberculous patients who cannot secure a change of climate

should lead an absolutely outdoor existence.

mediately

relinquish

all

They should im-

employments involving confinement

withindoors; should wear flannel undergarments.

To

reduce the large mortality from phthisis, would inaugurate

and general.
would prevent the marriage of persons having a
strong hereditary tendency to this disease.
the best possible hygienic measures, personal, local,
If practicable,

New Hampton — Belknap
william child, m.

County,
d.

—

The soil is sandy, but fertile.
Topography
broken and uneven, with but little swamp land.
.

formation

is

Phthisis.
tice.

granite.

I believe

disease.

No

— Cases of
the

surface

is

geological

stagnant water.

this disease are not

common

the bacillus tuberculosis to

Among

The
The
in

my

prac-

be the cause of the

more common predisposing

causes of the

disease should place dampness, bad ventilation, with contagion,

or exposure to the bacillus tuberculosis.
the great

and

all

Imperfect ventilation

important factor in the causation of the disease

is
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dampness

is

of but

little
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account when considered alone.

Of

course the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has an influence
in the causation of the disease in later
cases arise

The

cases that I have treated have not in

They may

of heredity.

sult

all

all,

any way been the refor by contagion.

be accounted

To

prevent the spread of the disease would

air

life,

tious,

Many, perhaps

life.

from unsanitary conditions.

recommend an openand a

regular habits, an even temperature, dry air,

mixed

Would recommend

diet.

tuberculous patients

nutri-

perfect isolation of

the

also the disinfection of the sputa.

;

In families having a tendency to develop or acquire phthisis,

would separate the babes, children, and adults from parents, relaor others affected with the disease. Would have them eat,

tives,

sleep,

work, and

live in the

open

extent possi-

air to the greatest

ble.

Think
patients

I

have observed complete recovery from phthisis.

who cannot

mend complete

For

secure a change of climate, would recom-

ventilation

of living and sleeping

rooms

;

they

should sleep alone and have a varied, nutritious diet.

To reduce

the large mortality from this disease would scatter

truths respecting

that

it

bad ventilation

among
is

that all (?) cases arise

Make emphatic

the people.

the fact

the great indirect cause of the disease

and

from contagion.

Newport

— Sullivan

County.

d. m. currier, m. d.

Topography.

— The

soil is

The

varied.

composed of granite and

tops

of the highest

Below this
and above the low land of the valley the soil is composed of
loam generally, with a subsoil of clay interspersed with bowlders.
The valley extends north and south through the town, with an
arm extending east toward Sunapee, and was at no distant day
the bed of a lake somewhat smaller than Lake Sunapee.
This

hills are

lake was drained

ridge of

hill

by the

are mostly bare.

river wearing a channel through the

west of North Newport.

Most of

with the exception of the Sunapee arm, which

and unproductive, is a rich, arable
elevation composed of sand drift.

soil

this lake

is,

bottom,

of course, gravel

with here and there an

Through

this

valley

flows
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Sugar

The

river.

azoic; three

town was
and one tenth swamp

early geological formation of the

fifths hill,

three tenths

flat,

land.

There are small pools of stagnant water in various parts of the
town the largest and most noticeable is just north of the village.
;

Ten

ago the

years

shown

in the

river

formed

at

this place a large

bend, as

diagram.

K

railroad was built across the river near the approximate

The

ends of the bend.
cut

its

way through

During a

freshet a few years ago, the river

the banks east of the railroad, abandoning

old channel around the bend.

The

railroad

the channel of the old river bed where

and the

result

water.
Phthisis.

time.
disease.

I

is,

the whole of the old

— Have some

it

company

filled

its

up

passed under the track,

bend

cases of phthisis

is filled

with stagnant

under treatment

all

the

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of the

Am

of the opinion that the

more common predisposing

causes are an inherited feeble constitution, unable to withstand the
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invasion of disease, and unsanitary surroundings.
fect ventilation is

Think the imperfect

of phthisis.

I

think imper-

a greater factor than dampness in the causation
ventilation of schoolhouses has

had no part in the causation of consumption in later life the bad
effect would show itself immediately,
that is, within five years.
;

—

Had one

case of laryngeal phthisis in which there was

no ap-

parent cause other than the very impure drinking-water of which

wont

the patient was

to take large draughts.

As

to the hereditary

have known no cases that could not be
by contagion. Have observed the immediate at-

tendency of the disease,
accounted for

I

tendants upon cases sicken and die of the disease

when there was
no previous tendency thereto. For instance, in a
family of three boys and three girls, the oldest girl, from some
source, contracted phthisis, and was cared for by the next
younger sister, who came down with it a short time after the
apparently

death of the

She

elder sister.

who

youngest

sister,

one year

after the

in

turn was cared for by the

also contracted the disease

death of the second

sister.

and died about
Each slept with

whom she was caring. The brothers are strong,
men they were not at home during the illness of the girls.
Would isolate tuberculous patients as far as consistent with the

the patient for

robust

;

mental and physical comfort of the patient.
alone

and

friends

should

not

kiss

them.

They should sleep
Most certainly the

sputa should be disinfected.

Families having a hereditary tendency to the disease should

body in as healthy a state as
them by exhaustion or exposure.
Have observed complete recovery from phthisis; in one case
recovery took place with one lung destroyed.
maintain

all

the functions of the

possible, not overtaxing

Tuberculous persons who cannot secure a change of climate
should secure good sanitary surroundings,

both day and night
during the day

;

;

live in the

open

viz.

:

air as

Good
much

perfect cleanliness of habitation

ventilation
as possible

and person

;

a

sponge bath each morning upon rising; a nutritious but not too
stimulating diet in which the carbonates predominate
regularity in all the habits of

;

observe

life.

Eternal war must be waged upon the bacillus tuberculosis in order
to

reduce the large mortality from this disease.
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T.

,

Phthisis.

— Cases

my practice.

I

the disease.

Among

SANBORN, M.

B.

D.

of pulmonary phthisis are very frequent in

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of
the

more common predisposing causes

mal-nutrition from any cause, especially in

are

having a

a person

hereditary tendency; also, pneumonia, pleurisy, catarrh, mechanical irritants,

much

vails

condition of

The disease preamong those whose pursuits are
who lead an outdoor life. AVant of

soil (moisture), etc.

more extensively

among

sedentary than

those

exercise, defective ventilation,

of the cases.

I

and dampness contribute one third

believe that the imperfect ventilation of school-

houses has an influence in the causation of the consumption of
later

life.

The

disease appears to be hereditary in

one family

in

town

in

which there have been four deaths from phthisis within the past
Perfect hygiene

six years.

be

in the

open

air as

in well-ventilated

should be observed to prevent the

All cases whose condition permits should

spread of the disease.

much

rooms.

as possible

The

others should be isolated

;

sputa should be disinfected.

Families having a tendency to develop phthisis should wear

plenty of clothing and live in the open

Have never

air.

seen a complete recovery from phthisis.

rank exercise and outdoor

I

should

above any known remedies for

life far

the cure of this disease.

As measures

to reduce the large mortality

recommend warm

from phthisis should

clothing, the feet well protected against cold

and dampness, good, wholesome food, and an outdoor

Pelham

— Hillsborough

amos batchelder,
Topography.
is

— The

soil is

what

is

County.

m. d.

called

" oak land."

a sandy loam in the vicinity of the streams.

formation
place.

is

The

life.

The

There

geological

gneiss granite, with steatite cropping out in

acreage

is

mostly

hilly,

one

low interval in the vicinity

of the streams, and some sandy plains and ridges of higher elevation but limited extent.

There

is little

stagnant water.
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systems,

— This disease
The

the town.

is

not
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common
may

bacillus tuberculosis

in

my

practice, nor in

be inherited in some

and developed by imperfect ventilation and other causes.

Have not made very extended researches relative to this disease.
In my opinion, the more common predisposing causes are badly
and exposure

ventilated rooms,

to cold after leaving a heated

No doubt imperand dampness have an influence upon the disease,
long course of investigation would be necessary to decide

atmosphere, together with insufficient clothing.
fect ventilation

but a

these questions.

A young lady died recently of what, in my opinion, was no
doubt a case of hereditary consumption, as her father, mother,
and several

have

sisters

the last of the family

all
is

died of that disease within a few years

They were not

gone.

;

natives of this

country.

Great care

in the

matter of clothing in our changeable climate,

cleanliness everywhere,

is

necessary to limit the disease.

isolate the tuberculous patient in

him every necessary

Think

attention.

dispose of the sputa by burying

Would

a well-ventilated room, giving
it

would be well

to

it.

Families having a predisposition to phthisis would do well to
live in the clear

atmosphere of Colorado, rather than

in the hot,

They should observe all those
tendency to keep the general community

depressing climate of the South.

measures which have a
in a healthy condition.

my

In

recovery

fifty-four years

of practice

from phthisis.

I

have never seen a complete

Those patients who cannot secure a

change of climate should take those precautions that every wellinformed person observes to maintain good health. Occasional
deep breathing and friction over the chest are

beneficial.

would recommend as general measures to reduce the large
mortality from phthisis, that each and every person lead a natural
I

life

for

;

loosen the stay lacings, so that that the lungs
their

original

the stomach

"good

room

may

intention, for breathing purposes,
to

perform

may

its

be used

and give

natural operations, in order that

on appetite," and to enable all the
other digestive organs to do their duty without restriction;
promptly attend to the calls of nature eat to live, and not live to
digestion

wait

;

eat.
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Peterborough

— Hillsborough County,

w. d. chase, m. d.
Topography.

with

— The

hills, vales,

acreage

swamp

is

sandy, the surface being diversified

soil is

meadows, broad

about seven parts

There

land.

Phthisis.

—

is

swells,

and

The

rills.

two parts

hill,

flat,

relative

and one part

no stagnant water of any account.

From January

i,

1885, to January

were 238 deaths in town, 25, or a

trifle

1890, there

i,

over 10 per cent, being

from consumption.

The evidence

of investigators of the subject seems to be con-

clusive that the bacillus tuberculosis

the cause of this disease.

is

that lowers the tone of the body, as overwork, anxiety,

Anything

insufficient clothing

and food, may be

a predisposing cause.

I

of the opinion that more cases could be traced to dampness

am

than to imperfect ventilation.

So many factors

in the causation

of consumption arise during the period from childhood to adult
that

life

it

is

difficult

to

To my mind,

the hereditary tendency of the disease

trated in the following case
vears,

and

lived to mature years.

tion

six died,

I

:

is

the

illus-

many

Mrs. C. had a cough for

finally died of phthisis.

whom
;

much influence
may have had.

determine how

imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses

She had ten children,

all

of

Seven of them developed consump-

and one recovered.

Have never

seen a case that

could attribute to direct infection.

To
all

prevent the spread of phthisis,

I

would,

if possible,

compel

tuberculous patients to use spit-cups, and then burn them.

I

would not allow a person afflicted with phthisis to occupy the
same bed with another. Would disinfect the sputa.
Families having a hereditary tendency to the disease should
secure a well-drained soil about the dwelling, plenty of sunshine
in all the rooms, a liberal supply of nutritious food,

and protect

the person with woolen garments in cold weather.

Have

seen complete recovery from phthisis

:

M. C, when

about forty years of age, had persistent cough, wasting of the
He was sick about two years,
body, expectoration of blood, etc.
but

is

now

of good

living at the age of seventy years, in the

health.

Three brothers and three

sisters

enjoyment

died of phthisis,
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cough, loss of

C, when

A.

also his mother.

a
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young man, had

recovered, and died of carbuncle at the age of

many

autopsy .showed

fifty

persistent

a

He

expectoration of blood, etc.

flesh,

finally

The

years.

calcareous deposits at the apex of one

lung.
I

would advise those patients who cannot secure a change of

climate to live outdoors as

To

much

as possible.

reduce the large mortality from phthisis, would advise the

immediate destruction of the sputa of consumptive persons, and
and milk supply.

the inspection of the meat

F.

Phthisis.
I

— Cases of

A.

HODGDON,

M.

D.

phthisis are quite frequent in

do most emphatically believe the

my practice.

bacillus tuberculosis to be the

cause of this disease, while too close confinement indoors

common

most
I

know

predisposing cause.

to have been

I

mind

in

have

large per cent of

induced by imperfect ventilation.

say what effect dampness

now

A

may

have.

I

my
I

is

the

cases

cannot

cannot trace a single case

to unsanitary conditions alone.

now under

treatment a patient developing phthisis whose

and mother both died of the same malady. I am also
treating a lady who has no family history of phthisis, but whose
husband died two years ago with the disease, and I fear the same
father

difficulty with her,

although

it

is

not yet perfectly developed.

In these cases both the hereditary tendency and the infectiousness

of phthisis would seem to be indicated.

To

prevent the spread of the disease would

recommend

per-

fect cleanliness of tuberculous patients,

thorough disinfection of

the room, spittoon, or spit-cup, and

other articles used by the

patient,

and

all

perfect ventilation of the

Would have him

as

room occupied by him.
By all means

completely isolated as possible.

disinfect the sputa.

In families having a hereditary tendency to phthisis a change
of climate to a higher altitude seems, at

least, to

defer the ap-

proach of the disease.
In only one case have

covery
has, in

;

but

my

I

am

I

seen what

is

apparently a complete re-

watching that case suspiciously.

Proper diet

hands, been of great benefit in modifying the disease.
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To

reduce the large mortality from phthisis would recommend

the isolation of tuberculous patients so far as can be consistently-

done.

The

by

patient should,

all

J.

Phthisis.

H.

— This disease

There

means, sleep alone.

should be an abundance of pure air in the room at

all

times.

CUTLER, M. D.
is

not very

common

in

my

practice,

Believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be

occasionally have a case.

Believe heredity, dampness, and

the cause in a few cases.

matic influences to be the more

common

cli-

In

predisposing causes.

a large majority of cases imperfect ventilation and dampness are
important

The

factors.

imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses, in conjunction with

the stooping posture assumed by the pupil, cannot

fail

to be

most

harmful.
hereditary tendency of phthisis is clearly shown in famwhose members develop the disease, one after another. 1
have in mind the case of a man who took care of a friend and
apparently contracted the disease through contagion and died;

The

ilies

may be conjectural,
To prevent the spread

this

sanitation.

It is

a

notwithstanding the strong evidence.

recommend

of the disease would

mooted question

culous patients should be isolated.

as yet

perfect

whether or not tuber-

Think

it

well to disinfect the

sputa.

Families inheriting a predisposition to the disease should have
the best of nourishment, the best of habits,

and a change of

climate.

In a genuinely seated case recovery seldom takes place,

— not

Those patients who cannot secure
a change of climate should have the best of food and none but
good habits.
To reduce the mortality, would teach people to take care of
without a change of climate.

themselves.

Plaistow

— Rockingham

pitts

Topography.

— The

e.

soil is

ger portion of the town

;

d.

generally good, being a mixture of

The

loam, clay, and gravel.

howes, m.

County.

surface

is

generally even in the lar-

the relative acreage

is

about two thirds
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and

hill

flat

and one

land,
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swamp

third

There

land.

is

not

much

stagnant water.
Phthisis.

— This disease

not at

is

have seen but one case since

number of

probably a
unless the

cases

much

common

all

my

in

have been here.

greater factor than dampness in

dampness be due

to stagnant water.

the imperfect ventilation of school houses has

developing the consumption of later

I

life,

I

its

is

causation,

do believe

much

;

think in a

Imperfect ventilation

hereditary.

it is

practice

believe the

I

be the cause of phthisis, but

bacillus tuberculosis to

large

I

that

influence in

especially in those of a

consumptive tendency.

To
and

recommend

prevent the spread of the disease would

and a

ventilation, as far as possible,

these measures are strictly adhered to

if

isolation of the patient as essential.

perfect

careful disposal of the sputa,
I

do not regard the

Should most certainly

dis-

infect the sputa.

In families having a hereditary tendency to the disease, a large

amount of outdoor
continued through

from

phthisis.

exercise should be taken at an early age
life.

and

have never seen a complete recovery

I

Consumptives

will derive the

most benefit from

outdoor exercise, and they should engage in those occupations
will call them out of doors the greater part of the time.
Teach the people that by proper exercise and a correct mode of
life a large per cent of inherited consumption can be rendered

which

inert

thus will the mortality be reduced.

;

Plymouth

— Grafton

cyrus
Topography.
clayey,

The

— The

and very

little

soil

fools'

is

kelly, m. d.

rocky, sandy, and in some sections

marsh land

geological formation

and some "

k.

gold."

is

in

town

land,

The

surface

is

generally uneven, the

little or no
valleys
and comparatively no stagnant water within the

and

;

limits.

Phthisis.
recall to

my

any section of the town.
and quartz,

granite, feldspar, mica,

greater part of the acreage being hills

swamp

County,

— During

mind a dozen

a practice of thirty-three years I do not
cases of phthisis treated by myself or by

neighbors in the profession.

Emphatically

I

do believe the
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bacillus tuberculosis to be the cause of

my

pulmonary

phthisis.

It is

by congestion of the lungs and often by pneumonia, is the most common
I am unable to say what inpredisposing cause of the disease.
fluence imperfect ventilation and dampness may have in the
causation of the disease, not having any data on which to base an
I would here state a notable fact, however, and that is,
opinion.
that nearly all the cellars in our village are damp and many have
water in them the year round, which condition is supposed, by

also

belief that accidentally taking cold, followed

many, to favor the development, not only of lung diseases, but
while the fact remains that we have but very
rheumatism as well
In my belief, dampness in cellars is, at
little of either here.
I would also mention,
least, not a factor in developing phthisis.
;

in this connection, that a large majority of the cases of phthisis

treated
soil at

by me have occurred on elevated land, and on sandy
a lower elevation.

Judging from

my

limited experience with the disease, I

do not

believe the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has had any influence in the causation of consumption in later

ago the ventilation of schoolhouses
acquaintance was as bad as

modern methods, and

yet

it

all

my

could well be, as compared with

can recall but two of

I

Fifty years

life.

over the region of

my

schoolmates

Many of them
died of phthisis or any other lung disease.
are living to-day, and in good health for persons of their ages.
I know of several who are more than seventy-five years of age,
who

and

likely to live several years longer.

The two

cases referred to

were in families where intermarriage had been going on for several
generations, and the same custom is still practiced more or less,

and

their mental caliber

I recall

itary

is

rated lower than that of their lungs.

but one case that seemed quite positively due to unsan-

surroundings, and that

occurred

many

years

ago.

The

mother of a family of nearly a dozen children died of phthisis at

Having no privy, the buildings, inthe age of nearly fifty years.
cluding the house, were surrounded by the waste of the whole family, and the stench, especially in hot weather, was decidedly rank,
as bad, I should judge, as that described

the bucking basket, as " the vilest
that ever offended nostril."

by Jack

compound

Falstaff,

while in

of villainous smells

If unsanitary conditions

produced

PHTHISIS.
the disease in this mother, the
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wonder

my mind

to

is

that the

whole family did not die of that or some other disease before they

had lived out half their days. One other fact in connection with
this family, which I never could reconcile with the transmissibility
This mother was ill with phthisis between four and
At the age of forty-five she gave birth to a healthy
Escaping most of the dismale child of eleven pounds weight.
eases incident to infanc}' and childhood, he arrived at manhood
At the age of fiftythe strongest and healthiest of the family.
one he died of malignant typhoid fever, and never in his life had
a symptom of pulmonary disease, and had it not been for this
or some other acute disease, might have been alive and well toThe Bible says, " Great is the mystery of godliness," and
day.
I say, great is the mystery of disease in some instances, and to
me this was one of them.
I recall to mind one family where both parents were in feeble
Four chilhealth, the mother of a decided consumptive habit.
dren were born to them, but none lived to be over sixteen years
The mother died of
of age
all died of pulmonary phthisis.
of phthisis

:

five years.

;

the

same disease

fate

of the father, as he removed to another part of the country

after the

at the age of thirty-nine.

never learned the

I

death of his wife.

As measures to prevent the spread of this disease I would
recommend plenty of exercise in the open air in all good weather
a generous diet of both vegetable and animal food, and varied as
much as possible avoid sudden changes of temperature and all
" early to bed and early to rise ";
extremes of whatever nature
in some instances, and perhaps in many, malt and perhaps spiritI believe
uous liquors if sound judgment should direct their use.
;

;

;

reasonable stimulation in
I

am

many

cases to

be

right,

Nature in

many

instances can

notwithstanding

As a

in favor of total abstinence in health.

do more than drugs

human system to a healthful condition.
I would recommend the same precautions

rule, I believe

to restore the

in regard to isolation

that are considered necessary in other diseases

supposed to be in-

be — but

not to my mind.
some suppose phthisis to
Most decidedly I would recommend the disinfection of the sputa
and all other precautionary measures, on the theory that "an
ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure."
fectious, as
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I

think

have never known of a complete recovery from a case

I

of confirmed

phthisis.

think further

I

etiology of phthisis will

investigation into the

be necessary before any general plan can

be adopted to reduce the large mortality from the

Portsmouth

— Rockingham County,

john

— The

Topography.

The

etc., etc.

stratified,

j.

soil is

berry, m. d.

composed of clay and

geological formation

and frequently

The

trap dyke.

soil

disease.

in

is

diluvial sand,

flinty slate, imperfectly

combination with granite vein and

overlying these

is

such as naturally results

from the disintegration of such deposits. Tertiary clays, blue
and brick, are to be found in some localities; and in low lands,

swamps of peat and muck, in which are evidences of submerged
forests, and where wood has been found in a good state of preserThere is very little stagnant water. We have considerable
low and " made" land, and there are many damp cellars in the
city; many of the houses are old and poorly ventilated.
vation.

Phthisis.
tice.

I

— Cases of

this disease are quite frequent in

my prac-

believe the bacillus tuberculosis to be one of the causes of

phthisis, but not the sole cause.

Among

the predisposing causes

should place bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, and poor nutrition,
especially of the nervous system.
tilation

acts

as

a

causative

Undoubtedly, imperfect venby producing imperfect

factor,

oxygenation, and hence faulty nutrition.
cause of the disease, as
tract
fect

and catarrh of
ventilation

its

it

Dampness

is

a frequent

produces congestion of the respiratory

mucous membrane.

I

think the imper-

of schoolhouses has a slight influence in the

Have seen a great
causation of the consumption of later life.
many cases that were pretty surely due to unsanitary conditions.
Have noticed a hereditary tendency in a certain number of
To prevent the spread of the disease,
cases, but not in most.
would recommend,

as

sanitary measures,

partial

isolation

of

patient, disinfection of sputa, thorough ventilation of dwelling,

and perfect drainage of his locality.
I would advise the partial isolation of tuberculous patients,
viz.:
I would have them sleep by themselves in thoroughly ven-

—
;

PHTHISIS.

and be out of doors

tilated apartments,

Would
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much

as

as

possible.

disinfect the sputa.

Families having a tendency to develop phthisis should seek a
dry, equable climate of moderate elevation

including

exercise,

special

attention

lead an outdoor

;

life

;

development

chest

to

maintain good nutrition, and observe general personal hygiene.

Have

occasionally observed complete recovery from phthisis,

but not often.

Tuberculous persons who cannot secure a change of climate
should take the greatest amount of outdoor exercise possible, a

generous diet, and attention to the general rules of hygiene.

As general measures
would recommend

to reduce the large mortality

from phthisis,

and elevated spots better
ventilation of dwellings and school buildings; early and systematic phisiological training in the schools and in the homes
more
outdoor exercise, together with due observance of the general
rules of personal hygiene.
I would here state my belief that a
person with well-developed lungs and good general health cana residence in dry

;

;

not acquire phthisis except through grave exposure.
D. W. JONES, M. D.

Phthisis.

— Cases of

this disease are

very frequent in

I believe that the bacillus tuberculosis is the

tice.

disease,

and

that a cold,

predisposing cause.

damp atmosphere

is

my

prac-

cause of the

the most

Imperfect ventilation has very

common

little

to

do

with the causation of the disease, except, indirectly, by depressing
the vital forces.
favors

the

I

consider dampness an important factor, as

growth of the

bacillus,

the

specific

it

cause of the

disease.

In schoolhouses, the poor judgment and ignorance concerning
the natural laws governing the currents of air,
ers,

in admitting cold air

as predisposing causes.

and creating

drafts,

on the part of teachnot infrequently act

Have never observed any

unsanitary conditions.
I

do not believe the disease

is

hereditary,

—

cases

due to

strictly so.

Of

course a feeble constitution from heredity would favor the invasion of

any

disease.

Have known

disease from infected husbands,

parents;

healthy wives to contract the

and

vice versa

children from other children in

the

;

children from
same family,
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apparently from hereditary influences, but in reality from contagion.

To

prevent the spread of phthisis, would

recommend

isolation.

Tuberculous patients should not occupy the same apartment with
another, nor,

Would
As

if

possible,

the same house with healthy persons.

certainly disinfect the sputa.

a protective measure in families having a predisposition to

recommend

the disease, would

the breathing of czonized air,

either artificially procured or secured

phthisis

when

by change of climate

to

Have never observed a complete recovery from

high altitudes.

positive

pathognomonic symptoms have been

pres-

ent.

Tuberculous patients who cannot secure a change of climate
should avoid extremes of temperature and the breathing of cold,
moist air

To reduce the large mortality from this disease, would recommend the wearing of flannel next the skin both summer and winter, and the maintenance, as far as may be possible, of an equable
temperature.

J.

Phthisis.

— Cases of

W. PARSONS, M. D.

this disease are frequent in

without, perhaps, being very frequent.
there are not so

due

many

It is

my

cases as twenty years ago

;

my

practice,

impression that
but this

may be

to a better class of patients.

I am inclined to the belief that the
may be the cause of the disease, but have
strong doubts. Want of general care of health, neglect of simple
"colds," and heredity are, in my opinion, the more common
Some cases may be due to imperfect venpredisposing causes.

From

present teachings,

bacillus tuberculosis

tilation, but
air in

my

none

schoolhouses

to

common

inclined to think the bad

harmful than the bad air at home.

impression that some cases

conditions

Am

dampness.

less

may

It

is

be due to those unsanitary

with poverty and ignorance.

I

have no

records from which to give facts concerning the hereditary or
infectious tendency of the disease.

As sanitary measures

to prevent the spread of the disease,

would

teach persons to take care of their health, especially of simple
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"colds," and to provide themselves with good food, pure
proper clothing,

From our
lation

is

to

air,

etc., etc.

present knowledge of the nature of the disease, iso-

be advised

in all cases

also the disinfection of the

;

sputa.

Families having a hereditary tendency to the disease should be
advised against intermarriage, and should seek a change of

cli-

mate.

have occasionally observed a complete recovery from phthisis.

I

To reduce
the people

the large mortality from this disease, would educate

upon

all

sanitary

matters,

and would

instruct the

children in sanitation as well as in mathematics.
N. L. FOLSOM, M. D.
Phthisis.

— We have our

bacillus tuberculosis ma}'

may be induced by

the disease

My

share of consumption here.

full

be the cause of the disease, but

The
think

I

taking cold and by imprudences.

patients are directed to wear flannels from head to feet, night

and day, summer and winter.

I

think the most

common

predis-

posing causes are taking colds, insufficient clothing, carelessness,
ignorance, and thoughtlessness in caring for the health in gen-

Dampness

eral.

is

imperfect ventilation

probably a more important factor
in

its

causation.

ventilation of schoolhouses can have but

Think

the

little effect,

than

imperfect

unless

it

be

undermining the constitution.
The hereditary tendency of the disease was pretty clearly illustrated in one family in which three daughters and one son died
with it.
I do not know what caused the father's death, but the
mother is the only one living.
Exercise, good food, and care to maintain good health are the
in

best measures to prevent the disease.
I

would

alone.

isolate tuberculous patients so far as to

Would

have them sleep

disinfect the sputa.

Families having a predisposition to the disease should wear
flannel underclothing

summer and

winter, each

member should

have a separate sleeping-apartment, they should live in a healthful locality,

have good food, exercise in the open

the skin cleanly

by

friction, etc.

air,

and keep
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If a patient recovers, he is said not to have had consumption ;
some who were supposed to have the disease regain their health,,
while others succumb after a long struggle.

— Rockingham

Raymond

george

County,

guptill, m. d.

h.

—

The soil is chiefly sandy the village is situated
Topography.
on sandy soil. Tiie surface is hilly and broken.
Should judge
from seven to nine tenths of the acreage was hill and flat lands.

The Lamprey
has along

its

small streams,

among

springs,

river, a small stream, flows through the town, and
banks an average amount of " flowage," as do all

and

this

flowage changes, of course, as to moisture

We

seasons.

at diff"erent

places

;

the hills

have but

may be found

which become dry

as

stagnant water.

little

In

small pools of water fed

summer advances, and

by

there are

small extents of marsh along the river which also change condition according to the season.
Phthisis.
practice.

— Cases of

I

ease just so far as the system

opment

;

thus far and

no

a cause of the dis-

is

in a condition to favor

is

farther.

I

phthisis without the bacillus, therefore

its

devel-

think we have cases
it

is

of

not essential to the

disease, or rather not to all cases of pulmonary

consumption.

will say that I consider the bacillus tuberculosis
sis,

my

not very frequent in

this disease are

think the bacillus tuberculosis

z.

So I

cause of phthi-

and a frequent one.

First of all

among

the predisposing causes I would place

an

inherited or acquired diathesis, as predisposing to scrofula, etc.,

Again, the imperfect expansion of the lungs with pure air;

etc.

also all habits tending to

lower the general tone of the system.

Sexual excesses are a great factor in
as predisposing causes outside

Am

causation.

I

name

these

of the opinion that but a very small proportion are caused

by dampness or imperfect
carried to excess would favor

ventilation.

either

its

speaking they are causing but very

Of

its

of the bacillus tuberculosis.

course these conditions favor

opinion that their influence

is

Of

course, either

development, but generally
little

its

of the disease to-day.

development, but

over-estimated.

it

is

my

The conditions
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in some schoolrooms are very bad, but in the majority of them

the ventilation has

Have known
think

influence on the disease.

which the children of consumpone or both, have died with consumption
but

parents,

tive

little

a few families in

;

have observed more cases

I

among

parents,

and where the disease was due

error in

life.

Last

November

I

was called

the children of healthy

some indiscretion or

to

to see a child

with phthisis the preceding May.

The

whose aunt had died

child had been

ill^for

two

or three weeks, but was attended by another physician, so I have

not a

full

However,

history of the case.

ient phthisis,

due,

I

have no doubt,

I

found her with incip-

to infection

she

;

had a

scrofulous diathesis.

In this disease

all

sanitary measures tending to strengthen

and

develop the system should be encouraged. All sleeping-apartments should have an abundance of pure air. Particular attention should also be given to secure good dramage.
I

would not

isolate the

patient to any extent, believing that

the disinfection of the sputa, etc., as well as the surroundings,

together with other measures, will be effectual in preventing the

Would

spread of the disease by contagion.

certainly disinfect

the sputa.

The

chief measures to be observed

position to phthisis are

velopment

;

avoidance of

tion to the ventilation

by

families having a predis-

Physical culture, especially chest de-

:

all

and

sexual excesses

;

particular atten-

cleanliness of sleeping-apartments

;

outdoor work or exercise; pure air; food rich in phosphates;
regular hours, meals, etc.

As
is

to

complete recovery,

I

have never seen a case, for the lung

always damaged by phthisis.

I

have known several cases

in

which good health has been recovered, but with an impaired
lung, which, however, gave

little

annoyance.

Tuberculous patients should avoid a sudden change from a dry
to a

damp and from

a hot to a cold atmosphere.

I

think that

every person with a tendency to phthisis can, by consulting a

competent physician and following his directions explicitly, succombat the disease; but it is a deplorable fact that in

cessfully

many

cases the disease

is

neglected until too

late.
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— Strafford County.

Rochester

james farrington, m.
Topography.
In

sea level.

— Rochester
its

d.

about 225 feet above the
immediate vicinity the land is a flat, sandy
village

is

swampy ground on the north and northeast on
and west, at the distance of one half a mile, the land is
much higher and the soil fertile. In the southwest part of the
town are immense clay fields, from which millions of the finest

plain, with low,

;

the south

made

brick are

annually.

Along Salmon

and Cocheco

Falls

rivers, clay slate

appears as

one of the natural formations, while one mile south of the village, on high land, is a fine and valuable granite ledge.
Independent of the geological formation and foreign to the

locality,

some two miles distant in a
with immense bowlders left

westerly direction are acres covered
in

the valley

while at a

on

all

stone

is

to

short distance

fixed data, should say that

age of Rochester

is

high land, some

above the

feet

hundred
from the

and on the

side- hill,

surrounding scarcely a

be found.

Without any
dred

sides

level plain

village, are low,

;

of the other third, some one

north and northeasterly

lying in a

acres,

two thirds of the acrerising nearly two hun-

hills

swampy

land,

direction

commencing about one

half mile away.

Some

twenty-five acres of peat land just north of the village

for several
tially

months of the year (including spring and

fall)

are par-

covered with water which has no chance of escape or drain-

age, but

must either evaporate or run off through the sandy soil
Cocheco river, which runs near the center of the
usually gets very low in the autumn, leaving acres of

of the plain.
village,

vegetable matter exposed for decomposition.
Phthisis.

—

I

think in

tice within a radius

my

forty-three years of extensive prac-

often miles,

I

may have averaged three cases
may have been in

of pulmonary phthisis each year, two of which
the town of Rochester.

I

give this without any recorded cases

on which to rely with certainty, but from
mate I am able to form.
I

think the bacillus tuberctilosis

may

tlie

most correct

be the cause of

esti-

many
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am

of the opin-

result of

exposure to

Aside from hereditary origin,

cases of phthisis.

ion that the disease

is

most frequently the

cold and wet, and as a sequela to other diseases, more particu-

damp

In

larly measles.

locations, poorly fed

children are often the victims of phthisis.

be due
mills

to imperfect ventilation, unless

where there was much

dust.

ment indoors and no sunshine,
I

it

Damp

and half-clothed

Never knew cases to
were in shoe shops and

locations, with confine-

are a predisposing cause of phthisis.

have never considered the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses

to

be a factor in the causation of the consumption of

Think

I

later years.

never knew a case to originate from unsanitary causes

alone.

In one family consisting of eight children, six have died of

and thirty-five.
The
who was from a consumptive family, also di^d with
same disease. The two remaining children, boys, one in this

phthisis

between the ages of seventeen

mother,
the

town and one

in Massachusetts, are in

die of phthisis.

I

poor health and sure

have no doubt that two thirds of

all

my

to

cases

One daughter of the above-named family
man who was strong and healthy at the time of his
They lived together some two years, when the wife

have been hereditary.

married a
marriage.

died of phthisis pubnotialis, and in something more than two
years the husband died of the

same

tory of phthisis in his family, so
in his case, but

it

was no doubt due

disease.

There was no

his-

could not have been hereditar}
to infection.

Such cases have

not been infrequent.

To

prevent the spread of the disease would prevent the inter-

marriage of consumptives, and provide the destitute with proper

homes, food, and clothing,
as far as

maybe done

I

would

isolate tuberculous patients

without removing them from their homes or

depriving them of proper care and attention.

Would

certainly

disinfect the sputa.

Would recommend

families having a hereditary tendency to

warm, dry climate, one not subject to
common to New England along the coast.
Have been flattered sometimes with the hope of perfect recovery in cases of phthisis, but am in no wise positive that such was
the disease to remove to a
the changes

the continued result.
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Patients

who cannot

good, nutritious

and

clothing,

secure a change of climate should have a

diet, protection

in all suitable

warm

damp,

cold and

from

weather should be continually in the

open air. Everything about the patient should be made cheerful
and all amusements employed that will not fatigue body or
mind.
Salisbury
G.

Topography.

— The

— Merrimack

County.

TITCOMB, M. D.

p.

soil

is

a sandy

loam; the geological

mation a copperas rock. The relative acreage
hilly, one fourth flat, and one eighth swamp land.

much

is

for-

five eighths

There

not

is

stagnant water.

Phthisis.

— This disease

bacillus tuberculosis

believe

it

may

is

not

common

in

my

practice.

be the cause of phthisis, but

I

The
do not

would develop in a healthy and vigorous person.

I

place incompatibility of temperament in parents as the most

common predisposing cause.
I am of the opinion that imperfect
have no influence
have a tendency

in the causation

ventilation

and dampness

of the disease, except as they

the vitality of the system.

to lower

perfect ventilation of schoolhouses in this place has had
in inducing

consumption

;

but

I

The imno part

believe the people should be in-

and by the State Board or Health, in
and lighting of public buildings, and as an aid to
school boards and other public officers.
This disease appears to have a hereditary tendency in one famstructed, through the press

the ventilating

the father and one daughter having died with
and the remaining children, three in number, show a

ily in this place,

phthisis,

tendency in that direction.
As a sanitary measure to prevent the spread of the disease,
would advise some cheap receptacle that can be conveniently
carried, to receive the sputa.

Would

isolate the tuberculous patient

should have a sleeping-room by himself.
sputa by

to

the extent that he

Would

disinfect the

fire.

Families having a consumptive tendency should have plenty

of pure

air,

sunlight, exercise, nourishing food, together with a

PHTHISIS.
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Have never observed com-

plete recovery in a case of phthisis.
It is difficult to

say what measures should be

recommended

order to reduce the large mortality from consumption.

It is

in

not

probable that any law prohibiting a consumptive from spitting

on

of public

floors

neither would

Can

halls, cars, or

any change

no better plan than

see

on sidewalks would be respected ;
matrimonial laws be regarded.

in our

to instruct the public in the sup-

posed causes and the dangers of phthisis, as well as the most

means

effective

for

avoiding them.

— Carroll

Sandwich (North)
h.

Topography. — The
part of sand, loam,

The acreage

is

There

land.

Phthisis.

j.

soil

and

County,

binford, m. d.
is

clay.

variable,

The

consisting for the most

a sub-stratum of clay.

soil has

about equally divided between
is

not

much

— This disease

hill, flat,

and swamp

stagnant water.
is

not

lieve the bacillus tuberculosis to

common

my

practice.

Be-

be the cause of phthisis.

Am

in

of the opinion that heredity and contagion are the most

Imperfect ventilation

predisposing causes.
tor in

its

is

common

a very active fac-

development, but cannot see how dampness should very

decidedly favor the disease.

The improper

ventilation of school-

houses probably has an influence in the causation of consumption

of later

life.

As sanitary measures to prevent the spread of the disease, would
recommend the isolation of tuberculous patients, good hygienic
surroundings, the utmost care to remove the sputa before it has
become dried and powdered, and it should on no account be
deposited elsewhere than in vessels for

its

receipt.

Tuberculous patients should occupy a room or a suite of rooms
not entered by the other members of the family except as nurses.

They might receive
Would disinfect the

callers in a

room not commonly occupied.

sputa.

Families having a predisposition to phthisis should

exercise

great care to live in healthful localities, giving especial attention
to ventilation, diet,

and outdoor avocations, avoiding depressions

of health or strength.
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Have never
open

air

seen a recovery from phthisis.

believe that the

I

body regenerator.

a great lung purifier and

is

Diet

is

also very important in cases of this disease.

As general measures
would recommend:
2.

A
;

3.

;

Seabrook

Topograpliy.

acreage

swamp.

— The

There

Phthisis.

for those predisposed to the disease.

— Rockingham

County,

d. w.

colcord, m. d.

soil is

sandy.

About one per cent of the
flat, and nine per cent

hand, ninety per cent

hill

is

and most important;
giving more attention to

first

Better care of general health, avoiding depres-

Outdoor avocations

4.

from phthisis,

the mortality

Isolation,

better construction of residences,

ventilation
sion

to reduce
i.

is

not

much

— This disease

stagnant water.

is

not

common

my

in

Am

phthisis.

due

its

schoolhouses has, in

causation, but assists very

Fifty per cent of

all

my

cases have

one family of three persons,
months,

Think

cause.

to imperfect ventilation or

fect ventilation of

influence in

is

the cause of

of the opinion that hereditary tendencies are the

more common predisposing
cases are

Am

practice.

undecided whether or not the bacillus tuberculosis

all

a small part of the

dampness.

my

The imper-

opinion, very

much

been due

little

in its propagation.

to heredity.

In

died of phthisis within thirteen

— probably due to infection.

Would recommend,

as sanitary measures to prevent the spread

of the disease, plenty of living-rooms in dwellings, good, dry
cleanliness about premises, regularity in eating,

air,

and wholesome

food and drink.

Would

mend

not to allow any
Most emphatically would recom-

isolate tuberculous patients so far as

other person to sleep with them.

the disinfection of the sputa.

Families predisposed to the disease should be surrounded by

good general sanitary conditions, each member should room
alone and sleep alone, and should use precautions to promote
good health. Have observed complete recovery from phthisis.
Tuberculous

]jatients

who cannot

secure a change of climate

should give particular attention to general hygienic measures.

To

reduce the mortality from

this disease,

would recommend
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the isolation (limited, of course) of tuberculous patients, non-

intermarriage of phthisical persons, removal to
localities,

change of occupation

many

in

more favorable

instances,

suitable

and proper food ; also reguTemperance in all things.
larity in work, sleep, and recreation.
Married phthisical subjects should not become parents thereby
the number of prospective consumptives would be reduced.
clothing, regular hours for eating,

;

SOMERSWORTH (GrEAT FaLLS)

— StRAFFORD CoUNTY.

ALVIN JENKINS, M.

D.

—

In some portions of the township the soil is
and poor, while in others it is more fertile and supThe surface in some portions is
ports a luxuriant vegetation.
uneven, spreading out into plains. About one half the acreage
is flat land and the remainder hilly, with very little swamp land.
Scarcely any stagnant water.

Topography.

rather thin

Phthisis.
in

my

— Cases of

ago, I think.

this disease are

much

practice, not so

not remarkably frequent

so as they were twenty-five years

In regard to the cause of phthisis,

I

am

rather

wondering what may be the cause of the bacillus tuberculosis!

Am

of the opinion that the more frequent predisposing causes

and innutritious food, and living or
localities, where the sun's rays
scarcely penetrate, and where blinds are kept closed to exclude
the sunlight.
Of the last one hundred deaths from consumption
in New Hampshire, I should say that imperfect ventilation might

are sexual abuses, scanty

being in too shady and

damp

claim ninety-five per cent, and dampness

Most emphatically

I

of our schoolhouses has

sumption of

later

life.

do believe

much

My

think of the conditions that

five

per cent.

that the imperfect ventilation

influence in the causation of con-

blood seems to turn cold when
I

have seen in schoolrooms

I

!

a family consisting of husband, wife, and six children.
parents were healthy and from

within fifteen years after having

surrounded by shade

trees,

good

stock, but

moved

into a

they

all

I

knew
The
died

modern house,

and with a continuously wet

cellar

j

the blinds were always closed.

Again, some twenty-five years ago,

I

was called one mile out

from a flourishing village to see a young woman, aged twenty-
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The farm was near

dying with consumption.

five,

the road

leading to the brick schoolhouse, and the mother of the patient

" Doctor,

remarked:

each other, who went

this

the last of six girls,

is

down

this

no

relation

road to that schoolhouse

to

they

;

died of consumption."

all

knew a family

I

As

showed any signs of

home

some ten

consisting of parents and

the children grew up, about half of

them

phthisis, while all those

died of consumption.

It

children.

home and never
who remained at
those children who

left

would seem that

home may have contracted the disease one from
another while those who remained away (completely isolated)
escaped, showing that to inherit weak lungs may be regarded, in
many cases, as " hereditary tendency to phthisis."
remained

at

;

To

lessen the frequency of this disease,

would advise the

ingress of pure air to the dwelling, a general

admit the sunshine and

air,

free

opening of blinds to

even though the carpets may fade and

shade trees have to be sacrificed.
I

The

would

isolate tuberculous patients to rather a limited extent.

sleeping-room, but not the bed,

person

particular attention

if

is

may be

shared with another

tient should use separate towels, handkerchiefs, etc.

recommend

The
Would

given to cleanliness.

the disinfection of the sputa

if it is

pa-

not

looked after and

disposed of in a proper manner by the patient.

Persons having a predisposition to the disease should avoid

all

sexual excesses and everything tending to debilitate the system;

they should maintain an even temperature of the body by wear-

ing all-wool flannel next the skin,
in winter

should use the

;

substituting a coarse cloth

flesh

— lighter

when

the flesh

is

expand the lungs by deep inhalations of pure
ing.

In

Think

in

summer, heavier

brush freely over the entire body,
moist
air

;

should fully

night and morn-

all

places avoid air that has already been inhaled.

I

have seen a complete recovery from phthisis

:

A

married lady, aged about forty-five years, and the mother of
three children,
typical case.

became much emaciated, and was

in all respects a

After treatment she became convalescent, recovered

and gained twenty pounds in a few months. To my
knowledge she continued in good health for some eight
or nine years, but how much longer I do not know, probably to
" a good old age."

rapidly,

certain
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Tuberculous persons who cannot secure a change of climate
should have

shade trees removed from about the dwelling,

all

bask in the sunshine, see that no dampness arises from the cellar,

even

if it

that there

has to be
is

open

sensible exercise in the

SuNcooK

Topography.

— The

part of the acreage

County.

KIMBALL, M. D.

R.

soil

much

as regularly as possible.

gravel, loam,

is

hill land,

and

clay.

A

large

Very

a small proportion swamp.

stagnant water, I should say.

Phthisis.

town of
is

is

and

air,

— Merrimack

JOHN

little

partly or wholly with dry sand, see

filled in

proper ventilation under the whole house, take

— We have about the

this size.

I

average number of
do not know whether the bacilhis

the cause of phthisis or not.

I

think there

is

cases for a
tuberculosis

a transmitted

tendency to phthisis in some families, and then debility from any
cause prepares the system for

its

development.

I

should say that

quite a large part of the cases might be due to imperfect ventilation, especially in large factories

and

in factory boarding-houses.

Imperfect ventilation in schoolrooms might, by inducing a
feeble condition of the system generally, lead to the

of consumption in later

Pure

air,

development

life.

and plenty of it, should be recommended

Would

frequency of consumption.

to lessen the

disinfect the sputa of tuber-

culous patients.

Persons predisposed

to

consumption should avoid bad

air,

unsanitary surroundings, and any exposure tending to debilitate
the system.
I

have seen recovery

symptoms and

in cases that presented very

TUFTONBOROUGH
D. B.

Topography.

— The

geological formation

age

is

land.

mostly

many

of the

signs usual in tubercular consumption.

hilly,

TUCKER, M.

soil is

is

CaRROLL CoUNTY.

and sandy in places. The
no subsoil. The acrelarge meadows, and but little flat

light,

rock and sand

with several

Not much stagnant

D.

water.

;
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Phthisis.

many

— This disease

other localities.

not as

common

Believe the

bacillus

is

in this

as in
is

the

mode
weaknesses among

Place heredity, debilitating influences,

cause of phthisis.

of living, poor ventilation, and constitutional
the

town

tuberculosis

more common predisposing

causes.

Imperfect ventilation and dampness are not prominent factors
in this locality.

Imperfect ventilation in schoolrooms

potent factor in the causation of

a more

is

consumption in larger

districts

and more expensive schoolhouses.
Think phthisis is largely hereditary, as a rule. In one case a
healthy man married, and in two years his wife died of phthisis.
One year later he had hemorrhage of the lungs, and in eighteen
months he died of phthisis no inherited tendency in his case.
The disease in his case was undoubtedly due to contagion.
The measures necessary to limit the disease are good ventilation, good drainage, regular habits, avoidanceof sudden changes
of temperature, and a careful inspection of milk and meats.
;

When

phthisis

much

lated as

his especial

is

recognized in a patient he should be

as possible

iso-

from the family, having apartments

The

occupancy.

for

sputa should be burned immedi-

ately.

Persons having a hereditary tendency to consumption should
build up the general health by outdoor exercise and well-regulated

and occupations.

habits

Have never observed

To

a complete recovery from phthisis.

reduce the large mortality from phthisis, would recommend

the careful investigation of family pedigree,
riage where there
syphilis; also

is

and avoiding mar-

a family history of phthisis,

scrofula,

the appointment of suitable persons to

make

or
a

rigid inspection of all foods liable to contain the bacillus tuberculosis,

such as meats, fowl, and milk, which are placed upon the

market.

TUFTONBOROUGH CENTER
T.

Topography.

— The

AVANS HALEY,

M. D.

sandy.

The

soil

is

hills,

There

stagnant water.

very

little

relative

one sixth swamps, one half

probably one third
is

— CaRROLL CoUNTY.
acreage
flat

is

land.

PHTHISIS.
PJitliisis.

— Cases of

this disease are not frequent

Believe the bacillus tuberculosis

tice.
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is

in

my

prac-

the cause of phthisis,

while an inherited tendency, bad air, and neglected colds are the

more common predisposing causes. Think about three fourths
very little due
of all cases are induced by imperfect ventilation
;

to

dampness.

The imperfect

ventilation of schoolhouses prob-

ably has an influence in the causation of the consumption of later
life.

I

have in mind one family in which the disease has descended

There have already been
and the indications now are that

from grandparents to grandchildren.
six fatal cases in this family,

there will be three or four more.

manner

In another family

has de-

it

one grandchild remains.
A young married woman whom I was called to attend was
cared for by her husband, apparently a strong, robust man.
He
died from consumption in about two years, no doubt contracting
the disease by being so constantly with her.
scended

To

in a like

until only

would recommend

prevent the spread of the disease,

ventilation, the free use of disinfectants, and, as

Would

isolation of patients.

far as

isolate tuberculous patients to the

extent consistent with their necessary care and comfort.
tainly

would disinfect the

free

possible,

Cer-

sputa.

Predisposed persons should take

much outdoor

exercise, have a

generous diet, and the protection of flannel underwear

at

all

seasons of the year.

Only once have I seen a complete recovery from phthisis.
The necessity for good ventilation, suitable food, and protection
from sudden changes of temperature should be impressed upon
the people.

Walpole
abel
Topography.

— Tlie

the table lands east
tenacious, being a

admixture of clay.

is

— Cheshire

p.

County,

richardson, m.

d.

along the Connecticut river and on
fluviatile, while back on the hills it is more
soil

heavy loam, and having

Most of

it is

arable.

in some instances an
The water-worn peb-

bles near the village of Drewsville bear evidence of the existence

of a lake in that region at some remote time.

posing Kilburn Mountain

is

gneiss,

syenite,

The rock comand mica

slate,
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merging
whicli

some places into

in

in the south part of the

town

;

Ledges of mica

acreage

but very

hilly

is

swamp

little

— This

Phthisis.

disease

cases a year

is

;

1871, 3

;

2; 1877,4; 1878,1;
1883,

2

making

common

not very

;

in

my

practice,

In 1869 there were three

town, according to the records;

in

1872, 5

and

stagnant water.

on an average.

one or two
deaths from consumption
1870, 6

terraces near the river,

flat

No

land.

found
and graphite

slate are

Probably nine tenths of the en-

there are

;

hard formation

quartzite, serpentine,

are found in limited quantities.
tire

a very

fibrolite,

almost indestructible.

is

1873,

2

;

1874, 4;

1880,4;

1879,4;

1875,

1881,3;

5

1876,

:

1882,

2;

1884, 5 ; 1885^ 5 1886, 3 ; 1887, 4; 1888, i ; 1889, i ;
an average of a little more than three deaths per year for

;

;

the past twenty-one years.

I believe the bacillus tuberculosis to

the cause of the disease.

Hereditary conditions favorable to the

common

development of the bacillus are the most

The

cause.

where there

bacillus
is

imperfect ventilation.

At

first I

Do

not believe the

has had

causation of the consumption of later
I

predisposing

probably flourishes either in dampness or

fect ventilation of schoolhouses

thought

be

much

imper-

influence in the

life.

could cite several cases to show the heredi-

tary tendency of phthisis, but

upon

reflection think these cases

may have been contracted in persons of feeble resisting powers.
To lessen the frequency of this disease would keep up the general health

which

is

by every hygienic measure and avoid the contagion

probably chiefly in the sputa and

may be

active

when

dry.

Think
is

there

no necessity

is

for rigid isolation if sufficient care

Would not allow a confirmed consumptive
with another person. Would disinfect the sputa, or cre-

taken of the sputa.

to sleep

mate

it.

Predisposed families should pay especial attention to hygiene.
Have never seen a recovery from phthisis after it has become
well developed.

An
done

open-air

life

for patients

of environment,
the disease.

and nutritious diet is the best that can be
a change of climate. Change
it can be secured early enough, may ward off

who cannot have

if
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PORTER, M.

B.

D.

—

Cases of this disease are not very frequent in Waland never have been, nor in Alstead, where I formerlypracticed for many years.
As far as I have been able to investiPhthisis.

pole,

gate the subject, I

think a

new and

quite sure the theory that the bacillus tu-

better era has opened, in

and treatment of

the cause
its

am

and I
which we may study

the cause of phthisis seems very consistent,

berculosis is

terrible mortality.

It is

phthisis with great hopes of lessening

my

opinion that the most important

predisposing causes are a lack of proper sanitary conditions, uncleanliness,

impure

ness in the air

improper food, and too much damp-

air,

also

;

extreme physical exercise.

It is

a very nice

point to draw the line of comparison between imperfect ventila-

and dampness

tion

as a factor in the causation of this disease, be-

cause they are very closely connected usually, but
separated, I should place the greatest stress

if they are to be
upon imperfect ven-

tilation.

do most positively believe that our schoolhouses have, in the
been a prolific cause of this fatal disease later in life, because
the loss of vital powers, caused by the derangement of the physical system of the child, renders the person more susceptible to
I

past,

the bacillus in after years.
I

think

I

knew

my

several families in

early practice where the

unsanitary conditions were the great cause of the repeated cases
of consumption.

fluence," but

I

In those days Ave called

ask

why

this influence

"a

it

upon both

single family, while all the relatives outside,

were
I

free

have

from the disease

known

cleanliness

a family

where the sanitary conditions, so
all right, in which the

was concerned, seemed
all

give a satisfactory delineation

I

years in the history of the family.

far as

chil-

died of consumption, and the

disease also appeared in the next generation

;

but in order to

many
my be-

should have to go back
I

am

pretty strong in

the disease in the cases just mentioned was due to in-

fection, because there

was no care taken

to isolate the patients, the
7

sides,

?

dren to the number of seven

lief that

hereditary in-

should be confined to a

to disinfect the sputa

or

healthy members of the family sleep-
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ing with the infected and caring for them without any regard for
the consequences.

To

prevent the spread of phthisis

would recommend

I

now adopted

sanitary measures which are

those

all

epidemics of in-

in all

ectious diseases.

After expectoration has begun

I

would not allow a tuberculous

patient to sleep with another person nor expose others

They should have

breath.

separate eating utensils.

to his

separate clothing, towels, etc.,

Most assuredly

I

would

sputa, and would have the attendant see that this

and

disinfect the
is

done

in a

complete manner.
Families predisposed to develop phthisis should avoid
fluences that

weaken or derange the

the very best sanitary rules
similative

;

vital forces

;

should nourish and support the

powers, and have an abundance of pure air

dampness of atmosphere or

all in-

should observe

soil,

;

and have proper physical

as-

avoid
train-

ing.

have observed complete recovery

I

in cases that

the physical signs of the last stages of phthisis.

presented

all

These symptoms

disappeared and the person regained

all

a robust, normal condiand died of some other malady.

tion in all respects,
I

that

and

home

think consumptives can have a course of treatment at
is

quite as beneficial to them as traveling

among

in a foreign climate, especially if the patient is

strangers

low and

fee-

ble.

In this condition he needs the care of kind friends to min-

ister

to his

wants and their love and sympathy to cheer his

mind.

GEORGE
Phthisis.

— Cases of

A.

BLAKE, M. D.

this disease are

practice.

Have

rather than

upon personal observation

to

rely

not very

common

upon the testimony of

in

my

investigators

in regard to the causation

Have never

of the disease by the bacillus tuberculosis.

seen the

bacillus.

Am of

the opinion that

and uncleanliness

damp, impure

are the most

common

air,

unhealthful diet,

predis})osing causes of

phthisis, 'apparent facts to the contrary notwithstanding.

Isolation, to a certain extent,
all cases'of sickness.

Certainly

is

I

desirable in the treatment of

would

disinfect the sputa.
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Persons predisposed to phthisis should give particular attention

and

to cleanliness

Have never observed

diet.

a complete recov-

ery from this disease.

Washington (East)
george

— The

Topography.

sandy

n. gage, m. d.

soil is a

gravelly loam generally; but

In parts of the town the

soil.

heavy, although there
is

— Sullivan County,

but

is

soil

little

and

rather wet

is

The geological formation

little clay.

granite, generally in the shape of bowlders, but ledges are

no means
should

The

scarce.

being

say,

surface

decidedly

the remaining

hill,

equally divided between

much

is

one

and swamp

flat

four

hilly,

by

fifths,

I

being about

fifth

There

land.

is

not

stagnant water.

Phthisis.

— This disease

is

quite frequent in

my

practice.

I

have supposed that there are two forms oi phthisis pulmonalis.,
viz.,

losis.,

The

tubercular and non-tubercular.

of the opinion,

is

while the latter

to

some other

I

should

afflicted

I

first

among

pneumonia,

the predisposing

quite

Heredity

etc.

causes.

People

with scrofula are more prone to the disease than others.

Both imperfect ventilation and dampness may act
causes to produce the disease in a person predisposed

Am

am

I

have supposed was not, being secondary

disease, as bronchitis,

place

former,

caused by the presence of the bacillus tubercu-

as

to

exciting
it.

of the opinion that the imperfect ventilation of school-

houses has no more influence in the causation of the disease than
has bad

elsewhere,

air

— and

not so

much

as

badly ventilated

sleeping-rooms.

To

prevent the spread of the disease, the sputa should be very

carefully destroyed.

Consumptives should expectorate into cups

containing paper, sawdust, or any other combustible material,

and the contents should be emptied into a hot
intervals.

fire at

frequent

In case of diarrhea, disinfect discharges.

Would not

isolate the patient, with the

possible exception of

not allowing him to occupy the same bed with another.
Families having a hereditary tendency to develop the disease

should reside,
in a latitude

if possible,

on high land, where the

where the climate

is

mild.

air

is

They should

dry,

and

live out-
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much

doors as

very actively

possible, exercise

as

work on a farm

is

a

;

and the same

better than a bicycle,

little
is

hard

true of

walking.
I

was

no case of complete recovery unless the disease
and in that case my diagnosis may

recollect

in its incipient stage,

have been wrong.
oped,

seldom,

is

I

believe the disease,

if ever,

when once

well devel-

cured.

who cannot secure a change of climate should have
which may be had almost anywhere, and, especially, a
good, wholesome, nutritious food, particuthe open air

Patients
fresh air,
life in

;

larly fatty food

exercise as far as the strength will

;

admit,

and

company.

cheerful

Webster

— Merrimack County,

henry dodge,
Topography.

— The

and sandy along the
About three fourths of the
the remaining one fourth is about equally
and swamp lands. There is not much stagsoil is rather

Blackwater river; loam on the
acreage

is hill

land

divided between

;

flat

m. d.

light

hills.

nant water.
Phthisis.
practice.
phthisis.

the health,

among

Am

— This disease
I

is

not exceptionally frequent in

believe the bacillus tuberculosis

Damp

localities,

common

the

cause

my
of

poor ventilation, improper care of

and inherited tendency

the most

is

to

weak lungs

are probably

predisposing causes of consumption.

of the opinion that imperfect ventilation and dampness have

about an equal influence

The

in the

causation of the disease.

imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has undoubtedly

weakened the general health of very many pupils, and thus rendered them susceptible to consumption, or some other form of
disease, determined, perhaps, by the inherited tendency of the
family.

would recommend

weak lungs avoid conwould recommend the
I
disinfection of the sputa
it can certainly do no harm, and
think the sputa is very frequently the means of transmitting the
I

sumptive patients

as

that persons with

much

as possible.

I

;

disease.

Families having a tendency to develop phthisis should live as

PHTHISIS.

much

as possible in

leave

New England

avoid persons

the open
for a

known

to
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If practicable,

air.

more favorable

they should

They should

climate.

have the disease, and give special atten-

tion to general hygiene.

think

I

have observed complete recovery from phthisis

I

one

in

or two instances.

When

and the people have obtained a thorough

physicians

much

understanding of the disease

toward the reduction of

its

Wentworth
freeman
Topography.

— Grafton
a.

County,

durkee, m.

Wentworth

neighboring towns, moderately

d.

compared with

as

is,

amount of

this territory lies in the valley

A large

The

geological formation

iron, limestone.

There

land and but very

is

is

The

of Baker's river.

good, and when properly cultivated produces

kinds.

mica,

slate,

fine crops

swamp

land.

Little or

of

copper, gold,

about an equal amount of hilly and

little

of

that

although sufficiently diver-

level,

form some very attractive and beautiful scenery.

sified to

all

have been accomplished

— The surface of the 23,040 acres included within

the boundary lines of

soil is

will

large mortality.

flat

no stagnant

water.

many

— This disease

common

in

my

cases I believe the bacillus tuberculosis

is

the cause of

Phthisis.

In

the disease.

Am

is

not very

practice.

of the opinion that heat and colds are the most

common

predisposing causes.

cases are

induced by imperfect ventilation and dampness.

Probably about one third of the

Think

the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has had no influence in
the causation of consumption in later

To

life.

would recommend abstinence from stimulating drinks, good food, cleanliness, regularity in sleeping and
eating, and moderate exercise.
I

limit the disease,

am

not prepared to say

how

far

tuberculous patients should

would recommend the disinfection of the sputa.
Families having a hereditary tendency to develop phthisis
would do well to emigrate to some climate more favorable than
that of New England.
Have never seen a complete recovery

be

isolated, but

from

this disease.

;
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Whitefield
GEORGE
Topography.

— The

depth of two

at the

— Coos
S.

GOVE, M. D.
but there

soil is porous,

The

feet.

is

exists

mostly

The

hilly.

Phthisis.

in town,

— This

and but

disease

is

a firm hardpan

We

little

land

granite

is

The

with sandstone.

level or flat

only in small quantities.

swamp land

is

geological formation

slate crops out occasionally, together

face

County.

sur-

very scarce and

is

have but a

few acres of

stagnant water.

common

not very

in

my

practice.

The weight of evidence at the present time seems to favor the
theory that the bacillus tuberculosis
particularly

among young

people.

is

more

the cause of phthisis,

The most common

predispos-

ing cause seems to be a hereditary tendency to phthisis
that relatives have died with the disease impresses

;

the fact

the minds of

persons of certain temperaments that they will die of the same
disease,

and then come

in the depressing influences of hardships,

anxiety, disappointments,
debilitating habits,

and

improper food,
all

insufficient clothing,

other things that lower the general

standard of health.
In this locality

I

have seen but

little

trouble from

imperfect

Dampness and cold together I should consider one
but dampness and warmth,
of the greatest causes of the disease
with good ventilation, I should consider preventive in persons

ventilation.

;

inheriting a tendency to phthisis.
I

attended a lady in confinement

She

sis.

rallied

who was

from the confinement

suffering from phthi-

for a

few days, then the

old cough returned and she sank lower and lower and in about
four

months died.

The

child was of

medium

oped, and for a few weeks seemed to do well

;

size, fairly

devel-

but gradually

it

developed a cough and survived the mother only a short time.

This was the most marked case of hereditary transmission

I

have

ever witnessed.
practicable I would have tuberculous persons room and
by themselves, and if the patient were able would have him
but would have some one to see that the
care for his own room
secretions and everything about the room were properly attended
to, and that the bed and room were properly aired and venti-

Where

sleep

;

lated.

I

would disinfect the sputa,

also the dejections.
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tendency to develop phthisis

should wear flannel next the skin the year round.

I would have
them take plenty of exercise, having some object in view other
than the warding off or curing disease, in order to reap the most
salutary influence.
They should have an abundance of good,
plain, well-cooked, nutritious food in which the nitrogenous
and hydrocarbonous elements are well represented. Avoid late
hours and large gatherings in poorly ventilated rooms.
Cultivate a cheerful, happy disposition, and look on the bright side

of

life.

Have never seen a recovery in a well-marked case of phthisis.
Patients who cannot secure a change of climate should have good
food, properly prepared,

of foods in

which the

well represented.

summer and

and the younger invalids should partake

fats, in

such form as can be best relished, are

Flannels should be worn next the skin both

Keep

winter.

the feet

warm

;

exercise in the

open

Secure thorough ventilation of the sleeping-room during the

air.

day and do not close the doors and windows too closely

at night.

Abstain from the use of tobacco, strong tea and coffee, and liquors
of

all

kinds

if

the appetite

good

is

would permit the use of alcoholic
quantities just before food

is

;

if

the appetite

spirits, well

is

not good, I

reduced, in small

taken.

In houses where phthisis has prevailed,

I would take the rugs
them in the room, together with the curtains, beds, bedding, furniture, and clothing
of the patient, that the fumes of burning sulphur could permeate
every part of them.
Have a safe and suitable iron vessel with
some charcoal and a sufficient amount of sulphur for the size
of the room to be fumigated.
Set the charcoal on fire, close the
room as tightly as possible, and keep it closed from twelve to

and carpets from the

floors

and

so arrange

The paper should then be taken from the
and burned. The house should then be closed again and
the doors opened from room to room and the whole thoroughly
fumigated from the cellar, allowing the fumes of the sulphur to
twenty-four hours.

walls

rise

through every part, even to the

be opened,

from

attic.

The house should then

thoroughly aired, and cleaned with soap and water

cellar to attic.

Rooms occupied by consumptive

patients

should be washed, floors and walls, with a 500 per cent solution
bichloride of mercury.

After

this,

paper and paint the walls and
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whitewash the ceilings, and replace the furniture,

floors,

there need be

no moYe

house, provided

all

fear of phthisis in

this

etc.,

and

than in another

has been thoroughly done in every particu-

lar.

Winchester

— Cheshire

george w. peirce,
Topography.
soil

is

such as

— The
is

County.

m.

d.

geological formation

is

granite

always found with such a formation.

not more than one acre of

flat

land to

five

hundred acres of

and not more than one tenth of an acre of swamp
little

and the
There

is

hill,

to same.

Very

practice.

I be-

stagnant water.

F/ifhisis.

— This

disease

is

not

lieve the bacillus tuberculosis to

common

in

my

be an incident rather than the

cause of phthisis, and heredity the most

common

predisposing

Imperfect ventilation and dampness, either or both, im-

cause.

pair vitality,

and whatever reduces the tone of the system

the development of latent or hereditary

faults.

Do

incites

not believe

the imperfect ventilation of schoolhouses has any influence in
the causation of consumption in later

life.

Have

seen any

num-

ber of cases illustrating the hereditary tendency of phthisis.

Have known a

wife to die of phthisis where the husband had

died of the same disease, but whether
inoculation
disease

I

such

a serious question.

would forbid by

having the
all

is

it

was due

to infection or

prevent the spread of this

statute the intermarriage of all persons

taint of phthisis

now

To

in their blood,

and would divorce

begetting offspring.

I would relegate every tuberculous person to absolute celibacy,
and would otherwise isolate such cases so far as I could and be
humane. I would cremate the sputa. I would do everything I

could to prevent persons having a tendency to phthisis from
ing into a debilitated

fall-

state.

Have observed what appeared to be complete recoveries from
Those patients who cannot secure a change of climate should have a generous diet, warm clothing, and protec-

this disease.

tion from atmospheric changes.

To

reduce the large mortality from this disease,

no more

offspring from consumptive parents.

I

would have

:
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In addition to the foregoing reports by the physicians of New-

Hampshire,

present herewith a communication from one of

Ave

the most eminent

Henry

I.

and well-known physicians of

Bowditch, of Boston, Mass.,

a request to present his views

has for
tion,

many

and

disease in

years

made

upon the

New

Dr. Bowditch
pulmonary consumpthe highest authority upon this
subject.

a special study of

perhaps, regarded as

is,

this country, Dr.

who kindly complied with

England.
Peterborough, N. H., August

20, 1890.

To the State Board of Health of New Hampshire

— At the request of Dr. Chase of

Gentlemen,

town, I have prepared these

this

answers to your questions relative to consumption, and which you have addressed
to the physicians of the State.

should not have
tions.

felt

know

I rejoice to

Without

this special

request from Dr. Chase,

I

authorized to offer to you any opinions on the various questhat your board

is

investigating, as thoroughly as

it

can,

the matter of consumption, and I wish heartily your success.

Respectfully yours,

HENRY

I.

BOWDITCH,

M.

D.,

113 BoYLSTON Street, Boston.

Boston, Mass.

—

Boston (Trimountain its original name) was
upon three hills, Beacon, Copp's, and Fort Hill. The space
between them was loamy, arable, but the city was originally
almost wholly surrounded by water, sea and river, and connected
with the mainland at Roxbury by a long, narrow neck.
Beacon
Hill has been much lowered, and Fort Hill wholly removed, to
make land around the city limits. More than fifty years ago a
milldam was erected in a line direct with Beacon street and
from Charles street, and a large empty basin from the dam to the
neck, and from Charles street, at the bottom of the "common," out to Roxbury, was then formed. Thus, for many years^
the empty basin was an immense tract of wet land, on which no
About a quarter of a century since, it was
houses could be built.
decided to fill up this whole tract with clean country gravel, ten
or fifteen feet in height. Upon this being done the whole has been
laid out with wide streets, and Commonwealth avenue.
This
territory now contains all the chief residences.
Save upon some
Topography.

built

portions of

its

edge towards Roxbury, where the

soil

is

still
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uncovered and

human

is

residences,

low and damp

— the whole

— some

of

now

tract is

it

really unfit for

believed to be emi-

nently proper for them.

—

PhtJiisis.

I

have seen more of phthisis than of almost any

other disease, but

been confined

my

should say that the city

I

especially liable to consumption.
as healthy as the

have not

patients, especially of late years,

to the city.

Byt

as I

not

is

do not deem the city

country for consumptives, because

it is

exposed

and dampness and coldness of Massachusetts Bay,
I usually advise all patients who can do so to move ten or twelve
miles into the country and choose a residence on a dry, southern
slope, open all day to the sun.
I have seen unequivocal physical
to the winds

signs of lung disease disappear, and patients get well, or live
years,

when

this rule has

been followed, which,

have been the case had they continued
1.
is

Tuberculous Bacillus.

—

I

I

think,

many

would not

to reside in Boston.

believe that the bacillus tuberculosis

the cause of the "miliary tubercle," because in each miliary

granulation

is

found a bacillus.

generally found in other

It is

forms of consumption, because this micro-organism, floating about
as

it

does in most atmospheres, always

seizes, as the. place for

its

any diseased or abraded spot of the animal body. The
fact that laparotomy in a case of tubercular peritonitis, in which
are found myriads of these germs, cures the otherwise fatal disease, makes me less fearful of the bacillus than some writers of the

own

life,

Some seem

present day seem to be.

necessary in consumption as
infectious diseases.

it is

Doubtless

to

thmk

it is

well to disinfect

sputa from patients with phthisis in

all

bacilli usually

and then

found

in

floating into

it

that isolation

is

as

in scarlatina, measles, or other

order to

from becoming dry

in

and destroy
prevent

the

an apartment,

the air passages or to the

diseased or

abraded spots in other persons.
2.

Predisposing Causes.

— Any course of

life

which tends to lower

the vitality, such as overwork, either bodily or mental, especially
in a confined atmosphere,
lar,

any very dusty

any residence over a damp

soil

or cel-

trade, as stone-cutting, knife-grinding, etc.,

any

sudden changes of temperature or exposure to drafts of
as in some trades, any undue and long-continued con-

liability to

cold

air,

tact with a

consumptive, as in sleeping with a consumptive hus-
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band, wife,

that

brother, or friend, especially

sister,

the attendance

if

during

continued. For the patient's sake,

is

I

tlie

day

always order

Separate beds, and,
none should sleep with him or her.
not in the same but in an adjacent room, I always

if possible,

Heredity

advise.
3.

could prove that
tion,

believe an important predisposing cause.

I

—

Imperfect Ventilation.

and yet

have seen no case ni which

I

ventilation of a house produced

ill

have no doubt that

I

it is

the gradual deterioration of health, thus
to

consumption.

I

think

1

I

consump-

often a prime factor in

making one more

liable

have seen the advantages of healthy

good ventilation) in preventing consumption.
significant
case several years ago in which I
one
very
I had
thought I saw great advantage result from what the majority of
outdoor

life (i. e.,

deem

physicians would

excessive

if

not absolutely harmful ven-

tilation.

The

case was that of one of the most eminent of

surgeons.

About

hemoptysis

— cough,

thirty years since he consulted
etc.,

— and he had a

time, mostly throughout the left breast.

and looks

He

well.

American

for repeated

fine crepitus for

some

supposed that he had

and looked upon the case as
Yet he has recovered wholly,

miliary tuberculosis of the lung,

probably to be eventually

I

me

fatal.

determined virtually to have

fresh air al-

At night, summer and winter, he has slept
window usually wide open, and he got well. I submit

ways, day and night.

with his

the case for the frank consideration of your board.*
4.

setts

Dampness.
Medical

residence on a

Massachusetts.

don,

— Years ago,

Society, f

damp

soil

was

able,

I

think, to

prove that

a potent cause of consumption in

Three years afterwards. Dr. Buchanan of LonSince then. Dr. Pepper and
,

discovered the same law.

others have proved the
I

I
is

an address before the Massachu-

in

am now so

same law

to exist in their

own

localities.

sure of this truth that I will never consent to treat a

remove from such a damp locality. I
some dry climate, as Colorado,
Minnesota, North Carolina mountains, or New Mexico, and live

patient unless he will

generally advise patients to go to

—

—

* The above patient died this year and marks of former tubercular disease
but cured
were found at the apexes of both lungs.
t Massachusetts Medical Society Transactions, May 28, 1862; also, same published by
Ticknor & Fields, Boston.
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But

there.

this gr^at

change

The

require as a prerequisite

less, I

And

any other treatment.

for

not absohitely necessary.

is

removal of a few miles, or even

short distance seems, at

this

times, as useful as a distant migration.

Imperfect Ventilation of Schoolhouses in

5.

sumption.

—

I

cannot answer

tilation positively

to over-study in

but

;

close

I

this question

its

relation to

Con-

of schoolhouse ven-

have seen not a few cases subjected

schoolrooms, especially where the con-

and when the persons paid little attention
outdoor life, that have, soon after
leaving school, become fatally diseased with phthisis.
Poor ventilation, however, was only one factor in such cases.

stitutions were frail,

the

to

6.

necessity for an

Unsanitary Conditions.

— These

many and most

cause

severe evils, but not especially consumption, so far as I know,

save in the points covered in
7.

Heredity.

—

I

my

answers to previous questions.

cannot now give any

cases,

but

I

have no

doubt that children of tuberculous parents are more liable to have
phthisis than others.
This opinion, I know, is disputed by those

who

believe that the bacillus

is

the sole cause of consumption,

and one writer has said that it is absurd to talk of the microgerm being transmitted. My answer to this objection is: i.
No one has the right to say that the bacillus, which can circulate everywhere

transmitted to the

some other

when once in
human ovum,

diseases are.

If

2.

human body, may

not be
germs of syphilis or of
the bacillus itself cannot be trans,
the.

as the

mitted, a low state of constitutional traits

may be caused, thus
much more liable

rendering the progeny of consumptive parents

germ than is a child of perfectly healthy
Whatever reasons may be given in opposition, my

to the introduction of the

parents.

3.

whole professional experience sustains the doctrine of the hereditary nature of

consumption.

tendency of consumption
sumptive parents,
sistent, active,

I

have in

outdoor

Notwithstanding

this belief in the

to transmit itself to the child

life,

my own

of con-

family a proof that by per-

always carried out, consumption can

and prevented from occurring
during three generations of persons descended from two consump-

be cured

at times in the parent,

tive parents.*
*See Communication to the Climatological Society, by Henry
Boston, 1889; also Medical News.

I.

Bowditch, at a meeting in
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Infection.

8.

I

have seen cases in which persons sleeping with
wife, sister with sister, etc., especially when

husband with

others,

one

—
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the other's attendant during the day, have had

consumpone has died. I feel so sure that in these cases
the disease has been "caught" from the invalid that I always
require a separate bed for the invalid, and, if possible, an adjais

tion after the sick

cent

room

same room with the invalid.
and almost a crime, to attempt to treat

rather than a bed in the

I should consider it folly,

a consumptive patient unless this rule be obeyed.

my

severe, I order
fresh,

I put this law

and to make it seem less
on the ground of good to the patient, who needs

in operation as
it

unbreathed

first

prescription,

But

rather than for the friend's sake.

air,

I

always warn the latter of the great danger of persistently disobeying the advice.

While thus believing in the infectiousness of phthisis in certain
do not believe in it to the extent that some seem to since
the discovery of the bacillus, nor that consumption is to be recases, I

garded
I

and contagious

as infectious

as scarlatina, small-pox, etc.

have no sympathy with the apparent "scare" that prevails in

the

minds of some writers on

9.

this subject.

Sanitary Measures to Prevent Consumption.

and towns be thoroughly subdrained.
soil for all.

Pfenty of fresh

air,

— Let

all cities

Non-residence on a

damp

simple, substantial food,

and

open-air exercise will, I think, sometimes prevent the disease

from occurring

consumptive

is

in persons

in a

house

it

fire.

It

and allow infectious

a

should be daily well ventilated, and

sputa should be received in

destroyed by

When

predisposed to consumption.

some disinfecting

fluid

should not be thrown where

it

and soon
can dry

In choosing a

bacilli to float in the air.

profession or trade, one of feeble health should select an occu-

pation which will require active outdoor exercise, rather than
sedentary, indoor, or dusty trades or
10.

Isolation.

found, perhaps,
it

— In my answer

all that I

employments of any kind.

to the eighth question

have to say on

this.

necessary to have special hospitals to which

should go, as some have advocated, as
infectious
11.

and contagious

I

all

we have

may be

do not believe
consumptives

for

undoubted

diseases.

Disinfection of Sputa.

—

It

should always be done.
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What Measures to be used in a Family predisposed to the
From earliest years a daily sponge bath in luke-warm

12.

—

Disease.

or cold water, as preferred, with thorough drying
the

body

by

friction

twice or three times daily, and active outdoor exercise
ance,

if possible,

of

Plenty of good, substantial food, meat

afterwards.

of frequent " cold-takii.g."

When

;

avoid-

older, con-

tinue these rules, and in choosing a trade or profession, take one

which

will

be active rather than sedentary, and require outdoor

much confinement

exercise rather than too

cially close or ill-ventilated

phere inherent to

it,

rooms

;

as iron or streel grinders', stone workers',

(See note on seventh question, as to

etc.

to the house, espe-

no trade with dusty atmos-

my own

family experi-

ence.)

Recovery, Ever

13.

?

—

I

have no doubt of recovery taking

place at times, but rather from hygienic measures, however, as indi-

cated in

although

cod

my

previous answers, than from most specific remedies,

some of

liver oil,

these

last,

fusel oil, etc.,

hypophosphite of lime

syrup,

and, I have no doubt, sometimes

whiskey, have been of essential service.

This

last,

however,

I

never prescribe as a constant remedy, for fear of perhaps making a drunkard even

if I

depends much on the

we cannot always
The hope of a cure

cure the patient, and

promise that result even with whiskey.

slight or severe nature of the disease.

I

more favorable
than that of the apex.
(See note to seventh question, and address
before Climatological Society for undoubted cure of my father by
hygienic measures, in a drive for several weeks in an open chaise,
and subsequently a five or six miles' walk daily for rest of life,
have thought that disease

i.

of the lung

is

thirty years.)

e.,

14.

to live
in a

at the base

What Measures for
upon a dry

hill

those

who Cannot Travel

far.

having a southern slope, and,

— Going

if possible,

house rather defended from violent cold northern and

east-

ern winds, where plenty of open air and food above alluded to can

may

be procured.

This spot

and yet

be more healthy for a consumptive.

will

be very near the actual residence,

have known patients

With

this

improve generally, and the
cough lessen under syrup of the hypophosphite of Hme, taken

change,

I

three times a day.

to

PHTHISIS.

Ill

Measures to Reduce the Mortality.

15.

—Let towns look

to their

and have them thoroughly subdrained. Let commons
and parks be opened to induce the inhabitants to walk and drive
Let children have open playgrounds.
in them.
Let every
schoolhouse have its gymnasium room, and a certain amount of
bodily exercise be carried out morning and afternoon systematilocalities,

may

cally, so that there

It

to

be healthy bodies as well as developed

(See answers to questions

minds.

2, 3, 7, 8,

would seem almost superfluous

to

make any extended remarks upon

12, 13.)

attempt any analysis of or

the foregoing reports, since

they are so direct and complete in themselves.
ever, certain opinions expressed

in a few

There

we could not indorse.
The chief causes and the preventive measures
in this disease

may be

briefly

summarized,

present knowledge of the disease, as follows

Pulmonary

1.

phthisis

is

are,

how-

individual cases that

in

to

be employed

the light of our

:

the most fatal disease

known

to civ-

ilization.

The

2.

bacillus tuberculosis

is

generally believed

to

be the

cause of the disease.

The

3.

hood,

is

when developed

disease,

after the first years of child-

acquired and not inherited, although there

may be an

inherited predisposition which renders the subject incapable of
resisting the invasion of the bacilli.
4.

The

5.

That there

lous

disease

is
is

liable to

meat and milk.

ered,

we

appear at any period of life.

great danger arising from the use of tubercu-

From

the evidence which has been gath-

are led to believe that the liability to

these sources

is

infection from

very great, and to insure public protection in

this particular, the State

should exercise a careful supervision of

our milk and meat supplies.
6.

That the

greatest danger of infection

is

from the sputa of

when confined to the house, a
spit-cup or spittoon should be used, and when upon the street a
handkerchief to receive the expectorations. The spit-cup and
the consumptive.

For

this reason,

spittoon might preferably contain a disinfectant, but

if

these ves-
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sels are

frequently and thoroughly cleansed with boiling water,

disinfectants are not an absolute necessity.

The handkerchiefs

used should be immersed in boiling water at least daily, before
the sputum has

No

7.

become

dried.

person should occupy a sleeping-room with another

has tuberculosis, although

many

who

persons escape infection under

such conditions.

The

8.

eating utensils of a consumptive should be washed in

boiling water, and care should be exercised that the same glasses,

spoons,
others.

ing in

etc., are

not, before being washed, used

by children and

The patient should also avoid kissing
his mouth any article likely to be used

others or placor handled

by

others.

The

9.

dejections of consumptive patients, in cases where the

bowels are affected, should be thoroughly disinfected.
10.

Perfect cleanliness of the apartments occupied by con-

sumptives should be urged in
etc.,

The bed

all cases.

linen, towels,

should be very frequently put through the operations of the

laundry,

while

dressed anew.

the

In

walls should

fact,

be

frequently

cleansed

the whole question of restriction

expressed in the one word "cleanliness."

and

may be

SANITARY REPORTS FROM LOCAL BOARDS
OF HEALTH.
We

have deemed

advisable and as a matter of record to se-

it

cure, as far as possible, a sanitary report
in the State,

and herewith present

a

from each town and city

summary of

A

the same.

blank containing the following questions was prepared and seat
to

each local board of health in the State

:

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
1890.

SANITARY REPORT
OF THE LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH OF
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH. BY

[The following questions
It is

cities.

is

for the purif

Water-Supply.

the quality
it

Is

?

is it
it

contain iron

supply from which
already exist,
2.

information sought

and

not, give

advisable, in the next annual report of this Board.]

from public supply,

Does

The

if

complete a sanitary report as possible for publication,

(State exact source of supply,

is

TO THE

.

relate chiefly to conditions existing in villages

an approximate answer or an estimate.

1.

N. H.,

not expected that exact answers can always be given;

pose of securing as

deemed

,

is

whether from wells or distribution pipes.

furnished by the town or by a private

ever discolored
Is

?

it is

it

?

hard or

Is
soft ?

it

bad
Is

at
it

taken of undoubted purity

?

?

If

What

any season of the year

ample

one contemplated in the near future

company

in quantity

?

?

Is the

If a public supply does not
?)

Sewerage.

(Are there any sewers

for the

Is there a complete system ?

purpose of conveying sewage from the houses

If so,

?

what proportion of the houses are connected

)

.
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therewith

?

Are

the sewprs well flushed

?

depend upon cesspools for sink drainage
or have they open sides and bottom ?)
3.

Drainage.

(Is

your town well drained?

cellars
4.

?

What

Is the water-level

Are there low lands or swamps near the

?

proportion of the dwellings

Are the cesspools well cemented,

low enough
village

?

dry

to secure

Give particulars.)

Slaughter- Houses and Offensive Trades.

(Are there any such that constitute a nuisance

Are regulations enforced to
Are there any
?

?

prevent slaughter-houses from becoming a public nuisance
other offensive trades in your town
5.

If so, state particulars.)

?

Schoolhouses and Public Buildings.

(Are these well heated, lighted, and ventilated
schoolhouses
6.

is

Fire-Escapes.

(Are there

sufficient fire-escapes in

connection with hotels, public

Are the doors of new public buildings constructed
requires
7.
(

to

halls, etc.?

swing outward, as the law

?)

Health Laws and Regulations.

Does your town adopt and

issue health regulations

occasional sanitary mspections, or does
8.

In the construction of new

?

especial attention given to these points ?)

it

act only

?

Does your board make

upon complaints received

Contagious Diseases.

(Does your board make a monthly report to the State Board of Health?
the physicians promptly notify you of the existence of contagious diseases ?

these diseases have occurred

?)

Sanitary Improvements.

(State
year.
10.

what sanitary improvements have been

naugurated within the

past

Sanitary Needs.

(State the sanitary needs of your town.
is

Do
Do

Do you prohibit public funerals in deaths from
Do you require disinfection of houses in which

you placard infected houses ?
diphtheria and scarlet fever ?

9.

?)

Upon

this subject

a

full

statement

particularly desired.)
1 1

Sanitary Suggestions

(Under

this

head

state

and Remarks.

anything of importance touching the sanitary interests

o your town.)
12.

Local Board of Health.

(Give names and addresses

in full.)

13. Has your town a board of health, or does the board of selectmen act in

that capacity

?
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Responses were received from nearly every town, although
few instances there has been a failure to do

ond and

in a

even after a sec-

so,

third request from this Board.

These reports

will

be of both local and general

interest.

Many

of them show that their respective towns are in a very creditable
condition, while some others are open to criticism.
some explanations and suggestions which we desire to

There are
offer for the

purpose of calling the attention of local health officers to certain
points that have been either misunderstood or ignored
It will

I.

regulations.
tions
for

be noticed that

Now, while

many towns do

the duty of issuing such health regula-

often left to the health authorities,

is

:

not adopt health

we

believe

it

advisable

each town to establish and promulgate such rules and regula-

tions,

not solely for the guidance of health officers and the public,

but also as a means of education for the people upon sanitary
matters.

Health regulations, posted or circulated through the

town, call attention to existing unsanitary conditions and in this

way

lead to reforms.

follows

The law regarding

health regulations

is

as

:

The health officers may make regulations for the prevention and
removal of nuisances, and such other regulations relating to the
public health as in their judgment the health and safety of the
people may require, which shall take effect when they shall be approved by the selectmen, recorded with such approbation by the
town clerk, and published in some newspaper printed in the town,
or copies thereof posted in two or more public places in the town.
And any person willfully violating such regulations shall be punished by a fine of ten dollars for each offence.
G. L. c. iii., s.
I ; P. L. 1887, c. 62, s. 4.
The State Board of Health may make, in addition to the rules
and regulations of local health officers, such other rules and regulations, or may make such amendments to existing rules and
regulations, as in the judgment of the Board the public good may
demand, and such rules and regulations shall be enforced by the
health officers in the same manner as other health regulations.
P. L. 1885, c. 14, s. 2.
Health officers or local boards of health shall furnish the State
Board of Health with such information as maybe called for from
time to time concerning the work of such health officers or local
boards of health, and a copy of all rules and regulations issued by
such health officers or local boards of health shall be forwarded
to the State Board of Health when issued.
P. L. 1885, c. 14, s. 3.

—

—

—
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In the matter

2.

of contagious and infectious diseases

many towns have

noticeable that

utterly failed to

This criticism

the provisions of the law in spirit or in letter.
also applicable to

some physicians of

who

non-resident physicians

this State as well as to

The law

practice here.

it

is

comply with
is

some

requiring

physicians to report every case of diphtheria, scarlet fever, or any

other malignant disease,

is

as follows

:

It shall be the duty of every physician who attends upon any
person infected with the small-pox, the malignant cholera, diphtheria, scarlet fever, or any other malignant, pestilential disease,
to immediately report the same to the health officers or the selectmen of the town ; and if any physician shall neglect so to do, he
shall forfeit the sum of one hundred dollars, to be recovered by
P. L.
such health officers or selectmen in the name of the town.

—

1887,

c.

The
officer

23,

s.

I.

object of requiring such a report to be
is

that he

may be

as will prevent the spread of the disease.

is

to the health

many towns

In

such

while in some others
" We
substantially as reported in the following

measures are promptly carried into
the practice

made

able to take such precautionary action

effect,

:

never placard infected houses, nor is disinfection required by
the board of health in cases of diphtheria or scarlet fever ; but
it

is

generally

A

done by the family."

few towns report that

they do not prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria
or scarlet fever,

followed.

It

but require the family to disinfect the prem-

A

ises afterward.
is

more absurd and

useless course could

not be

the duty of the local health officer to see that

every case of contagious or infectious disease

antined from the public

;

is

effectually quar-

to prohibit public funerals in deaths

from malignant contagious diseases, and to superintend the thorough and effectual disinfection of the premises where any such
Disinfection as practiced by the average
disease has occurred.
family,
useless.

who

are totally ignorant of

its

requirements,

is

worse than

Disinfection should be performed by a person

who un-

derstands something of the principles involved and that simply
But in a case that is not quarto deodorize is not to disinfect.
antined, where friends

visit

the

patient at their pleasure

where public funerals are allowed, disinfection

The prompt enforcement

of judicious

health

is

and

a useless farce.

regulations has

SANITARY REPORT.
done much

to

stamp out

well as elsewhere.

this class

We commend

ject to those few health officers

duty in

this particular.

The

lows

to every

of diseases in this State as
the consideration of this sub-

who have

failed to

perform their

regulations concerning public fun-

erals in contagious diseases, issued

and distributed
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by the State Board of Health

board of health in the State, are

as fol-

:

"By virtue of the authority vested in the State Board of
Health by section 2 of chapter 14, Pamphlet Laws, 1885, it is
hereby ordered that, in the rules and regulations adopted by any
town or city board within the limits of the State of New Hampshire, the following shall be inserted and included, and that no
rule or regulation which will in any way impair the meaning or
force of the same shall be adopted by any town or city
" I. No public funeral shall be held in any instance where the
:

deceased died of small-pox, scarlet fever, or diphtheria.
" 2. No pupil shall attend any school, public or private, from
a house or family where there exists a case of scarlet fever or
diphtheria, unless such case or cases are thoroughly isolated from
the said pupil, and then only upon the certificate of a physician,
certifying to the fact that such isolation is secured, and that in
his judgment no liability to spread the disease will follow.
" 3. No person who has had scarlet fever or diphtheria shall
attend any school or other public gathering until three weeks
after convalescence has been established, except upon the certificate of a reputable physician."
3.

Some

health officers report that they have ordered certain

nuisances to be abated, but that no attention was paid to the

In such cases

order.

it

becomes the duty of the health

enforce his order in accordance with the law.

A

officer to

tax collector

who should notify a citizen of the amount of tax assessed against
him and then not collect it, even though there should be some
objection, would not be considered a suitable

Neither

is

a

man who

for a health officer.

ample

fails

The

man

for the office.

to enforce his orders a suitable person

law, both statutory

to cover all the orders

which

and common,

a health officer

is

is

ordinarily

called upon to enforce.
If there is sufficient ground for issuing
an order, there can be no excuse for not enforcing it.
There seems to be some misapprehension on the part of
4.
many local health officers concerning the monthly reports of con-

tagious

and infectious diseases

to

be returned to the State Board of
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We

Health.
this

desire

monthly

reports,

Board, from ev'ery town and city

tagious diseases are prevailing or not.

thought

necessary to report only

it

prevailing,

upon blanks furnished by
in

the State, whether con-

Many

health officers have

when contagious

and gives assurance that local boards are performing
These blanks will be furnished upon application.

Some

5.

diseases

were

but a negative report conveys definite information

local

boards have reported

their duties.

that their

tovvns are

small and sparsely settled, and that they have no sanitary needs.

According to some of the conditions described, this would appear
somewhat of a commentary upon their knowledge of san-

to be

itary requirements.

An

will show that most
work has been accomplished, even in some of
This town has made
our smaller towns, Pittsburg, for example.
regular monthly reports to the State Board of Health for a long
time, and has demonstrated the fact that an efficient local board
of health may be of great benefit to any town, however small.

examination of the following reports

excellent sanitary

If a

man who

has been chosen health officer cannot see

how he

can be of public service to the people, he had better resign his
once, and allow his place to be

office at

filled

by some one who

has a better comprehension of the duties of the position.
6.

An

that in

examination of the reports received reveals

many

the fact

instances where no board of health has been ap-

pointed or elected, the board of selectmen are totally oblivious
that they constitute the board of health under such circumstances.

Some

of them were ignorant of the fact that they have the power

deem such action
The law upon this subject is

to appoint health officers if they

for the best

interests of the town.

as follows

:

Any town may choose, by major vote, one or more agents,
overseers of the poor, firewards, and health officers.
If such
officers are not chosen, the selectmen shall discharge the duties
and have the powers of those officers.
G. L. c. 40, s. 4.
The selectmen of any town that has neglected to elect a health
officer or officers may appoint one or more health officers for said
town, as in tlie judgment of the selectmen maybe necessary but
if no health officer or officers shall have been elected or appointed,
it shall, upon the petition of ten or more legal voters, be the duty
of the selectmen to appoint one or more health officers, as in
their judgment may be necessary.
P. L. 1885, c. 14, s. i.

—

;

—
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If the selectmen fail to appoint, the law holds

A

as health officers.

other duties and

We

officers.

is

board of selectmen

them responsible

usually elected for

is

not often particularly qualified to act as health

recommend

that

cases appoint a health officer

the boards
in those

of selectmen

towns that

fail

in

all

to elect

such officers at the annual town meeting.

While certain towns richly merit the above

criticisms,

we have

only words of praise for those other health officers who have ac-

complished such an excellent work in the interests of sanitation

and the public good.
because

it

shows

This work

substantial improvements,

may be mentioned
Nashua,

Falls,

still

in

etc.,

Other towns have under

water-supplies for domestic purposes,

others realize the necessity of a pure water-supply, but

be constructed

Good

made

of sewers,

Boscawen.

Pittsfield,

are not able financially to provide
will

those towns that have

the construction

Franklin, North Stratford, Claremont, Berlin

consideration additional

and

not here mentioned in detail,

is

Among

for itself.

in these

towns

it.

Sewers and water-works

as rapidly as possible.

sanitary progress has been

made

in

the

cities

of the

Dover has at last abandoned her " penny wise and pound
foolish" policy and provided a reasonable salary for her health
We sincerely hope that Nashua and Portsmouth will folofficer.
low her example.
It is only a few years since Concord has had a
regularly salaried health officer, during which time more and betA
ter sanitary work has been done than in a decade before.
glance at the report of the Concord board of health will convince
any one of the value of their work. Good work is also being
done in Manchester and Keene by their respective boards of
State.

health.

AcwoRTH
Board of Health.

—

J.

Each individual family

— Population,
Leavitt
is

McKeen, George W.

supplied with water,

springs through lead pipes, or from wells

kinds of pumps.

The

717.
Buss.

either

from

by means of various

quality of the water

is

very good.

We

have no sewers, but most of the dwellings have very good sink
drainage.

dry

;

The town

there are

is

naturally well drained,

no swamps near the

village.

and

cellars

are
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We

have no slaughter-houses constituting nuisances, nor any
Our schoolhouses have been recently

other offensive trades.

and
Our public

repaired,

good condition.

are in

have no

halls

fire-escapes,

and the doors swing

inward.

This town does not

and the board of
Our board does not make

issue health regulations,

health acts only upon complaints.

Physicians
monthly reports to the State Board of Health.
promptly notify us of the existence of contagious diseases. We
should prohibit public funerals in deaths from scarlet fever and
diphtheria, and should require disinfection of infected houses.
There have been no sanitary improvements in town during the
think we do not need anything in that direction at
past year
;

present.

Albany

— Population,

— David

Board of Health.

Hurley,

377.

Anson

P.

Irish,

Alvah

Blakely, Selectmen.

There

is

no public water-supply

no system of sewerage or

;

drainage.

There are no slaughter-houses.
Schoolhouses are well ventilated and lighted, for they are out
of repair.

We have

a

new chapel almost done.

There are no fire-escapes.
The board of health acts only upon complaints.
The board of health does not make a monthly report to the
We have had no contagious diseases, but would
State Board.
certainly require the disinfection of any house in which such

»

diseases

Public funerals would also be prohibited

might occur.

in such cases.

We

have no physicians in town.

No

sanitary improvements during the year.

We

need a

locality,

man

look after the burial of the dead in our

to

and the town

will see to this

Alexandrl^

Board of Health.

matter

— Population^

— Warren

Tucker,

J.

at the

next election.

Sjg.

E. S. Walker,

Plumer, Selectmen.

The water-supply is from
The town is well drained

wells.
;

We

have no sewers.

there are no swamps.

C. L.
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There are no slaughter-houses in town.
I am sorry to say that some of our schoolhouses are too well
but new
ventilated and lighted, and therefore poorly heated
houses are constructed according to the most approved plans.
;

We

have no fire-escapes in connection with public buildings.

The board of health acts only upon complaints.
Our board does not make a monthly report to the

We

of Health.

State

Board

have had but one case of a contagious disease in

town, and our board was not notified of that.

No

sanitary improvements during the year

;

do not think any

are needed.

Allenstown
Board of Health.

— Population,

1,475.

—

John H. Sullivan, William D. Marden,
William H. Haseltine, Selectmen.

The water-supply
good, as the

soil is

is

mostly from wells, and generally very

of a sandy and gravelly nature.

portion of the town the China Corporation
inexhaustible spring,
the water

is

some 100

to

We

of extra quality.

is

In the village

supplied from an

150 rods from the buildings;
have one private water com-

pany, whose pipes run through the main street, furnishing Sun-

cook Village and a few takers on the Allenstown side with
water, which is considered to be of good quality
the source
;

soft
is

a

spring in a pasture.

There are no sewers
there are places

in

town, and, as in most communities,

which are not kept

as neat as they

should be.

The farming community in general keep their premises quite
clean, and the drainage good
some portions of the village are
not in so good a condition.
The town generally is well drained, and the cellars are mostly
dry, owing to the nature of the soil.
There are no swamps about
the village, as the Suncook and Merrimack rivers offer good
;

drainage.

No

slaughter-houses or offensive trades in town.

Our schoolhouses

are in

they are neat and
good condition
and ventilated. Our schools are
;

clean, are well heated, lighted,

small in numbers.

There

is

one large

hall in

town, and

it

is

well constructed.

It
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and egress, there being three exits in case of
and the doors swing outward.
We have issued no health regulations, but notify parties in
case of any nuisance, which is usually attended to without
easy of ingress

is

fire,

further trouble.

We

have not made monthly reports

to the

Slate

Board of

so.

The phy-

Health, as there has been no occasion for doing

have no cases to report,

sicians

—

at least, they

Have never had occasion

of any cases.

do not notify us

to placard houses.

There have been no sanitary improvements during the

year,

except to keep the grounds as clean as possible.

We

have notified the proprietors of China Mills to keep the

and grounds about their buildings clean and in good conand think they are disposed to do all they can in this
The Canadian population generally are not as neatas
direction.
the American part of the town.

vaults

dition,

Alton

— Population^

Health Officer.
The water-supply
we have, also, a {t\N
all

?

372

George

•

P. Miller.

furnished by a private water

is

wells.

seasons of the year

We

—

i

is

;

The

quality of the water

company
is

good

;

at

and never discolored.
cesspools, and none are needed,

soft,

Have no

have no sewers.

on account of the sandy and gravelly nature of the
The cellars are dry no swamps.

soil.

;

Slaughter-houses are situated a suitable distance from dwellings.

The

No

old town house
fire-escapes,

is

a perfect gem.

and the doors

to our public buildings swing

inward.

This board

issues

No monthly

no regulations, and

report

is

made

to

acts

when

called upon.

the State Board

of Health.

Physicians report promptly in cases of infectious and contagious
disease, but

we have had none

for a

long time.

We

prohibit

public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever.

No

sanitary improvements to report.
During the hot weather, the Boston & Maine Railroad station

at

this village gives us

properly ventilated.

a fearful stench.

The

hotels are

not
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Board of Health.

—

— Population,

i,

123
248.

G. Anthoine, M. D., A. B. Crombie.

I.

The water-supply of Antrim is from wells. The water is generally hard, contains some lime, and in dry seasons many of the
A committee has been chosen to consider
wells become dry.
the matter of a public supply from some pond, but no report
has yet been made.

We

Only a very few dwellings

have no sewerage system.

depend upon cesspools for sink drainage.
The town is well drained, with the exception of South village,
which needs street drainage very much, the cellars of many of
the houses being wet in the spring and fall.
We have no nuisances in town.

The schoolhouses

good condition,

are in

especial attention

having been given to heating, lighting, and ventilation.

We

have adopted health regulations, but have generally acted

upon complaints received.

The board

made

monthly report to the State Board
no infected houses in any of our villages this year.
Public funerals are prohibited in deaths from
diphtheria and scarlet fever, and disinfection is required where
of Health

;

has not

a

there have been

these diseases occur.

No

sanitary

improvements have been inaugurated within the

past year.

Street sewerage

needed from Clinton

is

street to the top

of the

Goodell Company Cutlery Manufactory, except for
a short distance in front of the schoolhouse and churches, where
hill,

past the

street sewers already exist.

Ashland

Health

Officer.

— Population,

— A.

R. Garey,

]\I.

193.

D. (Appointed.)

The water-supply is from distribution pipes, furnished by priwho have wells or springs. I should say one

vate individuals

half the water-supply
half from springs.
four

water

is

from wells, through pipes, and the other

Lead pipe

is

used, from which

I

have had

severe cases of lead poisoning within a few years.
is

hard, but never discolored.

The

The

sources of the water
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are usually on high ground, hence I judge

it is

quite pure

it

;

is

and never have any trouble with it except
from its distribution through lead pipes.
There has been talk of
a town water-supply from a pond some three miles distant, but

abundant

in quantity,

nothing but talk has resulted thus

We

far.

have no system of sewerage whatever.

Very few houses

near the river have sewers, and ninety-nine per cent of the dwellings

depend upon cesspools

eighths of
soil,

for sink drainage.

More than seven

the cesspools are simply large holes in

all

the sandy

having neither sides nor bottoms cemented.

The town

is

not well drained, but the water-level

low to secure dry
the village.

The

cellars.

There

river runs

but

is

little

sufficiently

is

swamp land

near

through the center of the town, and

good drainage might be readily secured^ We have had twentyyes, three thousand
dollars raised within the
hundred
past two years for sidewalks, but not one cent for drainage, or

—

—

five

for water-supply, to insure against

We

fire.

have no slaughter-houses which constitute nuisances

;

have

not had occasion to enforce regulations in such cases since 1882.

No

other offensive trades in town, except rum-selling.

We

have a

ventilated.

fine schoolhouse,

Town

which

is

well heated, lighted,

There are no fire-escapes connected with any building
Doors of the schoolhouse and town hall swing outward.

No

and

hall the same.
in

The

health regulations are issued in this town.

town.

health

makes inspections only upon complaints received.
Make no monthly report to the State Board of Health. I am
promptly notified of contagious diseases, but have not as yet been
obliged to placard infected houses; should do so if anything like

officer

diphtheria, scarlet fever, or small-pox should occur.

require

I

which the above diseases appear.
sanitary improvements whatever during the year.

disinfection of houses in

No

The

position of eight tenths of

all

the houses in this town

is

such that complete drainage could easily be secured, and the
If this were done,
need of such a complete system is very great.
a public water-supply would be necessary, and this could be
brought from a pond some three miles distant, and at a cost not

more than double the amount we have expended

for

concrete
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a complete system of sewerage are what
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half.

to our people
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and

to

cut

we should have

down

the

fire

to insure

insurance

wish there were laws to enforce a system of thorough

drainage for every village.

Atkinson

Board of Health.

— Population^

— Edward N.

4S3.

Greenough, George A. Page,

John K. Mason, Selectmen.

The water-supply

Do

is

from

wells.

not know^ of any cemented cesspools

for

the purpose of

Most of the drainage from sinks is conducted
through stone or wooden gutters.
There are low^ lands near the village. Many of the cellars are
damp, and some of them contain water in the spring of the year.
There are no slaughter-houses in Atkinson.
Three schoolhouses, recently built, are well lighted, heated,
and ventilated. The other two houses in town are of an ancient
type, and not so well ventilated.
We have no hotels, and no fire-escapes. Have no public buildsink drainage.

ings with doors swinging outward.

Our board

acts only upon complaints.
no resident physician in Atkinson, the practicing phybeing residents of Massachusetts.
In only one instance

There
sicians

is

has the board of health 'been notified of the existence of a contagious

disease;

there was one death from diphtheria.

The

house was placarded and a private funeral was held.

No

sanitary improvements during the year.

The town
anything

is

that

somewhat sparsely settled. I do not know of
would improve the sanitary condition, except,

perhaps, drier cellars in

some

instances,

and disconnected farm

buildings.
It seems to me that it is a mistake to connect farm buildings,
where a large number of cattle are kept entirely in the barns
through the winter months, with a large quantity of manure in

the barn cellars.

Nearly

all

the farm

buildings constructed

during the past twenty years are thus connected.

It

seems

to

me

.
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that outbuildings should in no instance be joined to a dwelling,

particularly

if

a large stock of cattle, hogs, and horses

is

to

be

kept.

Auburn
Board of Health.

— Alfred D. Emery,
S.

The water-supply

— Population,

is

63 1

Samuel Richardson, B.

McDuffee, Selectmen.
from wells

;

have never had occasion to

analyze the water.

We

There are a few cesspools in
some of them are properly constructed, and some are not.
The town is well drained, with the exception of a few cases in
Auburn village, where the owners claim they cannot drain their
cellars on account of the high water-level of Massabesic lake.
There are low lands and swamps near the village.
We have one slaughter-house, which is kept in good condition.
Our schoolhouses are well lighted, heated, and ventilated.
We have but one hall in town no fire-escapes, and the doors

town

have no sewerage system.

;

;

In the construction of the new schoolhouse, the
doors were made to swing outward, and especial attention was

swing inward.

also given to heating, ventilating,

The town adopts and

and

lighting.

issues health regulations.

makes occasional inspections, and

health

also

The board of
acts

upon com-

plaints.

We

have made monthly reports to the State Board of Health

previous to the present year, and intend to do so promptly in the
future.

The

resident physicians

make

a prompt report of infec-

and contagious diseases, but non-resident physicians cause
some trouble on account of their delay in reporting. We placard
Public funerals
houses whenever necessary, also disinfect them.
or infectious
contagious
from
death
in
cases
of
prohibited
are
tious

diseases.

During the past year the board of health has co-operated with
the health officer of Manchester in his efforts to prevent the pollution of the waters of Massabesic lake.

As

a large part of the watershed of Massabesic lake

is

situated

town of Auburn, and is becoming more and more of a
summer resort, some measures will be necessary to protect the
in the
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waters from pollution.

conditions, or worse, exist in
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to that part of the watershed

relation
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is

within the limits

of Manchester.

— Population, 1,264.

Barnstead

Board of Health.

— Rufus

Knowles,

Our water-supply
no sewers

the

;

is

from

is

Berry,

John H.

Selectmeft.

wells,

township

Ira L.

Foss,

S.

and

is

Have

of good quality.

drained

well

by

No

rivers.

slaughter-houses or offensive trades. Schoolhouses are well lighted,

We

do not adopt health regulations, and
upon complaints received. We do
not make a monthly report to the State Board of Health, and
There have been no sanihave no contagious diseases in town.
tary improvements during the year.

heated,

and ventilated.

the board of health acts only

Barrington

Board of

Health. — W.

— Population,
E.

1,408.

Waterhouse, Freeman Varney,

G. B. Haley, Selectmen.

The town

is

supplied with water from wells of good quality at

seasons of the year, generally

all

considered pure.

No

soft,

public supply

is

abundant in quantity, and
contemplated at present.

some of the dwellings depend upon cessThe natural drainage
of the town is good, although there are two swamps near the vilThere are no offensive trades in
lage connecting with the river.
There are no sewers

;

pools with open bottom for sink drainage.

town.

The schoolhouses
lighted,

are in a

good sanitary condition, well heated,

and ventilated, and

in those constructed recently, espe-

cial attention
lic

was paid to these points.

The doors of

buildings erected lately swing outward, and

all

the pub-

sufficient

fire-

escapes are provided in connection with the hotels and public
halls.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and the

board of health acts only upon complaints received.

The

physi-

cians promptly notify the local board of any existing contagious
diseases

and proper precautions are taken

in all cases; placards

are placed on infected houses, and private funerals are required

-
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in deaths from diphtheria

and

scarlet fever, while disinfection is

No

ordered for any houses sheltering either of these diseases.

sanitary improvements have been undertaken during the past year

and

there are

no

especial needs in that direction at present.

Bartlett

i

,

247,

— Edwin Ground, M. D., L.

Board of Health.
The town

— Population^

of Bartlett

is

company, and while

I

have never

known

a chemical analysis,

I

consider

good water.

above the

Frink,

M. D.

it

of

being subjected to

its

The

source

is

well

and presumably above sources of contamina-

village,

The water

tion.

J.

supplied with water by a private water

is

sometimes discolored

after

heavy rains;

and contains no iron that I know of.
We have no sewers. The sewage from dwellings

it is

soft

charged into cesspools or into streams
sist

;

usually dis-

of holes dug in the ground and not cemented, but occa-

sionally a large barrel, with holes in the sides

into the ground.

the town,

it is

Owing

and bottom, is sunk
some parts of

to a high water-level in

difficult to secure

the cellars are dry.

No

is

the cesspools usually con-

dry cellars

;

as a rule,

however,

There are some low lands near the

slaughter-houses or offensive trades in tovvn.

village

Our school-

houses are fairly well heated by stoves and very well lighted.
is no ventilation, except by means of doors and windows.
Our fire-escapes are thought to be ample.
Our town adopts no health regulations except the state health
laws.
Sanitary inspections are generally made only upon comThink our
plaints
this is not the invariable rule, however.
board does not make a montlily report to the State Board of
The physicians generally report contagious diseases
Health.
promptly.
quite
Houses are usually placarded and disinfected,
and public funerals are prohibited in deaths from such conta-

There

\

gious diseases.

We
year.

have made no especial sanitary improvements during the

We

drainage.

need a system of sewerage, or some other provision

A

good

active epidemic, to

awaken the people

for

to the

importance of keeping their premises in a reasonably clean conwould do much toward improving our condition. Sewers are needed more than anything else in the line of sanitary im-

dition,

provements.

.
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— Population, 935

— Edward

S.

Randall,

M. D. (Appointed.)

The water-supply is mostly from springs but very few wells in
The quality of the water is of the best it is hard, but
;

town.

;

of undoubted purity.

No

ual springs furnishing

all

We

public supply
that

is

is

contemplated, individ-

required.

have no complete system of sewerage.

About one

half the

houses are furnished with sewers, and these are well flushed.

About half the dwellings depend upon cesspools for sink drainage ;
but these are not cemented, and have open bottoms and sides.
The natural drainage of the town is very good, the water-level
being sufficiently low to secure dry cellars. I do not know of a
wet cellar in town.
No low lands or swamps near the village.
There is one slaughter-house in town that is a public nuisance.
It is

within three rods of the public highway.

The board of

upon to look after a lot of about twenty hogs
that had died of some contagious disease and were left in a pile
upon the top of the ground. The owner would not take care of
them, so they were buried by the board of health at the owner's
expense.
Something will have to be done with this place before
another year, for it is a public nuisance, and we have regulations
under which we can cause its abatement.
Our schoolhouses are not so well ventilated as they should be,
and I think something should be done in this direction. The
heating is by the old method of stoves.
Our fire-escapes are sufficient. Doors of public buildings swing
health was called

outward.

We

adopt health regulations, but the board of health acts only

upon complaints.
I think we have not, as a rule, made a monthly report to the
State Board of Health ; but we do expect to notify you in case of
any contagious disease. I had two cases of diphtheria in June^
before I became a member of the board, but the disease occurred
in Lisbon, and not in this village. Public funerals are prohibited
in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and we require the
disinfection of houses in these diseases.

There has been but
year, but

little

sanitary

much should be done

soon.

improvement during the
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Something should be done

to secure a better or

Our schoolhouses must, and

more complete

think will, be
improved before another year.
I think, upon the whole, that, with the abatement of the
slaughter-house nuisance and a few minor improvements, our village will be in as good a condition as others of same number of

sewerage system.

I

inhabitants.

There have been no cases of typhoid fever in town this year
far, and but two cases of diphtheria, and those were due to
bad sink drainage in the town of Lisbon. Both cases recovered.
thus

Bedford

Board of Health.

— Population,

— Henry

1,102.

H. Smith,

E. Gault, Milton

J.

N. Flint, Selectme7i.

Our water-supply
lic

supply

is

is

from wells; the quality

is

No

good.

pub-

contemplated.

The town

is so thinly settled that sewers are deemed unnecesCannot say whether the cesspools are cemented or not.
The town is well drained ; the water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars. No low lands or swamps near the village. There
are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades in town that constitute
nuisances, therefore there is no necessity for enforcing any laws

sary.

in regard to them. All our schoolhouses are well lighted, heated,

No

and

ventilated.

etc.,

but the doors swing outward as the law directs.

The town

fire-escapes are

provided for public

halls,

has adopted health regulations, but the board of

Monthly reports have
Board of Health during the present

health acts only upon complaints received.

not been

made

to the State

year, since there has

been nothing

contagious diseases when they
disinfected.

Physicians report

to report.

exist,

and houses

are placarded

and

Public funerals are prohibited in deaths from con-

tagious diseases.

There have been no sanitary improvements during the
almost every instance each family attends to

its

own

otherwise the selectmen have charge of the matter.

year.

In

sanitation,
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i,

142.

Small, Walter C. Wells, Brock

Dearborn, Selectmen.

Our water-supply is from wells in some cases, but the larger
is brought in numerous small aqueducts from a hillside near
the village, and is good at all seasons of the year.
It is ample in
We have no system of sewerage.
quantity, and soft.
The town is naturally fairly well drained, and the cellars are
nearly all dry
there are no swamps near the village.
No nuipart

;

sances near the village.

Our schoolhouses

and well lighted, but the venThere are proper fire-escapes at the

are well heated

tilation is not of the best.
mills, but

not at public buildings.

The town does not adopt health regulations, and the board of
health acts only upon complaints received.
We do not make a
monthly report

Board of Health, but the physicians
any contagious disease, and in such
cases public funerals are prohibited, and the houses disinfected.
There have been no sanitary improvements during the year, and
there is no pressing need of any.
to the State

notify us of the existence of

Bennington

—

Board of Health.

F.

M.

—

Populatioji, 542.

Twitchell, C. H. Kimball, George

A. Gray, Selectmen.

Our water-supply is from wells, and from an aqueduct owned
by an individual of the town the water is of good quality, and
conducted through iron pipes. The source is a spring one mile
from the village. Think there is none better in the State.
There is no system of sewerage, and no regularly constructed
cesspools,
at least, none cemented.
As a rule, the drainage is
good we have no swamps of any size. No slaughter-houses.
We
Schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated.
have no new public buildings, but the inside doors of the town
hall swing outward
there are no fire-escapes.
The town does not adopt health regulations, and the board of
As you already know, we do
health acts only upon complaints.
We
not make monthly reports to the State Board of Health.
;

—

;

;

;
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have no resident physician, but depend upon two at Antrim.
One of these has never reported to us, and the other reported one

There have been no cases of
we have been upon the

case of typhoid fever last year.

diphtheria or scarlet fever in town since

—

at least, no deaths therefrom.
There have been no sanitary improvements within the year.
We think it would be for the interests of the town to have a

board,

board of health other than the selectmen, as they have business

enough

to attend to.

— Popdation, 244.
Health Officer. — George H. Clark.
Benton

We

have a plentiful water-supply from springs and

a quantity of fine brooks running
I think there are

age

is

down from

no cemented cesspools

very good, for the land

is

not

wells,

and

the mountain sides.

in town, but the drain-

level.

No

slaughter-houses in town. Schoolhouses very good. Should
upon complaints, if any were received. Do not make a
monthly report, but am particular in regard to contagious
diseases.
No sanitary improvements no sanitary needs.

act

;

Berlin

— Population,

Health Officer.
At the upper end of the

— H.

village a

3,729.

C. Rowell.

number of

families are sup-

plied with water from an aqueduct, the water being conducted

from a spring through wooden logs

;

this

excellent water,

is

and

Thirty or forty famiowned by the Berlin Mills Company.
are
supplied
from
Fibreville,
a well dug in the
lies, known as

is

hillside above, the water being

the quantity

is

limited,

river to help out.

the Forest Fibre

of the town
iron pipes.

quantity

is

is

and

conducted through iron pipes

at times

know nothing

I

Company.

water

is

of its quality.

About one

pumped from the
It is owned by

third of the lower

end

supplied from a so-called spring, or brook, through

This supply
limited,

Professor Angell

and

is

made an

is

furnished

much

by

private parties.

The

discolored during and after rains.

analysis of this water, but found nothing

detrimental, except too large a quantity of organic matter, apparently of a vegetable

nature.

The remaining

families of the
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town, about three fourths of the whole, are supplied from local

and wells which must be more or less polluted. Survey
and plans are being made for an abundant supply of good water.
About one half mile of main sewer has been laid by the town
it is the best salt-glazed pipe, and is
within the past two years
Fibreville was sewered by the owners, but
thoroughly flushed.
We have no complete systhey have no flushing arrangement.
tem of sewers, although almost every dwelling has some arrangement for carrying off sink-water ; cesspools are almost unknown.
While the town is not thoroughly drained, it is favorably situated to secure good drainage and dry cellars.
There is not^ a
We have no slaughtergreat amount of low or swampy land.
springs

;

houses or offensive trades in the town.

There are three schoolhouses

in the village

steam and the other two by stoves.
lighted.

Two

chimneys

;

by

tained

I

;

one

of them are ventilated by means of

whether or not

it

is

heated by

think they are
flues

my

the

thorough could only be ascer-

is

tests.

There are no fire-escapes connected with any building
to

well

in

knowledge.

There are three public

halls, in all

in town,

of which

the doors swing outward, according to law.

No

health regulations were issued this year.

attended to as promptly as possible.
are

made, and nuisances abated

as

Complaints are

Occasional inspections also
found.

Monthly

reports to

the State Board of Health have not always been made.
cians are
fever,

prompt

to notify in cases

and the law has been

fully

Physi-

of diphtheria and scarlet

complied with

contagious diseases in town this year so

in these diseases.

There have been no

Physicians do not report other diseases.
far.

The main sanitary improvement has been the extension of the
sewer commenced the year before, in all about one half mile.
Some private drains have been put in, and a number of bad
places have been filled.
The town has already made a move
toward complete sewerage and a public water-supply.

Our

greatest sanitary

need

is

an abundance of good water for

domestic purposes, and a complete and thorough system
sewers.

I

to prevent

of

think there should be some law or village regulation
the erection

of buildings or dwellings over wet or
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swampy land unless there is thorough drainage. More light and
more fresh air in some of our tenement houses would also be
desirable,

The

and there are undoubtedly

cases of over-crowding.

present sanitary condition of the town

is

anything but

good, owing largely to the lack of water and sewerage. The
pitch of the land is very favorable for the location of such works.

With a population

approaching four thousand,

increasing, this need

is

apparent to

all.

and rapidly

The people have become

aroused on this subject, and, from indications,

it is

evident that

the town will soon have an ample supply of good water, and a

thorough system of sewerage. Of course a sufficient time must
be allowed to carry forward the work legally and systematically.
When these works are completed, the place will compare favorably, from a sanitary point, with

any town of its

Until such works are established here,

it

will

size in the State.

be impossible to

maintain the town in a good condition, and any board of health,
no matter how untiring in its efforts, will be powerless to prevent
the occurrence and spread of contagious diseases.

This town

" founded on a rock," and a complete system of

is

water-works and sewerage must be very expensive.

Would

not be possible for the State, either by general or special
tion, to assist this

magnitude

?

It

it

legisla-

and other towns undertaking a work of such
to me that this is a question worthy of

seems

consideration.

Bethlehem
Board of Health.

—

Popitlatioji,

— Benjamin

Tucker,

1,421.

Chairman, Horatio

Nye, Dr. H. A. Hildreth.

We

have a corporated water company which supplies the comThe water is am-

pact part of the town with water from springs.

and of good quality it is hard, never discolored,
is of undoubted purity.
We have a good system of sewers on the main street, where the
boarding-houses are situated, and all houses are connected with
The sewers are well flushed. Most of the cesspools in
the same.
town are cemented, and are situated back of the business part of

ple in quantity

contains no iron, and

the town.

;
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well drained

is

No

lands near the village.
in or

We

dry as a rule

cellars are

;

no low

slaughter-houses or offensive trades

Our schoolhouses

near the village.

and ventilated.

;
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are well heated, lighted,

have no fire-escapes, but there are spacious

and

stairways in the hotels

There

halls.

is

but one public hall

town, and the doors of that swing outward.

in

The board of health does not issue health regulations, but we
make sanitary inspections. Our board makes a monthly report
As a general thing physicians
to the State Board of Health.
promptly notify us of contagious

We

diseases.

placard infected

prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and

houses,

and require disinfection of houses

scarlet fever,

in

which these

diseases have occurred.

We have made

no sanitary improvements during the year. As
and as new boarding-houses

the village increases in population,

are erected, there will be additional sanitary needs, but at pres-

ent

we

are very well

off.

—

BoscAWEN

Board of Health.

—

J.

Populatioji, 1,487.

C. Pearson, G. L.

Pillsbury,

J.

C.

Morrison, Selectmen.

Penacook and Boscawen Plains are mostly supplied with water
through distribution pipes, by individuals and private water companies
is

;

some

wells.

The water

sometimes discolored

We

after

is

heavy

of good quality and

soft,

but

rains.

have some sewers for conveying the sewage from dwellings,

although there

Our

is

not a complete system

;

the sewers are not

cemented ; they generally
consist of an old barrel sunk into the ground, which is worse than
to discharge the sewage upon the surface of the ground where it
may be subject to the action of the sun, wind, and rain. The
town site is generally well drained, the water-level being low
enough to secure dry cellars. Have no low lands or swamps near
flushed.

the village.

cesspools are seldom

No

slaughter-houses or offensive trades in the town.

Our schoolhouses
tion

is

questionable.

are well heated

Our

The town does not adopt
health acts only

and

lighted, but the ventila-

fire-escapes are sufficient.

health regulations, and the board of

upon complaints received.

We

make occasional
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Board of Health.

State

the

reports to

promptly in cases of 'infectious diseases

Our physicians report
we placard infected

;

houses, prohibit public funerals in such cases, and require very
effectual disinfection.

We have laid some additional sewers during the year. The
town of Boscawen has put in nearly ^3,000 worth of sewers
within four years.

We

still

need more sewers, and

a public

water-supply

to

flush the same.

Bow
Board of Health.

—

Popiilation, 725.

— John
ers,

H. Burroughs, Charles

Rog-

B.

Selectmen.

Our water-supply is mostly from wells some of it is hard and
some soft. The supply is ample and I should say it was pure.
We have no system of sewerage. Our town being somewhat
;

hilly, the natural

dry.

No

We have

drainage

some low

is

good, and the

cellars, as

lands, but very little

slaughter-houses in town.

swamp

a rule, are
land.

Our schoolhouses, with one

or

two exceptions, are well heated, lighted, and ventilated. We
have built one schoolhouse during the past year, and shall probably build two more soon. We have no fire-escapes, there being
no hotel in town, and but one public hall, which is on the

ground

floor.

The town

has adopted no health regulations, and the board of

We make no monthly
Our physicians are rather

health acts only upon complaints received.
report to the State Board of Health.

slow in reporting contagious diseases.

We

placard

infected

houses and prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and
scarlet fever

;

we

also require the disinfection of houses in

which

these diseases have occurred.

There have been no general sanitary improvements

in

town

during the year, and none seemed to be required.

We

have had two cases of diphtheria in town during the year

but think

it

was brought here by a Frenchman coming to

Mills to work.

;

Bow
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— Population, 967.

—

William H. Glidden,
Health.
Everett
Thompson, J. Albert Robinson, Selectmen.

Board

of

Our water-supply

We

137

is

from wells

no public supply contemplated.

;

The town

have no sewers.

E.

is

naturally quite well drained,

being situated on high and quite dry land.

Most of the

cellars

are dry.

We

have one slaughter-house

been some complaint.
the present.

It

in

town about which there has

has been cleaned and

Our schoolhouses

are heated

by

right for

is all

stoves.

No

hotels

no fire-escapes.
The board of health acts only upon complaints received. We
do not make a monthly report to the State Board of Health
in town,

;

have never received the blanks. The physicians notify us in cases

and we placard infected houses and

of contagious diseases,

quire disinfection where such

made no

sanitary improvements during the year.

Bridgewater

Board

re-

Have

diseases have occurred.

of

— Harvey

Health.

Joseph

Our water-supply

is

— Population,

S.

W.

332.

Tilton,

John H.

Clay,

Morrison, Selectmen.

from wells and springs.

lage or thickly settled locality in town.

No

There

is

no

vil-

slaughter-houses or

The schoolhouse is Avell lighted, heated, and
Think perhaps there are not sufficient fire-escapes in
connection with the Lake View Boarding-House.
The board of health acts upon complaints only. There have
been no contagious diseases in town during the year. Have made
no monthly report to the State Board of Health, for no blanks

offensive trades.

ventilated.

have been received.

No

sanitary improvements during the year.

— Population, 1,524.
Health Officer. —
Chase, M.
Bristol

Ira S.

We

D.

by the Bristol Aqueduct Company,
most desirable, bountiful, and perfectly
Clearwater, conducted through fourteen-inch, coated and lined,
are supplied with water

from Newfound
iron pipes.

lake, a
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We
and

Some

drains in the

of these drains are well

vil-

finished

good condition.

in

The town

is

There

rule.

is

quite well drained

a wet,

side of the village,

No

many

have no system of sewerage, but

lage lead to the river.

;

have good dry

swampy condition

cellars,

as a

of the land on the west

which needs draining.

slaughter-houses in the village proper

no offensive trades

;

in our village.

Our schoolhouses are well lighted, heated, and ventilated.
Union schoolhouse is a fine building, heated by steam, just comand nearly ready

pleted,

Our

for use.

fire-escapes are considered

ample

;

doors of public build-

ings swing inward, as a rule.

We

adopt health regulations, and

make occasional

inspec-

tions.

Some
diseases,

There

is

prompUy

cases

of contagious

great need of sanitary improvements

upon the west

physicians

report

and others do

in

not.

side of the village.

Brookfield

Board of Health.

— Population, 428.

— William

A.

Bixby,

Charles

Willey,

Selectmeti.

The water-supply is from wells.
The sewage is conveyed by means of gutters by

the side of the

road.

The town

is

well drained.

There are no slaughter-houses

No

especial attention

is

in town.

given to the heating, lighting, or

ventilating of schoolhouses.

No

fire-escapes.

The board of health acts upon complaints
Have had no contagious diseases.

No

sanitary improvements during the year

need of any.

only.

;

there

is

no

especial
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— Population, 548.
—
Board of Health.
C. H. Holcombe, M.
Brookline

David Hobart.

D.,

Our water-supply is entirely from wells and springs. Have
no complete system of sewers. Some of the cesspools have open
The town is naturally well drained
bottoms and sides.
no
standing water in cellars, and no swamps near the village. We
have no nuisances in the shape of slaughter-houses or offensive
Our schoolhouses are only one story in height they are
trades.
well constructed and located.
Our fire-escapes are sufficient.
The town has adopted no health regulations the board of
health acts mostly upon complaints received.
Our board makes
a monthly report to the State Board of Health
our physicians
report promptly in cases of contagious diseases
we placard in;

;

;

;

;

fected houses, prohibit public funerals in deaths from contagious
diseases,

and require thorough disinfection where such

diseases

have existed.
There have been no particular sanitary improvements during
the year ; most of our people take pride in keeping their premises
free

from

wells,

filth.

privies,

More

in

and

privies are, in

good condition.

In

many

an odor in hot weather, and

cases the drinking-water has quite

sink-drains

should be given to keeping

attention

and sink-drains

many

cases, too near wells.

There

should be more frequent sanitary inspection of wells and cesspools, as well as greater care

Canaan
Board of Health.—

E.

on the part of owners.

— Population,

1,417.

M. Tucker, M. D., G. E.
M. D.

Leet,

M. D.,*

B. E. Willey,

There is at present no public water-supply, but a company
has been organized and is about to commence operations to
bring water to the village from Hart pond, one and one quarter
The supply
miles distant from and 200 feet above the village.
now is from private wells, or running water from springs, about
There
fifty families in the village being supplied with the latter.
is no public system of sewerage
depend upon cesspools, which are

;

a majority of the residents
rarely cemented.

*EIected, but did not qualify.
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Some low lands are located near the village, but
swampy the cellars are dry the most of the year.

they are not

;

There is occasional complaint of a slaughter-house near East
Canaan village, but it is not considered an actual nuisance. No
other offensive trades in town.

The

heating and lighting of schoolhouses and public buildings

are good, but the ventilation

is

No

poor.

fire-escapes in hotels or

public halls, although very simple and inexpensive

been urged by the board of health. Doors of
erected in East Canaan district swing outward.

The town

last

ones

have

schoolhouse

has adopted no health regulations, and the board of

A

health acts only upon complaint.

monthly return

is

made

to

the State Board of Health of those cases of contagious diseases

We

reported by the physicians.

do not placard houses, nor

for-

bid public funerals, but disinfection of infected dwellings has

been required
Slight

running water

compelled

for years, before the lavv

improvement
is

is

made

put into every house,

most healthful towns

we

shall

and

if

have one of the

in the State.

Candia

Board of Health.

it.

in the drainage each year,

— A.

— Population,
J.

Edgerly,

i

,

1 08.

W.

J.

Sargent, B. F. Lang,

Selectmen.

Our water-supply

is

mostly from wells.

We

have very few

conducted in spouts. A
part of the cesspools are cemented, but most of them have open
sides and bottoms.
Nearly all the cellars in town are dry those

sewers, most of the sink drainage being

;

that are not are well drained.

Regulations in regard to slaughter-

houses are enforced, and there are no offensive trades in town.

Schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated.

Fire-

escapes are sufficient.

The board of health

rarely acts, except

do not make a monthly report

upon complaints. We
Board of Health.

to the State

Physicians report promptly in cases of contagious diseases.

do not placard infected houses or prohibit public

We

funerals in

deaths from contagious diseases, but require the disinfection of

houses where such diseases have occurred.
public improvements during the year.

I

We

have made no

think farmers should be
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and cesspools

seems

this

;

be our greatest sanitary need at present.

Canterbury

— Fopulatiotu 964.

— Charles

Board of Health.

E.

G.

Alfred

ISIorrill,

Chase,

Rufus Boynton, Selectmen.

We

report to the State Board of Health whenever notified of

by physicians, and have

the existence of contagious diseases

known of no case that has not been promptly^ reported to us.
Our townspeople, as a general thing, are usually health)-.
There seems to be nothing to suggest in the way of sanitary
improvements. Our sanitary condition is about on a level with that
Our people seem to be growing more
of other country places.
particular in regard to sanitary features as time advances,

and

have a greater realization of their necessity.

Carroll

Board of Health.

—

J.

— Population,

468.

H. Henry, E. L. Miles, E. M.

ISIoody,

Selectmen.

There

is

no

approaching a
few

summer

We

closely

Carroll,

district in

It is principally

village.

— nothing

a farming town, with a

and boarding-houses.

hotels

Our
and ventilated.

have no slaughter-houses located near the highway.

schoolhouses are

Think

settled

there are

fairly

no

well

fire-escapes

Charlestown
Board of Health.

— R.

lighted, heated,

connected with the

— Population,

W. Robinson,

i

hotels.

,466.

C. N. Bidwell,

S.

E.

Noyes, Selectmen.

The

water-supply

is

from springs and

wells.

nish pure soft water, but the wells are hard.

The

No

springs fur-

public supply

contemplated.

The

private sewers are very

good

;

cesspools in the village arc

very well constructed, but the farm cesspools are about what
they were one hundred years ago.
drained.

The

cellars

slaughter-houses are

all

are

dry,

right.

The town
with a

it-Vi

is

generally well

exceptions.

Our schoolhouses,

in

some

Our
in-
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Stances, are

are put in

on the old plan, but

good

We

condi'tion.

as fast as repairs are

made they

have no public buildings requir-

ing fire-escapes.

Our board of health acts only on complaints received. We
do not make a monthly report to the State Board of Health.
Physicians

promptly

report

of contagious diseases,

cases

in

houses are placarded, public funerals in deaths from such diseases

and disinfection of the houses required.
have made no sanitary improvements during the year.
Our greatest need is that the old wells at back doors be filled up,

are prohibited,

We

and a good supply of pure water secured

Chatham

— Population,

Health. — Dana

Board of

for

Hill,

domestic purposes.

329.

William Spencer, Daniel

Chandler, Selectmen.

We

are supplied with water from springs

on the mountain

on the farms.

We

well drained

no low lands or swamps

side,

have no public supply.
or from
Most of the farms are situated upon the side-hill, and the sewThe town
erage is good ; no cesspools in town that I know of.
wells

is

naturally

neither

is

;

in town,

Our schoolhouses

there a slaughter-house in town.

are all right.

The town does not adopt

health regulations.

We

have no

contagious diseases in this town.

We have made no sanitary improvements during the past year,
and do not need any. We have no sanitary needs. We are all
right as far as health

is

concerned.

Chester

Health

Officer.

Our water-supply

The town
swamps
or

is

is

— Population,

— x\rthur L.

from wells

;

958.

Emerson, M. D.

have no system of sewerage.

naturally very well drained.

or low lands near the village.

Cellars are dry

Have no

offensive trades creating nuisances.

;

no

slaughter-houses

Schoolhouses are well

and ventilated. Fire-escapes are sufficient for
This town does not adopt health regulations, and the
the place.
board of health acts only upon complaints. This board does not
make a monthly report to the State Board of Health. Our phylighted, heated,

.
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Have

of contagious diseases.

in cases

never placarded infected houses or prohibited public funerals in
deaths from

contagious diseases,

but

require

disinfection

of

houses in which these diseases occur.

There have been no sanitary improvements during the
and none are needed at present.

Chesterfield

— Population,

— Warren H.

Board of Health.

year,

1,046.

Butler, Ira P. Buxton, Calvin

P. Gilson, Selectmeti.

There
itself,

is

first-class,

I

no public water-supply

usually soft.

think the sewerage

far as I

ventilated.

is

We

the drainage good.

So

The

;

each family supplies

quality of the water

public supph^

is

no complete

is

thing, the cellars are dry

have one slaughter-house, but

I

and

hear no

offensive.

it is

know, the schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and
We have several hotels and boarding-houses I
;

think, perhaps, the fire-escapes in connection with

be

is

contemplated.

good, although there

As a general

system of sewers.

complaint that

No

town

in

either from springs or wells.

them may not

sufficient.

The board of health acts upon complaints only. We have not
made a monthly report to the State Board of Health. The physicians are

prompt

to notify us in cases of contagious diseases,

although we have had no such cases in several months.
prohibit public funerals in deaths from scarlet fever
ria,

and order the disinfection of

all

We

and diphthe-

houses where these diseases

have occurred.

There have been no sanitary improvements in town during the
and at the present time do not know that we need anything to promote health and vigor.
past year,

Chichester

Board of Health.

— N.

D.

— Population,
Fitts,

66 1

O. T. Maxfield, O. F. Davis,

Selectmen.

Our water-supply
and, in

We

many

cases,

is almost entirely from springs and
conducted through either lead or iron

have no public supply.

wells,

pipes.
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In a few cases there are short sewers from sinks and waterclosets

open

but most of the sewage

;

gutters,

or

is

allowed to

is

conducted from buildings in
directly upon the ground.

fall

no system of drainage, and know of no cesspools in
is mostly on high, rocky land, consequently
The cellars are dry, and we have
the natural drainage is good.
no swamp land to speak of.
There are no slaughter-houses in town we have one soap factory, but there is no complaint against it.

There

is

The town

town.

;

We

regret to say that our schoolhouses are not well heated,,

Our

lighted, or ventilated.

fire-escapes are ample,

and the doors

of public buildings swing outward, as they should.

Our town does not adopt health

regulations,

health generally acts upon complaints only.

make

monthly report

a

to the State

and the board of

Our board does not

Board of Health,

for there

have been no cases of contagious disease in town during our
We should placard infected houses and disinfect
term of office.
them,

as well as

prohibit public funerals in deaths from such

diseases.

There have been no public improvements during the past year.
In our estimation, the greatest danger arises from neglected
privies

and wet barn

There is no doubt
above-named sources.

cellars.

are polluted from the

Claremont

— Fopulation,

— Isaac

Board of Health.
Henry
Claremont

village

is

that

many

wells

5,565.

H. Long, Marshall

S.

Rossiter^

C. Sanders, Selectmen.

supplied with water by two private com-

Aqueduct Company and the Claremont
Water-Works Company. The Bible Hill water is mostly from
The
springs, always of good quality, soft, and never discolored.
supply from the Claremont Water-Works Company is ample, and
panies, the Bible Hill

Professor Angell, in reporting an analysis of a sample, says

" There

is

indeed,

all

1

evidently no sewage or animal matter in this water;

This

the results are favorable.

is

good water." There
springs on

are also two or three other aqueducts supplied from

and a few wells
creasing in numbers each
the

hills,

are

still

year.

m

use,

although they are de-
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no complete system of sewerage

in the

town

only a

;

small portion of the houses are connected with the sewers, two
thirds or

more depending upon cesspools

cesspools are of

The town
or

is

These

for drainage.

kinds of construction.

all

There are no low lands
and the water-level is low enough to

naturally well drained.

swamps near the

village,

secure dry cellars.

The

regulations concerning slaughter-houses are enforced, and

there are

none

sive trades in

The

that are a nuisance to the public

greater part

lighted,

of the

and ventilated

;

is

no other

offen-

public

buildings are

well

heated,

especial attention has been given to

these sanitary points in the construction

There

;

town.

of new schoolhouses.

an insufficiency of fire-escapes on these buildings, but

the doors of those built recently swing outward.

The board

and makes occasional
During the hot
weather, there is almost a daily call from some portion of the village on account of nuisances caused by sink-drains or excrementitious matter that has been allowed to collect and become
At such times the
offensive from lack of proper carefulness.
board of health has always responded immediately, and usually
by making a personal inspection of the premises, and in no case
During the year
have they found the complaint ungrounded.
ending March i, 1890, they answered over forty calls, and eninspections,

has issued health regulations,

but acts mostly on

complaint.

deavored to see that the nuisances were properly abated.
nearly every case
their efforts

In

they found the townspeople in sympathy with

and willing

to right

any wrong

;

but occasionally

they met opposition or negligence, which they were forced to
deal with in an authoritative manner,

and always with

success.

^

Physicians promptly notify the board of the existence of contagious diseases, and these are reported monthly to the State

Board of Health. During the year ending March i, 1890, there
were reported twenty-eight cases of scarlet fever, thirty cases of
diphtheria, and nine cases of typhoid fever, with a mortality of
six.
Infected houses were not placarded, but were disinfected,

and public
diphtheria.

funerals were prohibited in cases of scarlet fever

and
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On

careful

examination of a sewer,

it

was found that no

less

than seven sinks emptied their contents into an old stone drain

near a tenement house on North street; after consultation, a

tile

sewer about two hundred feet long was laid from North street to
the river; about 1,500 feet of

tile

sewer has also been laid in

another place.

There seem

to

be comparatively

kw

in the village

who

realize

the great danger to the health of the town from the lack of proper

To a great many, especially those who are accu
tomed to living out of the village, where there is plenty of pure
air and soil to absorb the impurities which in a crowded village
saturate the soil and breed disease, it seems impossible that the
sewerage.

-

lack of proper sewerage can bear any but dangerous results.
true that

it is

from the

many

made

are

sick,

and a great many more

And
suffer

of it while they still keep about their work. This
must be remedied, and the longer it is put off the
more sickness and death will be recorded against it. Whether it
is

an

effects

evil that

should be done

at the

expense of the town as a whole, or at the

expense of a portion of it,

it is

not for this board to say

;

but

we

would urge the town to make a beginning in the matter at once,
and then press forward to its completion as fast as possible.
There is another nuisance in the village which should receive
the immediate attention of the public,
the accumulation of
waste, filth, and vegetable matter, thrown into the ditches by the
roadside, in or near the outskirts of the village, which not only
makes an unsightly place, but is a breeder of filth and disease,
and should be removed at once by proper means, however arduThere are a few owners of houses and blocks who persist in
ous.
keeping their premises and surroundings in a filthy and unhealthful condition, but, happily, they are few in number.

—

Clarksville

— Population,

325.

—

Willis Harriman, Charles W. Wiswell,
Horace Comstock, Selectmen.

Board of Health.
The water-supply

We

is

from springs among the

have nothing in the

way of

sewers.

No

and
is

is

good.

naturally

and the cellars are dry. No slaughter-houses in
Our schoolhouses are well lighted, heated, and ventilated.

well drained,

town.

hills,

Our town

hotels or public halls in town.
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and the board of
upon complaints received. Our hoard makes a
monthly report to the State Board of Health. We have no cases
of infectious diseases, hence no infected houses, and no occasion
to enforce any regulations.
There have been no public sanitary improvements during the
year, and there is no need of any at present.
has not adopted health regulations,

health acts only

CoLEBROOK

— Population,

1,736.

—

Board of Health.
James B. Erskine, M. D., Albert
Esq., Edward E. Twombly, M. D. (Appointed.)

Barker,

Our water-supply is furnished by distribution pipes from a
owned by a private individual. The water is never

large fountain

discolored or bad at any season of the year

no iron.
doubted

We

It

is

ample

quantity,

in

is

;

I

think

it

contains

from a source of un-

purity.

have a sewer through the main street only, and but few

is

not flushed, and

it

of

During the dry season this
empties on to the sandy bottom of a

the houses are connected with

sewer

and

it.

Three fourths of the dwellings depend upon
cesspools, or have open drains (often under pantry windows),
nearly dry stream.

which are the birthplace of thousands of midgets, and give
to a disagreeable odor.

are concerned,
easily

is

The

very bad.

rise

sanitary condition, so far as sewers

Our town

is

not well drained, but

it

might be.

The two

slaughter-houses in town are located

some distance
and cause no trouble. Our schoolhouses are
rather ancient, but perhaps as good as the average in the inland
country towns.
No fire-escapes connected with any building in
town, and the doors swing inward in every instance.
The board of health acts only upon complaints received. We
do not make a monthly report to the State Board of Health,
since we have had no diphtheria or scarlet fever during the past
from the

village,

three years.

Should require the disinfection of houses

if

such

deseases should occur.

There have been no sanitary improvements during the year.
Our greatest need is a boaTd of health that shall know what a
sanitary condition is, and one that should be paid for services

.
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rendered.

chairman of the present board, have

tried

many-

times to bring about needed improvements, but in vain.

We

I,

as

receive no compensation for our services, and cannot be expected
to devote

much time

to

Many

needed inspections.

privies are

without vaults, and are so situated on side-hills that during a

heavy or long-continued rain the contents are washed down to
many a well and cellar below. To my mind, there should not be
an open sink-drain in town.

Columbia

— Population,

605

—

Benjamin F. Jeffers, Royal W. Jordan,
Wilbur A. Marshall, Selectmen.

Board of Health.
The

water-supply of the town

is almost entirely from springs,
no mineral or metal tendency whatin one or two instances, the well-water is somewhat hard.
ever
There is no village in the town and therefore, no need of
public sewers.
The town contains no hotel, blacksmith shop,

and

is

pure, soft water, with

;

rum-hole, or anything of the kind, nothing but quiet, peaceful
citizens,

requiring no extra

sanitary labors

to

preserve

good

health.

Concord

Board of Health.

— Population,

— G.

P.

The

water-supply

cord, and
city, in

is

is

Officer.

M. D.

— Henry A.

Rowell.

owned and furnished by

the city of Con-

taken from Lake Penacook, two miles north of the

The

cement-lined pipes.

quality and purity are con-

sidered equal to any in the country

seldom discolored, although
in the

7,004.

Conn, M. D., E. N. Pearson,

E. A. Clark,

Health

1

summer.

it

It lacks pressure

a large draught of water

;

;

it

is

soft water,

and very

sometimes has an unpleasant

a plan

taste

on high ground when there
is

now under

is

discussion for the

extension of the plant to Walker pond, Boscawen, in order to
increase the pressure of the present head to eighty-five pounds to

the square inch.

The

city has a very

good system of sewerage, and about three

fourths of the houses are connected with

it.

It is

being extended

each year, a large sewer for the west part of the city being

now
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rels

is

not

a.s

frequent as

it

Comparatively few houses dejjend

should be in the dry season.

for sink drainage

upon cesspools

flushing
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those in use are generally bar-

;

sunk into the ground, with the bottom open and "holes bored

in the sides, so that the

The

city

is

water soaks into the

very well drained

;

there are

soil.

some low lands and

swamps, which have had sewers extended to them, thus draining
the land
cellars

The

and flushing the

Only a small portion

sewers.

of the

of dwellings are damp.
slaughter-houses are nearly

all

well outside the city limits

;

any such trade has
been concerning the works of the Page Belting Company, on the
road from the city to East Concord.
Especial attention has been paid to heating, lighting, and

the only complaint of offensive odors from

ventilation in the construction of

whole, this class of buildings

is

new

in very

schoolhouses, and, as a

good sanitary condition.

There are very few public buildings that have

fire-escapes,

or

doors swinging outward, although the latter particular has been

observed in the erection of the

The

city has

of health has

new

schoolhouses.

adopted and issued health regulations

made only

;

the board

occasional inspections from house to

house, as complaints and inspection of sewers have occupied the
greater portion of the time during the past year.

The number of

requests for investigations,

and complaints of

existing nuisances, with the causes therefor, since

1890, are as follows

Bad well-water
Bad drainage

Damp

cellars

January

.....
.....
.....
:

6
9
II

House sewers found obstructed by stoppage
Sewer pipes found open where lead pipe connected with Akron

31

Defects in sewers

H

.

Dumping

rubbish

Offensive

manure heaps

6

.

21

.

Stagnant water found in cellars

Dead animals ordered

to

be buried

....
....

Filthy privies ordered cleaned

Filthy stables

Filthy yards

16

Glandered horses ordered

to be killed

24
II

131
21

33

4

i,

.
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Offensive calch-basins
Offensive cesspools

32
9

.

Accumulated vegetable matter
Keeping hens

Keeping hogs and

pigs

21

6

9

.

Offensive sink-drains

44

Dropping manure in the

streets

7

26

Filthy water-closets

Total

number

of complaints and requests

492

.

SANITARY INSPECTIONS.

The work

of inspection has not been from house to house this

to the large number of complaints and to the
work of inspecting the new sewers.
The buildings inspected

season,

owing

since January

i,

1890, areas follows

:

Private houses

168

Tenement houses

298

Stables

64

.

Stores

.

41

Hotels

.

4

Business blocks

6

Fish markets

2

.

Total number of buildings inspected

583

.

In 421 of these cases, the premises have been visited the sec-

ond time

had been heeded, and in some
and even a fourth inspection has been made.
There have been 671 written notices issued, embodying orders
and suggestions in cases of the following natures
to ascertain if the orders

instances a third

:

Abatement of nuisances
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closets

have been put into new houses built

closets

have been

set in the

Private buildings

Tenement houses

These

this year.

following classes of buildings

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blocks

:

.105
,146
5

.2

.........

Public buildings

.

Boarding-houses

Inspections have been

.

.

.

made of

necting with the main sewer
Length of 5-inch Akron pipe

.

.

.

.

6

the following lateral sewers con-

.......
:

3,932

"

6

"

"

"

8

"

"

966
216

90

"

4

"

"

"

10

"

"

"

6-inch cast-iron pipe

Making

......

a total of 5,414 feet, as used

in

SO
l6o

eighty-four lateral

sewers, or an average of about sixty-four feet in each.

The
by

classes of premises thus

lateral sewers are as follows

provided with sewer connection

.........
..........
...........
...........
..........
..........
..........
:

Private dwellings

Tenements
Stores

Stables

43
84
6

4

Schoolhouse

i

Fish market

I

Police station

i

Since January i, 1890, there have been abandoned and discontinued the following number of cesspools, surface drains, and
other offensive conditions of drainage

..........-3^
:

22

Cesspools

Surface drains

Old wells used

.

.

as cesspools

.......
......
......

.

.

.

.

.

•

4

Drains discharging under stable

9

Sewers

6

relaid with larger pipe

The board
of Health of

of health makes monthly reports to the State Board
all

contagious diseases returned by the physicians,

but only a few of the physicians notify the board of the existence
Placards are used in cases of diphtheria and
of such diseases.
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scarlet fever,

and public

Disinfection

funerals are prohibited.

of the houses containing the cases has been required in

many

instances.

The

city needs

'.Tork

to do night-work
which would insure good

two or three licensed parties

in cleaning vaults at a fixed price,

and apparatus, and would silence complaints now made

to

the board of health.

Conway
Health

Officers.

—

S.

Pitman, M. D., North

— Populatiori,
A.

M.

Evans,

Conway

;

2,331.

Conway;

D.,

J.

C.

John B. Nash, Esq., Conway

Center.

The
many

water-supply of

Conway

village

at present

is

from wells,

which are doubtless contaminated.
The Conway
Aqueduct Company is now completing its organization, and will
probably supply citizens with water of undoubted purity before
frost closes the ground again.
A brook flowing through the center of the village serves as a
sewer.
The large hotel, the mills, and some private residences
of

drain into this brook.

The

majori4;y of families,

their sink drainage to spread

itself,

at

its

own

however, allow
sweet (?) will,

upon the surface of the ground; in many instances it soaks into
the ground in close proximity to the wells.
The village is naturally tolerably well drained.

The

along the shore of the mill pond,

and the

cellars in

the spring.

this street

cellars are

— one

mostly dry, except

street

have more or

less

is

near the pond,

water in them in

Other parts of the village are higher, and on dry,

sandy, and gravelly swells, by which good drainage

is

easily

secured.

We

have no slaughter-house nuisances

;

the board of health has

Our schoolhouses are far from bemg
and ventilated. The problem of perfect heat-

regulations governing such.
well heated, lighted,

ing and perfect ventilation has not yet been worked out here.

have no

fire-escapes,

We

but the doors of public buildings swing

outward.

The board of health has issued a set of health regulations; we
make occasional inspections and act upon complaints received. We make a monthly report to the State Board of Health
also

;

;
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our physicians are prompt to report cases of contagious disease

;

we

placard infected houses, prohibit public funerals in deaths
from contagious diseases, and require the disinfection of houses

where such diseases occur.

The

improvement inaugurated during the

principal sanitary

past year

is

the supplying this village with pure water bv the

Conway Aqueduct Company.
engaged

and

The

now

is

actively

and the laying of

best water for public supply that he has ever

examined.

chief sanitary needs of this village, as well as of the other

villages of the town, are:

sewage

As

reservoir

Professor Angell, of Derry, pronounces this to be the pur-

pipes.
est

This company

in the preparation of the

;

2.

A

i.

proper system for the disposal of

Proper ventilation of public and private buildings.

stated above, there

a general lack of appreciation through-

is

out the town of the importance of care in the disposal of sewage

and, consequently,

and

stable

the leachings of sink-drains, privies, barn

yards and cellars, cesspools, manure heaps, etc., are

allowed to soak away into the ground, whereby
doubtless contaminated.

atum

is

In

my

many

wells are

opinion, the important desider-

the educating of the people to a realizing sense of the

great importance of the safe disposal of sewage and of the perfect ventilation

of buildings

;

knowledge of the means

also a

necessary to secure the same.

Cornish

Board of Health.

— Population, 954.

— James W.

liam

W.

George L. Deming. Wil-

Fitch,

Ballard, Sekcimen.

This board does not make a monthly report to the State Board
of Health.

Our physicians are prompt in reporting cases of conwe placard infected houses, prohibit public

tagious diseases
funerals

in

;

deaths

from contagious

diseases,

disinfection of houses where such diseases occur.

and require the
This

is

a farm-

ing town, and the duties of the board of health are confined to the
care of an occasional contagious disease.

Our people need
improvements.

to

be awakened to the importance of sanitary
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Dalton
Board

of

— Population^

—

Health.

Aldrich Johnson, George
David Hurlburtt, Selectmen.

Water-supply of the town

There

water.

The town

is

596.

is

no

village,

Carpenter,.

is from wells, springs, and surface
hence no public system of sewers.

naturally well drained,

and contains no slaughter-

The

uses or other offensive buildings.

schoolhouses, the only-

public buildings, are well heated, lighted, and ventilated.

The board of health acts only upon complaint, has inaugurated
no sanitary improvements during the past year, and knows of na
particular sanitary needs in the town.

Danbury
Board of Health.
The

— Population, 683.

— Harry

G. Dean, John Wells, Frederic
Huntoon, Selectmen.

water-supply of the town

is

chiefly

from wells

;

a

few

dwellings are supplied from springs, connected with the houses

by lead

pipes.

There

is

no system of sewerage, nearly

all

the

houses depending for drainage upon cesspools with open sides

and bottom.
There are some low lands near the village, but they do not
hold stagnant water, and the town is generally considered well
There are no offensive

drained.

trades.

The schoolhouses are all old buildings, and have, with a few
exceptions, no modern improvements, being only fairly well

No

heated, lighted, and ventilated.
recently,

built

and those

public buildings have been

in existence

have no sufficient

fire-

escapes.

The town

has no established health regulations, and the board

of health does not report monthly to the State Board of Health.

No
year

;

made during
community is good, but

sanitary improvements have been

the general health of the

to water-supply

and the disposal of sewage, the existing condi-

tions are certainly capable of improvement.

water-supply, the
quantity,

main object seems

and easy of

roundings.

the past
in regard

Many

access,

in

to

be

In sinking wells for
to obtain a sufficient

utter disregard of sanitary sur-

times they are sunk in hollows where they

receive the wash of barnyards

and outbuildings, and often the
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well are within a few feet of each other.

manner

disposed of in the easiest
tied
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Sewage

possible, frequently being

is

emp-

under windows, where every breeze carries the stench into
Such unsanitary conditions, existing not only in

the dwelling.
this

town but

changed

the majority of the rural districts, should be

in

for the better at once.

Dover
Board of Health.

—

— Charles A.

James Fogerty,

cian,

Popiilation, 12,790.

City

Fairbanks,

Marshal,

M.

D., City Physi-

ex-officio

;

Charles

M.

Jones, Executive Officer.

The water-supply of the city is furnished by the Dover WaterWorks Company, a city corporation, formed in 1888.
The
water

is

taken from Willand pond,

is

of good quality at

sons of the year, and ample in quantity;
ored,

and of undoubted

The system

is

soft,

Wells are also in

purity.

of sewerage

it is

all sea-

never discol-

use.

very incomplete, only about one half

of the houses of the city being connected, and the sewers being
flushed only by showers.
The other half of the city depends
upon cesspools for sink drainage, which are constructed in a vari-

ety of ways.

The
in its

city

is

no low lands or swamps
and the water-level is low enough to

naturally well drained, with

immediate

vicinity,

secure dry cellars.

There are no slaughter-houses constituting a nuisance, the regno
being enforced by the board of health

ulations therefor

;

other offensive trades in town.

The schoolhouses and other

public buildings are well heated,

and ventilated, especially the newly built schoolhouses,
in two of which there is the Smead system of heating and ventilation, which gives good satisfaction, and in the new Sawyer
Not all
school building the Mills system is being introduced.

lighted,

the hotels

and public

halls

have

fire-escapes,

but those public

buildings constructed recently have their doors swing outward.

Health regulations have been adopted and issued, and frequent
sanitary inspections are made.

The

physicians promptly notify the board of the existence of

contagious diseases, and a monthly report of the same

is

made

;
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Infected houses are placarded and

Board of Health.

to the State

disinfected with the greatest care, and public funerals prohibited
in every case.

The new

On

1890.

water- works, inaugurated in
the

1888, were finished in

of January, 1890, the city council passed an

first

ordinance making the city physician and city marshal

ex-officio

health officers, and, in addition, electing a health officer with a

^700 per annum.
complete sewerage system

salary of

A

under discussion.
water-works

is

greatly needed,

and

is

now

It is as essential as the establishment of the

the two should go together.

;

— Population, 524.

DuNBARTON

— Horace Caldwell,

Board of Health
The water-supply

of the town

is

Larkin

from wells

;

S.

Page.

the water

is

of

good quality throughout the year, and is discolored only after
heavy rains is always ample in quantity, and is considered pure
there are a great many cisterns in town in which the water is
There are no sewers
hard, but some others contain soft water.
;

in town.

Dunbarton

is

situated

extent near the village
if

any damp

cellars.

;

among
it is

with no low land of any

and but few

Regulations are enforced so that the one

slaughter-house of the town

The

hills,

naturally well drained,

is

inoffensive.

public buildings are well heated, lighted, and ventilated,

especial attention having

struction of schoolhouses.
escapes,

case of

been given to these points in the conThe buildings have no regular fire-

none of them being

fire

;

so large as to prevent a safe exit in

the outside doors of the

town

hall

swing outward and

inward.

No
to the

established health regulations, but strict attention

appearance of contagious diseases.

A

is

paid

monthly report

is

made to the State Board of Health, but neglected
occasionally when there have been no cases reported by physigenerally

Houses are placarded, public funerals are prohibited, and
which the cases occurred is required.
No sanitary improvements have been made during the year,
and there seem to be no especial needs at present, as every one
tries to keep his drains and outbuildings in a cleanly condition.

cians.

disinfection of the houses in
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— Popilation, 871.
— Daniel Chesley, Jabez

Durham
Board of

Health.

H.

Stevens,

Selectmen.

We

have an ample supply of hard well-water, containing little
it is considered of undoubted purity when the wells
;
There is no prospect of a public waterare properly cleansed.
if

any iron

supply.

no sewer system cesspools are used in most cases for
them being cemented.
The town is naturally well drained, the water-level being sufficiently low to insure dry cellars ; there are no swamps or low
lands that would affect the sanitary condition of the village.
There are no slaughter-houses in an offensive condition.
There

is

;

sink drainage, very few of

Two new
now

ones

schoolhouses have been built recently, and

in use

all

the old

were remodeled, and particular pains was taken

good heating and ventilating apparatus, so that they
good sanitary state. Hotels and public buildings are
furnished with sufficient fire-escapes, and the doors of those conto secure

are in a

structed lately swing outward.

No

health regulations have been issued by the board of health,

No

but occasional sanitary inspections are made.

made

report of con-

Board of Health, although
the physicians are prompt in notifying the board of their existence infected houses are placarded and thoroughly disinfected,
and public funerals are forbidden.
tagious diseases

is

to the State

;

East Kingston

— Population,

461.

—

E. W. Philbrick, George
Frank D. Lawrence, Selectmen.

Board of Health.

The water-supply of the town is from wells
The town is naturally well drained the
;

sewers.

;

F.

there

Morrill,

are

water-level

no
is

most of the buildings;
There are no
only a few houses are located near swampy land.
slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance, nor any offensive

sufficiently

low to secure dry

cellars to

trades in the town.

The schoolhouses
ventilated,

are old, in very poor condition,

and a disgrace

to the town.

not well

There are no hotels in
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town, and the town
floor,

hence there

The board

hall,

is

the only public hall,

no need of

is

on the ground

fire-escapes.

of health acts only upon complaints received, or

Physicians
upon nuisances that come to their knowledge.
promptly notify the local board of all existing contagious
diseases, and when there are any such, they are reported monthly
Infected hou.ses are well guarded,
to the State Board of Health.

and public funerals are forbidden in cases of death from diphtheria and scarlet fever.
No sanitary improvements have been undertaken within the
past )'ear.

Eaton

— Frank M.

Board of Health.
The water-supply
is

514.

Hatch, Smith C, AUard, James

O. Bearing, Selectmen.

»

Snowville

— Population,

is

principally from

wells

;

the

wholly furnished from springs in the

village, the water

village

hills

of

near the

at the expense of each
There are no sewers, and but few cesspools

being carried in pipes

individual owner.
in town.

As a whole, Eaton

is

hilly

and

well

drained.

slaughter-house in town has appeared to be

nuisance

;

there are

no

right,

all

The one
and no

offensive trades in town.

But few of the schoolhouses have any special construction relathey are small, with from ten to twenty
to ventilation

tive

;

and what ventilation there is, besides
by means of windows a house built last
There are no new public
year has other means of ventilation.
buildings other than this, and the doors of all in existence swing
scholars to each house,

cracks and doors,

is

;

inward.

No

health regulations have been adopted by the town

board of health has

made no

inspections, nor have

;

the

any complaints

been received by that board. No monthly report is made to the
Board of Health, and, except for an occasional isolated case,

State

there have been

No
year,

no contagious

diseases in the

sanitary improvements have been

and the only needs of the town are

town

for years.

made during

the past

in regard to the wells.
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which may be in some cases nearer to a privy or hog-pen than
would permit, but no sickness is known to have arisen
from such proximity.

the safety

—
Board of Health. —
Effingham

Populaiio7i,
J.

M.

720.

Leavitt,

M. D.

The water-supply

of the town is from wells, and is considered
no sewers. The cellars of some of the houses are
wet, but numerous brooks aid in draining the town, which includes four villages and one sparsely settled district.
There is
no ruisance connected with slaughter-houses, nor are there anv

pure

:

there are

offensive trades in town.

The schoolhouses

are old, but are well heated, lighted, and
Doors and windows constitute the fire-escapes of
hotels and public halls, but the doors of most of the public buildventilated.

ings swing outward.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations;

unsanitary condition

is

if

an

noticed by the board of health, sugges-

for amendment are made, and usually followed.
No
monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health, but great pains is taken by the local board to
no public funerals are allowed
prevent the spread of the disease
in deaths from contagious diseases, and disinfection is performed

tions

;

as a duty.

No

sanitary improvements have been undertaken within the

accumu
main work is in connection with waterand wells the people have learned to care
and most of them understand the relation

past year; the board of health endeavors to prevent the

lation of

filth,

and

closets, sink-spouts,

for these very well,

its

;

that filth bears to disease.

Ellsworth

Board OF Health.

— Popdation,

947.

— James M. Dustin, Samuel Sherburn,

Oscai

F. Blake, Selectmen.

The

water-supply of the town is from wells and springs ; there
no sewers. There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades
in town
the schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and venti-

are

;
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but the doors swing inward

they are the

;

only public

buildings.

The town has no health regulations
the board of health
makes no report to the State Board of Health, and there have
been no contagious diseases in town for a long time. No sanitary improvements have been undertaken within a year, and the
;

population

is

so scattered that the sanitary needs are few.

— Population, 1,439.
Board of Health. — Denison Currier, Selectman.
Enfield

The water-supply of

the town

is

almost entirely from three

by private companies, and carried
The water is considered of good
through distribution pipes.
quality, never known to be discolored or bad at any season of
springs,

different

the year

furnished

the supply

;

Some houses

complete system.
water-level

is

is

ample, but

are furnished with

The town

sufficiently

low

is

for

is

not as soft as lake water.

good

sewers, but there

is

no

naturally very well drained; the

dry

cellars,

and there

are

no low

lands or swamps near the village.

There

is

a slaughter-house, under which hogs are kept, within

complaint of this was made to the
Board of Health, and through that organization the local
board was notified, but no direct complaint has ever been made
fifty

rods of dwelling-houses

;

State

to the local board.

The schoolhouses
the hotels
for a

No

are all well heated, lighted,

and public

halls are

and ventilated

very fairly protected against

;

fire

country village.
health regulations have been adopted by the town

;

the

Monthy reports
board of health makes occasional inspections.
diseases
have
been
made
to the State
of existing contagious
Board of Health, prompt notification of which diseases is given
by the attending physicians. No deaths from such causes have
occurred since March. Infected houses have not been placarded,
but disinfection has been required.

Within the past year, several hundred feet of sewer pipe has
The town is in good sanitary condition,
for drainage.
except in the case of the slaughter-house mentioned above, which
No new dwellings have been
has been in use for several years.

been laid

erected in

its

vicinity during the time.
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1,721.

O. Reynolds, C. M. Woods, B. F.

Hills, Selectmen.

The water-supply of

the

the quality varies greatly

There

is

;

town is mostly from wells, of which
some are much impregnated with iron.

a partial system of sewerage in the village; only a very

small proportion of the dwellings depend

upon cesspools

for sink

drainage, but the few cesspools are well cemented.

The
lars in

flows

village

is

but cannot always have dry cel-

fairly drained,

times of freshets, as the river from

Pawtuckaway pond

through the village, and there are two or three swampy

places, but not large in extent.

slaughter-house in town is two miles or more from
and has never been complained of, as there are only
one or two neighbors and the owner throws in dry earth fre-

The only

the village,

quently.

The schoolhouses

are in very fair condition in regard to heat-

and ventilation a schoolhouse was constructed
about six years ago, and especial attention was given to these
The hotels are but two stories in height, and have no
points.
fire-escapes ; one church and one schoolhouse, built^within six or
ing, lighting,

;

eight years, have doors swinging outward.

^

No health regulations have been adopted by the town, and the
board of health acts generally on complaint, but makes occasional
inspections.

The physicians

notify the board of health of existing conta-

gious diseases, and a monthly return

Health.

No

scarlet fever,

public funeral

is

is

made

to the State

Board of

allowed in cases of diphtheria or

and the physicians generally superintend the disin
which the cases occur, advising the family,

fection of the houses in

and the instructions are generally heeded.
No particular sanitary improvement has been undertaken during the past year, although a little better drainage is needed in
two or three localities.
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— Popidatwn, 815.
Board of Health. — H. O. Wells, Selectman.
Epsom

The water-supply of the town is very largely from wells there
no system of sewerage. The town is drained as well as the
There are no
average country town with natural drainage.
slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance, and, when necessary,
no other offensive
regulations concerning them are enforced
;

is

;

trades in town.

The schoolhouses

are well

heated,

and

lighted,

ventilated,

these requirements being particularly observed in the erection of

The

recent buildings.

hotels

and public

with fire-escapes, and the doors of the

halls are well supplied

new

public buildings are

constructed to swing outward.

The town

has adopted no health regulations, and the board of

health acts only
tagious diseases

No monthly

upon complaint.
is

made

to the State

report of con-

Board of Health, although

the physicians notify the board of the existence of such cases,

No

as a rule.

especial attention

is

paid to the isolation or disin-

fection of such cases of disease.

No

sanitary improvements have been undertaken during the

past year,

and the town needs nothing more than the average

country town.

Errol

Board of

— Population,

Health. — L.

C. Bragg,

178.

R. B.

Thurston,

E.

D.

Thurston, Selectmen.

The town
There
little

is

no

is

supplied with water from wells and aqueducts.

village,

swampy land

and no system of sewerage
in town, and most of the

There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades

there

;

is

very

cellars are dry.

in

town.

The

schoolhouses are well lighted, but not very well heated or ventilated

;

no public buildings have

The town has no

tary inspections are
eases in

No
year,

town

fire-escapes.

made

;

there have been

for several years.

sanitary improvements have been

and

and no sanino contagious dis-

established health regulations,

made during

as the dwellings are not in a village there are

ticular needs at present.

the past

no par

;
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— Population, 4,284.
Health Officer — John H. Brown.
Exeter

About one

town of Exeter has a water-supph* from
by the Exeter Water- Works Company, and the remainder from wells. The water of the public
supply is of very bad quality from June to December it is of a
yellowish color, at times worse than others, and it has been questioned whether some substance is not introduced to bleach it.
It contains no iron, is fairly soft, and is swamp water about half
filtered ; at the point from which it is taken, the bottom is a
deep black mud the whole source of supply covers about twentythree acres, which was never properly cleaned out, and contains
all the natural vegetable growth of a swamp, only about four acres
half of the

distribution pipes, furnished

;

;

near the

dam having been dredged

at all.

The

residents suffer

greatly from the execrable condition of the water-supply,
is

and

it

an outrage to the partakers and the town in general.

There

is

a complete system of sewers extending over about half

by a practical engineer, with sewers properly
and nearly all on the line are connected. The health
officer caused over one hundred tenements to have sewer conFrom one half to two thirds of
nections during the last year.
the dwelling-houses depend upon cesspools, or some way other
than sewers, for sink drainage some of these cesspools are properly built of brick and cement, but most of them are barrels sunk
into the ground, while some families have no receptacle at all,
the town, laid out
flushed,

;

allowing the drainage to soak into the

The town

is

soil"

about the house.

very well drained, most of the cellars being dry

no low or swamp land of any extent near the village.
is no nuisance in connection with the slaughter-houses
nor has there been for two years the regulations of the town
concerning these buildings are very strict, and have been rigidly
enforced.
There are no other offensive trades in town.
The schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated, and
there are sufficient fire-escapes in all hotels and public halls.
there

is

There

;

The town

has adopted and issued health regulations.

The

physicians generally notify the board of health promptly of any
prevailing contagious diseases, and

when any such exist they are
The infected houses have

reported to the State Board of Health.
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never been placarded, but proper measures are taken to insure
isolation of all possible sources of contagion

public funerals are

;

forbidden in cases of death from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and
disinfection

No

is

always required.

particular sanitary

improvement has been undertaken dur-

ing the past year, but the crying need of the town

purer

is

and

better drinking-water.

Farmington

Board of Health.

— Populatioti,

— Samuel

Y.

3,064.

Charles H.

Davis,

Berry,

John H. Hersey.

The

water-supply of the town

is

furnished

by the precinct,

through distribution pipes ; the water is of good quality, slightly
discolored at times ; the fountain-head is pure, and the water is
never bad

at the

pumping-station, but the reservoir

clean; the water

is soft,

of fair quantity,

is

not always

and contains

traces of

iron.

The sewerage system

is

very incomplete

lings

;

there are very few

and those are not flushed ninety per cent of the dweldepend upon cesspools, very few of which are cemented,

sewers,

;

for sink drainage.

The town

is

poorly drained, the water-level being too high to

insure dry cellars; there

is

both near the center of the

swamp, and

a

also a stagnant pool,

village, the latter

being impure and

unhealthful in the superlative degree.

There are no slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance, and
regulations regarding the same are enforced.
No other
offensive trades are carried on in the town.
The schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated, and
in the construction of new ones especial attention has been paid
There are not sufficient fire-escapes in connecto these points.

the

tion with the public buildings.

The town has adopted and

issued health regulations,

and the

No monthly report
board of health makes occasional inspections.
of contagious diseases is made to the State Board of Health, and
No sanitary improvethere have been no such cases in the town.
ments worthy of mention have been inaugurated during the past
year, although the wants of the town in this direction are numeruos, as

may be

inferred from the above report.
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Health Officer.

— O.

The water-supply of

— Population,

165
1,122.

H. Hubbard, M. D. (Appointed.)

this village

is

obtained principally from

a series of springs situated upon high land north of the village,
and brought to the houses through private distribution pipes.

The town supplies
for fire purposes.

colored,

a public watering-place and has two large tanks

The water

is

of excellent quality, never dis-

and good throughout the year

it is soft, and free from
and other impurities. Few villages are provided with as
abundant supply of water of such undoubted purity.
A few houses upon one side of the main street are connected
;

iron

with a sewer for the disposal of sink drainage, but there

is no
Most of the houses have a plank or tile drain
which discharges this drainage upon the surface of the ground or
into a cesspool.
Only two or three of these cesspools are
cemented, the remainder having open sides and bottom.

complete system.

The drainage

for surface water is

good, but the water-level

is

not low enough to secure dry cellars except to a few houses,

many of these even in a wet
There are no swamps or low lands very near the village.
There are no slaughter-houses that are used sufficiently to make
them a nuisance; a creamery discharged its buttermilk upon the

although water does not stand in
time.

surface of the
this

ground

in such a

way

that

it

became

offensive, but

was promptly remedied.

Schoolhouses and public buildings are well heated and lighted,

There are no fire-escapes in the hoand windows, but the doors
in all the newly constructed buildings swing outward, as required.
No health regulations have ever been adopted. Sanitary inspections of schoolhouses and public halls are made, but beyond

but not properly ventilated.
tels

or public halls other than doors

this the

board of health generally acts only upon complaint.
reports of the contagious diseases have been made

No monthly

to the State Board of Health, but all such cases have been
Infected houses are
promptly returned by the physicians.
placarded, and in cases of death from diphtheria and scarlet

fever public funerals are prohibited

required after such diseases.

;

thorough disinfection

is
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The only
been

improvements made during the year have

sanitary

in securing better drainage to a

town are

sanitary needs of the

of

all

kinds

A

2.

;

number of

A

i.

:

The

dwellings.

better disposal of sewage

better system of ventilation in public build-

ings, especially in schoolhouses.

— Population, 594.
Health. — A. Morris, H. W.

Franconia

Board of

J.

Priest.

and a supThe
company
who
furnish
twenty-four
private
famply owned by a
ilies.
The water from this latter source is uniformly good
Avater-supply of the town

throughout

and ample

the year,
in quantity

wells, springs,

not discolored, contains iron,

is
;

from

is

from

its

is

soft

fountain-head, could not possi-

bly be contaminated.

There is no public system of sewerage; the sewers that are in
empty into the river, but the majority of the residents depend
upon uncemented cesspools for sink drainage. The town is nat-

use

urally well drained, the cellars being dry except in time of spring

or
ity

There are no swampy lands

fall freshets.

There

of the village.

or near

enough

is

in

immediate vicin-

not a slaughter-house in the village

to prove a nuisance.

Schoolhouses of recent construction are well heated, lighted,

and

ventilated, especial consideration being given to these points.

All the larger hotels are provided with fire-escapes or ladders.
for the board of health to make occasional inThere has not been a case of diphtheria in town since
1879, and none of scarlet fever until lately ; in these instances, the
house was placarded and the neighbors notified disinfection
It is

customary

spections.

;

will

be required.

The town needs
water-supply

;

more complete system of sewerage and of
abandonment of the use of well-water is also

a

the

urged.

Franklin

Board of Health.

— Population, 4,085.

— Asa

J.

Thurston,

Amos

S.

Ripley,

Ed-

rick S. Avery, Selectmen.

The

water-supply of the town

furnished by a private

company

is
;

partly from wells

the water

is

and partly

supposed to be

;
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pure.
fairly

public supply

is

now under

good system of sewers, although

167
There

discussion.

it

one half of the houses are connected with

is

not complete

The

it.

is

a

about

;

sewers are not

properly flushed, but cesspools are generally cemented.

The town
low enough

is

well drained in most sections, the water-level being

to secure

dry

cellars,

of any extent near the village.

and there being no swamp land

Regulations concerning slaughter-

when necessary but

houses are enforced

there are

none

in the

compact part of the town.

The schoolhouses
are

no

are well heated, lighted,

fire-escapes in

and ventilated

connection with hotels and public

The town has adopted and

issued health regulations,

there

;

halls.

and the

board of health occasionally makes sanitary inspections, also act-

No

ing upon complaint.

made

to

report of contagious diseases has been

the State Board of Health, as the residents have been

very free of such diseases; the physicians have notified in nearly

every case.

Should placard infected houses if.necessary, prohibit

public funerals, and require disinfection.

One thousand

feet of

sewer pipe has been laid during the

past year, but a complete system

now laid

is

greatly,

should be thoroughly flushed

dwellings

is

;

needed and the pipe

a better water-supply for

also required.

Freedom
Board of Health.

— Population, 630.

— Orren E. Drake, Alonzo Pease,

Nathaniel

Downs, Selectmen.

The

greater part of the town takes

quality good.

its water-supply from wells
There are no swamps or low lands within one half

mile of the village

;

the cellars of the dwellings are well drained.

There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades in the town.

Some

of the schoolhouses are well ventilated, but others are

lacking in this respect.
public building

There are

sufiicient fire-escapes in our

three flights of stairs afford exit, the front doors

;

swinging inward and the back door outward.

The board of

health acts only

upon complaints received

;

the

physicians promptly notify the local board of the existence of

contagious diseases, but no monthly return

Board of Health.

is

made

to the State

Infected houses are not placarded, but public
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funerals are forbidden in

of deaths from diphtheria and

cases

and the houses

scarlet fever,

in

which these

diseases have occurred

are disinfected.

No

improvements have been inaugurated

sanitary

in

the town

during the past year.

Fremont
Board of Health.

— Population^ 726.

—

Alden F. Sanborn, Harrison
John M. Fitts, Selectmen.

The
and

is

water-supply of the town
generally of good quality.

demand

for the

is

The

B.

most part from

village

is

Ellis,

wells,

not large enough

a system of sewers
it is well drained, with no swamps
There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades in town.
The schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated.

to

;

near.

The

physicians notify the board of health promptly of any con-

and whenever such report is made,
Board of Health. Disinfection of the houses in which these cases occur is ordered by the
local board.
No particular sanitary advancement has been
made during the past year, and as the houses are scattered
through the town, the only need is individual care and vigilance
tagious diseases in existence,

a monthly return

is

sent to the State

of premises.

— Populatio7i, 3,585.
Health Officer. — Jonathan C. French.
Gilford

The water-supply of Lake Village
is

Lake Village

furnished by the

the water

tom of

and

the bay,

when

out the year,

The

chiefly

from Long Bay, and

Laconia Water Association

brought through cement-lined pipes laid

is

doubted purity
pipes,

is

&

it

;

is

it is

will

soft,

;

at the bot-

of good quality, the source being of un-

never discolored, unless by the conveying
is good throughample in quantity.
possible from filth and

run clear in a few minutes;
contains some iron, and

shores of the bay are kept as free as

is

decaying matter.

There

is

no complete system of sewerage, there being only a

few sewers in the town, and these owned by individuals.

Nearly

depend upon cesspools for sink drainage part
of these are bricked up, some are planked, others are stoned
around the sides, but the majority have open bottoms.
all

the residents

;
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well drained as regards surface water

low enough

to secure

where there are springs with

dry

cellars,

insufficient drainage

low lands or swamps of any extent near the

no slaughter-houses or

;

there are

no

There are

village.

offensive trades in town, but regulations

concerning the same would be enforced,

The schoolhouses

the water-

;

except in a few localities,

are

if

necessary.

heated, lighted,

well

and ventilated,
in newly

especial care being taken to secure these conditions

The

constructed houses.

mills of the village are well supplied

with fire-escapes, and the doors of

all

the public buildings

of

recent erection swing outward.

Sanitary regulations have been adopted and issued by the town,
and the board makes occasional inspections, as well as acting
promptly on complaints received. No complaints have ever been
There have been
received from residents outside of the village.
no cases of contagious diseases in town since March i, 1890, and
no monthly reports have been made to the State Board of Health
since that date.

The

physicians notify the local board of the exist-

ence of such diseases, infected houses are placarded, disinfection
is

required where diphtheria or scarlet fever has prevailed, and

public funerals

are

prohibited

when deaths occur from

those

causes.

During the past year, a more thorough cleaning of the privies
and outbuildings has been inaugurated. The principal sanitary
need of the town is a complete system of sewerage for Lake
Village
since the introduction of the public water-supply more
;

water

is

more to dispose of, and but very few of the
enough to hold this extra surplus. As the
population, more attention should be given to

used, with

cesspools are large
village grows in

the care of privies
lage, nor can they

sewerage

is

there are only a few water-closets in the vil;
be used to any extent until a public system of

introduced.

GiLMANTON
Board of Health.

— John

— Population^
W. Ham,

1,211.

Albert R. Page, Charles

E. Merrill, Selectmen.

The water-supply of
supply

is

The town

contemplated
is

no public
There are no public sewers.
there are no swamps
the average

the town

is

from private wells

at present.

as well drained as

;

;

;
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The town

or low lands near the village but what are drained.

contains no slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance, nor any
offensive trades.

The schoolhouses
ventilated

;

are supposed to be well heated, lighted,

the hotels

and public

to require the use of fire-escapes,

halls are

and

and

not of sufficient size

as there are

none of recent

construction, the doors swing inward.

No health regulations have been adopted by the town, and the
board of health acts only upon complaint. The board makes
no monthly report to the State Board of Health of the contagious diseases in the town
the physicians promptly notify the
;

local

board of any such

cases, the infected houses are placarded,

public funerals are prohibited in cases of deaths from diphtheria

and

scarlet fever,

diseases

No

is

and disinfection of the houses containing such

ordered.

sanitary improvements have been undertaken during the

past year.

GiLSUM

Board of Health.

—

— Population,

I.

Wilder, Charles

A.

643.

Loveland, M.

W. Bingham,

The water-supply of Gilsum

Village

is

D.,

William A.

Secretary.

from a well directly at

and gravel swell at the north end of the village
on the top of this rise of ground is aburying-ground, about thirty
feet from the well, with a public highway passing between.
On
the other side of the well is a swamp twenty feet wide, and beyond that a house, shed, barn, and hog-pen, with the usual drainage, just above the top of the well, which is on a level with the
swamp. The main street is about one hundred rods distant, and
the water is conducted to the Center by inch lead pipes to a large
iron tank, which accommodates man and beast, while a reservoir
directly underneath, with a capacitv of about 400 barrels, is for
use in case of fire.
The supply is furnished by the town, and its
purity is doubted on account of the conditions mentioned ; the
quantity is also insufficient, and a more ample supply is under
discussion.
There are several private wells in town, located in
the foot of a sand

cellars, with surroundings far from the best possible
especially
one supplying the village schools with drinking-water; in this
;
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barn cellar has no drain, and receives the privy deposits
and melting snows in the spring. The house, shed, and barn
adjoin, and the sink-drain empties into a cesspool with open sides
case, the

and bottom.
There is no system of sewerage.
running parallel to the principal
rear of the buildings

;

drainage

There are two small brooks
one on each side, in the
made into or toward these,

street,
is

tile-drains that empty
them filthy and unwholesome beyond endurance. There are no cemented cesspools, but occasionally one stoned like a well, and covered, until filled with
The greater part of the sewerage in this village
slime and filth.

there being

two or three sink and privy

directly into them, rendering

is

"open work."
The town is naturally

waier- level is low enough
;
There is low ground at the
southeast part of the village, where the Ashuelot river runs near,
but with proper care and small expense this would admit of good
drainage.
At present, there are no slaughter-houses in town that
to

keep most of the

well drained

cellars dry.

constitute a nuisance.

The schoolhouses
tilated,

are all very well heated, lighted,

and ven-

the only unsanitary condition being the water-supply.

Doors and windows are the only
public halls, and the doors of even

fire-escapes in the hotels

and

new public buildings swing

inward.

The town

has adopted no health regulations

;

the secretary of

the board of health occasionally looks over the sanitary condi-

tion of the town,

and makes suggestions, but the board acts
Monthly reports of the

jointly only on complaints received.

existence of contagious diseases have been

made

to

the State

Board of Health, but the physicians are apt to overlook notifying
the local board in mild cases of such diseases.
Houses have been
placarded in two or three instances. The board has not been over-

when deaths have occurred
from diphtheria and scarlet fever, but due caution has been exercised, and disinfection has been required in cases of sickness
from these diseases.

strenuous in regard to public funerals

The town needs
length of the

a public system of sewers, one line the entire

villacre,

and one

to

accommodate

]\Iarlow

and Short
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running nearly

Streets,

to the

upper factory

;

would

the two mains

require nearly 200 rods of pipe.

GoFFSTOWN

— Frank

Board of Health.

M.

The town

is

— Population,

1,981.

M. D.,

Blaisdell,

C. F. George,

D., Samuel Upton.

for the greater part supplied with water

from wells

;

occasionally the residents are furnished from springs connected

A

with the dwellings by lead pipes.

public water-supply

There are no sewers

under discussion.

;

is

now

the sink drainage emp-

upon the surface of the ground or into barn cellars.
The town is, as a rule, well drained, and generally the waterlevel is low enough to keep the cellars dry
the village is on a
sandy plain, with no swamps in the immediate vicinity.
There are two slaughter-houses in town, one of which is at

ties

;

times offensive

;

not enforced

no other

;

the regulations concerning these buildings are

The schoolhouses

offensive trade in town.

at the

condition as to heat,

light,

Center and West villages are in good

and ventilation, but those

lying districts are such as prevail in rural
especial attention

buildings.
hotels

There are

and public

The town

would be given

towns.

in the out-

Probably

to these points in erecting

sufficient fire-escapes

new

connected with the

halls.

has adopted no health regulations

the local board of

all

;

the board of

The physicians promptly

health acts only on complaint.

notify

contagious diseases prevailing in the town,

which are reported monthly to the State Board of Health. Houses
in which these diseases occur are placarded and disinfected in
cases of diphtheria or scarlet fever

;

public funerals are prohibited

when deaths result from these causes.
The sanitary needs of the town are
system of sewerage for the

GoRHAM

good water-supply, and a

— Population,

Board of Health. — Robert

The

a

village.

I.

water-supply of the village

by a stock company, and from

1,710.

Heath, Nathan D. Hyde, M. D.
is

from a public supply owned
and springs. With a few

wells

exceptions, the water in these private supplies

may be

considered

;
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The public supply furnishes 240 dwellings, and is
springs
one and a quarter miles distant from and 130
from
taken
feet above the village ; it is regarded as the best of water, never

very good.

and of good quality throughout the year, and is
ample in quantity.
There is only one sewer in town, the Grand Trunk sewer, running from the Alpine House to the Androscoggin river, a distance
About one half of the village depend upon cessof 125 rods.
pools, with open sides and bottoms, for sink drainage, and the
other half empty this filth upon the surface of the ground.
discolored,

The

natural drainage of the

town

is first-class

;

with a very few

exceptions, the cellars of the buildings are as dry as the attics,

and these few are wet only in times of freshets. There is very
little low or swampy land near the village.
There are two slaughter-houses in town, and they are in no
way offensive one is one mile and the other two miles from the
;

village,

and neither within one hundred rods of a dwelling or

within thirty rods of a highway.

The town contains

four schoolhouses, three of

which are con-

sidered as well heated, lighted, and ventilated, especial attention having been given to these points in those recently built

or remodeled

;

the other schoolhouse has

good heat and

but depends upon doors and windows for ventilation.
are

no

fire-escapes

connected with any hotel or public

light,

There

hall in the

town, and not one of the public buildings, except the village
schoolhouse, has doors swinging outward.

'

Health regulations have been adopted and issued by the town
makes occasional inspections, and always acts

the board of health

promptly upon

No monthly

all

complaints.

report of contagious diseases has been

made

to the

Board of Health, but the local board is promptly notified
All infected houses are
of their existence by the physicians.
placarded, public funerals are forbidden where death is caused by
a contagious disease, and disinfection is not only required but
enforced in all such cases.
From the middle of March to the
first of July, 1890, between thirty and forty cases of diphtheria
occurred in the town the disease was of light form, only two
cases proving fatal
it was impossible to trace the origin of the
State

;

;
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epidemic, which was confined to no locality, selecting

throughout the village,

among

victims

its

on

the cleanest families, as well as

filthy premises.
Wit|"iin the past year, the

hog-pens

at the

Alpine House stables

have been removed and the grounds graded, which
improvement upon their former condition.

The

principal need of the village

is

a great

is

a system of sewers, but

it

seems to be impossible, for the town is poor and the taxes high,
and an estimate made of the expense of such a system fixed

amount

the

at

from

fifty to sixty

thousand

dollars.

Some

of the

people will keep clean and wholesome without sewers, and others

would

persist in filth with the

most perfect system in the world.

— Population, 384.
Health. —
Jones,

Goshen
Board of

F. P.

The water-supply of

the town

is

from wells and springs;

of good quality, except in the spring,
into
for

many
;

when

the spring water

;

is soft,

greater part of the town

high that

in Mill Village,

contain more or
near the village.

there are

;

is

is

it

unfit

but the well-water

doubtless the latter often contains some iron.

houses have cellar drains

it

surface water runs

of them, discoloring the water and rendering

drinking purposes

hard

M. D.

no sewers or

Most of the

cesspools.

well drained, but the water-level

during a wet season, nearly

all

The
is

so

the cellars

There are no low lands or swamps
There are no nuisances in connection with

less water.

slaughter-houses.
ventilator in the ceiling, but two of

Each schoolhouse has a

the buildings are unfit for use, as the wind blows through cracks
in the floor

and

the town hall,

The town

all

walls.

The doors

of these buildings, and of

swing inward.

«

has no established health regulations, and the board

of health acts only upon complaints received.

Monthly

reports

concerning the existence of contagious diseases are made to the
no such cases have been attended by a
State Board of Health
;

physician other than the board of health

hibited

;

let fever.

;

if

the

case

should

would be placarded and a public funeral prodisinfection is required in cases of diphtheria and scar-

require, the house
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Better care should be taken of pig-pens and privies

of dry earth would be a great improvement.

;

a free use

Sink drainage

should be carried further away from the dwellings, for at present
must be a frequent source of pollution to water in wells ; in

it

many

instances

is

it

emptied

the surface of the ground,

just outside of the building

and some

wells

upon

must receive more or

less filtered sink-water.

Grafton
Board of Health.

—

— Joseph

Populatioji, 787.

B.

Page, James F.

Wentworth,

Daniel B. Smith, Selectmen.

The water used

town

mostly from wells it is of good
no public supply contemplated.
There are no sewers in the town, most of the dwellings caring for
only the sink drainage. The town is naturally well drained, with
no swamps or lowlands near the village, and the water-level is low
enough to secure dry cellars. There are no slaughter-houses that
constitute a nuisance, nor any offensive trades in town.
Schoolhouses are well lighted and ventilated, with one or two
exceptions only one has been built within the past ten years and
in this

quality, both hard

and

soft

is

;

;

;

that

well constructed in these particulars.

is

are furnished with sufficient fire-escapes;

The

public buildings

there

are

no public

buildings of recent construction.

The town

has not adopted any health regulations and the

board of health acts only upon complaint.

make monthly

The board does not

reports of contagious diseases to the State Board

of Health, although promptly notified of such diseases by the
physicians; infected

houses are placarded and

disinfection of

them required.

No

sanitary improvements have been

the past year, and

none are needed

made

in the

town during

at present.

— Population^ 424.
Health. — Rufus Hall, Selectman.

Grantham
Board of
The
is

water-supply of the town

is

from wells and springs

no system of sewers and but very i&w drains in town.

cellars of the dwellings are generally dry,

or low

lands

very

near the village.

;

there

The

and there are no swamps
The town contains no
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slaughter-hoiises

that constitute a nuisance,

nor any offensive

trades.

The

schoolhouses, as a general rule, are well heated, lighted,

and ventilated there are no fire-escapes in connection with the
hotels and public halls.
The town has never adopted any health regulations, nor has
the board of health made any report to the State Board of Health
of contagious diseases prevalent in the town in only one case of
;

;

death from diphtheria has a public funeral been forbidden
ilies

look after the disinfection of their

own

;

fam-

premises.

There have been no sanitary improvements in the town during
the past year and the board of health has none to suggest.

Greenfield

Board of Health.

— John

— Population, 607.
Fletcher,

George

N. F. Cheever, M. D.,

Russell.

The water-supply of the town
The town has good

is

chiefly

from wells

;

there are

natural drainage, the cellars be-

no sewers.

.some swamp)^ land near the
There are no slaughter-houses
that are offensive in the town, hence the regulations concerning
them have no especial enforcement no other offensive trades in

ing dry as a general rule

village, but

it

is

;

there

is

well drained.

;

town.

The schoolhouses
and

there are

no

are poorly heated, lighted,

fire-escapes

in

connection

and

ventilated,

with the public

buildings and halls.

The town

has no established health regulations

of health acts only on complaints.

The

local

and the board

board does not

make

a monthly report of the existing contagious diseases, although such cases are promptly returned by the physicians. The
infected houses are not placarded, but disinfection
cases of scarlet fever

is

required in

and diphtheria, and when deaths occur from

these diseases public funerals are forbidden.

No

sanitary improvements have been inaugurated within the

past year, although the

system of drainage.

town needs a better water-supply and a
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— Population, 647.
Officer. —
W. Odell, M.

Greenland

Health

J.

D.

the town is from wells and springs. There
no sewers in the town. The natural drainage is good, the
water-level being low enough generally to allow dr}^ cellars;

The water-supply of

are

no low lands or swamps within a mile of the village.
The town has no nuisances in connection with slaughter-houses.
The schoolhouses are fairly well heated, lighted, and ventilated, no new ones having been erected for several years, nor
there are

any kind of public buildings. It is supposed that the fire-escapes
in connection with the hotels and other public buildings are
sufficient.

The town has never adopted health regulations and the board
on complaint. The physicians promptly notify the board of any contagious diseases, and when any such are
reported a return is made to the State Board of Health. Infected
houses are not placarded, but private funerals are advised and
of health acts only

and scarlet fever.
improvements during the past year, nor are any

disinfection required in cases of diphtheria

No

sanitary

needed

at the present time.

Greenville

Board of Health.

— Population,

— James B.

1,255.

Fry, Robert Brown,

Jr.,

H. L.

Kingsbury, Selectmen.
is from private wells, more than
summer; the quality is good, it is hard
and never discolored the town has voted to put i«n pipes for fire
There are no sewers in
purposes and they are now being laid.
town and all the residents depend upon cesspools for sink drain-

The water-supply of

half of

which are dry

the tOAvn

in

;

age
is
is

in

;

and yet there
The town
There is no nuisance

these cesspools are being improved each year

need of

still

further

advancement

in this direction.

on a side-hill and is excellently drained.
connection with slaughter-houses.
No new schoolhouses have been built for some time

sufficient fire-escapes in the hotels

The town has adopted and

and public

issued health regulations

tagious diseases have prevailed here for years.
12

there are

;

halls.
;

no con-

;
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The board

of health pays careful attention to the condition of

and vaults and keeps them wholesome and healthful
during this summer, the Columbian Manufacturing Companyhave placed brick vaults and ventilators in all their water-closets,
and are now laying a sewer to carry their offal into the river
cesspools

above the town.

Groton

—

Populatio7i, 464.

— Sylvester

Board of Health.

Wheet, John E. Muzzy, H.

J.

Jesseman, Select?nen.

The water-supply of
no public

are

water-level

is

the

town

is

The town

sewers.

from wells and springs
is

low enough to secure dry

low lands or swamps near the

there

;

naturally well drained

;

the

and there are no
There are no slaughter-

cellars,

village.

houses that prove a nuisance, nor any offensive trades.

The schoolhouses

are well heated, lighted,

doors of the church and
are

and ventilated

of the town hall swing inward

;

;

the

there

no new public buildings.

No

health regulations have been adopted

by the town, and the

The physicians
board of health acts only upon complaint.
promptly notify the board of the existence of any contagious
diseases, but

Health

;

no monthly return

in cases of deaths

No
year.

made

from diphtheria and

fection of the houses in

by the

is

to the State

Board of

infected houses are placarded, public funerals prohibited
scarlet fever,

which these diseases occur

and

disin-

is

required

made within

the past

local board.

sanitary improvements have been

Groton

is

a very healthful town, and unusually free from

contagious diseases.

Hampstead

Board of Health.

— Population, 860.

—

George R. Bennette, M. D., William A.
Emerson, Moses C. Morse.

water-supply of the town is from wells and cisterns. There
no public sewers, and most houses have surface drainage
As a whole the town is well drained; along
for their sinks.
the main street the ground is wet, but there is opportunity for
There are two large lakes near the village.
drainage.

The

are

;
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There are two slaughter-houses in the town which have been
of, but on being notified the nuisance was abated.

complained

The schoolhouses

and ventilated
and No. 7, which
many years and need improvement. The rooms
are all well heated, lighted,

with the exception of those in districts No.

have been built

5

of those public buildings erected recently have doors to swing

inward.

The board of

health acts only upon complaint

regulations

;

concerning contagious diseases would be observed should occasion require

it.

Hampstead

is

one of the most healthful towns

in the State,

and

with ordinary care in building and drainage everything necessary in the sanitary line

would be secured.

Hampton
Board of Health.

— Population,

— William

Charles

E.

1,330.

Lane,

M. Batchelder,

Joseph

B.

Brown,

Selectmen.

The water-supply
quality

;

there

of the hotels

is from wells, and is considered of very good
no regular system of sewers, but the proprietors
and boarding-houses have taken especial pains to
is

construct sewers to take their sewage quite a distance into well-

cemented cesspools.
There are swamps near the

village

and the land

the most thickly populated portion of the town, that

have water

in

them

in the spring;

is

so

low in

many cellers

probably one fourth of those

troubled are drained, so that the water does not

remain
There are no slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance.
The schoolhouses are quite modern and will compare favorably
with any in the State in respect to heat, light, and ventilation
there are sufficient fire-escapes in connection with the hotels and
thus

long.

public halls.

The town has not adopted any sanitary regulations, and no
made by the board of health unless complaint is
made. The physicians are quite prompt in notifying the local
board of the existence of contagious diseases, and due precaution
inspections are

is

always taken to prevent the spread of the same.

No

sanitary improvements have been undertaken within the

past year,

and

as the

board of health has had no occasion to
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make

a careful inspection of the town, they are not aware of any-

especial sanitary needs.

be chosen

ficers will

one or more health

of-

next annual town meeting, thus

re-

hoped

It is

at the

that

and pjroviding more time and attention

lieving the selectmen,

for

sanitar}' matters.

Hancock

— Population,

637.

—

Charles G. Mathews,
Board of Health.
Henry W. Ware, Selectmen.

The water-supply of

the village

is

John

P.

Hills,

from wells on a

hill

above,

brought to the dwelling-houses through lead pipes ; is considered
There is no system of sewerage nearly all of the
pure water.
;

houses depend

upon cesspools with open

drainage, and as the soil about

The

leaches readily.

village

sides for

the village
situated

is

their sink

sandy loam,

is

it

on an elevated sandy

and the water-level is sufficiently low to secure drv cellars.
is no slaughter-house in the town.
The heating, lighting, and ventilation of the schoolhouses are
considered to be very good, and the doors of the public buildings swing outward.
The town has no established regulations in sanitary matters,
and the board of health acts only upon complaint. The physicians promptly report any contagious disease existing in town,
and a monthly report of the same is made to the State Board of
plain,

There

Due

Health.
are

care

placarded,

exercised in such diseases

is

public

prohibited

funerals

from diphtheria and scarlet

fever,

;

infected houses

when death occurs

and premises on which these

diseases have prevailed are ordered disinfected.

— Popilation, 1,817.
—
William T. Smith, M. D.,
Health.
Hanover

Board of

H.

Fletcher,

Prof Robert

L. Carter.

—

Commissioners of Precinct, ex officio.
Health OFnCERS.
Hanover
is brought in lead pipes from
of
water-supply
The
springs on a hill-top two miles from the village.
ical

analysis

water

is

and pure

and

not polluted by lead
;

Thorough chemshown that the
and always clear

forty years' experience have

the supply

as sprinkling streets

is

;

ample

it is

rather soft,

for necessity, but not for luxury,

and watering lawns.

;
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There are about 175 dwellings

ISl

in the village

;

about twenty-

of these in the southeastern portion are connected with sew-

five

there are about fifty cesspools in use, most of

ers;

The water-supply

and not cemented.

is

very free flushing of the sewers and that

A

new

them leaching

not sufficient to allow

is

the reason that so few

thousand

feet long has
been laid in the north part of the village which will be entered by twenty-five or thirty houses, most of which are now

have been

laid.

line of pipe three

just

provided with cesspools.

^lany of the houses not supplied by

either of the above ways are small dwellings on the outskirts of

the village

;

perhaps a dozen of them have pipes over thirty feet

long for discharging their sink drainage, the others empty it on
An approximate statement of the sewerthe surface of the land.
age of the town would be,
cesspools, 50

— connected

with sewers, 25

emptying on the surface of the land,

;

with

at greater or

distance from the house, 100. Sewers will soon be substituted

less

for

:

more than

The

half of the cesspools

now

greater portion of the village

certain localities where the soil

is

is

in use.

well drained, although in

clay the cellars are wet

;

there

no swamps near. One slaughter-house in one corner of the
regulations convillage has been offensive to a few neighbors
cerning it have been repeatedly enforced to the extent of obliging the proprietor to throw in dry earth and to keep it in a
are

.

;

clean and healthful condition.

The schoolhouses
ing,

and

are in a fair condition as to heating, light-

ventilation, but

the authorities are

There are no

these points.

fire-escapes

on the

now

considering

hotels

and public

being but few where such precautions are needed
doors of newly constructed buildings do not all open outward.
halls, there

In such a small village, there
regulations in sanitary matters

;

is

rarely occasion for enforcing

the commissioners of the precinct

act as health officers, leaving but few duties for the

of health.

No monthly

report

is

made

town board
Board of

to the State

Health by the local board, from lack of material to report. No
death from diphtheria or scarlet fever has occurred in the village
for five years
is

;

in

such cases, no funeral, either public or private,

advised.

The town needs a more abundant

may

water-supply, that the sewers

be properly flushed, and a complete system of sewers should
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Years ago there was a

be secured.

swamp on

the eastern border

At that time typhoid fever was much more prevthan now and this southeastern part of the village was

of the village.
alent

greatly afflicted with

it

;

since the construction of a sewer there

eight years ago, there has been no epidemic of the fever, only an

occasional case.

Harrisville

Board of Health.

— Popilation,

— Aaron Smith,
H. White,

748.

Samuel D. Bemis, Thomas

Selectmen.

The greater part of the dwellings in Harrisville village are
owned by the Cheshire Mills Company, who furnish their tenants
with an abundant supply of good water from an aqueduct fed by
springs.
There is no system of sewers, and no complaints have
yet arisen from their lack.
There is but little swamp land near
the village, and the cellars of the buildings are dry, with the ex-

ception of one or two of the factories

placed on the

There

is

dam

no slaughter-house

the flash-boards are

The schoolhouses
and there appear to
connected with the hotels and public

are very well heated, lighted,

be

when

of the factory pond.

sufficient fire-escapes

in the village.

and

ventilated,

halls.

The board

of health has had to deal with but one case of con-

diphtheria, which was reported to the State
Board of Health the case was not fatal, but the house in which
it existed was placarded and the drain ordered to be disinfected
and repaired, which was done.
tagious disease,

;

— Population, 187.
Board of Health. — Selectmen.

Hart's Location

Report made by

J.

E. Mitchell,

Town

Clerk.

There are no public and but very few private buildings in
town, there being only four or five householders. The town has
about twelve voters, most of them millmen residing in the place
but a short time.

The

water-supply

is

good.

The selectmen

in the capacity of health officers in case of complaint.

act
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— Population,
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2,545.

—

Board of Health.
H. P. Watson, M. D., Chairman,
E. Newcomb, M. D., Secretary. (Appointed.)
The

village derives

its

principal water-supply from springs

the side of an adjacent mountain.
soft,

but of insufficient quantity

made concerning
are

still

The

Charles

It

is

upon

of good quality and

no complaint has ever been
A few deep wells

;

purity or healthfulness.

its

in use.

west side of

each house having

Main

its

well flushed, discharging

thousand

feet

street

is

well supplied with sewers,

individual sewer, well trapped and fairly

below the

upon the

side of a hill from fifty to

one

The balance

level of the dwellings.

of the village depend upon cesspools, or empty their sink drain-

age upon the surface of the ground

;

a few of these cesspools are

well cemented, but are generally of plank, with open bottoms, no

and the connecting pipes without traps.
town is of the best, only a few
houses on one street being troubled with wet cellars in the early
There are no swamps near the village. The regulations
spring.
for slaughter-houses are strictly enforced, and these buildings are
one mile or more from the village.
The academy building is well heated and lighted, but with no

ventilation,

The

natural drainage of the

system of ventilation.

In the construction of

no attention whatever has been given

new

schoolhouses,

to ventilation.

There are not suitable fire-escapes in connection with the hotels
and public halls, nor do the doors of even those buildings of recent construction swing outward.
The town is governed in sanitary matters by the general regulations of the State Board of Health, the local board making
occasional inspections, and always acting promptly on complaint.

Monthly reports of existing contagious diseases are made to the
State Board of Health, but the physicians are often negligent in
notifying

the board of their prevalence.

always placarded,

Infected houses are

public funerals forbidden in cases of deaths

from diphtheria and scarlet

fever,

and disinfection required when

these diseases occur.

No

ha\-e been undertaken for some
town certainly needs an adequate water-supply

sanitary improvements

time, although the
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and a system of sewerage an expenditure of thirty or forty thousand dollars would make Haverhill the sanitarium of New Hamp;

shire.

Hebron
Board of Health.
The water-supply
is

— Population,

— John
of

no public supply.

Sanborn, Chairman of Selectmen.

P.

Hebron

We

245.

soft

is

and of good quality

have no system of sewerage

;

;

there

the town

is well drained, with no swamp or low lands lying near the village,
and the water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars. There
is no nuisance connected with slaughter-houses.
The schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated, but there are no

fire-escapes in the hotels or public halls.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and no

made by

inspections are

no

There have been
and no improvements

the board of health.

cases of contagious diseases in the town,

in the sanitary line have been

made within

the past year.

— Population, 1,385.
Health Officer. — George W. Sanborn,
Henniker

A

company

private

M. D.

supplies about fifty families in the

town

with spring water, never discolored, of good quality throughout
the year, believed to be free from iron, neither hard nor soft,

and abundant

The

source

is

quantity during the five years

in

the village, from which the water

is

iron pipes, with about

galvanized

conveyed

There

is

is

230

one

to

fall.

by
Very many

company, with spring

considered of excellent quality.

no complete system of sewers, only

furnished with them.
laid

has been in use.

to the dwellings

feet

families are supplied, independently of this

water, which

it

of undoubted purity, situated about one mile from

a few houses being

This season the hotel has,

at great expense,

convey sewage from water-closets and bath-rooms.

Both the sewers

in the

town are

for the

the surface water after heavy rains,

purpose of discharging

and have but

little fall.

Most

of the dwellings depend upon cesspools or deep holes for sink
drainage, the greater portion of which have open sides and bot-

tom.
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very well drained, and with a

the spring, the cellars of the buildings are dry
or

swamp land near

in years past in

few^
;

exceptions in

there

is

no low

There has been some trouble

the village.

regard to slaughter-houses, but they have been

cleaned immediately, and there has been no complaint lately.

No

other offensive trades in town.

The schoolhouses

are in

good sanitary condition

;

no new ones

Hotels and pubhave been built for the past three or four years.
lic halls are provided with proper fire-escapes, and in the new

town

hall the doors

The town

swing outward.

has adopted the regulations of the State Board of

makes inspections as far as possible, and
Monthly reports of contaacts upon all complaints received.
are
made
to
the
State
Board of Health, prompt
diseases
gious
notification of which diseases is received from the physicians.
Placards are placed on infected houses, public funerals prohibited
in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and the premises on
Health

;

the local board

which these diseases have occurred are ordered disinfected.

The
in the

new^ sewer at the hotel

town wathin the

is

the only sanitary progress

past year

;

made

a complete system of sewers

is

Doubtless many cases of typhoid fever, diphthevery desirable.
" have their origin in badly constructed
ria, and " throat troubles

some inexpensive method of discharging that
it would surely be adopted in many
where the facilities for drainage are poor, owing to

sink-drains,

and

if

sewage could be devised,
localities

level land.

Hill

Board of

— Fopulation, 548.

— William

Health.

C.

Kelley,

John

Emerton,

Selectmen.
is from distribution pipes owned
by a private company, the water being of good quality. There
is no system of sewerage, the residents depending largely upon
The natural situation of the town is
cesspools for sink drainage.

The

water-supply of the town

such as to insure good drainage and dry

swamp land

near the village.

offensive trade in

town

.

cellars,

is

with very

little

no slaughter-house or

The schoolhouses are poorly constructed,
The board of health acts only upon

from a sanitary standpoint.
complaints received.

There
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Hillsborough

Board of Health.

— Population^

— Brooks K. Webber, John Goodell, M.

Marcellus H. Felt,

The town

is

2,120.

M. D.

chiefly supplied with water

furnished by a private

company;

it

by distribution pipes

taken from a pond four

is

miles from the village and at a high elevation

be pure, though usually has a
quality

all

wells are

the year, soft,

now

D.,

(Appointed.)

;

it

is

slight discoloration,

and abundant

supposed to
of the same

in quantity.

But few

used in the town.

There is no complete system of sewerage in the town the
and three or four private houses have individual sewers.
Nearly all the dwellings depend upon poorly constructed cess;

hotels

— a hole the ground can be called
— while the remainder allow the sewage flow upon the

pools for sink drainage,
such,

in

if

to

surface of the

ground or into the

Hillsborough Bridge village

gutter.

is

well situated for perfect drain-

age, the cellars are usually dry,

and there are low lands near
There is no nuisance con-

only a small portion of the village.
nected with slaughter-houses, and

it

has never been necessary to

enforce regulations concerning them.

No

offensive trades in

town.

The schoolhouses
tilated,

are well heated

and

lighted, but poorly ven-

although attention to these points

new

is

supposed to be given

There are no fire-escapes whatever in
connection with the hotels and public halls, but the doors of one
or two schoolhouses built recently are hung to swing outward.
The town has not adopted any health regulations occasional
inspections are made by the board of health, and monthly reports
of contagious diseases are made to the State Board of Health if
in constructing

ones.

;

any such prevail the physicians are prompt to notify the local
board of any such cases, the infected houses are placarded, disinfection is insisted upon in cases of diphtheria or scarlet fever, and
public funerals are prohibited when deaths occur from these two
;

causes.

During the past year, the board of health has caused the removal of filth, and effected a better disposition of sink-water,
although from lack of a system of sewerage, not much could be
accomplished in this direction. The Bridge village needs a thor-
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ough system of sewerage; the question has been agitated, a survey and estimates have been made, and public meetings held to
but at the legal meeting, called by the prediscuss the subject
;

cinct officers to adopt the system, the proposition was voted

down, although the friends of cleanliness and progress

live in

hopes of a better day.

Hinsdale

Health

— Population,

Officer.

2,258.

— Arad Gilbert.

In the town of Hinsdale nine tenths of the families are supplied
with water from springs north and south of the village;

it is

good

water generally, and abundant in quantity; the remainder of the

town is furnished from wells, of good quality.
There is a town system of sewers on most of the streets, which
is entered by the greater part of the sink-drains, not more than
one house in ten depending upon cesspools. The town is naturally well drained, the water-level is sufficiently low to allow dry
cellars, and there are no swamps or low lands near the village ;
the Ashuelot river runs through the village from east to west, and
the land north and south of it rises considerably, giving good

and securing proper drainage.
no slaughter-house, tannery, or other offensive trade
near the village.
The schoolhouses and other public buildings
are well ventilated
the hotels and halls are provided with suitable fire-escapes, and the doors of newly constructed public
slope to the land

There

is

;

buildings swing outward.

The town
matters

;

has not adopted any special regulations in sanitary

the board of health makes occasional inspections, and

upon any complaint received, or when any nuisance comes
notice.
Monthly reports of contagious diseases have not
been made to the State Board of Health, as there has been very
little to report ; physicians promptly notify the local board when
acts
to

its

cases of such diseases occur, precautions are taken to prevent the

spread of the disease, and disinfection of the premises required.

No

sanitary improvements of any account have been

within the past year
itary condition,
fully to

keep

it

and

so.

;

the board of health intends to

made

good sanwork faith-

the town seems to be in quite a

;
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HoLLis

—

Populatio?i,

1

,000.

—

Board of Health.

David N. Hayden, H. A. Goodwin,
George N. Wilson, Selectmen.

The water-supply of
which contain

town

the

chiefly

is

from

very good water throughout

no

wells,

the year

most of
;

never

There are
no sewers a very small proportion of the houses depend upon
cesspools for sink drainage, and those are uncemented.
The town is naturally well drained, the village being situated

discolored, with

iron,

and hard

;

ample supply.

;

on high ground, with no low lands, except near small brooks
There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades

cellars are dry.

in the town.

Schoolhouses are well heated,

lighted,

and

ventilated,

and

these points have been especially considered in the construction

of new ones.

There are no fire-escapes in town, but the doors of
newly erected public buildings swing outward.

The town has no

established regulations, but the board of

Monthly reports concernmade to the State
have been none of these diseases

health makes occasional inspections.

ing the existence of contagious diseases are

Board of Health, but there

since the present local board has been in office.

No

sanitary

improvements of any note have been made lately, and the town
has no especial needs in that direction at the present time.

HooKSETT

Board of Health.

— Population,

— Elroy

J.

1,893.

Robie, Henry C. Carbee, Moses

R. Burbank, Selectmen.

The town

is

supplied chiefly with well-water; quality, varying;

about twenty-five families are furnished from distribution pipes

company. This water is of undoubted purity,
and abundant in quantity. There are no
The town is not well drained,
sewers or cesspools in the town.
although the water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars, and
There is no
there are no low lands or swamps near the village.

owned by a

private

never discolored,

soft,

nuisance connected with slaughter-houses, the regulations govNo other offensive trades in town.

erning them being enforced.

The schoolhouses

are in

good sanitary condition, and

especial

;
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attention has been given to heating, lighting,
the construction of

new buildings

only escape from

stitute the

fire

and ventilation

in the last

in the hotels

year

;

in

doors con-

and public

halls

doors of the buildings built recently swing outward.

No health regulations have been adopted by the town, and the
board of health acts only upon complaint.
Monthly reports of
contagious diseases are made to the State Board of Health,
although the physicians are negligent in notifying the local board
of their prevalence ; no precautions in such diseases have been
taken, such as placarding or disinfecting infected houses, or for-

bidding public funerals.

No

sanitary improvements have been undertaken within the

the past year, but the needs of the village in this line are
chiefly in the

way of sewerage.

many,

Especially are sewers required in

the most compact part of the village for sink drainage,
the corporation where all the vaults are of

and on

wood and above

the

A

system will have to be provided eventually, and if it
could be secured now, it would add very much to the health and
comfort of the village.

ground.

HoPKiNTON
Board of Health.

— Population,

— William

F.

1,817.

Dodge,

John H. Sargent,

Charles French, Selectmen.

Hopkinton village is supplied with water from distribution
owned by the Aqueduct Association other parts of the
town are supplied by wells and springs. The water is of the best
quality, never discolored, and good throughout the year
as a
rule, it is soft, is sufficient in quantity, and the source of the
There is no system of
aqueduct water is of undoubted purity.
sewerage, and the greater portion of the dwellings depend upon
pipes

;

;

cesspools for sink drainage; most of these have open bottoms.

The town

naturally well drained,

the water-level is low
and
there
are no low lands or
enough
There
is
no
nuisance
in connection
village.
the
near
swamps
with slaughter-houses, and regulations governing them Avould be
enforced should occasion demand.
The schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated,
to

is

insure dry cellars,

especial attention being given to these points

when new

buildings
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The

are erected.

and public halls are provided with sufand the doors of those public buildings of

hotels

ficient fire-escapes,

recent erection are constructed to swing outward.

The board

of health acts only on complaint
no monthly reupon contagious diseases are made to the State Board of
Health, although prompt notification of such diseases is received
No placards are placed upon infected
from the physicians.
houses, neither are public funerals forbidden when deaths occur
from diphtheria and scarlet fever, but in cases of those diseases,
proper precautions have been taken by the owners of the infected
premises, and the physicians always direct disinfection.
No sanitary improvements have been inaugurated within the
the town has plenty of pure air and pure water, is genpast year
erally tidy and clean, with nothing objectionable or unwhole;

ports

;

some.

Hudson
Board of Health.

— Population,

— Daniel

Gage, David Clement, John M.

Thompson,

The water-supply

is

1,092.

Selectmen.

The town

from wells and springs.

is

not

well drained, there being a small mill-pond near a collection of

made

dwelling-houses, about which complaint has been

cause of several cases of typhoid fever.

There

is

The schoolhouses

connection with slaughter-houses.

as

the

no nuisance

in

are well

heated, lighted, and ventilated, and in those recently constructed
especial attention has been given to these points.

There are no

new public buildings, but the doors of all we have swing inward.
The town has no established health regulations, and the board
The physicians neglect to
of health acts only on complaint.
and no monthly return

report cases of contagious diseases,

made

to the State

houses, nor

is

Board of Health

;

is

never have placarded infected

disinfection in cases of diphtheria

required by the board of health, but

it is

and

scarlet fever

generally done by the

family.

There have been no sanitary improvements
possibly something should be done

past year

;

in

town during the

in connection with

the mill-pond, about which complaint has been received.

;
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— C.

Board of Health.

— Population,

E. Gale,

J.

191

579.

H. Wilson,

B. Hurlin, F.

Selectmen.

The water-supply of
residents

depend

hotel discharging

whole,
hill.

the town

from wells and springs; the

is

upon cesspools

chiefly

for sink drainage, the

The town,

sewage into the brooks.

its

as

a

very well drained, the village being situated upon a
There is no nuisance in connection with slaughter-houses
is

good condition regarding heat, light, and
no public halls in the town, and the hotels

the schoolhouses are in

ventilation

;

there are

are provided with sufficient fire-escapes.

The board of health
from

contagious

only upon complaint;

acts

have

diseases

occurred, but the

promptly notify the local board of

Good
everyone

tries to

keep

there are but few that

his

Board of Health.

own premises

H. Kittredge,

The water-supply

is

from

hard or

soft

householder attending to
is

nearly

this direction.

1

,

469.
J.

Lawrence,

Selectmen.

and distribution

in quality

it is

pipes,

fur-

very good, seldom

according to location, and,

in some
no system of drainage, each
the matter of drainage on his own

There

instances, contains iron.

Jaffrey

wells
;

;

clean and healthful, and

— Population,

nished by individual owners

premises.

the present time

— George A. Underwood, Fred

Russell

discolored,

at

need censure in

J AFFREY

from any such cause.

illness

town

health prevails in

no deaths
physicians

well drained

is

;

nearly

all

of the cellars of the

and there are no swamps or low lands near
the village. There is no slaughter-house that constitutes a nuisance
in the vicinity of the viHage, and no other offensive trades in

dwellings are dry,

town.

The schoolhouses and
and ventilated, and
tion has

public buildings are well heated, lighted,

in those

constructed recently especial atten-

been given to these points, and doors are also hung to

swing outward.

The town

has not adopted health regulations, and the board of

health acts only

upon complaint. The

local board

makes monthly
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reports of contagious diseases

when any such

are returned

by the

physicians; houses would be placarded and disinfection required
in cases of small-pox'

and

scarlet fever; public funerals are not

prohibited in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever.

No

particular sanitary

improvements have been made during

the past year, and none are needed at the present time.

— Population, 1,062.
Board of Health. — C. H. Burnham, M.
Jefferson

water-supply of the town

The

by aqueducts
is

is

D.

from mountain springs, brought

to the different houses

by individual owners.

throughout the year.

in quality

There

It

and uniform

soft water, never discolored, supposed to be pure,

is

a small sewerage system in the village in connection

with the hotels, sufficient for all waste water, water-closet, and
sink drainage ; the kitchen and table waste is carried away every

day to swine one mile from main road. There are no cesspools
nor any vaults, except in small houses, where they are cleaned

summer months.

daily in the

The town

is

enough for
and with no low lands or swamps near the

well drained, with the water-level low

the cellars to be dry,
village.

The

regulations regarding slaughter-houses are not enforced,

and those

in

town have always been a nuisance

;

no other

offen-

sive trades in town.

The schoolhouses and

public buildings are well heated, lighted,

and ventilated, but the doors of those built recently do not open
Hotels and public halls have no fire-escapes whatever.
outward.

The town has not adopted any sanitary regulations inspecmade occasionally by the board of health.
The physicians are prompt to return all cases of contagious
diseases, and monthly reports are made to the State Board of
;

tions are

Health

;

infected houses are not placarded, but public funerals

are prohibited in deaths from diphtheria

and

scarlet fever,

houses in which the cases occur are disinfected.
fifteen years there

have been but three mild cases of

and

In the past
scarlet fever,

and one case of diphtheria.

The

sewers in connection with the hotels were laid within the

:
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no sanitary progress has been

town.

Keene

—Population.

7,446.

—

Don H. Woodward, H. K. Faulkner, M. D.,
George W. Flagg, Selectmen.

Board of Health.

The water-supply of the city of Keene is from two sources
from a pond containing about fifty-two acres, situated about two
and one half miles north of the city, and also from a much
larger

pond

in

Roxbury, about

five

miles east of the city.

furnished by the city and conducted in iron pipes

from the second pond

is

considered the better,

colored, regarded as pure,

The

and abundant

;

It is

the water

never dis-

is soft,

in quantity.

complete system of sewerage, the Waring sys-

city has a

tem, which operates exceedingly well, the sewers being properly
flushed.

There are some back

yet been extended, but

streets into

new connections

which they have not
are continually being

made, not only voluntarily but also under pressure of the board
of health.

The

cellars dry,

but in very wet weather they contain water on some

water-level

is

low enough to keep most of the

streets.

There

is

no slaughter-house

plaint has been

made

that constitutes a nuisance

for several years

about a mile from Central square

;

com-

concerning a glue factory

the matter was carried before
no bill was found, and so the complainants and
the board of health dropped the matter.
As the grand jury did
not find a nuisance to exist, the board of health thought they
would not be justified in finding one.
The schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated,
All public
especial attention having been given to these points.
buildings and schoolhouses more than one and one half stories
hotels are
high have fire-escapes and the doors swing outward
;

the grand jury, but

;

not thus provided.

The board of

health has issued no health regulations but en-

forces the laws of the State

and the

city ordinances

;

the board

on complaints, but more frequently on its own inspection.
Monthly reports upon contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health physicians promptly notify the local board when

acts

;
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any such

disease exists

spread.

Infected houses are placarded, public funerals forbidden

and due precautions are taken

in deaths from diphtheria

and

to prevent its

and houses

scarlet fever,

in

which

these diseases occur are disinfected.

The whole number of complaints against nuisances made to the
to December i, 1889, ^^^.s eighty-eight;
i

board from January

This enumeration does not

for the previous year, seventy-three.

include some trivial matters of complaint.

All these cases were

examined, written notices have been served in most of them by

some member of

the board,

and afterwards examined so far as to
With the ex-

see if the written orders have been complied with.

ception of a comparatively few,
abated, very

many by connecting

these nuisances have been

all

sinks

and

water-closets with the

public sewer.

The most

serious

work of the board was in connection with the

epidemic of diphtheria.
January

The

cases reported were as follows :*

..........
..........
...........
..........
..........
...
..........
.......

February

March
April

May
June
August

o

o
o
3
7

o
o

September

25

October (two cases of scarlet fever not included)

48

November
December 5

27

(date of report)

Whole number

of cases reported

.

.

.

.

2

.112

DEATHS FROM DIPHTHERIA.

April

May

...........
..........
..........
..........

September
October

I
I

3

12

November

3

Total

20
*

From annual

report of the Board.

;
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PERCENTAGE OF DEATHS TO NUMBER OF CASES.
September

12

October

25

November

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

n

.

Average

i.n

176-7

another view worthy of consideration as showing that
the disease was mostly confined to streets not having a public

There

is

sewer, or where tenements were not connected with the public

For

sewer.

purpose select the month of October, when the

this

most extensive. (The months of September and
November will show like results.) The location of the disease
for the month of October is as follows, viz.
disease was the

:

NO. OF CASES.

no sewer
Sullivan street, no sewer
George street, no sewer
North

Elm

street,

street,

West

2

.

6
2

.

upper end, no sewer

5

west of bridge, no sewer

street,

Washington

Armory

.

street,

no sewer

street,

3

upper end, no sewer

I

3

.

Baker street, no sewer
Old Surry road, no sewer (two cases of scarlet
Church street, sewer, but not then connected

I

.

North Lincoln

Madison

fever)
.

street,

....

Water

street,

no sewer

street,

sewer, but privy not then connected

street,

Douglass

Mechanic
Lincoln
board

no sewer

I
I

2

.

at this place

;

in

bad con
I

2

.

not connected

of cases where premises were not connected

street,

street,
;

place

sewer, but privy not connected

street,

Number

at this

.......

dition

5

no sewer
no sewer

street,

Court

Beaver

3

sewer, connected

.....

4

42

sewer, recently connected by request of the

nuisance not fully abated

in the family, the cases being all in

when

disease began

one family

50

The above
were

table

is

afflicted, for in

not designed to show

some

families there were

how many

families

two and even more
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cases

was

;

at

but
its

it

does show that for a month in wliich the disease

greatest height

and most malignant

in form,

the per-

centage of deaths to the number of cases being one in four, or
twenty-five per cent, the disease visited only one house actually

connected with and protected by the public sewer.
This showing silences the argument sometimes made against the

and sinks with the
and disproves the claim sometimes made that the sewer gas
in dwellings connected is more detrimental to health than the
It also strongly shows that when the necesoriginal condition.
sanitary necessity of connecting water-closets

sewer,

sary precautions are taken to prevent the spread of the disease,

those whose dwellings are properly connected with the sewer in

wholesome surroundings can live in almost absolute safety even
in a time as bad as the month of October.
With the exception of the numerous connections with the
sewer, no special sanitary improvements were inaugurated in the
city, and this work needs to be continued in the future as well as
the abolishing of pig-sties.

Kensington

Board of Health.

— L.

— Population,

S.

Amos M.

Sanborn,

547.

James W,

W..

Brown,

Evans, Selectmen.

the town is from wells and springs
there
and the only nuisance in the town is a soap factory,
which is almost intolerable to the one family living near it.
The principal complaint is of an open cesspool, where is thrown

The water-supply of

is

no

;

village,

the refuse of the factory and other putrid matter, including dead

hens, hogs that died a natural death,

all

lying in the sun and ex-

haling a most abominable odor, as do the chimneys over the kettles,

being of insufficient height.

The board

of health has re-

quested the proprietor of this nuisance to conduct his business in

a sanitary manner, but without

avail.

no
There are no established health regulations in the town
monthly report of contagious diseases is made to the State Board
of Health no sanitary improvements have been made during the
past year, and if the soap factory was managed properly, the
town would be in a good sanitary condition.
;

;
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— Population. 1,120.

— Charles B.

Clark, Samuel Oilman,

John

F. Bartlett, Selectmen.

Report made by T. C. Re}Tiold5, M. D.

The water-supply of

the town

is

from wells

;

is

hard and

is

pure in summer from chlorine and albuminoid ammonia.
are

no sewers and but few

except in spring,
are flooded

when

The town

cesspools.

the

flat

well drained

lands in the center of the village

southeast of the village are

:

is

im-

There

many

acres of

swamp

land.

There

is

a slaughter-house near the seminar}-

fensive the greater part of the time in the

which

is

very of-

summer and which

should be removed at once.

The schoolhouses

are well heated, lighted,

and ventilated

;

the

doors of public buildings swing outward, but the hotels and public halls

are not provided with fire-escapes.

The town

has adopted no health regulations; the board of
makes no report concerning contagious diseases to the
Board of Health, and does nothing to disinfect or in any

health
State

way prevent the spread of those diseases, although the ph}-5icians
comply with the law in notifying them of the existence of any
contagious diseases.

There have been no sanitary improvements in the town during
the past year

;

as in

many

others, the people live

did before public sanitation

awakening to

its

duties

and

Laconia

Health
The

commenced
its

its

much

as they

work, and a general

benefits is needed.

— Population,

Officer.

—

6, 143.

James L. Dixon.

is partly from wells and partly
from a public supply owned by a stock companj-, and brought to

water-supply of the towTi

the village through distribution pipes

;

the water

is

taken from

Lake Winnipesaukee. a source of undoubted purity, and the
pumping-station is one and one half miles north of the \-illage,
where the water

is

forced into a reservoir 215 feet above the level

of the business street of Laconia.

good quality
is soft.

at all times,

It is

an abundant supply, of

never discolored, contains no iron, and
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We

Not more than

have a very limited sewerage system.

fifteen

per cent of the dwellings depend upon cesspools for sink drain-

age; these are made of wood, open

at the

bottom, or of stone,

and bottom are open. The natural drainage of the
is
very
poor; in some localities it is almost impossible to
town
There are low lands near the village,
provide for the drainage.
and the water-level is too high in some parts of the town to secure

when

dry

sides

cellars.

no nuisance connected with slaughter-houses, and no
There is a
small establishment, about one mile from the center of the village, for trying tallow, that has never received a permit from the
There

is

complaint concerning them has ever been received.

health officer.

The schoolhouses

are well heated, lighted,

and

ventilated,

and

especial attention has been given to these points in the construc-

tion of

new

The doors

buildings.

erected recently swing outward

engineer of the

;

of those public buildings

but in the opinion of the chief

department, the fire-escapes in connection

fire

with hotels and public halls are not sufficient, and in

some of the

buildings in the village there should be better means of egress.

The town

adopted and issued health regulations

has

the

;

health officer makes general sanitary inspections, and attends to
all

complaints.

The

physicians notify the health

existing contagious diseases,

made

and monthly

Board of Health

to the State

;

officer

reports of the

of

all

same are

proper precautions are in-

variably taken in such cases, infected houses are placarded, public
in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet
which these diseases have occurred are dis-

funerals are forbidden
fever,

and houses

in

infected.

Within the past year the town has laid 248 rods of tile pipe,
and 70 rods of ten-inch pipe for surface and sink drainage combined the cesspools are stone, with open sides and bottom, and
water is conveyed from sinks in underground tile pipes; all pipes
;

are trapped under the sinks to prevent the gases from escaping
into the buildings.
sity

The people

in general are learning the neces-

of keeping premises in sanitary condition for their

own

pro-

tection as well as for the public welfare.

The town

needs,

that will give a lien

first

on

of

all,

proper drainage

real estate

;

second, a law

on which a nuisance

is

main-
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tained, similar to the law for the collection of taxes
efficient health officer that will use

good judgment

;

third, an

at all times,

and enforce the law, regardless of consequences. The health
officer of a town of six thousand inhabitants or more should be
paid a certain sum per week from the first of May to the first of

November, so that he could devote his entire time to that duty.
The sum should be a fair compensation for his labors during that
time, and he should be paid in the same proportion for services
actually rendered from the

Landaff

Board of Health.

first

of

November

to the first of

May.

— Population^ 499.

— John

E.

Hall, Moses G.

Clark, L. B.

Chandler, Se/ectme?i.

The water-supply of

the

town

is

chiefly

from springs, and

brought to the houses by logs or lead pipe.

hence no system of sewers
ficiently careful

are

;

is

no

There

in the town, but, as a whole,

well drained, with the water-level low

The town

is

village,

the farmers, as a rule, are not suf-

about the disposal of their sink drainage.

some low lands and swamps

lars.

There

enough

to insure

dry

it is

cel-

contains no slaughter-house or offensive trade.

The schoolhouses

are well lighted, but not properly ventilated

;

whenever any new ones are built these sanitary points will receive
careful attention.

Schoolhouses are the only public buildings in

town, and their doors swing inward.

The town

has no health regulations, and the board of health
upon complaint. Usually monthly reports of contagious diseases are sent to the State Board of Health, and are
Physicians are
omitted only when there are none to return.
prompt to notify the local board of any such diseases in existence ;
should any prevail, infected houses would be placarded, and
public funerals would be prohibited in deaths from diphtheria
acts only

or scarlet fever, should the public safety

demand

There have been no sanitary improvements
the past year

;

the water-supply, as a rule,

is

it.

town within
good and pure, but
in the

more care is needed in the construction and cleansing of
and the condition of sink-drains.

privies,

.
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— Populatio7i, 305

Langdon
Board of Health.

— Alvin

Ira

M.

S.

Cram,

George

H.

Royce,

Russell, Selectmen.

The town is furnished with water chiefly from wells, the remainder with running water from springs. The sink drainage of
the greater part of the dwellings is conducted to a safe and proper
There is no slaughter-house or offensive trade in town.
distance.
The schoolhouses are fairly well heated, lighted, and ventilated.
Monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health. The only sanitary progress made in the town
the water was tested
during the past year was in regard to a well
by Dr. G. H. Powers, of Acworth, and pronounced unfit for use.
;

Lebanon
Board of Health.

— Population, 3,763.

— Charles

A. Downs,

F.

C.

Churchill,

Dixi A. Currie.

The town of Lebanon

is furnished with water from springs, and
About seventy families use water from springs
on surrounding hills, and it is of good quality, although at West
Lebanon village some of these springs are too near the cemetery.
At Lebanon Center village there is a public supply owned by the

a public supply.

fire

precinct

;

it is

abundant

for all needs, but

only of

fair qual-

and has superior
cleansing qualities
it is discolored by every rain, and in the
spring receives the wash of the roads on the borders of the lakes
and ponds which supply it, while some of its sources are undoubtedly polluted, especially from streams emptying into Mascoma
lake in Enfield, although diluted by the large body of water.
ity,

contains traces of iron,

is

remarkably

soft,

;

A

complete system of sewerage

Lebanon Center

village.

is

soon to be commenced in

At present

there are but few sewers,

which conduct sewage from houses to nowhere in particular;
many cesspools are in use, most of them being faulty in construcfrom the larger proportion of dwellings the sink drainage
tion
is allowed to empty on the surface of the ground, but generally
this sewage is cared for, and when it is neglected, attention is
called to the matter by the board of health.
There is good opportunity for natural drainage for both villages, one into the Mascoma and the other into the Connecticut
;
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;

along the

Mascoma

river at

extensive meadows, but they are
are

no swamps near either

all

village.

nearer than a mile to the village

;
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Lebanon Center there are
under cultivation, and there
There is no slaughter-house

complaint was received of one,

but the board of health gave such orders that the nuisance was

abated immediately.
Professedly, attention

is

given to ventilation in the construc-

tion of schoolhouses, but without very eminent success; in the

building of the

Lebanon high

been expended

for this purpose.

open outward, but the town

sum of money has
The doors of public buildings

school, a large

only one provided with

hall is the

fire-escapes.

The board

of health has issued sanitary regulations, which

have been posted in the town, frequent inspections are made,

and physicians report any unsanitary conditions which they may
suspect in their practice.
Monthly reports regarding contagious
diseases are not always made to the State Board of Health, and
some of the physicians neglect to notify the local board of the
prevalence of such cases

;

such action seemed called
for years

;

would be placarded

infected houses
for,

if

but there has been no such need

public funerals are forbidden in deaths from diphthe-

and houses in which these diseases have exDuring the past five years,
be disinfected.
there have been but two deaths from typhoid fever in town, one
from diphtheria, and none from scarlet fever since the organria

and

scarlet fever,

isted are required to

;

ization of the board of health, filth diseases have steadily

de-

creased.

The

great sanitary need of the villages of this

of sewerage, and

it is

very gratifying to

realized to the extent of

improvement

Lempster

Board of Health.

—

J.

know

in

one

— Population,

town

is

that this

a system
is

to

be

village at least.

519.

N. Butler, M. D., Horatio L.

Thomp-

son, William C. Sabine.

Nearly one half of the residents of the town are supplied with
it is soft, usually of good quality,
;

running water from springs

and abundant. There are no sewers or cesspools; the sewage
The
is usually conducted from the houses in pipes or spouts.
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town

is

well drained, as a whole; the water-level

to secure 'dry cellars with proper care; at East

are

swamps near the

village.

is low enough
Lempster there

There are no offensive trades

in

town.

No new

schoolhouses have been built lately, but those in use

§re well heated, lighted,

have been constructed

The town
no

and

ventilated.

No

public buildings

in recent years.

has not adopted any health regulations, and there

inspections by the board of health at stated periThere
have
been but very few cases of contagious diseases
ods.
in town for the past year, and no monthly reports regarding
them have been made to the State Board of Health. Disinfecare

official

During the past year some
is required in houses needing it.
Improvements have been made respecting sink drainage.
Progress in all reforms is slow, and so it is in sanitation ; but
the people are now much better informed in matters pertaining
tion

to their general health than a few years since.

The medical member of the board makes an investigation
whenever he considers it necessary, in connection with his professional attendance.

Lisbon

Board of Health.

— Population,

2,060.

— G. W. Shattuck, M. D.,

J. F.

Thompson,

C. B. Jefferson.

The

water-supply of Lisbon

is

from Mink pond, connected

with the houses by distribution pipes, and furnished by a private

company

;

it

is

soft,

and ample

in quantity

;

the source

is

un-

doubtedly pure, but the water often becomes discolored with

mud, and is very bad
the summer.

The sewerage of

after

heavy

rains,

and some of the time

in

bad condition the
improvement in this
direction, and a system is now contemplated, and it is hoped will
be commenced this fall. There are no cesspools. The natural
drainage of the town is quite good
with a few exceptions, the
cellars of the houses are dry, and there are only very small swamps
the town

is

in a very

board of health has labored earnestly

for

;

near the village, and these are quite well drained.

;
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regulations concerning slaughter-houses are enforced,

none

there are

any other

that are troublesome, nor are there

and

offen-

sive trades.

The schoolhouses
the hotels

all

the doors

are

all

and public

do not

well heated, lighted,

and ventilated

;

provided with fire-escapes, but

halls are

swing outward.

all

Rules and regulations governing contagious diseases, sewers,
offensive trades, dwelling-houses,

and other sanitary matters have

been adopted and issued by the town

made

complaints received.
are

sanitary inspections

;

who

occasionally by the board of health,

made

to the State

also act

are

upon any

No monthly reports of contagious diseases
Board of Health, and the physicians are

very negligent about notifying the local board of the prevalence
of any such cases.

Public funerals are forbidden in deaths from

diphtheria or scarlet fever, and houses infected with those diseases
are ordered disinfected.

Good

sanitary progress has been

age, and, in a short time, the

condition in that respect

;

town

made
will

in the matter of sewer-

probably be in a healthful

a better water-supply

is

also needed,

and, with some expense, could be secured.

— Population, 155.
Health. — Selectmen.

Li VERMORE

Board of

Report made by George

The town

is

S.

Town

Payne,

Clerk.

abundantly supplied with water

from natural

and is
There are no sewers ; the town is built on
and everything in the shape of sewage goes down the

springs; sometimes in the spring

it is

a

yellowish,

little

said to contain iron.
a side-hill,

surface of the

ground into Sawyer

of the town

good

cellars,

sibility

is

;

but the nature of the
unless

it

is

river.

the water-level
soil is

blasted

is

The

The board of

is

to secure

such that a cellar

is

dry

an impos-

There

is

Schoolhouse

is

out with dynamite.

slaughter-house or other nuisance in town.

high ground, and

natural drainage

low enough

no
on

well heated, lighted, and ventilated.

health

insists

that the people all

keep their

premises clean, and also have various disinfectants in the house
to

be used in case of sickness.

There

is

no resident physician,

but those who practice here notify the board of any existing con-
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tagious disease,

and

all

precautions possible are taken against the

spreading of the disease, although no monthly reports are

made

There have been no sanitary improvements within the past year, and the town has no especial
to the State

Board of Health.

needs in this direction.

Londonderry
Board of Health.

—

Populatioii, 1,220.

— George W.

Charles G. Pillsbury,

Miller,

Charles R. Bailey, Selectmen.

The water-supply of Londonderry
dividuals

good

as a

;

from wells owned by

is

The

there are no sewers in town.

whole

;

in-

natural drainage

is

with few exceptions the cellars of the houses are

There is no nuisance connected with slaughter-houses nor
any offensive trades in town.
There are no newly constructed schoolhouses, but those in use
are well lighted and ventilated and well heated by wood stoves.
There are no hotels in town, but the doors of the town hall

dry.

are there

swing outward.

The town

has not adopted health regulations, and the board

of health acts

only on

promptly notify the

local

complaints received.

The

physicians

board of health of any existing cases of

contagious diseases, but no monthly returns of the same are
to the State

Board of Health.

deaths from diphtheria and

made

Public funerals are prohibited in
fever, disinfection of

scarlet

houses in which these diseases occur

is

required,

and

all

the

infected

houses are placarded.

The town

made any sanitary improvements during the
any especially weeded at the present time.

has not

past year, nor are

Loudon
Board of Health.

—

— Population,

Daniel

S.

i

Green,

,

000.

Clarence L.

Clough,

Caleb D. Marston, Selectmen.

The

water-supply

is

from wells

;

it

from some wells in the spring, never

is

of good quality, except
discolored, contains

no

and abundant in quantity. It is considered pure.
There are no sewers, and about three fourths of the houses depend
upon cesspools for sink drainage, these being mostly with open
iron,

is soft,

sides

and bottom.
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divided by the Soucook river, rising on either side

good drainage no low lands
There is no slaughter-house
within one hundred rods of a dwelling, and regulations have never
needed to be enforced. No other offensive trades in town.
The schoolhouses are in a very bad condition they are badly
lighted and ventilated, and as for heating, the stoves are always
thus some scholars are
placed in one corner of the room
suffering from heat while others are very cold, and all complain of
about forty-five

feet,

thus allowing

;

within half a mile of the village.

;

;

cold

feet.

No

attention to these sanitary points has been given

in the construction of

new

buildings.

The

hotels

and public halls

are not provided with fire-escapes.

The town

has no established regulations in health matters

;

the

board of health acts only upon complaint. In cases of contagious diseases, the local board is promptly notified by the physicians

;

the infected house

diphtheria

is

placarded

;

should deaths occur from

or scarlet fever public funerals are prohibited,

and

houses in which cases of these diseases prevail are ordered disinfected.

There have been no sanitary improvements

lately,

but some-

thing should be done at once to put the schoolhouses in a more
healthful condition.

Lyman
Board of

Health.

— Population,

— William

Albert

S.

t^^T^.

.

A. Gorton, Charles E. Elms,

Moulton, Selectmen.

The water-supply

is from wells, in
some instances brought to
by means of logs or lead pipes. There are no sewers.
The natural drainage of the town is good, the water-level being
low enough to allow dry cellars. There is no village, the town
being wholly a farming community and the dwellings scattered.
There is no nuisance in connection with slaughter-houses and no
necessity of enforcing regulations concerning them; no other

the houses

offensive trades in town.

The schoolhouses

are

well heated, lighted, and ventilated

;

there are no other public buildings in town.
The town has not adopted any health regulations and the board
Monthly reports of
of health acts only on complaints received.
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made

Board of Health,
knowledge of the local
No sanitary improvements have been made within the
board.
past year and the town has no particular needs in that direction.
contagious diseases are not

and no such

Lyme
Board of Health

— Population,

of

1,154.

— Henry H.

George

The town

to the State

cases have existed to the

Lyme

S.

Holt, Benjamin T.Washburn,
Mayo, Selectmen.

includes two villages, one of which

plied with soft, pure water from wells a

little

way out

sup-

is

of the

The supply of the other village is from an aqueduct
owned by a private company this is very good water, but

village.

;

is

There

inadequate in quantity.

but

many

is

of most of the dwellings

The town

is,

as

is

cellars

There

town, and

this

the sink drainage

is

no
swamps or low land near the

in almost all the houses

particular unsanitary influence from
villages.

;

well cared for.

a whole, well drained, the water-level being

low enough to secure dry

past

no public system of sewerage,

private sewers to individual houses

;

only one slaughter-house of any account in

one has been kept

in

good condition during the

summer.

The schoolhouses

are well heated

and

in town,

and generally
and public halls

lighted,

quite well ventilated; there are but few hotels

and no new public buildings have been erected

for

many

years.

No

health regulations have been adopted, and the board acts

only upon complaints.

No monthly

reports of contagious dis-

been made to the State Board of Health and no such
cases have been reported to the local board for the past year.
The town has made no sanitary improvement for some time.
eases have

Lyndeborough
Board of Health.
Lyndeborough

is

—

J.

— Population, 657.
A. Woodward, Selectman.

a farming town with no compactly settled

The water-supply

the sink-drains on
is generally good
bad condition some are underground,
and others are spouts above the ground conducting the drainage but a short distance from the house, and the drains in the
village.

the farms are usually in a

;

;
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no nuisance connected with

slaughter-houses, nor are there any offensive trades in town.

The

schoolhouses are not heated, lighted, or ventilated by the best
modern methods. There are no fire-escapes provided for the
hotels or public halls, but the doors of a

new

hall

swing out-

ward.

The town has never adopted any health regulations, and no
monthly report of contagious diseases is made to the State Board
of Health.

Madbury
Board of Health.

—

— Martin V. B.
of the town

contains no iron, and

There

is

is

Felker, Charles R. Cosking,

W. Simpson.

Arthur

The water-supply

Populatio7i, 367.

soft

is

or

from

wells,

of good quality,

hard according to locality.

no complete system of sewers; those

in use are for sink

drainage, and are not well flushed.

The

natural drainage of the town

is

good, although there are
low to allow dry

some low

lands, but the water-level

cellars.

There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades

is

sufficiently

in

town.

The schoolhouses

and

ventilated,

especial attention having been given to these points.

The town

hall

is

are well heated,

the only building in

town

lighted,

that

is

provided with

fire-

escapes.

There are no established health regulations, and the board of
upon complaints received. There have been no
cases of contagious disease in town for five years
should any
health acts only

;

occur, infected houses would be placarded.

Madison

Board of Health.

—

Poptilatio7i, 554.

— Josiah

Frank W.

H. Hobbs, Frank R. Bennett,

Barrett, Selectvien.

Health Officer

— W.

G. Martin, M. D.

The water-supply of the town is principally from wells ; there
no complete system of sewers. There is some low land near
the village at Silver lake, and the water-level of the town is not
low enough to secure dry cellars in all localities. There are no
is

;
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offensive trades in

the town.

heated, lighted, or ventilated,

The schoolhouses are not well
and the fire-escapjes in connection

with hotels and public halls are insufficient.

No

sanitary regulations have been adopted by the

sional inspections are

reports are

made

made by

to the State

the board of health.

Board of Health

town occaNo monthly
;

in regard to con-

tagious diseases, although the physicians are prompt, as a rule, in

notifying the local board of the existence of any such cases

and disinfection required

infected houses are placarded

in cases

of diphtheria or scarlet fever, and public funerals are forbidden

from these diseases. The principal sanitary needs of
town are in connection with the schoolhouses.

in deaths

the

Manchester

— Population, 44,126.

—

George
Board of Health.
sons, M. D., Joseph
Manchester

by

miles distant

is

;

M.

furnished with water from a public supply

The supply

the city.

C. Hoilt, M. D., William

is

this lake has

Par-

B. Sawyer, C. E., Clerk.

owned

taken from Lake Massabesic, four

an area of about 2,500 acres, and

drains some forty square miles of sparsely inhabited territory in
the towns of Auburn, Candia,

The quantity pumped

ter.

fifty-two

July

million

the supply

;

The system of

gallons
is

and the

for the use

per

month

eastern part of

Manches-

of the city varies from
to sixty-eight

million in

always abundant.

sewers

is

not above criticism, but probably

is

as

and growth.
In the last ten years about $256,000 has been expended in the
Nearly all the buildconstruction and maintenance of sewers.
ings in the compact part of the city, including the houses fifty to
one hundred feet apart, are connected, but houses are constantly
being built upon newly opened and unsewered streets, and in such

good

as

can be found in any city of a similar

cases cesspools are used

;

size

these are generally arranged to allow

the water to leach away into the ground.

The

natural drainage of the

town

is

good, the land

is

mostly

sandy, there are no swamps of any extent near the city, and the
water-level
ities.

is

low enough to secure dry

cellars in nearly all local-
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one large slaughtering and rendering establishment,

of which there has been complaint, but the managers have so far

improved their apparatus and methods of work that it is not nowconsidered a nuisance
the board of health makes frequent inspections of the place.
The board has very little occasion to
;

make or enforce regulations in regard to offensive trades, as those
who carry on such occupations have generally done well without
compulsion.

Some of

the older schoolhouses are deficient in respect to heat-

and

ing, lighting,

ventilation, but year

Two

being remedied.

by year these defects are

of the houses have recently been

improved by the introduction of the Smead
larger houses are heated

radiation
tion

;

in the

given to

is

by steam, with both

construction of
all

new

closets

direct

;

much

most of the

and

indirect

buildings, especial atten-

that appertains to sanitation.

Since iSSo,

about $103,000 has been expended on schoolhouses, but the
largest

now

and most

costly ones were built before that time

in process of erection in

which

The

is

ward

eight, the estimated

;

five

one

is

cost of

$40,000.

mills are well supplied with fire-escapes,

be said of the principal hotels

;

and the same may

but most of the large business

and tenement blocks have but the merest apology for such
structures, and many of them have nothing of the kind.

We
as

occasionally issue regulations for sanitary mattei-s, but not

many

as

formerly

;

experience has taught that the general

statutes of the State are sufficient for

we have

to deal.

most of the cases with which

Inspections are constantly being made, both

with and without complaint having been entered.

Monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health, and the local board is promptly notified of the
infected
existence of any such cases by the attending physicians
houses are placarded, private funerals required in deaths from
diphtheria and scarlet fever, and hoiises in which these diseases
;

have occurred are ordered disinfected.

No

especial

sanitary

improvements have been inaugurated

we have been following out lines of work
previously commenced, such as the frequent and careful cleaning
of privy-vaults and barn-cellars, more care for cleanliness in

within the past year

;
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and p3.ssageways, better precautions against con-

yards, cellars,

tagious diseases, and the banishment of swine from the compact

part of the city.

The

competent agent or superintendent who

city needs a

should be paid for devoting his whole time and attention to sanitary affairs

found

;

he should have a public

at certain hours,

devoted

to

statistics

;

outdoor work.
if

office

where he could be

and the remainder of

He

his time should

be

should be the registrar of vital

man

he were a competent medical

he might be

charged with the duties of city physician.

We

need a better way of disposing of the rubbish and waste of
the swill is now carried to a place two miles from the
The other rubbish
city hall by a contractor, and fed to swine.
and debris is collected by the highway department, and dumped
the city

;

into low places in prQJected streets.

made no
dumps they

tractor has

of these

;

were when the

swill

The work of

the swill con-

perceptible improvement in the character

and

are about as foul

ill-smelling as

they

The whole mass of rubbish

went into them.

should be burned in a furnace constructed for that purpose.

We

need a hospital for contagious diseases other than small-

and necessity of isolation and disand insisted upon ; diphtheria
and scarlet fever are no less amenable to these measures, but they
are measures that are entirely impracticable in the crowded tenement blocks and among the ignorant and careless. It is believed
that such a hospital, properly conducted, would prove itself one of
the most beneficent and indispensable of our public institutions.
We need a more enlightened and vigorous public sentiment in

pox

;

in that disease, the value

infection are generally understood

regard to the protection of our water-supply.

own
wide

The

or control a belt of land at least one hundred
all

manent

around the lake

;

on

this belt

city should

and

fifty feet

no buildings, either

or temporary, for the housing of

man

per-

or beast, should be

allowed.
Finally, above all things, we need the dispelling of that apathy
and ignorance which tolerates filth and uncleanliness in persons
and surroundings; when people can be made to see that filth,

even though

same

it

may

not

perceptibly " stink," bears about the

relation to sickness that shavings

flagration, the sanitary battle will be

and benzine do

won.

to a

con-
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Board of Health.

— Levi

— Population,

211
15695.

A. Fuller, Joel F. Mason, Ivory E.

Gates, Selectmen.

The town

is

bution pipes

furnished with water from wells, and from distri-

owned by a

company

private

the latter furnishes

;

an abundant supply of soft water, contains no iron, and is of
good quality, never discolored or bad at any season of the year,
while its source is of undoubted purity.
There are no sewers in
town.

The town

is

naturally well drained, the water-level

low to secure dry

cellars,

near the village.

The

is

sufficiently

and there are no low lands or swamps

regulations governing slaughter-houses are

enforced, and there are none that constitute a nuisance, neither

any other offensive trades

are there

The schoolhouses

in town.

are well heated, lighted,

and ventilated, and

especial care has been exercised in this direction in the construction of

new

ones.

The

sufficient fire-escapes,

hotels and public halls are provided with
and the doors of public buildings erected

recently swing outward.

The town

has adopted and issued health regulations, but the

Monthly

board of health acts only on complaints received.

made

reports of contagious diseases have not been

Board of Health, but prompt notification

is

to the State

received from the

physicians by the local board of any such diseases existing in the

town

;

infected houses are placarded

;

in case

of death from

diphtheria or scarlet fever public funerals are forbidden, and the

houses in which these diseases have occurred are disinfected.

No

sanitary improvements have been inaugurated within the past
year,

and

at present the

town has no particular sanitary needs.

Marlow
Board

of

Health.

— Population, 584.

— Milan

F.

Jones,

William

S.

Gray,

Selectmen.

The water-supply of the town is from wells, of good quality,
and never discolored, a little hard, but ample in quantity. There
are no sewers.
The natural drainage of the town is good, and
There is no
the water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars.
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nuisance connected with slaughter-houses,
trade.

The schoolhouses

tilated,

and there are no

nor other offensive

poorly heated, lighted, and ven-

are

on the hotels or public

fire-escapes

halls.

No

by the town, and the
Monthly reports on
Board of Health when

health regulations have been adopted

board of health acts only upon complaint.

made

contagious diseases are

to the State

any such exist the physicians promptly notify the local board of
any such disease prevailing in the town, and public funerals are
There have
prohibited when deaths occur from diphtheria.
been no sanitary improvements within the past year.
;

Mason

— Population, 629.

Board of Health. —J. O. Reed,

Jr.,

B. F.

March, E.

S.

Spalding, Selectmen.

The town

is

supplied with water of good quality from wells.

There are no sewers. The town is well drained naturally, and
has a low water-level.
There are no slaughter-houses in town.
The schoolhouses are all old structures, and are not properly
ventilated.
There are no established health regulations ; no sanitary improvements have been undertaken for some time, and the
village is one that needs only private individual work in the sanitary line.

— Population,
Board of Health. —
Meredith

J. I.

1,642.

Prescott.

The water-supply of the town is from wells there are no sewThe town is naturally well drained, and there are no swamps
The schoolhouses are well heated,
low
lands near the village.
or
;

ers.

lighted,

and ventilated

;

the hotels and public halls are provided

with sufficient fire-escapes.

The town

has not adopted any health regulations, but occa-

sional sanitary inspections are
all

made by

complaints receive proper attention.

the local board promptly of
report of the same

is

all

made to

the board of health,

The

and

physicians notify

existing diseases, but no

the State Board of Health

;

monthly
infected

houses are placarded, and public funerals are forbidden in deaths

from diphtheria or

scarlet fever.
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Merrimack

Board of Health.
The
taining

— William

water-supply of the town
all

grades of water
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;

is

there

951.

P. Melvin, Selectman.

from individual wells conno system of sewers, each

is

house-owner providing for his own sewage.

The

water-level of

town is low enough so that nearly all of the cellars are dry.
There are three villages, none of them very large, Reed's Ferry,
Thornton's Ferry, and South Merrimack. There are no slaughterThe town house is in good
houses or offensive trades in town.
sanitary condition, and the doors swing outward ; some of the
schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated, but others
are in a poor condition in these respects, although improvements
There are no hotels in town.
are made each year.
The board of health acts upon complaints received monthly
reports of contagious diseases are not made to the State Board of
Health, although the local board is promptly notified of any such
cases by attending physicians
there has not been a case of
diphtheria or scarlet fever in the town for more than a year, but
any infected house is placarded. No particular sanitary progress
many of the farmers need
has been made during the past year
to be awakened to the fact that their drinking-water is polluted
samples from wells in the town have been tested and pronounced
unfit for use.
There are other unsanitary surroundings that

the

;

;

;

;

should

be changed,

such as

hog-pens in close proximity to

dwelling-houses.

MiDDLETON
Board of Health.

— Population,

207.

—

Benjamin P. Chesley, Daniel
Edgar N. Stevens, Selectmen.

This

is

a farming town, with

sufficient distance

no

village

from each other

;

B. Jones,

the farmers live at a

for each to

have a goodly

The only offensive trade in town is
liquor-selling, one common to many towns and difficult to eradicate.
The schoolhouses are not of modern construction, but as

share of pure atmosphere.

the school terms are only in the spring and fall, nature assists in
keeping them pure and wholesome, and in the future doubtless
others will be erected.
The doors of the church do not swing
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outward, and proper escape in case of

fire is

not provided in this

building.

The town

lias

no

official

health regulations

;

the board of health

attends to any unsanitary condition coming to

its knowledge.
There have been no cases of contagious diseases in the town.

Milan
Board of Health.

— Population,

— Ralph Cole,

1,029.

Charles E. Phipps, John

W.

Martin, Selectmen.

The town
and

is

furnished with water chiefly from private aqueducts

springs, but

some

the sources are pure

times hard.

this is a

;

wells are in use

in

;

the supply

contains no iron, generally

In the spring the water

by melting snows
sewers

;

many

is

is

ample, and

soft,

but some-

discolored and polluted

There

localities.

is

no system of

farming town, and each individual arranges for

own convenience, and generally
no need of interference by the board of health.
The natural drainage of the town is good, and there are no
swamps or low lands near the village ; there is no slaughter-house
that constitutes a nuisance, hence no regulations are enforced ;
the disposal of sewage for his
there

is

no other

offensive trade in town.

The schoolhouses

are well heated,

lighted,

and ventilated,
newly erected

especial attention being given to these points in

buildings.

The

hotels

and public

provided with

halls are

suit-

able fire-escapes.

The town

has

no established health

and the board
no monthly reports
the State Board of

regulations,

of health acts only upon complaints received

;

concerning contagious diseases are made to

Health, nor has the local board ever received a notification of

any such case by the physicians

if

any has

existed.

Proper pre-

cautions, as placarding infected houses, forbidding public funer-

would be taken should such measures become
town pay attention to
There
these matters without orders from the board of health.
have been no sanitary improvements in the town during the past
year except such as individuals have undertaken for their own

als,

and

disinfection,

necessary, but most of the people of the

safety,

home

and the needs

labor.

at the

present time require only private
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— Population,

— W.

H. W.
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3,014.

Hinds, M. D., President,
S. Hutchinson, M. D.,

Knowltoii, Treasurer^ H.

j\I.

Secretary.

The water-supply of
public suppl}'
pal streets

the town

both from wells and from a

is

distribution pipes are laid through

;

and service pipes are constantly being

all

the princi-

laid to these,

so that in the near future the use of this w'ater will be very general

will

analysis
iron,

A

purchase

it

the plant, but probably the

The

before long.

quality

is

fair, it

has a

tinge in summer,

slight

main

company now owns

a private

;

town

is

and is a little brackish in taste, and an
shows this to be due to vegetable matter it contains no
quite soft, abundant in quantity, and promises to re;

so.

system of sewerage was begun

money was expended,

last

year

;

sum of
made; some
number is small;
quite a

but only a beginning was

buildings were connected, but at present the

an arrangement for flushing the sewers

is

made from

constructed water-supply, which answers the purpose

the newly

fairly.

The

majority of buildings depend upon other means for disposal of
sink drainage

some have

;

cesspools, but the greater portion allow

the sink-water to be deposited on the surface of the ground

some of the cesspools used have

A

considerable portion of the town

There

is

of ponds

much
;

;

sides laid with stone.
is

not very well drained.

stagnant water in and near the village in the form

these are artificial, however,

ufacturing purposes

;

except for these

and maintained

for

man-

artificial barriers, there

is

no swamp or low land that would not be well drained.
Several slaughter-houses exist in the town, but the

discomfort and risk to health

amount of

very small indeed, as they are

is

thoroughly supervised by the board of health ; one large tannery
is also in operation, but it gives but little annoyance, as a sewer
conducts the waste matter to the

river.

enough to accommodate the
and the heat, light, and ventilation are faulty,
yet there has been no noticeable injury to the healthof the pupils
from these defects one new building was erected last year, in

The schoolhouses

pupils properly,

;

are not large

—
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which careful attention was given to sanitary points. The hotels
and public halls are supplied with proper fire-escapes.
Health regulations have been adopted by the town, and are
printed and distributed annually; the board of health makes
occasional inspections and attends to all complaints received.
No monthly reports on contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health, although the local board is promptly notified of
inthe existence of any such cases by the attending physicians
;

fected houses are not placarded, but public funerals are forbidden
in cases of deaths

which these

from diphtheria or

scarlet fever,

and houses

diseases have occurred are ordered disinfected.

system of sewers before mentioned

is

in

The

the only sanitary improve-

ment of any note within the past year. This work of better disposal of sewage and garbage should be continued, while the
drainage of the town should receive more attention.
Above all,
do the people of the town need a thorough appreciation of the
fact that health and filth are incompatibles.
MiLLSFiELD

No town

organization

report

;

Population, 62.

made by Hattie

Raymond,

L.

Postmistress.

The water-supply of the town is principally from wells there
no sewers. The natural drainage of the town is good, and
there is no nuisance in connection with slaughter-houses.
The
;

are

schoolhouses are poorly heated, lighted, and ventilated

;

there are

no hotels or public halls. As there is no local board of health,
no monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health, and there have been no sanitary improvements

made

within the past year.

— Population,
Health. — Luther Hayes, Henry
Milton

Board of

The water-supply of
quality

is

the

generally good.

tive in sewerage

;

there

1.640.

is

town

is

chiefly

The town,

from

as a whole,

B. Scates.
wells,
is

and the

very defec-

no system of sewers, each individual

owner disposing of sewage at his own convenience; nearly all of
the dwelhngs depend upon cesspools for sink drainage, and these
are not well cemented.
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At Three Ponds village the natural drainage is greatly affected
by the rise and fall of the pond, and the condition of wells and
cellars also depends upon it in a large measure
when the pond is
high, it is impossible to keep the cellars drained in some parts of
the village.
There is no slaughter-house or offensive trade in the
;

villages.

town are poorly heated, and, in
all respects, but the town
expects to build two or three new ones next year, and to repair
There is now in process of erection at Milton Three
others.
Ponds village a fine school building, costing twenty-five thousand dollars, to be known as the Nute High School.
The only
fire-escapes in town are on the Burley & Usher shoe factory.
The board of health acts only upon complaint. No monthly
reports concerning contagious diseases have been made to the
State Board of Health, and no cases of a serious nature have existed in the town.
There have been no sanitary improvements undertaken within the past year, but better sewerage is
needed to conduct the sewage from sinks and cesspools to the
river.
The general sanitary condition of the town is good.
Nearly

all

the schoolhouses in

deplorable condition in

fact, are in a

Monroe
Board of Health.

— Population,
— C.

478.

B. Paddleford, Selectman.

The water-supply of the town is from wells and springs; there
The town is well drained, being located chiefly
are no sewers.
on a

side-hill

;

the water-level

is

sufficiently

low to secure dry

and although there are low lands and swamps near the
The town contains
village, the village is at a higher elevation.

cellars,

no nuisance

in connection with slaughter-houses.

No

fire-escapes

are needed at the hotels or public halls.

The town

has not adopted any health regulations, no sanitary

inspections are made, nor are any complaints received by the

board of health.

No monthly

reports of contagious diseases have

been made to the State Board of Health, none have been returned
by the physicians, and there have been no such cases to deal
with.
year.

No

sanitary improvements have been

made within

the past

;;
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Mont Vernon — Population,

479.

— William F. Hadley, Charles H. Raymonds

Board of Health.

W.

P.

Woods,

Selectme7i.

The water-supply of the town is wholly from wells it is soft,
and no complaint has ever been made concerning the quality or
;

A

quantity.

privies

public supply for the village

the

discus-

is

many

well drained naturally, although there are

wet

now under

is

no complete system of sewers, and in many cases
The town is fairly
and sinks are not properly drained.

There

sion.

at certain seasons of the year
village.

There

;

cellars that are

no swamps near

there are

no slaughter-house or offensive trade

is

in

town.

The schoolhouses

are well heated, lighted, and ventilated
no buildings provided with improved methods of fireescapes, and none have been erected lately.
The town has not adopted any health regulations sanitary inspections are made on complaint, and at other times. The local
board of health is promptly notified of any existing cases of conthere have been no
tagious diseases by the attending physicians
cases of diphtheria or scarlet fever in town during the past year.
During the past year drains and pipes amounting to ;^5oo were

there are

;

;

laid

;

the

that

so

village

sinks,

needs a sewer throughout

privies,

and

its

entire length,

may be more

cellars

thoroughly

drained.

MouLTONBOROUGH
Board of Health.
The water-supply of

— Population,

— George H.

the

town

is

quality from both sources

veyed from nearly

all

the

is

houses

by

cellars in a majority of the dwellings.

in connection with slaughter-houses.

heated, lighted,

and

ventilated.

The

wells,

when

sink drainage

gutters.

not well drained, although the water-level

dry

from

from springs, and

The

good.

is

Bragg, Selectman.

chiefly

generally hard, and the remainder

1,034.

is

is

is

conis

to secure

no nuisance

The schoolhouses
hotels

is

it

soft

The town

low enough

There

is

and public

are well
halls are

not provided with fire-escapes.

Occasional inspections are made by the board of health, and

;
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it

also acts

upon complaints received.

contagious diseases have been
there have been

none

are

made

No monthly

reports of

Board of Health
the town lately, and

to the State

no sanitary improvements

needed
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in

at present.

Nashua

— Population,

19,311.

—

Willard C. Tolles, M. D.,
Board of Health.
Collins, M. D. Augustus W. Shea, M. D.

Charles

S.

,

The

water-supply of Nashua

northwest from the city, and

is

is

from Pennichuck pond, located

furnished by a private company.

The water is good at all seasons of the year soft, pure, and
abundant in quantity. There are very few wells in use.
We have sewers, but not a complete system. Most of the
the
houses along the lines of sewers are connected therewith
;

;

sewers are well flushed.

About one

half the houses have cess-

pools or dry wells the latter are for the most part open at the
bottom and not cemented at the sides.
The city is well drained for the most part the water-level is
There is some swamp land
sufficiently low to allow dry cellars.
along Salmon brook at the southern part of the town, but not
;

;

very extensive.

There
city.

after

is

no slaughter-house

Our schoolhouses
especial attention

new

that constitutes a nuisance in the

One soap factory is a nuisance at times,
when it becomes in any way offensive.

buildings.

are well

lighted,

heated,

but

it

is

looked

and ventilated

;

given to these points in the construction of
Our fire-escapes are ample, and the doors of
is

public buildings swing outward.

The

city adopts health regulations, and the board of health
upon complaints and also inspects the worst parts of the city
every two or three weeks.
We make monthly reports to the State Board of Health our

acts

;

physicians report promptly in cases of contagious diseases

placard

;

we

infected houses, prohibit public funerals in deaths from

diphtheria and scarlet

fever,

and require the disinfection of

houses where these diseases have occurred.

Our sewerage system is being extended and arrangements made
and connecting: smaller sewers with the main lines.

for flushinar
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Garbage is collected once a week and buried in a suitable place.
Our greatest need is a full and complete system of sewers. We
have a health

also should

to all houses

who should make

officer,

and places not

regular visits

in perfect sanitary condition, give

proper directions in regard to abating nuisances, and see that they
are carried out.

The

salary of the

board of health should also be

increased.

Nelson

— Population,

Health. — Marcus

Board of

M.

Fred A. Scott,

The water-supply of

the

public supply exists or

town

is

332.

Bailey,

Charles A. Tarbox,

Selecttnen.
is

principally from wells

contemplated.

no

;

There are neither

The town appears to be well drained natand the water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars ;
there are low lands containing ponds east and west of the village
but there are no swamps.
There are no slaughter-houses or offen-

sewers nor cesspools.
urally,

sive trades in town.

The

schoolhouses and public buildings are old structures and

well lighted but poorly ventilated.

connection with hotels or public

No monthly

There are no

fire-escapes in

halls.

reports of contagious diseases have been

made

to

the State Board, but the local board has always been notified

promptly of any such cases by the attending physicians ; the infected houses have always been placarded, public funerals are
forbidden in deaths from any contagious disease, and houses in

which any such disease has occurred are ordered disinfected.
No sanitary improvements have been accomplished within the
last year other than the general cleaning up around premises in
the spring the dwellings of this town are few and far between,
and every resident can attend to his own sanitary needs.
;

New Boston — Population,
Board of

Health. — Thos.

E.

Cochran,

1,067.

Chas.

S.

Colburn,

Eugene A. Edwards, Selectmen.

The water-supply

is

mostly from wells

;

a small amount

tributed through pipes from wells close by.

contemplated.

is

dis-

Think no change

is
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few houses have sewers which discharge into the

there

is

no complete system, considerably

less

river,

but

than half the houses

The remaining dwellings have simply
The site of the town

being thus sewered.

wooden spout with

surface drainage.

a
is

naturally well drained, the Piscataquog river passing through the

There are no low lands or swamps near the
and the cellars are mostly dry.
There are no slaughter-houses and no offensive trades, other

center of the village.
village,

than rum-selling, in town.

Our schoolhouses
well ventilated.

I

are well heated

in the construction of

new

In the two

and lighted but not

think special attention

new

buildings.

used quite largely as a public

all

the

other

are

all

given to these points

churches, town house, and school building, the

doors swing outward, as the law directs
is

is

halls together,

hall,

;

but in Valley Hall, which

perhaps twice as

the outside doors swing

much

as

inward,

while the inside doors swing both ways.

The town does not adopt

and the board of
Our board makes a monthly re-

health regulations,

health acts only on complaints.

port to the State Board, and the physicians report promptly in

contagious diseases

but

;

we do not

placard infected

houses.

There have been no public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and
The disinfection of infected
scarlet fever for two or three years.
houses

The

is left

for the doctors to attend to.

sanitary improvements of the year consist of the laying of

sewer pipes to discharge sink drainage into the

river.

There seem to be no sanitary needs at the present time. Three
years ago most of the public buildings and several dwellings in the
These have been rebuilt and
center of the village were burned.
in their construction

a great deal of attention has been given to

sanitary requirements.

Newbury
Board of Health.

— Population ,487.

— Hiram

B. Cheney, Richard T. Muzzey,

Joel Gillingham, Selectmen.

The town
erally

is

supplied with water from wells and springs

good, soft water

plated.

the town

;

;

gen-

no public supply and none contem-

There are no public sewers. The natural drainage of
is good ; the cellars of the dwellings are generally dry,
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and

no low lands or swamps near the village detrimenThere is no nuisance connected with slaughter-

there are
health.

tal to

houses.

The schoolhouses
and public

hotels

are considered

halls are

and
and the

well heated, lighted,

There are no new public buildings

ventilated.

in town,

supposed to be well provided with

fire-

escapes.

There are no established health regulations, and the board of
upon complaints received. No monthly reports
concerning contagious diseases have been made to the State Board
There have been
of Health, and there have been no such cases.
no sanitary improvements made within the past year, and none
health acts only

are needed at present.

New Durham — Population,
Board of

Health. — Dana

P. Jones,

579.

Eben

B. Berry,

Ephraim

K. Roberts, Selectmen.

The water-supply
This

is

principally from wells

of underdrains from sink-spouts.

drained
village.

;

;

generally pure.

a farming community, and the sewerage consists chiefly

is

cellars are generally dry.

No

The town is naturally very well
Not much low land near the

We

slaughter-houses in town.

think the school-

houses are generally well heated, lighted, and ventilated.

The town does not adopt

health regulations, but the board of

health makes occasional sanitary inspections.

There have been
town during the year. There
have been no sanitary improvements of any importance in town

no

cases of contagious disease in

during the year

;

nothing in particular

is

needed.

— Poptilation, 401.
Health. — Thomas B. Hoyt, Selectman.

Newington
Board of
The town
are

no

is

sewers.

supplied with water from wells and springs

The

natural drainage of the town

is

;

there

quite good,

the water-level being low enough to secure dry cellars in most of

There are no offensive trades or slaughter-houses in
schoolhouse was built in 1872, and is fairly well
no public buildings have been erected since
lighted and heated
There are no hotels, and the only hall is over the schoolthen.
room, with no escape in case of fire other than the stairway.
the houses.

town.

One

;
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The board of health acts only upon complaint the physicians
promptly notify the board of any prevailing contagious disease,
;

and proper precautions are taken to prevent the spread of the
disease, although no monthly reports in regard to any such cases
are sent to the State Board of Health.
Placards are placed on
the infected houses

public funerals are prohibited in deaths from

;

diphtheria or scarlet fever, and any houses which have contained
these diseases are disinfected.

There have been no sanitary improvements in the town within
and as Newington is small in area and thinly set-

the past year,

have but few wants in

tled, the residents

New

Ipswich

direction.

— Population, 969.

— Francis W.

Board of Health.

this'

Prichard, Charles L. Robbins,

William T. Bucknam, Selectmen.

The water-supply

is

from wells and

a few private houses have sewers
drainage
quite a

is

;

is

of good quality.

Only

in a majority of cases, the sink

deposited on the surface of the ground, although

number of

residents conduct

it

to a distance

from their

houses in pipes or troughs and a few have cemented cesspools.

or

The natural drainage of the town is good, with no low lands
swamps near the village, and the water-level low enough to in-

sure dry cellars.

There

is

no slaughter-house that constitutes a

nuisance, or other offensive trade.

The schoolhouses

are well heated, lighted, and ventilated, and
good means of escape in case of fire connected
with the hotels and public halls.
The town has no established regulations in sanitary matters;
occasional inspections are made by the board of health and action
is also taken on all complaints received.
No particular sanitary
progress has been made in the town lately
a better system of
caring for sink drainage is needed, and more cesspools. At times

there are very

\

the privies connected with the

Columbia Manufacturing Company

have caused complaint, but they have been properly kept during
the past season.
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New, London

— Population,

— Charles W. Gay, Jacob H, Todd, William

Board of Health.

S. Carter,

The water-supply of
some spring water

799.

the

Selectmen.

town

is

principally from wells, but

The town

is situated on a hill and is
swamps or low lands near the villages
and the water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars in most
There are no slaughter-houses or offensive
parts of the town.

well drained

;

used.

is

there are no

trades in town.

The schoolhouses

are all well heated, lighted, and ventilated ;
no large hotels or public halls, the villages being small,
hence there is no need for fire-escapes.
The town has never adopted any health regulations, and the
board of health acts only upon complaints received. Monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State Board of Health
whenever there are any such in the town physicians are prompt

there are

;

to notify the local

board

cases of diphtheria

and

such diseases

if

scarlet fever the

fection, but public funerals in deaths

exist.

In a very few

board has ordered disin-

from those causes have been

allowed and infected houses have never been placarded.

There have been no sanitary improvements
and none are needed at present.

in

town within the

past year,

Newport

—

Populatio7i, 2,623.

—

Board of Health.
Elisha M. Kempton, Joseph W. Parmelee,
Thomas B. Sanborn, Secretary.
The

water-supply of the town

is

from wells on the premises or

from springs, conveyed to the houses in pipes two parties
nish water to families by the year, but the greater number of
;

idents

own

wells or springs

;

the water

is

furres-

of good color, that

from springs and most of the wells being soft the supply is inand a more ample one is greatly needed, and a company
has already been organized and is prospecting for an abundant
;

sufficient

supply of pure, soft water sufficient for

There

Main
it

;

is

all

purposes.

only one short sewer in town, running from North

street to the river,

and very few houses are connected with
and are

cesspools are the chief reliance for sink drainage,
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well located for natural

the surface water flows readily to the river

on a portion of Main

are covered drains

and there

There are no
swamps near the village except one of a few square rods, and the
water-level is low enough to secure dry cellars.

The

street.

slaughter-houses are outside of the village and no

plaint concerning

them has been received

nery in the center of the village

is

for three years

coma tan-

;

the only other offensive trade

in town.

The schoolhouses

in the village and as far as known throughout
town are well lighted, heated, and ventilated, with a few exin remodeling those in the village, particular attention
ceptions
was given to lighting and ventilation, and one of the resident

the

;

physicians has

made

town

hall

The

a careful study of these sanitary points.

hotels are not provided

open outward.

with

fire-escapes.

One block

— the

The doors

of the

Lewis block

— has

doors from second story opening outward, others swing inward.

The town

has no local health regulations in force, and the

Monthly reports on
Board of Health when
any such prevail the physicians promptly notify the local board
There has been no occasion to placard infected
of such cases.
public funerals are
houses, but this would be done if necessary
forbidden in deaths from diphtheria, and there have been none

board of health acts only upon complaint.
contagious diseases are

made

to the State

;

;

from scarlet fever for three years.

Disinfection of houses

is

re-

quired and enforced in case of death from any contagious disease.

No

improvement has been attempted within
the board of health, whether called
by complaint or whenever the opportunity presented itself, have
endeavored to enlighten the people and stimulate every one to
The town
better methods of drainage and sanitary surroundings.
river and
the
into
very much needs a system of sewers to drain
a better water-supply is also required, but the latter want will soon
especial sanitary

the past year

be met.

;

the

members of
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— Population,

NoRTHFiELD

Board of Health.
der,

The

— William
Edwin D.

It

is

M. Cogswell, R. N.

very good

is

throughout

thought to be ample for

S.

Bachel-

Forrest, S-dectmeti.

water-supply of the town

miles east of the village, and

1,115.

is

from Knowles pond, two

furnished

by a private company.

the year, never

many

years to come,

discolored, soft,

and

its

source

is

considered pure.

Some

of the residences on the high river bank have private

sewers to the river, but they are few in

been accomplished in

number and not much has

this direction, as the water-supply has

in use only a year or two.

Nearly

all

of the sink drainage

been
is

de-

The natural drainage of
swamp land near the village,

posited on the surface of the ground.

the town

is

good, with but very

little

and the water-level is low enough to insure dry cellars.
The slaughter-house is about three fourths of a mile from the
compact part of the village and is very well conducted occa;

sional cautions are given the owners that the best of care must

be exercised

in

sanitary condition

its

if

they would remain in

their present location.

The schoolhouses

are well heated and lighted, but

attention has been given to ventilation, and the only
present

is

The

by means of windows.

Northfield side of the

village (Tilton) contains but two public buildings,

building and town

no especial
method at

— the school

hall.

The town has not adopted health regulations and the principal
work of the town board of health is attending to complaints.
The physicians promptly notify the board of any contagious diseases prevailing in the town, although no monthly reports are
made to the State Board of Health public funerals are forbidden in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and the houses
Placards would
in which these diseases occur are disinfected.
be placed on infected houses should occasion require them.
Sanitary progress in the town has been gradual, as the people
have become awakened to the necessity of it the town needs
one main sewer to the river and should then require sinks and
;

;

privies connected with

it.
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— Population, 804.

S.

Brown, George W.

Knowles,

Cyrus Fogg, Selectmen.

The water-supply of

the town is from wells.
All of the dwelldepend upon cesspools with open sides and bottom for sink
drainage the only village in the town is the summer settlement
at Little Boar's Head, and nearly all of the houses and cottages
quite a number of these summer residents
drain into the ocean
are in favor of laying one large sewer, and doubtless something
will be done in this respect in the near future.
The town is naturally well drained, the water-level being low
enough to insure dry cellars, and there are no low lands or swamps
There is no nuisance in connection with
near the village.
ings

;

;

slaughter-houses.

The schoolhouses
in the construction

and ventilated, and

are well heated, lighted,

especial care has been taken to secure

of

new

good

results in these points

The

school buildings.

hotels

and

public halls are not properly provided with fire-escapes, but the

doors of newly erected public buildings are hung to swing outward.

The town

has no established health regulations and the board

of health acts only upon complaints received

does not

make monthly

;

the local board

reports of contagious diseases to the State

Board of Health, although they receive prompt notification of
any such cases from the physicians. Infected houses are placarded, houses in which diphtheria and scarlet fever have occurred are disinfected, and public funerals are forbidden in deaths

There have been no sanitary improvements
from these diseases.
in the town during the past year.

Northumberland
Board of Health.

— James

— Population,

H.

Curtis,

J.

1,356.

W. Welch,

Charles

Hutchinson, Selectmen.

The town
the houses
are

still

is

chiefly supplied with

by wooden

running water, conveyed to
some wells and pumps

logs or iron pipes

a private

;

The supply of Groveton village is furnished by
company it is generally good, clear water, soft, and of

in use.

;

sufficient quantity for practical purposes.

;
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There

no system pf sewers

is

to

convey sewage from buildings
and these are for disposing of

there are only a few sewers in town,

The town

surface water.

is,

as a whole, well drained naturally, the

building lands being dry and allowing dry

The butchers

cellars.

of the town use Western beef, kept in refrigerators, so there

much

town except

The
and

No

trouble with slaughter-houses.

is

not

other offensive trades in

liquor-selling.

public buildings and schoolhousesare well heated, lighted,

ventilated,

attention
halls are

is

and

in the construction

given to these points.

of

new schoolhouses due

Possibly the hotels and public

not sufficiently provided with fire-escapes.

The town

has not adopted any health regulations and the board

of health makes sanitary inspections only on complaints received.

No monthly
State

reports of contagious diseases have been

Board of Health, and no such

No

town.

particular sanitary

made

to the

cases have occurred in the

improvements have been under-

taken within the past year, and at present the only need of the

town

in this line

is

a system of sewers to carry off waste water in

a wet time.

NORTHWOOD
Board of Health.

— E.

— Population,

1,478.

G. Boody, L. E. Kimball,

J.

J.

Bart-

let t, Selecimeji.

Our water-supply

in some instances the
do not know whether the water
contains iron or not.
A survey has been made by parties contemplating the introduction of a public supply from Jenness pond.
There are no sewers in town, to my knowledge. Most families
depend upon cesspools for the disposal of their drainage when
anything beyond surface drainage is attempted. This town is
naturally well drained, and the water-level is sufficiently low to
There are low lands near the Narrows, but
insure dry cellars.

water

is

the drainage

One

is

mostly from wells

hard, but generally soft

is

;

;

good.

slaughter-house in town has been a source of complaint,

but upon being notified the proprietors placed
tion.

No

Our schoolhouses
by

stoves.

it

in

good condi-

other offensive trades in town.
are well lighted

There are no

and ventilated, and heated
any pub-

fire-escapes in connection with
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building or hall in town, neither do the doors of such build-

lie

ings swing outward.

Our town has never adopted health

regulations,

of health acts upon complaints only.

monthly reports

to the State Board, so

have never had occasion to do so since

Have never known
gious disease

;

and the board

Our board has not made
far as I know
think they
;

I

have been on the board.

a house to be placarded in case of a conta-

neither have

known

I

a public funeral to be pro-

Do

hibited in a death from diphtheria or scarlet fever.
to require the disinfection of

not have

infected houses, because

is

it

so

generally attended to without, except in particular cases.

There have been no sanitary improvements during the
I

think the greatest need of our town at present

is

year.

some

that

physician be appointed to act with the board of selectmen as a

board of health.

— Population,

Nottingham

98S.

—

Board of Health.
Benjamin W. Crawford, John
Thomas E. Fernald, Selectmen.
Our water-supply
town

Our schoolhouses
house

is

is

from

We

wells.

No

naturally well drained.

is

are well heated

and

E. Cooper,

The

have no sewers.

slaughter-houses in town.

lighted,

and our new school-

well ventilated.

regulations.
Have had no
town during the past year. There
have been no sanitary improvements, and none are needed.

Our town does not adopt health

cases of contagious disease in

Orange

— Population,

Health. — John

Board of

H.

245.

Samuel

French,

Hoyt,

L.

Russell Sanborn, Selectmen.

The water-supply
erally of

We

have no sewers.

Have no
lated

;

is

principally from wells

unquestioned purity.

The

slaughter-houses.

No

;

the water

public supply

is

natural drainage of the town

Our schoolhouses

is

gen-

contemplated.

are

is

well

good.
venti-

have built no new schoolhouses since the passage of the

town system

law.

health would act upon complaints if any were
There have been no contagious diseases in town, to

The board of
received.

—
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my

knowledge, hence we have made no monthly report to the

State Board.

— Population, 916.
Health. — Isaac Willard, Selectman.

Orford
Board of

The water-supply
The

public wells.

is

from nine large springs (private) and two

spring water

discolored or bad, contains

The

in quantity.

There

Two
is

is

of the best quality, never

well-water

is

no house sewerage

;

soft

is

some

pure, contains

and ample

lime.

there are two surface-water drains.

The town
on the best terrace
There are no swamps near the

thirds of the dwellings drain into stoned vaults.

well drained, being situated

naturally

lands in the Connecticut valley.
village.

No

slaughter-houses in town.

Our public buildings
our

is

some iron oxide,

district

are generally well cared for.

schoolhouses are poorly ventilated

;

Some of

heated with box

stoves.

The board of health acts upon complaints c/nly. We make
no monthly report to the State Board of Health. Physicians
report promptly
we placard infected houses, prohibit public
funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and require
;

the disinfection of infected houses.

A

village

improvement society has been organized during the

year.

OssiPEE

Board of Health.

Population., 15630.

— Thomas Nute, Orodon

P.

Hobbs,

Select-

men.

A

part of the

town

is

supplied with water from an aqueduct at

Ossipee Corner, and the remainder from springs and wells.

There are no sewers or cesspools in town, except at the Pine
Cellars in town are usually dry.
at Ossipee.
There are no slaughter-houses. Our schoolhouses are heated by
There are no fire-escapes, except at the county
wood stoves.
almshouse, and all doors to public buildings swing inward.
The town does not adopt health regulations, and the board of
health acts only upon complaints.
Our board does not make
River House,

monthly reports

to the State

Board.

Physicians generally notify
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any case of a contagious disease

we prohibit
and

;

public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever,
require

the

of houses

disinfection

where such diseases have

occurred.

There have been no sanitary improvements

in

town during

the year.

— Population, 791.
Officer. — Amos Batchelder. M.
Pelham

Health

The water-supply
surface water

is

is

The open

excluded.

have disappeared, and more care
tion to

drinking-water.
If the

others soft.

owing

D.

from individual covered

water

is

wells

wells, from which
and old well-sweeps

taken than formerly in rela-

In some cases the water
is

not of good quality

it

is
is

hard, in

generally

to neglect.

This

is

an

farming community.
We have no
methods of drainage are adopted. Tycomparatively rare in this town, and has been so
intelligent

sewers, but the ordinary

phoid fever

is

for the past

twenty years.

The town

naturally well drained by Beaver river, which
town from northwest to southeast. A not very
low swamp of some eight or ten acres lies near the village.
Neither slaughter-house nor offensive trade in town.
Our
schoolhouses are mostly new and well heated, lighted, and ventilated.
The doors of the two public halls swing outward.
Our town adops no health regulations the board of health
does not make occasional inspections, and there are no complaints received.
Our board does not make monthly reports to
the State Board of Health, and I am not aware that any precausite is

flows through the

;

tions are taken in contagious diseases.
I do not know that there have been any sanitary improvements in the town during the past year, and none are needed at

present.

Pembroke

Board of Health.

— Population, 3,172.

— Isaac

G. Russ, James Dodge, Victor

Guilbert, Selectmen.

A

part of the water-supply

aqueduct

;

is

from springs, and a part from an

the quality of the water

is

very good.
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We

have sewers alpng the main

the houses are connected.

The

street

think about one half

;

cesspools are well cemented.

is well drained and the cellars are dry
low lands or swamps near Suncook village.

The town

slaughter-houses or other buildings in town.

houses well heated, lighted, and ventilated.
hotel in town

and

The board of
lage.

that

is

a small one

;

no

do not make a monthly report
Our physicians report promptly

Health.
;

No

offensive

We call our schoolWe have but one

fire-escapes.

health makes occasional inspections of the

We

diseases

there are no

;

we placard

to the State

vil-

Board of

of contagious

in cases

infected houses, prohibit public funerals in

deaths from contagious diseases, and require the disinfection of

houses where such diseases occur.

There have been no sanitary improvements during the past
year.

Think we

are fairly well off as regards sanitary needs.

Peterborough

Board

Health.

of

— C.

Charles

The water-supply
The town is situated

— Population,
A.

Jotham G. Morrill,

Jaquith,

W. Hunter,

2,507.

Selectmen.

is from wells and aqueducts.
and the neighboring hills abound
with springs which furnish pure water. These springs are being
utilized more and more with each succeeding year for private
and neighborhood aqueducts. We have no public water-supply.
We have no complete system of sewers. The town put a
There has
sewer in the main street, and one other, last year.

of our village
in a valley,

been a large decrease in the number of cesspools during the past
year, owing to private enterprise.

The town

favorably situated for good drainage ; cellars are
no swamps or low lands near the village. Our
no offensive trades
slaughter-house is well outside the village
usually dry

is

;

;

in town.

Our
is

public buildings are in

good condition.

the only public building having a fire-escape

Our shoe
;

factory

but the doors

of such buildings are made to swing outward, as the law directs.
The town does not adopt health regulations. Our doctors
report to us any unsanitary conditions observed by them

and we
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give our immediate attention to the same, as well as to any other

Our board does not make a monthly report to the
Board of Health, but our physicians are prompt to report

complaints.
State

any case of a contagious

We

disease.

placard infected houses,

prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet
fever,

and require the disinfection of houses where these

diseases

have occurred.

There have been no public sanitary improvements

Our

during the past year.

need

greatest

is

in

town

a public system of

sewerage.

PiERMONT

Board of Health.

— H.

— Population,

H. Palmer, W. H. Horton, Aaron

Barton,

The

water-supply

Jr.,

Selectmen.

mostly brought

is

The water

by private companies.

709.

in

pipes from

springs,

and never discolored.
It is generally good at all seasons of the year, and is sufficient in
quantity except during a very dry season
do not know that it
is

soft

;

contains iron.

We

No

public supply

have no public sewers

of caring for

and the

its

sewage.

cellars are

dry

;

;

is

contemplated.

each dwelling has

The town
there are

is

its

own method

naturally well drained

no low lands or swamps near

the village.

There are slaughter-houses in town, but none near the village.
Our schoolhouses are well heated, lighted, and ventilated we
have no new school buildings.
The town does not adopt health regulations, neither does the
board of health make inspections.
Our board does not make
monthly reports to the State Board of Health the physicians
do not report contagious diseases we do not prohibit public
funerals in deaths from scarlet fever and diphtheria, neither do
we require the disinfection of infected houses.
There have been no sanitary improvements during the past
year; do not know that any change is needed.
;

;

;
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— Population, 669.

Pittsburg

— E. L.

Farnham, James W, Baldwin, R. A.

Tabor.

(Appointed.)

Board of Health.
The

.

water-supply of this town

from individual springs

logs

generally brought in pipes or

is

the

;

water

is

and of best

soft

quality the year round.

No

There

sewers in town.

is

no need of sewers

Our

Nature has attended to the drainage.

We

have no regular slaughter-house in town

are killed occasionally in different places.
in

in this

;

No

town.

good.

cellars are

but beef cattle
offensive trades

town.

Our schoolhouses

are

not

what they should be

they are

;

poorly ventilated, not properly heated, and the light

is

not well

which the
pupils are obliged to occupy. Our new schoolhouses are built on
I have tried to remedy the evils, but have
the same old plan.
failed. None of our buildings have fire-escapes. The town house
is the only public building having the doors swing outward.
distributed

;

but worse than

The town does not adopt

all

else

are the desks

We

health regulations.

have taken

and
Our board

great pains to improve the sanitary condition of the people,
I

made

think we have

progress in

many

directions.

makes monthly reports

to the State Board.

card infected houses.

We

We

intend to pla-

have had some trouble

in

regard to

public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, but

have always carried our point. Use disinfectants in all places
where contagious diseases have occurred. Our physicians do
not report promptly in cases of contagious diseases.
We have made some sanitary improvements during the year

have caused privies

to

;

be moved, slop-holes changed or drained^

pig-pens changed, old wells

filled,

chip dirt taken from sheds,

etc., etc.

There are many changes that would improve the sanitary condiWater is a source of
instances
it is brought
many
small
towns
in
much trouble in all
tion of our town, as well as towns near by.
;

to the dwelling, but

and

it is left

house,
stances.

and

to

is

made

to

conduct

form mud-holes with the slops and

this

New

no provision

condition

is

it

filth

the cause of disease in

away,
of the

many

in-

buildings are not properly located, stables, barn-
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cases

on higher land

the waste from these buildings

is

allowed to drain toward the house and saturate the soil about.
Our dwelling-houses are poorly constructed, and there are other
unsanitary conditions too numerous to mention.
The board of health in rural towns has much to contend with
that in cities is better understood and appreciated.
Our people
are not accustomed to having their domestic affairs meddled
with, and many times we have hard work to convince them that

we comply with the law. But they are
understand the intentions of the board of health
and are more ready to comply with our instructions. We have
it is

for their benefit that

beginning

distributed

to

the various pamphlets sent us, and shall try to im-

prove the condition of our town during the coming year.

— Population, 2,605.

PiTTSFi ELD

Board of Health.

—

W.

P. S. Elliott, F.

Blake, A.

H. Young,

Selectmen.

Our water-supply

is

furnished through distribution pipes, by a

private water company.
slightly
soft,

ample

in quantity,

About two

of the town

there are no

and

thirds of the

public sewer, which
level

The water

is

of good quality, but

discolored after a heavy rain

is
is

well

its

source

is

it

the

is

connected with the

to secure

village.

,

of undoubted purity.

dwellings are

low

it is

contains no iron

flushed once a month.

sufficiently

swamps nqar

;

No

dry

The

water-

cellars,

and

slaughter-houses

which constitute nuisances. Our schoolhouses are well lighted,
heated, and ventilated.
There are no fire-escapes in connection
with any building in town, but the doors of public buildings
swing outward, as the law directs.
We
The board of health acts upon complaints received.
make no monthly report to the State Board of Health. Our
physicians are prompt to report cases of contagious diseases ; infected houses are placarded, public funerals are prohibited in
deaths from contagious diseases, and houses where such diseases

have occurred are disinfected.
Additional sewers have been

laid

during the year.
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Plainfield

— Population,

— Elbridge

Board of Health.

1,173.

G. Beers, M.

Edwin K.

D.,

Miller.

Our water-supply

is

mostly from

dug

wells,

at points

and

places most convenient to the buildings, without regard to sur-

roundings or the natural gravity of surface or under currents.

The water

is

hard, containing

iron, but

little

more lime

;

it

is

ample in quantity.

A

water-supply

is

proposed

The matter

near future.

and the stock

is

for the village of

in

A

partly subscribed.

is

spring of nearly pure

water, flowing three gallons per minute,

above the highest point of the

Meriden in the
company,

the hands of a stock

village, has

and located 155 feet
There
been secured.

are other springs in the vicinity that can be obtained if necessity
requires.

We

hope

to have the water

running through the pipes

snow flies.
We have no sewers of any account, and but very few cesspools
for sink drainage.
The sink drainage is discharged directly
upon the ground, where it can be easily seen and covered with
fresh earth whenever it becomes offensive, and as occasion requires it is taken up and put upon the land as a fertilizer.
The
before the

town being

hilly is naturally well

low enough to secure dry

cellars,

drained

and

;

the water-level

as a rule there are

is

no low

lands near dwellings.
In town

we have

three,

and occasionally

four, slaughter-houses,

but they are remote from dwellings and the highway, and are

always kept in proper order.

and lighted, and

Our schoolhouses are
new ones

in the construction of the

well heated
especial at-

tention has been given to ventilation.

The board

of health has no code of ethics, issues no health
and acts only upon complaints received. We have
not made monthly reports to the State Board of Health, for the
simple reason that we have had nothing to report, or next to
nothing.
The physicians are very prompt to report in any case
of contagious disease and we should prohibit public funerals in
any such case.
There have been no sanitary improvements in the town dur-

regulations,

ing the past year.
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upon the subject of filth distheir causes would be of

— some printed matter explaining

value.

Plaistow

Board of Health.

— F.

—

Populatio?i, 1,085.

N. Flanders, Daniel M. Peaslee, Gay-

ton C. Greeley, Selectmen.

Our

water- supply

We have no sewers, very few
them have open bottoms and sides.

from wells.

is

cesspools,

and nearly

The town

site is naturally

all

of

very well drained

water in them in the spring, but
are

a few cellars have

;

can be well drained.

all

no very low lands or swamps near the

village.

No

Our schoolhouses

houses or offensive trades in town.

There

slaughter-

are well

heated and lighted, and are ventilated by dropping windows.
the construction of our

new schoolhouse, which

season, proper ventilation
in town, but

made

I

is

provided.

We

is

to

be built

In
this

have no fire-escapes

presume the doors of the new schoolhouse

will

be

to SAving outward, as the law requires.

This town does not adopt health regulations, and the board of
health acts only upon complaints received.

During the past four
and I think even longer than that, we have had no
occasion to take any action in regard to contagious diseases.
There have been no sanitary improvements in town during
I do not know that we have any sanitary needs,
the past year.
but I feel that I am not competent to discuss this question.
or five years,

Portsmouth

Health

— Population, 9,827.

Officer.

— H.

F. Clark,

M. D.

—

H. F. Clark, M.
Quarantine Board of Health.
ter Grey, D. W. Jones, M. D.

D., Wal-

The general water-supply of the city is from an aqueduct,
owned until recently by a private company, now purchased by
the city, which will take possession January i, 1891, and will immediately begin

improvements

in the service

;

the water

is

of excel-

lent quality at all seasons of the year, never discolored, soft,

from a source of undoubted purity.
ficient,

but will soon be increased.

The supply

and

has been insuf-
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There

is

one large sewer that drains the breweries and one side

made and
new one for the west side of the
city, caring for the sewage now discharging into the south millpond but there will still remain for some time a large number

of the city, discharging into the river; plans have been
the city will soon construct a

;

of cesspools, most of them merely barrels or hogsheads sunk into
the ground.

As a whole the city is poorly drained there are no low lands
swamps of any size in the immediate vicinity, but the waterlevel is not low enough to secure dry cellars except by a complete
;

or

system of sewerage.

There are two slaughter-houses in town, one of which an attempt was made to abate several years since, but without success;
there is also one soaj^ factory on the outskirts of the city.
Two new schoolhouses have been erected during the past year
which have modern improvements from a sanitary point of view,
the
the Smead system of heating and ventilation being used
;

old buildings are provided with the best of these conditions.

The doors of

the

new

public buildings are

hung

to

swing out-

ward, but while some of the hotels and public halls are provided
with sufficient

need investigation in

others

fire-escapes,

this

direction.

The

city has

adopted and issued sanitary regulations

as a

;

board of health acts only upon complaints received, no
sanitary inspections being made as should be, as the city does
rule the

Monthly

not provide for such action.
eases are

made

to return

;

to the State

reports of contagious dis-

Board of Health when there are any

the ph3^sicians are negligent about notifying the local

board when any such

disease exists, but

whenever serious cases

are reported, the infected houses are placarded

;

public funerals

are also prohibited in deaths from diphtheria or scarlet fever,

and

houses in which these diseases have occurred are ordered disinfected.

The

city has

shown more

than in former years.

interest

Some two

in

sanitary matters lately

years since, the board of health

secured an indictment against the city on two schoolhouses
result has

year,
poses.

been the erection of two

;

the

fine school buildings the past

and the discontinuance of the old ones for school purAside from these new buildings and some slight ini.

;;
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been no especial sani-

tary progress in the city within the past year

;

there

much

is

work to be done in this direction, a more abundant water-supply
and a complete system of sewers being greatly needed, and these
will

probably be secured in time, but great

results in sanitary

matters cannot be achieved in Portsmouth as quickly as in some

younger

This year the city board of health consists of

city.

only one member or health

officer.

Randolph

— Population,

137.

— Hubbard Hunt, George F.

Board of Health.

Wood,
The water-supply

Scates,

George

Selectmen.

of this town

from wells and private aque-

is

ducts, there being a plentiful supply of pure, soft water from the

mountain

sides,

and

it is

generally free from iron.

The farmhouses have no system of sewerage, but
houses have.
•cellars in this

We

town are almost

all

dry

slaughter-houses or offensive trades.
heated, lighted,

complaints.

The

we have no village.
Our schoolhouses are

No

;

well

and ventilated. The board of health acts upon
do not make a monthly report to the State

We

Board of Health.

We

the public

think there are no cesspools in town.

Physicians notify us of contagious diseases.

prohibit public funerals in deaths from contagious diseases

but this being a country town such diseases are not frequent.

Our

sanitary improvements for the

sewerage

We

year

consist of private

at the hotel.

think the sanitary condition of

this

town

is

decidedly

and towns of the State in general
but we think the sink-spouts and privy-vaults should receive
more attention.

better than that of the cities

Raymond

— Population.,

1,131.

Health Officer. —True M. Gould, M. D. (Appointed.)
The water-supply is from wells. There are no sewers in town.
The town is not drained artificially, but there is no standing
water in the village and but very

little

low land.

No

slaughter-

houses in town.

Our schoolhouses

are heated

by means of wood

stoves.

In the
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construction of

new school

to heating, lighting,

There are

and

fire-escapes

buildings, special attention

is

given

ventilating.

on one of the shoe

factories.

now being

The new

no fireand the doors swing inward.
The town does not adopt health regulations, and the board of

shoe factory, three stories in height,

built, has

escapes,

made sanitary inspections unless
we have never made monthly reports to the

health has never
I

think

of Health.
diseases

;

called upon.

State

Board

Physicians report promptly in cases of contagious

we placard

infected houses, prohibit public funerals in

deaths from contagious diseases, and require the disinfection of

houses where these diseases have occurred.

There have been no sanitary improvements in town until the
The selectmen, by vote of the town, are removing
the bodies from the old cemetery in the village to Pine Grove
The first burials in
cemetery, one half mile from the village.

present time.

the old cemetery were in 1799.

The town

is

need of a good supply of water.
A pond
village, and 75 feet higher,

in

about one mile and a half from the

would afford an abundance of very pure water. There has been
some talk of supplying the village with water from this pond.

Richmond

Board of Health.

— Population,

— Almon

476.

Twitchell,

Albert

H. Martin,

Stephen A. Bullock, Selectmen.
the town is obtained in about equal quanfrom wells and aqueducts. The quality is usually good,
but some wells have had abad odor this summer.
The natural drainage of the place is good. No slaughter-

The water-supply of

tities

Our schoolhouses are well heated,
The board of health acts upon comthink we have not made a monthly report to

houses or offensive trades.
lighted,

and

ventilated.

plaints received.

I

the State Board of Health

;

since last April there has been noth-

There has been but one case of contagious disease in town for two years, and that was a case of diphtheria,
which was promptly reported.
This is a small town among the hills, and a scattered coming to report.

munity.

Each household attends

to

its

own

sanitary matters.
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— Population, 996.

— Henry W.

Board of Health.
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Wellington, George G. Rice,

Selectmen.

The water-supply
ally

good.

We

We

from public wells

is

think no public supply

is

the quality

;

have no complete system of sewerage, and we

cesspools in town.

is

gener-

contemplated.

Most of the sink drainage

is

know

of no

discharged upon

the surface of the ground.

As

a general thing, the natural drainage of the town

most of the

cellars are dry,

is good ;
and there are no swamp lands near

the village.

We

is much used, and none that
Most of our schoolhouses are well
and ventilated much more attention is given

have no slaughter-house that

constitutes

a

nuisance.

heated, lighted,

;

to these points than formerly.

No

fire-escapes in

connection with any public building in

town.

Our town adopts no health regulations, and the board of
upon complaints only. Our board does not make a

health acts

monthly report to the State Board of Health. Physicians report
promptly in cases of contagious diseases we placard infected
houses, prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and
scarlet fever, and require the disinfection of houses where these
;

diseases have occurred.

There have been no sanitary improvements

in

town during

the year.

We

think some of our people should take better care of their

sink drainage and privies.

Rochester

Board of Health.

— F.

—

Population., 7!396.

E. Whitney,

M.

D.,

George

F. Willey.

(Appointed.)

Our water-supply

is

largely from wells.

Aqueduct water has

been supplied to a number of families by a private company. It
would be very satisfactory to the town if a better supply of water
could be furnished.

town meeting,
16

A

either to

committee was appointed at our last
buy the present water-works, or to pro-
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vide water from some other source
purchase yet, and do" not

We

have sewers

know

but they have not

;

The sewers have

Cellars, as a rule,

of surface drainage.

in all

cases near

in town, but not within a mile or

cess-

The

not well drained.

is

we have but an

extremely level, and

is

—

flushed often, or foul odors

This town

pools for sink drainage.

swamps

to be

Most dwellings depend upon

are noticeable at the drops.

surface

the

conducting the surface water, and about

for

seventy dwellings are connected therewith,
the outlet.

made

that they will.

imperfect system

are dry.
There are
two of any of the vil-

lages.

There

is

a slaughter-house near the edge of the village, which,

this year, at least, has not in the least

sance

;

it

was used but very

health officer inspects

condition that

and

free

it

it

little

frequently,

be maintained in

degree been a public nui-

The

during the summer.

and allows its use only on
a neat and clean condition,

from odor.

The tannery of

the Messrs. Wallace

not considered a nui-

is

sance by the board of health.

The
and

school buildings in the village are well heated, lighted,

ventilated.

There are

settled districts of the

The

or six schoolhouses in the thinly

fire-escapes in the

unfit for use.

larger buildings are not remarkably

The doors swing outward

good.
in

five

town which are
in

most of the larger

only one instance, McDuffee Hall,

there

is

halls,

but

more than one

door of exit.
Health laws and regulations are adopted by the town. The
board of health makes occasional inspections, and all complaints
Our board makes a monthly report
are given prompt attention.
physicians report promptly in
to the State Board of Health
;

cases of contagious diseases,
funerals are prohibited
fever,

we placard

in deaths from

and disinfection of the dwelling

infected houses, public

diphtheria and
is

scarlet

required where these

diseases have prevailed.

A

few surface drain-pipes have been laid during the year, and

Owing to
a few sink-spouts have been connected with drains.
our imperfect drainage, the board of health considers this a
doubtful improvement.
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now
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this
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We

more complete sewerage system.

years, for a

tion

demand

a special
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for

have a popula-

probably one half reside in the thickly

of 7,396;

settled portion of the village.

It is a wonder that with such
poor drainage, or rather lack of drainage, we do not have more
sickness.
Just think of a village of 4,000 or more inhabitants,

nearly every street of which

is

as level as a floor, with

no sewers,

except a few in the thickest settled portion, to carry off surface

water occasioned by rains and melting snow
age system

is

not needed here

If a good sewerdo not know where one would

Another and about

be required.
of Rochester

I

!

important a sanitary need

as

better drinking-water.

is

— Population, 2,003.
Officer. — E.
Nowell.

RoLLiNSFORD

Health
Our water-supply
wells

for all other

;

drinking and cooking purposes

purposes, river water

is

is

from

forced by water-

by pipes. The wellmost cases it is pure. No

to a stand-pipe, thence distributed

power
water

for

S.

is

very hard

better supply

We have

is

;

contains iron

;

in

contemplated.

quite a complete system of sewerage for dwellings,

about three fourths of the houses being connected therewith ; the
Very few cesspools. The town is
sewers are very well flushed.
naturally very well drained

lands or

swamps near the

;

mostly dry.

cellars are

village.

No

No low

slaughter-houses consti-

tuting nuisances in town.

We

have but one school building, and

school.

The building

special attention

of

its

We

is

this

contains a graded

well heated, lighted,

and

having been given to these points

ventilated,
at

the time

construction, about forty years ago.

have one public hall

are very

;

this has

no

fire-escapes

and none

much needed.

The town does not adopt

health regulations, but the board of

We do not make a
monthly report to the State Board of Health. Our physicians
are very prompt to report the existence of contagious diseases ;
we do placard infected houses, we do prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and do rehealth makes frequent sanitary inspections.
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quire the disinfection of houses where these diseases have occurred.

There have been no particular sanitary improvements

Salmon

during the past year.
wholly by

Salmon

owned and

controlled almost

is

Manufacturing Co.

Falls

town

in Rollinsford of

about one thousand inhabitants,
the

in

Falls, a village

that the general drainage of the

town

is

I

have stated

good, yet there are excep-

and water stands on the surface for a long
is no slope to the land.
Some cellars
are not in good condition owing to the imperfect drainage.
Sink drainage on the surface is also very troublesome in many
instances, and very difficult to remedy. Farm dwellings, we believe, need no sanitary inspection.

Our

tions.

soil is clay,

time in places where there

RuMNEY

— H.

Board of Health.

— Population,
W.

150.

Herbert, B. H. Merrill, B.

M.

Craig, Selectmen.

We

have no public water-works

;

each family depends upon

spring or well water.

We

have no sewers, and sink drainage is often discharged
upon the surface of the ground and sometimes into uncemented
But very few of the cesspools are constructed upon
cesspools.
The conditions cannot always be satisfacsanitary principles.
is no public sewerage.
Our town is naturally very well drained. Our cellars are genThe slaughter-houses are
erally dry, and all of them might be.
Our schoolhouses are* mostly
sufficiently remote from dwellings.
of the old style and do not have the best heating and venti-

tory where there

lating facilities.

Hotels and halls are well constructed to enable escape in case
of

fire,

but having been built some time ago the doors swing in-

ward.

The board of health acts only upon complaints or notices received. Our board does not invariably report to the State Board
of Health, neither do our physicians always report contagious
diseases to us.

We

do not placard infected

houses,

do not pro-

hibit public funerals in cases of deaths from contagious diseases,

neither
eases

do we require

have occurred.

the disinfection of houses where these dis-
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There have been no sanitary improvements in town during the
and none are necessary that can well be accomplished.

year,

Rye
Board of Health.

— Population,

— John

Daniel

J.

O.

<^iZ.

Drake,

Charles

M. Remick,

Parsons, Selectmen.

Our water-supply is mostly from wells. The water-supply of
House is pumped from a spring by windmill power,
and is said to be of very fine quality.
There are two sewers at Rye beach, controlled by private
This town is naturally well drained, and most of the
parties.
the Farragut

cellars are dry.

The town adopts no health regulations, and the board of
when complaints are received. Our board

health usually acts

has reported promptly to the State Board of Health whenever
there has been anything

to report.

once in cases of contagious diseases

;

Our physicians report at
we placard infected houses,

prohibit public funerals in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet
fever,

and require the disinfection of houses where such

diseases

occur.

At the town
building

;

it

hall,

a privy has been built separate from the

plied with first-class well-water, as a rule, but

shown

Our town

was formerly inside the building.
it

is

sup-

has been clearly

that typhoid fever has prevailed in families using polluted

drinking-water.

Several such wells have been abandoned, and

the health of the family restored.

From

the fact that a large per

cent of the cases of typhoid fever and diphtheria are caused by

contaminated drinking-water, our people are
water
secure

is

essential to

it.

For

five

satisfied

that pure

good health, and take greater precaution to
months past we have had no cases to report.

Salem

Board of Health.

— Population,

— E.

1,805.

A. Wade, M. D., Benjamin Chase,

James M. Presby, M. D.
The- town
cisterns

;

is

supplied with water from individual wells and

the quality

is

variable.

According

Massachusetts State Assayer, part of

it is

to the report of the

" unfit to water

cattle.

"
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It

is

clear

when

first

drawn, but

stain a pail yellow indelibly

it is

;

after

standing

thought that

all

night, will

contains iron

it

and sulphur, is hard, and acts as a cathartic on some persons.
There is no public supply contemplated, although one could
easily be secured, perfectly pure and in great abundance.
There is no complete system of sewers most of the houses
have drains, but in the main street of Salem Center many of the
cellars are wet and cannot be drained, unless a large sewer is
constructed, which would be a valuable investment and is much
A short S3'stem of sewers in each village in town would
needed.
secure good drainage except in a very small portion of the vildwellings situated on a swamp below Depot village, below
lage
the railroad, can secure dry cellars only by grading.
There are no nuisances in town in the way of offensive trades
the most troublesome nuisances are occaor slaughter-houses
sional uncleaned privy-vaults, but these are soon reported and
;

;

;

usually attended to without delay.

The schoolhouses

are about the average of civilized village

schoolhouses, light and ventilation

has rarely been regarded in
trouble

is

chimneys

fair,

their

although the latter point

construction

;

the

greatest

in connection with the draught of the stove-pipes or
;

one of our best schools

is

frequently obliged to be

There is no
and public halls.

dismissed because of the smoke and lack of heat.
provision whatever against

The board of

fire

in the hotels

health intends to follow the state laws as far as

possible, but unless they are notified of nuisances

these evils are

seldom heeded. There have been no contagious diseases in town
since the first of October there have
for years until this fall
;

been

six cases of scarlet fever,

thus confined to one house

;

which have been kept isolated and
should an epidemic occur, report

would be sent at once to the State Board of Health.
There have been no sanitary improvements of any moment
during the past year. The town needs a pure water-supply, especially at the Center village, and with it a system of sewerage
whereby the cellars of Main street. Center village, could be kept
The people should be educated to the recogniclean and dry.
tion of these needs and should also learn the importance of clean
and disinfected water-closets.
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— Population,

Sanbornton
Board of Health.

— Edwin

Charles

The water-supply of

W.

W.

own

their

and the

;

parties generally

sewerage system

fair size, a

The town

ticable or necessary.

own

or

not prac-

is

almost wholly well drained

is

cellars of dwellings are dry.

The schoolhouses and public

buildings are well constructed,

with a view to good heat, light, and ventilation.
is

Hanson,

I.

This being a farming community

supply.

without a village of any

Lowell

from wells and springs, of

is

very good quality and in abundance
control

1,027.

Wells, Selectmen.

town

the

Lane,
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the only public hall,

The board of

and

there

is

no

The town

hall

hotel.

upon complaints received, conformmonthly reports on contagious diseases are made to the State Board of Health, and on notification
by physicians of the existence of any such cases, care is "^taken to
health acts

able to the laws of the State

;

prevent the spreading of the disease

prompt
the

to report,

;

the physicians are usually

but should they neglect, any cases coming to

knowledge of the board of health are investigated and due

care exercised.

No
last

sanitary improvements have been accomplished within the

year and none are especially needed at present.

— Population, 475.
Sargent, Selectman.
Board of Health. — James
Sandown

F.

The water-supply of
age

is

the town

conveyed from the houses

is

from private wells

in drains.

;

The town

the sewis

fairly

well drained naturally, the greater portion of the dwellings hav-

from offensive

trades,

and the

schoolhouses have the latest improvements in the

way of

heating,

ing dry

cellars.

lighting,

and

The town

is

free

ventilation.

The selectmen

as

board of health have issued health regula-

and prompt notification is received of any existing contaThere have been
gious disease from the attending physician.
year, and none
last
the
no sanitary improvements in town within
tions,

are

needed

at present.

;
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— Population,
Board of Health. — E. Q. Marston, M. D.
Sanpwich

The town
quality of

supplied with water from wells and springs, the

is

which

in the spring

,303.

i

varies greatly

most of that from wells

\

of the year nearly

all

hard

is

the water in town

is

dis-

no movement toward a public water-supply
even in the villages, of which there are three in town.
There are no sewers the privies, which are used in all cases,
colored.

There

is

;

are usually connected with the barn cellars

;

cesspools for sink

drairjage are rare, the sewage generally running out

face of the ground.
urally, but there are

on the

sur-

The town is capable of good drainage natmany damp cellars, in fact nearly all con-

tain water for a time in

the spring.

There

is

no nuisance

in

connection with slaughter-houses.

The schoolhouses
There are no public

are not well heated, lighted, or ventilated.
halls or

new

public buildings, and hence no

fire-escapes.

No

action

taken by the board of health except on com-

is

monthly reports of contagious diseases are
Board of Health, and the local board is
promptly notified of any such cases by the attending physicians.
There have been no deaths from diphtheria or scarlet fever, but
all houses in which these diseases have occurred have been disinplaints received

made

to

the

;

State

fected, but not placarded.

No

sanitary improvements have been

inaugurated during the past year.

Seabrook

— Population, 1,672.

—

D. W. Colcord, M. D., C.
M. D., George R. Fellows, M. D.

Board of Health.

The water-supply of

the town

is

entirely

from wells

never discolored, not very hard, contains some iron,
quantity, but bad sometimes in the spring.

sewer and cesspool in town, owned by a

B. Jackson,

Tiiere

member

;

it

is

is

ample in

is

only one

of the local

this one is well flushed, and the cesspool has
and bottom.
The town is poorly drained a great many of the cellars are
wet, and there are low lands near the village.
Pig-pens and

board of health

open

;

sides

;
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privies are the only nuisances in town, there being

no slaughter-

house or offensive trade.

The schoolhouses

are not well heated, lighted, or ventilated,

and no attention has been given to these points in the construction of new ones. There are sufficient fire-escapes in connection
with the hotels and public halls, but the doors of new public
buildings open inward.
Health regulations have been adopted and issued by the town,
but the board of health acts only upon complaints received

the

;

board intends to make monthly reports of contagious

local

Board of Health
any such

eases to the State

the physicians are prompt to

;

notify the local board of

dis-

diseases

;

the infected houses

have never been placarded, but public funerals are prohibited in
deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and houses in which
these diseases have occurred are ordered disinfected.

No

sanitary improvements have been undertaken within the

town has many sanitary needs.

past year, but the

Shelburne

Board of Health.

— John

— Population^
F.

Cobb, L. T. Philbrook, James

W. Browne,
The water-supply of
and

is

clear

and cold

springs, the water
pipes,

and

is

Selectmen.

the village

is

chiefly

being brought to the houses

There are no sewers

the dwellings

depending upon cesspools

The town

well drained naturally

ciently low to secure dry cellars,

swamps near the

village.

The

houses are enforced and there

and

new

suffi-

is

no low lands or

regulations governing slaughteris

been given

ones.

galvanized

in the village,

for sink drainage.

no nuisance connected with
in

town.

are well heated, lighted,

pecial attention having

struction of the

;

in

the water-level

there are

them, nor are there any offensive trades

The schoolhouses

from driven wells

the farmers are principally supplied from

;

of good quality.

is

336.

and

ventilated, es-

to these points in

the con-

There are no public buildings in

town, and the hotels and halls are provided with suitable

fire-

escapes.

The board of

health acts only on complaints received

monthly reports of contagious

diseases are sent to the State

;

no

Board
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of Health, although the local board receives prompt notification
of any such cases from the attending physicians ; infected houses
deaths from diph-

are placarded, public funerals prohibited in

and

and houses in which these diseases have
occurred are disinfected.
There have been no sanitary improvements in the town within the past year the village is small,
with plenty of pure water and air, and good drainage, hence its
theria

scarlet fever,

;

wants in

this direction are few.

SOMERSWORTH

— Population, 6,207.

— John Emery,

Board of Health.

Enoch Whitehouse, Samuel

Welch.

The water-supply
wells

for

domestic purposes

for fire purposes it is

;

obtained

is

from

taken from the Salmon Falls river

and stand-pipe by the Great Falls ManCompany, a private corporation. This reservoir water
The wateris used by some families for domestic purposes.
supply is not considered sufficient for the town, and a new supply
and

raised to a reservoir

ufacturing

is

under consideration.

A

system of sewers

cation of the town
face

;

cellars

can

is

is

all

no swamps near the

now

in process of construction.

The

be well drained into the sewer.
village.

No

There are

nuisances in connection with

slaughter-houses or other offensive trades.

Our schoolhouses and

One

public buildings are well heated, lighted, and ventilated.

schoolhouse

is

now

in process of construction.

The town adopts no special health
make inspections when their

health

by the

attention

is

The board
called

of

to the

to.

think our system of sewers
citizens, afford all the

spects the
is

regulations.

Regulations in connection with infectious and conta-

matter.

gious diseases are attended

We

lo-

such that water will not stand on the sur-

town

is

in

will,

when completed and used

drainage needed, and in other

good sanitary condition.

the chief sanitary improvement of the year.

re-

The sewer system

;
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Popilatio?i, 370.

—

Joseph J. J. Sawyer, Roscoe H. Morrill,
James W. Purinton, Selectmen.

The water-supply of the town is chiefly from wells, some of
which perhaps are too near the buildings for purity, but as
soil in most localities is of a hard, rocky nature, this danger is

The

greatly reduced.

natural drainage of the town

good, but the greatest trouble with wet cellars
hills

or high lands.

There

no

is

is

generally

on top of the

is

offensive trade in town.

The schoolhouses are all of modern build and constructed with
a view to good light and ventilation, and are heated by wood
The only public building of any account in town is the
stoves.
town hall, whose doors are hung to swing outward.
The town has no sanitary regulations whatever, and inspections are made only on complaints received, and these are of
rare occurrence.

No

report of contagious diseases has been

received by the present board of health

there

;

and

no resident

is

physician, but blanks of notification were sent to

all

physicians

any such diseases would be
There have been no sanireported at once should any occur.
tary improvements undertaken in town during the last year
in

it

the

is

vicinity,

doubtless

considered a very healthful locality, in a population of

370 there being seventeen persons between eighty and ninety
years of age ; yet the board of health realizes the sanitary
dangers that

may come

tion of drinking-water,

any community, such

to

and

feels that too

much

taken in the matter of sink-drains, privies, and the

South Newmarket

Board of Health.

— Population,

— George W.

as the pollu-

care cannot be
like.

855.

Paul, Selectman.

The water-supply is from wells and cisterns there are no
sewers.
The town is fairly well drained naturally; there are no
slaughter-houses or offensive trades.
The schoolhouses and pub;

lic

buildings are provided with good heat, light, and ventilation.

There are no

fire-escapes in town.

The board of

health acts only

monthly report of contagious

upon complaints received a
is made to the State Boaxd

diseases

;
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There have not been
of Health if there are any such to return.
any sanitary improvements undertaken in town during the past
year, although a great deal is needed in this direction.

— Poptdatloii,

Springfield

Board of Health.

— Charles

540.

McDaniel, Jonathan Sanborn,

Albert Morrill, Selectmen.

The

water-supply of this town

There

through lead pipe.

We

large village in town.

The town is hilly and
no low lands or swamps near village.
No

have private sewers and cesspools.
drained

well

mostly from private springs,

is

no

is

;

slaughter-houses near village or elsewhere to be offensive.

Our schoolhouses

We

heated, lighted, and

well

are

ventilated.

have no need of fire-escapes.

The town does not adopt

health regulations, and the board of

We

health makes no inspections unless called upon.

make

a monthly report to the State Board of Health, as

do not

we have

had no contagious diseases in a long time.
There have been no sanitary improvements in town during the
This is a very healthful town, and we have no sugpast year.
gestions to

make

in regard to sanitation.

Stark

— W.

Board of Health.

—

Populaiioti, 703.

T. Pike, E. R. Forbush, A. A. Potter,
Selectmen.

The

water-supply of the town

There

wells are in use.

The

is chiefly from springs, but a few
no system of sewerage or drainage.

cellars of the buildings are fairly

the village, but
are

is

no

evil effects

from

no slaughter-houses or offensive

The schoolhouses
tilated

;

it

dry

;

there

is

a

swamp near

were ever known.

There

trades.

and well lighted and venof two
secure good lighting and ventila-

are fairly heated

particular care was taken in the construction

new schoolhouses

in

tion, the house with

sidered a model of

1889 to
two schoolrooms,

its

kind.

No

nection with the hotels and public

The town

at the village,

fire-escapes are

being con-

needed

in

con-

halls.

has no local health regulations, being governed by

the statute laws.

The board

of health does not

make monthly
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sanitary improvements

have been undertaken within the past year

the village needs an
ample supply of pure aqueduct water, and there are a few wells
now used which should be analyzed, as their purity is certainly
;

questionable.

Stewartstown

Board of Health

— Population,

— Thomas

1,002.

H. Van

Dyke, Jeremiah

N.

Keazar, Byron Drew, Selectmen.

The town
There

is

has a pure water-supply from wells and aqueducts.

very good sewerage at the county institutions and per-

haps that

is

that

all

is

The town

needed.

naturally

is

well

drained and there are no low lands that are troublesome near the

There is no nuisance connected with slaughter-houses
and there has never been any occasion for enforcing regulations
governing them no other offensive trade in town.
The schoolhouses and public buildings are well heated,
lighted, and ventilated, and especial attention has been given to

village.

;

these

points

construction

the

in

of

new

county institutions are provided with

The

schoolhouses.

No

fire-escapes.

public

buildings have been erected for some time.

The town
sional

who

has never adopted any health regulations
inspections

sanitary

also

are

made by

would act upon any complaint received.

reports of contagious diseases are

made

occa-

;

the board of health,

to the

No monthly

State

Board of

Health and there has not been any such case in town during the
There have been no sanitary improvements underpast year.
taken lately and there are no particular needs, as this
healthful

a very

is

town with a good climate.

Stoddard

Board of Health.
This town

well

is

many dwellings
among the hills

— Josiah

400.

M. Rice,

Selectmafi.

furnished with very pure water

;

a great

are supplied with running water from springs
;

pools of any kind.

no swamp

— Population,

nearly

all soft.

The town

is

There

is

no sewerage or

naturally well drained

near the village, but the mill village

the reservoir pond, so that

when

the water

is

is

;

cess-

there

at the foot

drawn

off

is

of

some-

;;
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times there

is

an unpleasant odor and perhaps the atmosphere

is

There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades

contaminated.
in town.

All the schoolhouses and public buildings are well heated and

no attention has been given to the subject of fireis no building more than two stories in height
no doors in town swing outward.
The town has not adopted any health regulations, and the
board of health acts only upon complaint. Monthly reports on
contagious diseases are made to the State Board of Health, and
the physicians promptly notify the local board of any such cases

ventilated

;

escapes, as there

no opportunity for placarding infected houses or
There have been no sanitary improhibiting public funerals.
provements during the past year there has been no case of contagious disease in town during that time, although in some past
there has been

;

years diphtheria
extent.

and typhoid fever have prevailed

The houses

to an alarming

are at a sufficient distance from each other

to secure plenty of pure air,

and with an abundance of pure

water the sanitary wants of this town are few.

Strafford

Board of Health.

— Population^ Ij304.

— Warren H. Perkins, John H. Jewell, John
F. Hall, Selectmen.

The water-supply of
no sewers. The town

the town

is

wholly from

wells.

There are

is one
no low
lands or swamps near it, and the water-level is low enough to
secure dry cellars in nearly all localities in town.
There are no
slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance, nor any offensive
trades consequently there is no need of enforcing the regula-

is

There

well drained naturally.

small village at the outlet of

Bow

lake, but there are

;

tions concerning these.

The schoolhouses
especial attention

new buildings
town.

is

are well heated, lighted,

and

ventilated,

and

given to these matters in the construction of

for school purposes.

There are no

All of the public buildings were built

fire-escapes in

some

years since,

and the doors all swing inward.
The town has never adopted any health regulations, and the
board of health acts only upon complaint. No monthly reports

;
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made to the State Board of Health,
and the physicians do not notify the local board of the existence
No especial care is taken to control such
of any such diseases.
diseases, by requiring disinfection, private funerals, etc.
There have been no sanitary improvements within the past
of contagious diseases are

year

the greatest need in this direction

;

at present, in

many

is

pure drinking-water

instances the sink-drains, privies, and hog-

pens are so near the wells that serious pollution

Stratford

Board of Health.

— Population^

is

inevitable.

1,128.

— John C. Pattee, James Blanchard, M.

D.,

Samuel Brown.

The principal water-supply of the town is from an aqueduct
owned by private individuals a few houses are furnished from
The aqueduct water is of very good quality throughout
wells.
the year, is never discolored, contains no perceptible amount of
having its source in springs
iron, is soft, and ample in quantity
;

;

on

hills

one mile distant from the

Some of

village,

it is

undoubtedly pure.

good pure water, but others are

the wells also furnish

rapidly being abandoned for aqueduct water,

A

very good system of sewerage has been constructed during

the past

summer, and a large proportion of the houses are already
is at present no means of flushing

connected therewith, but there
the sewers.
river

;

A

few other buildings have private drains to the

no cesspools are used

;

a few detached buildings have

sewerage except surface drainage.

The

village

naturally, the cellars of the buildings are dry,
little

is

and

there

low land in the vicinity, while the nearest swamp

the river in

Vermont.

from the village, and are

The
in

no

well drained

is

is

but

across

slaughter-houses are at a distance

no way a nuisance

;

no other

offen-

sive trades in town.

All of the schoolhouses are fairly well heated, lighted, and
ventilated.

There are no very large public buildings.

But

little

given to fire-escapes, but none of the hotels or public
halls are particularly dangerous in case of fire ; those erected
lately, including new schoolhouses, have doors hung to swing
attention

is

outward.

The town

has not adopted any health regulations, and

the

board of health has only acted on complaints received, or when
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No monthly

requested to inspect certain localities.

contagious diseases have been

made

to the State

reports of

Board of Health,

and no notification of the existence of any such diseases has been
received by the present board of health, hence no work has been
required in this direction.

Within the

past year a complete system of sewerage has been
and a large portion of the sink and some of the
water-closet drainage has been connected
some means of
flushing these sewers should be arranged, the remaining buildings
should be connected, and in a kw instances well-water should
be abandoned for aqueduct water.

inaugurated,

;

Stratham

— Population, 680.

—

James W. Rollins, Charles W.
George W. Dixon, Selectmen.

Board of Health.'
Stratham

is

almost exclusively a farming town, land generally

high and well-drained; the village

and the

Scott,

no swamps near,
is one slaugha proper manner
no

small, with

is

cellars of the dwellings usually dry.

ter-house in town, but

it is

conducted

in

There

;

other offensive trades in town, not even rum-selling.

The town
town

hall, all

contains four schoolhouses, three churches, and a

of which are well heated,

especial attention having

been given

struction of the schoolhouses.

lighted,

and ventilated,

to these points in the con-

None of

these buildings are of

recent erection, hence the doors swing inward.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and the

board of health acts only upon complaints received.
reports of contagious

diseases are

made

to

No monthly

the State Board of

Health, although the physicians promptly notify the local board
of the existence of any such disease

;

in

extreme

cases, infected

houses have been placarded, and public funerals in deaths from
diphtheria and scarlet fever have been forbidden in a itw instances
to

;

houses in which these diseases have occurred are required

be disinfected.
There have not been any public sanitary reforms

in the

town

during the past year, and there are no particular needs at present.
A great sanitary change has taken place in the town within the
last

thirty or forty

years in regard

to

the condition of

farm
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then, pig-pens and sink-spouts
anywhere about the premises ; but the farmhave learned to locate pig-pens and cattle-yards, as well as

deposited their
ers
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;

filth

barns, lower than the houses, with the drainage from the dwellings,
less

and

as a result, fevers

and contagious

diseases are

much

frequent.

— Population, 337.
Health. — Henry W. Hubbard, Selectman.
Sullivan

Board of

is

The town has an abundant supply of good water from wells; it
soft and contains no iron.
There are no sewers, and the

greater portion of the dwellings have
age.

The town

the village,

is

open drains

naturally well-drained, with

and the water-level

low to secure dry

sufficiently

is

for sink drain-

no swamps near

There are no slaughter-houses or offensive

cellars.

trades.

The schoolhou.ses are old structures, but are well heated, lightThe town contains no public buildings,
ed, and ventilated.
hence there are no fire-escapes.
There are no established health regulations, and the board of
Physicians promptly
health acts only upon complaints received.
report to the board any contagious disease prevailing in the town,

but no monthly report of the same

Health

;

is

made

to the State

Board of

infected houses are not placarded, public funerals are

allowed in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and no disinfection of the houses in

which these diseases have existed is
There have been no sanitary

required by the board of health.

improvements

in

town within the

Sutton

Board of Health.

Populatiofi, 849.

— George

George

We

—

past year.

C.

Pillsbury,

John

S.

Andrews,

Robertson, Selectmen.

have no public water-supply and none is contemplated.
much size in this town. Our town is

There are no villages of
naturally well drained

;

most

cellars are dry,

and there are no

swamps near the villages.
Our slaughter-houses do not constitute nuisances, although no
regulations relating to such are enforced.
17

No

offensive trades in
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town.

No

Our schoolhouses

hotels in town, hencp

and ventilated.

are well heated, lighted,

no

fire-escapes.

The town does not adopt and

issue health

regulations

;

the

board of health acts on complaints only. We report to the
State Board of Health when there is anything to report. Do not
know that there have been any cases of diphtheria or scarlet fever
in town during the past year.

SwANZEY

Board of Health.

— Population,

— Frank

i,6oo.

Faulkner, Joseph L. Starkey,

S.

Norris C. Carter, S(^lectme7i.

The

water-supply of the town

tribution pipes,

no public

is

from wells and private

supply

existing

dis-

contemplated.

or

There are no public sewers, the sink drainage usually running
the soil is sandy and absorbs this sewage readily.
into drains
;

The town

has a good natural drainage

;

there

is

considerable

no swamps the dwellings generThere is no nuisance connected with
ally have dry cellars.
slaughter-houses or any other offensive trade in the town, hence
the regulations governing these have not been enforced.
The schoolhouses and public buildings are well heated, lighted,
and ventilated, and especial care was taken to produce good reNo firesults in these points in newly erected schoolhouses.
escapes in town, and no new public buildings.
No regulations for sanitary matters have ever been adopted by
the town, and the board of health acts only upon complaints reThe physician notifies the local board immediately
ceived.
when any contagious disease exists, but no monthly report of
such cases is made to the State Board of Health no public
funeral has been held in deaths from diphtheria or scarlet fever,
and disinfection of the houses in which these diseases have
There have been no public sanitary
occurred has been required.
improvements within the past year.
low land near the

village, but

;

;

Tamworth
Board

of

Health.

— Population,

— Francis

P.

1,025.

Remick, A.

E.

Wiggin,

Selectmen.

There

and

is

no public water-supply or system of sewerage in town,
is poor.
There are no slaughter-houses

the natural drainage
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or offensive trades in town.

and

lighted,
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are well heated,

and especial attention has been given to
the construction of new ones.
There are no fire-

ventilated,

these points in

escapes in town.

The town has never adopted any health regulations
no
monthly reports of contagious diseases have been made to the
State Board of Health, although the physicians are prompt to
;

notify the local board of the existence of any such cases

;

in-

fected houses are placarded, public funerals are not allowed in

deaths

from diphtheria or

scarlet

fever,

and houses

in

which

these diseases occur are disinfected.

There have been no sanitary improvements within the past
year.

— Population^ 342.
Board of Health. — Board of Selectmen.
Temple

The water-supply of the town is from wells and an aqueduct.
There are no sewers and the natural drainage of the town is
good. There are no slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance,
nor are there any other offensive trades in town. The schoolhouses and public buildings are in good sanitary/ condition and
there are none that need fire-escapes.
The board of health acts upon all complaints received the
physicians promptly notify the local board of any existing contagious diseases, but no monthly report of such cases is made to
the State Board of Health
however, proper precautions are
;

;

taken.

Infected houses are placarded, public funerals prohibited

in case of deaths from diphtheria or scarlet fever,

and

tion of houses in which these diseases have occurred

is

disinfec-

required.

There have been no sanitary reforms inaugurated within the
and at present none are needed.

past year

Thornton
Board of Health.
The water-supply of

— Population,

632.

— Frank A. Barnard, Selectman.

the town

is

from wells

;

no public supply

There are no sewers. The town is
naturally well drained, and there are no swamps near the village.

has been

contemplated.

There are no slaughter-houses or offensive trades

in town.

;
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The schoolhouses and
heated, lighted, and

public buildings are supposed to be well

ventilated

there

;

no

are

fire-escapes in

town.

There are no established health regulations, and the board of
upon complaint the board has never received
any notification from a physician of the existence of any contagious disease, and there has been no case of diphtheria or scarlet
health acts only

;

No

fever during the term of the present board.

provements have been undertaken

TiLTON

Board of Health.

sanitary im-

lately.

— Population,

1,521.

— Courtland Boynton, R.

T. Noyes, Fred

A. Wilkins.

The water-supply

of the town

is

from wells and from

bution pipes owned by a private company

;

it is

distri-

of good quality

and abundant, never discolored or bad at any season of the year,
is soft, contains slight trace of iron, and is from a source of undoubted purity.

At present
is

there is no complete sewerage system, but the matunder consideration ; there are some private drains to the

river,

but seven eighths of the dwellings depend upon cesspools

ter

and these are chiefly holes in the ground. The
town is low enough to secure dry cellars, and
there are no swamps or low lands near the village.

for sink drainage,

water-level of the

The

regulations governing slaughter-houses are enforced

and

consequently there are none constituting a nuisance, neither
there any other offensive trade in town.

The

is

fire-escapes in con-

nection with the hotels and public halls are not sufficient, and
the town hall has

the doors of

all

no means of ventilation other than windows

new

public buildings are constructed to swing

outward.

The town

has adopted no sanitary regulations, and the board

of health acts
negligent

in

only when

reporting

called

cases

of

upon.

The physicians

contagious diseases

to

are

the

board of health, and no monthly returns are made to the State
Board of Health public funerals are allowed in deaths from
diphtheria and scarlet fever, and disinfection of houses in Avhich
;
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not required

by the

board.

A

plan for a complete system of sewerage has just been pro-

cured and

if it is

executed the village will be in a good sanitary

condition.

— Population, 999.
Board of Health. — M. T. Stone, M. D.
Troy

The
supply

water-supply of the town
is

now

contemplated.

is

from wells; no public
no system of sewerage ; a

entirely

There

is

few houses have cesspools with open bottoms, but nearly
sink drainage

The

is

all

discharged on the surface of the ground.

location of the town affords good natural drainage

;

most

of the cellars of the buildings are dry, and the only low lands
near the village are small meadows.

There

is

no slaughter-house

near enough to a dwelling to be offensive.

The schoolhouses were all erected years ago, and are heated
by stoves and well lighted, but doors and windows are almost the
only means of ventilation.
There are no buildings in town provided with fire-escapes, and no public buildings have been built
lately in the town.

The town

has issued only the regulations of the State Board of

Health, and the local board of health acts only upon complaints.

Monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health and all regulations of that board are enforced as
much as possible by the local authorities. There have not been
any sanitary improvements undertaken in town within the past
year, although a public water-supply would be of great benefit
and value

if

such could be obtained.

TuFTONBOROUGH

Board of Health.

— N.

F.

—

Populatioti, 767.

Hodgdon, E. D. Wiggin, M. D.

L.

McDuffee, Selectmen.

The
sewers.

water-supply of the town

The

is

natural drainage of the

from wells

town

is

there are

;

good

;

there are

no
no

low lands or swamps near the village and the water-level is suffiThere being no nuisance in
ciently low to secure dry cellars.
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connection with slaughter-houses, there

is

no need of enforcing

regulations concerning them.

In most instances the scboolhouses and pubhc buildings are
and are furnished with all

well heated, lighted, and ventilated,

the fire-escapes that are necessary.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and the

No
acts only upon complaints received.
board of
monthly reports concerning contagious diseases are made to the
State Board of Health, although the local board receives prompt
Infected
notification of any such cases from the physicians.
houses are placarded, those in which diphtheria or scarlet fever
have occurred are required to be disinfected, and public funerals
health

are forbidden in deaths from either of these diseases.
tary reforms have been accomplished in the

No

sani-

town within the past

year and none are needed at the present time.

Unity

Board of Health.

— Population,

— Philip

653.

Ham, Frank Wright, William R.

Burt, Selectmen.

The
hard

;

water-supply of the town

is

sewers or cesspools in the town

;

and is
There are no

principally from wells

a few families are furnished from springs.

the natural drainage of the

town is good, the water-level is sufficiently low to insure dry cellars, and there are no swamps or low lands near the village.
There are no slaughter-houses that constitute a nuisance nor are
there any offensive trades in town.
The schoolhouses and public buildings are well heated, lighted,
and ventilated, and especial attention was given to these sanitary
points in the construction of recent schoolhouses.

The

hotels

and public halls are well provided with fire-escapes, and there
are no new public buildings in town.
The town has adopted and issued health regulations and the
board of health makes occasional sanitary inspections, as well as
taking action upon all complaints received.
No monthly reports are made to the State Board of Health concerning contagious diseases, neither do the physicians notify the local board
infected houses
promptly of the existence of any such cases
;

have never been placarded, but public funerals are prohibited in

.
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and disinfection of

fever,

houses in which these diseases have occurred

Wakefield

Board of Health.

— A.

—

F.

is

required.

Populatioji, 1,528.

Wood,

F. B. Shorey, E. E.

Brown,

Selectmen.

The

water-supply of the town

The

age system.

from wells

there is no sewertown are such as to conThere are no fire-escapes on any building in
is

;

slaughter-houses of the

stitute a nuisance.

town

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and the

acts only upon complaints received.
No
monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health, although th& physicians promptly notify the
local board of any such cases existing ; infected houses are placarded, private funerals required in deaths from diphtlieria and
scarlet fever, and disinfection of houses which have contained

board of health

ordered.

In August, 1890, one case of

either of these diseases

is

diphtheria occurred

the patient recovered,

;

No

shop was disinfected.

and the house or

improvements have been

sanitary

undertaken within the past year.

W alpo L E — Popu lation
L. Hubbard,
Health. —

,

Board of

J.

Porter,

The

2,163.

M. O'Connor, W. B.

M. D.

greater portion of the town

is

furnished with water from

various aqueducts supplied by springs in the neighboring hills
the remainder are furnished from wells
sufficient in quantity, is
fairly pure, furnished

good,

;

soft water,

by private

the supply

is

;

generally

containing no iron and

enterprise,

and no public supply

has been considered.

There are no sewers every one must depend upon cesspools
some other method of disposing of sink drainage or else allow
There is but
it to be deposited on the surface of the ground.
of this one
overflow
the
is
cemented
one cesspool in town that
connected
sinks
few
are
also
a
There
brook.
is carried into a
;

or

;

with surface drains.

The town

is

hilly

and well drained, and the

cellars of the

;
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dwellings are generally dry

The

village.

;

no swamps or low lands near the

governing slaughter-houses are en-

regulations

forced and the three located in the town are examined occasion-

by the board of health suggestions are made and carried
Only one of these buildings is within the village limits.
The schoolhouses as a whole are well heated, lighted, and ventilated, but most of them w-ere constructed before the law was
ally

;

out.

passed requiring that doors should swing outward.

The town

issues health regulations,

and

this year several

hun-

dred circulars were printed and distributed through the town by
mail with the intention that every family should receive one
but few inspections except on complaints are

made by

the board

of health.

Monthly

made

Board of Health of all
and the physicians are prompt to
notify the local board whenever such diseases prevail
infected
houses have been placarded in the compact parts of the town,
reports are

to the State

existing contagious diseases,

;

but not when located in isolated places.
in

Disinfection of houses

which there have been cases of diphtheria or

scarlet fever

is

not always required, but public funerals were forbidden in two
deaths from these diseases, the only ones that have occurred.
Public sewers are greatly needed in the town
localities in

which

tions at present

it is

difficult

to secure

there are some
good sanitary condi;

and sewers would be of great value

;

the subject

has already been agitated with a view of having the town adopt
the sewerage act.

— Population, 1,383.
Officer. — B. F. Heath.

Warner
Health
There

is

no public water-supply

templated at the present time

;

in the town,

and none

is

con-

the residents are furnished from

and springs, chiefly the latter, from which the water is conveyed to the houses in lead pipes, but as the flow is continuous,
and the water of a character that it does not act upon the metal,
wells

it is

believed to be unpolluted.

A

suspicion, but generally the water
is

few of the wells are not above
is

thought to be good, and

it

never discolored.

There

is

no sewerage system, but the

villages are situated

on a

;
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hill

on the banks of a

drainage

is

river,

yet considerable

room

hence the opportunity

for

natural

As a whole, the methods of disposal of

excellent.

sewage are as good as

265

at the average
for

country village, but there

improvement, both

in the villages

on the farms.
There is but one slaughter-house, and that is so situated
it is unobjectionable ; no other offensive trades in town.

Under

modern improvements added.

that as a rule

The

no thought

is

It

is

fast as practica-

to

be regretted

given to the matter of fire-escapes.

largest public building, the

swing outward

town

hall,

has doors hung to

one of the churches has doors swinging inward,
the audience room is on the ground floor, escape through

but as

;

windows could be made

No

that

the operation of the school law of 1885, the school-

houses are being improved and reconstructed as
ble, with

is

and

easily.

health regulations have been adopted by the town, and as

a rule the board of health acts only upon complaints received.

No

contagious disease has prevailed in the town since the ap-

pointment of the present health

officer.

There have been no marked sanitary improvements within
the past year, but it is believed that there is an increasing interthere seems to be but little
est in the matter among the people
need of works of a public character, but abundant need of eter;

nal vigilance on the part of every householder in studying the
situation,

and continually watching every nook and corner of

premises for sources of disease germs, which are none the

his
less

dangerous because obscure.

Warren

—

Board of Health.

Fopiilatio7i^

875.

— George M. Williams.

is from private wells, and from
by a private company; the public
soft, never discolored, ample in quan-

The water-supply of Warren
distribution pipes furnished

is of good quality,
and of undoubted purity, coming from a spring.
There is no system of sewers ; in a very few instances cesspools
are in use, made by sinking barrels part way into the ground

supply
tity,

other dwellings have

wooden sewers carrying the sink drainage a
One has a tile pipe for convey-

short distance from the house.
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ing the sewage, but the majority of the residents allow the sink-

water

dischage upon the surface of the ground, to sink into

to

the soil as

The

it will.

ground with good opportunity
system of sewerage, with no
swamp land near with a few exceptions, the water-level is low
enough to secure dry cellers. There are no slaughter-houses or
village

is

situated on high

for natural drainage as well as for a
;

offensive trades within the village.

The schoolhouses

are

warmed by

stoves,

and no attention has

ever been given to the subject of ventilation, but as the schools
are

very good air can be secured by doors and winThere are no new public buildings in the town, and all

all small,

dows.

outside doors swing inward

neither are there any fire-escapes
on any building.
The town has not adopted any health regulations, and the
board of health acts only upon complaints. Monthly reports of
contagious diseases have not been made to the State Board of
Health, and no such diseases have occurred in town
but should
any exist, due precautions would be taken by the local board to
;

;

prevent the spreading of the disease.

Within the past year a slaughter-house has been removed from
Some different arrangement should be made for the

the village.

disposal of sink drainage

the better should also be

There

lage.

Some change

and privy sewage.

made

in regard to the

ponds

for

in the vil-

a river on one side of the village, and a brook on

is

on the brook, with a pond at
is mud, the accumulation of years, and when the water is drawn off, this filth
emits unwholesome, sickening odors
the other two ponds have
been gradually filling in with sawdust for years, so that now they
contain but little water, and with this withdrawn, the decaying
sawdust is very foul and offensive. These nuisances should be
abated, and the board of health has ordered the owner of the
upper mill not to draw off the water and expose the mud.
the other

each

;

;

three mills are located

at the

upper one the bottom of the pond

;

— Population, 569.
Board of Health. — George N. Gage, M,
Washington

The town
ducts';

there

is

D.

supplied with water from wells and private aque-

is

no public supply.

The water

is

generally very
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pure,

ample

and

in quantity,

The people

sewerage.

There

soft.
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is

no public system of

are just beginning to realize the necessity

of a proper disposition of their sewage, and some well-constructed
underground sewers have been laid from private residences.
The town is hilly and naturally well drained ; there are no
extensive swamps within half a mile of the village.
There is no

nuisance in connection with slaughter-houses.

The schoolhouses and
and

ventilated,

public buildings are well heated, lighted,

and the hotels and public

halls are

provided with

sufficient fire-escapes.

The board
do

made

diseases are

when requested to
Monthly reports of contagious
Board of Health infected houses

of health has never acted except

but would

so,

if

necessary.

to the State

;

in farming districts are not placarded,

neighbors are not

but

allowed to enter the dwelling unless to care for the sick
funerals

and disinfection

;

private

are required in cases of diphtheria

and

scarlet fever.

Greater care

is

needed in the disposition of sewage and the

location of vaults and outhouses.

Many

people do not realize

the necessity of guarding their wells from every possible source

of pollution.

The

State

Board of Health and physicians can

in

time increase the public interest in this matter.

— Population,
Board of Health. — Board of Selectmen.
Weare

The water-supply
ers in the

1,550.

of the town

is

from wells

slaughter-houses or offensive trades.

;

there are

no sew-

There are no
The schoolhouses, which

town, but the natural drainage

is

good.

are the only public buildings, are poorly ventilated, but are pro-

vided, as are the hotels and public halls, with

all

the fire-escapes

that are needed.

The town has not adopted any sanitary regulations, and the
board of health acts only upon complaints received. The physicians promptly notify the board of any existing case of contagious disease, but no monthly report of such diseases
the State Board. of Health

;

is

sent to

infected houses are placarded, but

public funerals are allowed in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet
fever,

and houses

in

which these diseases have occurred are

;
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There have been no sanitary improvements undertaken in the town during the past year, and

not ordered disinfected.

none are needed

at preselit, as the

town

is

in a

very good sanitary

condition.

Webster
Board of Health

— Population, 564.

— Warren Abbott,

I.

A. Call, T.

S.

Whittier,

Selectmen.

The water-supply of Webster

almost entirely from wells

is

by distribution

there are only five families that are furnished

pipes

;

The water

no public supply.

contains some iron, on the

whole is rather hard, of very good quality, from a pure source,
and abundant in quantity. There are no sewers in town, and as
there is no village none are needed. The natural drainage is sufficiently

good

for health.

There

no nuisance

is

connection

in

with slaughter-houses nor are there any offensive trades in town.

The schoolhouses and

public

buildings

are

well

heated,

and ventilated ; the town has no hotel, and the public
halls are on the first floor, and in case of fire the occupants could
go out the windows. Doors open inward, but the hall was built
a hundred years or more ago.
The town has not adopted any health regulations the board
of health makes no sanitary inspections, but would act upon any
complaint received.
There are but few cases of contagious diseases in town, and no monthly reports in regard to them are
made to the State Board of Health have had no cases of scarlet
fever, and when diphtheria prevails every one keeps at a distance
from the infected house.
No sanitary improvements have been
made within the past year and none are needed at present.
lighted,

;

;

Wentworth
Board of Health.

— F.

— Population,

A. Durkee,

M.

698.
D.,

John A. Davis,

John W. Lyon.

The water-supply of the town is from wells and springs, soft
and of good quality, and does not usually contain much iron.
There are no sewers. The town is considered well drained
there are but very few wet cellars, and no swamps near the village.
There are no offensive trades in town.
;
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public buildings are poorly ventilated

;

the hotels and public halls seem to be provided with sufficient

no public buildings have been erected lately.
of health acts only upon complaints received
no
monthly reports of contagious diseases have been made to the
State Board of Health, owing to the fact that none have occurred
during the term of office of the present board. There have
been no sanitary improvements within the past year and none
are needed at present.
fire-escapes

;

The board

;

— Population, 840.

WiLMOT

— Fred E.

Board of Health.

Goodhue, George

B.

Tewksbury,

Select^nen.

The town
supply
age.

is

;
no public
no system of sewer-

supplied with water from private wells

contemplated

water-level
ties,

is

There
The natural drainage of the town
is

at present.

is
is

good, although the

not low enough to secure dry cellars in

and there

meadow

a

is

one

in

all

locali-

There are no

village.

slaughter-houses or offensive trades in town.

The schoolhouses

are

well

heated, lighted, and ventilated

;

there are not sufficient fire-escapes in connection with the hotels

and public

halls.

The board of

health acts only upon complaints received
no
monthly reports of contagious diseases are made to the State
Board of Health, and the physicians are not prompt in notifying
the local board of the existence of any such cases.
Placards are
placed on infected houses, private funerals are required in deaths
from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and houses in which these diseases have occurred are ordered disinfected.
There has been no
especial sanitary progress during the past year, and the town is so
;

thinly populated that the needs in this direction are confined to

individual households.

Wilton
Board of Health
The water-supply
north of the village

— PopiUatioii,

— George

W. Hatch, M.

of the town
;

it is

1,850.

good,

is

D., Moses Clark.

from springs on a

soft, clear water,

ant in dry times and always pure.

A

hill just

always abund-

very few wells

are

used
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A

gravity system sufficient to supply the entire

cured by piping about

town could be

se-

of a mile.

a. quarter

There is no sewerage system almost all the dwellings depend
upon cesspools for sink drainage and these are nearly all poorly
constructed.
A greater portion of the village is on the left bank
of the Souhegan river, raised above its level, and consequently
has a good opportunity for natural drainage. The only offensive
trade in town is a piggery about eighty rods east of a part of the
village, which is quite objectionable when east winds obtain.
The schoolhouses are in a very bad condition they are poorly
constructed, lighted, and heated, with no ventilation whatever
aside from doors and windows, while there is not nearly room
enough for the number of scholars. The hotels and public halls
are suitably furnished with fire-escapes, and the doors of public
;

;

buildings swing outward.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and the

board of health does nothing

can help

if it

made

ports of contagious diseases are

to

it.

the

No monthly

re-

State Board

of

Health, and the physicians do not send proper notifications of
existing cases of such diseases

scarlet fever,

and

have occurred
inaugurated

needed.

A

is

infected houses are placarded,

;

diphtheria and
which these diseases
No sanitary improvements have been

funerals are forbidden

public

in

deaths from

disinfection of houses in

required.

within

the

past

year,

good water-supply could

but a system
also

of sewers

be procured

is

at a slight

expense.

WiNDHAiM

Board of Health.

— Population,

632.

— Albert E. Simpson, Caleb

B. Clark,

John

A, ISIoore, Selectmen.

The

water-supply of the town

of good quality
naturally

;

there

drained by

is

is from wells and springs and
no system of sewerage. The town

brooks and

water-courses

;

there

is

is
is

a

meadow near the village with houses built on its edge, where, in
summer mornings, fog lies over the meadow and houses later
than on the higher lands, and the atmosphere is laden with
dampness that would indicate unhealthfulness.
There are no offensive trades in town and only one place

;

.
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where animals are slaughtered, and that on a farm, and plenty of
absorbents are used to keep the place in a good condition.
Five out of the seven schoolhouses in town were built thirtyor forty years ago, and were very good for that time as regards ventilation, but have not the latest improved methods
five

with plenty of

no hotel

in

wood

town

there

dangers

floor, so that the

is

no trouble about heating. There is
and town hall are on the ground

the church

;

in

case of

No

are small.

fire

public

buildings have been erected since the law was passed requiring

doors of public places to swing outward.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations

the board

;

of health does not make any regular inspections, but when a
nuisance exists rumor soon gives them notice.

Monthly

reports

of contagious diseases are generally made to the State Board of
Health ; the physicians promptly notify the local board of the
existence of any such diseases and the infected house

no deaths have occurred from diphtheria or

placarded;

is

scarlet fever since

the term of office of the present board, but disinfection of the

premises has been required under the direction of the attending
physician whenever either disease has prevailed.

There have been no sanitary improvements undertaken
the town within the past year

;

laws of health are needed for our

Windsor

common

schools.

— Population, 6

2

—

George M. Russell, Herbert
John G. Dodge, Selectmen.

Board of Health.

The

water-supply of the town

The

tem of sewerage.

is

from

town

cellars.

is

is

no

sys-

good,

There

is

in connection with slaughter-houses.

The schoolhouses and
and

F. Dresser,

There

wells.

natural drainage of the

with the water-level low enough to secure dry

no nuisance

in

better text-books in regard to the

ventilated

;

public buildings are well heated, lighted,

and the hotels and public

halls are

provided with

sufficient fire-escapes.

The town

has no established health regulations, and the board

of health acts only

upon complaints; no monthly reports of conmade to the State Board of Health, although
prompt to notify the local board of the preva-

tagious diseases are

the physicians are
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lence of any such cases

disinfection of houses in which diphand scarlet fever have occurred is required. There have
been no sanitary improvements within the past year, and none
are needed at present.
;

theria

WOLFEBOROUGH

—

Board of Health.

Populatiotl, 3,020.

— John G.

Gate.

Wolfeborough has an ample supply of excellent water from
Beech pond, furnished by the town. There is no complete system of sewerage ; there is one large sewer about a fourth of a mile
long, and a few houses are connected with it.
Only a small portion of the dwellings depend upon cesspools for sink drainage,
which have open sides and bottom.
The town is not well drained naturally the water-level is low
enough to secure dry cellars in most localities, but there are
about twenty-five acres of swamp land between Wolfeborough
There is one slaughter-house about a
village and Mill village.
the regulations are
fourth of a mile from one part of the village
;

;

not strictly enforced.
In the construction of

been given to heat,

light,

new schoolhouses
and

especial attention has

ventilation, but perhaps the school-

houses and public buildings taken as a whole are not well ventilated.

and

The

doors of public buildings built recently swing inward,

sufficient fire-escapes are

not provided.

Health regulations have been adopted and issued by the town
the board of health makes occasional sanitary inspections,
also acts

upon

all

The

complaints received.

;

and

physicians promptly

and a
monthly report of the same is sent to the State Board of Health
placards are placed upon infected houses, public funerals are prohibited in deaths from diphtheria and scarlet fever, and houses
in which these diseases have prevailed are disinfected.
notify the board of

all

existing cases of contagious diseases,

\

Woodstock
Board of Health.

— D.

— Population,

341.

B. Baston, Lucien Smith,

W.

L.

E.

Hunt, Selectmen.

The

water-supply

of the

town

is

from wells and springs,

brought to the dwellings in distribution pipes.

There

is

not a
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complete system of sewerage, and the greater portion of the
houses depend upon cesspools with open sides and bottom for
sink drainage.

The

water-level being low

natural drainage of the

enough

low lands or swamps near the

to secure
village.

town

is

good, the

and with no
There are no slaughter-

dry

cellars,

houses that constitute a nuisance.

The schoolhouses and
lighted,

and

vided with

ventilated,

public

buildings

are

and the hotels and public

well

heated,

halls are

pro-

sufficient fire-escapes.

The town

has never adopted any health regulations, and the

board of health acts only upon complaints received.

There have
town during the past
year, and no monthly reports in regard to the same have been
made to the State Board of Health. There have been no
sanitary improvements in town within the past year.
been no cases of contagious disease
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AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.

REPORTED BY DR.

CONN, DELEGATE FROM THE STATE BOARD
OF HEALTH.

G. P.

The seventeenth annual meeting of

the

American Public

Health Association was held in Brooklyn, N. Y., and there was

a

full

attendance from

The
tober

1889, in

21,

engineers,

all parts

sections of the country.

A

gathering of

distinguished

and other

professional

physicians,

men and laymen from

of the country interested in sanitary matters were in

attendance.

ment of

all

opened at eleven o'clock, Tuesday, Octhe Brooklyn Institute, where most of the

were held.

sessions
civil

was

session

The

objects

sanitary science

of the association are the advance-

and the promotion of organizations and

measures for the practical application of public hygiene.

The meeting was opened by

the president, Dr.

Hosmer A.

Johnson, of Chicago, and Dr. J. H. Raymond, chairman of the
local committee of arrangements, gave a brief address of wel-

come and announced

the arrangements for the reception and en-

tertainment of the members.

The

first

paper presented the association was prepared by Dr.

William Thornton Parker, of Newport, R. I., and read by ProIt very forcibly discussed " the
fessor Lindsley, of New Haven.
overshadowing of our homes" in towns and villages by shadetrees.

The

following represents some of the salient points in the

paper

The

sanitary suiTOundings of our homes,

reared, ought to be as nearly perfect as

it is

where our

possible to

families

make them.

Hve and are
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The grounds should be
and

sufficiently

thinned out,

lest

well graded, drained, and free from stagnant water,
dry and wholesome, and trees and bushes should be well
they be the means of preventing the free access of sunhght,

without abundance of which no family can be either truly healthy or happy.
Every bed chamber must, if possible, be so situated that abundance of sunlight
can enter it for some hours daily
in clear weather
and especially is this

—

where
in

nursery, where

of the

true

—

amount of sunshine

the gi-eatest

and health giving rays will most surely make
cheerful dispositions and in healthy bodies.
its life

When

a

man

its

is

needed, and

value recognized

begins to take special precautions as to his diet and exercise,

having in view rather his future health than his present comfort or tastes, he
has in most cases already begun to suffer from the effects of his imprudence,
and does not commence a hygienic course of life as a perfectly sound and

The same

healthy person.

is

true for a

community.

It will

not usually sub-

mit to the burden of taxation necessary to secure needed reforms until the neglect of these things has resulted in such an amount of disease and death as to

The

forcibly call attention to the matter.

than
"

it

When

sider

it

result

is

that the

would have been had the work been undertaken

burden

in

is far

heavier

proper season.

a State or municipalit}' has so far advanced in civilization as to con-

desirable to take measures to protect the public health by preventing in-

dividuals from polluting the air or water liable to be used by their neighbors,
the services of the medical profession are usually called

upon."

— [Pepper's

System of Medicine.]
This subject

is

one of national importance, and concerns not only the pros-

perity of the people in a pecuniary sense, but

is

of greater importance in relation

and the general protection of health. Concerning the preservation of our forests, it would be difficult to write too much, and everywhere
there should be a desire to preserve and protect them.
We are witnesses this
to sanitary matters

year of the terrible calamities resulting from the wholesale destruction of our
forests,

fers

but perhaps

from

we do

this cause,

not sufficiently consider that the general climate suf-

and

that indirectly

from the wanton destruction of the
healthful landscape.

some

It

much

of disease

trees, so essential in the

and death

results

general condition of

has been hoped that the government would

make

practical efforts to protect the forests.

For many years our people have given considerable attention

to this subject

of forest culture, but instead of exercising their influence in the direction of

and increase where it is most needed, many seem to content
themselves with planning " arbor days " and employing our school children in
forest protection

planting trees and shrubs in parks and school grounds and streets of our

and towns.
trees where

To

sunlight

is

most needed, one cannot help feeling that oftentimes

these efforts are sadly misdirected and the theory taught

This love for the beauty of foliage

guided

is

to

cities

witness the faithful efforts of our children as they plant the

be encouraged, but

it

is

right

and

it

is

is

not the true one.

natural,

and properly

has undoubtedly been only too often extrava-

gantly bestowed, and the societies formed for this purpose are not always under
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and the planting from a

the direction of the wisest,

not yet received
to

much

be the object, and

at their disposal.

To

attention.

this is limited

The poem

of

set out as

sanitary- point of

many

view has

seems

trees as possible

only by the means and the amount of land

"Woodman,

Spare that Tree " has

won

a strong

place in the hearts of the people, and while whole forests disappear as

magic, in ruthless waste and in serious menace of health and
the

town whose

bathed in poisonous

roots are

soil,

life,

by

and whose branches are

with deadly vapors, and whose leaves repel God's gloiious sunshine,

filled

stands triumphantly, a delusive ornament and a dangerous menace.

has

if

the tree in

this

So much

many

natural love for the beauty of foliage been misdirected that

sicken and die from overshading

wanton destruction of our

— even

as

many must

also suffer

from the

Overshading is a serious fault and directly
and noticeably increases disease and shortens
These facts should receive careful and positive attention.
life.
Vegetation produces a great effect upon the movement of the air.
Its veforests.

lessens the value of real estate,

locity
is

is

checked, and sometimes in thick clusters of trees or underwood the air
If moist

almost stagnant.

and decaying vegetation be a coincident condi-

tion of such stagnation, the most fatal forms of malarious diseases are produced.

A moist
catarrh,

soil is cold and is generally believed to predispose to rheumatism,
and neuralgia. It is a matter of general experience that most persons

feel healthier

on a dry

duces an unfavorable

soil.

effect

development of the agent,
fevers.

In some way which is not clear, a moist soil proupon the lungs. A moist soil influences greatly the
whatever it may be, which causes the paroxysmal

In ground which has been rendered drier by drainage, Buchanon has

shown that there has been a diminution in deaths from
As man pales, sickens, and dies without the blessing

phthisis.

of the sunshine, so, too,

the earth deteriorates and becomes unfit as a safe resting place for man,

deprived of the requirements of nature.
are called to prescribe for ailing people

luxury,

and yet who are

It frequently

who seem

if it is

happens that physicians

to possess

really perishing because their houses

every comfort and

and grounds are

overshaded.

These people who

live in

such houses are always cold and miserable, need-

ing extra clothing and expending great quantities of fuel in order to obtain the

needed warmth and to dispel the deadly chill. Artificial heat can never be
compared reasonably with the pure, life-giving sunshine, and human science
can never discover a substitute for the divine light of health and life.

Where houses

are overshaded the nervous system also suffers as well as the

general bodily health

;

mental disturbance, melancholy, and madness are

to

be

apprehended from such dreary surroundings.
Everj' intelligent

man who

loves his family, and recognizes his duties as the

responsible head of a household, must occasionally ask himself whether or not
the house he

is

occupying

is

safe for those

he loves better than himself.

All

should be keenly alive to the importance of proper sanitary surroundings, and

nothing should be neglected and no vigilance spared to
secure against disease as against the intrusion of burglars.

make

the

homes

as

:

:
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happy, healthy home, with God's glorious sunshine within and without,
the sunlight of children's smiles at the fireside,

is

a reward for our vigi-

lance and duty worthy of our most constant devotion.

Dr. James F. Hibberd, of Richmond, Ind., read a paper on

" Clothing
paper, and

in

its

Relations to Hygiene."

In submitting

this dissertation there is

no pretense of having demonstrated a

theorem, but simply announced an opinion,

what are conceived

tion to

This was an excellent

the writer concluded in the following language

its

true intent being to call atten-

be wrong views of clothing in

to

relations to

its

hygiene, leading to dangerous practices in dress by a large fraction of the popu-

This opinion

lation in this latitude.

pressed upon

me by

having

to deal

is

not the result of theorizing, but has been

with the consequences of errors in

this be-

half fallen into through mistaken ideas regarding the true role of the skin in the

human animal economy.
It

seems time that the relation of clothing

to the health of the

people of tem-

perate climates engaged in civil industries should be reviewed, and the points

may be summarized thus, viz.
The popular and professional estimate of

for investigation
1.

below
2.

its

the hygiene of the skin

is

much

real importance.

The

physiolog)' of the skin cannot be largely interfered with

without

endangering the general health.
3.

lish
4.

One

of the most influential factors in the sound health of

and maintain

The tendency

and thereby
5.

ture

in his organization a resisting

A
is

the

is

power

to overdress, ener\'ating the skin

power of the whole system,

man

is

to estab-

to the causes of disease.

and

curtailing

its

power,

to resist the causes of disease.

proper exposure of the surface of the body to environing low tempera-

a valuable general tonic.

6.

Ventilation of the skin

7.

Habit

may

is

indi.spensable to

good

health.

enable one to bear wide differences in clothing under similar

surroundings without detriment, and

this

should impress the necessity of

culti-

vating correct habits of dress.

EVENING SESSION.

The formal welcome given

to the association in the

of Music was in every respect a brilliant

affair.

The

Academy
stage

and

boxes were handsomely adorned with palms and potted plants
and flowers, handsome invitation programs had been provided,

and Post's Twenty-third Regiment Band furnished excellent
music during the evening.
Dr.
dress,

Raymond, who
in which,

after

presided, delivered the introductory ad-

welcoming the American Public Health
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six hundred memand Territory in the Union and
every province of Canada.
Among them were physicians of
both sexes and of every school of medicine men and women
who had at heart the welfare of mankind, and were striving to
disseminate knowledge with a view to preserve health and

Association, he said that

it

was composed of

bers, representing every State

;

lengthen

life.

The

history of civilization contained

no brighter

page than that which recorded the deeds of bravery of many of

members of the

the
to

association, their self-sacrifice

their fellowmen.

men had been

these

and devotion

In the epidemics of pestilential

diseases

appealed to by the fever-stricken, and had

While others had

never appealed in vain.

fled to

escape conta-

men had remained. It is due largely to the labors
men that almost every community in this broad land

gion, these

of these

enjoys to-day a sense of immunity from pestilential disease.

Mayor Chapin, who,

conclusion, the Doctor introduced

coming the
The

In

in wel-

association, spoke in part as follows:

different duties assigned during this session are

none of them

distasteful

who have assumed them, but my duties seem to give me an advantage
over those who are to follow me. This association must be well aware that it
is welcome in Brooklyn, and it does not matter so much if I fail to fully welcome you, for another gentleman is to follow me who will make up for my
shortcomings.
You have doubtless been told at the various places where you
to those

have previously met

Now

that

it

was

there are also reasons

stands

among

the

been carefully

more

sifted out

well you should meet here.

it is

healthful cities

.

The

we may be an

is

due

Brooklyn

population of Brooklyn

and selected from the other

health of the city of Brooklyn
ancestors,

you should have chosen those places.

fitting

why

to the virtue

cities

may have

of the earth.

and hardy

If the

constitution of ouj

interesting study to your association.

I

have given

some study to posterity. When I first came to the position which I now occupy
it seemed to me my duty to make certain suggestions which would fall due
about the time the next generation was ready to receive them.
It is to be anticipated that the results of your labors will be to render posterity hardier

healthier

You

and

better.

are a

deserves

Your

and

all in

body of

scientific

eulogy that

may

men.

Your work, although

be said of

it,

it

is

broad, and

does not cover the whole ground.

profession illustrates the truth that as the

whole community has grown, so
It becomes necessary for the

each part requires a greater and closer attention.

work to the perfection of the whole of which it forms a
There is an analogy between this and the fact that the science and principles of government are broadening, and at the same time becoming more
The problem of politics of modern times is illustrated
intricate and elaborate.
specialist to devote his
part.
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— that the power of government proceeds from the individuals

Your body, to some extent, is a political body, and it
you look back you see a weight of laws and enactments
based upon your investigations and recommendations and I would especially
and

to the

comes

community.

to pass that vi'hen

;

thank you

for

your political work, as

have indicated, and from which Brook-

I

lyn has reaped her share of advantage.

After a selection had been rendered by the orchestra, Dr. Ray-

mond

introduced Dr. Alexander Hutchins, who, after an ornate
spoke at some length upon the advancement of

introdtiction,

the science of medicine, of

its

He also

his

past, its present,

and

its

future.

remarks to the American Public
Health Association, paying a glowing tribute to its history and

devoted a portion of

prophesying for

it

a glorious future of usefulness

Hosmer A. Johnson,

Dr.

and

progress.

of Chicago, the president of the asso-

He

ciation, was the next speaker.

expressed his appreciation of

Brooklyn's hospitality, and then gave his attention to the consideration of the object of the association
It is desirable to

:

impress the general public with the fact that public health

is

The world has never realized to its fullest extent what it might
accomplish, and men should endeavor to accomplish all that is possible. A
difficulty in the way of sanitary science has been that we do not know exactly
the cause of our sufferings, and the skepticism of the public.
The plague is a
specter of the past, and small-pox is a Samson shorn, and this is largely the
public wealth.

knowledge. Within the past century great addiknowledge of the causes of disease have been made, and a consequent

result of increase in sanitary

tions to

advancement in the beneficial results of medical science. In the speaker's
boyhood a death from typhoid fever meant a mysterious dispensation of
Providence it now means foul water, bad food, violations of sanitary law.
The diffiision of scientific knowledge is constantly increasing, and we now
;

have primers and handbooks of useful
being investigated as to

Men

ity.

are

its

scientific

relation to the social

becoming more and more susceptible

great problem before sanitary investigators

There

is

knowledge.

and

an obligation

is

Science

political welfare of

is

now

human-

to sanitary notions.

The

the protection of the great public.

to protect the health of the citizen as well as his

prop-

Our legislation to this end has been framed in the presence of danger,
has grown out of epidemics. But sanitary laws must be based upon the knowlerty.

edge and approval of the people, and
public,
enlist

and

that

is

others besides the

an.l others

must help

men

in the

of disease from without.
let

it is

necessary to interest and instruct the

one great object of the association.
of the medical profession.

work.

Another duty

There should be

a health officer or officers,

whose

is

in every

But the matter must
Sanitaiy engineers

to prevent the introduction

town and

city

and ham-

duties in the preservation of health should

:
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be scrupulously performed, and ample

statistics

should be secured and presen'ed.

The time is not far distant when a health officer will be
much a necessity as a constable or a justice of the peace.

recognized as just as

Knowledge should

be disseminated, consultation should be had, and the widest and most minute

exchange of sanitary
authority

facts

and

statistics

should obtain.

greatly needed, with adequate

is

and care should be given

The Rev. Dr.

to the care

A

national sanitary

power and means.

and preservation of human

Storrs was next introduced

More money
life.

and spoke

in sub-

stance as follows

my word of welcome to this association. Health and
come from veiy much the same root, and both mean very
much the same thing; that is, wholeness. Physicians and ministers should
regard each other as brothers, and work together, and they generally do.
I
remember no face so well as that of the most capable, most affectionate and
efficient Dr. Chauncey M. Mitchell.
Character, the power of impressing his
I

am

glad to add

holiness, as words,

patients,

is

an important qualification

Many

for the physician.

years ago there

was an alleged distinction between the American and English mind and the
French or German. The former were regarded as being the more rapid in
their operation, while the latter were considered the more searching and miBut from the fact that by the use of the micro-

nute in their investigations.

scope our physicians can
to

now

count the ten thousand millions of microbes said

name to this, that, and the
American mind has acquired that
which it was held to be deficient. The

be contained in a given square inch, and give a

other of them,

it

would appear

that the

quality of minuteness in research in

American

scientific

mind has become

instead of simply reflecting

solar instead of lunar, giving light itself

it.

SECOND DAY.

MORNING

SESSION.

Dr. Jerome Walker, of Brooklyn, read an interesting essay on

"The
said

Causes and Prevention of Infant Mortality, " in which he

:

Parents in general are better acquainted with sanitary measures than was the
case even fifteen years ago, but there

is

much

and magazines under the head of hygiene
harm.

that

that
is

is

published in newspapers

unreliable

Reliable information should be furnished in

all

and productive of

schools by competent

and much of what is there taught will be repeated by the pupils to
and so the good seed will grow and develop.
Health primers and treatises of any considerable size do not find their way
into most homes.
Cities might, to advantage, spend considerable money to
physicians,

their parents,

enable boards of health or sanitary associations to gratuitously distribute, where

most needed, sanitary

by physicians

tracts.

Directions as to disinfection might well be given

needing them.

Health
men, can do much by personal information.
to families

inspectors,

if

the right sort of

AMERICAN HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
Boards of health can and should see

and good,

milk

that

is

to

that the drinking-water is ample
and not furnished by cows fed on

it

at least quite pure,

sour garbage or distillery slops and kept in unhealthful

garbage

is

promptly removed

are properly flushed

and

that

;

plumbing

disinfected

;

;

that houses are not

the building of
officer

as

is

it

by

isolation

and

overcrowded, and that every

model tenements.

hat house

stables

should be

;

that the sewers

that contagious diseases are studied,

their spread prevented as far as possible

people
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The hard working,

has a wonderful opportunity to save

life

and

notification to the

facility is

afforded for

conscientious health

and increase the comfort and

usefulness of the people.

We
1.

2.

may conclude from what is known of institutions for children
That a large proportion of the deaths in them are preventable.
That the younger the children and the larger the number the greater
:

the mortality.
3.

That the mortality can be lessened, but the decrease costs money,
and energy, and to obtain the best results the attending and

time, patience,

resident physicians should be reliable, should be given control over all medical

and

sanitary matters,

and should be held responsible

for the

same.

A paper on the " Relations of the Dwellings of the Poor to
Infant Mortality, " by Alfred E. White, C. E., of Brooklyn,
was upon a kindred subject, and was a
the conditions that obtained

among

Brooklyn, as well as other large
statistics the

by

change

substituting the

use in those

faithful representation

the poor in

cities,

for the better that

of

New York and

and he showed by careful
had been brought about

modern tenement house

for that formerly in

cities.

Papers were read by Dr. Homan, of St. Louis, upon " The
Compensation of Local Boards of Health, " and by Dr. W. M.
Smith, health officer of the port of New York, on " Quarantine. "
This was illustrated with maps and drawings, and afterwards the association was invited to inspect the work of the
health officer, and an excursion was arranged and carried out in

a very agreeable manner.

The

afternoon session was omitted in order that the members

might attend Dr. Smith's reception and the excursion.

EVENING SESSION.

Edward Atkinson, LL.

D., of Boston, Mass., read a paper on

the art of cooking, and demonstrated

thoroughly and cheap.
culinary feast to which

With two
all

how food can be cooked

large oil stoves he prepared a

present were inv ited.

Meats,

fish,

:
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vegetables, bread, puddings, cakes,

cooked elegantly

and

several delicacies were

meeting and

presence of the

in the

passed

around.

The following
The

is

the paper read, in part

which are used

cost of materials

for food

comes

to

one half or more of

the average income of at least 90 per cent of the people of this country

our product of food material

is

more abundant

yet

;

than that

in ratio to population

of any other country which holds a prominent position in the civilized world.

This food consists in greatest measure of grain, meat, dairy products, and roots
or tubers

;

in small part of fish, green vegetables,

and

The

fruit.

greater part

of this food must be converted into a digestible and appetizing form by the application of heat to

kinds of food

it

this

;

at the right temperature, the

the kind of material which

is

to

Yet there are no popular

tion.

degree varying with different

heat must be applied for a suitable time, also varying with

be converted into a nutritious form by

on the

treatises or definite instructions

ac-

its

scientific

application of heat to food.

Good

health depends in greater measui-e upon adequate nutrition and upon

the conversion of food material into a digestible form than

A

tor in life.

well- nourished

man

upon any other

can bear adverse conditions of

life

fac-

in the

dwelling-house, the factory, the mine, and the furnace, to which the ill-nour-

man will succumb in a very short time. On the other hand, the capacity
man to perform his work is as fully dependent upon the quality and ad-

ished
of the

equacy of

The

his food as the capacity of the horse, ox, or mule.

man depends on

his food as

used under the boiler

;

this is

much

almost as tnie as to mental as

force of the

upon

as the force of the engine

is

it

the fuel

to physical

power.
I

venture

now

to give

some of the general conclusions which

I

have reached

by the application of somewhat crude methods and inventions on which
experimented personally in such scraps of time as

and on nearly two

lar occupation,

years' use of

I could spare

my

from

apparatus in

I

my

my own

have
regu-

fam-

ily.

and discussion by first submitting some very posiand dogmatic statements, subsequently sustaining them by such proofs as I

I will challenge attention

tive

have

to offer

:

Special apparatus for boiling and frying has been adequately and suitably

1.

developed

for the use of those

who can afford these somewhat
when skillfully practiced.

wasteful methods

of preparing food, yet excellent
2.

The

3.

Bread may be baked suitably

when
4.

the
It is

ordinary methods of frying are utterly bad and wasteful.

work

country

material.

done upon a large

in a

brick oven,

is

;

for this,

among

and

also

way

in

the

other reasons, most of the bread

very bad, although

economically,

scale.

very difficult to bake bread in a suitable

stove or range
this

is

we have

common

iron

consumed

in

the greatest abundance of the best
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Meats may be well roasted in a costly manner before an open fire.
Aside from the exceptional apparatus or methods named, substantially all
the modern cooking stoves and ranges are wasteful and more or less unsuitable
5.

6.

All the ordinar)' methods of quick baking, roasting, and boiling, are

for use.

bad

;

7.

and,

The

finally,

almost the whole of the coal or

smell of cooking in the ordinary

way

oil

flavor as well as a waste of nutritious properties,

pleasant smell also gives evidence that the food

used in cooking

is

wasted.

gives evidence of the waste of

is

and

in

most cases the un-

being converted into an un-

wholesome condition, conducive to indigestion and dyspepsia.
8. Nine tenths of the time devoted to watching the process of cooking is
wasted and the heat and discomfort of the room in which the cooking is done
;

are evidence of worse than waste.
9.

The warming

room or house with the apparatus used for cooking is
method of cooking, and might be compassed at much
if the process of cooking were separated from the process of warming
of the

inconsistent with the best
less cost

the

room

10.

or dwelling.

No

fuel

which cannot be wholly consumed

is fit

to use in the process of

cooking, and any chimney which creates a draught upon the fuel
process of combustion, like the ordinary chimney of a house,
less, since

The

it

by which

For

complished.

this

flavors are

when

in the

worse than use-

wastes the greater part of the heat generated from the

true science of cooking consists in the regulated

tion of heat,

is

fuel.

and contioUed applica-

developed and the work of conversion

purpose a quantity of fuel

absurdly small compared to the quantity

is

commonly

required which

is

is

ac-

almost

used.

Portions of oatmeal and other cereals, custard pudding, hash,
etc., that

were cooked

in

the hall, were placed

on

plates

and

spread upon the platform, and after the address the audience

was invited

to

come forward and

trv them.

MORNING SESSION, OCTOBER

24.

The following papers were read and discussed
"Recent Researches relating to the Etiology of Yellow
Fever" (illustrated with the stereopticon), by George M.Sternberg, M. D., major and surgeon United States Army, Baltimore,
Md.
:

" Preliminary Observations on the jMicro-Organism of Texas
Fever, " by Dr. Theobald Smith, of Washington, D. C.

"Some General Observations on Texas Fever" (illustrated
with the stereopticon), by D. E. Salmon, D. V. M., chief of the
Bureau of Animal Industry, Washington, D. C.
Dr.

Martin, of Milwaukee, read a paper on the " Disposal

:
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of Garbage. "

This was an interesting paper, and the writer evi-

He

dently had found occasion to study the subject.

closed his

paper by saying

Of

work connected with the
none has given more

the questions that have arisen in the sanitary

all

my

city of

Milwaukee during

trouble

and annoyance than

health officer

Dr. S.

How

:

S.

eight years of service,

question, that like a nightmare haunts the

this

best to dispose of our garbage

?

Kilvington, health officer of the city of Minneapolis,

read a paper on "Statistics on River Pollution, with Observations relating to the Destruction of

"

ters.

Garbage and Refuse Mat-

Dr. Kilvington said, in part:

In the majority of cities the problem of the disposal of garbage

A

unsolved.

United

States,

of these

circular letter

and

replies

was sent

is

to the health officers of 175

were returned by only

sixty-six.

practically

cities in

the

Less than one third

showed the possession of any statistics regarding the quantity of waste
annum. A surprising indifference to the subject is

materials disposed of per

shown

in

many

Health

directions.

officials in cities

of 100,000 to 500,000 in-

"have no opinion on the subject, "
"
or
have had no experience and entertain no views. " We can no longer

"have not thought about

habitants

it,

" or

leave to nature the chemistry of our waste products without danger to ourselves.

The

prevention of pollution of water courses by the deposit therein of waste

material

is

undesirable at best, and intolerable where rivers or lakes are used as

sources of water-supply.
cities
soil,

and 3,765 dead animals.

dumped 46,700

In the Ohio

108,250 tons of night

offal,

river, five cities in the

tons of garbage, 21,157 tons of night

In the

animals.

Missouri

river, four

cities

cast

soil,

same period

and 5,100 dead

36,000 tons

of

garbage,

and 31,600 dead animals. It should be remembered
many of these animals were killed because suffering from contagious and

22,400 tons of night
that

In the Mississippi river during the past year, eight

alone deposited 152,675 tons of garbage and

loathsome diseases.

soil,

No

theory of self-purification of running water will dwarf

Two

the magnitude of the sanitary crime.
the careful student of this matter

:

methods commend themselves

to

the rapid decomposition of these waste pro-

ducts with a view to converting them into profitable forms of fertilizer and

maand the rapid and complete combustion of these materials with a view
The former is the more economical method, and
to their entire desbuction.
animal manure may be conveyed a short distance from a city. As a nile, howchine

oil,

ever, the agricultural interests

demand

Rendering-works have attempted
way.

A

scientific piece

to

of apparatus

in three or four large cities.

soiling material in a concentrated form.

produce such

It treats

known

fertilizer,

the separation of such from other waste materials.
disposal

is

to

but do so in a clumsy

Merz system is
only garbage, however, and
as the

be made of dead animals, night

The
soil,

in operation

necessitates

question remains,

what

and sewage, which must
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soon be forbidden deposit in our water courses, and which has an even more
noxious quality and an even higher fertilizing value than the garbage with
which the Merz system proposes to deal. The crematory has proved a practical

success

favored

me

in

many

places.

with a reply to

my

Out of

thirty-five health

officers

who have

request for an expression of an opinion

upon

the disposal of garbage, twenty-three indorse the practice of cremation.

Many

other valuable and instructive papers were read and dis-

cussed.

The

following ofhcers were elected for the ensuing year

President

— Dr.

:

H. B. Baker, Lansing, Mich.

First Vice-President

— Dr. F. Montizambert, Quebec.
— Dr. Joseph H. Raymond, Brooklyn,

Second Vice-President
N. Y.
Secretary

— Dr. Irving A. Watson, Concord, N. H.
— Dr. Berrien Lindsley, Nashville, Tenn.

Treasurer

The

J.

association adjourned

cember 16-19, 1890.

to

meet

at

Charleston

,

S.

C, De-

SEWER-GAS POISONING.

BY JOHN

BERRY, M.

J.

D.,

MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF

HEALTH, PORTSMOUTH,

There has long been a

N. H.

settled conviction that

fectious diseases, as well as other

many

and more chronic

of our inaffections,

by the absorption of poisonous gases. Just how
and to what degree the latter may act as causative factors
has not been accurately determined, neither are we fully cognizant of the peculiar conditions under which a poisonous atmosphere may produce its most fatal results.
are produced
often

In the consideration of the subject

been entertained by the

As a

many who

result,

may be

that the

most

pardoned

if,

its

influences.

the symptoms,
skilled

many

erroneous ideas have

and indorsed by the profession.

are living in fancied security are being

constantly subjected to
nite

laity

and

so

Yet so vague and

indefi-

protean the manifestations,

and experienced practitioner may be

in certain

justly

instances, he fails to appreciate the con-

ditions at fault.

The reader naturally asks, ''What is sewer-gas?" It should
be understood that the word " sewer-gas " is a general and comprehensive term for a great many toxic conditions, which in turn
are produced in

many

different ways.

These phenomena are well

explained by Nichols, who, after extended observation and ex-

periment, writes as follows

"

When

:

and animal
which comprises ordinary sew-

a mixture of organic matter of vegetable

origin, such for instance as that

is allowed to stand, it begins to undergo chemical change,
and there are formed, partly by action of atmospheric oxygen.

age,

SEWER-GAS POISONING.
and

partly

by changes taking place within the mass, a great

compounds of

ety of
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greater or less complexity,

and

vari-

differing in

relative amount according to the circumstances
under which the decaying matter is placed. Some of the compounds thus formed are gaseous, and escape into the surrounding

character and

atmosphere.

If there

is

a free circulation of air about the decay-

ing substance, the gaseous products of decomposition
diluted to such an extent that

we cannot

chemical analysis, variations from
either to the loss of

oxygen used up

is

so situated

to

as

normal condition due
decay or to

the

in the process of

the addition of foreign ingredients.

ing mass

however, the decompos-

If,

only partly

fill

contains in addition a limited amount of
air does not

have

free access, then

gen of the confined
filled

may be

appreciate, even by

air,

a receptacle which

and

to

which

fresh

a large proportion of the oxy-

air disappears,

and the space above becomes

with the gases which have been produced as the result of

decay, in addition to v/hat nitrogen of the air remains.
In ordinary cesspools and vaults, and in ill-constructed sewers, there is
always some access of air, and the gaseous products of decomposition

become more

the sewer

when expressed
It will

or less diluted, so that, although the air in

may seem very

foul, the

in figures,

is

deviation from the normal

air,

ordinarily quite small."

amount and the composition
upon atmospheric and other condinot always appreciable.
In few instances are we

thus be seen that both the

of these gases are dependent
tions

which are

able to

name

accurately the products of such decomposition or

to forecast their toxic effects.
to contain ordinarily,
ide, marsh-gas,

and

The

air

of sewers

may be

stated

in varying proportions, carbonic ox-

and other compounds of carbon and hydrogen,

sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphide of ammonia, various forms of
bacteria,

and many

While

volatile substances.

present at the same time,

it is

all

these

may be

only in rare instances that they

any sewer to produce immediate
For example, carbonic dioxide seldom exists in a proportion greater than one or two per cent, carburetted hydrogen
or marsh-gas in a much less amount, while sulphuretted hydrogen, in order to be positively noxious, must exist in sufficient
exist in sufficient quantities in

effects.

quantity to produce a very decided odor.
that, with the

exception of the

latter,

It is

a significant fact

none of these

gases,

when
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produced and moderately diluted, are capable of producing any untoward symptoms.

artificially

Letheby, as the

London

result

sewers, gives

its

of his examinations of the air of the

composition as follows

:

..........
.........

Oxygen
Nitrogen

19.51

79.98

Carbon dioxide
Marsh-gas

-v

Ammonia

s

Sulphuretted hydrogen

A

......

.

0.53

traces

_)

similar analysis of the air of one of the Boston sewers,

maximum

..........
..........
.........
.......

Nichols, gives the following

Oxygen
Nitrogen

percentages

by

:

20.90
79.26

Carbon dioxide

Sulphuretted hydrogen

.50
traces

No estimates could be readily made of the amount of volatile
and other matters which were undoubtedly present in both inThese are fair examples, however, of the composition
stances.
of ordinary sewer-air.

In most instances of acute poisoning, the symptoms are produced, not by the presence of any of these gases, but by a deficiency in the supply of oxygen, a condition which

is

of the atmosphere of such

however, other

localities.

There

are,

characteristic

and far more important phases of the sewer-gas question which
must be considered.

The sewage

of dwellings not only produces, through the pro-

cesses of decomposition, foul

air, but it supplies the vehicle by
which the various infectious diseases are propagated. The fact
has been well established that many, if not all, such affections, are
the outcome of specific germs which are thrown off in the excretions of those diseased, and which, under proper conditions, are
These particles are appreciable only
capable of reproduction.
under the highest magnifying powers, and give to the senses no

other indication of their presence.
so far as

its

gases are concerned,

Sewer-air, therefore, which,

may be

quite inoccuous

and

unrecognizable, may, through the presence of these germs, possess qualities

of the most deadly nature.

Hence modern

investi-

gators are inclined to attribute greater dangers to the germ-laden

SEWER-GAS POISONING.
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atmosphere than to the poisonous gases of sewers.
In this con" Foul odors are a warning to
nection, Waring tritely remarks
our senses, perhaps nothing more. The morbific influence, when
:

it

exists,

may accompany

There

is

may be

these odors, but

it is

not of them.

reason to believe that these specific germs of disease

derived not only from the sick person himself, but

may

also be developed de novo through the agency of the various bacteria, which begin and carry on the putrefactive processes.
In

diphtheria, for example, this theory seems almost susceptible of

The same may be

proof.

and

infectious diseases, for

true of

when

some of

the other contagious

the system of sewerage

is

imper-

and waste matter is allowed to collect along the line of
pipes and drains, the necessary conditions for the development
and growth of these germs are fulfilled, and we have not only the
fect

gases but the living organisms, possessing a great diversity

of

form and action and ready to exercise their baneful influence

whenever an opportunity presents itself.
Simon, in his article on ''Filth Diseases, " says:
" The ferments, so far as we know them, show no power of dif.
fusion in dry air, but as moisture is their normal medium, currents of humid air (as from sewers and drains) can doubtless lift

them

in their full effectiveness,

and

if

into houses or confined

exterior places, then with their chief chances of remaining effective.

"

It thus follows that the

conditions especially favoring the de-

velopment of these agents are drains and sewers which are
improperly laid, which have but a slight grade, which are imperUnder
fectly flushed, and to which little or no air is admitted.
such circumstances we

may

safely state that

pliance will properly protect the dwelling,
effectively

no

trap or other ap-

— no

guard the entrance to the sewer.

water-seal will

The upward

pres-

and the great diffusive power of these gases will, of course,,
influenced
be
by many different conditions, but there is abundant evidence to show that such air, together with living organisms, has been forced through well-constructed traps, and the
latter, having adhered to the glass slide, have been demonstrated
by the microscope. It is not always the main sewer which is at
sure

fault, for the various
19

morbific agents

may be

generated in consid-

:
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erable quantities in the soil-pipes, waste-pipes, and drain, and,

provided no traps intervene, are almost certain to produce unpleasant results.

One
which

of the most frequent sources of poisoning
is

particularly

common

These devices are,
and no ventilation

ings.

walls

as a rule, large
in

;

germs, such as

in

size,

with air-tight

short, their construction

that every condition favorable to the

ease

the cesspool,

is

and suburban dwell-

in country

such

is

prompt development of

dis-

admixture of various

heat, moisture, the

forms of organic and inorganic matter, and the exclusion of oxy-

The consequence

gen, are freely offered.

is

that in default of

other exit these agents follow the direction of the least resistance,

through the waste-pipe,

rise

happen

to

filter

through the water-seal,

be one, and enter the dwelling beyond.

if

there

Traps are of

inestimable value for the purposes they are intended to serve, yet

they should not be relied upon as efficient safeguards in cases

where
It
it

all

other sanitary precautions have been neglected.

having been shown

how

sewer-air

remains to consider some of the

While many

may

results

enter the dwelling,

produced by the same.

and une-

cases of such poisoning present definite

quivocal symptoms, there are likewise many, and perhaps a ma-

which the nature of the trouble can be determined only
There may be presented many and
difficulty.
varied phenomena, none of which are characteristic of any one

jority, in

with the greatest

Hun,

particular disease.

cases of

symptoms
I. Vomiting and purging
debility;
7.

4.

Zymotic

scesses;

The

in

a recent analysis of twenty-nine

undoubted sewer-gas poisoning, noted the following

II.

;

2.

Fever with chills;

diseases

;

8.

A

form of nephritis
Sore throat;

5.

.Asphyxia;

;

6.

Puerperal fever

9.

3.

General

Neuralgia;
;

10.

Ab-

Lymphadenitis.

intimate relations existing between sewer-air and various

low forms of fever have been frequently noted. These condithere may be, and often is,
tions have no special characteristics
;

much

digestive disturbance, such as nausea, loss of appetite,

looseness

of the bowels.

course and no fixed limits.

The

fever,

Whether

and

however, has no typical

these

phenomena

are to be

attributed to the action of the gaseous bodies, or to the germs
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therein contained, cannot at present be determined.

No

diffi-

been experienced in tracing typhoid, scarlet
fever, and similar diseases to sewer emanations.
Loomis writes
of a "sewer-gas pneumonia, " which often occurs in New York

culty, however, has

city,

and a similar form has been noted by Bell and by many
Parkes, in his monumental work on hy-

English authorities.
giene, says

"The

:

air

of sewers passing into houses aggravates

most decidedly the severity of all exanthemata, erysipelas, hospital gangrene, and puerperal fever, and it probably has an injuTwo special diseases have been
rious effect upon all diseases.
supposed to arise from the air of sewers and fecal emanations,
viz.,

diarrhea and typhoid fever. "

Not only may they be deand other liquids
a contaminated atmosphere and

rived directly from this source, but from milk

which have been exposed to
have absorbed germs and other noxious

Many

particles.

of the throat can be properly ascribed

affections

to

That form known as follicular tonsilitis has
been repeatedly traced by us to a vitiated atmosphere, produced
in many, if not most, instances, by foul waste-pipes and the openIn these cases there was no admixture of
ing of house drains.
sewage proper, all the circumstances going to show that a specific
disease of a more or less contagious nature was produced de novo
the same causes.

In very
during the processes of fermentation in these localities.
many instances there was no history of undue exposure and no
indications that the patients had taken cold,''the

symptoms hav-

ing been undoubtedly produced solely by the breathing of a

The same

vitiated atmosphere.

what

m

less often,

•*

Sternberg, says:
ritic

poison-germ

is

facts

were noted, though some-

cases of diphtheria.
It

is

That able

investigator,

extremely probable that the diphthe-

capable of increase, independently of the sick,

damp, foul places, such as sewers, damp cellars, and especially
under old houses in which the floors come near the ground, leav"
ing a damp, ill-ventilated space.
Jacobi and others, whose opinions are entitled to much respect,
in

state that

it

may

frequently be traced to sewer emanations, while

the various epidemics in our larger cities have served but to confirm the statements of these observers.

Not

less

frequently

is

the practitioner called

upon

to prescribe
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symptoms which are characteristic of no particular
which are of a chronic nature and not amenable to

for a train of

disease, yet

the ordinary forms of treatment.

The

manifestations perhaps

most commonly noted are drowsiness, prostration, loss of appetite, headache, jaundiced hue of skin, nausea, colic, and irregOccasionally are noticed evidences of

ular action of the bowels.

anaemia, emaciation, weak

and

action of the heart,

irregular

swelling of the limbs, functional disorders of the kidneys,

symptoms of nervous

prostration.

The

and

signs of sewer-gas poison-

ing are oftentimes almost identical with those of chronic malarial
intoxication.

The detection of sewer-gas is at times very difficult. While it
may sometimes be recognized by the peculiar, musty smell which
pervades a room which has been closed tightly for some hours,
this

is

the exception,

and more thorough

tests are usually

required

The latter, however, are of a simple
The following
nature and can be applied by almost any one.
to demonstrate

chemical

its

tests are

existence.

employed

for sulphuretted

hydrogen

If a piece

:

of filter-paper, moistened with a solution of acetate of lead, be

exposed to an atmosphere containing
of ammonia,

its

color

is

this gas

sulphydrate

or

turned to a dark brown or black.

Filter-

paper dipped in a solution of nitro-prusside of sodium assumes a
crimson, and turmeric paper a brown color with

ammonia

sul-

phydrate.

The "peppermint test"

consists in pouring

into the soil-pipe

in the roof, or into the upper water-closet of the house,

of the
carry

oil
it

of peppermint, and following

its

An

latter

being

examination should then be made

course from above downward.

in the pipes

an ounce

with sufficient water to

through the entire length of the pipe, the

tightly closed at the top.

along

it

Should any defect

exist

or traps, the pungent odor of the drug will be at

once recognized.

The same test may be made with sulphuric ether, using a somewhat larger amount, but observing the same precautions.
Sulphur fumes

may be

utilized for the

same purpose.

They

are applied by putting into an opening in the lowest part of the
soil-pipe or drain

an iron pan containing a

kw

live

coals,

and

throwing on one or two handfuls of sulphur, and closing up the

:
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likewise the one in the roof,

if

there be

any.

In view of the great frequency of sewer-gas poisoning, the

many

instances of defective plumbing which exist, and the lack

of interest and information possessed by a large proportion of
the laity, a brief consideration of preventive measures seems to

be demanded.
It is

not our purpose to enter into the

ing, or to trespass in

any way upon the

many
field

details of

plumb-

of the plumber or

sanitary engineer, but rather to proffer a certain

amount of

infor-

mation of a kind which should be supplied to every householder,
whereby he may more effectually guard against the many danwhich threaten from these sources.
chief and in fact the sole purpose of drainage is the
prompt and complete removal of sewage, and the value and efficacy of any system are in proportion to the degree in which this
gers

The

object

is

accomplished.

No more

comprehensive, and at the same time concise, rules

can be given the general reader than those recommended by
Gerhard. They are

"

I.

Extension of

all soil

and drain pipes through and above

the roof.
"

2.

Providing a fresh-air inlet

in the

drain at the foot of the

and waste pipe system. (This with certain reservations).
" 3. Trapping the main drain outside of the fresh-air inlet in
order to entirely exclude the sewer-air from the house.
"4. Providing each fixture, as near as possible to it, with a
soil

suitable trap.

"5.

Providing vent-pipes to such water-seal

tures, as are liable to

traps,

under

fix-

be emptied by syphonage. "

Care should also be taken that the water-seal be preserved by
constant use of the fixtures, and the traps and accessories be

thoroughly cleansed from time to time by passing through them
a hot solution of caustic soda, followed by a concentrated one of
chloride of lime or bleaching powder.

A

mere outline sketch, giving

in brief the causes

and

results of

sewer-gas poisoning, together with some rules for the detection

of the same,

may be

of

little

interest to the scientific person

who
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and the many problems in
and bacteriology which the subThe general reader, however, and the large maject suggests.
jority who have given little or no attention to such matters may
find in the practical review of the question some suggestive facts,
vastness of the field

the

realizes

physics, chemistry, engineering,

as,

example, the

for

frequency of

filth

diseases,

varied

their

and the ease with which they can be avoided. Preventive medicine has already accomplished much, but its greatest
triumph will have been achieved when the public has been convinced that a large proportion of the diseases which afflict hu-

sources,

manity

arise

from preventable causes.
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be, or not to be; that

Hamlet asked
"

or, "his quietus make
mingled with restraint.

suffer,

"

To

question:

the

is

doubting " whether

it,

have shuffled

The dread

"

The

No

off this

mortal

as

coil,

of something after death,

traveller returns,

Than

— puzzles the

fly to

others that

we know

the would-be suicide.

is

is

—

undiscover'd country, from whose bourn

iVnd makes us rather bear those

fear of

not

!

Must give us pause

Such

—"

nobler in the mind to
with a bare bodkin. "
Doubt
'tis

sleep perchance to dream; aye, there 's the rub
For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come.

When we

" to be "

FOODS

better,

and seeks

what may be

ills

will

we

not

have,
"

of.

But the sanitarian believes that
life, not so much from

to continue

after death, as for the

good

that

now

is,

—

good seeks to avoid natural evil to secure nat"
While he believes in " the survival of the fittest,
If
survive.
fit
to
he also believes in the possibility of becoming
he believes that "the Lord giveth and taketh, " he knows that
He believes that death
the taking is too often done by another.
when
it comes untimely,
only
is
good
being
so,
and,
is natural,
;
the ever-present

;

ural good.

is it

an

evil

;

and so he sees in death the image of sleep, as others
image of death. A writer in the "Annals of Hy-

see in sleep the

giene " expresses the truth well concerning the sleep of death
" How few, we imagine, have ever moralized over this familiar
:
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how much suggestiveness there
sleep, when the movements

saying, yet

one

in

feeble

deep

;

the resemblance to death not great

is

thoroughly

less sleep as

can possibly be
is

about

is

So

?

full

Look

it.

not a dream-

Is

?

of oblivion to the sleeper as death

that, to

both the sleeper and the beholder,

there not a close resemblance between sleep and death, the

one a temporary slumber, the other an everlasting sleep
Oliver Wendell

man

Holmes has

truly said that

that death to the

as repellent in aspect as the

man who

old

'

Death

wears as pleasing a face as sleep does to one

and we would add,
is

at

of respiration are but

?

Dr.

to the

aged

who

is

tired,

'

young and ambitious man

most horrible of nightmares.

has rounded out his measure of

life

The

regards death

and he quietly and
young man, who is by disease

as the natural termination of his existence,

willingly

down

cut

asleep; while the

falls

before his time, can only regard the sleep that

him

forced upon

is

thus

an unnatural nightmare, a termination of
that of which, he feels instinctively, he has not had a surfeit.
Is
it

as

not wise, therefore, for

them

as a

all to

so strive that death shall

as a horror too horrible to quietly contemplate

There

come

to

welcome, expected slumber, rather than to be regarded

is

"
?

no nobler action among mortals than the prevention
On the other hand, no human action is

of untimely death.

more deplorable in its results, or baser
which shortens life. Every individual

in its purpose,
life

than that

has a value, not only

but also to its neighbor consequently, to the body
and the country at large. "Public health is public
wealth."
For national prosperity the country must guard the
to

itself,

;

politic

its citizens with scrupulous care.
"straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel "

health of

trated in the

often spent

management of

the State.

The
is

principle of

too often

illus-

Large sums of money are

by the government for punishing some flagrant crime
life of one individual, Avhile it allows a more polite

involving the
evil

to stalk

abroad

unmolested, starving the

poor, defraud-

—

and this
and pound foolish" system, and
partly because
are honest no rogues are. supposed to
exist.
Said the Hon. J. W. Green in a speech delivered in the
" Who will say that he who stamps and
Forty-eighth Congress
ing the pocket, shortening the lives of thousands,

largely on

the

"penny
so many
:

wise
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of baser metal than the standard bullion, to

put into }our pockets,
prepares and

sells to

the

that

is

guilty of greater

wrong than he who

you base and counterfeit compounds, not to
say deadly, to put into your stomachs ?
Possibly the reason for
imposing penalties in the one case and neglecting to do so in
otlier

is

our ancestors could not

realize that

human

cupidity could prompt such depravity as trifling with the health,
well-being, and very existence of myriads of their fellowmen."

One

phase of the case was illustrated a few years ago

a

in

New

Hampshire town. The town warrant contained an article authorizing a vote upon the question of appointing a milk inspector.

The measure was regarded

as

an

insult.

the farmer was not above suspicion
there are

more

Just as if the integrity of

and

!

yet, in

men who have added twenty

to milk

which they furnished

analysis of a recent sample of milk
Specific gravity

the

same town,

per cent of water and

for the market.

Here

.........
........
.........
... ....
.........

is

1.018

Total solids, per cent

8.83

Fat, per cent

3.03

Solids not

fat,

per cent

Ash, per cent

This milk

is

the

:

below a standard of 12.50 per cent

5.80
0.43

for total solids

(not the legal standard 13), by an equivalent of 36 per cent of

added water.

A

sample of milk from another town gave the following

Specific gravity

........
.........
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Solids not

fat,

Ash, per cent

This milk

is

per cent

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.1.019

Total solids, per cent
Fat, per cent

results

8.59
2.66

•5-93
0.48

below a standard of 12.50 by an equivalent of 35

per cent of added water.

While the integrity of
is

citizens as a whole

not true of each individual

;

the general to the special often prevails.

grand jury within the

man

limits of

for watering milk,

and

but offered contempt to law.

is

above suspicion,

it

but the fallacy of arguing from
It

New Hampshire

prevailed

when a

failed to indict a

in so failing not only licensed

crime
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Every man

him

is

his brother's

keeper to the extent that he should

do anything which he himself would neither do to
another nor wish done to 'himself Until the farmer who sells
pure milk is willing that his neighbor, by selling watered milk,
should live easier and get rich faster than himself; until he is
willing to become a consumer only, and allow his neighbor to
sell him watered milk, and not until then, will it be right to
It will be right for no one who eats, takes
shield the defrauder.
forbid

to

medicines, or wears clothes, to stand in the way, either directly
or indirectly, of suppressing the nefarious business of frauds until

he

is

willing his neighbor should cheat

him and poison him into

the bargain.

The

evils of

watering milk and adulterating other foods do not

stop with robbing the purchaser of

money, but extend even

to

the murdering of himself and family.

Mr. H. Wharton Amerling, president of the American Society
for the Prevention of Adulteration, said in an address:

" By adulteration man is made sick, and by it he is prevented
a recovery and most foully murdered. Why, thus it is that paupers are made plenty, criminals many, lunatics numerous, and
Americans known as a nation of invalids. Men are losing their
mental powers, and with them their property and honor. Adulterations more than intemperance dement, delude, and madden
Progeny inherits mental traits,
to fraud, violence, and murder.
and possesses an anomalous desire to do violence to other's propMore room
erty and person, to burn houses and wreck trains.
Already fifty million dolfor the insane is the general demand.
lars

has been invested in asylums, while the cure of the insane

From 1870 to 1880 there
was a gain of twenty-six per cent of the total population, while
the insane population increased over one hundred per cent."
costs annually fifteen million dollars.

The opinion of

various

and competent

authorities

thus in reports of the Pennsylvania Board of Health

"The
common,

is

voiced

:

and drugs are so numerous, so
we might almost say, and at the same time

adulterations of food
so universal,

so prejudicial to the health of our people, that constant watchfulness and omnipresent oversight alone can repress and prevent
them." "The use of pure drugs and medicines, properly com-
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most important feature
and the prevention of avoidable
The harm arising from inert or impure drugs consists not
death.
only in defeating the end and object they are nitended for, by
admitting of the unchecked progress of the disease, and the fatal
constitutes a

for the preservation of health

consequences thereof, but also in their improper and poisonous
admixtures, which make them destructive to life and health.

That there are annually a number of valuable lives sacrificed from
is as little to be doubted as that all the cases of suffering, illness, and death therefrom are certainly avoidable by
proper knowledge, forethought, precaution, and legal supervithis cause

sion."

Dr. Stewart, of Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, in a
pamphlet issued by the same board, entitled "A Clinical Analysis of Sixty-four Cases of Poisoning by Lead Chromate used as a

Cake-dye," says: "There
the poisoning

ments, that

is

no question, from recent developon unsuspected in

has been going

various sections of the city for years.

been directed

Since

my

attention has

have been surprised

to the matter, I

looking

in

over the mortuary records of the past few months to see the
large

number of deaths returned

as convulsions."

Dr. Beckwith, in a report on adulteration of food, drinks, and
drugs, of the

Ohio

"I

State Board of Health, says:

appeal to

mothers to protect their offspring from the ruthless hand of
destroyer.

I

appeal to the economist to enter the

this despoiler of

lists

this

against

our homes and depleter of our fortunes.

I

ap-

peal to humanity to shake off the fetters of the most cruel tyrant

and exacting despot the world has ever
commercial men
thers

all

seen.

I

appeal to the

over the country to unite as a band of bro-

and discountenance the adulteration of food and drink."

The

late

Hon. James

in the Fiftieth

Congress

Laird, of Nebraska, said in an able report
:

" That one of the

every civilized government
verted, nor can

it

;

first

considerations of

food supply, cannot be contro-

be contested that the purity of the supply

important as the supply

demand

is its

itself.

Quantity alone

quality, within certain limits,

and the prolongation of
The Hon. Mr. Green

life as

quantity

said, in the

is

is

will not

as

is

meet the

as necessary to health

to

its

preservation."

speech already referred

to,
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after calling attention to the
bral,

and kidney

tion

of drinks of

all

human

disregard of

alarming increase of nervous, cere-

and of insanity being due to adultera" Human depravity, with utter
kinds

diseases,

:

life,

has even dared

cincts of the pharmacopoeia, to

shelves arranged,

where

contents,

lift

invade the sacred pre-

the tops of the mystic jars

on

and

to infuse base substances in their portentous

oft

the difference of a feather's weight

involve the mortal

life

of immortal

may

man."

While the large majority of adulterations are generally supposed to be quite indifferent or harmless in their action, we hope
further on, from physiological considerations, to adduce grounds
which, if not fully established, at least are in harmony with the
views of the eminent authorities already quoted, and afford some
reason for believing that
health,

and

all

food adulterations are prejudicial to

made for the supThe establishment of offices for

that the greatest efforts should be

pression of this kind of crime.

inspection of foods and drugs of course costs something

the

but

is

the cost to be

compared with the

chasing of adulterated articles

?

;

loss sustained in the pur-

Dr. S.

W.

Abbott, secretary of

the Massachusetts State Board of Health, in the sixth annual re-

port says:

"The

principal

articles

liable to adulteration

are

milk, butter, spices, vinegar, cream of tartar,

and various sorts of
drugs.
The value of these articles specified, at present consumed
in the State, may be stated in round numbers at ^15,000,000
annually.

It

may be

safely stated that the

statutes has resulted in a saving to the

per cent of this amount, or $750,000, a
times the

amount expended

Efforts are
tices

made

with the best

to equal the needs.

government should

in the

The

sum equal

at least five

to seventy-five

enforcement of the laws."

for the suppression
results,

enforcement of the

consumers of

of these iniquitous prac-

but they are not sufficiently extensive
national government and every state

and maintain a most searching inand every individual should be educated to the importance of this until the government, through
its citizens, is able to accomplish the work thoroughly.
A. J. Wedderburn, special agent of the United States Department of Agriculture, on the extent and character of food adulterations, in Bulletin No. 25, from which we have already made
institute

vestigation of food products,
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" Every

:

article

of food

damaging imposition

idea of the extent to which this

from the cheapest and most simple

;

most expensive, the

The

to a greater

The people have no

or less extent the subject of adulteration.

ticed

is
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is

prac-

article of diet to the

of the manipulator has been applied.

art

inventive genius of the American has been exerted to in-

food

crease the

— undoubtedly

supply,

praiseworthy undertaking

;

most laudable and

a

but when in so doing the manufact-

urer goes further, and in selling you pepper forgets to add to the

words

'

pure pepper

'

on

the label, the words "

burnt meal, mustard, cayenne, buckwheat

and

etc.,'

compounded with

hulls,

pepper dust,

also tries to obtain the price of a pure article, he de-

generates into a

common

rogue."

Concerning the cost of adulteration, he says " The total value
of the food supply consumed in the United States, according to
:

American Grocer', is, at a low estimate, $4,500,000,000.
Grocer estimates that two per cent of this is adulterated,
or ^90,000,000, of which ninety per cent is of a character nonAcprejudicial to health (this is exclusive of meats and milk).
cept for the sake of the argument this statement, and the result

the

'

The

'

'

shows that there is $9,000,000 worth of poisonous food products
put annually on the country, and $81,000,000 of fraudulent proThis immense sum of money is simply stolen from the
ducts.
people each year by
sumers.
for a

in

That

moment,

men who win

this estimate is far

after

fortunes by cheating the conbelow the truth none can doubt

an examination of the very able reports made

those States that have

attempted to protect their citizens

against this crime of adulteration.

Take

the very conservative

estimate of Dr. Abbott, of Massachusetts, of a saving of five per

cent to the people in the increased purity of food products (to
say nothing of the benefit to health and morals).

On

$4,500,-

000,000 the annual saving to the country would be the immense
sum of $225,000,000. There is undoubtedly a large part of the
food products that never leaves the hand of the producer, and of
course this is not adulterated ; and again the wheat and corn
besides
found adulterated in this country
many articles manipulated and sold by

production

is

which there

are, of course,

honest

rarely

men who would

;

disdain to

sell

their

goods

if

debased or
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misbranded

yet in spite of all this, undoubtedl)' the percentage

;

of adulteration, sophistication, and misbranding largely exceeds,

my

in

am

confident

would be much nearer the mark.

Such an

opinion, five per cent of the whole, and

that fifteen per cent

I

estimate would give the startling figures of loss to the people of
this

country alone of $675,000,000, a year."
figures.
Think of the people of the

But take the smaller

United
food

!

States buying annually $9,000,000 worth of poisonous

But

caused by
set

which

at
it

it

what cost must the

be estimated

Or

at

loss

of labor during sickness

what value

The average

mian, born of healthy parentage,

be

full

is

born with po-

Generally speaking, the possibility of health

measure of years

is

in

him.

After the cessation

of nourishment from maternal blood, what

tem

shall the lives

destroys ?

tential longevity.

and of the

?

is

taken into his sys-

form of food constitutes the first and greatest requisite
of all that he is and of all that he will be
it is the sustaining
power and building material of future years.
in the

;

The

close relationship of the digestive

and

assimilative func-

tions with the great circulatory system of the body,

and the intimate mingling of food with the mystery of life, emphasize the
importance of unadulterated articles of diet and of the absence
Poor food can no more make a good body and sound
of poisons.

mind than a bitter fountain can produce sweet water.
The carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, and other
elements found in food compounds originally possess various
properties of their own, but if left to themselves or acted upon
by any purely physical force, as light, heat, or electricity, with
the single exceptions, perhaps, of water and salt, not one combut that something
pound useful to animal life is produced
which we call plant life has power over them to combine them in
new ways, as a skillful hand has power to draw from a musical in;

strument harmonies that

it never sounded before.
These proximate principles, as they are called, into which vegetable life has
combined the elements of earth and air, constitute the food of
Plants stand between the mineral world and animal
animals.
They clothe the mineral with a life which can be metamorlife.

phosed into animal

life.
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But with the predisposition of food compounds, imparted by
an antecedent life, to become assimilable and transformable into
animal tissue, the elements of these compounds still possess,
though held
inorganic

in

abeyance to another power for the time, their own
This is ever ready to assert itself immediately

affinity.

the chain which binds them

parture of one

ence

may

life

is broken.
Hence, between the deand the approach of another, many an influ-

obscure the guiding footsteps or unbridle the harnessed
Bacteria during incipient putrefaction

elements.

may have

cut

the cord, and the changing elements set at naught the power of

the organism to control them, in whose food they were once

some foreign substance,

com-

an unfortunate moment,
may stand between the food principle and the life about to be
bined

or

;

or some antagonistic compound may deby converting it into another substance, or para-

fed, like a prison wall

stroy the food
lyze the

life

at

;

about to receive

it.

Inorganic compounds react with organic compounds
stroy their character,

gluten, to coagulate

by

vital

action

the action of

e. g.,

and harden them.

may be

de-

to

alum upon albumen or
One compound formed

antagonistic to another

compound

so

and animal poisons.
Food is divided into small particles by the process of mastication, and then mixed with the digestive fluids for the sake of conThe
verting, separating, and saving the nutritious portions.
The completely digested
process is both chemical and physical.
formed,

e. g.,

the vegetable

food becomes a milky-looking
fibrin,

a large

developing red corpuscles,
It

fluid

number of white

called chyle.

It

consists of

and a small number of
globules and fatty granules.

corpuscles,

many

oil

coagulates exactly like blood, and the clot after exposure to

the air

becomes pinkish, due

to

immature red corpuscles

in

it.

course some of the nutritious elements of food enter the
blood by absorption and diffusion through the walls of the ali-

Of

mentary canal and through the portal capillaries but that portion which seems to receive the inspiration of life is in the chyle.
The chyle is taken up from the small intestines by the lacteals, a
;

They terminate in villi,
membrane
of the small intestines.
mucous

part of the lymph-vascular system.

which project from the
lacteals from adjacent

The

villi

unite to form

larger ducts,

and

—
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first lumbar vertebra they join the deep lymphatic
form the thoracic duct, which is about as large as a
crow's quill, and extending upward enters the left subclavian vein

opposite the

vessels to

at its junction with the jugular vein.

The lymph-vascular system proper
lymph capillaries^ which "

gins with

a mysterious one.

is

It

be-

take their rise in theconnec-

organ and probably spring from spaces or
between the bundles of the connective tissue."
These juice canals form a network outside the blood vessels,
tive tissue of a part or

juice canals

which allow the

tissues to

be moistened by a nutrient or lubricat-

Along

ing fluid derived from the blood.

the course of the lym-

phatics are situated the lymphatic glands, bodies varying in size

from a pea

to

The meshes

an almond.

of these glands are

filled

with lymph corpuscles which are washed out and carried into the

blood by the stream of lymph which flows through them.

and with lymph

these corpuscles

gled before

it

enters the blood.

of the chyle and lymph,

ginning of

life,

is

itself

chyle

Here, evidently,

cells.

plasm

albuminous substance.

is

built

Cells are the units of the body.

cate substance are nuclei or vesicles,

They

mingling

and the be-

the formation and vitalizing of protoplasm, that

the agency of
a soft

in the

the beginning of blood

protean substance out of which the whole body

is

With

intimately min-

is

through
"^

Proto-

In the midst of this deli-

which are germinal points.

divide and subdivide, causing division of the protoplasmic

mass with them, thus forming new

cells

and building up the

ganism in whatever direction that may be."
the living body before

it

is set.

It

is

It is

or-

the plaster of

building material which

has received vital affinity in addition to the chemical affinity of

There is in it an expression of incessant chemical
its elements.
and physical change, as a fountain expresses an incessant replacement of water. Dead food constantly goes up into protoplasm,
the former is
and protoplasm continually goes down into cells
called an anabolic, the latter a catabolic change, and the whole
;

process

is

termed metabolism.

cells have the power of spontaneous motion.
White blood corpuscles have the same power of motion and con-

Protoplasmic

tain protoplasm

which

liquid, granules,

and

is

capable of existing in three

fibers.

states,

Doubtless the white blood corpuscle
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the progenitor of

which

it

statement.

I

The

following facts appear to add weight to the

White blood corpuscles

their ratio to the red

;

to

the special building-cells of the body,

all

accomplishes by becoming multinucleated and separated

into parts.

ing
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300 or 400

;

more numerous

but after fasting the ratio

They

800 or 1,000.

are

after eat-

blood corpuscles of the blood then

are very

is

not more than

numerous when there

is

a

i

is

to

wound

to heal.

Food

supplies building material

varies with the

;

the white blood corpuscle

amount of building material

tional inference

is

in the blood.

The ra-

that they constitute the transition state of food

They are numerous when there is a wound to heal, beeconomy of the system retains them largely for making
whole the wounded part before further additions are made to
parts already perfect. Their excess at the wounded part often prevents the utilization of them all, so some are discharged as pus.
The disease known as leukemia, which is characterized by an

to tissue.

cause the

excess of white blood corpuscles

by a

failure

in

m

the blood,

is

probably caused

the catabolic change of the protoplasm of the

white blood corpuscle to differentiate special and individual
of the various tissues

;

i.e., the white

parent cell of such individual

blood corpuscle,

cells, loses

them or separate into them.
The origin of cells and corpuscles

is

the

power

cells

if it is

to

past finding out,

delicacy of their causes must be as great as their mystery

the

produce

and the
is

deep.

After extended investigations. Prof. Richard Norris, of Queen's
College, Birmingham, thinks that the corpuscles from the lymphatic glands, the splenic corpuscles, the thymus corpuscles, the

thyroid corpuscles, and the corpuscles of the supra-renal capsules,
are alike, and are destined to become red blood discs after hav-

through the stage of the colorless disc ; while the
blood corpuscles, leukaemic corpuscles, and pus corpusrepresent certain deviations from this mode of development,

ing passed

white
cles

it were, of the great blood-making process ;
blood corpuscle, becoming multinuclear, ultimately disintegrates, producing colorless dies which gradually

are the accidents, as

and

that the white

become red blood
In providing so
20

discs.

many blood

glands,

it

would almost seem

as if
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nature declared that the production of blood corpuscles was not
-only most important but also most easily prevented.

There be-

many glands, if one fails for any cause, others
Some proof of this might apj^ear in the fact that a dog
ing

tinue to live after the spleen

is

will

will

act.

con-

removed.

But instead of introducing any chance work in the origin of
white blood corpuscles, it would seem more consistent with the
workings of nature, and
tion for certain

at the

same time

afford better explana-

phenomena already mentioned,

to suppose that

either the blood glands produce both kinds of corpuscles, very

much

both sexes are born of the same parent, or

as children of

that the nutritious elements of the food, under the influence of

white corpuscles

digestion, produce the

found

in

the

chyle,

which are receptive of life, from the colorless corpuscles of the
lymphatics and other blood glands the latter to become the fully
developed red blood corpuscle, to perform its function in oxygen;

ating the blood and then

moved

to die,

coloring matter being re-

its

and kidneys

in the excretory products of the liver

former to become the white blood corpuscle, and from the
entiating vitality which

it

no doubt that the

the

has received, to resolve itself into the

Whatever

various cell formations of the body.
is

;

differ-

utility of the

one

is

their origin, there

as definite as that of the

other.

Metschnikoff advances the theory that the white blood corpuscles, or leucocytes as

they are sometimes called, wage a warfare

against disease germs, bacilli, and
health.

A

recent writer says

:

other things antagonistic to

"No

good observer will fail to
which diminishes

recognize the coincidence of the condition

the proportion of leucocytes and the increased liability to disease,

—

that of fasting

;

or note the no

less

remarkable coinci-

dence, the diminution in the number of the leucocytes and increasing infirmity of old age. The leucocyte, or colorless (white)

blood corpuscle, is an amceba, the simplest type of a living thing,
a jelly-like mass of protoplasm, of the same consistency throughout, which possesses the property of moving about and capturing
its form by the protrusion of first one part
body and then another, and extemporizing a stomach by
wrapping itself around any nutritive particle with which it comes

its

prey by changing

of

its

;
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the leucocytes,
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account of this peculiar property and apparent
Metschnikoff has conferred upon

name phagocytes,

Metschnikoff claims that

eaters."

he has observed the leu-

in erysipelas

cocytes attack and devour the micro-organisms of that disease

but whether the white blood corpuscle wages a general warfare
against all disease germs is very doubtful.
But because they are

most numerous and powerful when the body is best able to resist
disease, which condition seems to be dependent upon the ingestion of food, emphasizes the importance of proper nourishment.

Within the limits of the functions surveyed, if anywhere in
and adulterations do their work. The

the whole body, poisons

delicacy of purely chemical action
fluences

of

which may

ammonia mixed

trays

its

is

marvelous.

Doubtless in-

more

One

affect vitality are still

subtile.

part

with one hundred million parts of water be-

presence to chemical reagents.

The blood

of a

weighs about one hundred thousand grains; therefore,
actions of vital chemistry were only equally delicate,

man

the re-

if
it

would

require the introduction into the blood of but one thousandth
part of a grain of a favorable or antagonistic substance to

work a

result.

The

influx of

nutriment through the assimilable functions

is

counterbalanced by a constant removal of worn-out material

through the eliminative organs.
worthless

is

as

Removal of what

important as the ingestion of food.

know, the waste products of
isms which excrete them.

all life

has

So

become
we

far as

are poisonous to the organ-

The products

of waste tissue, whether
produced by fermentative change or retrograde metamorphosis,
are basic substances, called leucomaines.

We know

very

little

about their formation, except that they are constantly formed in

animal

tissue side

be regarded

by side with urea and carbonic

as transition

inorganic matter.

compounds of

and may
way back to

acid,

tissue in its

Just as tissue cells are formed out of proto-

plasm by the appropriating action of animal

life,

so leucomaines

are formed out of tissue cells by the discarding action of the same
life.

To

get rid of

them

is

essential.

Imperfect or impaired digestion
poisons.

is

another internal source of

Substances called proteids constitute a large part

of
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food and animal compounds.

The

known

first

step in the break-

ing up of the proteid molecule results in the formation of pep-

They

tones.

the blood,

when

are powerful poisons

and a

injected directly into

produces speedy death.

quantity

large

In

do not reach the

health, the peptones formed during digestion

blood, but are converted into globulin, a constituent of the red

blood corpuscle, by the action of the
rich in proteids

is

and

eaten,

tlie

If too

liver.

digestion

tones are poured into the portal circulation than
control

much food

active,

is

more pep-

the liver can

consequently some of them reach the blood and pro-

;

duce the weakness and languor often experienced by the well-fed

and inactive

after a meal.

If the liver

becomes torpid and

to convert peptones into globulin, disastrous

The condition

follow.

called biliousness

is

results

fails

of course

doubtless due to the

formation of poisonous substances from food through the inactivity of the digestive functions, especially of the liver.

Many

nervous symptoms which accompany dyspepsia are due

to the formation

and absorption of poisons

;

the food

is

not

wholly digested, but ferments under conditions favorable for the
production of poisonous compounds.
gen, and

oxygen are

Food contains

poisons.

common
all

Carbon, hydrogen, nitro-

elements of the most violent

these elements

;

every time condi-

combine to produce such and such
digestion
and
Poor
a weak stomach leave the elements
poisons.
without control, and a wild interchange of compounds follows.
tions are favorable, they will

The

ill

effects

of ordinary colds are caused, doubtless, by the

retention in the system of effete products, leucomaines, which
are ordinarily

removed by the skin

;

this

because the best treatment for a cold

view appears reasonable

is

essentially eliminative.

In some persons, and in the same persons at different times,
there

is

a tendency to produce poisons out of certain foods.

It is

known that eggs, or milk, or cheese, are highly poisonous to
The retention of urea, together with other toxic prinsome.
well

ciples of the urine, causes urremic poisoning.

tain

a very poisonous substance, which

dialysis

;

injected into the blood of a rabbit,

fseces

con-

be separated by
it

causes violent

Dangers from constipation are evident. Vitiated
doubtless contains some leucomaine, to which its poisonous

convulsions.
air

Normal

may

effect

is

due rather than

to carbonic acid.
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sleep necessary are, quite likely,

not that tissue has been worn out and time must elapse for its
replacement, but because the changes in it have resulted in the

formation of poisons, which produce what

mal toxic effect, i.
tions "catch up "

in

may

be termed a nor-

during which the eliminative func-

e., sleep,

removing them.

If sleep

is

there

is

elevation of temperature and

there

is

fever, fatigue fever, or fever of exhaustion.

delicate organization, the loss of

one night's sleep

cause well-marked symptoms of this

The

long delayed

of appetite, in short,

loss

In persons of
is

sufficient to

fever.

disastrous consequences which follow the use of adulter-

ated food, even of that which

is

generally supposed to be harm-

now apparent. Adulterants irritate the delicate mucous
membrane of the alimentary canal, and cause a flow of gastric
less,

are

amount of food

juice altogether out of proportion to the

digested.

Thus

which there

is

there

no equivalent return. The

slight

stomach digestion

is

which occurs

duodenum,

in the
is

the bile prevents
sin prevents
fied

an acid one
is

;

but

now

an alkaline one.

The presence

;

starch

are not completely digested

;

fats

are not emulsi-

not converted into sugar

is
:

Ordinarily

the large excess of acids and pep-

complete pancreatic digestion

and resolved

The

pancreatic digestion,

the

destructive to pancreatic digestion.
this,

be
for

inflammation and

exhaustion thus caused are two steps destructive to health.

of gastric juice

to

an extra drain upon the system

is

;

proteids

Here
them the in-

peptones are not changed.

are several results detrimental to health.

Add

to

creased irritation of mucous surfaces by the undigested food.

Peptones are not converted into globulin to build up the red
corpuscles of the blood, but are allowed to enter that fluid directly,

where they act

as

poisons, as

we have already

seen.

Furthermore, poisons, produced in the undigested and fermented
food, are absorbed into the blood to coagulate the normal pro-

some way with the metabolism of
and other protoplasmic cells. The
physical forces are overtaxed m removing the excess of refuse in
the alimentary canal, and whatever foreign substances have entered the circulatory system to poison it, or impede its functions,
teids there

and

to interfere in

the white blood corpuscles

actually exhaust vitality through the increased labor of eliminating them.
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The leucomaines

metamorThe low state

proper, formed by the retrograde

phosis of tissue, are but slowly or partly removed.

of vitality induces constipation, followed by

The kidneys

attendant

its

are less active, or actually inflamed

The action

in the blood.

dred excretory products are retained

evils.

urea and kin-

;

The respiratory organs are
becomes deficient.
The
enfeebled, and the leucomaines of respiration are retained.
of the skin

very important

function of the red blood corpuscles, that of

carrying oxygen throughout the system,

is

impeded, both because

they are deficient in number and shrivelled

body

;

consequently the

a state of general suffocation, and, oxygen being

in

is

more favorable for the formand other poisons. The enfeebled body is

largely excluded, the conditions are

ation of leucomaines

an easy prey

for disease

;

a cold

is

taken, the difficulty

mented, and perhaps death ensues.
If the adulterant is an active poison, the

augmented, and a

course are
certain

To
water

fatal

ill

is

aug-

consequences of

may be more

termination

and speedy.

maintain healthy functions a sufficient quantity of pure
is

Water is the universal solvent, and solution
and elimination alike. If the blood does
normal amount of water, it cannot hold in solu-

necessary.

facilitates assimilation

not contain

its

and distribute the building material where
neither can it dissolve and remove effete products.
tion

Many
are

mineral waters, though they

no more

is

needed,

valuable medicines,

suitable for continued use in health than

other medicine.
large

may be

it

This

is

especially true of those

amount of mineral, or

is

any

which contain a

of those which contain even a

little

human body. After
which they may be a specific,

of some substance not naturally found in the

they have cured the disease for
their

work

is

done

;

they have no action to ward off disease.

On

the other hand, the introduction during health of substances not

entering

into the

weaken, and poison

constitution

of the

body tends

to

irritate,

it.

Adulterations also indirectly affect the public health and the
public wealth to a vast extent.

The

laboring classes, especially

by the lower price
Thus a demand is created for

the poorer paid, naturally are easily deceived

of poor and adulterated articles.
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profit realized, is

not

The purchaser not only pays more for his
which deprives him of other comforts,

slow to find a supply.

annual supply of food,
but, being poorer fed,
to disease,

is less able to work and is more exposed
both from the deficiency of nutrition and from the

evil effects of adulterations already

does not get what he pays

making the poor poorer and the

The individual

described.

This

for.

is

the most direct cause of

rich

richer,

an enemy that

strikes directly at the foundation principle of the republic, that
all men are born free and equal. Thus the country is jeopardized
by the nefarious business of adulterating food. The prosperous
State has healthy and prosperous citizens, because they are well
fed and equally protected.
Whether life amounts to anything,

whether

worth

is

it

better if

its

whether the country would be

living, or

population were diminished or doubled, does not

The

pertain to the question.
justice to those

who do

question

one of equality and

is

live.

The indulgent parent allows the child to eat sweetmeats they
it may be, with poisonous substances.
The child
sickens.
The sad and anxious labor of watching tells upon the
;

are adulterated,

health of the parent.
Medicines and services of the physician
draw heavily upon the often scanty purse and all this misery
because some are doing a wicked business.
But the most deadly if not the most general evil is the abuse
of intoxicating drmks.
This subject is not often treated under
the head of sanitary reform, but alcohol is a poison, and when a
;

voice

is

raised against poisons

antagonistic to

all

must be included.

it

of the digestive

fluids.

Alcohol

It precipitates or

is

destroys

the active principle of saliva, gastric juice, and the pancreatic fluid.
It
its

coagulates the albuminoids in thealimentary canal and inflames

mucous

on ahead,

lining.

as

it

It is

partly absorbed into the blood

were, to strike

down whatever

has escaped destruction hitherto.
puscles, shrivels them,

It

Nearly

This

two

fill

fluids,

It

is

to perform their

especially deadly to

by the principle
by an example
The
a bladder with alcohol, and place it in water.

protoplasm and nerve
of osmose.

attacks the red blood cor-

and renders them unable

function of oxygenating the blood.

and runs

nutritious principle

is

tissue.

It enters the cell

best understood

having attraction

for

each other,

:

will

move

in

opposite
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directions through the septum with a velocity determined, not

by

weights, as might be supposed, but by the relawhich the animal tissue has for each. Ordinary
and cell envelopes have more affinity for water; conserelative

their

tive attraction
tissue

quently in the illustration the amount of fluid in the bladder will

Repeat

volume.

increase

in

liquids.

Water

will

now

experiment,

the

reversing

the

pass out of the bladder faster than alco-

time the bladder becomes
Thus extracting water from the blood
kinds of tissue cells but one, and partially re-

hol will enter, so that in a short

shrunken and shriveled.
corpuscles and

placing

it

by

all

Itself, it

goes to the extent of

ping the functions of the body.
nerve tissue gives

it

more

The

alcohol

affinity for

there

it

paralyzes the nerves.

voluntary or involuntary,

Where

there

is

is

nerve there

quantity in stop-

;

consequently a

nerve cells and

large quantity of that fluid enters the

Once

its

peculiar constitution of the

tissue.

All physical action, whether

controlled and directed by the nerves.

Whatever

is life.

interferes with their

action invites death.

From one

illustration

learn the whole matter.

Involuntary

muscular action, such as the throbbing of the blood

vessels, is

under the control of the sympathetic nerves, or nerves of organic
life, which form a system quite distinct from the cerebro-spinal
center, though

connected with

which control the

The nerves of organic

it.

capillaries of the

blood vessels succumb

life

first

to

While the heart and larger blood vessels expand and contract with nearly normal force, the capillaries
have lost their power to do so through the paralysis of their
nerves.
Consequently the blood is forced into them and remains
there.
This causes the flushed and reddened skin of the inebriate.
The same phenomena may be caused by cutting the nerve,
by freezing, pinching, or pounding any part. The so-called
blood blister is an extreme case of the same condition. Death is
the influence of alcohol.

Under

there.

out the whole

death

on

exists.

the

the influence of alcohol, all the capillaries through-

body become congested, and a

From

this

beginning the

human body may be

inferred.

state of incipient

terrible effects of alcohol

Facts show that

thousands annually, puts in jeopardy the

it

lives of thousands,

destroys the happiness of tens of thousands more.

So that

kills

and
if it
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be distinctively the duty of the sanitarian to teach
serve health

and save

inculcating

temperance

stench or

kills a

life,

things

in all

;

fail

taken into the body.

to

If

dis-

oppose a foe that attacks like an
in food before

it

Since the discovery of bacteria and the

which they play, a great deal of

sanitary questions.

it

light has

been shed upon

were not for the bacteria of decay, a

piece of meat or vegetable might remain
forever

to pre-

and while he abates a

armed man.
There is danger from poisons which develop
part

how

he cannot ignore the obligation of

microbe, he cannot overlook the greatest

grace to civilization, or

is
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undecomposed perhaps

but immediately the vital principle departs under whose

;

control and protecting power the organism was built up, it becomes a prey to bacterial life. Millions upon millions of infinitesimal creatures devour dead organic matter for their purpose,

producing substances

which are poisonous to themselves and
life.
These poisons, formed during the

often to other forms of

putrefaction of organic matter, are termed ptomaines, from a

Greek word signifying a dead body. "They are temporary
forms through which matter passes while it is being transformed
by the

activity of bacterial

Complex organic

life

from the organic

to the inorganic

and brain, are
complex molecules, and so the process of
chemical division goes on until the simple and well-known final
but
products, carbonic acid gas, ammonia, and water, result
the variety of combinations into which an individual atom of

state.

broken up into

substances, as muscle

less

;

carbon may enter during

this

long series of changes

is

or less change in nature.

bon may

In one combination the

it

is

poisonous substance,

exist as a constituent of a highly

while the next combination into which

almost

more
atom of car-

unlimited, and with each change in combination there

enters

may be wholly

inert."

There are two great
in

little

or

no

air,

those which thrive
and those which flourish most
So of course different kinds of

classes of bacteria

best in plenty of air, the aerobic;

the anaerobic.

:

ptomaines are produced under the varying circumstances of air,
Doubtless purely chemical changes
temperature, and moisture.
occur to some extent during putrefaction and

in the

formation of

;
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some ptomaines,
itself

as chemical affinity always stands ready to assert

under favorable conditions.
not rare to hear that several persons have been taken sud-

It is

denly sick

after eating certain

which are most

likely to

The kinds of food

kinds of food.

produce these

results

are mussels, oys-

ham, canned meat and vegetables, cheese,
The poisonmilk, ice-cream, and bread made from stale meal.
ous substance sometimes found in milk was named tyrotoxicon,
ters,

sausage,

eels,

cheese poison, by

its

Vaughn, because found

discover, Dr.

in

cheese.

On

August

7,

1886, several cases of sickness occurred at hotels

Long Branch.

Milk was delivered at the hotels twice a day,
morning and evening. The milk which caused the sickness was
delivered in the evening, and was from one farm only, although

at

several farms furnished milk for the hotels.

It

was found that

The milking,

the cows at this farm were well fed and healthy.

however, was done

at the unusual

The milk which produced

the illness was placed, while

and without any attempt
the warmest part of the day.

cans,
in

hours of midnight and noon.

to cool

it,

warm,

The improper

care of the milk

Anal-

in this case, without doubt, led to its poisonous character.
ysis of

it

in

was carted eight miles

showed the presence of tyrotoxicon.

In 1887, four cases of milk poisoning occurred in a family at

Milan, Michigan.

Three of these cases were fatal. Novy and
the milk and from the con-

Vaughn obtained tyrotoxicon from
tents of the intestines in

symptoms

in

these

cases

one of the

fatal

Some

cases.

of the

were severe vomiting, flushed

face,

although the temperature was below normal, 94°-96°F., pulse

and weak, throbbing of the abdominal aorta, white,
heavy coat upon the tongue, labored and rapid breathing, dila-

rapid

ted pupils

a rash like that of scarlet fever appeared in one case

;

stupor was a marked

symptom

in the

fatal cases

;

constipation,

marked in
and in one case there were convulsive movements
there was a burning constriction of the throat, and difficulty of
The
swallowing the skin was cool and about naturally moist.
Their drinking-water
family lived upon simple healthy food.
was not at fault. The milk was studied. Most of it was furinstead of watery discharges as
these cases

;

;

is

quite usual, was

;
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was placed

in tin

cans which were set in a

trough of cold water in the yard.

The

covers of the cans were

It

so arranged as to allow free access of air.

The

contained no poison.

Milk from these cans

family did not use milk from these

which they did use was placed in pans and kept in
room in one corner of the kitchen. The
milk which had caused the sickness of course could not be had,
but some milk taken from the cans was allowed to stand in the
cans, but that

the buttery, a small

was then found to contain tyrotoxicon.
The floor boards in the buttery had
partly rotted away, and a second layer of boards had been placed
buttery over night

The house was an

it

;

old one.

Between these floors a mass of moist,
over the original floor.
decomposing matter, the accumulation of years, was found it
had a peculiar nauseating odor, and caused vomiting in one of
the persons engaged in the examination.
A little of this dirt
was added to good milk, and in a short time tyrotoxicon was
;

found in
If

it.

milk

months,

is

placed in bottles and allowed to remain

floor, frequently, perhaps,

several

upon the

and running under the boards, could

velopment of the poison was
was taken up by the

known

spilt

In this way an excellent condition for the de-

not be removed.

It is well

Milk had been

this poisons develops.

air

of the

The germ or ferment
aff"orded.
room and absorbed by the milk.

that milk readily absorbs odors; therefore the

and cleanliness should be exercised in managing it.
A notable
Cases of poisoning by ice-cream quite often occur.
case is the one which occurred at Lawton, Michigan, in 1886.
Two kinds of flavoring had been used in this case, vanilla and
lemon. As the lemon cream did not affect any one unpleasantly,
greatest care

while the vanilla did,
tract

it

was thought

contained the poison

;

but

thirty drops each of the extract

at first

that the vanilla ex-

Novy and Vaughn took

and no

ill

results followed.

at first

Then

one of them took two teaspoonfuls of it with no result. Upon
investigation it was found that the lemon cream was frozen first,
but that the vanilla cream had been allowed to stand for some
hours before freezing in an old building which a resident de" The cream was frozen in the back end of
scribed as follows
:

an old wooden building on Main

street.

It

is

surrounded by
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shade, has no underpinning, and the

sills

have settled into the

There are no eave-troughs and all the water falling
from the roof runs under the building, the streets on two sides
having been raised since the construction of the house. The
ground.

building had been unoccupied for a number of months, consequently had had no ventilation
and what is worse, the back end,
;

where the cream was frozen, was last used as a meat market.
The cream which was affected was that portion last frozen consequently it stood in an atmosphere like that of a privy-vault for
upward of an hour and a half or two hours before freezing." The
;

symptoms of

About two hours
cream every one was taken with severe vomiting,

the poisoning were as follows

after eating the

:

and about six hours later with purging. The stools were watery
and frothy, the vomit was soapy, some griping of the stomach,
severe

headache, backache, bone pains

occipital

all

over the

body, throats were swollen, some were stupefied, others were cold
and experienced muscular spasms, temperature was normal, pulse
'from 90 to 120, tongue dry and chapped.
The vomiting lasted
two or three hours, after which all were thirsty. After getting
out no one of the victims was able to be in the hot sun for several days.

Generally there is nothing in the appearance or taste of cheese
which contains tyrotoxicon to excite suspicion. Dr. Vaughn
found that a freshly cut surface of poisonous cheese was apt to
contain drops of a slightly opalescent fluid, which reddened litmus
pajDer intensely
no peculiar odor was discernible but he found
that if a sample of good cheese and one of poisonous cheese were
;

;

given to a dog or cat, the animal would invariably select
good cheese. If only poisonous cheese was offered, and the
mal was hungry, it would eat it.

Tyrotoxicon has been found

in poisonous oysters.

No

the
ani-

specific

poison of putrefaction has been found in poisonous mussels, sausage, or

ham, nor

known

of poisons

ground

in

canned meat and vegetables

;

produced during putrefaction

for believing that their poisonous character is

but what
gives

due

is

good
to pto-

maines.

The
articles

use of salicylic acid

of food

is

and other preservatives in perishable
and should be prohibited.

a source of danger
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Recent experiments with
that

it

rifice

salicylic

acid warrant the conclusion

interferes with important digestive processes.

some of the
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Better sac-

industries of the country than destroy the public

health.

Articles of clothing, fabrics,

and

wall paper often contain poi-

sonous coloring substances, usually arsenic.
"foulard cambric contain arsenic."

Green

and

tarlatan

" Cretonnes used for cover-

ing furniture, for lambrequins, and for bed-hangings, chintz wincurtains, cloth linings for baby carriages, and cloth for

dow

carpets" have been found to be arsenical.

Irritation of

the

skin and poisoning have frequently occurred by wearing stockings containing arsenical coloring matter.

Light red, magenta,

and brown colored stockings have been found poisonous. "Fatal
cases of poisoning from the green flannel lining of boots, and
poisoning by maroon flannel shirts, by calico shirts, by gloves,
coat sleeves, hat linings, and paper collars " have occurred.
Arsenic

is

sometimes put into the dressing

for collars and cuffs to
Highly colored confectionery often con-

give a beantiful gloss.

and other poisonous substances. Poisoning from
is caused by inhalation of the
dust of the paper, which is easily brushed off even by currents of
air.
It has been shown also that the exceedingly poisonous gas,
tains arsenical

wall paper which contains arsenic

arseniureted

hydrogen, sometimes occurs in the

air

of rooms

covered with arsenical paper, formed probably by slow chemical

changes going on in

It

it.

used to be thought that the green

colors alone contained arsenic, but this

is

not so

;

it

may occur

in nearly every color.

The symptoms occasioned by poisoning from
If the poison

of arsenic are quite variable.

wearing apparel, there
eruptions,

or

received from

generally irritation of the skin,

sores; sometimes

local

inflammation of the stomach,

purging occur
the mucous membrane of the
mouth, and throat is often inflamed sometimes the

vomiting, and
eyes, nose,

is

small quantities
is

;

;

by a narcotic poison great depression,
sleeplessness, soreness of the muscles, and weakness are quite general symptoms.
The amount of arsenic which authorities have thought allowable in wall paper as non-poisonous, and as received from impurity
nerves are affected as

if

;
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its manufacture, not from the pigments
one half grain per piece 21 inches wide and 12 yards

of the chemicals used in
used,

is

long.

The

following case

paper containing but a

is

valuable chiefly because

more than twice

little

this

shows that a

it

quantity pro-

In September, a sample of wall
duced poisonous symptoms
paper was received for analysis, through the State Board of
Health, from Prof. Rounds, principal of the State Normal School.
:

Analysis showed that this paper contained 1.141 grains of arseni-

ous acid per piece of the size

named above.

TJnder date of Sep-

tember 27, Prof Rounds wrote, after inquiring whether it would
be safe to put new paper on over the arsenical ])aper " I will
add in reference to the paper which you analyzed that we were
led to send the paper for examination by peculiar and distressing
:

produced by sleeping in the room, and which disappeared
once on changing to another room."
A case to the
It is not safe to paper over an arsenical paper.

effects

at

point occurred recently in Berlin.

taken

ill

room they
on

A woman

without any apparent cause.

recovered, but after returning

investigation

it

and her child were

After removal to another

became

ill

three layers of paper.

The two

outer layers contained

but the original paper contained a large quantity of
less

Up-

again.

was found that the wall of the room carried

many rooms throughout

no

arsenic,

Doubt-

it.

the State are covered with arsenical

paper, and the occupants are suffering the consequences without
knowing what ails them.
Tobacco is a poisonous substance. Nicotine, the active prinA fatal
ciple in it, is one of the most deadly poisons known.
dose of it, which is not more than two or three drops, will kill a
man in five minutes, and one tenth of a grain of it will kill a dog
in ten minutes.

although the
use

is

There are the best of reasons

for believing that,

human body may become somewhat inured

productive of a great deal of

ill

to

it, its

health, leading to disease

of the kidneys, nervous affections, and insanity.
Dr. Auld, an eminent physician of Glasgow, claims that the

appearance of albumen

in

the urine

is

one of the

results

chronic nicotine poisoning, and that the use of tobacco
to organic disease of the kidneys.

According

to

him,

may
it

of

lead

" poi-
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sons both the nerve centers and the nerve ends, causing muscular
twitching and various other nervous symptoms."

Tobacco is especially injurious to the young. The " Medical
and Surgical Reporter " gives a case of the poisonous effects of
tobacco smoke on a child.
A little girl less than two years old,
who had always been healthy, after being less in the nursery and
more with her father, who was a great smoker, gradually became
feeble and ailing
her appetite was lost, digestion was out of
;

order, she complained frequently of sickness, she did not sleep
well,

and was

restless.

weeks in a country town

During the summer she passed a few
witli her mother.
There she soon be-

came healthy and robust
but after returning home the old
symptoms quickly appeared. It was thought the neighborhood
;

A

did not agree with her.

sanitary survey was made, but noth-

ing about the surroundings was found wroug.

Preparations were
being made to take her into the country again, when she took

cold and was confined to one room entirely for three weeks.
Meanwhile she completely recovered, not only from her cold,
but became in every respect well. After joining the family she
became sick again, with the old symptoms. Soon her father was
the child rapidly became better.
called away from home
The
truth flashed upon the mother
it
was tobacco smoke that
Tobacco smoke inhaled for some
was poisoning the child.
time by adults who do not use tobacco will produce symptoms
of poisoning. This fact is well known. It is equally well known
that children are more susceptible to hostile influences than are
There is no doubt wiiatever that thousands of weak and
adults.
sickly children are rendered so by inhaling air loaded with tobacco smoke, and doubtless hundreds of them are carried to an
;

;

early grave on account of

it.

M. Bourrier, an inspector of

the

slaughter-houses of Paris,

made experiments to learn the influence of tobacco smoke on
meat.
Some raw minced beef was exposed for some time to the
he refused to eat it.
to a dog
some bread, and the animal ate
it.
At the end of twenty minutes, symptoms of poisoning set in,
and soon the dog died of horrible convulsions.

fumes of tobacco and then offered

The meat was then concealed

These cases
the most

;

in

illustrate the great

unsuspected causes.

danger that may be lurking

We

are

not

prepared

to

in

say
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whether

articles of

food exposed to the fumes of a dozen tobacco

pipes in a grocery store, day after day, are prejudicial to

the

health of the consumer, but indications point in that direction.

probably constitute the most jjernicious form

Cigarettes

which tobacco

is

with several other poisons almost as
sell

them

The

is

its

a crime, and should be treated as such.

great

— good health and the preven-

end of the sanitarian

tion of premature death

—

be accomplished through proper

will

food, proper surroundings, proper exercise, proper

and the ativancement of medical and sanitary
never intended that
a thousand buds
fruit,

man should be

upon the

are blighted to

trees

violation of natural

shortens

is

laws

a

in

It is

hundred directions which

The lower animals live five times
A dog grows until two years of age
Ahorse grows for five years, and
years.

Man

was

the rise in

the approach to perfection.

life.

five years.

It

Because

one that bears

The higher

their growth.

or twelve

precaution,

science.

cut off prematurely.

has no comparison for mankind.

the scale of being, the nearer
the

in

own poison is mixed
deadly.
To make them or

them

used, because in

the period of

he

;

grows until twenty, and ought to

lives

lives

live

ten

twenty-

one hun-

dred years.
" The result of the great care taken by the Jews as to their
diet

is

famous everywhere

this people,

and

their

in the

extraordinary low death-rate of

immunity from epidemics which decimate

other sections of the population. "

Mr. De Sola, a Jewish pastor

of Montreal, says that the

examination

killing of

ease to

the
dis-

that about half of those slaughtered are

re-

to prevent the

is

In Prussia there are three still-born Christians to one

jected.

Jew.

in

lambs and calves

man, and

made

communication of

strictest

Under

five years of age,

36 per cent of Christians die and
is only 15

only 25 per cent of Jews; while the whole mortality
per cent for Jews but 23 per cent for Christians.

Some

earnest of an earthly millennium

lowering of death-rates where care

Not many

is

years ago the death-rate in

per thousand of population

duction in the death-rate
every thousand persons

;

;

now

it

is

given in the constant

exercised in sanitary

is

London was

about nineteen;

means the saving of
or,

six

affairs.

twenty-five

lives

this re-

among

the saving of 24,000 persons from
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untimely death in the city of London.
average age of

man now

quarter of a century ago.

is
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Without question the
it was a

nearer forty years than

Improvement of

the race through he-

redity under sanitary rule will be just as certain as the decline

mankind has been through the transmission of infirmities. It
than probable " that hereditary taints may be abolished
more
is
by proper living, and the body left at death stronger and better
than when it was taken up at birth, because the old blood cells
and fibers, and the epithelial scales being cast off, may be replaced
"
with others better and eventually untainted.
Prophecy declares " There shall be no more thence an infant
of

:

man that hath not filled his days, for the
child shall die an hundred years old, " and "as the days of a
of days, nor an old

tree shall

be the days of

my

people.

"

Thorough and continued application of
emulate the prophecy.

sanitary science will

PREVENTION AND CURE OF DISEASE.
BY

G. P.

CONN,

PRESIDENT STATE BOARD OF HEALTH,

A. M., M. D.,

CONCORD,

It

is

N. H.

only a few years since, that an

apology would have

been considered necessary in introducing the subject of prevenUntil recently,
tion of disease in the profession of medicine.

young men intending

to

fit

themselves to become disciples of

Esculapius assembled in their preceptor's

office,

or in the lecture

room, and read or listened to the orthodox teachings on the
theory and practice of medicine
with hard study memorized
;

the

anatomical structures of the

medica and therapeutics received a
for

it

human body,
full

was expected that medical students were

time and energy to the great problem of

But

little

while

materia

share of their attention,

how

to

devote their

to cure

disease.

attention was given to the prevention of disease, and

we read that not infrequently disease and death were regarded as
a part of the dispensation of Divine Providence.
It is true that Jenner had made the discovery that vaccination
would modify variola, and thereby transform a terribly loathsome
and dreaded

and comparatively harmless
by a great many
more than a crank, and even now

disease into a mild

form of indisposition

;

Jenner was considered

but

it

little

was

also true that

some people who see in every sickness an infliction
caused by Divine Power for purposes of punishment or premonition, while in Europe and America the leaders of the Anti-Vaccination Unions profess to believe that it is contrary to the
there are

designs of nature to interfere, or interpose anything so radical as
the substitution of one disease to modify or control another.
'I'he

great

advancement

in sanitation that has

been made in
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modern times had its inception early in 1855, when Lord Panmure, moved by the most distressing condition of the sick and
wounded in the hospitals of the Crimean army, commissioned
Dr. Sutherland, Dr. Gavin, and Mr. Rawlinson to proceed to the

Bosphorus and
the

to the Crimea, and to take instant measures for
improvement of the sanitary state of those sadly crowded

buildings.

Mr. Rawlinson, a man of sound sense and great practical

skill,

a genius for direct and positive action, and then in the prime of

was quick to apply to the appalling conditions with which
abilities which had already
marked him'and which still mark him as one of the great lights
life,

he was confronted those well-trained
of sanitary engineering.

The order was

on the 19th of February.

issued

In

less

than

work at Scutari was already progressing, and
Then, says Kingwithin a month a marked effect was obvious.
lake, came on a change, which, if only it had been preceded by
incantations and mummery instead of ventilation, drainage, and
a pure water-supply, would have easily passed for a miracle.
Down went the rate of mortality, having already been lowered
three weeks,

the

from the terrible February rate of 42 per cent to 31 per cent ; it
descended in the next two weeks to 14; in the next twenty days
to 10

;

in the next to 5

;

in the next to

4; and

finally, the

30th

of June, 1855, to scarcely more than 2 per cent.

This remarkable result was achieved by the physical changes

by intelligent engineering. It is probably true that it
would have been a difficult task to accomplish in civil life during
effected

that was effected

this short

period

for with a

mass of people whose

all

first

comparatively easy to bring about

with military discipline,

duty

is

to

obey orders,

it

is

results, arbitrary or otherwise,

which would be almost unattainable when dealing with those
that require a reason for every action.

Since that period the public mind has become more and more
enlightened with reference to the nature of disease.

and more apparent

that while

many

affections

may

It

is

more

not be subject

is, on the other hand, a vast amount of preventaand the conclusion is legitimate that where preven-

to control, there

ble disease,
tion

is

possible, prevalence

is

evidence of criminal neglect.
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Naturally the public turn to the medical profession for the solution of

questions in which

all

human

health

is

province of the physician at the present hour
with those that are sick, but also with those

man

by

so

much

he

is

in disease, should

as

a

is

more valuable

involved, and the

is

not only to deal

who

the State be interested

medicine from a financial standpoint alone.
During these later years hygiene has made great
possibilities are

may

be

far

still

in

preventive

strides,

and

its

Sanitary medicine

the rational application of

and sanitation have wrought such
the work of the surgeon and the possibilities of sur-

the principles

changes in

developing more each year.

from an exact science,

And

are well.

to the State in health than

of hygiene

gery, as to lead the public to expect of the profession deeds that

would have been considered daring, and results that would have
been deemed unattainable, a quarter of a century ago. The surgeon no longer hesitates to explore the serous cavities, should the
nature of the case render it certain that such an operation is
necessary for the purpose of a cure or as a matter of diagnosis,
neither

is

The

such a process considered especially dangerous.

surgeon applies the principles of hygiene to the preparation of
his patient,

and conducts

prevention of sepsis

;

his operation

with due attention to the

while the abdominal cavity, the pleura, the

and the cranium are no longer regarded

joints,

as

forbidden

fields

to the surgeon.

The

recuperative power of tissues,

when protected from

septic influences of putrefactive micro-organisms, allows the
brilliant results to follow the

much

to his

renown.

the

most

work of the surgeon, and adds very
canthrow the mantle of Hygeia

When we

around the victim of accidental misfortune, and surround his
wounds with such sanitary precautions that nothing septic shall
touch the abraded surface, then the work of the surgeon will be
So, too, when we can eliminate contagious

greatly simplified.

and

infectious diseases

cians, the average

from the mortuary reports of the physi-

human

life will

retically speaking, disease of

place in the nosological

be prolonged thereby.

Theo-

zymotic origin should never find a

tables of the

physician.

sight should recognize the possible causes of such

Human
disease,

fore-

and

provide for their removal and the probability of their recurrence.
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Less than half a century ago, a

were regarded

kw

zealous

as fanatics because they

and

patriotic

endeavored

tion from becoming one of the lost arts
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men

to save sanita-

they also attempted to
prove that a great deal of the mortality among the people was
due to causes that were clearly within the province of the same
;

people to prevent.
It is

quite true that the fundamental principles of hygiene are

as old as the world

itself, for

the rules and regulations that were

incorporated into the Mosaic law, and were
religious observances of the

Hebrew

made

a part of the

people, have scarcely been

while it may be added that according to the teachTalmud, a great deal that was considered essential to
good health and morals in the days of Moses, is in danger of
falling into disuse under the present high-pressure system of modern education. Unfortunately there are a great many good peo-

improved

;

ings of the

who have not

ple

outlived the idea that disease

plan of the Creator, and that therefore

some mysterious way
hygiene

will

fulfilling

have but

little

it

divine purpose.

sympathy with

and

possibilities so varied, that in its

its

mind must meet

it

a part of the

The student

this class

for the principles of sanitation are so broad,
sal,

is

must be accepted as in

its

of

of people,

scope so univer-

comprehension the

with enlarged views, and narrow ideas born of

prejudice will be lost in the general progress coincident with a

higher education.

Can anything more deeply concern
ily

the individual or the fam-

than the acquirement of the most perfect action of mind and

body during
laws of

life

?

is consistent with the natural
In the language of Prof. Parkes, " Hygiene aims at

so long a period as

less rapid, life more vigorand death more remote." What higher purposes can you
find in all the arts and sciences, or that should more nearly touch
For with good health every plan seems
the hearts of the people ?
feasible, and only energy and perseverance are needed to allow
Without health, untold riches
it to be successfully executed.
and widespread influence are but mockery to one with even ordi-

rendering growth more perfect, decay
ous,

nary ambition.
It is true that

to cure disease,

the medical profession has a very laudable desire
to

make

the lame walk, the blind to see; in
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short,

their

it is

ambition to become proficient in their chosen

profession of remedying bodily

gain

all

the knowledge thdt

This

ills.

we can

is

right

all

in this direction

;

let

;

let

us

us ex-

amine into the anatomical structures of the human system, study
their physiological and pathological conditions, thoroughly analyze the clinical and therapeutical elements entering into the
pharmacological list of remedies which are brought into notice
and recommended for our use in dealing with disease, for to the
masses the science of medicine has as yet special reference to the
cure of disease.

To

the novice in medicine

it

ounce of prevention that

little

may be

is

too early to speak of the

worth a pound of

To

cure.

the

young man about to graduate in medicine, it will be unnecessary
to add that medicine is very far from an exact science, for his
work in office, lecture-room, and laboratory has already prepared
his

mind

for just such plain

truths.

graduated with class honors, begins

life

The

practitioner, having

anew, ready to build up

a reputation upon the cornerstone of the knowledge he has treas-

ured up while a student.

The design of
it is

the science of medicine being to cure disease,

not complimentary to our pride,

it

does not harmonize with

our ideas of professional egotism, nor satisfy our ambition to

have a patient do otherwise than to recover health. Accident
and old age may be considered good and sufficient reasons on
which to base a death certificate. The average layman who beforms of

lieves that the physician should cure all other

illness is

very prone to discuss our professional merits whenever a death

Therefore we find ourselves making a

occurs in our practice.

mental retrospection of the cases we have attended.

Our ambisame

tion prompts us to expect that several cases of nearly the

type of disease should

all

recover, yet in practice this does not

always follow, and when a careful review of the work

is

made,

consulting the notes with a conscientious consideration of the

time and care that were devoted to each case,
that there were
tor in

some

some elements, some

cases, that

invisible

it

is

very evident

and unknown

fac-

did not enter into nor have a depressing

influence over other patients.

For the purpose of illustration, let us go into the sickroom
and study the conditions that may obtain in certain hypothetical
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cases.

Let us suppose these cases to be a type of typlioid fever,

such as

we

so often find in

New England

;

without discussing the

we will accept the circumstances as we find
them. The first case we visit is a young man perhaps eighteen or
twenty years of age, wlio has come home from a distant manufac-

origin of the disease,

turing town, where he has been engaged in a mill. This building
was constructed with a view of securing conditions favorable to
the health of the operatives, being properly planned

good

to secure

and plenty of sunlight, and
with clean surroundings; however, the young man, being of a
saving disposition and inclined to economize, took room and
board in a house near at hand, where the basement was dark,
damp, and moldy. The cellar was used as a storeroom for the
family, and contained more or less decaying vegetable matter at
almost any season of the year ; the first, second, and attic floors
were occupied as living and sleeping rooms by so large a number
of people that the space allotted to each one was but half what
ventilation, a dry basement,

would be considered necessary

The surroundings

for fairly

healthful conditions.

of this boarding-house were such as to show

that the family was naturally of a shiftless character, as all forms

of

filth

were allowed

yard

to collect in the

slops were

;

thrown

out of doors and windows, as best suited the convenience of
the family

;

the drain from the kitchen sink having

become

clogged, the overflow was offensive to sight and smell, as

mained upon the

a vault filled to overflowing, while the
ily

it

re-

Not very far away was
well, from which the fam-

surface of the ground.

and boarders obtained

their daily water-supply,

was situated

in such close proximity that the sink-spout, the vault, and the

well formed the angles of a small equilateral

triangle, the

first

two points being directly under the watershed of the house and
L.
A short time previous there had been a mild case of typhoid
fever in this house, that was not removed to the hospital until
after the characteristic dejections took place, which were deposited in this

same vault without having been disinfected.

The

season being a hot and dry one, the water in the well was gradually lowering each day, consequently the solids held in solution

became more and more concentrated.

About

this

time the earth

was treated to a friendly shower, which allowed the surplus from
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the roof to wash away

much

filth

that

had accumulated about the

Nature thus kindly attempted to accomplish a work in
sanitation that human foresight should never have permitted to

house.

exist neglected, but as

it is

no part of nature's work

against man's predisposition to shirk responsibility,
excite esp)ecial
it

wonder

was deposited

that, in carrying

in places

still

away

to provide

need not

it

this refuse,

more dangerous

some of

to the public

health, viz.. in the well or water-supply.

If

we admit

porous

we must

the existence of the typhoid fever germ,

also acknowledge that
soil to the

it

might

easily

water of the well.

not be long before

this

germ would

be transferred through the

When
find

its

this is

way

done

it

need

to the enteric

surfaces of the anatomical structures of those using the water.
is

unnecessar}- to discuss in this place the reasons

this water

that this

were not made

young man had

ill.

It will suflfice

why

all

It

using

our purpose to grant

lived in this unhealthful atmosphere so

long that his system was in a receptive condition, peculiarly

Now

vorable to the immediate development of the disease.
case was the second one to have been taken

ill

in that

fa-

this

boarding-

house, and the attending physician, learning that the patient had

a good home a few miles distant, and realizing that one

ill

in a

boarding-house can receive only indifferent care, promptly sent

man home before he had become too sick to be
moved.
Here we are introduced to him, with all the typical s)Tnptoms
of typhoid fever, that every ph}'sician would recognize at once.
But we also find him in an intelligent household, who are ever
on the alert to prevent unwholesome conditions from finding an
abode about the premises. The cellar is dry, well ventilated,
and fi-ee from decaying animal and vegetable substances. The
outlook from the buildings shows every part of the grounds to be
in such a neat and cleanly state as to be welcome to the sight,
and not the slightest disagreeable or offensive odor can be deThe water-supply is one hundred
tected about the premises.
yards distant from the house and on a much higher level, and is
thoroughly protected from possible pollution. Here are hygienic
conditions favorable to health, and to its restoration in case of
illness.
We will leave this patient for the present, and investithe young
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whom we

gate the circumstances surrounding a second one.

find

same age, but apparently more robust than the

to be of about the
first.

He

has always labored upon a farm,

is

an energetic, persevering

sort of a genius, although not over-careful of himself or his

premone of those easy-going fellows who never seem to have
any anxiety about the health of themselves or their families ;
really he was more inclined to the belief that fate or destiny has
ises.

He

much

to

is

do with

lite,

health,

and happiness, therefore

it

mattered

not that his cellar was dark, damp, and untidy, nor that the

grounds about his buildings were unkempt, unwholesome, and
fostering disease germs.
It did not disturb him that the watersupply was in danger of becoming polluted, nor that the atmosphere of the house was so contaminated by gases arising fi-om
putrefaction going

on continuously in and about yards and

out-

buildings, as to be recognized at once on entering the dwelling

from the pure air outside. Nature's prerogative, that to secure
and maintain health one must have pure air, pure water, and an
uncontaminated soil, finds no sympathy in the mind of such a
Believing that sickness and death are but tangible e\-iperson.
dences of some mysterious dispensation of a higher power, he is
blindly content, for had not his father and his grandfather resided on this same spot and under the same conditions, and if it
True, he
•was good enough for them, why should he complain ?
is the last of a numerous progeny that barely escaped death in
childhood from scarlet fever, diphtheria, or some kindred disease,
or perished later in life from phthisis.
These are not altogether fancy sketches. Many a professional

man

realizes in a few

drawn

pictures.

It

months' practice that these are not overbe said that so far as the s\Tnptoms

may

described in text-books are concerned, these cases have

common,

much

in

but a tyro in medicine will not hesitate to affirm that

in other conditions they are totally unlike.

Case

has the advantage of weight and muscular power

;

2

seemingly

yet there

is

a

wide difference in the sanitary conditions of the two homes that
constitutes an

unknown

factor in

development of the disease, for
germ, remained within

case 2, after falling a victim to the fever

the circle of infection that was instrumental in the origin of the
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disease,

and

power

weighted

is

it

cannot be denied that his natural recuperative
down by an incubus that so far destroys the

tone of the nerve centers that assimilation and elimination can

only take place

manner, and therefore these natural
no avail.

in a feeble

assistants to the physician are of little or

Now

one case the air the
and the food on Avhich he

in consideration of the fact that in

patient breathes, the water he drinks,
is

to

be sustained, are

all

more or

contaminated, while

less

in the

other he has been promptly removed from these unhealthful sur-

roundings into well-ventilated rooms, with pure

air to breathe,

pure water to drink, and good wholesome food on which to sustain the

body against

the depression occasioned by the fever, the

prognosis in these two cases must be widely different, else the
physician and the friends will be disappointed.

Neither case

may

prove

fatal, for it is

a well-known

fact that

people will live for a considerable period, and even recover when

dangerously

ill,

in

places that have serious defects

;

under

yet,

such circumstances, we cannot rely upon that assistance from nature, vis medtcafrix naturce,

which would obtain in a similar case

with improved sanitary conditions.
It is

not easy to explain

why

reasonably intelligent people will

what constitutes true hygienic condiSometimes their actual sanitary
tions of the home and family.

be so totally indifferent
state

is

to

overlooked in the hurry and bustle of business

;

instances the physician has only to point out the unseen

in

such

faults,

and they will be remedied at once. Among such people the
work of sanitation is a pleasure but when medical assistance is
;

summoned

to a family that has

been habitually slack

in sanitary

matters for generations, and that firmly believes that what was

considered good by father and grandfather cannot be otherwise
than perfect to-day, the task will be environed with
givings and discouragements; for the physician
cure the patient, just the same as

if

is

many

mis-

expected to

surrounded with the most

favorable circumstances that hygiene could suggest.

have a most vivid recollection of a family resembling case
which was always an enigma to me, for I could not satisfac-

I
2,

torily solve the
tion.

problem of their manifest indifference

This family was noted for

its

punctual

to sanita-

attendance at
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felt at

after thus
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complying with divine wishes,

liberty to set at defiance all ordinary rules

and regulations of nature and hygiene.

Perhaps that church
head of the house in forming his ideas of
healthful surroundings, for he invariably went to sleep in its
edifice influenced the

unventilated and unattractive simplicity, and whenever he sat

down

own home, he did

the same
therefore it is quite
by analogy, he concluded that similar
effects were produced by similar conditions, and if an edifice
erected and consecrated for the worship of God was not an example to follow in architectural work, where should he find a
better one?
However, the fact still remained that the air, the
water, and the soil about his house were thoroughly contaminated, and there was no " mysterious dispensation of Divine Providence " about his sickness, unless it was that it did not visit him
sooner.
It is true that a physician was often called to his home,
for his wife and children were frequently complaining of sore
throats and general lassitude
and an undertaker had assisted in
the closing scenes of one child that had died of croup, of another
that diphtheria had carried away, and of a third that had sucin his

;

possible, that, reasoning

;

cumbed

to the wasting of

marasmus.

In the opinion of such

people, physicians are to cure "sick folks," and therefore with

such environments they change from one medical attendant to
another,

summoning each

cines, deserted

to combat disease with
by every helpful force of nature.

However, the

true physician will realize that the family

paying the penalty

and therefore
is

its

skill in

will

medi-

is

only

for outrageously violating the laws of health,

be quite reconciled to leave

very true that the

human system

recuperative powers, as exemplified in

amount of opium or

it

to its idols.

will bear a great
its

strain

It

upon

tolerance of an

arsenic that would prove fatal to one not

and the same may be said of the extremes
yet there is a limit to
it will undergo
this power of endurance, and in some unexpected moment, when
the vital energy has become thoroughly worn out in its conflict
with unseen micro-organisms, nature yields from sheer exhaushabituated to

its

use,

of heat and cold which

tion,

;

is left a victim of his own perversity.
physician must take cognizance of the various hygienic

and the patient

The

conditions that surround the patient, and sometimes

it

requires
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more

and good judgment to secure a fair portion of " God's
man," pure air and water, than to select the class of

tact

best gifts to

medicines best adapted

to the

case.

This but feebly

illustrates

the position of the physician, for while he has received an edu-

cation with a view to

assist

filth,

aid of friends and nurses having an intelligent
sanitation

how

nature in the cure of disease,

can he do good work in an atmosphere of

or without the

knowledge of

?

As hygiene refers to everything that has a direct or indirect
upon the health of individuals or communities, the

influence

enthusiastic student, after reforming conspicuous evils, will seek

of disease, when others would not consider it
While he examines the best means to avoid contagion, infection, and pestilence, he becomes convinced that very
often sickness is occasioned and disease aggravated by a variety
of causes that might easily be removed by an intelligent co-operation of the physician and the family.
Years since, it was said by Dr. Nathan Smith, the founder of
Dartmouth Medical College, that in certain diseases like fever,
" the duty of the physician was like that of the sea captain in
for possible causes

necessary.

charge of a ship in a gale of wind.

He

is

as

utterly powerless

seaman to control the winds and
Yet both can so arrange and manage their charges tbat

to expel the disease as the

waves.

the best possible opportunity shall be given for surviving the
tempest. "
The truth of this comparison is generally admitted

by physicians at the present time. But suppose the student of
hygiene and sanitation can point out from whence the storms
arise and declare the laws governing their development and progress, and furthermore show distinctly that they may be tempered in their course, or suppressed in their origin, indeed, actually prevented,

may

it

not be said of him that he controls the

winds and waves of disease and death, and

one of incalculable dignity and value
munity, and the State

is

not his position

to the individual, the

com-

?

These are the discoveries that advance rational medicine and
prolong

life.

They

are not evolved from anybody's internal

consciousness, which forms no element in the healing art

;

but

they are deduced from observation, not only at the bedside but
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from every point about the premises that will yield any information of what the physician and his patient must struggle against

and overcome

to secure a return to health.

at the first glance s6e
are,

We may

how immensely important

nor do we always note

not always

these discoveries

in the constantly fresh recognition

of

and the means of their prevention our actual
rate of progress in sanitary matters. Almost every one to-day will
admit that if two young men, both inheriting that weakness
which is sometimes called a consumptive tendency or diathesis,
should work, the one in an ill-ventilated shoe factory and the
other in a lumber camp in Canada or Wisconsin, the latter will
enjoy the longer life and will be less inclined to the development
Our grandfathers in medicine did not realize this.
of phthisis.
the causes of disease

They protected

persons with such a tendency from the fresh

would take cold, coddled them in feather
nourished them, but gave plenty of mediimperfectly
and
beds,
air,

fearing that they

cine.

Bowditch and Loomis have demonstrated
with weak lungs can

live for a

long period

reside in an elevated, dry climate

and

in the

that
if

many

a person

he will consent to

open

air,

and

if

products of respiration and secretion are promptly removed.
profession understand

many

medicine and surgery

tliat

few years since

;

phases of hygiene and

as in

From

yet as one problem after another

this

relation to

were regarded as a sealed book only a

others that have never been imagined appear,

planation.

its

the

The

comes

is

solved,

demanding an

ex-

a lesson of humility, for in sanitation,

medicine, no one has yet arrived

at perfection.

Therefore

the student of to-day, although starting from an advanced position as compared with that of fifty years ago, will yet find
much that is new, and has many untrodden paths that he may
explore.

As the growing perfection of machinery has modified the
methods of labor, thus changing the character of wounds brought
to the notice of the surgeon, and as the modern high-pressure
system of business has created, developed, and fostered passions
and various emotional disturbances
types of disease infrequent or
this

ever-changing world

that present to the physician

unknown

half a century ago, so in

the student in hygiene

and sanitation
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will find

it

necessary to be always a student.

In hygiene as in

good will endure through
the varying opinions of succeeding years, and the worthless will
the other departments of medicine, the

be rejected

;

faith will often

be rudely shaken to find so

much

that will not bear the light of thorough investigation, but these

disappointments come in every association of

There

is

no royal road

cured without

effort.

life.

that leads to health, nor can

can one attain excellence, mentally or physically.
that health

certain

opy.

be

se-

It is

equally

an entity which cannot be bought with

is

gold nor governed by statutes
will not

it

has been decreed that only by labor

It

the throbbings of a fevered brain

;

be palliated by an embroidered pillow nor a purple can-

and

International

municipal

or

lines

state

have no terror for an epidemic of small-pox, yellow
or other pestilence whose subtle presence

may be

boundaries

fever, cholera,

felt

in darkest

midnight, yet cannot be seen by the light of the noonday sun.

The grim monster

will

demand from

affluence an unconditional

good things transmitted by heritage, acquired
by industry, or accumulated by avarice. Pain and suffering,
whether occasioned by accident or ignorance, have no respect for
Fame cannot defy the stings of sickness, nor power
persons.
The renown of many a victory
neutralize the agonies of pain.
could not diffuse an anodyne influence over the pillow of Napoleon, nor could the laurels of Austerlitz and Marengo defend
him from the discomforts and dangers developed by the fogs and
surrender of

all

the

malaria of the " lone barren

The study of medicine,
of

art, literature,

the

life

isle.

"

unlike that of almost any other branch

or science, intends to

fit its

votary to deal with

and happiness of men, rather than with

their ambitions.

The

their business or

life-work of the physician

study the organic defects of

man

ment under which he

yet

lives

;

may

lead

him

to

himself, rather than the governit is

to the laws of the State

and

nation that he must look for the enforcement of sanitary rules

and regulations necessary
able rights to pure

air,

to secure to every person his unalien-

pure water, and pure

The mental worth of a man

is

soil.

always interesting in connection

with his bodily ailments, as an indication of his ability to com-

prehend the conditions necessary

for his physical

improvement.
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his patient for the inher-

ent or acquired power to resist the invasion of disease, or his
ability to

meet

come

depressions, rather than to inquire into his social ad-

its

its

varied indications and his certainty to over-

The house and

vantages and position.
a

pleasing effect

upon the

its

adornments may have

eye, yet in the sickroom the

mind

naturally reviews the situation from a realistic rather than an

The

possibilities of bad drainage, insuffiunwholesome food, or unskillful nursing,
have a decided tendency to make one assume the role of inquisrather than to accept any general statement that everyitor,

aesthetic .standpoint.

cient or

thing

no

is all

ventilation,

right.

Glazed and tinted wall paper

add very much

to the

may

be laid so

artistically as to

beauty of an apartment, yet should the oc-

cupant of that room develop a sore throat, weak eyes, or some
eruptive disease, as well as an irritable stomach, and should an
analysis of that beautiful paper

show

that

it

required from five to

ten grains of arsenic to the square foot to produce this pleasing
effect,

sound reasoning would dictate that we should educate the

special senses less

and give more attention

to

the body.

It

is

unnecessary that a medical student should become a materialist,

become a philosopher, else his calling will soon have
charm him in his daily encounter with mysteries defying solution.
Our world is large, and in the oscillaopinion
the pendulum of real progress swings
tions of public
from side to side without leaving any impression to mark its
way, and with but little noise to represent the great work all the
but he must
but

little

that will

time going on.

A

good student

is

ever a student.

serve to stimulate study.

that a well-balanced

realize

daily

Graduation exercises only

most who is early to
mind can only be maintained by a

That man

learns

and ever increasing supply of judicious mental effort.
is he who always finds the supply equal to the demand,

Happy

for an aimless existence forms no part of the life of the student.
While his work is never completed, he always has a goal before
Let us all be
him, and his ambition will not tolerate idleness.
world
as
the shuttle
in
this
fro
and
to
students, and we shall pass

through the web, occasionally catching a glimpse of the pattern
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we

are helping to weave

and shadows

;

yet our vision

is

so transitory,

the

and the colors so obscure, that it
often seems as if we were, working upon the wrong side of the
texture instead of the right.
But the pattern is very large, and

lights

each of our

whole piece

lives

so complex,

forms but a single thread running through the

hence

;

not strange that

it is

it

often seems distorted

and shapeless, nor that our little labor seems lost in the great
harmonious whole.
Associated and united labor will always
accomplish results that would be unattainable by personal effort
alone and nowhere is this better exem])lified than in the study
of medicine and hygiene.
;

Classwork has

cannot come

in

its

peculiar advantages, for minds, like metals,

contact with each other without receiving some

form of an impression

;

the

more

forcible the contact, the

Mental

attrition

develops

all

more

*

vivid the imprint will appear.

the latent powers of the brain,

sharpens every faculty and quickens the understanding; therefore

comprehension and perception are improved, that which was

dim and misty becomes bright and
the possibilities expand,

ance find no place

and medicine.

in

clear, the

and bigotry,

outlook broadens,

superstition,

and

intoler-

the heart of the true student of hygiene
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Antrim, sanitarj' report from
Ashland, sanitary report from

..

274
18

295
123
123

Atkinson, sanitary report from

125

Auburn, sanitary report from

126

Barnstead, sanitarj' report from

127
127

Barrington, sanitary report from
Bartlett, sanitarj- report

128

from

Batchelder, Dr. Amos, report from

72

Bath, sanitary report from

129

Bean, Dr. N. W., report from
Bedford, sanitary report from

130

49

131

Belmont, sanitarj' report from
Bennington, sanitary report from
Benton, sanitarj- report from

131

132
132

Berlin, sanitary report from

Berlin Falls, pulmonarj' phthisis

Berry, Dr. John

Bethlehem,

J.,

in

22

report from

on sewer-gas poisoning.
from

sanitarj' report

Binford, Dr. H. J., report from
Bishop, Dr. J. M., report from

286
134
89

24

Blake, Dr. George A., report from

98

Boards of health, local

13

reports from

Boscawen,

sanitarj' report

from

Bothfeld, Dr. J. Francis, report from

113-273
135
30

338

INDEX.

Bow, sanitary report from
Bowditch, Dr. Henry I. report from

136
10.5

,

Boj'nton, Dr. C. H., report from
Bradlej', Dr. 0. H., report from

56
.'

50

Brentwood, sanitary report from
Bridgewater, sanitarj' report from
Bristol, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Brookfield, san itary report from
Brookline, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Butler, Dr. J. N., report from

137
137

24
137
138

25
139

56

Canaan, pulmonarj' phthisis in
sanitary report from
Candia, sanitary report from
Canterbury, sanitary report from
Carroll county almshouse, improvements
Carroll, sanitary report

26
139

140
141
11

at

from

141

Chandler, Dr. Frederick, report from

63

Charlestown, sanitary report from

141

W. D., report from
Chatham, sanitary report from
Cheshire county almshouse, improvements
Chester, sanitary report from

74

Chase, Dr.

142
11

at

142

Chesterfield, sanitary report from

143

Child, Dr. William, report from

68

Chichester, sanitary report from

143

Claremont, pulmonarj' phthisis

27

in

sanitary report from

144

Clarksville, sanitary report from

146

Colby, Dr. Frank A., report from

22

Colcord, Dr. D. W., report from

90

Colebrook, pulmonary phthisis

28

in

from
report from

147

sanitarj- report

Columbia,

sanitar}'

148

Concord, pulmonary phthisis in

29

sanitary report from

Conn, Dr. G.

P., report

148

from

29

prevention and cure of disease
report of

seventeenth annual

Health Association

Consumption. (See phthisis.)
Contoocook, pulmonar}' phthisis
Conway, pulmonary phthisis in

meetinj^ American

Public

274
33

in

33

sanitary report from

Cook, Dr. George, report from
Coos county almshouse, improvements
Cornish, sanitary report from
Cummings, Dr. A. R., report from

322

152

30
at

11

153
27

INDEX.
Currier, Dr.
Cutler, Dr.

I). ]\I.,
.J.

II.,

839

report from

60

report from

76

Dalton, sanitary report from

154

Daubiiry, sanitary report from

154

Dangers from adulterated foods and poisons, by Prof. E.
Davis, Dr. James A., report from
Diphtheria and typhoid fever, reports on
Disease, prevention and cure of
Dodge, Dr. Henry, report from
Dover, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Dunbarton, sanitary report from

li

Angell

295
55

12
322
100
35

I55
156

Durham, sanitary report from
Durkee, Dr. Freeman A., report from

157
101

Dutrizac, Dr. J. O., report from

54

East Kingston, sanitary report from

157

Eaton, sanitary report from

158

Effingham, pulmonary phthisis
sanitarj- report

37

in

from

159

Ellsworth, sanitary report from

159

Enfield, sanitar}' report from

160

Epping, pulmonary phthisis

40

in

sanitary report from

161

Epsom, sanitary report from

162

Erroll, sanitary report

from

162

Evans, Dr. S. A., report from

33

Exeter, sanitary report from

163

Farmington, sanitary report from

164

Farrington, Dr. James, report from

86

Fever, t^'phoid and diphtheria, reports on
Fitzwiliiam,

pulmonary

phthisis

12

42

in

sanitary report from
Foods, adulterated, and poisons, dangers from

Folsom, Dr. N. L., report from

....

165

295
83

Franconia, sanitary report from

166

Franklin, sanitary report from

166

Freedom, sanitary report from
Fremont, sanitary report from
French, Dr. Edward, report from

167

Frost, Dr. C. P., report

Gage, Dr. George N., report from

99

168

Gilmanton, sanitary report from
phtliisis

31
46

from

Gilford, sanitary report from

Gilsum, pulmonary

168

in

sanitary report from

Goffstown, sanitary report from

169
43

170
172

INDEX.

340
Grorham, sanitary report from
Goshen, sanitarj' report from

172
174

Gould, Dr. Albert N., report from
Gove, Dr. George S., report from

37
102

Grafton, sanitary report from

175

Grantham, sanitary report from
Greenfield, sanitary report from
Greenland, sanitary report from
Greenville, sanitary report from
Groton, sanitary report from
Guptill, Dr. George H., report from

175
17G

177
177
178

84

Haley, Dr. T. Avans, report from
Hampstead, sanitary report from
Hampton, sanitary report from

94
178
179

Hancock, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from

44
180

Hanover, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Harriman, Dr. A. Haven, report from
Harrisville, sanitary report from
Hart's Location, sanitary report from
Haverhill, sanitary report from

Health officers, sanitary reports from.
Hebron, sanitary report from
Henniker, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Hicks, Dr. Herbert D., report from
Hill, sanitar}' report from
Hillsborough, sanitary report from
Hinsdale, sanitary report from
Hodgdon, Dr. F. A., report from
Holcombe, Dr. C. H., report from
Hollis, sanitar3' report from
Hooksett, sanitary report from
Hopkinton, sanitary report from
Horsch, Dr. Carl H., report from
Howes, Dr. Pitts E., report from
Hubbard, Dr. O. H., report from
Hudson, sanitary report from
Jackson, sanitary report from
JafErey, East,

pulmonary

phthisis in

sanitary report from
Jefferson, sanitary report

from

45

180
52
182

182
183
(See reports from towns.)

184
47

184
18

185
186
187
75

25
188
188
189

35
76
42

190

191
50
191
192

Jenkins, Dr. Alvin, report from

91

W.

81

Jones, Dr. D.

,

report from

Keene, sanitary report from

193

Cyrus K., report from
Kensington, sanitary report from

196

Kell^', Dr.

77

INDEX.

341

Ivimball, Dr. John R., report from

93

Kingston, pulmouarj- phthisis in

51

sanitary report from

197

Laconia, pulmonary phthisis in

52

sanitary report from

197

Landaff, sanitar\- report from

199

Langdon, sanitary report from
Lathrop, Dr. M. C. report from
Leavitt, Dr. J. M., report from
Lebanon, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from

200
36

,

Lempster. pulmonarj' phthisis

39
55

200

in

36

sanitary report from
Littleton,

pulmonary

201

phthisis in

58

Lisbon, pulmonary phthisis in

56

sanitary report from

202

Livermore, sanitary report from

Londonderry, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Loudon, sanitary report from
Loveland, Dr. I. A. report from
Lunacy, Board of Commissioners of, established
Lj-man, sanitarr report from
Lyme, sanitary report from
Lj'ndeborough, sanitary report from

203
59

204
204
43

,

Madbury, sanitary

12
205
,

206
206

report from
Madison, sanitary report from
Manchester, sanitary report from

207

Marlborough, sanitary report from
Marlow, sanitary report from
Mason, sanitary report from

211

Dr. William H. H., report from

207
208
211
212
61

Meredith, sanitary report from

212

Merrimack, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Middleton, sanitary report from

213

Milan, sanitar3' report from

214

Milford, sanitary report from

215

Milk, analyses of samples of

297

from
Milton, sanitarj- report from
Mitchell, Dr. A. W., report from
Monroe, sanitary report from
Mont Yernon, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary- report from
Moultonborough, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from

216

Millsfield, sanitary report

60

213

216
40
217
63

218
61

218

INDEX.

342
Nashua, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Nelson, sanitary report from
New Boston, sanitary report from
Newbur}% sanitary report from
New Durham, sanitary report from

New Hampton, puhnonary

65

219

220
^

222

phthisis in

68

from
New Ipswich, sanitar}' report from
New London, sanitary report from
Newport, puhnonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Nortlilield, sanitary report from
Nortii Hampton, sanitary report from
Northumberland, sanitary report from
Northwood, sanitary report from
Norris, Dr. C. C, report from
Nottingham, sanitary report from

Newington,

220

221

sanitary' report

222
223
224
69

224
226
227
227
228

28
229

Orange, sanitary report from

229

Orford, sanitary report from

230

Ossipee, sanitary report from

230

Parsons, Dr. J. W., report from

82

George W.. report from
Pelham, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Pembroke, sanitary report from
Perkins, Dr. F. B., report from
Peterborough, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Phthisis, pulmonary, reports on
Piermont, sanitarj' report from
Pillsbury, Dr. W. W., report from
Pittsburg, sanitary report from
Pittsfield, sanitary report from
Plaintield, sanitary report from

104

Peirce, Dr.

72

231

231
59

74
232

14-112
233
60

234
235
236

Plaistow, pulmonary- phthisis in

76

sanitary report from

Plymouth, pulmonarj' phthisis in
Poisons and adulterated foods, dangers from
Porter, Dr. W. B., report from
Portsmouth, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Powers, Dr. George N., report from
I'rescott, Dr. Royal B., report from
Prevention and cure of disease, by G. P. Conn, M.
Railroad sanitation

Randolph, sanitary report from

237
77

295
97
80

237
16

67

D

322
10

239

INDEX.
Raymond, pulmonary

phthisis in

84

sanitaiy report from

239

Reynolds, Dr. T. 0., report from
Richardson, Dr. Abel P., report from

51

95

Richmond, sanitary report from
Rindge, sanitary report from

240

241

Rochester, pulmonary phthisis in

86

sanitary report from

241

Rollinsford, sanitarj' report from

Rounsevell, Dr. C.

Rumney,

S.,

343

243

report from

65

sanitary report from

244

Rye, sanitary report from

245

Salem, sanitary report from

245

Salisbury, pulmonary phthisis in

88

Sanborn, Dr. George H., report from

47

Sanborn, Dr. T. B.. report from

72

Sandown, sanitary report from

247

Sandwich, pulmonarj' phthisis in
sanitary report from
Sanger, Dr. T. E., report from

248

89

58

Sanitation, railroad

10

Sanitary advancement in the State

8

reports from local boards of health

113-273

Seabrook, pulmonary phthisis in

90

sanitary report from

248

Sewer-gas poisoning, by John J. Berry, M.
Shelburne, sanitary report from

D

249

Smith, Dr. William T., report from

Somersworth (Great

Falls),

pulmonary

286
45

phthisis in

sanitary' report

from

91

250

South Hampton, sanitary report from
South Newmarket, sanitary report from
Springfield, sanitary report from
Stark, sanitary report from
Stewartstown, sanitarj' report from

252

Stoddard, sanitary report from

253

251

251
252
253

from

254

Stratford, sanitarj' report from

255

Stratham, sanitary report from

256

Sullivan, sanitary report from

257

Strafford, sanitary report

Summer

9

resorts

Suncook, pulmonary phthisis
Sutton, sanitary report from

in

93

257

Swanze}', sanitary report from

258

Tam worth,

258

sanitary report from

Temple, sanitary report from
Thornton, sanitary report from
Tilton, sanitary report from

259
259
260

344

INDEX.

Titcomb, Dr. G. P., report from
Troy, sanitary report from

88

261

Tucker, Dr. D. B., report fromt

93

Tuftonborough, pulmonary phthisis in

93

sanitary report from

Tj'phcid fever and diphtheria, reports on

Unity, sanitary report from

in

sanitary report from

Warner, sanitary report from
Warren sanitary report from
Washington, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Wason, Dr. Eugene, report from
Weare, sanitary report from
Webster, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Wentworth, pulmonary phthisis in
sanitary report from
Whitefield, pulmonary phtiiisis in
Willey Dr. B. E. report from
Wilmot, sanitar}' report from
Wilson, Dr. J. W., report from
Wilton, sanitary report from
Winchester, pulmonary phthisis in
Windham, sanitary report from
Windsor, sanitary report from
Wolfeborough, sanitary report from
Woodstock, sanitary report from
,

,

,

12

262

Wakefield, sanitary report from

Walpole, pulmonary phthisis

261

263
95

263
264
265
99

266

44
267
100
268
101

268
102

26
269
33

269
104

270
271
272
272

REPORTS
WARDEN AND INSPECTORS

STATE PRISON
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
TOGETHER WITH THE

Reports of the Chaplain and Physician.

DECEMBER

I,

I8QO.

MANCHESTER
JOHN

B.

CLARKE, PUBLIC PRINTER
T

89

I

OFFICERSWARDEN.

GEO. W. COLBATH.
DEPUTY WARDEN.

SAMUEL

ROBINSON.

D.

PHYSICIAN.

A. E.

EMERY.

chaplain.

WILKINS.

Rev. E. R.

STEWARD.

GEO. W. PHILBROOK.
HALL OFFICER.

DAVID

HOBBS.

L.

MESSENGER.

ARCHIE

A.

CLOUGH.

OVERSEERS OF SHOPS.

SAMUEL N. ALLEN.
JOSEPH MARTIN.
W. H. GILMAN.

F. J. SANBORN.
DAVID SANBORN.

ARTHUR

DAY.

GUARDS.

EVANS.
FRANK DAY.
M.

E.

C.

V. B.

J.

LADD.

W. A. FORD.

CARPENTER.

B.

S.

LOVERING.

NIGHT WATCHMEN.
E. G.

LOVERING,

Hall.

M. G.

EVANS,

MATRON.
T. S.

INGRAHAM.

Shop.

WARDEN'S REPORT.
To His Excellency the Governor and tJie Honorable Council:

Gentlemen,

— In accordance with an act passed by the

Legislature,

last

respectfully submit the following re-

I

port of the affairs of the Prison for the fiscal year ending

November

1890, covering a period of one year and

30,

seven months

:

The whole number

of

males and 2 females
the time has been 106.
$26,251.28
cit,

;

convicts

total, 107.

;

The

now in prison is
The daily average

receipts from

all

105
for

sources are

the expenditures have been $37,310.01

defi-

;

1^11,058.73.

Of the above deficit, $6,954.42 has been caused by remade necessary on account of fire, leaving an actual

pairs

of $4,104.31

deficit

in

the ordinary transactions of the

prison.

The

health of the inmates has been unusually good.

Only two deaths have occurred from natural
there has been but

little

causes, and

sickness.

The officers of the prison have each and all faithfully
performed the duties assigned them in a way that calls
forth

my

The

hearty thanks.

disciphne has been firmly but kindly maintained.

I am aware there is a feeling among some of our wellmeaning people that the discipline and rules of this institution are more strict than need be, and I am often asked
strict than are the rules of
if our rules are not more

many

other States.

case, but after an

more
all

fully

I

have no doubt but what this

is

experience of nearly three years,

convinced that,

in a prison like ours,

grades of criminals are mingled together,

it is

I

the

am

where
of the

STATE PRISOX REPORT.

6

highest importance that no communication between pris-

oners be allowed, to the end that the more hardened

may

not have a chance to exert an influence on the younger
and less guilty, and thus render them more unfit to become

good

citizens at the time of their discharge than they

when committed.
The last Legislature made an

were

appropriation of six hun-

dred dollars for draining and improving the grounds about
the prison walls.

About

thirteen hundred feet of

drain has been laid and other

has been about three hundred

On

work done, the

cost of

tile-

which

dollars.

the 17th of April, at about one minute past noon, a

was discovered in the upper part of the building.
Deputy Robinson and myself were both at the place where

fire

it
it,

caught as soon as we could climb the stairs leading to
and at once turned on the water on a line of hose

which was connected with a stand-pipe, but found there
Had there
was not force enough to reach the fire.
been, but little damage would have been done, as the
Everything was done
fire was quite small at this time.

down to the
much damage

that could be, but the top of the building

chapel and hospital floors was burned, and

was done

to the south wing, which, together with the cen-

was thoroughly soaked with water.
originated from a spark from the
undoubtedly
The
chari-ed shavings which had
igniting
the
shop chimney
lodged by the action of the wind in the crevices of the
ter building,
fire

slated roof.

The buildings had taken fire five or six times before
from the same cause, but never so high up as at this time.
The cost of repairs on account of the fire has been 37,000.
I would respectfully recommend that a steam pump be
connected with the boilers of the shop, as the force of the
aqueduct is unsafe to rely upon in case of fire in the upper parts of the buildings.

GEO. W. COLBATH,
Concord, N. H., Dec.

i,

1890.

Warde^i.

.

STATISTICS.
Whole number

in prison

May i,
May

1889

November 30, 1890
Whole number in

i,

Pardoned

1889,

prison during year

Whole number discharged during
Discharged

no

.

.....
.....
.....

Received from courts from

to

68
178

.

year, viz.

Died

II

56
2

.....

Transferred to asylum for insane

I

Executed

I

71

Whole number

in prison

November

30, 1890, viz.

Males
Females

105

.

2

107

AGE WHEN COMMITTED.

Under 20 years
Between 20 and 30 years
Between 30 and 40 years
.

Between 40 and 50 years
Over 50 years

16

46
27
12

6
107

SOCIAL RELATIONS.

Married

26

Single

81

.

107

1

STATE PRISON REPORT.

HABITS OF LIFE.

Claim to be temperate

Admit themselves

33

.

to be. intemperate

—

74
107

EDUCATION.

....
.....

Read and write
Read only

83

Neither

13

1

107

CRIMES COMMITTED
Murder, second degree
Manslaughter

Attempt
Rape
Attempt
Arson

to kill

5

10

.

to rape

4
2

.

Burglary

32

Stealing horse

9

Forgery
Breaking and stealing
Breaking and entering

3

Incest

I

II
I

.

Stealing

9

Stealing from post-office

I

False pretenses

I

Embezzlement
Kidnapping

I
I

.

Adultery

2

107

......
.......
.......

NATIVES OF THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES.

United States
Ireland

En2:land

Canada

Germany

^6

9
I

18
3

107

STATE PRISON REPORT.

LENGTH OF SENTENCE.
30 years

4

25 years
20 years

2

years

4

1

5

8

13 years

I

12 years

I

10 years

5

8 years

I

7 years
6 years
5

8
I

years

4 years

10

3 years
2 years

21

i|^
I

13

years
year,

2
i

day

II

107

Daily average population

106

STATE PRISON REPORT.
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STATE PRISON REPORT.

TABLE
the number of convicts in the ijrison, committed, discharged,
pardoned, deceased, and escaped, in each year since the establish-

Showing

m,ent of the institution, 1812.

Year.

STATE PRISON REPORT.

TABLE.— Continued.
Year.
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TREASURER'S REPORTTo His

Excellejicy

Gentlemen, —

tJie

I

Governor ami the Honorable Council

have the honor respectfully to submit

the following report of the financial transactions on ac-

May

count of the i^ew Hampshire State Prison from
1889, to ISTovember 30, 1890

i,

:

RECEIPTS.

John Kimball, assignee

....
....

Subsistence (board of
Incidentals
Visitors' fees

Rent
Water

.

$22,241.75

.

.

.

officers)

.

.

for shops

....

State treasurer, deficiency current expenses

Total receipts

83-52

486.00
454-25
592.10

Board United States prisoners
Overseers

5,600.93

.....

176.05
1,416.66

12,319.42

$43,370.68

DISBURSEMENTS.
Overseers, including expenses of prison com-

mittee of honorable Council, for the year

1888-89

$16,391.77

Incidentals

1,029.14

Subsistence

8,851.42

Carried forivard

$26,272.33

STATE PRISON REPORT.

Brought forward
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.....
....
......
........
......

Brought forivard

Light, fuel, and water (net)

Hospital supplies

Repairs

Incidentals (net)

May

Total expenses from

i,

^22,769.81
3> 5

54-43

408.63
7,990.64

945.62

1889, ^o ^^-

cember i, 1890
Excess of expenses over earnings

.

^35,669.13

.

11,579.82

^24,089.31

FINANCIAL CONDITION.

ASSETS MAY

I,

889.

1

Provisions, etc., on hand, as per inventory

Due from

.......

dry items

Total assets

May

i,

1889

.

ASSETS DECEMBER

I,

.....

1

89O.

$3,032.26

contractor for convict labor and sun-

dry items

Total assets December

1890

i,

Increase in assets
loss

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,126.75

$4,159.01

Balance drawn from state treasury

Net

1,210.16
;^3,4i9-4i

.

Provisions, etc., on hand, as per inventory

Due from

$2,209.25

contractor for convict labor and sun-

$12,319.42
.

.

739.60
$11,579.82

STATE PRISON REPORT.

The
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claim against the contractor reported above consists

of the following items

:

......
......

Convict labor for November, 1890

Night watchman
Extra overseer

.

.

.

^1,051.75

25.00
50.00

$1,126.75

SOLON

A.

CARTER,

Treas7irer of State Prison.

REPORT
OF THE

COMMITTEE ON THE STATE PRISON.

To His Excellency

The

the

Governor and

Executive Council:

Prison Committee herewith submit their report for

nineteen months ending

We

the

November

30, 1890.

find the State Prison in charge of Capt.

George

W.

Colbath, of Dover, warden, and Samuel D. Robinson, of

Pembroke, deputy, who a]Dpear to be doing all that men
can do to make this institution a model of what a prison
should be.

The
tem

best of discipline prevails throughout, under a sys-

that has thus far inflicted a

minimum amount

same time

of pun-

prompt
and regulations adopted.
By untiring energy and hard labor of Warden Colbath,
the grounds outside the walls have been very much improved, both for cultivation and in a sanitary point of
view many unsightly rocks and holes (filled with stagnant
water) have been removed and filled up, and the grounds
ishment, and has

obedience to

all

at

the

secured

rules

;

otherwise improved and beautified.

Upon examination

it was found that surface water was
undermining the wall surrounding the prison yard.
This has been entirely obviated by tile drainage on the
west and south, and no danger need be apprehended from

fast

this cause in the future.

STATE PRISON REPORT.
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About three hundred and
were required

to

be

laid in

fifty feet of raUroad track
the prison yard in order to run

freight cars to the storehouse at the south end.

This has
been done, which now enables the warden to buy coal by
the long ton and have it delivered without breaking bulk,
thus saving to the State about twelve and one half per
cent annually of

its

entire output for fuel, besides being a

great convenience and saving in

many

Your Honor and gentlemen

other ways.

of the

Council are well

aware of the disastrous conflagration which occurred the
present year, entirely destroying the whole upper portion
of the main central prison building and doing great damage to the southern wing. This was an unforeseen bill of
expense to the State of about six thousand dollars, but we
are pleased to be able to say that the buildings have been
put in as good and a safer condition than they were previous to the occurrence of the

The

fire.

contractors w^ho

and performed the labor were
Messrs. Head & Dowst, of Manchester, and your committee think much credit is due this firm for the prompt and
thorough manner in which they replaced and repaired the
furnished the

material

property destroyed.

To

a Divine Providence are due the thanks of the people

of this State, that the destruction of this institution

was

not total, which would necessarily have incurred a loss of

many

times six thousand dollars, together with the great

confusion which would have resulted thereby.

we wish further to testify our full confidence
management of this institution by Warden Colbath

In closing,
in the

and

his assistant,

both in the matter of discipline and

careful and economical financial

in its

management.

Respectfully submitted.

W.
S.

S.

R.

E. C.

PILLSBURY,
MERRILL,
SHIRLEY,
Prison Committee.

CHAPLAIN'S REPORT.
To His Excellency the Governor mid the Honorable Council:

Gentlemen,

—

Excepting the experiences growing out
in the early part of the year, the
which
occurred
of the fire
moral and religious work among the inmates of the prison
has continued as heretofore for their religious and intellectual improvement.

The

administration

of the

prison authorities

is

proof

that a large majority of prisoners are disposed to obey the

and conduct themselves properly, if
and encouraged by kindly advice.
manly
way
treated in a
The main question whether the impressions made and
rules of the prison

promises given shall result in a better life, can be determined only when, released from the restraints of prison life,

and shun the wrong.
from some that have
gone out from the prison who are living honest and up-

the convict
I

is

free to choose the right

am encouraged by

letters received

right lives.

The

library closes the year with 2,700 volumes.

There

has been some loss by the incessant wear due to the prison
habit of reading, and occasional defacement, but no doubt
the books are as well used as those of any other library.
An addition of over 200 volumes has been made within
the past year.
It is

a pleasure to return thanks for

rendered by the

officials of

all

the assistance

the prison.

Respectfully,

e.'r.

wilkins,
ChaplatJi.

:

PHYSICIAN'S REPORT.
To His Excellency

Gentlemen,

—

the
I

Governor and tJie Honorable Council

have the honor to submit

as physician of the state prison for the

since

May

The

my

report

nineteen months

1889, to date.

i,

ordinary amount of sickness has occurred during

the period, making a daily
the time, as

is

visit

necessary a greater part of

required by the rules governing the institu-

But very few accidents, and all of those of little
moment, have occurred in the shops,
a record unusual
in a shop where so large a number of men are employed in

tion.

—

mechanical work.

—

But two deaths have occurred from natural causes,
one of them suddenly from disease of the heart, and the
other from long-continued paralysis in a patient seventyfive years of age.
I

desire to express

den and other
indebted for
ception,

my

many

courtesies,

done everything

circumstances

health

The

and who
power

would

to

the war-

whom

I

am

have, without ex-

in their

forts to render the sick in

as

acknowledgments

officers of the prison, to all of

to

second

my

ef-

the institution as comfortable
warrant, and restore them

such a result was possible.
following is the death record

to

if

:

June 6, 1889, John Rourke, aged 36 heart disease.
May I, 1890, James Palmer, aged 27 executed.
August 10, 1890, William H. Canney, aged 75; paralysis.
;

;

Respectfully submitted.

ALFRED

E.

EMERY,
PJiysician.

December

i,

1890.

I

